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SUMMARY

s.1  *The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines* is one version of the Long Perfection of Wisdom sūtras that developed in South and South-Central Asia in tandem with the *Eight Thousand* version, probably during the first five hundred years of the Common Era. It contains many of the passages in the oldest extant Long Perfection of Wisdom text (the Gilgit manuscript in Sanskrit), and is similar in structure to the other versions of the Long Perfection of Wisdom sūtras (the *One Hundred Thousand* and *Twenty-Five Thousand*) in Tibetan in the Kangyur. While setting forth the sacred fundamental doctrines of Buddhist practice with veneration, it simultaneously exhorts the reader to reject them as an object of attachment, its recurring message being that all dharmas without exception lack any intrinsic nature.

s.2  The sūtra can be divided loosely into three parts: an introductory section that sets the scene, a long central section, and three concluding chapters that consist of two important summaries of the long central section. The first of these (chapter 84) is in verse and also circulates as a separate work called *The Verse Summary of the Jewel Qualities* (Toh 13). The second summary is in the form of the story of Sadāprarudita and his guru Dharmodgata (chapters 85 and 86), after which the text concludes with the Buddha entrusting the work to his close companion Ānanda.
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INTRODUCTION

i.1 In the introduction to his translation of *The Transcendent Perfection of Wisdom in Ten Thousand Lines*, Gyurme Dorje has given a clear account of the Tibetan tradition’s explanation (1) of the origin of the Perfection of Wisdom in the words of the Buddha on Grdhra-kûta Hill in Rājagṛha some 2,500 years ago, (2) of the way the Perfection of Wisdom became extant in our world through the efforts of Nāgārjuna, and (3) of the Perfection of Wisdom’s place in the vast corpus of the Buddha’s words as “the middle turning of the wheel of the Dharma.” He has also given a brief account of the conclusions arrived at by the Western research tradition, which suggest that the Perfection of Wisdom may have originated in the south of the Indian subcontinent, perhaps the Andhra region, but more likely first began circulating in the far northwest of the Indian subcontinent. A prophecy in the text translated into English here provides some support for this conclusion. In chapter 39 the Buddha says to Śāriputra, “with the passing away of the Tathāgata this perfection of wisdom will circulate in the southern region,” and “from the country Vartani [the east] this deep perfection of wisdom will circulate into the northern region.” A comparison of early fragments of a Perfection of Wisdom in the Gândhârî language, written in Kharoṣṭhī script and dated ca. 75 CE, with an early translation of a Perfection of Wisdom text into Chinese by Lokakṣema in the middle of the second century CE has led the Western research tradition to the tentative conclusion that the Perfection of Wisdom first circulated in written form in the northwest of the Indian subcontinent some 2,000 years ago.

· About the Perfection of Wisdom Manuscripts ·

i.2 The text translated here into English is the one found in the Dégé Kangyur with reference to the other Kangyur editions contained in the Comparative Edition (Tib *dpe bsdur ma*). Both the original handwritten Indic manuscript (or
manuscripts) on which the Tibetan translation of *The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines* was based and the original handwritten manuscript of the earliest Tibetan translation are lost. There is, however, a large, nearly complete birch bark manuscript of a Perfection of Wisdom text written in Sanskrit in a Gilgit-Bāmiyān type alphabet that shows surprising similarities to the alphabet later used for the translation of Indian Buddhist texts into Tibetan. Stefano Zacchetti calls the birch bark manuscript, unearthed in northwest India in Gilgit in 1931, the “[Larger] Prajñāpāramitā from Gilgit,” and he dates it to “between [the] 6th and the beginning of the 7th century.” It is not misleading to say it is similar in the main to the Tibetan translation that is the basis of the English translation presented here. It is not, however, exactly the same, and it certainly was not the Indic manuscript on which the Tibetan translation of the *Eighteen Thousand* was based.

Besides the Gilgit manuscript there are the Śatasāhasrikā (*Hundred Thousand*) and Pañca viṃśati sāhasrikā (*Twenty-Five Thousand*) groups of Indic manuscripts, mainly originating from collections in Nepal that are similar in many respects to the Tibetan text that is the basis of the English translation presented here. There are a considerable number of these relatively recent manuscripts, dating at the earliest to the seventeenth century. Pratāpacandra Ghoṣa published a heroic Sanskrit edition (1902–13) of the first section (*khanda*) of the *Hundred Thousand* that runs to 1,676 pages! Takayasu Kimura (2009–14) has published the Sanskrit of the *Hundred Thousand* equivalent up to about chapter 32 of the 87 chapters translated here (up to halfway through the sixth of the twelve volumes of the Tibetan translation of the *Hundred Thousand* in the Kangyur). The *Hundred Thousand* is obviously much longer than the *Eighteen Thousand* but is similar in many respects.

Kimura has also published a complete Sanskrit edition of Haribhadra’s version of the *Twenty-Five Thousand* (1986–2009). This version is one of the two bases (together with the Gilgit manuscript) for Edward Conze’s (1984) magisterial translation called *The Large Sutra on Perfect Wisdom*. Kimura’s Sanskrit edition of the *Twenty-Five Thousand* is also similar in many respects to the Tibetan translation of the *Eighteen Thousand* that is the basis of the English translation presented here.

The Title: *Eighteen Thousand*.

According to Stefano Zacchetti, Bodhiruci (fl. beginning of the sixth century), a translator of Buddhist texts into Chinese, is the first to explicitly mention an *Eighteen Thousand*. Bodhiruci lists it, among other texts, as one of the three sizes of what he calls the Larger Perfection of Wisdom. We have not
determined with certainty if Bodhiruci meant *Eighteen Thousand* as an actual title of a Perfection of Wisdom text or simply as a description of the length of a text.

In *A Catalogue of the Chinese Translation of the Buddhist Tripiṭaka*, the first entry is Xuanzang’s huge *Dabanruoboluomijing* (*Long Perfection of Wisdom*, finished ca. 659). A text in fifty-nine fascicles and thirty-one chapters is included as part of it. Based on the *K’yuen-lu* (Nañjio’s transliteration) written in 1287, which compares Perfection of Wisdom works in the Tibetan canon and the Chinese canon, says it “agrees with the Tibetan Pragñāpāramitā in 18,000 ślokas.”

We have not been able to read Xuanzang’s translation, so we cannot say with certainty whether or not the name *Eighteen Thousand* is found there, but speaking generally, in Chinese Buddhism bibliographical material is organized based on the person (the translator and so on) rather than genre or title, certainly after Fei Changfang’s *Lidai sanbao ji* (*Record of the Three Treasures throughout Successive Dynasties*, published in 597). It therefore remains to be conclusively determined whether the name *Eighteen Thousand* is actually used by Xuanzang to identify this part of his long translation or whether it is, again, just a description of the length of part of a longer book.

In the Denkarma, the catalog of Buddhist works translated into Tibetan compiled in the early years of the ninth century by the translators Paltsek (*dpal brtsegs*) and Lui Wangpo (*klu’i dbang po*), the *Eighteen Thousand* comes third in the first subdivision of Mahāyāna sūtras. Later the two translators include in their list of commentaries on Mahāyāna sūtras *The Long Explanation of the One Hundred, Twenty-Five, and Eighteen Thousand* (Toh 3808). So, we can say with certainty that a Perfection of Wisdom text in Tibetan identified by the name *Eighteen Thousand* existed by about the year 820.

Edward Conze gives the name *Aṣṭādaśaprajñāpāramitā* (*The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines*) to the later part of the Gilgit manuscript (starting from folio 188). Other scholars have followed him, describing fragments of Perfection of Wisdom texts that correspond to parts of the Gilgit manuscript as fragments of the *Eighteen Thousand*. But Zacchetti persuasively argues that Conze has made a mistake. He says Conze takes the early part of the Gilgit manuscript to reflect the text of the *Twenty-Five Thousand* and the later part the *Eighteen Thousand* because of an inconsequential mistake on the part of the Gilgit scribe. Zacchetti says the scribe accidentally wrote chapter 48 instead of 38 at the end of the chapter following chapter 37. Not all the chapters in the Gilgit manuscript have both titles and numbers. Conze noticed that the next chapter in the Gilgit manuscript after the chapter mistakenly numbered 48 that has both a title and number is chapter 50, with the title *Avinivartanīyalinganirdeśa* (Teaching
the signs of irreversibility). Conze also noticed that it corresponded to chapter 50 in the Tibetan translation of the *Eighteen Thousand*, which has the same title (Teaching the signs of irreversibility). This is the reason, Zacchetti argues, that Conze mistakenly said that the scribe “calmly chang[ed] from the version in 25,000 Lines to the version in 18,000 Lines (at f. 187/188) without telling anybody about it.” Zacchetti concludes that the Gilgit manuscript in fact reflects “a single version of the Larger PP” and says that trying to decide if it is a version of the *Twenty-Five Thousand* or *Eighteen Thousand* is “a futile question.”

The research of Zacchetti and other modern scholars presupposes that the *Eighteen Thousand* begins with an original compiler and undergoes changes over time. The shorter *Eight Thousand* represents an earlier (more original) version, and the different longer texts, including the *Eighteen Thousand*, reflect later changes. Heuristically, given that an origin is being investigated, this is a helpful presupposition. The research, however, has not identified an original, and one suspects never will. If it finally proves to be the case that no original can be identified it will corroborate the view set forth in the *Eighteen Thousand* itself, that a sacred book or tradition, when sought for in reality, is nowhere to be found.

· The Structure of the *Eighteen Thousand* ·

Gyurme Dorje has already set forth the structure of a Perfection of Wisdom text based on the Tibetan tradition that privileges *The Ornament for the Clear Realizations* (*Abhisamayālaṃkāra*). According to that tradition the *Eighteen Thousand*, like the *Ten Thousand*, is one of the six major texts, which is to say the *Eighteen Thousand* makes a presentation of all eight clear realizations (*abhisamaya*) set forth in the *Ornament for the Clear Realizations*. The *Eighteen Thousand* also includes as its eighty-fourth chapter another of the six major texts, the verse summary of the entire Perfection of Wisdom that circulates as a separate text called *The Verse Summary of the Jewel Qualities* (*Ratnaguṇasamcayagāthā*). It also includes as its eighty-third chapter the Categorization of a Bodhisattva’s Training, one of the important eleven minor Perfection of Wisdom texts that circulates separately under the name *The Maitreya Chapter* or *The Questions of Maitreya*.

By contrast, what follows is the structure based on Vasubandhu’s or Daṃṣṭrāsena’s *Long Explanation of the One Hundred, Twenty-Five, and Eighteen Thousand*. Butön Rinchen Drup (1290–1364), the famous scholar and editor of the Kangyur, characterizes this as one of the four accepted ways to approach the Perfection of Wisdom corpus, and for the fourteenth century writer Dölpopa Sherap Gyaltsen it is the only way.
According to that structure, there are five major divisions [I–V] and eleven sections [(1)–(11)].

· · · I. Introduction · · ·

After the statement of the place and time (“Thus did I hear at one time. The Lord dwelt at Rājagṛha on Grḍhrakūṭa Hill…”) and the list of śrāvakas and bodhisattvas in the retinue and their excellent qualities, the Lord Buddha, the Blessed One, sets up his seat and sits in meditation. He displays miraculous powers — emitting light that goes to the ends of the cosmos, shaking the cosmos, and creating a magical canopy of flowers above his head. The light illuminates buddhas and their retinues in different worlds in the ten directions, prompting bodhisattva students to come to attend the discourse, thereby completing the huge retinue.

· · · II. Brief Exegesis · · ·

Following the introduction there is the single statement by the Lord at the beginning of chapter 2: “Here, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to all dharmas in all forms should make an effort at the perfection of wisdom.” This says it all in brief. The reader should understand that the Lord remains silent after saying this.

· · · III. Intermediate Exegesis · · ·

Then, beginning the intermediate exegesis there is Śāriputra’s question (2.2), “How then, Lord, should bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to all dharmas in all forms make an effort at the perfection of wisdom?” followed by the Lord’s response. Śāriputra’s inquiry raises the following questions: What is a bodhisattva and a great being? What is it to want fully to awaken to all dharmas in all forms? What is “making an effort”? And, what is the perfection of wisdom? Śāriputra’s inquiry thus introduces the reader to (i) bodhisattva great beings, (ii) all dharmas, (iii) the perfection of wisdom, (iv) full awakening, and (v) making an effort—that is, actually putting the perfection of wisdom into practice. These five provide the outline of the intermediate exegesis.

Informing both the Lord’s statement and Śāriputra’s question is the important word want—a word that signals a bodhisattva’s compassionate aspiration because it references a bodhisattva’s motivation. Hence, what truly informs the statement is bodhicitta (“the thought of awakening”), a technical term for a special altruism. This section has two parts: (1) the explanation for and by Śāriputra that goes from chapter 2 through chapter 5
and (2) the explanation for and by Subhūti, from chapter 6 through chapter 21. This two-part section corresponds to the first chapter of the *Eight Thousand*.

### IV. Detailed Exegesis

The detailed exegesis of the opening statement goes from chapters 22 to 82. It comprises an explanation of the conceptual and nonconceptual perfection of wisdom in a detailed exposition based on relative and ultimate truth for the sake of those who understand from a longer explanation. The explanation is subdivided into (3) an explanation for the head god Śatakratu (chapter 22) and (4) an explanation by Subhūti (chapters 23–32). (5) Then there is an explanation that includes an exchange with Maitreya (chapter 33) and (6–9) three more sections associated with Subhūti and one with Śatakratu. (10) A second explanation for Maitreya is chapter 83, titled “The Categorization of a Bodhisattva’s Training.” Conze and Iida (1968) call it *Maitreya’s Questions*. It is included in the *Twenty-Five Thousand* and the Lhasa edition of the *Hundred Thousand* but not the Degé edition of the *Hundred Thousand*.

### V. Summaries

Chapter 84 is the summary in verse for Subhūti that circulates separately as *The Verse Summary of the Jewel Qualities*. In the *Eighteen Thousand* it is not divided into chapters. (11) Chapters 85 and 86 are a summary of the earlier chapters in the form of a story about Sadāprarudita’s quest to find his teacher Dharmodgata and learn the perfection of wisdom, and the final chapter is a short one in which the Lord entrusts the perfection of wisdom to Ānanda and the retinue rejoices.

### What Does the Eighteen Thousand Say?

In essence, the *Eighteen Thousand* says that attachment to sacred texts and sacred traditions is the greatest impediment to awakening. For a modern reader the major difficulty when reading the *Eighteen Thousand* is therefore the lack of knowledge of the specific sacred texts and traditions the *Eighteen Thousand* references.

We have seen that the opening chapter of the *Eighteen Thousand* sets the scene and describes the retinue, in which, we are told, are many worthy ones as well as bodhisattvas. Worthy ones are those who, by definition, have reached the final goal explained in the fundamental texts that record the
Buddha Śākyamuni’s teachings for those who seek their own liberation. Bodhisattvas are those who privilege the teachings given by him to and for bodhisattvas in Mahāyāna texts like the Eighteen Thousand.

Both the fundamental texts and the Mahāyāna texts like the Eighteen Thousand make a presentation of the dharmas. In the English translation we have sometimes left the word dharma untranslated, sometimes when appropriate rendered it “phenomenon,” and sometimes when appropriate “attribute” or “quality.” When it is capitalized, Dharma means the doctrine, as in “turn the wheel of the Dharma.” The doctrine can be either the books (words) or the meanings, in particular the meanings as they are found in the mindstreams of those who have a proper understanding.

The dharmas set forth in the fundamental texts are basic to an understanding of the tradition that the author of the Eighteen Thousand treats as sacred. In the fundamental texts these dharmas are in two categories: the dharmas of defilement (saṃkleśa) and the dharmas of purification (cyavavādāna). Included in the former are the first two of the four noble truths, which comprise, among others, the aggregates, sense fields, constituents, contacts, feelings arising from contacts, and the twelve links of dependent origination. All describe the ordinary practitioner (the so-called “suffering” being).

Included in the purification dharmas that are covered by the last two noble truths are the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening (ending with the eightfold noble path), the three gateways to liberation (emptiness and so on), and the eight results of the practice (beginning with the stream enterer and ending with the worthy one). They describe the state of the practitioner progressing toward the goal and when the goal is reached. Worthy ones, the first part of the intended audience of the Eighteen Thousand, do not need to be taught these dharmas. Just the word rūpa (“form”), the material reality that locates a particular individual, at the beginning of a list is enough for a worthy one to know what is intended. Thus, the Heart Sūtra says “no form … no eyes … no truth of suffering,” and so on.

Modern readers unfamiliar with the sacred tradition set forth in the fundamental texts can read, for example, Ven. Bhikkhu Bodhi’s In the Buddha’s Words. Alternatively, the fundamental texts can be learned from the Eighteen Thousand, which presents them in a very clear and accessible manner. But a modern reader unfamiliar with the dharmas set forth in the fundamental texts can get confused, because at the same time that the Eighteen Thousand is setting them forth with veneration, it is exhorting the reader to reject them as an object of attachment.

Thus, chapter 3 of the Eighteen Thousand begins with the monk Śāriputra asking, “How then should bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom?” to which the Lord responds, “They do not see form.
they do not see feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness either.” “They do not see” means that they reject it as an object of attachment. It does not mean that the aggregates, and so on, are not there or are not something they should know. Worthy ones obviously know the aggregates and so on, because it is the basic teaching of the truth of suffering, the first words the Buddha Śākyamuni uttered to the five companions when he returned to the Deer Park outside Vārāṇasī after reaching awakening.

The *Eighteen Thousand* does not only focus on the fundamental Buddhist teachings and caution the reader to avoid taking them as objects of attachment, but it also references the sacred teachings of the *Eighteen Thousand* and other Mahāyāna texts and stresses that bodhisattvas, the second part of the retinue described in the Introduction chapter, should avoid attachment toward them. It does this first by expanding the list of basic purification dharmas to include all the possible qualities of bodhisattvas, among which are “the four detailed and thorough knowledges, the four fearlessnesses, the five undiminished clairvoyances, the six perfections, the six principles of being liked, the seven riches, the eight ways great persons think, the nine places beings live, the ten tathāgata powers, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, great love, and great compassion.”

The second way the *Eighteen Thousand* says that the sacred Mahāyāna tradition must be rejected as an object of attachment is by negating the mental representations (the ideas or names) of the defilement and purification dharmas. The recurring message of the *Eighteen Thousand* is that all dharmas without exception lack any intrinsic nature (*svabhāva*). A Mahāyāna practitioner—a worthy one or an advanced bodhisattva—who has learned this lesson sees dharmas as they are supposed to appear, as lacking any intrinsic nature and with only a nominal or conventional reality. This, and the sacred tradition that teaches it, can become an object of attachment as much as anything else. To “settle down on” (*abhinivīś*) something is to be negatively attached to it.

Even though the texts, practices, and results of the fundamental and the Mahāyāna traditions are equally rejected as objects of attachment, the *Eighteen Thousand* extols the Mahāyāna tradition as most excellent for its wide range and concomitant benefits, and for undercutting itself, as it were, by extending the analysis of the person (the selflessness of a person understood by those who know the basic dharmas taught in the fundamental texts) to all phenomena. The *Eighteen Thousand* says that reliquaries, statues, books, practices, knowledge, and anything wholesome and beneficial are good, but only to the extent that they do not become objects of attachment. It also preaches the value of skillful means for
benefiting others in whatever way is helpful to them. The Eighteen Thousand says of itself that it is special, as a book, to the extent that the knowledge it conveys is the source of all that is beneficial. But if, as a book, or even as the knowledge the book conveys, it becomes an object of attachment, it results in the exact opposite of what, in its own terms, it preaches. When the Eighteen Thousand praises itself and says that even writing out one word of it is more beneficial by far than the words of the fundamental texts or the wisdom of the worthy ones, it is not setting forth some new tradition that transcends the problem of attachment.

- SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTERS -

- Chapter 1 -

i.30 The first chapter sets the scene. It is in two parts: an introduction shared with many other sūtras and an introduction unique to the Perfection of Wisdom. The first part, beginning with “Thus did I hear at one time,” describes the qualities of the arhat monks and most important nuns and ends with a description of the bodhisattvas, including many of their names.

i.31 The second part describes the Buddha, always called “Lord” (bhagavat), or occasionally Tathāgata, setting up and taking his seat and then demonstrating the three miraculous powers. The miraculous power of meditative stabilization causes light to radiate from the Buddha’s major marks and minor signs and from the different parts and pores of his body, causes the radiation of natural light, and causes light to radiate from the tongue faculty in particular. The miraculous, wonder-working power magically creates a great tower out of flowers and, having done so, suspends it in midair and so on. And finally, the miraculous dharma-illuminating power illuminates buddhas dwelling in different worlds, prompting their bodhisattva retinues to make the journey to attend the discourse to follow.

- Chapter 2 -

i.32 This chapter begins the discourse proper with the single, all-encompassing statement: “Here, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to all dharmas in all forms should make an effort at the perfection of wisdom.” The key term here is “want” (kāma). The bodhisattva great beings “want to fully awaken.” This is the great central statement of the compassion unique to the Perfection of Wisdom and other Mahāyāna scriptures, described as wanting (kāma) everything of use to others both in the interim and ultimately—the daily necessities and the necessities for different levels of liberation for all beings according to their capacities—making “beings
who are blind ... see shapes with their eyes,” and so forth, and the miraculous powers to “blow out with one puff of breath the fire in the great billionfold world system when the eon is burning up,” and so forth.

The chapter ends with a discussion of celibacy. The compassionate sons and daughters of good families want to be born into a bodhisattva’s family. This leads the gods to think that a perfect practitioner remains celibate, like the Buddha, until awakening, which prompts Śāriputra to ask if a practitioner has to have a family or has to be celibate. The Lord replies that there are many types of practitioners, but those who understand the deep perfection of wisdom like a magician, who uses magic to make a show of dallying with, enjoying, and acting gratified by the five sorts of sense objects in order to bring beings to maturity, is not contaminated by them. The chapter ends with the statement, “Alternatively, bodhisattva great beings speak disparagingly of sense objects: ‘Sense objects are ablaze, disgusting, murderous, and against you.’ So, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings take to these sorts of sense objects in order to bring beings to maturity.”

---

A practitioner exists conventionally but not ultimately. All the possible physical or mental marks through which one might “see” or apprehend a practitioner, all the names of those things, even all the ultimate or conventional realities of a practitioner, their deficiencies and perfections, are ultimately unfindable, and so too with awakening and the practice. Thus, one pursues the practice of the perfection of wisdom by avoiding the extremes of naïve realism and nihilism through understanding the imaginary, other-powered, and thoroughly established natures of all dharmas. Such an insight surpasses that of the practitioners of fundamental Buddhism exemplified by Śāriputra and Maudgalyāyana.

One practices the perfection of wisdom when “engaged with the emptiness of form,” and so on. This teaches the thoroughly established nature. There is no connection between the practice and the defilement dharmas that define the suffering state, no engagement with a practice that disconnects the practitioner from those defilement dharmas, and no connection between the purification dharmas and the perfection of wisdom. Still, practitioners conventionally exist, so the members of the community of irreversible bodhisattvas practicing the perfection of wisdom are enumerated based on where they were before coming to this world, and so on, and where they will be born and what they will demonstrate prior to their complete awakening.
The retinue praises the Lord’s discourse on the perfection of wisdom as “the calm and gentle perfection ... the space-like perfection, it is the perfection of the emptiness of particular defining marks, it is the perfection endowed with all good qualities.” The Lord extends his tongue, illuminating the perfection of wisdom in all worlds for all beings. They all come and worship the Lord and generate the altruistic aspiration to become buddhas to teach this same doctrine for the benefit of beings. The Lord then smiles because he sees with clairvoyance that the compassion generated by monks in the retinue as they listened to the discourse will cause them all to become fully awakened buddhas in the future.

Chapter 6

All teaching by śrāvaka trainees or the gods is through the Tathāgata’s power and does not contradict the true nature of phenomena. This statement comes at the beginning of the Eight Thousand and begins the summary verses in chapter 84 of the Eighteen Thousand.

The word bodhisattva is used again and again but ultimately is not a word for anything. The form aggregate and so on are just designations, just labels used conventionally to aid comprehension, and similarly with the sense fields and so on, all the parts of the body—the skull and neck bones down to the bones in the feet—and all external things such as grass and leaves; even all the buddhas are just names and conventional terms. Since this is so, the bodhisattva practitioners understand that the fundamental doctrines of the four noble truths—that the aggregates, sense fields, and constituents and the like are impermanent rather than permanent, suffering rather than pleasurable, and so on—are just names to make things known for the benefit of beings, and practice accordingly. Similarly, “standing without mentally constructing any phenomenon,” the bodhisattvas cultivate the basic, shared practices set out in the fundamental Buddhist scriptures. These are systematized as the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening. And beyond those the bodhisattvas cultivate the unique bodhisattva practices of the six perfections and the powers and fearlessnesses, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.

Bodhisattvas should not settle down even on an ultimate, undivided true reality as the final referent of the name bodhisattva. Those who do not tremble in the face of such a reality, or perhaps lack of reality, are practicing the perfection of wisdom.

Chapter 7
From the practice of the perfection of wisdom that sees all phenomena as dharma designations, not absolute truths, all the benefits of fundamental and bodhisattva practice arise, included among which are all the meditative stabilizations starting from the bodhyaṅgavatin and simhavijṛmbhitā meditative stabilizations and ending with the ākāśāsaṃga vimukti nirupalepa meditative stabilization.

The practice enables bodhisattvas to avoid “hardheadedness,” the “love for dharmas.” This is when a practitioner loses track of the purpose of practice—the welfare of others—and sees the realization of reality, the attainment of peace, or even altruism as an end in itself. Hardheaded bodhisattvas fall to the śrāvaka level, bereft of the guiding compassionate principle of the bodhisattva. The absence of hardheadedness is flawlessness, or the secure state of a bodhisattva. Here the bodhisattvas do not falsely project anything even while knowing all and practicing all for the sake of others.

Even the sublime thought of awakening (bodhicitta) is just a label, so how does it operate in bodhisattvas in the flawless state? That “thought is no thought because the basic nature of thought is clear light.” It is clear light because it is not together with or free from any shortcoming, any accompanying afflictive emotion, or any intention to enter into a śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha nirvāṇa. Such a thought, the clear light, neither knows nor does not know, neither exists nor does not exist. It is the state in which all phenomena “are just so.”

In conclusion, Śāriputra praises Subhūti’s explanation as authentic and in accord with the Lord’s intention and says, “in this perfection of wisdom is detailed instruction for the three vehicles in which bodhisattva great beings should train on the level of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and buddhas.”

Subhūti rhetorically poses a hypothetical question. If all phenomena are just names, just dharma designations, then practice is futile. So, “which bodhisattva will I advise and instruct in what perfection of wisdom?” In response Subhūti says that phenomena are conventional terms for the inexpressible true nature of things that cannot be expressed as anything at all. It is just because of that that all starting places for practice, all practices, and all attainments are tenable. Bodhisattvas who are not terrified by this reality are irreversible from full awakening.
All phenomena are empty. Form is empty of form. The twelve links of dependent origination are empty. Ignorance is empty of ignorance, up to old age and death are empty of old age and death. All phenomena are empty, so bodhisattvas practicing the perfection of wisdom are standing by way of taking no stand on anything. Hence, bodhisattvas do not march under the banner of any letters, words, or statements, under the banner of the four noble truths, under the banner of emptiness, or under the banner of anything else. To do so is to have descended into grasping at “I” and “mine” and to practice without skillful means. Bodhisattvas do not grasp at anything because grasping requires a differentiation through language based on causal signs (nimitta), and bodhisattvas see causal signs just as śrāvakas see afflictive emotions. An afflictive emotion is based on settling down on a causal sign for things as real. That causes attachment and hatred. These same causal signs cause bodhisattvas without skillful means to settle down on a basis, path, and set of results as real. This is the case because the religious mendicant Śrenika, a śrāvaka, gained nirvāṇa by listening to this teaching because it led him to avoid a belief in causal signs. Śrenika achieved nirvāṇa by realizing that even nirvāṇa could not be grasped through a causal sign. Similarly, bodhisattvas master such a nirvāṇa but do not actually enter into it until their prayers that are vows are fully carried out and they have brought beings to maturity, purified a buddhafield, and fully awakened to perfect, complete awakening.

Śāriputra asks Subhūti what does not exist and cannot be apprehended. Subhūti says all phenomena do not exist because all phenomena are empty of an intrinsic nature. A bodhisattva’s mind is never separated from a buddha’s mind because all phenomena are separated from an intrinsic nature. An intrinsic nature is not something real. All phenomena are without defining marks. Training in that way, bodhisattvas go forth to the knowledge of all aspects because nothing has been produced and nothing has gone forth. Everything is empty. Even the ultimate is empty of an intrinsic nature. Training in the perfection of wisdom like this, bodhisattvas get close to awakening.

Thinking “I am practicing the perfection of wisdom” is a lack of skillful means, a practice that occasions something, or a practice of an enactment (abhisamāskāra). Not only does it not even lead to śrāvaka nirvāṇa, it leads to the suffering of saṃsāra. Bodhisattvas who do not have such beliefs and mistaken notions have skillful means because, in reality, there are no dharmas apart from emptiness. Bodhisattvas do not assert any dharma or
practice but know all dharmas are the same insofar as they have never been produced, and bodhisattvas remain in the *sarvadharma-nutpāda* meditative stabilization up to the *ākāśa-samgāvinuktinirupaleśa* meditative stabilization. The awakening of such bodhisattvas is prophesied, but only conventionally, not ultimately, because none of the meditative stabilizations ultimately exist. The Lord compliments Subhūti, “the foremost of śrāvakas at the conflict-free stage,” for his explanation.

**. Chapter 10 .**

---

**i.48**

Everything is in the state of absolute natural purity where there is no production or defilement, where nothing appears or is enacted. Employing the two meanings of the Sanskrit word *vid* (“to exist” and “to know”), the Lord says form, and so on, do not exist in the way foolish, ordinary people take them to be, and because they do not exist, they are ignorance. Nothing goes forth, nothing rests. Those who mentally construct a starting point, progress, and a goal do not train in the perfection of wisdom. Those who do not apprehend any phenomenon go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.

---

**i.49**

Everything is like an illusion. Everything is just a name and conventional term that in reality is not produced. Bodhisattvas who understand that go forth to the knowledge of all aspects. This frightens new bodhisattvas without spiritual friends. To accept and teach the four noble truths in an absolutist way, apprehending the words as ultimately true, is to fall under the sway of Māra and bad friends. These bad friends dissuade bodhisattvas from this perfection of wisdom, saying that it is not the true doctrine of the Tathāgata. The bad friend may be Māra disguised as a buddha, setting forth an absolutist doctrine that takes the four noble truths as an absolute, and the doctrine of awakening for the sake of others through training in the perfection of wisdom as absurd. The bad friend says that if everything is empty there is no point, dissuading the bodhisattvas from the bodhisattva’s career. Sometimes Māra the bad friend approaches in the form of a mother or father saying rather than stay in the world with all its tortures, make hard work meaningful by working for nirvāṇa; sometimes Māra the bad friend approaches in the form of a monk teaching the doctrine of the four noble truths in an absolutist way.

---

**i.50**

Explaining the word *bodhisattva* from many different angles, the text says the basis in reality of the word *bodhisattva* is no basis at all. The track left by a bodhisattva is like the track left by a bird in space. There is no basis in reality
for light, even the light of a tathāgata.

There follows a list of all phenomena, starting with ordinary wholesome phenomena like honoring parents, and so on, and the nine perceptions of the repulsive state of a body after death, as well as all the other levels of ordinary mindfulness and meditation. It also lists the ordinary unwholesome phenomena like the ten unwholesome actions, and so on; extraordinary phenomena (those same phenomena informed by an understanding of their illusory and ultimate nature); and phenomena without outflows—the purification dharmas in the mindstreams of buddhas, shared in common with other practitioners, and unique to the practice of those following the buddhas.

The Lord, Śāriputra, and Subhūti explain the term great being from many different angles. A great being is foremost among all the stream enterers, and so on; sees the ultimate nature of beings and treats them all the same and works for them all equally; never entertains a negative thought toward them; cares about the doctrine; perfects the meditative stabilizations and all the other purification dharmas; and is not attached even to the greatest thought, bodhicitta.

Śāriputra asks why all ordinary foolish beings are not free of attachments and the sense of possession, and Subhūti says that in reality they are, just as the mind of a buddha in its intrinsic nature is without attachment and any sense of possession. All phenomena are equally empty and pure.

Pūrṇa says a great being is armored with the great armor of the interwoven six perfections based on a concern for all beings. Each of the six perfections of giving, morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom incorporates all the other five perfections, and all thirty-six subdivisions of the perfections are informed by the understanding that all phenomena are like illusions, devoid of any intrinsic nature. The practice of them is always focused on and dedicated to the knowledge of all aspects. Such a practice of the perfections brings the bodhisattva close to the very limit of reality—nirvāṇa. With skillful means, entering into all the meditative states without relishing them, taking birth through compassion but not through the force of meditative attainment, turning over everything to perfect and complete awakening for the sake of all beings, bodhisattvas are truly great beings delighting all the buddhas and bodhisattvas in the ten directions.

Śāriputra asks Pūrṇa why a great being’s vehicle is great. It is a great vehicle because when great beings practice the perfection of giving, and so on, it carries them higher and higher through the states of immeasurable love, compassion, joy, and equanimity, and higher and higher through the first to the fourth concentrations and through the four formless absorptions
of endless space, endless consciousness, nothing-at-all, and neither perception nor nonperception. In the Great Vehicle bodhisattvas are absorbed in and emerge from all those meditative stabilizations and absorptions without falling to the śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha level.

The Great Vehicle is a knowledge of all the emptinesses, meditative states, and aspects of the four noble truths by way of not apprehending anything, so it is not a knowledge in any of the three periods of time or in any of the three realms of desire, form, and formlessness. In this sense it is a knowledge that is no knowledge at all. At the same time, the Great Vehicle is of infinite expanse, including all practices and attainments, including maturing beings, purifying a buddhafied, and complete and perfect awakening.

How does the Great Vehicle proceed higher and higher? It does so as a practice of all the purification dharmas by a practitioner set on the knowledge of all aspects who does not apprehend anything at all. The practitioner, “from the first thought of awakening up until sitting at the site of awakening,” intentionally appropriates bodies to look after the needs of beings, roams from buddhafied to buddhafied, and listens to the teaching of the buddhas without any notion of buddhafieds or beings to benefit. Finally, the practitioner gains the knowledge of all aspects and turns the wheel of the Dharma so that all the buddhas raise their voices in praise.

Armed with great armor the bodhisattvas enter into a variety of bodies and demonstrate the practice of the six perfections, pervading all world systems with light and shaking the earth, blowing out all the fires in the hells, and so on. Demonstrating the perfection of giving, bodhisattvas cause beings to emerge from the hells and other bad rebirths and be reborn as gods and humans, understanding the performance of the perfections to be illusory, doing everything like a magician, conjuring up worlds made of beautiful materials, and giving food and whatever else beings require or enjoy. The mind of the bodhisattva is always set on the knowledge of all aspects and always concerned with the welfare of every living being, working to establish them in whatever attainment is appropriate to their dispositions, but always knowing the illusory nature of phenomena. That is, the bodhisattvas know that all phenomena, even the knowledge of all aspects, are without defining marks, are not made, and do not occasion anything because there is nothing that could make them, just as in a dream. For this reason, form and so on, all the defilement and purification dharmas, are not bound and are not freed. Nothing is freed because nothing exists, just as in a dream.
Subhūti asks a series of questions: “Lord, what is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings? Lord, how have bodhisattva great beings come to have set out in the Great Vehicle? Where will the Great Vehicle have set out? Where will the Great Vehicle stand? Who will go forth in the Great Vehicle?”

The response to the first question occasions an explanation of all purification dharmas both as a personal practice and as a practice modeling the dharmas as a demonstration for others. It lists and explains the eighteen emptinesses and the meaning of each of the names of all the meditative stabilizations. Similarly, it lists and explains the four applications of mindfulness, occasioning a long explanation of mindfulness of the body through awareness of its makeup as sense faculties and their objects, of physical activity, of breathing, of the body’s constituent elements and different types of filth, and of what it looks like after death. It also explains the rest of the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the three meditative stabilizations on emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness, the eleven knowledges, and each of the three faculties—the faculty of coming to understand what one does not understand, the faculty of understanding, and the faculty of having understood. There is a further explanation of the stages of meditative stabilization between the desire realm and first concentration level, and from there to the highest formless absorption; of the ten mindfullnesses (of the Three Jewels and so on); and of the four immeasurables and each of the four concentrations, four formless absorptions, eight deliverances, and nine serial absorptions. There is also an explanation of each of the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and, finally, a detailed explanation of the types of dhāraṇī based on the letters of the Karoṣṭhī alphabet.

In response to Subhūti’s question about how bodhisattvas come to have set out in the Great Vehicle, the text says that bodhisattvas do so by ascending from the first of the ten levels up to the last. For each of the ten levels there are a different number of purifications, first set forth in lists and then individually explained in a second section. A bodhisattva great being on the tenth level is called a tathāgata. To reach that level bodhisattvas practice all six perfections, and so on, with skillful means, passing beyond the Śuklavipaśyanā, Gotra, Aṣṭamaka, Darśana, Tanū, Vītarāga, Kṛtāvin, and Pratyekabuddha levels. These are all the fundamental Buddhist attainments of stream enterer, and so on, that bodhisattvas master but do not fully
actualize. It then says the practitioner “pass beyond these nine levels and stands on the buddha level.” Even the unshared bodhisattva practice of mastery of all levels as a demonstration for the benefit of others is illusory and transcended. At that point the bodhisattva on the tenth level is modeling the perfect life of a fully awakened being, which is also transcended for the final authentic full awakening.

i.62 In response to the question “From where will the Great Vehicle go forth?” the text says that a mahāyāna (“great vehicle”) is equivalent to a niryāna that means both “going forth” and “devoid of a vehicle.” The Great Vehicle includes all phenomena and all practices because all are illusory and none has any defining mark. Reality, emptiness, and the unmarked do not go forth from anywhere, and an illusion does not go forth, either. “That vehicle does not move.”

i.63 In response to the question “Where will the Great Vehicle stand?” the text says it stands nowhere because all phenomena stand nowhere, since even the intrinsic nature of reality is empty of the intrinsic nature of reality. All phenomena, all the noble beings in the results of basic practice, and even the bodhisattva practice stand nowhere.

i.64 In response to the question “Who will go forth in the Great Vehicle?” the text says no one will go forth in the Great Vehicle because a self, a being, and so on cannot be apprehended anywhere, nor can any of the dharmas that might locate such a being be apprehended. Everything is absolutely pure in its nature and knows no increase or decrease. Nothing is apprehended because everything is empty.

i.65 The Great Vehicle is great because it surpasses the world. It is like space in that it encompasses all the perfections up to the dhāraṇīs, and just as you cannot apprehend space as coming or going, and just as time is equally just time in all time periods and does not come and go, so too with the Great Vehicle.

i.66 The Great Vehicle surpasses the world because the world is a construction. The Great Vehicle is equal to space. The directions of space do not make themselves known. Space cannot be qualified by size, color, time, defilement, or purification, as something that should be understood, as free from greed and so on, and there are no levels or paths or results in space. You cannot hear or see or remember space, and it is not included anywhere. In space no thought comes into being, and similarly with the Great Vehicle.
The dharma-constituent (dharmadhātu), space, and beings are infinite because, playing on the similarity of the Sanskrit words sattva (“being,” “state of being”) and sattā (“state of existence”), to be is not to exist, and spaces are states that do not exist, and so too with all phenomena. Just as the state of nirvāṇa has room for all beings, so too does the Great Vehicle.

All dharmas are unmoving, so the Great Vehicle does not move. The basic nature of all dharmas does not come, does not go, and does not remain. There is no before, middle, and after to the journey of the Great Vehicle because all time periods are empty of those time periods.

To talk about the Great Vehicle is to talk about the perfection of wisdom because both include all wholesome dharmas. Ultimately there is no difference between any phenomena, so bodhisattvas train in them to master them and demonstrate them to those who benefit from them, not for any goal. This is because all phenomena are illusory and share the same defining mark—no mark at all.

How is it possible to give instructions to bodhisattvas who cannot be found in any of the three time periods, are unproduced, and are without a limit? A bodhisattva is just a word and cannot be apprehended. The instructions are given with the understanding of that reality.

Śāriputra poses many questions and Subhūti, in response, says beings (“states of beings”) are not asserted to be at any limit—before, after, or in between—because they are nonexistent (“states of nonexistence”), and the same holds true for all phenomena and practices. There are no bodhisattvas to whom one can give instructions, because form and so on are empty of form and empty of every other dharma. Bodhisattva is just a name plucked out of thin air. The Lord says “self” again and again, but it has absolutely never come into being because it does not exist and is not found, and the same holds true for all phenomena. All phenomena thus are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature because an intrinsic nature arisen from a union (sāmyogika) does not exist. What does not come into being has no basic nature, so it cannot be instructed or give instruction, and yet it is just an unproduced bodhisattva that practices the perfection of wisdom by not seeing any phenomena other than those that have not come into being. Such bodhisattvas see all phenomena as like illusions and are not scared when given instructions in the perfection of wisdom. The practitioner sees no phenomena at all.
Expanding on the responses he provided to Śāriputra in the previous chapter, Subhūti again explains what a bodhisattva and the perfection of wisdom are and what an investigation of phenomena entails. Using different etymologies, he says a bodhisattva is so called because bodhi ("awakening") is itself one’s state of being (sattva). To awaken to a phenomenon means to know it without settling down on it as ultimately real, to know it through, and as, the different names for it. The perfection (pāramītā) of wisdom is so called because it has “gone far off” (āram itā) or “gone to the other side” (pāram itā) of all phenomena.

In a final exchange, Śāriputra and Subhūti say ordinary beings are not already in nirvāṇa or awakened even though all beings and all dharmas are equally not produced and only like illusions, because an unproduced being or dharma has no attainment or clear realization. There are no difficult practices that bodhisattvas have to undertake to reach the goal. Bodhisattvas simply work for the welfare of all beings knowing that everything is unproduced and empty and like an illusion. Attainment and clear realization happen in a nondual way. They exist as mere conventions. The forms of life that arise from afflictions and karma and the purification dharmas are all just conventional terms for the benefit of beings. As for nonproduction, it is not there because something real or not real does not happen—it is the way things are.

The doctrine has never been taught because no words have ever been produced. No confidence giving a readiness to speak, and none of the categories and phenomena to be explained, have ever been produced. Everything is empty of a basic nature, so nobody can take any fixed position in regard to anything.

Still, the path to awakening is purified by an integrated practice of the six perfections. There are ordinary and extraordinary perfections. The practice of the ordinary perfection of giving is being generous while still attached to the idea of self, the idea of other, and the idea of giving. The extraordinary perfection of giving is free from those attachments. The other perfections are similar. As for the path that is purified, it is the path that includes every practice and result that beings of different dispositions might feel attracted to. It includes all the purification dharmas, and the practice of them all is work at the extraordinary perfection of wisdom. This is the work that all the buddhas of the three time periods have engaged in.

Śāriputra says that all beings who would be bodhisattvas always pay attention to the goal, the knowledge of all aspects, in order to be of benefit to beings even though they do not know it. Subhūti agrees, but not when you take the statement as a statement of an absolute truth. Bodhisattvas do not
continually pay attention to the goal of the knowledge of all aspects to be of benefit to beings by turning the wheel of the Dharma, because all phenomena are nonexistent and empty.

This exposition of the doctrine by Subhūti causes the worlds to shake, and the Lord smiles because, simultaneous with it, in a billionfold world system buddhas teaching the same doctrine cause billions of beings to produce the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

Chapters 22–24

The assembled gods all, like the sun, emit light, but the light of the Tathāgata, a natural light that is not the maturation of any action, totally eclipses it. The head god, Śatakratu, the one who has performed a hundred of the most complex rituals, asks Subhūti to teach. Subhūti says that even the gods with the greatest accomplishment, even the accomplishment of nirvāṇa, must produce the thought to become awakened for the sake of all beings by training in the perfection of wisdom, and they have the capacity to do so. The perfection of wisdom is to demonstrate the four noble truths, the twelve links of dependent origination, and all the purification dharmas with the thought that by doing so one will gain the knowledge of all aspects for the sake of all beings.

The practice puts one part of the picture together with all the other parts, mastering all the doctrines and practices while making a detailed and thorough analysis, thinking, “They are selfless, they are not me, and they are not mine.” The thought of awakening, bodhicitta, is a motivation that leads to the planting of wholesome roots—the roots that grow into the awakened state that is of ultimate benefit to self and others. The thought is the wholesome roots in the sense that it remains steady, growing stronger. And it is a dedication in the sense that it remains set on awakening for the sake of others. And yet none of these stages in bodhicitta ultimately exist. They are separated from each other as ordinary enactments and yet ultimately are exactly the same. The bodhisattva practitioner-god thus practices the perfection of wisdom by not settling down on any part, seeing the ultimate unity of the parts and their illusory difference.

The Lord praises Subhūti for his exposition, and Subhūti reflects how the Lord, as a bodhisattva, engaged in just this practice of the perfection of wisdom. Feeling a sense of gratitude, Subhūti then teaches the perfection of wisdom to the gods. The gods then think they cannot understand a word Subhūti is saying, and Subhūti says he has said nothing, just as nobody in a magical creation says anything. When the gods think this is deep, Subhūti says there is nothing deep. When they ask if nothing has been designated, Subhūti says nothing—awakening is not teachable.
The speaker, listener, and teaching are like a dream. Everything is like a dream. Only the great śrāvakas and bodhisattvas, only those with wholesome roots that have been planted well, will receive such a teaching that is not the object of speculative thought.

In the perfection of wisdom, the vehicle of the śrāvakas, the vehicle of the pratyekabuddhas, and the bodhisattva’s buddha vehicle are taught in detail as performance for the sake of others, because all phenomena are empty.

Then the head of the gods magically produces a rain of flowers and Subhūti uses them as an example for practice. Bodhisattva-gods should not train in anything because of not seeing anything. Bodhisattva-gods do not see anything because everything is empty of an intrinsic nature; they train without making a duality out of practice and result, or out of knowledge and an object known. Training in the perfection of wisdom like that, the gods go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.

All the perfect instructions Subhūti gives to the gods are given through the sustaining power of the Tathāgata, but they are not sustained by anything, because all phenomena, even emptiness and reality, are not sustained by anything, are not held up by or powered by anything. Nothing is conjoined with or disjoined from reality such that it could be sustained by it. It is just this isolation that is its sustaining power.

The gods shout out in delight at this exposition of the perfection of wisdom that presents three vehicles without presenting any phenomena to be apprehended at all. Bodhisattvas training in this perfection of wisdom are called tathāgatas.

The Lord says to the gods that when he was a brahmin student in Padmāvatī practicing the six perfections and all the other purification dharmas by way of not apprehending anything, the buddha Dīpaṃkara prophesied that in the Fortunate Age, after incalculable eons, he would become the Buddha Śākyamuni.

He says to the gods that the perfection of wisdom will protect them and all others from harm, so they should take it up and practice it. The gods say they will always protect the perfection of wisdom and those practicing the perfection of wisdom, because it is the source of all the good in the world.

The perfection of wisdom is greatly beneficial. It brings benefit to beings through teaching the three vehicles. It prevents conflict and interreligious animosities. The gods naturally guard and protect, and the buddhas and
bodhisattvas naturally take notice of, those practicing the perfection of wisdom, because of their demonstration of generosity, morality, forbearance, and so on. They are without any conceit because of seeing all the training they demonstrate as empty, just a demonstration for the benefit of others.

Even if attacked, the attack does no harm, even when fighting on the front line. Nothing can get through to hurt someone training in the perfection of wisdom.

There is great benefit from worshiping the physical remains of a tathāgata placed in a reliquary, but that does not compare with the benefit from admiring even just the perfection of wisdom as a physical book, because the physical remains of a tathāgata can be traced back to the perfection of wisdom. The perfection of wisdom, from which the relics of a tathāgata’s physical body originate, is the teacher. The Three Jewels and all their benefits come from having the knowledge of all aspects, so the benefit of worshiping even just the physical book that explains it is far greater.

Why, then, do people not know this? Why do so many worship statues and reliquaries of the Tathāgata, but not the perfection of wisdom? It is because an admiration for the perfection of wisdom that teaches the thought of awakening and the illusory nature of all practices and attainments is not easily gained. How many beings even admire basic morality and the Three Jewels more than the experiences of saṃsāra? It is extremely rare to admire the thought of awakening; it is even rarer to admire the thought of awakening as just an empty demonstration.

Great is the merit gained from building a reliquary of gold, jewels, and so on to hold the remains of a tathāgata’s body. But even just writing out the perfection of wisdom and admiring it produces even greater merit. Even if as many beings as can be imagined were to make as many huge reliquaries as can be imagined and worship the remains of tathāgatas placed in them, it still would not produce as much merit as that which issues forth from just writing out the perfection of wisdom and admiring it, because all ordinary and extraordinary wholesome acts and attainments come from the perfection of wisdom. All the benefits here and in the beyond derive from it because the thought to fully awaken to everything that could benefit any being anywhere at any time informs the perfection of wisdom.

Just reciting the perfection of wisdom turns back those of other faiths who want to criticize it. There is no value in attempting to teach it to those who have decided it is no good. Māra cannot stand it and wants to sow confusion, but the head god, seeing this, just recites the perfection of wisdom and Māra turns back. The other gods rejoice and throw flowers into the air.
Ānanda asks why, of the six perfections, the perfection of wisdom is privileged. It is because the other perfections become perfections when they are informed by wisdom. When the practitioner dedicates the training in the perfections to the knowledge of all aspects in a nondual way, within knowing that all phenomena are empty and illusory in nature, they become perfections.

The good qualities that issue forth from the perfection of wisdom are innumerable and immeasurable. Bodhisattvas training in the perfection of wisdom attract all the gods who come to admire or listen. The beneficial presence of those celestial beings is known by a special fragrance, so the place where there is a copy of the perfection of wisdom in written form, or where it is being practiced, should be kept clean and decorated beautifully. Training in the perfection of wisdom, bodhisattvas feel physically and mentally at ease, have good dreams, hear the perfection of wisdom being taught everywhere, see tathāgata reliquaries and the people worshiping them, and are filled with enthusiasm and energy.

The perfection of wisdom, even just in book form, is more valuable than an entire world filled with reliquaries containing the material remains of tathāgatas, but still it cannot be seized on and taken up. Ultimately it does not bestow any benefit. The perfection of wisdom deserves worship. Just as the other gods worship the throne of the head god when he is not there, so too all beings come to worship the perfection of wisdom as the place where all the tathāgatas and all good qualities are located. The perfection of wisdom cannot be located anywhere; there is no causal sign through which it can be grasped. To see the Tathāgata is to see the perfection of wisdom. For a bodhisattva to recite the perfection of wisdom is equivalent to the buddhas teaching the twelve divisions of the teachings—the discourses, melodious narrations, predictions, and so on. It is equivalent to even an infinite number of tathāgatas in every direction doing so, because all the tathāgatas issue forth from the perfection of wisdom, which is the source of their knowledge of all aspects.

Bodhisattvas who have written out the perfection of wisdom, borne it in mind, recited it, mastered it, properly paid attention to it, and illuminated it for others face no problems, just as a debtor pursued by creditors is safe with a rich ruler. Nothing can get at such bodhisattvas, just as a tremendous celestial jewel wards off all sickness and keeps poisonous snakes and so on away, and just as such a jewel keeps the temperature constant and turns clear water into water of different colors. Great benefits issue forth from respecting and worshiping the reliquaries, just not nearly as much as issues
forth from the perfection of wisdom. Just as the merit from worshiping a reliquary is not as great as the merit from worshiping the perfection of wisdom, the merit from writing out the perfection of wisdom and worshiping it is not as great as from giving it to others to worship. Even more merit comes from giving an explanation of it to others, because from the explanation come the attainments of the three vehicles. “Because bodhisattvas have come about from the perfection of wisdom; tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have come about from bodhisattvas; and śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas have come about from tathāgatas.”

· Chapter 33 ·

Bodhisattvas rejoice in a wholesome deed and dedicate the merit from that to awakening for the sake of all beings. Just this surpasses the merit from a deed done only for the benefit of the one who does it. Bodhisattvas put together the vast merit made from rejoicing in all the activities of all the buddhas and their teaching and in the training and achievements of śrāvakas, making it into something shared in common with all beings and dedicating it to awakening. But even as the bodhisattvas do so, the objective supports (the wholesome activities, the beings, and the awakening) that come together in that rejoicing and dedicating state of mind do not exist and cannot be apprehended. A proper dedication is made within understanding that the thought of awakening, all the wholesome and beneficial acts it motivates, the rejoicing in those, the dedication of them to awakening, and awakening itself have never been produced but are just illusory.

Belief in and admiration for the perfection of wisdom—in the sense of all that is for the benefit of beings—gets stronger and stronger when this is understood and put into practice. Bodhisattvas new to the practice who do this practice of rejoicing and dedication while grasping at causal signs have a wrong perception, wrong thought, and wrong view. A dedication made to awakening while grasping at causal signs is like food with poison in it. The dedication should be done in the way all the tathāgatas have done it, within comprehending the true nature of all phenomena as without differentiating marks. Admiration and belief, rejoicing and dedication, do not belong to the three realms or three time periods. Nothing dedicates anything to anything. When dedication is done properly, the merit from it is immense. The gods praise this dedication and billions of gods from other worlds approach and give praise. The Lord says to them that the greatest dedication offered by billions of gods who have produced the thought of awakening while apprehending something is not as meritorious as the dedication done without apprehending anything. The dedication done without grasping,
without rejecting, without falsely projecting, without acquiring, and without apprehending the wholesome roots— with the thought that there is no production, no cessation, no defilement, and no purification of a dharma—is the supreme dedication.

Chapter 34

i.99 All wholesome dharmas come from the perfection of wisdom, so it should be treated as the Teacher. The perfection of wisdom is like the eyes that guide the other perfections. One finds and produces the knowledge of all aspects within oneself by not finding and producing any phenomenon. This is the training in the perfection of wisdom. Still, one forsakes the perfection of wisdom by thinking it is pointless. One has confidence in the perfection of wisdom as a training in the knowledge of all aspects by not having confidence in any phenomenon or in the attainment of any result.

Chapter 35

i.100 If the perfection of wisdom is indeed in accord with the praises heaped upon it, why do so many have no interest in it, or worse, reject it out of hand as inauthentic doctrine? Someone who comprehends this doctrine is someone who has heard it and admired it in many past lives. Those who worshiped the buddhas in past lives while apprehending something are those who find the doctrine offensive. When they oppose the teaching of the perfection of wisdom, the source of such benefit, their action brings the most terrible results in the future. Their future suffering is so terrible it should not even be talked about, because it would make the listener’s heart burst.

i.101 Those who have fallen into the clutches of bad friends and do not have the requisite wholesome roots do not believe in the perfection of wisdom; they cannot accept the emptiness of all phenomena. There is no saṃsāra or nirvāṇa. Everything is pure. The purity of the final result, the knowledge of all aspects, and the purity of the suffering aggregates is the same purity.

Chapter 36

i.102 Purity is deep, illuminating, does not go from one form of life to the next, is undefiled, knows no attainment or clear realization, does not come into being anywhere, and does not help or hinder anything or take hold of any truth. Some apprehend this perfection of wisdom through a causal sign and make it into an absolute truth. They are far from the perfection of wisdom. If they apprehend even the finest qualities of a buddha, they have attachment. The attachment happens when they perceive the thought of awakening, the
path, what knowledge comprehends, the results of the training—all the buddhas of the three time periods and their qualities—and, rejoicing in it for the sake of all beings, turn it over to the knowledge of all aspects. It is attachment because all these have no basic nature. To teach others the perfection of wisdom they must practice the perfection of wisdom without any perception of it. To entertain any notion of tathāgatas, wholesome roots growing into awakening, or complete nirvāṇa is to have attachment.

· · · Chapter 37 · ·

The tathāgatas give an excellent explanation of the doctrine of the perfection of wisdom, but it does not make anything better or worse; like praising or criticizing space, it does not change anything. To train in the perfection of wisdom is to train in space. This enables the trainee to become armed with an armor that withstands all the hardships endured in looking after the needs of others. The gods and others are not needed to guard the space-like perfection of wisdom. Just the practice of it guards against everything. Nothing can hurt a trainee who does not falsely project anything.

The gods magically reduplicate the performance of the teaching of the perfection of wisdom with the same words, the same interlocutors, the same gods, and the same buddha in all the ten directions. The Lord says that the future buddha Maitreya will teach exactly the same doctrine in exactly the same way. Like a great jewel this perfection of wisdom relieves all suffering and brings all results. It apprehends nothing, causes nothing to be left behind, and causes nothing to be attained. It is not a clear realization. The gods cheer this turning of the wheel of the Dharma that is no turning at all.

· · · Chapters 38–39 · ·

Subhūti lists one hundred and seventy-three qualities or aspects of the perfection of wisdom. The head god and Śāriputra praise the perfection of wisdom and say that those who train in it have had respect for it in their past lives. They practice it by not apprehending anything, including the practice itself. Those able to practice the perfection of wisdom are irreversible from perfect, complete awakening, and their awakening is prophesied by the buddhas. They know that this is so, just as a person who has come through a dense jungle knows a city is near when they see the first clearings on the edge of the jungle, or a person who has set off to see the ocean knows it is near when the land flattens out and treeless dunes appear, or they know spring has come when the buds appear on the trees, or when a pregnant woman feels the feelings that portend the birth of her child.
Subhūti says everything in the perfection of wisdom is to benefit others in myriad ways. It incorporates everything that makes people happy. Those who practice it do so in order to reach awakening for the benefit of the world. They master and demonstrate all practices for others, in accord with their capacities and propensities, and yet the practice is done within seeing that there is nothing to be taken away and nothing to be added to inconceivable reality.

The perfection of wisdom is valuable and, just like wealth, attracts danger and has to be protected. Māra tries to hinder those copying out, or reading, or practicing the perfection of wisdom. However, Māra is unable to do so because the buddhas always stand behind those training in the perfection of wisdom. The presence of the perfection of wisdom depends on the wholesome roots of the trainees.

First the perfection of wisdom circulates in the south, then in Vartani (the east), and from there it goes to the northern regions, protecting beings from future bad rebirths. In the last five hundred years it is the perfection of wisdom that does the work of the buddhas. But even when it has spread widely in the northern regions there will be many bodhisattvas there without the good fortune to hear the perfection of wisdom, or who will be frightened off by it. Those who do train in it have become familiar with it in lifetimes gone by. They are committed to the welfare of others and in the presence of the buddhas declare their commitment. But even those without familiarity from past lives will, through gradually practicing giving and so on, build up wholesome roots and be reborn in more fortunate forms of life where they will hear and respond positively to the teaching. All who strive to train in the six perfections will finally do so.

· · Chapters 40–41 · ·

The hindrances faced by those training in the perfection of wisdom are many. Among them are being overly confident about what the perfection of wisdom is and pontificating about it and fooling around when making copies of the perfection of wisdom; being turned off by not finding in the perfection of wisdom specific historical references to oneself and one’s situation, and privileging books that teach only the fundamental Buddhist practices; wanting to be a good monk or nun to get respect from the wider community and, in order to do so, privileging books that help with that aim even after learning about the perfection of wisdom; learning the fundamental practices from the perfection of wisdom and making oneself out to be an expert who then explains them in an absolutist fashion; and turning the perfection of wisdom as a book or knowledge or practice into an absolute. Even settling down on the perfection of wisdom as inconceivable
and beyond letters in an absolutist fashion is a hindrance, as is getting distracted by ordinary affairs, or becoming fascinated by books on fundamental Buddhist practices so that one neglects the perfection of wisdom. Besides these hindrances, there are also all the various incompatibilities that occur between students and teachers. All these constitute hindrances to the perfection of wisdom.

· · Chapter 42 · ·

i.110 Just as a mother with many children is looked after by her offspring because they feel a sense of gratitude when they think of how she gave birth to them and taught them about the world, so too bodhisattvas and buddhas feel a sense of gratitude and look after the perfection of wisdom that gave birth to them and teaches them the categories of the aggregates, three realms, and so on, all the unshared purification dharmas and the knowledge of a buddha, and all of them as being ultimately without an intrinsic nature and conventionally like illusions. They feel a sense of gratitude and look after the perfection of wisdom because it has also taught them to know how different beings feel and think, and all the wrong views that people entertain, including the different types of wrong view based on a belief in going on and on forever or being completely annihilated. It has also taught them the true reality of all phenomena and the perfect, complete awakening of a tathāgata to that reality.

· · Chapter 43 · ·

i.111 The perfection of wisdom is deep because all phenomena are empty, not produced, and do not come and go. The tathāgatas use conventional labels as ordinary conventional terms, not as ultimates. The defining marks of phenomena are not generated out of the phenomena themselves. They are all empty of marks. There is no mark of space. Reality remains what it is regardless of what is or is not taught, regardless of what is or is not known. The Tathāgata illuminates the diversity of phenomena by illuminating ultimate reality, illuminating illusory diversity and ultimate sameness. The Tathāgata illuminates all the mental states of a bodhisattva on the path to awakening and illuminates the great love and compassion and so on of bodhisattvas through their absence of any differentiating marks. They show gratitude to and appreciation for the perfection of wisdom because she gives birth to and illuminates phenomena for bodhisattvas and tathāgatas. They do so by recollecting that nothing has been done or experienced. The perfection of wisdom gives birth to and reveals all beneficial dharmas just
because neither the perfection of wisdom nor any dharma is produced or revealed. The perfection of wisdom also reveals them by properly saying what they are from the conventional and ultimate perspectives.

i.112 The work of the buddhas that has made the perfection of wisdom available to the world is tremendous, inconceivable work. This work is the labor to protect, look after, and benefit living beings.

i.113 All dharmas are inconceivable and equal to the unequaled. There is no conceiving them because their intrinsic nature is inconceivable. They are immeasurable because there is nothing with which to measure them.

· Chapter 44 ·

i.114 Just as a great king delegates all the work of the kingdom, similarly, all the work of the bodhisattvas and tathāgatas is delegated to the perfection of wisdom that incorporates everything of benefit to all, in accord with their capacities and inclinations.

i.115 Bodhisattvas master but do not actualize all the realizations and attainments of all stream enterers and other śrāvakas included in the perfection of wisdom. This attainment of bodhisattvas is called "the forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas." Even though billions of śrāvakas have entered into nirvāṇa and billions of bodhisattvas have entered into awakening, thanks to the perfection of wisdom there is neither less nor more of it.

i.116 Those who immediately believe in the perfection of wisdom in this life have definitely been humans before, or gods in Tuṣita in the presence of Maitreya. They are like cows that do not let go of their calves. Others will be overwhelmed when they hear the perfection of wisdom and black out. Those who hear and practice the perfection of wisdom a bit but then move on to something else are those who heard it in prior lives but did not put what they heard into practice. Those are the new bodhisattvas. They have faith and enjoy the perfection of wisdom but do not train fully in it.

· Chapter 45 ·

i.117 Those who are adrift in an ocean without anything to hold on to sink and drown. Similarly, those who have just faith without a true basis in ultimate reality slowly degenerate in their training in the perfection of wisdom and fall to the śrāvaka level. When you carry water in a mud pot that has not been fired, it dissolves the pot and everything is lost. Those without skillful means who train in the perfection of wisdom are similar. If a ship has not been well joined and caulked it will sink on its voyage. Those with skillful means who have faith without taking anything as a basis reach the
knowledge of all aspects. A decrepit old man cannot stand alone but with helpers under both arms can move. Similarly, with the assistance of the perfection of wisdom and skillful means one reaches the knowledge of all aspects and does not fall to the śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha level.

Bodhisattvas are not assisted if, when they give, they think “I am giving” and so on, falsely projecting a giver, a gift, the act of giving, and so on. Those free from those constructions are assisted by the perfection of wisdom and skillful means and will go to the farthest limit.

· Chapter 46 ·

There are neophyte bodhisattvas and bodhisattvas who are firm in the training. The former ones have faith but can waver. They must write out the perfection of wisdom, read it aloud, memorize it, and so on. They must worship it and must find teachers to teach it properly, teachers who explain the practice of the six perfections without forming any ideas about them. The bodhisattvas who are firm are those who do what is difficult. They are the world’s refuge, resting place, final ally, island, leader, and support. They teach others the authentic perfection of wisdom and take them to the farther shore where all phenomena are a unity because they have neither come nor gone.

· Chapter 47 ·

The attributes, tokens, and signs that bodhisattvas are irreversible from awakening are the absence of greed, hatred, and confusion, and so on. Armed with the armor that knows all phenomena are illusory, they will never be upset at any hardship involved in working for beings and will never give up on impossible beings and enter śrāvaka nirvāṇa.

Meditation on the perfection of wisdom is the disintegration of meditation on the perfection of wisdom. An irreversible bodhisattva is not attached to any phenomenon, always practices the six perfections, and, familiar with the perfection of wisdom from the past, is not daunted by what the training entails.

· Chapter 48 ·

The perfection of wisdom is deep because ultimately the defiled state of form and so on is the same as the purified state of awakening. At first the Tathāgata thought that the perfection of wisdom would be too difficult for
self-centered people habituated to dualistic thinking to understand, and he desisted from teaching it. The perfection of wisdom is a doctrine that is in harmony with reality.

The elder Subhūti takes after the Lord because he teaches with emptiness as his point of departure. He takes after him because in suchness he is the same as the Tathāgata, because all dharmas and the Tathāgata are the same in suchness.

The universe shakes from this exposition, and the gods strew flowers. Sixty monks without skillful means enter śrāvaka nirvāṇa because they apprehend a difference in dharmas and have not entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva. They were attached to the thought that they were giving gifts, being moral and patient, persevering, entering into concentration, and being wise. Even though the meditation on emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness of those bodhisattva monks and of the monks with skillful means was the same, the bodhisattvas with skillful means cultivated love, compassion, and so on and finally became awakened. The goal of the bodhisattva monks without skillful means was the same goal defined by bodhicitta, but still they fell to the śrāvaka level because of being separated from the perfection of wisdom and skillful means. They are like a huge bird with stunted wings that takes off for a long flight but has to set down before reaching the goal.

Bodhisattvas who, from the start, practice the six perfections guided by the perfection of wisdom and skillful means, always with attention fixed on the knowledge of all aspects, do not fall to the śrāvaka level.

There is an argument over whether awakening is hard to gain or easy to gain. Subhūti says awakening is easy because all dharmas are empty and there is nothing to be attained, while Śāriputra says it is quite the opposite, because it would never occur to space to think, “I will become awakened,” and yet bodhisattvas, knowing all dharmas are like space, still become fully awakened. Subhūti says nobody is irreversible from awakening because no phenomenon ever turns back from anything to anywhere. Śāriputra objects that, in that case, the presentation of three vehicles does not make sense, and Pūrṇa chimes in to ask if Subhūti believes in a single awakening, not three. Subhūti says there are no awakenings because in emptiness nothing can be apprehended.

The Lord praises Subhūti’s exposition and then Subhūti says that to go forth to perfect, complete awakening, bodhisattvas must treat all beings the same, must see them all as relatives and close friends, and must never have a negative thought toward them. For their sake bodhisattvas must do every practice and so on, master every śrāvaka level, and enter the secure state of a
bodhisattva. Bodhisattvas must personally do all this and encourage and help all others to do it, too, but always without apprehending any phenomenon.

--- Chapters 49–50 ---

i.128 Another sign that bodhisattvas are irreversible from awakening is being firm in their understanding of the illusory nature of phenomena and not being reborn under the power of afflictive emotions. They are bodhisattvas who, as ordained persons, keep clean and act appropriately. Even when Māra shows the hardships of saṃsāra, urges these bodhisattvas to enter into the peace of śrāvaka nirvāṇa, and says the perfection of wisdom is just fantasy, they remain unmoved.

i.129 Māra says the perfection of wisdom is a nihilistic doctrine, but bodhisattvas investigate and see that liberation and awakening are possible because phenomena lack an intrinsic nature. Bodhisattvas who fall to the śrāvaka level have turned back, are reversible, while bodhisattvas who do not do so are irreversible. Irreversible bodhisattvas make a show of living an ordinary householder’s life to bring beings to maturity, but they do not use their status or powers for self-gratification. When they are ordained, they do not hoodwink people who have faith in them and are never swayed by those who question the perfection of wisdom and insist that only the fundamental Buddhist texts are authentic. They distinguish the spiritual from absolutism. Their attitude to texts is inclusive. They ensure that the words of the tathāgatas are not lost. Regardless of the language, who is speaking, or where it is said, they protect all the texts of the tathāgatas, knowing them because of a dhāraṇī based on doctrines and benefits—that is, they know them because they know the ultimate and conventional nature of phenomena.

--- Chapter 51 ---

i.130 The deep places are emptiness and so on, which is to say, nirvāṇa unseparated from all the illusory phenomena practiced for the sake of all beings. Bodhisattvas motivated by the thought of awakening are always irreversible from awakening, obsessed with becoming awakened for the welfare of others, like a man with a strong libido who has set up a date with a beautiful woman and thinks of nothing but having sex with her. The strength and intensity of the bodhisattvas’ thought of awakening stops any of the faults that would cause them to turn back and enter śrāvaka nirvāṇa. The merits they amass are incredible in comparison to the merits of stream enterers and so on. All the fundamental Buddhist practices of the śrāvakas
are extremely important, and engaging in them produces great merit. But the merit does not compare with even a fraction of the merit gained when the practices are performed as models for the benefit of others, with a mind set on perfect awakening, within knowing the ultimate and conventional nature of all practices and results.

The thought of awakening is there from the beginning of the practice, motivating the bodhisattvas to reach the goal, awakening. It is not the first or the last instant in the continuity of the bodhisattvas’ unbroken motivation that results in the attainment of that goal. Like a wick getting burned up, not by the first tongue or the last tongue of flame, but nevertheless being burned up, so too with the thought of awakening and the attainment of awakening. Bodhisattvas gain all ten bodhisattva levels and reach awakening, always motivated by the thought of awakening, but that thought is never produced and ultimately never moves from suchness or ultimate reality. The movement of thought, the habitual ideas that come up, are absent, but not because the causal signs that occasion them have disintegrated.

This chapter is about action and the purification of a buddhafield. If somebody actually murders someone, and if somebody else does so in a dream and on awakening thinks that what happened in the dream actually happened and is happy about it, it is the same. The effects of actions are based on the state of mind when the act is done. There has to be an objective support and intention. In the absence of those there is no result. Ultimately there is no karmic cause and effect, but there is on the conventional level.

Śāriputra asks Maitreya, who is in his last life before awakening, if the practice of the perfections results in awakening. Maitreya says ultimately there is no Maitreya there to answer, and nobody to be responded to. Śāriputra is a worthy one, but there is nothing there that can be apprehended that makes him a worthy one.

Bodhisattvas get closer to awakening by providing all beings with what they need in their day-to-day lives, ensuring that later all beings in their buddhafield will have the enjoyments of gods. Similarly, seeing ugliness and people with missing limbs, they practice morality; seeing hatred, they practice patience; seeing laziness, they practice perseverance; seeing those separated from the four immeasurables and so on, they practice concentration; and seeing ignorance all around, they practice wisdom so that all beings in their buddhafields will be free from those faults. They practice so that in their buddhafields there will be none of the terrible forms of life and polluted environments, and no acquisitiveness, caste identities, despots, social injustices of all types, or the ordinary problems that come with an
ordinary body. They practice so that they will have not one but billions of buddhafields for all beings.

Chapter 53

A nun in the retinue, sister Gaṅgadevī, states her commitment to such a practice of the six perfections and worships the Lord with golden-colored flowers. He predicts her future awakening as the buddha Suvarṇapuṣpa.

Chapter 54

Bodhisattvas master all meditations but do not actualize their results. A bodhisattva who radiates love and kindness and shows the way to freedom without actualizing the results of the meditations on emptiness and so on, like a bird on the wing that moves through space without alighting anywhere, and like an archer who keeps a series of arrows up in the air by shooting them one after the other, is like a good-looking hero, an expert in weaponry and all crafts and vocations, loved by many persons, who, having gained great wealth, can lead relatives out of the dense jungle where they are caught, keeping them happy and hopeful without poisoning their minds against their enemies and opponents.

Bodhisattvas do not cross the very limit of reality into complete nirvāṇa until all the work is done. Bodhisattvas do not forsake beings, remaining in the emptiness meditation without actualizing the śrāvaka nirvāṇa until all beings are no longer afflicted by ignorance. Bodhisattvas free them from the causal signs that occasion the differentiation and valuation of male and female, different realms and so on, and from pointless wishes for future attainments, even the attainment of the knowledge of all aspects. Bodhisattvas practicing mastery of the three fundamental practices of emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness in this way are irreversible from awakening. There are not many who master the śrāvaka and bodhisattva practices without becoming attached to them as absolutes.

Chapter 55

A sign that bodhisattvas are irreversible is that even in dreams there is no attraction to śrāvaka nirvāṇa, and so on, and that upon waking from seeing the suffering of the world in a dream, the determination to help beings is even stronger. Another sign is unleashing the controlling power of truth to stop flames engulfing villages and exorcising demons. These signs can give an opening to Māra. The successes make the bodhisattvas think, “Wow! I did that,” and thereby think that their awakening is prophesied when in fact
they are not yet at a level where it is. Māra makes those bodhisattvas go astray by falsely predicting their awakening, which they believe because the prophecy includes all sorts of details they mistakenly think only a buddha could know. These bodhisattvas do not actually know the signs of an irreversible bodhisattva. And during their careers, as long as they do not come to terms with their misplaced pride, their pride in being bodhisattvas and not just śrāvakas, they run the risk of falling to the śrāvaka level and entering nirvāṇa. It is like a monk who incurs any one of the four root downfalls. He is no longer a monk. It is similar with this misplaced pride. Bodhisattvas who look down on other bodhisattvas incur an even worse downfall. Māra also confuses these bodhisattvas about the value of strict retreat in isolation, giving them a misplaced pride that theirs is a certain path on which they are irreversible from awakening. In fact, isolation is mental isolation, that is, freedom from all attachments and the false sense of superiority. Bodhisattvas in retreat who return to a settlement and speak badly of those bodhisattvas who are engaged in worldly life out of a misplaced sense of pride in their own religious practice are vulgar and gross. They are like a robber who steals the authentic spiritual practice from bodhisattvas.

Bodhisattvas must distinguish true spiritual friends from false ones. Buddhas and śrāvakas who expound the teachings of the Tathāgata are a bodhisattva’s friend. The basic Buddhist practices of the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening are included in the six perfections and are a bodhisattva’s friend. To bring beings to maturity bodhisattvas should gather students in four ways: giving gifts, kind words, beneficial actions, and consistency between words and deeds. Bodhisattvas gather those attracted to fundamental Buddhist teachings by practicing the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening. The defilements they counteract arise because beings grasp as “I” and “mine” phenomena empty of any defining mark.

The merit from worshiping a billion beings who become human and gain awakening is not as great as the merit from staying attentive to the perfection of wisdom and teaching it to others. Those attentive to the perfection of wisdom generate stronger and stronger love, compassion, joy, and equanimity. The merit from worshiping and looking after them is immense. If a bodhisattva who has bodhicitta and is attentive to the knowledge of all aspects were to lose that precious thought, it would be like a person getting the finest diamond and then losing it. It would be unbearable. All the person would think about would be getting it back. But ultimately even bodhicitta has no intrinsic nature. Ultimately reality does not move from reality.
The wholesome roots from practicing all the other practices are not as strong as those gained from practicing the perfection of wisdom, from which those other practices all issue forth. Those who hear and practice the perfection of wisdom have strong wholesome roots. Even a person who produces one instant of bodhicitta informed by the perfection of wisdom makes more merit and is blessed with strong wholesome roots. That practice surpasses all other practices and brings the person closer to the tathāgatas.

Such a practice also rouses Māra to seek a way to infiltrate the mind of the practitioner to prevent awakening. If there was a time before when the practitioner’s belief in the perfection of wisdom was not complete, if the bodhisattva believes their attainment is real and feels entitled to admiration, if the practitioner is unsure what the perfection of wisdom is and entertains certain reservations about the perfection of wisdom, or if the practitioner is without spiritual friends, it provides Māra with the opportunity. Māra makes terrible things happen in the world to hinder the continuity of the practitioner’s thought of awakening. For example, Māra makes practitioners glib so that they can give great talks and get crowds to listen, building up a false sense of their own excellence. Māra rejoices at that, thinking that those in the realms under his control are increasing in number. When Māra sees a bodhisattva become sectarian, he rejoices and encourages the fight with other śāvakas and other bodhisattvas. When he sees a bodhisattva envious of another, more advanced bodhisattva, Māra rejoices. For as long as those envious thoughts engendering animosity toward another bodhisattva last, for that many more eons the bodhisattva will have to practice to reach the goal, although sincerely facing up to the grossness of such thoughts and making a confession prevents Māra from achieving his aim. Bodhisattvas should not live together with śrāvakas, but if they do, they should feel no malice toward them. When bodhisattvas are together with other bodhisattvas they should treat them as their teachers. In that way they pursue an equal and proper training in the perfection of wisdom.

All phenomena are the same in emptiness. There is no ending, becoming detached, or cessation of anything that decreases reality. Māra cannot infiltrate and break a bodhisattva who trains in light of this, and the training leads to awakening and the turning of the wheel of the Dharma. It ensures a perfect human rebirth not through the force of earlier karma but through compassion, the purification of a buddhafield, and all the buddhadharmas. Bodhisattvas practicing like this are as rare as nuggets of gold and silver in
the Jambū River. Just as more people think they have a chance to be a local ruler than a wheel-turning emperor, more people seek the śrāvaka attainments than a bodhisattva’s perfect awakening. The training for awakening includes all trainings, just as the view of the perishable collection incorporates all wrong views. When you die and the life faculty leaves, every other faculty shuts down as well, and so too with the perfection of wisdom and the other perfections.

Chapter 58

i. 144 Out of admiration for bodhisattvas who have produced the thought of awakening, the head god strews flowers. The wholesome root planted by those who rejoice in the thought produced by those bodhisattvas is greater and greater relative to the level those bodhisattvas have reached. The merit is infinite even for those who have just set out on the path. They are pleasing to the tathāgatas, and Māra cannot harm them because of the amount of merit they amass. Those who amass such merit should turn it all over so the root grows into awakening.

i. 145 It does not occur to space or to a magical creation to think, “I am far from one thing and close to another.” There is no thought in space and there is no thought in ultimate reality. Conceptualization and thought construction are totally absent.

i. 146 Still there are the five forms of life and the stream enterers and so on. Ordinary beings motivated by error pile up karma that matures into different forms of life. Stream enterers and so on escape from that stream of suffering existence because they are free from all thought construction.

Chapter 59

i. 147 The training is not ultimately worthwhile because the goal is not ultimately worthwhile. The gods rejoice in bodhisattvas who have produced the perfection of wisdom and engage in such training without falling into nirvāṇa before the goal is reached. It is not difficult to avoid nirvāṇa, but it is difficult to work for the welfare of beings because beings are like space, worthless. Those who do so are those who do what is difficult and deserve praise. They are tussling with space. Even a billion Māras cannot hinder bodhisattvas whose training is endowed with two sets of two qualities: “They view all dharmas as emptiness and they do not give up on all beings,” and “They are true to their word and watched out for by the lord buddhas.” The Lord is thrilled when he sees bodhisattvas engaged in such training. He sees and is thrilled by bodhisattvas following the buddha Aksobhya by
training in this perfection of wisdom, even if they are not yet at the end of their training. In this training there is neither attainment nor attainer. There is no change in reality whether the training is done or is not done.

--- Chapter 60 ---

i.148 The head god praises Subhūti for his exposition. Subhūti does not apprehend any perfections or anything else in which to train. The Lord agrees, and when the gods shower petals on him, six thousand monks in the retinue state their aspiration to enter into the dwelling in the perfection of wisdom that Subhūti has demonstrated. Prompted by Ānanda, the Lord then prophecies the future awakening of the six thousand monks in the eon called Tārakopama, when all will become buddhas called Avakīrṇakusuma. The Lord then entrusts Ānanda with the teaching of the perfection of wisdom and says, “If I am dear to you and you have not given up on me, then, Ānanda, love this deep perfection of wisdom, make it dear, and do not give up on it. One way or the other you must not let even just a single line of this deep perfection of wisdom go to waste.” Complete awakening is reached only by training in the perfection of wisdom. It is the training of all buddhas. If any of the Lord’s teaching is explained, the Lord is happy, but never as happy as when even one line of the perfection of wisdom is explained. The good that comes from explaining just one line surpasses the good from explaining the śrāvaka training for nirvāṇa to billions of people, even just giving an authentic explanation for a second, because in that second the bodhisattva would personally want to reach awakening and would want all other beings to do so as well.

i.149 The Lord miraculously causes the buddha Akṣobhya teaching his retinue to appear before the assembled retinue and then causes the entire vision to disappear. Just as they cannot be seen, all phenomena are beyond the field of vision. Nothing sees anything. One trains in the perfection of wisdom but does not think one can take the measure of it, just as one cannot take the full measure of space. You can measure the words in books, but you cannot measure the perfection of wisdom, because it is inexhaustible. Everything good and all the buddhas who have reached awakening come from this perfection of wisdom, but it has not been depleted. The Lord extends his tongue, with which he had covered his face, and says it could never speak a falsehood. He urges Ānanda to take care of the perfection of wisdom.

--- Chapters 61–62 ---
i.150  Just as space is inexhaustible, so too the perfection of wisdom, form and so on, and awakening are inexhaustible. Insight into dependent origination and there being no beginning or end is the distinctive attribute of a bodhisattva seated at the site of awakening who reaches the knowledge of all aspects. Through that insight, the bodhisattva realizes the emptiness of all phenomena, and Māra realizes that the bodhisattva is about to be awakened and feels a stab of pain.

i.151  Bodhisattvas model the thirty-six subdivisions of the six perfections. Standing in the perfection of wisdom, bodhisattvas perfect concentration with the two meditative stabilizations, the *simhavijṛmbhita* and the *viṣkandaka*. With greater and greater mental agility and insight bodhisattvas enter into and leave absorption in the meditative states of the three realms, interspersing them with entry into the cessation absorptions and into ordinary, unconcentrated states. Knowing their ultimate and illusory nature, bodhisattvas are able to leave one state and enter into another, leaping from one state to another, transcending accomplishments that are in ultimate truth no accomplishment at all.

· · Chapter 63 · ·

i.152  Bodhisattvas with such a skillful practice of the perfections have been at it for billions of eons serving countless buddhas, building up large wholesome roots. All the perfections are equally perfections, but the perfection of wisdom is foremost, like the four continents around which the heavens revolve, or like a wheel-turning emperor who obtains that status when in possession of the seven precious treasures. Just as scoundrels cannot violate a woman with a husband and opponents cannot defeat a well-armed soldier, Māra cannot harm the practice of the other perfections when they are joined with the perfection of wisdom. The perfection of wisdom goes together with the other perfections, leading them. The perfection of wisdom views the ultimate nature of all phenomena. Bodhisattvas who form any notion of training in the perfections are far away from the perfection of wisdom. Just as the different branches of a wheel-turning emperor’s army accompany the emperor, so too the other perfections are present with the perfection of wisdom.

i.153  If all the perfections are empty of an intrinsic nature, how, by training in them, do bodhisattvas reach awakening? Bodhisattvas see that beings suffer because the ordinary state of beings is a distorted state of mind. They model the six perfections for them, but when giving them gifts, they do not see a giver, recipient, or act of giving and so on. Among all the perfections the perfection of wisdom is the most important because it models taking hold of
all beneficial phenomena, standing in the knowledge of all aspects, but without standing anywhere, without any attachment or clinging to anything as ultimately real. From that training comes the greatest merit. Bodhisattvas who cling to the states they are in as they model the perfection of wisdom for others are no longer training in the perfection of wisdom and will not be able to accomplish great compassion, the training in the six perfections, and final awakening.

To bring beings to maturity, bodhisattvas train in the six perfections. Bodhisattvas are just like those who want to eat mangos, planting them, watering and tending the growing plants, weeding from time to time, and when ripe eating the fruit.

Bodhisattvas standing in the perfection of wisdom are helped by the buddhas and bodhisattvas, cultivate every type of knowledge and meditation, become the heirs apparent, are handsome, are ready to speak and extremely articulate, know grammar and all the other branches of knowledge, know the ultimate and conventional, and are skilled in everything.

The merit from making a gift to a tathāgata and a gift to a tathāgata conjured up by a tathāgata are equal, and the work of a tathāgata and the work of a tathāgata conjured up by a tathāgata are equal. Words are used for the benefit of others. You should not complicate reality, which is one and isolated from the words and signs for things. All phenomena, practices, and results are like illusions. Their ultimate reality is unchanging.

The bodhisattvas' training is a difficult practice, like growing a cutting in space. With just a cutting, its root, buds, leaves, and flowers are not known to the farmer, but still branches, leaves, flowers, and fruits will grow from that trunk, and the farmer will make use of the leaves and so on. Similarly, bodhisattva leaves, as it were, liberate beings from the three terrible forms of life, the flowers are excellent rebirths as humans and gods, and the fruits are the results of stream enterers and so on. A bodhisattva is a tathāgata because of the benefits that come from a bodhisattva—among them, giving rise to a tathāgata.

Bodhisattvas undertake the bodhisattva practices for the welfare of beings, purify a buddhafield, gain the knowledge of all aspects, turn the wheel of the Dharma, establish beings in the three vehicles, and then pass into nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind.

The merit of producing the thought of awakening surpasses all the merit from attaining every śrāvaka attainment; the merit of attaining each higher bodhisattva level surpasses the merit from each lower level; and the merit of
a tathāgata surpasses all.

i. 160

The first thought of awakening is set on the knowledge of all aspects. The knowledge of all aspects has a nonexistent thing as its objective support, its dominant factor is mindfulness, its aspect calmness, and its defining mark the absence of a defining mark. Not only the knowledge of all aspects, but all phenomena have no intrinsic nature and are therefore nonexistent things. Bodhisattvas practice with skillful means, mastering everything without ultimately settling down on anything. Bodhisattvas continue with this training until awakening.

i. 161

Bodhisattvas train in all the purification dharmas, woven around the six perfections, first serially and finally in a single, unique instant. Ultimately the bodhisattvas’ practice does not decrease or increase anything, is not a practice of anything for anything, and is not done in a dualistic way. Reality remains the same. Conventionally, assisted by spiritual friends, bodhisattvas produce the thought of awakening and learn all the doctrines and train in the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and cause beings to be brought to maturity. With those wholesome roots bodhisattvas stay close to spiritual friends and the buddhas, serving and worshiping them. If they do not stay close to them, they do not gain the correct understanding of the perfection of wisdom. Guided by them, bodhisattvas train correctly in the six perfections. They practice all the practices that lead to the results and attainments of śrāvakas and adepts but do not become saddled with those results. They never move from their intrinsic nature, never realize anything, and are without any thought construction. This is their perfection of wisdom through which they enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva. They do so having mastered all paths through nonattachment to them, through seeing that their ultimate nature is the same, the absence of an intrinsic nature. Nevertheless, all the levels and paths and results are conventionally different. Thus, the knowledge of all path aspects is the bodhisattvas’ forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas. The bodhisattvas who know the knowledge of path aspects know all shared and unshared practices and paths. This enables the bodhisattvas to enter into the different aspirations of beings with different personalities and dispositions.

i. 162

The perfection of wisdom is called the noble Dharma and Vinaya. All phenomena have no differentiating marks. None is conjoined with or separated from anything else. Thus the afflictive emotions and other negative factors removed by following the Vinaya training are absent in the training in the perfection of wisdom, which abides in the ultimate nature of all phenomena, and all the phenomena taught in the Dharma, all the differentiating marks of all the knowledges and attainments set forth in the doctrines, do not ultimately exist either. In this sense they are complete. The
disintegration of them all is the practice of the perfection of wisdom. The perfection of wisdom is without the duality of existent and nonexistent things.

There is not even ordinary patience in ultimate reality, so ultimately bodhisattvas do not achieve forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas by mastering them all but not settling down on them. There are no clear realizations, there are no obstructions, there is no saṃsāra, and there is no path to the cessation of suffering.

The Buddha previously engaged in all the practices—cultivated detachment from sense objects, desisted from unwholesome acts, perfectly accomplished meditative states without relishing the experiences, manifested a performance of miraculous power, apprehended the causal signs but avoided falsely considering them fact, and with wisdom of the unique instant, fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—but without engaging in a false projection of any of them. Bodhisattvas also enter into the training in the six perfections and all the practices of clairvoyance and so on serially and then in a single, unique instant. While serially cultivating the giving branch of the perfection of giving, up to the wisdom branch of the perfection of wisdom, the bodhisattvas pay attention to the absence of any intrinsic nature in each of them and pay attention to the knowledge of all aspects that is the goal. Similarly, bodhisattvas complete all the special powers and attributes of a buddha, and the major marks and minor signs of a buddha, through cultivating them serially within the training in the six perfections without any perception of something that exists or does not exist.

Just the absence of any apprehended object is attainment and clear realization, and all the gradual attainments and clear realizations happen because of that absence. All the trainings are the same, and to train in one is to train in them all, from giving up to clairvoyance. All are incorporated in a single thought. Bodhisattvas engage in the training in each without a dualistic thought. The giving of gifts up to the use of clairvoyance happens spontaneously with a pure and uncontaminated state of mind. The morality includes all moral standards. The patience is ordinary patience in the face of abuse and hardship, and it is forbearance that is a disinterested mastery of all phenomena through seeing their ultimate nature. The perseverance gives incredible powers and abilities to help others. Even on the verge of death the bodhisattvas are working to help others. The concentration achieves every mental state, except the state of a tathāgata, without relishing any of them, and the wisdom perfects the three meditative stabilizations on emptiness,
signlessness, and wishlessness without seeing anything as truly existent or established. To train in the six perfections is to train in all the perfections that incorporate all training as if in a dream.

Chapter 73

i. 166 Ordinary people falsely consider phenomena to be real and become predisposed to the unwholesome. Bodhisattvas teach them that all phenomena are empty dependent originations, all arising on account of error. Skillfully the bodhisattvas model for them giving, morality, and so on.

i. 167 Bodhisattvas help beings by teaching and modeling for them any practice that helps them. The extent of the bodhisattvas’ generosity is unlimited. When giving gifts to those who are helped by generosity, bodhisattvas make no distinction between offering to a buddha or to an animal and will give limbs away, and even go to any terrible place for their sake.

i. 168 Bodhisattvas teach various doctrines to all beings, including the gods. Included in this are the explanations of ordinary and extraordinary dharmas, the former the ordinary meditations on uncleanness and the shared meditations on calm abiding and so on, and the extraordinary being the entire list of purification dharmas, explained in detail, one by one. Here are included detailed descriptions of each of the thirty-two major marks and their causes, as well as the eighty minor signs. This is the amazing gift of Dharma that is part of the first of the four ways of gathering a retinue.

i. 169 Bodhisattvas also teach the knowledge of alphabets and how letters collapse into and expand from a single letter and so on. This is done even though bodhisattvas cannot apprehend any of these dharmas.

i. 170 Just as a tathāgata’s magical creation magically creates millions of other magical creations and establishes them in different practices without anything happening at all, so too with the bodhisattvas training in the perfection of wisdom.

Chapter 74

i. 171 Beings do not know that all phenomena are the same—like an illusion without any intrinsic nature—and are therefore caught in suffering. They are located in unreal names and causal signs. Names plucked out of thin air and causal signs cause attachment. Causal signs are not existent. Were they to exist, bodhisattvas would not awaken to awakening. The material reality of a person, full of holes like foam, does not come from or go anywhere. Its ultimate reality does not deviate from the way things are. Other phenomena are similar. Bodhisattvas know difference but without complicating the true nature of dharmas because nothing can be apprehended. Nothing is trained
in, nothing is gained. A magician uses a prop to make all sorts of things appear to an audience. A bodhisattva trains others in that way. Bodhisattvas speak about the dharma-constituent as it really is, the same before as it is afterward.

· Chapter 75 ·

i.172 The ultimate reality (1) of the result and (2) of the beings that want to attain that result are the same. Beings are naturally in a perfect state, at the very limit of reality. The very limit of reality is not different from the limit of beings, from their infinite number, or from their ultimate nature. By skillful means bodhisattvas lead beings, conventionally, to the realization of reality by teaching the six perfections on the conventional level, always together with the emptiness of giver, recipient, and gift, and so on. Bodhisattvas personally engage in the training to model it for others and to encourage others to train in it. There is no movement from or to anything in reality. Bodhisattvas liberate beings by causing those snared in error to be established in the absence of error, error that is itself not error because it is just a thought construction. The absence of thought construction is the absence of error because in its absence there is no grasping at self and so on.

i.173 The path is just the comprehension of emptiness. The emptiness that is reality remains unchanging. It is not different from the diversity of the suffering world, the path to freedom, and the results. Nothing is removed, nothing added. Beings simply do not know reality as it is and live grasping at “I” and “mine.” Bodhisattvas do not complicate reality with their teaching, just as space does not complicate space; they do not practice within duality. They do not take anything up or not take anything up. Subhūti is a worthy one in nirvāṇa. A bodhisattva reaches perfect, complete awakening. Both are just designated by ordinary convention. In reality nothing is accumulated or diminished, nothing is helpful and nothing harmful.

· Chapter 76 ·

i.174 A bodhisattva, like a person conjured up by a magician, realizing that there is no place of departure, path, or attainment, neither endeavors nor desists from the endeavor. This is the bodhisattvas’ skillful means.

i.175 There are not even people for whom the bodhisattvas feel compassion. The distorted minds of those people have mentally constructed the form aggregate, and so on, and settled down on them as real. All phenomena have no real basis, and the mind constructing them has no real basis. Bodhisattvas approach these illusory beings as illusory beings and model what is appropriate to liberate them from error, knowing the liberation is illusory,
and the error illusory too. It is amazing that bodhisattvas keep at it, given that nothing is there that can be apprehended. Again, the chapter explains the armor in detail—that from having produced the first thought the bodhisattvas train in the perfection of wisdom to mature beings and purify a buddhafield, modeling the six perfections such that each of the six incorporates all six.

--- Chapter 77 ---

i.176 The training in the six perfections incorporates every training. Awakening is possible because every training in which bodhisattvas train is empty. If beings knew this there would be no reason for bodhisattvas to train. The presentation is only for their sake. Training is an enactment. There is no training, no phenomenon at all that can be apprehended through its own intrinsic nature. No false sense of superiority arises in bodhisattvas engaged in the training. Bodhisattvas are not located in any of the meditative states, first because all the states are empty, and second because the bodhisattvas are never satisfied with an accomplishment until perfect, complete awakening.

i.177 Bodhisattvas eliminate the final physical, verbal, and mental bases of suffering. As long as there is the notion of anything, there is a basis of suffering. Bodhisattvas offer abundantly to the buddhas and purify a buddhafield.

--- Chapter 78 ---

i.178 As for śrāvaka stream enterers and so on, there is no rebirth in the terrible forms of life, and the same is true for bodhisattvas who have only just produced the authentic thought of awakening. They take perfect human rebirths. The Buddha took rebirth as animals intentionally through skillful means not available to śrāvakas. There is no wholesome dharma that bodhisattvas, starting from the first production of the thought onward, do not complete. A bodhisattva takes rebirth in a terrible form of life, like a being magically produced by a tathāgata, and does not experience suffering. The bodhisattva does not actually turn into an animal any more than a being magically produced by a tathāgata does. All is done for the sake of others. There is no wholesome dharma bodhisattvas do not produce. All are included in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattvas produce the clairvoyances and could not be awakened without them. Through their power, bodhisattvas are able to go anywhere, to see whatever is of benefit,
and to teach in those places. A bodhisattva does not feel happy or unhappy about whatever happens through the power of the clairvoyances, just as a being magically produced by a tathāgata does not.

· Chapter 79 ·

i. 179 The buddhadharmas (the qualities of an awakened being) are the bodhisattva dharmas (the qualities of a bodhisattva). Awakening is the full awakening to all those dharmas. Awakening happens through the wisdom of the unique instant. The first half of that instant, so to speak, is the bodhisattva’s awakening to all dharmas. This is like the difference between the state of a candidate for stream enterer and a result-recipient stream enterer. You cannot say of either that they are not a stream enterer. With the elimination of all the residual impression connections comes complete awakening.

i. 180 Karmic cause and effect is empty of differentiating marks, but those who do not understand that behave badly or well and accumulate karma with or without outflows. The former end up in terrible forms of life, the latter as humans or gods. Among them, bodhisattvas train in the six perfections, become absorbed in the final meditative stabilization, awaken to perfect, complete awakening, and work for the welfare of suffering beings. If beings knew that phenomena are empty of differentiating marks, no bodhisattva would set out for awakening. Foolish beings settle down on the nonexistent things they have constructed. Bodhisattvas explain the four noble truths to them and make a presentation of the Three Jewels. In fact, beings do not enter nirvāṇa because of knowing the truth of suffering and so on; they do so because of knowing the sameness, in emptiness, of the four truths. This sameness is their ultimate absence. Reality remains, whether the tathāgatas teach it or do not teach it. Bodhisattvas awaken to the sameness of the truths by not apprehending any phenomenon, thereby entering into the secure state of a bodhisattva and standing on the verge of all the śrāvaka attainments, but without actualizing them. Even when attaining perfect, complete awakening, a bodhisattva does not fall down onto it as though from the sky onto the highest peak. It is seeing all phenomena for what they actually are, empty of an intrinsic nature.

· Chapter 80 ·

i. 181 All the attributes of śrāvakas and buddhas have not been made by karma any more than all the problems of those in terrible forms of life. All are ultimately not produced. Foolish, ordinary people do not know that phenomena are, in their nature, nonexistent things, and because of thought
that has arisen on account of error, they accumulate a variety of karma. A
path that delivers practitioners to the results is not a real thing, and neither
are the results. Just as there is no underpinning reality for somebody
dreaming a dream and experiencing a sense of gratification through
enjoying the five sorts of sense objects, there is no underpinning reality that
is a basis on which beings accumulate karma. Nobody accumulates karma,
just as no karma is accumulated by a reflection on the surface of a mirror and
so on. The appearance coaxes beings into believing it is true. No defilement
and no purification happen on any path.

· · Chapter 81 · ·

i.182 The sameness of all phenomena is purification. Even so, bodhisattvas
produce the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, thinking,
“I will complete the perfections and every good quality that benefits
beings,” knowing they are illusory. In reality, even the bodhisattvas are
illusory, so no illusion is training in any illusion. That the Tathāgata has fully
awakened is a designation by ordinary convention. Ultimately there is no
clear realization at all.

i.183 Sameness is where there is no existing thing, no intrinsic existence, and
nothing that has been expressed. It is not the support and not within the
range of anyone. In sameness nothing has a distinguishing feature. Ordinary
beings and tathāgatas are the same. Phenomena with different marks come
to have the same mark because of emptiness. Bodhisattvas remain in
sameness, in emptiness, while working for the benefit of others.

· · Chapter 82 · ·

i.184 The training in giving gifts and so on is done without moving from the
ultimate, without moving from sameness. Whatever the perfection of a
phenomenon, the phenomenon is empty of that. When one magical creation
has created another magical creation, there is nothing real there that is not
empty. “This is a magical creation, this is an emptiness” is a contortion.

i.185 Some phenomena are magically created by afflictive emotions, some by
actions; some are magically created by śrāvakas, some by pratyekabuddhas,
some by bodhisattvas, some by tathāgatas. Even nirvāṇa, a phenomenon
that does not coax you into believing it is true, is just an illusion. Ultimately,
there will never be anything called “the emptiness of an intrinsic nature”
that has to be understood.

· · Chapter 83 · ·
In this chapter there is a vocabulary not utilized in the rest of the *Eighteen Thousand*. Maitreya and the Lord investigate the relationship between a name and what it refers to. Names are plucked out of thin air. Any name can be given to anything. From that perspective all things, including the names, are nothing beyond imagination and unconnected with reality. But the things to which names are given are only known through those names, not from their own sides. When looked for, these things arise from causes and conditions, from ignorance and thought projections that motivate actions. These things are all the same in that they cannot be apprehended. In true reality they are all without any difference. Therefore, all phenomena from form up to the knowledge of all aspects should be viewed from the perspective of three natures: imaginary, conceptual (the term “other-powered” is not used in this chapter), and the dharma’s ultimate nature (again, “thoroughly established” is not used). Understanding this, a bodhisattva does not enter into nirvāṇa but willingly takes a body and reenters the world for the benefit of others.

··· Chapter 84 ···

This summary in verse circulates separately as *The Verse Summary of the Jewel Qualities* (Toh 13). Here it is not divided into chapters. The first verses say that the Tathāgata is speaking through the voices of the other interlocutors, that the perfection of wisdom cannot be apprehended through any causal sign, and that the mendicant Śreṇika gained nirvāṇa through listening to the perfection of wisdom. These verses follow the order of the *Eight Thousand*. The verses then generally follow the order of the Long Perfection of Wisdom and give a very helpful summary up until the end of the second of the three volumes of the Degé Kangyur *Eighteen Thousand*. The verse summary ends with an explanation of each of the six interlinked perfections, the maturation of beings, the purification of the buddhafield, and awakening.

··· Chapters 85–86 ···

This is a summary of the *Eighteen Thousand* in the form of a story about Sadāprarudita’s quest to find his teacher Dharmodgata and learn the perfection of wisdom. Sadāprarudita sees the tathāgatas in a vision and wants to know where they have come from and where they went. He starts on his journey but realizes he is lost. He hears a voice from the sky telling him where to go and how to listen and learn. Having heard about the perfection of wisdom, he enters deep into meditation and hears more about it. He must find the way to go and make great merit in order to experience it in reality. Without any material wealth, like a perfect monk, he sells his flesh
and blood in the marketplace, earning the admiration of a wealthy merchant’s daughter and her family. He tells them everything that has happened and they enter into his quest and accompany him on his journey. Finally, they actually arrive in the wonderful city in which Dharmodgata lives, and Sadāprarudita again retells his entire story. Dharmodgata tells him the tathāgatas are not produced, so they have come from nowhere and go nowhere. All phenomena are like a dream without any ultimate reality. Having heard the perfect explanation of the perfection of wisdom, the earth shakes, the gods rejoice, and great joy and unshakeable resolve are born in all the retinue. Then Dharmodgata meditates for seven years. Sadāprarudita again gives even his blood to prepare for the teaching to be given when Dharmodgata emerges. He learns the doctrine of the perfection of wisdom in which all dharmas are the same, free from false projections and without limit.

· Chapter 87 ·

i.189 The Lord entrusts the perfection of wisdom to his personal attendant Ānanda and tells him to take care of it as he has taken care of his teacher. The retinue praises the teaching of the Lord.
The Translation

The Noble Mahāyāna Sūtra
The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines
1. CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

[29] [F.1.b] [B1]

1.1 We prostrate to all the buddhas and bodhisattvas.

1.2 Thus did I hear at one time. The Lord dwelt at Rājagṛha on Gr dh rakūṭa Hill together with a great community of monks, numbering fifteen thousand monks, all worthy ones with the exception of one single person—that is, venerable Ānanda—with outflows dried up, without afflictions, fully controlled, with their minds well freed and their wisdom well freed, thoroughbreds, great bull elephants, with their work done, their task accomplished, with their burden laid down, with their own goal accomplished, with the fetters that bound them to existence broken, with their hearts well freed by perfect understanding, in perfect control of their whole mind; [F.2.a] with nuns numbering five hundred—Yaśodharā, Mahāprajāpātī, and so on—and with a great many laymen and laywomen, all of them with a vision of the Dharma; and with an unbounded, infinite number of bodhisattva great beings, all of whom had acquired the dhāraṇīs, were dwellers in emptiness, their range the signless, and who had not fashioned any wishes, had acquired forbearance for the sameness of all dharmas, had acquired the dhāraṇī of nonattachment, with imperishable clairvoyant knowledges, and with speech worth listening to; who were not hypocrites, not fawners, without thoughts of reputation and gain; who were Dharma teachers without thought of compensation, with perfect forbearance for the deep dharmas, who had obtained the fearlessnesses, and who had transcended all the works of Māra, who had cut the continuum of karmic obscuration, were skillful in expounding the analysis of investigations into phenomena, with the prayer that is a vow made during an asamkhyeya of eons really fully carried out, with smiling countenances, forward in addressing others, without a frown on their faces, skillful in communicating with others in chanted verse, without feelings of depression, without losing the
confidence giving a readiness to speak, and endowed with fearlessness when surpassing endless assemblies; who were skilled in going forth during an *ananta* of one hundred million eons, understanding phenomena to be like an illusion, a mirage, a reflection of the moon in water, a dream, an echo, an apparition, a reflection in the mirror, and a magical creation; who were skillful in comprehending the thoughts, conduct, and beliefs of all beings and subtle knowledge, [F.2.b] with unobstructed thoughts, and endowed with extreme patience; who were skilled in in causing entry into reality just as it is, having appropriated all the endless arrays of the buddhafields through prayer and setting out, with the meditative stabilization recollecting buddhas in an infinite number of world systems constantly and always activated; who were skillful in soliciting innumerable buddhas; who were skillful in eliminating the various views, propensities, obsessions, and defilements; and who were skillful in accomplishing a hundred thousand feats through meditative concentration. That is, he was together with the bodhisattva great beings Bhadrapāla, Ratnākara, Ratnagarbha, [10] Ratnadatta, Susārthavaha, Varuṇadeva, Guhyagupta, Indradatta, Uttaramatin, Viśeṣamatin, Vardhamānamatī, Anantamatī, Amoghadarsin, Anāvaraṇamatī, Susaṃprasthita, Suvikrāntavikrāmin, Anantavīrya, Nītyodyukta, Nītprayukta, Anikṣiptadhura, Śūryagarbha, Anupamamatī, and Avalokiteśvara, Mahāsthānaprāpta, Maṇjuśrī Kumārabhūta, Mārabalamprāpta, Vajramatī, Ratnasthāma prayukta, Nityotkṣiptahasta, Mahākaruṇācintā, Mahāvyūha, Vyūharāja, and Merukūṭa, the bodhisattva great being Maitreya, and many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion other bodhisattvas as well.

1.3 Thereupon the Lord, having himself arranged the lion throne, sat down with his legs crossed, holding his body erect, intent on fixing mindfulness, and entered into the meditative stabilization, [F.3.a] *samādhirāja* by name, in which all meditative stabilizations are put, included, encompassed, and come to meet.

1.4 Then the Lord, mindful and self-possessed, emerged from this meditative stabilization and surveyed with his divine eye all world systems. Having done so, he beamed with his whole body. From the wheels with a thousand spokes on the soles of his feet issued sixty sixty-one hundred thousand one hundred million billion rays, from the ten toes of his feet issued sixty sixty-one hundred thousand one hundred million billion rays, and similarly from his ankles, legs, knees, thighs, hips, and navel, from his two sides, and from the *śrīvatsa* mark of a great person in his heart issued sixty sixty-one hundred thousand one hundred million billion rays. From his ten fingers issued sixty sixty-one hundred thousand one hundred million billion rays. Similarly, from his two forearms, two shoulders, neck, four eyeteeth, all forty teeth, two
nostrils, ears, and eyes, āṭṭhita, the uṣṇīṣa on the top of his head, and from the opening of his mouth issued sixty sixty-one hundred thousand one hundred million billion rays. All these sixty sixty-one hundred thousand one hundred million billion rays pervaded the world systems in their entirety with a great illumination and lit them up. This great illumination from the light rays spread out through as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River. Similarly, this great illumination from the light rays spread out through each of as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, northwest, below and above, and lit them up. And all the beings [F.3.b] who saw that light, who were touched by the illumination of those light rays, became irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

1.5 Thereupon all the Lord’s hair pores became radiant. From each of the hair pores sixty sixty-one hundred thousand one hundred million billion rays issued forth, and these rays pervaded all the world systems in the great billionfold world system with a great illumination. This great illumination from the light rays spread out through as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east, pervading them with a great illumination and lighting them up. Similarly, this illumination from the light rays spread out through each of as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, below and above, and lit them up. And all the beings who saw that light, who were touched by the illumination of those light rays, became irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

1.6 Then the Lord, with the light from the natural splendor of a tathāgata, pervaded the great billionfold world system with a great illumination. He pervaded as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east with this great illumination, and he similarly pervaded each of as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, below and above, with this great illumination. And all the beings who saw that light, who were touched by the illumination of those light rays, became irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

1.7 Thereupon the Lord extended his tongue and with it covered the great billionfold world system in its entirety. [F.4.a] Having pervaded the great billionfold world system with his tongue, he smiled, and from his tongue again many hundred thousand one hundred million billion variously colored rays issued forth, and on all the light rays stood lotuses made of manifold
precious stones, shining like gold, each with a thousand petals, variegated, beautiful, captivating, brilliant, fragrant, and soft, all completely like the kācalindika, pleasing to the touch. On the lotuses, furthermore, were seated many embodied tathāgatas, teaching Dharma—this very teaching of Dharma associated with the six perfections. They went to as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east and taught Dharma—this very teaching of Dharma associated with the perfection of wisdom—and similarly, to each of as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, below and above, and taught Dharma—this very teaching of Dharma associated with the six perfections. And all the beings who listened to that Dharma became irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

Then the Lord, seated on that very lion throne, entered into the meditative stabilization called *siṃhavikṛṣṭita*. He enacted such a performance with his miraculous power that his performance of miraculous power shook the great billionfold world system in six ways: it shook, shook greatly, and shook violently; it quaked, quaked greatly, and quaked violently; it stirred, stirred greatly, and stirred violently; it became disturbed, greatly disturbed, and violently disturbed; [F.4.b] it roared, roared greatly, and roared violently; and it resounded, resounded greatly, and resounded violently. At the edges it rose up and it sank down in the middle; in the middle it rose up and at the edges sank down. It became soft and oily, producing benefit and ease for all beings. Thereupon, at that moment, minute, and second, in the great billionfold world system the continuums of the hells and the animal world, and the world of Yama, were all cut. And all the places that preclude a perfect human birth disappeared. All those beings were reborn among humans, and also among the Cāturmahārājika, Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, and Para nirmita vaśa vartin gods.

Thereupon, in their great joy and rejoicing these humans and gods recalled their former lives, and having recalled them approached the Lord, bowed to his feet with their heads, cupped their palms together in a gesture of prayerful supplication, and bowed forward. And so too in each of the ten directions, in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east, to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions, and below and above, the continuums of the hells, animal worlds, and the worlds of Yama in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River were all cut too. And all the places precluding a perfect human birth disappeared. All those beings were reborn among humans and the gods. Thereupon these humans and gods recalled their former lives. In their
great joy and rejoicing they then approached the buddhas in their respective buddhafields, bowed to their feet with their heads, [F.5.a] and with palms together in a gesture of prayerful supplication bowed forward.

Then, in the great billionfold world system, the beings who were born blind saw forms with their eyes, the deaf heard sounds with their ears, the insane regained their senses, those with distracted thoughts became one-pointed in their thoughts, the naked found clothes, the poor found wealth, the hungry found food, the thirsty found drink, the sick were healed, the sense faculties of those with damaged sense faculties were repaired, and the physically exhausted became no longer exhausted. Those who had not given up unwholesome deeds of body, speech, and mind, and unwholesome livelihood, gave up their unwholesome habits. All beings considered every being in the same way as they considered their mother, father, brother, and sister, and as they considered their friends, kinsmen, and blood relatives. And they were endowed with the ten wholesome actions and became celibate, pure, free from the stain of immorality, and free from all unwholesome conceptualization. And at that time all beings, possessed of all happiness, acquired the ease a monk feels when absorbed in the third concentration. And at that very time they were endowed with such knowledge that they knew, “Good is charity! Good is self-discipline! Good is restraint! Good it is to observe celibacy! Good is nonviolence toward living creatures!” And at that time [F.5.b] the lord buddhas in other buddhafields cried out cries of delight: “Ah! It is amazing these beings are thus endowed with such knowledge that knows, ‘Good is charity! Good is self-discipline! Good is restraint! Good it is to observe celibacy! Good is nonviolence toward living creatures!’ ”

Thereupon the Lord, seated on this very lion throne, stood out towering over the great billionfold world system with Sumeru, the encircling mountain ranges, the abodes of the gods, Indra, Brahmā, Vaśavartin, Śuddhāvāsa, and the classes of gods and asuras,20 shining forth, gleaming, dazzling, and shedding light with his light, color, brilliance, and glory in the same way as, for example, a strong sun or the disk of a full moon in a clear sky.

So too the Lord stood out towering over as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east with his light, color, brilliance, and glory. Similarly the Lord stood out towering over as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions, and below and above—in each of the ten directions—shining forth, gleaming, dazzling, and shedding light with his light, color, brilliance, and glory in the same way as, for example, Sumeru, the king of mountains, stands out towering over all
mountains, shining forth, gleaming, dazzling, and shedding light; or in the same way as, for example, the disk of the moon towers over all the stars, shining forth, gleaming, dazzling, and shedding light; or in the same way as, for example, the disk of the sun [F.6.a] stands out towering over all other lights, shining forth, gleaming, dazzling, and shedding light. So too the Lord stands out towering over world systems in the ten directions with their gods, Indras, Brahmās, Śuddhāvāsas, and the classes of gods and humans, shining forth, gleaming, dazzling, and shedding light with his light, color, brilliance, and glory.

1. 13

Thereupon the Lord exhibited an ordinary bodily form, like that of beings in the great billionfold world system. Then in the great billionfold world system all the gods, from the gods of the Śuddhāvāsa class down to the Brahmakāyika, Paranirmitavaśavartin, Nirmāṇarati, Tuṣita, Yāma, Trāyastrīṃśa, and Cāturmaḥārājika gods saw the body of the Tathāgata you can never see enough. Feeling contented, pleased, delighted, joyful, and joyous, with such mental happiness they took celestial flowers, celestial garlands, celestial incense, celestial creams, celestial powders, and celestial perfumes; celestial blue lotuses, lotuses, red lotuses, white lotuses, nalina lilies and saugandhaka lilies; celestial flowers, nāgavrksa flowers, and tamāla leaves; and celestial robes, celestial jewelry, celestial parasols, flags, and banners and approached the Lord. Those humans to be trained, in the form of recipients seated in the great billionfold world system, saw the body of the Tathāgata you can never see enough, took land and water flowers, and approached the body of the Tathāgata you can never see enough. [F.6.b]

Both gods and humans then strewed near, strewed in front, and strewed all around the body of the Tathāgata these celestial flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, banners, and land and water flowers.

1. 14

By the sustaining power of the Lord all this rain of flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, banners, and land and water flowers that was strewed down on the Lord stayed there like a second story made of flowers and so on, with the dimensions of the great billionfold world system, in the sky right above the Lord’s head. And from this second story tassels made of celestial flowers and silk were suspended, hanging there, hanging right there, and these tassels made of celestial flowers and silk made the great billionfold world system look very beautiful. And the brightly shining golden color of the Lord streaming forth in the ten directions pervaded and lit up as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Ganga River in each direction. This thought then occurred to each of the gods and humans in all the Jambudvīpa world systems in the great billionfold world system: “The Tathāgata is seated in front of us
teaching the Dharma.” Similarly, this thought occurred to the gods in the Godānīyas to the west, Videhas to the east, and Kurus to the north, to the Cāturmahārājika gods up to the Akaniṣṭha gods, and similarly to all the gods and humans in a thousandfold [four-continent] world system, in a millionfold world system, or in a great billionfold world system: [F.7.a] “The Tathāgata is seated in front of us teaching the Dharma.”

1.15 Thereupon the Lord, seated on this very lion throne, smiled once again. Through the illumination from that smile the great billionfold world system was lit up, and all the beings seated in the great billionfold world system saw the Lord Buddha, together with his śrāvaka saṅgha, in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east. And all those beings seated in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east saw the Lord Śākyamuni, together with his community of monks, in this Sahā world system.

1.16 Similarly, the beings included in this Sahā world system saw the Lord Buddha, together with his śrāvaka saṅgha, in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, below and above. And all those beings seated in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River as well saw this Sahā world system and the Lord Śākyamuni, together with his community of monks.

1.17 In the east, beyond as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, at the very limit of these world systems, there is a world system called Ratnāvatī. In it the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Ratnākara now dwells and maintains himself. He teaches to the bodhisattvas this very perfection of wisdom. [F.7.b] Then, in that world system a bodhisattva, a great being, called Samantaraśmi saw this great illumination, this great shaking of the earth, and the body of the Lord you can never see enough, and he approached the lord Ratnākara, the tathāgata, and inquired of the tathāgata Ratnākara, “What is the cause, O Lord, what is the reason for this great illumination having manifested in the world, and for this great shaking of the earth, and for the presence of the body of the Tathāgata you can never see enough?”

1.18 The lord Ratnākara replied to the bodhisattva Samantaraśmi, “There is, child of a good family, beyond as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the western direction, a world system called Sahā. There the tathāgata Śākyamuni now dwells and maintains himself, also teaching the Dharma to the bodhisattvas. This sort of thing is his power.”
Then the bodhisattva Samantaraśmi said to the tathāgata Ratnākara, “I will go to that Sahā world system to see, salute, and honor that tathāgata Śākyamuni, and to see those bodhisattva great beings, for the most part in the form of the young, who have acquired the dhāranīs and detailed and thorough knowledges and acquired mastery over all the meditative stabilizations and absorptions.”

The Lord replied, “Go then, child of a good family, since you feel that now is the right time.”

Thereupon the tathāgata Ratnākara gave the bodhisattva Samantaraśmi a thousand lotuses made of manifold jewels, each with a thousand petals shining like gold, saying, “Child of a good family, strew these lotuses over the tathāgata Śākyamuni. Be on your best behavior in that buddhafield. And why? Because the bodhisattvas born in that Sahā world system are difficult to approach.”

Thereupon the bodhisattva Samantaraśmi received from the tathāgata Ratnākara the lotuses made of manifold jewels, each with a thousand petals shining like gold. Surrounded by, and at the head of, many hundred thousand one hundred million billion bodhisattvas, householders and renunciates, young men and women, he disappeared together with them from that buddhafield and, having respected, revered, honored, and worshiped as many lords as there are dwelling and maintaining themselves in the east with flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, arrived there in the Sahā world through that bodhisattva’s great wonder-working and that bodhisattva’s great power. He approached the tathāgata Śākyamuni, went up to him, bowed to the Lord’s feet with his head, and stood to one side. The bodhisattva Samantaraśmi then addressed the Lord, the tathāgata Śākyamuni: “The lord Ratnākara inquires about the Lord’s health, hopes that the Lord is well and free from sickness, alert and buoyant, eating well, strong, and comfortable. The lord Ratnākara has also dispatched these lotuses for the Lord.”

The lord tathāgata Śākyamuni accepted the lotuses and threw them back to the lord buddhas in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east. Those lotuses spread throughout those world systems, and on them were seated buddha bodies. In those buddhafields they taught Dharma—this very teaching of Dharma associated with the six perfections. And the beings who heard that Dharma became certain to reach unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Thereupon those bodhisattvas, the householders and renunciates, young men and women, each one by virtue of his or her own wholesome roots, respected, revered, honored, and worshiped the lord Śākyamuni and sat down on one side.
Then in the south, beyond as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, at the very limit of these world systems, there is a world system called Sarvaśokāpagata. In it the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Aśokaśrī now dwells and maintains himself. Then, in that world system a bodhisattva, a great being, called Vigatāśoka and so on. Connect to the previous, at length, up to and sat down on one side.

Then in the west there is a world system called Upaśānta. In it the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Ratnārcis now dwells and maintains himself. Then, in that world system a bodhisattva, a great being, called Cāritramati and so on, at length, up to and sat down on one side.

Then in the north there is a world system called Jayā. In it the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Jayendra now dwells and maintains himself. Then, in that world system a bodhisattva, a great being, called Jayadatta and so on, at length, up to and sat down on one side.

Then in the intermediate northeast direction there is a world system called Samādhyalaṃkṛtā. In it the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Samādhihastuttaśrī now dwells and maintains himself. Then, in that world system a bodhisattva, a great being, called Vijayavikrāmin and so on, at length, up to and sat down on one side.

Then in the intermediate southeast direction there is a world system called Bodhimaṇḍalalāṃkārasurucitā. In it the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Padmottaraśrī now dwells and maintains himself. Then, in that world system a bodhisattva, a great being, called Padmahasta and so on, at length, up to and sat down on one side.

Then in the intermediate southwest direction there is a world system called Vigatarajasamucayā. In it the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Sūryamanḍalaprabhāsottaraśrī now dwells and maintains himself. Then, in that world system a bodhisattva, a great being, called Sūryapratiḥāsa and so on, at length, up to and sat down on one side.

Then in the intermediate northwest direction there is a world system called Vaśībhūtā. In it the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Ekachattrā now dwells and maintains himself. Then, in that world system a bodhisattva, a great being, called Ratnottama and so on, at length, up to and sat down on one side.

Then in the direction below there is a world system called Padmā. In it the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Padmaśrī now dwells and maintains himself. Then, in that world system a bodhisattva, a great being, called Padmottama and so on, at length, up to and sat down on one side.

Then in the direction above, beyond as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, at the very limit of these world systems, there is a world system called Nandā. In it the tathāgata, worthy one,
perfectly complete buddha Nandaśrī now dwells and maintains himself. Then, in that world system a bodhisattva, a great being, called Nandadatta, saw this great illumination, this great shaking of the earth, and the body of the Lord you can never see enough, and he approached the lord Nandaśrī, the tathāgata, and inquired of the tathāgata Nandaśrī, “What is the cause, O Lord, what is the reason for this great illumination being manifested in the world, and for this great shaking of the earth, and for the presence of the body of the Tathāgata you can never see enough?”

The lord Nandaśrī replied to the bodhisattva Nandadatta, “There is, O child of a good family, beyond as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the direction below a world system called Sahā. There the tathāgata arhat, perfectly complete buddha Śākyamuni now dwells and maintains himself, also teaching the Dharma to the bodhisattvas. This sort of thing is his power.”

Then the bodhisattva Nandadatta said to the tathāgata Nandaśrī, “I will go to that Sahā world system to see, salute, and honor that tathāgata Śākyamuni, and to see those bodhisattva great beings, for the most part in the form of the young, who have acquired the dhāraṇīs and detailed and thorough knowledges and have acquired mastery over all the meditative stabilizations and absorptions.”

The Lord replied, “Go then, child of a good family, since you feel that now is the right time.”

Thereupon the tathāgata Nandaśrī gave the bodhisattva Nandadatta a thousand lotuses made of manifold jewels, each with a thousand petals shining like gold, saying, “These lotuses, child of a good family, strew over the tathāgata Śākyamuni. Be on your best behavior in that buddhafield. And why? Because the bodhisattvas born in that Sahā world system are difficult to approach.”

Thereupon the bodhisattva Nandadatta received from the tathāgata Nandaśrī the lotuses made of manifold jewels, each with a thousand petals shining like gold. Surrounded by and at the head of many hundred thousand one hundred million billion bodhisattvas, householders and renunciates, and young men and women, he disappeared together with them from that buddhafield, and, having respected, revered, honored, and worshiped as many lords as there are dwelling and maintaining themselves in the direction above with flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, arrived there in the Sahā world through that bodhisattva’s great wonder-working and that bodhisattva’s great power. He approached the tathāgata Śākyamuni, went up to him, bowed to the Lord’s feet with his head, and stood to one side. The bodhisattva Nandadatta then addressed the lord, the tathāgata Śākyamuni:
“The lord Nandaśrī inquires about the Lord’s health, hopes that the Lord is well and free from sickness, alert and buoyant, eating well, strong, and comfortable. The lord Nandaśrī has also dispatched these lotuses for the Lord.”

1.38 The lord tathāgata Śākyamuni accepted the lotuses and threw them back to the lords, the buddhas in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the direction above. Those lotuses spread throughout those world systems, and on them were seated buddha bodies. In those buddhafIELDS they demonstrated Dharma—this very demonstration of Dharma associated with the perfection of wisdom. And the beings who heard that Dharma became irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Thereupon those bodhisattvas, the householders and renunciates, young men and women, each one by virtue of his or her own wholesome roots respected, [F.11.a] revered, honored, and worshiped the lord Śākyamuni and sat down on one side.

1.39 Thereupon, at that moment, minute, and second, the great billionfold world system became constituted of jewels, filled with various blossoms, hung with clusters of silk streamers, made fragrant with incense pots, and beautified with wish-fulfilling trees whose stem-tips bend down with ornaments and fruit, and with flower trees, fruit trees, fragrance trees, flower-garland trees, and powder trees, just like Padmavatī, the buddhafIELD of the tathāgata Samantakusuma where Mañjuśrī Kumārabhūta lives, as well as the god Susthitamati, and others who are magnificent bodhisattva great beings.

1.40 This was the first chapter, “Introduction,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 2: PRODUCTION OF THE THOUGHT

2.1 When the Lord understood that the world with its celestial beings, Māras and Brahmās, śramaṇas and brahmins, gods and humans, as well as bodhisattvas, most of them in youthful form, had assembled, he said to venerable Śāriputra, “Here, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to all dharmas in all forms should make an effort at the perfection of wisdom.”

2.2 The Lord having spoken thus, venerable Śāriputra inquired of him, “How then, Lord, should bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to all dharmas in all forms make an effort at the perfection of wisdom?”

2.3 Venerable Śāriputra having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings, having stood in the perfection of wisdom by way of not taking their stand on it,²³ should complete the perfection of giving by way of not giving up anything, because a gift, a giver, and a recipient are not apprehended. They should also complete the perfection of morality because no downfall is incurred and no compounded downfall is incurred,²⁴ the perfection of patience because there is no disturbance, the perfection of perseverance because there is no physical or mental effort expended, the perfection of concentration because there is no experience, and the perfection of wisdom because all phenomena are not apprehended.

2.4 “Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings, having stood in the perfection of wisdom, should perfect the four applications of mindfulness because²⁵ mindfulness cannot be apprehended, and they should perfect the four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path. They should cultivate the emptiness meditative stabilization, signlessness meditative stabilization, and wishlessness meditative stabilization. They should cultivate the four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, eight deliverances, nine serial absorptions, [F.12.a] and nine perceptions. What are
the nine? The nine perceptions are the perception of a bloated corpse, the
perception of it chopped in half, the perception of it as putrid, the bloodied
perception, the black-and-blue perception, the savaged perception, the torn-asunder perception, the bones perception, and the burnt-bones perception. They should cultivate mindfulness of the Buddha, mindfulness of the Dharma, mindfulness of the Sangha, mindfulness of morality, mindfulness of giving away, and mindfulness of the gods. They should cultivate mindfulness of breathing in and out, mindfulness of disgust, mindfulness of death, and mindfulness of what is included in the body. They should perfect the perception of impermanence, the perception of suffering, the perception of selflessness, the perception of the unclean, the perception of death, the perception that there is no delight in the entire world, and the perception that there is nothing to trust in the entire world; knowledge of suffering, knowledge of origination, knowledge of cessation, knowledge of the path, knowledge of extinction, knowledge of nonproduction, knowledge of dharma, subsequent realization knowledge, conventional knowledge, knowledge of mastery, and knowledge in accord with sound; and meditative stabilization with applied and sustained thought, meditative stabilization without applied thought but with sustained thought, meditative stabilization without either applied or sustained thought, what one does not understand, the faculty of understanding, the faculty of having understood, the stations of mastery, the stations of complete immersion, the four ways of gathering a retinue, the four presentations, the ten levels and ten practices, the ten forbearances, [F.12.b] the twenty surpassing aspirations, the knowledge of a knower of all, the knowledge of calm abiding and insight, the three knowledges, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, the four fearlessnesses, the five undiminished clairvoyances, the six perfections, the six principles of being liked, the seven riches, the eight ways great persons think, the nine places beings live, the ten tathāgata powers, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, great love, and great compassion.

“Bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to the knowledge, furnished with the best of all aspects, of a knower of all aspects, who want to perfect the knowledge of all path aspects, who want to perfect all-knowledge, and who want to perfect the knowledge of the aspects of the thought activity of all beings should make an effort at the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to destroy all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions should make an effort at the perfection of wisdom.

“Śāriputra, thus should bodhisattva great beings train in the perfection of wisdom.
“Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva, who want to pass beyond the level of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, who want to stand on the irreversible level, who want to know the activity and continual movement of the thoughts of all beings, who want to surpass the knowledge of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, who want to acquire the dhāraṇī gateways, and who want to surpass gift-giving to all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas by producing a single thought with associated rejoicing should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to surpass the morality of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas by producing a single thought with associated rejoicing should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to surpass the meditative stabilization, wisdom, liberation, and knowledge and seeing of liberation of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas by producing a single thought with associated rejoicing should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to surpass the concentrations, meditative stabilizations, and absorptions of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas by producing a single thought with associated rejoicing should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Bodhisattva great beings who, for the sake of all beings, want giving even a little gift to become immeasurable and incalculable by turning it over to all-knowledge with skillful means should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings who, for the sake of all beings, want even the little morality they have guarded, the little patience they have developed, the little effort they have exerted, the little concentration they have become absorbed in, and the little wisdom they have developed to become immeasurable and incalculable by turning them over to all-knowledge with skillful means should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings [F.13.b] practicing the perfection of giving should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, and the perfection of wisdom should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to thoroughly establish a buddha’s body should train in the perfection of wisdom. If they want to acquire the thirty-two major marks and the eighty minor signs of a great person, they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to be born in the buddha’s line should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to step onto the heir apparent’s level, and want never to be without the buddhas and bodhisattvas, should train in the perfection of wisdom.
Moreover, Śāriputra, were bodhisattva great beings to feel this longing—‘May I be richly endowed with the wholesome roots with which I will respect, revere, honor, and worship the tathāgatas, the worthy ones, the perfectly complete lord buddhas’—they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to satisfy all the desires of all beings with requirements such as food, drink, flowers, perfume, garments, flower garlands, incense, powders, creams, bedding, seats, houses, money, grain, medicines for relief of sickness, ornaments, jewels, gems, beryl, conch shells, crystals, [F.14.a] corals, parks, and kingdoms should train in the perfection of wisdom. Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to establish all beings in a world as vast as the dharma-constituent and as far reaching as the space element in the perfection of giving, and who want to establish them in the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, and the perfection of wisdom, should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to make a single wholesome thought of awakening inexhaustible until reaching complete awakening at the site of awakening should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who think, ‘May the buddhas in the ten directions praise me,’ should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want, through a single production of the thought, to approach as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings who want, through a single production of the thought, to approach as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in each of the southern, western, northern, northeastern, southeastern, southwestern, and northwestern directions, and below and above, should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want by uttering a single sound to instruct as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings who want by uttering a single sound to instruct as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in each of the southern, western, northern, northeastern, southeastern, southwestern, and northwestern directions, and below and above, should train in the perfection of wisdom.
“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to ensure that the line of buddhas will be unbroken should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to stand in inner emptiness should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings who want to stand in outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, the emptiness of emptiness, great emptiness, the emptiness of ultimate reality, the emptiness of the compounded, the emptiness of the uncompounded, the emptiness of what transcends limits, the emptiness of no beginning and no end, the emptiness of nonrepudiation, the emptiness of a basic nature, the emptiness of all dharmas, the emptiness of its own mark, the emptiness of not apprehending, the emptiness of a nonexistent thing, the emptiness of an intrinsic nature, and the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend the suchness of all dharmas, the suchness of the dharma-constituent, and the suchness of the very limit of reality should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to know how many tiny particles of earth there are in the great billionfold world system; who want to know the tiny particles of water in the oceans, torrents, lakes, ponds, wells, and rivulets; who want to know the tiny particles of fire; and who want to know the tiny particles of wind in all the world systems in the great billionfold world system should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to blow out with one puff of breath the fire in the great billionfold world system when the eon is burning up should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to blunt with the tip of one finger the force of the whirling, shaking circle of wind as it is circulating in the great billionfold world system, rocking, scattering, and pervasively shaking every mountain and the entire earth starting with the axial mountain Sumeru, the great Sumeru, the encircling mountain ranges, and the great encircling mountain ranges should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings thinking, ‘I should toss immeasurable world systems by bundling up every mountain there is in the great billionfold world system—the axial mountain Sumeru, the great Sumeru, the encircling mountain ranges, the great encircling mountain ranges, and so on—with a single strand of hair,’ should train in the perfection of wisdom.
“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want their single cross-legged posture to expand into and fill up the space of the great billionfold world system in its entirety should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings [F.15b] who want with a single begging bowl to distribute food to each of the lord buddhas, together with their śrāvaka saṅghas, in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east should train in the perfection of wisdom; and similarly, bodhisattva great beings who want to respect, want to revere, want to honor, and want to worship those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas with clouds of flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands of flowers, creams, aromatic powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings who want with a single alms bowl to distribute food to each of the lord buddhas, together with their śrāvaka saṅghas, in each of as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, and below and above, and similarly want to respect, want to revere, want to honor, and want to worship with clouds of flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands of flowers, creams, aromatic powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and streamers those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings who want with a single alms bowl to distribute food to each of the lord buddhas, together with their śrāvaka saṅghas, in each of as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, and below and above.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to establish beings in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east in the aggregate of morality; who want to establish them in the aggregate of meditative stabilization, in the aggregate of wisdom, in the aggregate of liberation, and in the aggregate of knowledge and seeing of liberation; and similarly want to establish them in the result of stream enterer, once-returner, and non-returner, in the state of a worthy one, in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, up to in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind should train in the perfection of wisdom. As with the east, also connect this with as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, and below and above.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should know, when giving a gift, that having given such a gift there is a great result: having given such a gift, they will be born in great sāla tree–like royal families, and similarly in great sāla tree–like brahmin families, and in great sāla tree–like business families; having given such a gift they will be born among the Cāturmahārājika gods, and similarly, born among the gods of Trāyastrimśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, and Nirmāṇarati; having given such a gift,
they will reach the first concentration, and similarly reach the second concentration and the third concentration; having given such a gift they will reach the fourth concentration; having given such a gift they will reach the station of the nonperception absorption; having given such a gift they will reach [F.16.b] the station of the endless-space absorption, and similarly, having given such a gift, they will reach the station of endless consciousness and the station of the nothing-at-all absorption; having given such a gift they will reach the station of the neither perception nor nonperception absorption; and having given such a gift they will acquire the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, and similarly they will reach the result of stream enterer, and reach the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, and the state of a worthy one.

2.28 Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should know that a gift thus given with skillful means completes the perfection of giving, and similarly completes the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, and the perfection of wisdom.

2.29 The Lord having spoken thus, venerable Śāriputra then inquired of him, “How, Lord, does the perfection of giving become complete when bodhisattva great beings are giving a gift? How do the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, and the perfection of wisdom become complete when bodhisattva great beings are giving a gift?”

2.30 Venerable Śāriputra having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Śāriputra, the perfection of giving is completed by way of the purity of the three spheres, not apprehending a gift, giver, or recipient; the perfection of morality is completed because no downfall is incurred and no compounded downfall is incurred; [F.17.a] the perfection of patience is completed because of not being disturbed; the perfection of perseverance is completed because of not expending physical or mental effort; the perfection of concentration is completed because of not being distracted and not constructing any ideas; and the perfection of wisdom is completed by way of not apprehending the knowledge of all dharmas. Thus, Śāriputra, when bodhisattvas give a gift like that, [41] the six perfections are completed. Similarly all six perfections are completed in the perfection of morality, and similarly all six perfections are completed in the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, and the perfection of wisdom.

2.31 Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to acquire all the buddha qualities of the past, future, and present lord buddhas should train in the perfection of wisdom.
“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to transcend all compounded and uncompounded phenomena should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend the suchness of all past, future, and present dharmas, and similarly, who want to reach the dharma-constituent, the limit of the absence of production, should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to be foremost among śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to be attendants of the lord buddhas should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to be in the inner circle of the lord buddhas should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to be in the inner retinue of the lord buddhas should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to have a large retinue should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to purify a donation should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to stop miserly thoughts should train in the perfection of wisdom, and similarly, those who want to prevent immoral thoughts from arising, who want to prevent malicious thoughts from arising, who want to quit having lazy thoughts, who want to quit having distracted thoughts, and who want to quit having confused thoughts should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to establish all beings in the bases of meritorious action arisen from giving, and who want to establish all beings in the bases of meritorious action arisen from morality, arisen from meditation, that accompany service, and arisen from material things should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to produce the five eyes should train in the perfection of wisdom. And what are the five eyes? They are [F.18.a] the flesh eye, divine eye, wisdom eye, dharma eye, and buddha eye. If they want to produce them, they should train in the perfection of wisdom. Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to see with their divine eye as many buddhas and lords as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east should train in the perfection of wisdom, and similarly, if they want to see with their divine eye as many buddhas and lords as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast,
southeast, southwest and northwest, and below and above they should train in the perfection of wisdom. If they want to hear with their divine ear the doctrine those buddhas and lords explain they should train in the perfection of wisdom, and if they want to comprehend with their mind the thought of those buddhas and lords exactly as it is they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

2. 43

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to hear the entire doctrine that the lord buddhas in all world systems in all ten directions explain, and having heard it take it up perfectly by applying the power of memory uninterruptedly, and who do not want any to be lost up until they awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should train in the perfection of wisdom.

2. 44

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to see the buddhafields of past buddhas and lords, and of future buddhas and lords as well, and who want to see the buddhafields of present buddhas and lords now dwelling and maintaining themselves [F.18.b] in world systems in all ten directions should train in the perfection of wisdom.

2. 45

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to master all that the tathāgatas have taught in discourses, melodious narrations, predictions, verses, summaries, introductions, accounts, birth stories, expanded texts, marvels, tales, and expositions, and what has not been heard by śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas, should train in the perfection of wisdom.

2. 46

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to take up all that the lord buddhas in the eastern direction have said, are saying, and will say, who want to bear it in mind, who want to read it aloud, and similarly who want to practice it and want to elaborate upon it in detail for others, should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, if they want to take up all that the lord buddhas in the southern, western, northern, northeastern, southeastern, southwestern, and northwestern directions, below and above, have said, are saying, and will say, want to bear it in mind, want to read it aloud, and similarly want to practice it and want to elaborate upon it in detail for others, they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

2. 47

“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to shine down on the blinding darkness where the sun and moon do not shine, [F.19.a] in as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, if they want to shine light down on the blinding darkness where the sun and moon do not shine, in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the
Gaṅgā River in the southern, western, northern, northeastern, southeastern, southwestern, and northwestern directions, below and above, they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to proclaim to all the beings born in various buddhafields in as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River the word Buddha, the word Dharma, and the word Saṅgha, and who want to establish them in right view, should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings who want to proclaim the words Buddha, Dharma, and Saṅgha and establish in right view beings in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the southern, western, northern, northeastern, southeastern, southwestern, and northwestern directions, below and above, where there is no sound of the words Buddha, Dharma, Saṅgha, or right view, should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want beings who are blind, in as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, to see shapes with their eyes through their might should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, [F.19.b] thinking, ‘May those who are deaf hear sounds with their ears, those who have gone mad regain their senses, the naked be clothed, hungry beings have their fill, the thirsty quench their thirst, beings who are stuck in terrible forms of life be freed from all the terrible forms of life and gain birth as humans, and may I establish the immoral in the aggregate of morality’; and similarly, thinking, ‘May I establish those who are not stabilized in meditation in the aggregate of meditative stabilization, in the aggregate of wisdom, in the aggregate of liberation, and in the aggregate of knowledge and seeing of liberation’; and thinking, ‘May I establish those who do not see the truths in the result of stream enterer’; and thinking, ‘May I establish them in the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,’ they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Similarly, bodhisattva great beings who want beings who are blind, in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the southern, western, northern, northeastern, southeastern, southwestern, and northwestern directions, below and above, to see shapes with their eyes through their might should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, thinking, ‘May those who are deaf hear sounds with their ears, those who have gone mad regain their senses, the naked be clothed, hungry beings have their fill, the thirsty quench their thirst, beings who are stuck in terrible forms of life be freed from all the terrible forms of life and gain birth as humans, and may I establish the immoral in the aggregate of morality’; and
similarly, thinking, ‘May I establish those who are not stabilized in meditation in the aggregate of meditative stabilization, [F.20.a] in the aggregate of wisdom, in the aggregate of liberation, and in the aggregate of knowledge and seeing of liberation’; and thinking, ‘May I establish those who do not see the truths in the result of stream enterer’; and thinking, ‘May I establish them in the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,’ they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to train in the tathāgatas’ way of carrying themselves should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should contemplate like this: ‘When, oh when, will I look down as an elephant looks? How will it come to be that I will walk on the earth without my feet touching it by the measure of four fingers?’ Thinking thus, they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should contemplate like this as well: ‘How will it come to be that I, surrounded by and at the head of many hundred thousand one hundred million billion Cāturmahārājika gods, and Trāyastrimśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, Paranirmitavaśavartin, Bhramapurohita, Brahmakāyika, Brahmmapārṣadya, Paśupatī, Apramāṇābha, Ābhāsvara, Pārītaśubha, Apramāṇaśubha, Śubhakṛṣṇa, Bṛhatphala, Śuddhāvāsa, Sudṛśa, Sudarśana, Avṛha, Atapa, and Akaniṣṭha gods, go forth to the site of awakening?’ Thinking thus, they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should contemplate like this as well: ‘How will it come to be that the Cāturmahārājika gods, up to the Akaniṣṭha class, spread out my seat at the root of the tree at the site of awakening?’ Thinking thus, they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should contemplate like this as well: ‘How will it come to be that this region of the earth on which I will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and walk, stand, sit, or lie down, become all diamond?’ Thinking thus, they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should contemplate like this as well: ‘How will it come to be that on that very day that I go forth I will fully awaken, on that very day, to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and, having fully awakened on that very day, that I will turn the wheel of the Dharma so that, having turned
it, dust-free and stainless, the Dharma eye of countless beings beyond measure will become clear about the dharmas, countless beings beyond measure will stop appropriating anything and their minds will become freed from outflows, and countless beings beyond measure will not turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? Thinking thus, they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

2.57 “Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should contemplate like this as well: ‘How will I come to have a community of countless śrāvakas beyond measure? How through my one single teaching of the Dharma will countless beings beyond measure become worthy ones in one sitting, become bodhisattvas in one sitting, become bodhisattvas who will not turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? How will I come to have an infinite community of bodhisattvas, a measure of life that is infinite, and infinite splendid light?’ Thinking thus, they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

2.58 “Bodhisattva great beings thinking, ‘How will there come to be not even the sound of the words greed, hatred, and confusion in any way at all in that buddhafield where I fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?’ should train in the perfection of wisdom.

2.59 “Bodhisattva great beings thinking, ‘How will all beings in that buddhafield where I fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening come to be endowed with the form of wisdom that knows “giving is good, discipline is good, restraint is good, celibacy is good, nonviolence toward all creatures and spirits is good”? bodhisattva great beings thinking, ‘After I have passed into complete nirvāṇa, how will it come to be that there are not even the words disappearance of the good Dharma?’; bodhisattva great beings thinking, ‘How will it come to be that just from hearing my name beings present in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River become assured of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?’—they should train in the perfection of wisdom.

2.60 “Śāriputra, at the time a bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom produces these good qualities, then the Four Mahārājas present in the great billionfold world system are enraptured and think as follows: ‘Just as the Four Mahārājas of yore presented begging bowls to the tathāgatas, the worthy ones, the perfectly complete buddhas of yore, we too will present four begging bowls to this bodhisattva, this great being.’ The Trāyastriṃśa gods, along with the Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, and Parānirmitavaśavartin gods, are enraptured as well and think, ‘With this the hosts of asuras will decline and the hosts of gods will flourish, so we will make attendants available for this bodhisattva, this great being.’ And the gods in the great billionfold world system, from the Mahābrahmās and
Brahmakāyika, and all the Brahmās up to Akaniṣṭha, are enraptured and think, ‘We will request this bodhisattva, this great being, awakened to complete awakening, to turn the wheel of the Dharma.’

Moreover, Śāriputra, at the time a bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom prospers with the six perfections, the sons and daughters of good families are enraptured as well and think, ‘Let us become the mother and father, wife, son, friend, kinsman, and blood relative of that great being.’ The Four Māhārājas and the Trāyastiṃśa gods, as well as the gods up to the Akaniṣṭha gods, are enraptured and think, ‘In order to definitely join beings to awakening the bodhisattva great being is celibate, not conjoined with the qualities that fetter.’ They make the prayer, ‘Starting from when I first produce the thought of awakening, I will be celibate, I will not be noncelibate. And why? Because pursuing sense objects becomes a block even to birth in the world of Brahmā, so it goes without saying it is a block to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Therefore, having gone forth to homelessness, I will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening just as a celibate person, not as a noncelibate person.’ Hence, they shun sexual intercourse.”

The Lord having spoken thus, venerable Śāriputra then asked him, “Lord, do bodhisattva great beings definitely have to be with parents, wives, sons, friends, kinsmen, and blood relatives?”

Venerable Śāriputra having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Śāriputra, some bodhisattva great beings definitely come with parents, a wife, and sons. Some bodhisattva great beings embrace celibacy starting from when they first produce the thought of awakening, always remaining unmarried persons practicing the bodhisattva practices until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Some bodhisattva great beings, through skillful means, in order to bring beings to maturity, make use of the five sorts of sense objects and then go forth from the harem and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Śāriputra, some bodhisattva great beings gain a standing in the deep perfection of wisdom and, separated from the desire realm afflictions, in order to bring beings to maturity, make a show of taking to the five sorts of sense objects, but they do not make use of them. To illustrate, Śāriputra, a clever, well-trained magician or magician’s apprentice with knowledge of magic spells and magic performance conjures up the five sorts of sense objects and makes a show of themselves dallying with, enjoying, and acting gratified by the five sorts of sense objects. What do you think, Śāriputra, does that magician or magician’s apprentice make use of those five sorts of sense objects?”

“No, Lord,” Śāriputra replied.
“Similarly, Śāriputra,” said the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings, through skillful means, make use of those five sorts of sense objects in order to bring beings to maturity, and still those bodhisattva great beings are not contaminated by those sense objects. Alternatively, bodhisattva great beings speak disparagingly of sense objects: ‘Sense objects are ablaze, disgusting, murderous, and against you.’ So, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings take to these sorts of sense objects in order to bring beings to maturity.”

This was the second chapter, “Production of the Thought,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
3. CHAPTER 3: DESIGNATION

3.1 Then [F.23.a] venerable Śāriputra inquired of the Lord, “Lord, how then should bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom?”

3.2 Venerable Śāriputra having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not, even while they are bodhisattvas, see a bodhisattva. They do not see even the word bodhisattva. They do not see awakening either, and they do not see the perfection of wisdom. They do not see that ‘they practice,’ and they do not see that ‘they do not practice.’ They also do not see that ‘while practicing they practice and while not practicing do not practice,’ and they also do not see that ‘they do not practice, and do not not practice as well.’

They do not see form. Similarly, they do not see feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness either. And why? Because, Śāriputra, the name bodhisattva is empty of the intrinsic nature of a name. The name bodhisattva is not empty because of emptiness. A bodhisattva is also empty of the intrinsic nature of a bodhisattva, but a bodhisattva is not empty because of emptiness. Awakening, too, is empty of the intrinsic nature of awakening, but awakening is not empty because of emptiness. The perfection of wisdom, too, is empty of the intrinsic nature of the perfection of wisdom, but the perfection of wisdom is not empty because of emptiness. Form, too, is empty of the intrinsic nature of form, but form is not empty because of emptiness. [F.23.b] And feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is also empty of the intrinsic nature of consciousness, but consciousness is not empty because of emptiness. And why? Because the emptiness of the name bodhisattva is not the name bodhisattva, and there is no name bodhisattva apart from emptiness, because the name bodhisattva itself is emptiness and emptiness is the name bodhisattva as well. The emptiness of the bodhisattva is not the bodhisattva and there is no bodhisattva apart from emptiness, because the bodhisattva is emptiness and emptiness is the bodhisattva as well. The emptiness of the perfection of wisdom is not the perfection of
wisdom and there is no perfection of wisdom apart from emptiness, because the perfection of wisdom itself is emptiness and emptiness is the perfection of wisdom as well. The emptiness of form is not form and there is no form apart from emptiness, because form itself is emptiness and emptiness is form as well. And the emptiness of feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is not consciousness, and there is no consciousness apart from emptiness because consciousness itself is emptiness and emptiness is consciousness as well. And why? Because this—namely, bodhisattva—is just a name; because these—namely, the name bodhisattva, awakening, [F.24.a] the perfection of wisdom, form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness—are just names; and because this—namely, emptiness—is just a name. Why? Because where there is no intrinsic nature there is no production, stopping, decrease, increase, defilement, or purification. And why? Because form is like an illusion, feeling is like an illusion, perception is like an illusion, volitional factors are like an illusion, and consciousness is like an illusion. And an illusion is just a name that does not reside somewhere, does not reside in a particular place, so the sight of an illusion is mistaken and does not exist and is devoid of an intrinsic nature. Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that do not see production, do not see stopping, do not see standing, do not see decrease, do not see increase, do not see defilement, and do not see purification in any dharma at all. They do not see ‘awakening,’ and they do not see a ‘bodhisattva’ anywhere. And why? Because names are made up. In the case of each of these different dharmas they are imagined, unreal, names plucked out of thin air working subsequently as conventional labels, and just as they are subsequently conventionally labeled, so too are they settled down on as real. Bodhisattva [F.24b] great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not see any of those names as inherently existing, and because they do not see them, they do not settle down on them as real.

3.3 Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom think, ‘This bodhisattva is just a name. This awakening is just a name. This awakened one is just a name. This perfection of wisdom is just a name. This practicing the perfection of wisdom is just a name.’ They think, ‘This form is just a name, and these—feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness—are just names.’

3.4 For example, Śāriputra, ‘self’ is said again and again but a self cannot be apprehended; a being, a soul, and a person cannot be apprehended either. Thus they work conventionally as what has been designated by a name, yet they cannot be apprehended at all, because of the emptiness of not apprehending. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom also do not see a bodhisattva, they do not see up to consciousness,
and they do not see even the names through which they work as conventional labels. So, Śāriputra, setting aside the wisdom of a tathāgata, bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom surpass the wisdom of all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas because of the emptiness of not apprehending. And why? Because they do not see what would make them settle down on them as real. So bodhisattva great beings practicing thus, Śāriputra, [F.25.a] are practicing the perfection of wisdom.

“To illustrate, Śāriputra, if this Jambudvīpa were filled with monks similar in worth to Śāriputra and Maudgalyāyana—like a thicket of naḍa reeds, or a thicket of bamboo, or a thicket of sugarcane, or a thicket of rushes, or a thicket of rice, or a thicket of sesame—their wisdom would not approach the wisdom of a bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom even by a hundredth part, or by a thousandth part, or by a hundred thousandth part; it would not stand up to any number, or fraction, or counting, or example, or comparison. And why? Because, Śāriputra, that wisdom of a bodhisattva great being has been established with the complete nirvāṇa of all beings as the aim.

Furthermore, Śāriputra, even the wisdom cultivated for a single day by a bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom surpasses the wisdom of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas. Śāriputra, let alone this Jambudvīpa filled with monks similar in worth to Śāriputra and Maudgalyāyana, even if the great billionfold world system were filled with monks similar in worth to Śāriputra and Maudgalyāyana their wisdom would not approach the wisdom cultivated for a single day by a bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom even by a hundredth part, up to it would not stand up to any comparison with it. Śāriputra, let alone the great billionfold world system filled with monks similar in worth to Śāriputra and Maudgalyāyana, Śāriputra, even if as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River [F.25.b] to the east were filled with monks similar in worth to Śāriputra and Maudgalyāyana, and similarly, even if as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, below and above were filled with monks similar in worth to Śāriputra and Maudgalyāyana, their wisdom would not approach the wisdom cultivated for a single day by a bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom even by a hundredth part, up to it would not stand up to any comparison with it.”

Then venerable Śāriputra said to the Lord, “Lord, the wisdom of śrāvaka stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, pratyekabuddhas, and tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, all those wisdoms are not broken apart, they are a detachment, are not
produced, and are empty of an intrinsic nature; and, Lord, you do not find variation or distinction in something that has not been broken apart, that is a detachment, not produced, and empty of an intrinsic nature. So how, Lord, could the wisdom cultivated for a single day by a bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom surpass the wisdom of all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas?”

Venerable Śāriputra having spoken thus, the Lord asked him, “What do you think, Śāriputra, is the wisdom of all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas concerned with a purpose of the sort that concerns the wisdom cultivated for a single day by a bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom furnished with the best of all aspects, [F.26.a] practicing the knowledge of all aspects, working for the welfare of all beings with the thought, ‘I must, having fully awakened to all dharmas in all forms, lead all beings to complete nirvāṇa’?”

“No, Lord,” Śāriputra replied.

The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Śāriputra, do all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas think, ‘We must, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, lead all beings to complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind’?”

“No, Lord,” Śāriputra replied.

The Lord said, “You should understand from just this explanation, Śāriputra, that all the wisdom of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas does not approach the wisdom cultivated for a single day by a bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom even by a hundredth part, up to it does not stand up to any comparison with it, hence it surpasses the wisdom of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas.

“What do you think, Śāriputra, do all these śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas think, ‘We must, having practiced the six perfections, having brought beings to maturity, having purified a buddhafield, having completed the ten tathāgata powers, having completed the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, [F.26.b] complete awakening, lead infinite, countless beings beyond measure to complete nirvāṇa’?”

“No, Lord,” Śāriputra replied.

“Śāriputra,” said the Lord, “a bodhisattva great being thinks, ‘I must, having practiced the six perfections, having brought beings to maturity, having purified a buddhafield, having fulfilled the ten tathāgata powers, having fulfilled the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough
 knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and having fully awakened to the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, lead infinite, countless beings beyond measure to complete nirvāṇa.’

3.13 “To illustrate, Śāriputra, just as a firefly-type creature does not think, ‘I should light up Jambudvīpa with my light, I should pervade Jambudvīpa with my light,’ so too, Śāriputra, no śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha thinks, ‘I must, having practiced the six perfections, having brought beings to maturity, having purified a buddhafiel, having completed the ten tathāgata powers, having completed the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and having fully awakened to the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, lead infinite, countless beings beyond measure to complete nirvāṇa.’

3.14 “Again to illustrate, Śāriputra, just as the circle of the sun, when it rises, lights up all Jambudvīpa [F.27.a] with its light and pervades all Jambudvīpa with its light, so too, Śāriputra, a bodhisattva great being, having practiced the six perfections, having brought beings to maturity, having purified a buddhafiel, having completed the ten tathāgata powers, having completed the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and having fully awakened to the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, leads infinite, countless beings beyond measure to complete nirvāṇa.”

3.15 The Lord having spoken thus, venerable Śāriputra then asked him, “How, Lord, do bodhisattva great beings, having passed beyond the śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha level, reach the irreversible bodhisattva level and practice the bodhisattva path?”

3.16 Venerable Śāriputra having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings, from their first production of the thought of awakening onward, stand in the dharmas of emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness while practicing the six perfections, and, having passed beyond the śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha level, reach the irreversible bodhisattva level.”

3.17 The Lord having spoken thus, venerable Śāriputra asked him further, “Standing on which level, Lord, do bodhisattva great beings become worthy of the offerings of all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas?”

3.18 Venerable Śāriputra having asked this, the Lord said to him, [F.27.b] “Śāriputra, in the interval from their first production of the thought up to the site of awakening, bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections are constantly and always worthy of the offerings of all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas. And why? Because, Śāriputra, it is thanks to bodhisattva great beings that all wholesome dharmas appear in the world, that is, that the ten wholesome actions, the morality with five branches, the morality
with eight branches, and the four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, four noble truths, four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path appear in the world; and that the six perfections, the ten tathāgata powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, up to great love, great compassion, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha appear in the world. And it is because those wholesome dharmas appear in the world that there are great sāla tree–like royal families in the world, great sāla tree–like brahmin families in the world, and great sāla tree–like business families in the world; that there are the Cāturmahārājika gods and gods of the Trāyastrīṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmānarati, Paranirmitavaśavartin, Brahmapurohi, Brahmakāya, Brahmapārṣadya, Parittabha, Apramāṇabha, Ābhāsvara, Parittasubha, Apramāṇasubha, Subhakṛtsna, Brhatphala, Asamjñisattva, Śuddhāvāsa—Sudṛśa, Sudarśana, Avṛha, Atapa, and Akaniṣṭha—and the Ākāśānantyāyatana, Vijñānānantyāyatana, Ākiṃcityāyatana, and Naiva-saṃjñā nāsaṃjñāyatana; that stream enterers appear in the world, and that once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattva great beings, and tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas appear in the world.”

“Lord, do bodhisattva great beings purify the offering, or do they not do so?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings metaphorically purify the offering. And why? Because, Śāriputra, a bodhisattva great being’s offering is absolutely pure. Thus, Śāriputra, a bodhisattva great being is a giver, but a giver of what? A giver of wholesome dharmas. A giver of which wholesome dharmas? A giver of these: the ten wholesome actions, the five-point training, the eight-branched confession and restoration, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.”

“Lord, how are bodhisattva great beings who engage with the perfection of wisdom ‘engaged’?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “here bodhisattva great beings engaged with the emptiness of form are ‘engaged.’ Similarly, engaged with the emptiness of feelings, the emptiness of perceptions, the emptiness of volitional factors, and the emptiness of consciousness, they are engaged. Furthermore, Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings engaged with the emptiness of the eyes are engaged. Similarly, engaged with the emptiness of the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind they are engaged. When they are engaged with the emptiness of a form, a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma they are engaged. When they are engaged with the emptiness of the eye consciousness constituent they are engaged. Similarly,
engaged with the emptiness of the ear consciousness constituent, nose consciousness constituent, tongue consciousness constituent, body consciousness constituent, and thinking-mind consciousness constituent they are engaged. When they are engaged with the emptiness of suffering they are engaged. When they are engaged with the emptiness of origination, cessation, and the path they are engaged. When they are engaged with the emptiness of ignorance they are engaged. When they are engaged with the emptiness of volitional factors, consciousness, name and form, the six sense fields, contact, feeling, craving, appropriation, existence, birth, and old age and death, they are engaged. When they are engaged with the emptiness of all dharmas they are engaged. When they are engaged with the emptiness of all compounded and uncompounded phenomena they are engaged. Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who are engaged with the emptiness of a basic nature are engaged. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who are engaged with these seven emptinesses are engaged. [F.29.a]

“Furthermore, Śāriputra, when those bodhisattvas are practicing the perfection of wisdom with these seven emptinesses you cannot say, first of all, that they ‘are engaged’ or ‘are not engaged.’ And why? Because they do not see form as qualified by production or qualified by stopping. They do not see feelings, perceptions, volitional factors, or consciousness as qualified by production or qualified by stopping. They do not see form as qualified by defilement or qualified by purification. They do not see feelings, perceptions, volitional factors, or consciousness as qualified by defilement or qualified by purification. Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings do not see ‘a confluence of form with feeling,’ or similarly, ‘a confluence of feeling with perception, perception with volitional factors, or volitional factors with consciousness.’ They do not see ‘a confluence of consciousness with volitional factors.’ And why? Because no dharma is in a confluence with any other dharma, because they are empty of a basic nature. And why? Because that emptiness of form is not form, and because that emptiness of feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is not consciousness. And why? Because, Śāriputra, that emptiness of form is not seeable, the emptiness of feeling does not experience, the emptiness of perception does not perceive, the emptiness of volitional factors [F.29.b] does not occasion anything, and the emptiness of consciousness does not make conscious. And why? Because, Śāriputra, form is not one thing and emptiness another; emptiness is not one thing and form another. Form is itself emptiness, and emptiness is form. Similarly, feeling is not one thing and emptiness another; emptiness is not one thing and feeling another. Perception is not one thing and emptiness another; emptiness is not one thing and perception another.
Volitional factors are not one thing and emptiness another; emptiness is not one thing and volitional factors another. And consciousness is not one thing and emptiness another; emptiness is not one thing and consciousness another. Consciousness is itself emptiness, and emptiness is consciousness. And why? Because, Śāriputra, that emptiness is not produced and does not stop, is not defiled and is not purified, does not decrease and does not increase, and is not past, is not future, and is not present.

3.24 “In such as that there is no form, there is no feeling, there is no perception, there are no volitional factors, and there is no consciousness. There is no earth element, water element, fire element, or wind element. There is no space element. There is no consciousness element.

3.25 “There is no eye sense field; there is no form sense field. There is no ear sense field; there is no sound sense field. There is no nose sense field; there is no smell sense field. There is no tongue sense field; there is no taste sense field. There is no body sense field; there is no touch sense field. There is no thinking-mind sense field; there is no dharma sense field.

3.26 “There is no eye constituent, there is no form constituent, there is no eye consciousness constituent. There is no ear constituent, there is no sound constituent, there is no ear consciousness constituent. There is no nose constituent, there is no smell constituent, there is no nose consciousness constituent. There is no tongue constituent, there is no taste constituent, there is no tongue consciousness constituent. There is no body constituent, there is no touch constituent, there is no body consciousness constituent. There is no thinking-mind constituent, there is no dharma constituent, there is no thinking-mind consciousness constituent.

3.27 “There is no ignorance; there is no cessation of ignorance. There are no volitional factors; there is no cessation of volitional factors. There is no consciousness; there is no cessation of consciousness. There is no name and form; there is no cessation of name and form. There are no six sense fields; there is no cessation of the six sense fields. There is no contact; there is no cessation of contact. There is no feeling; there is no cessation of feeling. There is no craving; there is no cessation of craving. There is no appropriation; there is no cessation of appropriation. There is no existence; there is no cessation of existence. There is no birth; there is no cessation of birth. There is no old age and death; there is no cessation of old age and death.

3.28 “There is no suffering. There is no origination. There is no cessation. There is no path. There is no attainment. There is no clear realization. There is no stream enterer; there is no result of stream enterer. There is no once-returner; there is no result of once-returner. There is no non-returner; there is no result of non-returner.
of non-returner. There is no worthy one; there is no result of worthy one. There is no pratyekabuddha; there is no pratyekabuddha’s awakening. There is no buddha; there is no awakening. [B3]

3.29 \( \text{“Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that are ‘engaged,’ but they do not see the practice of the perfection of wisdom as either ‘engaged’ or ‘not engaged’ with form. [F.30.b] They do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. They do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with the eyes. They do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with the ears, nose, tongue, body, or thinking mind. They do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with form. They do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with sound, smell, taste, feeling, or dharmas.} \)

3.30 \( \text{“They do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with the eye constituent. They do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with the form constituent. They do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with the eye consciousness constituent … up to … They do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with the thinking-mind constituent, the dharma constituent, or the thinking-mind consciousness constituent.} \)

3.31 \( \text{“They do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with the applications of mindfulness. Similarly, they do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with the right efforts, the legs of miraculous power, the faculties, the powers, the limbs of awakening, or the path. They do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with the four truths. They do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with the ten tathāgata powers, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, the four fearlessnesses, the five clairvoyances, or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, up to they do not see it as either engaged or not engaged with the knowledge of a knower of all aspects furnished with the best of all aspects.} \)

3.32 \( \text{“Śāriputra, in this way you should know bodhisattva great beings who have engaged in the perfection of wisdom like that [F.31.a] have ‘engaged.’} \)

3.33 \( \text{“Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom neither cause emptiness to engage with emptiness, nor disengage from it, and the same holds true for the yogic practice of emptiness as well. They neither cause signlessness to engage with nor disengage from signlessness, and the same holds true for the yogic practice of signlessness as well. They neither cause wishlessness to engage with nor disengage from wishlessness, and the same holds true for the yogic practice of wishlessness as well. And why? Because emptiness is neither a yogic practice nor not a yogic practice. Similarly, signlessness and wishlessness are neither yogic practices nor not yogic practices.} \)
“Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaged like that are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

3.34 Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom enter into the emptiness of the marks particular to dharmas, and when they so enter they do not engage with nor disengage from form. Neither do they engage with nor disengage from feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness.

3.35 They do not join form with the prior limit, because they do not even see the prior limit. They do not join form with the later limit, because they do not even see the later limit. They do not join form with the present because they do not even see the present. Similarly, they do not join feeling … perception … volitional factors … or consciousness with the prior limit, because they do not even see the prior limit itself. They do not join consciousness with the later limit, because they do not even see the later limit itself. They do not join consciousness with the present because they do not even see the present itself.

3.36 Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, because of the sameness of the three periods of time, do not join the prior limit with the later limit and do not join the later limit with the prior limit. They do not join the present with the prior limit or the later limit, and they do not join the prior limit or the later limit with the present. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaged like that are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

3.37 Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom engage in such a way that they do not join the knowledge of all aspects with the past. How, without even seeing the past itself, could they join it with the past? They do not join the knowledge of all aspects with the future. How, without even seeing the future itself, could they join it with the future? They do not join the knowledge of all aspects with the present. How, without even seeing the present itself, could they join it with the present? Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaged like that are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

3.38 Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not join form with the knowledge of all aspects because they do not even see form. Similarly, they do not join feeling … perception … volitional factors … or consciousness with the knowledge of all aspects either because they do not even see consciousness itself. Similarly, they do not join the eyes with the knowledge of all aspects either because they do not even see the eyes themselves. They do not join the ears … nose … tongue … body … or thinking mind with the knowledge of all aspects either because they do not even see the thinking mind itself.
Similarly, they do not join a form with the knowledge of all aspects either because they do not even see a form itself. They do not join a sound ... a smell ... a taste ... a feeling ... or a dharma with the knowledge of all aspects either because they do not even see a dharma itself. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaged like that are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not join the perfection of giving with the knowledge of all aspects because they do not even see the perfection of giving itself. Similarly, they do not join the perfection of morality ... the perfection of patience ... the perfection of perseverance ... the perfection of concentration ... or the perfection of wisdom with the knowledge of all aspects either because they do not even see the perfection of wisdom itself. They do not join the applications of mindfulness with the knowledge of all aspects because they do not even see the applications of mindfulness themselves. Similarly, they do not join the right efforts ... the legs of miraculous power ... the five faculties ... the five powers ... the seven limbs of awakening ... the eightfold noble path ... the ten tathāgata powers ... the four fearlessnesses ... the four detailed and thorough knowledges ... the five clairvoyances ... or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha with the knowledge of all aspects either because they do not even see the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha themselves. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaged like that are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not join a buddha with the knowledge of all aspects, and they do not join the knowledge of all aspects with a buddha, because they do not even see a buddha. They do not join awakening with the knowledge of all aspects, and they do not join the knowledge of all aspects with awakening, because they do not even see awakening. And why? Because a buddha is the knowledge of all aspects, and the knowledge of all aspects is the buddha as well. And because awakening itself is the knowledge of all aspects, and the knowledge of all aspects is itself awakening as well. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaged like that are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

Furthermore, Śāriputra, while bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom, form is not joined with ‘originating.’ Form is not joined with ‘perishing.’ Similarly, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not joined with ‘originating.’ Consciousness is not joined with ‘perishing.’ Form is not joined with ‘permanent.’ Form is not joined with ‘impermanent.’ Similarly, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not joined with ‘permanent.’ Consciousness is not joined with ‘impermanent.’ Form is not joined with ‘happiness.’ Form is not joined
with ‘suffering.’ Similarly, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not joined with ‘happiness.’ Consciousness is not joined with ‘suffering.’ Form is not joined with ‘self.’ Form is not joined with ‘no self.’ Similarly, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not joined with ‘self.’ Consciousness is not joined with ‘no self.’ Form is not joined with ‘calm.’ Form is not joined with ‘not calm.’ Similarly, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not joined with ‘calm.’ Consciousness is not joined with ‘not calm.’ Form is not joined with ‘empty.’ Form is not joined with ‘not empty.’ Similarly, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not joined with ‘empty.’ Consciousness is not joined with ‘not empty.’ Form is not joined with ‘having a sign.’ Form is not joined with ‘being signless.’ Similarly, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not joined with ‘having a sign.’ Consciousness is not joined with ‘being signless.’ Form is not joined with ‘having a wish.’ Form is not joined with ‘being wishless.’ Similarly, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not joined with ‘having a wish.’ Consciousness is not joined with ‘being wishless.’ Form is not joined with ‘being produced’ or ‘stopping.’ Similarly, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not joined with ‘being produced’ or ‘stopping.’ Form is not joined with ‘the past,’ form is not joined with ‘the future,’ and form is not joined with ‘the present.’ Similarly, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not joined with ‘the past,’ consciousness is not joined with ‘the future,’ and consciousness is not joined with ‘the present.’ Form is not joined with ‘strong’ or ‘weak.’ Similarly, feeling ... perception ... [F.33.b] volitional factors ... and consciousness is not joined with ‘strong’ or ‘weak.’ Form is not joined with ‘is’ or ‘is not.’ Similarly, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not joined with ‘is’ or ‘is not.’

3.42 “Śāriputra, if bodhisattva great beings do not assert ‘those who practice thus are practicing the perfection of wisdom’; if they do not assert ‘they are not practicing’; if they do not assert ‘they are practicing when they practice and not practicing when they do not practice’; and if they do not assert ‘they are not practicing and not not practicing,’ they are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

3.43 “Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of the perfection of giving. They do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, or the perfection of wisdom. They do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of the
irreversible level. They do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of bringing beings to maturity, for the sake of purifying a buddhafield, for the sake of the ten tathāgata powers, for the sake of the four fearlessnesses, for the sake of the four detailed and thorough knowledges, or for the sake of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. They do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of inner emptiness. They do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, the emptiness of emptiness, great emptiness, the emptiness of ultimate reality, the emptiness of the compounded, the emptiness of the uncompounded, the emptiness of what transcends limits, the emptiness of no beginning and no end, the emptiness of nonrepudiation, the emptiness of a basic nature, the emptiness of its own mark, [F.34.a] the emptiness of all dharmas, the emptiness of the unproduced, the emptiness of a nonexistent thing, the emptiness of an intrinsic nature, or the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. They do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of suchness, the dharma-constituent, or the very limit of reality. And why? Because bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not see a difference in any dharma. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaged like that are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not think, ‘With my divine eyes I will know the deaths and rebirths of beings established in as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River. With my divine ears I will listen to their words, I will know their thoughts, and having also recollected their past lives I will go with miraculous power and teach the Dharma.’ Similarly, they do not think, ‘With my divine eyes I will know the deaths and rebirth of beings established in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in each of the southern, western, northern, northeastern, southeastern, southwestern, [F.34.b] and northwestern directions, below and above. With my divine ears I will listen to their words, I will know their thoughts, and having also recollected their
past lives I will go with miraculous power and teach the Dharma.’ Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaged like that are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

“They lead infinite, countless beings to complete nirvāṇa, so, Śāriputra, Māra the wicked one does not gain entry to bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like this. All those ordinary afflictive emotions, as many as there are, are destroyed.”

“The lord buddhas in as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, as well as the lord buddhas in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, below and above, guard the bodhisattva great beings so they will not fall to the śrāvaka level or to the pratyekabuddha level. The Cāturmahārajika gods and the Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, and Paranirmitavaśavartin gods, and the Brahmakāyika gods up to the Akaniṣṭha gods who are standing there, also guard the bodhisattva great beings so that nothing will draw them toward hindrances. Whatever physical defects they have, in each and every way they become nonexistent in this very life. And why? Because the bodhisattva great beings are filled with a love that extends to all beings. [F.35.a] Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaged like that are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom come face to face, with little difficulty, with the dhāraṇī gateways and the meditative stabilization gateways. In all their births they please the tathāgatas, the worthy ones, the perfectly complete buddhas, and are not separated from the lord buddhas, until fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaged like that are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

Furthermore, Śāriputra, it does not occur to bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom to wonder, ‘Is any phenomenon conjoined with or separated from phenomena, or does it come together with or not come together with them?’ And why? Because they do not see any phenomenon that could be united or separated, or could come together or not come together. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaged like that are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

Furthermore, Śāriputra, it does not occur to bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom to wonder, ‘Will I quickly fully awaken, or not fully awaken to the dharma-constituent?’ And why? Because the
dharma-constituent does not fully awaken by means of the dharma-constituent. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaged like that are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

“Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom [F.35.b] do not see any dharma over and above the dharma-constituent, they do not make a distinction between the dharma-constituent and any dharma, and it does not occur to them to wonder, ‘Will I penetrate into the dharma-constituent, or will I not penetrate into it?’ This is because they do not see any dharma that is the dharma that would come to be penetrated into by means of a dharma, because they do not join the dharma-constituent to ‘empty’ and do not join it to ‘not empty.’ Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaged like that are ‘engaged’ in the perfection of wisdom.

“Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not join form to emptiness and do not join emptiness to form. Similarly, they do not join feeling … perception … volitional factors … or consciousness to emptiness and they do not join emptiness to consciousness. Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not join the eye constituent to emptiness and do not join emptiness to the eye constituent; do not join the form constituent to emptiness and do not join emptiness to the form constituent; and do not join the eye consciousness constituent to emptiness and do not join emptiness to the eye consciousness constituent. Similarly, they do not join the ear constituent … the sound constituent … and the ear consciousness constituent … the nose constituent … the smell constituent … and the nose consciousness constituent … the tongue constituent … the taste constituent … and the tongue consciousness constituent … the body constituent … the touch constituent … and the body consciousness constituent … and they do not join the thinking-mind constituent to emptiness and do not join emptiness to the thinking-mind constituent. They do not join the dharma constituent to emptiness and do not join emptiness to the dharma constituent. [F.36.a] They do not join the thinking-mind consciousness constituent to emptiness and do not join emptiness to the thinking-mind consciousness constituent. And why? Because, Śāriputra, this—the yogic practice of emptiness—is the bodhisattva great beings’ ultimate yogic practice. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing emptiness do not fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level, purify a buddhafield, bring beings to maturity, and quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Śāriputra, whatever the bodhisattva great beings’ yogic practices, of them the yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom is the highest, the foremost, the most excellent, the
best, the most superb, sublime, and unsurpassed. And why? Because this—the yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom, the yogic practice of emptiness, of singleness, and of wishlessness—is a yogic practice that is unsurpassed.

“Śāriputra, you should bear in mind that bodhisattva great beings engaged like that have been prophesied, or are close to being prophesied. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings engaging like that will work for the welfare of infinite, countless beings beyond measure, but it will not occur to them to think, ‘The lord buddhas will make a prophecy about me. I am close to being prophesied. I will purify a buddhafield. I will bring beings to maturity. Having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening I will turn the wheel of the Dharma.’ And why? Because they do not make the dharma-constituent into a causal sign, and do not see any dharma at all, over and above the dharma-constituent, that is a practice of the perfection of wisdom, or about which the lord buddhas will make a prophecy, or that will become fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And why? Because the notion of a being does not occur to bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that. And why? Because a being is absolutely not produced and does not cease, because the true dharmic nature of dharmas is not produced and does not cease. How could what is not produced and does not cease practice the perfection of wisdom? Śāriputra, a bodhisattva great being practicing like that practices the perfection of wisdom as an unproduced and unceasing being, practices the perfection of wisdom as a being who is emptiness, and practices the perfection of wisdom as a being who cannot be apprehended, is in an isolated state, is without a basic nature, and is without an intrinsic nature. Śāriputra, this—the yogic practice of emptiness—is the bodhisattva great beings’ ultimate yogic practice. Śāriputra, this is the bodhisattva great beings’ yogic practice of the practice of the perfection of wisdom that stands surpassing any other yogic practices. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing this yogic practice accomplish the ten tathāgata powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, great love, great compassion, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings standing in this yogic practice do not produce a miserly [F.37.a] thought, and they do not produce an immoral thought, a malicious thought, a lazy thought, a distracted thought, or an intellectually confused thought.”

The Lord having spoken thus, venerable Śāriputra then inquired of him, “Where did they die, Lord, bodhisattva great beings dwelling by means of this yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom who have taken birth here? And having died here where will they take birth?”
Venerable Śāriputra having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Śāriputra, you should know that bodhisattva great beings dwelling by means of this yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom have taken birth here, having died in other buddhafields; or have taken birth here, having died a god of the Tuṣita class; or have taken birth here, having died a human.  

“Śāriputra, the bodhisattva great beings who have taken birth here, having died in other buddhafields, quickly become absorbed in yogic practice, that is, in this yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom. This deep dharma manifests itself to them even after they have exchanged lives, and afterward they again become absorbed in the yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom. They take birth in whichever buddhafield the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas dwell and maintain themselves, and they please those tathāgatas.  

“Śāriputra, the bodhisattva great beings who have taken birth here, having died a god of the Tuṣita class, are interrupted by a single birth, and insofar as they have not lost their six perfections, all the dhāraṇī gateways and the meditative stabilization gateways [F.37.b] are brought together in them and are not lost either.  

“Śāriputra, the bodhisattva great beings who, having died as humans, have taken birth sharing in the unique good fortune of humans, the faculties of those bodhisattva great beings are dull unless they are bodhisattva great beings who are irreversible from awakening. They do not quickly become absorbed in this yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom, and the dhāraṇī gateways and meditative stabilization gateways do not manifest themselves to them either.  

“Śāriputra, you asked, ‘Where will bodhisattva great beings dwelling by means of this yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom, having died here, take birth?’ Śāriputra, having died in this buddhafield, bodhisattva great beings dwelling by means of this yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom will pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield wherever the lord buddhas dwell and maintain themselves, and until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening they will never be separated from the lord buddhas and will please those lord buddhas.  

“Śāriputra, there are certain bodhisattva great beings without skillful means who become absorbed in the four concentrations and practice the perfections, but even if, having taken birth among the long-lived gods because of their acquisition of the concentrations, they acquire a human birth and please the lord buddhas, they are still those with dull, not keen, faculties.
Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings who become absorbed in the concentrations and practice the perfections but still, without skillful means, relax the concentrations and so take birth even in the desire realm. Śāriputra, those bodhisattva great beings too are still those with dull, not keen, faculties.

Śāriputra, there are also bodhisattva great beings who become absorbed in the four concentrations, and become absorbed in the four formless absorptions, the applications of mindfulness, the right efforts, the legs of miraculous power, the faculties, the powers, the limbs of awakening, and the path but still, with great compassion and skillful means do not take birth through the influence of the concentrations and do not take birth through the influence of the four immeasurables or the formless absorptions, but instead take birth wherever the lord buddhas dwell and maintain themselves and, inseparable from this yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom, will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening right here in the Fortunate Age.

Śāriputra, there are also those bodhisattva great beings who, having produced the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, and the four formless absorptions stop all the concentrations and meditative stabilizations with skillful means, and, taking birth in the desire realms, are born in great sāla tree–like royal families, or in great sāla tree–like brahmin families, or in great sāla tree–like business families. This is not because they want another existence, but they take birth in order to bring beings to maturity.

Śāriputra, there are also those bodhisattva great beings who become absorbed in the four concentrations, and become absorbed in the four immeasurables, and the four formless absorptions as well, but with skillful means do not take birth through the influence of the concentrations, the meditative stabilizations, or the absorptions but instead take birth sharing in the good fortune of the Cāturmiḥāra jīka gods, or take birth sharing in the good fortune of the Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, and Paranirmitavaśavartin gods. Living there they bring beings to maturity, purify a buddhafield, and please the lord buddhas.

Śāriputra, there are also those bodhisattva great beings who practice the six perfections and with skillful means become absorbed in the four concentrations, and become absorbed in the four immeasurables, and the four formless absorptions as well, who, having died here, take birth in the Brahmaloka. Having become brahmās, mahābrahmās, there, standing in those brahmā dwellings they pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield in
order to request the tathāgatas to turn the wheel of the Dharma in whichever
dhāraṇī. In the Tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have
fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

3.66 “Śāriputra, there are also those bodhisattva great beings interrupted by a
single birth who practice the six perfections and with skillful means become
absorbed in the four concentrations, and become absorbed in the four
immeasurables and the four formless absorptions as well, who also cultivate
the applications of mindfulness, the right efforts, the legs of miraculous
power, the faculties, the powers, the limbs of awakening, and the path, and
become absorbed in the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness
meditative stabilizations, but without taking birth through their influence.
[F.39.a] Having pleased the lord buddhas who have manifested themselves,
and practiced celibacy there, and having taken birth sharing in the good
fortune of the Tuṣita gods, remaining there for as long as they live without
their faculties declining, mindful, with introspection, and surrounded by,
and at the head of, many hundred thousand one hundred million billion
gods, they demonstrate a birth here and fully awaken to unsurpassed,
perfect, complete awakening in various buddhafields.

3.67 “Śāriputra, there are also those bodhisattva great beings who have
acquired the six clairvoyances and do not take birth in the desire realm, do
not take birth in the form and formless realms, but passing on from
buddhafield to buddhafield they respect, revere, honor, and worship those
lord buddhas, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfect complete buddhas.

3.68 “Śāriputra, there are also those bodhisattva great beings who have
acquired the six clairvoyances and who,77 sporting by means of the six
clairvoyances, pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield—buddhafields
where, over and above the Buddha Vehicle, there is not even the sound of
the words Śrāvaka Vehicle or Pratyekabuddha Vehicle.

3.69 “Śāriputra, there are also those bodhisattva great beings who have
acquired the six clairvoyances and who, sporting by means of the six
clairvoyances, pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield—buddhafields
where the lifespan of beings is infinite.

3.70 “Śāriputra, there are also those bodhisattva great beings who have
acquired the six clairvoyances and who pass on from world system to world
system—world systems where there is not even the sound of the word
Buddha, of the word Dharma, or of the word Saṅgha, and, having arrived,
[F.39.b] there they proclaim the word Buddha, proclaim the word Dharma, and
proclaim the word Saṅgha, speaking in praise of the Three Jewels. The word
Buddha, the word Dharma, and the word Saṅgha cause those beings,
furthermore, to become serenely confident and to take birth, after their death
there, where the lord buddhas are dwelling.
“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings who, after producing the first thought of awakening, have acquired the four concentrations, four immeasurables, and four formless absorptions; who cultivate the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and the noble path; and who have acquired the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. They do not take birth in the desire realm, do not take birth in the form realm, and do not take birth in the formless realm but work there for the welfare of beings.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings who, having entered right from the production of the first thought of awakening into flawlessness, stand on the irreversible level.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings who, right from the production of the first thought of awakening, fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, turn the wheel of the Dharma, work for the welfare of countless beings beyond measure, and enter into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind. Even though they have entered into nirvāṇa, their good Dharma lasts for an eon or more than an eon.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings who, right from the production of the first thought, [F.40.a] become absorbed in the yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom and pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield together with many hundred thousand one hundred million billion bodhisattvas in order to see the lord buddhas and in order to bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafield.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings who practice the six perfections and have acquired the four concentrations, have acquired the four immeasurables, and have acquired the four formless absorptions. They sport with the concentrations, the immeasurables, and the formless absorptions in different ways, that is, they become absorbed in the first concentration and, having emerged from that, become absorbed in the cessation absorption; having emerged from that, they become absorbed in the second concentration, and having emerged from that become absorbed in the cessation absorption; having emerged from that, they become absorbed in the third concentration, and having emerged from that become absorbed in the cessation absorption; having emerged from that, they become absorbed in the fourth concentration, and having emerged from that become absorbed in the cessation absorption; having emerged from that, they become absorbed in the station of endless space, and having emerged from that become absorbed in the cessation absorption; having emerged from that, they become absorbed in the station of endless consciousness, and
having emerged from that become absorbed in the cessation absorption; having emerged from that, they become absorbed in the station of nothing-at-all, and having emerged from that become absorbed in the cessation absorption; having emerged from that, they become absorbed in the station of neither perception nor nonperception, and having emerged from that become absorbed in the cessation absorption. Śāriputra, those bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means become absorbed into those concentrations, immeasurables, meditative stabilizations, and absorptions by leaping above.79

3. 76

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings who have acquired the applications of mindfulness, the right efforts, the legs of miraculous power, the faculties, the powers, the limbs of awakening, and the noble path; who have acquired the ten tathāgata powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; who do not reach the result of stream enterer, and who do not reach the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening. They practice the perfection of wisdom and with skillful means cause the mental continuums of beings to be led into the path, cause them to be purified, and cause them to reach the result of stream enterer and to reach the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening. Śāriputra, the knowledge that is the cause of reaching the result state of a worthy one and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening is a bodhisattva great being’s forbearance. Śāriputra, you should know those bodhisattva great beings dwelling in this perfection of wisdom are irreversible from awakening.

3. 77

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the six perfections who make the Tuṣita abode pure. Śāriputra, you should know that they are bodhisattva great beings [F.41.a] of the Fortunate Age.

3. 78

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings who acquire the four concentrations, up to who acquire the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. They practice in order to understand the four truths but do not penetrate the four truths. Śāriputra, you should know that they are bodhisattva great beings interrupted by a single birth.

3. 79

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the six perfections who pass on from world system to world system. They cause beings to be led to awakening. They make a buddhafield pure. Śāriputra, you should know that they are bodhisattva great beings who will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening over the course of immeasurable, incalculable eons.
“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the six 
perfections who, ever striving for the sake of beings, never speak an 
unprofitable word and never do an unprofitable physical, verbal, or mental 
deed.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings practicing the six 
perfections who, ever striving for the sake of beings, pass on from 
buddhafield to buddhafield, cutting off the path to the terrible forms of life.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the six 
perfections who, focusing on the perfection of giving, supply beings with 
all their requirements for happiness: food for those seeking food and drink 
for those seeking drink. They supply as appropriate flowers, flower 
garlands, perfumes, creams, incense, beds and seats, clothes, 
ornaments, sustenance, homes, money, grain, jewels, pearls, gold, silver, and coral.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the six 
perfections who, focusing on the perfection of morality, establish beings in 
restraint of body, speech, and mind.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the six 
perfections who, focusing on the perfection of patience, establish beings in 
non-anger and non-malice.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the six 
perfections who, focusing on the perfection of perseverance, establish 
beings in a zeal for all wholesome dharmas.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the six 
perfections who, focusing on the perfection of concentration, establish 
beings in a calm abiding single-pointedness and detachment from sense 
objects.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the six 
perfections who, focusing on the perfection of wisdom, magically produce a 
body just like the shape a tathāgata assumes and teach the Dharma in 
order to lead beings in the hells, those in the animal world, and beings in the 
world of Yama beyond all the terrible forms of life.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the six 
perfections who magically produce a body just like the shape a buddha 
assumes, betake themselves to as many buddhafields in the eastern 
direction as there are sand particles in the Gāṅgā River, teach the Dharma, 
attend on the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, listen to 
the Dharma, see the bodhisattva saṅgha and the array of buddhafield 
qualities, apprehend the causal signs of those buddhafields and perfect 
many buddhafields even more expansive and more special than those, 
perfecting themselves in those buddhafields as bodhisattva great beings
interrupted by a single birth. Similarly, they betake themselves to each of as many buddhafields as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, below and above, teach the Dharma, attend on the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, listen to the Dharma, see the bodhisattva sangha and the array of buddhafield qualities, apprehend the causal signs of those buddhafields and perfect many buddhafields even more expansive and more special than those, perfecting themselves in those buddhafields as bodhisattva great beings interrupted by a single birth.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections who, having become fully endowed with the thirty-two major marks of a great person, become endowed with refined and purified faculties. With their purified bodies they make beings feel a joy and serene confidence. They become dear to and loved by many people. Just that wholesome root of those beings [F.42.b] with that serene mental confidence furthermore causes them to gradually enter into complete nirvāṇa by means of the three vehicles.

“Thus indeed, Śāriputra, should bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections train in the purified body; thus should they train in the purified speech and in the purified mind.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections who, having acquired refined faculties, do not, on account of their refined faculties, praise themselves and disparage others.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings who, after producing the first thought of awakening, stand in the perfection of giving and the perfection of morality. Until they reach the irreversible stage they never become destitute and never tumble into terrible, catastrophic forms of life.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings who, after producing the first thought of awakening until they reach the irreversible stage, never quit the ten wholesome actions.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving and the perfection of morality who become wheel-turning emperors, establish beings in the ten wholesome actions, and gather beings together through giving and kind words.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving and the perfection of morality who, protecting many empires of wheel-turning emperors, dealing with many hundreds of thousands of empires of wheel-turning emperors, standing there pleasing many hundred thousand one hundred million billion buddhas, respect, revere, honor, and worship those lord buddhas [F.43.a] with all requirements and all offerings.
Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the six perfections who lighten the darkness of beings standing in wrong views with the light of the buddhadharmas, and they never separate themselves from the light of the buddhadharmas up until they fully awaken to the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

This, Śāriputra, is the origination of the bodhisattva great beings in the buddhadharmas.

Therefore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom would provide no opportunity for basic immoral physical, verbal, and mental action.

Therefore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom would provide no opportunity for basic immoral physical, verbal, and mental action.

The Lord having spoken thus, venerable Śāriputra then inquired of him, “What, Lord, is a bodhisattva great being’s basic immoral physical action, basic immoral verbal action, and basic immoral mental action?”

Venerable Śāriputra having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Śāriputra, when it occurs to a bodhisattva great being, ‘This is the body with which I should undertake physical action, this the voice with which I should undertake verbal action, and this the thinking mind with which I should undertake mental action,’ Śāriputra, that undertaking of a physical, verbal, or mental action is a basic immorality of a bodhisattva great being. This is because, Śāriputra, a bodhisattva great being’s practice of the perfection of wisdom does not apprehend a body, does not apprehend a voice, and does not apprehend a thinking mind.

Śāriputra, were bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom to apprehend a body, to apprehend a voice, and to apprehend a thinking mind, they would with that body, voice, and thinking mind cause a miserly thought to arise, or cause an immoral thought, a malicious thought, a lazy thought, a distracted thought, or a confused thought to arise. But something like that, Śāriputra, will never be known, because it is impossible for bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom to cause the final physical, verbal, and thinking mind basis of suffering to arise. And why? Because, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections are causing the final physical basis of suffering to be cleansed, the final verbal basis of suffering to be cleansed, and the final thinking mind basis of suffering to be cleansed. And that, Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ absence of basic immoral physical, verbal, and mental action.

“How, Lord, do bodhisattva great beings cleanse basic immoral physical, verbal, and mental action?” asked Śāriputra.

The Lord replied, “Śāriputra, because bodhisattva great beings do not apprehend a body, do not apprehend a voice, and do not apprehend a thinking mind, they thus cleanse basic immoral physical, verbal, and mental action. I say, Śāriputra, were bodhisattva great beings after producing the
first thought of awakening to have taken and pursued the ten wholesome actions without producing a śrāvaka thought or a pratyekabuddha thought, were they to have constantly attended to a greatly compassionate thought for beings, in that case bodhisattva great beings [F.44.a] would have thoroughly cleansed the final physical basis of suffering, the final verbal basis of suffering, and the final mental basis of suffering.

3.104 “Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom cleansing the awakening path who are practicing the perfection of giving and practicing the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, and the perfection of wisdom.”

3.105 “What, Lord, is the bodhisattva great beings’ awakening path?” asked Śāriputra.

The Lord replied, “Śāriputra, when bodhisattva great beings practice the awakening path they do not apprehend a body, do not apprehend a voice, do not apprehend a thinking mind, do not apprehend the perfection of giving, do not apprehend the perfection of morality, do not apprehend the perfection of patience, do not apprehend the perfection of perseverance, do not apprehend the perfection of concentration, do not apprehend the perfection of wisdom, do not apprehend a Śrāvaka Vehicle, do not apprehend a Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, do not apprehend a Bodhisattva Vehicle, and do not apprehend a perfectly complete Buddha Vehicle. That is to say, this not apprehending all dharmas is the bodhisattva great beings’ awakening path because, Śāriputra, nobody is capable of breaking bodhisattva great beings traveling on this path practicing the six perfections.”

3.106 “How, Lord, do bodhisattva great beings who cannot be broken practice?” asked Śāriputra.

3.107 The Lord replied, “Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings [F.44.b] practicing the six perfections do not falsely project form, and they do not falsely project feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; they do not falsely project the earth element, and they do not falsely project the water element, fire element, wind element, space element, or consciousness element; they do not falsely project eyes and form, and they do not falsely project ears and sound, nose and smell, tongue and taste, body and touch, or thinking mind and dharmas; they do not falsely project the eye constituent, form constituent, and eye consciousness constituent, the ear constituent, sound constituent, and ear consciousness constituent, the nose constituent, smell constituent, and nose consciousness constituent, the tongue constituent, taste constituent, and tongue consciousness constituent, the body constituent, touch constituent, and
body consciousness constituent, or the thinking mind constituent, dharma constituent, and thinking-mind consciousness constituent. They do not falsely project the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or path; they do not falsely project the perfection of giving, and they do not falsely project the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, or perfection of wisdom; they do not falsely project the ten tathāgata powers, and they do not falsely project the four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; [F.45.a] they do not falsely project the result of stream enterer, and they do not falsely project the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one; and they do not falsely project a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, they do not falsely project a bodhisattva, and they do not falsely project unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings growing in the six perfections like that cannot be broken by anyone.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the six perfections who perfect the knowledge of a knower of all aspects. In possession of that knowledge they block all the gateways to terrible forms of life, do not become destitute, worn-out people, and do not appropriate the sort of body this world with its celestial beings criticizes.”

Venerable Śāriputra then asked the Lord, “What, Lord, is the bodhisattva great beings’ knowledge of a knower of all aspects?”

The Lord replied, “Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings in possession of that knowledge behold as many tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River residing in as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River. They listen to their Dharma, and they also see the bodhisattva saṅghas and behold the arrays of buddhafield qualities. Similarly, they behold as many tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River residing in world systems to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, below and above, [F.45.b] as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River. They listen to their Dharma, and they also see those bodhisattva saṅghas and behold the arrays of buddhafield qualities.

“Bodhisattva great beings in possession of that knowledge form no notion of a buddha, form no notion of a bodhisattva, form no notion of a śrāvaka, form no notion of a pratyekabuddha, form no notion of a self, form no notion of an other, and form no notion of a buddhafield. Bodhisattva great beings in possession of that knowledge practice the perfection of giving and practice
the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom but do not apprehend those six perfections. They cultivate the applications of mindfulness but do not apprehend the applications of mindfulness. They cultivate the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path but do not apprehend the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path. They do not apprehend the powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, or distinct attributes of a buddha. That, Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ knowledge of a knower of all aspects, and bodhisattva great beings in possession of that knowledge perfect all the buddhadharmas but still do not see all the buddhadharmas.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who acquire the five eyes and cleanse them. [F.46.a] And what are the five? They are the flesh eye, divine eye, wisdom eye, dharma eye, and buddha eye.”

“What, Lord, is a bodhisattva great being’s perfectly pure flesh eye?” asked Śāriputra.

The Lord replied, “There is the flesh eye of a bodhisattva great being that sees for one hundred yojanas. There is the flesh eye of a bodhisattva great being that sees Jambudvīpa. There is the flesh eye of a bodhisattva great being that sees two continents. There is the flesh eye of a bodhisattva great being that sees a four-continent world system. There is the flesh eye of a bodhisattva great being that sees a thousand world systems. There is the flesh eye of a bodhisattva great being that sees a million world systems. And there is the flesh eye of a bodhisattva great being that sees the great billionfold world system. That, Śāriputra, is a bodhisattva great being’s perfectly pure flesh eye.”

“What, Lord, is a bodhisattva great being’s perfectly pure divine eye?” asked Śāriputra.

The Lord replied, “Śāriputra, bodhisattvas know the divine eye of the Cāturmahārājika gods. Bodhisattvas know the divine eye of the Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, and Paranirmitavaśavartin gods. Bodhisattvas know the divine eye of the Brahmapurohita, Brahmakāyika, Brahmapārṣadya, Parīttābha, Apramāṇābha, Ābhāsvara, Parīttaśubha, Apramāṇaśubha, and Śubhakṛṣṇa; of the Anabhrakā, Puṇyaprasava, and Bṛhatphala; and [F.46.b] of the Asaṃjñisattva, Śuddhāvāsa, Āvṛha, Atapa, Sudṛśa, Sudarśana, and Akaniṣṭha gods. Śāriputra, the Cāturmahārājika gods do not know the divine eye of bodhisattva great beings. Construe as before, up to the Akaniṣṭha gods do not know the divine eye of bodhisattvas.
“With just that perfectly pure divine eye they know as they are the deaths and rebirths of beings established in as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River. Similarly, they know as they are the deaths and rebirths of beings established in as many world systems in each of the southern, western, northern, northeastern, southeastern, southwestern, and northwestern directions, below and above, as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River. That, Śāriputra, is the perfectly pure divine eye of bodhisattva great beings.”

“What, Lord, is a bodhisattva great being’s perfectly pure wisdom eye?” asked Śāriputra.

The Lord replied, “There is no phenomenon that is compounded or uncompounded, wholesome or unwholesome, a basic immorality or not a basic immorality, with outflows or without outflows, with afflictions or without afflictions, ordinary or extraordinary, defiled or purified that bodhisattva great beings in possession of that wisdom eye do not know. There is no phenomenon at all that bodhisattva great beings in possession of that wisdom eye have not seen, or heard, or of which they have not been mindful, or of which they have not been aware. That, Śāriputra, is the perfectly pure wisdom eye of a bodhisattva great being.”

“What, Lord, is a bodhisattva great being’s perfectly pure dharma eye?” asked Śāriputra.

The Lord replied, “Here a bodhisattva great being’s dharma eye knows, ‘This person is a faith follower, this one is a Dharma follower, this one dwells in emptiness, this one dwells in signlessness, this one dwells in wishlessness. Through the gateways to liberation the five faculties of this person will be produced, with the five faculties they will experience the uninterrupted meditative stabilization, with the uninterrupted meditative stabilization they will produce the knowledge and seeing of liberation, and with the knowledge and seeing of liberation they will eliminate the three fetters—the view of the perishable collection, doubt, and grasping rules and rituals as absolute. That person is called a stream enterer. This one, having reached the path of meditation, weakens attachment to sense objects and malice. That person is called a once-returner. And this one, by intense meditation on just that path eliminates attachment to sense objects and malice. That person is called a non-returner. This one, by intense meditation on just that path eliminates attachment to forms, attachment to formless states, ignorance, pride, and gross mental excitement. That person is called a worthy one.”

“This person dwells in emptiness. Through the emptiness gateway to liberation they will gain the five faculties, with the five faculties they will experience the uninterrupted meditative stabilization, with the
uninterrupted meditative stabilization they will produce the knowledge and seeing of liberation, *construing it as before, up to* that person will reach the state of a worthy one.

3.119

“This person dwells in signlessness. Through the signless gateway to liberation they will gain the five faculties, *construing it as before, up to* that person will reach the state of a worthy one. [F.47.b]

3.120

“This person dwells in wishlessness. Through the wishless gateway to liberation they will gain the five faculties. Then, with the five faculties they will experience the uninterrupted meditative stabilization; having reached the uninterrupted meditative stabilization they will produce the knowledge and seeing of liberation, *up to* they will reach the state of a worthy one.’ That, Śāriputra, is a bodhisattva great being’s perfectly pure dharma eye.

3.121

“Furthermore, Śāriputra, having thus realized that everything qualified by origination is qualified by cessation, will gain the five faculties, faith, and so on—that too, Śāriputra, is a bodhisattva great being’s perfectly pure dharma eye.

3.122

“Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings know as follows: ‘This bodhisattva great being has produced the first thought of awakening, practices the perfection of giving, the perfection of morality, *up to* the perfection of wisdom, and gains the faculty of faith and the faculty of perseverance from that. Possessed of skillful means and stable with wholesome roots, they intentionally appropriate a body. This bodhisattva great being is born in great sāla tree–like royal families, this one in great sāla tree–like brahmin families, this one in great sāla tree–like business families, this one is born among the Cāturmahārajika gods, this one among the Trāyastrimśa gods, this one the Yāma, this one the Tuṣita, this one the Nirmāṇarati, and this one the Paranimitavaśavartin gods. [F.48.a] One, standing there, will bring beings to maturity, make available to those beings all their requirements for happiness, purify a buddhafield, please the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, and respect, revere, honor, and worship them. One will not fall to the śrāvaka level or to the pratyekabuddha level. This bodhisattva great being will be irreversible up until they have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ That too, Śāriputra, is a bodhisattva great being’s perfectly pure dharma eye.

3.123

“Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings know that these bodhisattva great beings have been prophesied to reach unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, these are definite, these are indefinite, these will be prophesied, these will not be prophesied, these are irreversible, these are not irreversible, the clairvoyances of these are complete, and the clairvoyances of these are not complete. These bodhisattva great beings with
their completed clairvoyances go to as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, please the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, and respect, revere, honor, and worship them. Similarly, they go to as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, below and above, please the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, and respect, revere, honor, and worship them. This one will acquire the clairvoyances, this one will not acquire the clairvoyances. This one has acquired the forbearance, this one has not acquired the forbearance. The buddhafield of this bodhisattva great being will become perfectly pure, the buddhafield of this one will not become perfectly pure. This bodhisattva great being has made the great prayer that is a vow, this one has not made the great prayer that is a vow. This one has brought beings to maturity, this one has not brought beings to maturity. The lord buddhas in the ten directions in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River speak in praise of this bodhisattva great being, but they do not speak in praise of this one. These bodhisattva great beings will stay close to the lord buddhas, these ones will not stay close. This bodhisattva’s lifespan will be finite, this one’s lifespan will be infinite. This one’s radiance, voice, and community of monks will be infinite, this one’s will be finite. This one will undertake the difficult practices, this one will not undertake them. This one is in a final existence, this one is not in a final existence. This one will be seated at the site of awakening, this one will not be seated there. These bodhisattva great beings will have Māras, these will not have them. That too, Śāriputra, is a bodhisattva great being’s perfectly pure dharma eye.”

“What, Lord, is a bodhisattva great being’s perfectly pure buddha eye?” asked Śāriputra.

The Lord replied, “Bodhisattva great beings, right after the thought of awakening, become absorbed in the vajropama meditative stabilization and gain the knowledge of all aspects. They are endowed with the ten tathāgata powers, and they are endowed with the four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, great love, great compassion, and a buddha’s liberation without obscurations. This is their eye, endowed with which there is nothing bodhisattva great beings do not see, or hear, or remember, or know. That, Śāriputra, is a bodhisattva great being’s perfectly pure eye of a buddha who has fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.
Therefore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to cleanse and want to acquire the five eyes should make endeavors in the six perfections. And why? Because, Śāriputra, all wholesome dharmas, all śrāvaka dharmas, all pratyekabuddha dharmas, all bodhisattva dharmas, and all buddha dharmas are included in the six perfections. Śāriputra, if perfect teachers teach that all wholesome dharmas are inside the perfection of wisdom they are perfect teachers teaching perfectly. And why? Because, Śāriputra, the perfection of wisdom produces all the perfections and those five eyes, because bodhisattva great beings training in the five eyes will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

Śāriputra, those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom will acquire the six clairvoyances and experience the performance of miraculous power in its various aspects. They will, furthermore, cause shaking. They will experience being one and becoming many, being many and becoming one, and appearing and disappearing. They will even go right through walls, even go right through fences, and even go right through mountains without them obstructing their bodies, just as they would through the sky. They will even travel cross-legged through the air like a bird on the wing. They will also emerge onto the earth and sink down into it, as they would do in water. They will also walk on water without sinking, as they would do on the earth. They will also emit smoke and flames, like a big bonfire. Even the sun and the moon, as incredibly magical, powerful, and grand as they are, they will touch and stroke with their hands. They extend their power up to the Brahmaloka with their bodies.

Because its intrinsic nature is empty, its intrinsic nature is isolated, and its intrinsic nature is not produced, they do not apprehend a false projection of miraculous power, they do not apprehend what they might falsely project, or what might be falsely projecting; apart from paying attention to the knowledge of all aspects they do not intend miraculous power, or intend to accomplish miraculous power. [F.50.a] Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that accomplish knowledge of the clairvoyance that realizes the performance of miraculous power.

Because its intrinsic nature is empty, its intrinsic nature is isolated, and its intrinsic nature is not produced, they hear sounds with the purified divine ear that transcends the human—namely, human and divine ones. Thus they do not apprehend the sound, thinking, ‘I hear a sound with my divine hearing,’ so they do not falsely project it. Apart from paying attention to the knowledge of all aspects they do not intend that, or intend to accomplish that. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that accomplish knowledge of the clairvoyance that realizes divine hearing.
“With their mind they know the thought of other beings, of other persons, for what it is. They know a greedy thought for what it is: a greedy thought. They know a mind free from greed for what it is: a mind free from greed. Similarly, they know a mind with hate and free from hate, with confusion and free from confusion, with craving and free from craving, with appropriation and free from appropriation, collected and distracted, narrow and inclusive, absorbed and not absorbed, emancipated and not emancipated, with outflows and without outflows, blemished and unblemished, and they know a surpassed thought for what it is—a surpassed thought—and they know an unsurpassed thought for what it is: an unsurpassed thought. Because even that thought is no thought—because it is inconceivable—it does not falsely project anything. They do not apprehend even that very thought that does not falsely project anything. Because its intrinsic nature is empty, its intrinsic nature is isolated, and its intrinsic nature is not produced, they do not falsely project ‘I know.’ Apart from paying attention to the knowledge of all aspects, they do not intend a thought. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that accomplish knowledge of the clairvoyance that realizes the thought activity of all beings.

“Śāriputra, they accomplish knowledge of the clairvoyance that realizes knowledge that recollects past lives in various aspects: they recollect from one thought up to even a hundred thoughts, or they recollect one day up to a hundred days, one month up to a hundred months, one year up to a hundred years, one eon up to a hundred eons, or even up to many hundred eons, or up to many thousand eons, or up to many hundred thousand eons, or up to many hundred thousand one hundred million billion eons, recollecting right up to the very limit of the past. ‘I was in such-and-such a place, named so-and-so, in such-and-such a lineage, with such-and-such a birth status, following such-and-such a diet, pursuing such-and-such a livelihood, with an allotted lifespan of such-and-such a duration, actually living for such-and-such a length of time; having died there I was born in such-and-such places, and having died there then I took birth here.’ Thus, they recollect their own and others’ past lives in their various aspects along with the appearances, locations, and places of origin. Because even that knowledge is no knowledge—because it is inconceivable—that knowledge of clairvoyance that recollects past lives does not falsely project anything. They do not apprehend even that very knowledge that does not falsely project anything. Because its intrinsic nature is empty, its intrinsic nature is isolated, and its intrinsic nature is not produced, they do not falsely project ‘I know.’ Apart from paying attention to the knowledge of all aspects,
they do not intend to know recollection. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that accomplish knowledge of the clairvoyance that realizes previous states of existence.

3.131  "With their purified divine eye that far surpasses the human they see beings, and they know beings that are dying and being born; are beautiful, ugly, vile, or exemplary; are in a good form of life and in a terrible form of life—exactly in accord with the action. They know those beings who have bad physical behavior, who have bad verbal behavior and bad mental behavior, who speak ill of noble beings, and who hold wrong views, and who with the action of those wrong views as a foundation and cause, on the breakup of their body after death tumble into and take birth in terrible, catastrophic forms of life. They know those beings who have good physical behavior, who have good verbal behavior and good mental behavior, who do not speak ill of noble beings, and who hold right views, and who with the action of that good physical, verbal, and mental behavior as a foundation and cause, take birth among the gods in good forms of life in the heavenly worlds. Thus, with their purified divine eye that far surpasses the human they know as they are the deaths and births of beings in the six forms of life in worlds in the ten directions as vast as the dharma-constituent and as far-reaching as the space element in all world systems. Because even that eye is no eye—because it is inconceivable—it does not falsely project anything. They do not apprehend even that very eye [F.51.b] that does not falsely project anything. Because its intrinsic nature is empty, its intrinsic nature is isolated, and its intrinsic nature is not produced, they do not falsely project ‘I know.’ Apart from paying attention to the knowledge of all aspects, they do not intend even that knowledge. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that accomplish knowledge of the clairvoyance that realizes the divine eye.

3.132  “They accomplish knowledge of the clairvoyance that realizes the extinction of outflows and do not fall to the śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha level. They do not wish to attain any dharma apart from full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. With that clairvoyance, based on the vajropama meditative stabilization they eliminate all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions. Because even that knowledge is no knowledge—because it is inconceivable—the wholesomeness, when knowledge of the clairvoyance that realizes the extinction of outflows has been accomplished, does not falsely project anything. They do not apprehend even that very knowledge. Because its intrinsic nature is empty, its intrinsic nature is isolated, and its intrinsic nature is not produced, they do not falsely project ‘I know.’ Apart from paying attention to the knowledge of all aspects, they do not intend even that knowledge. Śāriputra,
bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that accomplish knowledge of the clairvoyance that realizes the extinction of outflows.

“Śāriputra, practicing the perfection of wisdom like that the six clairvoyances of bodhisattva great beings are perfected and purified, and those purified clairvoyances cause them to gain the knowledge of all aspects.

Therefore, Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who, standing in the perfection of giving, cleanse the path to the knowledge of all aspects based on not holding on to anything because of the emptiness that transcends limits.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who, standing in the perfection of morality, cleanse the path to the knowledge of all aspects based on not incurring a downfall or a compounded downfall because of the emptiness that transcends limits.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who, standing in the perfection of patience, cleanse the path to the knowledge of all aspects based on there being no disturbance because of the emptiness that transcends limits.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who, standing in the perfection of perseverance, cleanse the path to the knowledge of all aspects based on being physically and mentally indefatigable because of the emptiness that transcends limits.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who, standing undistracted in the perfection of concentration, cleanse the path to the knowledge of all aspects because of the emptiness that transcends limits.

“Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who, standing in the perfection of wisdom, cleanse the path to the knowledge of all aspects based on not apprehending intellectually confused thoughts because of the emptiness that transcends limits.

“Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that, standing in the six perfections, cleanse the path to the knowledge of all aspects based on not having gone, not having come, and not having grasped anything because of the emptiness that transcends limits.

“Śāriputra, giving is designated based on holding on to things; morality is designated based on immorality; patience is designated based on disturbance; perseverance is designated based on laziness; concentration is designated based on an uncollected state; and wisdom is designated based on intellectual confusion.
“They do not falsely project ‘they have gotten beyond that.’ They do not falsely project ‘they have not gotten beyond that.’ They do not falsely project ‘giving and miserliness.’ They do not falsely project ‘morality and not morality.’ They do not falsely project ‘patience and disturbance.’ They do not falsely project ‘perseverance and laziness.’ They do not falsely project ‘a collected state and an uncollected state.’ They do not falsely project ‘wisdom and intellectual confusion.’ They do not falsely project ‘I have been snubbed.’ They do not falsely project ‘I have been saluted.’ They do not falsely project ‘I have been honored.’ They do not falsely project ‘I have not been honored.’ And why? Because, Śāriputra, a nonproduction does not falsely project ‘I have been snubbed.’ It does not falsely project ‘I have been saluted.’ It does not falsely project ‘I have been honored.’ And why? Because the perfection of wisdom cuts off all false projection.

“Here, Śāriputra, no śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas have these good qualities that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom have. Completing those qualities, they bring beings to maturity, purify a buddhafield, and reach the knowledge of all aspects.

“Furthermore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom produce the thought, in regard to all beings, that they are the same, and having produced the thought that all beings are the same, they attain the state in which all phenomena are the same; having attained the state in which all phenomena are the same, they establish all beings in the state in which all phenomena are the same. In this very life they become loved by and a pleasure to the lord buddhas; they also become loved by and a pleasure to all bodhisattvas, all śrāvakas, and all pratyekabuddhas. Wherever they are born they will never again see unpleasant shapes with their eyes, will not hear unpleasant sounds with their ears, will not smell unpleasant smells with their noses, will not taste unpleasant tastes with their tongues, will not feel unpleasant feelings with their bodies, and will not know unpleasant dharmas with their thinking minds. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom are not lacking in what is necessary for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

While this exposition of the perfection of wisdom was being expounded three hundred monks dressed the body of the lord in whatever clothes they were wearing and produced the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

At that moment the Lord smiled. Venerable Ānanda then got up from his seat, adjusted his upper robe so it hung down from one shoulder, knelt down with his right knee on the ground, cupped his palms together in a gesture of supplication specifically to the Lord, bowed forward to him, and
said to the Lord, “Lord, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, [F.53.b] perfectly complete buddhas do not give a smile without a cause, or without a condition. So why did you smile? What is the cause, and what is the condition?”

3.147 The Lord said to venerable Ānanda, “Ānanda, these three hundred monks, having died here, will be reborn in the buddhafield of the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Akṣobhya. In sixty-one eons, during the Tārakopama eon, they will arise in the world as tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas named Mahāketu. And sixty thousand gods living in the desire realm have also produced the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and they will please the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Maitreya. Having gone forth to homelessness right there, they will practice celibacy, and the tathāgata Maitreya will prophesy their unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

3.148 Then at that time, through the buddha’s might, the four retinues saw from there ten thousand buddhas seated in the eastern direction. They saw ten thousand buddhas seated in each of the ten directions up to the encircling mountain ranges. The array of the good qualities of the buddhafields of those lord buddhas that appears in those lord buddhas’ world systems is an array of good qualities of buddhafields that does not appear in this Sahā world system. As well, ten thousand of those who were in the retinue made this prayer that is a vow: “We will do the work that needs to be done so that we may take birth in those buddhafields.”

3.149 Then the Buddha, aware of the aspiration of those children of good families, gave a smile.

3.150 Venerable Ānanda then said to the Lord, “Lord, the lord buddhas [F.54.a] do not give a smile without a cause, or without a condition. So why did you smile? What is the cause, and what is the condition?”

3.151 The Lord asked venerable Ānanda, “Ānanda, do you see these ten thousand beings?”

“I see them, Lord,” he replied.

3.152 The Lord said, “Ānanda these ten thousand beings, having died here, will take birth in those buddhafields and will never be separated from the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas. Afterward they will become the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas named Vyuharāja.

3.153 This was the third chapter, “Designation,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
4. **CHAPTER 4: EQUAL TO THE UNEQUALED**

4.1 Then venerable Śāriputra, venerable Mahāmaudgalyāyana, venerable Subhūti, venerable Pūrṇa Maitrāyanīputra, and venerable Mahākāśyapa, as well as other monks, nuns, laymen, and laywomen celebrated for the state of their clairvoyance, and very many bodhisattva great beings said to the Lord, “This, Lord—that is, the perfection of wisdom—is the great perfection of bodhisattva great beings. This perfection of wisdom, Lord, is the vast perfection of bodhisattva great beings. This perfection of wisdom, Lord, is the highest perfection of bodhisattva great beings. It is the special perfection, it is the best perfection, it is the superb perfection, it is the sublime [F.54.b] perfection, it is the unsurpassed perfection, it is the unrivaled perfection, it is the unequaled perfection, it is the perfection equal to the unequaled, it is the calm and gentle perfection, it is the matchless perfection, it is the perfection for which no example does justice, it is the space-like perfection, it is the perfection of the emptiness of particular defining marks, it is the perfection endowed with all good qualities. This, Lord—that is, the perfection of wisdom—is the uncrushable perfection of bodhisattva great beings.

4.2 “Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing in this perfection of wisdom have bestowed a gift equal to the unequaled. They have fulfilled the perfection of giving equal to the unequaled. They have obtained a body equal to the unequaled. And they will obtain this, namely, the dharmas of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening equal to the unequaled.

4.3 “Similarly with morality, patience, perseverance, and concentration, and they have developed wisdom equal to the unequaled. They have obtained a body equal to the unequaled. And they will obtain this, namely, the dharmas of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening equal to the unequaled.
“The Lord, too, practicing this very perfection of wisdom came to acquire a form equal to the unequaled; and he came to acquire feeling, perception, and volitional factors equal to the unequaled, and consciousness [F.55.a] equal to the unequaled. He fully awakened to an awakening equal to the unequaled. He turned the wheel of the Dharma equal to the unequaled. Similarly, past, future, and present buddhas, having practiced this very perfection of wisdom, have fully awakened, will fully awaken, and are awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Therefore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings who want to perfect all dharmas should make an effort at the perfection of wisdom. Lord, the world with its gods, humans, and asuras rightly bows down to any bodhisattva great being who has practiced in this perfection of wisdom.”

Those great śrāvakas having spoken thus, the Lord said to them, and to those very many bodhisattva great beings, “Exactly so, children of a good family, exactly so. It is just as you say. The world with its gods, humans, and asuras rightly bows down to any bodhisattva great being who practices this perfection of wisdom. Śāriputra, it is thanks to bodhisattva great beings that the human realm appears in the world and that the realm of gods appears in the world. Similarly, that great sāla tree–like royal families, great sāla tree–like brahmin families, great sāla tree–like business families, and wheel-turning emperors; the Cātur mahārājika gods; the Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, [F.55.b] Paranirmitavaśavartin, Brahmapurohita, Brah makāyika, Brahmapārśadaya, Parīttābha, Apramāṇābha, Ābhāsvara, Parīttaśubha, Apramāṇaśubha, Śubhakṛṣṭsa, Brhatphala, Asaṃjñisattva, and Śuddhāvāsa—Avṛha, Sudarśana, Sudṛśa, Atapa, and Akaniṣṭha—gods; and the gods in the Ākāśānantyāyatana, in the Vijñānānantyāyatana, in the Ākīmcityāyatana, and in the Naiva saṃjñā nāsaṃjñāyatana appear in the world, and that stream enterers appear in the world, and that once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas appear in the world. Śāriputra, it is thanks to bodhisattva great beings that the Three Jewels appear in this world, and that ordinary requirements for sustaining oneself—food, drink, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses, tools, gems, pearls, beryl, conch shells, crystals, corals, silver, and gold—appear in the world. Śāriputra, all the requirements for all the happiness of gods and humans, the happiness of existence, and the happiness of nirvāṇa, they all, Śāriputra, appear in the world thanks to bodhisattva great beings. And why? Because bodhisattvas practicing the bodhisattva practice, standing in the six perfections, personally give gifts and connect others with giving as well, personally protect morality and connect others with morality, personally develop patience and connect others [F.56.a] with patience, personally work
hard at perseverance and connect others with perseverance, personally produce concentration and connect others with concentration, and personally develop wisdom and connect others with wisdom. Thereby, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings have set forth for the benefit and happiness of all beings.”

This was the fourth chapter, “Equal to the Unequaled,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B5]
CHAPTER 5: TONGUE

5.1 Then at that time the Lord extended his tongue and with it covered the great billionfold world system. Then from his tongue light beams of many colors, various colors, issued forth. Having issued forth, a great illumination spread through as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east. Similarly, a great illumination spread through as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, below and above.

5.2 Then those infinite countless bodhisattva great beings in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east saw that array of light and asked the lord buddhas of each of their respective buddhafields, “Lord, through whose power has such a great illumination spread through these worlds like this?”

5.3 Those lord buddhas said to those bodhisattva great beings, “In the western direction, O children of a good family, there is a world system called Sahā. There the tathāgata, the worthy one, the perfectly complete buddha Śākyamuni has extended his tongue in order to demonstrate the perfection of wisdom to the bodhisattva great beings, causing this great illumination to pervade as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in each of the ten directions.”

5.4 Connect this in the same way with as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the south, west, and north, below, and above, up to in all the ten directions in the same way.

5.5 The bodhisattva great beings then said to those lord buddhas, “Lord, we will also go to that Sahā world system to see, salute, and honor that tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Śākyamuni, to see those bodhisattva great beings who have gathered from the ten directions, and to listen to the perfection of wisdom.”
Those lord buddhas replied, “Go then, you children of a good family, if you feel that now is the right time.”

Those bodhisattva great beings then bowed their heads to the feet of those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, circumambulated them seven times, and, carrying many parasols, flags, and banners, flowers, garlands, incense, creams, powders, and robes, and gold flowers and silver flowers, proceeded toward the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Śākyamuni with a great chorus produced by a marching band with instruments and drums\textsuperscript{113} from the ten directions.

Those bodhisattva great beings and those gods strewed near, strewed in front, and strewed flowers all around the body of the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Śākyamuni those flowers, garlands, incenses, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners.

Those flowers and so on then rose up and stayed there suspended in the sky over the great billionfold world system—a second floor of flowers, square with four corners and four pillars, equidimensional, and perfectly proportioned, delightful and pleasing to the mind.

Then from that retinue hundreds of thousands of a hundred million billion beings rose from their seats, cupped their palms together in a gesture of supplication to the Lord, bowed forward to him, and said to the Lord, “Lord, in a future time may we too obtain just such attributes as the tathāgata, worthy one, perfect, complete Buddha has acquired; may we impart moral instructions\textsuperscript{114} to the śrāvaka community just as the Tathāgata teaches today; and may we teach the Dharma to just this sort of retinue.”\textsuperscript{115}

Then the Lord, aware of the aspiration of those children of a good family, and aware of their forbearance for all dharmas that are not produced,\textsuperscript{116} do not occasion anything, and do not appear, smiled. [F.57.b]

Venerable Ānanda then inquired of the Lord, “Lord, why did you smile? What is the cause, and what is the condition?”

“Ānanda,” replied the Lord, “from this retinue a hundred thousand one hundred million billion beings have gained forbearance for dharmas that are not produced. In a future time in sixty four ten millions eons\textsuperscript{117} during the Puṣpākara eon they will arise in the world as tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas called Bodhyaṅgapuṣpa.”

This was the fifth chapter, “Tongue,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”\textsuperscript{118}
CHAPTER 6: SUBHŪTI

6.1 The Lord then said to venerable Subhūti, “Subhūti, starting with the perfection of wisdom, be confident in your readiness to give a Dharma discourse to the bodhisattva great beings about how bodhisattva great beings go forth in the perfection of wisdom.”

6.2 Then it occurred to those bodhisattva great beings, those great śrāvakas, and those gods to think, “Will venerable Subhūti instruct the bodhisattva great beings in the perfection of wisdom on account of armor in which reposes the power of his own intellect and confident readiness, or will he instruct them through the power of the Buddha?”

6.3 Then through the power of the Buddha venerable Subhūti, understanding in his mind the thought processes occurring to those bodhisattva great beings, those great śrāvakas, and those gods, said to venerable Śāriputra, “Venerable Śāriputra, whatever the Lord’s śrāvakas say, teach, and expound, it is all through the Tathāgata’s power. [F.58.a] And whatever the Tathāgata teaches, none of it contradicts the true nature of dharmas. When those children of a good family are training in that Dharma teaching they are also directly confronting the true nature of dharmas. Śāriputra, it is just the Tathāgata who, by skillful means, will expound the perfection of wisdom to the bodhisattva great beings. Śāriputra, teaching the perfection of wisdom here is not within the scope of any of the śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas or bodhisattva great beings.”

6.4 Venerable Subhūti then said to the Lord, “Lord, you say this—namely, ‘bodhisattva great being.’ What phenomenon is this, the word bodhisattva great being, for? Lord, I do not see that—namely, the phenomenon with the name bodhisattva. Lord, I do not see those bodhisattva great beings, that perfection of wisdom, nor that word bodhisattva, so which bodhisattva great beings will I advise and instruct in what perfection of wisdom?”
“Subhūti,” the Lord replied, “those—namely, perfection of wisdom, bodhisattva, and the word bodhisattva—are just words. They do not exist inside, they do not exist outside, and they cannot be apprehended where both do not exist. Subhūti, it is like this: the word being is uttered again and again, but you cannot apprehend any being. It is a mere name designation, and except for being used conventionally as a mere word and conventional term, any phenomenon that is a designation is not produced and does not stop. Similarly with self, living being, creature, one who lives, individual, person, one born of Manu, a child of Manu, one who does, one who makes someone else do, motivator, one who motivates, one who feels, one who makes someone else feel, one who knows, and one who sees—they are all phenomena that are designations, and thus, being used conventionally as just names and conventional terms, phenomena that are designations are not produced and do not stop. Those names do not exist inside, they do not exist outside, and they cannot be apprehended where both do not exist.

“Similarly, Subhūti, perfection of wisdom, bodhisattva, and the word bodhisattva are all phenomena that are designations, and that phenomenon that is a designation, except for being used conventionally as just a name and a conventional term, is not produced and does not stop.

“Subhūti it is like this: the form this inner body has is just a dharma designation, and that dharma designation, except for being used conventionally as just a name and a conventional term, is not produced and does not stop. That name does not exist inside, it does not exist outside, and it cannot be apprehended where both do not exist. Similarly, Subhūti, perfection of wisdom, bodhisattva, and the word bodhisattva are all phenomena that are designations; that phenomenon that is a designation, except for being used conventionally as just a name and a conventional term, is not produced and does not stop.

“Similarly, feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is just a dharma designation, and except for being used conventionally as just a name and a conventional term, is not produced and does not stop. That name does not exist inside, it does not exist outside, and it cannot be apprehended where both do not exist. Similarly, Subhūti, perfection of wisdom, bodhisattva, and the word bodhisattva are all phenomena that are designations; that phenomenon that is a designation, except for being used conventionally as just a name and a conventional term, is not produced and does not stop.

“Subhūti, this—namely, [F.59.a] eyes—is just a dharma designation, and, except for being used conventionally as just a name and a conventional term, a dharma designation is not produced and does not stop. That name—eyes—does not exist inside, it does not exist outside, and it cannot be apprehended where both do not exist. Similarly, Subhūti, ears … nose … tongue … body … and thinking mind is just a dharma designation, and that dharma designation, except for being used conventionally as just a name and a conventional term,
is not produced and does not stop. That name—thinking mind—does not exist inside, it does not exist outside, and it cannot be apprehended where both do not exist.

6.10 “Subhūti, a form is just a dharma designation, and, except for being used conventionally as just a name and a conventional term, a dharma designation is not produced and does not stop. That name also does not exist inside, it does not exist outside, and it cannot be apprehended where both do not exist. Similarly, Subhūti, a sound … a smell … a taste … a feeling … and a dharma is just a dharma designation, and that dharma designation, except for being used conventionally as just a name and a conventional term, is not produced and does not stop. That name dharma does not exist inside, it does not exist outside, and it cannot be apprehended where both do not exist.

6.11 “Subhūti, eye constituent is just a dharma designation, and, except for being used conventionally as just a name and a conventional term, a dharma designation is not produced and does not stop. That name eye constituent does not exist inside, it does not exist outside, and it cannot be apprehended where both do not exist.

6.12 “Subhūti, form constituent is just a dharma designation, and, except for being used conventionally as just a name and a conventional term, a dharma designation is not produced and does not stop. That name form constituent does not exist inside, does not exist outside, [F.59.b] and it cannot be apprehended where both do not exist.

6.13 “Subhūti, eye consciousness constituent is just a dharma designation, and, except for being used conventionally as just a name and a conventional term, a dharma designation is not produced and does not stop. That name eye consciousness constituent does not exist inside, it does not exist outside, and it cannot be apprehended where both do not exist.

6.14 “Similarly, Subhūti, ear constituent … sound constituent … and ear consciousness constituent …; nose constituent … smell constituent … and nose consciousness constituent …; tongue constituent … taste constituent … and tongue consciousness constituent…; body constituent … touch constituent … and body consciousness constituent…; and thinking-mind constituent … dharma constituent … and thinking-mind consciousness constituent is just a dharma designation, and except for being used conventionally as just a name and a conventional term, a dharma designation is not produced and does not stop. That name thinking-mind consciousness constituent does not exist inside, it does not exist outside, and it cannot be apprehended where both do not exist.

6.15 “Similarly, Subhūti, perfection of wisdom, bodhisattva, and the word bodhisattva are thus phenomena that are designations; those phenomena that are designations, except for being used conventionally as just names and
conventional terms, are not produced and do not stop. Those terms—
\textit{perfection of wisdom, bodhisattva, and the word bodhisattva}—do not exist inside,
do not exist outside, and cannot be apprehended where both do not exist.

6.16 “Subhūti, it is like this: \textit{inner body}^{124} is being used conventionally as a mere
term. \textit{Skull, neck bone, shoulder blade, arm bone, spine, rib, hip bone, thigh bone,}
[F.60.a] \textit{lower leg bone, and foot bone} are conventions designated just by names.
They are just dharma designations, and those dharma designations, except
for being used conventionally as just names and conventional terms, are not
produced and do not stop. Those names do not exist inside, do not exist
outside, and cannot be apprehended where both do not exist.

6.17 “Similarly, Subhūti, \textit{perfection of wisdom, bodhisattva, and the word bodhisattva}
are phenomena that are designations, and those phenomena that are
designations, except for being used conventionally as just names and
conventional terms, are not produced and do not stop. Those terms do not
exist inside, do not exist outside, and cannot be apprehended where both do
not exist.

6.18 “Subhūti, it is like \textit{outer grass,}^{125} \textit{wood, branch, leaf, and petal}. Those are all are
just conventions designated by various words, and those words, except for
being used conventionally as just names and conventional terms, are not
produced and do not stop. Those names do not exist inside, do not exist
outside, and cannot be apprehended where both do not exist.

6.19 “Similarly, Subhūti, \textit{perfection of wisdom, bodhisattva, and the word bodhisattva}
are phenomena that are designations, and those phenomena that are
designations, except for being used conventionally as just names and
conventional terms, are not produced and do not stop. Those terms do not
exist inside, do not exist outside, and cannot be apprehended where both do
not exist.

6.20 “Subhūti, it is like\textsuperscript{126} the names of past lord buddhas—except for being
used conventionally as just names and conventional terms, they are not
produced and do not stop. Those names do not exist inside, do not exist
outside, and cannot be apprehended where both do not exist.

6.21 “Subhūti, it is like [F.60.b] \textit{a dream, an echo, an apparition, an illusion, a mirage, a}
reflection of the moon in water, and a tathāgata’s magical creation}. All those
phenomena are just merely designated and, except for being used
conventionally as just names and conventional terms, are not produced and
do not stop. Those terms do not exist inside, do not exist outside, and cannot
be apprehended where both do not exist.

6.22 “Similarly, Subhūti, all those phenomena—namely, \textit{perfection of wisdom,}
bodhisattva, and \textit{the word bodhisattva}—are just merely designated, and those
phenomena that are designations, except for being used conventionally as
just names and conventional terms, are not produced and do not stop. Those terms do not exist inside, do not exist outside, and cannot be apprehended where both do not exist.

6.23 “Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom should train in names that are conventional terms making things known, in advice that makes things known, and in dharmanas that make things known.\textsuperscript{127}

6.24 “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom do not view ‘form is permanent.’ They do not view ‘form is impermanent.’ They do not view ‘form is happiness’ or ‘is suffering,’ ‘has a self’ or ‘is selfless,’ ‘is calm’ or ‘is not calm,’ ‘is empty’ or ‘is not empty,’ ‘has a sign,’ or ‘is signless,’ ‘is wished for’ or ‘is wishless,’ ‘is compounded’ or ‘is uncompounded,’ ‘is arising’ or ‘is stopping,’ ‘is isolated’ or ‘is not isolated,’ ‘is wholesome’ or ‘is unwholesome,’ ‘is with basic immorality’ or ‘is without basic immorality,’ ‘is with outflows’ or ‘is without outflows,’ [F.61.a] ‘is afflicted’ or ‘is unafflicted,’ ‘is ordinary’ or ‘is extraordinary,’ ‘is defilement’ or ‘is purification,’ or ‘form is saṃsāra.’ Neither do they view ‘form is nirvāṇa.’

6.25 “Similarly, they do not view ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ or ‘consciousness is permanent.’ They do not view ‘it is impermanent.’ Similarly they do not view it ‘is happiness’ or ‘is suffering,’ ‘has a self’ or ‘is selfless,’ ‘is calm’ or ‘is not calm,’ ‘is empty’ or ‘is not empty,’ ‘has a sign,’ or ‘is signless,’ ‘is a wish for’ or ‘is wishless,’ ‘is compounded’ or ‘is uncompounded,’ ‘is arising’ or ‘is stopping,’ ‘is isolated’ or ‘is not isolated,’ ‘is wholesome’ or ‘is unwholesome,’ ‘is with basic immorality’ or ‘is without basic immorality,’ ‘is with outflows’ or ‘is without outflows,’ ‘is afflicted’ or ‘is unafflicted,’ ‘is ordinary’ or ‘is extraordinary,’ ‘is defilement’ or ‘is purification,’ or ‘it is saṃsāra’ or ‘it is nirvāṇa.’

6.26 “Similarly, they do not view ‘the eye constituent is permanent’ or ‘is impermanent,’ ‘the form constituent is permanent’ or ‘is impermanent,’ or ‘the eye consciousness constituent is permanent’ or ‘is impermanent,’ up to they do not view it ‘is saṃsāra’ or ‘is nirvāṇa.’

6.27 “Similarly, they do not view ‘the ear constituent…,’ the sound constituent…,’ or ‘the ear consciousness constituent…;’ ‘the nose constituent…,’ ‘the smell constituent…,’ or ‘the nose consciousness constituent…;’ ‘the tongue constituent…,’ ‘the taste constituent…,’ or ‘the tongue consciousness constituent…;’ ‘the body constituent…,’ [F.61.b] ‘the touch constituent…,’ or ‘the body consciousness constituent…;’ or the thinking-mind constituent…,’ ‘the dharma constituent…,’ or ‘the thinking-mind consciousness constituent is permanent’ or ‘is impermanent,’ up to they do not view it ‘is saṃsāra’ or ‘is nirvāṇa.’
“They do not view that any ‘pleasurable feeling’ or ‘suffering feeling’ or ‘neither pleasurable nor suffering feeling’ that arises from the condition of contact between the eyes, form, and eye consciousness ‘is permanent’ or ‘is impermanent,’ up to they do not view that it ‘is saṃsāra’ or ‘is nirvāṇa.’ Similarly, they do not view that any ‘pleasurable feeling’ or ‘suffering feeling’ or ‘neither pleasurable nor suffering feeling’ that arises from the condition of contact between the ear constituent, sound constituent, and ear consciousness constituent; the nose constituent, smell constituent, and nose consciousness constituent; the tongue constituent, taste constituent, and tongue consciousness constituent; the body constituent, touch constituent, and body consciousness constituent; or the thinking-mind constituent, dharma-constituent, and thinking-mind consciousness constituent ‘is permanent’ or ‘is impermanent,’ up to they do not view that it ‘is saṃsāra’ or ‘is nirvāṇa.’

“And why? Because bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not view the perfection of wisdom, a bodhisattva, or the word bodhisattva in the compounded element or uncompounded element. And why? Because, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not mentally construct and do not conceptualize any of those dharmas. Standing without mentally constructing any dharma, they cultivate the applications of mindfulness. Practicing the perfection of wisdom, they do not view [F.62.a] the perfection of wisdom or even the name perfection of wisdom; they do not view a bodhisattva or even the name bodhisattva. Similarly, when they cultivate the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path; the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom; the powers and fearlessnesses, up to the distinct attributes of a buddha, and are practicing the perfection of wisdom, they do not, except for paying attention to the knowledge of all aspects, view the perfection of wisdom, the name perfection of wisdom, a bodhisattva, or the name bodhisattva. Those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom excellently realize the defining marks of the dharmas. And that defining mark of a dharma, of the dharmas, is not defiled and is not purified.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom should understand that they are just names and conventional terms that are dharma designations. Having understood that they are just names and conventional terms that are dharma designations, they do not settle down on form. They do not settle down on feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. They do not settle down on the eyes. They do not settle down on a form, eye consciousness, and eye contact. They do not
settle down on any pleasurable feeling or suffering feeling or neither pleasurable nor suffering feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact. [F.62.b]

“Similarly, they do not settle down on the ears... or the body... or on the thinking-mind, dharma, thinking-mind consciousness, and thinking-mind contact. They do not settle down on any pleasurable feeling or suffering feeling or neither pleasurable nor suffering feeling that arises from the condition of thinking-mind contact. They do not settle down on the compounded element or the uncompounded element. They do not settle down on the perfection of giving. They do not settle down on the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom. They do not settle down on any of their names or marks.

“They do not settle down on a bodhisattva’s body. They do not settle down on the flesh eye, divine eye, wisdom eye, dharma eye, or buddha eye. Similarly, they do not settle down on the perfection of clairvoyance, inner emptiness, outer emptiness, or inner and outer emptiness, up to they do not settle down on emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. They do not settle down on suchness. They do not settle down on the very limit of reality. They do not settle down on the dharma-constituent. They do not settle down on bringing beings to maturity, purifying a buddhafield, or skillful means. And why? Because something that might settle down, something on account of which it might settle down, and something on which it might settle down—none of those dharmas exist.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom who do not settle down on all dharmas grow in the perfection of giving. They grow in the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom. They enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva, step onto the irreversible level, complete the clairvoyances, and, having completed the clairvoyances, bring beings to maturity, and they respect, revere, honor, and worship the lord buddhas. They roam from buddhafield to buddhafield in order to purify a buddhafield and behold the lord buddhas. Having beheld those lord buddhas, the wholesome roots on account of which they would respect, revere, honor, and worship those lord buddhas will come about in them. And because of those wholesome roots they will come to be right in the presence of the lord buddhas. They will hear the Dharma from those lord buddhas, and the continuum of the Dharma they have heard will not be cut until reaching the site of awakening. They will obtain the dhāraṇī gateways. They will obtain the meditative stabilization gateways.
“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom should understand that it is a designation that is a name and conventional term for something.

“This ‘bodhisattva’—what do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva form, or is the bodhisattva other than form, or is form in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without form?”

“None of those, Lord,” he replied. [F.63.b]

The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... or consciousness, or is the bodhisattva other than consciousness, or is the bodhisattva in consciousness, or is consciousness in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without consciousness?”

“None of those, Lord,” he replied.

The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva eyes, or is the bodhisattva other than eyes, or is the bodhisattva in eyes, or are eyes in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without eyes?”

“None of those, Lord,” he replied.

The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva ears ... a nose ... a tongue ... a body ... or a thinking mind, or is the bodhisattva other than a thinking mind, or is the bodhisattva in a thinking mind, or is a thinking mind in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without a thinking mind?”

“None of those, Lord,” he replied.

The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva a form, or is the bodhisattva other than a form, or is a form in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without a form?”

“None of those, Lord,” he replied.

The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva a sound ... a smell ... a taste ... [F.64.a] a feeling ... or dharmas, or is the bodhisattva other than dharmas, or is the bodhisattva in dharmas, or are dharmas in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without dharmas?”

“None of those, Lord,” he replied.

The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva eyes, form, and eye consciousness; or is the bodhisattva other than eyes, form, and eye consciousness; or is the bodhisattva in eyes, form, and eye consciousness; or are eyes, form, and eye consciousness in the bodhisattva; or is the bodhisattva without eyes, form, and eye consciousness?”

“None of those, Lord,” he replied.

The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva ears, sound, and ear consciousness ... nose, smell, and nose consciousness ... tongue, taste, and tongue consciousness ... body, touch, and body
consciousness ... or thinking mind, dharma, and thinking-mind consciousness? Or is the bodhisattva other than them, or is the bodhisattva in them, or are they in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without thinking mind, dharma, and thinking-mind consciousness?"

“None of those, Lord,” he replied.

6.43 The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva the earth element, or is the bodhisattva other than the earth element, or is the bodhisattva in the earth element, or is the earth element in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without the earth element?”

“None of those, Lord,” he replied. [F.64.b]

6.44 The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva the water element ... the fire element ... the wind element ... the space element ... or the consciousness element, or is the bodhisattva other than the consciousness element, or is the bodhisattva in the consciousness element, or is the consciousness element in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without the consciousness element?”

“None of those, Lord,” he replied.

6.45 The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva ignorance, or is the bodhisattva other than ignorance, or is the bodhisattva in ignorance, or is ignorance in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without ignorance?”

“None of those, Lord,” he replied.

6.46 The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva volitional factors ... consciousness ... name and form ... the six sense fields ... contact ... feeling ... craving ... appropriation ... existence ... birth ... or old age and death, or is the bodhisattva other than old age and death, or is the bodhisattva in old age and death, or is old age and death in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without old age and death?”

“None of those, Lord,” he replied.

6.47 The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva the suchness of form, or is the bodhisattva other than the suchness of form, or is the bodhisattva in the suchness [F.65.a] of form, or is the suchness of form in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without the suchness of form?”

“None of those, Lord,” Subhūti replied.

6.48 The Lord then asked, “Similarly, is the bodhisattva the suchness of feeling ... the suchness of perception ... the suchness of volitional factors ... or the suchness of consciousness, or is the bodhisattva other than the suchness of consciousness, or is the bodhisattva in the suchness of consciousness, or is the suchness of consciousness in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without the suchness of consciousness?”

“None of those, Lord,” Subhūti replied.
The Lord then asked, “Similarly, is the bodhisattva the suchness of the constituents, sense fields, or dependent origination, up to old age and death? Or is the bodhisattva other than the suchness of old age and death, or is the bodhisattva in the suchness of old age and death, or is the suchness of old age and death in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without the suchness of old age and death?”

“None of those, Lord,” Subhūti replied.

The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, for what reason do you say, ‘The bodhisattva is not form, and the bodhisattva is not the aggregates, constituents, sense fields, or dependent origination, up to the suchness of old age and death?’”

“Lord,” Subhūti replied, “when a being absolutely does not exist and cannot be apprehended, how could that form be a bodhisattva? How could something other than form be a bodhisattva? How could a bodhisattva be in form? How could form be in a bodhisattva? How could something without form be a bodhisattva? How could feeling … perception … volitional factors … or consciousness be a bodhisattva? How could something other than consciousness be a bodhisattva? How could a bodhisattva be in consciousness? How could consciousness be in a bodhisattva? How could something without consciousness be a bodhisattva?”

Connect this in the same way with constituents, sense fields, and dependent origination.

“Lord, when a being absolutely does not exist and cannot be apprehended, how could old age and death be a bodhisattva? How could something other than old age and death be a bodhisattva? How could a bodhisattva be in old age and death? How could old age and death be in a bodhisattva? How could something without old age and death be a bodhisattva?

“Lord, when a being absolutely does not exist and cannot be apprehended, how could the suchness of form be apprehended in it?”

Connect this in the same way with the aggregates, constituents, sense fields, and dependent origination.

“Lord, when a being absolutely does not exist and cannot be apprehended, how could the suchness of old age and death be apprehended in it? It is impossible.”

“Excellent, excellent, Subhūti!” said the Lord. “Bodhisattvas, Subhūti, should train in the perfection of wisdom like that, without apprehending a being.
“And again, Subhūti, where you said, ‘Lord, [F.66.a] you say this, that is, “bodhisattva great being.” What phenomenon is this, the word bodhisattva great being, for?’ What do you think? Is bodhisattva the word for form? Or do you think bodhisattva is the word for feeling, perception, or volitional factors, or consciousness?”

“None of those, Lord,” Subhūti replied.

The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is bodhisattva the word for the permanence of form, or is bodhisattva the word for the impermanence of form? Similarly, is bodhisattva the word for the pleasurable state of form, the suffering state of form, the selfness of form, the selflessness of form, the calmness of form, or the noncalmness of form?

“Similarly, is bodhisattva the word for the permanence of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... or consciousness? Or for the impermanence of consciousness, the pleasurable state of consciousness, the suffering state of consciousness, the selfness of consciousness, the selflessness of consciousness, the calmness of consciousness, or the noncalmness of consciousness?

“What do you think, Subhūti, is bodhisattva the word for the emptiness of form, the nonemptiness of form, the sign of a form, the signlessness of form, the form that is wished for, or the wishlessness of form? Is bodhisattva the word for the emptiness of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... or consciousness, [F.66.b] the nonemptiness of consciousness, the sign of consciousness, the signlessness of consciousness, the consciousness that is wished for, or the wishlessness of consciousness?”

“None of those, Lord.” Subhūti replied.

The Lord said, “Subhūti, for what reason do you say that bodhisattva is not the word for the permanence of form and is not the word for the impermanence of form? Similarly, that bodhisattva is not the word for the pleasurable state or the suffering state of form, it is not the word for the self, it is not the word for selflessness, it is not the word for calmness, and it is not the word for noncalmness? That it is not the word for emptiness, it is not the word for nonemptiness, it is not the word for the state of having a sign, it is not the word for signlessness, it is not the word for the state of being a wish for, and it is not the word for wishlessness? Similarly, that bodhisattva is not the word for the permanence and is not the word for the impermanence of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness? And that neither is it the word for the pleasurable state, the suffering state, the self, selflessness, calmness, noncalmness, emptiness, nonemptiness, the state of having a sign, signlessness, the state of being a wish for, or wishlessness?”
“Lord,” Subhūti replied, “when a form absolutely does not exist and cannot be apprehended, how could bodhisattva be the word for form? Lord, when feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness absolutely do not exist and cannot be apprehended, how could bodhisattva be the word for consciousness? [F.67.a]

“Lord, when permanence and impermanence absolutely do not exist and cannot be apprehended, how could bodhisattva be the word for the permanence and the word for the impermanence of form?

“Similarly, when the pleasurable state ... the suffering state ... self ... selflessness ... calmness ... noncalmness ... emptiness ... nonemptiness ... the state of having a sign ... signlessness ... the state of being a wish for ... and wishlessness absolutely does not exist and cannot be apprehended, how could bodhisattva be the word for the wishlessness of form?

“Similarly, Lord, when permanence and impermanence absolutely do not exist and cannot be apprehended, how could bodhisattva be the word for the permanence and for the impermanence of consciousness?

“Similarly, when the pleasurable state ... the suffering state ... self ... selflessness ... calmness ... noncalmness ... emptiness ... nonemptiness ... the state of having a sign ... signlessness ... the state of being a wish for ... and wishlessness absolutely does not exist and cannot be apprehended, how could bodhisattva be the word for the wishlessness of consciousness?”

“Excellent, excellent, Subhūti!” said the Lord. “Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that should train in the perfection of wisdom without apprehending a word for form; without apprehending a word for feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; without apprehending the words for form as permanent, impermanent, a pleasurable state, a suffering state, self, selflessness, calmness, noncalmness, emptiness, nonemptiness, the state of having a sign, signlessness, the state of being a wish for, or wishlessness; and without apprehending the words for feeling, [F.67.b] perception, volitional factors, or consciousness as permanent, impermanent, a pleasurable state, a suffering state, selfness, selflessness, calmness, noncalmness, emptiness, nonemptiness, the state of having a sign, signlessness, the state of having a wish, or wishlessness.

“Again, Subhūti, you say, ‘I do not see that—namely, the phenomenon with the name bodhisattva.’ The dharma does not see the dharma-constituent; the dharma-constituent does not see the dharma. Subhūti, the form constituent does not see the dharma-constituent, and the dharma-constituent does not see the form constituent. Similarly, Subhūti, the feeling constituent ... the perception constituent ... the volitional factors constituent ... and the consciousness constituent do not see the dharma-constituent, and the dharma-constituent does not see the consciousness
constituent. The eye constituent does not see the dharma-constituent. Similarly, the ear constituent ... the nose constituent ... the tongue constituent ... the body constituent ... and the thinking-mind constituent does not see the dharma constituent, and the dharma-constituent does not see the thinking-mind constituent. Subhūti, the compounded element does not see the uncompounded element, and the uncompounded element does not see the compounded element. And why? You cannot make the uncompounded known without the compounded, and you cannot make the compounded known without the uncompounded. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that do not see any dharma at all, but they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified at not seeing; their minds are not cowed by any dharma, do not tense up, and do not experience regret.

“And why? Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not see form; do not see feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; do not see eyes; do not see ears, nose, tongue, body, or thinking mind; do not see a form, a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, or a dharma; do not see ignorance; do not see volitional factors, consciousness, name and form, the six sense fields, contact, feeling, craving, appropriation, existence, birth, or old age and death; do not see greed; do not see hatred or confusion; do not see a self; do not see a being, a living being, one who lives, an individual, a person, one born of Manu, a child of Manu, one who does, one who feels, one who knows, or one who sees; do not see the desire realm; do not see the form realm or formless realm; do not see śrāvakas and the śrāvaka dharmas; do not see pratyekabuddhas and the pratyekabuddha dharmas; do not see bodhisattvas and do not see bodhisattva dharmas; do not see buddhas [F.68.b] and do not see buddha dharmas; do not see awakening, up to do not see all dharmas. And while not seeing all dharmas they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified.”

“Lord, why do the minds of a bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom not become cowed by all dharmas and not tense up?” asked Subhūti.

The Lord replied, “It is because, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings do not apprehend and do not view mind and mental factor dharmas. Therefore, Subhūti, the minds of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not become cowed by all dharmas and do not tense up.”

“Lord, how is it that the thinking minds of bodhisattva great beings do not tremble?” asked Subhūti.

The Lord replied, “Because, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings do not apprehend and do not view mind and mental factor dharmas or thinking mind and thinking-mind dharmas. Therefore the thinking minds of
bodhisattva great beings do not tremble at all dharmas.

6.74 “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice the perfection of wisdom like that, without apprehending all dharmas. Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not apprehend a perfection of wisdom, that bodhisattva, that word for bodhisattva, or even that bodhicitta, then just that is the advice about the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattvas; just that is the instruction.” [F.69.a]

6.75 *This was the sixth chapter, “Subhūti,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”*
7.1 Venerable Subhūti then said to the Lord, “Lord, bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend form should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend eyes should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend a form should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend eye consciousness should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend up to thinking-mind consciousness should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend eye contact up to who want to comprehend thinking-mind contact should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend the feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact, up to [F.69.b] who want to comprehend the feeling that arises from the condition of thinking-mind contact should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend ignorance should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend volitional factors, consciousness, name and form, the six sense fields, contact, feeling, craving, appropriation, existence, birth, and old age and death should train in the perfection of wisdom.

7.2 “Bodhisattva great beings who want to eliminate greed, hatred, and confusion should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to eliminate the view of the perishable collection, doubt, and grasping rules and rituals as absolute, as well as attachment to sense objects
and malice; who want to eliminate attachment to sense objects, attachment to forms, and attachment to formless states; and who want to eliminate fetters, proclivities, and obsessions should train in the perfection of wisdom.

7.3 Furthermore, bodhisattva great beings who want to eliminate the four bonds, four floods, four knots, four appropriations, and four errors should train in the perfection of wisdom.

7.4 Bodhisattva great beings who want to eliminate the ten unwholesome actions should train in the perfection of wisdom.

7.5 Bodhisattva great beings who want to complete the ten wholesome actions should train in the perfection of wisdom.

7.6 Bodhisattva great beings who want to complete the [F.70.a] perfection of giving should train in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings who want to complete the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, and the perfection of wisdom should train in the perfection of wisdom.

7.7 Bodhisattva great beings who want to complete the four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and the eightfold noble path, as well as the four detailed and thorough knowledges, four fearlessnesses, six clairvoyances, ten tathāgata powers, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha should train in the perfection of wisdom.

7.8 Bodhisattva great beings who want to become absorbed in the bodhyaṅgavatin meditative stabilization should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings who want to become absorbed in the sīhāvīrāṭita meditative stabilization, who want to become absorbed in the sīhāvīrāṭīhita meditative stabilization, who want to obtain all the dhāraṇī gateways and meditative stabilization gateways, who want to become absorbed in the sīhāṅgama meditative stabilization, and who want to become absorbed in the ratnamudra meditative stabilization, candraprabha meditative stabilization, candradhāvajaketu meditative stabilization, sarvadharmamudrāgata meditative stabilization, avalokita meditative stabilization, dharmadhātu-niyata meditative stabilization, niyatadhāvajaketu meditative stabilization, [F.70.b] vajropama meditative stabilization, sarvadharmapraṇaṣamukha meditative stabilization, sampādhirāja meditative stabilization, balavyūha meditative stabilization, samudgata meditative stabilization, sarvadharmapraṇaṣamukha meditative stabilization, sarvadharmajñānaḥditvāsanapraṇaḥ meditative stabilization, daśadīvyaavalo̱kita meditative stabilization, sarvadharmadhānmanvahamudra meditative stabilization, sarvadharmasamāsvāmandaśimuktamudra meditative stabilization, triaṇḍalaparīśuddha
meditative stabilization, ākāśāvasthita meditative stabilization, acyutābhijñā
devotional stabilization, pāṭragata meditative stabilization, dhvajāgrakeyūra
meditative stabilization, sarvaklesanindahana meditative stabilization, caturmāhä-
balavikaraṇa140 meditative stabilization, jñānolka meditative stabilization,
daśalodgata meditative stabilization, and ākāśāsaṃga vimukti nirupalepa
meditative stabilization should train in the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva
great beings who want to obtain all those meditative stabilization gateways
and others as well should train in the perfection of wisdom. [B6]

7.9 “Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings who want to fulfill all the
intentions of beings should train in the perfection of wisdom.

7.10 “Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings who want to complete all
the wholesome roots which, when those wholesome roots are completed,
cause them not to fall into terrible forms of life, not to be born [F.71.a] in
families that are wanting, not to fall to the śrāvaka level or the
pratyekabuddha level, and not to fall into a bodhisattva’s hardheadedness141
should train in the perfection of wisdom.”

Then venerable Śāriputra asked venerable Subhūti, “How, Venerable
Subhūti, do they fall into a bodhisattva’s hardheadedness?”

7.11 Venerable Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings
practice the six perfections without skillful means. Having resorted to the
meditative stabilization on emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness
without skillful means, they do not fall to the śrāvaka level or the
pratyekabuddha level, but still they do not enter into the secure state of a
bodhisattva.142 This is called ‘a bodhisattva’s hardheadedness.’ “143

7.12 “Why, Venerable Subhūti, is this a bodhisattva’s hardheadedness?” asked
Śāriputra.

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, a bodhisattva great being’s
‘hardheadedness’ is just this: a love for dharmas.”

7.13 “What, Venerable Subhūti, is a love for dharmas?” asked Śāriputra.

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings
practicing the perfection of wisdom settle down on, stand upon, and form
the notion144 that form is ‘empty.’ Similarly, they settle down on, stand upon,
and form the notion that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and
consciousness are ‘empty.’ That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the love for dharmas
called hardheadedness that can come along with being a bodhisattva great
being.

7.14 “Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattvas bodhisattvas settle down
on, stand upon, and form the notion that form is ‘impermanent,’ and they
also settle down on, stand upon, [F.71.b] and form the notion that to the
notion that form is ‘suffering, selfless, unpleasant, and calm, empty, signless, and wishless.’\textsuperscript{145} Venerable Śāriputra, that love for dharmas that can come along with being a bodhisattva is hardheadedness.

7.16 “Similarly, they settle down on, stand upon, and form the notion that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are ‘impermanent,’ and they also settle down on, stand upon, and form the notion that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are ‘suffering, selfless, unpleasant, and calm, empty, signless, and wishless.’ Venerable Śāriputra, that love for dharmas that can come along with being a bodhisattva is hardheadedness.

7.17 “Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom might settle down on, stand upon, and form the notion about these dharmas: ‘Thus form should be abandoned; with this, form should be abandoned. Thus feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness should be abandoned; with this, they should be abandoned. Thus should suffering be comprehended; with this should suffering be comprehended. Thus should origination be abandoned; with this should origination be abandoned. Thus should cessation be actualized; with this should cessation be actualized. Thus should the path be cultivated; with this should the path be cultivated. This is defilement, this is purification; these dharmas are to be resorted to, these dharmas are not to be resorted to; this should be practiced by a bodhisattva, this should not be practiced; this is a bodhisattva’s path, this is not the path; this is a bodhisattva’s training, this is not the training; this is a bodhisattva’s perfection of giving, and this is the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom; [F.72.a] this is not a bodhisattva’s perfection of giving, morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom; this is a bodhisattva’s skillful means, this is not skillful means; and this is the secure state of a bodhisattva, this is hardheadedness.’ If so, then that love for dharmas that can come along with being a bodhisattva is hardheadedness.”

7.18 “What, Venerable Subhūti, is a bodhisattva great being’s flawlessness?”\textsuperscript{146} asked venerable Śāriputra.

7.19 Venerable Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not see in inner emptiness outer emptiness, and do not see in outer emptiness inner emptiness; do not see in inner and outer emptiness the emptiness of emptiness, and do not see in the emptiness of emptiness inner and outer emptiness; do not see in the emptiness of emptiness the great emptiness, and do not see in the great emptiness the emptiness of emptiness; do not see in the great emptiness the emptiness of ultimate reality, and do not see in the emptiness of ultimate reality the great emptiness; do not see in the emptiness of ultimate reality the
emptiness of the compounded, and do not see in the emptiness of the compounded the emptiness of ultimate reality; do not see in the emptiness of the compounded the emptiness of the uncompounded, and do not see in the emptiness of the uncompounded the emptiness of the compounded; do not see in the emptiness of the uncompounded the emptiness of what transcends limits, and do not see in the emptiness of what transcends limits the emptiness of the uncompounded; do not see in the emptiness of what transcends limits the emptiness of no beginning and no end, and do not see in the emptiness of no beginning and no end the emptiness of what transcends limits; do not see in the emptiness of no beginning and no end the emptiness of nonrepudiation, and do not see in the emptiness of nonrepudiation the emptiness of no beginning and no end; do not see in the emptiness of no beginning and no end the emptiness of a basic nature, and do not see in the emptiness of a basic nature the emptiness of nonrepudiation; do not see in the emptiness of a basic nature the emptiness of its own mark, and do not see in the emptiness of its own mark the emptiness of a basic nature; do not see in the emptiness of its own mark the emptiness of all dharmas, and do not see in the emptiness of all dharmas the emptiness of its own mark; do not see in the emptiness of all dharmas the emptiness of a nonexistent thing, and do not see in the emptiness of a nonexistent thing the emptiness of all dharmas; do not see in the emptiness of an intrinsic nature the emptiness of an intrinsic nature, and do not see in the emptiness of an intrinsic nature the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and do not see in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature the emptiness of an intrinsic nature. Venerable Śāriputra, when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom like that they enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva.

Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom train so that they know form but do not falsely project anything because of it; they know feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness but do not falsely project anything because of them; they know the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind but do not falsely project anything because of them; they know a form, a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma but do not falsely project anything because of them; they know the perfection of giving but do not falsely project anything because of it; they know the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom but do not falsely project anything because of it; they know the concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions but do not falsely project anything because of them; and similarly they know the five clairvoyances, five eyes,
applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, path, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha but do not falsely project anything because of them.

7.21 “Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom train so that they do not falsely project anything even because of the thought of awakening; they do not falsely project anything even because of the thought equal to the unequaled, the prodigious thought. And why? Because that thought is no thought because the basic nature of thought is clear light.”

7.22 “Venerable Subhūti, what is the clear light that is the basic nature of thought?” asked Śāriputra.

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, a thought that is neither conjoined with greed nor disjoined from greed, neither conjoined with hatred and confusion nor disjoined from hatred and confusion, and neither conjoined with obsessions, obscurations, proclivities, fetters, distortions, and śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha thoughts nor disjoined from them—that, venerable Śāriputra, is the clear light that is the basic nature of a bodhisattva great being’s thought.”

7.23 “Venerable Subhūti, the thought of which you say ‘it is no thought,’ does it exist?” asked Śāriputra.

7.24 “Venerable Śāriputra,” Subhūti asked in return, “can you apprehend existence or nonexistence there, in that state of no thought? [F.73.b]”

“No, Venerable Subhūti,” replied Śāriputra.

7.25 Subhūti then asked, “Venerable Śāriputra, if you cannot apprehend existence or nonexistence there, in that state of no thought, is then, Venerable Śāriputra, this argumentative investigation of yours—The thought of which you say “it is no thought,” does it exist?—appropriate?”

7.26 “Venerable Subhūti,” Śāriputra asked in return, “what is the state of no thought?”

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “the state of no thought is a state without distortion and without conceptualization; it is the state in which all dharmas are just so. It is called the state of no thought’s ‘unthinkability.’”

7.27 Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, just as thought is without distortion and without conceptualization, so too is form without distortion and without conceptualization, and similarly feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are without distortion and without conceptualization as well; and just as thought is without distortion and without conceptualization so too are the eye constituent, form constituent, and eye consciousness constituent without distortion and without conceptualization, and similarly the ear constituent ... the nose
constituent ... the tongue constituent ... the body constituent ... and the thinking-mind constituent, dharma-constituent, and thinking-mind consciousness constituent without distortion and without conceptualization as well—similarly, are the sense fields, dependent originations, perfections, clairvoyances, applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, path, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, powers, distinct attributes of a buddha, and unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening without distortion and without conceptualization as well?"

“Exactly so, Venerable Śāriputra!” replied Subhūti. [F.74.a] “Just as thought is without distortion and without conceptualization, so too are the aggregates, constituents, sense fields, dependent origination, perfections, clairvoyances, dharmas on the side of awakening, powers, fearlessnesses, distinct attributes of a buddha, and unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening without distortion and without conceptualization as well.”

“Excellent, excellent, Venerable Subhūti!” said Śāriputra. “Because you are the Lord’s son, close to his bosom, born from his mouth, born from his Dharma, magically produced from his Dharma, his Dharma heir and not heir to material possessions, a direct eyewitness to the dharmas who witnesses with your body—that is, because the Lord has proclaimed you the foremost of śrāvakas who are at the conflict-free stage, this is an exhibition of that fact.

“Venerable Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should train in the perfection of wisdom like that, and because of that bodhisattva great beings must be considered irreversible, and should be known as not lacking in the perfection of wisdom. Venerable Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to train in the śrāvaka level should concentrate and listen to, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, study, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom; and bodhisattva great beings who want to train in the pratyekabuddha level, the bodhisattva level, and the buddha level should also concentrate and listen to, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom. And why? [F.74.b] Because in this perfection of wisdom is detailed instruction for the three vehicles in which bodhisattva great beings should train on the level of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and buddhas.”

This was the seventh chapter, “Entry into Flawlessness,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 8: THE RELIGIOUS MENDICANT
ŚREṆIKA

8.1 Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, given that I do not find, do not apprehend, and do not see a bodhisattva or the perfection of wisdom, to which bodhisattva will I give advice and instruction in what perfection of wisdom? Lord, given that I do not find, do not apprehend, and do not see any real basis, this really is something I might be uneasy about—Lord, while not finding, not apprehending, and not seeing any real basis, which dharma will advise and instruct which dharma? Because, Lord, given that I do not find, do not apprehend, and do not see all dharmas, this really is something I might be uneasy about, how I might make just the name bodhisattva and just the name perfection of wisdom wax and wane.

8.2 “Lord, furthermore, that name does not stand alone and does not meet up with anything. And why? It is because that name does not exist that it does not stand alone and does not meet up with anything. Lord, given that I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of form, and, Lord, given that I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness either, what will I label with the name bodhisattva? By the same token, Lord, that name does not stand alone and does not meet up with anything. And why? That name does not exist, therefore it does not stand alone and does not meet up with anything.

8.3 “Lord, given that I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the eyes, and, Lord, given that I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the ears, nose, tongue, body, or thinking mind, and similarly, given that I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the constituents, sense fields, or dependent origination, how will I label anything with the name bodhisattva?
The name form, and the names feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, as well as ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind, do not stand alone and do not meet up with anything. And why? Those names do not exist, therefore they do not stand alone and do not meet up with anything.

"Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of eye consciousness. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, or thinking-mind consciousness, so how will I, while not apprehending and not seeing eye consciousness, or ear, nose, tongue, body, or thinking-mind consciousness, label anything with the name bodhisattva? Lord, also those names do not stand alone and do not meet up with anything. And why? Those names do not exist, therefore they do not stand alone and do not meet up with anything.

"Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of eye contact, of ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind contact, or of feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of feeling that arises from the condition of ear, nose, tongue, and body, or thinking-mind contact. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the earth element, and I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the water element, fire element, wind element, space element, or consciousness element. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of ignorance, and, Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of greed, hatred, or confusion. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of obsessions, obscurations, proclivities, or fetters. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the sixty-two views. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of self, and, Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of a living being, a creature, one who lives, an individual, a person, one born of Manu, a child of Manu, one who does, [F.76.a] one who feels, one who knows, or one who sees. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the perfection of giving, and, Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the four right efforts, legs of miraculous
power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or path. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the gateways to liberation—emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the four concentrations, four immeasurables, or four formless absorptions. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of mindfulness of the Buddha, mindfulness of the Dharma, mindfulness of the Saṅgha, mindfulness of morality, mindfulness of giving away, mindfulness of the gods, mindfulness of what is included in the body, mindfulness of disgust, mindfulness of breathing in and out, or mindfulness of death.

8.7 “And, Lord, given that I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the five eyes, six clairvoyances, ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, [F.76.b] or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, what will I label with the name bodhisattva? That name, furthermore, does not stand alone and does not meet up with anything. And why? That name does not exist, therefore it does not stand alone and does not meet up with anything.

8.8 “Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the five appropriating aggregates, which are like a dream, and, Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the five appropriating aggregates, which are like an illusion, a mirage, a city of the gandharvas, an echo, an apparition, a reflection in the mirror, and a magical creation. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of isolation, calm, nonproduction, nonstopping, nonappearing, not occasioning anything, nondefilement, or nonpurification. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, the true nature of dharmas, the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, the very limit of reality, or the inconceivable element.157

8.9 “Similarly, Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the dharmas that are wholesome and unwholesome, basic immorality and not basic immorality, with outflows and without outflows, with afflictions and without afflictions, ordinary and extraordinary, compounded and uncompounded, defiled and purified, [F.77.a] or saṃsāra and nirvāṇa. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of dharmas that are past, future, or present. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of the Lord. Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of tathāgatas, worthy ones, unsurpassed, perfect, complete buddhas seated together with their śrāvaka saṅghas and bodhisattva communities in as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River. Lord, given
that I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of
tathāgatas, worthy ones, unsurpassed, perfect, complete buddhas seated
together with their śrāvaka saṅghas and bodhisattva communities in as
many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in each of
the southern, western, northern, northeastern, southeastern, southwestern,
or northwestern directions, below or above, which bodhisattva will I advise
and instruct in what perfection of wisdom? Lord, that name, furthermore,
does not stand alone and does not meet up with anything. And why? That
name does not exist, therefore it does not stand alone and does not meet up
with anything.

8.10

“Thus, Lord, I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of
the suchness of all phenomena. Given that I do not apprehend and do not
see even the waxing and waning of the name of the suchness of all
phenomena, which bodhisattva will I advise and instruct in what perfection
of wisdom? Lord, that name suchness, furthermore, does not stand alone
[F.77.b] and does not meet up with anything. And why? That name does not
exist, therefore it does not stand alone and does not meet up with anything.

8.11

“Lord, whatever this designation bodhisattva that is a conventional term for
the true nature of dharmas is, it cannot be said to be aggregates, or
constituents, or sense fields, up to the distinct attributes of a buddha—or
anything at all, insofar as it is just a dharma designation. Lord, it is just as the
name dream cannot be said to be anything at all, and the names illusion, echo,
apparition, mirage, a reflection of the moon in water, and magical creation cannot be
said to be anything at all. That which is the name space cannot be said to be
anything at all, and similarly the names earth, water, fire, and wind cannot be
said to be anything at all. That which is the name suchness cannot be said to
be anything at all, and the names unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, true
nature of dharmas, dharma-constituent, establishment of dharmas, certification of
dharmas, and very limit of reality cannot be said to be anything at all; the names
perfection of giving, morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and perfection of
wisdom cannot be said to be anything at all; and the names morality, meditative
stabilization, wisdom, liberation, and knowledge and seeing of liberation cannot be
said to be anything at all. That which is the name stream enterer cannot be said to
be anything at all, and the name stream enterer dharmas and the names once-
returner, non-returner, [F.78.a] worthy one, pratyekabuddha, bodhisattva, and
bodhisattva dharmas cannot be said to be anything at all. That which is the
name buddha and the name buddha dharmas cannot be said to be anything at all—to be wholesome or unwholesome or neutral, to be basic immorality or
not basic immorality, to be permanent or impermanent, or to be happiness or
suffering, self or no self, calm or not calm, isolated or not isolated, or a real
thing or not a real thing. Having seen the reason for this, Lord, I said, ‘Given
that I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of all dharmas, this really is something I might be uneasy about, namely, were I to label with the name *bodhisattva* or *perfection of wisdom.* Lord, that name, furthermore, does not stand alone and does not meet up with anything. And why? That name does not exist, therefore it does not stand alone and does not meet up with anything.

8.12 “Lord, if the minds of bodhisattva great beings are not cowed, do not tense up, and do not experience regret, and if they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified when the perfection of wisdom is being spoken about, you should know that those bodhisattva great beings stand on the irreversible level by way of not taking their stand on it and will go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.  

8.13 Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in form; they should not stand in feeling, perception, volitional factors, [F.78.b] or consciousness; they should not stand in the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, or thinking mind; and they should not stand in a form, a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, or a dharma. They should not stand in the eye consciousness, and they should not stand in the ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, or thinking-mind consciousness. They should not stand in eye contact; they should not stand in feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact; they should not stand in ear, nose, tongue, body, or thinking-mind contact; and they should not stand in feeling that arises from the condition of ear, nose, tongue, body, or thinking-mind contact. They should not stand in the earth element, and they should not stand in the water element, fire element, wind element, space element, or consciousness element. They should not stand in ignorance, and they should not stand in volitional factors, consciousness, name and form, the six sense fields, contact, feeling, craving, appropriation, existence, birth, or old age and death.

8.14 “And why? Lord, it is because form is empty of form, and because feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is empty of consciousness. Lord, that emptiness of form is not form, and emptiness is not other than form. Form itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is form. Lord, that emptiness of feeling is not feeling, and emptiness is not other than feeling. Feeling itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is feeling. Lord, that emptiness of perception is not perception, and emptiness is not other than perception. Perception itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is perception. Lord, that emptiness of volitional factors is not volitional factors, and emptiness is not other than volitional factors. Volitional factors themselves are emptiness, and emptiness itself is volitional factors. Lord,
that emptiness of consciousness is not consciousness, and emptiness is not other than consciousness. Consciousness itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is consciousness.

8.15

“Because of this one of many explanations, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in form, and they should not stand in feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. Connect this in the same way with the constituents and sense fields.

8.16

“The earth element is empty of the earth element. The emptiness of the earth element is not the earth element, and emptiness is not other than the earth element. The earth element itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is the earth element. The water element ... the fire element ... the wind element ... the space element ... and the consciousness element is empty of the consciousness element. The emptiness of the consciousness element is not the consciousness element, and emptiness is not other than the consciousness element. The consciousness element itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is the consciousness element.

8.17

“Ignorance is empty of ignorance. The emptiness of ignorance is not ignorance, and emptiness is not other than ignorance. Ignorance itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is ignorance. Volitional factors ... consciousness ... [F.79.b] name and form ... the six sense fields ... contact ... feeling ... craving ... appropriation ... existence ... birth ... and old age and death is empty of old age and death. The emptiness of old age and death is not old age and death, and emptiness is not other than old age and death. Old age and death themselves are emptiness, and emptiness itself is old age and death. Because of this one of many explanations, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in ignorance, up to old age and death.

8.18

“Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in the applications of mindfulness. And why? Because the applications of mindfulness are empty of the applications of mindfulness. That emptiness of the applications of mindfulness is not the applications of mindfulness, and emptiness is not other than the applications of mindfulness. The applications of mindfulness themselves are emptiness, and emptiness itself is the applications of mindfulness. Because of this one of many explanations, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in the applications of mindfulness.

8.19

“Similarly, they should not stand in the right efforts ... legs of miraculous power ... faculties ... powers ... limbs of awakening ... path ... noble truths ... concentrations ... immeasurables ... formless absorptions ... eight deliverances ... nine serial absorptions ... emptiness, signlessness, and
wishlessness ... clairvoyances ... ten powers ... fearlessnesses ... detailed and thorough knowledges ... great love ... great compassion ... or the distinct attributes of a buddha.

8.20  “And why? Because the distinct attributes of a buddha are empty of the distinct attributes of a buddha. That emptiness of the distinct attributes of a buddha is not the distinct attributes of a buddha, and emptiness is not other than the distinct attributes of a buddha. The distinct attributes of a buddha themselves are emptiness, and emptiness itself is the distinct attributes of a buddha. Because of this one of many explanations, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in the distinct attributes of a buddha.

8.21  “Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in the perfection of giving. And why? Because the perfection of giving is empty of the perfection of giving. Lord, that emptiness of the perfection of giving is not the perfection of giving, and emptiness is not other than the perfection of giving. The perfection of giving itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is the perfection of giving. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in the perfection of morality ... the perfection of patience ... the perfection of perseverance ... the perfection of concentration ... or the perfection of wisdom. And why? Because the perfection of wisdom is empty of the perfection of wisdom. Lord, that emptiness of the perfection of wisdom is not the perfection of wisdom, and emptiness is not other than the perfection of wisdom. The perfection of wisdom itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is the perfection of wisdom. Because of this one of many explanations, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in the perfection of wisdom.

8.22  “Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in syllables, in syllable accomplishment, in a single explanation, in two explanations, or in a number of different explanations. And why? Lord, it is because syllables are empty of syllables. Lord, that emptiness of syllables is not syllables, and emptiness is not other than syllables. The syllables themselves are emptiness, and emptiness itself is the syllables. Because of this one of many explanations, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in syllables.

8.23  “Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in ‘form is impermanent,’ and they should not stand in ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is impermanent.’ And why? Lord, it is because form that is impermanent is empty of the intrinsic nature of form that is impermanent. That which is the
emptiness of impermanence is not impermanence, and impermanence is not other than emptiness. Impermanence itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is impermanence. Because of this one of many explanations, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in ‘form is impermanent.’

“Similarly, they should not stand in ‘feeling is impermanent’ … ‘perception is impermanent’ … [F.81a] ‘volitional factors are impermanent’ … or ‘consciousness is impermanent.’ And why? Lord, it is because consciousness that is impermanent is empty of the intrinsic nature of consciousness that is impermanent. That which is the emptiness of impermanence is not impermanence, and impermanence is not other than emptiness. Impermanence itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is impermanence. Because of this one of many explanations, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in consciousness.

8.25 “Similarly, they should not stand in ‘form is suffering, selfless, calm, empty, signless, wishless, or isolated.’ Similarly, they should not stand in ‘feeling…’; ‘perception…’; ‘volitional factors…’; or consciousness is suffering, selfless, calm, empty, signless, wishless, or isolated.’ And why? Lord, it is because consciousness that is isolated is empty of consciousness that is isolated. Lord, the isolation of consciousness is not consciousness, and isolation is not other than consciousness. Consciousness itself is isolation, and isolation itself is consciousness. Because of this one of many explanations, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in ‘consciousness is isolated.’

8.26 “Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in suchness. And why? Lord, it is because suchness is empty of suchness. Lord, the emptiness of suchness is not suchness, [F.81b] and suchness is not other than emptiness. Suchness itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is suchness. Because of this one of many explanations, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in suchness. Similarly, they should not stand in the true nature of dharmas, the dharma-constituent, the certification of dharmas, or the very limit of reality.

8.27 “Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in all the dhāraṇī gateways. And why? Lord, it is because the dhāraṇī gateways are empty of the dhāraṇī gateways. Lord, the emptiness of the dhāraṇī gateways is not the dhāraṇī gateways, and the dhāraṇī gateways are not other than emptiness. The dhāraṇī gateways themselves are emptiness, and emptiness itself is the dhāraṇī gateways.
Because of this one of many explanations, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in all the dhāraṇī gateways.

8.28 “Furthermore, Lord, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom without skill in means stand in form with a mind that has descended into grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine,’ they practice an enactment of form, and they do not practice the perfection of wisdom. If they stand in feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... or consciousness, they practice an enactment of consciousness, and they do not practice the perfection of wisdom. And why? Because bodhisattva great beings practicing an enactment do not cultivate the perfection of wisdom, do not fully grasp the perfection of wisdom, do not become absorbed in the yoga of the perfection of wisdom, and therefore do not fulfill the perfection of wisdom and go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.

8.29 “Lord, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom without skill in means stand in the dhāraṇī gateways with minds that have descended into grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine,’ they practice an enactment of them, and they do not practice the perfection of wisdom. And why? Because bodhisattva great beings practicing an enactment do not cultivate the perfection of wisdom, do not fully grasp the perfection of wisdom, do not become absorbed in the yoga of the perfection of wisdom, and therefore do not fulfill the perfection of wisdom and go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.

8.30 “Lord, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom without skill in means stand in suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, the true nature of dharmas, the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, or the very limit of reality with minds that have descended into grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine,’ they practice an enactment of those, and they do not practice the perfection of wisdom. And why? Because bodhisattva great beings practicing an enactment do not cultivate the perfection of wisdom, do not fully grasp the perfection of wisdom, do not become absorbed in the yoga of the perfection of wisdom, and therefore do not complete the perfection of wisdom and go forth to the knowledge of all aspects. [F.82.b]

8.31 “And why? It is because, Lord, form is not fully grasped, and feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not fully grasped. And why? Because a form not fully grasped is not form because of the emptiness of a basic nature, and feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness not fully grasped is not consciousness, because of the emptiness of a basic nature, up to the very limit of reality is not fully grasped. And why? Because the very limit of reality not fully grasped is not the very
limit of reality because of the emptiness of a basic nature. And also, the perfection of wisdom is not fully grasped ... because of the emptiness of a basic nature.

8.32  
“Lord, bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom should analyze how all dharmas are empty of a basic nature, and the investigation of them should be done in such a way that the thinking mind does not consider any dharma at all. Lord, this meditative stabilization sphere of bodhisattva great beings is called sarvadharmanāparigṛhīta; it is vast, prized, infinite, fixed, cannot be stolen, and is not shared in common with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas.

8.33  
“Bodhisattva great beings abiding in that sphere of meditative stabilizations will go forth to the knowledge of all aspects. And that knowledge of all aspects is not fully grasped, because of inner emptiness, outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, the emptiness of emptiness, great emptiness, the emptiness of ultimate reality, the emptiness of the compounded, the emptiness of the uncompounded, the emptiness of what transcends limits, [F.83.a] the emptiness of no beginning and no end, the emptiness of nonrepudiation, the emptiness of a basic nature, the emptiness of all dharmas, the emptiness of its own mark, the emptiness of not apprehending, the emptiness of a nonexistent thing, the emptiness of an intrinsic nature, and the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. And why? Because it cannot be expressed as a causal sign, because a causal sign is an affliction.

8.34  
“What is a causal sign? Form is a causal sign. Feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are causal signs. Eyes are a causal sign. Ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind are causal signs. A form is a causal sign. A sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma are causal signs. Eye consciousness is a causal sign. Ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, and thinking-mind consciousness are causal signs. Eye contact is a causal sign. Ear contact, nose contact, tongue contact, body contact, and thinking-mind contact are causal signs. Feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact is a causal sign. Feeling that arises from the condition of ear contact, feeling that arises from the condition of nose contact, feeling that arises from the condition of tongue contact, feeling that arises from the condition of body contact, and feeling that arises from the condition of thinking-mind contact are causal signs. The earth element is a causal sign. The water element, fire element, wind element, space element, and consciousness element are causal signs. Ignorance is a causal sign. [F.83.b] Volitional factors, consciousness, name and form, the six sense fields, contact, feeling, craving, appropriation, existence, birth, and old age and death are causal signs. The
applications of mindfulness, the right efforts, the legs of miraculous power, the faculties, the powers, the limbs of awakening, the path, the perfections, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, the distinct attributes of a buddha, emptiness, signlessness, wishlessness, not occasioning anything, the dharma-constituent, the true nature of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, the meditative stabilization gateways, and the dhāraṇī gateways are all causal signs. Syllables are causal signs. A single explanation, two explanations, and a number of different explanations are causal signs. Clairvoyance is a causal sign. All the meditative stabilization gateways and dhāraṇī gateways are causal signs. They are all called affliction.

8.35
“If the perfection of wisdom were something that could be taken up through a causal sign, then the religious mendicant Śreṇika would not have gained faith in the knowledge of a knower of all here in this teaching. Which faith? The trust, feeling of confidence, and belief in the perfection of wisdom, the feeling that it is reliable, and the thinking about, weighing, and testing of it—and this not by way of a causal sign and not by way of the absence of a causal sign. Thus, it should be taken up by way of no causal sign and no absence of causal sign, without taking it up.

8.36
“The religious mendicant Śreṇika also believed in this knowledge of a knower of all. As a faith follower he comprehended with partial knowledge, and having thus comprehended did not fully grasp form. Similarly, he did not fully grasp feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. And why? Because he did not apprehend a grasper of all dharmas that are empty of their own mark. And again, why? Because he did not see that knowledge as an inner attainment and clear realization, and he did not see it as an outer one. He did not see that knowledge as an inner and outer attainment and clear realization, and he did not see that knowledge as some other attainment and clear realization either.

8.37
“And why? Because he did not apprehend and see any dhamma with which he might know, or which might know, or which he might know, because he did not see that knowledge inside form, and he did not see that knowledge inside feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; he did not see that knowledge outside form, and he did not see that knowledge outside feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; he did not see that knowledge inside and outside of form, and he did not see that knowledge inside and outside of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; and he did not see that knowledge as other than form, and he did not see that knowledge as other than feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness, because of the emptiness of outer and inner. Similarly, up to he did not see that knowledge inside the very limit of reality,
he did not see that knowledge outside the very limit of reality, he did not see that knowledge inside and outside the very limit of reality, and he did not see that knowledge as other than the very limit of reality, [F.84.b] because of the emptiness of outer and inner.

8.38 “The religious mendicant Śrenika believed in this one of many explanations, and, because he could not find all dhammas, as a faith follower believing in it he took the true nature of dhammas as his authority and entered into the knowledge of a knower of all. Believing like that, he did not fully grasp any dharma, because he did not pay attention to any causal signs. He did not apprehend any dharma to seize or release, because all dhammas are not seized and are not released; and he did not even falsely project nirvāṇa, because he did not falsely project all dhammas. Lord, this—namely, that he does not fully grasp form, that he does not fully grasp feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness because he has not fully grasped all dhammas, up to that he has not fully grasped even the very limit of reality because he has not fully grasped all dhammas—is the state in which the bodhisattva great beings have gone beyond the others; it is the perfection of wisdom.

8.39 “In the interim they do not pass into complete nirvāṇa until their prayers are completed, up to until the eighteen distinct attributes are completed. And why? Because those prayers are nonprayers, those powers are nonpowers, those fearlessnesses are nonfearlessnesses, those detailed and thorough knowledges are nondetailed and nonthorough knowledges, up to those eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are nonbuddhadhammas—they are not dhammas and they are not nondhammas. Lord, this—namely, that they do not fully grasp form, up to that they do not fully grasp even the very limit of reality because they have not fully grasped all dhammas—is the state in which [F.85.a] bodhisattva great beings have gone beyond the others; it is the perfection of wisdom. [B7]

8.40 “Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should make an investigation like this: ‘Just what is the perfection of wisdom? Of what is it a perfection of wisdom? Why is it the perfection of wisdom? And what is the perfection of wisdom for?’ If, when they investigate and ponder like that, they see that the dharma that does not exist and that they do not find is the perfection of wisdom, they see it well, because, Lord, all dhammas do not exist and are not found.”

8.41 Then venerable Śāriputra asked venerable Subhūti, “Venerable Subhūti, what dhammas do not exist and are not found?”

8.42 “Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “because of inner emptiness, outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, the emptiness of emptiness, great emptiness, the emptiness of ultimate reality, the emptiness of the
compounded, the emptiness of the uncompounded, the emptiness of what transcends limits, the emptiness of no beginning and no end, the emptiness of nonrepudiation, the emptiness of a basic nature, the emptiness of all dharmas, the emptiness of its own mark, the emptiness of not apprehending, the emptiness of a nonexistent thing, the emptiness of an intrinsic nature, and the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, the perfection of wisdom, Venerable Śāriputra, does not exist and is not found. The perfection of concentration, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of patience, the perfection of morality, and the perfection of giving do not exist and are not found. Venerable Śāriputra, inner emptiness does not exist and is not found. Venerable Śāriputra, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature also does not exist and is not found. Venerable Śāriputra, because of inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, form does not exist and is not found. Venerable Śāriputra, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness do not exist and are not found, up to the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening do not exist and are not found. The clairvoyances do not exist and are not found, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha do not exist and are not found. Venerable Śāriputra, suchness does not exist and is not found. Venerable Śāriputra, the true nature of dharmas, the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, up to the very limit of reality does not exist and is not found. Venerable Śāriputra, a stream enterer also does not exist and is not found, up to Venerable Śāriputra, a worthy one, pratyekabuddha, bodhisattva, and buddha do not exist and are not found. Venerable Śāriputra, because of inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, all-knowledge also does not exist and is not found. The knowledge of all path aspects does not exist and is not found. Venerable Śāriputra, the knowledge of all aspects also does not exist and is not found.

8.43 “Venerable Śāriputra, if the minds of bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom are not cowed, do not tense up, and do not experience regret—if they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified—you should know that those bodhisattva great beings are not separated from the knowledge of all aspects.”

8.44 Then venerable Śāriputra asked venerable Subhūti, “Venerable Subhūti, why should you know that bodhisattva great beings [F.86.a] are not separated from the knowledge of all aspects?”

8.45 “Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “form is separated from the intrinsic nature of form, and bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom know that as it really is. Venerable Śāriputra, feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is separated from the
intrinsic nature of consciousness. Venerable Śāriputra, the perfection of giving ... the perfection of morality ... the perfection of patience ... the perfection of perseverance ... the perfection of concentration ... and the perfection of wisdom is separated from the intrinsic nature of the perfection of wisdom. Connect this in the same way with Venerable Śāriputra, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are separated from the intrinsic nature of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and the very limit of reality is separated from the intrinsic nature of the very limit of reality.”

Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, what intrinsic nature does form have, and what intrinsic nature do feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness have?”

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “the intrinsic nature of form is not a real thing, and the intrinsic nature of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness is not a real thing. Venerable Śāriputra, the intrinsic nature of the very limit of reality is not a real thing, so, Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, form is separated from the intrinsic nature of form, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is separated from the intrinsic nature of consciousness. And similarly, up to the very limit of reality is separated from the intrinsic nature of the very limit of reality. [F.86.b]

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, form is separated from the defining mark of form. Feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is separated from the defining mark of consciousness. And similarly, up to the very limit of reality is separated from the defining mark of the very limit of reality.

“A defining mark too is separated from the intrinsic nature of a defining mark. The intrinsic nature of a defining mark is separated from the intrinsic nature of a defining mark.”

Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings training in this training go forth to the knowledge of all aspects?”

“Exactly so. Venerable Śāriputra, exactly so,” replied Subhūti. “Bodhisattva great beings who are training in this training go forth to the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because all dharmas have not been produced and have not gone forth.”

“Venerable Subhūti, why have all dharmas not been produced and not gone forth?” asked Śāriputra.

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “form is empty of form. You cannot get at its production and going forth. Similarly, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is empty of consciousness. You
cannot get at its production and going forth. Similarly, up to the very limit of reality is empty of the very limit of reality. You cannot get at its production and going forth.

“Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom are near unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And as they get ever nearer to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening they get ever closer to attaining a perfectly pure body, a perfectly pure voice, a perfectly pure mind, and perfectly pure marks. And as bodhisattva great beings attain an ever more perfectly pure body, an ever more perfectly pure voice, an ever more perfectly pure mind, and ever more perfectly pure marks, they do not produce a greedy thought, and they do not produce any thought with hatred, confusion, pride, deviousness, envy, miserliness, attachment, or view, so they never are born in a mother’s womb, they constantly and always take birth apparitionally, and, except to bring beings to maturity, they are never born in the terrible forms of life. They will bring beings to maturity, purify a buddhafiel, and pass on from buddhafiel to buddhafiel without ever being separated from the lord buddhas until awakening in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Therefore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to attain these good qualities and benefits should practice the perfection of wisdom without giving up perseverance. Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom are near unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

This was the eighth chapter, “The Religious Mendicant Śrenika,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 9: CAUSAL SIGNS

9.1 Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom without skillful means [F.87.b] practice form they practice a causal sign; they do not practice the perfection of wisdom. If they practice feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness they practice a causal sign; they do not practice the perfection of wisdom. If they practice ‘form is permanent’ or ‘impermanent’ they practice a causal sign; they do not practice the perfection of wisdom. If they practice ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is permanent’ or ‘impermanent’ they practice a causal sign; they do not practice the perfection of wisdom. If they practice ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is permanent’ or ‘impermanent’ they practice a causal sign. If they practice ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is ‘happiness’ or ‘suffering’ they practice a causal sign. If they practice ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is ‘happiness’ or ‘suffering’ they practice a causal sign. If they practice ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is self’ or ‘no self’ they practice a causal sign. If they practice ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is self’ or ‘no self’ they practice a causal sign. If they practice ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is calm’ or ‘not calm’ they practice a causal sign. If they practice ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is calm’ or ‘not calm’ they practice a causal sign. If they practice ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is isolated’ or ‘not isolated’ they practice a causal sign; they do not practice the perfection of wisdom.

9.2 “Lord, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom [F.88.a] without skillful means practice the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening they practice a causal sign. Similarly, if they practice the clairvoyances, the perfections, the five eyes, the powers, and the four fearlessnesses, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, they practice a causal sign; they do not practice the perfection of wisdom.
Lord, if it occurs to bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, ‘I am practicing the perfection of wisdom,’ they practice what they falsely consider a fact. Those bodhisattva great beings practice just a causal sign.

Lord, if it occurs to bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, ‘Someone who practices thus, practices the perfection of wisdom and cultivates the perfection of wisdom,’ they practice just a causal sign. You should know that this is the bodhisattva great beings’ lack of skillful means.”

Śāriputra asked, “Venerable Subhūti, why should one know that this is the bodhisattva great beings’ lack of skillful means?”

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that possess, form a notion of, and believe in form, and possess, form a notion of, and believe in feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, so they practice an enactment of form, and they practice an enactment of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness. I say that this creates their birth, old age, sickness, death, pain, lamentation, suffering, mental anguish, and grief.

Furthermore, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom without skillful means possess, form a notion of, and believe in eyes; possess, form a notion of, and believe in ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind; possess, form a notion of, and believe in a form; possess, form a notion of, and believe in a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma; possess, form a notion of, and believe in eye consciousness; and possess, form a notion of, and believe in ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, and thinking-mind consciousness.

If they possess, form a notion of, and believe in eye contact; if they possess, form a notion of, and believe in ear, nose, tongue, body, or thinking-mind contact; if they possess, form a notion of, and believe in a pleasurable feeling or suffering feeling, or a neither pleasurable nor suffering feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact; if they possess, form a notion of, and believe in a pleasurable feeling or suffering feeling, or a neither pleasurable nor suffering feeling that arises from the condition of ear, nose, tongue, body, or thinking-mind contact; if they possess, form a notion of, and believe in the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, five eyes, six clairvoyances, six perfections, four fearlessnesses, four immeasurables, four concentrations, four absorptions, or ten tathāgata powers; if they possess, form a notion of, and believe in the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; or if they possess, form a notion of, and believe in the dharmas of the state of a worthy one, of a pratyekabuddha, of a bodhisattva, or of a buddha, they
practice an enactment. [F.89.a] I say that those practicing enactments are not released from birth, old age, sickness, death, pain, lamentation, suffering, mental anguish, and grief; they are not released from suffering, and so on.

“Venerable Śāriputra, if those bodhisattvas do not even have the good fortune to realize the śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha level, how could they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? It is impossible.

“Venerable Śāriputra, you should know that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that are without skillful means.”

Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, how do you know when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom have skillful means?”

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “if, when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom they do not practice form; do not practice feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; do not practice the causal sign of form; do not practice the causal sign of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; do not practice ‘form is permanent’ or ‘impermanent’; and similarly do not practice ‘form is happiness’ or ‘suffering,’ ‘self’ or ‘no self,’ or ‘calm’ or ‘not calm’; do not practice ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is permanent’ or ‘impermanent,’ ‘happiness’ or ‘suffering,’ ‘self’ or ‘no self,’ or ‘calm’ or ‘not calm’; do not practice ‘form is empty’ or ‘not empty,’ ‘has a sign’ or ‘is signless,’ [F.89.b] or ‘is wished for’ or ‘is wishless’; do not practice ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is empty’ or ‘not empty,’ ‘has a sign’ or ‘is signless,’ or ‘is wished for’ or ‘is wishless’; do not practice ‘form is isolated’ or practice ‘it is not isolated’; do not practice ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is isolated’ or practice ‘it is not isolated,’ then, Venerable Śāriputra, when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom like that you should know that they have skillful means.

“And why? Venerable Śāriputra, because that emptiness of form is not form, form is not other than emptiness, and emptiness is not other than form. Form itself is emptiness and emptiness itself is form. And the emptiness of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not consciousness, and consciousness is not other than emptiness, and emptiness is not other than consciousness. Consciousness itself is emptiness and emptiness itself is consciousness. Similarly, Venerable Śāriputra, because the emptiness of the constituents ... sense fields ... and dependent originations ... and the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening ... the perfections ... the clairvoyances ... the tathāgata powers ... the fearlessnesses ... the detailed and thorough knowledges ... up to the emptiness of the distinct attributes of a buddha are not the distinct attributes
of a buddha, the distinct attributes of a buddha are not other than emptiness, and emptiness is not other than the distinct attributes of a buddha. Emptiness [F.90.a] is the distinct attributes of a buddha and the distinct attributes of a buddha are emptiness.

9.14 “Venerable Śāriputra, when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom like that you should know that they have skillful means. Venerable Śāriputra, when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom like that they have the good fortune to awaken fully to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

9.15 “If, while practicing the perfection of wisdom they assert any dharma, they are not practicing the perfection of wisdom. Even if they do not so assert, they are not practicing the perfection of wisdom. Even if they do assert when they so assert and do not assert when they do not so assert, they are not practicing the perfection of wisdom. Even if they neither so assert nor do not so assert, they are not practicing the perfection of wisdom.”

9.16 “Venerable Subhūti, why do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom not so assert?” asked Śāriputra.

9.17 Subhūti replied, “Because, Venerable Śāriputra, the perfection of wisdom is without an intrinsic nature and cannot be found. And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, the perfection of wisdom is not a real thing. Because of this one of many explanations bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not assert ‘I am practicing,’ do not assert ‘I am not practicing,’ do not assert ‘I am practicing when I am practicing and not practicing when I am not practicing,’ and do not assert, ‘I am neither practicing nor not practicing.’ And why? Because they have comprehended all dharmas as things that are not real and do not accept them, so bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom are close to the knowledge of all aspects.

9.18 “Furthermore, because all dharmas are the same as [F.90.b] things that are not real, that knowledge of all aspects is not two and cannot be divided into two.

9.19 “It is the vast, prized, infinite, constant meditative stabilization, sarvadharmānuttapa by name, of bodhisattva great beings that cannot be stolen and is not shared in common with śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas.

9.20 Bodhisattva great beings abiding by means of this meditative stabilization quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

9.21 Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings abiding by means of this meditative stabilization alone quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, or do they also do so by means of other meditative stabilizations?”
“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “bodhisattva great beings abiding by means of other meditative stabilizations as well also quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, what are those other meditative stabilizations, abiding by means of which bodhisattva great beings quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “there is a meditative stabilization of bodhisattva great beings, śūraṅgama by name. Abiding by means of that meditative stabilization bodhisattva great beings quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Similarly, there is the meditative stabilization nāmanudra, the meditative stabilization sūvāhāvitra, the meditative stabilization suvāhāvitra, the meditative stabilization sarvadharma mudra, the meditative stabilization sarvadharma mudra, [F.91.a] the meditative stabilization vilokitaśrīpratipūrṇaśrīva, the meditative stabilization dharmadhatunigata, the meditative stabilization niyatadhipa, the meditative stabilization vajrānuda, the meditative stabilization sarvadharma praveśa, the meditative stabilization samādhirāja, the meditative stabilization raśmipramukha, the meditative stabilization balavyāha, the meditative stabilization samādhisāstra, the meditative stabilization nāmanudra the meditative stabilization balavīrā, the meditative stabilization samudgata, the meditative stabilization niruktinipraveśa, the meditative stabilization adhivacanaprapāra, the meditative stabilization digvīrā, the meditative stabilization adhāra, the meditative stabilization saṃprāmōsa, the meditative stabilization sarvadharma samavasaraṇa samudra, the meditative stabilization aśraṃa, the meditative stabilization vajrānuda, the meditative stabilization sarvadharma mudra, the meditative stabilization samādhirāja, the meditative stabilization raśmipramukha, the meditative stabilization balavyāha, the meditative stabilization samādhisāstra, the meditative stabilization nāmanudra.
kārākāra, the meditative stabilization jñānaketu, the meditative stabilization vajropama, the meditative stabilization cittasthiti, the meditative stabilization samantāvaloka, the meditative stabilization supratiṣṭhita, the meditative stabilization ratnakoti, the meditative stabilization varadharmanudra, the meditative stabilization sarvadharmaśamata, the meditative stabilization ratiṣṭha, the meditative stabilization dharmasamudgataśrāvaṇa, the meditative stabilization vikīrṇa, the meditative stabilization sarvadharmaśapardapanabhedā, the meditative stabilization samākṣarāvakāra, the meditative stabilization aprakāra, the meditative stabilization nāma niyata praveśa, the meditative stabilization aniketacārī, the meditative stabilization vitimirāpagata, the meditative stabilization cāritravatī, the meditative stabilization boddhaṅgavatī, the meditative stabilization anantapratibhāna, the meditative stabilization asamasama, the meditative stabilization sarvadharmaśikṣaṇa, the meditative stabilization paricchedaka, the meditative stabilization vinatévākāra, the meditative stabilization nīmadhiṣṭāna, the meditative stabilization ekavīra, the meditative stabilization akārabhāminirhāra, the meditative stabilization ekākāra, the meditative stabilization akārānavakāra, the meditative stabilization nairvedhīka śravaṇa, the meditative stabilization sarvaśamketaśrūnapraveśa, the meditative stabilization sarvagīrhosākṣamavimukta, the meditative stabilization jvalanolka, the meditative stabilization anāvilakṣānti, the meditative stabilization lakṣaṇapariśodhana, the meditative stabilization sarvākāra vamaprabha, the meditative stabilization sāravatī, the meditative stabilization paripūrṇa vimala candra prabha, the meditative stabilization vidyutprabha, the meditative stabilization mahāvyūha, the meditative stabilization sarvaśāntaśravaṇaśamānah, the meditative stabilization sarvarodhānirodhānā, the meditative stabilization sarvaśāntaśravaṇaśamānah, the meditative stabilization anurodhāpratirodha, the meditative stabilization vimalaprabha, the meditative stabilization sānavatī, the meditative stabilization paripūrṇavimalacandraprabha, the meditative stabilization mahāvyūha, the meditative stabilization sarvalokaprabha, the meditative stabilization mahāvyūha, the meditative stabilization sarvalokaprabha, the meditative stabilization mahāvyūha, the meditative stabilization sarvadharmaśamata, the meditative stabilization anajavrajonayuktā, the meditative stabilization anāmahamsaśarvasamavastha, the meditative stabilization anāmahamsaśarvasamavastha, the meditative stabilization anilambhaniketanirata, the meditative stabilization tathātāṣṭhitiṣṭhita, the meditative stabilization kāyakalisamānpaṇamaṇa, the meditative stabilization vākkalīvidhvaṃśaṃānaṃkula, and the meditative stabilization ākāsasamāṅgavimuktinirupalpa. Abiding by
means of those meditative stabilizations, bodhisattva great beings quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Venerable Śāriputra, those are the meditative stabilizations of bodhisattva great beings. Abiding by means of those meditative stabilizations, bodhisattva great beings quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And there are infinite, countless other meditative stabilization gateways and dhāraṇī gateways as well, having trained in which bodhisattva great beings quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

Then through the Lord’s might venerable Subhūti also spoke as follows: “Ah! Venerable Śāriputra, you should know the earlier tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have prophesied the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of bodhisattva great beings abiding by means of those meditative stabilizations, and those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, now dwelling and maintaining themselves in the ten directions in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Ganga River, those tathāgatas, [F.93.a] worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas too prophesy those bodhisattva great beings. But those who abide by means of those meditative stabilizations do not see even those meditative stabilizations, because they do not falsely project on account of those meditative stabilizations, ‘I have been absorbed; I am absorbed; I will become absorbed.’ Those bodhisattva great beings do not conceive of those. They do not occur to them.”

Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, do tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas prophesy bodhisattva great beings who have stood in those meditative stabilizations?”

“No indeed, Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti. “And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, the perfection of wisdom is not one thing, the meditative stabilization another, and the bodhisattva yet another. Bodhisattvas themselves are the meditative stabilization, and the meditative stabilization itself is the bodhisattva.”

Śāriputra then asked, “If, Venerable Subhūti, the meditative stabilization is not one thing and the bodhisattva another, the bodhisattva not one thing and the meditative stabilization another—that is, if just the meditative stabilization is the bodhisattva and just the bodhisattva is the meditative stabilization because all dharmas are the same, then is it possible to teach the meditative stabilization?”

“No indeed, Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti.

“Venerable Subhūti, do the children of a good family form a notion of those meditative stabilizations?” asked Śāriputra.

“No, Venerable Śāriputra, they do not form such notions,” replied Subhūti.
“Venerable Subhūti, how do they not form such notions?” asked Śāriputra. “They [F.93.b] do not mentally construct them, Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti.

“How, Venerable Subhūti, do they not mentally construct them?” asked Śāriputra. “They do not mentally construct those meditative stabilizations because all phenomena do not exist.185 Venerable Śāriputra, by the same token, those children of a good family do not distinguish them and do not form a notion of them,” replied Subhūti.

“Why, Venerable Subhūti, do they not distinguish or form a notion of them?” asked Śāriputra. “Venerable Śāriputra, they do not distinguish or form a notion of them because that meditative stabilization and those bodhisattva great beings do not exist.”186 replied Subhūti.

The Lord then complimented venerable Subhūti: “You who are the foremost of śrāvakas at the conflict-free stage have, as is to be expected, given an explanation of what I have taught.187 Those are eloquent statements. Excellent, excellent, Subhūti. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should train like that in the perfection of wisdom. They should train like that in the perfection of concentration, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of patience, the perfection of morality, and the perfection of giving. Similarly, they should train like that in the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, up to they should train like that in the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.”

Then venerable Śāriputra asked of the Lord, “Lord, do bodhisattva great beings training like that train in the perfection of wisdom?”

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings training like that do train in the perfection of wisdom, by way of not apprehending anything. Similarly, they train in the perfection of concentration, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of patience, [F.94.a] the perfection of morality, and the perfection of giving, by way of not apprehending anything. Similarly, they train in the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, by way of not apprehending anything, and similarly, up to they train in the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, by way of not apprehending anything.”

Then venerable Śāriputra asked the Lord, “Lord, do bodhisattva great beings training like that train in the perfection of wisdom by way of not apprehending anything?”

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings training like that do train in the perfection of wisdom, by way of not apprehending anything.”
“Lord what do you mean, they do not apprehend anything?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “because of the state of absolute purity they do not apprehend a self, up to they do not apprehend one who knows, or one who sees. Because of the state of absolute purity they do not apprehend aggregates, constituents, sense fields, or dependent origination; because of the state of absolute purity they do not apprehend suffering; because of the state of absolute purity they do not apprehend origination, cessation, or the path; because of the state of absolute purity they do not apprehend the desire realm, form realm, or formless realm; because of the state of absolute purity they do not apprehend the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening; because of the state of absolute purity they do not apprehend … up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; because of the state of absolute purity they do not apprehend a stream enterer; because of the state of absolute purity they do not apprehend a once-returner, a non-returner, the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha; and because of the state of absolute purity [F.94.b] they do not apprehend … up to a bodhisattva, awakening, or a buddha.”

“Lord, what is purity?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “not being produced, not stopping, not being defilement, not being purification, not appearing, not being apprehended, and not occasioning anything is called the purity of all dharmas.”

“Lord, in what dharmas do bodhisattva great beings training like that train?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings training like that do not train in any dharma. And why? Because, Śāriputra, those dharmas do not exist in the way foolish, ordinary people take them to be.”

“Lord, how do those dharmas exist?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “as they do not exist, so do they exist. Thus, they do not exist, so one says ‘ignorance.’”

“Lord, why are the nonexistent called ignorance?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “form does not exist because of inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. Feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness do not exist because of inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. The constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, and the perfections do not exist because of inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. The thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening do not exist because of inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature … up to
the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha do not exist because of inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.

Those foolish people settle down on them because of ignorance and craving, mentally constructing what does not exist. Having settled down on what does not exist, they are attached to the two extremes, namely permanence and annihilation. They do not know, and they do not see. They imagine dharmas where those dharmas do not exist, so they settle down on name and form, they settle down on the applications of mindfulness, up to they settle down on the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. When they have thus settled down on them, they mentally construct dharmas that do not exist, hence they do not know and do not see them.

"Why do they not know and see them? Because they do not know and see form. They do not know and see feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. They do not know and see the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, or the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, up to they do not know and see the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and they are, therefore, counted as fools.

They will not emerge. From what will they not emerge? They will not emerge from the desire realm. They will not emerge from the form realm. They will not emerge from the formless realm. They will not emerge from śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha dharmas.

There is nothing in which they place their faith. What does it mean that there is nothing in which they place their faith? They do not place their faith in ‘form is empty of form,’ up to they do not place their faith in ‘awakening is empty of awakening.’

"They do not rest. In what do they not rest? They do not rest in the perfection of giving, and they do not rest in the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, or the perfection of wisdom. They do not rest on the irreversible level, up to they do not rest in the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. That is why they are called fools.

They settle down. What does it mean that they settle down? They settle down on form. They settle down on feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness. They settle down on the eyes. They settle down on the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind. They settle down on a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma. They settle down on the aggregates, constituents, and sense fields. They settle down on greed, hatred, and confusion, they settle down on distortion, up to they settle down on awakening. They are, therefore, counted as fools."
“Lord, do bodhisattva great beings training like that not train in the perfection of wisdom and do they not go forth to the knowledge of all aspects?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings training like that do not train in the perfection of wisdom and do not go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Why, Lord, do those bodhisattva great beings not train in the perfection of wisdom and not go forth to the knowledge of all aspects?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “here bodhisattva great beings without skillful means mentally construct a perfection of wisdom and settle down on it. Similarly, they mentally construct a perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving, and settle down on them. They mentally construct all the buddhadharmas, all-knowledge, the knowledge of path aspects, and the knowledge of all aspects. Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, those bodhisattva great beings do not train in the perfection of wisdom and do not go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.”

“It is the case, then, Lord,” said Śāriputra, “that bodhisattva great beings training like that do not train in the perfection of wisdom and do not go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings training like that do not train in the perfection of wisdom and do not go forth to the knowledge of all aspects,” said the Lord.

Śāriputra then asked, “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings train in the perfection of wisdom so that while training they do go forth to the knowledge of all aspects?”

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not apprehend and do not see the perfection of wisdom, then, Śāriputra, the bodhisattva great beings training in the perfection of wisdom like that go forth to the knowledge of all aspects by way of not apprehending anything. Similarly, when they are practicing the perfection of concentration ... the perfection of perseverance ... the perfection of patience ... the perfection of morality ... and the perfection of giving and do not apprehend and do not see the perfection of giving, up to do not apprehend and do not see awakening; when they do not apprehend and do not see all-knowledge, the knowledge of path aspects, up to the knowledge of all aspects, then, Śāriputra, the bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that are training in the perfection of wisdom and go forth to the knowledge of all aspects by way of not apprehending anything.”
“Lord, by way of not apprehending what do they go forth to the knowledge of all aspects?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “they go forth to the knowledge of all aspects by way of not apprehending the emptiness of the knowledge of all aspects.”

This was the ninth chapter, “Causal Signs,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 10: ILLUSION-LIKE

10.1  Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, suppose someone were to ask, ‘Does this illusory being, having trained in the perfection of wisdom, go forth to the knowledge of all aspects or reach the knowledge of all aspects?’ What, Lord, should be said to that questioner? And similarly, suppose someone were to ask, ‘Does this illusory being, having trained in the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving go forth to the knowledge of all aspects or reach the knowledge of all aspects?’ What, Lord, should be said to that questioner? And as to ‘Do they, having trained in, up to the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, up to the knowledge of all aspects, go forth to the knowledge of all aspects?’—what, Lord, should be said to that questioner?”

10.2  The Lord replied, “Subhūti, I will put a question about that right to you. Answer as best you can. What do you think about this: Is illusion one thing and form another? Is illusion one thing and feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness another?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

10.3  The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: Is illusion one thing and the eyes another, or is illusion one thing and the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind another? Or is illusion one thing and a form another, or is illusion one thing and a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma another? Or is illusion one thing and eye consciousness another, or is illusion one thing and ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, and thinking-mind consciousness another? Or is illusion one thing and eye contact another, or is illusion one thing and ear contact, nose contact, tongue contact, body contact, and thinking-mind contact another?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.
The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: Is illusion one thing and the pleasurable, or suffering, or neither pleasurable nor suffering feeling from the condition of eye contact another? Is illusion one thing and the pleasurable, or suffering, or neither pleasurable nor suffering feeling from the condition of ear contact, feeling from the condition of nose contact, feeling from the condition of tongue contact, feeling from the condition of body contact, or feeling from the condition of thinking-mind contact another?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: is illusion one thing and the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening another?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: is illusion one thing and emptiness another, is illusion one thing and signlessness another, or is illusion one thing and wishlessness another?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: is illusion one thing and the ten tathāgata powers another, or is illusion one thing and … up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha another?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: is illusion one thing and the knowledge of all aspects another?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.193 “Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and form another; form is itself illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself form. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, [F.98.a] and feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness another; feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are themselves illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and the eyes themselves another; the eyes are themselves illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself the eyes. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and the ears … nose … tongue … body … and thinking mind another; the thinking mind is itself illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself the thinking mind. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and a form itself another; a form is itself illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself a form. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and a sound … a smell … a taste … a feeling … and a dharma another; dharmas are themselves illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself dharmas. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and eye consciousness itself another; eye consciousness is itself illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself eye consciousness. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, and thinking-mind consciousness another; ear consciousness … nose consciousness … tongue
consciousness … body consciousness … and thinking-mind consciousness is itself illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself thinking-mind consciousness. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and eye contact another; eye contact is itself illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself eye contact. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and ear contact, [F.98.b] nose contact, tongue contact, body contact, and thinking-mind contact another; ear contact … nose contact … tongue contact … body contact … and thinking-mind contact is itself illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself thinking-mind contact. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and the pleasurable, or suffering, or neither pleasurable nor suffering feeling from the condition of eye contact another; the pleasurable, or suffering, or neither pleasurable nor suffering feeling from the condition of eye contact is itself illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself the pleasurable, or suffering, or neither pleasurable nor suffering feeling from the condition of eye contact. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening another; the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening are themselves illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and emptiness another; [F.99.a] emptiness is itself illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself emptiness. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and signlessness another; signlessness is itself illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself signlessness. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and wishlessness another; wishlessness is itself illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself wishlessness. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and the ten tathāgata powers another; the ten tathāgata powers are themselves illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself the ten tathāgata powers. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and … up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha another; up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are themselves illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself … up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and the knowledge of all aspects another; the knowledge of all aspects is itself illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself the knowledge of all aspects.”
The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: is there defilement and purification of illusion?”
“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: is there production and stopping of illusion?”
“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: does someone who has no production, no stopping, no defilement, and no purification train in the perfection of wisdom, or go forth to the knowledge of all aspects, up to or reach the knowledge of all aspects?”
“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: is bodhisattva used conventionally as just a name and conventional term for these five appropriating aggregates?”
“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: can you apprehend production, stopping, defilement, or purification of these five appropriating aggregates that are used conventionally as just names and conventional terms?”
“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: does that of which there is no name and causal sign, no conventional term, no designation, no convention, no name and no name designation, no body, no physical activity, no speech, no verbal activity, no thinking mind, no thinking-mind activity—of which there is no production, stopping, defilement, or purification—train in the perfection of wisdom and go forth to the knowledge of all aspects, or do you think it reaches the knowledge of all aspects?”
“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “when bodhisattva great beings train in the perfection of wisdom like that, by way of not apprehending anything, they go forth to the knowledge of all aspects and reach the knowledge of all aspects.”

Subhūti replied, “Lord, bodhisattva great beings, then, training in the perfection of wisdom like that, who want to go forth to the knowledge of all aspects, should train for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening as an illusory person would train. And why? Because, Lord, these five aggregates are just what should be known to be an illusory person.”

The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: do these five aggregates, having trained in the perfection of wisdom, go forth to the knowledge of all aspects, or do you think they reach the knowledge of all
 aspects?”

10.19  “No, Lord,” answered Subhūti. “And why? Because, Lord, they are nonexistent things, and you cannot apprehend nonexistent things.”

10.20  The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: do the five dream-like aggregates, having trained in the perfection of wisdom, go forth to the knowledge of all aspects?”

10.21  “No, Lord,” answered Subhūti. “And why? Because, Lord, a dream is a nonexistent thing, and you cannot apprehend a nonexistent thing.”

10.22  The Lord then asked, “Subhūti, what do you think about this: do the five aggregates that are like an echo, like an apparition, like an image of a moon in water, like an illusion, like a mirage, like a magical creation, and like a reflection in a mirror, having trained in the perfection [F.100.b] of wisdom, go forth to the knowledge of all aspects?”

10.23  “No, Lord,” answered Subhūti. “And why? Because, Lord, an echo is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, also an apparition is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, also an image of a moon in water is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, also an illusion is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, also a mirage is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, also a magical creation is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and also a reflection in a mirror is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and that nonexistence of an intrinsic nature cannot be apprehended. And why? Because, Lord, form is like an illusion, and feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is like an illusion, and what that consciousness is, the six faculties are. They are the five aggregates,\(^{196}\) and you cannot apprehend them, because of inner emptiness, up to because of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.”

10.24  Venerable Subhūti then asked the Lord, “Lord, if bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle were to hear this exposition, would they not\(^{197}\) tremble, feel frightened, and become terrified?”

10.25  “Subhūti,” answered the Lord, “if they are bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle, and are those without skillful means who have not been taken in hand by a spiritual friend, they will tremble, feel frightened, and become terrified.”

10.26  Subhūti asked, “Lord, what skillful means do bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle have not to tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified when hearing this exposition?”

10.27  “Subhūti,” answered the Lord, “here [F.101.a] bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects analytically understand about form its impermanent aspect, but do not apprehend it; and with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects they analytically understand about
feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness their impermanent aspect, but do not apprehend it. Subhūti, you should know that this is the skillful means of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects analytically understand about form its suffering aspect, selflessness aspect, calm aspect, empty aspect, signless aspect, wishless aspect, not occasioning anything aspect, and isolated aspect, but do not apprehend them. Subhūti, you should know that this is the skillful means of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects analytically understand that form is ‘impermanent,’ but do not apprehend it; and with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects they analytically understand that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are ‘impermanent,’ but do not apprehend it. Subhūti, you should know that this is the skillful means of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects analytically understand that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are ‘impermanent,’ but do not apprehend it; and with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects they analytically understand that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are ‘impermanent,’ but do not apprehend it. Subhūti, you should know that this is the skillful means of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects analytically understand that form is ‘suffering,’ but do not apprehend it, and they analytically understand that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are ‘suffering,’ but do not apprehend it. Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects analytically understand that form is ‘selfless,’ but do not apprehend it, and they analytically understand that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are ‘selfless,’ but do not apprehend it. Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects analytically understand that form is ‘calm,’ but do not apprehend it, and they analytically understand that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are ‘calm,’ but do not apprehend it. Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects analytically understand that form is ‘empty,’ but do not apprehend it, they analytically understand that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are ‘empty,’ but do not apprehend it; they analytically understand that form is ‘signless,’ but do not apprehend it; they analytically understand that form is ‘signless,’ [F.102.a] but do not apprehend it; they analytically understand that form is ‘wishless,’ but do not apprehend it; they analytically understand that form is ‘wishless,’ [F.102.a] but do not apprehend it; they analytically understand
that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are ‘wishless,’
but do not apprehend it; they analytically understand that form ‘does not
occasion anything,’ but do not apprehend it; they analytically understand
that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness ‘do not
occasion anything,’ but do not apprehend it; they analytically understand
that form is ‘isolated,’ but do not apprehend it; and they analytically
understand that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are
‘isolated,’ but do not apprehend it. Subhūti, you should know that this is the
skillful means of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of
wisdom.

10.31
“Subhūti, when those bodhisattva great beings analytically come to that
understanding it occurs to them, ‘I will teach all beings the doctrine that
form is impermanent’; and moreover, I will do it by way of not apprehending anything. I will teach all beings the doctrine that “feeling,
perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are impermanent”; and
moreover, I will do it by way of not apprehending anything. I will teach all
beings the doctrine that “form is suffering, selfless, calm, empty, signless,
wishless, does not occasion anything, and is isolated”; and moreover, I will
do it by way of not apprehending anything. I will teach all beings the doctrine that “feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are suffering,” as well as “selfless, calm, empty, signless, wishless, do not occasion anything, and are isolated”; and moreover, I will do it by way of not apprehending anything.’ [F.102.b]

10.32
“Subhūti, with this, the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of giving,
they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified.

10.33
Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection
of wisdom with objects of attention not connected with śrāvakas and
pratyekabuddhas pay attention to form being ‘impermanent,’ and moreover
do it by way of not apprehending anything. With objects of attention not
connected with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas they pay attention to feeling,
perception, volitional factors, and consciousness being ‘impermanent,’ and
moreover do it by way of not apprehending anything.

10.34
“With objects of attention not connected with śrāvakas and
pratyekabuddhas they pay attention to form being ‘suffering,’ and moreover
do it by way of not apprehending anything, up to they pay attention to
consciousness being ‘suffering’; and moreover do it by way of not
apprehending anything.

10.35
“They pay attention to form being ‘selfless,’ form being ‘calm,’ form being
‘empty,’ form being ‘signless,’ form being ‘wishless,’ form not occasioning
anything,’ and form being ‘isolated,’ and moreover do it by way of not
apprehending anything. They pay attention to feeling ... perception ...
volitional factors ... and consciousness being ‘selfless,’ consciousness being ‘calm,’ consciousness being ‘empty,’ consciousness being ‘signless,’ consciousness being ‘wishless,’ consciousness ‘not occasioning anything,’ and consciousness being ‘isolated,’ and moreover do it by way of not apprehending anything.

10.36  “Subhūti, with this, the bodhisattva great beings’ untarnished perfection of morality, they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified.

10.37  “Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom analytically understand, tolerate, and accept the impermanent aspect, suffering aspect, selflessness aspect, calm aspect, empty aspect, signless aspect, wishless aspect, not occasioning anything aspect, and isolated aspect of these dharmas, that is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of patience. With this, they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified.

10.38  “Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings with objects of attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects practicing the perfection of wisdom analytically understand that form is ‘impermanent,’ and moreover do it by way of not apprehending anything. They analytically understand that form is ‘suffering,’ form is ‘selfless,’ form is ‘calm,’ form is ‘empty,’ form is ‘signless,’ form is ‘wishless,’ form ‘does not occasion anything,’ and form is ‘isolated,’ and moreover do it by way of not apprehending anything, without giving up objects of attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, and without forsaking enthusiastic perseverance. With this—the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of perseverance—they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified.

10.39  “Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not provide an opportunity for objects of attention connected with śrāvakas or with pratyekabuddhas, or for unwholesome dharmas that are impediments to awakening other than those, that is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of concentration. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like this do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified.

10.40  “Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom analytically understand thus: Form is not empty because of the emptiness of form; form is itself emptiness, and emptiness is itself form. Feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not empty because of the emptiness of consciousness; consciousness is itself emptiness, and emptiness is itself consciousness. The eyes are not empty because of the emptiness of the eyes; the eyes are themself emptiness, and emptiness is itself the eyes. The ears ... the nose ... the tongue ... the body ... and the thinking mind is not empty because of the emptiness of the thinking
mind; the thinking mind is itself emptiness, and emptiness is itself the thinking mind. A form is not empty because of the emptiness of a form; a form is itself emptiness, and emptiness is itself a form. A sound … a smell … a taste … a feeling … and a dharma is not empty because of the emptiness of dharmas; dharmas are themselves emptiness, and emptiness is itself dharmas. Eye consciousness is not empty because of the emptiness of eye consciousness; eye consciousness is itself emptiness, and emptiness is itself eye consciousness. Ear consciousness … nose consciousness … tongue consciousness … body consciousness … and thinking-mind consciousness is not empty because of the emptiness of thinking-mind consciousness; thinking-mind consciousness is itself emptiness, [F.104.a] and emptiness is itself thinking-mind consciousness. Eye contact is not empty because of the emptiness of eye contact; eye contact is itself emptiness, and emptiness is itself eye contact. Ear contact … nose contact … tongue contact … body contact … and thinking-mind contact is not empty because of the emptiness of thinking-mind contact; thinking-mind contact is itself emptiness, and emptiness is itself thinking-mind contact. Feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact is not empty because of the emptiness of feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact; feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact is itself emptiness, and emptiness is itself feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact. Feeling that arises from the condition of ear contact … feeling that arises from the condition of nose contact … feeling that arises from the condition of tongue contact … feeling that arises from the condition of body contact … and feeling that arises from the condition of thinking-mind contact is not empty because of the emptiness of feeling that arises from the condition of thinking-mind contact; feeling that arises from the condition of thinking-mind contact is itself emptiness, and emptiness is itself feeling that arises from the condition of thinking-mind contact. The applications of mindfulness are not empty because of the emptiness of the applications of mindfulness; the applications of mindfulness are themselves emptiness, and emptiness is itself the applications of mindfulness. The right efforts … the legs of miraculous power … the faculties … the powers … the limbs of awakening … and the path is not empty because of the emptiness of the path; the path is itself emptiness, and emptiness is itself the path. The powers, the fearlessnesses, up to the distinct attributes of a buddha are not empty because of the emptiness of the distinct attributes of a buddha; the distinct attributes of a buddha are themselves emptiness, and emptiness is itself [F.104.b] the distinct attributes of a buddha. Subhūti, that is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of wisdom.
“Subhūti, those are the skillful means of bodhisattva great beings who are practicing the perfection of wisdom, and when they are fully endowed with those means they will not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified when they hear this exposition.”

Subhūti then asked, “Lord, who are those spiritual friends, taken in hand by whom bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified when they hear this exposition?”

The Lord replied, “Subhūti, the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings are those who teach them the doctrine that ‘form is impermanent,’ and moreover, teach by way of not apprehending anything, and without dedicating those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, or to anything other than to the knowledge of all aspects. Similarly, they are those who teach them the doctrine that ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are impermanent,’ and moreover, teach by way of not apprehending anything, and without dedicating those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, or to anything other than to the knowledge of all aspects. You should know that they, Subhūti, are the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings are those who teach them ‘form is suffering,’ ‘selfless,’ ‘calm,’ ‘empty,’ ‘signless,’ ‘wishless,’ ‘do not occasion anything,’ and is ‘isolated,’ and moreover, teach by way of not apprehending anything, and without dedicating those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, or to anything other than to the knowledge of all aspects. And similarly, they are those who teach them ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are suffering,’ ‘selfless,’ ‘calm,’ ‘empty,’ ‘signless,’ ‘wishless,’ ‘do not occasion anything’ and are ‘isolated,’ and moreover, teach by way of not apprehending anything, and without dedicating those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, or to anything other than to the knowledge of all aspects. You should know that they, Subhūti, are the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings are those who teach them ‘the eyes are impermanent,’ ‘suffering,’ ‘selfless,’ ‘calm,’ ‘empty,’ ‘signless,’ ‘wishless,’ ‘do not occasion anything,’ and are ‘isolated,’ and moreover, teach by way of not apprehending anything, and without dedicating those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, or to anything other than to the knowledge of all aspects. Similarly, they are those who teach them the ‘ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind are impermanent,’ ‘suffering,’ ‘selfless,’ ‘calm,’ ‘empty,’ ‘signless,’ ‘wishless,’ ‘do not occasion anything,’ and are ‘isolated,’
and moreover, teach by way of not apprehending anything, and without dedicating those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, or to anything other than to the knowledge of all aspects. You should know that they, Subhūti, are the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings are those [F.105.b] who teach them ‘a form is impermanent,’ ‘suffering,’ ‘selfless,’ ‘calm,’ ‘empty,’ ‘signless,’ ‘wishless,’ ‘do not occasion anything,’ and is ‘isolated,’ and, moreover, teach by way of not apprehending anything, and without dedicating those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, or to anything other than to the knowledge of all aspects. Similarly, they are those who teach them ‘a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma are impermanent,’ ‘suffering,’ ‘selfless,’ ‘calm,’ ‘empty,’ ‘signless,’ ‘wishless,’ ‘do not occasion anything,’ and are ‘isolated,’ and moreover, teach by way of not apprehending anything, and without dedicating those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, or to anything other than to the knowledge of all aspects. You should know that they, Subhūti, are the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the spiritual friends of a bodhisattva great being are those who teach them the doctrine that ‘eye consciousness, eye contact, and feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact are impermanent,’ ‘suffering,’ ‘selfless,’ ‘calm,’ ‘empty,’ ‘signless,’ ‘wishless,’ ‘do not occasion anything,’ and are ‘isolated,’ and moreover, teach by way of not apprehending anything, and without dedicating those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, or to anything other than to the knowledge of all aspects. Similarly, they are those who teach them the doctrine that ‘ear consciousness, ear contact and feeling that arises from the condition of ear contact,’ and similarly, ‘nose consciousness ... tongue consciousness ... body consciousness ... and thinking-mind consciousness, [F.106.a] thinking-mind contact, and feeling that arises from the condition of thinking-mind contact are impermanent,’ ‘suffering,’ ‘selfless,’ ‘calm,’ ‘empty,’ ‘signless,’ ‘wishless,’ ‘do not occasion anything,’ and are ‘isolated,’ and moreover, teach by way of not apprehending anything, and without dedicating those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, or to anything other than to the knowledge of all aspects. You should know that they, Subhūti, are the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings are those who teach them the doctrine that ‘the applications of mindfulness are impermanent,’ and moreover, teach by way of not apprehending anything, and without dedicating those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, or to anything other than to the knowledge of all aspects. And similarly, they are those who teach them the doctrine that
Subhūti then asked, “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who are unskilled in means fall into the clutches of bad friends, become shunned by spiritual friends, and tremble, feel frightened, and become terrified when they hear this exposition of the perfection of wisdom?”

The Lord replied, “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, because of lacking attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, apprehend a perfection of wisdom while cultivating it, and falsely project it as the perfection of wisdom; similarly, they apprehend a perfection of concentration ... a perfection of perseverance ... a perfection of patience ... a perfection of morality ... and a perfection of giving while cultivating it, and also falsely project it as the perfection of giving.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, because of lacking attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, pay attention to ‘form empty of an inner subject,’ pay attention to ‘form empty of an outer object,’ up to pay attention to ‘form empty of the nonexistence of intrinsic nature.’ They also pay attention to ‘feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness empty of an inner subject,’ pay attention to ‘consciousness empty of an outer object,’ pay attention to ‘consciousness empty of subject and object,’ up to pay attention to ‘consciousness empty of the nonexistence of intrinsic nature.’ They also apprehend that inner emptiness, also apprehend that inner and outer emptiness, up to they also apprehend that emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, falsely projecting it by way of apprehending something.
“They pay attention to ‘the eye empty of an inner subject,’ pay attention to ‘the eye empty of an outer object,’ pay attention to ‘the eye empty of subject and object,’ up to pay attention to ‘the eye empty of the nonexistence of intrinsic nature.’ They also apprehend those emptinesses, falsely projecting them by way of apprehending something. They pay attention to ‘the ear … the nose … the tongue … the body … and the thinking mind empty of an inner subject,’ pay attention to ‘the thinking mind empty of an outer object,’ pay attention to ‘the thinking mind empty of subject and object,’ up to pay attention to ‘the thinking mind empty of the nonexistence of intrinsic nature.’ They also apprehend those emptinesses, falsely projecting them by way of apprehending something.”

Connect this in the same way with “a form, a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma.

“Similarly, they pay attention to ‘eye consciousness’ and ‘ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind consciousness’; ‘eye contact’ and ‘ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind contact’; and ‘feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact’ and ‘feeling that arises from the condition of ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind contact,’ and they pay attention to them ‘empty of an inner subject,’ pay attention to them ‘empty of an outer object,’ pay attention to them ‘empty of subject and object,’ up to pay attention to them ‘empty of the nonexistence of intrinsic nature.’ They also apprehend those emptinesses, falsely projecting them by way of apprehending something.”

Connect this in the same way with “they pay attention to ‘ignorance,’ up to ‘old age and death empty of an inner subject,’ and they pay attention to them ‘empty of an outer object,’ pay attention to them ‘empty of subject and object,’ up to pay attention to them ‘empty of the nonexistence of intrinsic nature.’ They also apprehend those emptinesses, falsely projecting them by way of apprehending something.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, [F.107.b] bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, because of lacking attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects cultivate the applications of mindfulness, also apprehend those applications of mindfulness, and falsely project them by way of apprehending them. Similarly, they cultivate the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, eightfold noble path, ten powers of a tathāgata, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and they also apprehend them, and falsely project them by way of apprehending them.
“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom unskilled in means tremble, feel frightened, and become terrified when they hear this exposition of the perfection of wisdom.”

Subhūti then asked, “Lord, why does a bodhisattva great being fall into the clutches of a bad friend, and, mentored by that bad friend, tremble, feel frightened, and become terrified when they hear this exposition of the perfection of wisdom?”

The Lord replied, “Subhūti, here a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being dissuades them from the perfection of wisdom and dissuades them from the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving, saying, ‘Do not train in these, because they have not been said by the tathāgata, the worthy one, the perfectly complete Buddha; do not listen to these, because they are compositions made up by rhymesters; do not take them up, do not study them, do not bear them in mind, [F.108.a] do not recite them, do not cultivate them, do not properly pay attention to them, and do not teach them to others.’ Subhūti, you should know that this is a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being.

Furthermore, Subhūti, a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being is someone who, when Māra the wicked one, disguised in the form of a buddha, approaches and dissuades them, saying, ‘Child of a good family, what use is cultivating the perfection of wisdom to you, what use is the perfection of concentration to you, what use is the perfection of perseverance to you, what use is the perfection of patience to you, and what use is cultivating the perfection of giving to you?’ does not teach them it is the work of Māra and does not explain the faults of Māra. Subhūti, you should know that this is a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being.

Furthermore, Subhūti, a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being is someone who, when Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a buddha approaches and dissuades them, saying, ‘Child of a good family, you do not have the slightest thought of awakening. You are not irreversible from awakening. You are not able to awaken fully to perfect,
complete awakening,’ does not explain and teach that such things are the work of Māra. Subhūti, you should know that this is a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, about a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being—when Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a buddha approaches a bodhisattva great being and says, ‘Child of a good family, the eyes are empty of self and what belongs to self, and the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind are empty of self and what belongs to self; a form is empty of self and what belongs to self, and a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and dharmas are empty of self and what belongs to self; eye consciousness is empty of self and what belongs to self, and ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, and thinking-mind consciousness are empty of self and what belongs to self; eye contact is empty of self and what belongs to self, and ear contact, nose contact, tongue contact, body contact, and thinking-mind contact is empty of self and what belongs to self; feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact is empty of self and what belongs to self, and feeling that arises from the condition of ear contact, feeling that arises from the condition of nose contact, feeling that arises from the condition of tongue contact, feeling that arises from the condition of body contact, and feeling that arises from the condition of thinking-mind contact is empty of self and what belongs to self; and similarly, the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and [F.109.a] perfection of wisdom is empty of self and what belongs to self; the applications of mindfulness are empty of self and what belongs to self; the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, path, up to the distinct attributes of a buddha are empty of self and what belongs to self, so what use is fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening to you?‘—it is someone who does not explain and teach to them that such things as those are the works of Māra. Subhūti, you should know that this is a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being.

Furthermore, Subhūti, a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being is someone who, when Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a buddha approaches a bodhisattva, a great being, and says, ‘Child of a good family, the eastern direction is empty of lord buddhas, bodhisattvas, and śrāvakas; there are no buddhas here, there are no bodhisattvas either, and there are no śrāvakas. Similarly, all the ten directions are empty of lord buddhas, bodhisattvas, and śrāvakas; there are no buddhas here, there are no bodhisattvas either, and there are no śrāvakas,’ does not teach and explain to them that such things as those are the works of Māra. Subhūti, you should know that this is a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being.
Furthermore, Subhūti, when Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a śrāvaka approaches a bodhisattva great being and dissuades them from attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, and advises and instructs them in objects of attention connected with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas—someone who does not teach and explain to them that such things as those are works of Māra, Subhūti, you should know is a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a preceptor or teacher of proper conduct approaches a bodhisattva great being and dissuades them from the career of a bodhisattva, dissuades them from attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, and enjoins on them the applications of mindfulness, up to the eightfold noble path, enjoins on them the dharmas of emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness, and says to them, ‘Child of a good family, you should meditate on these dharmas and directly realize them as a śrāvaka. What use is unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening to you?’—someone who does not teach and explain to them that such things as those are works of Māra, Subhūti, you should know is a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a mother or father approaches a bodhisattva great being and says, ‘Child of a good family, what use is unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening to you, for the sake of which you pass immeasurable, incalculable eons in saṃsāra experiencing an infinity of your arms, legs, and heads being cut off? Become absorbed in the yoga that effects direct realization of the result of stream enterer, become absorbed in the yoga that effects direct realization of the result of a worthy one’—someone who does not teach and explain to them that such things as those are works of Māra, Subhūti, you should know is a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a monk approaches a bodhisattva great being and teaches them ‘the eyes are impermanent’ by way of apprehending something, and similarly ‘the eyes are suffering,’ ‘selfless,’ ‘calm,’ ‘empty,’ ‘signless,’ ‘wishless,’ ‘do not occasion anything,’ and are ‘isolated’; teaches them ‘the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind are impermanent,’ ‘suffering,’ ‘selfless,’ ‘calm,’ ‘empty,’ ‘signless,’ ‘wishless,’ [F.110.a] ‘do not occasion anything,’ and are ‘isolated’ by way of apprehending something; and similarly, teaches them ‘the applications of mindfulness are impermanent,’ ‘suffering,’ ‘selfless,’ ‘calm,’ ‘empty,’ ‘signless,’ ‘wishless,’ ‘do not occasion anything,’ and are ‘isolated,’ and ‘the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path are impermanent,’ ‘selfless,’ ‘calm,’ ‘empty,’
‘signless,’ ‘wishless,’ ‘do not occasion anything,’ and are ‘isolated’ by way of apprehending something, up to teaches them ‘the distinct attributes of a buddha are impermanent,’ ‘suffering,’ ‘selfless,’ ‘calm,’ ‘empty,’ ‘signless,’ ‘wishless,’ ‘do not occasion anything,’ and are not enacted,’ ‘isolated’ by way of apprehending something—someone who does not teach and explain to them that such things as those are works of Māra, Subhūti, they should know is a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being, and knowing that, they should shun them.”

10.69 This was the tenth chapter, “Illusion-Like,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, you say ‘bodhisattva’ again and again. What is its basis in reality?”

The Lord [F.110.b] replied to venerable Subhūti, “Subhūti, the basis in reality for bodhisattva is an absence of a basis in reality. And why? Subhūti, it is because bodhi and sattva are not produced. Awakening and a being do not have an arising or an existence. They cannot be apprehended. Subhūti, awakening has no basis in reality and a being has no basis in reality, therefore a bodhisattva’s basis in reality is an absence of a basis in reality.

To illustrate, Subhūti, the track of a bird in space does not exist and cannot be apprehended; similarly, the basis in reality for a bodhisattva does not exist and cannot be apprehended. Subhūti, in a dream a basis does not exist and cannot be apprehended; similarly, the basis in reality for a bodhisattva also does not exist and cannot be apprehended. In a magical illusion a basis does not exist and cannot be apprehended; similarly, in a mirage, a reflection of the moon in water, an echo, an apparition, a reflection in a mirror, and a tathāgata’s magical creation a basis does not exist and cannot be apprehended. Similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva also does not exist and cannot be apprehended.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in suchness a basis does not exist and cannot be apprehended; similarly, the basis in reality for a bodhisattva also does not exist and cannot be apprehended. Subhūti, in unmistaken suchness a basis does not exist and cannot be apprehended, and in unaltered suchness, the true nature of dharmas, the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, and the very limit of reality a basis does not exist and cannot be apprehended.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in an illusory person a basis of form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness does not exist and cannot be apprehended, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva
when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist and cannot be apprehended.

11.6 To illustrate further, [F.111.a] Subhūti, in an illusory person a basis of the eyes does not exist and cannot be apprehended; a basis of the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind does not exist and cannot be apprehended, and a basis of a form, a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma does not exist and cannot be apprehended. Similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist and cannot be apprehended.

11.7 To illustrate further, Subhūti, a basis in the eye consciousness of an illusory person does not exist and cannot be apprehended, and a basis in the ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, and thinking-mind consciousness of an illusory person does not exist and cannot be apprehended. Similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist and cannot be apprehended.

11.8 To illustrate further, Subhūti, a basis in reality for an illusory person practicing inner emptiness does not exist and cannot be apprehended, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist and cannot be apprehended.

11.9 To illustrate further, Subhūti, a basis in reality for an illusory person practicing up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature does not exist and cannot be apprehended, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist and cannot be apprehended.

11.10 To illustrate further, Subhūti, a basis in reality for an illusory person practicing the applications of mindfulness does not exist and cannot be apprehended. Subhūti, a basis in reality for an illusory person practicing up to the eightfold noble path, and up to the ten powers of a tathāgata, the four fearlessnesses, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha does not exist and cannot be apprehended, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom [F.111.b] does not exist and cannot be apprehended.

11.11 To illustrate further, Subhūti, a basis of the form of a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha does not exist and cannot be apprehended. Similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist and cannot be apprehended.
“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha a basis of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness does not exist and cannot be apprehended. Similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist and cannot be apprehended.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha a basis of the eyes does not exist; a basis of the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind does not exist; and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha a basis of inner emptiness does not exist, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha a basis of the applications of mindfulness does not exist, up to a basis of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in the uncompounded element a basis of the compounded element does not exist, and similarly in the compounded element a basis of the uncompounded element also does not exist. Similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in the absence of production a basis does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist. Subhūti, in the absence of stopping, the absence of occasioning anything, the absence of appearing, the absence of being apprehended, the absence of defilement and the absence of purification a basis does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.”

“Lord, in the absence of the production of what does a basis not exist, up to in the absence of the defilement, and the absence of the purification of what does a basis not exist?” asked Subhūti.

The Lord replied, “Subhūti, in the absence of production a basis of form does not exist; in the absence of production a basis of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness does not exist; up to Subhūti, in the absence of defilement and the absence of purification, a basis of form does
not exist; and in the absence of defilement and the absence of purification, a basis of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness does not exist. Similarly, in the absence of production a basis of the constituents and sense fields does not exist; up to in the absence of defilement and the absence of purification, a basis of the constituents and sense fields does not exist. In the absence of production a basis of the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, up to the powers, fearlessnesses and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha does not exist; up to in the absence of defilement and the absence of purification, [F.112.b] a basis of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha does not exist. Similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

11.20 To illustrate further, Subhūti, in form a basis in reality for the absence of production, the absence of stopping, the absence of occasioning anything, the absence of appearing, the absence of being apprehended, the absence of defilement and the absence of purification does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

11.21 To illustrate further, Subhūti, in feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness a basis in reality for the absence of production, the absence of stopping, up to the absence of defilement and the absence of purification does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

11.22 To illustrate further, Subhūti, in the state of the absolute purity of form a basis for a causal sign does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist. As a further instance, Subhūti, in the state of the absolute purity of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness a basis for a causal sign does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist. Similarly, in the state of the absolute purity of the constituents, sense fields, and dependent origination a basis for a causal sign does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

11.23 To illustrate further, Subhūti, in the state of the absolute purity of the applications of mindfulness a basis for a causal sign does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, [F.113.a] a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.
“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in the state of the absolute purity of the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path, up to the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha a basis for a causal sign does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, because of the nonexistence of self, in the state of the absolute purity of the self a basis does not exist, up to because of the nonexistence of one who knows and one who sees, in the state of the absolute purity of one who knows and one who sees a basis does not exist. Similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, when the disk of the sun rises, a basis for darkness does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in the eon conflagration a basis for compounded phenomena does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in the morality of a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha a basis for immorality does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in the meditative stabilization of a tathāgata a basis for distraction does not exist, in the wisdom of a tathāgata a basis for intellectual confusion does not exist, in the liberation of a tathāgata a basis for not being liberated does not exist, and in the knowledge and seeing of liberation of a tathāgata nonknowledge and nonseeing of liberation does not exist. Similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in the radiance of the sun and moon a basis for darkness does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, a basis for the light of the planets, the stars, jewels, and lightning does not exist, and similarly, Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.
“To illustrate further, Subhūti, a basis for the light of the Cāturmahārajika
and the Trāyastriṃśa gods, Yāma gods, Tuṣita gods, Nirmāṇarati gods, Para-
nimītaśavartin gods, Brahmāyika, up to the Akaniṣṭha gods does not
exist, up to a basis for the light of a tathāgata does not exist, and similarly,
Subhūti, a basis in reality for a bodhisattva when a bodhisattva great being is
practicing the perfection of wisdom does not exist.

And why? Because, Subhūti, all those phenomena—that which is the
awakening, that which is the bodhisattva, that which is the basis in reality of
a bodhisattva—are not conjoined, are not disjoined, are formless, cannot be
pointed out, do not obstruct, and have only one mark—that is, no mark.
Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should train in the nonexistence[206] of all
phenomena. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know all dharmas.”

Subhūti then asked, “Lord, what are all phenomena? How do bodhisattva
great beings train in the nonexistence of all phenomena? How do
bodhisattva great beings know all phenomena?”

The Lord replied, “Subhūti, all phenomena are said to be wholesome,
unwholesome, objects of moral inquiry and not objects of moral inquiry,
ordinary and extraordinary, with outflows and without outflows,
compounded and uncompounded, basic immorality and not basic
immorality, and shared in common and not shared in common. Subhūti,
these are said to be all phenomena. Bodhisattva great beings should train in
their nonexistence. All those are the phenomena bodhisattva great beings
should know.”[B9]

“Lord, what are ordinary wholesome phenomena?” asked Subhūti.

The Lord replied, “Subhūti, ordinary wholesome phenomena are said to be
honoring mothers, honoring fathers, honoring those following a secluded
religious life, and honoring brahmans; attending to the needs of family
elders; the basis of meritorious action arisen from giving; the basis of
meritorious action arisen from morality and arisen from meditation, that
which accompanies service, and skillful means[207] the ten wholesome
actions; the ordinary perception of a bloated corpse, the cleaned-out-by-
worms perception, the perception of it as putrid, the bloodied perception, the
black-and-blue perception, the savaged perception, the torn-asunder
perception, the bones perception, [F.114.b] and the burnt-bones perception;
the four ordinary concentrations, four immeasurables, and four formless
absorptions; and the ordinary mindfulness of the Buddha, mindfulness of
the Dharma, mindfulness of the Saṅgha, mindfulness of morality,
mindfulness of giving away, mindfulness of the gods, mindfulness of
breathing in and out, mindfulness of death, mindfulness of what is included in the body, and mindfulness of disgust. Those, Subhūti, are said to be *ordinary wholesome phenomena*.

"Lord, what are *ordinary unwholesome phenomena*?" asked Subhūti.

The Lord replied, "Subhūti, *ordinary unwholesome phenomena* are killing, stealing, illicit sex because of lust, lying, backbiting, insulting, babbling nonsense, coveting, malice, wrong view, anger, bearing a grudge, dissembling, nursing pent-up anger, violence, jealousy, envy, and pride. Those, Subhūti, are said to be *ordinary unwholesome phenomena*.

"Lord, what are *ordinary neutral phenomena*?" asked Subhūti.

The Lord replied, "Subhūti, physical karma is neutral, verbal karma is neutral, and thinking-mind karma is neutral. The four great elements are neutral, the five faculties are neutral, the six sense fields are neutral, the four formless absorptions are neutral, the aggregates, constituents, and sense fields are neutral, and maturation is neutral. Those, Subhūti, are said to be *ordinary neutral phenomena*.

"Lord, what are *ordinary phenomena*?" asked Subhūti.

The Lord replied, [F.115.a] "Subhūti, *ordinary phenomena* are said to be the five aggregates, twelve sense fields, eighteen constituents, ten wholesome actions, four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, five clairvoyances, and as many ordinary dharmas not included with extraordinary dharmas as there are. Those are said to be *ordinary phenomena*.

"Lord, what are said to be *extraordinary phenomena*?" asked Subhūti.

The Lord replied, "Subhūti, *extraordinary phenomena* are said to be the four applications of mindfulness, the four right efforts, the four legs of miraculous power, the five faculties, the five powers, the seven limbs of awakening, and the eightfold noble path; the emptiness gateway to liberation, the signless gateway to liberation, and the wishless gateway to liberation; the faculty of coming to understand what has not yet been understood, the faculty of understanding, and the faculty of having understood; meditative stabilization with applied and sustained thought, meditative stabilization without applied thought but with sustained thought, and meditative stabilization without either applied or sustained thought; and knowledge, freedom, mindfulness, introspection, correct attention, and the eight deliverances.

"What are the eight deliverances? With form one sees form. This is the first deliverance. With the perception of no form inside one sees form outside. This is the second deliverance. One believes it is pleasant. This is the third deliverance. Totally transcending perceptions of form, setting to rest perceptions of obstruction, not paying attention to perceptions of difference, in endless space one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the station of
endless space. This is [F.115.b] the fourth deliverance. Totally transcending the station of endless space, in endless consciousness one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the station of endless consciousness. This is the fifth deliverance. Totally transcending the station of endless consciousness, in nothing-at-all one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the station of nothing-at-all. This is the sixth deliverance. Totally transcending the station of nothing-at-all, in neither perception nor nonperception one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the station of neither perception nor nonperception. This is the seventh deliverance. Totally transcending the station of neither perception nor nonperception one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the cessation of perception and feeling. This is the eighth deliverance.

“Then there are the nine serial absorptions.

“What are the nine? Detached from sense objects, and detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas, one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the first concentration that has applied thought and sustained thought, and enjoyment and pleasure born of detachment. Relieved of applied thought and sustained thought, with an inner serene confidence and a mind that has become a single continuum one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the second concentration that has enjoyment and pleasure born of a meditative stabilization without applied thought and without sustained thought. Because one is free from attachment to enjoyment one abides in equanimity, and with equanimity and recollection and introspection one experiences pleasure with the body, and one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the third concentration without enjoyment, about which the noble beings say, ‘They have equanimity and recollection and dwell in pleasure.’ Because one has forsaken pleasure, has earlier forsaken suffering, has set to rest mental happiness and mental unhappiness and has equanimity that is neither pleasure nor suffering, and has recollection, one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the fourth concentration. Totally transcending of form, [F.116.a] setting to rest perceptions of obstruction, not paying attention to perceptions of difference, in endless space one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the station of endless space. Totally transcending the station of endless space, in endless consciousness one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the station of endless consciousness. Totally transcending the station of endless consciousness, in nothing-at-all one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the station of nothing-at-all. Totally transcending the station of nothing-at-all, in neither perception nor nonperception one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the station of neither perception nor nonperception.
transcending the station of neither perception nor nonperception one perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the cessation of perception and feeling. Those are the nine serial absorptions.

11.43 “And from inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, the ten tathāgata powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha—these are said to be extraordinary phenomena.

11.44 “What are phenomena with outflows? They are the five aggregates, twelve sense fields, eighteen constituents, four concentrations, four immeasurables, and four formless absorptions. Those are said to be phenomena with outflows.

11.45 “What are phenomena without outflows? They are the four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path; the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges; [F.116.b] up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. Those are said to be phenomena without outflows.

11.46 “What are compounded phenomena? The desire realm, form realm, and formless realm, and whatever other phenomena included with the compounded that are not those: the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. Those are said to be compounded phenomena.

11.47 “What are uncompounded phenomena? Phenomena that do not arise, that do not pass away, and where otherness does not appear; the extinction of greed, extinction of hatred, and extinction of confusion; suchness, unmistakable suchness, and unaltered suchness; the true nature of dharmas, the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, and the very limit of reality—those are said to be uncompounded phenomena.

11.48 “What are phenomena shared in common? They are the four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, and five clairvoyances. Those are said to be phenomena shared in common.

11.49 “What are phenomena not shared in common? They are the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, three gateways to liberation, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. Those are said to be phenomena not shared in common.

11.50 “Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should train in nonattachment to all phenomena that are empty of their own marks, and in their nonexistence, by not constructing any phenomena and not entertaining any ideas about them. They should know all phenomena in a nondual way.”
Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, you say ‘bodhisattva great beings.’ Why do you say ‘bodhisattva great beings’?”

The Lord replied, “Subhūti, they will become the foremost of a great mass of beings, a great collection of groups of beings; therefore, they are said to be ‘bodhisattva great beings.’”

“Lord, who are the great mass of beings, the collection of groups of beings of whom bodhisattva great beings will become foremost?” asked Subhūti.

The Lord replied, “Subhūti, those said to be the great assembly of beings are those at the Gotra level, those at the Aṣṭamaka level, stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas with the first production of the thought, up to bodhisattva great beings standing on the irreversible level. Subhūti, those are said to be the great mass of beings, the great collection of groups of beings. Bodhisattva great beings will become the foremost of them.

“There bodhisattva great beings, having produced the vajra-like thought, should become the foremost of a great mass of beings, of a great collection of groups of beings.”

“Lord, what is the production of the vajra-like thought?” asked Subhūti.

The Lord replied, “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings produce such thoughts as these: ‘I must buckle on armor for the sake of all beings in infinite saṃsāra’; ‘I must give away all my personal possessions’; ‘I must adopt the same attitude of mind toward all beings’; ‘I must lead all beings to nirvāṇa by means of the three vehicles’; ‘I must understand that even having led all beings to nirvāṇa, still there are no beings at all in nirvāṇa, and all phenomena are not produced and do not stop’; ‘I must practice the six perfections with the unmixed thought of the knowledge of all aspects’; ‘I must train in the all-pervasive, thoroughly established realization of dharmas’; and ‘I must train in order to awaken to finding and producing within myself all dharmas in accord with one principle, up to in order to awaken to finding and producing within myself infinite dharmas.’ They produce such thoughts, and that, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva great beings’ production of the vajra-like thought, abiding in which they become the foremost of a great mass of beings, of a great collection of groups of beings, and they do so, furthermore, by way of not apprehending anything.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings produce such a thought as this: ‘Whatever feelings of suffering beings in hell, in the animal world, and in the world of Yama experience, I must experience those feelings of suffering for them.’ They produce that thought.

There bodhisattva great beings should produce a higher thought like this: ‘Until those beings are in complete nirvāṇa, in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind, I must, even for the sake of one being,”
experience the suffering of beings in hells for many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion eons, and through such means, until those beings are in complete nirvana, in the element of nirvana without any aggregates left behind, I must, for the sake of all beings, experience the suffering of beings in hells. Afterward, having set down wholesome roots, having accumulated equipment for hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion eons, I must fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening for my own sake. ’They should produce that thought. That, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva great beings’ production of the vajra-like thought, abiding in which they become the foremost of a great mass of beings, of a great collection of groups of beings.

11.59 “Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should constantly and always cultivate a prodigious thought, the thought on account of which they become the foremost of all beings. There the bodhisattva great beings’ prodigious thought is that from their first production of that thought onward they will not have a greedy thought, will not have a hateful thought, will not have a confused thought, will not have a violent thought, and will not have a śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha thought. That, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva great beings’ prodigious thought on account of which they become the foremost of all beings, but without falsely projecting anything.

11.60 “Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should have an unshakable thought. There the bodhisattva great beings’ unshakable thought is that their attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects does not falsely project anything. That, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva great beings’ unshakable thought.

11.61 “Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should think to be of benefit and bring happiness to all beings. There, the bodhisattva great beings’ thought to be of benefit and bring happiness is that they protect all beings and do not give up on all beings, but without falsely projecting anything. That, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva great beings’ thought to be of benefit.

11.62 “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that become the foremost of all beings, and they do so, furthermore, by way of not apprehending anything.

11.63 “Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings must constantly and always want Dharma, enjoy Dharma, delight in Dharma, and be preoccupied with being delighted by Dharma. In regard to that, what is Dharma? It is this: the unbroken unity of all dharmas.

11.64 “What is it to want Dharma? It is to hope for and want Dharma. That is called to want Dharma.
What is it to enjoy Dharma? It is to enjoy and take pleasure in Dharma. That is called to enjoy Dharma.

What is it to delight in Dharma? It is to behold good qualities and benefits in Dharma. That is called to delight in Dharma.

What is it to be preoccupied with being delighted218 by Dharma? It is to meditate on and greatly increase just that Dharma. That is called to be preoccupied with being delighted by Dharma.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that become the foremost of a great mass of beings, of a great collection of groups of beings and they do so, furthermore, by way of not apprehending anything.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should stand in inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and become the foremost of a great mass of beings, of a great collection of groups of beings, and do so, furthermore, by way of not apprehending anything.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should stand in the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, and in the ten powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, up to [F.119.a] the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and become the foremost of a great mass of beings, of a great collection of groups of beings, and do so, furthermore, by way of not apprehending anything.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should abide in the vajropama meditative stabilization, up to abide in the ākāśāsaṃga vimukti nirupalepa meditative stabilization and become the foremost of a great mass of beings, of a great collection of groups of beings, and do so, furthermore, by way of not apprehending anything.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, having stood in those dharmas, become the foremost of a great mass of beings, of a great collection of groups of beings. Hence, bodhisattvas are said to be great beings.

This was the eleventh chapter, “Embarrassment,”220 of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
12.  

CHAPTER 12: ELIMINATION OF VIEWS

12.1 Then venerable Śāriputra said to the Lord, “Lord, I too am confident in my readiness to speak the sense in which bodhisattvas are said to be ‘great beings.’”

12.2 “Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “be confident in your readiness to explain the sense in which bodhisattvas are said to be great beings.”

12.3 Śāriputra then explained, “Lord, they reveal the Dharma to beings to eliminate the view of a self and, similarly, the view of a being, a living being, a person, one who lives, an individual, one born of Manu, a child of Manu, one who does, one who makes someone else do, a motivator, one who motivates, one who feels, one who makes someone else feel, one who knows, and one who sees. And by way of not apprehending anything they reveal the Dharma to beings to eliminate the view of annihilation, the view of permanence, the view of existence,[F.119.b] the view of nonexistence; the view of aggregates, the view of constituents, the view of sense fields, the view of isolation, and the view of dependent origination; and the view of the perfections, the view of the dharmas on the side of awakening, the view of the powers and fearlessnesses, the view of the distinct attributes of a buddha, the view of bringing beings to maturity, the view of the purification of a buddhafield, the view of awakening, the view of the Buddha, the view of the Dharma, the view of the Saṅgha, the view of turning the wheel of the Dharma, and the view of complete nirvāṇa. It is in this sense bodhisattvas are said to be great beings.”

12.4 Then venerable Subhūti asked venerable Śāriputra, “What causes bodhisattva great beings to have a view about form, and to have a view about feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, up to to have a view about the distinct attributes of a buddha?”

12.5 “Venerable Subhūti,” replied Śāriputra, “bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom without skill in means apprehend form, and by way of apprehending it produce a view about it. Similarly, they
apprehend feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness, and by way of apprehending it produce a view about it, up to they apprehend the distinct attributes of a buddha, and by way of apprehending them produce a view about them. That, venerable Subhūti, causes bodhisattva great beings to have a view about form, up to have a view about the distinct attributes of a buddha, whereas bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means reveal the Dharma by way of not apprehending anything, [F.120.a] to eliminate those views."

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, I too am confident in my readiness to speak the sense in which bodhisattvas are said to be great beings.”

“Subhūti, be confident in your readiness to speak!” replied the Lord.

Subhūti then explained, “Lord, because they are unattached even to that unequaled thought of awakening without outflows, a thought equal to the unequaled, a thought not shared in common with any śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas, in that sense bodhisattvas are said to be great beings. And why? Because that thought of all-knowing is a thought that is without outflows and does not belong in the three realms—and even to that thought of all-knowing that is without outflows and does not belong they are unattached. That is why they are counted as great beings.”

Then venerable Śāriputra asked venerable Subhūti, “Venerable Subhūti, what is the thought of bodhisattva great beings that is equal to the unequaled, a thought not shared in common with any śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas?”

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “here after the production of the first thought of awakening they do not see either the production or stopping of any dharma at all—they do not see its decrease, increase, coming, going, defilement, or purification. Venerable Śāriputra, that thought in which there is no production, no stopping, no decrease, no increase, no coming, no going, no defilement, and no purification—in [F.120.b] which there is no śrāvaka thought, no pratyekabuddha thought, no bodhisattva thought, and no perfectly complete buddha thought—that, Venerable Śāriputra, is the thought of bodhisattva great beings that is equal to the unequaled, a thought not shared in common with any śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas.”

Śāriputra then said, “Venerable Subhūti, you said, ‘Even to that thought of all-knowing that is without outflows and does not belong they are unattached.’ Venerable Subhūti, would not form, then, also be unattached? Would not feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness also be unattached?”
“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “form is also unattached. Feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are also unattached. The thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, up to the distinct attributes of a buddha are also unattached.”

Śāriputra then said, “Venerable Subhūti, you said, ‘That thought of all-knowing is without outflows and does not belong in the three realms.’ Venerable Subhūti, would not the thought of ordinary foolish beings, then, because it is empty of a basic nature, also be without outflows and not belong? Would not the śrāvakas’ and pratyekabuddhas’ thought, and the thought of lord buddhas, then, because they are empty of a basic nature, also be without outflows and not belong?”

“Exactly so, Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti.

Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, would not form, because it is empty of a basic nature, also be without outflows and not belong? [F.121.a] Would not feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, because they are empty of a basic nature, also be without outflows and not belong?”

“Exactly so, Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti.

Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, would not the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, because they are empty of a basic nature, also be without outflows and not belong?”

“Exactly so, Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti. “The thought of ordinary foolish beings, because it is empty of a basic nature, is without outflows and does not belong. All śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha thought, and the thought of lord buddhas, because it is empty of a basic nature, is also without outflows and does not belong. Form, because it is empty of a basic nature, also is without outflows and does not belong, up to consciousness, because it is empty of a basic nature, is also without outflows and does not belong. The thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, because they are empty of a basic nature, are also without outflows and do not belong.”

Śāriputra then said, “Venerable Subhūti, you said ‘unattached even to that thought because it is no thought.’ Venerable Subhūti, would not no-form, then, also be unattached to form? Would not no-feeling also be unattached to feeling? Would not no-perception also be unattached to perception? Would not no-volitional factors also be unattached to volitional factors? And would not no-consciousness [F.121.b] also be unattached to consciousness?”

“Exactly so, Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti.
Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, would not no-thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, then, also be unattached to the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, up to would not no-distinct attributes of a buddha also be unattached to the distinct attributes of a buddha?”

“Exactly so, Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti. “It is exactly as you say. No-form is unattached to form. No-feeling … no-perception … no-volitional factors … and no-consciousness is also unattached to consciousness. No-constituents … no-sense fields … no-dependent originations … no-dharmas on the side of awakening … no-powers … no-fearlessnesses … no-detailed and thorough knowledges … up to and no-distinct attributes of a buddha are unattached to the distinct attributes of a buddha.

“Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that do not apprehend all dharmas, whereby they do not falsely project and do not settle down on reality, even with that thought of awakening equal to the unequaled, a thought not shared in common with any śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas. Therefore, bodhisattvas are said to be great beings.

This was the twelfth chapter, “Elimination of Views,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 13: THE SIX PERFECTIONS

13.1 Then venerable Pūrṇa Maitrāyaṇīputra said to the Lord, “Lord, I too am confident in my readiness to speak the sense in which bodhisattvas are said to be great beings.”

“Pūrṇa, be confident in your readiness to speak,” replied the Lord.

13.2 Pūrṇa then said, “Lord, those beings are armed with great armor, those beings have set out in a Great Vehicle, and those beings have mounted on a Great Vehicle. It is in this sense, Lord, that bodhisattvas are said to be great beings.”

13.3 Then venerable Śāriputra asked venerable Pūrṇa Maitrāyaṇīputra, “Venerable Pūrṇa, to what extent is it said that bodhisattva great beings are ‘armed with great armor’?”

13.4 “Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Pūrṇa, “here bodhisattva great beings do not practice for awakening for a partial number of beings and do not, having stood in the perfection of giving, give gifts for them, but rather they practice the perfection of giving and give gifts for the sake of all beings. They do not, having stood in the perfection of morality, protect morality for a partial number of beings, but rather they practice the perfection of morality and protect morality for the sake of all beings. They do not, having stood in the perfection of patience, cultivate patience for a partial number of beings, but rather they practice the perfection of patience and cultivate patience for the sake of all beings. They do not, having stood in the perfection of perseverance, exert themselves vigorously for a partial number of beings, but rather they practice the perfection of perseverance and exert themselves vigorously for the sake of all beings. They do not, having stood in the perfection of concentration, generate concentration for a partial number of beings, but rather they practice the perfection of concentration and generate concentration for the sake of all beings. And they do not, having stood in the
perfection of wisdom, cultivate wisdom for a partial number of beings, but rather they practice the perfection of wisdom and cultivate wisdom for the sake of all beings.

13.5

“Bodhisattva great beings [F.122.b] do not carve out a certain section of beings and buckle on armor just for them, thinking, ‘I have to lead just this many into the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind; this many I do not have to lead to nirvāṇa. I have to establish just this many in awakening; this many I do not have to establish in awakening.’ On the contrary, bodhisattva great beings buckle on armor for all beings. They think, ‘I myself have to complete the perfection of giving, and I have to connect all beings with the perfection of giving. Similarly, I myself have to complete the perfection of morality … the perfection of patience … the perfection of perseverance … the perfection of concentration … and the perfection of wisdom, and I have to connect all beings with the perfection of wisdom.’

13.6

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving give gifts with objects of attention not connected with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas but with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects and, having made that wholesome root into something shared in common by all beings, grow it into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the perfection of giving armor of bodhisattvas, great beings practicing the perfection of giving.

13.7

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, gift-giving bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects do not dedicate it to the level of śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the perfection of morality armor of gift-giving bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving.

13.8

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, gift-giving bodhisattva great beings with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects have forbearance for and belief in those phenomena. That is the perfection of patience armor of gift-giving bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving.

13.9

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, gift-giving bodhisattva great beings with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects do not slack in perseverance. That is the perfection of perseverance armor of gift-giving bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving.

13.10

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, gift-giving bodhisattva great beings with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects make their minds one-pointed without providing an opportunity for thoughts
connected with śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas. That is the perfection of concentration armor of gift-giving bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving.

13.11 “Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, because gift-giving bodhisattva great beings have only that as their focus and have attended to the perception that all dharmas are conjured up, they do not apprehend a giver, do not apprehend giving, and do not apprehend a recipient. That is the perfection of wisdom armor of gift-giving bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving.

13.12 “Venerable Śāriputra, when bodhisattva great beings with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects do not grasp a causal sign\footnote{229} of those perfections and do not apprehend them, you should know, Venerable Śāriputra, that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that are armed with great armor.\[F.123.b\]

13.13 “Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality standing with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects give gifts and, having made that into something shared in common by all beings, dedicate it to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the perfection of giving of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality.

13.14 “Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality do not hanker after even śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha levels, not to mention the level of an ordinary person. That is the perfection of morality of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality.

13.15 “Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects have forbearance for and belief in doing those things. That is the perfection of patience of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality.

13.16 “Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects do not slack in perseverance and do not tense up. That is the perfection of perseverance of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality.

13.17 “Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality abide with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects without providing an opportunity for thoughts connected with śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas, and having made the mind\footnote{230} they have produced into something shared in common by all beings,
dedicate it to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. [F.124.a] That is the perfection of concentration of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality.

13.18
Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality abiding with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects attend to the perception that all dharmas are conjured up. They do not falsely project and apprehend morality because of its emptiness of a basic nature. That is the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality.

13.19
“Venerable Śāriputra, because bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality like that incorporate all six perfections, they are said to be armed with great armor.

13.20
Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of patience with objects of attention not connected with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, but with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, give gifts and, having made those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings, grow them into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the perfection of giving armor of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of patience.

13.21
“The perfection of morality, perfection of perseverance, and perfection of concentration when practicing the perfection of patience are similar.

13.22
Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, in order to fully accomplish all the buddhadharmas and bring all beings to maturity through wisdom, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of patience with objects of attention not connected with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, but with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, having made those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings, grow them into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of patience.

13.23
Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance with objects of attention not connected with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, but with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, give gifts and, having made those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings, grow them into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the perfection of giving of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of perseverance.

13.24
“The perfection of morality, perfection of patience, and perfection of concentration when practicing the perfection of perseverance are similar.
“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance with objects of attention not connected with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, but with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, cultivate the perfection of wisdom and, having made those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings, grow them into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That is the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of perseverance.

Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration with objects of attention not connected with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, but with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, give gifts and, having made those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings, grow them into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That is the perfection of giving of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of perseverance.

The perfection of morality, perfection of patience, and perfection of perseverance when practicing the perfection of concentration are similar.

Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration, cultivating the perfection of wisdom, attend to the perception that all dharmas are conjured up. With objects of attention not connected with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, but with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, they make those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings, and they grow them into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That is the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of concentration.

Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom with objects of attention not connected with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, but with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, give gifts with the purity of the three spheres and, having made those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings, grow them into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That is the perfection of giving of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom.

The perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, and perfection of concentration when practicing the perfection of wisdom are similar.

Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom, cultivating the perfection of wisdom, attend to the perception that all dharmas are like an illusion, a dream, an apparition, an echo, a reflection in the mirror, and a magical creation. Standing with objects of attention not connected with śrāvakas and
pratyekabuddhas, but with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, they make those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings and grow them into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That is the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom.

“Thus, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings standing in each of the six perfections perfect all six perfections.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings become absorbed in the concentrations but do not dwell on the experience, are not captured by them, and are not reborn under their power. They become absorbed in the immeasurables and formless absorptions but do not dwell on the experience, are not captured by them, and are not reborn under their power. That, Venerable Śāriputra, you should know is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of wisdom endowed with skillful means.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings dwell in a vision of isolation and dwell in a vision of emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness in the concentrations, the immeasurables, and the formless absorptions but still do not actualize the very limit of reality. Venerable Śāriputra, that is the great skillful-means armor of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom. In that way bodhisattva great beings, Venerable Śāriputra, are said to be armed with great armor.

“Venerable Śāriputra, the lord buddhas standing in the ten directions also cry out with cries of delight and raise their voices in praise of bodhisattva great beings thus armed with great armor, announcing their titles, saying the names of those bodhisattvas out loud, and proclaiming, ‘A bodhisattva great being armed with great armor in such-and-such a world system is bringing beings to maturity and purifying a buddhafield.’”

Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Pūrṇa, to what extent have bodhisattva great beings set out in a great vehicle, and what is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle?”

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Pūrṇa, “here when bodhisattva great beings who practice the six perfections are practicing the perfection of giving, they complete and dwell in the first concentration, where there is detachment from sense objects and detachment from wrong, unwholesome dharmas, and have applied thought and have sustained thought and joy and happiness born of detachment. Similarly, they attain and dwell in the second, third, and fourth concentrations.

“They dwell having pervaded the ten directions of a world that is vast because of the dharma-constituent and that extends as far as the space element with a vast, inclusive, infinite, nondual mind endowed with love without enmity, unrivaled, not harmful, and well cultivated. Similarly, they
dwell having pervaded the ten directions of a world that is vast because of the dharma-constituent and that extends as far as the space element with a vast, inclusive, infinite, nondual mind endowed with compassion, endowed with joy, and endowed with equanimity without enmity, unrivaled, not harmful, [F.126.b] and well cultivated.

“Similarly, they attain and dwell in the station of endless space, the station of endless consciousness, the station of nothing-at-all, and the station of neither perception nor nonperception.

“Those are the concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions of bodhisattva great beings. When bodhisattva great beings who practice the perfection of giving set out into and arise from those concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions, they make those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings as well, and they grow them into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

Construe when practicing the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, and perfection of concentration as above.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who practice the perfection of wisdom become absorbed in the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, and the four formless absorptions. When bodhisattvas dwell in those concentrations, those immeasurables, and those formless absorptions, becoming absorbed into and arising from those concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions, they pay attention to the attributes, tokens, and signs of space. Practicing the perfection of wisdom, with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, they make those wholesome roots, and others as well, into something shared in common by all beings, and [F.127.a] they grow them into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle, and in that way bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings dwell having pervaded one direction, up to dwell having pervaded the ten directions of a world as vast as the dharma-constituent and as far-reaching as the space element with a vast, inclusive, infinite, nondual mind endowed with love without enmity, unrivaled, not harmful, and well cultivated. And similarly, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings dwell having pervaded one direction, up to dwell having pervaded the ten directions of a world as vast as the dharma-constituent and as far-reaching as the space element with a vast, inclusive, infinite, nondual mind endowed with compassion, endowed with joy, and similarly endowed with equanimity without enmity, unrivaled, not harmful, and well cultivated. That is said to be the bodhisattva great beings’ meditative stabilization.
“Furthermore, bodhisattva great beings with a mind connected with the knowledge of all aspects, preceded by great compassion, explain and demonstrate, illuminate, reveal, and make clear the concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions to others in order to destroy the afflictions of all beings, properly demonstrating the experience of and faults in them, and the release from them. This is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of giving.

“With just that attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, they do the suppressing meditation on the first, up to the fourth concentration, standing in the first, up to [F.127.b] the fourth concentration—that is, they do not provide an opportunity for the production of other thoughts connected with śrāvaka thoughts or with pratyekabuddha thoughts. This is the bodhisattva great beings’ untarnished perfection of morality.

“Bodhisattva great beings dwelling with just that attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects think, ‘I will teach the Dharma in order to put an end to the afflictions of all beings.’ The enjoyment, toleration, investigation, understanding of, and pondering on that attention is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of patience.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings with that attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects make all the wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings, and they grow them into the knowledge of all aspects without relaxing their perseverance. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of perseverance.

“When bodhisattva great beings with that attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects become absorbed in and emerge from all those concentrations, deliverances, meditative stabilizations, and absorptions and, without falling to the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, also make the wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings and grow them into the knowledge of all aspects, that is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of concentration.

“When bodhisattva great beings with that attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects understand analytically the branches of the first concentration and the branches of the second, of the third, and of the fourth concentration in their impermanent [F.128.a] aspect, suffering aspect, selflessness aspect, calm aspect, empty aspect, signless aspect, and wishless aspect, that is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of wisdom.

“That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle that is the six perfections, and in that way bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.
Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle is fully meditating on the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, fully meditating on the meditative stabilizations on emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness that are gateways to liberation, and fully meditating on the powers, the fearlessnesses, up to and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle, and in that way bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.

Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings become absorbed in the meditative stabilization on loving-kindness and become dedicated to the thought ‘I will protect all beings’; become absorbed in the meditative stabilization on compassion and dedicated to empathy and compassion for all beings; become absorbed in the meditative stabilization on joy and dedicated to the thought ‘I will free all beings’; and become absorbed in the meditative stabilization on equanimity and dedicated to putting an end to the outflows of all beings. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the perfection of giving of bodhisattva great beings practicing the immeasurables.

When bodhisattva great beings become absorbed in and emerge from those attributes, tokens, and signs of those concentrations and immeasurables and dedicate it not to the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha level but only to the knowledge of all aspects, that is the untarnished perfection of morality of bodhisattva great beings practicing the immeasurables.

When bodhisattva great beings stand in those concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions without mixing them up and do not hanker after the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level, or both of them, but tolerate and accept the knowledge of all aspects, that is the perfection of patience of bodhisattva great beings practicing the immeasurables.

When bodhisattva great beings with the thought of awakening connected with the knowledge of all aspects do not give up the endeavor to abandon unwholesome dharmas and fully complete wholesome dharmas, that is the perfection of perseverance of bodhisattva great beings practicing the immeasurables.

When bodhisattva great beings become absorbed in those concentrations, in those immeasurables, and even in those formless absorptions but are not reborn under the power of the concentrations, immeasurables, or formless absorptions, do not dwell on the experience of them, and are not captured by them, that is the perfection of concentration of bodhisattva great beings practicing the immeasurables.
“When bodhisattva great beings with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects become absorbed in and emerge again from those concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions, understanding analytically [F.129.a] their impermanent aspect, suffering aspect, selflessness aspect, calm aspect, empty aspect, signless aspect, and wishless aspect but without entering into the secure state of a śrāvaka, and without entering into the secure state of a pratyekabuddha either, that is the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings.²³⁵

“That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle, and in that way bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle is a knowledge of inner emptiness by way of not apprehending anything, up to a knowledge of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature by way of not apprehending anything. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle, and in that way bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle is the knowledge of all dharmas that is an unscattered thought in meditative equipoise. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle, and in that way bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle is where knowledge that ‘it is permanent’ does not happen, and where knowledge that ‘it is impermanent,’ ‘it is happiness,’ ‘it is suffering,’ it has a self,’ ‘it is selfless,’ ‘it is calm,’ ‘it is not calm,’ ‘it is empty,’ ‘it is not empty,’ ‘it has a sign,’ ‘it is signless,’ it is wished for,’ and ‘it is wishless’ [F.129.b] does not happen, and that again by way of not apprehending anything. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle, and in that way bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle is where knowledge does not happen at a time in the past, where knowledge does not happen at a time in the future, where knowledge does not happen in the present time, and yet where they are also not non-knowers of the three time periods,²³⁶ and that again by way of not apprehending anything. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle, and in that way bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle is where knowledge does not happen in the desire realm, where knowledge does not happen in the form realm or the formless realm, and yet
where they are also not non-knowers of the desire realm, form realm, and
formless realm, and that again, Venerable Śāriputra, by way of not
apprehending anything. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle,
and in that way bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, the bodhisattva great beings’ Great
Vehicle is where knowledge of ordinary dharmas does not happen; where
knowledge of extraordinary dharmas, of dharmas with outflows and without
outflows, and of compounded and uncompounded dharmas does not
happen; and yet where they are also not non-knowers of ordinary dharmas,
and are not non-knowers of extraordinary dharmas, of dharmas with
outflows and without outflows, of compounded and uncompounded
dharmas, and that again, [F.130.a] Venerable Śāriputra, by way of not
apprehending anything. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle,
and in that way bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.”

Then venerable Śāriputra asked venerable Pūrṇa Maitrāyaṇī putra,
“Venerable Pūrṇa, to what extent has a bodhisattva great being mounted
on the Great Vehicle?”

Pūrṇa said, “Venerable Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings practicing
the perfection of wisdom mount up on237 the perfection of giving. They do
not apprehend a perfection of giving, they do not apprehend a bodhisattva,
and they do not apprehend a recipient. It is said that bodhisattva great
beings have ‘mounted up on the perfection of giving’ by way of not
apprehending anything in that way. They have mounted up on the
perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance,
and perfection of concentration like that as well. Venerable Śāriputra, here
bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom mount up on
the perfection of wisdom. They do not apprehend a perfection of wisdom,
they do not apprehend a bodhisattva, and they do not apprehend attention.
Venerable Śāriputra, it is said that bodhisattva great beings have ‘mounted
up on the perfection of wisdom’ by way of not apprehending anything in
that way.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings
meditate on inner emptiness with a thought connected with the knowledge
of all aspects without any admixture because of the investigation of the
meditation, and that meditation, again, by way of not apprehending
anything. They meditate up to on the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an
intrinsic nature with a thought connected with the knowledge of all aspects
without any admixture [F.130.b] because of the investigation of the
meditation, and that meditation, again, by way of not apprehending
anything. Venerable Śāriputra, it is said that bodhisattva great beings have
‘mounted up on the Great Vehicle’ in that way.
“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings meditate on the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening with thoughts connected with the knowledge of all aspects without any admixture because of the investigation of the meditation, and that meditation, again, by way of not apprehending anything. They meditate on the meditative stabilizations on emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness with thoughts connected with the knowledge of all aspects without any admixture because of the investigation of the meditation, and that meditation, again, by way of not apprehending anything. They meditate on the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha with thoughts connected with the knowledge of all aspects without any admixture because of the investigation of the meditation, and that meditation, again, by way of not apprehending anything. Venerable Śāriputra, it is said that bodhisattva great beings have ‘mounted up on the Great Vehicle’ in that way.

Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings know that bodhisattva is just a convention because beings cannot be found; form is just a name because form cannot be found; up to that feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness is just a name because consciousness cannot be found; that eye is just a name because eye cannot be found; up to that thinking mind is just a name because thinking mind cannot be found, and so too with the constituents, [F.131.a] sense fields, dependent origination, thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. They know that inner emptiness is just a name because inner emptiness cannot be found, up to that emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is just a name because the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature cannot be found; that buddhadharma is just a name because a buddhadharma cannot be found; that suchness..., the true nature of dharmas..., the dharma-constituent..., the certification of dharmas..., and the very limit of reality is just a name because the very limit of reality cannot be found; and that awakening ... and buddha is just a name because a buddha cannot be found. Venerable Śāriputra, it is said that bodhisattva great beings have ‘mounted up on the Great Vehicle’ in that way.

Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, because they have completed the clairvoyances, bodhisattva great beings from the first thought of awakening up until sitting at the site of awakening bring beings to maturity, roam from buddhafield to buddhafield, and with whatever worship and attendance is suitable, in whichever the buddhafield, they respect, revere, honor, and worship the lord buddhas. They hear just this—that is, the Great Vehicle doctrine—from those lord buddhas, and mounted on this Great Vehicle they
pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity. But they have no notion of a buddhafield, and they have no notion [F.131.b] of beings either. They stand on the nondual ground, intentionally appropriate whatever sort of body is able to look after the needs of beings, and until they gain the knowledge of a knower of all aspects, they are never separated from that vehicle. And having gained the knowledge of a knower of all aspects, they turn the wheel of the Dharma that all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, and the world with its gods, nāgas, yakṣas, gandharvas, asuras, garuḍas, kinnaras, mahoragas, humans, and ghosts, cannot turn. When they have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, the lord buddhas living in as many worlds in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River raise their voices in praise of them, proclaiming their glory and making this proclamation:241 ‘In such-and-such a vast world system the bodhisattva great being so-and-so, having mounted up onto the Great Vehicle, has gained the knowledge of all aspects, and having gained the knowledge of all aspects has turned the wheel of Dharma.’ Similarly the lord buddhas living in as many worlds as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, below and above, raise their voices in praise of them, proclaiming their glory and making this proclamation: ‘In such-and-such a world system the bodhisattva great being so-and-so, having mounted up onto the Great Vehicle, has gained the knowledge of all aspects, and having gained the knowledge of all aspects has turned the wheel of Dharma.’ Venerable Śāriputra, it is said that bodhisattva great beings [F.132.a] have ‘mounted up onto the Great Vehicle’ in that way.”

13.71  This was the thirteenth chapter, “The Six Perfections,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B10]
Then venerable Subhūti inquired of the Lord, “Lord, you say ‘armed with great armor’ again and again. Lord, to what extent are bodhisattva great beings armed with great armor?”

The Lord said, “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings, having become armed with great armor—that is, armed with perfection of giving armor, and armed with perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom armor; armed with applications of mindfulness armor, and armed with right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path armor; armed with inner emptiness armor, up to armed with emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature armor; and armed with powers armor, armed with fearlessnesses armor, armed with detailed and thorough knowledges armor, and armed with distinct attributes of a buddha armor—and having become armed with the armor of the knowledge of all aspects and the body of a buddha, they pervade world systems in the great billionfold world system with light and shake the earth. Having blown out all the fires in the hell dwellings, extinguished the sufferings of the beings in the hells, and caused them to know their suffering is extinguished, those bodhisattvas [F.132b] say, ‘I bow to you, tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha!’ proclaiming the name out loud, and then those beings in the hells, having heard the sound buddha, find pleasure and mental happiness. They emerge from those hells just because of that pleasure and mental happiness, and wherever lord buddhas are standing and can be seen and can be pleased they take birth in those world systems, reborn as gods and humans.

“Similarly, beings emerge from animal dwellings and the world of Yama and are reborn wherever lord buddhas are standing.
“Similarly, they pervade with light as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, below and above, and they shake them in the six ways. Having blown out all the fires in the hell dwellings, extinguished the sufferings of the beings in the hells, and caused them to know their suffering is extinguished, those bodhisattvas say ‘I bow to you, tathāgata, worthy one, perfect complete Buddha!’ proclaiming the name out loud. Then those beings in the hells, having heard the sound buddha, find pleasure and mental happiness. They emerge from those hells just because of that pleasure and mental happiness, and wherever lord buddhas are standing and can be seen and attended to, they take birth in those world systems, reborn as gods and humans.

“Similarly, those beings die in animal dwellings and the world of Yama [F.133.a] and take birth in whichever world systems lord buddhas are standing.

“Subhūti, it is said that bodhisattva great beings are ‘armed with great armor’ in that way.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, were a clever magician or magician’s apprentice to have conjured up the hells, animal dwellings, and the worlds of Yama in front of a gathering of beings at the junction of two main roads, and having conjured them up were they to proclaim to those beings the word ‘Buddha,’ the word ‘Dharma,’ and the word ‘Saṅgha,’ then, when those they have conjured up have emerged from those hells, animal dwellings, and the worlds of Yama because of the word Buddha, the word Dharma, and the word Saṅgha, Subhūti, what do you think, would that magician or magician’s apprentice have caused any beings to emerge from the hells, animal dwellings, or the worlds of Yama?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

“Similarly, Subhūti,” said the Lord, “even though bodhisattva great beings have released beings from the three terrible forms of life in an unbounded, infinite number of world systems, still no beings at all have been released. And why? Because, Subhūti, this is just the way things are, given the illusory nature of dharmas.\textsuperscript{242} Subhūti, it is said that bodhisattva great beings are ‘armed with great armor’ in that way.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings stand in the perfection of giving and armed with great armor conjure up a great billionfold world system made of beryl. [F.133.b] Having conjured up a great billionfold world system made of beryl, they conjure up a splendid array of a wheel-turning emperor. Having conjured up a splendid array of a wheel-turning emperor, they give food to those seeking food, and similarly they give drink, clothes,
transport, perfume, flower garlands, flowers, incense, creams, powders, requirements, houses, bedding, shawls, and requirements for sustaining themselves, as well as medicines, gold, silver, jewels, gems, corals, conch shells, crystals, pearls, and ornaments—whatever requirements are appropriate. Having given food to those seeking food, up to and having given whatever requirements are appropriate, they then teach those beings the Dharma—that is, just this Dharma conjoined with the six perfections—and, having heard that exposition of the Dharma those beings, never become separated from the six perfections right up until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

14.10 “To illustrate further, Subhūti, suppose a clever magician or magician’s apprentice were to have conjured up a huge crowd of beings in front of a gathering of other beings at the junction of two main roads and given food to those seeking food, up to and given whatever requirements are appropriate. What do you think, Subhūti, would that magician or magician’s apprentice have given anything to anybody?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

14.11 “Similarly, Subhūti,” said the Lord, “even though bodhisattva great beings conjure up a splendid array of a wheel-turning emperor and give food to those seeking food, up to and give whatever requirements are appropriate, still they do not give anything to any being. And why? Because, Subhūti, this is just the way things are, given the illusory nature of dharmas. Subhūti, it is said that bodhisattva great beings are ‘armed with great armor’ in that way.

14.12 “Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings stand in the perfection of morality and intentionally take birth. Born in the family of a wheel-turning emperor, they stand in that wheel-turning majesty, establish beings in the ten wholesome actions, establish beings in the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, and the four formless absorptions, up to establish beings in the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, and those beings never become separated from that teaching right up until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

14.13 “To illustrate, Subhūti, suppose a clever magician or magician’s apprentice were to have conjured up a huge crowd of beings in front of a gathering of other beings at the junction of two main roads and established them in the ten wholesome actions, up to established them in the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. What do you think, Subhūti, would that magician or magician’s apprentice have established any beings in the ten wholesome actions, up to would they have established them in the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.
“Similarly, Subhūti,” said the Lord, “even though bodhisattva great beings establish an unbounded, infinite number of beings in the ten wholesome actions, up to establish them in the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, still they do not establish any beings [F.134.b] in the ten wholesome actions, up to they do not establish any beings in the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. And why? Because, Subhūti, this is just the way things are, given the illusory nature of dharmas. Subhūti, it is said that bodhisattva great beings are ‘armed with great armor’ in that way.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of patience cause beings to engage in the perfection of patience and establish them in it. And how, Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of patience cause beings to engage in the perfection of patience and establish them in it? Subhūti, after bodhisattva great beings have produced their first thought of awakening they arm themselves with great armor in this way: they think, ‘Even if all beings deal me a blow with a stick, a stone, their fists, a knife, or a sword, I will not let myself feel any sort of mental anguish,’ and they also establish all beings in such patience.

To illustrate, Subhūti, were a clever magician or magician’s apprentice to have conjured up a huge crowd of beings in front of a gathering of other beings at the junction of two main roads and caused them to engage in the perfection of patience and established them in it, what do you think, Subhūti, would that magician or magician’s apprentice have established any beings in the perfection of patience?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

“Similarly, Subhūti,” said the Lord, “even though bodhisattva great beings establish an unbounded, infinite number of beings in the perfection of patience, still they do not establish any beings in the perfection of patience. And why? Because, Subhūti, this is just the way things are, given the illusory nature [F.135.a] of dharmas. Subhūti, it is said that bodhisattva great beings are ‘armed with great armor’ in that way.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance cause beings to take up, enter into, and be established in the perfection of perseverance. And how, Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance cause beings to take up, enter into, and be established in the perfection of perseverance? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects cause beings to take up, enter into, and be established in physical and mental perseverance."
“To illustrate, Subhūti, were a clever magician or magician’s apprentice to have conjured up a huge crowd of beings in front of a gathering of other beings at the junction of two main roads and caused them to take up, enter into, and be established in physical and mental perseverance, what do you think, Subhūti, would that magician or magician’s apprentice have caused any beings to take up, enter into, and be established in physical and mental perseverance?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

“Similarly, Subhūti,” said the Lord, “even though bodhisattva great beings establish all beings in physical and mental perseverance, still they do not cause any beings to take up, enter into, and be established in physical and mental perseverance. And why? Because, Subhūti, this is just the way things are, given the illusory nature of dharmas. Subhūti, it is said that bodhisattva great beings are ‘armed with great armor’ in that way.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration cause all beings to take up, enter into, and be established in the perfection of concentration. And how, Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration cause all beings to take up, enter into, and be established in the perfection of concentration? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings standing in the sameness of all dharmas do not consider any dharma to be wavering or not wavering. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings stand in the perfection of concentration in that way, and they cause all beings to take up, enter into, and be established in the perfection of concentration like that. And those whom they have caused to take it up never become separated from that perfection of concentration, right up until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

“Similarly, Subhūti,” said the Lord, “even though bodhisattva great beings establish all beings in the perfection of concentration, still they do not cause any beings to take up, enter into, and be established in the perfection of concentration. And why? Because, Subhūti, this is just the way things are, given the illusory nature of dharmas. Subhūti, it is said that bodhisattva great beings are ‘armed with great armor’ in that way.
“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom cause all beings to take up, enter into, and be established in the perfection of wisdom. And how, Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom cause all beings to take up, enter into, and be established in the perfection of wisdom? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not apprehend the production, cessation, defilement, purification, proximity, or remoteness of any dharma. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings stand in the perfection of wisdom in that way, and they cause all beings to take up, enter into, and be established in the perfection of wisdom like that.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, were a clever magician or magician’s apprentice to have conjured up a huge crowd of beings in front of a gathering of other beings at the junction of two main roads and caused them to take up, enter into, and be established in the perfection of wisdom, what do you think, Subhūti, would that magician or magician’s apprentice have caused any beings to take up, enter into, and be established in the perfection of wisdom?”


“Similarly, Subhūti,” said the Lord, “even though bodhisattva great beings establish all beings in the perfection of wisdom, still they do not establish any beings in the perfection of wisdom. And why? Because, Subhūti, this is just the way things are, given the illusory nature of dharmas. Subhūti, it is said that bodhisattva great beings are ‘armed with great armor’ in that way.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings armed with great armor, having gone to as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east, in the same way they personally stand in the perfection of giving they cause the beings who are standing in those world systems to take up the perfection of giving, and to enter into and be established in it. Similarly, in the same way they personally stand in the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom, they also cause those beings to take up ... up to the perfection of wisdom, and to enter into and be established in them. They teach the Dharma—that is, just this Dharma conjoined with the six perfections—and, having heard that Dharma, those beings never become separated from the six perfections, right up until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Similarly, having gone to as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in each of the directions to the south, west, and north; the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest; and below and above, in the same way that they personally stand in the perfection of giving [F.137.a] they cause the beings who are standing in those world systems to
take up the perfection of giving, and to enter into and be established in it. Similarly, in the same way they personally stand in the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom they also cause those beings to take up ... up to the perfection of wisdom, and to enter into and be established in them. They teach the Dharma—that is, just this Dharma conjoined with the six perfections—and, having heard that Dharma, those beings never become separated from the six perfections right up until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, were a clever magician or magician’s apprentice to have conjured up a huge crowd of beings in front of a gathering of other beings at the junction of two main roads and caused them to take up, enter into, and be established in the six perfections, what do you think, Subhūti, would that magician or magician’s apprentice have caused any beings to take up, enter into, and be established in the six perfections?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

“Similarly, Subhūti,” said the Lord, “even though bodhisattva great beings establish all beings in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east and in all ten directions in the six perfections, still they do not establish any beings in the six perfections. And why? Because, Subhūti, this is just the way things are, given the illusory nature of dharmas. Subhūti, it is said bodhisattva great beings are ‘armed with great armor’ in that way.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings, having become armed with great armor, stand with their thought connected with the knowledge of all aspects without giving an opportunity for the production of other thoughts, such as ... I have to establish just this many in the perfection of giving; this many I do not have to establish. I have to establish just this many in the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom; this many I do not have to establish. I have to establish just this many in the applications of mindfulness; this many I do not have to establish. I have to establish just this many in the result of stream enterer; this many I do not have to establish. I have to establish just this many in the result of once-returner; this many I do not have to establish. I have to establish just this many in the result of non-returner; this many I do not have to establish. I have to establish just this many in the state of a worthy one; this many I do not have to establish. I have to establish just this many in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening; this many I do not have to establish. I have to establish just this many in the
knowledge of all aspects; this many I do not have to establish.’ On the contrary, they think, ‘I have to establish an unbounded, infinite number of beings in the six perfections, I have to establish them in the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, and I have to establish them in the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. I have to establish them in the result of stream enterer, and I have to establish them in the result of once-returner, in the result of non-returner, [F.138.a] in the state of a worthy one, and in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening. I have to establish an unbounded, infinite number of beings in the knowledge of all aspects.’

“To illustrate, Subhūti, were a clever magician or magician’s apprentice to have conjured up a huge crowd of beings in front of a gathering of other beings at the junction of two main roads and to have produced the thought, ‘I have to establish an unbounded, infinite number of beings in the six perfections, I have to establish them in the applications of mindfulness, in the eightfold noble path, and I have to establish them in … up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; I have to establish them in the result of stream enterer, up to I have to establish them in the state of a worthy one, and in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening; I have to establish them in the knowledge of all aspects,’ what do you think, Subhūti, would that magician or magician’s apprentice have established any beings in the six perfections, up to established any beings in the knowledge of all aspects?”

“No, Lord,” answered Subhūti.

“Similarly, Subhūti,” said the Lord, “even if bodhisattva great beings were to produce the thought, ‘I have to establish an unbounded, infinite number of beings in the six perfections, up to the knowledge of all aspects furnished with the best of all aspects,’ they would not have produced a thought for the welfare of any being. And why? Because, Subhūti, this is just the way things are, given the illusory nature of dharmas. Subhūti, it is said that bodhisattva great beings are ‘armed with great armor’ in that way.”

Subhūti then said, “The way I understand what you, Lord, have said is that those bodhisattva great beings should be understood to be armed with no armor [F.138.b] because all dharmas, given the illusory nature of dharmas, are empty of their own mark. And why? Because, Lord, form is empty of form, and because feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is empty of consciousness; because eyes are empty of eyes, and because ears … nose … tongue … body … and thinking mind is empty of thinking mind; because a form is empty of a form, and because a sound … a smell … a taste … a feeling … and a dharma is empty of a dharma; because eye consciousness is empty of eye consciousness, and because ear consciousness … nose consciousness … tongue consciousness … body
consciousness ... and thinking-mind consciousness is empty of thinking-mind consciousness; because eye contact is empty of eye contact, and because ear contact ... nose contact ... tongue contact ... body contact ... and thinking-mind contact is empty of thinking-mind contact; because feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact is empty of feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact, and because feeling that arises from the condition of ear contact ... feeling that arises from the condition of nose contact ... feeling that arises from the condition of tongue contact ... feeling that arises from the condition of body contact ... and feeling that arises from the condition of thinking-mind contact is empty of feeling that arises from the condition of thinking-mind contact; because the perfection of giving is empty of the perfection of giving, up to the perfection of wisdom is empty of the perfection of wisdom; because inner emptiness is empty of inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is empty of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; because the applications of mindfulness are empty of the applications of mindfulness, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are empty of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; and because, Lord, even a bodhisattva is empty of bodhisattva, and great armor is empty of great armor. I understand that bodhisattva great beings are armed with no armor, Lord, through this one of many explanations.” [F.139.a]

14.35 Subhūti having spoken thus, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so. It is just as you say. And why? Because, Subhūti, the knowledge of all aspects is not made, is not unmade, and does not occasion anything, and those beings for whose sake bodhisattva great beings are armed with great armor are not made, not unmade, and do not occasion anything either.”

14.36 Subhūti then asked, “Why is the knowledge of all aspects not made, not unmade, and why does it not occasion anything? And why are those beings for whose sake bodhisattva great beings are armed with great armor not made, not unmade, and why do they not occasion anything?”

14.37 “Subhūti,” said the Lord, “given that you cannot apprehend a maker, the knowledge of all aspects is not made, not unmade, and does not occasion anything, and those beings for whose sake bodhisattva great beings are armed with great armor are also not made, not unmade, and do not occasion anything. And why? Because, Subhūti, form is not made, not unmade, and does not occasion anything, and those beings for whose sake bodhisattva great beings are armed with great armor are also not made, not unmade, and do not occasion anything.

14.38 “And why? Because, Subhūti, form does not make, does not unmake, and does not occasion anything, and feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness do not make, do not unmake, and do not occasion anything;
the eyes do not make, do not unmake, and do not occasion anything, and the
ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind do not make, do not unmake,
and do not occasion anything; a form does not make, does not unmake, and
does not occasion anything, and a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a
dhāma do not make, do not unmake, and do not occasion anything; the eye
consciousness does not make, does not unmake, and does not occasion
anything, and the ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue
consciousness, body [F.139.b] consciousness, and thinking-mind
consciousness do not make, do not unmake, and do not occasion
anything; eye contact does not make, does not unmake, and does not occasion
anything, and ear contact, nose contact, tongue contact, body contact, and
thinking-mind contact do not make, do not unmake, and do not occasion
anything; and feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact does not
make, does not unmake, and does not occasion anything, and feeling that
arises from the condition of ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind
contact does not make, does not unmake, and does not occasion anything.
Subhūti, a self does not make, does not unmake, and does not occasion
anything, and a living being, a creature, up to one who knows and one who
sees does not make, does not unmake, and does not occasion anything.
And why? Because they absolutely do not exist and absolutely cannot be
apprehended. Subhūti, a dream does not make, does not unmake, and does not occasion
anything, and an illusion, an echo, an apparition, a reflection in
the mirror, a mirage, and a magical creation do not make, do not unmake,
and do not occasion anything. And why? Because they absolutely do not
exist and absolutely cannot be apprehended. Subhūti, inner emptiness does
not make, does not unmake, and does not occasion anything. And why?
Because it absolutely does not exist and absolutely cannot be apprehended.
Subhūti, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature
does not make, does not unmake, and does not occasion anything. And why?
Because they absolutely do not exist and absolutely cannot be apprehended.
Subhūti, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening
do not make, do not unmake, and do not occasion anything. And why?
Because they absolutely do not exist and absolutely cannot be apprehended.
The ten powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough
knowledges, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha do not make,
do not unmake, and do not occasion anything. And why? Because they
absolutely do not exist and absolutely cannot be apprehended. [F.140.a]
Subhūti, suchness does not make, does not unmake, and does not occasion
anything. And why? Because it absolutely does not exist and absolutely
cannot be apprehended. Similarly, Subhūti, unmistaken suchness, unaltered
suchness, the true nature of dharmas, the dhāma-constituent, the
establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, and the very limit of reality do not make, do not unmake, and do not occasion anything. And why? Because they absolutely do not exist and absolutely cannot be apprehended. Subhūti, awakening does not make, does not unmake, and does not occasion anything. All-knowledge, the knowledge of paths, and the knowledge of all aspects do not make, do not unmake, and do not occasion anything. And why? Because they absolutely do not exist and absolutely cannot be apprehended.

“Subhūti, through this one of many explanations you should understand that the knowledge of all aspects is not made, not unmade, and does not occasion anything, and those beings for whose sake bodhisattva great beings are armed with great armor are not made, not unmade, and do not occasion anything. Subhūti, it is said that bodhisattva great beings are ‘armed with great armor’ in that way.”

“Lord,” said Subhūti, “the way I understand what you have said, Lord, is that form is not bound and is not freed, and feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, Lord, are not bound and are not freed.”

Pūrṇa Maitrāyaniputra then said, “Venerable Subhūti, you are saying form is not bound and is not freed? You are saying feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not bound and are not freed?”

“Exactly so, Venerable Pūrṇa, [F.140.b] exactly so, Venerable Pūrṇa,” replied Subhūti. “Form, Venerable Pūrṇa, is not bound and is not freed; feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not bound and are not freed.”

Pūrṇa then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, what is form that is not bound and is not freed? What is feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness that are not bound and are not freed?”

“Venerable Pūrṇa,” replied Subhūti, “dream-like form is not bound and is not freed; dream-like feeling, perception, volitional factors, and dream-like consciousness are not bound and are not freed. Similarly, form that is like an echo, like an illusion, like a mirage, like an apparition, like a reflection in the mirror, and like a magical creation is not bound and is not freed; feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness … that are like a magical creation are not bound and are not freed.

“Venerable Pūrṇa, past form is not bound and is not freed. Venerable Pūrṇa, past feeling, perception, volitional factors, and past consciousness are not bound and are not freed. Similarly, Venerable Pūrṇa, future form is not bound and is not freed. Venerable Pūrṇa, future feeling, perception, volitional factors, and future consciousness are not bound and are not freed.
Venerable Pūrṇa, present form is not bound and is not freed. Venerable Pūrṇa, present feeling, perception, volitional factors, and present consciousness are not bound and are not freed.

“And why? Because form does not exist, form is not bound and is not freed. Because feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness does not exist, consciousness is not bound and is not freed. Similarly, it is because form ... feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is isolated, calm, empty, signless, wishless, does not occasion anything, and is not produced that consciousness is not bound and is not freed. Venerable Pūrṇa, a form that is wholesome, unwholesome, with afflictions, without afflictions, with basic immorality, without basic immorality, with outflows, without outflows, ordinary, extraordinary, defiled, and purified is not bound and is not freed. And why? Because form does not exist. That is why form is not bound and is not freed. Similarly, Venerable Pūrṇa, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness that is wholesome or unwholesome, up to purified is not bound and is not freed. And why? Because consciousness does not exist. That is why consciousness is not bound and is not freed.

“Venerable Pūrṇa, all dharmas are not bound and are not freed. And why? Because all dharmas do not exist. That is why they are not bound and are not freed. Similarly, because they are isolated and so on, they are not bound and are not freed.

“Venerable Pūrṇa, the perfection of giving is not bound and is not freed. Similarly, the perfection of morality ... the perfection of patience ... the perfection of perseverance ... the perfection of concentration ... and the perfection of wisdom is not bound and is not freed—because it does not exist it is not bound and is not freed; because it is isolated and so on it is not bound and is not freed.

“Venerable Pūrṇa, inner emptiness is also not bound and is not freed. Venerable Pūrṇa, up to emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is also not bound and is not freed. Venerable Pūrṇa, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening are also not bound and are not freed. Venerable Pūrṇa, the ten powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are also not bound and are not freed—because they do not exist they are not bound and are not freed, because they are isolated and so on they are not bound and are not freed.

“Venerable Pūrṇa, awakening is also not bound and is not freed, the knowledge of all aspects is also not bound and is not freed, and a bodhisattva is also not bound and is not freed—because they do not exist
they are not bound and are not freed, because they are isolated they are not bound and are not freed, and because they are not produced they are not bound and are not freed.

14.51  “Venerable Pūrṇa, suchness is also not bound and is not freed. Venerable Pūrṇa, unmistaken suchness..., unaltered suchness..., the true nature of dharmas..., the dharma-constituent..., the establishment of dharmas..., the certification of dharmas..., and the very limit of reality is also not bound and is not freed—because it does not exist and is isolated it is not bound and is not freed, because it is not produced it is not bound and is not freed.

14.52  “In that way, Venerable Pūrṇa, bodhisattva great beings are not bound and are not freed. In that way the six perfections are also not bound and are not freed, up to the knowledge of all aspects is not bound and is not freed. Those beings they will lead to nirvāṇa are also not bound and are not freed, those buddhafields that they will purify are also not bound and are not freed, those lord buddhas on whom they will attend are also not bound and are not freed, the Dharma they will hear is also not bound and is not freed, the lord buddhas from whom they will never again be separated are also not bound and are not freed, and the clairvoyances from which they will not be separated, [F.142.a] the five eyes from which they will not be separated, and the meditative stabilizations from which they will not be separated are also not bound and are not freed. The knowledge of path aspects they will produce is not bound and is not freed, the knowledge of all aspects they will awaken to is not bound and is not freed, the wheel of Dharma they will turn is not bound and is not freed, and the beings they will lead to nirvāṇa in the three vehicles are not bound and are not freed.

14.53  “Thus indeed, Venerable Pūrṇa, will bodhisattva great beings who are not bound and are not freed awaken in the six perfections to all dharmas, given that they do not exist, are isolated, and are not produced.”

14.54  This was the fourteenth chapter, “Neither Bound nor Freed,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 15: MEDITATIVE STABILIZATION

15.1 Then venerable Subhūti inquired of the Lord, “Lord, what is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings? Lord, to just what extent should bodhisattva great beings be known to have set out in the Great Vehicle? Where will the Great Vehicle have set out? Where will the Great Vehicle stand? Who will go forth in the Great Vehicle?”

15.2 Subhūti having said asked this, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, in regard to what you have asked—‘Lord, what is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings?—Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the six perfections. And what are the six? They are the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom.

15.3 “What is the perfection of giving? Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings with the thought of awakening connected with the knowledge of all aspects cause the giving of inner and outer things as gifts, and, having made those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings, by way of not apprehending anything grow them into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of giving.”

15.4 “Lord, what is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of morality?” asked Subhūti.

The Lord said, “Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings with the thought of awakening connected with the knowledge of all aspects by way of not apprehending anything personally take up and pursue the ten wholesome actions and cause other beings as well to take up the ten wholesome actions, to enter into and be established in them. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ un tarnished perfection of morality.”

15.5 “Lord, what is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of patience?” asked Subhūti.
The Lord said, “Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings with the thought of awakening connected with the knowledge of all aspects, personally in possession of complete patience, cause others as well to be patient, and that by way of not apprehending anything. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of patience.”

15.6 “Lord, what is the bodhisattva great beings’ [F.143.a] perfection of perseverance?” asked Subhūti.

15.7 The Lord said, “Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings with the thought of awakening connected with the knowledge of all aspects do not personally forsake persevering in the five perfections, and cause others as well to persevere in the five perfections, and that by way of not apprehending anything. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of perseverance.”

15.8 “Lord, what is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of concentration?” asked Subhūti.

15.9 The Lord said, “Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings with the thought of awakening connected with the knowledge of all aspects, with skillful means personally become absorbed in concentration, and, without taking birth through its power, cause others to take up concentration as well, and that by way of not apprehending anything. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of concentration.”

15.10 “Lord, what is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of wisdom?”

The Lord said, “Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings with the thought of awakening connected with the knowledge of all aspects by way of not apprehending anything personally do not settle down on all dharmas, and they analytically understand the nature of all dharmas. They also cause others as well not to settle down on all dharmas, and to analytically understand the nature all dharmas. That is the bodhisattva [F.143.b] great beings’ perfection of concentration.”

15.11 “That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: inner emptiness, outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, the emptiness of emptiness, great emptiness, the emptiness of ultimate reality, the emptiness of the compounded, the emptiness of the uncompounded, the emptiness of what transcends limits, the emptiness of no beginning and no end, the emptiness of nonrepudiation, the emptiness of a basic nature, the emptiness of all dharmas, the emptiness of its own mark, the emptiness of not apprehending, the emptiness of a nonexistent thing, the emptiness of an intrinsic nature, and the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.
“What is inner emptiness? It is the emptiness of inner dharmas: the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind. There, eyes are empty of eyes because they are neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is their basic nature. Ears are empty of ears because they are neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is their basic nature. The nose is empty of the nose because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature. The tongue is empty of the tongue because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature. The body is empty of the body because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature. The thinking mind is empty of the thinking mind because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature.

“What is outer emptiness? It is the emptiness of outer dharmas: a form, a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma. There, a form is empty of a form because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature. Similarly, a sound ... a smell ... a taste ... a feeling ... and a dharma is empty of a dharma because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature. “That is called outer emptiness.

“What is inner and outer emptiness? The six outer sense fields and the six inner sense fields are the outer and inner dharmas.

“What are inner dharmas empty of outer dharmas? The inner eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind are empty of an outer form, sound, smell, taste, feeling, and dharma because they are neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is their basic nature. Outer forms, sounds, smells, tastes, feelings, and dharmas are empty of the inner eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind because they are neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is their basic nature. “That is called inner and outer emptiness.

“What is the emptiness of emptiness? The emptiness of that emptiness that is the emptiness of all dharmas is empty, because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature. “That is called the emptiness of emptiness.

“What is great emptiness? The eastern direction is empty of the eastern direction, the southern direction empty of the southern direction, the western direction empty of the western direction, and the northern direction empty of the northern direction because they are neither unmoved nor destroyed. The above direction is empty of the above direction, and the below direction is empty of the below direction. Similarly, the intermediate directions are empty of the intermediate directions. And why? Because that is their basic nature.
“That is called great emptiness.

15.17 “What is the emptiness of ultimate reality? Ultimate reality is said to be nirvāṇa. Nirvāṇa is also empty of nirvāṇa because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature.

“That is called the emptiness of ultimate reality.

15.18 “What is the emptiness of the compounded? There the compounded is said to be the desire realm, the form realm, and the formless realm. The desire realm is empty of the desire realm, the form realm is empty of the form realm, and the formless realm is empty of the formless because they are neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is their basic nature.

“That is called the emptiness of the compounded.

15.19 “What is the emptiness of the uncompounded? There the uncompounded is said to be what has no production, no stopping, no destruction, no lasting, and no changing into something else. The uncompounded is empty of the uncompounded because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature.

“That is called the emptiness of the uncompounded.

15.20 “What is the emptiness of what transcends limits? That of which a limit is not found transcends limits. Because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed, what transcends limits is empty of what transcends limits. [F.145.a] And why? Because that is its basic nature.

“That is called the emptiness of what transcends limits.

15.21 “What is the emptiness of no beginning and no end? That of which a beginning and an end are not found has no middle. That of which there is no beginning, end, or middle has no coming or going. A beginning, middle, and end are empty of a beginning, middle, and end because they are neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is their basic nature.

“That is called the emptiness of no beginning and no end.

15.22 “What is the emptiness of nonrepudiation? It is the nonrejection of any dharma at all. Nonrepudiation is empty of nonrepudiation because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature.

“That is called the emptiness of nonrepudiation.

15.23 “What is the emptiness of a basic nature? The basic nature of all dharmas, be they compounded or uncompounded, is not made by śrāvakas, is not made by pratyekabuddhas, is not made by bodhisattvas, and is not made by tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas. A basic nature is empty of a basic nature because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature.

“That is called the emptiness of a basic nature.
“What is the emptiness of all dharmas? All dharmas are said to be form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind; a form, a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma; eye consciousness, ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, and thinking-mind consciousness; eye [F.145.b] contact and ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind contact; feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact and feeling that arises from the condition of ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind contact; and dharmas that have form, formless dharmas, compounded dharmas, and uncompounded dharmas. Those are said to be all dharmas. All dharmas are empty of all dharmas because they are neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is their basic nature.

“That is called the emptiness of all dharmas.

“What is the emptiness of its own mark? The mark of form is something that shows itself, the mark of feeling is experience, the mark of perception is taking up, the mark of volitional factors is occasioning something, and the mark of consciousness is making conscious. Whatever the marks of compounded dharmas and whatever the marks of uncompounded dharmas, all those dharmas are each empty of their own marks because they are neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is their basic nature.

“That is called the emptiness of its own mark.

“What is the emptiness of not apprehending? Any past, future, or present dharma cannot be apprehended. Pasts cannot be apprehended in a future, and futures cannot be apprehended in a past. Presents cannot be apprehended in a past and future. Not apprehending is empty of not apprehending because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature.

“That is called the emptiness of not apprehending.

“What is the emptiness of a nonexistent thing? It is that in which nothing can be apprehended. [F.146.a] The nonexistent thing is empty of the nonexistent thing because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature.

“That is called the emptiness of a nonexistent thing.

“What is the emptiness of an intrinsic nature? It is that in which no intrinsic nature can be apprehended. An intrinsic nature is empty of an intrinsic nature because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature.

“That is called the emptiness of an intrinsic nature.

“What is the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature? The intrinsic nature of a phenomenon that has arisen from a union does not exist, because phenomena have originated dependently. A union is empty of a
union because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature.

“That is called the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.

Furthermore, Subhūti, in regard to what is called the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, an existent thing is empty of an existent thing, a nonexistent thing is empty of a nonexistent thing, intrinsic nature is empty of intrinsic nature, and a nature from something else is empty of a nature from something else.

“What is an existent thing? That which is called an existent thing is the five aggregates. There you cannot apprehend those five aggregates, because they have not been produced. Hence an existent thing is empty of an existent thing.

Why is a nonexistent thing also empty of a nonexistent thing? That which is called a nonexistent thing is the uncompounded. There the uncompounded is also empty of the uncompounded, so a nonexistent thing is also empty of a nonexistent thing.

Why is intrinsic nature also empty of intrinsic nature? Intrinsic nature is unmistakable, basic nature. There that emptiness has not been made by knowledge and has not been made by seeing, hence the emptiness of an intrinsic nature.

What is the emptiness of a nature from something else? It is this establishment of dharmas that simply remains whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise, the true nature of dharmas, the dharma constituent, the certification of dharmas, suchness, unmistakable suchness, unaltered suchness, and the very limit of reality. Thus, that which is empty of something else is the emptiness of a nature from something else.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the meditative stabilization śūraṅgama, the meditative stabilization ratnamudra, the meditative stabilization simhavikriḍita, the meditative stabilization sucandra, the meditative stabilization candadhvajaketu, the meditative stabilization sarvadharmodgata, the meditative stabilization vilokita-mūrdhā, the meditative stabilization dharmadhātuṇiyata, the meditative stabilization niyatadhvajaketu, the meditative stabilization vajrākṣita, the meditative stabilization sarvadharmaprameṣāmudra, the meditative stabilization rājavṛddhi, the meditative stabilization rājavṛddhi, the meditative stabilization nārāyana, the meditative stabilization nārāyana, the meditative stabilization balavāha, the meditative stabilization rūpa, the meditative stabilization niruktinirdeśaprameśa, the meditative stabilization adhivacanasāmpraveśa, the meditative stabilization digvilokita, the meditative stabilization ādhāramudrā, the meditative stabilization asaṃpramaṇa, the meditative stabilization sarvadharmasamavasamānasāgaramudra, the meditative stabilization sarvadharmasamavasamānasāgaramudra, the meditative stabilization sarvadharmasamavasamānasāgaramudra.
stabilization ākāśaspharaṇa, the meditative stabilization vajramāṇḍala, the meditative stabilization rataṇājāhā, the meditative stabilization vairocana,[F.147.a] the meditative stabilization anesā, the meditative stabilization aniketasthita, the meditative stabilization niścitta, the meditative stabilization vimalapradīpa, the meditative stabilization anantaprabha, the meditative stabilization prabhākara, the meditative stabilization samantāvabhāṣa, the meditative stabilization śuddhasāna, the meditative stabilization vimalaprabha, the meditative stabilization ratnakoṭi, the meditative stabilization vara dharma mudrā, the meditative stabilization sarva dharma samatā, the meditative stabilization ratnakoṭi, the meditative stabilization varadhamamudrā, the meditative stabilization ratnakoṭi, the meditative stabilization sarva dharma samatā, the meditative stabilization ratnakoṭi, the meditative stabilization varadhamamudrā, the meditative stabilization ratnakoṭi, the meditative stabilization sarva dharma samatā, the meditative stabilization ratnakoṭi, the meditative stabilization sarva dharma samatā, the meditative stabilization ratnakoṭi, the meditative stabilization sarva dharma samatā, the meditative stabilization ratnakoṭi, the meditative stabilization sarva dharma samatā, the meditative stabilization ratnakoṭi, the meditative stabilization sarva dharma samatā.
stabilization *aṅgakaraṇḍa*, the meditative stabilization *sāṃyaktva mithyātva sarva saṃgrasana*, [F.148.a] the meditative stabilization *sarvacaradhanirdhasaṃprasāmanā*, the meditative stabilization *anurodhāpratirodha*,[264] the meditative stabilization *vimalaprabha*,[265] the meditative stabilization *sāravatin*, the meditative stabilization *paripūrṇa-vimalacandra prabha*, the meditative stabilization *vidyutprabha*,[266] the meditative stabilization *mahāvyūha*, the meditative stabilization *sarvākāra prabhākara*, the meditative stabilization *anilambha niketa nirata*, the meditative stabilization *tathatā sthiti niścitta*, the meditative stabilization *kāya kali saṃpramathana*, and the meditative stabilization *ākāśāsaṃga vimukti nirupalepa*.

15.36 “What is the *śūrāṅgama* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization that causes an experience of the range of all meditative stabilizations is called the *śūrāṅgama* meditative stabilization.

15.37 “What is the *ratnamudra* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization sealed by all meditative stabilizations is called the *ratnamudra* meditative stabilization.

15.38 “What is the *siṃhavikrīḍita* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which bodhisattvas sport with all meditative stabilizations is called the *siṃhavikrīḍita* meditative stabilization.

15.39 “What is the *sucandra* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they illuminate all meditative stabilizations is called the *sucandra* meditative stabilization.

15.40 “What is the *candra dhvaja ketu* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they bear the royal ensign of all meditative stabilizations is called the *candra dhvaja ketu* meditative stabilization.

15.41 “What is the *sarvadharma dvāra* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they distinguish themselves with all meditative stabilizations is called the *sarvadharma dvāra* meditative stabilization.[272]

15.42 “What is the *vilokita mūrdhā* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they look down on the peaks of all meditative stabilizations is called the *vilokita mūrdhā* meditative stabilization.

15.43 “What is the *dharma dhātu niyata* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they move toward certainty about the dharma-constituent is called the *dharma dhātu niyata* meditative stabilization.

15.44 “What is the *niyatadhvajaketu* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they bear the royal ensign of those assured of all meditative stabilizations is called the *niyatadhvajaketu* meditative stabilization.
What is the vajrātma meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which meditative stabilizations are not broken apart is called the vajrātma meditative stabilization.

What is the sarvadhammapraveśamudra meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they enter into the seal of all dharmas is called the sarvadhammapraveśamudra meditative stabilization.

What is the samādhi rāja su pratiṣṭhita meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they stand with a king-like stance in all meditative stabilizations is called the samādhi rāja su pratiṣṭhita meditative stabilization.

What is the raśmipramukha meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they emit the light rays of all meditative stabilizations is called the raśmipramukha meditative stabilization.

What is the balavyūha meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they set out an array of the powers of all meditative stabilizations is called the balavyūha meditative stabilization.

What is the samudgata meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they perfectly accomplish all meditative stabilizations is called the samudgata meditative stabilization.

What is the niruktinidēsapraveśa meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they enter into expositions of the creative explanations of all meditative stabilizations is called the niruktinidēsapraveśa meditative stabilization.

What is the adhivacanasampraveśa meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they enter into the names and words for all meditative stabilizations is called the adhivacanasampraveśa meditative stabilization.

What is the digvilokita meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they see the directions of all meditative stabilizations is called the digvilokita meditative stabilization.

What is the ādhāramudrā meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they hold the seals of all meditative stabilizations is called the ādhāramudrā meditative stabilization.

What is the asampramoṣa meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they do not forget any meditative stabilization is called the asampramoṣa meditative stabilization.

What is the sarvadhammasamavasamānāsāgaramudra meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which all meditative stabilizations are collected and into which they flow down is called the sarvadhammasamavasamānāsāgaramudra meditative stabilization.
“What is the ākāśaspharaṇa meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they pervade all meditative stabilizations by pervading like space is called the ākāśaspharaṇa meditative stabilization.

“What is the vajramañḍala meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they bear in mind the maṇḍalas of all meditative stabilizations is called the vajramañḍala meditative stabilization.

“What is the ratnajahā meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which it would be enough that they forsake the causal signs for afflictions, but they also forsake the causal signs of all meditative stabilizations as well. Therefore it is called the ratnajahā meditative stabilization.

“What is the vairocana meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they illuminate, irradiate, and light up all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the vairocana meditative stabilization.

“What is the aneṣa meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not seek any dharma. Therefore it is called the aneṣa meditative stabilization.

“What is the aniketasthita meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see any dharma as a dwelling place to stand on. Therefore it is called the aniketasthita meditative stabilization.

“What is the niścitta meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which minds and mental factors do not operate. Therefore it is called the niścitta meditative stabilization.

“What is the vimalapradīpa meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they are a stainless lamp for all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the vimalapradīpa meditative stabilization.

“What is the anantaprabha meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they are an infinite light for all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the anantaprabha meditative stabilization.

“What is the prabhākara meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they make light for all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the prabhākara meditative stabilization.

“What is the samantāvabhāsa meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization that illuminates the entrances to all meditative stabilizations as soon as it is gained. Therefore it is called the samantāvabhāsa meditative stabilization.
“What is the śuddhasāra meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they gain the purity that is the same for all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the śuddhasāra meditative stabilization.

“What is the vimalaprabha meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they clear away the stains of all meditative stabilizations and illuminate all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the vimalaprabha meditative stabilization.

“What is the ratikama meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which causes an experience of the pleasure of all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the ratikama meditative stabilization.

“What is the vidyutpradīpa meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they act as a lamp to all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the vidyutpradīpa meditative stabilization.

“What is the akṣaya meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see the extinction or nonextinction of any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the akṣaya meditative stabilization.

“What is the tejovatin meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they blaze with the splendor and glory of all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the tejovatin meditative stabilization.

“What is the kṣayāpagata meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see the extinction of any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the kṣayāpagata meditative stabilization.

“What is the āniñjya meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not move, do not shake, do not falsely project, and do not construct any meditative stabilizations in thought. Therefore it is called the āniñjya meditative stabilization.

“What is the avivartta meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see a turning in any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the avivartta meditative stabilization.

“What is the sūryapradīpa meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they illuminate the entrance of the light rays of all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the sūryapradīpa meditative stabilization.

“What is the candravimala meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they lift the darkness of all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the candravimala meditative stabilization.
“What is the śuddhapratibhāsa meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they obtain the four detailed and thorough knowledges of all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the śuddhapratibhāsa meditative stabilization.

“What is the ālokakara meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they illuminate all meditative stabilization gateways. Therefore it is called the ālokakara meditative stabilization.

“What is the kārākāra meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do the forms of work of all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the kārākāra meditative stabilization.

“What is the jñānaketu meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they see the knowledge victory banner of all meditative stabilizations is called the jñānaketu meditative stabilization.

“What is the vajropama meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they bore into all dharmas so that they do not see even the meditative stabilization is called the vajropama meditative stabilization.

“What is the cittasthiti meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which their mind does not move, does not turn back, does not believe, does not get depressed, and does not think ‘this is mind.’ Therefore it is called the cittasthiti meditative stabilization.

“What is the samantāvaloka meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they see illumination all around. Therefore it is called the samantāvaloka meditative stabilization.

“What is the supratiṣṭhita meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they are well established in all meditative stabilizations is called the supratiṣṭhita meditative stabilization.

“What is the ratnakoṭi meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which all meditative stabilizations look like they are edged with jewels. Therefore it is called the ratnakoṭi meditative stabilization.

“What is the varadharmamudra meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which all meditative stabilizations are sealed because they are sealed at their edges with the absence of a seal. Therefore it is called the varadharmamudra meditative stabilization.

“What is the sarvadharmasamatā meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they see, apart from sameness, no dharma at all. Therefore it is called the sarvadharmasamatā meditative stabilization.
“What is the *ratijaha* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they forsake the pleasure of all meditative stabilizations and all dharmas. Therefore it is called the *ratijaha* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *dharmasamudgatapūrṇa* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they become distinguished by all dharmas and complete all buddhadharmas. Therefore it is called the *dharmasamudgatapūrṇa* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *vikirṇa* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they strew all dharmas about with all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the *vikirṇa* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *dharma samudgata pūrṇa* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they become distinguished by all dharmas and complete all buddhadharmas. Therefore it is called the *dharma samudgata pūrṇa* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *vikirṇa* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they strew all dharmas about with all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the *vikirṇa* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *sarvadharmapadaprabheda* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they differentiate the words for all meditative stabilizations and all dharmas. Therefore it is called the *sarvadharmapadaprabheda* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *samākṣarāvakāra* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they reach the state where the letters for all meditative stabilizations are the same is called the *samākṣarāvakāra* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *aṅkāra* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which one does not find even one letter for all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the *aṅkāra* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *ārambanacchedaḥ* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they cut off the objective support for all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the *ārambanacchedaḥ* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *avikāra* meditative stabilization? [F.152.a] It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not find a distortion of all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the *avikāra* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *aprakāra* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not find an aspect of all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the *aprakāra* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *aniketacārī* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not find a dwelling for all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the *aniketacārī* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *vitimirāpagata* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they eliminate the visual distortion of all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the *vitimirāpagata* meditative stabilization.
“What is the *cāritravatin* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they see the activity of any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the *cāritravatin* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *acala* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see movement in any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the *acala* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *viṣayatīrṇa* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they transcend the object of all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the *viṣayatīrṇa* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *sarvaguṇasaṃcaya* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they gain the collection of good qualities of all dharmas and of all meditative stabilizations is called the *sarvaguṇasaṃcaya* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *sthitaniścitta* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which the mind does not operate in any meditative stabilization is called the *sthitaniścitta* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *śubha puṣpita śuddhi* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they gain the purity of the blooming flower of goodness is called the *śubha puṣpita śuddhi* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *bodhyaṅgavatin* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they gain the seven limbs of awakening is called the *bodhyaṅgavatin* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *ananta pratibhāna* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they gain a limitless confident readiness to explain all meditative stabilizations is called the *ananta pratibhāna* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *asamasama* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they gain the equal to the unequaled in all meditative stabilizations is called the *asamasama* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *sarvadharmanātikramaṇa* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they go beyond all three realms is called the *sarvadharmanātikramaṇa* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *paricchedakāna* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which the delimitation of all dharmas and all meditative stabilizations is seen is called the *paricchedakāna* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *vimativikaranā* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they get to disperse doubt about all phenomena and all meditative stabilizations is called the *vimativikaranā* meditative stabilization.
“What is the *niradhiṣṭhāna* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which [F.153.a] they do not see a basis for all phenomena is called the *niradhiṣṭhāna* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *ekavyūha* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see a duality in any phenomenon is called the *ekavyūha* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *ākārābhinirhāra* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see the consummation of the aspect of any dharma or any meditative stabilization is called the *ākārābhinirhāra* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *ekākāra* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see an aspect of any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the *ekākāra* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *ākārānavakāra* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they see the nonduality of all meditative stabilizations is called the *ākārānavakāra* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *nairvedhika sarva bhava tamoʿpagata* meditative stabilization? The meditative stabilization standing in which they obtain knowledge that realizes all meditative stabilizations, even while those obtaining it do not specifically realize any dharma is called the *nairvedhika sarva bhava tamoʿpagata* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *sarva saṃketa rūta praveśa* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they enter into the conventional terms and sounds for all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the *sarva saṃketa rūta praveśa* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *sarva giri ghoṣākṣara vimukta* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they see all meditative stabilizations as free from letters. Therefore it is called the *sarva giri ghoṣākṣara vimukta* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *jvalanolka* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they illuminate, irradiate, and light up all meditative stabilizations with splendor. Therefore it is called the *jvalanolka* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *lakṣana pariśodhaṇa* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they purify the marks of all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the *lakṣana pariśodhaṇa* meditative stabilization.

“What is the *anabhilaksita* meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they see all meditative stabilizations without their being distinguished. Therefore it is called the *anabhilaksita* meditative stabilization.
“What is the sarvākāravaropeta meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which all meditative stabilizations become furnished with the supreme of all aspects. Therefore it is called the sarvākāravaropeta meditative stabilization.

“What is the sarvasukhaduhkhanirabhinandin meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see happiness or suffering. Therefore it is called the sarvasukhaduhkhanirabhinandin meditative stabilization.

“What is the aksayakaramaṇḍa meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see the extinction of any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the aksayakaramaṇḍa meditative stabilization.

“What is the dhāranīmati meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they bear in mind all dhāraṇīs. Therefore it is called the dhāranīmati [F.154.a] meditative stabilization.

“What is the samyaktvaṁśītvasaṁsāgmatana meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see a right or wrong of any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the samyaktvaṁśītvasaṁsāgmatana meditative stabilization.

“What is the sarvarodhanirrodhasaṁsāmanana meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see the prevention or stopping of any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the sarvarodhanirrodhasaṁsāmanana meditative stabilization.

“What is the anurodhāpratirodha meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see the harmony or nonopposition of any dharma or any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the anurodhāpratirodha meditative stabilization.

“What is the vimalaprabha meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not apprehend the light circle of any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the vimalaprabha meditative stabilization.

“What is the sāravatin meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not apprehend the absence of a core of any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the sāravatin meditative stabilization.

“What is the paripūrṇavimalacāndravrabha meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which all meditative stabilizations are completed, like the full moon. Therefore it is called the paripūrṇavimalacāndravrabha meditative stabilization.
“What is the mahāvyūha meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization in which they are endowed with the great array [F.154.b] of all meditative stabilizations. Therefore it is called the mahāvyūha meditative stabilization.

“What is the sarvākāra prabhākara meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they make the light of all meditative stabilizations and all dhammas. Therefore it is called the sarvākāra prabhākara meditative stabilization.

“What is the samādhisamata meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see distraction or onepointedness. Therefore it is called the samādhisamata meditative stabilization.

“What is the araṇa samavasaraṇa meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which the meditative stabilizations do not afflict. Therefore it is called the araṇa samavasaraṇa meditative stabilization.

“What is the araṇa saraṇa sarva samavasaraṇa meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which the meditative stabilizations do not emit any noise. Therefore it is called the araṇa saraṇa sarva samavasaraṇa meditative stabilization.

“What is the anilambha niketa nirata meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not apprehend a foundation of any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the anilambha niketa nirata meditative stabilization.

“What is the tathatā sthiti niścitta meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not regress from the suchness of any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the tathatā sthiti niścitta meditative stabilization.

“What is the kāya kali saṃpramathana meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not see the body of any meditative stabilization. Therefore [F.155.a] it is called the kāya kali saṃpramathana meditative stabilization.

“What is the vākkali vidhvaṃsana gagana kalpa meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they do not apprehend the speech action of any meditative stabilization. Therefore it is called the vākkali vidhvaṃsana gagana kalpa meditative stabilization.

“What is the ākāśāsaṃga vimukti nirupalepa meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which they reach all phenomena as space-like and without attachment, hence free and without blemish. Therefore it is called the ākāśāsaṃga vimukti nirupalepa meditative stabilization.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom.”
This was the fifteenth chapter, “Meditative Stabilization,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B12]
CHAPTER 16: DHĀRAṆĪ GATEWAY

16.1 “Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the four applications of mindfulness. What are the four? They are the application of mindfulness to the body, the application of mindfulness to feeling, the application of mindfulness to mind, and the application of mindfulness to dharmas.

16.2 “What is the application of mindfulness to the body? Here enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, dwell while viewing in a body the inner body by way of not apprehending anything, and without indulging in speculations to do with the body. They dwell while viewing in a body the outer body, and they dwell while viewing in a body [F.155.b] the inner and outer body by way of not apprehending anything, and without indulging in speculations to do with the body.

16.3 “Enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, dwell while viewing in dharmas inner feelings, mind, and inner dharmas, by way of not apprehending anything, and without indulging in speculations to do with dharmas. They dwell while viewing in dharmas outer feelings, mind, and outer dharmas, and dwell while viewing in dharmas inner and outer feelings, mind, and inner and outer dharmas by way of not apprehending anything, and without indulging in speculations to do with the body.

16.4 “And how, Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings dwell while viewing in a body the inner body? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings dwell, while viewing in a body the inner body, aware when practicing, ‘I am practicing’; aware when they have stood, ‘I am standing’; aware when they have sat down, ‘I am sitting’; aware when they have laid down, ‘I am lying down.’ Whatever the position their body is in, they are aware of what it is. Subhūti,
enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, dwell while viewing in a body the inner body like that.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who dwell while viewing in a body the inner body, while going out or coming back, are those who are clearly conscious of what they are doing. When they have looked around or peered, they are clearly conscious of what they are doing. When they have pulled in; [F.156.a] stretched out; are wearing an under robe, carrying a begging bowl, or wearing an outer robe; or have eaten, drunk, chewed, savored, warded off being overcome by drowsiness, come, gone, stood, sat down, slept, awoken, spoken, remained silent, or withdrawn for meditation, they are those who are clearly conscious of what they are doing. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom dwell while viewing in a body the inner body by way of not apprehending anything like that.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings are mindful when breathing in, aware of the fact ‘I am breathing in’; are mindful when breathing out, aware of the fact ‘I am breathing out’; when breathing in long, are aware of the fact ‘I am breathing in long’; when breathing out long, are aware of the fact ‘I am breathing out long’; when breathing in short, are aware of the fact ‘I am breathing in short’; and when breathing out short, are aware of the fact ‘I am breathing out short.’

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when a skillful potter or potter’s apprentice turns the wheel they are aware when they give it a long spin, ‘I am giving it a long spin,’ and they are aware when they give it a short spin, ‘I am giving it a short spin.’ Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings when mindfully breathing in are mindfully aware of the fact ‘I am breathing in’; when mindfully breathing out are mindfully aware of the fact ‘I am breathing out’; when breathing in long are aware of the fact ‘I am breathing in long’; [F.156.b] when breathing out long are aware of the fact ‘I am breathing out long’; when breathing in short are aware of the fact ‘I am breathing in short’; and when breathing out short are aware of the fact ‘I am breathing out short.’ Subhūti, enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, dwell viewing in a body the inner body like that, and that by way of not apprehending anything.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom examine how this very body in fact has constituents, how in this body are the earth element, water element, fire element, and wind element. As an example, Subhūti, when a skillful butcher of cows or apprentice to a butcher of cows has killed a cow with a sharp knife and quartered it, they
examine it while standing or sitting. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom also examine how this very body in fact has constituents, how in this body are the earth element, water element, fire element, and wind element. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom dwell viewing in a body the inner body like that while standing or sitting, and that by way of not apprehending anything.

"Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom examine properly how this very body is full of various types of filth from the soles of the feet on up, from the top of the head on down, and out as far as the nails, hairs, and skin. They examine on this body the hair on the head and hairs on the body, the nails, the teeth, the covering of skin, and the flesh, sinew, blood, bone, marrow, heart, kidney, liver, lungs, spleen, gut, intestines, coiled intestines, colon, urine, excrement, tears, sweat, fat, snot, mucus, pus, bile, phlegm, oil, marrow, plasma, dirt, cranium, brain, discharge from the eyes, and ear wax. As an analogy, Subhūti, when those with eyes untie and inspect a farmer’s sack full of different types of unhusked rice, unhusked grains, sesame seeds, mung beans, kidney beans, lentils, barley, wheat, and mustard seeds, they know ‘this is unhusked rice, these are unhusked grains, these are sesame seeds, these are mung beans, these are kidney beans, these are lentils, this is barley, this is wheat, and these are mustard seeds.’ Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom examine how this very body is full of various types of filth from the soles of the feet on up, from the top of the head on down, and out as far as the nails, hairs, and skin. They examine on this body the hair on the head and hairs on the body, the nails, the teeth, the covering of skin, and the flesh, sinew, blood, bone, marrow, heart, kidney, liver, lungs, spleen, gut, intestines, coiled intestines, colon, urine, excrement, [F.157.b] tears, sweat, fat, snot, mucus, pus, bile, phlegm, oil, marrow, plasma, dirt, cranium, brain, discharge from the eyes, and ear wax. Subhūti, enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, dwell viewing while in a body the inner body like that, by way of not apprehending anything.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings staying in a(194,767),(999,822)

chamal ground see various bodies thrown out in the chamal ground that have been dead for one day, dead for two days, dead for three days, dead for four days, or dead for five days, or are bloated, black and blue, rotten, or cleaned out by worms, they connect this very body with that reality: ‘This body too has such a quality, is of such a nature, and does not avoid having
that as its natural state.’ Subhūtī, enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, dwell while viewing in a body the body like that.

16.11 "Furthermore, Subhūtī, when bodhisattva great beings see human corpses thrown out in the charnel ground dead for six days or dead for seven days or lying there being eaten by crows, kites, buzzards, vultures, hawks, jackals, foxes, or dogs, or being eaten by any other of the various kinds of creatures, they connect this very body with that reality: ‘This body too is of such a quality, is of such a nature, and does not avoid having that as its natural state.’ Subhūtī, enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, dwell while viewing in a body the body like that.

16.12 "Furthermore, Subhūtī, when bodhisattva great beings see human corpses thrown out in the charnel ground that are chewed up, filthy, rotten, and stinking, they connect this very body with that reality: ‘This body too is of such a quality, is of such a nature, and does not avoid having that as its natural state.’ Subhūtī, enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, dwell while viewing in a body the body like that.

16.13 "Furthermore, Subhūtī, when bodhisattva great beings see a complete skeleton thrown out in the charnel ground daubed with flesh and blood and hardly connected by sinews, they connect this very body with that reality: ‘This body too is of such a quality, is of such a nature, and does not avoid having that as its natural state.’ [F.158.a] Subhūtī, enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, dwell while viewing in a body the body like that.

16.14 "Furthermore, Subhūtī, when bodhisattva great beings see the bones of a skeleton in the charnel ground without flesh and blood, colored like a conch shell and unconnected by sinews, they connect this very body with that reality: ‘This body too is of such a quality, is of such a nature, and does not avoid having that as its natural state.’ [F.158.b] Subhūtī, enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, are those who view in a body the body like that.

16.15 "Furthermore, Subhūtī, when bodhisattva great beings see in the charnel ground the bones no longer held in the frame of a skeleton, detached from each other, scattered about like conch shells, they connect this very body with that reality: ‘This body too is of such a quality, is of such a nature, and does not avoid having that as its natural state.’ Subhūtī, enthusiastic,
introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, dwell while viewing in a body the body like that.

16.16 Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings see in the charnel ground bones scattered on the ground in the main and intermediate directions—in one the bones of the feet, in another the bones of the lower leg, in another the bones of the upper leg, in another hip bones, in another rib bones, in another vertebrae, in another shoulder bones, in another neck bones, in another the skull and jaw bone—they connect this very body with that reality: ‘This body too is of such a quality, is of such a nature, and does not avoid having that as its natural state.’ Subhūti, enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, dwell while viewing in a body the body like that.

16.17 Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings see in the charnel ground bones [F.159.a] that have been there for years bleached by the wind and the sun, colored like conch shells, they connect this very body with that reality: ‘This body too is of such a quality, is of such a nature, and does not avoid having that as its natural state.’ Subhūti, enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, dwell while viewing in a body the body like that.

16.18 Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings see in the charnel ground decayed bones the dark color of the wood pigeon, crumbled to bits and become like the soil of the earth, they connect this very body with that reality: ‘This body too is of such a quality, is of such a nature, and does not avoid having that as its natural state.’ Subhūti, enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, are those who view in a body the inner body, are those who view in a body the outer body, and dwell as those who view in a body the inner and outer body like that.

16.19 Similarly, enthusiastic, introspective, mindful bodhisattva great beings, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, are those who view the dharmas of feelings, minds, and dharmas.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

16.20 Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the four right efforts. What are the four? Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings generate the desire not to produce wrong unwholesome dharmas not yet produced, making an effort at it, making a vigorous attempt, [F.159.b] tightening up the mind and perfectly settling it down. They generate the desire to abandon wrong unwholesome dharmas already produced, making
an effort at it, making a vigorous attempt, exerting themselves mentally, and setting it out as a perfect goal. They generate the desire to produce wholesome dharmas not yet produced, making an effort at it, making a vigorous attempt, exerting themselves mentally, and setting it out as a perfect goal. They generate the desire that wholesome dharmas already produced will remain, will increase, will not be forgotten, will not degenerate, and will be completed, making an effort at it, making a vigorous attempt, tightening up the mind and perfectly settling it down by way of settling it down without apprehending anything.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the four legs of miraculous power. What are the four? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings develop a leg of miraculous power endowed with meditative stabilization and the volitional effort to eliminate caused by yearning based on isolation, based on detachment, based on cessation, and transformed by renunciation; and they develop a leg of miraculous power endowed with meditative stabilization and the volitional effort to eliminate caused by perseverance, concentrated mind, and examination based on isolation, based on detachment, based on cessation, and transformed by renunciation, and that without apprehending anything.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the five faculties. What are the five? They are the faith faculty, perseverance faculty, mindfulness faculty, meditative stabilization faculty, and wisdom faculty.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the five powers. What are the five? They are the power of faith, power of perseverance, power of mindfulness, power of meditative stabilization, and power of wisdom, by way of not apprehending anything.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the seven limbs of awakening. What are the seven? They develop the right mindfulness limb of awakening, the right examination of dharmas limb of awakening, the right perseverance limb of awakening, the right joy limb of awakening, the right pliability limb of awakening, the right meditative stabilization limb of awakening, and the right equanimity limb of awakening, all based on detachment, based on cessation, and transformed by renunciation, and that without apprehending anything.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.
Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the eightfold noble path. What are the eight limbs of the noble path? They are right view, right idea, right speech, right conduct, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right meditative stabilization, by way of not apprehending anything.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings. [F.160.b]

Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the three meditative stabilizations that are the three gateways to liberation. What are the three? They are the emptiness meditative stabilization, the signless meditative stabilization, and the wishless meditative stabilization.

“What is the emptiness meditative stabilization? The stability of mind that understands analytically that all dharmas are empty of their own mark is the emptiness gateway to liberation called the emptiness meditative stabilization.

“What is the signlessness meditative stabilization? The stability of mind that understands analytically that all dharmas are without a causal sign is the signlessness gateway to liberation called the signlessness meditative stabilization.

“What is the meditative stabilization on the wishlessness? The stability of mind that understands analytically that all dharmas do not occasion anything is the wishlessness gateway to liberation called the wishlessness meditative stabilization.

“The meditative stabilizations that are those three gateways to liberation are the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings. They should train in those three gateways to liberation.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the eleven knowledges. What are the eleven? They are knowledge of suffering, knowledge of origination, knowledge of cessation, knowledge of the path, knowledge of extinction, knowledge of nonproduction, knowledge of dharma, subsequent realization knowledge, conventional knowledge, knowledge of mastery, and knowledge in accord with sound.

“What is knowledge of suffering? The knowledge that suffering is not produced is called knowledge of suffering.

“What is knowledge of origination? The knowledge of the abandonment of origination is called knowledge of origination.

“What is knowledge of cessation? [F.161.a] The knowledge of the cessation of suffering is called knowledge of cessation.

“What is knowledge of the path? The knowledge of the eightfold noble path is called knowledge of the path.

“What is knowledge of extinction? It is the knowledge that greed, hatred, and confusion have been extinguished.
"What is knowledge of nonproduction? It is the knowledge that a form of life in suffering existence is not produced.

"What is knowledge of dharma? It is knowledge that knows decisively that the aggregates are artificial.

"What is subsequent realization knowledge? It is knowledge that the eyes and the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind are impermanent. Connect this in the same way with the aggregates, constituents, and sense fields, up to all dhammas.

"What is conventional knowledge? It is knowledge of the thoughts of other beings and other persons by the thought to know them.

"What is knowledge of mastery? Knowledge of the path and knowledge of extinction is called knowledge of mastery.

"What is knowledge in accord with sound? It is a tathāgata’s knowledge of all sounds. It is knowledge, furthermore, by way of not apprehending anything.

"That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of a bodhisattva great being is this: the three faculties. They are the faculty of coming to understand what one does not understand, the faculty of understanding, and the faculty of having understood.

"What is the faculty of coming to understand what one does not understand? The faith faculty, perseverance faculty, mindfulness faculty, meditative stabilization faculty, and wisdom faculty without appearances that tame the arrogance of trainee persons who have not had a clear realization is called the faculty of coming to understand what one does not understand.

"What is the faculty of understanding? The faith faculty, perseverance faculty, mindfulness faculty, meditative stabilization faculty, and wisdom faculty of trainees who have understood is called the faculty of understanding.

"What is the faculty of having understood? The faith faculty, perseverance faculty, mindfulness faculty, meditative stabilization faculty, and wisdom faculty of nontrainee persons—worthy ones, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas—is called the faculty of having understood.

"That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the three meditative stabilizations. They are the meditative stabilization with applied thought and with sustained thought, the meditative stabilization without applied thought with only sustained thought, and the meditative stabilization without either applied or sustained thought.
"What is the meditative stabilization with applied thought and with sustained thought? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings detached from sense objects, detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas, perfectly accomplish and dwell in the first concentration that has applied thought and has sustained thought and joy and happiness born of detachment. That is called the *meditative stabilization with applied thought and with sustained thought*.

"What is the meditative stabilization without applied thought with only sustained thought? It is between the first concentration and the second concentration. That is called the *meditative stabilization without applied thought with only sustained thought*.

"What [F.162.a] is the meditative stabilization without either applied or sustained thought? It is from the second concentration, up to the station of the neither perception nor nonperception absorption. That is called the *meditative stabilization without either applied or sustained thought*.

That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

"Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great being is this: the ten mindfulnesses. What are the ten? They are mindfulness of the Buddha, mindfulness of the Dharma, mindfulness of the Saṅgha, mindfulness of morality, mindfulness of giving away, mindfulness of the gods, mindfulness of disgust, mindfulness of death, mindfulness of what is included in the body, and mindfulness of breathing in and out. That mindfulness, furthermore, is by way of not apprehending anything.

That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

"Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the four immeasurables. What are the four? They dwell having pervaded the ten directions of a world that is vast because of the dharma-constituent and that extends as far as the space element with a vast, inclusive, infinite, nondual mind endowed with love without enmity, unrivaled, not harmful, and well cultivated.

They dwell having pervaded the ten directions of a world as vast as the dharma-constituent and as far-reaching as the space element with a vast, inclusive, infinite, nondual mind endowed with compassion, endowed with joy, and endowed with equanimity without enmity, unrivaled, not harmful, and well cultivated.

That, Subhūti, [F.162.b] is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

"Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the four concentrations. What are the four?

Detached from sense objects, detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas, they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the first concentration that has applied thought and has sustained thought and joy and happiness born of detachment.
“Relieved of applied thought and sustained thought, with an inner serene confidence and a mind that has become a single continuum, they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the second concentration that has joy and happiness born of a meditative stabilization without applied thought and without sustained thought.

“Because they are free from attachment to joy they abide in equanimity, and with equanimity and recollection and introspection they experience pleasure with their body, and they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the third concentration without enjoyment, about which the noble beings say, ‘They have equanimity and recollection and dwell in happiness.’

“Because they have forsaken pleasure, have earlier forsaken suffering, have set to rest mental happiness and mental unhappiness and have equanimity that is neither happiness nor suffering, and have an extremely pure equanimity and recollection, they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the fourth concentration.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the four formless absorptions. What are the four?

“Totally transcending perceptions of form, setting to rest perceptions of obstruction, not paying attention to perceptions of difference, in endless space they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of endless space.

“Totally transcending the station of endless space, in endless consciousness they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of endless consciousness.

“Totally transcending the station of endless consciousness, in nothing-at-all they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of nothing-at-all.

“Totally transcending the station of nothing-at-all, in neither perception nor nonperception they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of neither perception nor nonperception.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the eight deliverances. What are the eight?

“With form they see forms. This is the first deliverance.

“With the perception of form inside they see forms outside. This is the second deliverance.

“They have admiration for the pleasant. This is the third deliverance.

“Totally transcending perceptions of form, setting to rest perceptions of obstruction, not paying attention to perceptions of difference, in endless space they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of endless space. This is the fourth deliverance.
“Totally transcending the station of endless space, in endless consciousness they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of endless consciousness. This is the fifth deliverance.

“Totally transcending the station of endless consciousness, in nothing-at-all they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of nothing-at-all. This is the sixth deliverance.

“Totally transcending the station of nothing-at-all, in neither perception nor nonperception they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of neither perception nor nonperception. This is the seventh deliverance.

“Totally transcending [F.163.b] the station of neither perception nor nonperception they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the cessation of perception and feeling. This is the eighth deliverance.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the nine serial absorptions. What are the nine?

“Detached from sense objects, detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas, they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the first concentration that has applied thought and has sustained thought and joy and happiness born of detachment.

“Relieved of applied thought and sustained thought, with an inner serene confidence and a mind that has become a single continuum, they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the second concentration that has joy and happiness born of a meditative stabilization without applied thought and without sustained thought.

“Because they are free from attachment to joy they abide in equanimity, and with equanimity and recollection and introspection they experience happiness with their bodies, and they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the third concentration without joy, about which the noble beings say, ‘They have equanimity and recollection and dwell in happiness.’

“Because they have forsaken happiness, have earlier forsaken suffering, have set to rest mental happiness and mental unhappiness and have pure equanimity that is neither happiness nor suffering, and have recollection, they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the fourth concentration.

“Totally transcending perceptions of form, setting to rest perceptions of obstruction, not paying attention to perceptions of difference, thinking ‘it is endless space’ they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of endless space.

“Totally transcending the station of endless space, [F.164.a] thinking ‘it is endless consciousness’ they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of endless consciousness.
"Totally transcending the station of endless consciousness, in nothing-at-all they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of nothing-at-all.

"Totally transcending the station of nothing-at-all, in neither perception nor nonperception they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of neither perception nor nonperception.

"Totally transcending the station of neither perception nor nonperception they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the cessation of perception and feeling.

"That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

"Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the ten powers of a tathāgata. What are the ten?

"Accurately knowing the possible as possible, and accurately knowing the impossible as impossible.

"Accurately knowing past, present, and future actions, and the place of the undertaking of the actions, and the results.

"Accurately knowing the world with its various constituents and multiplicity of constituents.

"Accurately knowing the various beliefs and many beliefs of other beings and other persons.

"Accurately knowing the stages of faculties and perseverance of other beings and other persons.

"Accurately knowing the path wherever it goes.

"Accurately knowing the defilement and purification of all concentrations, deliverances, meditative stabilizations, and absorptions, and the emergence from them. [F.164.b]

"Accurately recollecting and knowing many various previous lives and knowing deaths and rebirths with the divine eye.

"Perfectly accomplishing and dwelling in a freedom in their minds that they have realized themselves in this very life with clairvoyance, a freedom and wisdom without outflows because of having put an end to outflows. They know, ‘Birth has come to an end for me. I have lived the pure life. My work is done. From now on there will be nothing like this.’ And that, furthermore, is by way of not apprehending anything.

"That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

"Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the four fearlessnesses. What are the four?

"When I claim, ‘I am perfectly completely awakened,’ ah! I see no cause that would make me think that anyone in this world of beings, together with the gods, Māra, Brahmā, those leading a secluded religious life, and brahmmins, could in truth argue there that these dharmas have not become perfectly, completely awakened. Because I do not see here that cause, I, who
have found happiness, found fearlessness, and found a ground for self-confidence, claim the exalted status of the dominant bull. I roar the lion’s perfect roar in the assembly. I, Brahmā-like, turn the wheel that no one in this world—not a god or Māra or Brahmā or one leading a secluded religious life or a brahmin—can in truth turn.

“When I claim, ‘I have put an end to outflows,’ ah! I see there no cause that would make me think that anyone in this world of beings, together with the gods, Māra, Brahmā, those leading a secluded religious life, and brahmins, could in truth argue, [F.165.a] ‘You have not put an end to those outflows.’ Because I do not see that cause here I have found happiness, found fearlessness, and found a ground for self-confidence, and I claim the exalted status of the dominant bull. I roar the lion’s perfect roar in the assembly. I, Brahmā-like, turn the wheel that no one in this world—not a god or Māra or Brahmā or one leading a secluded religious life or a brahmin—can in truth turn.

“There are no grounds for those phenomena that I have explained to be hindrances not to become phenomena that hinder those who resort to them, so I see no cause that would make me think that anyone in this world of beings, together with the gods, Māra, Brahmā, those leading a secluded religious life, and brahmins, could in truth argue that even if they resort to them they do not become hindrances. Because I do not see any cause here, I have found happiness, found fearlessness, found a ground for self-confidence, and claim as my state the exalted state of the dominant bull. I roar the lion’s perfect roar in the assembly. I, Brahmā-like, turn the wheel that no one in this world—not a god or Māra or Brahmā or one leading a secluded religious life or a brahmin—can in truth turn.

“There are no grounds for saying that the noble paths that I have said cause escape do not perfectly put an end to suffering when those escapes that perfectly put an end to the suffering of those who effect them have been accomplished. I see no cause that would make me think that anyone in this world of beings, together with the gods, Māra, Brahmā, those leading a secluded religious life, and brahmins, could in truth argue, ‘Even if they have been accomplished they do not put an end to outflows.’ [F.165.b] Because I do not see any cause here, I have found happiness, found fearlessness, found a ground for self-confidence, and claim as my state the exalted state of the dominant bull. I roar the lion’s perfect roar in the assembly. I, Brahmā-like, turn the wheel that no one in this world—not a god or Māra or Brahmā or one leading a secluded religious life or a brahmin—can in truth turn. And that, furthermore, is by way of not apprehending anything.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.
“Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the four detailed and thorough knowledges. What are the four? They are detailed and thorough knowledge of meanings, detailed and thorough knowledge of dharmas, detailed and thorough knowledge of creative explanations, and detailed and thorough knowledge of confidence giving a readiness to speak. It is knowledge, furthermore, by way of not apprehending anything.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. What are the eighteen?

Between the night when tathāgatas awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and the night when they pass into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind, while tathāgatas teach the world of beings together with the gods, Māra, Brahmā, those leading a secluded religious life, and brahmins, together with gods, humans, and asuras the path that puts an end to suffering, they do not go wrong, do not shout out, are not robbed of mindfulness, do not discriminate differences, do not have uncollected thoughts, are not inconsiderately dispassionate, are not deficient in yearning, are not deficient in perseverance, are not deficient in recollection, are not deficient in meditative stabilization, are not deficient in wisdom, are not deficient in liberation, and are not deficient in seeing into knowledge of liberation. All physical actions are preceded by knowledge and informed by knowledge, all verbal actions are preceded by knowledge and informed by knowledge, all mental actions are preceded by knowledge and informed by knowledge; they see past time with knowledge free from attachment and free from obstruction, they see future time with knowledge free from attachment and free from obstruction, and they see the present time with knowledge free from attachment and free from obstruction, and that, furthermore, by way of not apprehending anything.

“That, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the dhāraṇī gateways. What are the dhāraṇī gateways? It is like this: there is the sameness of the way the letters work, the letters as gateways, and entrances through letters.

What are the letters as gateways and entrance through letters? The letter a is the gateway to all dharmas because they are unproduced from the very beginning (ādy-anutpannatvād); ra is a gateway to all dharmas because they are without dirt (rajas); pa is a gateway to all dharmas because they are ultimately (paramārtha) without distinctions; tsa is a gateway to all dharmas because of the way death (cyavana) and rebirth are unfindable; na is a
gateway to all dharmas because names (nāma) have gone, because of the way names are unfindable; la is a gateway to all dharmas because they transcend the ordinary world (loka), because the vine (lātā) of craving and the causes and conditions have been destroyed; [F.166.b] da is a gateway to all dharmas because tamed (dānta) and staying tamed (damathā) have a certain limit; ba is a gateway to all dharmas because they are free from bonds (bandhana); da is a gateway to all dharmas because disorder (damara) has gone; sa is a gateway to all dharmas because attachment (saṅga) is unfindable; wa is a gateway to all dharmas because the sound of speech paths (vākpatha) has been cut; ta is a gateway to all dharmas because they do not wander from suchness (tatātā); ya is a gateway to all dharmas because in fact (yatathāvat) they are not produced; sta is a gateway to all dharmas because they have nothing to be pretentious about (stambhā); ka is a gateway to all dharmas because an agent (kāraka) is unfindable; sa is a gateway to all dharmas because they do not pass beyond sameness (samatā), and sameness is unfindable; ma is a gateway to all dharmas because taking something as 'mine' (mamakāma) is unfindable; go is a gateway to all dharmas because going (gamanā) is unfindable; tha is a gateway to all dharmas because a standing place (sthāna) is unfindable; dza is a gateway to all dharmas because birth (jāti) is unfindable; shwa is a gateway to all dharmas because breath (śvāsa) is unfindable; dha is a gateway to all dharmas because a dharma (dharma) is unfindable; ūśa is a gateway to all dharmas because calm abiding (śamatha) is unfindable; kha is a gateway to all dharmas because a state the same as the sky (kha) is unfindable; kṣa is a gateway to all dharmas because extinction (kṣaya) is unfindable; dzjnā is a gateway to all dharmas because knowledge (jñāna) is unfindable; ha is a gateway to all dharmas because a cause (hetu) is unfindable; bha is a gateway to all dharmas because destruction (bhāṅga) is unfindable; tsha [F.167.a] is a gateway to all dharmas because a beautiful skin color (chavī) is unfindable; sma is a gateway to all dharmas because mindfulness (smarana) is unfindable; hva is a gateway to all dharmas because calling out (dhoṇa) is unfindable; tsa is a gateway to all dharmas because eagerness (utsāha) for dharmas is unfindable; gha is a gateway to all dharmas because density (ghana) in dharmas is unfindable; thla is a gateway to all dharmas because establishment (viṭhapanā) is unfindable; ṇa is a gateway to all dharmas because conflict (nāṇa) is unfindable; pha is a gateway to all dharmas because a result (phala) is unfindable; ska is a gateway to all dharmas because aggregates (skandha) are unfindable; dza is a gateway to all dharmas because old age (jāra) is unfindable; tsa is a gateway to all dharmas
because conduct (*caraṇa*) is unfindable; ṭa is a gateway to all dharmas because harm (*ṭākara*) is unfindable; and ḍha is a gateway to all dharmas because grasping at something as ‘I’ (*ḍhaṃkāra*) is unfindable.

16.100 “There is no expression as a letter above and beyond these. And why? Because there is no name at all by which anything might be conventionally designated, or by which anything might be expressed, expounded, realized, or seen. Like this, Subhūti, you should understand that all dharmas are like space.

16.101 “Subhūti, this letter ḍa, and so on, the entrance into the teaching, is the entrance through a dhāraṇī gateway.

16.102 “Subhūti, any bodhisattva great beings who come to know this skill in the letter ḍa, and so on, the letter ḍa, and so on, that are the entry stamp, whatever the sound, will succeed though the sameness of dharmas, and will gain skill in understanding sounds.

16.103 “Subhūti, you should know that there are twenty benefits for any bodhisattva great beings [F.167.b] who hear these spoken words stamped with the letter ḍa, and so on, the letter ḍa, and so on, that are the entry stamp, and who, having heard them, with a continuum of mental certainty take them up, bear them in mind, read them out loud, and master and expound them in detail to others by way of not apprehending anything.

16.104 “What are the twenty? They will have mindfulness, will have intelligence, will have understanding, will have awareness, will have steadfastness, will have a sense of shame, will have wisdom, and will have a confidence giving a readiness to speak. They will also gain this dhāraṇī gateway with little difficulty, will not become tongue-tied and will not be of two minds, and will not become attracted even when they hear smooth words from somebody else, will not get offended when they hear harsh words, will not be uplifted and will not be put down, and will remain in an ordinary state. They will also become skilled in sounds, will become skilled in aggregates, will become skilled in constituents, will become skilled in sense fields, will become skilled in dependent origination, will become skilled in causes, will become skilled in conditions, will become skilled in the true nature of dharmas, will become skilled in knowing higher and lower faculties, will become skilled in knowing the thoughts of others, will become skilled in knowledge of the performance of miraculous power, will become skilled in knowing the divine eye, will become skilled in knowledge that recollects past lives, will become skilled in knowledge that outflows are extinguished, will become skilled in knowing what is possible and impossible, and will become skilled in going, skilled in returning, [F.168.a] and skilled in the ways of carrying themselves.
“That dhāraṇī gateway, Subhūti, the letter a, and so on, that are the entrance, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings.”

This was the sixteenth chapter, “Dhāraṇī Gateway,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B13]
“Subhūti, in regard to what you have asked—‘How have bodhisattva great beings come to set out in the Great Vehicle?’—Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections change place, going from level to level. And how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections change place, going from level to level? Like this: by all dharmas not changing place. And why? Because no dharma comes, or goes, or changes place, or is close to changing places. But even though they do not falsely project the level of those dharmas, do not direct their thoughts toward them, they still do the purification for a level, and they do not view those levels.

“And what is the bodhisattva great beings’ purification? Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings occupying the first level, Pramuditā, have to do ten purifications for that level. What are the ten? They are purification of the surpassing aspiration, and that by way of not apprehending anything; purification of the basis for beneficial work through not apprehending causal signs; purification of the same state of mind toward all beings through not apprehending beings; purification of giving up things through not apprehending a gift, giver, or recipient; purification of serving spiritual friends because of not falsely projecting anything on account of them; [F.168.b] purification of seeking the doctrine through not apprehending any dharma; purification of constant renunciation through not apprehending a home; purification of longing for the body of a buddha through not apprehending the causal signs of the auspicious major and minor signs; purification of an exposition of dharmas through not apprehending an analysis of dharmas; purification of preventing being puffed up with pride through not apprehending a state of existence; and purification of making truth statements through not apprehending a statement. These, Subhūti, are the ten purifications bodhisattva great beings occupying the first level, Pramuditā, have to do.
Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings occupying the second level have to constantly pay attention to eight dharmas and focus on them in practice. What are the eight? They are completely pure morality, a feeling of appreciation and gratitude, a foundation of the power of patience, an experience of great delight and joy, not ignoring any being, being deeply moved by great compassion, great reverence because of venerating gurus with faith and by imagining them as the Teacher, and seeking the perfections through the practice of them. These, Subhūti, are the eight dharmas bodhisattva great beings occupying the second level have to constantly pay attention to and focus on in practice.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings occupying the third level have to keep on with five dharmas. What are the five? They have to keep on with great learning without complacency, and that without settling down on words; with expositions of the gift of Dharma without concern for material possessions but not falsely projecting anything on account of that; in raising up and transforming wholesome roots for the purification of a buddhafield but not falsely projecting anything on account of that; with not feeling oppressed by immeasurable cycles of existence but not falsely projecting anything on account of that; and with an abiding sense of shame and embarrassment but not falsely projecting anything on account of those either. Bodhisattva great beings occupying the third level, Subhūti, have to keep on with these five dharmas.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings occupying the fourth level have to appropriate and keep ten dharmas and should not give them up. What are the ten? Not giving up dwelling in the forest, having few desires, contentment, not giving up the qualities of the ascetic or austerity, not giving up training, abhoring sense objects, production of a thought associated with nirvāṇa, giving up all possessions, an unmixed mind, and not relying on anything. These, Subhūti, are the ten dharmas a bodhisattva great being occupying the fourth level should not give up and that they have to appropriate and keep.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings occupying the fifth level have to avoid ten dharmas. What are the ten? They have to avoid getting tied up with householders, avoid getting tied up with monks and nuns, stop envying status families, avoid places where people get together, stop bearing malice, stop praising themselves and disparaging others, stop the ten unwholesome actions, avoid haughtiness and pride in being superior, stop distortions, avoid doubt, and avoid the propensity for greed, hatred, and confusion. These, Subhūti, are the ten dharmas bodhisattva great beings occupying the fifth level should avoid.
Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings occupying the sixth level have to complete six dharmas. What are the six? They have to complete the six perfections. There are also another six dharmas they have to avoid. What are the six? They have to avoid śrāvaka states of mind, avoid pratyekabuddha states of mind, avoid wearied states of mind, avoid feeling cowed when they see a beggar, avoid feeling unhappy about all the things they have given up, and not rebuff beggars. These, Subhūti, are the six dharmas bodhisattva great beings occupying the sixth level should avoid.

Furthermore, Subhūti, there are twenty dharmas that bodhisattva great beings occupying the seventh level should not do. What are the twenty? They should not seize on a self, seize on a sentient being, seize on a living being, seize on a person, seize on annihilation, seize on permanence, perceive a causal sign, view that it is a cause, settle down on name and form, settle down on the aggregates, settle down on the sense fields, settle down on the constituents, settle down on the three realms, cling to the three realms, wallow in the three realms, settle down on the view that the Buddha should be resorted to, settle down on the view that the Dharma should be resorted to, settle down on the view that the Saṅgha should be resorted to, settle down on the view that morality is a place to resort to, or get depressed that all dharmas are empty and oppose emptiness. These, Subhūti, are the twenty dharmas that bodhisattva great beings occupying the seventh level should not do.

Occupying the seventh level, they also have to complete exactly twenty dharmas. What are the twenty? They are the realization of emptiness, the actualization of signlessness, the knowledge of wishlessness, the purification of the three spheres, empathy and compassion for all beings, not looking down on those beings, viewing the sameness of all dharmas and not settling down on it, realizing the way things are perfect without falsely projecting anything on account of it, forbearance for nonproduction, the knowledge of nonproduction, the exposition of the one way things are, total destruction of thought constructions concerning all phenomena, reversal of views, reversal of afflictions, the level of meditation on calm abiding and skill in insight, a disciplined state of mind, a calmed state of mind, unobstructed knowledge, the attachment-free level and going as they want to any buddhafield. These, Subhūti, are the twenty dharmas that bodhisattva great beings occupying the seventh level should complete.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings occupying the eighth level have to complete four dharmas. What are the four? They have to read the minds of all beings, play with the clairvoyances, view the buddhafields and fully execute them exactly as they have seen them to be, and attend on
the buddhas and properly contemplate the buddha bodies. These, Subhūti, are the four dharmas they should complete. Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings occupying the eighth level have to complete four other dharmas. What are the four? They have to know higher and lower faculties, they have to purify a buddhafield, they have to be constantly absorbed in the illusion-like meditative stabilization, and they have to intentionally appropriate an existence and bring into being a body in line with the outcome of the wholesome roots of beings. These, Subhūti, are the four other dharmas bodhisattva great beings occupying the eighth level have to complete.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings occupying the ninth level have to complete twelve dharmas. What are the twelve? They are the assistance of unending prayers; success in line with the prayers that are made; understanding knowledge of the sounds of gods, nāgas, yaksas, gandharvas, asuras, garuḍas, kinnaras, mahoragas, humans, and ghosts; understanding a river of confidence giving a readiness to speak; and perfect entry into a womb, a perfect family, a perfect social class and lineage, a perfect retinue, a perfect birth, perfect going forth, the perfect spreading out of a Bodhi tree, and the perfect completion of good qualities. These, Subhūti, are the twelve dharmas bodhisattva great beings occupying the ninth level have to complete.

Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings occupying the tenth level have to be called just ‘tathāgata.’

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti inquired of him, “Lord, what is done in purification of the surpassing aspiration of bodhisattva great beings occupying the first level?”

The Lord replied, “With attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects, the full accomplishment of all wholesome roots, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of the surpassing aspiration.

“What is the purification of the same state of mind toward all beings? With attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects the full accomplishment of the four immeasurables—love, compassion, joy, and equanimity—Subhūti, is said to be the purification of the same state of mind toward all beings.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of giving up? Giving gifts to all beings without conceptualization, Subhūti, is said to be the purification of giving up.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of serving spiritual friends? There serving, attending on, and having great reverence for those spiritual friends, the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings who cause
them to take up and enter into the knowledge of all aspects and establish them in it, Subhūti, are said to be the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of serving spiritual friends.

17.18 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of seeking the doctrine? There with a thought connected with the knowledge of all aspects they seek the doctrine and do not fall to the śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha level. That, Subhūti, is said to be the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of seeking the doctrine. [F.171.b]

17.19 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of constant renunciation? In all lifetimes they are aloof and renounced, they go forth to homelessness into the Tathāgata’s doctrine, and nobody hinders them. That, Subhūti, is said to be the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of constant renunciation.

17.20 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of longing for the body of a buddha? Having seen the body of a buddha they never become separated from attention to the buddha until they reach the knowledge of all aspects. That, Subhūti, is said to be the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of longing for the body of a buddha.

17.21 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of an exposition of doctrines? Whether the Tathāgata is here before us or whether gone into nirvāṇa, the bodhisattva great beings teach doctrine, illuminating for beings the spiritual life good at the beginning, good in the middle, and good at the end, excellent in meaning, excellent in wording, unadulterated, complete, purified, and completely pure—that is to say, the discourses, melodious narrations, predictions, verses, summaries, introductions, accounts, birth stories, expanded texts, marvels, tales, and expositions. That, Subhūti, is said to be the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of an exposition of doctrines.

17.22 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of overcoming being puffed up with pride? Overcoming being puffed up with pride on account of which they are not born in lower status families, Subhūti, is said to be the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of overcoming being puffed up with pride.

17.23 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of making truth statements? That they do what they say, Subhūti, is said to be the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of making truth statements.

17.24 “Those ten, Subhūti, are the purifications bodhisattva great beings occupying the first level have to do.

17.25 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ completely pure morality? It is this: not paying attention to śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha states of mind, to what makes for an immorality, or to any of those dharmas that constitute a
hindrance to awakening either. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ completely pure morality.

17.26 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ feeling of appreciation and gratitude? Let alone something big, when bodhisattva great beings are doing their practice they do not consign to oblivion even a tiny benefit done, up until the end of saṃsāra. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ feeling of appreciation and gratitude.

17.27 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ foundation of the power of patience? The absence of malicious and violent thoughts toward all beings is the bodhisattva great beings’ foundation of the power of patience.

17.28 “What do bodhisattva great beings experience as great delight and joy? [F.172.b] Bringing beings to maturity in the three vehicles is what bodhisattva great beings experience as great delight and joy.

17.29 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ not ignoring any being? Guarding all beings is the bodhisattva great beings’ not ignoring any being.

17.30 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ being deeply moved by great compassion? When doing a practice it occurs to bodhisattva great beings, ‘I would stay in the hells for the sake of each being for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, and until I have established those beings in the knowledge of a buddha, I would undergo amputation, quartering, mutilation through torture, boiling, and being cooked, and similarly, for the sake of all beings, all the while I would be enthusiastic and not become depressed.’ That is the bodhisattva great beings’ being deeply moved by great compassion.

17.31 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ great reverence because of venerating gurus with faith? It is this: imagining the gurus as the Teacher. That is called the bodhisattva great beings’ great reverence because of venerating gurus with faith.

17.32 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ seeking the perfections through the practice of them? It is this: in order to bring all beings to maturity, seeking the perfections without doing other work. That is called the bodhisattva great beings’ seeking the perfections through the practice of them.

17.33 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ [F.173.a] great learning without complacency? It is not being complacent, but rather thinking, ‘I will bear in mind whatever the lord buddhas have spoken in this world system or in world systems all around in the ten directions.’ That is the bodhisattva great beings’ great learning without complacency.

17.34 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ exposition of the gift of Dharma without concern for material possessions? Bodhisattva great beings teach the Dharma, but without hoping for anything at all, even for personal
awakening from the wholesome root that comes from the gift of Dharma. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ exposition of the gift of Dharma without concern for material possessions.

17.35 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ raising up and transforming wholesome roots for the purification of a buddhafield? They thoroughly establish those wholesome roots that purify the field of their own and others’ buddhafields with whichever wholesome roots cause the purification of a buddhafield. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ raising up and transforming wholesome roots for the purification of a buddhafield.

17.36 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ not feeling oppressed by immeasurable cycles of existence? In a stable state on account of wholesome roots, they bring beings to maturity with those wholesome roots on account of which they are stable, purify a buddhafield, and never fall into feeling oppressed up until they have completed all the buddhadharms and the knowledge of all aspects. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ not feeling oppressed by immeasurable cycles of existence.

17.37 “What [F.173.b] is the bodhisattva great beings’ abiding sense of shame and embarrassment? It is the abhorrence of śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha states of mind. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ abiding sense of shame and embarrassment.

17.38 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ not giving up dwelling in the forest? It is the transcendence of the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ not giving up dwelling in the forest.

17.39 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ having few desires? It is the bodhisattva great beings’ not desiring even awakening. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ having few desires.

17.40 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ contentment? Not falsely projecting even reaching the knowledge of all aspects. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ contentment.

17.41 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ not giving up the qualities of the ascetic or austerity? It is this: forbearance for meditation on the deep dharmas. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ not giving up the qualities of the ascetic or austerity.

17.42 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ not giving up training? It is where all training is without movement. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ not giving up training.

17.43 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ abhorrence of sense objects? It is not producing desire realm states of mind. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ abhorrence [F.174.a] of sense objects.
“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ production of a thought associated with nirvāṇa? It is this: not causing all the dharmas to come into being. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ production of a thought associated with nirvāṇa.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ giving up all possessions? It is not grasping inner or outer dharmas. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ giving up all possessions.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ unmixed mind? Their minds not connecting with the foundations of consciousnesses is the bodhisattva great beings’ unmixed mind.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ not relying on anything? Not paying attention to all things is the bodhisattva great beings’ not relying on anything.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ avoidance of getting tied up with householders? It is this: roaming from buddhafiel to buddhafield and miraculously taking birth, appearing with a shaved head and wearing saffron-colored robes. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ avoidance of getting tied up with householders.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ avoidance of getting tied up with monks and nuns? They do not stay with monks and nuns even for as long as a finger snap, and when they are absent they do not worry. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ avoidance of getting tied up with monks and nuns.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ stopping envying status families? Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings have to think as follows: ‘I have to supply all beings with their requirements for happiness. These beings here are happy just because of their own merits, so I should not think envious thoughts about this.’ That is the bodhisattva great beings’ stopping envying status families.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ avoiding places where people get together? Bodhisattva great beings should not get together with people in any place where there might be śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas, where the conversations might be connected with them, or where there might be the production of thoughts that are connected with them. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ avoiding places where people get together.

“How do bodhisattva great beings stop feeling malice? They do not give an opportunity for malicious thoughts or violent thoughts, and they do not give an opportunity for thinking about fighting or thinking about quarrelling. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ stopping feeling malice.
17.53 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ stopping praising themselves? Not viewing inner dharmas is the bodhisattva great beings’ stopping praising themselves.

17.54 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ stopping disparaging others? It is this: [F.175.a] not viewing outer dharmas. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ stopping disparaging others.

17.55 “How do bodhisattva great beings stop the ten unwholesome actions? Let alone the noble path, let alone awakening, because these ten unwholesome actions are even a hindrance to a good form of life, bodhisattva great beings stop them.

17.56 “How do bodhisattva great beings avoid pride in being superior? Let alone something additional that would make them think they are superior, because they do not view any dharma at all bodhisattva great beings avoid pride in being superior.

17.57 “How do bodhisattva great beings avoid haughtiness? It is because they do not view any real basis on which they could become haughty that bodhisattva great beings avoid haughtiness.

17.58 “How do bodhisattva great beings stop distortions? Given that real bases are unfindable, bodhisattva great beings stop distortions.

17.59 “How do bodhisattva great beings avoid the propensity for greed, hatred, and confusion? It is because of not viewing a real basis for greed, hatred, and confusion that bodhisattva great beings avoid the propensity for greed, hatred, and confusion.

17.60 “What are the six dharmas bodhisattva great beings on the sixth level [F.175.b] have to complete? They are these six perfections: the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom. They have to complete those perfections. The lord buddhas, and śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas as well, having stood in these six perfections, have gone, are going, and will go to the other side of the five oceans of knowable things. What are the five? They are these: the past, the future, the present, the inexpressible, and the uncompounded. Thus should bodhisattva great beings complete the six perfections.

17.61 “There bodhisattva great beings somehow have to avoid śrāvaka thought. And why? Because it is not the path to awakening.

17.62 “They have to avoid pratyekabuddha thought. And why? Because it is not the path to awakening.

17.63 “They have to avoid a wearied state of mind. And why? Because it is not the path to awakening.

17.64 “They should not feel cowed when they see a beggar. And why? Because it is not the path to awakening.
“They should not feel unhappy about all the things they have given up. And why? Because it is not the path to awakening.

Having produced the first thought, from then on they should always give gifts and should not let that thought be in vain.

They have to avoid those six dharmas.

“There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not seize on a self because a self absolutely does not exist. [F.176.a] Construe seize on a sentient being, seize on a living being, and seize on a person similarly as well. And why? Because they absolutely do not exist.

“There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not seize on annihilation. And why? Because all dharmas have not been produced, so no dharma at all is annihilated.

“There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not seize on permanence, because a dharma that is not produced is not permanent and is not annihilated.

“There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not perceive a causal sign, because defilement absolutely does not exist.

“There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not view it as a cause. And why? Because they do not consider that view.

“There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not settle down on name and form. And why? Because those things cannot be apprehended. Thus should bodhisattva great beings not settle down on name and form.

“Similarly, they should not settle down on the aggregates, constituents, and sense fields. And why? Because those dharmas do not exist through their intrinsic natures. Thus should they not settle down on the aggregates, constituents, and sense fields.

“There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not settle down on the three realms. And why? Because they do not exist through their intrinsic natures. Thus should they not settle down on the three realms.

“There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not cling to the three realms. And why? Because those things do not exist and cannot be apprehended. Thus should bodhisattva [F.176.b] great beings not cling to the three realms.

“There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not wallow in the three realms. And why? Because they have no intrinsic nature. Thus should bodhisattva great beings not wallow in the three realms.

“There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not resort to a view of the Buddha. And why? Because by resorting to a view of the Buddha they do not see the Buddha. Thus should bodhisattva great beings not resort to a view of the Buddha.
‘There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not resort to a view of the Dharma. And why? Because by resorting to a view of the Dharma they do not see the Dharma. Thus should bodhisattva great beings not resort to a view of the Dharma.

‘There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not resort to a view of the Saṅgha. And why? Because by resorting to a view of the Saṅgha they do not see the Saṅgha. Thus should bodhisattva great beings not resort to a view of the Saṅgha.

‘There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not settle down on the view that morality is a place to resort to. And why? Because from resorting to a view of morality, morality does not become pure. Thus should bodhisattva great beings not settle down on the view that morality is a place to resort to.

‘There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not get depressed that ‘all dharmas are empty,’ because they are empty of their own particular characteristics, not empty of emptiness. Thus should bodhisattva great beings [F.177.a] not get depressed that ‘all dharmas are empty.’

‘There bodhisattva great beings should somehow not oppose emptiness, because the empty is an emptiness of its own particular characteristic, therefore emptiness does not oppose emptiness. Thus should bodhisattva great beings not oppose emptiness.

‘There bodhisattva great beings should somehow realize emptiness, because the empty is the emptiness of emptiness, and they do not cause emptiness to be realized in emptiness. Thus should bodhisattva great beings realize emptiness.

‘What is the bodhisattva great beings’ actualization of signlessness? It is this: not paying attention to any dharma.

‘What is the bodhisattva great beings’ knowledge of wishlessness? It is this: that all beings in the three realms have no fixed position.

‘What is the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of the three spheres? It is this: the completion of the ten wholesome actions.

‘What is the completion of the bodhisattva great beings’ empathy and compassion for all beings? It is this: gaining great compassion.

‘How do bodhisattva great beings not look down on all beings? It is this: because of the purity of the field of beings.

‘What is the bodhisattva great beings’ view of the sameness of all dharmas? It is this: not adding to and not taking away from all dharmas.

‘What is the bodhisattva great beings’ realization of the way things are perfect? It is the absence of a realization of all dharmas.

‘What is the bodhisattva great beings’ [F.177.b] forbearance for nonproduction? The forbearance for all dharmas that are not produced, do not stop, and do not occasion anything is forbearance for nonproduction.
“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ knowledge of nonproduction? The knowledge that name and form are not produced is the bodhisattva great beings’ knowledge of nonproduction.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ exposition of the one way things are? The absence of habitual ideas about dual phenomena is the exposition of the one way things are.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ total destruction of thought constructions? It is not entertaining any notion of any dharma.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ reversal of views? It is the reversal of all the views of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ reversal of afflictions? It is the forsaking of all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ level of calm abiding and insight? It is this: the knowledge of a knower of all aspects.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ disciplined state of mind? It is not taking pleasure in the three realms.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ calmed state of mind? It is when all six faculties do not radiate out.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ unobstructed knowledge? It is obtaining the buddha eye.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ knowledge that does not enter into attachment? It is remaining indifferent to the six sense fields.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ going as they want to any field? It is displaying a body wherever there is a circle of retainers.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ reading the minds of all beings? It is knowing with their minds the minds and mental factors of all beings.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ play with the clairvoyances? Playing with the clairvoyances, they roam from buddhafiel to buddhafiel in order to see the buddhas, but without entertaining any notion of a buddha.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ viewing of the buddhafiel? Without moving from any one buddhafiel, they also appear in all buddhafies, but they do not entertain any notion of a buddhafiel.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ viewing the buddhafiel and fully executing them exactly as they have seen them to be? Bestriding the level of a majestic wheel-turning emperor of world systems in a great billionfold world system, they abdicate in all those world systems in order to bring beings to maturity, but without falsely projecting anything.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ attending on the buddhas? It is attending on the Dharma in order to look after beings.
“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ properly contemplating the buddha bodies? It is properly contemplating the body of dharmas.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ knowledge of higher and lower faculties? It is standing in the ten powers and knowing the completion of the faculties by all beings.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ purification of a buddhafield? It is purifying [F.178.b] the minds of all beings by way of not apprehending anything.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ illusion-like meditative stabilization? It is the meditative stabilization standing in which bodhisattva great beings do all that has to be done without mentally engaging any dharma.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ constantly being absorbed in meditation? It is the bodhisattva great beings’ meditative stabilization that has arisen from maturation.

“How do bodhisattva great beings bring into being a body in line with the outcome of the wholesome roots of beings? Here they appropriate a body, when and as they want to, in line with the outcome of the wholesome roots of beings.

“Why do bodhisattva great beings appropriate an existence when and as they want to? It is so they will bring beings to maturity.

“How is it that bodhisattva great beings have success in line with the prayers they have made? Here bodhisattva great beings have success in line with the prayers they have made because they have completed the six perfections.

“How is it that bodhisattva great beings have a knowledge that comprehends the sounds of gods, nāgas, yakṣas, gandharvas, asuras, garuḍas, kinnaras, mahoragas, humans, and ghosts? It is this: a detailed and thorough knowledge of creative explanations.

“How is it that bodhisattva great beings understand a river of confidence giving a readiness to speak? It is this: a detailed and thorough knowledge of the confidence giving a readiness to speak.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect entry into a womb? The bodhisattva great beings’ [F.179.a] taking birth here miraculously in all lifetimes is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect entry into a womb.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect family? That bodhisattva great beings take birth in great families is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect family.

“What is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect social class? That bodhisattva great beings take birth in great sāla tree–like royal families and great sāla tree–like brahmin families is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect
social class.

17.121 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect lineage? That bodhisattva
great beings descend on the mother’s side as have the bodhisattvas of the
past is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect lineage.

17.122 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect retinue? It is this, namely,
having established beings in awakening, they have just a retinue of
cardinal bodhisattvas. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect retinue.

17.123 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect birth? At the moment of
their birth, illumination spreads though all the world systems and causes
them to shake in six ways. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect birth.

17.124 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect going forth? Bodhisattva
great beings[F.179.b] go forth to homelessness with many one hundred
thousand one hundred million billion beings, and those beings become
definite in the three vehicles. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect
going forth.

17.125 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect spreading out of a Bodhi
tree? It has a golden root, a trunk made of beryl, and branches, leaves, and
petals made of the seven precious stones. Those branches, leaves, and petals
spread an illumination as far as the infinite world systems in the ten
directions. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect spreading out of a
Bodhi tree.

17.126 “What is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect completion of good
qualities? The bodhisattva great beings’ purification of a buddhafield
through bringing beings to maturity is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfect
completion of good qualities.

17.127 “Why is it bodhisattva great beings occupying the tenth level have to be
called just ‘tathāgata’? When bodhisattva great beings have completed all
ten perfections, up to have completed the eighteen distinct attributes of a
buddha, and knowledge of a knower of all aspects; have eliminated all
residual impressions, connections, and afflictions; and have completed all
buddha dharmas, because of that, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings
occupying the tenth level have therefore to be called just ‘tathāgata.’ [F.180.a]

17.128 “Subhūti, what are the ten levels of bodhisattva great beings? Subhūti,
here bodhisattva great beings practicing all six perfections with skillful
means, trained in the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, up to
practicing the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha pass beyond the
Śuklavipaśyanā level[322] and pass beyond the Gotra level, Aṣṭamaka level,
Dārśana level, Tanū level, Vitarāga level, Kṛtāvin level, Pratyekabuddha
level, and Bodhisattva level—that is to say, Subhūti, bodhisattva great
beings pass beyond these nine levels and stand on the buddha level. Those,
Subhūti, are the ten levels of bodhisattva great beings.
“Thus, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.”

This was the seventeenth chapter, “Level Purification,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 18: THE EXPOSITION OF GOING FORTH IN THE GREAT VEHICLE

18.1 “Subhūti, in regard to what you have asked—‘From where will the Great Vehicle go forth?’—it will go forth from the three realms and will stand wherever there is knowledge of all aspects, and it will stand, furthermore, by way of nonduality. And why? Because, Subhūti, these two dharmas—the Great Vehicle and the knowledge of all aspects—are not conjoined and not disjoined, are formless, cannot be pointed out, do not obstruct, and have only one mark—that is, no mark. And why? Because, Subhūti, a dharma without a mark is not going forth, nor will it go forth, nor has it gone forth. [F.180b] Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of suchness that it goes forth. Similarly, Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the very limit of reality, the inconceivable element, the abandonment element, the detachment element, and the cessation element that they go forth. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of suchness does not go forth from the three realms. And why? Because suchness is empty of the intrinsic nature of suchness.”

Connect this in the same way with each, up to the cessation element.

18.2 “Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the emptiness of form that it goes forth. Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the emptiness of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness that it goes forth. And why? Because, Subhūti, the emptiness of form will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. The emptiness of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Subhūti, form is empty of form, and feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is empty of consciousness.
“Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the emptiness of the eyes that it goes forth. [F.181.a] Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the emptiness of the ears ... the nose ... the tongue ... the body ... and the thinking mind that it goes forth. Similarly, Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the emptiness of a form..., and the emptiness of a sound..., a smell..., a taste..., a feeling..., and a dharma...; the emptiness of the eye consciousness..., and the emptiness of the ear..., the nose..., the tongue..., the body..., and the thinking-mind consciousness...; the emptiness of eye contact..., and the emptiness of ear..., nose..., tongue..., body..., and thinking-mind contact; the emptiness of the feeling that arises from eye contact..., and the emptiness of the feeling that arises from ear..., nose..., tongue..., body..., and thinking-mind contact that it goes forth. And why? Because, Subhūti, the emptiness of the eyes will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. Connect this in the same way with each, up to the emptiness of the feeling that arises from thinking-mind contact will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Subhūti, eyes are empty of eyes. Connect this in the same way with each, up to because the feeling that arises from thinking-mind contact is empty of the feeling that arises from thinking-mind contact.

“Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of a dream that it goes forth. Similarly, Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of an illusion, a mirage, an echo, an apparition, or a tathāgata’s [F.181.b] magical creation that it goes forth. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of a dream will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects, and similarly, Subhūti, because the intrinsic nature of an illusion, a mirage, an echo, an apparition, or a tathāgata’s magical creation will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of a dream is empty of the intrinsic nature of a dream, the intrinsic nature of an illusion is empty of the intrinsic nature of an illusion, the intrinsic nature of a mirage is empty of the intrinsic nature of a mirage, the intrinsic nature of an echo is empty of the intrinsic nature of an echo, the intrinsic nature of an apparition is empty of the intrinsic nature of an apparition, and the intrinsic nature of a tathāgata’s magical creation is empty of the intrinsic nature of a tathāgata’s magical creation.
“Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the perfection of giving that it goes forth. Similarly, Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, or the perfection of wisdom that it goes forth. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the perfection of giving will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects, and similarly, because the intrinsic nature of the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the perfection of giving is empty of the intrinsic nature of the perfection of giving, and similarly, the intrinsic nature of the perfection of morality ... the perfection of patience ... the perfection of perseverance ... the perfection of concentration ... and the perfection of wisdom is empty of the intrinsic nature of the perfection of wisdom.

“Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of inner emptiness that it goes forth. Similarly, Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of ... up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature that it goes forth. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of inner emptiness ... up to the intrinsic nature of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of inner emptiness is empty of the intrinsic nature of inner emptiness ... up to the intrinsic nature of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is empty of the intrinsic nature of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.

“Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the applications of mindfulness that they go forth. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the applications of mindfulness will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the applications of mindfulness is empty of the intrinsic nature of the applications of mindfulness. [F.182.b]

“Similarly, Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or the path that it goes forth.
And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of ... up to the path will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Subhūti, the path is empty of the path.

18.9

“Similarly, Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the ten powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha that they go forth. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the buddhadharmas will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Subhūti, the buddhadharmas are empty of the buddhadharmas.

18.10

“Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the worthy ones that they go forth. And similarly, Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the pratyekabuddhas, the bodhisattvas, and the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas that they go forth. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the worthy one, the intrinsic nature of the pratyekabuddha, the intrinsic nature of the bodhisattva, and the intrinsic nature of the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the worthy one is empty of the intrinsic nature of the worthy one, the intrinsic nature of the pratyekabuddha is empty of the intrinsic nature of the pratyekabuddha, the intrinsic nature of the bodhisattva is empty of the intrinsic nature of the bodhisattva, and the intrinsic nature of the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha is empty of the intrinsic nature of the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha.

18.11

“Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the result of stream enterer that it goes forth. And similarly, Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, the knowledge of path aspects, and the knowledge of all aspects that they go forth. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the result of stream enterer will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects, and similarly, Subhūti, because the intrinsic nature of the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, the knowledge of path aspects, and the knowledge of all aspects will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Subhūti,
the intrinsic nature of the result of stream enterer is empty of the intrinsic nature of the result of stream enterer, and similarly, Subhūti, because the intrinsic nature of the result of once-returner … the result of non-returner … the state of a worthy one … a pratyekabuddha’s awakening … [F.183.b] the knowledge of path aspects … and the knowledge of all aspects is empty of the intrinsic nature of the knowledge of all aspects.

18.12 “Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of a name that it goes forth. And similarly, Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of a causal sign … a conventional term … a communication … or a designation that it goes forth. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of a designation will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Subhūti, a designation is empty of the intrinsic nature of a designation.

18.13 “Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of nonproduction that it goes forth. Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of nonstopping … nondefilement … nonpurification … and not occasioning anything that it goes forth. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of not occasioning anything will not go forth from the three realms, and it will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Subhūti, not occasioning anything is empty of the intrinsic nature of not occasioning anything.

18.14 “Thus, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle will not go forth from the three realms and will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects. That vehicle does not move. [B14]

18.15 “Subhūti, in regard to what you have asked—’Where will the Great Vehicle stand?’—that [F.184.a] vehicle will not stand anywhere. And why? Because no dharma stands. And yet, Subhūti, that vehicle will stand by way of not standing. Subhūti, it is like this: suchness does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. Subhūti, it is like this: the very limit of reality and the inconceivable element do not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of suchness does not stand or not stand, and the intrinsic nature of the very limit of reality and the inconceivable element does not stand or not stand. And why? Because the intrinsic nature of suchness is empty of the intrinsic nature of suchness, and similarly the intrinsic nature of the very limit of reality is empty of the intrinsic nature of the very limit of reality, and the intrinsic nature of the inconceivable element is empty of the intrinsic nature of the inconceivable element.
"Subhūti, it is like this: the space element does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. Subhūti, it is like this: the abandonment element, detachment element, and cessation element do not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the space element does not stand or not stand, [F.184.b] and the intrinsic nature of the abandonment element, the intrinsic nature of the detachment element, and the intrinsic nature of the cessation element does not stand or not stand. And why? Because the intrinsic nature of the space element is empty of the intrinsic nature of the space element, the intrinsic nature of the abandonment element is empty of the intrinsic nature of the abandonment element, the intrinsic nature of the detachment element is empty of the intrinsic nature of the detachment element, and the intrinsic nature of the cessation element is empty of the intrinsic nature of the cessation element.

Subhūti, it is like this: the emptiness of form does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. Subhūti, it is like this: the emptiness of feeling, emptiness of perception, emptiness of volitional factors, and emptiness of consciousness does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of form does not stand or not stand, up to the intrinsic nature of consciousness does not stand or not stand. And why? Because form is empty of form, up to consciousness is empty of consciousness.

Subhūti, it is like this: the emptiness of the eyes does not stand or not stand, up to the emptiness of the thinking mind does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the eyes does not stand or not stand, [F.185.a] up to the intrinsic nature of the thinking mind does not stand or not stand. And why? Because the eyes are empty of eyes, up to the thinking mind is empty of thinking mind.

Subhūti, it is like this: the emptiness of a form does not stand or not stand, up to the emptiness of a dharma does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of a form does not stand or not stand, up to the intrinsic nature of a dharma does not stand or not stand. And why? Subhūti, it is because a form is empty of a form, up to a dharma is empty of a dharma.

Subhūti, it is like this: the emptiness of the eye consciousness does not stand or not stand, up to the emptiness of the thinking-mind consciousness does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does
not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic
nature of the eye consciousness does not stand or not stand, up to the
intrinsic nature of the thinking-mind consciousness does not stand or not
stand. And why? Subhūti, it is because the eye consciousness is empty of eye
consciousness, up to the thinking-mind consciousness is empty of thinking
mind consciousness.

"Subhūti, it is like this: the emptiness of eye contact does not stand or not
stand, up to the emptiness of thinking-mind contact does not stand or not
stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand
either. And why? Because, Subhūti, [F.185.b] the intrinsic nature of eye
contact does not stand or not stand, up to the intrinsic nature of thinking-
mind contact does not stand or not stand. And why? Subhūti, it is because
eye contact is empty of eye contact, up to thinking-mind contact is empty of
thinking-mind contact.

"Subhūti, it is like this: the emptiness of the feeling that arises from eye
contact does not stand or not stand, up to the emptiness of the feeling that
arises from thinking-mind contact does not stand or not stand, and similarly,
Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why,
Subhūti? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the feeling that arises from
eye contact does not stand or not stand, up to the intrinsic nature of the
feeling that arises from thinking-mind contact does not stand or not stand.
And why? Subhūti, it is because the feeling that arises from eye contact is
empty of the feeling that arises from eye contact, up to the feeling that arises
from thinking-mind contact is empty of the feeling that arises from thinking-
mind contact.

"Subhūti, it is like this: a dream does not stand or not stand, and similarly,
Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. Subhūti, it is
like this: an illusion, mirage, echo, apparition, or tathāgata’s magical creation
does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does
not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic
nature of a dream does not stand or not stand. And why? Because the
intrinsic nature of a dream is empty of the intrinsic nature of a dream.
[F.186.a] It is also because the intrinsic nature of an illusion, mirage, echo,
apparition, and tathāgata’s magical creation does not stand or not stand.
And why? Because the intrinsic nature of an illusion is empty of the intrinsic
nature of an illusion, the intrinsic nature of a mirage is empty of the intrinsic
nature of a mirage, the intrinsic nature of an echo is empty of the intrinsic
nature of an echo, the intrinsic nature of an apparition is empty of the
intrinsic nature of an apparition, and the intrinsic nature of a tathāgata’s
magical creation is empty of the intrinsic nature of a tathāgata’s magical
creation.
Subhūti, it is like this: the perfection of giving does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. Subhūti, it is like this: the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom do not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the perfection of giving does not stand or not stand, and the intrinsic nature of the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, and the perfection of wisdom does not stand or not stand. And why? Because the intrinsic nature of the perfection of giving is empty of the intrinsic nature of the perfection of giving, up to and because the intrinsic nature of the perfection of wisdom is empty of the intrinsic nature of the perfection of wisdom.

Subhūti, it is like this: inner emptiness does not stand or not stand, [F.186.b] and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. Subhūti, it is like this: ... up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of inner emptiness does not stand or not stand, up to the intrinsic nature of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature does not stand or not stand. And why? Because the intrinsic nature of inner emptiness is empty of the intrinsic nature of inner emptiness, up to and because the intrinsic nature of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is empty of the intrinsic nature of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.

Subhūti, it is like this: the applications of mindfulness do not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the applications of mindfulness does not stand or not stand. And why? Because the intrinsic nature of the applications of mindfulness is empty of the intrinsic nature of the applications of mindfulness.

Subhūti, it is like this: ... up to the eightfold noble path does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the eightfold noble path does not stand or not stand. And why? It is because the path is empty of the path.

Subhūti, it is like this: the ten powers of a tathāgata do not stand or not stand, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha [F.187.a] do not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand.
stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the ten powers of a tathāgata does not stand or not stand, up to the intrinsic nature of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha does not stand or not stand. And why? Because the ten powers of a tathāgata are empty of the ten powers of a tathāgata, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are empty of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.

18.29 “Subhūti, it is like this: the worthy one with outflows extinguished does not stand or not stand, the pratyekabuddha does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the worthy one does not stand or not stand, and the intrinsic nature of the pratyekabuddha does not stand or not stand. And why? Because the intrinsic nature of the worthy one is empty of the intrinsic nature of the worthy one, and the intrinsic nature of the pratyekabuddha is empty of the intrinsic nature of the pratyekabuddha.

18.30 “Subhūti, it is like this: a bodhisattva great being does not stand or not stand, the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the bodhisattva does not stand or not stand, and the intrinsic nature of the Tathāgata does not stand or not stand. [F.187.b] And why? Because the intrinsic nature of the bodhisattva is empty of the intrinsic nature of the bodhisattva, and the intrinsic nature of the Tathāgata is empty of the intrinsic nature of the Tathāgata.

18.31 “Subhūti, it is like this, the result of stream enterer does not stand or not stand, up to the state of a worthy one does not stand or not stand, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the result of stream enterer does not stand or not stand, up to the intrinsic nature of the state of a worthy one does not stand or not stand, and the intrinsic nature of a pratyekabuddha’s awakening does not stand or not stand. And why? Because the intrinsic nature of the result of stream enterer is empty of the intrinsic nature of the result of stream enterer, up to the intrinsic nature of the state of a worthy one is empty of the intrinsic nature of the state of a worthy one, and the intrinsic nature of a pratyekabuddha’s awakening is empty of the intrinsic nature of a pratyekabuddha’s awakening.

18.32 “Subhūti, it is like this: the knowledge of path aspects does not stand or not stand, and the knowledge of all aspects does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of the knowledge of path aspects does not stand or not stand, and the intrinsic nature of the knowledge of all
aspects does not stand or not stand. And why? Because the intrinsic nature of the knowledge of path aspects is empty of the intrinsic nature of the knowledge of path aspects, and the intrinsic nature [F.188.a] of the knowledge of all aspects is empty of the intrinsic nature of the knowledge of all aspects.

18.33 “Subhūti, it is like this: a name does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. Subhūti, it is like this: a causal sign, a conventional term, a communication, and a designation do not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of a name does not stand or not stand, and the intrinsic nature of a causal sign, the intrinsic nature of a conventional term, the intrinsic nature of a communication, and the intrinsic nature of a designation does not stand or not stand. And why? Because the intrinsic nature of a name is empty of the intrinsic nature of a name, the intrinsic nature of a causal sign is empty of the intrinsic nature of a causal sign, the intrinsic nature of a conventional term is empty of the intrinsic nature of a conventional term, the intrinsic nature of a communication is empty of the intrinsic nature of a communication, and the intrinsic nature of a designation is empty of the intrinsic nature of a designation.

18.34 “Subhūti, it is like this: nonproduction does not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. Subhūti, it is like this: nonstopping, nondefilement, nonpurification, and not occasioning anything do not stand or not stand, and similarly, Subhūti, this Great Vehicle does not stand or not stand either. And why? Because, Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of nonproduction does not stand or not stand, and the intrinsic nature of nonstopping, nondefilement, nonpurification, and not occasioning anything [F.188.b] does not stand or not stand. And why? Because the intrinsic nature of nonproduction is empty of the intrinsic nature of nonproduction, the intrinsic nature of nonstopping ... nondefilement ... nonpurification ... and the intrinsic nature of not occasioning anything is empty of the intrinsic nature of not occasioning anything.

18.35 “Thus, Subhūti, that vehicle, standing by way of not standing and by way of not moving, will not stand anywhere.

18.36 “Subhūti, in regard to what you have asked—‘Who will go forth in the Great Vehicle?’—no one will go forth in that vehicle. And why? Because, Subhūti, that vehicle, one who goes forth, that by which one goes forth, and from where one goes forth—all those dharmas do not exist and are not apprehended; and given that all the dharmas do not exist and are not apprehended, what dharma will go forth by means of what dharma?
“And why? Subhūti, it is because you cannot apprehend a self because a self is extremely pure, and you cannot apprehend a sentient being, a living being, a person, one who does, one who feels, one who knows, or one who sees because they are extremely pure; you cannot apprehend suchness and you cannot apprehend the very limit of reality because they are extremely pure, and you cannot apprehend the inconceivable element because it is extremely pure; you cannot apprehend the aggregates, constituents, or sense fields because they are extremely pure; you cannot apprehend the perfection of giving because it is extremely pure, and similarly you cannot apprehend the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, or perfection of wisdom because they are extremely pure; you cannot apprehend inner emptiness because it is extremely pure, up to you cannot apprehend the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature because it is extremely pure; you cannot apprehend the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening because they are extremely pure; and you cannot apprehend the ten powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha because they are extremely pure. Similarly, you cannot apprehend the stream enterer, once-returner, non-returner, worthy one, pratyekabuddha, bodhisattva, or tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha because they are extremely pure; and similarly, you cannot apprehend the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, the knowledge of path aspects, or the knowledge of all aspects because they are extremely pure. You cannot apprehend nonproduction because it is extremely pure, and similarly, you cannot apprehend nonstopping, nondefilement, nonpurification, and not occasioning anything because they are extremely pure. You cannot apprehend a prior limit because it is extremely pure, and similarly you cannot apprehend a later limit or the present because they are extremely pure; similarly, you cannot apprehend coming, going, remaining, death, or birth because they are extremely pure, and similarly you cannot apprehend decrease and increase because they are extremely pure.

“What do you not apprehend such that all is not apprehended?

“It is because of not apprehending the dharma-constituent that all dharmas are not apprehended. And why? Subhūti, because of not apprehending the dharma-constituent, the dharma-constituent is not apprehended; because of not apprehending nonproduction ... nonstopping ... [F.189.b] nondefilement ... nonpurification ... and not occasioning anything, not occasioning anything is not apprehended; because of not apprehending suchness, suchness is not apprehended;
because of not apprehending the very limit of reality, the very limit of reality is not apprehended; because of not apprehending the perfection of giving, the perfection of giving is not apprehended, and because of not apprehending the perfection of morality ... the perfection of patience ... the perfection of perseverance ... the perfection of concentration ... and the perfection of wisdom, the perfection of wisdom is not apprehended; because of not apprehending inner emptiness, inner emptiness is not apprehended, up to because of not apprehending the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is not apprehended; and because of not apprehending the applications of mindfulness, the applications of mindfulness are not apprehended. Similarly, because of not apprehending the right efforts ... the legs of miraculous power ... the faculties ... the powers ... the limbs of awakening ... and the path, the path is not apprehended; and similarly, because of not apprehending the ten powers ... the four fearlessnesses ... the four detailed and thorough knowledges ... and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are not apprehended. Because of not apprehending a stream enterer, a stream enterer is not apprehended; because of not apprehending a once-returner ... a non-returner ... and a worthy one, a worthy one is not apprehended; because of not apprehending a pratyekabuddha, a pratyekabuddha is not apprehended, up to because of not apprehending a tathāgata, a tathāgata is not apprehended; and because of not apprehending the result of stream enterer ... the result of once-returner ... the result of non-returner ... the state of a worthy one ... a pratyekabuddha’s awakening ... and the state of a buddha, the state of a buddha is not apprehended. Similarly, because of not apprehending a level, the Pramuditā level is not apprehended; and because of not apprehending a level, because it is extremely pure, the Pramuditā, Prabhākarī, Arciṣmatī, Sudurjayā, Abhimukhī, Dūraṃgamā, Acalā, Sādhumatī, and Dharmameghā levels are not apprehended. And also, because of not apprehending a level, ten levels are not apprehended. What are the ten? They are the first Śuklavipaśyanā level, the Gotra level, the Aṣṭamaka level, the Darśana level, the Tanū level, the Vītarāga level, the Kṛtāvin level, the Pratyekabuddha level, the Bodhisattva level, and the Buddha level.

18.39

“Because of inner emptiness the first level is not apprehended, up to because of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, the first level is not apprehended; because it is extremely pure, because of inner emptiness, up to because of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, up to the tenth level is not apprehended. Because it is extremely pure, because of inner emptiness, up to because of the emptiness
that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, bringing beings to maturity is not apprehended. Because it is extremely pure, because of inner emptiness, up to because of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, purification of a buddhafield is not apprehended. Because they are extremely pure, because of inner emptiness, up to because of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, the five eyes are not apprehended.

18.40 “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that will go forth in the Great Vehicle to the knowledge of all aspects by way of not apprehending all dhammas.” [F.190.b]

18.41 This was the eighteenth chapter, “The Exposition of Going Forth in the Great Vehicle,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
19.1 Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, you say this—‘Great Vehicle’—again and again. It surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth. Is that why it is called a Great Vehicle?\footnote{332}

19.2 “Lord, that vehicle is equal to space. To illustrate, Lord, just as space has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure, the Great Vehicle also, Lord, has room\footnote{333} for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. Such, Lord, is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings. Lord, you cannot apprehend the Great Vehicle coming, going, or remaining, you cannot apprehend a prior limit, cannot apprehend a later limit, and cannot apprehend a middle either.

19.3 “To illustrate, Lord, just as you cannot apprehend space coming, cannot apprehend it going, and cannot apprehend it remaining, you cannot apprehend the Great Vehicle coming, cannot apprehend it going, and cannot apprehend it remaining either.

19.4 “To illustrate, Lord, just as, because of the equality of the three time periods, you cannot apprehend space’s prior limit, cannot apprehend its later limit, and cannot apprehend its middle, similarly, Lord, you cannot apprehend the Great Vehicle’s prior limit, cannot apprehend its later limit, and cannot apprehend its middle either. This, Lord—that is, the Great Vehicle—is a vehicle equally of the three time periods. [F.191.a] That is why ‘Great Vehicle’ is said again and again.”

19.5 “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” the Lord replied. “The bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle is this, namely, the six perfections—the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom. That is called the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle.

19.6 “Furthermore, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle is this: all the dhāraṇī gateways, all the meditative stabilization gateways from the śūraṅgama meditative stabilization up to the ākāśasamgavimuktirupepa
meditative stabilization. That is called the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle is this: inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. That is called the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle is this: the four applications of mindfulness, the four right efforts, the four legs of miraculous power, the five faculties, the five powers, the seven limbs of awakening, and the eightfold noble path, as well as the ten powers of a tathāgata, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. That is called the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, where you have said, ‘This Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth,’ what is ‘the world with its gods, humans, and asuras,’ namely, the desire realm, form realm, and formless realm?

“Here, Subhūti, if the desire realm were to be factual, unmistaken, unaltered, not an error, suchness, the real, true, as things are, permanent, stable, eternal, qualified by not changing, and not nonexistent—this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because the desire realm is all a construction, a creation, a narrative, impermanent, unstable, not eternal, qualified by change, not existent, and nonexistent that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

“Subhūti, if the form realm were to be factual, unmistaken, unaltered, not an error, suchness, the real, true, as things are, permanent, stable, eternal, qualified by being unchangeable, and not nonexistent—this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because the form realm is all a construction, a creation, a narrative, impermanent, unstable, not eternal, qualified by change, not existent, and nonexistent that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

“Subhūti, if the formless realm were to be factual, unmistaken, unaltered, not an error, suchness, the real, true, as things are, permanent, stable, eternal, qualified by not changing, and not nonexistent—this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because the formless realm is all a construction, a creation, a narrative, impermanent, unstable, not eternal, qualified by change, not existent, and nonexistent that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.
“Subhūti, if form were to be factual, unmistaken, unaltered, not an error, suchness, the real, true, as things are, permanent, stable, eternal, qualified by not changing, and not nonexistent—this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because form is all a construction, a creation, a narrative, impermanent, unstable, not eternal, qualified by change, not existent, and nonexistent that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

“Similarly, Subhūti, if feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness were to be factual, unmistaken, unaltered, not an error, suchness, the real, true, as things are, permanent, stable, eternal, qualified by not changing, and not nonexistent—this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because … consciousness is all a construction, a creation, a narrative, impermanent, unstable, not eternal, qualified by change, not existent, and nonexistent that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

“Subhūti, connect this in the same way with if the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind; a form, a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma; the eye consciousness, and ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind consciousness; eye contact, and ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind contact; and the feeling that arises from eye contact, and the feeling that arises from ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind contact were to be factual, unmistaken, unaltered, not an error, suchness, the real, true, as things are, permanent, stable, eternal, qualified by not changing, and not nonexistent—this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because … the feeling that arises from thinking-mind contact is all a construction, a creation, a narrative, impermanent, unstable, not eternal, qualified by change, not existent, and nonexistent that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

“Subhūti, if the earth, water, fire, wind, space, and consciousness elements, as well as ignorance, volitional factors, consciousness, name and form, six sense fields, contact, feeling, craving, appropriation, existence, birth, and old age and death were to be factual, unmistaken, unaltered, not an error, suchness, the real, true, as things are, permanent, stable, eternal, qualified by not changing, and not nonexistent—this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because … old age and death is all a construction, a creation, a
narrative, impermanent, unstable, not eternal, qualified by change, not existent, and nonexistent that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

19.17 “Subhūti, if suchness were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because suchness is nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

19.18 “Subhūti, if unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, the true nature of dharmas, the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, the very limit of reality, and the inconceivable element were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, the true nature of dharmas, the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, the very limit of reality, and the inconceivable element are nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

19.19 “Subhūti, if the perfection of giving were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because the perfection of giving is nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

19.20 “Similarly, Subhūti, if the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because ... the perfection of wisdom is nonexistent, [F.194.a] not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

19.21 “Subhūti, if inner emptiness were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because inner emptiness is nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

19.22 “Similarly, Subhūti, if ... up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because ... up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.
“Subhūti, if the four applications of mindfulness were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because the four applications of mindfulness are nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

“Subhūti, if the four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because … the path is nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

“Subhūti, if the immeasurables, concentrations, and formless absorptions were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because the immeasurables, concentrations, and formless absorptions are nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

“Subhūti, if the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because … the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

“Subhūti, if the dharmas of the Gotra level were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because the dharmas of the Gotra level are nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world [F.195.a] with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

“Subhūti, if the dharmas of the Aṣṭamaka level were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because the dharmas of the Aṣṭamaka level are nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

“Similarly, if the dharmas of a stream enterer, the dharmas of a once-returner, the dharmas of a non-returner, the dharmas of a worthy one, the dharmas of a pratyekabuddha, the dharmas of a bodhisattva, and, Subhūti, if the dharmas of a buddha were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and
go forth. Subhūti, it is because ... the dharmas of a buddha are nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

19.30 “Subhūti, if the Gotra level were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because the Gotra level is nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

19.31 “Similarly, if the Aṣṭamaka level, the stream enterer, the once-returner, the non-returner, the worthy one, the pratyekabuddha, [F.195.b] the bodhisattva, and, Subhūti, the buddha were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because ... the buddha is nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

19.32 “Subhūti, if the world with its gods, humans, and asuras were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because the world with its gods, humans, and asuras is nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

19.33 “Subhūti, if the bodhisattva great beings’ productions of the thought of awakening, starting from the first production of the thought, up to the site of awakening were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because the bodhisattva great beings’ productions of the thought, starting from the first production of the thought, up to the site of awakening are nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

19.34 “Subhūti, if the bodhisattva great beings’ vajra-like knowledge [F.196.a] were to be existent, not nonexistent, this Great Vehicle would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because the bodhisattva great beings’ vajra-like knowledge is nonexistent, not existent, that this Great Vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth.

19.35 “Subhūti, if the bodhisattva great beings’ vajra-like knowledge were to be existent, not nonexistent, bodhisattva great beings in this Great Vehicle would not, having realized that all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions are nonexistent, gain the knowledge of a knower of all aspects furnished with the best of all aspects and surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth. Subhūti, it is because the bodhisattva great
beings’ vajra-like knowledge is nonexistent, not existent, that bodhisattva great beings, having realized that all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions are nonexistent, gain the knowledge of a knower of all aspects furnished with the best of all aspects and surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth.

“Subhūti, if a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s thirty-two major marks of a great individual were to be existent, not nonexistent, a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s light, beautiful skin color, splendor, and glory would not surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras, and would not beautify it, [F.196.b] illuminate it, light it up, and irradiate it. Subhūti, it is because a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s thirty-two major marks of a great person are nonexistent, not existent, that a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s light, beautiful skin color, splendor, and glory surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras, and beautify it, illuminate it, light it up, and irradiate it.

“Subhūti, if a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s light were to be existent, not nonexistent, a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s light would not illuminate and pervade as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River. Subhūti, it is because a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s light is nonexistent, not existent, that a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s light illuminates and pervades as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River.

“Subhūti, if a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s voice with sixty special qualities were to be existent, not nonexistent, a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s speech would not be heard in infinite, countless world systems in the ten directions. Subhūti, it is because a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s voice with sixty special qualities is nonexistent, not existent, that a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s speech is heard [F.197.a] in infinite, countless world systems in the ten directions.

“Subhūti, if a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s wheel of the Dharma were to be existent, not nonexistent, a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha could not turn the wheel of the Dharma that no followers of a secluded religious life, brahmins, gods, Māras, or Brahmās can in truth turn in the world. Subhūti, it is because a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s wheel of the Dharma is nonexistent, not existent, that a tathāgata, worthy one, perfect complete buddha turns the wheel of the Dharma that no followers of a secluded religious life, brahmins, gods, Māras, or Brahmās can in truth turn in the world.
“Subhūti, if beings were to be existent, not nonexistent, those beings for whose sake a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha turns the wheel of the Dharma would not enter complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind. Subhūti, it is because beings are nonexistent, not existent, that those beings for whose sake a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha turns the wheel of the Dharma enter, have entered, and will enter complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind. [B15]

“Subhūti, you said, ‘The Great Vehicle is equal to space.’ It is exactly so, Subhūti, it is exactly so! [F.197.b] Subhūti, that vehicle is equal to space. To illustrate, an eastern direction of space does not make itself known, nor does a southern, western, or northern, below or above, or intermediate direction make itself known, and similarly, Subhūti, an eastern direction of the Great Vehicle also does not make itself known, nor does a southern, western, or northern, below or above, or intermediate direction make itself known. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate, Subhūti, space is not tall, is not short, is not square, is not spherical, is not even, and is not uneven. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not tall, is not short, is not square, is not spherical, is not even, and is not uneven. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not blue, is not yellow, is not red, is not white, is not reddish brown, is not crystalline, and is not silver colored. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not blue, is not yellow, is not red, is not white, is not reddish brown, is not crystalline, and is not silver colored. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not past, is not future, and is not present. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not past, is not future, and is not present. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space does not decrease, does not increase, and is not reduced. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also does not decrease, does not increase, and is not reduced. Therefore [F.198.a] it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space has no defilement and has no purification. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also has no defilement and has no purification. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not produced, does not stop, is not lasting, is not nonlasting, and does not last and then change into something else. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not produced, does not stop, is not lasting, is not nonlasting, and does not last and then change into something else. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’
“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not wholesome, is not unwholesome, is not an object of moral inquiry, and is not not an object of moral inquiry. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not wholesome, is not unwholesome, is not an object of moral inquiry, and is not not an object of moral inquiry. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not seen, not heard, not remembered, and not discerned. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not seen, not heard, not remembered, and not discerned. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not something that should be understood, is not something that should not be understood, is not something that should be thoroughly understood, is not something that should be abandoned, is not something that should be actualized, and is not something that should be cultivated. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not something that should be understood, is not something that should not be understood, is not something that should be thoroughly understood, is not something that should be abandoned, is not something that should be actualized, and is not something that should be cultivated. Therefore, [F.198.b] it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not a maturation and is not subject to maturation. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not a maturation and is not subject to maturation. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not included in the desire realm, is not included in the form realm, and is not included in the formless realm. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not included in the desire realm, is not included in the form realm, and is not included in the formless realm. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not greedy and is not free from greed, is not hateful and is not free from hate, and is not confused and is not free from confusion. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not greedy and is not free from greed, is not hateful and is not free from hate, and is not confused and is not free from confusion. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, there is no first production of the thought of awakening in space, and there is no second, no third, no fourth, no fifth, no sixth, no seventh, no eighth, no ninth, and no tenth production of the thought. Similarly, Subhūti, there is no first production of the thought in the Great Vehicle, and there is no second, no third, no fourth, no fifth, no sixth, no seventh, no eighth, no ninth, and no tenth production of the thought. [F.199.a] Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’
“To illustrate further, Subhūti, there is no Śuklavipaśyanā level in space, and there is no Gotra level, no Aṣṭamaka level, no Darśana level, no Tanū level, no Vītarāga level, and no Kṛtāvin level. Similarly, Subhūti, there is no Śuklavipaśyanā level in the Great Vehicle, and there is no Gotra level, no Aṣṭamaka level, no Darśana level, no Tanū level, no Vītarāga level, and no Kṛtāvin level. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, there is no result of stream enterer in space, and there is no result of once-returner, no result of non-returner, no state of a worthy one, and no pratyekabuddha’s awakening. Similarly, Subhūti, there is no result of stream enterer in the Great Vehicle, and there is no result of once-returner, no result of non-returner, no state of a worthy one, and no pratyekabuddha’s awakening. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, there is no Śrāvaka level, no Pratyekabuddha level, and no Bodhisattva level in space, and neither is there a perfectly complete Buddha level in space. Similarly, Subhūti, there is no Śrāvaka level, no Pratyekabuddha level, and no Bodhisattva level in space, and neither is there a perfectly complete Buddha level in the Great Vehicle. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space does not have form, is not formless, does not show itself, does not not show itself, is not obstructed, is not not obstructed, is not united, and is not separated. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also does not have form, is not formless, does not show itself, does not not show itself, is not obstructed, is not not obstructed, is not united, and is not separated. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not permanent, is not impermanent, is not pleasure, is not suffering, does not have a self, is not selfless, is not calm, and is not not calm. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not permanent, is not impermanent, is not pleasure, is not suffering, does not have a self, is not selfless, is not calm, and is not not calm. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not empty, is not not empty, does not have a sign, is not signless, is not wished for, and is not wishless. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not empty, is not not empty, does not have a sign, is not signless, is not wished for, and is not wishless. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not isolated, is not not isolated, is not light, and is not dark. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not isolated, is not not isolated, is not light, and is not dark. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’
“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not found and is not apprehended. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not found and is not apprehended. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, space is not discourse and is not not discourse. Similarly, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle also is not discourse and is not not discourse. Therefore, it is said ‘that vehicle is equal to space.’

“Subhūti, where you said, ‘For example, Lord, just as space has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure, the Great Vehicle also, Lord, has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure, and that is why it is called a “Great Vehicle,” ’ it is exactly so, Subhūti, it is exactly so! Subhūti, just as space has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure, the Great Vehicle also, Subhūti, has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? You should know, Subhūti, that because a being is not existent, space is not existent, and you should know that because space is not existent, the Great Vehicle is not existent. It is because of that, Subhūti, that the Great Vehicle, therefore, has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because beings, the infinite, space, and a Great Vehicle all cannot be apprehended.

Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that space is infinite because beings are infinite, and you should know that the Great Vehicle is infinite because spaces is infinite. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because beings, the infinite, space, and a Great Vehicle all cannot be apprehended.

Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that space is not something that can be counted because beings are not something that can be counted, and you should know that the Great Vehicle is not something that can be counted because space is not something that can be counted. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because beings, the countless, space, and a Great Vehicle all cannot be apprehended.

Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that space is beyond measure because beings are beyond measure, and you should know that the Great Vehicle is beyond measure because space is beyond measure. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because beings, that which is beyond measure, space, and a Great Vehicle all cannot be apprehended.

Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that the dharma-constituent is nonexistent because beings are nonexistent. You should know that space is nonexistent because the dharma-constituent is nonexistent. You should know that the Great Vehicle is nonexistent because space is nonexistent. You should know that the infinite is nonexistent because the Great Vehicle is
nonexistent. You should know that the countless is nonexistent because the infinite is nonexistent, and you should know that that which is beyond measure is nonexistent because the countless is nonexistent. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because beings, the dharma-constituent, spaces, the Great Vehicle, [F.201.a] the infinite, the countless, and that which is beyond measure all cannot be apprehended.

19.69 Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that suchness is nonexistent because beings are nonexistent. You should know that space is nonexistent because suchness is nonexistent. You should know that the Great Vehicle is nonexistent because space is nonexistent. You should know that the infinite is nonexistent because the Great Vehicle is nonexistent. You should know that the countless is nonexistent because the infinite is nonexistent. You should know that that which is beyond measure is nonexistent because the countless is nonexistent, and you should know that all dharmas are nonexistent because that which is beyond measure is nonexistent. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because beings, suchness, space, the Great Vehicle, the infinite, the countless, that which is beyond measure, and all dharmas all cannot be apprehended.

19.70 Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that a sentient being is nonexistent because a self is nonexistent. You should know that a living being, a creature, one who lives, an individual, a person, one born of Manu, a child of Manu, one who does, one who feels, one who knows, and one who sees is nonexistent because a sentient being is nonexistent. You should know that the very limit of reality is nonexistent because … one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent. You should know that space is nonexistent because the very limit of reality is nonexistent. You should know that the Great Vehicle is nonexistent because space is nonexistent. You should know that the infinite, the countless, and that which is beyond measure [F.201.b] are nonexistent because the Great Vehicle is nonexistent, and you should know that all dharmas are nonexistent because that which is beyond measure is nonexistent. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because a self, up to one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent because a self is nonexistent. You should know that the inconceivable element is nonexistent because … one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent.

19.71 Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that a sentient being is nonexistent, up to one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent because a self is nonexistent. You should know that the inconceivable element is nonexistent because … one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent.
You should know that space is nonexistent because the inconceivable element is nonexistent. You should know that the Great Vehicle is nonexistent because space is nonexistent. You should know that the infinite, the countless, and that which is beyond measure are nonexistent because the Great Vehicle is nonexistent, and you should know that all dharmas are nonexistent because that which is beyond measure is nonexistent. Therefore, Subhūti, that Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because a self, up to all dharmas all cannot be apprehended.

**19.72**

“Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that a sentient being is nonexistent, up to one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent because a self is nonexistent. You should know that form is nonexistent because … one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent. You should know that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are nonexistent because form is nonexistent. You should know that space is nonexistent because … consciousness is nonexistent. [F.202.a] You should know that the Great Vehicle is nonexistent because space is nonexistent. You should know that the infinite, the countless, and that which is beyond measure are nonexistent because the Great Vehicle is nonexistent, and you should know that all dharmas are nonexistent because that which is beyond measure is nonexistent. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because a self, up to all dharmas all cannot be apprehended.

**19.73**

“Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that a sentient being is nonexistent, up to one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent because a self is nonexistent. You should know that the eyes are nonexistent because … one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent. You should know that the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind are nonexistent because form is nonexistent. You should know that space is nonexistent because the thinking mind is nonexistent. You should know that the Great Vehicle is nonexistent because space is nonexistent. You should know that the infinite, the countless, and that which is beyond measure are nonexistent because the Great Vehicle is nonexistent, and you should know that all dharmas are nonexistent because that which is beyond measure is nonexistent. Therefore, Subhūti, that Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because a self, up to all dharmas all cannot be apprehended.

**19.74**

“Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that a sentient being is nonexistent, up to one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent because a self is nonexistent. You should know that the perfection of giving is nonexistent because … one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent.
You should know that the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection [F.202.b] of concentration, and perfection of wisdom are nonexistent because the perfection of giving is nonexistent. You should know that space is nonexistent because the perfection of wisdom is nonexistent. You should know that the Great Vehicle is nonexistent because space is nonexistent. You should know that the infinite, the countless, and that which is beyond measure are nonexistent because the Great Vehicle is nonexistent, and you should know that all dharmas are nonexistent because that which is beyond measure is nonexistent. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because a self, up to all dharmas all cannot be apprehended.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that a sentient being is nonexistent, up to one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent because a self is nonexistent. You should know that inner emptiness is nonexistent because one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent. You should know that ... up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is nonexistent because inner emptiness is nonexistent. You should know that space is nonexistent because the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is nonexistent. You should know that the Great Vehicle is nonexistent because space is nonexistent. You should know that the infinite, the countless, and that which is beyond measure are nonexistent because the Great Vehicle is nonexistent, and you should know that all dharmas are nonexistent because that which is beyond measure is nonexistent. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because a self, up to all dharmas all cannot be apprehended.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that a sentient being is nonexistent, up to one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent because a self is nonexistent. You should know that the applications of mindfulness are nonexistent because one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent. You should know that the right efforts are nonexistent because the applications of mindfulness are nonexistent. You should know that the legs of miraculous power are nonexistent because the right efforts are nonexistent. You should know that the faculties are nonexistent because the legs of miraculous power are nonexistent. You should know that the powers are nonexistent because the faculties are nonexistent. You should know that the seven limbs of awakening are nonexistent because the powers are nonexistent. You should know that the eightfold noble path is nonexistent because the seven limbs of awakening are nonexistent. You should know that the ten powers are nonexistent because the eightfold noble path is
nonexistent. You should know that the four fearlessnesses are nonexistent because the ten powers are nonexistent. You should know that the four detailed and thorough knowledges are nonexistent because the four fearlessnesses are nonexistent. You should know that the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are nonexistent because the four detailed and thorough knowledges are nonexistent. You should know that space is nonexistent because the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are nonexistent. You should know that the Great Vehicle is nonexistent because space is nonexistent. You should know that the infinite, the countless, and that which is beyond measure are nonexistent because the Great Vehicle is nonexistent, and you should know that all dharmas are nonexistent because that which is beyond measure is nonexistent. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because a self, up to all dharmas all cannot be apprehended.

Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that a sentient being is nonexistent, up to one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent because a self is nonexistent. You should know that the dharmas of the Gotra level are nonexistent because ... one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent. You should know that the dharmas of the Aṣṭamaka level, the dharmas of the Darśana level, the dharmas of the Tanū level, the dharmas of the Vītarāga level, and the dharmas of the Kṛtāvin level are nonexistent because the dharmas of the Gotra level [F.203.b] are nonexistent. You should know that space is nonexistent because the dharmas of the Kṛtāvin level are nonexistent. You should know that the Great Vehicle is nonexistent because space is nonexistent. You should know that the infinite, the countless, and that which is beyond measure are nonexistent because the Great Vehicle is nonexistent, and you should know that all dharmas are nonexistent because that which is beyond measure is nonexistent. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because a self, up to all dharmas all cannot be apprehended.

Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that a sentient being is nonexistent, up to one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent because a self is nonexistent. You should know that a stream enterer is nonexistent because ... one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent. You should know that a once-returner is nonexistent because a stream enterer is nonexistent. You should know that a non-returner is nonexistent because a once-returner is nonexistent. You should know that a worthy one is nonexistent because a non-returner is nonexistent. You should know that because a worthy one is nonexistent, space, the Great Vehicle, the infinite, the countless, and that which is beyond measure, up to all dharmas are
nonexistent. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because a self, up to all dharmas all cannot be apprehended.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that a sentient being is nonexistent, up to one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent because a self is nonexistent. You should know that a buddha is nonexistent because ... one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent. You should know that a bodhisattva is nonexistent because a buddha is nonexistent. You should know that space is nonexistent because a bodhisattva is nonexistent. You should know that the Great Vehicle is nonexistent because space is nonexistent. You should know that the infinite, the countless, and that which is beyond measure are nonexistent because the Great Vehicle is nonexistent, and you should know that all dharmas are nonexistent because that which is beyond measure is nonexistent. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because a self, up to all dharmas all cannot be apprehended.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, you should know that a sentient being is nonexistent, up to one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent because a self is nonexistent. You should know that a Śrāvaka Vehicle is nonexistent because ... one who knows and one who sees is nonexistent. You should know that a pratyekabuddha vehicle is nonexistent because a śrāvaka vehicle is nonexistent. You should know that a buddha vehicle is nonexistent because a pratyekabuddha vehicle is nonexistent. You should know that a knowledge of all aspects is nonexistent because a buddha vehicle is nonexistent. You should know that space is nonexistent because a knowledge of all aspects is nonexistent. You should know that the Great Vehicle is nonexistent because space is nonexistent. You should know that the infinite, the countless, and that which is beyond measure are nonexistent because the Great Vehicle is nonexistent, and you should know that all dharmas are nonexistent because that which is beyond measure is nonexistent. Therefore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. And why? Subhūti, it is because a self, up to all dharmas all cannot be apprehended.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, just as the element of nirvāṇa has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure, so too, Subhūti, [F.204.b] the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure. By the same token, Subhūti, just as space has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure, so too, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure.
“Subhūti, where you said, ‘Lord, you cannot apprehend the Great Vehicle coming, cannot apprehend it going, and cannot apprehend it remaining either,’ it is exactly so, Subhūti, it is exactly so! Subhūti, you cannot apprehend the Great Vehicle coming or going, and you cannot apprehend it remaining. And why? Because all dharmas are unmoving. They do not go anywhere, they do not come from anywhere, and they do not remain anywhere.

“And why? Because the basic nature of form does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the basic nature of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere. The suchness of form does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the suchness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere. The intrinsic nature of form does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the intrinsic nature of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere. The mark of form does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the mark of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere.

“Similarly, Subhūti, it is because the basic nature of the eyes does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the basic nature of the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere. Similarly, Subhūti, the suchness, intrinsic nature, and mark of the eyes do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere, and the suchness, intrinsic nature, and mark of the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere.

“Subhūti, the basic nature, suchness, intrinsic nature, and mark of the earth element do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere, and the basic nature, suchness, intrinsic nature, and mark of the water element, fire element, wind element, space element, and consciousness element do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere.

“Subhūti, the basic nature of the dharma-constituent does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the suchness, intrinsic nature, and mark of the dharma-constituent do not come
“Subhūti, the basic nature of suchness does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the suchness of suchness, intrinsic nature of suchness, and mark of suchness do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere.

“Subhūti, [F.205.b] the basic nature of the very limit of reality does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the suchness of the very limit of reality, intrinsic nature of the very limit of reality, and mark of the very limit of reality do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere.

“Subhūti, the basic nature of the inconceivable element does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the suchness of the inconceivable element, intrinsic nature of the inconceivable element, and mark of the inconceivable element do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere.

“Subhūti, the basic nature of the perfection of giving does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the suchness of the perfection of giving, intrinsic nature of the perfection of giving, and mark of the perfection of giving do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere. The basic nature of the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and ... the suchness of the perfection of wisdom, intrinsic nature of the perfection of wisdom, and mark of the perfection of wisdom do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere.

“Subhūti, the basic nature of the applications of mindfulness does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere. Subhūti, the suchness of the applications of mindfulness, intrinsic nature of [F.206.a] the applications of mindfulness, and mark of the applications of mindfulness do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere, and the basic nature of the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, eightfold noble path, ten powers of a tathāgata, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, six clairvoynances, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere. Similarly, ... the suchness of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, intrinsic nature of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and mark of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere.
“Subhūti, the basic nature of awakening does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the suchness of awakening, intrinsic nature of awakening, and mark of awakening do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere.

“Subhūti, the basic nature of a buddha does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the suchness of a buddha, intrinsic nature of a buddha, and mark of a buddha do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere.

“Subhūti, the basic nature of the compounded does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the suchness of the compounded, intrinsic nature of the compounded, and mark of the compounded do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, [F.206.b] and do not remain anywhere.

“Subhūti, the basic nature of the uncompounded does not come from anywhere, does not go anywhere, and does not remain anywhere, and the suchness of the uncompounded, intrinsic nature of the uncompounded, and mark of the uncompounded do not come from anywhere, do not go anywhere, and do not remain anywhere.

Therefore, Subhūti, you cannot apprehend the Great Vehicle coming, cannot apprehend it going, and cannot apprehend it remaining either.

“Subhūti, where you said, ‘Lord, you cannot apprehend the Great Vehicle’s prior limit, cannot apprehend its later limit, and cannot apprehend its middle either. This is a vehicle equally of the three time periods. That is why “Great Vehicle” is said again and again,’ it is exactly so, Subhūti, it is exactly so! You cannot apprehend the Great Vehicle’s prior limit, cannot apprehend its later limit, and cannot apprehend its middle either. This is a vehicle equally of the three time periods. Therefore ‘Great Vehicle’ is said again and again.

“And why? Because, Subhūti, the past time period is empty of the past time period, the future time period is also empty of the future time period, the present time period is also empty of the present time period, the equality of the three time periods is also empty of the equality of the three time periods, the Great Vehicle is also empty of the Great Vehicle, the bodhisattva is also empty of the bodhisattva, and, Subhūti, in emptiness there is no one, or two, or three, or four, or five, or six, or seven, or eight, or nine, or ten, or differentiation. Therefore, this is the vehicle of the bodhisattva great beings equally of the three time periods.

“In this [F.207.a] Great Vehicle you cannot apprehend same or not the same, you cannot apprehend greed or free from greed, you cannot apprehend hate or free from hate, you cannot apprehend confusion or free from confusion, you cannot apprehend name or nameless, and similarly you cannot apprehend
wholesome or unwholesome, you cannot apprehend with outflows or without outflows, you cannot apprehend basic immorality or not basic immorality, you cannot apprehend blemished or unblemished, you cannot apprehend the ordinary or the extraordinary, you cannot apprehend defilement or purification, and you cannot apprehend saṃsāra or nirvāṇa. In it you also cannot apprehend permanence or impermanence, you also cannot apprehend happiness or suffering, you also cannot apprehend self or no self, and you also cannot apprehend calm or not calm. You also cannot apprehend the desire realm or beyond the desire realm, you also cannot apprehend the form realm or beyond the form realm, and you cannot apprehend the formless realm or beyond the formless realm.

19.100 "And why? Subhūti, it is because you cannot apprehend its intrinsic nature. A past form, Subhūti, is empty of a past form, and similarly a past feeling … a past perception … past volitional factors … and a past consciousness is empty of a past consciousness. A future form, Subhūti, is empty of a future form, and similarly a future feeling … a future perception … future volitional factors … and a future consciousness is empty of a future consciousness. A present form, Subhūti, is empty of a present form, and similarly a present feeling … a present perception … present volitional factors … [F.207.b] and a present consciousness is empty of a present consciousness.

19.101 "And why? Because, Subhūti, you cannot apprehend a past form in emptiness. Given that you cannot apprehend even emptiness because it is empty of emptiness, how could you ever apprehend a past form in emptiness? You cannot apprehend a past feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness in emptiness, either. Given that you cannot apprehend even emptiness because it is empty of emptiness, how could you ever apprehend a past feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness in emptiness?

19.102 "Similarly, you cannot apprehend a future form in emptiness. Given that you cannot apprehend even emptiness because it is empty of emptiness, how could you ever apprehend a future form in emptiness? You cannot apprehend a future feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness in emptiness, either. Given that you cannot apprehend even emptiness because it is empty of emptiness, how could you ever apprehend a future feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness in emptiness?

19.103 "Similarly, you cannot apprehend a present form in emptiness. Given that you cannot apprehend even emptiness because it is empty of emptiness, how could you ever apprehend a present form in emptiness? You cannot apprehend a present feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness
in emptiness, either. Given that you cannot apprehend even emptiness because it is empty of emptiness, how could you ever apprehend a present feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness in emptiness?

19.104 “Subhūti, you cannot apprehend the perfection of giving at the prior limit; Subhūti, you cannot apprehend the perfection of giving [F.208.a] at the later limit, and, Subhūti, you cannot apprehend the perfection of giving in the present. Subhūti, you cannot apprehend the perfection of giving in the equality of the three periods of time, either. Subhūti, you cannot apprehend the past period of time in the equality, you cannot apprehend the future period of time in the equality, and you cannot apprehend the present period of time in the equality. Given that you cannot apprehend even equality in the equality, how could you ever apprehend the past, future, or present perfection of giving in the equality?

19.105 “Subhūti, you cannot apprehend the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, or perfection of concentration at the prior limit, the later limit, or in the present; Subhūti, you cannot apprehend the perfection of wisdom at the prior limit, the later limit, or in the present, either… You cannot apprehend the perfection of wisdom in the equality of the three periods of time, either. Subhūti, given that you cannot apprehend the past, future, and present periods of time in the equality, and you cannot apprehend even equality in the equality, how could you ever apprehend the past, future, or present perfection of wisdom in the equality?

19.106 “Furthermore, Subhūti, you cannot apprehend the applications of mindfulness at the prior limit, the later limit, or in the middle, you cannot apprehend the applications of mindfulness in the equality of the three periods of time, either. Subhūti, given that you cannot apprehend the past, future, or present periods of time in the equality, and you cannot apprehend even equality in the equality, how could you ever apprehend the past, future, or present applications of mindfulness in the equality?

19.107 “Similarly, Subhūti, you cannot apprehend the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, [F.208.b] path, ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha at the prior limit, the later limit, or in the middle. You cannot apprehend … up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha in the equality of the three periods of time, either. Subhūti, given that you cannot apprehend the past time period, you cannot apprehend the future time period, and you cannot apprehend the present time period in the equality, and you cannot apprehend even equality in the equality, how could you ever apprehend … up to the past, future, and present eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha in the equality?
“Furthermore, Subhūti, you cannot apprehend an ordinary person at the prior limit, you cannot apprehend an ordinary person at the later limit, and you cannot apprehend an ordinary person in the present. You cannot apprehend an ordinary person in the equality of the three periods of time, either. And why? Subhūti, it is because a being cannot be found.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, you cannot apprehend a śrāvaka at the prior limit, you cannot apprehend a pratyekabuddha or a bodhisattva at the prior limit, and you cannot apprehend a tathāgata at the prior limit… . You cannot apprehend a tathāgata at the later limit, and you cannot apprehend a tathāgata in the present. You cannot apprehend a tathāgata in the equality of the three periods of time, either. And why? Subhūti, it is because a tathāgata cannot be found.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom like that, training in the equality of the three periods of time like that, should complete the knowledge of all aspects.

“This, Subhūti, is the Great Vehicle named equally of the three time periods of the bodhisattva great beings, standing in which bodhisattva great beings surpass [F.209.a] the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.”

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Excellent, Lord, it is excellent, this eloquent statement you have made, Lord, that it is the Great Vehicle named equally of the three time periods of the bodhisattva great beings. Lord, past bodhisattva great beings, having trained in this Great Vehicle, gained the knowledge of all aspects. Lord, future bodhisattva great beings will also train in this Great Vehicle and gain the knowledge of all aspects. And, Lord, infinite, countless bodhisattva great beings beyond measure, presently in infinite, countless world systems beyond measure in the ten directions, are training in this Great Vehicle and are gaining the knowledge of all aspects. Therefore, Lord, it is the Great Vehicle of the bodhisattva great beings, because it is the vehicle called equally of the three time periods.”

Venerable Subhūti having spoken thus, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so. It is just as you say. Past, future, and present tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas also train in this Great Vehicle and gained, will gain, and are gaining the knowledge of all aspects.”

This was the nineteenth chapter, “Surpassing,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [F.209.b] [B16]
20.

CHAPTER 20: NOT TWO

20.1 Then venerable Pūrṇa Maitrāyaṇīputra said to the Lord, “Lord, tasked with the perfection of wisdom by the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha, this elder Subhūti thinks he has to give instruction in the Great Vehicle.”

20.2 Venerable Subhūti then said to the Lord, “Let it not be the case, Lord, that I am giving instruction in the Great Vehicle, having violated the perfection of wisdom.”

20.3 “No, you have not,” replied the Lord. “You are giving instruction in the Great Vehicle in harmony with the perfection of wisdom. And why? Because, Subhūti, śrāvaka dharmas, pratyekabuddha dharmas, bodhisattva dharmas, or buddha dharmas—or any wholesome dharmas, whatever they are—they all come together and stream into the perfection of wisdom.”

20.4 Subhūti then asked, “Lord, what are the wholesome dharmas on the side of awakening in the perfection of wisdom in which śrāvaka dharmas, pratyekabuddha dharmas, bodhisattva dharmas, and buddha dharmas all come together, and into which they stream?”

20.5 The Lord replied, “The four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path; emptiness meditative stabilization, signless meditative stabilization, and wishless meditative stabilization; the four concentrations, four immeasurables, and four formless absorptions; [F.210.a] the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom; the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, great love, great compassion, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; and constant dwelling in the natural state not robbed of mindfulness and in equanimity—these, Subhūti, are the
whole dharma on the side of awakening, in the perfection of wisdom, in which śrāvaka dharmas, pratyekabuddha dharmas, bodhisattva dharmas, and buddha dharmas all come together, and into which they stream.

Subhūti, whatever the dharma—the Great Vehicle, perfection of wisdom, perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving; form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; eyes, a form, eye consciousness, eye contact, feeling from the condition of eye contact; ears ... nose ... tongue ... body ... and thinking mind, a dharma, thinking-mind consciousness, thinking-mind contact, and the feeling from the condition of thinking-mind contact; the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, [F.210.b] faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, path, tathāgata powers, fearlessness, and detailed and thorough knowledges; emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness; compounded dharmas and uncompounded dharmas; suffering, origination, cessation, and path; the desire realm, form realm, and formless realm; from inner emptiness up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; the meditative stabilizations, dhāraṇī gateways, up to the distinct attributes of a buddha, the tathāgata, the Dharma and Vinaya spoken by the tathāgata, the dharma-constituent, suchness, very limit of reality, the inconceivable element, and nirvāṇa—all these dharmas are not conjoined, are not disjoined, are formless, cannot be pointed out, do not obstruct, and have only one mark—that is, no mark. In this way, Subhūti, you give instruction in the Great Vehicle in accord with the perfection of wisdom.

And why? Because, Subhūti, it is not that the Great Vehicle is one thing and the perfection of wisdom another, or the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving one thing and the Great Vehicle another, or the applications of mindfulness one thing and the Great Vehicle another; so the Great Vehicle and those applications [F.211.a] of mindfulness are not two, nor are they divided, up to it is not that the Great Vehicle is one thing and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha another; so the Great Vehicle and those distinct attributes of a buddha are not two, nor are they divided. It is because of this, Subhūti, that by giving instruction in the Great Vehicle you have given instruction in the perfection of wisdom, and by giving instruction in the perfection of wisdom you have given instruction in the Great Vehicle.”

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “But still, Lord, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the later limit, and one does not assert a bodhisattva in the middle. One has to know the limitlessness of a bodhisattva through the limitlessness of form, and one has to know the limitlessness of a bodhisattva through the
limitlessness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness. Lord, even such an idea as ‘form is a bodhisattva’ does not exist and is not found; even such ideas as ‘feeling…’, ‘perception…’, ‘volitional factors…’, and ‘consciousness is a bodhisattva’ do not exist and are not found. So, Lord, I, who thus do not see and do not find a bodhisattva great being as anyone at all in any way at all—to which bodhisattva great being will I give advice and instruction in which perfection of wisdom?

20.9 “You say this, Lord, that is, ‘bodhisattva.’ It is just a word. To illustrate, Lord, you say ‘self’ again and again, but it absolutely has not come into being. [F.211.b] Similarly, Lord, you say ‘bodhisattva’ again and again, but a bodhisattva absolutely has not come into being. Lord, given that all phenomena thus have no intrinsic nature, what is that form that has come into being? What is that feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness that has come into being? Lord, what has not come into being is not form, and what has not come into being is not feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. Lord, you cannot apprehend those bodhisattva great beings who would practice for awakening other than those who have not come into being, so does what has not come into being give advice and instruction in a perfection of wisdom that has not come into being?

20.10 “Lord, one should know that when the mind of a bodhisattva given such instruction is not cowed, does not tense up, does not experience regret, and does not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified, then that bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom.”

20.11 Śāriputra then asked venerable Subhūti, “Why, Venerable Subhūti, does one not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, does one not assert a bodhisattva at the later limit, and does one not assert a bodhisattva in the middle? Why, Venerable Subhūti, should one know the limitlessness of a bodhisattva through the limitlessness of form, and why should one know the limitlessness of a bodhisattva through the limitlessness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness? Why, Venerable Subhūti, does even such an idea as ‘a bodhisattva is form’ not exist and why is it not found, [F.212.a] and why do even such ideas as ‘feeling…’, ‘perception…’, ‘volitional factors…’, and ‘consciousness is a bodhisattva’ not exist and why are they not found? Why, Venerable Subhūti, do you say, ‘So Lord, I, who thus do not see and do not find a bodhisattva great being as anyone at all in any way at all—to which bodhisattva great being will I give advice and instruction in which perfection of wisdom?’ Why, Venerable Subhūti, do you go so far as to say, ‘You say this, Lord, that is, “bodhisattva.” It is just a word’? Why, Venerable Subhūti, do you say, ‘For example, Lord, you say “self” again and again, but it absolutely has not come into being. Similarly,
Lord, you say “bodhisattva” again and again, but a bodhisattva absolutely has not come into being? Why, Venerable Subhūti, do you say, ‘Lord, given that all dharmas thus are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, what is that form that has come into being?’ What is that feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness that has come into being? Lord, what has not come into being is not form, and what has not come into being is not feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness? Why, Venerable Subhūti, do you say, ‘Lord, does what has not come into being give advice and instruction in a perfection of wisdom that has not come into being?’ Why, Venerable Subhūti, do you say, ‘Lord, you cannot apprehend bodhisattva great beings [F.212.b] who would practice for awakening other than those who have not come into being’? And why, Venerable Subhūti, do you say, ‘Lord, one should know that when the mind of a bodhisattva given such instruction is not cowed, does not tense up, does not experience regret, and does not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified, then that bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom?’

Subhūti then replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, because beings are nonexistent, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit. Venerable Śāriputra, because beings are empty one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit. Venerable Śāriputra, because beings are isolated one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit. Venerable Śāriputra, because beings are nonexistent things one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit. Venerable Śāriputra, because beings are empty, form is nonexistent, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit. Venerable Śāriputra, because beings are isolated, and form has no intrinsic nature, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit. Similarly, because feeling ..., perception ..., volitional factors ..., and because consciousness is nonexistent, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit. Because consciousness is empty, consciousness is isolated, and consciousness has no intrinsic nature, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit.

“Venerable Śāriputra, because the perfection of giving is nonexistent, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit. Venerable Śāriputra, because the perfection of giving is empty, form is isolated, and has no intrinsic nature, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit. Similarly, because feeling ..., perception ..., volitional factors ..., and because consciousness is nonexistent, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit. Because consciousness is empty, consciousness is isolated, and consciousness has no intrinsic nature, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit.

“Venerable Śāriputra, because the perfection of giving is nonexistent, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit. Venerable Śāriputra, because the perfection of giving is empty, the perfection of giving is isolated, and the perfection of giving has no intrinsic nature, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit. Similarly, because the perfection of morality ..., the perfection of patience ..., the perfection of perseverance ..., the perfection of concentration ..., and because the perfection of wisdom is nonexistent, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit. Because the perfection of wisdom is empty, the perfection of wisdom is isolated, and the perfection of wisdom has no intrinsic nature, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit.
20.15 “And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because you cannot apprehend a
prior limit, a later limit, or a middle in emptiness; emptiness is not one thing,
a bodhisattva another, and a prior limit, a later limit, and a middle another,
so, Venerable Śāriputra, therefore, all these—emptiness, a bodhisattva, a
prior limit, a later limit, and a middle—are not two, nor are they divided.

20.16 “Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, one does
not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle.

20.17 “Venerable Śāriputra, nonexistence is not one thing, emptiness another,
isolation another, having no intrinsic nature another, a bodhisattva another,
the perfection of giving another, the perfection of morality another, the
perfection of patience another, the perfection of perseverance another, the
perfection of concentration another, the perfection of wisdom another, and a
prior limit, a later limit, and a middle another, so, Venerable Śāriputra,
therefore, all these—nonexistence, emptiness, isolation, having no intrinsic
nature, the six perfections, a bodhisattva, a prior limit, a later limit,
and a middle—are not two, nor are they divided.

20.18 “Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, one does
not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle.

20.19 “And why? Venerable Śāriputra because inner emptiness is nonexistent,
one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, up to because emptiness
that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is nonexistent, one does not
assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle.

20.20 “And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because one does apprehend a prior
limit, a later limit, or a middle in the nonexistence of inner emptiness, the
emptiness of inner emptiness, or the isolation of inner emptiness, or any
intrinsic nature of inner emptiness, up to it is because they cannot apprehend
a prior limit, a later limit, or a middle in the nonexistence of emptiness that is
the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, the emptiness of emptiness that is
the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, or the isolation of emptiness that is
the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, or any intrinsic nature of emptiness
that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. The nonexistence, emptiness,
isolation, and no intrinsic nature of inner emptiness is not one thing, up to
the nonexistence, emptiness, isolation, and no intrinsic nature of emptiness
that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is not another, a bodhisattva
another, and a prior limit, a later limit, and a middle another, so, Venerable
Śāriputra, therefore, all these—the nonexistence, emptiness, isolation, and
no intrinsic nature of inner emptiness, up to the nonexistence, emptiness,
isolation, and no intrinsic nature of emptiness that is the nonexistence of an
intrinsic nature, a bodhisattva, a prior limit, a later limit, and a middle—are
not two, nor are they divided. [F.214.a]
Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle.

Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, because the applications of mindfulness are nonexistent, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle; because the applications of mindfulness are empty, the applications of mindfulness are isolated, and the applications of mindfulness have no intrinsic nature, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle either.

Similarly, because the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path, powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and distinct attributes of a buddha are nonexistent one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle.

Similarly, because the distinct attributes of a buddha are empty, the distinct attributes of a buddha are isolated, and the distinct attributes of a buddha have no intrinsic nature, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle.

And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because one cannot apprehend a prior limit, a later limit, or a middle in nonexistence, in emptiness, in isolation, or in no intrinsic nature. Nonexistence is not one thing, emptiness another, isolation another, not having an intrinsic nature another, the applications of mindfulness another, up to the distinct attributes of a buddha another, and a prior limit, a later limit, and a middle another, so, Venerable Śāriputra, therefore, all these—the nonexistence, emptiness, isolation, and no intrinsic nature of the applications of mindfulness, up to the distinct attributes of a buddha, a prior limit, a later limit, and a middle—are not two, nor are they divided.

Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle.

Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, because all the meditative stabilizations are nonexistent ... because all the dhāraṇī gateways are nonexistent ... because the dharma-constituent is nonexistent ... because suchness is nonexistent ... and because the very limit of reality is nonexistent, the very limit of reality is empty, the very limit of reality is isolated, and the very limit of reality has no intrinsic nature, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle.

And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because one does apprehend a prior limit, a later limit, or a middle in the nonexistence of the meditative stabilizations, in the nonexistence of the very limit of reality, up to in the nonexistence of the absence of an intrinsic nature of the very limit of reality. Venerable Śāriputra, nonexistence is not one thing, emptiness another, isolation another, not having an intrinsic nature another, a bodhisattva
another, up to the very limit of reality another, and a prior limit, a later limit, and a middle another, so, Venerable Śāriputra, therefore, as anything at all in any way at all, these—nonexistence, emptiness, isolation, and no intrinsic nature, meditative stabilization, up to the very limit of reality, a bodhisattva, a prior limit, a later limit, and a middle—are not two, nor are they divided.

“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, [F.215.a] because śrāvakas are nonexistent, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle; because śrāvakas are empty, isolated, and have no intrinsic nature, one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle; and because pratyekabuddhas are nonexistent, bodhisattvas are nonexistent, the knowledge of all aspects is nonexistent, the knowledge of all aspects is empty, the knowledge of all aspects is isolated, and the knowledge of all aspects has no intrinsic nature, they do not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle.

“And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because one cannot apprehend a prior limit, a later limit, or a middle in nonexistence, emptiness, isolation, and no intrinsic nature. Nonexistence, emptiness, isolation, and not having an intrinsic nature are not one thing, and bodhisattvas, śrāvakas, and pratyekabuddhas another, the knowledge of all aspects another, and a prior limit, a later limit, and a middle another, so, Venerable Śāriputra, therefore, all these—the nonexistence, emptiness, isolation, and no intrinsic nature, śrāvakas, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and buddhas—they are not two, nor are they divided.

“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations one does not assert a bodhisattva at the prior limit, at the later limit, or in the middle.

“Venerable Śāriputra, in regard to what you asked—‘Why, Venerable Subhūti, should one know the limitlessness of a bodhisattva through the limitlessness of form, and why should one know the limitlessness of a bodhisattva through the limitlessness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness?’—Venerable Śāriputra, [F.215.b] form is equal to space, and feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are equal to space. And why? To illustrate, Venerable Śāriputra, one cannot apprehend a limit, a middle, or an end in space, but still space works as a conventional label. Similarly, Venerable Śāriputra, because form is empty, one cannot apprehend the prior limit, one cannot apprehend the later limit, and one cannot apprehend the middle of form, because one cannot apprehend the end or the middle of emptiness. Similarly, Venerable Śāriputra, because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are empty one cannot apprehend the prior limit, one cannot apprehend the
later limit, and one cannot apprehend the middle of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness, because one cannot apprehend the end or the middle of emptiness.

20.33 “Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations one should know the limitlessness of a bodhisattva through the limitlessness of form, and should know the limitlessness of a bodhisattva through the limitlessness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness.

20.34 “Similarly, Venerable Śāriputra, the constituents, sense fields, applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path, and the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and distinct attributes of a buddha, are equal to space.

20.35 “And why? To illustrate, Venerable Śāriputra, because the limitless is boundless one cannot apprehend an end or a middle of space, but still space works as a conventional label. Similarly, Venerable Śāriputra, because of the emptiness of up to the buddhadharmas, [F.216.a] one cannot apprehend the end or the middle of the buddhadharmas, because one cannot apprehend the end or the middle of emptiness.

20.36 “Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations one should know the limitlessness of a bodhisattva through the limitlessness of the buddhadharmas.

20.37 “Venerable Śāriputra, in regard to what you asked—`Why, Venerable Subhūti, does even such an idea as “a bodhisattva is form” not exist and why is it not found, and why does even such an idea as “feeling...,” “perception...” “volitional factors...,” and “consciousness is a bodhisattva” not exist and why is it not found?’—Venerable Śāriputra, form is empty of form. Venerable Śāriputra, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is empty of consciousness.

20.38 “And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, in emptiness form does not exist and is not found; in emptiness a bodhisattva does not exist and is not found. Similarly, in emptiness feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness do not exist and are not found. In emptiness a bodhisattva does not exist and is not found.

20.39 “Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, even such an idea as ‘a bodhisattva is form’ does not exist and is not found, and even such an idea as ‘a bodhisattva is feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness’ does not exist and is not found.

20.40 “Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, the perfection of giving is empty of the perfection of giving. Venerable Śāriputra, the perfection of morality ... the perfection of patience ... the perfection of perseverance ... the perfection of
concentration … and the perfection of wisdom is empty of the perfection of wisdom.

20.41 “And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, in emptiness the perfection of wisdom [F.216.b] does not exist and is not found; in emptiness a bodhisattva does not exist and is not found.

20.42 “Venerable Śāriputra, inner emptiness is empty of inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is empty of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. The applications of mindfulness are empty of the applications of mindfulness. The right efforts … the legs of miraculous power … the faculties … the powers … the limbs of awakening … and the path; … and the ten powers … the fearlessnesses … the detailed and thorough knowledges … and the distinct attributes of a buddha are empty of the distinct attributes of a buddha. The dharma-constituent is empty of the dharma-constituent, suchness is empty of suchness, the very limit of reality is empty of the very limit of reality, and the inconceivable element is empty of the inconceivable element. Meditative stabilization is empty of meditative stabilization, the dhāraṇī gateways are empty of the dhāraṇī gateways, all-knowledge is empty of all-knowledge, the knowledge of path aspects is empty of the knowledge of path aspects, and the knowledge of all aspects is empty of the knowledge of all aspects. The Śrāvaka Vehicle is empty of the Śrāvaka Vehicle, the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle is empty of the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and the Buddha Vehicle is empty of the Buddha Vehicle. Śrāvakas are empty of śrāvakas, pratyekabuddhas are empty of pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas are empty of bodhisattvas, and tathāgatas are empty of tathāgatas. Venerable Śāriputra, in the emptiness of the tathāgata, form does not exist and is not found, and in the emptiness of the tathāgata, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness do not exist and are not found.

20.43 “Venerable [F.217.a] Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations even such an idea as ‘a bodhisattva is form’ does not exist and is not found, and even such an idea as ‘a bodhisattva is feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness’ does not exist and is not found.

20.44 “Venerable Śāriputra, in regard to what you asked—‘Why, Venerable Subhūti, do you say, “So Lord, I, who thus do not see and do not find a bodhisattva great being as anyone at all in any way at all—to which bodhisattva great being will I give advice and instruction in which perfection of wisdom?” ’—Venerable Śāriputra, form is not found in form, form is not found in feeling; feeling is not found in feeling, feeling is not found in form. Form and feeling are not found in perception, perception is not found in perception, and perception is not found in form or feeling. Volitional factors do not exist and are not found in perception. Volitional
factors do not exist and are not found in volitional factors. Perception does not exist and is not found in volitional factors. Consciousness does not exist and is not found in volitional factors; volitional factors do not exist and are not found in consciousness. Form, feeling, perception, and volitional factors do not exist and are not found in consciousness. Consciousness does not exist and is not found in form, feeling, perception, or volitional factors.

20.45 "Venerable Śāriputra, the eyes do not exist and are not found in the eyes; the eyes do not exist and are not found in the ears. The ears do not exist and are not found in the eyes; the ears do not exist and are not found in the ears. The ears do not exist and are not found in the nose. The nose does not exist and is not found in the nose. The nose does not exist and is not found in the eyes or ears. The nose does not exist and is not found in the tongue. The tongue does not exist and is not found in the tongue. The tongue does not exist and is not found in the eyes, ears, or nose. The body does not exist and is not found in the body. The body does not exist and is not found in the eyes, ears, nose, or tongue. The body does not exist and is not found in the thinking mind. The thinking mind does not exist and is not found in the thinking mind. The thinking mind does not exist and is not found in the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, or body.

20.46 "A form does not exist and is not found in a form. A form does not exist and is not found in a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, or a dharma. A sound does not exist and is not found in a sound; a sound does not exist and is not found in the others. Similarly, a smell does not exist and is not found in a smell; a sound does not exist and is not found in the others, a taste does not exist and is not found in a taste or in the others, a feeling does not exist and is not found in a feeling or in the others, and a dharma does not exist and is not found in a dharma or in the others.

20.47 "Eye consciousness does not exist and is not found in eye consciousness, the others also do not exist and are not found in it, and it also does not exist and is not found in the others. Ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue consciousness, body consciousness, and thinking-mind consciousness are similar: thinking-mind consciousness does not exist and is not found in thinking-mind consciousness, the others also do not exist and are not found in it, and it also does not exist and is not found in the others.

20.48 "Eye contact does not exist and is not found in eye contact, it [F.218.a] also does not exist and is not found in the others, and the others also do not exist and are not found in it. Ear contact, nose contact, tongue contact, body contact, and thinking-mind contact are similar: thinking-mind contact does not exist and is not found in thinking-mind contact, and the other contacts also do not exist and are not found in thinking-mind contact.
“Feeling from the condition of eye contact does not exist and is not found in feeling from the condition of eye contact, and the others also do not exist and are not found in it, nor the others in the others. Feeling from the condition of ear contact … nose contact … tongue contact … body contact … and feeling from the condition of thinking-mind contact does not exist and is not found in feeling from the condition of thinking-mind contact, and the others also do not exist and are not found in it, nor the others in the others.

“The applications of mindfulness do not exist and are not found in the applications of mindfulness, and similarly the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path, and the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha do not exist and are not found in the buddhadharmas. The four detailed and thorough knowledges do not exist and are not found in the four detailed and thorough knowledges. The buddhadharmas do not exist and are not found in the four detailed and thorough knowledges. The four detailed and thorough knowledges do not exist and are not found in the buddhadharmas. All dharmas do not exist and are not found in all dharmas. All dharmas do not exist and are not found in the buddhadharmas.

“Inner emptiness does not exist and is not found in inner emptiness. [F.218.b] Inner emptiness does not exist and is not found in … up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. The emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature does not exist and is not found in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. The emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature does not exist and is not found in … up to inner emptiness.

“Meditative stabilization does not exist and is not found in meditative stabilization. Meditative stabilization does not exist and is not found in the dhāraṇīs. Dhāraṇī does not exist and is not found in dhāraṇī. Dhāraṇī does not exist and is not found in meditative stabilization.

“The level of an ordinary person does not exist and is not found in the level of an ordinary person, and the Gotra level … the Aśṭamaka level … the Darśāna level … the Vitarāga level … the Tanū level … the Kṛtāvin level … the Pratyekabuddha level … the Bodhisattva level … the Tathāgata level … and the level of the knowledge of all aspects does not exist and is not found in the level of the knowledge of all aspects. Similarly, a stream enterer does not exist and is not found in a stream enterer; a once-returner … a non-returner … a worthy one … and a pratyekabuddha does not exist and is not found in a pratyekabuddha; a bodhisattva … ; and a perfectly complete buddha does not exist and is not found in a perfectly complete buddha.
20.54  “A bodhisattva does not exist and is not found in the perfection of wisdom. The perfection of wisdom also does not exist and is not found in the perfection of wisdom. Advice and instruction do not exist and are not found in the perfection of wisdom. Advice and instruction do not exist and are not found in advice and instruction. A bodhisattva does not exist and is not found in advice and instruction. Therefore, Venerable Śāriputra, given that all dharmas do not exist and are not found, a bodhisattva also [F.219.a] does not exist and is not found, that is, cannot be pointed out.

20.55  “Venerable Śāriputra, in regard to what you asked—‘Why, Venerable Subhūti, do you say, “You say this, Lord, that is, ‘bodhisattva.’ It is just a word”?’—Venerable Śāriputra, this—that is, ‘bodhisattva’—is designated by a name plucked out of thin air, so, Venerable Śāriputra, one says ‘this, that is, “bodhisattva,” is just a word.’ Because, Venerable Śāriputra, the words for all dharmas do not come from anywhere in the ten directions and do not go anywhere, so too the word for a bodhisattva does not come from anywhere and does not go anywhere, because these—that is, ‘form,’ ‘feeling,’ ‘perception,’ ‘volitional factors,’ and ‘consciousness’—are designated by names plucked out of thin air. That name is not form, nor is it feeling, or perception, or volitional factors, or consciousness. And why? Because a name is empty of the intrinsic nature of a name. That which is empty is not the name, so, Venerable Śāriputra, one says ‘this, that is, “bodhisattva,” is just a word.’

20.56  “Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, this ‘perfection of giving’ is just words, and in those words there is no perfection of giving, and in that perfection of giving also there are no words. And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, both those words and that perfection of giving do not exist and cannot be found. Therefore this ‘bodhisattva’ is simply just a word.

20.57  “Similarly, this ‘perfection of morality’ … ‘perfection of patience’ … ‘perfection of perseverance’ … ‘perfection of concentration’ … and ‘perfection of wisdom,’ is just [F.219.b] words, and in those words there is no perfection of wisdom and in that perfection of wisdom there is also no word. And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, both those words and that perfection of wisdom do not exist and cannot be found. Therefore, Venerable Śāriputra, this ‘bodhisattva’ is a name plucked out of thin air, so this ‘bodhisattva’ is simply just a word.

20.58  “Venerable Śāriputra, ‘inner emptiness’ up to ‘emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature’ is just words. Other than inner emptiness there are no words, and in those words there is no inner emptiness, up to other than the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature there are no words, and in those words there is no emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra,
both those words and that inner emptiness, up to that emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature do not exist and cannot be found. Therefore, Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, this ‘bodhisattva’ is simply just a word.

“Venerable Śāriputra, this ‘applications of mindfulness’ is a name plucked out of thin air. Other than applications of mindfulness there are no words, and in those words there are no applications of mindfulness. And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, both those words and those applications of mindfulness do not exist and cannot be found. Similarly, these ‘right efforts,’ ‘legs of miraculous power,’ ‘faculties,’ ‘powers,’ ‘limbs of awakening,’ ‘eightfold noble path,’ ‘ten powers,’ ‘four fearlessnesses,’ ‘four detailed and thorough knowledges,’ and ‘eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha’ [F.220.a] are names plucked out of thin air. Other than buddhadharmas there are no words, and in those words there are no buddhadharmas. And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, both those words and those buddhadharmas do not exist and cannot be found.

“Similarly, Venerable Śāriputra, these—‘meditative stabilization,’ ‘dhāraṇī gateways,’ up to ‘knowledge of all aspects’—are names plucked out of thin air. Other than knowledge of all aspects there are no words, and in those words there is also no knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, both those words and up to that knowledge of all aspects do not exist and cannot be found.

“Venerable Śāriputra, in regard to what you asked—‘Why, Venerable Subhūti, do you say, “For example, Lord, you say ‘self’ again and again, but it has absolutely not come into being”? ’—Venerable Śāriputra, given that a self absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could it have ever come into being? Venerable Śāriputra, given that a being, a living being, a creature, one who lives, an individual, a person, one born of Manu, a child of Manu, one who does, one who feels, one who knows, and one who sees absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could someone like that have ever come into being?

“Venerable Śāriputra, given that form absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could it have ever come into being? And given that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness absolutely do not exist and are not found, how could they have ever come into being?

“Venerable Śāriputra, given that the eyes absolutely do not exist and are not found, how could they have ever come into being? Similarly, [F.220b] given that the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind absolutely do not exist and are not found, how could they have ever come into being?
“Venerable Śāriputra, given that a form absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could it have ever come into being? Similarly, given that a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma do not exist and are not found, how could they have ever come into being?

“Venerable Śāriputra, given that eye consciousness absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could it have ever come into being? And given that ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind consciousness do not exist and are not found, how could they have ever come into being?

“Venerable Śāriputra, given that eye contact absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could it have ever come into being? And given that ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind contact do not exist and are not found, how could they have ever come into being?

“Venerable Śāriputra, given that feeling from the condition of eye contact absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could it have ever come into being? And given that feelings from the condition of ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind contact do not exist and are not found, how could they have ever come into being?

“Venerable Śāriputra, given that the perfection of giving absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could it have ever come into being? And given that the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom do not exist and are not found, how could they have ever come into being?

“Venerable Śāriputra, given that inner emptiness absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could it have ever come into being? And given that up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature do not exist [F.221.a] and are not found, how could they have ever come into being?

“Venerable Śāriputra, given that the applications of mindfulness absolutely do not exist and are not found, how could they have ever come into being? And given that the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, eightfold noble path, ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha do not exist and are not found, how could they have ever come into being?

“Venerable Śāriputra, given that the meditative stabilizations and dhāraṇī gateways absolutely do not exist and are not found, how could they have ever come into being? And given that a śrāvaka absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could someone like that have ever come into being? And given that a pratyekabuddha absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could someone like that have ever come into being? And given that a bodhisattva absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could someone
like that have ever come into being? And given that a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could someone like that have ever come into being?

20.72 “Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, even though one says ‘self’ again and again, a self has absolutely not come into being.

20.73 “Venerable Śāriputra, in regard to what you asked—‘Why do you say, ‘Given that all dharmas thus are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature’?—Venerable Śāriputra, exactly so! And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, an intrinsic nature arisen from a union does not exist.”

Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, what does not have an intrinsic nature arisen from a union?”

20.74 “Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “form has no intrinsic nature arisen from a union; feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness have no intrinsic nature arisen from a union. Venerable Śāriputra, the eyes have no intrinsic nature arisen from a union; similarly, the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind have no intrinsic nature arisen from a union. Similarly, Venerable Śāriputra, a form, a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma; eye consciousness, and ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind consciousness; eye contact, and ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind contact; feeling from the condition of eye contact; and feeling from the condition of ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind contact have no intrinsic nature arisen from a union. Venerable Śāriputra, the perfection of giving has no intrinsic nature arisen from a union. The perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom have no intrinsic nature arisen from a union.

20.75 “Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, all dharmas are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.

20.76 “Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, all dharmas are impermanent, but not because anything disappears.”

20.77 “What are those dharmas that are impermanent even though nothing disappears?” asked Śāriputra.

20.78 Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, form is impermanent, but not because anything disappears. Venerable Śāriputra, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are impermanent, but not because anything disappears. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because that which is impermanent has come to an end, is a nonexistent thing. Similarly, all dharmas [F.222.a] are suffering, selfless, calm, empty, signless, and wishless, but not because anything disappears. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because that which is wishless has come to an end, is a nonexistent thing.
Similarly, all dharmas are wholesome, not a basic immorality, without outflows, without afflictions, extraordinary, purified, and uncompounded, but not because anything disappears. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because that which is uncompounded has come to an end, is a nonexistent thing.

“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, all dharmas have no intrinsic nature, but not because anything disappears.

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, all dharmas are neither unmoved nor destroyed.”

“Why are dharmas neither unmoved nor destroyed?” asked Śāriputra.

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, form is neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is its basic nature. Venerable Śāriputra, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is their basic nature. Similarly, wholesome and unwholesome, basic immorality and not basic immorality, with outflows and without outflows, with afflictions and without afflictions, ordinary and extraordinary, compounded and uncompounded, defiled and purified, and saṃsāra and nirvāṇa are neither unmoved nor destroyed. And why? Because that is their basic nature.

“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, all dharmas are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, even though nothing disappears.

“Venerable Śāriputra, in regard to what you asked—‘Why do you say, ‘What is that form that has come into being? What is that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness that has come into being?’’—Venerable Śāriputra, it is because form has not occasioned anything, because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness have not occasioned anything. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because there is nothing that occasions them. Venerable Śāriputra, the eyes do not occasion anything. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because there is nothing that occasions them. Venerable Śāriputra, similarly, the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind have not occasioned anything. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because there is nothing that occasions them. Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, a form, a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and a dharma have not occasioned anything. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because someone to enact them does not exist. Up to, all dharmas have not occasioned anything. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because nothing that occasions them is apprehended.

“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, ‘form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness have not come into being.’
Venerable Śāriputra, in regard to what you asked—‘Why do you say, “What has not come into being is not form, and what has not come into being is not feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness?”’—Venerable [F.223.a] Śāriputra, exactly so, exactly so! Because, Venerable Śāriputra, form is empty of a basic nature, and what is empty of a basic nature does not arise and does not pass away, and in what does not arise and does not pass away there is no transformation. Similarly, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are empty of a basic nature, and what is empty of a basic nature does not arise and does not pass away, and in what does not arise and does not pass away there is no transformation, up to all dharmas are empty of a basic nature, and what are empty of a basic nature do not arise and do not pass away, and in what do not arise and do not pass away there is no transformation.

Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, what has not come into being is not form, and what has not come into being is not feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness.

Venerable Śāriputra, in regard to what you asked—‘Why do you say, “Does what has not come into being give advice and instruction in a perfection of wisdom that has not come into being?”’—Venerable Śāriputra, because what has not come into being is the perfection of wisdom, and the perfection of wisdom is what has not come into being, therefore, what has not come into being and the perfection of wisdom are not two, nor are they divided. Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, I said, ‘Does what has not come into being give advice and instruction in a perfection of wisdom that has not come into being?’

Venerable Śāriputra, in regard to what you asked—‘Why do you say, “They cannot apprehend a bodhisattva great being who would practice for awakening other than one who has not come into being”?’—Venerable Śāriputra, [F.223.b] because bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not see ‘what has not come into being as one thing and a bodhisattva as another,’ what has not come into being and the bodhisattva are not two, nor are they divided. They do not see form other than what has not come into being, and they do not see feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness other than what has not come into being; therefore, what has not come into being and form are not two, nor are they divided, and therefore, what has not come into being and feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not two, nor are they divided. Similarly, up to they do not see all dharmas other than what has not come into being, and therefore, what has not come into being and all dharmas are not two, nor are they divided.
“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, one cannot apprehend a bodhisattva great being who would practice for awakening other than one who has not come into being. [B17]

“Venerable Śāriputra, in regard to what you asked—‘And why do you say, “One should know that when the mind of a bodhisattva great being given such instruction is not cowed, does not tense up, does not experience regret, and does not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified, then that bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom”?’—Venerable Śāriputra, it is because bodhisattva great beings see all dharmas not stirring, and they see them like a dream, [F.224.a] like an illusion, like a mirage, like an echo, like an apparition, like a reflection in the mirror, and like a magical creation. Because of this one of many explanations, Venerable Śāriputra, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom hear this they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified.”

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “When bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom investigate those dharmas like that they do not then assert, do not accept, do not base themselves on, and do not settle down on form, and neither do they label anything ‘this is form’; they also do not assert, do not accept, do not base themselves on, and do not settle down on feeling … perception … volitional factors … or consciousness, and neither do they label anything ‘this is consciousness.’ Similarly, they do not then assert, do not accept, do not base themselves on, and do not settle down on the eyes, and neither do they label anything ‘these are the eyes’; and similarly, they do not then assert, do not accept, do not base themselves on, and do not settle down on the ears … the nose … the tongue … the body … or the thinking mind, and neither do they label anything ‘this is the thinking mind.’ Similarly, they do not then assert, do not accept, do not base themselves on, and do not settle down on the perfection of giving, and neither do they label anything ‘this is the perfection of giving’; and similarly, they do not then assert, do not accept, do not base themselves on, and do not settle down on the perfection of morality … the perfection of patience … the perfection of perseverance … the perfection of concentration … or the perfection of wisdom, [F.224.b] and neither do they label anything ‘this is the perfection of wisdom.’ They do not then assert, do not accept, do not base themselves on, and do not settle down on inner emptiness, and neither do they label anything ‘this is inner emptiness’; and similarly they do not then assert, do not accept, do not base themselves on, and do not settle down on … up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and neither do they label anything ‘this is the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.’
“Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not assert, do not accept, do not base themselves on, and do not settle down on the applications of mindfulness, and neither do they label anything ‘these are the applications of mindfulness.’ Similarly, bodhisattvas do not then assert, do not accept, do not base themselves on, and do not settle down on the right efforts..., the legs of miraculous power..., the faculties..., the powers..., the limbs of awakening..., the eightfold noble path..., the ten powers..., the fearlessnesses..., the detailed and thorough knowledges..., or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and neither do they label anything ‘these are the buddhadharmas.’

“Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not assert, do not accept, do not base themselves on, and do not settle down on all the meditative stabilization gateways and all the dhāraṇī gateways, and neither do they label anything ‘these are the meditative stabilization and dhāraṇī gateways.’

“And why? Lord, it is because bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not see form; similarly, because they do not see the aggregates, constituents, or sense fields, [F.225.a] they do not see the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, they do not see the perfections, up to and they do not see the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha or the knowledge of all aspects.

“And why? Lord, it is because form is not produced, and the nonproduction of form is not form. Therefore, form and the nonproduction of form are not two, nor are they divided. And why? Lord, it is because that nonproduction is not one, nor is it many.

“The nonproduction of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not consciousness; the nonproduction of the eyes is not the eyes; the nonproduction of the ears ... the nose ... the tongue ... the body ... and the thinking mind is not the thinking mind; the nonproduction of the perfection of giving is not the perfection of giving; and the nonproduction of the perfection of morality ... the perfection of patience ... the perfection of perseverance ... the perfection of concentration ... and the perfection of wisdom is not the perfection of wisdom. Therefore, the perfection of wisdom and nonproduction are not two, nor are they divided.

“The nonproduction of inner emptiness is not inner emptiness, up to the nonproduction of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is not the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. Therefore, [F.225.b] the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature and nonproduction are not two, nor are they divided.
"Lord, the nonproduction of the applications of mindfulness is not the applications of mindfulness. Therefore, the applications of mindfulness and nonproduction are not two, nor are they divided. Similarly, the nonproduction of the right efforts ... the legs of miraculous power ... the faculties ... the powers ... the limbs of awakening ... the path ... the fearlessnesses ... the clairvoyances ... the ten powers ... the detailed and thorough knowledges ... and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha is not the buddhadharmas. Therefore, the buddhadharmas and nonproduction are not two, nor are they divided. And why? Because those nonproductions of the buddhadharmas are not the buddhadharmas.

"Lord, it is because suchness is not produced, and the nonproduction of suchness is not suchness. Therefore, suchness and nonproduction are not two, nor are they divided. And why? Lord, it is because nonproduction is not one, nor is it many. For that reason, the nonproduction of suchness is not suchness. The nonproduction of unmistaken suchness ... unaltered suchness ... the true nature of dhammas ... the dharma-constituent ... the establishment of dhammas ... the certification of dhammas ... the very limit of reality ... and [F.226.a] the inconceivable element is not the inconceivable element. And why? Because the inconceivable element and nonproduction are not two, nor are they divided.

"Lord, the nonproduction of awakening ... and the knowledge of all aspects is not the knowledge of all aspects. Therefore, the knowledge of all aspects and nonproduction are not two, nor are they divided. And why? Lord, it is because nonproduction is not one, nor is it many. For that reason, the knowledge of all aspects and nonproduction are not two, nor are they divided.

"Lord, it is because form is impermanent, so a decrease in form is not form. A decrease in feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not consciousness. Therefore, the aggregates and a decrease are not two, nor are they divided. And why? Lord, it is because a decrease is not one, nor is it many. A decrease in the constituents and sense fields is not the constituents and sense fields. Therefore, the constituents and sense fields and a decrease are not two, nor are they divided.

"Lord, a decrease in the perfection of giving is not the perfection of giving, so the perfection of giving and a decrease are not two, nor are they divided. [F.226.b] Similarly, a decrease in the perfection of morality ... the perfection of patience ... the perfection of perseverance ... the perfection of concentration ... and the perfection of wisdom is not the perfection of wisdom, so the perfection of wisdom and a decrease are not two, nor are
they divided. And why? Because a decrease is not one, nor is it many. Therefore, a decrease in the perfection of wisdom is not the perfection of wisdom.

20.104 "Lord, a decrease in inner emptiness is not inner emptiness, so inner emptiness and a decrease are not two, nor are they divided. And why? Lord, it is because a decrease is not one, nor is it many. Therefore, a decrease in inner emptiness is not inner emptiness. Similarly, up to a decrease in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is not the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, so the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature and a decrease are not two, nor are they divided. And why? Lord, it is because a decrease is not one, nor is it many. Therefore, a decrease in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is not the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.

20.105 "Lord, a decrease in the applications of mindfulness is not the applications of mindfulness, so the applications of mindfulness and a decrease are not two, nor are they divided. And why? Lord, it is because a decrease is not one, nor is it many. Therefore, a decrease in the applications of mindfulness is not the applications of mindfulness. A decrease in the right efforts ... the legs of miraculous power ... the faculties ... the powers ... the limbs of awakening ... and the eightfold noble path is not the path, so the path and a decrease are not two, nor are they divided. And why? Lord, it is because a decrease is not one, nor is it many. Therefore, a decrease in the path is not the path. Similarly, up to a decrease in the clairvoyances ... the fearlessnesses ... the detailed and thorough knowledges ... the ten powers ... and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha is not the distinct attributes of a buddha, so the distinct attributes of a buddha and a decrease are not two, nor are they divided. And why? Lord, it is because a decrease is not one, nor is it many. Therefore, a decrease in the distinct attributes of a buddha is not the distinct attributes of a buddha.

20.106 "Lord, anything called form is counted as not two. Similarly, anything called feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is counted as not two, up to anything called the knowledge of all aspects is counted as not two."

20.107 This was the twentieth chapter, "Not Two," [F.227.b] of "The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines."
CHAPTER 21: SUBHŪTI

21.1 Then venerable Śāriputra inquired of venerable Subhūti, “Venerable Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom investigate these dharmas? And, Venerable Subhūti, what is a bodhisattva? What is the perfection of wisdom? What is it to investigate?”

21.2 “Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “in regard to what you asked—’What is a bodhisattva?’—they are called bodhisattvas because awakening is itself their state of being. And with that awakening they know the aspects of dharmas but they do not settle down on those dharmas.

21.3 “Of which dharmas do they know the aspects? They know the aspects of form but they do not settle down on them, and they know the aspects of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness but they do not settle down on them. Similarly, they know the aspects of the constituents, sense fields, dependent origination, and thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening but they do not settle down on them. They know the powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha but they do not settle down on them.”

21.4 “Venerable Subhūti, what are the aspects of all dharmas?” asked Śāriputra.

21.5 “Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “whatever the attributes, tokens, and signs on account of which dharmas are formulated—that is to say, the attributes, tokens, and signs on account of which they are formulated as compounded and uncompounded dharmas, or as forms, sounds, smells, tastes, [F.228.a] feelings, or dharmas, or as inner and outer dharmas—those are called the aspects of dharmas.

21.6 “Venerable Śāriputra, in regard to what you asked—’What is the perfection of wisdom?’—Venerable Śāriputra, that which is called perfection of wisdom has gone far off, hence it is called wisdom gone to the other side.

21.7 “From what has it gone far off? Venerable Śāriputra, it has gone far off from the aggregates, constituents, sense fields, and dependent origination; it has gone far off from all defilement and all that is riddled with views; and it
has gone far off from the six forms of life—therefore it is said it has *gone far off*. It has gone far off from the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, and perfection of concentration—therefore it is said it has *gone far off*. It has gone far off from inner emptiness, *up to* emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature—therefore it is said it has *gone far off*. It has gone far off from the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path—therefore it is said it has *gone far off*. It has gone far off from the powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha—therefore it is said it has *gone far off, up to* it has gone far off from the knowledge of all aspects, therefore it is said it has *gone far off*. Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, it is said that this perfection of wisdom [F.228.b] has gone far off.

21.7 “Venerable Śāriputra, in regard to what you asked—‘What is it to investigate?’—Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not investigate ‘form is permanent’ or ‘impermanent,’ do not investigate ‘form is happiness’ or ‘suffering,’ do not investigate ‘form is self’ or ‘no self,’ do not investigate ‘form is calm’ or ‘not calm,’ do not investigate ‘form is empty’ or ‘not empty,’ do not investigate ‘form has a sign’ or ‘is signless,’ do not investigate ‘form is wished for’ or ‘is wishless,’ and do not investigate ‘form is isolated’ or ‘not isolated.’ Similarly, they do not investigate ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ or ‘consciousness is permanent’ or ‘impermanent,’ they do not investigate ‘consciousness is happiness’ or ‘suffering,’ do not investigate ‘consciousness is self’ or ‘no self,’ do not investigate ‘consciousness is calm’ or ‘not calm,’ do not investigate ‘consciousness is empty’ or ‘not empty,’ do not investigate ‘consciousness has a sign,’ or ‘is signless,’ do not investigate ‘consciousness is wished for’ or ‘is wishless,’ and do not investigate ‘consciousness is isolated’ or ‘not isolated.’

21.8 “Similarly, they do not investigate ‘the perfection of giving’ ‘the perfection of morality,’ ‘the perfection of patience…,’ ‘the perfection of perseverance…,’ ‘the perfection of concentration…,’ and ‘the perfection of wisdom is permanent’ [F.229.a] or ‘impermanent.’ *Similarly, connect this with* they do not investigate ‘the perfection of wisdom is happiness’ or ‘suffering,’ ‘is self’ or ‘no self,’ ‘is calm’ or ‘not calm,’ ‘is empty’ or ‘not empty,’ ‘has a sign’ or ‘is signless,’ ‘is wished for’ or ‘is wishless,’ or ‘is isolated’ or ‘not isolated.’

21.9 “Similarly, they do not investigate ‘inner emptiness is permanent’ or ‘impermanent.’ *Similarly, connect this with each, up to* they do not investigate ‘emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is permanent’ or
impermanent,' up to they do not investigate 'emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is empty' or 'not empty,' up to they do not investigate 'it is isolated' or 'not isolated.'

“Similarly, they do not investigate ‘the applications of mindfulness are permanent’ or ‘impermanent.’ Connect this in the same way with each, up to they do not investigate ‘the right efforts…’ ‘the legs of miraculous power…’ ‘the faculties…’ ‘the powers…’ ‘the limbs of awakening…’ ‘the eightfold noble path…’ ‘the ten powers…’ ‘the four fearlessnesses…’ ‘the four detailed and thorough knowledges…’ ‘the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha…’ ‘all the meditative stabilizations…’ ‘all the dhāraṇī gateways…’ or ‘the knowledge of all aspects is permanent’ or ‘impermanent,’ ‘is happiness’ or ‘suffering,’ ‘is self’ or ‘no self,’ ‘is calm’ or ‘not calm,’ ‘is empty’ or ‘not empty,’ ‘has a sign’ or ‘is signless,’ ‘is wished for’ or ‘is wishless,’ or ‘is isolated’ or ‘not isolated.’ [F.229.b]

“Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom investigate those dharmas like that.”

Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, why do you say, ‘Lord, it is because the nonproduction of form is not form; the nonproduction of feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is not consciousness; and similarly, the nonproduction of the constituents … the sense fields … the dependent originations … the perfections … all the emptinesses … the dharmas on the side of awakening … the powers … the fearlessnesses … the detailed and thorough knowledges … the meditative stabilizations … the dhāraṇī gateways … the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha … and the knowledge of all aspects is not the knowledge of all aspects?’”

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “form is empty of form. Venerable Śāriputra, the emptiness of form is not form and is not production. Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, the nonproduction of form is not form.

“Venerable Śāriputra, feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is empty of consciousness. Venerable Śāriputra, the emptiness of consciousness is not consciousness and is not production. Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, the nonproduction of consciousness is not consciousness.

“Venerable Śāriputra, the perfection of giving is empty of the perfection of giving. Venerable Śāriputra, the emptiness of the perfection of giving is not the perfection of giving and is not production. Similarly, [F.230.a] Venerable Śāriputra, the perfection of morality … the perfection of patience … the perfection of perseverance … the perfection of concentration … and the perfection of wisdom is empty of the perfection of wisdom. The emptiness of
the perfection of wisdom is not the perfection of wisdom and is not production. Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, the nonproduction of the perfection of wisdom is not the perfection of wisdom.

21.16 "Venerable Śāriputra, inner emptiness is empty of inner emptiness. Venerable Śāriputra, the emptiness of inner emptiness is not inner emptiness and is not production, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is empty of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. The emptiness of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is not the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and it is not production. Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, the nonproduction of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is not the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.

21.17 "Venerable Śāriputra, the applications of mindfulness are empty of the applications of mindfulness. The emptiness of the applications of mindfulness is not the applications of mindfulness and is not production. Similarly, Venerable Śāriputra, the right efforts … the legs of miraculous power … the faculties … the powers … the limbs of awakening … the path … the ten powers … the fearlessnesses … the detailed and thorough knowledges … the meditative stabilizations … the dhāraṇī gateways … the buddhadharmas … and the knowledge of all aspects is empty of the knowledge of all aspects. The emptiness of the knowledge of all aspects is not the knowledge of all aspects and is not production. Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, [F.230.b] the nonproduction of the knowledge of all aspects is not the knowledge of all aspects."

21.18 Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, why do you say, ‘It is because a decrease in form is not form; a decrease in feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is not consciousness; and similarly, a decrease in the constituents … the sense fields … the dependent origination … the emptinesses … the dharmas on the side of awakening … the perfections … the powers … the fearlessnesses … the detailed and thorough knowledges … the buddhadharmas, up to and the knowledge of all aspects is not the knowledge of all aspects’?”

21.19 “Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “it is because decrease, form, and not being divided, as well as decrease, feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, and not being divided—all those dharmas are not conjoined and not disjoined, are formless, cannot be pointed out, do not obstruct, and have only one mark—that is, no mark. The constituents, the sense fields, the dependent origination, the perfections, the dharmas on the side of awakening, all the emptinesses, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the
detailed and thorough knowledges, the eighteen distinct attributes of a
buddha, and the knowledge of all aspects are similar, so decrease, the
knowledge of all aspects, and not being divided—all those dharmas [F.231.a]
are not conjoined and not disjoined, are formless, cannot be pointed out, do
not obstruct, and have only one mark—that is, no mark.

“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, a
decrease in form is not form, and a decrease in feeling ... perception ...
volitional factors ... and consciousness is not consciousness. Connect this in
the same way with each, up to a decrease in the knowledge of all aspects is not
the knowledge of all aspects.”

Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, why do you say, ‘Anything
called form is counted as not two. Similarly, anything called feeling, perception,
volitional factors, or consciousness is counted as not two, up to anything called
the knowledge of all aspects is counted as not two’?”

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “it is because nonproduction is not
one thing and form another; nonproduction itself is form, and form itself is
nonproduction. It is because nonproduction is not one thing and feeling ... perception ...
volitional factors ... and consciousness another; nonproduction itself is consciousness, and consciousness itself is
nonproduction.

“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, anything
called form is counted as not two, and anything called feeling, perception,
volitional factors, or consciousness is counted as not two—similarly with the
colleagues, the sense fields, the dependent originations, the perfections,
dharmas on the side of awakening, [F.231.b] all the emptinesses, the ten
powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the
eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.

“Venerable Śāriputra, it is because nonproduction is not one thing and the
knowledge of all aspects another; nonproduction itself is the knowledge of
all aspects, and the knowledge of all aspects itself is nonproduction. Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, anything
called the knowledge of all aspects is counted as not two.”

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, when bodhisattva great
beings practicing the perfection of wisdom investigate those dharmas like
that, because of absolute purity they then view the nonproduction of form;
because of absolute purity they view the nonproduction of feeling,
perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; because of absolute purity
they view the nonproduction of a self; and because of absolute purity they
view the nonproduction of a being, a living being, one who lives, an
individual, a person, one born of Manu, a child of Manu, one who does, one
who feels, one who knows, and one who sees. Similarly, because of absolute
purity they view the nonproduction of the constituents, sense fields, and dependent origination; because of absolute purity they view the nonproduction of the perfection of giving; and similarly, because of absolute purity they view the nonproduction of the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom; [F.232.a] because of absolute purity they view the nonproduction of inner emptiness, up to because of absolute purity they view the nonproduction of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; because of absolute purity they view the nonproduction of the applications of mindfulness; and because of absolute purity they view the nonproduction of the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, path, ten powers, fearlessness, detailed and thorough knowledges, dhāraṇīs, meditative stabilization gateways, eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and the knowledge of all aspects. Because of absolute purity they view the nonproduction of an ordinary person; because of absolute purity they view the nonproduction of the dharmas of an ordinary person; because of absolute purity they view the nonproduction of a stream enterer and the dharmas of a stream enterer, a once-returner and the dharmas of a once-returner, a non-returner and the dharmas of a non-returner, a worthy one and the dharmas of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha and the dharmas of a pratyekabuddha, a bodhisattva and the dharmas of a bodhisattva, and a buddha; and they view the nonproduction of the buddha dharmas.”

Śāriputra then said, “According to the way I understand the meaning of what venerable Subhūti has said, form is a nonproduction; feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are a nonproduction; the constituents are a nonproduction, the sense fields are a nonproduction, and dependent origination is a nonproduction; the perfections [F.232.b] are a nonproduction; all the emptinesses are a nonproduction; the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening are a nonproduction; the meditative stabilizations and dhāraṇī gateways are a nonproduction; the ten powers, fearlessness, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are a nonproduction; the knowledge of all aspects is a nonproduction; an ordinary person is a nonproduction and the dharmas of an ordinary person are a nonproduction; a stream enterer and the dharmas of a stream enterer, a once-returner and the dharmas of a once-returner, a non-returner and the dharmas of a non-returner, a worthy one and the dharmas of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha and the dharmas of a pratyekabuddha, a bodhisattva and the dharmas of a bodhisattva, and a buddha are a nonproduction; and the buddha dharmas are a nonproduction.
“Venerable Subhūti, if form is a nonproduction, up to the buddha dharmas are a nonproduction, then, Venerable Subhūti, will śrāvakas not have already gained śrāvaka awakening, and similarly, ordinary persons not have already gained … up to pratyekabuddha awakening as well? Similarly, will bodhisattvas not have already gained the knowledge of all aspects, will the five forms of life not also be undifferentiable, and will bodhisattva great beings not have already gained the five awakenings? Venerable Subhūti, if all dharmas are a nonproduction, why would stream enterers cultivate the path in order to eliminate the three fetters; once-returners cultivate the path in order to weaken greed, hatred, and confusion; non-returners cultivate the path in order to eliminate the five fetters that are associated with the lower realms; worthy ones cultivate the path in order to eliminate the five fetters that are associated with the upper realms; and those in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle cultivate the path in order to reach their own awakening? Why do bodhisattva great beings undertake the difficult practices for the sake of beings and experience those sufferings, whatever they may be; why has a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and why has a tathāgata turned the wheel of the Dharma?”

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, I do not accept that an unproduced dharma has an attainment, or a clear realization. I do not accept that which is unproduced becomes a stream enterer. I do not accept that which is unproduced has the result of stream enterer. I do not accept that which is unproduced becomes a once-returner and has the result of once-returner, a non-returner and result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one and the result of the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening and a pratyekabuddha.

“Venerable Śāriputra, I do not accept that bodhisattvas are undertaking difficult practices, or that bodhisattva great beings practice with the idea of difficulty. And why? Because it is not possible, Venerable Śāriputra, for bodhisattva great beings who entertain the idea of difficulty to work for the welfare of infinite, countless beings. Rather, Venerable Śāriputra, by generating the perception they are a father, generating the perception they are a mother, generating the perception they are a son, generating the perception they are ‘me,’ they can work for the welfare of infinite, countless beings. Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings must produce this thought: ‘Just as we say “self” again and again but it does not exist and cannot be apprehended as anyone at all in any way at all, we must produce that thought in just such a way about all inner and outer dharmas as
well.’ If they produce such an idea, then the idea of difficulty does not arise. And why? Because bodhisattva great beings do not appropriate and do not apprehend any dharma as anything at all in any way at all.

“Venerable Śāriputra, in the absence of production I do not accept that there is the state of a tathāgata and unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and I do not accept a turning of the wheel of the Dharma.

“I do not accept that an unproduced dharma attains an unproduced attainment.”

“Venerable Subhūti, does an unproduced dharma attain a produced attainment, or does a produced dharma attain an unproduced attainment?” asked Śāriputra.

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, I do not accept that a produced dharma attains an unproduced attainment, nor do I accept that an unproduced dharma attains a produced attainment.”

“Venerable Subhūti, is there then no attainment and is there no clear realization?” asked Śāriputra.

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, there is an attainment and there is a clear realization, but not in a dual way. Venerable Śāriputra, attainment and clear realization are labeled by ordinary convention. A stream enterer, or once-returner, or non-returner, or worthy one, or pratyekabuddha, or bodhisattva—even a buddha—is labeled by ordinary convention. Ultimately there is no attainment and there is no clear realization, there is no [F.234.a] stream enterer, there is no once-returner, there is no non-returner, there is no worthy one, there is no pratyekabuddha, there is no bodhisattva, and there is not even a buddha.”

“Venerable Subhūti, is the unproduced similar to an attainment and a clear realization that, as ordinary convention, is formless, cannot be pointed out, does not obstruct, and has only one mark—that is, no mark?” asked Śāriputra.

“Exactly so, Venerable Śāriputra, exactly so,” Subhūti replied. “Because of this one of many explanations, neither is production produced nor is nonproduction produced.”

“Venerable Subhūti, are you confident in your readiness to say again and again that ‘dharmas are unproduced’? Are you also confident in your readiness to say there is no production of unproduced dharmas?” asked Śāriputra.

Subhūti replied, “In regard to what you have said, Venerable Śāriputra—‘Are you confident in your readiness to say again and again that “dharmas are unproduced”?—I have no confident readiness to say again and again that dharmas are unproduced. I have no confident readiness to say there is no production of unproduced dharmas. And why? Because,
Venerable Śāriputra, an unproduced dharma, nonproduction, confident readiness, saying something, and a state of production—all those dharmas are not conjoined and not disjoined, are formless, cannot be pointed out, do not obstruct, and have only one mark—that is, no mark.”

“Venerable Subhūti, is there no production of saying, is there also no production of confident readiness, and is there also no production of a dharma? Are those dharmas that are the point of departure for what has to be said [F.234.b] also not produced?” asked Śāriputra.

“Exactly so, Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti. “There is no production of saying, there is also no production of confident readiness, and there is also no production of a dharma. Those dharmas that are the point of departure for a confidence giving a readiness to speak are not produced. And why? Because there is no production of form, and there is no production of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. Similarly, there is no production of the constituents, the sense fields, or dependent originations; of the perfections, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, all the emptinesses, all the meditative stabilizations, all the dhāraṇīs, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; up to there is no production of the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Exactly so, Venerable Subhūti,” agreed Śāriputra. “There is no production of saying, there is also no production of confident readiness, and there is also no production of a dharma; those dharmas that are the point of departure for a confidence giving a readiness to speak are not produced. There is no production of the aggregates, the constituents, sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, the dharmas on the side of awakening, all the emptinesses, all the meditative stabilizations, all the dhāraṇīs, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. Connect this in the same way with there is no production of … up to the knowledge of all aspects. Since this is the case the five forms of life are differentiable as ordinary conventions, but not ultimately.” [F.235.a]

“Exactly so, Venerable Śāriputra, exactly so,” agreed Subhūti. “Venerable Śāriputra, just as attainment and clear realization exist as ordinary conventions, similarly the five forms of life too are differentiable as ordinary conventions, but not ultimately. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because ultimately there is no maturation of karma, there is no production, there is no cessation, there is no defilement, and there is no purification.”

“Venerable Subhūti, is an unproduced dharma produced, or is a produced dharma produced?” asked Śāriputra.
Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, I do not accept that an unproduced dharma is produced, nor do I accept that a produced dharma is produced.”

“Venerable Subhūti, what unproduced dharma do you not accept is produced?” asked Śāriputra.

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, I do not accept that unproduced form is produced; I do not accept that unproduced feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are produced; and similarly with the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, all the emptinesses, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. I do not accept that unproduced awakening is attained; I do not accept that it is clearly realized.”

“Venerable Subhūti, what produced dharma do you not accept is produced?” asked Śāriputra.

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, I do not accept that a produced form empty of an intrinsic nature is produced. Venerable Śāriputra, I do not accept that a produced feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness empty of an intrinsic nature is produced. Venerable Śāriputra, connect this in the same way with I do not accept…, up to a produced awakening empty of an intrinsic nature is produced.”

“Venerable Subhūti, is an unproduced dharma produced, or is a produced dharma produced?” asked Śāriputra.

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, the unproduced is not produced, and the produced is not produced either. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because both produced and unproduced dharmas are neither conjoined nor disjoined because there is no production. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because there is no production of form; there is no production of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; and similarly, there is no production of the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, all the emptinesses, all the meditative stabilizations, all the dhāraṇīs, the ten powers, the four fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. Connect this in the same way with physical volitional factors, verbal volitional factors, or mental volitional factors, up to there is no production of the knowledge of all aspects.

“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, there is no production of saying, there is also no production of confident readiness, and there is also no production of a dharma; those dharmas that are the point of departure for a confidence giving a readiness to speak are not produced.”
Śāriputra then declared, “Venerable Subhūti should be placed highest among Dharma teachers. And why? Because he escapes right from whatever it is he is asked about.” [F.236.a]

Subhūti replied, “It is because all dharmas have no fixed position.”

“Venerable Subhūti, in what way do all dharmas have no fixed position?” asked Śāriputra.

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, form is empty of a basic nature. It has no fixed position inside, it has no fixed position outside, and it cannot be apprehended without both. Venerable Śāriputra, feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is empty of a basic nature. It has no fixed position inside, it has no fixed position outside, and it cannot be apprehended without both.

“Venerable Śāriputra, the eyes are empty of a basic nature. They have no fixed position inside, they have no fixed position outside, and they cannot be apprehended without both. Venerable Śāriputra, the ears … the nose … the tongue … the body … and the thinking mind is empty of a basic nature. It has no fixed position inside, it has no fixed position outside, and it cannot be apprehended without both.

“Venerable Śāriputra, a form is empty of a basic nature. It has no fixed position inside, it has no fixed position outside, and it cannot be apprehended without both. Venerable Śāriputra, a sound … a smell … a taste … a feeling … and a dharma is empty of a basic nature. It has no fixed position inside, it has no fixed position outside, and it cannot be apprehended without both.

“Venerable Śāriputra, the perfection of giving is empty of a basic nature. It has no fixed position inside, it has no fixed position outside, and it cannot be apprehended without both. Venerable Śāriputra, similarly the perfection of morality … the perfection of patience … the perfection of perseverance … the perfection of concentration … and the perfection of wisdom [F.236.b] is empty of a basic nature. It has no fixed position inside, it has no fixed position outside, and it cannot be apprehended without both.

“Venerable Śāriputra, inner emptiness is empty of a basic nature. It has no fixed position inside, it has no fixed position outside, and it cannot be apprehended without both. Venerable Śāriputra, … up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is empty of a basic nature. It has no fixed position inside, it has no fixed position outside, and it cannot be apprehended without both.

“Venerable Śāriputra, the applications of mindfulness are empty of a basic nature. They have no fixed position inside, they have no fixed position outside, and they cannot be apprehended without both. Venerable Śāriputra, similarly the right efforts … the legs of miraculous power … the faculties …
the powers ... the limbs of awakening ... and the path is empty of a basic nature. It has no fixed position inside, it has no fixed position outside, and it cannot be apprehended without both.

“Venerable Śāriputra, the powers ... the fearlessnesses ... the detailed and thorough knowledges ... and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are empty of a basic nature. They have no fixed position inside, they have no fixed position outside, and they cannot be apprehended without both.

“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, all dharmas have no fixed position because they are empty of a basic nature.

“It is thus, Venerable Śāriputra, that bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections should purify form; should purify feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; should purify the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, all the emptinesses, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the meditative stabilizations, the dhāraṇīs, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; up to should purify the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Venerable Subhūti how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections purify the awakening path?” asked Śāriputra.

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, there is an ordinary perfection of giving and there is an extraordinary perfection of giving. Similarly, there is an ordinary perfection of morality ... perfection of patience ... perfection of perseverance ... perfection of concentration ... and perfection of wisdom and there is an extraordinary perfection of wisdom.”

“Venerable Subhūti, what is an ordinary perfection of giving and what is an extraordinary one?” asked Śāriputra.

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “here bodhisattva great beings become givers, great philanthropists, and give food to those leading a secluded religious life, to brahmins, to the pitiful, to the destitute, to travelers, and to those who are begging for food. They give drinks to those who want drink, transport to those who want transport, clothes to those who want clothes, flowers to those who want flowers, flower garlands to those who want flower garlands, incense to those who want incense, creams to those who want creams, homes to those who want a home, seats and beds to those who want seats and beds, tools to those who want tools, medicine to those who want medicine, up to whatever human requirements are appropriate—a son to those who want a son; a daughter to those who want a daughter; a wife to those who want a wife; a kingdom to those who want a kingdom; their head to those who want a head; their eyes to those who want eyes; a major or minor part of their body to those who want a major or minor part of the body; and their flesh, blood, and marrow to those
who want flesh, blood, and marrow. They give all that away with a fixed position, thinking, ‘I am giving, they are receiving, this is charity, that is stinginess, I am a philanthropist, I am giving all my possessions away, I am doing what the buddhas said to do, I am practicing the perfection of giving.’ Having given those gifts by way of apprehending something, they make them into something shared in common by all beings and dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, thinking, ‘Through the result of this charity of mine may those beings be happy in this life and may they, without appropriating anything, enter into complete nirvāṇa.’

21.65 “They give those gifts attached to the three attachments. To which three? To the idea of self, the idea of other, and the idea of giving. Attached to those three attachments they give those gifts.

21.66 “That is called the ordinary perfection of giving. And why is it called the ordinary perfection of giving? [F.238.a] Because it does not move from the ordinary, does not transcend the ordinary, and does not pass beyond the ordinary. Because of this it is called the ordinary perfection of giving.

21.67 “What is an extraordinary perfection of giving? It is the purity of the three spheres. And what is the purity of the three spheres? Venerable Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings giving gifts do not apprehend a self, do not apprehend a recipient, do not apprehend giving, and do not delight in its maturation. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ purity of the three spheres.

21.68 “Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings giving gifts give away gifts to all beings but without apprehending all beings, without apprehending a self, and without apprehending a gift; they dedicate it to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening but without apprehending even awakening. That, Venerable Śāriputra, is called the extraordinary perfection of giving. And why is it called the extraordinary perfection of giving? Because it moves from the ordinary, transcends the ordinary, and passes beyond the ordinary. Because of this it is called the extraordinary perfection of giving.

21.69 “The perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, and perfection of concentration are similar to that. [B18]

21.70 “Venerable Śāriputra, there is also an ordinary perfection of wisdom and there is also an extraordinary one.

21.71 “What is the ordinary perfection of wisdom? [F.238.b] Venerable Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings with a fixed position apprehending ‘I have curbed miserly thoughts’ give gifts fixed on the ideas of self, beings, and giving, giving away all their possessions—inner and outer things, owned and unowned—whatever they may be.
“Firm in the good qualities of the ascetic, with a fixed position apprehending body, speech, and mind, and with a fixed view of self, a fixed view of beings, and a fixed view of the wholesome, they devote themselves to morality and the ten wholesome actions. Having made those moralities into something shared in common by all beings, with an apprehension of awakening they dedicate them to awakening by way of apprehending something.

“With a fixed view of praising self and disparaging others, self and beings, and patience, they put up with all the nasty things beings do, and, having made those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings, dedicate them, by way of apprehending something, to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Apprehending a body, apprehending a collection of merit, apprehending a collection of knowledge, apprehending self, apprehending beings, and apprehending awakening, they make a vigorous attempt, and on account of that they falsely project that they are making a vigorous attempt.

“They meditate on love, compassion, joy, and equanimity; become absorbed in and emerge from the concentrations, clairvoyances, concentrations, and absorptions; and on account of relishing them falsely project them. With a view that apprehends something, having made those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings, they dedicate them to awakening. Those are the ordinary ones.

“Apprehending ‘form is empty’; apprehending ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are empty’; and similarly, apprehending up to ‘the awakening of a buddha is empty,’ they meditate on emptiness, which is to say, they practice while apprehending those, and having made those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings, they dedicate them, again by way of apprehending them, to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Without skillful means they confess, by way of apprehending them, all wrongdoings; (2) while apprehending, they rejoice in all the merits of self and others; and (3) they request all the buddhas to teach for the welfare of self and others, and having made the three aggregates of merit into something shared in common by all beings, they dedicate them without skillful means to the knowledge of all aspects. That is called the ordinary perfection of wisdom.

“What is the extraordinary perfection of wisdom? With wisdom that does not apprehend self, beings, or what is to be given, they purify the perfection of giving for awakening through the purity of the three spheres; without apprehending self, beings, morality, or awakening, they purify the perfection of morality for awakening through the purity of the three spheres; without apprehending self, patience, or awakening, they purify the
perfection of patience for awakening through the purity of the three spheres; without apprehending self, body, mind, [F.239.b] perseverance, merit, or knowledge, they purify the perfection of perseverance for awakening through the purity of the three spheres; without apprehending self, beings, concentrations, meditative stabilizations, or absorptions, they purify the perfection of concentration for awakening through the purity of the three spheres; without apprehending all beings, they purify the perfection of wisdom for awakening, and they dedicate all the wholesome roots to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening with a dedication free from poison, an unsurpassed dedication, a dedication equal to the unequaled, an inconceivable dedication, an incomparable dedication, a dedication that is infinite.

“That is called the extraordinary perfection of wisdom.

“Why is it called ordinary, worldly and why extraordinary, supramundane?

“There ordinary, worldly is used in seven different ways: on account of them the world is established; the world is the same as them; on account of them there is something given to the world; on account of them [F.240.a] they do not escape the world; they are for the coming into being of the world; and they come into being in the world. Those are called ordinary, worldly.

“What is extraordinary, supramundane? It is used in seven different ways: on account of them the world goes free; they eliminate the world; on account of them a world causes an escape; those that are not the world; the world from which they will escape; those who free from the world; and those who free in the world. Those are called extraordinary, supramundane.

“It is thus, Venerable Śāriputra, that bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections purify the awakening path.”

“Venerable Subhūti, what is the bodhisattva great beings’ awakening path?” asked Śāriputra.

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, the four applications of mindfulness are the bodhisattva great beings’ awakening path. The four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path; the emptiness, signless, and wishless gateways to liberation; inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; and all the meditative stabilizations, all the dhāraṇī gateways, the ten tathāgata powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, great love, and great compassion—those, Venerable Śāriputra, are called the bodhisattva great beings’ awakening path.”

“Venerable Subhūti, for the perfection of what is this the labor?” asked Śāriputra.
Subhūti replied, “This is the labor, Venerable Śāriputra, for the perfection of wisdom. And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, the perfection of wisdom is the one that gives birth to śrāvaka dharmas, pratyekabuddha dharmas, bodhisattva dharmas, buddha dharmas, and all wholesome dharmas. Venerable Śāriputra, the perfection of wisdom incorporates and includes śrāvaka dharmas, pratyekabuddha dharmas, bodhisattva dharmas, buddha dharmas, and all wholesome dharmas. Venerable Śāriputra, having practiced this perfection of wisdom those earlier tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; Venerable Śāriputra, having trained in this same perfection of wisdom, future tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and, Venerable Śāriputra, having trained in this same perfection of wisdom, tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas now dwelling and maintaining themselves in world systems in all ten directions fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Venerable Śāriputra, if, when this perfection of wisdom has been explained, bodhisattva great beings do not become unsure and do not become perplexed, you should know that those bodhisattva great beings stay in that state, without staying in that state, in order to protect beings, in order not to abandon beings, and you should know that the bodhisattva great beings, furthermore, stay in that state, by way of not staying in that state, inseparable from attention to great compassion.”

Śāriputra replied, “Venerable Subhūti, if you accept that those who stay in that state, staying in a state inseparable from paying attention to great compassion, are bodhisattva great beings, in that case, Venerable Subhūti, all beings will be bodhisattvas. And why? Because all beings are inseparable from attention.”

“Excellent, excellent, Venerable Śāriputra,” said Subhūti. “I will object to venerable Śāriputra in that venerable Śāriputra has got at just what is meant by expressing the statement as an absolute.

“And why? Venerable Śāriputra, you should know that the nonexistence of attention is because of the nonexistence of a being; you should know that the emptiness of attention is because of the emptiness of a being; you should know that the isolation of attention is because of the isolation of a being; you should know that the absence of an intrinsic nature in attention is because of the absence of an intrinsic nature in a being; and you should know that there is no full awakening of attention because there is no full awakening of a being.
"Venerable Śāriputra, you should know that the nonexistence of attention is because of the nonexistence of form; you should know that the emptiness of attention is because of the emptiness of form; you should know that the isolation of attention is because of the isolation of form; you should know that the absence of an intrinsic nature in attention is because of the absence of an intrinsic nature in form; and you should know that there is no full awakening of attention because there is no full awakening of form.

Similarly, [F.241.b] you should know that the nonexistence of attention is because of the nonexistence of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness; you should know that the emptiness of attention is because of the emptiness of consciousness; you should know that the isolation of attention is because of the isolation of consciousness; you should know that the absence of an intrinsic nature in attention is because of the absence of an intrinsic nature in consciousness; and you should know that there is no full awakening of attention because there is no full awakening of consciousness.

Similarly, you should know that the nonexistence of attention is because of the nonexistence of the constituents ... the sense fields ... dependent origination ... the truths ... the dhammas on the side of awakening ... the perfections ... all the emptinesses ... all the meditative stabilizations ... all the dhāraṇī gateways, up to and the knowledge of all aspects. Similarly, you should know that because of the emptiness of the knowledge of all aspects, the isolation of the knowledge of all aspects, the absence of an intrinsic nature in the knowledge of all aspects, and because there is no full awakening of the knowledge of all aspects, there is no full awakening of attention.

Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, I say bodhisattva great beings are not separated from staying in this state or from this attention."

The Lord then complimented venerable Subhūti: "Excellent, excellent, Subhūti! You should give instruction in the perfection of wisdom to bodhisattva great beings just like this, just as you have explained through the Tathāgata’s power, and bodhisattva great beings should train in the perfection of wisdom just as you explain."

As venerable Subhūti was expounding this perfection of wisdom chapter, the great billionfold world system [F.242.a] shook in six ways: it shook, shook greatly, and shook violently; quaked, quaked greatly, and quaked violently; stirred, stirred greatly, and stirred violently; became disturbed, greatly disturbed, and violently disturbed; roared, roared greatly, and roared violently; and resounded, resounded greatly, and resounded violently. The eastern direction sank down and the western direction rose up; the western
direction sank down and the eastern direction rose up; the southern direction sank down and the northern direction rose up; the northern direction sank down and the southern direction rose up; the middle sank down and the edges rose up; and the edges sank down and the middle rose up.

21.94 Then at that moment the Lord smiled. Venerable Subhūti then inquired of the Lord, “Lord, why did you smile? What is the cause, what is the condition?”

21.95 The Lord replied, “Subhūti, just as inside this Sahā world system the perfection of wisdom is being taught, similarly in infinite, countless world systems in the eastern direction the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas are also teaching this very perfection of wisdom to bodhisattva great beings. Similarly, all around in infinite, countless world systems in the ten directions, tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas are teaching this very perfection of wisdom to bodhisattva great beings.”

21.96 As venerable Subhūti was expounding this perfection of wisdom chapter, two billion living beings of divine and human rank gained forbearance for dharmas that are not produced, and as the lord buddhas were teaching this very perfection of wisdom to bodhisattva great beings in all the ten directions, infinite, [F.242.b] countless numbers of beings produced the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

21.97 This was the twenty-first chapter, “Subhūti,” of the “Eighteen Thousand Mother of All Buddhas and Bodhisattvas Perfection of Wisdom.”
CHAPTER 22: ŚATAKRATU

22.1 And indeed all the Four Mahārājas stationed in the great billionfold world system together with many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion gods were assembled in that very retinue, as were the Śatakratus, \(^{376}\) heads of the gods, and the Suyāmas, Saṃtuṣitas, Nirmāṇaratīs, Paranirmitavaśavartins, and Brahmāpurohitas, \(up\) to the Brahmās together with many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion gods also assembled, and as many Brahmās, \(up\) to Śuddhāvāsa classes of gods stationed in the great billionfold world system together with hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion gods, also were assembled. The light originating from the maturation of earlier karma coming from the bodies of those Cāturmahārājika gods, and the light originating from the maturation of earlier karma coming from the bodies of those Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, and Paranirmitavaśavartins classes of gods, and Brahmakāyiya gods, \(up\) to the Śuddhāvāsa class of gods, does not approach the natural light of the Tathāgata even by a hundredth part, or by a thousandth part, or by a hundred-thousandth part, or by a hundred-thousand-hundred-millionth part; it would not stand up to any number, or fraction, or counting, or example, or comparison. In the presence of \(^{377}\) the natural light of the Tathāgata all the lights originating from the maturation of earlier karma coming from the bodies of the gods do not gleam, do not radiate, and do not shine. [F.243.a] Among those the light of the Tathāgata reveals itself as the highest, reveals itself as special, and reveals itself as the best, superb, exemplary, unsurpassed, and unrivaled. As an analogy, just as a fired iron statue in the presence of the golden Jambū River does not gleam, does not radiate, and does not shine, similarly, in the presence of the natural light of the Tathāgata all the lights originating from the maturation of earlier karma coming from the bodies of the gods do not gleam, do not radiate, and do not shine.
Among those the light of the Tathāgata reveals itself as the highest, reveals itself as special, and reveals itself as the best, superb, exemplary, unsurpassed, and unrivaled.

22.2 Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to venerable Subhūti, “Venerable monk Subhūti, these Cāturmahārajīka gods, these Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmānarati, and Paranirmitavasavartin classes of gods, up to these Śuddhāvāsa class of gods stationed in the great billionfold world system are all assembled, venerable monk Subhūti, to listen to the Dharma. They want to hear instruction in the perfection of wisdom, so, venerable monk Subhūti, how should bodhisattva great beings stand in the perfection of wisdom? What is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of wisdom? And how should bodhisattva great beings train in the perfection of wisdom?”

22.3 Venerable Subhūti then replied to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Well then, Kauśika, listen well and hard and pay attention, and I will give instructions, through the power of the Buddha, possessed by the Buddha, in what the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of wisdom is, and in how bodhisattva great beings should stand in the perfection of wisdom, and how bodhisattva great beings should train in the perfection of wisdom.

22.4 “Those gods who have not produced the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, they too must produce the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Those who have entered into the flawlessness that is a perfect state are incapable of producing the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And why? Because the boundaries are fixed for them by the stream of saṃsāra. And yet if they also produce the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, I still rejoice in them also. I will not stand between them and their wholesome side, because they have to get hold of the dharmas that are the most special, that are higher than even the special dharmas.

22.5 “Kauśika, what is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of wisdom? Here bodhisattva great beings with a thought of awakening connected with the knowledge of all aspects should pay attention to form as impermanent, and they should pay attention to it as suffering, selfless, empty, a disease, a boil, a thorn, a misfortune, dependent, by its nature headed to destruction, shaky, brittle, a hazard, persecution, and a headache, and that without apprehending anything.

22.6 “Similarly, they should pay attention to feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; similarly to the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind; and similarly to the earth element, water element, fire element, wind element, space element, and consciousness element as impermanent. They should pay attention to them as suffering, selfless,
empty, a disease, a boil, a thorn, a misfortune, dependent, by their nature headed to destruction, shaky, brittle, a hazard, persecution, and like a headache, and that without apprehending anything.

"With a thought of awakening connected with the knowledge of all aspects they should pay attention to ‘the volitional factors arising from ignorance as the condition.’ They should pay attention to them as impermanent, suffering, selfless, calm, isolated, and empty. They should pay attention to ‘consciousness arising from volitional factors as the condition, name and form from consciousness as the condition, the six sense fields from name and form as the condition, contact from the six sense fields as the condition, feeling from contact as the condition, craving from feeling as the condition, appropriation from craving as the condition, existence from appropriation as condition, birth from existence as the condition, and old age and death, pain, lamentation, suffering, mental anguish, and grief arising from birth as the condition—thus the arising of simply this great heap of suffering,’ and they should pay attention to all of that as impermanent, suffering, selfless, calm, isolated, and empty, and that without apprehending anything.

"With attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects they should pay attention to ‘the cessation of volitional factors from the cessation of ignorance,’ and to that as selfless, calm, isolated, emptiness, signless, wishless, and not occasioning anything. They should pay attention to ‘the cessation of consciousness from the cessation of volitional factors, the cessation of name and form from the cessation of consciousness, the cessation of the six sense fields from the cessation of name and form, the cessation of contact from the cessation of the six sense fields, the cessation of feeling from the cessation of contact, the cessation of craving from the cessation of feeling, the cessation of appropriation from the cessation of craving, the cessation of existence from the cessation of appropriation, the cessation of birth from the cessation of existence, and the cessation of old age and death, pain, lamentation, suffering, mental anguish, and grief from the cessation of birth—thus the cessation of simply this great heap of suffering,’ and to all of that as selfless, calm, isolated, emptiness, signless, wishless, and not occasioning anything, and that without apprehending anything.

"Furthermore, Kauśika, bodhisattva great beings with a thought of awakening connected with the knowledge of all aspects cultivate the four applications of mindfulness, and that without apprehending anything. Similarly, they cultivate the four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble
path, as well as the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and they cultivate them without apprehending anything.

22.10 Furthermore, Kauśika, bodhisattva great beings with a thought-production connected with the knowledge of all aspects practice the perfection of giving, and they practice it without apprehending anything. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings with the thought of awakening connected with the knowledge of all aspects practice the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom, and practice them without apprehending anything.

22.11 Furthermore, Kauśika, when bodhisattva great beings with a thought-production connected with the knowledge of all aspects are practicing the perfection of wisdom, they thus, putting one part of the picture together with the other parts, while thinking, applying, completing, and extending, make a detailed and thorough analysis of all these parts together, thinking, ‘They are selfless, they are not me, and they are not mine.’ And why? Because the bodhisattva great beings’ thought of the wholesome roots is not touched by the thought of awakening, and neither is the thought of dedication touched by the thought of the wholesome roots. Kauśika, the thought of the wholesome roots does not exist and is not apprehended in the thought of awakening, and the thought of awakening also does not exist and is not apprehended in the thought of the wholesome roots; the thought of awakening does not exist and is not apprehended in the thought of dedication, and the thought of dedication also does not exist and is not apprehended in the thought of awakening. The thought of the wholesome roots does not exist in the thought of the wholesome roots, the thought of awakening does not exist in the thought of awakening, and the thought of dedication does not exist in the thought of dedication. Kauśika, this not settling down on and not apprehending any one part, even while thus making an examination of all the parts of the picture, is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of wisdom.”

22.12 Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, inquired of venerable Subhūti, “Venerable monk Subhūti, how is it that the thought of dedication is not touched by the thought of awakening? How is it that the thought of awakening is not touched by the thought of dedication? How is it that the thought of dedication does not exist and is not apprehended in the thought of awakening, and how is it that the thought of awakening does not exist and is not apprehended in the thought of dedication?”
“Kauśīka,” replied Subhūti, “the thought of dedication is no thought, and the thought of awakening is no thought. Therefore, because what is no thought is inconceivable, and what is inconceivable is no thought, a state of no thought does not dedicate a state of no thought, and the inconceivable does not dedicate the inconceivable. So, the state of no thought is inconceivable, and the inconceivable is the state of no thought. That, Kauśīka, is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of wisdom.”

Then the Lord said to venerable Subhūti, “Excellent, Subhūti, excellent! The instruction in the perfection of wisdom you give bodhisattva great beings, Subhūti—the enthusiasm you convey to them—is excellent indeed!”

Subhūti replied, “I have to feel a sense of appreciation, Lord, and not feel no sense of appreciation, because earlier when you, Lord, were practicing the bodhisattva way of life in the presence of earlier tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, their śrāvakas advised and instructed you in the six perfections—they taught them to you, made you take them up, made you excited about them and motivated, and caused you to enter into them and established you in them. Having done so, Lord, in the form of a bodhisattva [F.246.a] you trained in the six perfections and awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Like that we too, Lord, have to advise, instruct, teach, inspire to take up, excite, motivate, cause to enter into, and establish the bodhisattva great beings in the six perfections—bodhisattva great beings who, advised, instructed, taught, inspired to take up, excited, motivated, caused to enter into, and established by us, will also awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

Then venerable Subhūti said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “So then, Kauśīka, listen well and hard and pay attention, and I will explain how bodhisattva great beings should stand in the perfection of wisdom, and how they should not stand.

“Kauśīka, form is empty of form; feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is empty of consciousness; and a bodhisattva is empty of a bodhisattva. Thus, Kauśīka, the emptiness of form; the emptiness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; and the emptiness of a bodhisattva are not two and are not divided. Kauśīka, bodhisattva great beings should stand in the perfection of wisdom like that.

Furthermore, Kauśīka, the eyes are empty of the eyes; the ears ... the nose ... [F.246.b] the tongue ... the body ... and the thinking mind is empty of the thinking mind; and a bodhisattva is empty of a bodhisattva. Thus, the emptiness of the eyes; the emptiness of the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind; and the emptiness of a bodhisattva are not two and are not divided. Kauśīka, bodhisattva great beings should stand in the perfection of wisdom like that.
"Furthermore, Kauśīka, the earth element is empty of the earth element; the water element ... fire element ... wind element ... space element ... and consciousness element is empty of the consciousness element; and a bodhisattva is empty of a bodhisattva. Thus, the emptiness of the earth element; the emptiness of the water element, fire element, wind element, space element, and consciousness element; and the emptiness of a bodhisattva are not two and are not divided. Kauśīka, bodhisattva great beings should stand in the perfection of wisdom like that.

"Furthermore, Kauśīka, ignorance is empty of ignorance; similarly, volitional factors ... consciousness ... name and form ... the six sense fields ... contact ... feeling ... craving ... appropriation ... existence ... birth ... and old age and death is empty of old age and death; the cessation of ignorance is empty of the cessation of ignorance; similarly, the cessation of volitional factors ... consciousness ... name and form ... the six sense fields ... contact ... feeling ... craving ... appropriation ... existence ... birth ... and old age and death is empty of the cessation of old age and death; and a bodhisattva is empty of a bodhisattva. Thus, the emptiness of ignorance and the emptiness of the cessation of ignorance, up to [F.247.a] the emptiness of old age and death and the emptiness of the cessation of old age and death, and the emptiness of a bodhisattva are not two and are not divided. Kauśīka, bodhisattva great beings should stand in the perfection of wisdom like that.

"Furthermore, Kauśīka, the perfection of giving is empty of the perfection of giving; similarly, the perfection of morality ... the perfection of patience ... the perfection of perseverance ... the perfection of concentration ... and the perfection of wisdom is empty of the perfection of wisdom; and a bodhisattva is empty of a bodhisattva. Thus, the emptiness of the perfection of giving; the emptiness of the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and the perfection of wisdom, and the emptiness of a bodhisattva, are not two and are not divided.

"Furthermore, Kauśīka, inner emptiness is empty of inner emptiness; up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is empty of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; and a bodhisattva is empty of a bodhisattva. Thus, the emptiness of inner emptiness; up to the emptiness of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; and the emptiness of a bodhisattva are not two and are not divided.

"Furthermore, Kauśīka, the applications of mindfulness are empty of the applications of mindfulness. The right efforts ... the legs of miraculous power ... the faculties ... the powers ... the limbs of awakening ... the eightfold noble path ... the ten powers ... [F.247.b] the fearlessnesses ... the detailed and thorough knowledges ... up to the distinct attributes of a buddha are empty of the distinct attributes of a buddha. A bodhisattva is
empty of a bodhisattva. Thus, the emptiness of the applications of mindfulness …; up to the emptiness of the distinct attributes of a buddha; and the emptiness of a bodhisattva are not two and are not divided.

“Furthermore, Kauśika, the meditative stabilizations are empty of the meditative stabilizations, the dhāraṇī gateways are empty of the dhāraṇī gateways, and a bodhisattva is empty of a bodhisattva. Thus, the emptiness of the meditative stabilizations, the emptiness of the dhāraṇī gateways, and the emptiness of a bodhisattva are not two and are not divided.

“Furthermore, Kauśika, the Śrāvaka Vehicle is empty of the Śrāvaka Vehicle, the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle is empty of the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and the Great Vehicle is empty of the Great Vehicle. A śrāvaka is empty of the state of a śrāvaka, a pratyekabuddha is empty of the state of a pratyekabuddha, and a buddha is empty of buddhahood. And a bodhisattva is empty of a bodhisattva. Thus, the emptiness of the Śrāvaka Vehicle, the emptiness of buddhahood, and the emptiness of a bodhisattva are not two and are not divided.

“Furthermore, Kauśika, up to the knowledge of all aspects is empty of the knowledge of all aspects, and a bodhisattva is empty of a bodhisattva. Thus, up to the emptiness of the knowledge of all aspects and the emptiness of a bodhisattva are not two and are not divided. Kauśika, bodhisattva great beings should stand in the perfection of wisdom like that.”

Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, asked venerable Subhūti, “Venerable monk Subhūti, how should bodhisattva great beings not stand in the perfection of wisdom?”

“Kauśika,” replied Subhūti, “here bodhisattva great beings should not stand in form by way of apprehending something, and they should not stand in feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness by way of apprehending something. They should not stand in the eyes, they should not stand in a form, they should not stand in eye consciousness, they should not stand in eye contact, and they should not stand in feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact. Similarly, they should not stand in the ears … the nose … the tongue … the body … and they should not stand in the thinking mind, dharmas, thinking-mind consciousness, thinking-mind contact, or feeling that arises from the condition of thinking-mind contact by way of apprehending something.

“They should not stand in the earth element by way of apprehending something, and they should not stand in the water element, fire element, wind element, space element, or consciousness element by way of apprehending something.
“They should not stand in the applications of mindfulness by way of apprehending something, and they should not stand in the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or path, or the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, distinct attributes of a buddha, or knowledge of all aspects [F.248.b] by way of apprehending something.

“They should not stand in the result of stream enterer by way of apprehending something. They should not stand in the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, or the state of a pratyekabuddha by way of apprehending something. They should not stand in buddhahood by way of apprehending something.

“Kauśika, they thus should not dwell on the idea of form by way of apprehending something, up to they should not dwell on the idea of the knowledge of all aspects by way of apprehending something. They thus should not dwell on the idea of the result of once-returner by way of apprehending something, up to they should not dwell on the idea of buddhahood by way of apprehending something.

“They should not dwell on the idea that form is permanent by way of apprehending something. Similarly, they should not dwell on the idea that form is impermanent, is happiness, is suffering, has a self, is selfless, is calm, is not calm, is isolated, is not isolated, is empty, is not empty, has a sign, is signless, is wished for, or is wishless by way of apprehending something.

“Similarly, they should not dwell on the ideas that feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness are permanent, are impermanent, are happiness, are suffering, have a self, are selfless, are calm, are not calm, are isolated, are not isolated, are empty, are not empty, have a sign, are signless, are a wish for, or are wishless by way of apprehending something.

“Similarly, they should not dwell on the idea that the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, [F.249.a] the perfections, all the emptinesses, the dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, or the distinct attributes of a buddha are permanent, are impermanent, are happiness, are suffering, have a self, are selfless, are calm, are not calm, are isolated, are not isolated, are empty, are not empty, have a sign, are signless, are wished for, or are wishless by way of apprehending something.

“Furthermore, Kauśika, they should not dwell on the idea that the result of stream enterer is a category of the uncompounded by way of apprehending something. Similarly, they should not dwell on the idea the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, or the result of a pratyekabuddha is a category of the uncompounded by way of
apprehending something, up to they should not dwell on the idea that the
knowledge of all aspects is a category of the uncompounded by way of
apprehending something.

“They should not dwell on the idea that the result of stream enterer is
worthy of gifts by way of apprehending something. Similarly, they should
not dwell on the idea that the result of once-returner, or the result of non-
returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha, or a tathāgata, worthy
one, perfectly complete buddha is worthy of gifts by way of apprehending
something.

Furthermore, Kauṣīka, bodhisattva great beings should not stand on the
first level by way of apprehending something; similarly, they should not
stand on ... up to the tenth level by way of apprehending something. And
why? Because where there is a place to stand there is movement.

Furthermore, Kauṣīka, bodhisattva great beings should not, by way of
apprehending something, having stood in the first production of the
thought—that is, having become a bodhisattva—dwell on the idea ‘I will
complete the perfection of giving,’ and similarly, they should not dwell on
the idea ‘I will complete the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience,
the perfection of perseverance, [F.249.b] the perfection of concentration, and
the perfection of wisdom’ by way of apprehending something.

“They should not dwell on the idea ‘I will complete the applications of
mindfulness’ by way of apprehending something, and they should not dwell
on the idea ‘I will complete the right efforts, legs of miraculous power,
faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and the path’ by way of
apprehending something.

“Bodhisattva great beings should not, by way of apprehending
something, dwell on the idea ‘I will, having entered into a bodhisattva great
being’s flawlessness, stand on the irreversible level.’ Bodhisattva great
beings should not dwell on the idea ‘I will complete the five clairvoyances’
by way of apprehending something. Bodhisattva great beings should not, by
way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea ‘I will, standing in the
bodhisattva great beings’ five clairvoyances, approach infinite, countless
buddhafields to bow down to and attend on the lord buddhas and listen to
the Dharma, and having listened I will practice it for suchness and teach
others.’ Bodhisattva great beings should not, by way of apprehending
something, dwell on the idea ‘I will bring buddhafields into being that are
just like those of those lord buddhas.’ Bodhisattva great being should not, by
way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea ‘I will, having practiced
the perfection of wisdom, bring beings to maturity in unsurpassed, perfect,
complete awakening.’ [F.250.a]
“Bodhisattva great beings should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea ‘I will, having gone to infinite, countless world systems, show respect to, demonstrate reverence for, show honor to, and worship the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas with flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands, creams, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, and I will offer to the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion pieces of the finest clothing.

“Bodhisattva great beings should not dwell on the idea ‘I will establish infinite, countless beings beyond measure in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening’ by way of apprehending something.

“Bodhisattva great beings should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea ‘I will make the five eyes perfect: the flesh eye, divine eye, wisdom eye, dharma eye, and buddha eye.’ They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea ‘I will make the meditative stabilizations perfect.’ They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea ‘I will play in whichever meditative stabilization I want to play in.’ They should not dwell on the idea ‘I will make the dhāraṇī gateways perfect’ by way of apprehending something.

“Bodhisattva great beings should not dwell on the idea ‘I will make the ten tathāgata powers perfect’ by way of apprehending something; they should not dwell on the idea ‘I will make the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha perfect’ by way of apprehending something; and they should not dwell on the idea [F.250.b] ‘I will make great love and great compassion perfect’ by way of apprehending something.

“They should not dwell on the idea ‘I will make the major marks of a great person perfect on the body’ by way of apprehending something, and they should not dwell on the idea ‘I will make the eighty minor signs perfect on the body’ by way of apprehending something.

“They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that a faith follower and Dharma follower are the eighth; the one stopped at most seven times is a stream enterer. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the ideas of those born in family after family, and those who have one interruption. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that one whose life has come to an end and whose afflictions have come to an end is the person equal in stature. They should not dwell on the idea that a stream enterer enters nirvāṇa in the intermediate state by way of apprehending something. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that a once-returner, having come once to this world, makes an end to suffering.
They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea of a candidate for actualizing the result of non-returner. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that a non-returner will enter nirvāṇa right there. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea of a candidate for actualizing the result of a worthy one. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that right here a worthy one will pass into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind.

“"They should not dwell on the idea of a pratyekabuddha by way of apprehending something. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that a bodhisattva passes beyond the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level and will stand on the bodhisattva level. They should not dwell on the idea that there is the knowledge of a knower of path aspects by way of apprehending something. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that, having completely awakened fully to all dharmas, all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions have come to an end.

“"They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea ‘I will, as a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha, completely awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and turn the wheel of Dharma.’ They should even not dwell on such an idea as ‘having done the work of a buddha, I will lead infinite, countless beings to nirvāṇa’ by way of apprehending something.

“"They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea ‘I will, standing on the four legs of miraculous power, become completely absorbed in meditative stabilization, and through having become completely absorbed in that sort of meditative stabilization I will remain for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River.’

“"They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that the length of their lives will become infinite. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that each of their major marks will become perfected through a hundred merits. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that the size of their budhhafield will be the combined size of as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east, and similarly, of as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the south, west, and north. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that their great billionfold world system will be made of diamonds.

“"They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that from their Bodhi tree such fragrances must emanate that for those beings who smell those fragrances greed will not harm them; hatred and
confusion will not harm them; śrāvaka thoughts and pratyekabuddha thoughts will not arise [F.251.b] in them; they will become fixed on unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and they will not have any physical or mental disease.

“They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that in their buddhafield there will not be the word form, and there will not be the words feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that there will not be the words perfection of giving, and there will not be the words perfection of monality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, or perfection of wisdom. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that there will not be the words applications of mindfulness, and they should not dwell on the idea there will not be the words right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, eightfold noble path, ten powers, fearlessness, detailed and thorough knowledges, or distinct attributes of a buddha. They should not, by way of apprehending something, dwell on the idea that there will not be the words stream enterer, once-returner, non-returner, state of a worthy one, pratyekabuddha, bodhisattva, or buddha.

And why? Because tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas do not, having awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, apprehend any dharmas.

Kauśika, bodhisattva great beings [F.252.a] should not stand in the perfection of wisdom like that, by way of apprehending anything.”

Then it occurred to venerable Śāriputra to think, “Well then, however could bodhisattva great beings stand in the perfection of wisdom?”

Then venerable Subhūti, understanding in his mind the thoughts occurring to venerable Śāriputra, asked venerable Śāriputra, “What do you think, Venerable Śāriputra, could the tathāgatas ever have stood anywhere?”

Śāriputra replied, “Venerable Subhūti, the tathāgatas could never have stood anywhere. Indeed, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have totally nonabiding minds. They have not stood in form; they have not stood in feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; they have not stood in the compounded element and have not stood in the uncompounded element; and similarly, up to they have not stood in the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, up to they have not stood in the knowledge of all aspects.”

Then venerable Subhūti said to venerable Śāriputra, “Thus it is, Venerable Śāriputra, that just as the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfect complete buddhas have not stood in form, and have not not stood in form; have not stood in feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness, and have not
not stood in consciousness, up to have not stood in the knowledge of all aspects, and have not not stood in the knowledge of all aspects, so too bodhisattva great beings should stand in the perfection of wisdom. Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings should stand in the perfection of wisdom like that, [F 252.b] by way of not taking a stand.” [B19]

Then it occurred to certain gods in that retinue to think, “Whatever yakṣa sounds the yakṣas make, talk the yakṣas talk—whatever the yakṣas say, the statements of the yakṣas—all of those, if they are said, are comprehensible to us, but this, namely, what the elder Subhūti says about the perfection of wisdom, what he discourses on, explains, and teaches, is incomprehensible to us.”

Then venerable Subhūti, understanding in his mind the thoughts occurring to those gods, asked the gods, “O gods, is what is said incomprehensible?”

“Incomprehensible, Ārya Subhūti!” affirmed the gods.

Subhūti then explained, “It is because not even one syllable is said here, and what is not said is not heard. And why? Because in the perfection of wisdom there are no syllables, and in it there is neither hearing, nor teaching, nor comprehension, because in the perfect, complete awakening of the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas there are also no syllables. As an analogy, gods, a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha might magically produce a magically created buddha, and he might magically produce the four magically created retinues of monks, nuns, laymen, and laywomen. When that magical creation teaches the four magically created retinues, what do you think, gods, has anything at all been taught or heard by anyone?”

“No indeed, venerable monk Subhūti, nothing,” replied the gods.

“Similarly, gods,” continued Subhūti, “all dharmas are like a magical creation. There nobody has explained, nobody has heard, and nobody has comprehended. [F.253.a]

“To illustrate, gods, when a man falls asleep and in a dream beholds a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha teaching the Dharma, what do you think, gods, has anyone explained, heard, or comprehended?”

“No indeed, venerable monk Subhūti, no one,” replied the gods.

“Similarly, gods,” continued Subhūti, “all dharmas are like a dream. There nobody has explained, nobody has heard, and nobody has comprehended.

“To illustrate, gods, were two people standing in a canyon to shout out a praise of the Buddha, shout out a praise of the Dharma, and shout out a praise of the Saṅgha, the echoes of both of them would ring out. What do you think, gods, because of that first echo would the sound of the other echo be made known?”
“No indeed, venerable monk Subhūti, it would not,” replied the gods.

“Similarly, gods,” continued Subhūti, “all dharmas are like an echo. There nobody has explained, nobody has heard, and nobody has comprehended.

“To illustrate, gods, when a clever magician or magician’s apprentice at the junction of two main roads conjures up a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha, who then teaches the Dharma to the four magically created retinues, what do you think, gods, has anyone explained, heard, or comprehended?”

“No indeed, venerable monk Subhūti, no one,” replied the gods.

“Similarly, gods,” continued Subhūti, “all dharmas are like a magical illusion. There nobody has explained, nobody has heard, and nobody has comprehended.”

Then it occurred to those gods to think, “Yes! This Ārya Subhūti demonstrates what is deeper than the deep, introduces what is more subtle than the subtle. Yes! This Ārya Subhūti is going to expand on the perfection of wisdom. Yes! This Ārya Subhūti is going to make the perfection of wisdom clear.”

Then venerable Subhūti, understanding in his mind the thoughts occurring to those gods, said to those gods, “O gods, form is not deep and is not subtle, and feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not deep and are not subtle. And why? O gods, it is because the intrinsic nature of form is not deep and is not subtle, and the intrinsic nature of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness is not deep and is not subtle.

“The eyes are not deep and are not subtle, and the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind are not deep and are not subtle. A form is not deep and is not subtle, and a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and dharmas are not deep and are not subtle. The earth element is not deep and is not subtle, and the water element, fire element, wind element, space element, and consciousness element are not deep and are not subtle. The perfection of giving is not deep and is not subtle, and the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom are not deep and are not subtle. Inner emptiness is not deep and is not subtle, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is not deep and is not subtle. The applications of mindfulness are not deep and are not subtle, and similarly, the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, eightfold noble path, ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, up to the distinct attributes of a buddha are not deep and are not subtle. All the meditative stabilizations and all the
dhāraṇī gateways are not deep and are not subtle, up to the knowledge of all aspects is not deep and is not subtle. And why? Because the intrinsic nature of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects is not deep and is not subtle."

Then it occurred to those gods to think, “Well then, in this Dharma teaching has nothing been designated form; has nothing been designated feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; has nothing been designated the constituents, sense fields, or dependent originations; has nothing been designated the perfections or the dhammas on the side of awakening; and has nothing been designated all the emptinesses, all the meditative stabilizations, all the dhāraṇī gateways, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, up to the distinct attributes of a buddha? In this Dharma teaching has nothing even been designated the result of stream enterer, and has nothing been designated the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, the state of a pratyekabuddha, or a bodhisattva? Has nothing been designated buddhahood? Has nothing even been designated the letters?”

Then venerable Subhūti, understanding in his mind the thoughts occurring to those gods, said to those gods, [F.254.b] “Exactly so, gods, exactly so. Unteachable is the awakening of the tathāgatas; there is no discourse on it, nobody has heard it, and nobody has comprehended it.

“Therefore, gods, those who want to be candidates for the result of stream enterer and those who want to realize the result of stream enterer cannot do so without having resorted to this forbearance; those who want to realize the results of once-returner, non-returner, the state of a worthy one, the state of a pratyekabuddha, and the state of a buddha cannot do so without having resorted to this forbearance.

“O gods, bodhisattva great beings, from the first production of the thought of awakening onward, should stand in the perfection of wisdom like this, based on there being no discourse and no listening.”

This was the twenty-second chapter, “Śatakratu,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 23: HARD TO UNDERSTAND

23.1 Then it occurred to those gods to think, “What would the elder Subhūti accept those listening to the Dharma to be like?”

23.2 Then venerable Subhūti, understanding in his mind the thoughts occurring to those gods, said to those gods, “Gods, I would accept those listening to the doctrine to be like illusory beings. I would accept those listening to the doctrine to be like magically created beings. They will not listen to, master, or directly realize anything at all.”

23.3 Then those gods asked venerable Subhūti, “Venerable monk Subhūti, are beings like an illusion, and are those listening to the doctrine like an illusion? Are beings like a magical creation, and are those listening to the doctrine like a magical creation?”

23.4 “Exactly so, gods, exactly so,” replied Subhūti. “Beings are like an illusion, and those listening to the doctrine are like an illusion. Beings are like a magical creation, and those listening to the doctrine are like a magical creation.

23.5 “Beings, gods, are like a dream and are like an illusion. Form, too, gods, is like a dream [F.255.a] and is like an illusion. Feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, gods, are like a dream and are like an illusion. The eyes, gods, are like a dream and are like an illusion, and similarly the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind are like a dream and are like an illusion. A form, gods, is like a dream and is like an illusion, and a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and dharmas are like a dream and are like an illusion. Eye consciousness, eye contact, and the feeling that arises from the condition of eye contact are like a dream and are like an illusion. Similarly, ear ... nose ... tongue ... body ... and thinking-mind consciousness, thinking-mind contact, and the feeling that arises from the condition of thinking-mind contact are like a dream and are like an illusion.
23.6 "The perfection of giving is like a dream and is like an illusion, and the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom are like a dream and are like an illusion.

23.7 "Inner emptiness is like a dream and is like an illusion, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is like a dream and is like an illusion.

23.8 "The applications of mindfulness too are like a dream and are like an illusion, and the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, eightfold noble path, ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and distinct attributes of a buddha are like a dream and are like an illusion.

23.9 "The result of stream enterer [F.255.b] is also like a dream and is like an illusion, and a stream enterer is also like a dream and is like an illusion. The result of once-returner and a once-returner, the result of non-returner and a non-returner, and the state of a worthy one and a worthy one are also like a dream and are like an illusion. A pratyekabuddha’s awakening is also like a dream and is like an illusion, and a pratyekabuddha is also like a dream and is like an illusion. Unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is also like a dream and is like an illusion, and buddhahood is also like a dream and is like an illusion."

23.10 Then those gods asked venerable Subhūti, "Venerable monk Subhūti, is even buddhahood like a dream, like an illusion? Is nirvāṇa like a dream and like an illusion too?"

23.11 "Gods," replied Subhūti, "I declare that even nirvāṇa is like a dream and is like an illusion, and if there is any dharma superior even to nirvāṇa, I declare that it too is like a dream and is like an illusion. And why? Gods, it is because a dream, an illusion, and nirvāṇa are not two and are not divided."

23.12 Then venerable Śāriputra, venerable Mahāmaudgalyāyana, venerable Mahākaṇḍakīśita, venerable Mahākāśyapa, and many thousands of bodhisattvas inquired of the venerable monk Subhūti, "Who will be the recipients of this perfection of wisdom so deep, so hard to behold, so hard to understand, so peaceful, so sublime, so subtle, so private, so not an object of speculative thought, so brilliant, so absolutely noble, and so much an object to be known by the learned and wise?"

23.13 Those great śrāvakas and great bodhisattvas having thus inquired, venerable Subhūti said to them, "Venerable Ones, bodhisattva great beings irreversible from awakening will be the recipients of this perfection of wisdom so deep, so hard to behold, so hard to understand, so peaceful, so sublime, so subtle, so private, so not an object of speculative thought, so
brilliant, so absolutely noble, and so much an object to be known by the learned and wise. Persons who have seen the truths, or worthy ones with outflows dried up, or those who have completed their plan, or those who have served well the victors, or those whose wholesome roots have grown under many hundred millions of buddhas, or sons and daughters of good families who have been mentored by spiritual friends also will be the recipients of this perfection of wisdom so deep, so hard to behold, so hard to understand, so peaceful, so sublime, so subtle, so private, so not an object of speculative thought, so brilliant, so absolutely noble, so much an object to be known by the learned and wise.

23.14 “They will not construct the idea that form is empty, and they will not construct the idea that emptiness is form. They will not construct the idea that feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is empty, and they will not construct the idea that emptiness is consciousness.

[F.256.b]

23.15 “They will not construct the idea that form is signless, and they will not construct the idea that signlessness is form. They will not construct the idea that feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is signless, they will not construct the idea that signlessness is consciousness.

23.16 “They will not construct the idea that form is wishless, and they will not construct the idea that wishlessness is form. They will not construct the idea that form does not arise, and they will not construct the idea that nonarising is form. They will not construct the idea that form does not stop, and they will not construct the idea that nonstopping is form. Similarly, they will not construct the idea that form is calm, is not calm, is isolated, and is not isolated.

23.17 “They will not construct the idea that feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is wishless, and they will not construct the idea that wishlessness is consciousness. Similarly, they will not construct the idea that it does not arise, does not stop, is calm, or is isolated. Similarly, they will not construct the idea that the constituents, sense fields, dependent origination, perfections, dharmas on the side of awakening, inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, eightfold noble path, ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, [F.257.a] meditative stabilizations, dhāraṇī gateways, and similarly, the result of stream enterer, result of once-returner, result of non-returner, state of a worthy one, or state of a pratyekabuddha are like that either.
“They will not construct the idea that the knowledge of all aspects is empty, and they will not construct the idea that emptiness is the knowledge of all aspects. They will not construct the idea that the knowledge of all aspects is signless, and they will not construct the idea that signlessness is the knowledge of all aspects. They will not construct the idea that the knowledge of all aspects is wishless, and they will not construct the idea that wishlessness is the knowledge of all aspects. They will not construct the idea that the knowledge of all aspects does not arise, does not stop, is calm, or is isolated.

“They will not construct the idea that the compounded element is empty, and they will not construct the idea that emptiness is the compounded element. They will not construct the idea that the compounded element is signless, and they will not construct the idea that signlessness is the compounded element. They will not construct the idea that the compounded element is wishless, and they will not construct the idea that wishlessness is the compounded element. Similarly, they will not construct the idea the compounded element does not arise, does not stop, is calm, or is isolated.

“They will not construct the idea that the uncompounded element is empty, and they will not construct the idea that emptiness is the uncompounded element. They will not construct the idea that the uncompounded element is signless, and they will not construct the idea that signlessness is the uncompounded element. They will not construct the idea that the uncompounded element is wishless, and they will not construct the idea that wishlessness is the uncompounded element. Similarly, they will not construct the idea the uncompounded element does not arise, does not stop, is calm, or is isolated.

“Gods, in this way nobody will be a recipient of this perfection of wisdom that is so deep, so absolutely noble, so brilliant, and so much an object to be known by the learned and wise. And why? Because here no Dharma at all is pointed out, explained, or taught, and just as no Dharma at all is pointed out, explained, or taught, so too no being at all will be the recipient of it.”

Then venerable Śāriputra inquired of venerable Subhūti, “Is it not the case that in this perfection of wisdom the three vehicles—that is, the Śrāvaka Vehicle, the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and the perfect, complete Buddha Vehicle—are taught in detail? Is it not the case that the first production of the thought up until the tenth production of the thought are taught for the assistance of bodhisattva great beings? Is it not the case that the bodhisattva’s path is taught—that is, the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom; the applications of mindfulness,
right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, eightfold noble path, ten powers, [F.258.a] fearlessnesses, and detailed and thorough knowledges; up to the distinct attributes of a buddha? So, is it also not the case that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom will miraculously take birth and appear? So, is it also not the case that they will become those whose clairvoyances naturally do not decline? Is it also not the case that those kinds of wholesome roots on account of which they pass, if they want to, from buddhafield to buddhafield and respect, revere, honor, and worship those lord buddhas—that such wholesome roots that bring that about will flourish? Is it not the case that they will not forget the stream of the Dharma they will listen to, right up until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? Is it not the case that by way of meditative absorption without distraction they will always be in meditative absorption? And is it not the case that they will become those with an unimpeded confident readiness, an unbroken confident readiness, a meditatively absorbed confident readiness, an appropriate confident readiness, a connected confident readiness, a meaningful confident readiness, and a superior confident readiness that rises above all the world?”

“Exactly so, Venerable Śāriputra, exactly so,” replied Subhūti. “It is just as you say. In this perfection of wisdom the three vehicles—that is, the Śrāvaka Vehicle, the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and the perfect, complete Buddha Vehicle—are taught in detail. Connect this in the same way, up to it is taught for the assistance of bodhisattva great beings that they will become those with a superior [F.258.b] confident readiness that rises above all the world. And it is taught, furthermore, by way of not apprehending anything. It is taught by way of not apprehending a self, up to by way of not apprehending one who knows and one who sees; by way of not apprehending form; by way of not apprehending feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; by way of not apprehending the eyes; by way of not apprehending the ears, nose, tongue, body, or thinking mind; by way of not apprehending the earth element, water element, fire element, wind element, space element, or consciousness element; by way of not apprehending the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, or perfection of wisdom; by way of not apprehending inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; by way of not apprehending the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or eightfold
Venerable Śāriputra then asked venerable Subhūti, “In this perfection of wisdom, why are the three vehicles taught in detail by way of not apprehending anything, up to why [F.259.a] is it taught for the assistance of bodhisattva great beings that they will become those with a superior confident readiness that rises above all the world by way of not apprehending anything?”

Subhūti replied, “Venerable Śāriputra, it is because of inner emptiness that the three vehicles are taught in detail by way of not apprehending anything. It is because of outer emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature that the three vehicles are taught in detail by way of not apprehending anything. Up to it is because of inner emptiness that it is taught for the assistance of bodhisattva great beings that they will become those with a superior confident readiness that rises above all the world. It is because of outer emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature that it is taught for the assistance of bodhisattva great beings that they will become those with a superior confident readiness that rises above all the world.”

This was the twenty-third chapter, “Hard to Understand,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 24: UNLIMITED

24.1 Then it occurred to Śatakratu, head of the gods, to think, “I will magically create flowers in order to worship this rain of Dharma being expounded by the elder Subhūti, and we will strew those flowers near, strew them in front, and strew them around the lord buddhas, the community of bodhisattva great beings, the monks, the elder Subhūti, and the perfection of wisdom.” And it occurred to all the Cāturmahārājika gods, up to the Akaniṣṭha class, as many as are stationed in the great billionfold world system, to think, “We will magically create flowers in order to worship this rain of Dharma being expounded by the elder Subhūti, and will strew those flowers near, strew them in front, and strew them around the lord buddhas, the community of bodhisattva great beings, the monks, the elder Subhūti, and the perfection of wisdom.” Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, and all the Cāturmahārājika gods, up to the Akaniṣṭha class, as many as are stationed in the great billionfold world system, did magically create coral tree flowers and strewed them near, strewed them in front, and strewed them around the lord buddhas, the community of bodhisattva great beings, the monks, the elder Subhūti, and the perfection of wisdom. Immediately after Śatakratu, head of the gods, and the gods up to the Akaniṣṭha class had strewed those flowers, they matted together and spread out over the great billionfold world system and stayed there suspended in the sky, a second story of flowers delightful and pleasing to the mind.

24.2 Then it occurred to the elder Subhūti to think, “I have never before in all the abodes of the gods seen flowers issue forth like these the gods have strewed. These flowers the gods have strewed have not grown on branches, have not grown in water, and have not grown in meadows. These flowers have been magically created. These flowers the gods have strewed are mind made; they have not grown on branches.”
Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to venerable Subhūti, “Venerable monk Subhūti, these flowers are not mind made, [F.260.a] and they have not grown on branches; these flowers have not come about.”

Subhūti said, “Kauśika, you say, ‘These flowers are not mind made, have not grown on branches; these flowers have not come about.’ What have not come about, Kauśika, are not flowers.”

Śatakratu then asked, “Venerable monk Subhūti, is it just these passing flowers that have not come about, or has form also not come about, and have feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness also not come about?”

“Kauśika,” replied Subhūti, “it is not just these passing flowers that have not come about. Kauśika, form also has not come about, and what has not come about is not form. Kauśika, feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness has not come about, and what has not come about is not consciousness.

“Kauśika, the eyes have not come about, and what have not come about are not the eyes. Kauśika, the ears … the nose … the tongue … the body … and the thinking mind has not come about, and what has not come about is not thinking mind.

“Kauśika, the earth element has not come about, and what has not come about is not the earth element. Kauśika, the water element … the fire element … the wind element … the space element … and the consciousness element has not come about, and what has not come about is not the consciousness element. [F.260.b]

“Kauśika, the perfection of giving has not come about, and what has not come about is not the perfection of giving. Kauśika, the perfection of morality … the perfection of patience … the perfection of perseverance … the perfection of concentration … and the perfection of wisdom has not come about, and what has not come about is not the perfection of wisdom.

“Kauśika, inner emptiness has not come about, and what has not come about is not inner emptiness. Kauśika, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature has not come about, and what has not come about is not the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.

“Kauśika, the applications of mindfulness have not come about, and what have not come about are not the applications of mindfulness. Similarly, Kauśika, the right efforts … the legs of miraculous power … the faculties … the powers … the limbs of awakening … and the eightfold noble path has not come about, and what has not come about is not the eightfold noble path. Similarly, Kauśika, the ten powers … the four fearlessnesses … the four
detailed and thorough knowledges … and the eighteen distinct attributes of
a buddha have not come about, and what have not come about are not the
buddhadharmas.

24.12 “Kauśika, the result of stream enterer has not come about, and what has
not come about is not the result of stream enterer. Kauśika, the result of
once-returner … the result of non-returner … the state of a worthy one …
and the state of a pratyekabuddha has not come about, and what has not
come about is not the state of a pratyekabuddha.

24.13 “Kauśika, all-knowledge … the knowledge of path aspects … up to
the knowledge of all aspects has not come about, and what has not come
about is not the knowledge of all aspects.

24.14 “Kauśika, a stream enterer … a once-returner … a non-returner … a
worthy one … a pratyekabuddha … and a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly
complete buddha has not come about, and what has not come about is not a
tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha.”

24.15 Then it occurred to Śatakratu, head of the gods, to think, “Yes! The elder
Subhūti is profoundly wise in that he does not contradict designation and
gives instruction in the true nature of dharmas.”

24.16 Then the Lord said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Exactly so, Kauśika,
exactly so! Subhūti is profoundly wise in that he does not contradict
designation and gives instruction in the true nature of dharmas.”

24.17 Śatakratu, head of the gods, then asked the Lord, “How does the elder
Subhūti not contradict designation and give instruction in the true nature of
dharmas?”

24.18 “Kauśika,” the Lord replied, “form is a mere designation, and that mere
designation is the true nature of dharmas, so Subhūti gives instruction in it
without contradicting it. Kauśika, feeling … perception … volitional
factors … and consciousness is a mere designation, and that mere
designation is the true nature of dharmas, so Subhūti does not contradict it
and gives instruction in the true nature of dharmas. And why? Because the
true nature of dharmas is not contradicted, and what is not contradicted, that
the elder Subhūti gives instruction in and that he does not contradict.

24.19 “Similarly, Kauśika, the constituents and sense fields; and similarly, the
perfection of giving … the perfection of morality … the perfection of
patience … the perfection of perseverance … the perfection of
concentration … and the perfection of wisdom … ; and similarly, inner
emptiness … up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic
nature … ; and similarly, the applications of mindfulness … the right
efforts … the legs of miraculous power … the faculties … the powers … the
limbs of awakening … the eightfold noble path … the ten powers … the
fearlessnesses … the detailed and thorough knowledges … and the eighteen
distinct attributes of a buddha ...; and similarly, the result of stream enterer ... the result of once-returner ... the result of non-returner ... the state of a worthy one ... and the state of a pratyekabuddha ...; and similarly, a stream enterer is a mere designation. Kauśika a once-returner ... a non-returner ... a worthy one ... a pratyekabuddha ... and a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha is a mere designation, and that mere designation is the true nature of dharmas, so Subhūti, while giving instruction, does not contradict it. And why? Because the true nature of dharmas is not contradicted, and what is not contradicted, that the elder Subhūti gives instruction in and that he does not contradict. Therefore, Kauśika, Subhūti does not contradict designation and he gives instruction in the true nature of dharmas.”

Subhūti then said, “Exactly so, Kauśika, it is exactly as the Lord has taught—all dharmas are mere designations. Kauśika, bodhisattva great beings, having thus understood how all dharmas are mere designations, should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Kauśika, bodhisattva great beings training like that [F.262.a] do not train in form, and they do not train in feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. And why? Because they do not see the form in which they train, and they do not see the feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness in which they train.

“Kauśika, bodhisattva great beings training like that do not train in the perfection of giving. And why? Because they do not see the perfection of giving in which they train. Similarly, they do not train in the perfection of morality ... the perfection of patience ... the perfection of perseverance ... the perfection of concentration ... or the perfection of wisdom. And why? Because they do not see the perfection of wisdom in which they train.

“They also do not train in inner emptiness, up to they do not train in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. And why? Because they do not see the inner emptiness in which they train, up to they do not see the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.

“They also do not train in the applications of mindfulness. They also do not train in the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, eightfold noble path, ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, up to or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. They do not train in the result of stream enterer, result of once-returner, result of non-returner, state of a worthy one, or state of a pratyekabuddha. They do not train [F.262.b] in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because they do not see, up to the knowledge of all aspects in which they train.”
Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, inquired of venerable Subhūti, “Venerable monk Subhūti, why do bodhisattva great beings not see form, and why do bodhisattva great beings not see feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness? Similarly, why do they not see the constituents, sense fields, dependent origins, perfections, emptinesses, or the dharmas on the side of awakening? Why do they not see the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha? Why do they not see … up to the knowledge of all aspects?”

“Kauśika,” replied Subhūti, “it is because form is empty of form, and feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is empty of consciousness. Similarly, the constituents … the sense fields … the dependent origins … the perfections … the emptinesses … and the dharmas on the side of awakening are empty of the dharmas on the side of awakening. The ten powers … the fearlessnesses … the detailed and thorough knowledges … and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are empty of the distinct attributes of a buddha. Up to the knowledge of all aspects is empty of the knowledge of all aspects.

“And why? Kauśika, it is because the emptiness of form does not train in the emptiness of form, up to the emptiness of the knowledge of all aspects does not train in the emptiness of the knowledge of all aspects.

“Kauśika, [F.263.a] those who do not train in emptiness train in emptiness without making a division into two. They train in the emptiness of form without making a division into two. Similarly, they train in … up to the knowledge of all aspects without making a division into two.

“Kauśika, those who train in the emptiness of form without making a division into two, and those who train in … up to the knowledge of all aspects without making a division into two, train in the perfection of giving without making a division into two. Similarly, they train in the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom without making a division into two.

“They train in inner emptiness without making a division into two. They train in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature without making a division into two.

“They train in the applications of mindfulness without making a division into two. They train in the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path without making a division into two. They train in the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and distinct attributes of a buddha without making a division into two. They train in the result of stream enterer without making a division into two.
into two. They train in the result of once-returner, result of non-returner, state of a worthy one, state of a pratyeakabuddha, buddhahood, and the knowledge of all aspects without making a division into two.

Those who train in buddhahood and the knowledge of all aspects without making a division into two train in countless, infinite buddhadharmas.

Those who train in countless, infinite buddhadharmas do not train in order to increase or decrease form, and they do not train in order to increase or decrease feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. Similarly, they do not train in order to increase or decrease the constituents and sense fields, do not train in order to increase or decrease the dependent originations, do not train in order to increase or decrease the perfection of giving, and do not train in order to increase or decrease the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, or perfection of wisdom. They do not train in order to increase or decrease the applications of mindfulness. Similarly, they do not train in order to increase or decrease the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or path. They do not train in order to increase or decrease inner emptiness, do not train in order to increase or decrease the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. They do not train in order to increase or decrease the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, or knowledge of all aspects.

Those who do not train in order to increase or decrease form, up to do not train in order to increase or decrease the knowledge of all aspects are those who do not train in order to get hold of or get rid of form; who do not train in order to get hold of or get rid of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; and, similarly, who do not train in order to get hold of and get rid of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects.

Śāriputra then asked, “Venerable Subhūti, why do bodhisattva great beings not train in order to get hold of or get rid of form; not train in order to get hold of or get rid of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; and similarly, not train in order to get hold of or get rid of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects?”

Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “it is because there is no getting hold of form. And why? Because, based on inner emptiness, form does not get hold of form. Venerable Śāriputra, there is no getting hold of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... or consciousness, either. And why? Because, based on inner emptiness, consciousness does not get hold of consciousness. Venerable Śāriputra, similarly, there is no getting hold of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, based on inner
emptiness and outer emptiness, the knowledge of all aspects does not get hold of the knowledge of all aspects. Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings thus training in the perfection of wisdom [F.264.b] by way of not getting hold of all dharmas will go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Venerable Subhūti, will bodhisattva great beings training thus, having trained in the perfection of wisdom, go forth to the knowledge of all aspects?” asked Śāriputra.

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “bodhisattva great beings training thus will, having trained in the perfection of wisdom by way of not getting hold of all dharmas, go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Venerable Subhūti, how will bodhisattva great beings thus training, having trained not in order to get hold of, and not in order to get rid of, all dharmas, go forth to the knowledge of all aspects?” asked Śāriputra.

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “bodhisattva great beings training in the perfection of wisdom do not see the production and stopping, acceptance and rejection, defilement and purification, or decrease and increase of form. And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, form does not exist through an intrinsic nature of form. Similarly, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings do not see the production and stopping, acceptance and rejection, defilement and purification, or decrease and increase of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... or consciousness. And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, consciousness does not exist through an intrinsic nature of consciousness.

“Similarly, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings do not see the production and stopping, acceptance and rejection, defilement and purification, or decrease and increase of the constituents ... the sense fields ... the dependent originations ... the perfections ... the dharmas on the side of awakening ... all the emptinesses ... the powers ... the fearlessnesses ... the detailed and thorough knowledges ... the meditative stabilizations ... the dhāraṇī gateways ... the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha ... or the knowledge of all aspects. And why? [F.265.a] Because, Venerable Śāriputra, the knowledge of all aspects does not exist through an intrinsic nature of the knowledge of all aspects.

“Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings thus training in the nonproduction and nonstopping, nonacceptance and nonrejection, nondefilement and nonpurification, and nondecrease and nonincrease of all dharmas will, training in the perfection of wisdom by way of not training and not going forth, go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.”

Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, asked venerable Śāriputra, “Venerable monk Śāriputra, where should you look for the perfection of wisdom?”
“Kauśika,” replied Śāriputra, “you should look for the perfection of wisdom in Subhūti’s chapter.”

Śatakratu, head of the gods, then asked venerable Subhūti, “Venerable monk Subhūti, is it through your noble might, is it through your sustaining power that the noble Śāriputra has said, ‘Kauśika, you should look for the perfection of wisdom in Subhūti’s chapter?’

“Kauśika, this is not my sustaining power, it is not my might,” replied Subhūti.

“Well then, venerable monk Subhūti, whose sustaining power, whose might is it?” asked Śatakratu.

“Kauśika, this is the Tathāgata’s sustaining power, it is the Tathāgata’s might,” replied Subhūti.

Śatakratu then asked, “Venerable monk Subhūti, given that all dharmas are without anything that sustains them, why do you say ‘this is the Tathāgata’s sustaining power, it is the Tathāgata’s might’?”

“Exactly so, Kauśika, exactly so!” replied Subhūti. “The Tathāgata cannot be apprehended in the true nature of dharmas that is without anything that sustains it, nor can the Tathāgata be apprehended elsewhere than the true nature of dharmas that is without anything that sustains it. The true nature of dharmas that is without anything that sustains it cannot be apprehended in the Tathāgata, nor can the true nature of dharmas that is without anything that sustains it be apprehended elsewhere than the Tathāgata.

“Also, the Tathāgata cannot be apprehended in suchness, and suchness cannot be apprehended in the Tathāgata. The Tathāgata cannot be apprehended in the suchness of form, and the suchness of form cannot be apprehended in the Tathāgata. The Tathāgata cannot be apprehended in the true dharmic nature of form, and the true dharmic nature of form cannot be apprehended in the Tathāgata. The Tathāgata cannot be apprehended in the suchness of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... or consciousness, and the suchness of consciousness cannot be apprehended in the Tathāgata. The Tathāgata cannot be apprehended in the true dharmic nature of consciousness, and the true dharmic nature of consciousness cannot be apprehended in the Tathāgata.

“Similarly, the Tathāgata cannot be apprehended in the suchness of the constituents, the sense fields, the dependent originations, the perfections, all the emptinesses, the dharmas on the side of awakening, the gateways to liberation, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, up to or the knowledge of all aspects, and the suchness of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects cannot be apprehended in the Tathāgata. The Tathāgata cannot be
apprehended in the true dharmic nature of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects, and the true dharmic nature of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects cannot be apprehended in the Tathāgata.

“And why? Kauśika, it is because the true dharmic nature of the Tathāgata [F.266.a] is not conjoined with or disjoined from the true dharmic nature of form. Kauśika, the true dharmic nature of the Tathāgata is not conjoined with or disjoined from the true dharmic nature of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness. It is not conjoined with or disjoined from something other than the true dharmic nature of form. It is not conjoined with or disjoined from something other than the true dharmic nature of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness. It is not conjoined with or disjoined from the suchness of form. It is not conjoined with or disjoined from the suchness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness. It is not conjoined with or disjoined from something other than the suchness of form. It is not conjoined with or disjoined from something other than the suchness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness.

“Similarly, the true dharmic nature of the Tathāgata is not conjoined with or disjoined from the true dharmic nature of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects; it is not conjoined with or disjoined from the suchness of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects; it is not conjoined with or disjoined from something other than the true dharmic nature of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects; and it is not conjoined with or disjoined from something other than the suchness of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects.

“Thus, Kauśika, not conjoined with and not disjoined from all dharmas—this is its might, this is its sustaining power, by way of no sustaining power.

“Kauśika, you asked, ‘Where should bodhisattva great beings look for the perfection of wisdom?’ Kauśika, they should not look for it in form, and they should not look for it [F.266.b] elsewhere than form. They should not look for it in feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... or consciousness, and they should not look for it elsewhere than consciousness. And why? Kauśika, it is because all dharmas—the perfection of wisdom, form, and feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness—are not conjoined, are not disjoined, are formless, cannot be pointed out, do not obstruct, and have only one mark—that is, no mark.

“Furthermore, Kauśika, bodhisattva great beings should not look for the perfection of wisdom in the constituents ... the sense fields ... or the dependent originations. They should not look for it elsewhere than dependent originations. They should not look for it in the perfections ... all the emptinesses ... the dharmas on the side of awakening ... the ten
tathāgata powers ... the fearlessnesses ... the detailed and thorough knowledges ... the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. They should not look for it elsewhere than the knowledge of all aspects.

"And why? Kauśika, it is because the perfection of wisdom, the knowledge of all aspects, and the looking—all these dharmas are not conjoined, are not disjoined, are formless, cannot be pointed out, do not obstruct, and have only one mark—that is, no mark.

"And why? Kaušika, it is because form is not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than form. Similarly, feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness [F.267.a] is not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than consciousness. Similarly, up to the knowledge of all aspects is not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than the knowledge of all aspects.

"Similarly, the suchness of form is not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than the suchness of form. The suchness of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than the suchness of consciousness. The suchness of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects is not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than the suchness of the knowledge of all aspects.

"The true dharmic nature of form is not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than the true dharmic nature of form. The true dharmic nature of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than the true dharmic nature of consciousness. The true dharmic nature of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects is not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than the true dharmic nature of the knowledge of all aspects.

"And why? Kauśika, it is because all these dharmas do not exist and cannot be apprehended. And given that all dharmas thus do not exist and cannot be apprehended, form is therefore not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than form. The suchness of form is not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than the suchness of form. The true dharmic nature of form [F.267.b] is not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than the true dharmic nature of form.

Connect this in the same way with the knowledge of all aspects is therefore not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than the knowledge of all aspects. The suchness of the knowledge of all
aspects is not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than the suchness of the knowledge of all aspects. The true dharmic nature of the knowledge of all aspects is not the perfection of wisdom, and there is no perfection of wisdom other than the true dharmic nature of the knowledge of all aspects.”

Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to venerable Subhūti, “Venerable monk Subhūti, this perfection—that is, the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings—is great. Venerable monk Subhūti, this perfection—that is, the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings—is immeasurable. Venerable monk Subhūti, this perfection—that is, the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings—is infinite. Venerable monk Subhūti, this perfection—that is, the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings—is limitless. Having trained in it, stream enterers reached, are reaching, and will reach the result of stream enterer; once-returners … non-returners … and worthy ones reached, are reaching, and will reach the result of a worthy one; pratyekabuddhas have completely awakened, are completely awakening, and will completely awaken to their awakening; and bodhisattva great beings, having brought beings to maturity and purified a buddhafiel, have completely awakened, are completely awakening, and will completely awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

“Exactly so, Kauśika, exactly so!” agreed Subhūti. “This perfection—that is, the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings—is great. This perfection—that is, the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings—is immeasurable. This perfection—that is, the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings—is infinite. This perfection—that is, the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings—is limitless. Having trained in it, stream enterers reached, are reaching, and will reach the result of stream enterer; once-returners … non-returners … and worthy ones reached, are reaching, and will reach the result of a worthy one; pratyekabuddhas have completely awakened, are completely awakening, and will completely awaken to their awakening; and bodhisattva great beings, having brought beings to maturity and purified a buddhafiel, have completely awakened, are completely awakening, and will completely awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“And why? Because, Kauśika, this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is great because of the greatness of form. And why? Because, Kauśika, you cannot apprehend a prior limit of form, you cannot apprehend a later limit, and you cannot apprehend a middle. Kauśika, [F.268.b] this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is great because of the greatness of feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness. And why? Because,
Kauśika, you cannot apprehend a prior limit of consciousness, you cannot apprehend a later limit, and you cannot apprehend a middle. Kauśika, connect this in the same way with each, up to this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is great because of the greatness of the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because, Kauśika, you cannot apprehend a prior limit of the knowledge of all aspects, you cannot apprehend a later limit, and you cannot apprehend a middle.

“Kauśika, because of this one of many explanations, this perfection—that is, the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings—is great.

“Kauśika, this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is immeasurable because form is immeasurable. And why? Because, Kauśika, you cannot apprehend a measure of form. For example, Kauśika, you cannot apprehend the measure of space either, and similarly you cannot apprehend the measure of form. Form is immeasurable because space is immeasurable. This perfection of bodhisattva great beings is immeasurable because form is immeasurable. Connect this in the same way with each, up to this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is immeasurable because the knowledge of all aspects is immeasurable. And why? Because, Kauśika, you cannot apprehend a measure of the knowledge of all aspects. For example, Kauśika, you cannot apprehend the measure of space either, and similarly you cannot apprehend the measure of the knowledge of all aspects. The knowledge of all aspects is immeasurable because space is immeasurable. This perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings [F.269.a] is immeasurable because the knowledge of all aspects is immeasurable.

“Kauśika, because of this one of many explanations this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is immeasurable.

“Kauśika, this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is infinite because form is infinite. And why? Because, Kauśika, form cannot be given a size. For example, Kauśika, space cannot be given a size either, and similarly form cannot be given a size. Form cannot be given a size because space cannot be given a size. This perfection of bodhisattva great beings cannot be given a size because form cannot be given a size. And similarly, up to this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is infinite because the knowledge of all aspects is infinite. For example, Kauśika, space cannot be given a size either, and similarly the knowledge of all aspects cannot be given a size. The knowledge of all aspects cannot be given a size because space cannot be given a size. This perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings cannot be given a size because the knowledge of all aspects cannot be given a size.

“Kauśika, because of this one of many explanations, this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is infinite.
“Kauśika, this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is unlimited because form is unlimited. And why? Because, Kauśika, you cannot apprehend limits or a middle of form. Kauśika, this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is unlimited because feeling … perception … volitional factors … [F.269.b] and consciousness is unlimited. And why? Because, Kauśika, you cannot apprehend limits or a middle of consciousness. Kauśika, connect this in the same way for each, up to this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is unlimited because the knowledge of all aspects is unlimited. And why? Because, Kauśika, you cannot apprehend limits or a middle of the knowledge of all aspects.

“Kauśika, because of this one of many explanations, this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is infinite because form is unlimited, up to because the knowledge of all aspects is unlimited.

“Furthermore, Kauśika, this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is unlimited because the objective support is unlimited.”

The head of the gods then asked, “Venerable monk Subhūti, how is it so that this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is unlimited because the objective support is unlimited?”

“Kauśika,” replied Subhūti, “this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is unlimited because the knowledge of all aspects is unlimited.

“Furthermore, Kauśika, this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is unlimited because the dharmas that are objective support are unlimited.”

The head of the gods then asked, “Venerable monk Subhūti, why is this perfection of bodhisattva great beings unlimited because the dharmas that are objective support are unlimited?”

“Kauśika,” replied Subhūti, “this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is unlimited because the dharma-constituent is unlimited.

“Furthermore, Kauśika, this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is unlimited because suchness as objective support is unlimited.”

The head of the gods then asked, [F.270.a] “Venerable monk Subhūti, why is this perfection of bodhisattva great beings unlimited because suchness as objective support is unlimited?”

“Kauśika, it is like this,” replied Subhūti. “The objective support is unlimited because suchness is unlimited. Suchness is unlimited because the objective support is unlimited. So, Kauśika, this—namely, the perfection of bodhisattva great beings—is unlimited because the objective support that is suchness is unlimited.

“Furthermore, Kauśika, this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is unlimited because beings are unlimited.”
The head of the gods then asked, “Venerable monk Subhūti, why is this perfection of bodhisattva great beings unlimited because beings are unlimited?”

“What do you think, Kauśika, about this word—that is, being—that is said again and again: what dharma is it for?” asked Subhūti in return.

The head of the gods replied, “Venerable monk Subhūti, this—that is, the word being—that is said again and again is not a word for a dharma, and it is not a word for a nondharma. It is a name plucked out of thin air; it is given as a designation without any real basis, and it is given as a designation without any objective support.”

“What do you think, Kauśika,” asked Subhūti, “has there been any elucidation of a being in this perfection of wisdom?”

“No there has not, venerable monk Subhūti,” answered the head of the gods.

Subhūti then asked, “Kauśika, where has there been no elucidation of a being, where will there be the limitlessness of a being? Kauśika, if a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha remaining for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River were to say the word being again and again, what do you think, Kauśika, would any being at all have been born or ceased there?”

“No, venerable monk Subhūti,” answered the head of the gods. “And why? Because beings are pure from the beginning.”

“Kauśika,” said Subhūti, “from this one of many explanations you should know this perfection of bodhisattva great beings is unlimited because beings are unlimited.”

This was the twenty-fourth chapter, “Unlimited,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 25: SECOND ŚATAKRATU

25.1 The women and men and masses of seers, together with the gods—those with the Indras, those with the Brahmās, and those with the Prajāpatis as their leaders—cried out three times cries of delight in the Dharma that the elder Subhūti, through the might of the Tathāgata, through the sustaining power of the Tathāgata, had pointed out, taught, thrown light on, and illuminated: “Ah! How well it has been explained. Ah! How well this Dharma has been explained. Ah! How well the true dharmic nature of this Dharma has been explained.” And they said, “Lord, we shall treat those bodhisattva great beings who do not become separated from the perfection of wisdom, who do not apprehend any dharma, be it form, or feeling, or perception, or volitional factors, or consciousness, up to or the knowledge of all aspects, but still make known the presentation of the three vehicles—the vehicle of the śrāvakas, the vehicle of the pratyekabuddhas, and the vehicle of the perfectly complete buddhas—exactly like tathāgatas.”

25.2 Then the Lord said to those gods, “Exactly so, gods, exactly so. It is exactly as you say. Without apprehending any dharma, be it form, or feeling, or perception, or volitional factors, or consciousness, up to or the knowledge of all aspects, still they make known a presentation of the three vehicles—the vehicle of the śrāvakas, the vehicle of the pratyekabuddhas, and the vehicle of the perfectly complete buddhas. Gods, you should treat those bodhisattva great beings who do not become separated from the perfection of wisdom, by way of not apprehending anything, exactly like tathāgatas.

25.3 “And why? It is because all three vehicles—the vehicle of the śrāvakas, the vehicle of the pratyekabuddhas, and the Great Vehicle—are expounded in detail in this perfection of wisdom, but without apprehending the Tathāgata as other than the perfection of giving; without apprehending the Tathāgata as other than the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of
wisdom; without apprehending the Tathāgata as other than inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; without apprehending the Tathāgata as other than the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path; without apprehending the Tathāgata as other than the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; and without apprehending the Tathāgata as other than ... up to the knowledge of all aspects.

25.4 “Gods, it is because bodhisattva great beings train in all those dharmas, the perfection of giving and so on, and because they train in ... up to the knowledge of all aspects, that you, gods, should therefore call those bodhisattva great beings, [F.271.b] practicing without becoming separated from the perfection of wisdom, just tathāgatas.

25.5 “When I was staying in the center of commerce in the center of an empire called Padmāvatī, in the presence of the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Dīpaṃkara, and I was, by way of not apprehending anything, inseparable from the perfection of giving; inseparable from the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom; inseparable from inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; inseparable from the applications of mindfulness; inseparable from the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path; and inseparable from the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, the four formless absorptions, all the meditative stabilizations, all the dhāraṇī gateways, the ten tathāgata powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, great love, great compassion, and infinite other buddhadharmas, at that time, gods, that tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Dīpaṃkara prophesied my unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening: ‘You, brahmin student, in the future after incalculable eons have passed, in the Fortunate Age, right in this world system, will become the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha called Śākyamuni, perfect in knowledge and conduct, a sugata, a knower of worlds, a driver of persons to be tamed, unsurpassed, a teacher of gods and humans, [F.272.a] a buddha, a lord.’ ”

25.6 Then those gods said to the Lord, “It is amazing, Lord, the extent to which this perfection of wisdom of the bodhisattva great beings is favorable to the knowledge of all aspects through not getting hold of or rejecting form; through not getting hold of or rejecting feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; up to through not getting hold of or rejecting the knowledge of all aspects.”
Then the Lord, knowing the four retinues of monks, nuns, laymen, and laywomen, the bodhisattva great beings, the Four Mahārājas and the Cāturmahārājika gods, up to the Akaniṣṭha class of gods were assembled and seated, taking them all as witnesses, said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Kauśika, the Māras or the Māra class of gods will find no way to infiltrate any bodhisattva great being, or any monk, nun, layman, or laywoman, or any son of a good family or daughter of a good family, or any god or goddess who takes up, bears in mind, reads out loud, masters, cultivates, illuminates for others, or properly pays attention to this perfection of wisdom without becoming separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because those sons of a good family and those daughters of a good family will have made just the emptiness of form into a good sustainable position, and they will have made just the emptiness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness into a good sustainable position. And why? Because emptiness finds no way to infiltrate emptiness, signlessness finds no way to infiltrate signlessness, and the wishlessness finds no way to infiltrate wishlessness. Similarly, it is because those sons of a good family and those daughters of a good family will have made just the emptiness of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects into a good sustainable position. And why? Because emptiness finds no way to infiltrate emptiness, signlessness finds no way to infiltrate signlessness, and wishlessness finds no way to infiltrate wishlessness. And why? Because they have no intrinsic nature with which they might infiltrate, where infiltration might take place, and into which infiltration might take place.

“Kauśika, humans and nonhumans too find no way to infiltrate those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family. And why? Because those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family have become very habituated to love, compassion, joy, and equanimity.

“Kauśika, those sons of a good family or those daughters of a good family will not die in a distressed state. And why? Because those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family practicing the perfection of giving have attended on all beings, serving them perfectly.

“Kauśika, those Cāturmahārājika gods included in the great billionfold world system, and those Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, Paranimitavaśavartin, Brahmakāyika, Ābhāsvara, [F.273.a] Śubhakṛṣṭa, and Bṛhatphala gods who have produced the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—those gods who have not heard, not taken up, not borne in mind, not mastered, and not properly paid attention to the perfection of wisdom—are gods who should, without being separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, listen, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to it.
Furthermore, Kauśika, those sons of a good family or those daughters of a good family who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom without being separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects—they, Kauśika, whether they stay in an abandoned house, whether they stay in the open air, or whether they have gone the wrong way, do not get scared or petrified. And why? Because those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family have become very habituated to inner emptiness by way of not apprehending anything, have become very habituated to outer emptiness by way of not apprehending anything, up to have become very habituated to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature by way of not apprehending anything.

Then the Cāturmahārājika gods, the Trāyāstriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, and Paranirmitavaśavartin, up to the Śuddhāvāsa class of gods, as many as are stationed in the great billionfold world system, said to the Lord, “We too will constantly and always arrange for the guarding, protection, and safekeeping of those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who, without being separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, believe in, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to just this deep perfection of wisdom. And why? Because, Lord, it is thanks to bodhisattva great beings that the hells, the animal world, and the world of Yama are brought to an end, and that all poor gods, all poor humans, all the plagues of famines, all the plagues of headaches, and all hardships and troubles are brought to an end; it is thanks to bodhisattva great beings that the ten wholesome actions appear in the world, and the four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, perfection of wisdom, inner emptiness and ... up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature appear in the world; and it is thanks to bodhisattva great beings that the four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, eightfold noble path, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, up to the knowledge of all aspects appear in the world.

Furthermore, Lord, it is thanks to bodhisattva great beings that great sāla tree–like royal families [F.274.a] appear in the world, great sāla tree–like brahmin families appear in the world, great sāla tree–like business families appear in the world, wheel-turning emperor families appear in the world, Cāturmahārājika gods appear in the world, up to and the Akaniṣṭha class of gods appears in the world.
“Furthermore, Lord, it is thanks to bodhisattva great beings that the result of stream enterer appears in the world; that stream enterers appear in the world; that the result of once-returner and once-returners, the result of non-returner and non-returners, and the state of a worthy one and worthy ones appear in the world; and that their own awakening and pratyekabuddhas appear in the world.

“It is thanks to bodhisattva great beings that bringing beings to maturity appears in the world; that the purification of a buddhafIELD appears in the world; that tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas appear in the world; that turning the wheel of Dharma appears in the world; and that the Buddha Jewel appears in the world, the Dharma Jewel appears in the world, and the Saṅgha Jewel appears in the world.

“Lord, because of this one of many explanations, the world with its gods, humans, and asuras will arrange for the guarding, protection, and safekeeping of bodhisattva great beings.”

Then the Lord said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “It is exactly so, Kauśika, exactly so. It is thanks to bodhisattva great beings that the hells, the animal world, the world of Yama are brought to an end, and similarly, up to that the Buddha Jewel, the Dharma Jewel, and the Saṅgha Jewel appear in the world. Therefore, Kauśika, the world with its gods, humans, and asuras should constantly and always show respect for, demonstrate reverence for, show honor to, worship, and arrange for the guarding, protection, and safekeeping of bodhisattva great beings. Kauśika, those who have it in mind to show respect for, demonstrate reverence for, show honor to, and worship me should have it in mind to show respect for, demonstrate reverence for, show honor to, and worship bodhisattva great beings. Therefore, Kauśika, the world with its gods, humans, and asuras should constantly and always show respect for, demonstrate reverence for, show honor to, worship, and arrange for the guarding, protection, and safekeeping of bodhisattva great beings.

“To illustrate, Kauśika, if this great billionfold world system were filled with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas like a thicket of sugarcane, or a thicket of naḍa reeds, or a thicket of bamboo, or a thicket of rushes, or a thicket of rice, or a thicket of sesame, and were a certain son of a good family or daughter of a good family to show respect for, demonstrate reverence for, show honor to, and worship them for as long as they lived with all they required, still, were someone to show respect for, demonstrate reverence for, show honor to, and worship just a single bodhisattva who had produced the first thought of awakening and was not separated from the six perfections, then just that would produce much greater merit than the former. And why? Kauśika, it is because it is not thanks to śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas that
bodhisattva great beings [F.275.a] and tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas appear in the world; rather, it is thanks to the bodhisattva great beings that śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas and tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas appear in the world. Therefore, Kauśika, the world with its gods, humans, and asuras should constantly and always show respect for, demonstrate reverence for, show honor to, worship, and arrange for the guarding, protection, and safekeeping of bodhisattva great beings.”

25.19  *This was the twenty-fifth chapter, “Second Śatakruṭu,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”* [B21]
CHAPTER 26: GETTING HOLD

26.1 Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to the Lord, “It is amazing, Lord, how these bodhisattva great beings who have taken up or borne in mind or read aloud or mastered or properly paid attention to this perfection of wisdom in this very life get hold of good qualities; how they bring beings to maturity, purify a buddhafied, and pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield in order to attend on the lord buddhas; how, if they still want to revere, demonstrate reverence for, show honor to, and worship those lord buddhas on account of wholesome roots, those wholesome roots establish it accordingly; how they go into the presence of those lord buddhas and listen to the Dharma; how they never forget their Dharma right up until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; [F.275.b] how they take possession of a perfect family, perfect celebrity, a perfect life, a perfect retinue, perfect major marks, perfect radiance, perfect eyes, a perfect voice, perfect concentration, and perfect dhāraṇī; how they go from world system to world system where the lord buddhas have not appeared and with skillful means magically produce themselves in the shape a buddha assumes; how they speak in praise of the perfection of giving and speak in praise of the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom; how they speak in praise of inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; how they speak in praise of the concentrations, speak in praise of the immeasurables and formless absorptions, speak in praise of the applications of mindfulness, and speak in praise of the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path; how they speak in praise of the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; and how with skillful means they tame beings in the three vehicles—the Śrāvaka Vehicle, Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and Great Vehicle—teaching them the Dharma.”
Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, also said to the Lord, [F.276.a] “It is amazing, Lord, how these bodhisattva great beings who have taken possession of this perfection of wisdom have also taken possession of all the five other perfections as well and, similarly, how they have taken possession of all the dharmas on the side of awakening, all the meditative stabilizations, all the dhāraṇī gateways, all the emptinesses, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, up to and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; how they have taken possession of the result of stream enterer and how they have taken possession of the result of once-returner, result of non-returner, state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, up to and the knowledge of all aspects; and how, Lord, those who have taken possession of this perfection of wisdom have taken possession of all the buddhadharmas.”

Then the Lord said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “It is exactly so, Kauśika, exactly so. By taking possession of this perfection of wisdom they have also taken possession of all the other five perfections as well, and similarly have taken possession of … up to the knowledge of all aspects.

“Furthermore, Kauśika, listen well and hard and pay attention, and I will explain to you the good qualities that sons of a good family and daughters of a good family will obtain in this very life if they have taken up, borne in mind, read aloud, mastered, and properly paid attention to this perfection of wisdom.”

“I will do so, Lord,” said Śatakratu, head of the gods, and he listened to the Lord.

The Lord said, [F.276.b] “Even if certain tīrthika religious mendicants, Māras, gods of the Māra class, or persons with unfounded conceit want to fight, want to dissuade, want to argue with, or want to contradict bodhisattva great beings, or sons of a good family or daughters of a good family, their wish to fight, wish to dissuade, wish to argue, and wish to contradict die down extremely quickly, and the intentions of those who want to fight, want to dissuade, want to argue, and want to contradict are not fulfilled. And why? Kauśika, it is because bodhisattva great beings practicing for a long time the perfection of giving, practicing the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom always forsake those inner and outer dharmas on account of which beings for a long time have been fighting, dissuading, arguing, and contradicting, and they have established them in the perfection of giving. It is because bodhisattva great beings always forsake those inner and outer dharmas on account of which beings for a long time have been immoral, and have established beings in the perfection of morality; it is because bodhisattva great beings always forsake
those inner and outer dharmas on account of which beings for a long time have been battling, fighting, and arguing, and they have established beings in the perfection of patience; it is because bodhisattva great beings always forsake those inner and outer dharmas on account of which beings for a long time have become lazy, and they have established beings in the perfection of perseverance; it is because bodhisattva great beings always forsake those inner and outer dharmas on account of which beings for a long time have become distracted, and they have established beings in the perfection of concentration; and it is because bodhisattva great beings always forsake those inner and outer dharmas on account of which beings for a long time have become intellectually confused, and they have established beings in and inspired them to take up the perfection of wisdom.  

26.6  
“Bodhisattva great beings, after having removed with skillful means attachment, rage, and obsession—the attachment, rage, and obsession on account of which beings have streamed through cyclic existences for a long time—have established them in and inspired them to take up the four concentrations; have inspired them to take up the four immeasurables and formless absorptions; have established them in and inspired them to take up the four applications of mindfulness, the right efforts, the legs of miraculous power, the faculties, the powers, the limbs of awakening, the eightfold noble path, the three emptiness, signless, and wishless gateways to liberation, the meditative stabilizations, and the dhāraṇī gateways; have established them in and inspired them to take up the ten tathāgata powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; and have established them in and inspired them to take up the result of stream enterer, the result on the earth where a son of a good family or a daughter of a good family will take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom, there on that place on the earth different tīrthika religious mendicants, Māras, gods of the Māra class, or persons with unfounded conceit cannot cause any disturbance in order to fight, argue against it, contradict it, or make it die out.  

26.7  
Furthermore, Kauśika, on that place on the earth where a son of a good family or a daughter of a good family will take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom, there on that place on the earth different tīrthika religious mendicants, Māras, gods of the Māra class, or persons with unfounded conceit cannot cause any disturbance in order to fight, argue against it, contradict it, or make it die out.
“On top of that, such good qualities and benefits as these will come about for them as well: by listening to this perfection of wisdom they will gradually go forth by way of the three vehicles and bring an end to suffering.

“To illustrate, Kauśika, there is a medicinal herb called *maghī* that gives relief from all poisons. In regard to this, a poisonous snake, a living thing seized with hunger, seeking food, sees some living creature. It wants to eat that creature and pursues that creature, following after it. Then that creature, scared out of its wits, terrified of dying, runs to where there is the medicinal herb called *maghī*, and that poisonous snake, having sensed the smell of that medicinal herb, turns back. And why? Because such are the medicinal properties of that *maghī* herb that it suppresses all the venom of the poisonous snake. Kauśika, such is the power of the medicinal herb called *maghī*. Similarly, Kauśika, if any son of a good family or daughter of a good family takes up or bears in mind or reads out loud or masters or properly pays attention to this perfection of wisdom, even though fighting, dissuading, arguing, or contradicting it might happen, still, because of the grandeur of the perfection of wisdom and the power of the perfection of wisdom, it is calmed and dies down extremely quickly. Wherever they arise they die down right there, and they do not increase.

“And why? Kauśika, it is because this perfection of wisdom is something that calms down all wrong unwholesome dharmas; it is not something that increases them. Which wrong unwholesome dharmas does it calm down and not increase? It calms down and does not increase these: greed, hatred, confusion, ignorance, volitional factors, consciousness, name and form, the six sense fields, contact, feeling, craving, appropriation, existence, birth, and old age and death, pain, lamentation, suffering, mental anguish, and grief—simply this great heap of suffering. It calms down and does not increase obscurations, hindrances, attachments, proclivities, snares, the view of a self, and the view of a being, of a living being, of a person, up to the view of one who knows and of one who sees, the view of permanence, the view of annihilation, the view of existence, and the view of nonexistence, up to every instance of a view, [F.278.b] as well as envy, immorality, malice, laziness, distraction, and intellectual confusion; the perception of permanence, perception of happiness, perception of self, and perception of beauty; the operations of craving; grasping at form; grasping at feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; grasping at the perfection of giving, and grasping at the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom; grasping at inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; grasping at the applications of mindfulness, and grasping at the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers,
limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path; grasping at the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; grasping at all-knowledge and the knowledge of path aspects; grasping at the knowledge of all aspects; and grasping at nirvāṇa.

26.11  “Kauśīka, the Mahārājas, the Lokapālas, the Devas, the Śatakratus, heads of the gods, the Brahmās, the Sahāṃpati Brahmās, up to the Akaniṣṭha class of gods stationed in this great billionfold world system will constantly and always arrange for the guarding, protection, and safekeeping of those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who take up or bear in mind or read aloud or master or properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom.

26.12  “Kauśīka, the lord buddhas who dwell and maintain themselves in world systems in the ten directions will constantly and always arrange for the guarding, protection, and safekeeping of those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who take up or bear in mind or read aloud or master or properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom. Thus their unwholesome dharmas will be reduced, and their wholesome dharmas will increase—that is, by way of not apprehending anything the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom increase and do not decrease; by way of not apprehending anything inner emptiness increases and does not decrease, up to by way of not apprehending anything the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature increases and does not decrease; by way of not apprehending anything the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path increase and do not decrease; by way of not apprehending anything the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha increase and do not decrease; by way of not apprehending anything all the meditative stabilizations and all the dhāraṇī gateways increase and do not decrease; up to and by way of not apprehending anything the knowledge of all aspects increases and does not decrease.

26.13  “Theirs is polite speech and measured speech, not unbridled speech. They are not overcome with rage, not overcome by conceit, and not overcome by miserliness, and they do not become envious.

26.14  “They personally stop killing, they inspire others to stop killing, they speak in praise of stopping killing, and they speak in praise of others stopping killing as well, welcoming it.
“They personally stop stealing, they inspire others to stop stealing, they speak in praise of stopping stealing, and they speak in praise of others stopping stealing as well, welcoming it.

“They personally stop illicit sex because of lust, they inspire others to stop illicit sex because of lust, they speak in praise of stopping illicit sex because of lust, and they speak in praise of others stopping illicit sex because of lust as well, welcoming it.

“They personally stop lying, they inspire others to stop lying, they speak in praise of stopping lying, and they speak in praise of others stopping lying as well, welcoming it. Similarly, they personally stop backbiting, insulting, and babbling nonsense; they inspire others to stop backbiting, insulting, and babbling nonsense; they speak in praise of stopping backbiting, insulting, and babbling nonsense; and they speak in praise of others stopping backbiting, insulting, and babbling nonsense as well, welcoming it.

“They personally stop coveting, malice, and wrong view; they inspire others to stop coveting, malice, and wrong view; they speak in praise of stopping coveting, malice, and wrong view; and they speak in praise of others stopping coveting, malice, and wrong view as well, welcoming it.

“They personally stand in the perfection of giving, they inspire others to engage in the perfection of giving, they speak in praise of the perfection of giving, and they speak in praise of others practicing the perfection of giving as well, welcoming it. Similarly, they personally stand in the perfection of morality … the perfection of patience … the perfection of perseverance … the perfection of concentration … and the perfection of wisdom, they inspire others to engage in the perfection of wisdom, they speak in praise of the perfection of wisdom, and they speak in praise of others practicing the perfection of wisdom as well, welcoming it.

“They personally meditate on inner emptiness, they inspire others to engage with inner emptiness, they speak in praise of inner emptiness, and they speak in praise of others meditating on inner emptiness as well, welcoming it. Similarly, they personally meditate on … up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, they inspire others to engage with … up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, they speak in praise of … up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and they speak in praise of others meditating on … up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature as well, welcoming it.

“They personally become absorbed in all the meditative stabilizations, they inspire others to become absorbed in all the meditative stabilizations, they speak in praise of becoming absorbed in all the meditative
stabilizations, and they speak in praise of others become absorbed in all the meditative stabilizations as well, welcoming it.

26.22 “They personally obtain the dhāraṇīs, they inspire others [F.280.b] to obtain dhāraṇīs, they speak in praise of obtaining dhāraṇīs, and they speak in praise of others obtaining dhāraṇīs as well, welcoming it.

26.23 “They personally become absorbed in the first concentration, they inspire others to become absorbed in the first concentration, they speak in praise of abiding having become absorbed in the first concentration, and they speak in praise of others abiding having become absorbed in the first concentration as well, welcoming it.

26.24 “They personally become absorbed in the second concentration ... the third concentration ... and the fourth concentration, they inspire others to become absorbed in the fourth concentration, they speak in praise of becoming absorbed in the fourth concentration, and they speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in the fourth concentration as well, welcoming it.

26.25 “They personally become absorbed in loving-kindness, they inspire others to become absorbed in loving-kindness, they speak in praise of becoming absorbed in loving-kindness, and they speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in loving-kindness as well, welcoming it.

26.26 “They personally become absorbed in compassion, joy, and equanimity, they inspire others to become absorbed in compassion, joy, and equanimity ... they speak in praise of becoming absorbed in equanimity, and they speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in equanimity as well, welcoming it.

26.27 “They personally become absorbed in the station of endless space ... the station of endless consciousness ... the station of nothing-at-all ... and the station of neither perception nor nonperception, they inspire others to become absorbed [F.281.a] in the station of neither perception nor nonperception, they speak in praise of becoming absorbed in the station of neither perception nor nonperception, and they speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in the station of neither perception nor nonperception as well, welcoming it.

26.28 “They personally cultivate the four applications of mindfulness, they inspire others to cultivate the applications of mindfulness, they speak in praise of cultivating the applications of mindfulness, and they speak in praise of others cultivating the applications of mindfulness as well, welcoming it.

26.29 “Similarly, they personally cultivate the four right efforts ... the four legs of miraculous power ... the five faculties ... the five powers ... the seven limbs of awakening ... and the eightfold noble path, they inspire others to cultivate
the eightfold noble path, they speak in praise of cultivating the eightfold noble path, and they speak in praise of others cultivating the eightfold noble path as well, welcoming it.

26.30 “They personally cultivate the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilizations, they inspire others to cultivate the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilizations, they speak in praise of cultivating the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilizations, and they speak in praise of others cultivating the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilizations as well, welcoming it.

26.31 “They personally cultivate the eight deliverances, they inspire others to cultivate the eight deliverances, they speak in praise of cultivating the eight deliverances, and they speak in praise of others cultivating the eight deliverances as well, welcoming it.

26.32 “They personally cultivate the nine serial absorptions, [F.281.b] they inspire others to cultivate the nine serial absorptions, they speak in praise of cultivating the nine serial absorptions, and they speak in praise of others cultivating the nine serial absorptions as well, welcoming it.

26.33 “They personally cultivate the ten tathāgata powers ... the four fearlessnesses ... the four detailed and thorough knowledges ... the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha ... and the natural state not robbed of mindfulness ... and they personally gain the knowledge of all aspects, inspire others to gain the knowledge of all aspects, speak in praise of gaining the knowledge of all aspects, and speak in praise of others gaining the knowledge of all aspects as well, welcoming it.

26.34 “Furthermore, Kauśika, all the gifts that bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections give they make into something shared in common by all beings and dedicate, by way of not apprehending anything, to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

26.35 “Similarly, all the morality they protect, the patience they cultivate, the perseverance at which they exert themselves, the concentration they generate, and the wisdom they cultivate they make into something shared in common by all beings and dedicate, by way of not apprehending anything, to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

26.36 “Those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family practicing the six perfections have these sorts of mindfulness: ‘If I do not give gifts I will be born in poor families, I will not bring beings to maturity, I will not purify a buddhafIELD, and I will not gain the knowledge of all aspects.’ They think, ‘If I do not protect morality I will open the gates to the three terrible forms of life, I will not be born as a god or a human being and I will not bring beings to maturity or purify a buddhafIELD, so then how could I ever gain [F.282.a]
the knowledge of all aspects? They think, ‘If I do not cultivate patience my sense faculties will be deficient, my countenance will have a shadow, and I will not obtain the perfect form—the perfect form with which, the moment they see me practicing the bodhisattva way of life, beings become assured of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. If I do not obtain that perfect form, I will not bring beings to maturity or purify a buddhafield, so how could I ever gain the knowledge of all aspects?’ They think, ‘If I become lazy and do not make a vigorous attempt at this path of a bodhisattva, if I do not cultivate it, how could I ever complete the buddhadharmas and how could I ever gain the knowledge of all aspects?’ They think, ‘If I become mentally distracted and I do not train in order to perfect all the meditative stabilizations, I will not bring beings to maturity and will not purify a buddhafield, so how could I ever gain the knowledge of all aspects?’ And they think, ‘If I become intellectually confused I will not train with wisdom and skillful means, I will not transcend the śrāvaka and the pratyekabuddha levels, I will not bring beings to maturity, and I will not purify a buddhafield. How then could I ever fully awaken to the knowledge of all aspects?’

26.37 “And they think, ‘Thus I will train perfectly. It would not be right for me not to complete the perfection of giving because of the force of miserliness, not to complete the perfection of morality because of the force of immorality, not to complete the perfection of patience because of the force of malice, not to complete the perfection of perseverance because of the force of laziness, not to complete the perfection of concentration because of the force of distraction, and not to complete the perfection of wisdom because of the force of intellectual confusion, because, unless I complete the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom, I will not go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.’

26.38 “Kauśika, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who take up or bear in mind or read aloud or master or properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom, not separated from the knowledge of all aspects, will obtain good qualities and benefits like these in this life and in future lives.”

26.39 Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to the Lord, “It is amazing, Lord, how this perfection of wisdom has been made available in order to tame the bodhisattva great beings and in order to lessen their conceit.”

26.40 “Why has this perfection of wisdom been made available in order to tame the bodhisattva great beings and in order to lessen their conceit?” asked the Lord.
Śatakratu, head of the gods, replied to the Lord, “Lord, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the ordinary perfection of giving without skillful means give a gift to the lord buddhas, the bodhisattvas, the pratyekabuddhas, the śrāvakas it occurs to them to think, ‘I am giving a gift to the lord buddhas, the bodhisattvas, the pratyekabuddhas, the śrāvakas, or to those who are pitiful, destitute, begging, and seeking shelter.’ Because of that giving they come to feel conceited.

“When those bodhisattvas protect ordinary morality without skillful means, they think, ‘I am practicing the perfection of morality; I will complete the perfection of morality.’ Because of that morality they come to feel conceited.

“Similarly, they think, ‘I am practicing the perfection of patience..., I am practicing the perfection of perseverance..., I am practicing the perfection of concentration..., I am practicing the perfection of wisdom.’ Because of that ordinary perfection of wisdom they come to feel conceited.

“When they cultivate the ordinary applications of mindfulness ... without skillful means they think, ‘I am cultivating the applications of mindfulness; I am cultivating the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path; I am cultivating the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilizations; I am cultivating all the meditative stabilizations and all the dhāraṇī gateways; I am cultivating the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; and I am bringing beings to maturity, I am purifying a buddhafiel d, and I am going to gain [F.283.b] the knowledge of all aspects.’

“They come to feel conceited because of settling down on grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine.’ In this case, Lord, because bodhisatta va great beings practicing all ordinary dharmas settle down on grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine,’ this perfection of wisdom has not been made available to them in order to tame and in order to lessen their conceit.

“Lord, here, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the extraordinary dharmas give a gift, they do not apprehend a giver, they do not apprehend something being given, and they do not apprehend a recipient. In this case the perfection of wisdom has been made available in order to tame bodhisattva great beings and in order to lessen their conceit.

“Similarly, when they protect morality ... cultivate patience ... make an attempt at perseverance ... cultivate concentration ... and cultivate wisdom, they do not apprehend wisdom, they do not apprehend somebody with wisdom, and they do not apprehend the dharmas.
“Similarly, they do not apprehend the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or eightfold noble path; they do not apprehend the cultivation of the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; and similarly, they do not apprehend the cultivation of great love and great compassion, and they do not apprehend the cultivation of the knowledge of all aspects. So, in this case, Lord, the perfection of wisdom has been made available in order to bring discipline to bodhisattva great beings and in order to lessen their conceit.”

This was the twenty-sixth chapter, [F.284.a] “Getting Hold,”406 of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
Then the Lord said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Kauśika, if some son of a good family or daughter of a good family takes up or bears in mind or reads out loud or recites or teaches or intones or harmonizes with or properly pays attention to this deep perfection of wisdom, and if they go up to the front line of battle and have engaged in or are engaging in, or are traversing, or are sitting down or standing up in a battle that is underway, Kauśika, even if an arrow or a club or a stick or a stone or a sword is flung at that son of a good family or daughter of a good family who takes up or bears in mind or reads out loud or recites or teaches or intones or harmonizes with or properly pays attention to this deep perfection of wisdom, it is impossible that those projectiles would land on their body; it is impossible that the attacks of others would interfere with their life. And why? Kauśika, it is because that son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has practiced the perfection of wisdom for a long time has vanquished their own greed arrows and greed swords; they have vanquished others’ greed arrows and greed swords; they have vanquished their own hatred arrows and confusion arrows and their hatred swords and confusion swords; they have vanquished others’ hatred arrows and confusion arrows and hatred swords and confusion swords; they have vanquished their own arrows of instances of views and swords of instances of views, and they have vanquished others’ arrows of instances of views and swords of instances of views; they have vanquished their own obsession arrows and obsession swords, and they have vanquished others’ obsession arrows and obsession swords; and they have vanquished their own proclivity arrows and proclivity swords, and they have vanquished others’ proclivity arrows and proclivity swords. Kauśika, because of this one of many explanations, even if an arrow or a sword is flung at a son of a good family or daughter of a good family, it does not land on their body.
“Furthermore, Kauśika, if someone throws non-medicine at,\textsuperscript{407} casts a harmful spell on,\textsuperscript{408} prepares\textsuperscript{409} a fire pit for, strikes with a weapon, gives poison to drink to,\textsuperscript{410} or attempts to drown\textsuperscript{411} a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who takes up, bears in mind, recites, masters, and properly pays attention to this deep perfection of wisdom without being separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, none of these will have any effect on them. And why? Kauśika, it is because this perfection of wisdom is a great knowledge-mantra; Kauśika, this perfection of wisdom is an unsurpassed knowledge-mantra; Kauśika, this perfection of wisdom is a knowledge-mantra equal to the unequaled, and, Kauśika, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family training in it are not thinking about harm to themselves, are not thinking about harm to others, and are not thinking about harm to both, either.

“And why? Because they do not apprehend self, do not apprehend other, and do not apprehend both; they do not apprehend form, and they do not apprehend feelings, perceptions, volitional factors, or consciousness; they do not apprehend the constituents, the sense fields, the dependent originations, the perfections, the emptinesses, the dharmas on the side [F.285.a] of awakening, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, the buddhadharmas, up to or even the knowledge of all aspects. And because they are not apprehending anything, they are not thinking about harm to themselves, they are not thinking about harm to others, and they are not thinking about harm to both. They reach unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and gaze down upon all beings.

“And why? Because past tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas trained in this knowledge-mantra and fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas will, having trained in this perfection of wisdom, fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening in the future; and tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas presently in world systems in the ten directions are fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, having trained in this perfection of wisdom.

“Furthermore, Kauśika, a human or nonhuman looking for a way to infiltrate does not find a way to infiltrate where this perfection of wisdom is written out or borne in mind, even if it is not taken up, not read aloud, not recited from memory, not mastered, and not properly paid attention to. And why? Because in order to worship this perfection of wisdom all the Cāturmahārājika gods, the Trāyastriṃśa, up to the Akaniṣṭha class of gods stationed in this great billionfold world system, and all the Cāturmahārājika gods, [F.285.b] the Trāyastriṃśa, up to the Akaniṣṭha class of gods stationed in infinite countless world systems constantly and always guard, protect,
and keep safe those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family; and wherever this perfection of wisdom has been written out and borne in mind those gods come and show respect to this perfection of wisdom, and they honor, revere, and worship it there and, having worshiped it, take their leave. Kauśika, given that even someone who writes out or bears in mind this perfection of wisdom gets such good qualities and benefits as this in this life, what need is there to say that those who, having written out this perfection of wisdom, take it up, bear it in mind, read it aloud, recite it from memory, master it, and properly pay attention to it do so?

27. 6

“To illustrate, Kauśika, humans or nonhumans cannot inflict violence or injury on any creature born in the birthplace of a human being or an animal that has gone to the site of awakening, or into the vicinity of the site of awakening, or inside the site of awakening. And why? Because seated there, earlier tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and present and future tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas are fully awakening and will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening there too. Having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening they establish all beings in fearlessness, freedom from enmity, freedom from harming, and freedom from hostility. Having established all beings in fearlessness, freedom from enmity, freedom from harming, and freedom from hostility, they establish infinite, countless beings in the perfect state of gods and humans; in the result [F.286.a] of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, and the result of non-returner; in the state of a worthy one; in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening; and in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And why? Kauśika, it is because this very perfection of wisdom makes that place serve as a reliquary for all beings, suitable to be worshiped, honored, revered, and venerated with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners.”

27. 7

Having said this, Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to the Lord, “A certain son of a good family or daughter of a good family, having borne in mind the perfection of wisdom written out in book form, respects, reveres, honors, and worships it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners. Someone else deposits the physical remains of a tathāgata, worthy one, perfect, complete buddha who has passed into nirvāṇa in a reliquary and, having deposited them there, looks after and bears them in mind and respects, reveres, honors, and worships them with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners. Which of them makes the greater merit?”
Śatakratu, head of the gods having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “So, Kauśika, here I will pose a counterquestion right to you. You should answer to the extent you can. What path do you think a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha, who has acquired the knowledge of all aspects and for whom such a tathāgata’s body has come into being, has trained in, in order to awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, in order to acquire the knowledge of all aspects, and for such a tathāgata’s body to come into being?”

The Lord having asked this, Śatakratu, head of the gods, answered him, “Lord, a body like this has come into being for a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha, who, having trained in just this perfection of wisdom, has awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and acquired the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Exactly so, Kauśika, exactly so,” said the Lord. “A body like this has come into being for a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha, who, having trained in just this perfection of wisdom, has awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and acquired the knowledge of all aspects. Therefore, Kauśika, a tathāgata is not counted a ‘tathāgata’ because of acquiring such a body as this; a tathāgata is counted a ‘tathāgata’ because of acquiring the knowledge of all aspects. The knowledge of all aspects has come forth, Kauśika, from the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, acquiring such a tathāgata’s physical body has come forth from the perfection of wisdom as well, so it serves as a support for the knowledge of a knower of all aspects. Based on that support the existence of the knowledge of a knower of all aspects is established, and from the existence of the knowledge of a knower of all aspects, [F.287.a] the existence of the Buddha is established, the existence of the Dharma is established, and the existence of the Saṅgha is established. Thus, acquiring this body serves as a support for the knowledge of a knower of all aspects, and it is because it serves as such a support that it serves as a reliquary for all beings, suitable to be venerated, honored, worshiped, respected, revered, and attended to. So too will those physical remains of mine be worshiped when I have passed into nirvāṇa.

“Therefore, Kauśika, any son of a good family or daughter of a good family who, having borne respectfully in mind this perfection of wisdom written out in book form just by respecting, revering, honoring, worshiping, venerating, and attending to it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners and with manifold other kinds of worship produces far greater merit than that. And why? Because, Kauśika, that son of a good family or daughter of a good family would have made an offering to the knowledge of a knower of all aspects. When any son of a good family or daughter of a good family has written out in book form
this perfection of wisdom and respects, reveres, honors, worships, venerates, and attends to it, just that produces far greater merit than that. And why? Because they would have made an offering to the knowledge of a knower of all aspects, and because the five other perfections issue forth from it; because inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, the applications of mindfulness, the right efforts, the legs of miraculous power, the faculties, the powers, the limbs of awakening, and the path, the ten powers, [F.287b] the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha issue forth from it; because all the meditative stabilizations and all the dhāraṇī gateways issue forth from it; because bringing beings to maturity issues forth from it; because the purification of a buddhafield also issues forth from it; because the perfect family, perfect enjoyments, and perfect retinue of bodhisattva great beings also issue forth from it; because great love and great compassion issue forth from it; because great sāla tree–like royal families, great sāla tree–like brahmin families, and great sāla tree–like business families also issue forth from it; because the Cāturmāhārājīka gods, up to Akaniṣṭha class of gods also issue forth from it; because stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, and pratyekabuddhas issue forth from it; because bodhisattva great beings also issue forth from it; because tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas also issue forth from it; and because the knowledge of all aspects issues forth from it too.” [B22]

27.12 Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, inquired of the Lord, “Lord, is it that those human beings of Jambudvīpa who do not respect, do not revere, do not honor, do not worship, do not venerate, and do not attend to this perfection of wisdom with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners do not realize there is such a great benefit when the perfection of wisdom is worshiped, such a great power when the perfection of wisdom is worshiped?”

27.13 Śatakratu, head of the gods, having thus inquired, the Lord asked him in return, “What do you think, Kauśika, from among the human beings of Jambudvīpa, how many are endowed with an unbreakable faith in the Buddha, are endowed with an unbreakable faith in the Dharma and Saṅgha, are not unsure about the Buddha, and are not unsure about the Dharma and Saṅgha, with an unquestioned certainty about the Buddha and with an unquestioned certainty about the Dharma and Saṅgha?”

27.14 The Lord having asked this, Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to him, “From among the human beings of Jambudvīpa, few are endowed with an unbreakable faith in the Buddha, are endowed with an unbreakable faith in the Dharma and Saṅgha, are not unsure about the Buddha, and are not
unsure about the Dharma and Saṅgha, with an unquestioned certainty about
the Buddha, and with an unquestioned certainty about the Dharma and
Saṅgha.”

“Exactly so, Kauśīka, exactly so,” said the Lord. “From among the human
beings of Jambudvīpa, few are endowed with an unbreakable faith in the
Buddha, Dharma, and Saṅgha. Even fewer than them are those who resort to
the ten wholesome actions; even fewer than them are those who apply
themselves to cultivating giving and morality; even fewer than them are
those who cultivate the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening;
even fewer than them are those who cultivate the three gateways to
liberation; even fewer than them are those who cultivate the eight
deliverances; and even fewer than them are those who cultivate the nine
serial absorptions. Similarly, there are even fewer who cultivate the four
detailed and thorough knowledges [F.288.b] and six clairvoyances.

“Kauśīka, from among the human beings of Jambudvīpa, how many have
reached stream enterer because of eliminating the three fetters; once-
returner because of weakening greed, hatred, and confusion; non-returner
because of eliminating the five fetters that are associated with the lower
realms; or worthy one because of eliminating the five fetters that are
associated with the upper realms? From among the human beings of
Jambudvīpa, how many have set out in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and
from among the human beings of Jambudvīpa, how many have set out for
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

“Lord,” replied Śatakratu, “from among the human beings of Jambudvīpa,
few are those who resort to the ten wholesome actions.

“Exactly so, Kauśīka,” said the Lord. “It is just as you say. Fewer than
them are those who practice for awakening. And why? Because those
streaming through cyclic existence have not seen the Buddha, have not
listened to the Dharma, and have not attended on the Saṅgha. They have not
given gifts, have not been devoted to morality, have not cultivated wisdom,
have not heard about the perfection of giving, have not heard about the
perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom,
and have not heard about inner emptiness, up to not heard about the
emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. They have not
heard about the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening; they have
not heard about and have not cultivated the meditative stabilizations,
dhāraṇī gateways, ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough
knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; up to and they
have not heard about and have not cultivated the knowledge of all aspects.
For that reason, Kauśika, from among the human beings of Jambudvīpa, few are endowed with an unbreakable faith in the Buddha. [F.289.a] Connect this in the same way with each, up to few are those who have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Even fewer than them are those who practice for awakening; fewer than them are those who produce the thought of awakening; fewer than them are those who do the yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom; fewer than them are those who do the practice of the perfection of wisdom; fewer than them are those who stand on the irreversible level; and fewer even than them are those who will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

```
Kauśika, here with my unobscured buddha eye I see in the eastern direction infinite, countless beings who have produced the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and are practicing the perfection of wisdom, but among them I see only one or two bodhisattvas standing on the irreversible level. Most, without skillful means, are standing at the śrāvaka level and at the pratyekabuddha level. And why? Kauśika, it is because it is hard for those who are lazy, deficient in perseverance, deficient in fortitude, with an admiration for the deficient, and intellectually confused to accomplish unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Similarly, with my unobscured buddha eye I see in the southern, western, northern, northeastern, southeastern, southwestern, northwestern directions, below and above, infinite, countless beings who have produced the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and are practicing the perfection of wisdom, but among them only one or two bodhisattvas standing on the irreversible level. Most, without skillful means, are standing at the śrāvaka level and at the pratyekabuddha level. And why? Kauśika, it is because it is hard for those who are lazy, deficient in perseverance, deficient in fortitude, with an admiration for the deficient, and intellectually confused to accomplish unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.
```

```
"Therefore, Kauśika, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who wants to quickly and easily awaken fully to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should constantly listen to, take up, bear in mind, recite, master, set in motion, inquire about, and pay proper attention to just this perfection of wisdom, and they should respect, revere, honor, and worship it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners. They should also take up, bear in mind, recite, master, and pay proper attention to all the other wholesome dharmas included in the perfection of wisdom—that is, the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, and perfection of concentration; inner emptiness, outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic
```
nature; all the meditative stabilizations, all the dhāraṇī gateways, the
applications of mindfulness, the right efforts, the legs of miraculous power,
the faculties, the powers, the limbs of awakening, and the eightfold noble
path; the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough
knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; and great love and
great compassion. They should also take up, bear in mind, recite, master, and
pay proper attention to all the other infinite buddhadharmas included in the
perfection of wisdom.

27.21 “And why? Kauśika, it is because those sons of a good family or daughters
of a good family will understand, [F.290.a] ‘Tathāgata training in this
perfection of wisdom also trained in the perfection of wisdom,\textsuperscript{415} perfection
of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience,
perfection of morality, and perfection of giving; in inner emptiness, \textit{up to} the
emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; in all the meditative
stabilizations, all the dhāraṇī gateways, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses,
the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes
of a buddha; in great love and great compassion; and in all the other infinite
buddhadharmas, so we too should follow them in training in this perfection
of wisdom. This perfection of wisdom is our teacher.’ Therefore, Kauśika,
whether the Tathāgata remains or passes into nirvāṇa, bodhisattva great
beings fall back on just this perfection of wisdom.”

27.22 Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, asked the Lord, “How much merit does
a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who worships this
perfection of wisdom create?”

27.23 “Kauśika,” said the Lord, “were a son of a good family or daughter of a
good family to direct that a stūpa be made of the seven precious stones\textsuperscript{416} for
the worship of a tathāgata who had passed into nirvāṇa, and, having done
so, were they to respect, revere, honor, and worship it with divine flowers,
perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and
banners for as long as they lived, what do you think, Kauśika, would that
son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit based
on that?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” [F.290.b] replied Śatakratu.

27.24 “Kauśika,” said the Lord, “were a son of a good family or daughter of a
good family, inseparable from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, to
take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, illuminate for others, and pay
proper attention to just this perfection of wisdom, and, having written it out,
were they to respect, revere, honor, and worship it with flowers, perfumes,
incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, they
would create even more merit than that.
“Kauśika, let alone a stūpa made of the seven precious stones, were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family, Kauśika, to fill up this Jambudvīpa with stūpas, all of them a yojana in height, for the worship of a tathāgata who had passed into nirvāṇa, and, having done so, were they to respect, revere, honor, worship, venerate, and attend to them with divine flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, what do you think, Kauśika, based on that would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create even more merit than that?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Śatakratu.

“Kauśika,” said the Lord, “were a son of a good family or daughter of a good family, inseparable from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, to take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, illuminate for others, and pay proper attention to just this perfection of wisdom, and, having written it out, were they to respect, revere, honor, and worship it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, [F.291.a] parasols, flags, and banners, and with manifold other kinds of worship, they would create even more merit than that.

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Śatakratu.

“Kauśika,” said the Lord, “were a son of a good family or daughter of a good family, inseparable from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, to take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, illuminate for others, and pay proper attention to just this perfection of wisdom, and were they, having done nothing but make it into a book, to respect, revere, honor, and worship it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, they would create even more merit than that.

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Śatakratu.

“Kauśika,” said the Lord, “were a son of a good family or daughter of a good family, inseparable from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, to take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, illuminate for others, and pay proper attention to just this perfection of wisdom, and were they, having filled them, [F.291.b] this thousandfold world system with stūpas made of the seven precious stones, all of them a yojana in height, for the worship of a tathāgata who had passed into nirvāṇa, and, having filled them,
were they to respect, revere, honor, worship, venerate, and attend to them with divine flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, what do you think, Kauśīka, based on that would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Śatakratu.

"Kauśīka,” said the Lord, “were a son of a good family or daughter of a good family, inseparable from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, having done nothing but write out and make this perfection of wisdom into a book, to take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, illuminate for others, and pay proper attention to it, and were they to respect, revere, honor, and worship it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, they would create even more merit than that.

"Kauśīka, let alone this thousandfold world system filled with stūpas made of the seven precious stones, were some person, Kauśīka, to cause this millionfold world system to be filled up with stūpas made of the seven precious stones, all of them a yojana in height, for the worship of a tathāgata who had passed into nirvāṇa, and, having done so, were they to respect, revere, honor, and worship them with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, what do you think, Kauśīka, based on that, would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Śatakratu.

"Kauśīka,” said the Lord, “were a son of a good family or daughter of a good family, inseparable from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, to do nothing but make this perfection of wisdom into a book and respect, revere, honor, and worship it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, they would create even more merit than that.

"Kauśīka, let alone even this millionfold world system filled with stūpas made of the seven precious stones, were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family, Kauśīka, to fill this great billionfold world system with stūpas made of the seven precious stones, all of them a yojana in height, for the worship of a tathāgata who had passed into nirvāṇa, and, having filled it, were that son of a good family or daughter of a good family to respect, revere, honor, and worship them with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, what do you think, Kauśīka, based on that would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Śatakratu.
“Kauśika,” said the Lord, “were a son of a good family or daughter of a good family, inseparable from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, having done nothing but write out and make this perfection of wisdom into a book, to take up, bear in mind, read aloud, and master it, and to respect, revere, honor, and worship it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, [F.292.b] powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, they would create even more merit than that.

“Kauśika, let alone worship when this great billionfold world system has been filled with stūpas made of the seven precious stones, even were each single being included in the collection of beings standing in this great billionfold world system, Kauśika, to cause stūpas made of the seven precious stones to be made for the worship of a tathāgata who had passed into nirvāṇa and were to respect, revere, honor, and worship them with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, still, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family, inseparable from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, who makes this perfection of wisdom into a book, takes up, bears in mind, reads aloud, masters, and properly pays attention to it, and worships it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners would, just by that, create even more merit than that.”

The Lord having said this, Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to him, “So it is, Lord, so it is. Lord, through having respected, revered, honored, and worshiped the perfection of wisdom, they have respected, revered, honored, and worshiped past, future, and present lord buddhas.

“Lord, were each single being of the beings in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the east [F.293.a] to cause stūpas made of the seven precious stones, all of them a yojana in height, to be made for the worship of a tathāgata who had passed into nirvāṇa, and for an eon or for even more than an eon were to respect, revere, honor, and worship them with divine flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners, based on that would those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family make a lot of merit? Similarly, Lord, were each single being of the beings in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in each of the ten directions to cause stūpas made of the seven precious stones, all of them a yojana in height, to be made for the worship of a tathāgata who had passed into nirvāṇa, and for an eon or for even more than an eon were to respect, revere, honor, and worship them with divine flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners, based on that would those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family create a lot of merit?”

“Lord,” said Śatakratu, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who writes out and makes this perfection of wisdom into a book; takes it up, bears it in mind, reads it aloud, masters it, and properly pays attention to it; and respects, reveres, honors, and worships it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners [F.293.b] would create even more merit than that. And why? Lord, it is because all wholesome dharmas are included in the perfection of wisdom, that is, the ten wholesome actions, the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, the four formless absorptions, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the three gateways to liberation, the four noble truths, the six clairvoyances, the eight deliverances, and the nine serial absorptions; the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, and perfection of concentration; inner emptiness, outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; all the meditative stabilizations, all the dhāraṇī gateways, the applications of mindfulness, the ten tathāgata powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; great love and great compassion; all-knowledge, knowledge of path aspects, and knowledge of all aspects; and all wholesome dharmas are included in the perfection of wisdom. So this, Lord, is that doctrine of the lord buddhas, having trained in which past, future, and present bodhisattvas, pratyekabuddhas, and śrāvakas have gone forth, will go forth, and are going forth.”

This was the twenty-seventh chapter, “Reliquary,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 28: DECLARATION OF THE GOOD QUALITIES OF THE THOUGHT OF AWAKENING

28.1 Śatakratu, head of the gods, having said this, the Lord then said to him, “Exactly so. Kauśika, exactly so. Those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family [F.294.a] who write out and make this perfection of wisdom into a book; take it up, bear it in mind, read it aloud, master it, and properly pay attention to it and on top of that respect, revere, honor, and worship it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners would, based on that, make a lot of merit, an immeasurable, countless, inconceivable, infinite, incomparable amount. And why? Kauśika, it is because the knowledge of all aspects of tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas issues forth from the perfection of wisdom. Kauśika, the five perfections, all the emptinesses, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, the distinct attributes of a buddha, the five eyes, the six clairvoyances, bringing beings to maturity, and the perfect purification of a buddhafield issue forth from the perfection of wisdom. Kauśika, all-knowledge, knowledge of path aspects, and knowledge of all aspects issue forth from the perfection of wisdom. Kauśika, the Śrāvaka Vehicle, the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and the Great Vehicle issue forth from the perfection of wisdom, and unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening issues forth from the perfection of wisdom too.

28.2 Therefore, Kauśika, the merit created earlier would not approach the creation of merit by a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who writes out and makes this perfection of wisdom into a book; takes it up, bears it in mind, reads it aloud, masters it, and properly pays attention to it and respects, reveres, honors, and worships it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners [F.294.b] by a hundredth part, or by a thousandth part, or by a hundred thousandth part,
up to or by a one hundred million billionth part; it would not stand up to any number, or fraction, or comparison, up to or example. And why? Because, Kauśika, for as long as the perfection of wisdom remains in Jambudvīpa, the Buddha Jewel will not disappear, the Dharma Jewel and the Saṅgha Jewel will not disappear, and for that long the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom; the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, seven limbs of awakening, and path; the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; all-knowledge, knowledge of path aspects, and knowledge of all aspects; great sāla tree–like royal families, great sāla tree–like brahmin families, and great sāla tree–like business families; and Čaturmahārājika gods, Trāyastrimśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, and Paranirmitavaśavartin classes of gods, up to Akaṇiṣṭha gods will appear in the world; the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, and the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and the result of bodhisattvas will be perfectly accomplished; and there will be the unsurpassed knowledge of a buddha, the wheel of Dharma will be turned, beings will be brought to maturity, and a buddhafield will be purified.” [F.295.a]

28.3 Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to the Čaturmahārājika gods, up to the Akaṇiṣṭha gods, “Friends, you should take up, bear in mind, read aloud, and master the perfection of wisdom. Friends, you should read the perfection of wisdom aloud; you should properly pay attention to the perfection of wisdom. And why? Friends, when you have taken up, or borne in mind, or read aloud, or mastered, or properly paid attention to the perfection of wisdom, all unwholesome dharmas decrease and all wholesome dharmas increase; the classes of asuras decrease and the classes of gods increase.

28.4 “Friends, when you have taken up, or borne in mind, or read aloud, or mastered, or properly paid attention to the perfection of wisdom, the way of the Buddha is not brought to an end, the way of the Dharma and the way of Saṅgha are not brought to an end, and the lineage of the Three Jewels is not ended. Friends, all the perfections appear in the world; the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha appear in the world; the practice of bodhisattvas appears in the world; and stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, pratyekabuddhas, and bodhisattva great beings appear and exist in the world.”
The Lord then said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Kauśika, you should take up the perfection of wisdom. Kauśika, you should bear in mind, you should read aloud, you should master, and you should properly pay attention to the perfection of wisdom.

“And why? Kauśika, it is because when it occurs to the asuras to think, as they habitually do, ‘Let us engage the Trāyastriṃśa gods in battle,’ were you to focus your thoughts on the perfection of wisdom, as you habitually do, and read it aloud, that will make the habitual thoughts of the asuras die down. They will not have thoughts again to engage in battle in the future. Or, because were you to read aloud this perfection of wisdom in the presence of those gods and goddesses when their time of death is at hand, then, even if they were to behold their birth in a terrible form of life, from hearing this perfection of wisdom the thoughts they have about a terrible form of life would die down. In future they would be born in just the abodes of gods. Kauśika, such is the force of hearing the perfection of wisdom.

“Kauśika, because of the wholesome root planted by any son of a good family or daughter of a good family, or god or goddess, who has heard the sound of this perfection of wisdom, they all will gradually fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And why? Kauśika, it is because those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas with their śrāvaka saṅghas who appeared in times past trained in this perfection of wisdom and fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and those lord buddhas with their śrāvaka saṅghas in future times, and those buddhas who are at the present time dwelling and maintaining themselves in world systems in the ten directions will, having trained in this perfection of wisdom, fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening too. And why? Because all buddha dharmas, all bodhisattva dharmas, all pratyekabuddha dharmas, and all śrāvaka dharmas are included in the perfection of wisdom.”

The Lord having said this, Śatakratu, head of the gods, then said to him, “This, Lord—that is, the perfection of wisdom—is a great knowledge-mantra. Lord, this perfection of wisdom is an unsurpassable knowledge-mantra. Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a knowledge-mantra equal to the unequaled. And why? Because the perfection of wisdom has been set out for the elimination of all unwholesome dharmas and for the completion of all wholesome dharmas.”

Śatakratu, head of the gods, having said this, the Lord then said to him, “Exactly so, Kauśika, exactly so. This, Kauśika—that is, the perfection of wisdom—is a great knowledge-mantra. Kauśika, this perfection of wisdom is
an unsurpassable knowledge-mantra. Kauśika, this perfection of wisdom is a knowledge-mantra equal to the unequaled.

28.10  
“And why? Kauśika, it is because past, future, and present tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas in world systems in the ten directions have fully awakened, will fully awaken, and are fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening thanks to this very perfection of wisdom; it is because the existence of the ten wholesome actions in the world, Kauśika, and the existence in the world of the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, the four formless absorptions, all the perfections, all the emptinesses, the thirty-seven dhammas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, the gateways to liberation, the dharma-constituent, the very limit of reality, suchness, [F.296.b] unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, the true nature of dhammas, the establishment of dhammas, the certification of dhammas, the five eyes, the six clairvoyances, the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, the bodhisattva, and the knowledge of all aspects are all thanks to this very perfection of wisdom; and it is because, Kauśika, the existence of the ten wholesome actions in the world, up to the existence of tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas in the world all are thanks to the bodhisattva.

28.11  
“To illustrate, Kauśika, just as the existence of all the constellations and stars is thanks to the disk of the moon, similarly the existence of the ten wholesome actions, wholesome practice, perfect practice, emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilization gateways (the constellations), and those in training and for whom there is no more training, and śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas (the lunar mansions and stars) comes down to the bodhisattva (the disk of the moon), the existence of all-knowledge, and the existence of the Tathāgata. When lord buddhas have not fully awakened in the world, when tathāgatas do not appear, it is just the bodhisattva great beings who teach the ordinary and extraordinary Dharma to beings.

28.12  
“And why? It is because the vehicle of the gods, the vehicle of humans, the Śrāvaka Vehicle, the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and the Great Vehicle issue forth from the bodhisattva great beings. And it is because the skillful means with which bodhisattva great beings bring all the six perfections to completion; [F.297.a] meditate on all the emptinesses; cultivate the thirty-seven dhammas on the side of awakening; cause the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha to be acquired; cause the thirty-two major
marks and the eighty minor signs of a great person to be acquired; cause the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels not to be directly realized; cause beings to be brought to maturity; cause a buddhafield to be purified; cause the perfect states of a bodhisattva to be appropriated; and cause the knowledge of all aspects to be acquired—it is because that skillful means issues forth from the perfection of wisdom.

28.13 “Furthermore, Kauśika, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to the perfection of wisdom will also have these good qualities in this very life.”

28.14 The Lord having said this, Śatakratu, head of the gods, then asked him, “Lord, what are these good qualities sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to the perfection of wisdom will also have in this very life?”

28.15 “Kauśika,” replied the Lord, “poisoning will not cause the time of death for sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to the perfection of wisdom; their time of death will not be caused by fire, weapons, or water—their time of death will not be caused by anything at all, up to sickness, unless it is the maturation of karma.

28.16 “Kauśika, when those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have been persecuted by a royal family have set out for the palace, those who are looking for an opportunity to hurt them will not find an opportunity even though they seek it out. And why? [F.297.b] Because of the splendor of just this perfection of wisdom. Kauśika, if those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family approach that palace reciting the perfection of wisdom, the princes and the important ministers will decide to welcome them, will decide to speak kind words to them, and will decide to celebrate. And why? Because those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family have attended to the mind that loves all beings, and they have attended to the mind that feels compassion and joy for, and has equanimity toward, all beings.

28.17 “Kauśika, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to the perfection of wisdom will also have those good qualities in this very life.

28.18 “Furthermore, Kauśika, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to the perfection of wisdom will also have these good qualities in a future life as well, that is, they will never be separated from the ten wholesome actions, and they will never be separated from the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, the four formless absorptions, the
perfections, all the emptinesses, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. They will never be born in the hells, the animal world, or in the world of Yama. They will never have incomplete faculties, will never have missing limbs, will never be born in a family that is destitute, will never be born in a family of bamboo-flute makers, will never be born in a family defiled by crime, and will never be born in the low castes. From then on [F.298.a] they will constantly and always obtain a body adorned with the thirty-two major marks of a great person. In world systems where lord buddhas are standing they will miraculously take birth from a lotus and appear in the presence of those lord buddhas. Their clairvoyances will never weaken. They will attend on those lord buddhas and will pass on from buddhafiel d to buddhafiel d to listen to the Dharma when and as they want to, and when they are passing on from buddhafiel d to buddhafiel d they will bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafiel d.

28.19 “Therefore, Kauśika, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who want to obtain this accumulation of perfect good qualities should take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom and not become separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects. Up until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, they will never be without these good qualities in this life or in future lives.”

28.20 This was the twenty-eighth chapter, “Declaration of the Good Qualities of the Thought of Awakening,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 29: DIFFERENT TĪRTHIKA RELIGIOUS MENDICANTS

29.1 Then, many different tīrthika religious mendicants intent on criticizing, a hundred of them, specifically approached the Lord to level criticism.

29.2 Then it occurred to Śatakratu, head of the gods, to think, “These many different tīrthika religious mendicants intent on criticizing the doctrine, a hundred of them, have specifically approached the Lord to level criticism. I will certainly recite as much of the perfection of wisdom as I have taken up in order that these different tīrthika religious mendicants will not get at all close to the Lord to hinder the teaching of the perfection of wisdom.”

29.3 Śatakratu, head of the gods, then recited as much of the perfection of wisdom as he had taken up from the Lord. Then those different tīrthika religious mendicants circumambulated the Lord from afar and, taking the road on which they had arrived, went back the way they approached.

29.4 Then it occurred to venerable Śāriputra [F.298.b] to think, “Why have those different tīrthika religious mendicants circumambulated the Lord from afar and, taking the road on which they had arrived, gone back the way they approached?”

29.5 The Lord, understanding in his mind the thoughts occurring to venerable Śāriputra, then said to venerable Śāriputra, “Venerable Śāriputra, Śatakratu, head of the gods, focused his thoughts as he habitually does on this perfection of wisdom, and because of that those different tīrthika religious mendicants circumambulated me from afar and, taking the road on which they had arrived, went back the way they approached.

29.6 Furthermore, Śāriputra, I do not see any hopeful prospect in even one of those different tīrthika religious mendicants. All those different tīrthika religious mendicants decided to come, having taken offense and intent on criticizing, and I do not see anyone among the host of creatures in this world.
with its celestial beings, its Māras and Brahmās, and its śramaṇas and
brahmins who has taken offense at or is intent on criticizing this perfection
of wisdom who is capable of approaching. It is impossible.

“And why? Śāriputra, it is because this perfection of wisdom is looked
after by all the Cāturmahārājika gods, up to the Akaniṣṭha class of gods, the
śrāvakas, those who have set out in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and the
bodhisattvas standing in the great billionfold world system. Why? Because
they all have issued forth from this perfection of wisdom.

“Furthermore, Śāriputra, it is because this perfection of wisdom is looked
after by all the lord buddhas together with their śrāvaka saṅghas, as well as
by the pratyekabuddhas, the bodhisattva great beings, and the gods, nāgas,
yakṣas, gandharvas, asuras, garuḍas, kinnaras, and mahoragas, in as many
world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the eastern
direction, up to in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the
Gaṅgā River [F.299.a] in each of the ten directions. Why? Because they all
have issued forth from this perfection of wisdom.”

Then it occurred to Māra the wicked one to think, “The four retinues are
seated directly in the presence of the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly
complete Buddha, and the gods living in the desire realm and the formless
realm are seated directly in his presence too. It is certain that from among
them he will prophesy the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of
bodhisattva great beings, so I will specifically approach the Lord in order to
confuse them.”

Then it occurred to Śatakratu, head of the gods, to think, “Hey! Māra the
wicked one has magically produced this mass of four-unit forces and wants
specifically to approach the Lord. Such a mass of four-unit forces has
been drawn up—this mass of four-unit forces Māra the wicked one has
drawn up—is not King Bimbisāra’s. Such a mass of four-unit forces that has
been drawn up is not King Prasenajit’s, is not the Śākyas’, and is not the
Licchavis’. For a long time Māra the wicked one has been looking for a way
and seeking for an opportunity to cause trouble for the Lord. Māra the
wicked one has drawn up this mass of four-unit forces with the intention of
injuring beings, so I will focus on this perfection of wisdom as I habitually
do and, having recollected it, recite it.”

Śatakratu, head of the gods, then focused on this perfection of wisdom as
he habitually does, recollected it, and recited it. And to the extent Śatakratu,
head of the gods, recited the perfection of wisdom, to that extent Māra the
wicked one turned back right on that same road, right through that same
gate.
Then those Cāturmaññāraññika gods and the gods from Akaniṣṭha on down
in that retinue magically produced divine flowers, and while arrayed in the
sky [F.299.b] they specifically tossed them down on and strewed them over
the Lord and made this statement: “For as long as this perfection of wisdom
remains among the humans of Jambudvīpa, the tathāgata, worthy one,
perfectly complete Buddha will not disappear, the good Dharma will last for
a long time, and the Saṅgha will appear in the world. Similarly, the
superiority of the practice of the bodhisattva great beings will be famous in
all the buddhafields in the great billionfold world system, and similarly in
those in the ten directions, and in whichever region a son of a good family or
daughter of a good family has written out and made this perfection of
wisdom into a book and borne it in mind, that region will become an
awakened place, and the ground where this perfection of wisdom is
practiced will have a protector and will be free from gloom. So, let the
humans of Jambudvīpa practice this perfection of wisdom for a long time!”

The gods having said this, the Lord then said to Śatakratu, head of the
gods, “Exactly so, Kauśika. Kauśika, whichever region, anywhere in this
vast world system, where the perfection of wisdom is practiced and where it
exists written out in book form is a place that has become awakened, a place
with a protector, that will be free from gloom and darkness.”

Then those gods magically produced divine flowers, specifically strewed
them over the Lord, and made this statement: “Lord, Māra or the gods of the
Māra class cannot find a way to cause trouble to any son of a good family or
daughter of a good family who takes up, bears in mind, reads aloud, masters,
and properly pays attention to this perfection of wisdom. We too, Lord, will
constantly and always guard, protect, and keep safe that son of a good
family or daughter of a good family. We will also treat as the Teacher that
son of a good family or daughter of a good family who takes up, bears in
mind, reads aloud, masters, [F.300.a] and properly pays attention to this
perfection of wisdom.”

Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to the Lord, “Lord, when sons of a
good family or daughters of a good family take up, bear in mind, read aloud,
master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom, they will not
become endowed with a paltry wholesome root. Those sons of a good family
or daughters of a good family will have served all the former victors well.
Those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who take up, up to
properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom will have attended on
many buddhas and will have been looked after by spiritual friends. And
why? Because the knowledge of all aspects issues forth from this—that is,
the perfection of wisdom—and the perfection of wisdom issues forth from
this, that is, the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because the knowledge
of all aspects is not one thing and the perfection of wisdom another. Therefore, the knowledge of all aspects and the perfection of wisdom are not two and cannot be divided into two; they have not been broken apart and have not been cut apart.”

29.16 Śatakratu, head of the gods, having spoken thus, the Lord then said to him, “Exactly so, Kauśika, exactly so. It is just as you say. The knowledge of all aspects and the perfection of wisdom are not two and cannot be divided into two; they have not been broken apart and have not been cut apart.”

29.17 This was the twenty-ninth chapter, “Different Tīrthika Religious Mendicants,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [V30] [F.1.b] [B23]
Then venerable Ānanda said to the Lord, “Lord, you do not praise the perfection of giving, and you do not praise the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, or perfection of concentration. Similarly, up to you do not proclaim the names of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha as you proclaim the name of the perfection of wisdom.”

Venerable Ānanda having said this, the Lord then said to him, “Ānanda, these—that is, the five perfections, connect this in the same way with each, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha—are preceded by the perfection of wisdom.

“What do you think, Ānanda, does giving that has not been dedicated to the knowledge of all aspects get the name ‘perfection’? What do you think, Ānanda, do morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom that have not been dedicated to the knowledge of all aspects get the name ‘perfection’?”

“No, Lord,” answered Ānanda. “Lord, why does giving that has been dedicated to the knowledge of all aspects, and morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom that have been dedicated to the knowledge of all aspects, get the name ‘perfection’?”

“Ānanda,” replied the Lord, “when giving, morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom have been dedicated to the knowledge of all aspects in a nondual way, they get the name ‘perfection.’ When they have been dedicated to the knowledge of all aspects in a nonappropriating way, in a nonapprehending way, they get the name ‘perfection.’”

Ānanda then asked, “Lord, why does giving that has been dedicated to the knowledge of all aspects in a nondual way get the name ‘perfection’? Lord, why do morality, patience, perseverance, concentration,
and wisdom that have been dedicated to the knowledge of all aspects in a nondual way get the name ‘perfection’?”

“Ānanda,” replied the Lord, “it is because it has been dedicated by way of the nonduality of form, and it has been dedicated by way of the nonduality of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, up to awakening.”

Ānanda then asked, “Lord, why is it by way of the nonduality of form? Why is it by way of the nonduality of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness? Up to why is it by way of the nonduality of awakening?”

“Ānanda,” replied the Lord, “it is because form is empty of form. Feeling is empty of feeling. Perception is empty of perception. Volitional factors are empty of volitional factors, and consciousness is empty of consciousness. And why? Because form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness and that perfection are not two and cannot be divided into two. Perfection and awakening are not two and cannot be divided into two. Therefore, Ānanda, here the five perfections, up to awakening and the knowledge of all aspects are preceded by just this perfection of wisdom.

“To illustrate, Ānanda, through the power of a collection, seeds grow when planted on this great earth. Similarly, Ānanda, all the perfections, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, up to the knowledge of all aspects grow when planted on the perfection of wisdom. And, planted on the knowledge of all aspects, all the perfections, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the distinct attributes of a buddha grow. Therefore, Ānanda, just this perfection of wisdom is the leader of these perfections, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha and the knowledge of all aspects.”

Śatakratu then said, “Lord, the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha has not proclaimed all the good qualities of the perfection of wisdom, the good qualities that have been appropriated by a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who takes up, bears in mind, reads aloud, masters, and properly pays attention to this perfection of wisdom. It is because that son or daughter takes up and properly pays attention to this perfection of wisdom that the ten wholesome actions appear in the world; that the four concentrations, four immeasurables, and four formless absorptions appear in the world; up to that the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha appear in the world. Lord, it is because they have taken up, up to have properly paid attention to the perfection of wisdom that there are great sāla tree–like royal families in the world, there are great sāla tree–like brahmin families, and there are great sāla tree–like business families in the world; that there are the Cāturmahārājika gods, up to and that there are
Akaniṣṭha gods in the world. [F.3.b] Lord, it is because they have taken up, up to have properly paid attention to the perfection of wisdom that there are stream enterers in the world; that there are once-returners, non-returners, and worthy ones in the world; that there are pratyekabuddhas in the world; and that there are bodhisattvas in the world. Lord, it is because they have taken up, up to have properly paid attention to the perfection of wisdom that there are tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas in the world.”

30.12 Śatakratu, head of the gods, having said this, the Lord then said to him, “Kauśika, I am not saying a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has taken up, up to has properly paid attention to the perfection of wisdom has merely that many good qualities. And why? Kauśika, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom are endowed with an immeasurable aggregate of morality and will not become separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects. Those who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom are endowed with an immeasurable aggregate of meditative stabilization, aggregate of wisdom, aggregate of liberation, and aggregate of knowledge and seeing of liberation, and they will not become separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects. Kauśika, you should know that those who … up to properly pay attention [F.4.a] are like tathāgatas. They will not become separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects.

30.13 “Kauśika, the aggregate of morality, meditative stabilization, wisdom, liberation, and knowledge and seeing of liberation in the aggregate of morality, aggregate of meditative stabilization, aggregate of wisdom, aggregate of liberation, and aggregate of knowledge and seeing of liberation of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas does not, Kauśika, approach the aggregate of morality, up to aggregate of knowledge and seeing of liberation in the aggregate of morality, up to aggregate of knowledge and seeing of liberation of a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who stands in the perfection of wisdom even by a hundredth part, or by a thousandth part, or by a hundred thousandth part; neither does it stand up to any number, or fraction, or counting, or example, or comparison.

30.14 “And why? Because, Kauśika, those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family are freed from the thought of the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels without being separated from any dharma and without it having been produced at all.

30.15 “Kauśika, it is to be expected that a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has written out this perfection of wisdom and keeps it in mind, who respects, reveres, honors, and worships it with flowers, perfumes,
incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, will obtain these good qualities in this life and in future lives.”

30.16 The Lord having said this, Śatakratu, head of the gods, then said to him, “I too will constantly and always guard, protect, and keep safe [F.4.b] a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who takes up this perfection of wisdom, keeps this perfection of wisdom in mind, and respects, reveres, honors, and worships it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners. They will never be separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects.”

30.17 Śatakratu, head of the gods, having said this, the Lord then said to him, “Kauśika, in order to listen to the Dharma, many hundreds of thousands of gods will come near to a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who is reciting the perfection of wisdom. Those gods will want to connect those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family with the confidence giving a readiness to speak about the perfection of wisdom. When those Dharma preachers do not wish to teach, those very gods will also, because of their respect for the Dharma, want to connect them with the confidence giving a readiness to speak.

30.18 “Kauśika, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who takes up, bears in mind, reads aloud, masters, and properly pays attention to this perfection of wisdom and, having written it out in book form, respects, reveres, honors, and worships it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners gets these good qualities too in this life.

30.19 “Furthermore, Kauśika, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who are explaining this perfection of wisdom in front of the four retinues are not cowed when somebody argues and finds fault with them. And why? [F.5.a] Because this perfection of wisdom guards, protects, and keeps safe those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family. It is also because in the perfection of wisdom ordinary and extraordinary dharmas, those with outflows and without outflows, those shared in common and not shared in common, those that are wholesome and unwholesome, those that are compounded and uncompounded, the dharmas of śrāvakas, the dharmas of pratyekabuddhas, the dharmas of bodhisattvas, the dharmas of buddhas, and all dharmas are not different.

30.20 “And why? Because that son of a good family or daughter of a good family standing in inner emptiness, up to standing in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature does not see fault finding and does not see a fault finder either. Thus no fault will be found in that son of a good family or daughter of a good family mentored by the perfection of wisdom.
“Furthermore, Kauśika, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who takes up, up to properly pays attention to the perfection of wisdom does not feel cowed, tense up, tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified. And why? Because those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family do not see a real basis that could feel cowed, could tense up, could tremble, could feel frightened, or could become terrified.

“Kauśika, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who takes up, bears in mind, reads aloud, masters, and properly pays attention to this perfection of wisdom, and respects, reveres, honors, and worships it with flowers, [F.5.b] perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners appropriates these good qualities too in this life.

Furthermore, Kauśika, fathers, mothers, friends, retainers, kinsmen, blood relatives, those following a secluded religious life, and brahmins come to feel great affection for any son of a good family or daughter of a good family who takes up, bears in mind, reads aloud, masters, and properly pays attention to this perfection of wisdom and, having written it out in book form, respects, reveres, honors, and worships it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners. Those bodhisattvas become loved by the lord buddhas standing in all the world systems in the ten directions and by bodhisattvas, śrāvakas, pratyekabuddhas, worthy ones, all those in training, and all those for whom there is no more training; they become dear to the world with its celestial beings, with its Māras, and with its Brahmās, and to the whole populace with those following a secluded religious life and the brahmins, with its gods, humans, and asuras. They become endowed with a seamless confident readiness; endowed with a seamless perfection of giving; endowed with a seamless perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom; endowed with seamless inner emptiness, up to emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; endowed with seamless applications of mindfulness, right efforts, [F.6.a] legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, paths, ten tathāgata powers, and four fearlessnesses; and endowed with four seamless detailed and thorough knowledges, eighteen seamless distinct attributes of a Buddha, seamless dhāranī gateways and meditative stabilization gateways, seamless clairvoyances, bringing beings to maturity, and purification of a buddhafield; and endowed with a seamless knowledge of all aspects. They become able, because they are endowed with the Dharma, to curb all the disputes with tīrthikas that ever come up.

“Kauśika, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who takes up, bears in mind, reads aloud, masters, and properly pays attention to this perfection of wisdom and, having written it out, respects, reveres, honors,
and worships it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners also appropriates these good qualities in this life and future lives, and they will not become separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects.

Furthermore, Kauśīka, the Cāturmahārājika gods that are in the great billionfold world system who have set out for unsurpassed awakening come to where a son of a good family or daughter of a good family, having written out this perfection of wisdom in book form, bears it in mind. They take up this perfection of wisdom, Kauśīka, bear it in mind, read it aloud, and master it, and, having venerated and bowed to it, they go back. Similarly, the Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nimmāṇarati, Paranirmitavaśavartin, Brahmakāyika, Brahmapurohita, Brahmapārṣadya, Parittābha, Apramāṇābha, Ābhāsva, Parīttaśubha, Apramāṇaśubha, Śubhakṛṣṇa, Bṛhatphala, and Brahmapārṣadya gods who have made a prayer for unsurpassed awakening come to where a son of a good family or daughter of a good family writes out this perfection of wisdom in book form and bears it in mind. They take up this perfection of wisdom, Kauśīka, bear it in mind, read it aloud, and master it, and, having venerated it, they go back. Similarly, the Śuddhāvāsa gods—the Avṛha, Sudarśana, Sudṛśa, Atapa, and Akaniṣṭha gods—think to come there, take up this perfection of wisdom, Kauśīka, bear it in mind, read it aloud, and master it, and, having venerated it, they go back.

Kauśīka, that son of a good family or daughter of a good family should have the following thought. They should think, ‘May the gods included in the Cāturmahārājika and the Bṛhatphala class of gods on down, the Śuddhāvāsa class of gods, and the gods, nāgas, yakṣas, gandharvas, asuras, garuḍas, kinnaras, and mahoragas that are in world systems in the ten directions who have set out for unsurpassed awakening come here, and may they take up this perfection of wisdom, bear it in mind, read it aloud, and master it, and, having venerated and bowed down to it, they go back. Kauśīka, also the Śuddhāvāsa gods—the Avṛha, Sudarśana, Sudṛśa, Atapa, and Akaniṣṭha gods—think to come there, take up this perfection of wisdom, Kauśīka, bear it in mind, read it aloud, and master it, and, having venerated it, they go back. Kauśīka, also the Śuddhāvāsa gods—the Avṛha, Sudarśana, Sudṛśa, Atapa, and Akaniṣṭha gods—think to come there, take up this perfection of wisdom, Kauśīka, bear it in mind, read it aloud, and master it, and, having venerated it, they go back.

Those Cāturmahārājika gods and Bṛhatphala gods on down and the Śuddhāvāsa class of gods that are in world systems in the ten directions who have set out for unsurpassed awakening do think to come there. They take up this perfection of wisdom, bear it in mind, read it aloud, and master it, and, having venerated and bowed down to it, they go back.

The Cāturmahārājika gods and the Akaniṣṭha gods on down that are in this great billionfold world system and the Cāturmahārājika gods and the Akaniṣṭha gods on down that are in world systems in the ten directions will guard, protect, and keep safe that son of a good family or daughter of a good family so that those seeking an opportunity to hurt will not get an opportunity unless it is the maturation of karma.
“Kauśika, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family will appropriate these good qualities too in this life. And why? Because those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; they have set out to be a refuge for all beings, not to reject all beings—to be of benefit and bring happiness to all beings.”

Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, asked the Lord, “Lord, how will those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family know the Cāturmahā-rājika gods have come there from all around and that the Akaniṣṭha gods on down have come there [F.7.b] to take up this perfection of wisdom, bear it in mind, read it aloud, master it, respect, revere, honor, worship, venerate, and bow down to it?”

“Kauśika,” answered the Lord, “when those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family smell a celestial divine fragrance they have never smelled before they will know ‘extremely powerful gods have come here to hear, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, respect, revere, honor, worship, venerate, and bow down to this perfection of wisdom.’

Furthermore, Kauśika, when those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family are habitually clean, because of their habitual cleanliness the gods will come there to hear, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, respect, revere, honor, worship, venerate, and bow down to this perfection of wisdom, and they will become enraptured.

In that place the gods that are only slightly powerful are unable to bear the splendor of the extremely powerful ones and feel they have to withdraw from there.

“The belief of those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family becomes stronger and stronger in line with the arrival there of those extremely powerful gods.

On that place on the earth one should not behave like those who are not habitually clean. That place should be adorned with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners. That place should be adorned in many ways; it should be daubed with fragrant substances and strewn with loose flowers, and a cloth canopy with tassels hanging down should be stretched out over it.

Furthermore, Kauśika, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family will not feel [F.8.a] physical weariness but will feel a sense of physical pleasure, a sense of physical lightness; they will do what they do physically with a sense of ease. They will also feel a sense of mental lightness, will do what they do mentally with a sense of ease, and will experience mental pleasure.
“From then on, they will conceive of everything in terms of the perfection of wisdom from the bottom of their hearts and will not have bad dreams. In their dreams they will see a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha adorned with the thirty-two major marks of a great person and with a body golden in color, seated and teaching the Dharma at the head of the śrāvaka sangha and at the head of the bodhisattva community. From those tathāgatas they hear just discourse connected with the six perfections; they hear just discourse connected with the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; and they hear just the meaning of those perfections, up to the meaning of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. They will see the Bodhi tree, they will see the bodhisattva great being approaching the site of awakening, and they will see the full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. They will see many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion bodhisattvas chanting the buddha’s words in the assembly, saying, ‘Get the knowledge of all aspects, bring beings to maturity, purify a buddhafield.’ They will hear the sound of one hundred million billion buddhas from the eastern direction. Similarly, they will hear the sound of many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion buddhas from the south, west, and north, below and above, and intermediate directions. They will hear in such and such a world system such and such a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha visibly surrounded by his many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion bodhisattvas, and by many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion śrāvakas, seated teaching the Dharma. They will see many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion buddhas in the eastern direction entering into complete nirvāṇa, and they will also see many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion buddhas entering into complete nirvāṇa in … up to the ten directions. They will also see hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion reliquaries, receptacles for the remaining physical constituents of those tathāgatas, made of various precious things. They will see the respecting, revering, honoring, and worshiping of them with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners. Kauśika, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family will have such good dreams as those.

“They will fall asleep happy and wake up happy, they will have the experience of their bodies being infused with energy, and they will have the experience of their bodies not being heavy but light. They will not have a powerful greediness for food, and they will not be greedy for requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses. Kauśika, this is like a monk practitioner of yoga who has arisen from
meditative stabilization with a mind satisfied by mental work. They do not have a powerful greediness for food. They have less. [F.9.a] Similarly, Kauśika, the nonhumans supply a son of a good family or daughter of a good family with energy. Those lord buddhas, and also the gods, nāgas, yakṣas, gandharvas, asuras, garuḍas, kinnaras, and mahoragas that are in the ten directions, infuse their body with energy.

30.39 “Kauśika, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family with the thought of the knowledge of all aspects who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom appropriate these good qualities too in this life.

30.40 “Furthermore, Kauśika, even if sons of a good family or daughters of a good family do not take up, do not bear in mind, do not read aloud, do not master, and do not properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom, still, if, having written it out in book form, they bear it in mind and respect, revere, honor, and worship it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, based on that, Kauśika, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family create a lot of merit. To respect, revere, honor, and worship tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas and their śrāvaka saṅghas that are in world systems all around in the ten directions with requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses—and to respect, revere, honor, and worship the reliquaries of those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfect complete buddhas when they have passed into complete nirvāṇa [F.9.b] along with their śrāvaka saṅghas with requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses—is not like that.”

30.41 This was the thirtieth chapter, “The Benefits of Taking Up and Adoration,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”

CHAPTER 31: PHYSICAL REMAINS

31.1 Then the Lord asked Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Kauśika, which of these two options would you choose: to have this Jambudvīpa filled right to the top with the physical remains of tathāgatas and to respect, revere, honor, and worship them with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, or to be given this perfection of wisdom?”

31.2 “Lord,” replied Śatakratu, “were I to be offered this Jambudvīpa filled right to the top with the physical remains of the tathāgatas and to be offered this perfection of wisdom written out in book form—were I to be presented with these two options—I would want the perfection of wisdom. And why? Lord, it is not that I do not venerate those physical remains of the tathāgatas. Lord, I do indeed venerate them. It is not that I do not respect those physical remains of the tathāgatas, or do not revere, do not honor, and do not worship them. But I respect, revere, honor, and worship those physical remains of the tathāgatas because they come about from the perfection of wisdom. The physical remains of the tathāgatas [F.10.a] are suffused by the perfection of wisdom. That is why the physical remains of the tathāgatas get to be worshiped.”

31.3 Then venerable Śāriputra said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Kauśika, the perfection of wisdom cannot be apprehended, cannot be pointed out, does not obstruct, and has only one mark—that is, no mark—so how could you think to take it up? Why can it not be taken up? It is because this perfection of wisdom is not a place to be seized or not seized, to be increased or reduced, to be taken away from or added to, for defilement or purification. It does not bestow the buddha dharmas; it does not remove the dharmas of ordinary persons. It does not bestow the dharmas of bodhisattvas, the dharmas of pratyekabuddhas, the dharmas of śrāvakas, the dharmas of those in training, or the dharmas of those for whom there is no more training. It does not remove the dharmas of ordinary persons. It does not bestow the
uncompounded element, and it does not remove the compounded element. It does not bestow inner emptiness, up to or the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; it does not bestow the applications of mindfulness, the right efforts, the legs of miraculous power, the faculties, the powers, the limbs of awakening, the path, or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. It does not bestow the knowledge of all aspects.”

31.4 “Venerable monk Śāriputra, exactly!” said Śatakratu. “I too understand that the perfection of wisdom does not bestow the buddha dharmas, up to [F.10.b] the knowledge of all aspects. Why? Because the perfection of wisdom is not two, because a dual perfection of wisdom is not available. Similarly, a dual perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving is not available, because it is not two.”

31.5 Then the Lord complimented Śatakratu, head of the gods. “Kauśika, exactly so! Excellent, excellent, Kauśika, it is exactly as you say! A dual perfection of wisdom is not available because the perfection of wisdom is not two. Similarly, a dual perfection of concentration..., perfection of perseverance..., perfection of patience..., perfection of morality..., and perfection of giving is not available, because it is not two. Kauśika, to accept the perfection of wisdom as two is simply to accept the dharma-constituent as two. And why? Kauśika, the perfection of wisdom and the dharma-constituent are not two, nor are they divided. Similarly, the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving and the dharma-constituent are not two, nor are they divided. Connect this in the same way with each, up to to accept the perfection of wisdom as two is simply to accept suchness as two, up to ... is simply to accept the very limit of reality and the inconceivable element as two.”

31.6 Śatakratu then said, “Lord, [F.11.a] this perfection of wisdom in which bodhisattva great beings train to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is the place to which the world with its gods, humans, and asuras rightly bows down.

31.7 “Lord, at the times when I am present on the throne of the head of the gods in the Sudharmā assembly of gods, the gods come to attend on me there in my place. When I am not present on my lion throne they think, ‘Seated on this Dharma throne, Śatakratu, head of the gods, teaches Dharma to the Trāyastriṃśa gods,’ and they bow down to that throne of mine and go back. Similarly, Lord, the gods, nāgas, yakṣas, gandharvas, asuras, garudas, kinnaras, and mahoragas come from the ten directions with the thought to go and bow down to where this perfection of wisdom is kept written out, or is read aloud, or is perfectly revealed to others and, having bowed down to
this perfection of wisdom, to go back. And why? It is because the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have come about from this perfection of wisdom, all the requirements for the happiness of all beings have arisen from it, and because whatever physical remains of the tathāgatas there are, they too have come about from this perfection of wisdom. Even when a tathāgata is pursuing the practice of awakening, this perfection of wisdom serves as the foundation, serves as the condition, serves as the cause, and serves as the force for the knowledge of all aspects.

31.8 “Lord, because that is the case, of those two options I would want just the perfection of wisdom. [F.11.b] Having taken the perfection of wisdom, I would recite it with a mind that longs for the good Dharma.

31.9 “Lord, when I pay attention to the perfection of wisdom, I see no reason to fear or be petrified. And why? Lord, it is because the perfection of wisdom has no causal sign; the perfection of wisdom, Lord, has no token, is inexpressible, and cannot be given voice to.

31.10 “Similarly, Lord, the perfection of concentration, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of patience, the perfection of morality, and the perfection of giving, up to the knowledge of all aspects cannot be given voice to.

31.11 “Lord, were the perfection of wisdom to have a causal sign, were it not to have no causal sign, the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha, having understood that all dharmas have no causal sign, have no token, are inexpressible, and cannot be talked about, would not have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and taught beings that dharmas have no causal sign, have no token, are inexpressible, and cannot be talked about. Lord, it is because the perfection of wisdom has no causal sign, has no token, is inexpressible, and cannot be talked about that the tathāgata, having understood that all dharmas have no causal sign, have no token, are inexpressible, cannot be talked about, and are inconceivable, did fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and does teach beings [F.12.a] that dharmas have no causal sign, have no token, are inexpressible, cannot be given voice to, are inconceivable, and are not amenable to language.

31.12 “Therefore, Lord, the world with its gods, humans, and asuras should respect, should revere, should honor, and should worship this perfection of wisdom with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners; they should take it up, bear it in mind, read it aloud, and master it. It is correct that life in the hells, the animal world, and the world of Yama will then be no more, and they will not descend to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. It is correct that up until fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, they will see the
tathāgata, bring beings to maturity, and, passing on from buddhafiel to buddhafiel, respect, revere, honor, and worship this perfection of wisdom with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners.

31.13 Furthermore, Lord, were I to be offered this great billionfold world system filled right to the top with the physical remains of tathāgatas, and were I to be offered this perfection of wisdom written out in book form, presented with these two options I would want just this perfection of wisdom. [F.12.b] And why? Those physical remains of the tathāgatas come about from the perfection of wisdom; that is why they are respected, revered, honored, and worshiped, and that is why those sons of a good family who have respected, revered, honored, and worshiped them are not born in terrible forms of life, experience everything perfect of the gods and humans, and in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, or the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, or the Great Vehicle enter complete nirvāṇa in accordance with earlier prayers they have made.

31.14 “To see the Tathāgata and to see the perfection of wisdom is equivalent, because, Lord, the Tathāgata and the perfection of wisdom are not two and cannot be divided into two.

31.15 “Furthermore, Lord, for a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha to teach the discourses, melodious narrations, predictions, up to and expositions with the three sorts of miracles, and for a son of a good family or a daughter of a good family to take up this perfection of wisdom and, having mastered it, teach it to others is equivalent. And why? Lord, it is because a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’s teaching of the discourses, melodious narrations, predictions, up to and expositions with the three sorts of miracles comes about from it.

31.16 “Furthermore, Lord, for as many tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfect complete buddhas as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the east to teach the discourses, melodious narrations, predictions, [F.13.a] up to and expositions with the three sorts of miracles, and similarly, for the lord buddhas in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the south, west, and north, below and above, and the intermediate directions to teach the discourses, melodious narrations, predictions, up to and expositions with the three sorts of miracles, and for a son of a good family or a daughter of a good family to take up this perfection of wisdom, up to master it, and teach it to others is equivalent. And why? Because tathāgatas come about from it, and because discourses, melodious narrations, predictions, up to and expositions with the three sorts of miracles come about from it too.
“Furthermore, Lord, to respect, revere, honor, and worship as many
tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas as there are sand
particles in the Gaṅgā River in each of the ten directions with flowers,
perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and
banners, and to respect, revere, honor, and worship this perfection of
wisdom written out in book form with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands,
creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners is equivalent. And
why? Because the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas
come about from it.

Furthermore, Lord, for the son of a good family or daughter of a good
family who has taken up this perfection of wisdom, [F.13.b] borne it in mind,
read it aloud, mastered it, properly paid attention to it, and illuminated it for
others, it is correct that life in the hells, the animal world, and the world of
Yama will be no more, and it is correct that descent to the śrāvaka level or the
pratyekabuddha level will not happen and that they will stand on the
irreversible bodhisattva level. And why? Because for the son of a good family
or daughter of a good family who has written out this perfection of wisdom
and takes it up, bears it in mind, reads it aloud, masters it, and properly pays
attention to it, as well as respects, reveres, honors, and worships it with
flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols,
flags, and banners, it is right that there are no hazards anywhere.

To illustrate, Lord, a person fearful of rich creditors seeks safety with the
ruler, and in the retinue of the ruler is actually lobbied by those he fears.
They do not scare him again. And why? Lord, having sought safety in the
powerful, that happens. That is why, having sought safety in the ruler, he is
not scared. Similarly, Lord, the physical remains of the tathāgatas get to be
worshiped because they are suffused with the perfection of wisdom. Lord,
there the perfection of wisdom should be viewed as being like a ruler; the
physical relics of the tathāgatas that get to be worshiped because they are
suffused by the perfection of wisdom should be viewed as being like the
person who has sought safety with the ruler and gets to be feted. [F.14.a]
You should know that even the knowledge of all aspects is suffused by the
perfection of wisdom.

Because that is the case, of those two options I would want just the
perfection of wisdom. And why? Because the physical remains of the
tathāgatas come about from it, the thirty-two major marks of a great person
come about from it, the ten tathāgata powers come about from it, the four
fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen
distinct attributes of a buddha come about from it, and great love and great
compassion come about from it. Lord, all five perfections get the name perfection because they come about from it. The knowledge of all aspects of the tathāgatas comes about from it. [B24]

31.21 “Lord, a human or nonhuman looking for a way to cause trouble to beings in a great billionfold world system does not find a way to cause trouble to those beings who take up this perfection of wisdom, bear it in mind, read it aloud, and master it, so those beings gradually enter into complete nirvāṇa.

31.22 “Thus, Lord, this perfection of wisdom, like a jewel, serves a great purpose. The perfection of wisdom is made available for doing the work a buddha has to do for those beings standing in the great billionfold world system. It is right, Lord, that a buddha comes into being in a world system where the perfection is being practiced. [F.14.b]

31.23 “To give an illustration, Lord, there is a large, priceless jewel. That precious jewel is endowed with good qualities such as the following: Nonhumans do not find an opportunity to cause trouble to any place the large precious jewel is placed, and if, when a man or woman is possessed by a nonhuman, the precious jewel is brought out, the moment the precious jewel is brought out the nonhuman is unable to bear the splendor of that large precious jewel and flees. If the precious jewel is attached to a body feverish with jaundice it clears up the bile disorder, the sickness does not increase, and it is cured; if the precious jewel is attached to a body wracked by chills and the flu it clears up the wind disorder; and if the precious jewel is attached to a body sick with a phlegm disorder, all the phlegm disorders are cured as well. When a son of a good family or daughter of a good family is wracked by a disorder of the three humors in combination, if the precious jewel is attached to the body, that is cured as well. That precious jewel also illuminates the night. During the advent of the hot season, wherever the precious jewel is put it cools that place down; during the advent of the cold season, wherever the precious jewel is put it warms that place up; and wherever the precious jewel is put that place is cool but not cold, warm but not hot, and seasonably pleasant. In whatever place the precious jewel is kept no poisonous snakes and scorpions or other poisonous crawling creatures remain in that place. When the precious jewel is shown to a son of a good family or daughter of a good family bitten by a poisonous snake, the moment it is shown to them the poison totally disappears. That precious jewel is endowed with good qualities such as those and so on.

31.24 “Lord, if the precious jewel is attached to the bodies of those men or women who are wracked by various sicknesses, all their sicknesses are cured. Lord, all water into which the precious jewel is introduced takes on its natural color and becomes endowed with the eight good qualities. Lord, if
the precious jewel is wrapped in a blue cloth and introduced into water it turns the water blue. If the precious jewel, in other instances, is wrapped in a yellow, or red, or reddish brown, or crystal-colored cloth and introduced into water it turns the water those colors. If the precious jewel is wrapped in a cloth of a mixture of colors and introduced into water, it turns the water that mixture of colors. Lord, if the precious jewel is introduced into dirty water it makes it clean. That precious jewel is endowed with good qualities such as those, and so on.”

Then venerable Ānanda asked Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Kauśika, what do you think? Is this a precious jewel of the gods, or do the humans of Jambudvīpa have something so precious as this as well?”

“Elder Ānanda,” replied Śatakratu, “this is a precious jewel of the gods. The precious jewels of the humans of Jambudvīpa are stunted and heavy; the precious jewels of the gods are big and light. Unlike the precious jewels of the gods, the precious jewels of the humans of Jambudvīpa are not replete with good qualities, so [F.15.b] those precious jewels of the humans of Jambudvīpa do not compare with a millionth part\textsuperscript{432} of a jewel of the gods; they do not stand up to any fraction, or counting, or example.”

Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to the Lord, “Lord, if you introduce this precious jewel into a basket, even when you have taken this precious jewel out of the basket, the basket still retains an attraction because of thinking ‘it was there, in there.’ Similarly, Lord, the physical and mental suffering and harm perpetrated by humans or nonhumans on sons of a good family or daughters of a good family do not occur in any place where this perfection of wisdom is practiced.

“There precious jewel is an expression for the perfection of wisdom and knowledge of all aspects. The good qualities of the perfection of wisdom are infinite, so is it possible to proclaim as many good qualities of the perfection of wisdom as there are?

“Similarly, these good qualities of the knowledge of all aspects—the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving; inner emptiness, \textit{up to} the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path; \textit{up to} the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, the knowledge of a knower of all, the dharma-constituent, the certification of dharmas, suchness, the very limit of reality, and the inconceivable element—are the good qualities on account of which [F.16.a] the physical remains of a tathāgata who has entered complete nirvāṇa get to be worshiped.
Furthermore, Lord, those physical remains were the receptacle of the knowledge of a knower of all aspects, the elimination of all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions, a constant staying in a state of equanimity, and the natural state not robbed of mindfulness. That is why they get to be worshiped.

Furthermore, Lord, those physical remains were the receptacle of the jewel-like perfections. Those physical remains of a tathāgata were the receptacle of perfections that are not defiled and are not purified, perfections that are not produced and do not stop, perfections that are not appropriated and are not forsaken, and perfections that do not come and do not go. Those physical remains of a tathāgata were the receptacle of perfections that are the true nature of dhammas. Those physical remains of the Tathāgata are suffused with the true nature of dhammas. That is why those physical remains of a tathāgata get to be worshiped.

Furthermore, Lord, let alone this great billionfold world system filled right to the top with the physical remains of tathāgatas, Lord, even were I to be offered as many great billionfold world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River filled right to the top with the physical remains of tathāgatas, and this perfection of wisdom written out in book form—Lord, presented with these two options I would want just this perfection of wisdom. And why? The physical remains of the tathāgatas are suffused by the perfection of wisdom. [F.16.b] It is because they come about from it that they get to be worshiped.

Lord, when the wholesome roots of a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has respected, revered, honored, and worshiped the physical remains of the tathāgatas have grown to their limit, they experience the happinesses of gods and humans, they experience the happinesses of great sāla tree–like royal families, great sāla tree–like brahmin families, and great sāla tree–like business families, and of the Cāturmahārājika gods and the Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, and Paranirmitavaśavartin gods. The wholesome roots bring the suffering of just those to an end. A son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has respected, revered, honored, and worshiped the perfection of wisdom, on the other hand, completes the perfection of concentration and thereby completes the perfection of perseverance; completes the perfection of perseverance and thereby completes the perfection of patience; completes the perfection of patience and thereby completes the perfection of morality; and completes the perfection of morality and thereby completes the perfection of giving. Similarly, they complete the thirty-seven dhammas on the side of awakening, up to practicing the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and they pass beyond the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha level and enter into the secure
state of a bodhisattva. Having entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva [F.17.a] they gain the clairvoyances of a bodhisattva, pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield, assuming bodies at will, whatever bodies will bring beings to maturity. Alternatively, they assume the body of a wheel-turning emperor, or of those in great sāla tree–like royal families, great sāla tree–like brahmin families, and great sāla tree–like business families, and bring beings to maturity.

“Lord, because that is the case, it is not that I do not respect the physical remains of the tathāgatas, and it is not that I do not seek to obtain them. But still, it is on account of revering the perfection of wisdom that I revere, that I respect, that I honor, and that I worship the physical remains of the tathāgatas.

“Furthermore, Lord, those who want to see tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas standing in infinite countless world systems in the ten directions as the dharma body and as the form body\textsuperscript{[31.35]} should take up this perfection of wisdom, bear it in mind, read it aloud, master it, illuminate it in detail for others, and properly pay attention to it.

“A son of a good family or daughter of a good family who wants to see the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas of the ten directions, that son of a good family or daughter of a good family, practicing the perfection of wisdom, should cultivate mindfulness of the buddhas in accordance with what the dharmas actually are.\textsuperscript{[31.36]} As for what the dharmas actually are, [F.17.b] Lord, they are two. What are the two? What the dharmas actually are when the dharmas are compounded and what the dharmas actually are when the dharmas are uncompounded.

“Lord, what are the actual dharmas when the dharmas are compounded? They are the knowledge of inner emptiness, \textit{up to} the knowledge of emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, knowledge of the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, knowledge of the ten tathāgata powers, knowledge of the four fearlessnesses, knowledge of the four detailed and thorough knowledges, knowledge of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, knowledge of wholesome and unwholesome dharmas, knowledge of dharmas with outflows and without outflows, knowledge of basic immorality and what is not basic immorality, knowledge of the ordinary and extraordinary, and knowledge of defilement and purification dharmas. These are said to be \textit{what the dharmas actually are when the dharmas are compounded}.

“What are the actual dharmas when the dharmas are uncompounded? They are the nonexistence of production, the nonexistence of stopping, the nonexistence of lasting, the nonexistence of lasting and changing into something else, the nonexistence of defilement, the nonexistence of
Then the Lord said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Exactly so, Kauśika, exactly so! The tathāgatas, [F.18.a] worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas who appeared in times past fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening thanks to just this perfection of wisdom; the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas who will appear in future times will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening thanks to just this perfection of wisdom; and the present tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas presently dwelling and maintaining themselves in infinite, countless world systems in the ten directions fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening thanks to just this perfection of wisdom.

“Those who were the śrāvakas of past tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, those who will be the śrāvakas of future tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, and those who are standing at the present time as the śrāvakas of present tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas reached, will reach, and are reaching the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, and the result of worthy one thanks to just this perfection of wisdom.

“Those who were pratyekabuddhas in times past, those who will be pratyekabuddhas in future times, and those presently dwelling and maintaining themselves in infinite, countless world systems in the ten directions reached, [F.18.b] will reach, and are reaching their own awakening thanks to just this perfection of wisdom.

“And why? It is because this perfection of wisdom gives detailed instruction for the three vehicles and instruction by way of no causal sign, by way of no production, by way of no stopping, by way of no defilement, by way of no purification, by way of no enactment, by way of no appropriating, by way of no forsaking, by way of not taking anything away, by way of not adding anything, by way of no grasping, and by way of no rejecting.

“Furthermore, it does it as ordinary convention, not ultimately. And why? Because the perfection of wisdom is not perfect and not imperfect. It is not over there or over here, nor has it stayed up or sunk down, nor is it the same or sometimes different, with a causal sign or without a causal sign, ordinary or extraordinary, compounded or uncompounded, wholesome or unwholesome, or past, future, or present.
“Kauśika, the perfection of wisdom does not bestow any dharma. It does not bestow pratīyekabuddha dharmas, worthy one dharmas, or the dharmas of ordinary persons.”

“Lord,” replied Śatakratu, “this—that is, the perfection of wisdom—is a great perfection. Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom are aware of the thought activities of all beings, but they do not apprehend a being, up to they do not apprehend one who knows and one who sees. They also do not apprehend [F.19.a] form, and they do not apprehend feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; they do not apprehend the eyes, they do not apprehend a form, they do not apprehend eye consciousness, they do not apprehend eye contact, and they do not apprehend any pleasurable, or suffering, or neither pleasurable nor suffering feeling that arises from the condition of contact with the eyes. Similarly, they do not apprehend the ears ... the nose ... the tongue ... the body ... or the thinking mind, they do not apprehend thinking-mind consciousness, they do not apprehend thinking-mind contact, and they do not apprehend any pleasurable feeling or suffering feeling, or neither pleasurable nor suffering feeling that arises from the condition of contact with the thinking mind. They do not apprehend the applications of mindfulness; they do not apprehend the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or path; and they do not apprehend the four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. They do not apprehend bodhi, buddha, or buddhadhammas.

“And why? Because the perfection of wisdom is not made available in a way that anything can be apprehended. And why? Because what apprehends and what is apprehended have no intrinsic nature.”

“Exactly so, Kauśika, exactly so!” said the Lord. “Kauśika, given that bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom by way of not apprehending anything do not apprehend even awakening, what need is there to mention that they do not apprehend a bodhisattva, [F.19.b] and they do not apprehend the dharmas of bodhisattvas.”

Śatakratu then asked, “Lord, why is it that bodhisattva great beings practice only the perfection of wisdom and do not practice the other perfections?”

“Kauśika,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattvas do not practice only the perfection of wisdom; they practice all the perfections, and practice, moreover, by way of not apprehending anything. They do not apprehend a gift, do not apprehend a giver, and do not apprehend a recipient; they do not apprehend morality, do not apprehend being moral, and do not apprehend immorality; they do not apprehend patience, do not apprehend an object of
patience, and do not apprehend having patience; they do not apprehend perseverance, do not apprehend something that has to be done, and do not apprehend body and mind; they do not apprehend thought, do not apprehend meditative stabilization, and do not apprehend absorption; and they do not apprehend wisdom, do not apprehend an object of wisdom, and do not apprehend being wise.

“Kauśika, bodhisattva great beings giving gifts are led by the perfection of wisdom by way of not apprehending all dharmas. The protection of morality, cultivation of patience, exertion at perseverance, and absorption in concentration are preceded by the perfection of wisdom. The investigation of the dharmas of bodhisattvas is preceded by the perfection of wisdom. Connect this in the same way with the investigation of the aggregates, constituents, and sense fields is preceded by the perfection of wisdom by way of not apprehending all dharmas. Connect this with the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening by way of not apprehending all dharmas. Connect this with [F.20.a] the powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha by way of not apprehending all dharmas. Connect this with the rest, up to the knowledge of all aspects by way of not apprehending all dharmas.

“Kauśika, the trees in Jambudvīpa have different leaves and bear different fruit, but when it comes to the shadows of those trees, as many as there are, apart from again and again counting it a ‘shadow,’ there is no distinction or differentiation. Similarly, Kauśika, there is no distinction or differentiation among the five perfections informed by the perfection of wisdom and dedicated to the knowledge of all aspects by way of not apprehending anything.”

Śatakratu then said, “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is endowed with great compassion; this perfection of wisdom brings all good qualities to completion, is endowed with infinite good qualities, is endowed with boundless good qualities, and is endowed with unlimited good qualities.

“Lord, if a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has written out this perfection of wisdom and bears it in mind and respects, reveres, honors, and worships it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners properly pays attention to it as it has been expounded, and if a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has written out this perfection of wisdom bestows it on others, which of the two creates more merit?”

The Lord replied, “So, Kauśika, here I will pose a counterquestion right to you. You should answer [F.20.b] to the extent you can. Who do you think, Kauśika, creates more merit—a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who respects, reveres, honors, and worships the physical remains of
the Tathāgata with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners, or another son of a good family or daughter of a good family who shares them and bestows just a sesame seed measure of the physical remains of the Tathāgata on others, so that a son of a good family or daughter of a good family then respects, reveres, honors, and worships those physical remains of the Tathāgata just a sesame seed in size with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners?"

"The way I understand the meaning of what you, Lord, have said," answered Śatakratu, "is that the son of a good family or daughter of a good family who bestows them on others creates even more merit than those who just personally respect, revere, honor, and worship the physical remains of the Tathāgata with flowers and so on. The Tathāgata, seeing the force of that reality, feeling great compassion for those who, among the mass of beings, can be trained by the physical remains of a tathāgata, becomes absorbed in vajra-like meditative equipoise, shatters the vajra-like body, and imbues the physical remains of the Tathāgata with a special power. Lord, the end of the wholesome root planted by those who worship even just a sesame seed measure of the physical remains of the Tathāgata when the Tathāgata has passed into complete nirvāṇa cannot be known until they all have passed into complete nirvāṇa." [F.21.a]

"Exactly so, Kauśika, exactly so!" said the Lord. "A son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has written out this perfection of wisdom and bestowed it on others creates even more merit than that son of a good family or daughter of a good family who respects, reveres, honors, and worships it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners.

"Furthermore, Kauśika, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who goes to others and explicates, teaches, explains, gives a commentary on, and makes clear this perfection of wisdom creates even more merit than that earlier one—so they are rightfully the teacher or the learned fellow spiritual practitioner occupying the position of guru. And why? Here the teacher is not one thing and the perfection of wisdom another. Just the perfection of wisdom is the teacher and just the teacher is the perfection of wisdom, so just the perfection of wisdom should be seen as the teacher. And why? It is because past, future, and present tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have appeared because they have trained in this perfection of wisdom, and any learned fellow spiritual practitioners, or bodhisattvas standing in the irreversible state, have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening because they have trained in just this perfection of wisdom. Having trained in just this
perfection of wisdom, those in the Śrāvaka [F.21.b] Vehicle have reached the state of a worthy one, those in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle have reached their own awakening, and bodhisattvas have entered into, enter into, and will enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva. Therefore, Kauśika, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who wants to directly witness tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas and wants to respect, revere, honor, and worship them with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners should write out just this perfection of wisdom in book form and respect, revere, honor, and worship it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners.

“When I fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and, seeing the force of this reality, thought, ‘What should I rely on and stay by, whom should I respect, revere, honor, and worship?’ Kauśika, I then saw among the creatures in this world with its celestial beings, Māras, śramaṇas, and brahmīns none comparable to myself, and having considered the fact that there are none comparable to myself I again thought, ‘Well then, since this is the case, I should respect, revere, honor, and worship the Dharma to which I fully awakened, and I should rely on and stay by just that Dharma.’ And what is that Dharma, Kauśika? It is just this perfection of wisdom. It is just this perfection of wisdom that I myself, Kauśika, also respect, revere, honor, and worship, that I have respected, revered, honored, and worshiped, and that I rely on and stay by. [F.22.a]

“So, Kauśika, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who wants to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening also should respect this perfection of wisdom; should revere, should honor, and should worship it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners; and should rely on it and stay by it, not to mention that those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have entered into the Śrāvaka Vehicle or who have entered into the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle should respect this perfection of wisdom; should revere, should honor, and should worship it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners; and should rely on it and stay by it too. And why? Because bodhisattvas have come about from the perfection of wisdom; tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have come about from bodhisattvas; and śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas have come about from tathāgatas.

Therefore, Kauśika, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Great Vehicle, in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, and in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle should respect this perfection of wisdom that sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have fully awakened, will fully awaken, and
are awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening have trained in, and they should revere, should honor, and should worship it with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners.”

31.61 This was the thirty-first chapter, “Physical Remains,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
“Kauśika, [F.22.b] there is infinitely great merit from establishing one being in the result of stream enterer, but not so much from establishing the beings in Jambudvīpa in the ten wholesome actions. And why? Kauśika, those who have been established in the ten wholesome actions have not totally got out from the forms of life in the hells, in the animal realms, in the worlds of Yama, or as asuras. A being established in the result of stream enterer is freed from all the terrible forms of life. Similarly, there is infinitely great merit from establishing one being in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, but not so much from establishing the beings in Jambudvīpa in the ten wholesome actions. Kauśika, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who establishes one being in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening creates infinitely greater merit than that. And why? Because it is established specifically so the way of buddhas is not brought to an end.

“Kauśika, to establish a son of a good family or daughter of a good family in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening creates a lot of merit. And why? Because the Three Jewels have come about from a bodhisattva, and the Three Jewels are for the whole world to worship. Therefore, Kauśika, the creatures in this whole world with its celestial beings, Māras, śramaṇas, and brahmīns should respect, revere, honor, and worship this bodhisattva with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, clothes, parasols, flags, and banners.

Furthermore, Kauśika, were a son of a good family or daughter of a good family to establish [F.23.a] the beings in Jambudvīpa in the ten wholesome actions, what do you think, Kauśika? Based on that, would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Śatakratu.

“So then, Kauśika,” the Lord continued, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has written out this perfection of wisdom in book form and bestowed it on others for nothing but copying out and
reading aloud creates even more merit than that. And why? Because in this perfection of wisdom are taught in detail those dharmas without outflows that a son of a good family or daughter of a good family has trained in when they have entered into, enter into, and will enter into the flawlessness that is a perfect state, up to when they have reached, will reach, and are reaching the state of a worthy one, and when they have entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva great being, and when they have fully awakened, awaken, and will awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

"And what are those dharmas without outflows, Kauśika? They are these: the perfections, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the four noble truths, inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, the ten tathāgata powers, up to the immeasurable buddhadharmas that tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have taught in detail in this perfection of wisdom.

"Therefore, Kauśika, you should also understand from this one of many explanations that those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who write out this perfection of wisdom in book form and bestow it on others for nothing but copying out and reading aloud create a lot more merit.

"And why? Because in this perfection of wisdom are taught in detail all those dharmas, dharmas on account of which there are great sāla tree–like royal families, great sāla tree–like brahmin families, and great sāla tree–like business families; there are the Cāturmaññika gods and there are the Trāyastriṃśa, up to the Naivasamīśa gods; there are the perfections, up to there are the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, up to there is the knowledge of all aspects; and there are stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, and pratyekabuddhas.

"Kauśika, let alone having established beings in Jambudvīpa in ... up to a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family, Kauśika, to establish as many beings as there are in this four-continent world system, all of them, in the ten wholesome actions, what do you think, Kauśika? Based on that, would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?"

"A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata," replied Śatakratu.

"So then, Kauśika," said the Lord, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has written out this perfection of wisdom in book form and bestowed it on others for nothing but copying out and reading aloud creates a lot more merit. And why? Because all the dharmas of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, the dharmas of bodhisattvas, and the buddhadharmas have come about from the perfection of wisdom.
Connect this in the same way with Kauśika, let alone having established beings that are in this four-continent world system in the ten wholesome actions, [F.24.a] up to in the state of a worthy one and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family, Kauśika, to establish beings that are in a thousandfold world system, all of them, in the ten wholesome actions, up to in the state of a worthy one and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, still a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has written out this perfection of wisdom in book form and bestowed it on others for nothing but copying out and reading aloud creates even more merit than that.

Connect this in the same way with Kauśika, let alone having established beings that are in a thousandfold world system, even were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family, Kauśika, to establish beings that are in a millionfold world system, all of them, in the ten wholesome actions, up to in the state of a worthy one and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, still a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has written out this perfection of wisdom in book form and bestowed it on others for nothing but copying out and reading aloud creates even more merit than that.

Connect this in the same way with Kauśika, let alone having established beings that are in a millionfold world system in the ten wholesome actions, up to in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, even were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family, Kauśika, to establish beings dwelling in the great billionfold world system, as many as there are, in the ten wholesome actions, up to a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, still, if a son of a good family or daughter of a good family has written out this perfection of wisdom in book form and bestowed it on others for nothing but copying out and reading aloud, that son of a good family or daughter of a good family creates even more merit than that.

Connect this in the same way with Kauśika, let alone the beings that are in the great billionfold world system, [F.24.b] even were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family, Kauśika, to have established as many beings dwelling in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, all of them, in the ten wholesome actions, up to established them in the state of a worthy one and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, still, if a son of a good family or daughter of a good family has written out this perfection of wisdom in book form and bestowed it on others for nothing but copying out and reading aloud, Kauśika, that son of a good family or daughter of a good family creates even more merit than that.

Furthermore, Kauśika, if a son of a good family or daughter of a good family has established those beings who are in Jambudvīpa in the four concentrations, and has established them in the four immeasurables, the four
formless absorptions, and the five clairvoyances, what do you think, Kauśīka? Based on that, would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?"

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Śatakratu.

“So then, Kauśīka,” said the Lord, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has written out this perfection of wisdom in book form and bestowed it on others for nothing but copying out and reading aloud creates even more merit than that. And why? Because in this perfection of wisdom all dharmas are taught in detail.

Furthermore, Kauśīka, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who takes up, bears in mind, reads aloud, masters, and properly pays attention to this perfection of wisdom creates a lot more merit, but there is not so much from a son of a good family or daughter of a good family establishing the beings in Jambudvīpa in the ten wholesome actions, the concentrations, the immeasurables, the formless absorptions, and [F.25.a] the clairvoyances.

There, properly paying attention is this: taking up, bearing in mind, reading aloud, mastering, and properly paying attention to this perfection of wisdom with an understanding that operates without duality; taking up, bearing in mind, reading aloud, mastering, and properly paying attention to the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving with an understanding that operates without duality; properly paying attention to inner emptiness with an understanding that operates without duality, up to properly paying attention to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature with an understanding that operates without duality; properly paying attention to the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and paths with an understanding that operates without duality; up to properly paying attention to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha and knowledge of all aspects with an understanding that operates without duality.

Furthermore, Kauśīka, some son of a good family or daughter of a good family may teach the perfection of wisdom to others in detail, explicate it, sort it out for them and give a commentary on it, or make it clear and give instruction in its meaning with this one of many explanations. There the meaning of the perfection of wisdom is this: not viewing the perfection of wisdom as two and not viewing it as not two, not viewing it as a causal sign or as not a causal sign, and not viewing it as brought in or as sent out, as taken away or as added on, as defilement or as purification, as a production or as a cessation, as grasped or as rejected, as stationed or as not stationed, [F.25.b] as true or as mistaken, as right or as wrong, as tiny or as not tiny, as a
part or as not a part, as a dharma or as not a dharma, as suchness or as not suchness, or as the very limit of reality or as not the very limit of reality—this is the meaning of nondual. That son of a good family or daughter of a good family who teaches the perfection of wisdom to others in detail, explicates it, sorts it out for them and gives a commentary on it, and makes it clear and gives instruction in its meaning creates a lot of merit based on that, but not so much someone who just personally takes it up, bears it in mind, reads it aloud, masters it, and properly pays attention to it.

32.19 “Furthermore, Kauśika, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who teaches the perfection of wisdom to others in detail, explicates it, sorts it out, makes it clear, and gives instruction in its meaning creates a lot more merit than someone who personally takes it up, bears in mind, reads aloud, masters, and properly pays attention to this perfection of wisdom.”

“Exactly so, Lord; exactly so, Sugata,” said Śatakratu.

32.20 “Thus, Kauśika,” continued the Lord, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family should give instructions in the perfection of wisdom, in both the meaning and the letter. If a son of a good family or daughter of a good family gives such instructions they will be endowed with infinite, countless, immeasurable masses of merit.

32.21 “Even if a son of a good family or daughter of a good family respects, reveres, honors, and worships with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, with all the requirements for happiness, infinite, countless tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas in each of the ten directions [F.26.a] for as long as they live, Kauśika, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who teaches the perfection of wisdom to others in detail with many different explanations, who makes it intelligible, sorts it out, gives a commentary on it, and makes it clear will create a lot more merit than that. And why? Because past, future, and present tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have fully awakened, will fully awaken, and are fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening because they have trained in this perfection of wisdom.

32.22 “Furthermore, Kauśika, compared with a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who practices the perfection of giving for infinite, incalculable eons by way of apprehending something, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who teaches and explains the perfection of wisdom in detail, up to worships it, if it is done without apprehending anything, creates a lot more merit than that.
“Kauśika, there, what is it to apprehend something? If bodhisattvas who give a gift by way of apprehending something think, ‘I am giving a gift; this is a gift; it has been given to somebody else,’ they stand right in giving, and that is not the perfection of giving. If they think, ‘This is morality; I am being moral; I am guarding it for the sake of these beings,’ that is not the perfection of morality. If they think, ‘I am patient; this is patience; [F.26.b] I should be patient with others,’ that is not the perfection of patience. If they think, ‘I am making a vigorous effort; this is perseverance; I will continue persevering for their sake,’ that is not the perfection of perseverance. If they think, ‘I am becoming absorbed in concentration; this is concentration; I have become absorbed for their sake,’ that is not the perfection of concentration. If they think, ‘I am cultivating wisdom, this is wisdom, I will stay wise for their sake,’ that is not the perfection of wisdom. Kauśika, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family’s perfection of giving by way of apprehending something like that is not complete, and the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom is not complete either.” [B25]

Śatakratu then asked, “Lord, what are bodhisattva great beings doing when the practice of the perfection of giving is complete, and when the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom are complete?”

“Kauśika,” said the Lord, “here when bodhisattva great beings give a gift by way of not apprehending a gift, giver, or recipient that is their perfection of giving; when not apprehending morality, being moral, [F.27.a] or a being that is their perfection of morality; when not apprehending patience, an object of patience, or having patience that is their perfection of patience; when not apprehending perseverance, something that has to be done, or a being that is their perfection of perseverance; when not apprehending concentration, somebody concentrating, or something that has to be concentrated on that is their perfection of concentration; and when not apprehending wisdom, being wise, or a topic to be wise about that is their perfection of wisdom. Kauśika, when bodhisattva great beings practice like that the perfection of giving becomes complete, and the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom become complete.”

“Kauśika, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family should give instructions in both the meaning and the letter of the perfection of wisdom like that, and they should give such instructions in the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving as well.
“And why? Because at a time in the future, Kauśika, there will be sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who will teach a counterfeit perfection of wisdom. There, having caused sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening to listen to the counterfeit perfection of wisdom they will destroy them, because of not giving instructions in both the meaning and the letter of this perfection of wisdom.” [F.27.b]

“Lord, what is a counterfeit perfection of wisdom?” asked Śatakratu.

“Kauśika,” replied the Lord, “here, in regard to a counterfeit perfection of wisdom, sons of a good family and daughters of a good family teach something like it. A counterfeit perfection of wisdom is this. They teach ‘form is impermanent’ and that those who make such a practice are practicing the perfection of wisdom. Further, those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who have been taught that explore whether ‘form is impermanent,’ and they explore whether ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ and ‘consciousness is impermanent.’

“And those who teach that counterfeit perfection of wisdom also practice a counterfeit perfection of wisdom. They teach ‘the eyes are impermanent,’ and they teach ‘the ears…,’ ‘the nose…,’ ‘the tongue…,’ ‘the body…,’ and ‘the thinking mind is impermanent.’ They teach ‘a form is impermanent,’ and they teach ‘a sound…,’ ‘a smell…,’ ‘a taste…,’ ‘a feeling…,’ and ‘dhammas are impermanent.’ They teach ‘the earth element is impermanent,’ and they teach ‘the water element…,’ ‘the fire element…,’ ‘the wind element…,’ ‘the space element…,’ and ‘the consciousness element is impermanent.’ They teach ‘the eye constituent is impermanent,’ and they teach ‘the ear constituent…,’ ‘the nose constituent…,’ ‘the taste constituent…,’ ‘the body constituent…,’ and ‘the thinking-mind constituent is impermanent.’ They teach ‘the form constituent is impermanent,’ and they teach ‘the sound constituent…,’ ‘the smell constituent…,’ ‘the taste constituent…,’ ‘the touch constituent…,’ and ‘the dharma constituent is impermanent.’ They teach ‘the eye consciousness constituent is impermanent,’ and they teach ‘the ear…,’ ‘the nose…,’ ‘the tongue…,’ ‘the body…’ and ‘the thinking-mind consciousness constituent is impermanent.’ They teach ‘eye contact is impermanent,’ and they teach ‘ear…,’ ‘nose…,’ ‘tongue…,’ ‘body…,’ and ‘thinking-mind contact is impermanent.’

“They teach ‘form is suffering,’ ‘is selfless,’ and ‘is unpleasant,’ and they teach ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ and ‘consciousness is suffering,’ ‘is selfless,’ and ‘is unpleasant.’

Similarly, they teach ‘the eye, form, and eye consciousness constituents are suffering, selfless, and unpleasant,’ and they teach ‘the ear, nose, tongue, body, thinking mind, dharma, and thinking-mind constituents are suffering,
Similarly, connect this with they teach a counterfeit perfection of concentration, and they teach a counterfeit perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving. They teach ‘form is impermanent, suffering, selfless, and unpleasant,’ and they teach ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are impermanent, suffering, selfless, and unpleasant.’

Similarly, they teach ‘the eye, form, and eye consciousness constituents are impermanent, suffering, selfless, and unpleasant.’

Similarly, they teach ‘the ear…, nose…, tongue…, body…, and thinking mind, dharma, and thinking-mind constituents are impermanent, suffering, selfless, and unpleasant.’

Similarly, they teach ‘the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom are impermanent, suffering, selfless, and unpleasant.’ [F.28.b] Similarly, they teach ‘the immeasurables and formless absorptions are impermanent, suffering, selfless, and unpleasant.’ They teach ‘the applications of mindfulness are impermanent, suffering, selfless, and unpleasant.’ They teach ‘the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path are impermanent, suffering, selfless, and unpleasant,’ up to they teach ‘the knowledge of all aspects is impermanent, suffering, selfless, and unpleasant.’

“\[They say those who practice like that are practicing the perfection of wisdom. Kauśika, this is a counterfeit perfection of wisdom.\]

"Furthermore, Kauśika, those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who teach the perfection of wisdom teach, ‘Sons of a good family and daughters of a good family, you should cultivate the perfection of wisdom. When you have cultivated the perfection of wisdom you will stand on the first level,’ up to ‘the tenth level.’

Similarly, they teach, ‘When you have cultivated the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving you will stand on the first level,’ up to ‘you will stand on the tenth level.’

“Still they cultivate that as the perfection of wisdom by way of a causal sign, by way of apprehending something, with a notion of time. Kauśika, this is a counterfeit perfection of wisdom.

“Furthermore, Kauśika, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family teach, ‘Come here, you son of a good family! You should cultivate the perfection of wisdom. When you have cultivated the perfection
of wisdom [F.29.a] you will transcend the śrāvaka level and you will
transcend the pratyekabuddha level.’ Kauśika, this is a counterfeit perfection
of wisdom.

32.41 Furthermore, Kauśika, when those sons of a good family or daughters of
a good family teach those sons of a good family or daughters of a good
family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle, they teach them, ‘Come here, you son of a
good family! You should cultivate the perfection of wisdom. When you have
cultivated the perfection of wisdom you will enter into the secure state of a
bodhisattva.’ Kauśika, this is a counterfeit perfection of wisdom.

32.42 Furthermore, Kauśika, when those sons of a good family or daughters of
a good family teach those sons of a good family or daughters of a good
family in the Great Vehicle, they teach them, ‘Come here, you son of a good
family! You should cultivate the perfection of wisdom. When you have
cultivated the perfection of wisdom you will gain forbearance for the
nonproduction of dharmas. When you have gained forbearance for the
nonproduction of dharmas, you will stand in the clairvoyance of a
bodhisattva. When you stand in the clairvoyance of a bodhisattva, you will
pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield in order to respect, revere, honor,
worship, and venerate the lord buddhas.’ In that way those sons of a good
family or daughters of a good family, Kauśika, teach a counterfeit perfection
of wisdom.

32.43 Furthermore, Kauśika, when those sons of a good family or daughters of
a good family teach those sons of a good family or daughters of a good
family in the Great Vehicle, ‘A son of a good family who takes up, bears in
mind, reads aloud, masters, and properly pays attention to this perfection of
wisdom becomes endowed with a countless, infinite, immeasurable [F.29.b]
mass of merit,’ Kauśika, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good
family teach a counterfeit perfection of wisdom.

32.44 Furthermore, Kauśika, when those sons of a good family or daughters of
a good family teach those sons of a good family or daughters of a good
family in the Great Vehicle, ‘Come here, you son of a good family! Having
rejoiced in the entire wholesome root, all of it, of past, future, and present
tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas from their first
production of the thought of awakening up to fully awakening to
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and compressed it into one, you
should dedicate it to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,’ Kauśika,
those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family teach a counterfeit
perfection of wisdom.”

32.45 Śatakratu then asked, “Lord, when they do not teach a counterfeit
perfection of wisdom to those sons of a good family or daughters of a good
family who have set out in the Great Vehicle, what do those sons of a good
family or daughters of a good family teach?"

32.46 "Kauśika," replied the Lord, "here, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family do not teach a counterfeit perfection of wisdom to those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have set out in the Great Vehicle when they teach thus: 'Come here, you son of a good family! When you cultivate the perfection of wisdom, do not even look at form as impermanent. And why? Because form is empty of the intrinsic nature of form. That intrinsic nature of form is nonexistent, and that which is nonexistent is the perfection of wisdom. So, in that perfection of wisdom you cannot say "form is permanent" or "form is impermanent." [F.30.a] And why? Because form does not exist there, and given that, how could you ever view it as either permanent or impermanent?"

32.47 Similarly, Kauśika, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family do not teach a counterfeit perfection of wisdom when they teach, 'Do not even look at feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... or consciousness as impermanent. And why? Because consciousness is empty of the intrinsic nature of consciousness. That intrinsic nature of consciousness is nonexistent, and that which is nonexistent is the perfection of wisdom. So, in that perfection of wisdom you cannot say "consciousness is permanent" or "consciousness is impermanent." And why? Because consciousness does not exist there, and given that, how could you ever view it as either permanent or impermanent?"

32.48 "Furthermore, Kauśika, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family cultivating the perfection of wisdom do not teach a counterfeit perfection of wisdom when they teach, 'Come here, you son of a good family! When you cultivate the perfection of wisdom, son of a good family, you should not look at any dharma at all. You should not stand on any dharma at all. And why? Because in the perfection of wisdom there is no dharma you have to go beyond and there is no dharma you have to stand on. And why? Because all dharmas are empty of an intrinsic nature. That dharma empty of an intrinsic nature is nonexistent, and that which is nonexistent is the perfection of wisdom. So, in that perfection of wisdom no dharma has been brought in or sent out, [F.30.b] no dharma arises or ceases.'

32.49 Similarly, connect this with the aggregates, the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, all the perfections, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, all the emptinesses, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha as well.

32.50 "Kauśika, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family do not teach a counterfeit perfection of wisdom when they teach, 'Son of a good family, you thus should not even look at the knowledge of all aspects as
impermanent. And why? Because the knowledge of all aspects is empty of the intrinsic nature of the knowledge of all aspects. That intrinsic nature of the knowledge of all aspects is nonexistent, and that which is nonexistent is the perfection of wisdom. So, in that perfection of wisdom you cannot say “the knowledge of all aspects is permanent” or “the knowledge of all aspects is impermanent.” And why? Because the knowledge of all aspects does not exist there, and given that, how could you ever view it as either permanent or impermanent?"

32.51 "Therefore, Kauśīka, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family should teach the meaning of the perfection of wisdom like that. When a son of a good family or daughter of a good family teaches like that, they create a lot more merit.

32.52 "Furthermore, Kauśīka, were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family to establish the beings in Jambudvīpa, as many as there are, in the result of stream enterer, what do you think, Kauśīka? Based on that, would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?"

"A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata," replied Śatakratu. [F.31.a]

32.53 "So then, Kauśīka," the Lord continued, "when a son of a good family or daughter of a good family gives a discourse to others and explains, reveals, makes clear, and illuminates both the meaning and the letter of the perfection of wisdom with many explanations, saying, ‘Come here, you son of a good family! Take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom, and focus in your practice on this perfection of wisdom as it has been expounded,’ they create a lot more merit. And why? Kauśīka, it is because a stream enterer and the result of stream enterer have come about from this perfection of wisdom.

32.54 "Kauśīka, let alone having led the beings in Jambudvīpa to the result of stream enterer, and let alone having led all the beings in a thousandfold world system to the result of stream enterer, and let alone having led all the beings in a millionfold world system to the result of stream enterer, and let alone having led all the beings in the great billionfold world system to the result of stream enterer, Kauśīka, were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family to have established in the result of stream enterer as many beings standing in as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, and similarly, were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family to have established in the result of stream enterer as many beings standing in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the southern, western, and
northern directions, the intermediate directions, below and above, what do you think? Based on that, would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, [F.31.b] Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Śatakratu.

32.55

“So then, Kauśika,” the Lord continued, “when a son of a good family or daughter of a good family teaches both the meaning and the letter of the perfection of wisdom to others in detail and explains, illuminates, reveals, gives a commentary on, and makes them clear, saying, ‘Come here, you son of a good family! Take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom, and focus in your practice on this perfection of wisdom as it has been expounded,’ they create a lot more merit. And why? Kauśika, it is because a stream enterer has come about from this perfection of wisdom.

32.56

“Furthermore, Kauśika, were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family to establish all the beings in Jambudvīpa, as many as there are, in the result of once-returner, were to establish them in the result of non-returner, up to the state of a worthy one, what do you think, Kauśika? Based on that, would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Śatakratu.

32.57

“So then, Kauśika,” the Lord continued, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who explains in detail to others, up to illuminates both the meaning and the letter of the perfection of wisdom with many explanations, saying, ‘Come here, you son of a good family! Take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom, and focus in your practice on this perfection of wisdom as it has been expounded,’ they create a lot more merit. And why? Kauśika, it is because … up to the state of a worthy one has come about from [F.32.a] this perfection of wisdom.

32.58

“Kauśika, let alone having led the beings in Jambudvīpa to … up to the state of a worthy one, were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family to have established all the beings in the four continents in … up to the state of a worthy one, to have established the beings in a thousandfold world system, the beings in a millionfold world system, the beings in a great billionfold world system in … up to the state of a worthy one, Kauśika, or were they even to have established as many beings standing in as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, all of them, in … up to the state of a worthy one, what do you think? Based on that, would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Śatakratu.
“So then, Kauśika,” the Lord continued, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who illuminates and explains this perfection of wisdom to others, saying, ‘Come here, you son of a good family! Take up, up to master this perfection of wisdom, focus in your practice on this perfection of wisdom as it has been expounded,’ they create a lot more merit. And why? Kauśika, it is because once-returners, non-returners, and worthy ones have come about from this perfection of wisdom.

Furthermore, Kauśika, were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family to establish all the beings, as many as there are, standing in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in each of the ten directions, in the state of a pratyekabuddha, what do you think, Kauśika? Based on that, would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?” [F.32.b]

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Śatakratu.

“So then, Kauśika,” the Lord continued, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who teaches, up to illuminates both the meaning and the words to those who want this perfection of wisdom, saying, ‘Come here, you son of a good family! Take up this perfection of wisdom. Master it. Focus in your practice on this perfection of wisdom as it has been expounded,’ they create a lot more merit. And why? Kauśika, it is because a pratyekabuddha has come about from this perfection of wisdom.

Furthermore, Kauśika, compared with some son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has established the beings in Jambudvīpa in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family creates a lot more merit when explaining in detail, up to illuminating both the meaning and the words to those who want this perfection of wisdom, saying, ‘To the extent that you, son of a good family, train in this perfection of wisdom, to that extent you will gain the dharmas of the knowledge of all aspects; to the extent you gain the dharmas of the knowledge of all aspects, to that extent your vast cultivation of the perfection of wisdom will become completed; to the extent your vast cultivation of the perfection of wisdom becomes completed, to that extent you will be closer and closer to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening’; connect this in the same way with each, up to ‘you will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ And why? Kauśika, it is because bodhisattvas who have produced the first thought of awakening have come about from this perfection of wisdom, and as many bodhisattvas as there are, all of them, standing in as many world systems in each direction of the ten directions as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River have come about from it [F.33.a] and have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.
“Furthermore, Kauśika, were some son of a good family or daughter of a
good family to establish all the beings, as many as there are, standing in as
many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in each
direction of the ten directions, in the irreversible state, what do you think,
Kauśika? Based on that, would that son of a good family or daughter of a
good family create a lot of merit?”
“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Śatakratu.

“So then, Kauśika,” the Lord continued, “a son of a good family or
daughter of a good family who explains, up to illuminates both the meaning
and the words of this perfection of wisdom to others, saying, ‘Come here,
you son of a good family! Take up, up to focus in your practice on this
perfection of wisdom as it has been expounded. To the extent that you, son
of a good family, focus in your practice on this perfection of wisdom as it has
been expounded, to that extent you will gain the dharmas of the knowledge
of all aspects’; connect this in the same way with each, up to ‘you will fully awaken
to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,’ they, Kauśika, will create a lot
more merit. And why? Kauśika, it is because irreversible bodhisattvas have
come about from this perfection of wisdom.

Furthermore, Kauśika, compared with all the beings in Jambudvīpa, as
many as there are, having set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family, Kauśika,
creates a lot more merit when explaining, up to illuminating both the
meaning and the words of the perfection of wisdom for them, saying,
[F.33.b] ‘Come here, you son of a good family! Take up this perfection of
wisdom, up to focus in your practice on this perfection of wisdom as it has
been expounded. To the extent that you, son of a good family, focus in your
practice on this perfection of wisdom as it has been expounded, to that
extent you will have trained in this perfection of wisdom and will stand in
the irreversible state and gradually fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect,
complete awakening.’

Furthermore, Kauśika, compared with some son of a good family or
daughter of a good family who has established the beings standing in the
four continents; or the beings standing in a thousandfold world system, in a
millionfold world system, or in the great billionfold world system; or the
beings, as many as there are, in as many world systems in each of the ten
directions as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, all of them, in
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, a son of a good family or
daughter of a good family creates a lot more merit when explaining and
illuminating both the meaning and the words of the perfection of wisdom for
those beings, saying, ‘Come here, you son of a good family! Take up this
perfection of wisdom, up to focus in your practice on this perfection of
wisdom as it has been expounded. By focusing on it you will stand in the irreversible state and gradually fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’

“Furthermore, Kuśika, compared with some son of a good family or daughter of a good family who establishes all the beings, as many as there are, in Jambudvīpa in the state irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and explains, up to illuminates both the meaning and the words of this perfection of wisdom to them, some son of a good family or daughter of a good family creates a lot more merit from teaching both the meaning and the words of this perfection of wisdom to a single one among them who says, ‘I want quickly to awaken fully to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’

“Compared with someone who establishes as many being as there are standing in as many world systems in each of the ten directions as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, all of them, in the irreversible state, and explains this perfection of wisdom to them, someone creates a lot more merit from teaching both the meaning and the words of this perfection of wisdom to one among them who says, ‘I want quickly to awaken fully to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’

“Lord,” said Śatakratu, “to the extent that bodhisattva great beings are closer and closer to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, to that very extent bodhisattva great beings have to be advised and instructed in this perfection of wisdom, have to be advised and instructed in all the emptinesses; have to be advised and instructed in the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and paths; and have to be advised and instructed in the ten tathāgata powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.

“They have to be taken care of with requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses.

“Those bodhisattva great beings have to be taken care of with a combination of both the dharmanas beginning with the perfections and the required material things.

“Taking care of them with both instruction in the dharmanas and with the required material things creates more merit than the earlier two done separately.

“And why? Because it thus happens that bodhisattva great beings taken care of with the requirements are advised and instructed in the perfections, are advised and instructed in all the emptinesses, are advised and instructed
Then venerable Subhūtī said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Excellent, Kauśika, excellent that you have produced enthusiasm in sons of a good family or daughters of a good family, those bodhisattva great beings in the Great Vehicle. It is your work. Noble śrāvakas who want to look after beings should produce an enthusiasm for bodhisattva great beings fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. They should take care of and protect bodhisattva great beings with a combination of doctrine and material things. And why? Lord, it is because the śrāvaka saṅgha comes about from them, the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle comes about from them, and the Great Vehicle also comes about from them. Were bodhisattva great beings not to have produced the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and were bodhisattva great beings not to have trained in the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, they would not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, they abolish the hells of all world systems, abolish the birthplaces of the animal world, and abolish all the regions of ghosts. Great sāla tree–like royal families appear, great sāla tree–like brahmin families appear, and great sāla tree–like business families appear. The Cāturmahārājika gods appear, there are the Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, Paranirmitavaśavartin, Brahmakāyika, Brahmapurohitā, Brahmapārśadīya, Parīttābha, Apramāṇābha, Ābhāsvara, Parīttasubha, Apramāṇasubha, Śubhakṛtsna, Bṛhatphala, and Śuddhāvāsa —Avṛha, Sudṛśa, Sudarśana, Atapa, and Akaniṣṭha —gods, and there are the Ākāśānantyāyatana, the Vijñānānantyāyatana, Ākinīcityāyatana, and Naivasamāṁnāṁsamāṁnāyatana gods. The perfection of giving appears in the world, and the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom appear in the world. Inner emptiness, up to and the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature appears in the world; and the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening appear in the world, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha appear in the world. The Śrāvaka Vehicle, the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and the Great Vehicle appear in the world.”

This was the thirty-second chapter, “The Superiority of Merit,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 33: DEDICATION

33.1 Then the bodhisattva great being Maitreya said to the elder Subhūti, “Venerable monk Subhūti, when the basis of meritorious action arisen from a bodhisattva great being’s rejoicing that has been made into something shared in common by all beings has been dedicated to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—and dedicated, furthermore, by way of not apprehending anything—that basis of meritorious action arisen from a bodhisattva great being’s rejoicing that has been made into something shared in common by all beings and dedicated to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is the highest, the most excellent, the foremost, the best, the most superb, sublime, unsurpassed, and unrivaled in comparison to the bases of meritorious action arisen from all beings’ rejoicing, and in comparison to the bases of meritorious action arisen from giving, the bases of meritorious action arisen from morality, and the bases of meritorious action arisen from meditation of those who have set out in the Śrāvaka Vehicle and those who have set out in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle. And why? Because all the bases of meritorious action arisen from giving, arisen from morality, and arisen from meditation of those in the Śrāvaka Vehicle and those in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle are made for personal disciplining, for personal calming, and for a personal complete nirvāṇa; the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, up to emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness are for personal disciplining, personal calming, and a personal complete nirvāṇa, but that basis of meritorious action arisen from a bodhisattva’s rejoicing is for disciplining all beings, for calming all beings, and for the complete nirvāṇa of all beings, because it has been dedicated to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

33.2 Then venerable Subhūti said to the bodhisattva great being Maitreya, “There are the wholesome roots endowed with the six perfections of all the infinite, countless, immeasurable lord buddhas in each of the world systems in infinite, countless world systems in the eastern direction who have passed
into complete nirvāṇa, starting from when they first produced the thought, up to when they fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, up to complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind, during [F.36.b] the lasting of their good Dharma up to its disappearance. There are the bases of meritorious action arisen from giving, arisen from morality, and arisen from meditation of those śrāvakas of theirs in the Śrāvaka Vehicle and those pratyekabuddhas of theirs in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle and the wholesome roots without outflows of their trainees and nontrainees. There are the aggregates of morality, aggregates of meditative stabilization, aggregates of wisdom, aggregates of liberation, and aggregates of knowledge and seeing of liberation of those tathāgatas; and there are the wholesome roots planted by wishes to benefit, great compassion, and the infinite, countless buddhadharmas, those planted by the Dharma teachings those lord buddhas gave and those planted, on account of those Dharma teachings, by those who reached the result of stream enterer, up to the state of a worthy one, up to those who reached a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and those who have entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva. Bodhisattva great beings, having compressed together all those wholesome roots that those tathāgatas, present or in complete nirvāṇa, produced, rejoice in them with the highest rejoicing, rejoice with the best, superb, sublime, loftiest, unsurpassed, unrivaled, unequalled, equal to the unequalled rejoicing, and, having made the wholesome root arisen from that rejoicing into something shared in common by all beings, they dedicate it to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening with the thought, ‘May this foster unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ [F.37.a] Maitreya, when those bodhisattvas in the Great Vehicle mentally dedicate like that, as explained, do those objective supports and entities, the objective supports and entities that have produced that state of mind, exist, or are they apprehended as are the causal signs a son of a good family has grasped?”

The bodhisattva great being Maitreya replied, “Venerable monk Subhūti, those objective supports and entities do not exist and are not apprehended any more than the causal signs those sons of a good family in the Great Vehicle grasp and dedicate to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

Subhūti then asked, “If, with those objective supports that do not exist and those entities that do not exist, having grasped the causal marks of those lord buddhas standing in all the vast world systems in the ten directions, they compress together all those wholesome roots starting from when they first produced the thought up to the disappearance of their good Dharma, together with all the wholesome roots of their trainees and nontrainees in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, and dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, would it not be just as it is with the wrong
perception, wrong thought, wrong view of impermanence as permanent, suffering as ‘happiness,’ selflessness as ‘self,’ and the unpleasant as ‘pleasant’? And if, just as it is with the entities and how it is with the objective supports too, awakening is like that; if thought is like that; if the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom are like that; [F.37.b] if the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening are like that; and if the tathāgata powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are like that as well, then what would the entities there be, what would the objective supports be, what would meditative stabilization be, what would thought be, what would the wholesome roots be, what would thought arisen from rejoicing be, and what would dedication to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening be?”

“Venerable monk Subhūti,” replied Maitreya, “if those bodhisattva great beings again and again practice the six perfections, attend on many buddhas, produce wholesome roots, are assisted by spiritual friends, and again and again train in all dharmas empty of their own marks, they dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening without grasping the causal signs of those entities, those objective supports, those lord buddhas, those wholesome roots, or those bases of meritorious action arisen from rejoicing. [F.38.a] They dedicate them in a nondual way, in a way free from causal marks, as they really are without dedicating them by way of apprehending or by way of not apprehending, by way of defilement or by way of purification, or by way of production or by way of cessation. If those bodhisattva great beings have not trained in the six perfections, have not attended on many buddhas, have not produced wholesome roots, are not assisted by spiritual friends, and have not trained in all dharmas empty of their own marks, they grasp the causal signs of those entities, those objective supports, those wholesome roots, and those bases of meritorious action arisen from rejoicing and dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Venerable monk Subhūti, you should not give an exposition of this doctrine of the perfection of wisdom that has been explained like this in the presence of bodhisattvas who have newly set out in the vehicle, and similarly you should not explain the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving, or explain inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. And why? Because even the smidgeon of faith, smidgeon of serene confidence, smidgeon of liking, and smidgeon of veneration they have will disappear. The exposition and explanation have to
be given in the presence of bodhisattvas irreversible from awakening, and the teaching should be up to dharmas being empty of their own marks. Having heard things like that, those bodhisattva great beings will not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified. If they have been assisted by spiritual friends, served the victors of the past well, produced wholesome roots, and attended on many buddhas, they will be, venerable monk Subhūti, those whose bases of meritorious action arisen from rejoicing will be dedicated in that way to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

33.7 “Maitreyā,” said Subhūti, “the thought that does the rejoicing and dedication is a thought that is extinguished, stopped, nonexistent, and has run out. And those entities and those objective supports, those wholesome roots, and those bases of meritorious action arisen from rejoicing are extinguished, stopped, nonexistent, and have run out. So, what, then, is the thought arisen from rejoicing, what are those entities, what are those objective supports, and what are those wholesome roots, and what is dedication to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? Does thought dedicate thought? If thought were to dedicate thought, there would be no coming together of two thoughts. The intrinsic nature of thought cannot be dedicated.”

33.8 Maitreyā replied, “When bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom thus know the perfection of wisdom is a nonexistent thing; the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving are nonexistent things; form is a nonexistent thing; feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are nonexistent things, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening are nonexistent things; the tathāgata powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are nonexistent things; and awakening is a nonexistent thing, such bodhisattva great beings will be those whose bases of meritorious action arisen from rejoicing will be dedicated in that way to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. If dedicated like that, it is a dedication to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

33.9 The bodhisattva Maitreyā then asked the elder Subhūti, “Venerable monk Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle hear this doctrine would they not tremble, feel frightened, and become terrified? Venerable monk Subhūti, how then could bodhisattva great beings newly set out in the vehicle dedicate those wholesome roots? And even if they have appropriated those bases of meritorious action arisen from rejoicing, how will they dedicate those wholesome roots to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”
“Maitreyā,” replied Subhūti, “when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who have newly set out in the vehicle take up that perfection of wisdom it is by way of not apprehending anything, not by way of a causal sign; and similarly, when practicing the perfection of concentration … the perfection of perseverance … the perfection of patience … the perfection of morality … and the perfection of giving they take up the perfection of giving by way of not apprehending anything, not by way of a causal sign. When they are practicing inner emptiness and take up inner emptiness it is by way of not apprehending anything, not by way of a causal sign; when they are practicing … [F.39.b] up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature and take up the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature it is by way of not apprehending anything, not by way of a causal sign; when they are practicing the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening and take up the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening it is by way of not apprehending anything, not by way of a causal sign; and when they are practicing the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha and take them up it is by way of not apprehending anything, not by way of a causal sign.

Thus they come to have more belief in the perfection of wisdom; come to have more belief in the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving; come to have more belief in inner emptiness; come to have more belief in … up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; come to have more belief in the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening; and come to have more belief in the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. Spiritual friends also look after them, and spiritual friends teach both the meaning and the words of just that perfection of wisdom, up to the perfection of giving as well. No matter what, they teach so they are not separated from the perfection of wisdom up until entering into the secure state of a bodhisattva, and similarly, so that there is no separation from all the perfections up until entering into the secure state of a bodhisattva, and so that they are not separated from all the emptinesses, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. [F.40.a] They point out the work of Māra, and, having heard about those works of Māra from them, no decrease happens and no increase happens. And why? Because those works of Māra cannot be apprehended through their intrinsic nature. They are not separated from the lord buddhas up until they have entered into the secure state of a
bodhisattva. They plant wholesome roots in relation to them, and on account of these wholesome roots they grasp the bodhisattva lineage and never leave the bodhisattva lineage up until fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

Furthermore, Maitreya, bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle should compress together the merit accumulations and the wholesome roots planted by the lord buddhas whose path has come to an end, whose thought constructions and cravings for existence have been cut off, for whom the path of speech has ended, and who have laid down their burden, have cut the fetters that bind to becoming, and are freed by knowledge of sameness—the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in infinite, countless world systems in the ten directions; those planted by the śrāvakas of those lord buddhas, as well as those wholesome roots planted in relation to them; and the wholesome roots planted in the great sāla tree–like royal families in the world, the great sāla tree–like brahmin families, the great sāla tree–like business families in the world, the Cāturmahārājika gods, up to and the Śuddhāvāsa gods. They should compress them all together and collect them into one and weigh it, and having done so they should rejoice in it with the highest rejoicing and dedicate the bases of meritorious action arisen from that rejoicing with the most excellent, foremost, best, most superb, and most sublime rejoicing to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

Maitreya then asked, “Venerable monk Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle consider the wholesome roots planted by the lord buddhas and their śrāvaka saṅghas and rejoice with the highest rejoicing, rejoice with up to unrivaled rejoicing, and dedicate it to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, how do those bodhisattva great beings not have a wrong perception, wrong thought, and wrong view?”

“Maitreya,” replied Subhūti, “if bodhisattva great beings, while focusing on the lord buddhas and their śrāvaka saṅghas as is their habit, have no notion of buddha, have no notion of wholesome roots, and have no notion of a thought doing the dedication, bodhisattva great beings making such a dedication will not have a wrong perception, wrong thought, or wrong view.

“If, while considering the lord buddhas and those wholesome roots, bodhisattva great beings grasp a causal sign, and, having grasped a causal sign, rejoice and dedicate like that to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, they will have a wrong perception, thought, and view.

“If bodhisattva great beings understand the lord buddhas, those wholesome roots, and the thoughts that habitually focus, and that are extinguished, as extinguished; and understand that what has been extinguished cannot be dedicated; and understand the thought with which
the dedication is done, and its dharmic nature, [F.41.a] and understand that what it is being dedicated to and its true dharmic nature are like that too—if bodhisattva great beings have dedicated like that it is a conforming dedication and it is a perfect dedication, not a nonconforming dedication and not a distorted dedication, so the dedication should be done like that.

33.17 “If bodhisattva great beings compress together the wholesome roots that past, future, and present lord buddhas, up to ordinary persons have planted; the wholesome roots planted by listening to Dharma teachings and planted by the gods, nāgas, yakṣas, gandharvas, asuras, garuḍas, kinnaras, and mahoragas in relation to that; the wholesome roots planted by the great sāla tree–like royal families, great sāla tree–like brahmin families, great sāla tree–like business families, and the Cāturmahārājika gods listening to the Dharma; and all the productions of the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—and if, having compressed them all together and collected them into one and weighed it, they rejoice in it with the highest rejoicing, rejoice with the most excellent, foremost, best, most superb, and most sublime rejoicing, rejoice with an unequaled rejoicing equal to the unequaled, and, having rejoiced, dedicate it all to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and if they perfectly understand that those dharmas are extinguished, stopped, nonexistent, and have run out, and that those dharmas for the sake of which the dedication is done are also ‘empty of an intrinsic nature’—if they dedicate like that, they will have made a dedication to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

33.18 “If they perfectly understand [F.41.b] that dharmas do not dedicate dharmas—and why? because ‘all dharmas are empty of an intrinsic nature’—and if they dedicate it that way, they will have made a dedication to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

33.19 “Bodhisattvas practicing the perfection of wisdom like that will not have a wrong perception, wrong thought, or wrong view of the perfections of concentration, perseverance, patience, morality, or giving. And why? Because they do not settle down on that dedication, those wholesome roots, that awakening, or that thought—they do not even see what is settled down on. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ dedication to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

33.20 “If bodhisattva great beings are aware that the piling up of the bases of meritorious action is isolated from the aggregates; are aware that it is isolated from the perfection of wisdom; are aware that it is isolated from the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving; are aware that it is isolated from inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; are aware that it is isolated from the thirty-seven dharmas
on the side of awakening; and are aware that it is isolated from the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, in that case bodhisattva great beings will have dedicated the bases of meritorious action to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

33.21 “If bodhisattva great beings are aware that the bases of meritorious action arisen from rejoicing [F.42.a] are isolated from an intrinsic nature of the bases of meritorious action arisen from rejoicing and are aware that the lord buddhas are isolated from an intrinsic nature of wholesome roots, that wholesome roots are isolated from an intrinsic nature of wholesome roots, that piling up is isolated from an intrinsic nature of piling up, that the thought of awakening is isolated from an intrinsic nature of the thought of awakening, that a dedicating thought is isolated from an intrinsic nature of a dedicating thought, that awakening is isolated from an intrinsic nature of awakening, that the perfection of wisdom is isolated from an intrinsic nature of the perfection of wisdom, and similarly, that the perfection of concentration … perseverance … patience … morality … and giving is isolated from an intrinsic nature of the perfection of giving; that inner emptiness, up to that the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is isolated from an intrinsic nature of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; up to that the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening … the ten powers … the four fearlessnesses … the four detailed and thorough knowledges … and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are isolated from an intrinsic nature of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, bodhisattva great beings will thus practice the perfection of wisdom that is isolated, and that will be the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of wisdom.

33.22 “Furthermore, bodhisattva great beings recollecting those wholesome roots of those lord buddhas who have passed into nirvāṇa should make the dedication in just such a way that the thought with which the dedication is made, like the dedication, is true suchness, has that as its basic nature, and is that intrinsic nature. A dedication with such awareness will have been to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. [F.42.b] Such a dedication does not have a wrong perception, wrong thought, or wrong view.

33.23 “If bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom know those wholesome roots of those lord buddhas by way of a causal sign, the dedication is not to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

33.24 “If they were to grasp a causal sign while thus recollecting those past lord buddhas—who have passed into nirvāṇa, have no causal signs, and are not objects—they would not have dedicated those wholesome roots to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. In that case it would be a wrong perception, wrong thought, and wrong view.
“If they do not form a knowledge of and do not grasp at a causal sign of those lord buddhas, of those wholesome roots, of those accumulations, or of those productions of the thought, those wholesome roots are dedicated to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and thus the bodhisattva great beings do not have a wrong perception, wrong thought, or wrong view.”

“Venerable monk Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings not grasp at causal signs and still make a dedication?” asked Maitreya.

“Maitreya,” replied Subhūti, “it is because bodhisattva great beings have trained in skillful means in this perfection of wisdom. Therefore, you should know that bodhisattva great beings are skilled in the perfection of wisdom. Without having resorted to the perfection of wisdom it is not possible to dedicate the bases of meritorious action.”

Maitreya then asked, “Venerable monk Subhūti, would there not be this fault if, in the perfection of wisdom, those lord buddhas, those wholesome roots, those accumulations, and those productions of the thought dedicated to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening were not to exist?”

“There, bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of wisdom should reflect deeply as follows: Those physical beings, those wholesome roots, and those accumulations have ceased, but still they conceive of them, having grasped them as causal signs—having grasped those lord buddhas, those wholesome roots, those accumulations, and those productions of the thought dedicated to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening as causal signs. Tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas do not do the work of dedication and rejoicing by way of causal signs like that. And why? Because it is just this—the apprehension of those lord buddhas who have passed into complete nirvāṇa having grasped a causal sign and conceived of them, that is their great big apprehension. So, bodhisattva great beings who want to dedicate those wholesome roots should not dedicate them having apprehended and grasped them as causal signs. Tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas do not say that there is great value in the dedication of those perceiving apprehended objects and perceiving causal signs. And why? Because that dedication has been poisoned and conceals a sharp object.

“To illustrate, a person with a naturally childish disposition decides to eat a poisoned delicacy that looks and smells good, and even while eating it enjoys its color and aroma. But when they have digested it suffering results.

Similarly, here certain persons who have taken this perfection of wisdom up wrongly, know wrongly, and have trained wrongly give instructions without understanding or comprehending the true state of affairs, saying, ‘Come here, you son of a good family! There are the
wholesome roots created through the practice of the perfection of wisdom by past, future, and present lord buddhas starting from when they first produced the thought, up to when they fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, up to complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind, during the lasting of their good Dharma up to its disappearance. Similarly there are the wholesome roots they created through their practice of the perfection of concentration, perseverance, patience, morality, and giving; the wholesome roots they created endowed with the four concentrations and endowed with the four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, ten tathāgata powers, fearlessnesses, and detailed and thorough knowledges; and the wholesome roots they created endowed with the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. There are those on account of which the lord buddhas purify buddhafields and bring beings to maturity and on account of which there are their aggregates of morality, aggregates of meditative stabilization, aggregates of wisdom, aggregates of liberation, up to aggregates of knowledge and seeing of liberation, up to knowledge of a knower of all aspects, up to the natural state not robbed of mindfulness, and constantly staying in a state of equanimity. There are the wholesome roots those in their Śrāvaka Vehicle [F.44.a] have produced and possess, and there are the wholesome roots created by those prophesied as pratyekabuddhas and by the gods, nāgas, yakṣas, gandharvas, asuras, garuḍas, kinnaras, and mahoragas. Having compressed them all together and collected them into one and weighed it, you should dedicate it to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.' That sort of dedication of theirs is a dedication by way of causal signs and by way of apprehended objects. It is like poisoned food that becomes toxic.

“A dedication viewing an apprehended object is not a dedication. And why? Because that apprehending is poisonous, has a causal sign, has causes, and has conditions. Such a dedication is demeaning to the Tathāgata. It is not speaking as the Tathāgata said to speak. It is not speaking the Dharma. They should reflect deeply like that.

“33.33 There sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle should train like this, asking, ‘How should we rejoice in and dedicate the wholesome roots of past, future, and present lord buddhas? How should we rejoice in and dedicate the wholesome roots they, along with the śrāvaka saṅghas, accumulated practicing the perfection of wisdom, starting from when they first produced the thought, up to complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind, during the lasting of their good Dharma up to its disappearance, up to gaining the knowledge of all aspects, up to how should they rejoice in and dedicate the
wholesome roots planted by the gods, nāgas, yaksas, gandharvas, asuras, garuḍas, kinnaras, and mahoragas? How should we dedicate those wholesome roots [F.44.b] so they are dedicated to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?’

33.34 “Sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Great Vehicle practicing the perfection of wisdom who do not want to demean the Tathāgata should frame their dedication in these terms: ‘I shall rejoice in those wholesome roots just as the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas with their unsurpassed buddha knowledge comprehend them as existing in their basic character, nature, signs, and true dharmic nature, and I shall dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening just as the lord buddhas comprehend them.’ Sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Great Vehicle should dedicate wholesome roots to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening like that. Such a dedication is not demeaning to the Tathāgata. It is speaking like the Tathāgata said to, and is speaking the Dharma. That sort of dedication of those bodhisattva great beings has not been poisoned. That is how they should train.

33.35 “Furthermore, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have set out in the Great Vehicle and are practicing the perfection of wisdom should dedicate those wholesome roots like this: ‘Thus form does not belong to the desire realm, form realm, or formless realm. Feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness do not belong to the desire realm, form realm, or formless realm. Similarly, the constituents, sense fields, and the perfection of wisdom do not belong to the desire realm, form realm, or formless realm. Similarly, the perfections of concentration, perseverance, patience, morality, and giving do not belong to the desire realm, form realm, or formless realm, and that which does not belong is not past, is not future, and is not present. Similarly, inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature do not belong to the desire, form, or formless realm. The thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening do not belong to the desire, form, or formless realm. The ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha do not belong to the desire realm, form realm, or formless realm. Similarly, suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, the true nature of dharmas, the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, the very limit of reality, and the inconceivable element, morality, meditative stabilization, wisdom, liberation, and knowledge and seeing of liberation, the knowledge of all aspects, the natural state not robbed of mindfulness, and constantly
staying in a state of equanimity do not belong to the desire, form, or formless realm, and that which does not belong is not past, is not future, and is not present.

33.36 “And why? Just as they do not belong because they do not belong in that way, similarly dedication does not belong either. The dharma to which they are dedicating and those dharmas do not belong. The one doing the dedication also does not belong. The lord buddhas also do not belong; those wholesome roots do not belong; those śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas do not belong; and their wholesome roots do not belong to the desire, form, or formless realm either, and that which does not belong is not past, is not future, and is not present. That is how they should make the dedication.

33.37 “If bodhisattvas practicing the perfection of wisdom have this awareness—Thus form, whatever it is, does not belong to the desire realm, form realm, or formless realm. Similarly, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness do not belong to the desire realm, form realm, or formless realm. Similarly, the constituents and sense fields do not belong to the desire realm, form realm, or formless realm, and that which does not belong is not past, is not future, and is not present. It cannot be dedicated by way of causal signs or by way of apprehended objects. And why? Because it has no intrinsic nature, and something without an intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing. A nonexistent thing cannot dedicate a nonexistent thing. Similarly, feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, and the constituents and sense fields; similarly, the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom; similarly inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; similarly the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, the knowledge of all aspects, the natural state not robbed of mindfulness, and constantly staying in a state of equanimity does not belong to the desire realm, do not belong to the form realm, and do not belong to the formless realm, and that which does not belong is not past, is not future, and is not present. That which is not past, that which is not future, and that which is not present cannot be dedicated by way of causal signs or by way of apprehended objects. And why? Because it has no intrinsic nature, and something without an intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing. A nonexistent thing cannot dedicate a nonexistent thing’—if bodhisattvas have just such awareness, then the dedication has not been poisoned.
“A son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has set out in the Great Vehicle and who dedicates those wholesome roots by way of causal signs and by way of apprehended objects dedicates those wholesome roots in the wrong way and does not dedicate perfectly. The lord buddhas do not praise a dedication that is wrong. Those who dedicate with a dedication not praised by the lord buddhas do not complete the perfection of giving and do not complete the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, or perfection of wisdom. Those who do not complete the six perfections do not complete the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening and do not complete inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. They do not complete a buddhafield. Those who do not complete a buddhafield do not complete bringing beings to maturity. Those who do not complete a buddhafield and do not complete bringing beings to maturity do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“And why? Because a dedication like that has been poisoned.

“Furthermore, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should reflect deeply as follows: ‘Those lord buddhas comprehended that they must dedicate wholesome roots in this truly dharmic way. I too must dedicate these wholesome roots to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening in just this truly dharmic way as well.’ They should reflect deeply like that.”

Then the Lord said to venerable Subhūti, “Excellent, excellent, Subhūti! It is excellent that you have given such instruction about the bodhisattva great beings’ aggregate of dedication by way of no causal sign, by way of not apprehending anything, by way of no production, by way of no appearance, by way of no defilement, by way of no purification, by way of the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, by way of the emptiness of its own mark, by way of the dharma-constituent, by way of suchness, by way of unmistaken suchness, and by way of unaltered suchness.

“Subhūti, if all the beings that are in the great billionfold world system were to obtain the ten wholesome actions and were to obtain the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, the four formless absorptions, and the five clairvoyances, what do you think, Subhūti? Based on that would those beings create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” continued the Lord, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who makes an untainted dedication of the wholesome roots creates even more merit than that. Subhūti, that dedication of the wholesome
roots by that son of a good family or daughter of a good family is the highest, the most excellent, foremost, the best, superb, sublime, unsurpassed, and unrivaled.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, if as many beings as there are stationed in the great billionfold world system were to become stream enterers or were to become once-returners, or non-returners, or worthy ones, and were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family for as long as they live to respect, revere, honor, and worship them all with requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses—what do you think, Subhūti? Based on that would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” continued the Lord, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who makes an untainted dedication of the wholesome roots creates even more merit than that.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, if as many beings as there are stationed in the great billionfold world system were to become pratyekabuddhas, and were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family for as long as they live to respect, revere, honor, and worship them all with requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses—what do you think, Subhūti? Based on that would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” continued the Lord, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who makes an untainted dedication of the wholesome roots creates even more merit than that.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, if as many beings as there are stationed in the great billionfold world system had set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and as many beings standing in as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, all of them, for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, were to respect, revere, honor, and worship each of those bodhisattvas there with requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses—and attend on them with all the requirements for happiness, and similarly, if as many beings standing in as many world systems in the south, west, and north, below and above, and the intermediate directions as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, all of them, for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, were to respect, revere, honor, and worship each of those bodhisattvas from among those bodhisattvas there with requirements (robes, alms, beds and seats [F.48.a] and seats, and medicines for
sicknesses) and attend on them with all the requirements for happiness, what do you think, Subhūti? Based on that would those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family create a lot of merit?"

33.48  “A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata; an infinite, countless, immeasurable amount,” replied Subhūti. “Lord, to give an illustration for that basis of meritorious action is not easy. Lord, if that basis of meritorious action had a physical form it would not fit in even as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River.”

33.49  Venerable Subhūti having said this, the Lord said to him, “Excellent, excellent, Subhūti! What you have said is excellent.

33.50  “Subhūti, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who, with an untainted dedication of the wholesome roots, dedicates to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening the wholesome roots like that creates even more merit than that. Therefore, Subhūti, that dedication of the wholesome roots by that son of a good family or daughter of a good family is the highest, the most excellent, foremost, the best, superb, sublime, unsurpassed, and unrivaled. Subhūti, that earlier mass of merit does not approach the merit of an untainted dedication even by a hundredth part, or by a thousandth part, or by a hundred thousandth part, or by a hundred millionth part, or by a hundred thousandth one hundred millionth part; it does not stand up to any number, or fraction, or counting, or example, or comparison.

33.51  “And why? Because those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family [F.48.b] are endowed with the ten wholesome actions and endowed with the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, the four formless absorptions, and the five clairvoyances while having a perception that apprehends something.

33.52  “And why? Because those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family respect, revere, honor, and worship with the requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses—while having a perception that apprehends something. They attend on those bodhisattvas caught up in apprehending things with all the requirements for happiness, and they respect, revere, honor, and worship them.”

33.53  Then twenty thousand gods from among the Cāturmahārājika gods cupped their palms together in a gesture of supplication, bowed to the Lord, and said, “Ah! Lord, bodhisattva great beings with skillful means dedicate those wholesome roots to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening in an untainted way, by way of not apprehending anything, by way of no causal sign, by way of not doing anything. The dedication done like this without asserting ‘two’ or ‘not two’ is a great dedication.”
Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, together with the Trāyastriṃśa gods, having brought divine flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners, worshiped the Lord with a divine orchestra of cymbals and drums and made this statement: “These bodhisattva great beings with skillful means dedicate those wholesome roots to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening by way of not apprehending anything, in an untainted way, [F.49.a] by way of no causal sign. The dedication done like this without asserting ‘two’ or ‘not two’ is a great dedication.”

Then many hundred thousand one hundred million billion Brahmakāyika gods approached the Lord, and, having arrived, bowed to his feet with their heads, melodiously giving voice to and proclaiming the words, “Lord, it is amazing how the wholesome roots of bodhisattva great beings with such a perfection of wisdom and skillful means as their mentor surpass those of the aforementioned bodhisattva great beings and sons of a good family or daughters of a good family caught up in apprehending things.”

Similarly, the Brahmakāyika gods and the Brahmapurohita, Brahmapāṛṣadya, Parītābhā, Apramāṇābha, Abhāsva, Parītāsūbhā, Apramāṇaśubha, Śubhakṛṣṇa, Anabhāraka, Puṇyaprasa, Bṛhatphala, Avṛha, Sudarśana, Sudrśa, Atapa, and Akaniṣṭha gods, together with many hundred thousand one hundred million billion gods, approached the Lord and, having arrived, bowed to his feet with their heads, proclaiming the words, “Lord, it is amazing how the wholesome roots of bodhisattva great beings with such a perfection of wisdom and skillful means as their mentor surpass those of the aforementioned bodhisattva great beings and sons of a good family or daughters of a good family practicing while caught up in apprehending things.”

Then the Lord said to the Cāturmahārājika gods, up to the Akaniṣṭha gods, “Gods, were all the beings that are in a great billionfold world system [F.49.b] to have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and were they all to compress together the wholesome roots that past, future, and present tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas together with their śrāvaka sanghas planted, starting from when they first produced the thought up to for as long as their good Dharma lasts (in these are the wholesome roots of those śrāvakas, of those pratyekabuddhas, and of all other beings, arisen from the perfection of giving and arisen from the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom, and the aggregates of morality, meditative stabilization, wisdom, liberation, and knowledge and seeing of liberation, and immeasurable other buddhadhamas), and were they to rejoice in them and, having rejoiced, dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening by way of
apprehending something; and were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening to compress together the wholesome roots of the perfection of giving, up to the perfection of wisdom, up to immeasurable other buddhadharmas of those past, future, and present lord buddhas together with their śrāvaka saṅghas starting from when they first produced the thought, up to for as long as their good Dharma lasts, and rejoice in all that with the highest rejoicing, and, having rejoiced, dedicate that to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening by way of not apprehending anything, in a nondual way, by way of no causal sign, in an untainted way, by way of not doing anything, that son of a good family or daughter of a good family would thus create more merit than those earlier sons of a good family or daughters of a good family. [F.50.a] That earlier wholesome root, furthermore, would not approach even by a hundredth part, up to would not stand up to any comparison to this wholesome root. That dedication by a bodhisattva great being by way of not apprehending anything is the highest, up to unrivaled."

Subhūtī then asked, “Lord, what is that ‘highest rejoicing,’ up to ‘unrivaled rejoicing’ you talk about where you say, Lord, ‘A son of a good family or daughter of a good family compresses all together the mass of merit from that rejoicing, up to dedication of all their wholesome roots and collects them into one and rejoices with the highest rejoicing, up to the unrivalled rejoicing’?”

The Lord replied, “It is when that son of a good family or daughter of a good family, without grasping, without rejecting, without falsely projecting, without acquiring, and without apprehending those wholesome roots of past, future, and present tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas together with their śrāvaka saṅghas, those wholesome roots of their pratyekabuddhas, and of all other beings, thinks, ‘Here there is no production, no cessation, no defilement, no purification of a dharma; those dharmas do not decrease, do not increase, do not come, do not go, and do not turn into an aggregate, so on that account I rejoice just in the suchness, the unmistaken suchness, the unaltered suchness, the true nature of dharmas, the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharmas, and the certification of dharmas [F.50.b] of those past, future, and present dharmas and, having rejoiced, dedicate it to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ The rejoicing by bodhisattva great beings making such a dedication is the highest rejoicing, up to unrivaled rejoicing. All other rejoicing, Subhūtī, does not approach it even by a hundredth part, up to does not stand up to any comparison to it. Compared with other rejoicing this rejoicing is the highest, up to unrivaled rejoicing.
Furthermore, Subhūti, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family newly set out in the vehicle who wants to rejoice in all the wholesome roots of past, future, and present tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas together with their śrāvaka saṅghas and their pratyekabuddhas starting from when they first produced the thought, up to as long as their good Dharma lasts (in these are the wholesome roots endowed with the perfection of giving and endowed with the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom, up to immeasurable other buddhadharmas) and the wholesome roots of all other beings, should rejoice like this: ‘As liberation is, so too is giving; as liberation is, so too is morality, patience, perseverance, and concentration; and as liberation is, so too is wisdom. As liberation is, so too are form, feeling, perception, and volitional factors, and so too is consciousness. As liberation is, so too is inner emptiness, up to [F.51.a] the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. As liberation is, so too are the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening. As liberation is, so too are the powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. As liberation is, so too is the knowledge and seeing of liberation. As liberation is, so too is belief, so too is rejoicing. As liberation is, so too are the dharmas of past, future, and present buddhas; as liberation is, so too are the lord buddhas; as liberation is, so too is the complete awakening of those lord buddhas; and as liberation is, so too is the complete nirvāṇa of those lord buddhas. As liberation is, so too are the śrāvakas, so too the pratyekabuddhas of those lord buddhas, and so too is the nirvāṇa of those śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas. As liberation is, so too is the true dharma nature of those lord buddhas. As liberation is, so too is the true dharma nature of those śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas. As liberation is, so too is the suchness of all dharmas.’ They should rejoice like that. And, because nothing has changed places and nothing has been destroyed, so too is the true dharma nature of dharmas that are not bound, are not freed, are not defiled, and are not purified; so too is the true dharma nature of dharmas that are not produced, do not appear, and do not stop. [F.51.b] If the dedication to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is like that, Subhūti, it is the highest rejoicing of bodhisattva great beings. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings endowed with such rejoicing quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

Furthermore, Subhūti, some son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has set out in the Great Vehicle, for as long as they live, may respect, revere, honor, and worship with all the requirements for happiness and with the requirements (robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses) those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfect complete buddhas with
their śrāvaka sanghas—the lord buddhas presently dwelling and maintaining themselves with their śrāvaka saṅghas in world systems as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in each direction in the ten directions. They may produce an enthusiasm for respecting, revering, honoring, and worshiping those lord buddhas who have passed into complete nirvāṇa, with flowers, perfumes, incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners. They may stand in morality, cultivate patience, exert themselves at perseverance, be absorbed in concentration, and cultivate wisdom, but cultivating by way of apprehending something. And another son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, practicing the perfection of giving and practicing the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom may dedicate those wholesome roots [F.52a] to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening by way of not apprehending anything. That earlier accumulation of merit does not approach even by a hundredth part, up to does not stand up to any comparison with that accumulation of merit. That dedication is the highest, up to unrivaled.

33.62 “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving and practicing the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom with skillful means should dedicate those wholesome roots like this by way of not apprehending anything.”

33.63 This was the thirty-third chapter, “Dedication,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B27]
CHAPTER 34: PERFECT PRAISE OF THE QUALITY OF ACCOMPLISHMENT

34.1 Then venerable Śāriputra said to the Lord, “Lord, the perfection of wisdom makes things clear because of absolute purity. Lord, the perfection of wisdom makes you want to bow. Lord, I bow to the perfection of wisdom. Lord, the perfection of wisdom is untainted by all three realms. Lord, the perfection of wisdom corrects visual distortions because of having eliminated all the darkness of afflictive emotion and views. Lord, the perfection of wisdom works as the highest of the dharmas on the side of awakening. Lord, the perfection of wisdom provides security because it has eliminated all hazards, terrors, and persecution. Lord, the perfection of wisdom gives light because then all beings easily appropriate the five eyes. Lord, the perfection of wisdom shows the ruts because beings caught in the ruts avoid the two edges. Lord, the perfection of wisdom works as the knowledge of all aspects because of having eliminated all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions. Lord, the perfection of wisdom is the mother of great bodhisattvas because she gives birth to all the buddhadharmas. Lord, the perfection of wisdom is unproduced and unceasing because of being empty of its own mark. Lord, the perfection of wisdom counteracts samsāra because it is not unmoved and not destroyed. Lord, the perfection of wisdom works as the protector of all unprotected beings because it is the giver of all precious dharmas. Lord, the perfection of wisdom works as the ten powers because it deals with those who are untamed. Lord, the perfection of wisdom works as repeating and thus turning the wheel of the Dharma that has twelve aspects three times because it does not go forward and does not turn back. Lord, the perfection of wisdom works to show the intrinsic nature of all dharmas because of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. Since this is the case, Lord, how does one stand in the perfection of wisdom?”
The Lord said, “Śāriputra, you should stand with the perfection of wisdom just as you stand with the Teacher. You should bow to the perfection of wisdom just as you bow to the Teacher. And why? Because this perfection of wisdom is not one thing and the Teacher another; the Teacher is not one thing and the perfection of wisdom another. The perfection of wisdom is itself the Teacher [F.53.a] and the Teacher is himself the perfection of wisdom, because even the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas are a category because of the perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattvas, pratyekabuddhas, worthy ones, non-returners, once-returners, and stream enterers are also categories because of it. The ten wholesome actions are categories because of it. The four concentrations, four immeasurables, and four formless absorptions are categories because of it. The five clairvoyances, the five perfections, inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten tathāgata powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are categories because of it, up to the knowledge of all aspects is a category because of it.”

Then it occurred to Śatakratu, head of the gods to think, “What occasioned this inquiry by the venerable monk Śāriputra? What was the catalyst?”

Then venerable Śāriputra, understanding in his mind the thoughts occurring to Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Kauśika, it occurred to you to think, ‘What occasioned this inquiry by the venerable monk Śāriputra? What was the catalyst?’ In regard to that, I made the inquiry with the thought that bodhisattva great beings assisted by the perfection of wisdom with skillful means dedicate those wholesome roots of the past, future, and present lord buddhas, as many as there are, starting from when they first produced the thought, up to for as long as their good Dharma lasts, to the knowledge of all aspects.

“Kauśika, [F.53.b] this perfection of wisdom of the bodhisattva great beings surpasses the perfection of giving, and similarly, it surpasses the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, and concentration.

“To illustrate, without a guide a hundred, a thousand, or one hundred thousand with congenital blindness cannot even find the road, so how could they ever make it to the city? Similarly, Kauśika, without the perfection of wisdom as a guide these five perfections, like those with congenital blindness, cannot even find the path to awakening, so how could they ever make it to the city of the knowledge of all aspects? Kauśika, when the five perfections are assisted by the perfection of wisdom, then they too have eyes and get the name perfection.”
Śatakratu then inquired, “Venerable monk Śāriputra, you have said, ‘When the five perfections are assisted by the perfection of wisdom then they too have eyes and get the name perfection.’ So then, venerable monk Śāriputra, when the five perfections are assisted by the perfection of giving, do they not get the name perfection? Similarly, when the five perfections are assisted by the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, and concentration, do those five perfections not get the name perfection either?”

“It is not so, Kauśika, it is not so,” replied Śāriputra. “When the five perfections are assisted by the perfection of giving, they do not get the name perfection. Similarly, when the five perfections are assisted by the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, and concentration, those five perfections do not get the name perfection either. Therefore, Kauśika, the perfection of wisdom [F.54.a] is the highest, the most excellent, foremost, the best, the most superb, sublime, and unsurpassed, and it is unrivaled by the five perfections.”

Then venerable Śāriputra asked the Lord, “Lord, how should bodhisattva great beings find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom?”

The Lord replied, “Śāriputra, they should find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom so they do not find and produce within themselves form; they should find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom so they do not find and produce within themselves feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. Similarly, they should find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom so they do not find and produce within themselves constituents, sense fields, dependent originations, or the perfection of giving; they should find and produce within themselves the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, or concentration. They should find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom so they do not find and produce within themselves inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. They should find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom so they do not find and produce within themselves the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening. They should find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom so they do not find and produce within themselves the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, or distinct attributes of a buddha. They should find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom so they do not find and produce within themselves the knowledge of all aspects. Thus, they should find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom so they do not find and produce within themselves any of those dharmas.”
Śāriputra then asked, “Lord, how do they find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom so that they do not find and produce within themselves form? Lord, how do they find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom so they do not find and produce within themselves ... up to all dharmas?”

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “they should find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom as the nonenactment, the nonproduction, the noncessation, the nonappearance, the nondestruction, and the nonapprehension of form.”

“Lord, does finding and producing within themselves the perfection of wisdom like that cause any dharma to be gained?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “finding and producing within themselves the perfection of wisdom like that does not cause any dharma to be gained, and it is because it does not cause any dharma to be gained that it is counted the perfection of wisdom.”

“Lord, what dharmas does it not cause to be gained?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “it does not cause wholesome dharmas to be gained, it does not cause unwholesome dharmas to be gained, and similarly it does not cause dharmas that are basic immorality or what is not basic immorality, compounded or uncompounded, afflicted or unafflicted, ordinary or extraordinary, or defilement or purification to be gained. It does not cause the dharmas of saṃsāra to be gained, and it does not cause the dharmas of nirvāṇa to be gained. And why? Because the perfection of wisdom does not make any dharma available by way of apprehending it. Therefore, it does not cause it to be gained.”

Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, asked the Lord, “Does this perfection of wisdom also not cause the knowledge of all aspects to be gained?”

The Lord said, “In regard to what you, Kauśika, have said—‘Does this perfection of wisdom also not cause the knowledge of all aspects to be gained?’—exactly so! Exactly so! The perfection of wisdom does not cause any dharma to be gained. It does not cause any to be apprehended and therefore does not cause even the knowledge of all aspects to be gained. It does not apprehend it.”

“Lord, why does this perfection of wisdom not cause the knowledge of all aspects to be gained? Why does it not apprehend it?” asked Śatakratu.

“Kauśika,” replied the Lord, “it is because the perfection of wisdom does not cause it to be gained as a name, as a causal sign, or as something to be enacted.”

“Well then, Lord, how does this perfection of wisdom cause it to be gained?” asked Śatakratu.
“Kauśika,” replied the Lord, “it is because the perfection of wisdom causes it to be gained without apprehending, without asserting, without being stationed on, without forsaking, without settling down on, without grasping, and without rejecting anything at all, but it does not cause any dharma to be gained.”

Śatakratu said, “It is amazing, Lord, how this perfection of wisdom has been made available in order to make the nonproduction, noncessation, nonenactment, nonapprehension, nonpurification, and nondestruction of all dharmas easy.”

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom have such ideas as ‘the perfection of wisdom causes all dharmas to be gained’ or ‘the perfection of wisdom does not cause all dharmas to be gained,’ then, Lord, the perfection of wisdom is forsaken, and this causes distance from the perfection of wisdom.”

The Lord replied, “There is a way in which bodhisattva great beings forsake the perfection of wisdom, a way that causes distance from the perfection of wisdom. When bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom have such ideas as ‘This perfection of wisdom rings hollow. This perfection of wisdom is in vain. This perfection of wisdom is pointless. This perfection of wisdom is a fraud,’ that makes those bodhisattva great beings forsake the perfection of wisdom. It causes those bodhisattva great beings to be distant from the perfection of wisdom.”

“The Lord is confident about the perfection of wisdom. In what dharmas do you not have confidence?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “being confident about the perfection of wisdom, I do not have confidence in form, and I do not have confidence in feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; I do not have confidence in eyes, and I do not have confidence in ears, nose, tongue, body, or thinking mind; I do not have confidence in a form, and I do not have confidence in a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, or dharmas; I do not have confidence in the perfection of giving, and I do not have confidence in the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom; I do not have confidence in inner emptiness, up to and I do not have confidence in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. I do not have confidence in the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening. I do not have confidence in the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; I do not have confidence in the result of stream enterer, and I do not have confidence in the result of once-returner or the result of non-returner,
the state of a worthy one, the state of a pratyekabuddha, or unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Being confident about the perfection of wisdom, I do not have confidence in the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Lord, why, being confident about the perfection of wisdom, do you not have confidence in form, and why do you not have confidence in..., up to the knowledge of all aspects?” asked Subhūti.

The Lord said, “Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom gives me confidence because form cannot be apprehended. The perfection of wisdom gives me confidence because..., up to the knowledge of all aspects cannot be apprehended. Therefore, Subhūti, being confident about the perfection of wisdom, I do not have confidence in form, and I do not have confidence in..., up to the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Lord, this—namely, the perfection of wisdom—is a huge perfection,” said Subhūti.

“What do you think, Subhūti?” asked the Lord. “In what way is this perfection of wisdom a huge perfection?”

Subhūti replied, “Lord, the perfection of wisdom does not make form bigger, nor does it make it smaller; [F.56.b] it does not make feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness bigger, nor does it make them smaller; similarly, it does not make the constituents, sense fields, or dependent originations bigger nor does it make them smaller. It does not make the perfection of giving bigger, nor does it make it smaller; similarly, it does not make the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, or concentration bigger, nor does it make them smaller; it does not make inner emptiness bigger, nor does it make it smaller; it does not make... up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature bigger, nor does it make it smaller; it does not make the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening bigger, nor does it make them smaller; it does not make the powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, or distinct attributes of a buddha bigger, nor does it make them smaller; it does not make awakening bigger, nor does it make it smaller; and it does not make an awakened one bigger, nor does it make an awakened one smaller.

“... It does not compress form, nor does it expand it; it does not compress feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness, nor does it expand them; up to it does not compress awakening or an awakened one, nor does it expand them.

“... It does not make form measurable, nor does it make it immeasurable; it does not make feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness measurable, nor does it does not make them immeasurable; up to it does not make awakening or an awakened one measurable, nor does it make them immeasurable.
“It does not free up form, nor does it enclose it; it does not free up feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness, nor does it enclose them; up to it does not free up awakening or an awakened one, nor does it enclose them.

“It does not strengthen form, nor does it weaken it; [F.57.a] it does not strengthen feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness, nor does it weaken them; up to it does not strengthen awakening or an awakened one, nor does it weaken them.

“In this way, Lord, this perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings is a huge perfection.

“Lord, when bodhisattva great beings newly set out in the vehicle, having resorted to the perfection of wisdom and resorted to the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving, have the notion, ‘It does not make form bigger nor, does it make it smaller,’ up to ‘It does not make an awakened one bigger, nor does it make an awakened one smaller,’ up to ‘It does not strengthen, nor does it weaken form,’ those bodhisattva great beings with such notions, Lord, are not practicing the perfection of wisdom. And why? Because making form bigger or smaller, up to making an awakened one bigger or smaller is not in harmony with the perfection of wisdom as cause; strengthening or weakening form, up to and strengthening or weakening an awakened one is not in harmony with the perfection of wisdom as cause.

“And why? Because there is no awakening for those with a notion that something is being apprehended.

“Thus, you should know that the nonproduction of the perfection of wisdom is because beings are not produced. Similarly, you should know that the nonproduction of the perfection of wisdom [F.57.b] is because form is not produced, up to you should know that the nonproduction of the perfection of wisdom is because a buddha is not produced.

“You should know that the perfection of wisdom has no intrinsic nature because beings have no intrinsic nature. You should know that the perfection of wisdom has no intrinsic nature because form has no intrinsic nature, up to you should know that the perfection of wisdom has no intrinsic nature because a buddha has no intrinsic nature.

“You should know that the perfection of wisdom is not an existing thing because a being is not an existing thing. Similarly, you should know that the perfection of wisdom is not an existing thing because form is not an existing thing. You should know that the perfection of wisdom is not an existing thing because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not existing things, up to you should know that the perfection of wisdom is not an existing thing because a buddha is not an existing thing.
“You should know that the perfection of wisdom is empty because beings are empty. Similarly, you should know that the perfection of wisdom is empty because form is empty. You should know that the perfection of wisdom is empty because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are empty, up to you should know that the perfection of wisdom is empty because a buddha is empty.

Similarly, you should know that the perfection of wisdom is signless and wishless because beings are signless and wishless. Similarly, you should know that the perfection of wisdom is signless and wishless because form is signless and wishless. You should know that the perfection of wisdom is signless and wishless because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are signless and wishless, up to you should know that the perfection of wisdom is signless and wishless because a buddha is signless and wishless.

Similarly, you should know the isolation and nonexistence of the perfection of wisdom because of the isolation and nonexistence of beings.

Similarly, you should know the inconceivability of the perfection of wisdom because of the inconceivability of beings.

“You should know the nondestruction of the perfection of wisdom because of the nondestruction of beings.

“You should know that there is no full awakening of the perfection of wisdom because there is no full awakening of beings. You should know that there is no full awakening of the perfection of wisdom because there is no full awakening of form. You should know that there is no full awakening of the perfection of wisdom because there is no full awakening of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness, up to you should know that there is no full awakening of the perfection of wisdom because there is no full awakening of a buddha.

“You should know that the perfection of wisdom is not endowed with the powers because beings are not endowed with the powers. You should know that the perfection of wisdom is not endowed with the powers because form is not endowed with the powers. You should know that the perfection of wisdom is not endowed with the powers because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not endowed with the powers, up to you should know that the perfection of wisdom is not endowed with the powers because a buddha is not endowed with the powers.

“In this way too, Lord, this perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings is a huge perfection.”

This was the thirty-fourth chapter, “Perfect Praise of the Quality of Accomplishment,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 35: HELLs

35.1 Then venerable Śāriputra inquired of the Lord, “Where did they die, Lord, bodhisattva great beings who have come here and believe in this perfection of wisdom? How long has it been since a son of a good family or daughter of a good family believing in this perfection of wisdom as the meaning and method set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? On how many tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have they attended? For how long have they been practitioners of the perfection of giving? For how long have they been practitioners of the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, and concentration? For how long have they been practitioners of the perfection of wisdom?”

Venerable Śāriputra having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Śāriputra, those bodhisattva great beings have come here and have been reborn here after attending on tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas in the ten directions. Śāriputra, it has been an infinite, countless hundred thousand one hundred million billion eons since those bodhisattva great beings set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. After their first production of the thought, from then on they practiced the perfection of giving, practiced the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom, and took rebirth here; from then on they attended on infinite, countless, immeasurable, inconceivable, imponderable tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas and came here. Śāriputra, if those bodhisattva great beings even see or hear the perfection of wisdom, the thought arises, ‘I am beholding the Teacher,’ and the thought arises, ‘I am hearing the Teacher.’ Śāriputra, those bodhisattva great beings, by way of no causal signs, nonduality, and not apprehending anything, comprehend this perfection of wisdom as the meaning and method.”

35.3 Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, can you view or listen to the perfection of wisdom?”
“No, Subhūti,” the Lord replied. “Subhūti, because dharmas are in an inanimate material state there is no viewer of, or listener to, the perfection of wisdom, so they do not see or hear the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, because dharmas are in an inanimate material state they do not see or hear the perfection of concentration, perseverance, patience, morality, or giving; because dharmas are in an inanimate material state they do not see or hear inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; and similarly, because dharmas are in an inanimate material state they do not see or hear the applications of mindfulness; because dharmas are in an inanimate material state they do not see or hear the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or paths; because dharmas are in an inanimate material state they do not see or hear the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; and because dharmas are in an inanimate material state they do not see or hear awakening, and do not see and hear an awakened one.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, for how long have those bodhisattva great beings who do the yogic practice of this deep perfection of wisdom here been practicing?”

The Lord said, “To pronounce on this you have to go into detail. Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings who, after their first production of the thought, from then on do the yogic practice of this deep perfection of wisdom and similarly do the yogic practice of the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving—doing it, furthermore, with skillful means, without any dharma at all, and without seeing how there is increase or decrease—that they will never be separated from the six perfections and never be separated from the lord buddhas. With whatever special offerings they want to respect, revere, honor, and worship the lord buddhas, immediately after their first production of the thought they obtain them and pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield. They are never born in a mother’s womb, they are never separated from the clairvoyant knowledges, they never entertain any afflictive emotion, they never entertain a śrāvaka thought or pratyekabuddha thought, and they also bring beings to maturity, purify a buddhafield, and pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield. Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings do the yogic practice of this deep perfection of wisdom.

Subhūti, there are those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle who have seen many hundreds of buddhas, many thousands of buddhas, many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion buddhas. When they were disciples in their
presence, they gave gifts and cultivated morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom by way of apprehending something. They leave the retinue when this deep perfection of wisdom is being taught. Those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family do not respect this deep perfection of wisdom when it is being taught, and they walk out on those lord buddhas.

Those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle are gathered right here. They are those who leave when this deep perfection of wisdom is being taught. And why? Because those bodhisattva great beings walked out in the past when this deep perfection of wisdom was being taught, so they walk out again now when this deep perfection of wisdom is being taught. They are not collected in body and mind, so they amass the karma of those who act out of intellectual confusion. Those who have made and amassed that karma of the intellectually confused, on account of that, reject this deep perfection of wisdom when it is being taught, and because of rejecting this deep perfection of wisdom they reject the knowledge of all aspects of past, future, and present lord buddhas as well. Those who have made an enactment of, and amassed the karma that comes from, rejecting the knowledge of all aspects and those who have made [F.60.b] and amassed the karma that leads to the loss of the Dharma roast in the hells for many hundred years, many thousand years, many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion years. They pass on from great hells to great hells, and as they are passing on from great hells to great hells the destruction by fire, destruction by water, and destruction by wind come about. When the destruction is happening there, they are hurled into those great hells in other world systems. After they are born there they again pass on from great hells to great hells, and as they are passing on from great hells to great hells again the destructions happen and they are hurled from those world systems into yet other world systems. When the destructions come about in those as well, they are again hurled into the eastern direction and hurled into the great hells in the south, west, and north, the intermediate directions, and below and above. And when the destructions also happen in those world systems, they are again hurled into the great hells in other world systems. But even when the destructions happen in those world systems, still the karma for being deprived of the Dharma is not exhausted, so after they have died in those world systems they again take rebirth right here and again pass on from the great hells to the great hells. And when they are born in those great hells they experience the sufferings of hell, and their experience of the sufferings of hell continues until [F.61.a] the destructions again happen. But even after the destructions happen, they die here and are again reborn in the
great hells in other world systems. Similarly, they are born over and over again in the animal worlds in all the ten directions, and they are born over and over again in the worlds of Yama in all the ten directions.

“Born there, the experience of those feelings of suffering uses up the karma. When their experience of those many sufferings has used up the karma and they somehow or other gain a human rebirth, still, just because of amassing that karma that leads to the loss of the Dharma, wherever they are born they are born congenitally blind in congenitally blind families, in outcast families, in families of garbage workers, and in low-class families. And when they are born, they are born such that they also become blind, or blind in one eye, or without a tongue, or without arms, or without legs, or without ears, or without a nose, or where the word Buddha is never heard, the word Dharma and the word Saṅgha are never heard, and the words bodhisattva and pratyekabuddha are never heard.”

Then venerable Śāriputra said to the Lord, “Lord, committing and amassing the five inexpiable sins does not rank with the karma that leads to the loss of the Dharma.”

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “when the perfection of wisdom is being taught there are those who think they have to put a stop to it and say, ‘This is not the Dharma, this is not the Vinaya, these are not the Teacher’s words; tathāgatas, worthy ones, [F.61.b] perfectly complete buddhas did not say, do not say, and will not say this, so you should not train in it.’ They think, ‘I too have to oppose this,’ and they cause other beings to separate from it. Having harmed their own mental continuums, they plot harm to the mental continuums of others; having poisoned their own mental continuums they poison the mental continuums of others; having ruined their own mental continuums, they want to ruin the mental continuums of others, and they think, ‘Since even I do not comprehend or understand the deep perfection of wisdom, I will put a stop to it,’ and they cause others to take it like that as well. Since this is the case you have to say, ‘Those who have committed the five inexpiable sins do not rank with those who have done and amassed the karma that leads to the loss of the Dharma.’ Śāriputra, I do not let such persons hear it, let alone look at it. How could that ever possibly be? And why? Śāriputra, you should know that it is because such persons spoil the Dharma; such persons are like rotten trees and have a wicked nature. Śāriputra, those are the sort of persons who think they should have faith and listen but who do it in a wrong way, so calamity befalls them.

“Śāriputra, you should know that those persons who spoil my perfection of wisdom are those who spoil the Dharma.”

Śāriputra said, “Lord, the Lord has not yet explained the extent of the physical horrors for a person born there who spoils the Dharma.”
"Śāriputra," said the Lord, “leave aside the extent of the physical horrors for that person born there who spoils the Dharma. And why? Because the consequences from hearing about the extent of the physical horrors for the person who spoils the Dharma are as bad as those physical horrors encountered by that person who spoils the Dharma, as much as that—vomiting warm blood from the mouth, or dying, or experiencing pain enough to die, or on hearing it being impaled on a shaft of pain, or drying out and shriveling into oneself like a severed blue green nada reed.”

So the Lord did not make a space for venerable Śāriputra to know just how great an extent the physical horror there would be.

Śāriputra said, “Lord, please explain so later generations will be given a glimpse of the fact that persons who spoil the Dharma will appropriate physical horrors like that on account of having done and amassed karma that leads to the loss of the Dharma.”

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “later generations, just from this, will also glimpse the fact that ‘on account of having completely done and amassed karma that leads to the loss of the Dharma, they will experience suffering in the hells lasting that long, they will experience the immeasurability of that suffering—the amount of it and its duration—for that amount of time.’”

“Lord, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have a bright nature will, just from this, turn back from those actions that lead to the loss of the Dharma. And we too, thinking ‘we will meet with such sufferings as those,’ will not reject the good Dharma even at the cost of our lives,” said Śāriputra.

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Those who have made and amassed speech karma that rejects the good Dharma make and amass karma that leads to the loss of the Dharma, so we sons of good family or daughters of good family will restrain well our actions of body, speech, and mind lest we meet with such suffering as that, or lest we not see the tathāgatas, or not hear the Dharma, or not provide service to the saṅgha, or be born in buddhafields where there are no buddhas, or be born as paupers, or become those whose words are not accepted.”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “those ignorant persons gone forth to homelessness in the well-spoken Dharma and Vinaya thinking they have to strongly object to this perfection of wisdom, through the karma they have made and amassed, make and amass karma that leads to the loss of the Dharma. Subhūti, strongly objecting and putting a stop to the perfection of wisdom is strongly objecting and putting a stop to the awakening of the lord buddhas; strongly objecting and putting a stop to the awakening of the lord buddhas is strongly objecting and putting a stop to the knowledge of all aspects of past, future, and present lord buddhas; strongly objecting and
putting a stop to the knowledge of all aspects is strongly objecting and
putting a stop to the Dharma; putting a stop to the Dharma is putting a stop
to the Saṅgha; putting a stop to the Saṅgha is putting a stop to ordinary right
view and extraordinary right view, and similarly putting a stop to the six
perfections, thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, ten powers, four
fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, eighteen distinct
attributes of a buddha, up to the knowledge of all aspects. Those who put a
stop to the knowledge of all aspects get saddled with an unbounded,
infinite, incalculable mass of demerit, and those who are saddled with a mass
of demerit get saddled with unbounded, infinite, incalculable suffering and
mental anguish.”

“Lord, what different things [F.63.a] dispose those ignorant persons who
put a stop to this deep perfection of wisdom to put a stop to this deep
perfection of wisdom?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “four things dispose them to put a stop to this
depth perfection of wisdom. What four things? Those ignorant persons are
these, namely, they are possessed by Māra, they do not believe in and do not
find faith in the deep Dharma, they fall into the clutches of bad friends, so
they settle down on the five aggregates, and while those ignorant persons
are doing wrong they praise themselves and disparage others. Subhūti,
ignorant persons beset by these four things put a stop to this deep
perfection of wisdom.”

Subhūti said, “Lord, it is hard for those who do not work hard, who are
without wholesome roots, and who have fallen into the clutches of bad
friends to believe in this perfection of wisdom.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so,” said the Lord. “It is hard for those who
do not work hard, who are without wholesome roots, and who have fallen
into the clutches of bad friends to believe in this perfection of wisdom.”

Subhūti then asked, “Just how deep, Lord, is this perfection of wisdom in
which it is so hard for them to believe?”

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “form is not bound and is not freed. And why?
Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in form is form. Similarly,
Subhūti, feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is
not bound and is not freed. And why? Because the nonexistence of an
intrinsic nature in consciousness is consciousness.

“Subhūti, the perfection of giving [F.63.b] is not bound and is not freed.
And why? Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the perfection
of giving is the perfection of giving. Similarly, Subhūti, the perfection of
morality … the perfection of patience … the perfection of perseverance … the
perfection of concentration ... and the perfection of wisdom is not bound and is not freed. And why? Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the perfection of wisdom is the perfection of wisdom.

35.28 “Subhūti, inner emptiness is not bound and is not freed. And why? Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in inner emptiness is inner emptiness, up to Subhūti, the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is not bound and is not freed. And why? Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.

35.29 “Subhūti, the applications of mindfulness are not bound and they are not freed. And why? Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the applications of mindfulness is the applications of mindfulness. Similarly, Subhūti, the right efforts ... the legs of miraculous power ... the faculties ... the powers ... the limbs of awakening ... and the path is not bound and is not freed. And why? Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the path is the path.

35.30 “Similarly, Subhūti, the ten tathāgata powers ... the four fearlessnesses ... the four detailed and thorough knowledges ... the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha ... and the knowledge of all aspects is not bound and is not freed. And why? Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the knowledge of all aspects is the knowledge of all aspects.

35.31 “Subhūti, the prior limit of form is not bound and is not freed. And why? Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the prior limit is form. [F.64.a] Similarly, Subhūti, the prior limit of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness, up to the knowledge of all aspects is not bound and is not freed. And why? Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the prior limit is the knowledge of all aspects.

35.32 “Subhūti, the later limit of form is not bound and is not freed. And why? Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the later limit is form. Similarly, Subhūti, the later limit of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness, up to the knowledge of all aspects is not bound and is not freed. And why? Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the later limit is the knowledge of all aspects.

35.33 “Subhūti, present form is not bound and is not freed. And why? Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the present is form. Similarly, Subhūti, present feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness, up to knowledge of all aspects is not bound and is not freed. And why? Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the present is the knowledge of all aspects.”
Subhūti said, “Lord, it is hard for those who do not work hard, have not planted wholesome roots, have fallen into the clutches of bad friends, are under the control of Māra, and are lazy, deficient in perseverance, forgetful, and without introspection to believe in this perfection of wisdom.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so,” replied the Lord. “Subhūti, it is hard for those who do not work hard, up to are without introspection to believe in this perfection of wisdom.” [F.64.b]

“Subhūti, that purity of form is just the purity of the result. That purity of feeling ... perception ... volitional factors ... and consciousness is just the purity of the result, up to that purity of the knowledge of all aspects is just the purity of the result.” [B28]

“Furthermore, Subhūti, that purity of form is the purity of the result. That purity of the result is the purity of the perfection of wisdom. That purity of the perfection of wisdom is the purity of form. That purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects is the purity of the result. That purity of the result is the purity of the perfection of wisdom. That purity of the perfection of wisdom is the purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. Thus, all of these—purity of form, purity of the result, purity of the perfection of wisdom, and purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects—are not two, are not divided, are not broken apart, and are not cut apart.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, that purity of form is the purity of the perfection of wisdom. That purity of the perfection of wisdom is the purity of form. That purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects is the purity of the perfection of wisdom. That purity of the perfection of wisdom is the purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. Thus, this purity of form, [F.65.a] purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects, and purity of the perfection of wisdom are not two, are not divided, are not broken apart, and are not cut apart.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, that purity of self is the purity of form. That purity of form is the purity of self. Thus, this purity of self and purity of form are not two, are not divided, are not broken apart, and are not cut apart. This purity of a being, a living being, up to one who knows, and one who sees, and the purity of form, and the purity of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, up to the knowledge of all aspects are not two, are not divided, are not broken apart, and are not cut apart.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, because of the purity of greed there is the purity of form, the purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. Thus, this purity of greed, purity of form, purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects is not two, is not divided, is not broken apart, and is not cut apart. Similarly, because of the purity of hatred and confusion there is the purity of form, the
purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. Thus, this purity of hatred and confusion, purity of form, purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects is not two, is not divided, is not broken apart, and is not cut apart.

35.41 “Furthermore, Subhūti, because of the purity of greed, hatred, and confusion there is the purity of form, the purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. Thus this purity of greed, hatred, and confusion, the purity of form, [F.65.b] this purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects is not two, is not divided, is not broken apart, and is not cut apart.

35.42 “Furthermore, Subhūti, because of the purity of ignorance there is the purity of volitional factors; because of the purity of volitional factors there is the purity of consciousness, and similarly, there is the purity of name and form, purity of the six sense fields, purity of contact, purity of feeling, purity of craving, purity of appropriation, purity of existence, purity of birth, and purity of old age and death.

35.43 “Because of the purity of old age and death there is the purity of the perfection of giving; because of the purity of the perfection of giving there is the purity of the perfection of morality; because of the purity of the perfection of morality there is the purity of the perfection of patience; because of the purity of the perfection of patience there is the purity of the perfection of perseverance; because of the purity of the perfection of perseverance there is the purity of the perfection of concentration; because of the purity of the perfection of concentration there is the purity of the perfection of wisdom; because of the purity of the perfection of wisdom there is the purity of inner emptiness; because of the purity of inner emptiness there is the purity of ... up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; and because of the purity of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature there is the purity of the applications of mindfulness. Similarly, there is the purity of the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path; because of the purity of the path there is the purity of all-knowledge; because of the purity of all-knowledge there is the purity of the ten powers; because of the purity of the ten powers there is the purity of the fearlessnesses; because of the purity [F.66.a] of the fearlessnesses there is the purity of the detailed and thorough knowledges; because of the purity of the detailed and thorough knowledges there is the purity of the distinct attributes of a buddha; and because of the purity of the distinct attributes of a buddha there is the purity of the knowledge of all aspects. Thus, this purity of the knowledge of all aspects and purity of the distinct attributes of a buddha is not two, is not divided, is not broken apart, and is not cut apart.
“Furthermore, Subhūti, that purity of the perfection of wisdom is the purity of form. That purity of form is the purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. Thus, this purity of the perfection of wisdom, purity of form, purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects is not two, is not divided, is not broken apart, and is not cut apart.

Similarly, that purity of the perfection of concentration, purity of the perfection of perseverance, purity of the perfection of patience, purity of the perfection of morality, and purity of the perfection of giving is the purity of form. That purity of form is the purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. Thus, this purity of the perfection of giving, purity of form, purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects is not two, is not divided, is not broken apart, and is not cut apart. Because of the purity of inner emptiness, up to the purity of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature there is the purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects; because of the purity of the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening there is the purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects; because of the purity of the powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and distinct attributes of a buddha there is the purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. Thus, this purity of the aggregates, the constituents, the sense fields, the perfections, all the emptinesses, the dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, [F.66.b] and the purity of the knowledge of all aspects is not two, is not divided, is not broken apart, and is not cut apart.

Furthermore, Subhūti, because of the purity of the compounded there is the purity of the uncompounded; because of the purity of the uncompounded there is the purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. Thus, this purity of the compounded, purity of the uncompounded, and purity of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects is not two, is not divided, is not broken apart, and is not cut apart.

Furthermore, Subhūti, because of the purity of the past there is the purity of the future; because of the purity of the future there is the purity of the past; because of the purity of the present there is purity of the past and future; and because of the purity of the past and future there is purity of the present. Thus, this purity of the past, purity of the future, and purity of the present is not two, is not divided, is not broken apart, and is not cut apart.”

This was the thirty-fifth chapter, “Hells,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 36: TEACHING THE PURITY OF ALL DHARMAS

36.1 Then venerable Śāriputra said to the Lord, “Lord, this purity is deep.”

“It is deep, Śāriputra, because it is extremely pure,” said the Lord.

36.2 “On account of what being extremely pure is it deep?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, [F.67.a] “it is deep because form is extremely pure. It is deep because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are extremely pure. It is deep because the earth element, water element, fire element, wind element, space element, and consciousness element are extremely pure. It is deep because the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind are extremely pure. It is deep because a form, a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and dharmas are extremely pure. It is deep because the perfection of giving is extremely pure. It is deep because the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom are extremely pure. It is deep because inner emptiness is extremely pure, up to it is deep because the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is extremely pure. It is deep because the applications of mindfulness are extremely pure. It is deep because the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path are extremely pure. It is deep because the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and distinct attributes of a buddha are extremely pure. It is deep because awakening is extremely pure, up to the knowledge of all aspects is extremely pure.”

36.3 “Lord, purity is light,” said Śāriputra.

“Purity is light, Śāriputra, because it is extremely pure,” said the Lord.

36.4 “Lord, on account of what being extremely pure is it light?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, [F.67.b] “purity is light because form is extremely pure. Purity is light because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are extremely pure. Purity is light because the eyes are
extremely pure. Purity is light because the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind are extremely pure. Purity is light because a form, a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and dharmas are extremely pure. Purity is light because the earth element, water element, fire element, wind element, space element, and consciousness element are extremely pure. Purity is light because the perfection of giving is extremely pure. Purity is light because the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom are extremely pure. Purity is light because inner emptiness is extremely pure, up to purity is light because the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is extremely pure. Purity is light because the applications of mindfulness are extremely pure. Purity is light because the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path are extremely pure. Purity is light because the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are extremely pure, up to purity is light because the knowledge of all aspects is extremely pure.”

“Lord, purity does not link up,” said Śāriputra.

“That is because it is extremely pure, Śāriputra,” said the Lord.

“Lord, on account of what not linking up is it pure?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “form does not link up because it does not change places, so it is pure, up to the knowledge of all aspects does not link up because it does not change places, so it is pure.”

“Lord, purity is without defilement,” said Śāriputra.

“Because it is extremely pure, Śāriputra,” said the Lord.

“Lord, on account what not being defiled is it pure?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “because form is naturally without defilement it is pure, up to because the knowledge of all aspects is naturally without defilement it is pure.”

“Lord, there is no obtaining and no clear realization of purity,” said Śāriputra.

“Because it is extremely pure, Śāriputra,” said the Lord.

“Lord, on account of not obtaining and not clearly realizing what is it pure?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “because of not obtaining and not clearly realizing form it is pure, up to because of not obtaining and not clearly realizing the knowledge of all aspects it is pure.”

“Lord, purity does not come into being,” said Śāriputra.

“Because it is extremely pure, Śāriputra,” said the Lord.

“Lord, on account of what not coming into being is it pure?” asked Śāriputra.
“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “because form does not come into being it is pure, up to because the knowledge of all aspects does not come into being it is pure.”

36.14 “Lord, purity does not arise in the desire realm,” said Śāriputra.
“Because it is extremely pure, Śāriputra,” said the Lord.

36.15 “Lord, why does purity not arise in the desire realm?” asked Śāriputra.
“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “purity does not arise because you cannot apprehend the desire realm’s intrinsic nature.”

36.16 “Lord, purity does not arise in the form realm,” said Śāriputra.
“Because it is extremely pure, Śāriputra,” said the Lord.

36.17 “Lord, why does purity not arise in the form realm?” asked Śāriputra.
“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “purity does not arise because you cannot apprehend the form realm’s intrinsic nature.”

36.18 “Lord, purity does not arise in the formless realm,” said Śāriputra.
“Because it is extremely pure, Śāriputra,” said the Lord.

36.19 “Lord, why does purity not arise in the formless realm?” asked Śāriputra.
“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “purity does not arise because you cannot apprehend the formless realm’s intrinsic nature.”

36.20 “Lord, purity does not know,” said Śāriputra.
“Because it is extremely pure, Śāriputra,” said the Lord.

36.21 “Lord, why does purity not know?” [F.69.a] asked Śāriputra.
“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “purity does not know because dharmas are inanimate material.”

36.22 “Lord, purity does not know form,” said Śāriputra.
“Because it is extremely pure, Śāriputra,” said the Lord.

36.23 “Lord, why does purity not know form?” asked Śāriputra.
“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “purity does not know form because it is empty of its own mark.”

36.24 “Lord, purity does not know feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness,” said Śāriputra.
“Because it is extremely pure, Śāriputra,” said the Lord.

36.25 “Lord, why does purity not know feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness?” asked Śāriputra.
“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “purity does not know feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness because it is empty of its own mark.”

36.26 “Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “purity does not know all dharmas, because they are extremely pure, Śāriputra,” said the Lord.

36.27 “Lord, why does purity not know all dharmas?” asked Śāriputra.
“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “purity does not know all dharmas because all dharmas cannot be found.”
“Lord, the perfection of wisdom does not help, nor does it hinder, the knowledge of all aspects,” said Śāriputra.

“Because it is extremely pure, Śāriputra,” [F.69.b] said the Lord.

“Lord, why does the perfection of wisdom not help or hinder the knowledge of all aspects?” asked Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “the perfection of wisdom does not help or hinder the knowledge of all aspects because of the establishment of the dharma-constituent.”

“Lord, the purity that is the perfection of wisdom does not assist any dharma,” said Śāriputra.

“Because it is extremely pure, Śāriputra,” said the Lord.

“Lord, why does the perfection of wisdom not assist any dharma?” asked Śāriputra.

“Because the dharma-constituent is without movement,” said the Lord.

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, form is pure because self is pure.”

“Because it is extremely pure, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, why is form extremely pure because self is pure?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “because of the nonexistence of self the nonexistence of form is extremely pure.”

“Lord, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are pure because self is pure,” said Subhūti.

“Because they are extremely pure, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, why is feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness extremely pure because self is pure?” asked Subhūti. [F.70.a]

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “because of the nonexistence of self the nonexistence of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness is extremely pure.”

“Lord,” said Subhūti, “the perfection of giving is pure because self is pure. Similarly, the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom are pure because self is pure; the applications of mindfulness are pure because self is pure; the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path are pure because self is pure. Lord, because self is pure the ten tathāgata powers are pure, and similarly, Lord, the fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and distinct attributes of a buddha are pure.”

“Because they are extremely pure, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, why are all the buddhadharmas extremely pure because self is pure?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti, because of the nonexistence of self the nonexistence of all the buddhadharmas is extremely pure,” said the Lord.
“Lord, the result of stream enterer is pure because self is pure. Similarly, Lord, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening are pure because self is pure,” said Subhūti.

“Because they are empty of their own mark, Subhūti,” [F.70.b] said the Lord.

“Lord, why is the result of stream enterer pure because self is pure? Why are the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening pure because self is pure?” asked Subhūti.

“Because they are extremely pure, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, awakening is pure because self is pure,” said Subhūti.

“Because it is extremely pure, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, why is awakening pure because self is pure?” asked Subhūti.

“Because it is empty of its own mark, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, the knowledge of all aspects is pure because self is pure,” said Subhūti.

“Because it is extremely pure, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, why is the knowledge of all aspects pure because self is pure?” asked Subhūti.

“Because knowledge is not found and is not discarded, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, there is no obtaining and no clear realization of nonduality and purity,” said Subhūti.

“Because they are extremely pure, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, why is there is no obtaining and no clear realization of nonduality and purity?” asked Subhūti.

“Because there is no defilement and no purification, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, form is unlimited because self is unlimited,” said Subhūti. [F.71.a]

“Because it is extremely pure, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, why is form unlimited and pure because self is unlimited?” asked Subhūti.

“Because of the emptiness of what transcends limits and the emptiness of no beginning and no end, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are unlimited because self is unlimited,” said Subhūti.

“Because they are extremely pure, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, why are feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness unlimited and pure because self is unlimited?” asked Subhūti.
“Because of the emptiness of what transcends limits and the emptiness of no beginning and no end, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, such a realization as that is the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings,” said Subhūti.

“Because it is extremely pure, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, why is such a realization as that the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings?” asked Subhūti.

“Because it is the knowledge of path aspects, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, you cannot apprehend the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings [F.71b] on this side, on the farther side, or on neither,” said Subhūti.

“Because it is extremely pure, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, why can you not apprehend the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings on this side, on the farther side, or on neither?” asked Subhūti.

“Because of the sameness of the three time periods, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord,” said Subhūti, “if without skillful means a son of a good family or daughter of a good family in the Great Vehicle forms a notion of this perfection of wisdom by way of thus apprehending something, they will nullify the perfection of wisdom and distance themselves from the perfection of wisdom.”

“Excellent, Subhūti, excellent! Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” said the Lord. “They are attached to a name and attached to a causal sign, Subhūti, even though all dharmas are without causal signs and without names.”

“Lord, how are they attached to a name and attached to a causal sign?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “here a son of a good family or daughter of a good family in the Great Vehicle seizes on this perfection of wisdom as a name, seizes on this perfection of wisdom as a causal sign, and, having seized on a name and causal sign, falsely projects a perfection of wisdom. Because they falsely project a perfection of wisdom they forsake and distance themselves from the perfection of wisdom.”

“Lord, such an excellent exposition and excellent definitive teaching of this perfection of wisdom and those who are attached and not attached to bodhisattva great beings is amazing,” said Subhūti.

Then venerable Śāriputra asked venerable Subhūti, “Venerable Subhūti, who are those bodhisattva great beings who are attached, and who are those who are not attached to the perfection of wisdom?”
“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “here when sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle [F.72.a] without skillful means perceive that form is ‘empty,’ they are attached; when they perceive that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are ‘empty,’ they are attached, and similarly with the constituents, elements, and dependent origination too. When they perceive that the perfection of giving is ‘empty,’ they are attached, and similarly, when they perceive that the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom are ‘empty,’ they are attached. Similarly, when they perceive that the applications of mindfulness are ‘empty,’ they are attached, and similarly, when they perceive that the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, path, ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, distinct attributes of a buddha, and knowledge of all aspects are ‘empty,’ they are attached.

Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, when sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle without skillful means perceive that past dharmas are ‘past dharmas,’ they are attached; when they perceive that future dharmas are ‘future,’ they are attached; and when they perceive present dharmas are ‘present,’ they are attached.

Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, starting from the first production of the thought, when sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle without skillful means practice the perfection of giving by way of apprehending something, they are attached; when they practice the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom, they are attached; when they practice the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path, [F.72.b] they are attached; and when they practice the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, distinct attributes of a buddha, and knowledge of all aspects, they are attached.

“Venerable Śāriputra, you have asked, ‘Who are those bodhisattva great beings not attached to practicing the perfection of wisdom?’ Venerable Śāriputra, it does not occur to bodhisattva great beings with skillful means practicing the perfection of wisdom to think like this: Form does not perceive form, feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness does not perceive consciousness; nor do past dharmas not perceive past dharmas, nor do future dharmas not perceive future dharmas, nor do present dharmas not perceive present dharmas. Venerable Śāriputra, because of inner emptiness, outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, the emptiness of emptiness, great emptiness, the emptiness of ultimate reality, the emptiness of the compounded, the emptiness of the uncompounded, the emptiness of what transcends limits, the emptiness of no beginning and no end, the
emptiness of nonrepudiation, the emptiness of a basic nature, the emptiness of all dharmas, the emptiness of its own mark, the emptiness of not apprehending, the emptiness of a nonexistent thing, the emptiness of an intrinsic nature, and the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, it does not occur to bodhisattva great beings with skillful means practicing the perfection of wisdom to think, ‘I am giving a gift; I am giving to them; I am giving this,’ and similarly, ‘I am cultivating morality … patience … perseverance … concentration … and wisdom, I am cultivating this wisdom, [F.73.a] I am cultivating wisdom like this; ‘I am increasing merit, I am increasing this merit, I am increasing merit like this’; and ‘I am entering into the secure state of a bodhisattva, I am purifying a buddhafield, I am bringing beings to maturity, I am accomplishing the knowledge of all aspects.’ Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings with skillful means practicing the perfection of wisdom do not have such ideas. Venerable Śāriputra, those are the bodhisattva great beings who are not attached to practicing the perfection of wisdom.”

36.69 Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, asked venerable Subhūti, “Venerable monk Subhūti, in what way do bodhisattva great beings become attached?”

36.70 “Kauśika,” replied Subhūti, “here all that bodhisattvas perceive as the thought of awakening; all they perceive as giving, morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom; all they perceive as inner emptiness, up to perceive as the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; all they perceive as the ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and distinct attributes of a buddha; all they perceive as the lord buddhas; and all they perceive as the wholesome roots produced from the buddhas—all of that they compress together and collect into one, weigh, and dedicate to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That is the bodhisattva great beings’ attachment. On account of it they are not able to practice the perfection of wisdom that has no attachment. And why? Kauśika, [F.73.b] it is because the basic nature of form cannot be dedicated. Kauśika, it is because the basic nature of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness cannot be dedicated, and similarly, up to it is because the basic nature of the knowledge of all aspects cannot be dedicated.

36.71 “Furthermore, Kauśika, bodhisattva great beings who want to teach and want to inspire others to take up unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should teach them, inspire them to take it up, motivate them, and excite them with a thinking mind that understands things as they really are and one way or another should teach so that when practicing the perfection of giving they do not have the idea, ‘I am giving a gift, I am guarding morality, I am being patient, I am making a vigorous effort, I am becoming absorbed in
Then the Lord said to venerable Subhūti, “Excellent, excellent, Subhūti, that you teach those extremes of attachment that bodhisattva great beings have. Subhūti, I will teach you other sorts of attachment even more subtle than those. Listen well and hard and pay attention, and I will speak to you about them.”

“Indeed I will,” venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, and he listened to the Lord accordingly.

The Lord said, “Venerable Subhūti, when those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening pay attention to the tathāgatas as a causal sign, then, to the extent that they pay attention to a causal sign, to that extent they are attached. Furthermore, there are the wholesome roots of those tathāgatas starting from when they first produced the thought, up to their full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, passing into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind, and the lasting of their good Dharma. When they pay attention to them, as many as there are, as a causal sign, and while paying attention dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, then, Subhūti, to the extent that they pay attention to a causal sign, to that extent they are attached. There are those wholesome roots of tathāgatas free from all attachment and the wholesome roots of beings other than those. When they pay attention to them as a causal sign and dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, then, Subhūti, to the extent that they pay attention to a causal sign, to that extent they are attached.

“And why? Subhūti, it is because the tathāgatas are not something you should pay attention to as a causal sign, and the wholesome roots of those other than them are not something you should pay attention to as a causal sign either.”

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, the perfection of wisdom is deep.”
“Subhūti, it is because all dharmas are isolated in their basic nature,” said the Lord.

36.77 “Lord, I bow down to the perfection of wisdom,” said Subhūti.
   “Subhūti,” said the Lord, “nobody can fully awaken to the perfection of wisdom because it is unmade and has not caused anything to come into being.”

36.78 “Lord, it is hard to fully awaken to all dharmas,” said Subhūti.
   “Subhūti,” said the Lord, “this is because the basic nature of a dharma is not two; it is simply one. And that one basic nature of a dharma is not a basic nature. What is not a basic nature is not made, and what is not made has not caused anything to come into being. Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings know the one basic nature that is not a basic nature, that is unmade, and that has not caused anything to come into being, they eliminate all the extremes of attachment.”

36.79 “Lord, it is hard to realize the perfection of wisdom,” said Subhūti.
   “Subhūti,” said the Lord, “this is because nobody has seen, heard, thought about, been conscious of, or fully awakened to the perfection of wisdom.”

36.80 “Lord, the perfection of wisdom is inconceivable,” said Subhūti.
   “Subhūti,” said the Lord, “this is because [F.75.a] nobody has known the perfection of wisdom. It is not known through form; it is not known through feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; it is not known through the constituents, sense fields, dependent origination, perfections, all the emptinesses, or dharmas on the side of awakening; and it is not known through the powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, or distinct attributes of a buddha.”

36.81 This was the thirty-sixth chapter, “Teaching the Purity of All Dharmas,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 37: NOBODY

37.1 Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, the perfection of wisdom is not an agent.”

37.2 The Lord responded, “Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is the nonapprehender of all dharmas.”

37.3 “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom?” asked Subhūti.

37.4 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “here when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom, if they do not practice form, they practice the perfection of wisdom; if they do not practice feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness, they practice the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, if they do not practice the constituents, sense fields, dependent originations, perfections, emptinesses, dharmas on the side of awakening, powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, distinct attributes of a buddha, up to or the knowledge of all aspects, [F.75.b] they practice the perfection of wisdom.

37.5 If they do not practice with the idea ‘form is permanent’ or ‘impermanent,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom. If they do not practice with the idea ‘form is happiness’ or ‘suffering,’ ‘self’ or ‘selfless,’ ‘pleasant’ or ‘unpleasant,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, up to if they do not practice with the idea ‘the knowledge of all aspects is happiness’ or ‘suffering,’ ‘self’ or ‘selfless,’ ‘pleasant’ or ‘unpleasant,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom.

37.6 “And why? Because there is no such form that is permanent or impermanent, happiness or suffering, self or selfless, pleasant or unpleasant; there is no such feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness that is permanent or impermanent, happiness or suffering, self or selfless, pleasant or unpleasant. Similarly, up to there is no such knowledge of all aspects that is permanent or impermanent, happiness or suffering, self or selfless, pleasant or unpleasant.
“Furthermore, Subhūti, here when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom, if they do not practice with the idea ‘form is completed’ or ‘not completed,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom; similarly, if they do not practice with the idea ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ or ‘consciousness is completed’ or ‘not completed,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom; and similarly, up to if they do not practice with the idea ‘the knowledge of all aspects is completed’ or ‘not completed,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom.

And why? ‘Form that is completed or not completed is not form.’ If they do not even practice like that, they practice the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ and ‘consciousness that is completed or not completed is not consciousness.’ If they do not even practice like that, they practice the perfection of wisdom, and similarly, up to ‘the knowledge of all aspects that is completed or not completed is not the knowledge of all aspects.’ If they do not even practice like that, they practice the perfection of wisdom.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti replied to him, “Lord, such an excellent exposition for bodhisattva great beings of those who are attached and not attached is amazing.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” said the Lord. “The tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha gives an excellent exposition of the attachments and nonattachments bodhisattva great beings have.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom, if they do not practice with the idea ‘form is not attached,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom; if they do not practice with the idea ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ or ‘consciousness is not attached,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom.

If they do not practice with the idea ‘the eyes are not attached,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom; similarly, if they do not practice with the idea ‘the ears…,’ ‘the nose…,’ ‘the tongue…,’ ‘the body…,’ or ‘the thinking mind is not attached,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom.

If they do not practice with the idea ‘the perfection of giving is not attached,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom; similarly, if they do not practice with the idea ‘the perfection of morality…,’ ‘the perfection of patience…,’ ‘the perfection of perseverance…,’ ‘the perfection of concentration…,’ or ‘the perfection of wisdom is not attached,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, if they do not practice with the idea ‘the ten powers…,’ ‘the fearlessnesses…,’ ‘the detailed and thorough knowledges…,’ ‘the distinct attributes of a buddha…,’ or ‘the knowledge of all aspects is not attached,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom.
Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom like that, they do not perceive ‘form is not attached’; they do not perceive ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ or ‘consciousness is not attached’; up to they do not perceive ‘the knowledge of all aspects is not attached.’ They do not perceive ‘the result of stream enterer…,’ ‘the result of once-returner…,’ ‘the result of non-returner…,’ ‘the state of a worthy one…,’ ‘a pratyekabuddha’s awakening,’ or ‘unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is not attached.’” [B29]

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, that there is no improvement even with such an exposition of this deep Dharma teaching, and no decline even without an exposition, is amazing.”

Venerable Subhūti having said that, the Lord replied to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! Even with an exposition of the perfection of wisdom there is no improvement, and even without an exposition there is no decline.

“This is like, Subhūti, tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas raising their voice, for as long as they live, in praise and denigration of space. Though they raise their voice in praise it does not improve, and though they raise their voice in denigration it does not decline. Praising space does not improve it and denigrating it does not make it decline.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, a voice raised in praise of illusory persons does not improve them, and a voice raised to denigrate them does not make them decline. They are not attached even to a voice raised in praise and do not feel enraged even by a voice raised to denigrate. It is similar, Subhūti, with the true nature of dharmas. It is like that whether it is explained, and it is like that whether it is not explained.”

Subhūti said, “Lord, those bodhisattva great beings who practice the perfection of wisdom, who meditate on the perfection of wisdom and are not cowed, who do the yogic practice of this perfection of wisdom and do not turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening are those who do what is difficult. And why? Lord, it is because of this: the cultivation of the perfection of wisdom is the cultivation of space, and the perfection of wisdom does not appear; the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving do not appear in space either. Form does not appear, and feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness do not appear in space either. Inner emptiness does not appear, up to and the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature does not appear in space either. The applications of mindfulness do not appear; the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path do not
appear in space either. The ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and distinct attributes of a buddha do not appear in space. The result of stream enterer does not appear, and similarly the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening do not appear in space, and neither does unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening appear in space.

“Those bodhisattva great beings who have buckled on armor for the sake of beings want to strive, want to try, want to make an effort for the sake of space. Lord, those bodhisattva great beings who want armor for the sake of beings want to liberate space. Lord, those bodhisattva great beings who want armor for the sake of all space-like dharmas want great armor. Lord, those bodhisattva great beings who want great armor for the sake of beings want to lift up space into the sky. Lord, those bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening gain the perfection of perseverance. It is to those bodhisattva great beings wanting that sort of armor, Lord, that I bow down.

“And why? To illustrate, Lord, if this great billionfold world system were filled with tathāgatas like a thicket of sugarcane, or a thicket of naḍa reeds, or a thicket of bamboo, or a thicket of rushes, or a thicket of rice, or a thicket of sesame, and were those tathāgatas for an eon or for even more than an eon to explain the Dharma, and were each of those tathāgatas to bring infinite, countless beings to maturity, still, a decline or increase in the mass of beings would not appear. And why? Because of the nonexistence of beings, and because of the isolation of beings. By the same token, Lord, I have said, ‘Those bodhisattva great beings who will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening for the sake of beings want to liberate space.’”

Then it occurred to some monk or other to think this: “I bow down to Bhagavatī Prajñāpāramitā, where no dharma is produced and no dharma is stopped and yet there is the aggregate of morality; there is the aggregate of wisdom and the aggregate of meditative stabilization, aggregate of liberation, and aggregate of knowledge and seeing of liberation; there is the result of stream enterer, and there is the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening; there is also unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; there are the Three Jewels—Buddha, Dharma, and Saṅgha—and there is the turning of the wheel of the Dharma.”

Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, asked venerable Subhūti, “Venerable monk Subhūti, what yoganic practice are the bodhisattva great beings who are doing the yoganic practice of this perfection of wisdom doing?”
“Kauśika,” replied Subhūti, “bodhisattva great beings who think they should train in this perfection of wisdom do a yogic practice in space.”

Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, inquired of the Lord, “Lord, how should I guard, protect, and keep safe sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom?”

Subhūti asked in return, “Kauśika, do you see that dharma you have to guard, protect, and keep safe?”

“Venerable monk Subhūti, I do not see that dharma I have to guard, protect, and keep safe,” replied Śatakratu,

“Kauśika,” Subhūti continued, “if sons of a good family or daughters of a good family stand in this perfection of wisdom as it has been expounded, just that will guard, protect, and keep them safe. Humans and even nonhumans find no opportunity to hurt them if they are inseparable from this perfection of wisdom as it has been expounded. Kauśika, whoever thinks that they have to guard, protect, and keep safe bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom thinks that they have to guard, protect, and keep space safe.

“What do you think, Kauśika, can you guard, protect, and keep safe an illusion, a mirage, a dream, an echo, or an apparition?”

“No, venerable monk Subhūti, you cannot,” said Śatakratu.

“Similarly, Kauśika,” said Subhūti, “anyone who thinks they will guard, protect, and keep safe bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom will in that case just become frustrated and get tired out.

“What do you think, Kauśika, can you guard, protect, and keep safe the dharma-constituent, the very limit of reality, suchness, or the inconceivable element?”

“No, venerable monk Subhūti, you cannot,” said Śatakratu.

“Similarly, Kauśika,” said Subhūti, “anyone who thinks they will guard, protect, and keep safe bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom will in that case just become frustrated and tire themselves out.”

Śatakratu responded, “To the extent, venerable monk Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom comprehend all dharmas to be like a dream, like an illusion, like an echo, like a mirage, like an apparition, like the city of the gandharvas—that they comprehend all dharmas to be like a magical creation—bodhisattva great beings with such a comprehension still do not falsely project it as a dream, do not project the dream as ‘mine,’ do not project anything in a dream, do not project a causal
sign of a dream, up to do not falsely project it as a magical creation, do not project the magical creation as ‘mine,’ do not project anything in a magical creation, and do not falsely project a causal sign of a magical creation.”

“Kauśika,” said Subhūti, “if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not falsely project form, do not project form as ‘mine,’ do not project anything onto form, and do not project a causal sign of form, then they do not falsely project it as a dream, do not project the dream as ‘mine,’ do not project anything onto a dream, do not falsely project a causal sign of a dream; up to they do not falsely project it as a magical creation, do not project anything onto a magical creation, and do not falsely project a causal sign of a magical creation. Similarly, if they do not falsely project feeling … perception … volitional factors … or consciousness, do not falsely project consciousness as ‘mine,’ do not project anything onto consciousness, and do not project a causal sign of consciousness, up to do not falsely project the knowledge of all aspects, do not project the knowledge of all aspects as ‘mine,’ do not project anything onto the knowledge of all aspects, and do not project a causal sign of the knowledge of all aspects, then they do not falsely project it as a dream, do not project the dream as ‘mine,’ do not project anything onto a dream, do not project a causal sign of a dream, up to do not falsely project it as a magical creation, do not project the magical creation as ‘mine,’ do not project anything onto a magical creation, and do not falsely project a causal sign of a magical creation.”

Then through the power of the Buddha, all the Cāturmahārājika gods and the Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, Paranirmitavaśavartin, Brahmakāyiśka, Brahmapurohita, Brahmapārṣadya, up to the Śuddhāvāsa class of gods, as many as there were stationed in the great billionfold world system, took divine sandalwood powders and specifically strewed them right over the Lord, approached the Lord, went up to him, bowed their heads to the feet of the Lord, and stood to one side.

Then all the Cāturmahārājika, Indra, Brahmā, up to the Śuddhāvāsa class of gods focused their thoughts, as they habitually do, through the power of the Buddha on a thousand buddhas in the eastern direction appearing in just these ways teaching the Dharma with just these words; on monks, all of them with the name Subhūti, asking about this very perfection of wisdom and about this very chapter of the Perfection of Wisdom; and on Śatakraṭus, heads of the gods, all of them asking, through the power of the Buddha, about this very perfection of wisdom. Similarly, they focused their thoughts, as they habitually do, through the power of the Buddha on a thousand buddhas each in the south, west, and north, below and above, and the intermediate directions as well, appearing in just these ways teaching the
Dharma with just these words; on monks, all of them with the name Subhūti, asking about [F.80.b] this very perfection of wisdom, about this very chapter of the Perfection of Wisdom; and on Śatakratus, heads of the gods, all of them asking, through the power of the Buddha, about this very perfection of wisdom.

37.37 Then the Lord said to venerable Subhūti, “Subhūti, the bodhisattva great being Maitreya, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, will teach just this perfection of wisdom at just this place on the earth as well. Those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas that appear during this Fortunate Age will also, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, teach just this perfection of wisdom at just this place on the earth.”

37.38 The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti then inquired of him, “Lord, with which attributes, tokens, and signs will the bodhisattva great being Maitreya, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, teach this perfection of wisdom?”

37.39 The Lord said, “Subhūti, here the bodhisattva great being Maitreya, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, will not teach the Dharma ‘form is permanent’ or ‘impermanent’; and similarly, he will not teach the Dharma ‘form is happiness’ or ‘suffering,’ ‘form is self’ or ‘selfless,’ or ‘form is pleasant’ or ‘unpleasant.’ He will not teach the Dharma ‘form is bound’ or ‘freed.’

37.40 “Similarly, he will not teach the Dharma ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ or ‘consciousness is permanent’ or ‘impermanent’; and similarly, he will not teach the Dharma ‘consciousness is happiness’ or ‘suffering,’ ‘consciousness is self’ [F.81.a] or ‘selfless,’ or ‘consciousness is pleasant’ or ‘unpleasant.’ He will not teach the Dharma ‘consciousness is bound’ or ‘freed.’

37.41 “He will not teach the Dharma ‘form is past,’ ‘is future,’ or ‘is present.’ Similarly, he will not teach the Dharma ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ or ‘consciousness is past,’ ‘is future,’ or ‘is present.’ Similarly, up to he will not teach the Dharma ‘the knowledge of all aspects is past,’ ‘is future,’ or ‘is present.’ He will not teach the Dharma ‘the knowledge of all aspects is bound’ or ‘freed.’”

37.42 Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, how will the bodhisattva great being Maitreya, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, teach this perfection of wisdom?”

37.43 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “he will teach the extremely pure Dharma ‘form is extremely pure,’ and similarly, he will teach the extremely pure Dharma ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are
“Lord, the perfection of wisdom is pure,’ said Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “the perfection of wisdom is pure because form is pure. Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is pure because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are pure, up to Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is pure because the knowledge of all aspects is pure.”

Subhūti asked, “In what way, Lord, is the perfection of wisdom pure because form is pure? In what way is the perfection of wisdom pure because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are pure, up to in what way, Lord, is the perfection of wisdom pure because the knowledge of all aspects is pure?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “form that is unproduced and unceasing, without defilement and without purification, is pure form. Subhūti, feeling…, perception…, volitional factors…, and consciousness that is unproduced and unceasing, without defilement and without purification, is pure consciousness. Similarly, Subhūti, up to the knowledge of all aspects that is unproduced and unceasing, without defilement and without purification, is the pure knowledge of all aspects.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is pure because space is pure.”

“In what way, Lord, is the perfection of wisdom pure because space is pure?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “space is pure because it is unproduced and unceasing, without defilement and without purification.

Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is pure because space is untainted.”

“In what way, Lord, is the perfection of wisdom pure because space is untainted?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “the perfection of wisdom is pure because space cannot be grasped.”

“In what way, Lord, is the perfection of wisdom pure because space cannot be grasped?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “the perfection of wisdom is pure because space does not say anything.”

“In what way, Lord, is the perfection of wisdom pure because space does not say anything?” asked Subhūti.

The Lord replied, “The perfection of wisdom is pure because, Subhūti, just like the two sounds of an echo, to give an analogy, so too space does not say anything."
“Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is pure because space does not converse about anything.”

“In what way, Lord, is the perfection of wisdom pure because space does not converse about anything?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “in space there is no conversation at all, so the perfection of wisdom is pure because space does not converse about anything.

“Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is pure because space cannot be apprehended.”

“In what way, Lord, is the perfection of wisdom pure because space cannot be apprehended?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “in space there is nothing at all that can be apprehended, so the perfection of wisdom is pure because space cannot be apprehended.

“Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is pure because form is extremely pure, cannot be apprehended, is unproduced and unceasing, [F.82.b] and without defilement and without purification. Similarly, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is pure because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are extremely pure, cannot be apprehended, are unproduced and unceasing, and are without defilement and without purification. Similarly, Subhūti, up to the perfection of wisdom is pure because the knowledge of all aspects is extremely pure, cannot be apprehended, are unproduced and unceasing, and are without defilement and without purification. Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is pure because all dharmas are extremely pure, cannot be apprehended, are unproduced and unceasing, and are without defilement and without purification.”

“In what way, Lord, is the perfection of wisdom pure because all dharmas are extremely pure, cannot be apprehended, are unproduced and unceasing, and are without defilement and without purification?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is pure because all dharmas are extremely pure,” replied the Lord.

Subhūti said, “Lord, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom will not contract diseases of the eyes; will not contract diseases of the ears, nose, tongue, or body; and will not contract diseases of the thinking mind, will not have stunted minor parts of the body, and will not have decrepit bodies. [F.83.a] Those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family will not die in a distressed state. Many thousands of gods who want to listen to the Dharma follow right behind them. The Cāturmahārājika, up to the Śuddhāvāsa class of gods follow right behind. On the eighth, the fourteenth, and the fifteenth many hosts of gods gather
wherever sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who are
Dharma preachers preach the perfection of wisdom. Those sons of a good
family or daughters of a good family who are preaching the perfection of
wisdom create a lot of merit—create infinite, countless, inconceivable,
immeasurable amounts of merit."

37.64

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” said the Lord. “Those sons of a good
family or daughters of a good family who preach the perfection of wisdom in
front of an audience of gods on the eighth, the fourteenth, and the fifteenth
create infinite, countless, inconceivable, immeasurable, inexpressible
amounts of merit.

37.65

“And why? Subhūti, it is because this—namely, the perfection of
wisdom—is a great jewel. Thanks to this, the perfection of wisdom jewel,
beings are freed from hell, freed from the animal world, freed from the world
of Yama, and freed from being a poor human.

37.66

“They are born in great sāla tree–like royal families, born in great sāla
tree–like brahmin families, born in great sāla tree–like business families, up to
born as Naivasamjñānaśamjñāyatana gods. This perfection of wisdom
produces the result of stream enterer, and it produces [F.83.b] the result of
once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a
pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening.

37.67

“And why? Because in this perfection of wisdom the ten wholesome
actions are taught in detail. Because thanks to it great sāla tree–like royal
families exist, great sāla tree–like brahmin families exist, and great sāla tree–
like business families exist; the Cāturmahārājika gods, the Trāyastriṃśa,
Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmānarati, and Paranirmitavaśavartin gods, the
Brahmapurohitā, Brahmakāyika, Brahmārāṣṭra, Parīttābha, Apramāñābha,
Ābhāsvara, Parīttasubha, Apramāṇasubha, Šubhakṛṣṇa, Brhatphala, and
Asaṃjñisattva, the Sudarśana, Sudṛśa, Avṛha, Atapa, and Akaniṣṭha gods,
and the gods in the Ākāśānantyāyatana, Vijñānānantyāyatana,
Ākāśicāyatanā, and Naivasamjñānaśamjñāyatana exist; the result of
stream enterer exists, and the result of once-returner, the result of non-
returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening exist. Because in this perfection
of wisdom the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, and four
formless absorptions exist; the perfection of giving exists; the perfections of
morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom exist; the
applications of mindfulness exist; the right efforts, legs of miraculous power,
faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path exist; inner emptiness,
[F.84.a] up to the existence of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an
intrinsic nature exists; the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and
thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha exist, up to the knowledge of all aspects exists, that is to say, in this perfection of wisdom those dharmas and so on are taught in detail. Therefore this—that is, the perfection of wisdom—is a great jewel.

“Subhūti, in the perfection of wisdom there is no dharma that is produced or ceases, is defiled or purified, or is appropriated or rejected at all. And why? Because those dharmas that could be produced or cease, or could be defiled or purified, or could be appropriated or rejected do not exist.

“Subhūti, you cannot apprehend any dharma that is wholesome or unwholesome, with outflows or without outflows, a basic immorality or not a basic immorality, with afflictions or without afflictions, ordinary or extraordinary, compounded or uncompounded in this perfection of wisdom jewel at all. Subhūti, because of this one of many explanations, this perfection is a great jewel.

“Subhūti, that perfection is a great jewel because that great jewel is not tainted by any dharma. And why? Because you cannot apprehend that dharma on account of which it might become tainted. Therefore, Subhūti, this great jewel perfection is untainted.

“Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom thus do not form any notion and thus do not conceive, thus do not apprehend, thus do not engage in thought construction, they are practicing the perfection of wisdom, they are meditating on the perfection of wisdom, and they see the lord buddhas. They go from buddhafield to buddhafield to respect, revere, honor, and worship those lord buddhas, and when they are going from buddhafield to buddhafield they also bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafield.

“Subhūti, this perfection of wisdom does not cause any dharma to be gained, does not teach it, does not cause it to be borne in mind, does not bestow it, does not make it arise, does not make it stop, does not make it defiled, does not make it pure, does not make it decline, and does not make it increase. It is not past, or future, or present either.

“Subhūti, this perfection of wisdom also does not cause the desire realm to be transcended, and it does not make it be there either. It does not cause the form realm to be transcended, and it does not make it be there either. It does not cause the formless realm to be transcended, and it does not make it be there either. It does not bestow the perfection of giving, and it also does not remove it; it does not bestow the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom, and it also does not remove them. It does not bestow inner emptiness, and it also does not remove it; it does not bestow the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and it also does not remove it. It does not bestow the
applications of mindfulness, and it also does not remove them. Similarly, it
does not bestow the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties,
powers, limbs of awakening, or path, and it also does not remove them. It
does not bestow the ten powers, and it also does not remove them; it
does not bestow the four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges,
[F.85.a] or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and it also does not
remove them. It does not bestow the result of stream enterer, and it also does
not remove it; it does not bestow the result of once-returner, the result of
non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, or
the knowledge of all aspects, and it also does not remove them.

37.74 “This perfection of wisdom does not bestow the buddhadharmas, and it
also does not remove them; it does not bestow the dharmas of ordinary
persons, and it also does not remove them; it does not bestow the dharmas of
śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas, and it also does not remove them; it does not
bestow the buddha dharmas, and it also does not remove them. Subhūti, this
perfection of wisdom does not remove the compounded element, and it does
not bestow the uncompounded element.

37.75 “And why? Because this principle of the dharma-constituent simply
remains whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise,
and the tathāgatas fully awaken to and are clearly aware of it, and while fully
awakened and clearly aware they speak about it and explain, reveal, and
teach it.”

37.76 Then a great many hundred thousands of gods standing in the sky above
shouted and let out a cheer, and while strewing down blue lotus, lotus, red
lotus, white lotus, and coral tree flowers they also exclaimed, “Ah! We are
seeing a second turning of the wheel of the Dharma in the world.” And while
this perfection of wisdom was being taught, a great many thousands of gods
[F.85.b] gained the forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas from it.

37.77 Then the Lord said to venerable Subhūti, “Subhūti, given the emptiness
that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, this perfection of wisdom has
not been made available because any Dharma has to be engaged in or
backed away from, so it is not a second turning of the wheel of Dharma, and
it is not a first turning either.”

37.78 “Lord, what is the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature
when
474 this perfection of wisdom has not been made available in order to
turn forward or turn backward any Dharma?” asked Subhūti.

37.79 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “the perfection of wisdom is empty of the
perfection of wisdom, and similarly, the perfection of concentration…,
perseverance…, patience…, morality…, and giving is empty of the perfection
of giving. Inner emptiness is empty of inner emptiness, up to the emptiness
that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is empty of the emptiness that
is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. The applications of mindfulness are empty of the applications of mindfulness, and similarly, the right efforts..., the legs of miraculous power..., the faculties..., the powers..., the limbs of awakening..., and path is empty of the path. The ten powers are empty of the ten powers, and the four fearlessnesses..., the four detailed and thorough knowledges..., and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are empty of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. The result of stream enterer is empty of the result of stream enterer, and similarly, the result of once-returner..., the result of non-returner..., the state of a worthy one..., a pratyekabuddha’s awakening..., and the knowledge of all aspects is empty of the knowledge of all aspects.”

Subhūti said, “This—that is, [F.86.a] the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, the perfection of wisdom—is a great perfection. All dharmas are empty of the intrinsic nature of all dharmas, but still bodhisattva great beings, thanks to this perfection of wisdom, will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening without fully awakening to any dharma at all, will turn the wheel of the Dharma even though any Dharma that has to be engaged in or backed away from does not exist, will not see any Dharma at all, and will not not see any Dharma at all either. And why? Because a dharma that engages or backs away cannot be apprehended, because all dharmas absolutely do not come into being, so emptiness does not engage, nor does it back away; the signless and the wishless also do not engage, nor do they back away.

“Therefore, this teaching of the perfection of wisdom, this illumination, discourse, exposition, advancement, explanation, revelation, description, making clear, and explication is the teaching of the perfection of wisdom that is perfectly pure. Nobody teaches that teaching of the perfection of wisdom, and nobody receives it, and what nobody has taught and nobody has received, that nobody has directly realized. And what nobody has taught, nobody has received, and nobody has directly realized, there nobody has entered into nirvāṇa either. And in this Dharma teaching there is also nobody who becomes worthy of offerings.”

This was the thirty-seventh chapter, “Nobody,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”475
CHAPTER 38: CANNOT BE APPREHENDED

38.1 Then [F.86.b] venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection of a nonexistent thing.”
   “Because space is a nonexistent thing, Subhūti,” replied the Lord.

38.2 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection of equality,” said Subhūti.
   “Because all dharmas are equally nonapprehendable, Subhūti,” replied the Lord.

38.3 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection of isolation,” said Subhūti.
   “Because of the emptiness that transcends limits,” replied the Lord.

38.4 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that cannot be crushed,” said Subhūti.
   “Because all dharmas are unfindable,” replied the Lord.

38.5 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection with no basis,” said Subhūti.
   “Because of not having a name and body,” replied the Lord.

38.6 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection like space,” said Subhūti.
   “Because the movement of breath in and out is unfindable,” replied the Lord.

38.7 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without language,” said Subhūti.
   “Because applied and sustained thought is unfindable,” replied the Lord.

38.8 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a nameless perfection,” [F.87.a] said Subhūti.
   “Because the feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness aggregates are unfindable,” replied the Lord.

38.9 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that does not go away,” said Subhūti.
   “Because all phenomena do not go away,” replied the Lord.

38.10 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is not stolen,” said Subhūti.
“Because all dharmas cannot be seized,” replied the Lord.

38.11 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that has not come to an end,” said Subhūti.

“Because all dharmas have come to an end in extreme purity,” replied the Lord.

38.12 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that has no arising,” said Subhūti.

“Because all dharmas do not arise and do not stop,” replied the Lord.

38.13 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without a maker,” said Subhūti.

“Because a maker is unfindable,” replied the Lord.

38.14 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without a knower,” said Subhūti.

“Because a knower is unfindable,” replied the Lord.

38.15 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that does not change places,” said Subhūti.

“Because death and rebirth are unfindable,” replied the Lord.

38.16 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is an indestructible perfection,” said Subhūti.

“Because all dharmas are indestructible in their nature, death and rebirth cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.17 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a dream-like perfection,” said Subhūti.

“Because a dream that has been dreamed cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.18 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is an echo-like perfection,” said Subhūti.

“Because a sound called out cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.19 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is an apparition-like perfection,” said Subhūti.

“Because a reflection in a mirror cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.20 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a mirage-like perfection,” said Subhūti.

“Because falling water cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.21 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is an illusion-like perfection,” said Subhūti.

“Because a causal sign cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.22 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without confusion,” said Subhūti.

“Because the gloom of ignorance cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.23 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without defilement,” said Subhūti.
“Because defilement cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.24  “Lord, [F.88.a] this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without purification,” said Subhūti.

“Because the presence of defilement cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.25  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that does not stand,” said Subhūti.

“Because all phenomena cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.26  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that cannot be apprehended,” said Subhūti.

“Because the possible cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.27  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without thought construction,” said Subhūti.

“Because all thought construction has been destroyed,” replied the Lord.

38.28  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without false projection,” said Subhūti.

“Because all false projection has been destroyed,” replied the Lord.

38.29  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is an immovable perfection,” said Subhūti.

“Because of the establishment of the dharma-constituent,” replied the Lord.

38.30  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a detached perfection,” said Subhūti.

“Because it is a full awakening to all dharmas as unmistaken suchness,” replied the Lord.

38.31  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without obsession,” [F.88.b] said Subhūti.

“Because all dharmas are in a state where there is no conceptualization,” replied the Lord.

38.32  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a calm perfection,” said Subhūti.

“Because all dharmas are without causal signs and cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.33  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without greed,” said Subhūti.

“Because the causal sign of greed cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.34  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without hate,” said Subhūti.

“Because hate is not real,” replied the Lord. [B30]

38.35  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without confusion,” said Subhūti.

“Because of blowing away the darkness of confusion,” replied the Lord.
“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without affliction,” said Subhūti.
   “Because it is without false imagination,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without a being,” said Subhūti.
   “Because a being cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is not a means of measurement,” said Subhūti.
   “Because all phenomena do not fully arise,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is not at the two extremes,” said Subhūti.
   “Because an extreme is unfindable,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a distinct perfection,” said Subhūti.
   “Because all phenomena are distinct,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is an untarnished perfection,” said Subhūti.
   “Because it has gone beyond the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that does not conceptualize,” said Subhūti.
   “Because conceptualization cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without a measure,” said Subhūti.
   “Because the measure of all phenomena cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a space-like perfection,” said Subhūti.
   “Because all phenomena are without attachment, like space,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is an impermanent perfection,” said Subhūti.
   “Because there is no destruction of all phenomena,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a suffering perfection,” said Subhūti.
   [F.89.b] “Because all phenomena are not suitable to be clung to,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a selfless perfection,” said Subhūti.
   “Because all phenomena are not settled down on,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is emptiness,” said Subhūti.
   “Because an intrinsic nature of all phenomena cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection without a defining mark,” said Subhūti.
“Because all phenomena have no causal sign,” replied the Lord.

38.50 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is inner emptiness,” said Subhūti.

“Because all inner phenomena cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.51 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the outer emptiness,” said Subhūti.

“Because all outer phenomena cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.52 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is inner and outer emptiness,” said Subhūti.

“Because all inner and outer phenomena cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.53 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness of emptiness,” said Subhūti.

“Because the emptiness of emptiness cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.54 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the great emptiness,” [F.90.a] said Subhūti.

“Because the great emptiness cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.55 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness of ultimate reality,” said Subhūti.

“Because the emptiness of ultimate reality cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.56 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness of the compounded,” said Subhūti.

“Because the emptiness of the compounded cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.57 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness of the uncompounded,” said Subhūti.

“Because the emptiness of the uncompounded cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.58 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness of what transcends limits,” said Subhūti.

“Because the emptiness of what transcends limits cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.59 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness of no beginning and no end,” said Subhūti.

“Because the emptiness of no beginning and no end cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.60 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness of nonrepudiation,” said Subhūti.
“Because the emptiness of nonrepudiation cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.61  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness of a basic nature,” said Subhūti.

   “Because compounded and uncompounded dharmas [F.90.b] cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.62  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness of all dharmas,” said Subhūti.

   “Because the emptiness of all dharmas cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.63  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness of its own mark,” said Subhūti.

   “Because the emptiness of its own mark cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.64  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness of not apprehending,” said Subhūti.

   “Because the emptiness of not apprehending cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.65  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness of a nonexistent thing,” said Subhūti.

   “Because the emptiness of a nonexistent thing cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.66  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness of an intrinsic nature,” said Subhūti.

   “Because the emptiness of an intrinsic nature cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.67  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature,” said Subhūti.

   “Because the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.68  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the applications of mindfulness,” said Subhūti.

   “Because body, feeling, mind, and dharmas cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord. [F.91.a]

38.69  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the right efforts,” said Subhūti.

   “Because wholesome and unwholesome dharmas cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.70  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the legs of miraculous power,” said Subhūti.
“Because the four legs of miraculous power cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.72 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the faculties,” said Subhūti.

38.73 “Because the five faculties cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.74 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the powers,” said Subhūti.

38.75 “Because the five powers cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.76 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the limbs of awakening,” said Subhūti.

38.77 “Because the seven limbs of awakening cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.78 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the path,” said Subhūti.

38.79 “Because the eightfold path cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.80 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is emptiness,” said Subhūti.

38.81 “Because distortion cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.82 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is signlessness,” said Subhūti.

38.83 “Because conceptualization cannot be apprehended,” [F.91.b] replied the Lord.

38.84 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is wishlessness,” said Subhūti.

38.85 “Because a wish cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.86 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is deliverance,” said Subhūti.

38.87 “Because the eight deliverances cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.88 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is absorption,” said Subhūti.

38.89 “Because the nine serial absorptions cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.90 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the noble truth,” said Subhūti.

38.91 “Because suffering, origination, cessation, and path cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

38.92 “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is giving,” said Subhūti.

38.93 “Because miserliness cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.
“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is morality,” said Subhūti.
“Because immorality cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is patience,” said Subhūti.
“Because malice cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is perseverance,” said Subhūti.
“Because laziness cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is concentration,” said Subhūti.
“Because distraction cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is wisdom,” said Subhūti.
“Because intellectual confusion cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the ten powers,” said Subhūti.
“Because all the aspects of all dharmas cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is fearlessness,” said Subhūti.
“Because the knowledge of path aspects cannot be apprehended,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is detailed and thorough knowledge,” said Subhūti.
“Because knowledge is totally unattached and unimpeded,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is great compassion,” said Subhūti.
“Because it does not forsake all beings,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is the distinct attributes of a buddha,” said Subhūti.
“Because it has gone beyond all śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha attributes,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is suchness,” said Subhūti.
“Because it is the suchness of all that has been said,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is self-originated,” said Subhūti.
“Because it is in control of all dharmas,” replied the Lord.
“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is buddha,” said Subhūti.

“Because it has fully awakened to all aspects of all phenomena,” replied the Lord.

This was the thirty-eighth chapter, “Cannot Be Apprehended,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 39: THE NORTHERN REGION

39.1 Then it occurred to Śatakratu, head of the gods, to think, “Those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family must have served the earlier victors well for the proclamation of this perfection of wisdom to be within their range of hearing; their wholesome roots must be sprung from the Tathāgata, and they must have been assisted by spiritual friends for the proclamation of this perfection of wisdom to be within their range of hearing too, so what need is there to say more about those who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, and master it, and about those who, having taken it up and borne it in mind, read it aloud, and mastered it, also practice it for suchness? Those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, and master this perfection of wisdom, and who, having taken it up and borne it in mind, read it aloud and mastered it, also practice it for suchness, have attended on many buddhas. Those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified even when they have listened to this deep perfection of wisdom have also made inquiries about it with earlier tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas. Those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified even when they have listened to this deep perfection of wisdom have also practiced the perfection of giving and practiced the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom for many hundred millions of eons.”

39.2 Then venerable Śāriputra said to the Lord, “Lord, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified even when they have listened to this deep perfection of wisdom, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly strive for this perfection of wisdom, should be treated just as one treats the bodhisattva great beings irreversible from awakening. And why? Because, Lord, this perfection of
wisdom is deep, and because those who have not practiced the six perfections before are not able to believe in this deep perfection of wisdom. Lord, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have it in mind to reject this deep perfection of wisdom are those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have rejected this deep perfection of wisdom in the past as well. And why? Lord, it is because those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who do not have faith in, do not like, and do not have a serene confidence in this perfection of wisdom are [F.93.b] those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who do not inquire of the buddhas or śrāvakas of the buddhas, ‘How do you practice the perfection of giving? How do you practice the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom? How do you cultivate inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature? How do you cultivate the applications of mindfulness? How do you cultivate the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and paths? How do you cultivate the ten tathāgata powers? How do you cultivate the fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and distinct attributes of a buddha?’”

39.3 Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to venerable Śāriputra, “Venerable monk Śāriputra, what is the big surprise, given that this perfection of wisdom is so deep, that those bodhisattva great beings who in the past did not believe in this deep perfection of wisdom; did not believe in the perfection of giving, morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom; did not believe in inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; did not believe in the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening; did not believe in the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, five clairvoyances, or [F.94.a] eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha—what is the big surprise that they reject this deep perfection of wisdom? It is no big surprise.

39.4 “Venerable monk Śāriputra, one who bows down to this deep perfection of wisdom bows down to the knowledge of a knower of all aspects. I bow down to Bhagavati Prajñāpāramitā.”

39.5 Then the Lord said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Exactly so, Kauśika, exactly so! One who bows down to this deep perfection of wisdom bows down to the knowledge of a knower of all aspects. And why? Kauśika, it is because the knowledge of all aspects has come forth from this perfection of wisdom, and a knower of the knowledge of all aspects generates\textsuperscript{480} the perfection of wisdom, so a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who wants to stand in the knowledge of all aspects should stand in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who..."
family who wants to produce the knowledge of a knower of all aspects; who wants to destroy all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions; who wants to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and who wants to turn the wheel of the Dharma should stand in the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings who want to establish beings in the result of stream enterer; who want to establish them in the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, and the result of a worthy one; who want to establish them in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening; who want to establish beings in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and who want to draw together a community of monks should practice the yoga of the perfection of wisdom.”

The Lord having said that, Śatakratu, head of the gods, inquired of him, “Lord, how do those bodhisattva great beings stand in the perfection of wisdom? How do they practice the yoga? How do they stand in the perfection of concentration, perseverance, patience, morality, and giving? How do they practice the yoga? How, practicing the perfection of wisdom, do they practice the yoga of inner emptiness, up to how do they practice the yoga of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature? Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom practice the yoga of the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening? Similarly, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom practice the yoga of the ten tathāgata powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, the five clairvoyances, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha?”

Śatakratu, head of the gods, having thus inquired, the Lord replied to him, “Excellent, Kauśika, excellent that you have it in mind to inquire of the Tathāgata about this topic! Kauśika, your confidence giving a readiness to speak has arisen through the power of the Buddha, so listen well and hard and pay attention, and I will speak to you about it.

“Here, Kauśika, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not stand in form, and when they do not stand in form they practice the yoga of form. Similarly, they do not stand in feeling…, they do not stand in perception…, they do not stand in volitional factors…, and they do not stand in consciousness, and when they do not stand in consciousness they practice the yoga of consciousness. Similarly, they do not stand in the eyes…, and they do not stand in the ears, the nose, the tongue, the body, or the thinking mind, and thus they practice the yoga of the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, they do not stand in a form, and they do not stand in a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, or dhammas, and thus they practice the yoga of the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, they do not stand in the perfection of giving and thus practice the yoga of the perfection of
wisdom. Similarly, they do not stand in the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom, and thus practice the yoga of the perfection of wisdom. They do not stand in inner emptiness and thus practice the yoga of the perfection of wisdom. They do not stand in … up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature and thus practice the yoga of the perfection of wisdom. They do not stand in the applications of mindfulness and thus practice the yoga of the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, they do not stand in the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or paths and thus practice the yoga of the perfection of wisdom. They do not stand in the four immeasurables and thus practice the yoga of the perfection of wisdom. They do not stand in the four concentrations, four formless absorptions, or five clairvoyances; and they do not stand in the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, [F.95.b] and thus they practice the yoga of the perfection of wisdom.

39.9

“And why? Because they cannot apprehend that form that they might stand in or the application to it that they might practice. Similarly, it is because they cannot apprehend feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; and similarly, the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, the thirty-seven dhammas on the side of awakening, all the emptinesses, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha that they might stand in or the yoga of which they might practice.

39.10

“Furthermore, Kauśika, bodhisattva great beings do not apply themselves to form, and because they do not apply themselves to form like that, they practice the yoga of form. Similarly, they do not apply themselves to feeling…, perception…, volitional factors…, or consciousness, and because they do not apply themselves to consciousness like that, they practice the yoga of consciousness. Similarly, they do not apply themselves to the constituents…, the sense fields…, dependent origination…, the perfections…, the thirty-seven dhammas on the side of awakening…, all the emptinesses…, the ten powers…, the fearlessnesses…, the detailed and thorough knowledges…, or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and because they do not apply themselves to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha like that, they practice the yoga of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.

39.11

“And why? Because those bodhisattva great beings do not apprehend form as past, do not apprehend form as future, and do not apprehend form as present. Similarly, they do not apprehend feeling…, perception…, volitional factors…, or consciousness [F.96.a] as past, do not apprehend
consciousness as future, and do not apprehend consciousness as present. Similarly, they do not apprehend the constituents... the sense fields... dependent origination..., the perfections..., the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening... all the emptinesses... the ten powers... the fearlessnesses... the detailed and thorough knowledges... or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha as past, do not apprehend them as future, and do not apprehend them as present.”

39.12 Venerable Śāriputra then said to the Lord, “Lord, the perfection of wisdom is deep.”

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “because the suchness of form is deep, the perfection of wisdom is deep. Śāriputra, similarly, because the suchness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness is deep, the perfection of wisdom is deep. Śāriputra, similarly, because the suchness of the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, all the emptinesses, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the distinct attributes of a buddha are deep, the perfection of wisdom is deep.”

39.13 “Lord, the perfection of wisdom is hard to fathom,” said Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “because the suchness of form is hard to fathom, the perfection of wisdom is hard to fathom. Śāriputra, similarly, because the suchness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness is hard to fathom, the perfection of wisdom is hard to fathom. [F.96.b] Śāriputra, similarly, because the suchness of the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, all the emptinesses, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the distinct attributes of a buddha is hard to fathom, the perfection of wisdom is hard to fathom.

39.14 “Lord, the perfection of wisdom is immeasurable,” said Śāriputra.

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “because the suchness of form is immeasurable, the perfection of wisdom is immeasurable. Śāriputra, similarly, because the suchness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness is immeasurable, the perfection of wisdom is immeasurable. Śāriputra, similarly, because the suchness of the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, all the emptinesses, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the distinct attributes of a buddha is immeasurable, the perfection of wisdom is immeasurable.

39.15 Śāriputra then asked, “Lord, how then do bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom?”
“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “if bodhisattva great beings do not practice with the idea ‘form is deep,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, if they do not practice with the idea ‘feeling…’ ‘perception…’ ‘volitional factors…’ or ‘consciousness is deep,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, if they do not practice with the idea ‘the constituents…’ ‘the sense fields…’ ‘dependent origination…’ ‘the perfections…’ [F.97.a] ‘the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening…’ ‘all the emptinesses…’ ‘the ten powers…’ ‘the fearlessnesses…’ ‘the detailed and thorough knowledges…’ or ‘the distinct attributes of a buddha are deep,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom.

“And why? Śāriputra, it is because if they also do not practice with the idea ‘it is because the depth of form is not form’ and ‘the depth of feeling…, perception…, volitional factors…’ [F.97.b] and consciousness is not consciousness; and similarly ‘the depth of the constituents…, the sense fields…, dependent origination…, the perfections…, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening…, all the emptinesses…, the ten powers…, the fearlessnesses…, the detailed and thorough knowledges…, and the distinct attributes of a buddha is not the buddhadharmas,’ they thus practice the perfection of wisdom.484

“Śāriputra, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not practice with the idea ‘form is hard to fathom,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom. If they do not practice with the idea ‘feeling…’ ‘perception…’ ‘volitional factors…’ or ‘consciousness is hard to fathom,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, if they do not practice with the idea ‘the constituents…’ ‘the sense fields…’ ‘dependent origination…’ ‘the perfections…’ ‘the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening…’ ‘all the emptinesses…’ ‘the ten powers…’ ‘the fearlessnesses…’ ‘the detailed and thorough knowledges…’ or ‘the distinct attributes of a buddha are hard to fathom,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom.

“And why? Śāriputra, it is because if they do not practice with the idea ‘that state of being hard to fathom of form is not form; that state of being hard to fathom of feeling…, perception…, volitional factors…, and consciousness is not consciousness; and similarly, that state of being hard to fathom of the constituents…, the sense fields…, dependent origination…, the perfections…, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening…, all the emptinesses…, the ten powers…, the fearlessnesses…, the detailed and thorough knowledges…, and the distinct attributes of a buddha is not the buddhadharmas,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom. And why? Because that state of being hard to fathom of the buddhadharmas is not the buddhadharmas.
Furthermore, Śāriputra, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not practice with the idea ‘form is immeasurable,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, if they do not practice with the idea ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ or ‘consciousness is immeasurable,’ they practice the perfection of wisdom. And why? Śāriputra, it is because the immeasurability of form is not form; the immeasurability of feeling…, perception…, volitional factors…, and consciousness is not consciousness; and similarly, the immeasurability of the constituents…, the sense fields…, dependent origination…, the perfections…, all the emptinesses…, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening…, the ten powers…, the fearlessnesses…, the detailed and thorough knowledges…, and the distinct attributes of a buddha is not the buddhadharmas. And why? Śāriputra, it is because the immeasurability [F.98.a] of the distinct attributes of a buddha is not the distinct attributes of a buddha.”

Śāriputra said, “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is just as deep as that, just as hard to fathom as that, just as hard to understand as that, and just as immeasurable as that, so an exposition of it should not be given in the presence of bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle, because they will tremble, feel frightened, and become terrified when they hear this perfection of wisdom. An exposition of it should be given in the presence of bodhisattva great beings irreversible from awakening because they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified, do not feel unsure, and do not harbor doubt when they hear this perfection of wisdom, and on top of that they also believe it when they hear it.”

Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, asked venerable Śāriputra, “Venerable monk Śāriputra, what is wrong with giving an exposition of this deep perfection of wisdom in the presence of bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle?”

“Kauśika,” replied Śāriputra, “when an exposition of this deep perfection of wisdom is given in the presence of bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle, they tremble, feel frightened, become terrified, reject it, and do not believe in it. Kauśika, because those bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle reject this deep perfection of wisdom when they hear it and amass the karma of those headed to a blunder,[486] they are hard-pressed to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening even for a very long time.”

“Venerable monk Śāriputra, are there [F.98.b] bodhisattva great beings who have not been prophesied who, when they hear this deep perfection of wisdom, do not tremble, feel frightened, and become terrified?” asked Śatakratu.
“Kauśika,” replied Śāriputra, “those bodhisattva great beings who do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified when they hear this deep perfection of wisdom obtain a prophecy before long of their unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. They obtain a prophecy of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening before they have passed beyond more than one or two tathāgatas.”

Then the Lord said to venerable Śāriputra, “Exactly so, Śāriputra, exactly so! Śāriputra, those bodhisattva great beings who do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified when they hear this deep perfection of wisdom and, on top of that, having heard this perfection of wisdom, take it up, bear it in mind, read it aloud, master it, and keep on with it as it has been taught have long set out in the vehicle, practice the practice of the six perfections, and serve many buddhas with their service.”

Venerable Śāriputra then said to the Lord, “Lord, I have great confidence giving a readiness to speak, and I set forth an illustration. Tathāgata, I have the confidence giving a readiness to speak.”

“Be confident in your readiness to speak then, Śāriputra,” replied the Lord.

Śāriputra said, “To illustrate, Lord, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have set out in the Great Vehicle might dream in a dream they are cultivating the perfection of wisdom and are cultivating the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving, up to going to the site of awakening. Lord, if those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have woken up, intend to cultivate the perfection of wisdom, and cultivate the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving, to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and, having fully awakened, to go to the site of awakening and turn the wheel of the Dharma, what need is there to say that they are approaching unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? Lord, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who get to hear this deep perfection of wisdom and then practice it exactly as they have heard it have wholesome roots that have matured. Lord, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who, having heard this perfection of wisdom, take it up, bear it in mind, read it aloud, master it, and properly pay attention to it have long set out in the vehicle, have planted wholesome roots, have served many buddhas, and have been assisted by spiritual friends.
“Lord, those bodhisattvas and sons of a good family or daughters of a
good family who get this perfection of wisdom and, having got it, take it up,
bear it in mind, read it aloud, master it, [F.99.b] and properly pay attention to
it, of those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family, Lord, their
awakening is close to being prophesied, or it will be prophesied, or they will
become irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“To illustrate, Lord, a person might emerge from a vast jungle a hundred
yojanas wide or might emerge from a vast jungle two hundred yojanas wide,
or three hundred yojanas wide, or four hundred yojanas wide, or five
hundred yojanas wide, and when they emerge they might see cow herders,
or goat herders, or the boundary markers of fields, or parks, or orchards that
are signs presaging a town, or they might see some other signs presaging a
town, or villages, or markets, or cities, or kingdoms. When they do so they
would think, ‘These kinds of signs presage a town, or village, or market, or
city, or kingdom, or palace, so one must be near at hand.’ They would
breathe out a sigh of relief and would not face danger from robbers, danger
from poisonous animals, danger from savages, danger from angry wild
animals, or danger from hunger and thirst anymore.

“Similarly, Lord, with bodhisattva great beings who get this deep
perfection of wisdom and, having got it, take it up, bear it in mind, read it
aloud, master it, and properly pay attention to it—Lord, it is known that the
awakening of those bodhisattva great beings is close to being prophesied
and that before long they will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect,
complete awakening. Those [F.100.a] bodhisattva great beings do not face
the danger of the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. And why?
Because there are those signs presaging that—that is, that the bodhisattva
great beings get to see, bow down to, and serve this deep perfection of
wisdom and get to hear it.”

Venerable Śāriputra having said this, the Lord said to him, “Excellent,
Śāriputra, excellent. Be even more confident in your readiness to speak,
Śāriputra, through the power of the Buddha.”

Śāriputra said, “To illustrate, Lord, a person who wants to see the ocean
goes off to see the ocean, and as they are going off to see the ocean they see
trees or signs of trees, or mountains or signs of mountains, and they can
know because of that ‘The ocean is a long way from here. The ocean is not
near here.’ And why? Because there are no trees or signs of trees, or
mountains or signs of mountains, when the ocean is near.

“To illustrate further, Lord, a person who wants to see the ocean goes off
to see the ocean, and as they are going off to see the ocean they see no trees
or signs of trees, or mountains or signs of mountains, and it occurs to them to
think, ‘The ocean is not a long way from here.’ And why? Because there are
no trees or signs of trees, or mountains or signs of mountains, when the ocean is near. Even though that person does not see the ocean with their eyes, they become certain, ‘I am close to the ocean. The ocean is near here. The ocean is not a long way from here.’ [F.100.b]

“Similarly, Lord, bodhisattva great beings who hear, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, and master this perfection of wisdom can thus know, can thus think, ‘Even though the Tathāgata has not prophesied in my presence, “You will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening in some certain amount of eons, or in eons amounting to a hundred, or in eons amounting to a thousand, or in eons amounting to a hundred thousand, or in eons amounting to one hundred million billion,”’ those bodhisattva great beings can know, ‘My unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is close to being prophesied.’ And why? Because they think, ‘I have got this deep perfection of wisdom to see and hear, and having heard it I have taken it up, borne it in mind, read it aloud, mastered it, and properly paid attention to it.’

“To illustrate further, Lord, when spring has come and the buds and blossoms have come out on the trees, the people of Jambudvīpa can know, because of that, the leaves, flowers, and fruit will appear before long. And why? Because there are those signs presaging that on the trees. When the people of Jambudvīpa see those signs presaging that on the trees, they think, ‘It will not be long now before the leaves, flowers, and fruit appear,’ and they are enraptured.

“Similarly, Lord, when bodhisattva great beings get to view [F.101.a] and hear this deep perfection of wisdom, and having heard it take it up, bear it in mind, read it aloud, master it, and properly pay attention to it, Lord, those bodhisattva great beings can know that their wholesome roots have matured. Lord, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family can know that they have attended again and again on many buddhas. Lord, those bodhisattva great beings also can know, ‘We are close to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening because we have found this deep perfection of wisdom and have seen, heard, bowed down to, and practiced the perfection of wisdom as it has been explained, because of those earlier wholesome roots.’ There the gods who have seen buddhas before think, ‘Earlier bodhisattvas also had such signs as these presaging their prophecy, so it will not be long before the prophecy of the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of these bodhisattva great beings happens too.’ They rejoice and feel joy; a joy and mental happiness arise.

“To illustrate further, Lord, when a woman is pregnant her body undergoes changes as she gets closer and closer to giving birth. Physically she feels utterly exhausted, she does not move about, and she is forgetful, has no appetite, finds it hard to get drowsy and fall asleep, and becomes
taciturn because of feeling that way. And, realizing that her experience of those sorts of feelings is because of having indulged in that earlier improper attention, indulged in it [F.101.b] frequently and fully, she steers clear of her proclivity for sex. Other women see the signs presaging that in that woman and come to realize, ‘It will not be long before that woman gives birth.’

“Similarly, Lord, bodhisattva great beings who have planted wholesome roots, served many buddhas, practiced the practices well, and been assisted by spiritual friends and whose wholesome roots have matured get this deep perfection of wisdom and, having got it, take it up, bear it in mind, read it aloud, master it, and properly pay attention to it. They can know it will not be long before the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of those bodhisattva great beings will be prophesied.”

The Lord responded, “This confidence giving a readiness to speak that you had, Śāriputra, through the power of the Buddha, is excellent, Śāriputra, excellent.” [B31]

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, it is amazing that the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha has benefited these bodhisattva great beings like this.”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “it is because bodhisattva great beings have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening to benefit many people, to make many people happy, out of pity for the world, for the welfare of the mass of gods and humans, for benefit and happiness. [F.102.a] When those bodhisattva great beings pursue their career they benefit many thousands of bodhisattva great beings in the four ways of gathering a retinue—giving gifts, kind words, beneficial actions, and consistency between words and deeds; cause beings to take up the ten wholesome actions; and cause them to take up the four concentrations, four immeasurables, and four formless absorptions; and they establish themselves in those dharmas too. They personally practice the perfection of giving, and they cause others to take up the perfection of giving as well; they personally practice the perfection of morality…, the perfection of patience…, the perfection of perseverance…, the perfection of concentration…, and the perfection of wisdom, and they cause others to take up the perfection of wisdom as well. Thanks to the perfection of wisdom, with skillful means they establish beings in the result of stream enterer, but they do not themselves actualize it. Similarly, they establish beings in the result of once-returner…, the result of non-returner…, the state of a worthy one…, and the state of a pratyekabuddha, but they do not themselves actualize it. They personally step onto the irreversible level, and they establish others at the irreversible level as well. They personally purify a buddhafield, and they personally cause other bodhisattvas to take up the
purification of a buddhafield as well; they personally bring beings to maturity, and they cause others to take up bringing beings to maturity as well; they personally produce the clairvoyances, [F.102.b] and they cause others to take up gaining the clairvoyances as well; they personally purify the dhāraṇī gateways, and they cause others to take up the purification of the dhāraṇī gateways as well; they personally gain perfected confidence giving a readiness to speak, and they cause others to take up perfecting confidence giving a readiness to speak as well; they personally appropriate a perfected physical form, and they cause others to take up the appropriation of a perfected physical form as well; they personally appropriate perfected major marks, and they cause others to take up the appropriation of perfected major marks as well; they personally appropriate the state of the perfected unmarried person, and they cause others to take up gaining the state of the perfected unmarried person as well; they personally perfect the ten tathāgata powers, and they cause others to take up perfecting the ten tathāgata powers as well; they personally generate the ten concentrations, and they cause others to take up the generation of the ten concentrations as well; they personally generate the four immeasurables..., the four formless absorptions..., the four fearlessnesses..., and the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and they cause others to take up the generation of the four detailed and thorough knowledges as well; they personally perfect the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and they cause others to take up perfecting the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha as well; they personally reach the knowledge of all aspects, and they cause others to take up the knowledge of all aspects as well; they personally eliminate all residual impressions, connections, [F.103.a] and afflictions, and they cause others to take up the elimination of all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions as well; they personally fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and they cause others to take up fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening as well; and they personally turn the wheel of the Dharma, and they cause others to take up turning the wheel of the Dharma as well.”

Subhūti said, “Lord, it is amazing that those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom for the sake of beings will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening in possession of many good qualities like this. Sugata, it is amazing!

“Lord, how is meditation on the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings completed?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not see an increase in form and do not see an increase in feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness, then
meditation on the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings is completed. Similarly, when they do not see an increase in the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, all the emptinesses, the dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, [F.103.b] the distinct attributes of a buddha, or the knowledge of all aspects, then meditation on the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings is completed.

Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not see a decline in form and do not see a decline in feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness, then meditation on the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings is completed. Similarly, when they do not see a decline in the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, all the emptinesses, the dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, the distinct attributes of a buddha, or the knowledge of all aspects, then meditation on the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings is completed.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not see ‘a dharma’ and do not see ‘not a dharma’; do not see ‘past,’ do not see ‘future,’ and do not see ‘present’; do not see ‘wholesome, unwholesome, neutral, and not neutral’; [F.104.a] do not see ‘compounded and uncompounded’; do not see ‘the desire realm,’ do not see ‘the form realm,’ and do not see ‘the formless realm’; do not see ‘the perfection of giving’ and do not see ‘the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom’; up to do not see ‘the knowledge of all aspects,’ then the meditation on the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings is completed. And why? Subhūti, it is because what marks dharmas as dharmas is irreversibility, vanity, hollowness, pointlessness, and fraudulence.

Lord, the inconceivable is being taught,” said Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” continued the Lord, “it is a teaching of the inconceivable because form is inconceivable. It is a teaching of the inconceivable because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are inconceivable. It is a teaching of the inconceivable because the perfection of giving is inconceivable. Similarly, it is a teaching of the inconceivable because the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom are inconceivable. Similarly, it is a teaching of the inconceivable because the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, all the emptinesses, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten
powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the distinct attributes of a buddha ... up to the knowledge of all aspects is inconceivable.

“Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not form the notion ‘form is inconceivable’ and do not form the notion ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are inconceivable,’ then meditation on the perfection of wisdom is completed. If they do not form the notion ‘the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, all the emptinesses, the dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, the distinct attributes of a buddha ...’ up to ‘the knowledge of all aspects is inconceivable,’ then meditation on the perfection of wisdom is completed.”

“Lord, who will come to believe in this deep perfection of wisdom?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings who have earlier practiced the practice of the six perfections, planted wholesome roots sprung from the Tathāgata, served many buddhas with their service, and been assisted by spiritual friends will come to believe in this deep perfection of wisdom.”

“Lord, to what extent will bodhisattva great beings have practiced the six perfections, planted wholesome roots sprung from the Tathāgata, served many buddhas, and been assisted by spiritual friends?” asked Subhūti.

The Lord replied, “Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not mentally construct and do not conceive of form, do not mentally construct and do not conceive of a causal sign of form, and do not mentally construct and do not conceive of an intrinsic nature of form. They do not mentally construct and do not conceive of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; do not mentally construct and do not conceive of a causal sign of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; and do not mentally construct and do not conceive of an intrinsic nature of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. Similarly, they do not mentally construct and do not conceive of the constituents, sense fields, or dependent origination; the desire, form, or formless realms; the perfection of giving; the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom; inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or path; the ten tathāgata powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, or the distinct attributes of a buddha; up to do not mentally construct and do not conceive of the knowledge of all
aspects, do not mentally construct and do not conceive of a causal sign of the knowledge of all aspects, and do not mentally construct and do not conceive of an intrinsic nature of the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Subhūti, it is because form is inconceivable; feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are inconceivable; and similarly, the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, all the emptinesses, the dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, [F.105.b] the distinct attributes of a buddha, and also the knowledge of all aspects are inconceivable. In that case, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings will have practiced the six perfections, planted wholesome roots sprung from the Tathāgata, served many buddhas, and been assisted by spiritual friends.”

Subhūti responded, “Lord, the perfection of wisdom is deep because form is deep. The perfection of wisdom is deep because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are deep. Similarly, the perfection of wisdom is deep because the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, the perfections, all the emptinesses, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the distinct attributes of a buddha are deep. The perfection of wisdom is deep because the knowledge of all aspects is deep.

“Lord, the perfection of wisdom is a heap of jewels insofar as it generates the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening that are great jewels.

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom turns the wheel of the Dharma. Lord, the perfection of wisdom is an aggregate of the purity of all dharmas.”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “it is because of the purity of form, the purity of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, and the purity of the constituents, the sense fields, dependent origination, [F.106.a] the perfections, all the emptinesses, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, the distinct attributes of a buddha, and the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Lord, that such an exposition of this deep perfection of wisdom would not give rise to many hindrances would be amazing,” said Subhūti.

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “There are many hindrances to this deep perfection of wisdom. Sons of a good family or daughters of a good family copying out, teaching, reading aloud, explaining, properly paying attention to, and cultivating this deep perfection of wisdom should quickly write it out and quickly cultivate it before hindrances to copying out, reading aloud, teaching, explaining, up to properly paying
attention to this deep perfection of wisdom arise. And why? Because even if those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family are copying for a month, they should do the copying accordingly; even if they are copying for two, or three, or four, or five, or six, or seven months, or for up to a year, they should do the copying accordingly; and even if they are explaining, reciting from memory, illuminating, properly paying attention to, and cultivating this deep perfection of wisdom for up to a year, they should do the cultivation accordingly. And why? Subhūti, it is because this great jewel gives rise to many hindrances.”

39.59 “Lord, Māra the wicked one will cause hindrances, will he not, to this deep perfection of wisdom, in order that it will not be copied out, will not be read aloud, will not be recited from memory, will not be properly paid attention to, and will not be cultivated?” asked Subhūti.

39.60 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “Māra the wicked one will indeed make whatever efforts he can to cause hindrances to this deep perfection of wisdom, in order that it will not be copied out, will not be read aloud, will not be recited from memory, up to will not be cultivated, but he cannot hinder bodhisattva great beings copying out, reading aloud, reciting from memory, properly paying attention to, and cultivating this deep perfection of wisdom.”

39.61 Then venerable Śāriputra asked the Lord, “Lord, because of whose power is Māra the wicked one incapable of hindering bodhisattva great beings copying out, reading aloud, up to cultivating this deep perfection of wisdom?”

39.62 “Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “it is because of the power of the buddhas that Māra the wicked one cannot hinder bodhisattva great beings copying out, reading aloud, explaining, reciting from memory, properly paying attention to, and cultivating this deep perfection of wisdom. Śāriputra, it is the power of those lord buddhas—the lord buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in all the ten directions. Those lord buddhas watch over those bodhisattva great beings and help. Māra the wicked one cannot hinder those bodhisattva great beings copying out, reading aloud, teaching, reciting from memory, properly paying attention to, and cultivating this deep perfection of wisdom whom those lord buddhas watch over and help. And why? Śāriputra, it is because Māra the wicked one cannot hinder those bodhisattva great beings copying out, reading aloud, reciting from memory, explaining, properly paying attention to, and cultivating this deep perfection of wisdom whom the buddhas have assisted. And why? Śāriputra, it is because it is in the nature of things [F.107.a] that infinite, countless tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in infinite, countless world systems in all the ten
directions watch over those bodhisattva great beings copying out, reading aloud, reciting from memory, explaining, properly paying attention to, and cultivating this deep perfection of wisdom.

39.63 Ṣāriputra, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family copying out, reading aloud, reciting from memory, teaching, properly paying attention to, and cultivating this deep perfection of wisdom should also know, ‘It is because of the power of the Buddha that I am copying out this deep perfection of wisdom, that I am reading it aloud, that I am reciting it from memory, that I am teaching it, that I am properly paying attention to it, and that I am cultivating it.’

39.64 “Lord, are all those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family copying out, reading aloud, reciting from memory, teaching, properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom through the power of the buddhas? Have all been assisted by the Buddha?” asked Ṣāriputra.

39.65 “Exactly so, Ṣāriputra, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “It is exactly as you say! You should know that any and all the sons of a good family or daughters of a good family copying out, reading aloud, clearly articulating, reciting from memory, teaching to others, properly paying attention to, and cultivating this deep perfection of wisdom, Śāriputra, do so through the power of the Buddha. All have also been assisted by the Buddha.”

39.66 Śāriputra then asked, “Lord, do those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in infinite, countless world systems in all the ten directions know about those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family copying out, reading aloud, clearly articulating, reciting from memory, explaining, teaching, cultivating, and properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom?

39.67 “Lord, do those lord buddhas see with the buddha eye and are they aware of those bodhisattva great beings copying out, reading aloud, clearly articulating, reciting from memory, explaining, teaching, cultivating, and properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom?”

39.68 “Exactly so, Śāriputra, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “You should know that all those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas in all the ten directions know about those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family copying out, reading aloud, clearly articulating, reciting from memory, explaining, teaching, cultivating, and properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom, as well as practicing it for suchness. Those lord buddhas see with the buddha eye and are aware of those bodhisattva great beings.
“Śāriputra, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Great Vehicle are close to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Śāriputra, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle [F.108.a] bearing this deep perfection of wisdom in mind are those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have come to have an abundance of belief in this deep perfection of wisdom and respect, revere, honor, and worship this deep perfection of wisdom with flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners.

“Śāriputra, with the buddha eye the tathāgatas see those bodhisattva great beings, and also those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have come to have an abundance of belief in this deep perfection of wisdom and respect, revere, honor, and worship this deep perfection of wisdom with flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners.

“Śāriputra, with the buddha eye the tathāgatas see those bodhisattva great beings, and also those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have come to have an abundance of belief in this deep perfection of wisdom and respect, revere, honor, and worship this deep perfection of wisdom with flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners.

“Śāriputra, with the buddha eye the tathāgatas see those bodhisattva great beings, and also those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have come to have an abundance of belief in this deep perfection of wisdom and respect, revere, honor, and worship this deep perfection of wisdom with flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners.

“Śāriputra, with the buddha eye the tathāgatas see those bodhisattva great beings, and also those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have come to have an abundance of belief in this deep perfection of wisdom and respect, revere, honor, and worship this deep perfection of wisdom with flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners.

“Śāriputra, great is the profit, great the benefit, great the result, and great the maturation for those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who write out this deep perfection of wisdom and bear it in mind. On account of that wholesome root they are never separated from the lord buddhas; they are never born in terrible forms of life; though born as gods and humans they are not separated from the buddhas and bodhisattvas; and also they step onto the irreversible level.

“Śāriputra, on account of that wholesome root those bodhisattva great beings and those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family are never separated from the six perfections; they are never separated from inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; they are never separated from the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or path; they are never separated from the ten tathāgata powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; and they are never separated from the knowledge [F.108.b] of all aspects.

“Śāriputra, with the passing away of the Tathāgata this perfection of wisdom will circulate in the southern region. There the monks and nuns, laymen and laywomen will write out, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this deep perfection of wisdom. On account of that wholesome root they will not blunder into terrible forms of life, they will experience everything perfect as gods and humans, and they will ennoble themselves with the six perfections; respect, revere, honor, and worship the lord buddhas; and gradually pass into complete nirvāṇa in the three vehicles—in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, or Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, or Great Vehicle.
“Śāriputra, from the southern region this deep perfection of wisdom will circulate into the country of Vartani. There too the monks and nuns, laymen and laywomen will write out, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this deep perfection of wisdom and respect, revere, honor, and worship it with flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners. On account of that wholesome root they will not blunder into terrible forms of life, they will experience everything perfect as gods and humans, and they will ennoble themselves with the six perfections, will worship the lord buddhas, and will gradually go forth in the three vehicles—the Śrāvaka Vehicle, Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and Great Vehicle. [F.109.a]

“Śāriputra, from the country of Vartani this deep perfection of wisdom will circulate into the northern region. There too, Śāriputra, the monks and nuns, laymen and laywomen will write out, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this deep perfection of wisdom, and on account of that wholesome root they will not blunder into terrible forms of life, they will experience everything perfect as gods and humans, and they will ennoble themselves with the six perfections, will worship the lord buddhas, and will gradually go forth in the three vehicles—the Śrāvaka Vehicle, Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and Great Vehicle.

“Therefore, Śāriputra, they do the work of the Buddha, this deep perfection of wisdom, at a time in the future, during the last of the ‘five hundreds.’ And why? Śāriputra, it is because when the Dharma and Vinaya have become the site, the good Dharma does not disappear.

“Śāriputra, I watch over those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who write out, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this deep perfection of wisdom and practice it for suchness.

“Śāriputra, those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who write out this deep perfection of wisdom and, having copied it out, respect, revere, honor, and worship it with flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners—those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who do that, on account of that wholesome root will not blunder into terrible forms of life. They will experience everything perfect as gods and humans, will ennoble themselves with the six perfections, and, having ennobled themselves, will respect, revere, honor, and worship the lord buddhas and will gradually go forth in the three vehicles—the Śrāvaka Vehicle, Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and Great Vehicle. And why? Śāriputra, it is because with the buddha eye the Tathāgata sees those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family, the Tathāgata praises them, and the Tathāgata extols them; all the
tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in all the vast world systems in all the ten directions also see those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family with the buddha eye and praise and glorify those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family.”

39.80 “Lord, at a later time, during a later period, will this deep perfection of wisdom spread widely in the northern region?” asked Śāriputra.

39.81 “Exactly so, Śāriputra, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Śāriputra, at a later time, at a later period, this deep perfection of wisdom will spread widely in the northern region. Śāriputra, there at a later time, during a later period, those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family will hear this deep perfection of wisdom and, having heard it, will write out, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this deep perfection of wisdom, and practice it for suchness. Those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who hear this deep perfection of wisdom and, having heard it, take up, bear in mind, [F.110.a] read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this deep perfection of wisdom and practice it for suchness have long set out in the vehicle, have served many buddhas, and have planted wholesome roots sprung from the Tathāgata.”

39.82 “Lord, at a later time, during a later period, how many sons of a good family and daughters of a good family in the region to the north will there be who hear this deep perfection of wisdom and, having heard it, will write out, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this deep perfection of wisdom and practice it for suchness?” asked Śāriputra.

39.83 “Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “at a later time, during a later period, there will be many bodhisattva great beings in the region to the north, but still there will not be many bodhisattva great beings or sons of a good family or daughters of a good family, Śāriputra, who will hear this deep perfection of wisdom and, having heard it, will write out, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay attention to this deep perfection of wisdom and practice it for suchness. Those bodhisattva great beings and sons of a good family and daughters of a good family, when they hear an exposition of this deep perfection of wisdom, will not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified. And why? Because those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family will have followed after the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfect complete buddhas and questioned them and made inquiries. And why? Because those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family will have completed the perfection of wisdom, and similarly, those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family [F.110.b] will have completed the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving; those
sons of a good family and daughters of a good family will have completed inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family will have completed the applications of mindfulness; those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family will have completed the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path; and those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family will have completed the ten tathāgata powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the distinct attributes of a buddha. Śāriputra, those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family are firmly planted on wholesome roots and, taking unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening as their point of departure, will work for the welfare of many beings.

“And why? Śāriputra, it is because I have had conversations that concerned just the knowledge of all aspects with those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family; and those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfect complete buddhas who were there in times gone by, those lord buddhas have also had conversations that concerned just the knowledge of all aspects with those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family as well, so, even after they have exchanged lives they again behave like this, namely, they take unsurpassed, complete awakening as their point of departure and have those sorts of conversations concerned with just the knowledge of all aspects.

“Even Māra and the Māra class of gods cannot split those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, so what need is there to say more about the others who forsake this deep perfection of wisdom, who admire wrongdoing, and who habitually do wrong not being able to split them?

“Śāriputra, when those bodhisattva great beings and sons of a good family and daughters of a good family hear this deep perfection of wisdom, they obtain immense joy from, and feel great delight in, the fact that many beings will be established on wholesome roots that have to do with unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family declare to me, face to face, ‘Lord, when we practice the practice of the perfection of wisdom we will establish many hundreds of creatures, many thousands of creatures, many hundreds of thousands of creatures in the wholesome dharmas; that is, taking unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening as our point of departure, we will establish them in awakening—we will teach them, inspire them to take it up, motivate them, and excite them about it, and we prophesy their irreversibility.’ And why? It is because the tathāgatas,
worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas see in their hearts the thought those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle have—the thought to make that declaration, and rejoice—and I too, Śāriputra, have rejoiced, when those bodhisattva great beings are practicing for awakening, in their declaration, ‘We will teach many hundreds of creatures, many thousands of creatures, many hundreds of thousands of creatures unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. We will inspire them to take it up, motivate them, and excite them about it. We will establish them in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’

Also in the presence of past tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family have declared, ‘When we practice the practice of the perfection of wisdom we will establish many hundreds of creatures, many thousands of creatures, many hundreds of thousands of creatures in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—we will teach them, inspire them to take it up, motivate them, and excite them about it, and we prophesy their irreversibility.’ And why? Because the past tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas saw in their hearts the intention of those bodhisattva great beings and sons of a good family and daughters of a good family to make that declaration, and rejoiced. And I too, Śāriputra, have rejoiced, when those bodhisattva great beings are practicing for awakening, in their declaration, ‘We will teach many hundreds of creatures, many thousands of creatures, many hundreds of thousands of creatures unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—we will inspire them to take it up, motivate them, and excite them about it. We will establish them in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’

Śāriputra, those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family will have a greater admiration for form, sound, smell, taste, feeling, and dharmas, and they will give away greater gifts. Because of giving away greater gifts they will make an occasion for greater wholesome roots. Because they have made an occasion for greater wholesome roots they will appropriate a greater maturation. Because they appropriate a greater maturation, from that maturation they will, for the welfare of just those beings, appropriate a greater maturation; they will give away everything inner and outer to just those beings; and on account of that wholesome root they will reach other buddhafields and come face to face with tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas wherever those buddhas are teaching the Dharma. In those buddhafields they will hear just this perfection of wisdom and again inspire many hundreds of creatures, many
thousands of creatures, many hundreds of thousands of creatures to take up unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—they will teach it, motivate them, and excite them about it.”

39.90 “Lord,” said Śāriputra, “it is amazing that there is thus not any dharma the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha does not know, there is not any true nature of dharmas and suchness he does not know, there is not any Dharma teaching he does not know, and there is not any behavior of beings he does not know; and that he thus knows as well past bodhisattvas, knows as well past buddhafields; knows as well the śrāvakas of past tathāgatas; knows as well the bodhisattvas of future tathāgatas, knows as well the buddhafields and śrāvakas of future tathāgatas, [F.112.b] knows as well the bodhisattvas of present tathāgatas, knows as well the buddhafields and śrāvakas of present tathāgatas, knows as well the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in vast world systems in the ten directions, knows as well the bodhisattvas of those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, and knows as well their buddhafields and their śrāvakas.

39.91 “Lord, when any bodhisattva great beings strive at these six perfections—those who seek and search for these six perfections, those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who seek and search for these six perfections—some of them seek and find these six perfections, and some of them seek and do not find these six perfections.”

39.92 “It is not so, Śāriputra, it is not so,” said the Lord. “In general, all the sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who do not give up striving find these six perfections. And why? Śāriputra, it is because those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family are striving at these six perfections.”

39.93 “Lord, will those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family find these deep sūtras connected with the six perfections?” asked Śāriputra.

39.94 “Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who, without any concern for body and life, strive for the six perfections with a burning desire to practice and with great faith do find them. [F.113.a] And why? Śāriputra, it is because it happens like that for those who mature beings for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—who teach it, inspire them to take it up, motivate them, excite them, cause them to enter into it, and establish them in it. Śāriputra, even after those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family have exchanged lives they find these six perfections, they practice these six perfections as they have been expounded, and they persevere without letting up until they have purified the buddhafields, until they have brought beings to maturity, and until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”
This was the thirty-ninth chapter, “The Northern Region,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B32]
40.1 Then venerable Subhūti inquired of the Lord, "Lord, in light of these pronouncements you have made about the good qualities that accrue to those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and who are practicing the six perfections, bringing beings to maturity, and taking possession of a buddhafield, what sorts of hindrances can those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family expect to face?"

40.2 "Subhūti," replied the Lord, "when it takes a really long time to have the confidence giving a readiness to speak, bodhisattva great beings should know it is the work of Māra."

40.3 "Why should bodhisattva great beings know it is the work of Māra if it takes a really long time to have the confidence giving a readiness to speak?" asked Subhūti.

40.4 The Lord replied, "Here if it is very hard for bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom to complete the perfection of wisdom, if it is very hard for them to complete the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving—Subhūti, if it takes a really long time to have the confidence giving a readiness to speak, in that case, Subhūti, from this one of many explanations, bodhisattva great beings should know it is the work of Māra.

40.5 "Furthermore, Subhūti, when the confidence giving a readiness to speak happens too fast, bodhisattva great beings should know that this, too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra."

40.6 "Why should bodhisattva great beings know that it is the work of Māra when the confidence giving a readiness to speak happens too fast?" asked Subhūti.
The Lord replied, “Here it is when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of giving, and are practicing the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom, Subhūti, and the confidence giving a readiness to speak happens too fast. Subhūti, from this one of many explanations, bodhisattva great beings should know that this is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know of yawning while writing out the perfection of wisdom that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know of laughing while writing out the perfection of wisdom that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know of laughing at each other while writing out the perfection of wisdom that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know of sneering at each other while writing out the perfection of wisdom that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know of mental distraction while writing out the perfection of wisdom that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that if they harmonize their thoughts with each other while writing it out that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know of thinking, ‘I find no enjoyment in this,’ that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that if they yawn, get up from their seat, and leave, this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that if they yawn while reciting it, or taking it up, or teaching it, or yawn while paying attention to it, this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that laughing at each other while taking up, bearing in mind, reading aloud, and mastering—or laughing at each other while properly paying attention to—this perfection of wisdom is also, Subhūti, the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know of sneering at each other while taking it up, bearing it in mind, reading it aloud, mastering it, and properly paying attention to it, that this also, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.
Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that mental distraction while taking it up, bearing it in mind, reading it aloud, mastering it, teaching it, and properly paying attention to it is also, Subhūti, the work of Māra.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that if they harmonize their thoughts with each other while taking it up, bearing it in mind, reading it aloud, mastering it, teaching it, and properly paying attention to it, this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti inquired further of him, "Lord, you have said, 'Bodhisattva great beings should know that getting up from their seats and leaving with the thought “I find no enjoyment in this” is also the work of Māra.' Why do they find no enjoyment in it?"

"Subhūti," replied the Lord, "it is because those bodhisattva great beings have not practiced the perfection of wisdom before; have not practiced the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, or perfection of morality before; and, Subhūti, it is because they have not practiced the perfection of giving before. Subhūti, because of that they find no enjoyment in an exposition of this deep perfection of wisdom and get up from their seats and leave.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when those bodhisattva great beings think, ‘We have not been prophesied in this perfection of wisdom,’505 they lose their faith in it, get up from their seats, and leave. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.”

"Lord, why do those who are not prophesied in the perfection of wisdom get up from their seats and leave?" asked Subhūti.

"Subhūti," replied the Lord, "unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is not prophesied of bodhisattva great beings who have not entered into flawlessness.

Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that when they lose their faith, get up from their seats, and leave, thinking, ‘Our names are not given in this perfection of wisdom,’ this too is the work of Māra.”

"Lord, why are the names of bodhisattva great beings not announced in this deep perfection of wisdom?" asked Subhūti.

"Subhūti," replied the Lord, ‘the Tathāgata does not announce the names of bodhisattva great beings who have not been prophesied. They think, ‘My name, and the settlement, or village, or market town in which I was born are not given here.’ They do not think, ‘I am going to listen to the perfection of wisdom.’ They think, ‘I have to leave the circle,’ and as many thoughts as they have to leave, they appropriate that many eons of practice. They reject this perfection of wisdom and they think, ‘I have to practice the yoga in other sūtras—the ones that do not bring about the knowledge of all
aspects—and I have to master those.’ Thus those bodhisattvas and sons of a good family and daughters of a good family would reject the root of the tree of the knowledge of all aspects and think instead to take the branches, petals, and leaves as supports. So, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.”

40.29 “Lord, what are the sūtras that do not bring about the knowledge of all aspects, [F.115.b] the sūtras they think they have to master?” asked Subhūti.

40.30 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “they are the sūtras connected with those in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, that is, those only explaining the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and paths, and the emptiness, signless, and wishless gateways to liberation, standing in which sons of a good family and daughters of a good family reach the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, and the result of a worthy one. Subhūti, they are the sūtras connected with the Śrāvaka Vehicle. They are the ones that do not bring about the knowledge of all aspects they still think they have to master, even after having rejected this perfection of wisdom. And why? Subhūti, it is because bodhisattva great beings who have issued forth from the perfection of wisdom have issued forth because of ordinary and extraordinary dharmas. Subhūti, it is because when bodhisattva great beings train in the perfection of wisdom, they also train in all ordinary and extraordinary dharmas as well.

40.31 “To illustrate, Subhūti, a dog might spurn a bowlful of food from an owner with the thought to get a mouthful of food from a servant. Similarly, Subhūti, at a future time there will be sons of a good family and daughters of a good family in the Great Vehicle who reject this deep perfection of wisdom and think they have to master sūtras connected with the Śrāvaka Vehicle and the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.

40.32 “Furthermore, Subhūti, at a future time there will be sons of a good family and daughters of a good family in the Great Vehicle [F.116.a] who reject this deep perfection of wisdom and think they have to master sūtras connected with the Śrāvaka Vehicle and the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle for wealth and respect. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.

40.33 “To illustrate further, Subhūti, somebody might seek an elephant, find the elephant, and still think they have to track the elephant. What do you think, Subhūti, is that a person gifted with intelligence?”

“No, Lord,” said Subhūti.
“Similarly, Subhūti,” said the Lord, “you should know that at a future time those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle who reject this deep perfection of wisdom and think that they have to master those sūtras connected with the Śrāvaka Vehicle and the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle are like that. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.

Further, Subhūti, somebody might want to see an ocean, then see the ocean, and still think, ‘I have to go looking for the water in the hoofprint left by a bull.’ They might look at the water in the hoofprint and think, ‘Is this not just the amount of water there is in the ocean?’ What do you think, Subhūti, is that a person gifted with intelligence?”

“No, Lord,” said Subhūti.

Similarly, Subhūti,” continued the Lord, “you should know that at a future time those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family in the Great Vehicle who, having heard or found this deep perfection of wisdom, reject it and think they have to take up those sūtras connected with the Śrāvaka Vehicle and the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle are like that. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings [F.116.b] should know that this too is the work of Māra.

To illustrate further, Subhūti, a contractor or contractor’s apprentice might want to build a palace on the scale of the Vaijayanta palace but might think that they have to take the circles of the sun and the moon as the scale. What do you think, Subhūti, is that man who has examined the Vaijayanta palace and wants to build a palace on the scale of the Vaijayanta, taking the celestial mansion circles of the sun and the moon as the scale, a person gifted with intelligence?”

“No, Lord,” said Subhūti.

“Similarly, Subhūti,” continued the Lord, “with some of those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle who will be there at a future time, and who, having heard or found this deep perfection of wisdom, reject and discard it, thinking they have to seek the knowledge of all aspects in the sūtras connected with the Śrāvaka Vehicle and the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle. What do you think, Subhūti, are those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle persons gifted with intelligence?”

“No, Lord,” said Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.

Further, Subhūti, somebody might want to see a wheel-turning emperor. Having seen a commander of a fort they might think, ‘The color and form of a wheel-turning emperor must be just the same sort as those of this
commander of a fort.’ Having grasped the color, shape, dress, signs, and tokens of the commander of a fort, they then say, ‘The distinguishing color, shape, dress, signs, and tokens of a wheel-turning emperor [F.117.a] are like these.’ What do you think, Subhūti, is that person gifted with intelligence?”

“No, Lord,” said Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family write out this deep perfection of wisdom they are disturbed, and, while writing, frequently become confident in their readiness to speak—confident, that is, to speak about a form, and confident in their readiness to speak about a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and dharmas; confident in their readiness to speak about the perfection of giving, and confident in their readiness to speak about the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom; confident in their readiness to speak about the desire realm, form realm, and formless realm; confident in their readiness to speak about clear articulation and recitation, and confident in their readiness to speak about what has to be taught to students; confident in their readiness to speak about the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and paths; confident in their readiness to speak about all the concentrations, deliverances, meditative stabilizations, and absorptions; [F.117.b] confident in their readiness to speak about inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; confident in their readiness to speak about the powers, and confident in their readiness to speak about the fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and distinct attributes of a buddha; up to and confident in their readiness to speak about unsurpassed, complete awakening.

“And why? Subhūti, it is because the perfection of wisdom does not give confidence giving a readiness to speak—because, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is inconceivable; because, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is without production and without cessation; because, Subhūti, the perfection
of wisdom is without defilement and without purification; because, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is without distraction; because, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is not something that can be spoken out loud; because, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is not part of a conversation; because, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is not something that can be talked about; and because, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom cannot be apprehended. And why? Subhūti, it is because all the dharmas do not exist in this deep perfection of wisdom.

40.45 “Subhūti, if, when those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family write out this deep perfection of wisdom, they are distracted by those dharmas, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.”

40.46 “Lord, is it possible to write out the perfection of wisdom?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti, it is not possible,” replied the Lord. “And why? Subhūti, it is because the perfection of wisdom has no intrinsic nature; the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection [F.118.a] of giving have no intrinsic nature; all the emptinesses, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the distinct attributes of a buddha have no intrinsic nature; and the knowledge of all aspects has no intrinsic nature. That which has no intrinsic nature does not exist and the perfection of wisdom is something that does not exist, so, what does not exist cannot write out what does not exist.

40.47 “Subhūti, if those certain sons of a good family and daughters of a good family in the Great Vehicle form the notion ‘this deep perfection of wisdom is not an existent thing,’ Subhūti, they should know that this too is the work of Māra.”

40.48 Subhūti said, “Lord, when those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family in the Great Vehicle who write out this deep perfection of wisdom in written letters think, ‘I have written out this deep perfection of wisdom,’ and settle down on this deep perfection of wisdom as the letters, Lord, they should know that this too is the work of Māra. And why? Lord, it is because the perfection of wisdom is without letters, and the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving are without letters; Lord, form is without letters, and feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are without letters; the constituents are without letters and the sense fields too are without letters; the deliverances are without letters; [F.118.b] the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening are without letters; the powers,
fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and distinct attributes of a buddha are without letters; and the knowledge of all aspects is without letters as well.

40.49 “Lord, if those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family in the Great Vehicle settle down thinking, ‘This deep perfection of wisdom is without letters’; and similarly, settle down thinking, ‘The perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving and without letters’; and similarly, settle down thinking, ‘The thirty-seven dhammas on the side of awakening, the gateways to liberation, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the distinct attributes of a buddha are without letters’; and, Lord, if bodhisattva great beings settle down thinking, ‘The knowledge of all aspects is without letters as well,’ Lord, they should know that this too is the work of Māra.”

40.50 “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so,” said the Lord. “They should know that this too is the work of Māra.

40.51 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattvas, sons of a good family, and daughters of a good family write out this deep perfection of wisdom, if their imagination turns to the city, bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.

40.52 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when sons of a good family and daughters of a good family in the Great Vehicle write out this deep perfection of wisdom and get caught up thinking about a settlement, get caught up thinking about a town, get caught up thinking about a king’s palace, get caught up thinking about a country, get caught up thinking about gurus and teachers, get caught up thinking about their parents, brothers, sisters, kinsmen, and blood relatives, get caught up thinking about thieves, get caught up in thoughts connected with savages, get caught up in thoughts imagining being in society and being with courtesans, or get caught up thinking about other things, because Māra the wicked one will interrupt them with hindrances and distractions when they clearly articulate this deep perfection of wisdom, read it aloud, and properly pay attention to it, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that these too are the work of Māra.

40.53 “Furthermore, Subhūti, sons of a good family and daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle writing out this deep perfection of wisdom get wealth and respect, verses of praise, and requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses. When bodhisattvas, sons of a good family, and daughters of a good family are relishing this experience, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know when they write out, clearly articulate, read aloud, and properly pay attention to this deep perfection of wisdom, that this too is the work of Māra.
Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings are writing out, clearly articulating, reading aloud, and properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom and Māra the wicked one supplies deep sūtras, there bodhisattva great beings with skillful means should not get excited about those deep sūtras that Māra supplies. And why? Subhūti, it is because those sūtras do not bring about the knowledge of all aspects. Subhūti, there bodhisattva great beings without skillful means, having heard this deep perfection of wisdom, will reject it, even though in it I have taught skillful means for bodhisattva great beings in detail, and it is in just this deep perfection of wisdom that they should search for a detailed description of skillful means.

Subhūti, when sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Great Vehicle, having rejected this deep perfection of wisdom, decide to seek for skillful means in those sūtras connected with the Śrāvaka and Pratyekabuddha Vehicles, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.

This was the fortieth chapter, “The Work of Māra,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 41: NOT COMPLETE BECAUSE OF MĀRA

41.1 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listener wants to listen to the perfection of wisdom, to write it out, take it up, clearly articulate it, recite it, and read it out loud, and the Dharma preacher has become too lazy, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.

41.2 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher has not become too lazy to write out this deep perfection of wisdom, to take it up, clearly articulate it, and recite it, but the Dharma listener has gone off to some other place, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.

41.3 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listener wants to write out the perfection of wisdom, wants to clearly articulate it, and wants to recite it, but the Dharma preacher has gone off to some other place, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.

41.4 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher longs for wealth, respect, and verses of praise, and is greedy for requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses—while [F.120.a] the Dharma listener is not needy, and is contented, energetic, mindful, collected, focused, and intelligent, then too, Subhūti, everything for the perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this is the work of Māra.

41.5 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher is not needy, is contented, lives in solitude, and is energetic, mindful, collected, focused, and intelligent, while the Dharma listener is very needy, wants to do wrong, longs for wealth, respect, and verses of praise, and is greedy for requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses—then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, transmitting, reciting, and properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this is the work of Māra.
“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher is a jungle dweller, an alms-food eater, a refuse-rags wearer, a later-food refuser, a single-sitter, one satisfied with whatever alms they get, a cemetery dweller, an open-air dweller, a tree-root dweller, one who sleeps sitting up, a natural-bed user, and a three-robe wearer, and the Dharma listener does not believe in being a jungle dweller, up to a three-robe wearer, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, clearly articulating, and reciting this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listener is a jungle dweller, up to a three-robe wearer, and the Dharma preacher is not a jungle dweller, up to a three-robe wearer, [F.120.b] then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, clearly articulating, reciting, and properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listeners have faith and a virtuous character, want to write out this deep perfection of wisdom, want to take it up, want to clearly articulate it, and want to recite it, while the Dharma preacher does not have faith, wants unwholesome dharmas, does not want to write out and give this deep perfection of wisdom, and does not want to grasp the body of meanings, bodhisattva great beings should know that this is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher gives up all personal possessions with no thought to hold back, and the Dharma listener is stingy and very needy, wants to do wrong, longs for wealth, respect, and verses of praise, and longs for requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses—then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, clearly articulating, reciting, up to properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listener gives up all personal possessions with no thought to hold back, and the Dharma preacher is stingy and miserly, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, clearly articulating, reciting, up to properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, [F.121.a] Subhūti, when the Dharma listener wants to give away the requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses—to the Dharma preacher but the Dharma preacher does not want to accept them, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, reciting, up to
properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

41.12 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher understands just from headings, but the Dharma listener needs to be led, understands from a detailed explanation, and responds well to words, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, transmitting, reciting, up to properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

41.13 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listener understands just from headings, but the Dharma preacher needs to be led, understands from a detailed explanation, and responds well to words, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, clearly articulating, reciting, up to properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

41.14 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher knows the different features of the discourses, melodious narrations, predictions, verses, summaries, tales, introductions, accounts, birth stories, expanded texts, marvels, and expositions, and the Dharma listener does not know the different features of the discourses, melodious narrations, [F.121b] predictions, verses, summaries, tales, introductions, accounts, birth stories, expanded texts, marvels, and expositions, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, clearly articulating, reciting, up to properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

41.15 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher is endowed with the six perfections but the Dharma listener is not endowed with the six perfections, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, reading aloud, reciting from memory, and properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

41.16 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listener is endowed with the six perfections but the Dharma preacher is not endowed with them, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

41.17 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher is skillful at the six perfections but the Dharma listener is not skillful at them, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, reading aloud, up to properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.
Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listener is skillful at the six perfections [F.122.a] but the Dharma preacher is not skillful at them, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher has obtained the dhāraṇīs but the Dharma listener has not obtained the dhāraṇīs, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher wants to write it out, up to wants to properly pay attention to it, but the Dharma listener does not want to write it out, up to does not want to properly pay attention to it, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, reading aloud, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listener wants to write it out, up to wants to properly pay attention to it, but the Dharma preacher does not want to write it out, up to does not want to properly pay attention to it, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher is free from the greed that causes them to act on the desire for sense gratification, or from malice, drowsiness, dozing, gross mental excitement, uneasiness, or doubt, and the Dharma listener is not free from the greed that causes them to act on the desire for sense gratification, or from malice, drowsiness, dozing, gross mental excitement, uneasiness, or doubt, [F.122.b] then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listener is free from the greed that causes them to act on the desire for sense gratification, or from malice, drowsiness, dozing, gross mental excitement, uneasiness, or doubt, and the Dharma preacher is not free from obscuration, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when they are writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom and someone comes up to them and tells them what is awful about the hells, and tells them what is awful about the animal
world, the world of Yama, and the world of ghosts, saying, ‘Those in the hells have such suffering, those in the animal worlds have such suffering, and those in the world of ghosts have such suffering. You should put an end to suffering right here. What will fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening do for you?’ then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great being should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

41.25

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when they are writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom someone comes up to them and speaks in praise of the Cāturmahārājika gods, up to speaks in praise of the gods in the Naiva-saṃjñānāsaṃjñāyatana, [F.123.a] saying, ‘The desire realm is such a pleasure because of the enjoyment of sense objects; the form realm is such a pleasure because of the concentrations and absorptions; the formless realm is such a pleasure because of the quiet calm and absorptions. And yet they are all impermanent, suffering, unowned, subject to change, subject to extinction, unattractive, and subject to cessation, so you should obtain the result of stream enterer, or you should obtain the result of once-returner, or the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening right here, or else you will be in a cycle of cyclic existences for a long time,’ bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

41.26

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher is a loner without companions who does things personally, while the Dharma listener is gregarious, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, reading aloud, reciting, and properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

41.27

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listener is a loner without companions who does things personally, while the Dharma preacher is gregarious, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, clearly articulating, reciting, and properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

41.28

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher says, ‘I will give this perfection of wisdom to those who follow after me to write out, up to and properly [F.123.b] pay attention to,’ and the Dharma listener does not follow, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.
“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listener wants to follow after the Dharma preacher but the Dharma preacher provides no opportunity for following, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, explaining, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when for the sake of some trifling material possession the Dharma preacher wants to give this deep perfection of wisdom to write out, clearly articulate, recite, up to meditate on, and, on account of some trifling material possession the Dharma listener is not willing to approach, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, clearly articulating, reciting, properly paying attention to, and meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher wants to go to a location where there is a life-threatening danger and the Dharma listener does not want to go there, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listener wants to go to a location where there is a life-threatening danger and the Dharma preacher does not want to go there, [F.124.a] then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma listener wants to go where food is scarce and water is scarce and the Dharma preacher does not want to go there, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher wants to go where there is no food and there is no water and the Dharma listener does not want to go there, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when the Dharma preacher wants to go where there is ample food and plenty of water and the Dharma listeners have followed, and the Dharma preacher then says to them, ‘Sons of a good family, it would not be right, would it, if you have come here for the sake of material possessions? Think about this carefully for a moment or else you
might, on account of the amount of alms you might actually get, come to feel regret,’ then that Dharma preacher in a subtle way will have rejected them. And if, disgusted, they decide, ‘This is a sign of rejection, it is not a sign of generosity,’ then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when a Dharma preacher who is a monk wants to go into a dangerous forest, wild jungle, or steep ravine where there is danger from robbers, danger from savages, danger from hunters, danger from angry wild animals, and danger from poisonous snakes, but still the Dharma listeners who want to listen to this deep perfection of wisdom follow the Dharma preacher, yet the Dharma preacher who is a monk says to them, ‘Sons of a good family, [F.124.b] it is not right, is it, that you have to come here to this dangerous forest, wild jungle, where there is danger from robbers,’ then, because that Dharma preacher who is a monk still does not want to explain, does not want to write out, does not want to clearly articulate, does not want to cause them to listen to, and does not want to cause them to meditate on this deep perfection of wisdom, they become disgusted after hearing that from the Dharma preacher who is a monk and do not go where that Dharma preacher who is a monk goes, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when a Dharma preacher who is a monk gets attached to a generous alms-giving family, and, attached to the generous alms-giving family, continually thinks about going to see that family, and, continually thinking about them, goes to see that family and therefore rejects Dharma listeners, saying, ‘Venerables, I have to go to see and visit the generous alms-giving families,’ the Dharma preacher rejects those Dharma listeners. When they, rejected, turn back, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

Furthermore, Subhūti, Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a monk and disguised in the form of a tathāgata employs whatever means possible so that no matter who it is, they will not write out, will not take up, will not bear in mind, will not recite, will not master, will not properly pay attention to, and will not meditate on this deep perfection of wisdom.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti then asked him, [F.125.a] “Lord, why does Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a monk employ whatever means possible so that no matter who it is, they will not
“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “here Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a monk causes a split and separation, saying, ‘This is not the perfection of wisdom. The perfection of wisdom is the sūtra that has come down to me, which I have mastered.’ Subhūti, there, when Māra the wicked one thus causes a split, those bodhisattvas who have not been prophesied begin to harbor doubt, and those who have harbored doubt do not write out, do not clearly articulate, do not master, do not recite from memory, do not properly pay attention to, and do not meditate on this deep perfection of wisdom. Then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, clearly articulating, mastering, reciting, meditating on, and properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a monk comes up to a bodhisattva great being and says, ‘A bodhisattva who practices this deep perfection of wisdom actualizes the very limit of reality and reaches the result of stream enterer, or reaches the result of once-returner, or reaches the result of non-returner, or reaches the state of a worthy one, or reaches the state of a pratyekabuddha,’ then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, expounding, teaching, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete and bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

Furthermore, Subhūti, there are many works of Māra that act as hindrances to writing out, expounding, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattvas should know those works of Māra, and knowing them, should eliminate them as well.”

“Lord, what are those works of Māra that bodhisattva great beings should know, and knowing them, should eliminate as well?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “works of Māra arise with counterfeit perfections of wisdom, and similarly, works of Māra arise with counterfeit perfections of concentration, perseverance, patience, morality, and giving. Bodhisattva great beings should know and eliminate them.

Furthermore, Subhūti, works of Māra also arise with counterfeit inner emptiness, up to arise with counterfeit emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and works of Māra arise with a counterfeit Śrāvaka Vehicle and Pratyekabuddha Vehicle as well. Bodhisattva great beings should know and eliminate them. And that counterfeit perfection of wisdom says, ‘Cultivate these four applications of mindfulness; cultivate these right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and
path; and cultivate these emptiness, signless, and wishless gateways to liberation. Master them, [F.126.a] and having mastered them reach the result of stream enterer, or reach the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one right here. What use is there in fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? Then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, taking up, teaching, clearly articulating, properly paying attention to, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete, and works such as these of Māra the wicked one start to pose a threat.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a buddha with a halo the length of two outstretched arms extending out around his body, gold-like in color, approaches bodhisattvas. When, on seeing him, they experience a feeling of delight, and having experienced that feeling of delight they neglect the knowledge of all aspects, then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, clearly articulating, reciting, expounding, and properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete. Bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, Māra the wicked one makes visible a buddha and so on at the head of the monastic saṅgha in front of those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family, and the bodhisattvas experience a longing for that, thinking, ‘In future I too must become such a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha. Similarly, I must gather a retinue and I too must teach the Dharma just like that tathāgata teaches it.’ When they experience a longing for that they neglect the knowledge of all aspects. Then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, clearly [F.126.b] articulating, mastering, expounding, paying attention to, and meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete. Bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, Māra the wicked one makes visible many hundreds of bodhisattvas, many thousands of bodhisattvas practicing the perfection of giving and practicing the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom. When those bodhisattvas experience a longing for those magical productions of Māra they neglect the knowledge of all aspects. Then too, Subhūti, everything for writing out, clearly articulating, reciting, expounding, paying attention to, and meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom is not complete. Bodhisattva great beings should know that this too, Subhūti, is the work of Māra. And why? Subhūti, it is because form does not exist in this deep perfection of wisdom, and neither does feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; the constituents and
sense fields do not exist; and the perfections, thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, gateways to liberation, and awakening do not exist. And, Subhūti, where form does not exist, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness do not exist; up to awakening does not exist; where awakening does not exist a buddha [F.127.a] does not exist there either, and neither do bodhisattvas or śrāvakas exist. And why? Subhūti, it is because all dharmas are empty of their own intrinsic nature.

41.49 “Furthermore, Subhūti, when sons of a good family and daughters of a good family are writing out, reading aloud, clearly articulating, mastering, and properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom, they encounter many hindrances to this perfection of wisdom. To illustrate, Subhūti, as many precious things as there are in the world—namely, gold, jewels, pearls, sapphires, beryl, conch shells, crystals, corals, and silver—they occasion many hindrances and many opponents. Similarly, Subhūti, when sons of a good family and daughters of a good family write out, read aloud, clearly articulate, master, explain, properly pay attention to, and meditate on this deep perfection of wisdom, it occasions many hindrances and many opponents.”

41.50 “Exactly so, Lord, exactly so,” said Subhūti. “Sūtras connected with the perfection of wisdom occasion many opponents and many hindrances. Ignorant persons possessed by Māra hinder those writing out, clearly articulating, reading aloud, reciting, and properly paying attention to the deep perfection of wisdom. Lord, those ignorant, narrow-minded simpletons hinder those writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom, and those who do not write out this deep perfection of wisdom, or who hinder those writing it out do not have the intellect to advance toward the vast buddhadharmas. [F.127.b] Those who do not write out this deep perfection of wisdom, or who hinder those writing it, who do not meditate on it, or who hinder those meditating on it, do not have the intellect to advance toward the vast buddhadharmas.”

41.51 “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so,” said the Lord. “Those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who do not write out, read aloud, clearly articulate, recite from memory, properly pay attention to, and meditate on this deep perfection of wisdom, causing hindrances to it, have newly set out in the vehicle, have not produced wholesome roots, have stunted wholesome roots, have not served well the victors of the past, and have not been assisted by spiritual friends. Subhūti, those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who do not write out, up to meditate
on this deep perfection of wisdom, who hinder others from writing it out, up to meditating on it are narrow-minded simpletons with stunted intellects, so they do not have the intellect to advance toward the vast buddhadharmanas.

“There are also other works of Māra like that, Subhūti, that hinder writing out, up to meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom. But still, Subhūti, they should know that even if there are works of Māra that act as hindrances to those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family writing out, reciting, properly paying attention to, and meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom, Subhūti, they still, through the force of the buddha, keep on completing the perfection of concentration more and more; completing the perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving; [F.128.a] completing the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening; and completing the gateways to liberation, powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, distinct attributes of a buddha, up to the knowledge of all aspects. Because of that those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family do not encounter hindrances when they write out, read aloud, clearly articulate, meditate on, and properly pay attention to this deep perfection of wisdom, continuing to complete more and more all the perfections, and complete all the dharmas on the side of awakening, all the gateways to liberation, the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, the four formless absorptions, and the five clairvoyances.

Those lord buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in the ten directions also make an effort for the sake of those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family writing out, reading aloud, clearly articulating, reciting from memory, and properly paying attention to this deep perfection of wisdom. And those bodhisattva great beings irreversible from awakening standing in the ten directions also make an effort to look after those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family writing out, reading aloud, clearly articulating, reciting from memory, properly paying attention to, and meditating on this deep perfection of wisdom as well.”

This was the forty-first chapter, “Not Complete Because of Māra,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 42: REVEALING THE WORLD

42.1 “To illustrate, Subhūti, there might be [F.128.b] five, or ten, or twenty, or thirty, or forty, or fifty, or a hundred, or a thousand, or a hundred thousand sons of a certain woman and all of them would make an effort, thinking, ‘What can we do so that our mother who gave birth to us, gave us the bodies we have and gave us life, does not fall sick; what can we do so that our mother is not in danger; what can we do so that our mother lives for a long time; what can we do so that our mother is not physically uncomfortable?’ Serving their mother with the finest service, protecting her with the finest protection, those sons think, ‘She must not face danger to her life or grow physically weak; or be attacked by mosquitos, black flies, or poisonous crawling creatures; or suffer from cold or heat, hunger or thirst.’ Thus, those sons attend on their mother with all the requirements for happiness; thus they serve their mother, thinking, ‘She reveals this world to us.’

42.2 “Similarly, Subhūti, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas constantly and always watch over this deep perfection of wisdom with their buddha eye. And why? Because this deep perfection of wisdom gives birth to all the buddhadharmas; it causes the light of knowledge to shine. Also, those buddhas standing in as many world systems in the eastern direction as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River constantly and always watch over this deep perfection of wisdom with their buddha eye. And why? Because this deep perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas and perfectly reveals the knowledge of a knower of all. Therefore, those tathāgatas constantly and always watch over this deep perfection of wisdom with their buddha eye. And why? Because the perfection of concentration, [F.129.a] perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving of the tathāgatas issues forth from her; also inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature of the tathāgatas issues forth from her; also the four applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties,
powers, limbs of awakening, and paths issue forth from her; also the gateways to liberation, ten powers, four fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and distinct attributes of a buddha issue forth from her; up to also the knowledge of all aspects of all buddhas issues forth from her; and also stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, buddhas, and tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas issue forth from her.

“Subhūti, it is also thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom that all those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, whoever they are, who have fully awakened, are fully awakening, and will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening have fully awakened, are fully awakening, and will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Subhūti, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas also constantly and always look out with their buddha eye for all those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who have set out in the Great Vehicle and are writing out, reading aloud, clearly articulating, and properly paying attention to this deep [F.129.b] perfection of wisdom. Subhūti, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfect complete buddhas also constantly and always guard, protect, and keep safe those bodhisattva great beings, and sons of a good family and daughters of a good family so that one way or the other they will not abandon unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

Subhūti said, “Lord, you have said, ‘The perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas and reveals this world.’ How, then, does the perfection of wisdom give birth to those bodhisattva great beings and buddhas, and how, Lord, does the perfection of wisdom reveal this world? How, Lord, is a tathāgata born from the perfection of wisdom, and what is this world of which the Tathāgata has spoken?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “this deep perfection of wisdom gives birth to a tathāgata’s ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, great love, great compassion, eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and knowledge of all aspects, and it is on account of those, Subhūti, that a tathāgata comes to be known as a tathāgata. Therefore, Subhūti, this deep perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas.”

“And what, Lord, has the Tathāgata said is the world?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti, the Tathāgata has said that the five aggregates are the world,” replied the Lord. [F.130.a]

“Lord, how does the perfection of wisdom reveal the five aggregates?” asked Subhūti.
“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “the perfection of wisdom does not reveal those five aggregates as being destroyed, nor does it reveal them as being really destroyed. It does not reveal them as being produced. It does not reveal them as defilement. It does not reveal them as purification. It does not reveal them as increasing. It does not reveal them as declining. It does not reveal past, future, or present dharmas. And why? Because emptiness does not mean being destroyed, nor does it mean being really destroyed; because signlessness..., and wishlessness is not being destroyed, nor is it being really destroyed; because not occasioning anything..., not being produced..., not stopping..., being nonexistent..., and having no intrinsic nature is not being destroyed, nor is it being really destroyed. It is thus, Subhūti, that this deep perfection of wisdom is said to reveal the world.

“Subhūti, the tathāgatas know the infinite, countless thought activities of beings without measure, and know them thanks to the perfection of wisdom, but still, Subhūti, in this deep perfection of wisdom a being and the designation of a being are not apprehended. Form and the designation of form are not apprehended; feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness and the designation of consciousness are not apprehended. The eyes, eye consciousness, and eye contact are not apprehended, and the designation of eye contact is not apprehended; the ears and a sound ...; a nose and a smell ...; a tongue and a taste ...; a body and a feeling ...; and a thinking mind, dharmas, thinking-mind consciousness, and thinking-mind contact are not apprehended, and the designation of thinking-mind contact is not apprehended. The perfections..., the thirty-seven dharmas [F.130.b] on the side of awakening..., the gateways to liberation..., the powers..., the fearlessnesses..., the detailed and thorough knowledges..., up to the distinct attributes of a buddha..., up to the knowledge of all aspects is not apprehended, and the designation of the knowledge of all aspects is not apprehended. It is thus, Subhūti, that this deep perfection of wisdom reveals the world to the tathāgatas.

“And why? Because, Subhūti, if even this very perfection of wisdom does not exist and is not apprehended in this deep perfection of wisdom, how could form, feeling, perception, and volitional factors ever be apprehended; how could consciousness ever be apprehended; up to how could the knowledge of all aspects ever be apprehended?

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the tathāgatas know for what they are the collected thoughts and distracted thoughts of as many beings designated with the designation being as there are, be they material or immaterial, with perception or without perception, or with neither perception nor nonperception, who are in this world or in other vast world systems in the ten directions. And why, Subhūti, do the tathāgatas know for what they are
those collected thoughts and distracted thoughts of those beings? Subhūti, the tathāgatas know those collected thoughts and distracted thoughts of those beings for what they are through the true nature of dharmas.”

42.12 “Lord, what is this true nature of dharmas such that the tathāgatas know for what they are those collected thoughts and distracted thoughts of those beings?” asked Subhūti.

42.13 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “it is that true nature of dharmas in which even the very true nature of dharmas is not apprehended, let alone collected thoughts [F.131.a] or distracted thoughts. So, Subhūti, the tathāgatas know for what they are those collected thoughts and distracted thoughts of those beings through that true nature of dharmas.

42.14 “Furthermore, Subhūti, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas know those collected thoughts and distracted thoughts of those beings for what they are, as inexhaustible. And how, Subhūti, do they know collected thoughts and distracted thoughts for what they are, as inexhaustible? Subhūti, here the tathāgatas know those minds of those beings for what they are, as free from greed, as cessation, and as abandonment. It is thus, Subhūti, that the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas know those collected thoughts and distracted thoughts of those beings for what they are, as isolated.

42.15 “Furthermore, Subhūti, the tathāgatas know a greedy thought of those beings for what it is, a greedy thought. They know a mind free from greed for what it is, a mind free from greed. Similarly, they know a mind with hate and free from hate, and one with confusion and free from confusion.”

42.16 “Lord,” asked Subhūti, “how do the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas know a greedy thought of those beings for what it is, a greedy thought; know a mind free from greed for what it is, a mind free from greed; [F.131.b] and similarly, know, for what it is, a mind with hate and free from hate, and one with confusion and free from confusion?”

42.17 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “a mind that is greedy is not as it really is. And why? Because, Subhūti, if even mind and mental factor dharmas are not apprehended as they really are, what need is there to say more about those with greed and free from greed, or with hate and free from hate, or with confusion and free from confusion? …. And, Subhūti, a mind with confusion is not as it really is. And why? Because, Subhūti, if even mind and mental factor dharmas are not apprehended as they really are, what need is there to say more about a mind free from confusion? It is thus, Subhūti, that the tathāgatas, thanks to the perfection of wisdom, know a greedy mind for what it is, a greedy mind; and similarly knows, for what it is, a mind free from greed..., a mind with hate and free from hate..., and one with confusion..., and one free from confusion for what it is, a mind free from confusion.
“Subhūti, how do the tathāgatas know a mind of beings free from greed for what it is, a mind free from greed? Subhūti, a mind that has greediness is not a mind that is free from greediness. And why? Because, Subhūti, two thoughts do not meet together. Therefore, Subhūti, a mind that is free from greediness is not a greedy mind. Similarly, a mind that is free from hatred is not a mind with hate. And a mind that is free from a confused state is not a mind with confusion. And why? Because, Subhūti, two thoughts do not come together. Therefore, Subhūti, the tathāgatas know a mind of those beings free from confusion for what it is, a mind free from confusion.

Furthermore, Subhūti, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom the tathāgatas know an inclusive thought of other beings or other persons for what it is, an inclusive thought. Subhūti, how do the tathāgatas know an inclusive thought of other beings or other persons for what it is, an inclusive thought? Subhūti, here the tathāgatas know that a thought of other beings or other persons is not inclusive, that a thought is not constricted, that a thought does not increase, that a thought is not reduced, that a thought does not come, and that a thought does not go. And why? Subhūti, it is because no intrinsic nature is apprehended which might make it inclusive, up to come and go. Therefore, Subhūti, the tathāgatas, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom, know an inclusive thought of other beings or other persons for what it is, an inclusive thought.

Furthermore, Subhūti, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom the tathāgatas know a great thought of other beings or other persons for what it is, a thought that has become great. Furthermore, Subhūti, how do the tathāgatas, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom, know a thought of other beings or other persons for what it is, a thought that has become great? Subhūti, here the tathāgatas do not view the intrinsic nature of a thought of other beings or other persons as coming, going, being stationary, being produced, stopping, or as lasting and then changing into something else. And why? Subhūti, it is because an intrinsic nature that comes or goes, or arises or stops, or lasts or lasts and then changes into something else does not exist. Therefore, Subhūti, the tathāgatas, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom, know a thought of other beings or other persons for what it is, a thought that has become great.

Furthermore, Subhūti, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom the tathāgatas know an immeasurable thought of other beings or other persons for what it is, an immeasurable thought. Furthermore, Subhūti, how do the tathāgatas, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom, know an immeasurable thought of other beings or other persons for what it is, an immeasurable thought? Subhūti, here the tathāgatas view that thought of other beings or
other persons as not there, as not not there, as not fixed, and as not not fixed. And why? Subhūti, it is because streams of thought are without outflows and immeasurable, because a foundation on which they might persist does not exist. Therefore, Subhūti, the tathāgatas, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom, know an immeasurable thought of other beings [F.133.a] or other persons for what it is, an immeasurable thought.

42.22 “Furthermore, Subhūti, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom the tathāgatas know a thought of other beings or other persons that does not show itself for what it is, a thought that does not show itself. Subhūti, how do the tathāgatas know a thought of other beings or other persons that does not show itself for what it is, a thought that does not show itself? Subhūti, here, because it is empty of its own mark, the tathāgatas, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom, view that thought of other beings or other persons as without a mark and separated from an intrinsic nature. Therefore, Subhūti, the tathāgatas, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom, know that thought of other beings or other persons that does not show itself for what it is, a thought that does not show itself.

42.23 “Furthermore, Subhūti, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom the tathāgatas know an invisible thought of other beings or other persons for what it is, an invisible thought. Subhūti, how do the tathāgatas, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom, know an invisible thought of other beings or other persons for what it is, an invisible thought? Subhūti, here, those thoughts of others are not even visible to the five eyes of a tathāgata; therefore, Subhūti, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom, know an invisible thought of other beings or other persons for what it is, an invisible thought.

42.24 “Furthermore, Subhūti, [F.133.b] thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom the tathāgatas know the thoughts of other beings or other persons that have moved excessively, are freed from movement, have moved to abridge, or are expanded for what they are, thoughts that have moved excessively, are freed from movement, have moved to abridge, or are expanded. Subhūti, how do the tathāgatas, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom, know the thoughts of other beings or other persons that have moved excessively, are freed from movement, have moved to abridge, or are expanded? Subhūti, here, the tathāgatas, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom, know those thoughts of other beings or other persons as follows. When the thoughts of beings who have moved excessively, are freed from movement, have moved to abridge, or are expanded arise, whichever of them arises they all arise based on form, or based on feeling, or based on perception, or based on volitional factors, or
based on consciousness. Therefore, Subhūti, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom the tathāgatas know the thoughts of other beings or other persons that have moved excessively, are freed from movement, have moved to abridge, or are expanded for what they are.

42.25 “Just this statement—“the soul and the world are permanent”—is true, the others are false’ [F.134.a] refers to form. ‘Just this statement—“the soul and the world are impermanent … both permanent and impermanent … neither permanent nor impermanent”—is true, the others are false’ refers to form. Connect this in the same way also with feeling, perception, and volitional factors. ‘Just this statement—“the soul and the world are permanent”—is true, the others are false’ refers to consciousness. ‘Just this statement—“the soul and the world are impermanent … both permanent and impermanent … neither permanent nor impermanent”—is true, the others are false’ refers to consciousness.

42.26 Similarly, ‘Just this statement—“the soul and the world are finite”—is true, the others are false’ refers to form. ‘Just this statement—“the soul and the world are not finite … both finite and not finite … neither finite nor not finite”—is true, the others are false’ refers to form. Connect this in the same way also with feeling, perception, and volitional factors. ‘Just this statement—“the soul and the world are finite”—is true, the others are false’ refers to consciousness. ‘Just this statement—“the soul and the world are not finite … both finite and not finite … neither finite nor not finite”—is true, the others are false’ refers to consciousness.

42.27 “Just this statement—“the soul and the world continue to exist after death”—is true, the others are false’ refers to form. ‘Just this statement—“the soul and the world do not continue to exist after death … both continue to exist and do not continue to exist … neither continue to exist nor not continue to exist”—is true, the others are false’ refers to form. Connect this in the same way also with feeling, perception, and volitional factors. ‘Just this statement—“the soul and the world continue to exist after death”—is true, the others are false’ refers to consciousness. ‘Just this statement—“the soul and the world do not continue to exist after death … both [F.134.b] continue to exist and do not continue to exist … neither continue to exist nor not continue to exist”—is true, the others are false’ refers to consciousness.

42.28 “Just this statement—“the living being is the body … the living being is one thing and the body is another”—is true, the others are false’ refers to form. Connect this in the same way also with feeling, perception, and volitional factors. ‘Just this statement—“the living being is the body … the living being is one thing and the body is another”—is true, the others are false’ refers to consciousness. Therefore, Subhūti, the tathāgatas, thanks to this deep
perfection of wisdom, know the thoughts of other beings or other persons that have moved excessively, are freed from movement, have moved to abridge, or are expanded for what they are.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom the tathāgatas know form. How do they know form? They know it just as they know suchness without distortion, without conceptualization, without a causal sign, without effort, without thought construction, and without apprehending anything. Similarly, they know feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness. How do they know consciousness? They know it just as they know suchness without distortion, without conceptualization, without a causal sign, without effort, without thought construction, and without apprehending anything. Therefore, Subhūti, the tathāgatas, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom, know the thoughts of other beings and other persons that have moved excessively, are freed from movement, have moved to abridge, or are expanded for what they are.

“Therefore, Subhūti, [F.135.a] the suchness of the thoughts of other beings or other persons that have moved excessively, are freed from movement, have moved to abridge, or are expanded is the suchness of the aggregates, constituents, and sense fields. The suchness of the aggregates, constituents, and sense fields is the suchness of all dharmas. The suchness of all dharmas is the suchness of the six perfections. The suchness of the six perfections is the suchness of the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening. The suchness of the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening is the suchness of the emptinesses. The suchness of the emptinesses is the suchness of the eight gateways to liberation. The suchness of the eight gateways to liberation is the suchness of dharmas that are compounded and uncompounded.
present dharmas. The suchness of past, future, and present dharmas is the suchness of a stream enterer. The suchness of a stream enterer is the suchness of the result of stream enterer, and similarly, the suchness of a once-returner, a non-returner, a worthy one, and a pratyekabuddha. The suchness of a pratyekabuddha is the suchness of a pratyekabuddha’s awakening. The suchness of a pratyekabuddha’s awakening is the suchness of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. The suchness of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is the suchness of a tathāgata. The suchness of a tathāgata is the suchness of all beings. Therefore, Subhūti, the suchness of a tathāgata and the suchness of all beings is a single suchness, an unbroken suchness, and that unbroken suchness is not extinguished, and since it is not extinguished it is nondual.

42.31  “Subhūti, the tathāgatas have fully awakened to this suchness of all dharmas thanks to this perfection of wisdom. Subhūti, this perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas. Similarly, Subhūti, this perfection of wisdom reveals the world. Therefore, Subhūti, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas comprehend the suchness of all dharmas, comprehend the unmistaken suchness, and the unaltered suchness that is the suchness on account of which they are called a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha.”

42.32  Subhūti said, “Lord, this—namely, the perfection of wisdom, the suchness of all dharmas, unmistaken suchness, and unaltered suchness—is deep. Lord, this suchness has made the awakening of the lord buddhas clear. Lord, who with the exception of bodhisattvas irreversible from awakening, persons who have a perfect view, and worthy ones whose outflows have dried up believes this? Lord, these dharmas are deep. The Tathāgata has revealed them having fully awakened.”

42.33  “It is because suchness is not extinguished, Subhūti,” said the Lord. “And why is it not extinguished? Suchness is not extinguished because all dharmas are not extinguished. Subhūti, this—namely, the suchness of all dharmas—the Tathāgata has explained having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

42.34  This was the forty-second chapter, “Revealing the World,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 43: INCONCEIVABLE

43.1 Then as many gods as there were stationed in the great billionfold world system, living in the desire realm, and living in the form realm took sandalwood powders and specifically approached the Lord, went up to him, bowed their heads to the feet of the Lord, and stood to one side. Even while standing to one side those gods living in the desire realm and living in the form realm said [F.136.b] to the Lord, “Lord, this revelation of the perfection of wisdom is deep. Why, Lord, is the perfection of wisdom deep?”

43.2 The Lord replied, “Gods, this perfection of wisdom is deep because it is marked\textsuperscript{514} by emptiness. Gods, the perfection of wisdom is marked by signlessness, is marked by wishlessness, marked by the absence of occasioning anything, marked by the absence of production, marked by the absence of stopping, marked by the absence of defilement, marked by the absence of purification, marked by the absence of an existent thing, marked by an intrinsic nature,\textsuperscript{515} marked by the absence of a foundation, marked by the absence of annihilation, marked by the absence of going on and on forever, marked by the absence of unity, marked by the absence of difference, marked by the absence of coming, marked by the absence of going, and is marked by space. Gods, since this perfection of wisdom is marked like that, the Tathāgata uses the conventional label as an ordinary conventional term, but not as an ultimate one.

43.3 “Gods, the world with its gods, humans, and asuras cannot disturb those marks. And why? Gods, it is because the world with its gods, humans, and asuras has just the marks it has as well. Gods, a mark does not disturb a mark. A mark does not know a mark. A mark does not know the absence of a mark. The absence of a mark does not know a mark. And the absence of a mark does not know the absence of a mark. Therefore, in that mark, and in that absence of a mark, and also in them both that which makes known, or who [F.137.a] makes known, or to whom it is made known, or the intrinsic nature of whom it is made known to do not exist.
“Gods, those marks are not occasioned by form, and they are not occasioned by feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. They are not occasioned by the perfection of giving. They are not occasioned by the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom. They are not occasioned by all the emptinesses. They are not occasioned by the dharmas on the side of awakening; they are not occasioned by the powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, or distinct attributes of a buddha; and they are not occasioned by the knowledge of all aspects. Gods, they are not human or nonhuman, or with outflows or without outflows, or ordinary or extraordinary, or compounded or uncompounded, because all marks have no mark.

“Gods, if somebody says ‘the mark of space is like this,’ would they be making a correct statement?”

“Lord, they would not be making a correct statement,” said the gods. “And why? Lord, space is not known through any mark, because the space element is uncompounded.”

“Gods,” said the Lord, “whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise the element of marks simply remains as it really is, the element of no marks. A tathāgata has perfectly and fully awakened to that, [F.137.b] therefore a tathāgata is called a ‘tathāgata.’”

“Lord,” replied the gods, “because a tathāgata has fully awakened to those marks, the knowledge of a tathāgata is unattached. Those are the marks with which a tathāgata remains teaching all marks, and these marks a tathāgata has fully awakened to are deep.

“Lord, the Tathāgata has given an exposition of all marks by giving an exposition of the perfection of wisdom. Lord, this perfection of wisdom within the range of the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas is deep, and it is totally amazing that the Tathāgata has fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening through practicing it, and, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, has differentiated all the marks: has differentiated the mark of form, and the marks of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; up to has differentiated the mark of all dharmas; and has differentiated the mark of the knowledge of all aspects.”

Then the Lord said to those gods living in the desire realm and living in the form realm, “The mark of form is something that can show itself, but a tathāgata has fully awakened even to that very form through the absence of a mark. Similarly, the mark of feeling is experience …; the mark of perception is taking up …; the mark of volitional factors is occasioning something …; and the mark of consciousness is a specific cognition, but [F.138.a] a tathāgata has fully awakened even to that through the absence of a mark.
The mark of the aggregates is suffering, but a tathāgata has fully awakened even to those through the absence of a mark. The mark of the constituents is like a poisonous snake, but a tathāgata has fully awakened even to those through the absence of a mark. The mark of the sense fields is a gateway to coming about, but a tathāgata has fully awakened even to those through the absence of a mark. The mark of dependent origination is where everything is complete, but a tathāgata has fully awakened even to that through the absence of a mark. The mark of the perfection of giving is abandoning, but a tathāgata has fully awakened even to that through the absence of a mark. The mark of the perfection of morality is not getting overheated… the mark of the perfection of patience is not being upset … ; the mark of the perfection of perseverance is not being able to be crushed … ; the mark of the perfection of concentration is being collected … ; and the mark of the perfection of wisdom is rejecting, but a tathāgata has fully awakened even to that through the absence of a mark. The mark of the four concentrations … ; the four immeasurables … ; and the four formless absorptions is being undisturbed, but a tathāgata has fully awakened even to them through the absence of a mark. The thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening are marked by causing escape, but a tathāgata has fully awakened even to them through the absence of a mark. The mark of emptiness is detachment … ; the mark of signlessness is peace … ; and the mark of wishlessness is eliminating suffering, but a tathāgata has fully awakened even to that through the absence of a mark. The mark of the deliverances [F.138.b] is causing release, but a tathāgata has fully awakened even to them through the absence of a mark.

Similarly, connect the powers with the mark of being very certain … ; the fearlessnesses with the mark of being very firmly grounded … ; the detailed and thorough knowledges with the mark of being something that cannot be torn away … ; great love with the mark of supplying benefit … ; great compassion with the mark of protecting … ; great joy with the mark of great delight in all the buddhadharmas … ; great equanimity with the mark of remaining indifferent toward pleasure and pain, gaining and not gaining, fame and infamy, and praise and blame that cause faults in beings … and the distinct attributes of a buddha with the mark of not being partaken of, but the Tathāgata has fully awakened even to them through the absence of a mark. The mark of the knowledge of a knower of all aspects is direct perception, but a tathāgata has fully awakened even to that through the absence of a mark. Thus, gods, a tathāgata has fully awakened to all dharmas through the absence of a mark. Therefore, gods, the Tathāgata is said to have knowledge that is unattached.”
Then the Lord said to venerable Subhūti, “Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas. The perfection of wisdom reveals the world to the tathāgatas. Why? The tathāgatas are contingent on this dharma, that is, the perfection of wisdom. They respect, revere, honor, and worship this dharma. Therefore, Subhūti, that dharma, the perfection of wisdom the tathāgatas respect, revere, honor, and worship, is the true nature of dharmas. And why? Subhūti, the lord buddhas have appeared from this perfection of wisdom.

“Subhūti, the Tathāgata is cognizant of what has been done, and acknowledges what has been done. Subhūti, those who say ‘the Tathāgata is cognizant of what has been done and acknowledges what has been done’ make a correct statement. And how does the Tathāgata demonstrate that he is cognizant of what has been done, and acknowledge what has been done? Subhūti, since the Tathāgata, having traveled in that vehicle and on that path, fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, therefore the Tathāgata respects, reveres, honors, worships, protects, and treasures just that vehicle and just that path. You should view that as the Tathāgatas’ cognizance of what has been done and acknowledgment of what has been done.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the Tathāgata fully awakens to all dharmas as not done and not changed because there is no doer; because there is no body, he fully awakens to them as not done. Subhūti, the full awakening by the Tathāgata to all dharmas as without the act of doing, thanks to the perfection of wisdom, that is the Tathāgata’s cognizance of what has not been done, and acknowledgment of what has not been done. Furthermore, Subhūti, thanks to the perfection of wisdom, on account of being ultimately unoriginated, the Tathāgata has engaged with all the dharmas of the unmade transcendental knowledge.

Subhūti, because of this one of many explanations, the perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas.”

“Lord, when all dharmas are not producers and are not revealers, how then does the perfection of wisdom give birth to the tathāgatas and reveal the world?” asked Subhūti.

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “All dharmas are not producers and are not revealers. And why, Subhūti, are all dharmas not producers and not revealers? Subhūti, it is because all dharmas are empty, ring hollow, are in vain, are a fraud, and are pointless. Because of this one of many explanations, Subhūti, all dharmas are not producers and are not revealers.
“And why, Subhūti, are all dharmas not producers and not revealers? Subhūti, it is because all dharmas are without a foundation and do not belong to anything. Because of this one of many explanations, Subhūti, all dharmas are not producers and are not revealers. Therefore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas and reveals the world.

“It reveals it, moreover, because form is not seen. It reveals it because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not seen. Therefore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas and reveals the world.”

“Lord, how, because form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not seen, does it reveal it?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “when a consciousness with form as objective support does not arise, because, Subhūti, form is thus not seen, it reveals the world. Similarly, when a mind with feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness as objective support does not arise, because consciousness is thus not seen, it reveals the world. Connect this in the same way with each, up to when a consciousness with the knowledge of all aspects as objective support does not arise, because, Subhūti, the knowledge of all aspects [F.140.a] is thus not seen, it reveals the world. Therefore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas and reveals the world.”

“Furthermore, Subhūti, how does the perfection of wisdom give birth to the tathāgatas and reveal the world? Subhūti, here this perfection of wisdom points out ‘the world is empty.’ How does it point out ‘the world is empty’? It points out ‘the world that is the five aggregates is empty’; it points out ‘the world that is the eighteen constituents is empty’; it points out ‘the world that is the twelve sense fields is empty’; it points out ‘the world that is the path of the ten wholesome actions is empty’; it points out ‘the world that is the four concentrations, four immeasureables, and four formless absorptions is empty’; it points out ‘the world that is the twelve links of dependent origination arising from ignorance as its condition is empty’; it points out ‘the world that is the ten powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha is empty’; similarly, it points out ‘the world that is inner emptiness, outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is empty’; similarly, it points out ‘the world that is inner emptiness, outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is empty’; similarly, it points out ‘the world that is inner emptiness, outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is empty.’ Therefore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas and reveals the world.
“Furthermore, Subhūti, [F.140.b] the tathāgatas are aware the world is empty, perfectly know the world is empty, realize the world is empty, and comprehend the world is empty. Therefore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas and reveals the world.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom reveals to the tathāgatas ‘the world is empty.’ How does it reveal ‘the world is empty’? It is because it reveals ‘the world that is the aggregates, the constituents, the sense fields, the path of the ten wholesome actions, the four concentrations, four immeasurables, and four formless absorptions, dependent origination, the sixty-two views (the view of the perishable collection and so on), the six perfections, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, all the emptinesses, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, the distinct attributes of a buddha, and the knowledge of all aspects is empty.’ Therefore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas and reveals the world.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom reveals to the tathāgatas that the world is inconceivable. How does it reveal that the world is inconceivable? It reveals that the world that is from the five aggregates up to the knowledge of all aspects is inconceivable. Similarly, it reveals that the world that is utterly isolated, inner emptiness, up to and the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is inconceivable. Therefore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas and reveals the world.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom reveals to the tathāgatas that the world is calm. How does it reveal that the world is calm? It reveals that the world that is the aggregates, constituents, sense fields, up to and the knowledge of all aspects is calm. Therefore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas and reveals the world.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom reveals to the tathāgatas that the world is just emptiness. How does it reveal that the world is just emptiness? It reveals that [F.141.a] the world that is the five aggregates is just emptiness, it reveals that the world that is ... up to the knowledge of all aspects is just emptiness. Therefore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom gives birth to the tathāgatas and reveals the world.

“Subhūti, this perfection of wisdom reveals the world to the tathāgatas such that there is no perception of the world here at all, and neither is there any perception of the world beyond. And why? Because those dharmas that cause the perception of the world here or a perception of the world beyond do not exist.” [B34]

Subhūti said, “Lord! This perfection of wisdom has been made available through the tremendous work of the lords. Lord, this perfection of wisdom has been made available through inconceivable work, incomparable work,
immeasurable work, work equal to the unequaled.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “This perfection of wisdom has been made available through the tremendous work of the tathāgatas. And how, through tremendous work, has this perfection of wisdom been made available? Protecting, supporting, and not giving up on all beings is the tremendous work of the tathāgatas. Because of this one of many explanations, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom has been made available through the tremendous work of the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas.

“How has this perfection of wisdom been made available through the inconceivable work of the tathāgatas? Subhūti, buddhahood, tathāgatahood, the self-originated state, and the state of all-knowing are inconceivable. Because of this one of many explanations, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom has been made available through the inconceivable work of the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas.

“How has this perfection of wisdom been made available through the incomparable work of the tathāgatas? Subhūti, among the mass of beings there is no being at all to which the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas can be related in thought or to whom they can be compared. Because of this one of many explanations, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom has been made available through the incomparable work of the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas.

“How has this perfection of wisdom been made available through the immeasurable work of the tathāgatas? Subhūti, buddhahood, tathāgatahood, the self-originated state, and the state of all-knowing are immeasurable; nobody takes their measure. Because of this one of many explanations, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom has been made available through the immeasurable work of the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas.

“How has this perfection of wisdom been made available through the work of the tathāgatas that is equal to the unequaled? There is no equal of the tathāgatas, so however could there be something superior? Because of this one of many explanations, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom has been made available through the work of the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas that is equal to the unequaled.”

“Lord, are buddhahood, tathāgatahood, the self-originated state, and the state of a knower of all aspects [F.142.a] inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, and equal to the unequaled?” asked Subhūti.

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Subhūti, buddhahood, tathāgatahood, the self-originated state, and the state of all-knowing are inconceivable. Similarly, Subhūti, buddhahood, tathāgatahood, the self-
originated state, and the state of all-knowing are incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, and equal to the unequaled.

43.37 “Subhūti, in that which is the natural state of dharmas allmind and mental factor dharmas are not apprehended. Subhūti, form is inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, and equal to the unequaled because it is not something to be known. Similarly, Subhūti, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, and equal to the unequaled because they are not something to be known, up to the knowledge of all aspects is inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, and equal to the unequaled because it is not something to be known.”

43.38 “Lord,” asked Subhūti, “why is form inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, equal to the unequaled, and not something to be known; feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, equal to the unequaled, and not something to be known; up to the knowledge of all aspects inconceivable, incomparable, unmeasurable, uncountable, equal to the unequaled, and not something to be known?”

The Lord said, “Subhūti, because the intrinsic nature of form is no intrinsic nature it is inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, equal to the unequaled, and not something to be known. Subhūti, because the intrinsic nature of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness is no intrinsic nature they are inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, equal to the unequaled, and not something to be known, up to because the intrinsic nature of the knowledge of all aspects is no intrinsic nature it is inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, equal to the unequaled, and not something to be known.

43.40 “What do you think, Subhūti, can you, in form that is inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, equal to the unequaled, and not something to be known, apprehend form? Similarly, Subhūti, can you apprehend feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., or consciousness in consciousness that is inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, equal to the unequaled, and not something to be known? What do you think, Subhūti, can you apprehend ... up to the knowledge of all aspects in the knowledge of all aspects that is inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, equal to the unequaled, and not something to be known?”

“No, Lord,” replied Subhūti.

43.41 “Because of this one of many explanations, Subhūti,” continued the Lord, “all dharmas are inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, and equal to the unequaled. [F.143.a] Subhūti, these are the dharmas that are
inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, and equal to the unequaled. Similarly, Subhūti, the tathāgata dharmas of the tathāgatas are inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, equal to the unequaled, and not anything to be known. Subhūti, these tathāgata dharmas of the tathāgatas are inconceivable because there is no conceiving; incomparable because there is no comparing; immeasurable because there is no measuring; uncountable because there is no counting; and equal to the unequaled because there is no equal or unequal. Because of this one of many explanations, Subhūti, all dharmas are inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, and equal to the unequaled.

43.42 “Subhūti, those tathāgata dharmas of the tathāgatas are inconceivable because they are beyond conception; incomparable because they are beyond comparing; immeasurable because they are beyond measuring; uncountable because they are beyond counting; and equal to the unequaled because they are beyond equal and unequal. Because of this one of many explanations, Subhūti, all dharmas are inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, and equal to the unequaled.

43.43 “Subhūti, inconceivable is a word for no conception. Subhūti, incomparable is a word for no comparing. Subhūti, immeasurable is a word for no measuring. Subhūti, uncountable is a word for beyond counting. Subhūti, equal to the unequaled is a term for unequaled and not equal.

43.44 “Subhūti, those tathāgata dharmas of the tathāgatas are inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, and equal to the unequaled. Subhūti, they are inconceivable because space is inconceivable. Similarly, they are incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, and equal to the unequaled because they are similar to space. Therefore, Subhūti, the dharmas of the tathāgatas are inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, and equal to the unequaled. All the śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, and the world with its celestial beings, cannot think about, compare, measure, or count them. Therefore, the buddhas too are inconceivable and the buddhadharmas inconceivable as well.”

43.45 When this “Inconceivable, Incomparable, Immeasurable, Uncountable, and Equal to the Unequaled” chapter, one of many explanations of the Dharma, was being expounded, five hundred monks stopped appropriating anything and their minds became freed from outflows, and two thousand nuns stopped appropriating anything and their minds became freed from outflows as well. Dust-free and stainless, the Dharma eye of sixty thousand laymen became clear about the dharmas; and dust-free and stainless, the Dharma eye of thirty thousand laywomen became clear about the dharmas as
well. Twenty thousand bodhisattvas also gained forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas and the Lord prophesied they would become buddhas right in this Fortunate Age.

43.46 This was the forty-third chapter, “Inconceivable,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 44: MADE UP

44.1 Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is deep. Lord, this perfection of wisdom has been made available through tremendous work. This perfection of wisdom has been made available through incomparable work, immeasurable work, incalculable work, work equal to the unequaled.”

44.2 Venerable Subhūti having said this, the Lord replied to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! Subhūti, this perfection of wisdom has been made available through tremendous work. This perfection of wisdom has been made available through incomparable work, immeasurable work, incalculable work, work equal to the unequaled. And why? Subhūti, it is because the six perfections make up this deep perfection of wisdom. Subhūti, it is because inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature make it up; and the four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path make up this deep perfection of wisdom. Subhūti, it is because the Tathāgata’s ten powers make up this deep perfection of wisdom; the four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha make it up; and because, Subhūti, the buddha, up to the knowledge of all aspects make up this deep perfection of wisdom.

44.3 "To illustrate, Subhūti, all royal work and all civic work of a king from a royal family who has been crowned in a consecration ceremony, who is powerful and has become His Majesty to his people, is given to a minister to do, so the king is less concerned with it and is relieved of the burden. Similarly, all the dharmas of śrāvakas, or all the dharmas of pratyekabuddhas, or all the dharmas of bodhisattvas, or all the buddha dharmas, whatever they are, they all make up the perfection of wisdom; it is this perfection of wisdom that makes their work. Therefore, Subhūti, this perfection of wisdom has been made available through tremendous work through incomparable work, immeasurable work, incalculable work, work equal to the unequaled.”
work. Subhūti, this perfection of wisdom has been made available through incomparable work, immeasurable work, incalculable work, work equal to the unequaled. And why? Because, Subhūti, this deep perfection of wisdom is made available so you do not hold on to and do not settle down on form; this deep perfection of wisdom is made available so you do not hold on to and do not settle down on feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; this deep perfection of wisdom is made available so you do not hold on to and do not settle down on the result of stream enterer; and similarly, this deep perfection of wisdom is made available so you do not hold on to and do not settle down on the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, up to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

44.4 Lord,” asked Subhūti, “how is this perfection of wisdom made available so you do not hold on to and do not settle down on form? Lord, how is this deep perfection of wisdom made available so you do not hold on to and do not settle down on feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness? How is this deep perfection of wisdom made available so you do not hold on to and do not settle down on ... up to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

44.5 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “do you see that form which you might hold on to and might settle down on, or which itself holds on and settles down? Subhūti, do you see that [F.145.a] feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness which you might hold on to and might settle down on, or which itself holds on and settles down?”

“No, Lord,” he replied.

44.6 “Subhūti, do you see that unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening which you might hold on to and might settle down on, or which itself holds on and settles down?” he asked.

“No, Lord,” he replied.

44.7 “Excellent, excellent, Subhūti!” said the Lord. “Subhūti, I too do not see that form which you might hold on to and might settle down on, or which itself holds on and settles down. Subhūti, I too do not see ... up to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And because I do not see it, I do not hold on to it. Because I do not hold on to it, I do not settle down on it. Subhūti, I too do not see a buddha level, all-knowledge, knowledge of all aspects, or tathāgatahood. And because I do not see it, I do not hold on to it. Because I do not hold on to it, I do not settle down on it. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattvas should not hold on to and should not settle down on form. They should not hold on to and should not settle down on feeling,
perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. Similarly, connect this with they should not hold onto and should not settle down on a buddha level, all-knowledge, knowledge of all aspects, or tathāgatahood.”

Then the gods living in the desire realm and in the form realm said to the Lord, “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is deep, hard to behold, hard to understand, not something about which you can speculate, not an object of speculative thought, calm, investigated as subtle, delicate, an object to be known by the brilliantly learned and wise. Lord, those bodhisattvas who believe in this perfection of wisdom served well the victors of the past and have been assisted by spiritual friends. Lord, those beings who believe in this deep perfection of wisdom keep on producing wholesome roots.

“Lord, even if all the beings who are in the great billionfold world system were faith followers, Dharma followers, the eighth, stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, and pratyekabuddhas, still, far superior to their knowledge and effort in, and single day’s pleasure in, and forbearance for thinking about, weighing, testing, exploration, and examination of this deep perfection of wisdom would be a single day’s pleasure in and forbearance for this sort of perfection of wisdom.

“And why? Because that knowledge and effort of faith followers, Dharma followers, the eighth, and stream enterers, as well as the knowledge and effort of once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, and pratyekabuddhas, is the forbearance of the bodhisattva great beings who have gained forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas.”

Then the Lord said to the gods living in the desire realm and in the form realm, “Excellent, excellent, gods! Exactly so, gods, exactly so! The knowledge and effort of faith followers, Dharma followers, the eighth, stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, and pratyekabuddhas is the forbearance of the bodhisattva great beings who have gained forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas. Gods, you should know that any sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who hear this perfection of wisdom and, having heard this perfection of wisdom, write it out, and having written it out, transmit, recite, and properly pay attention to it are sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who will quickly pass into complete nirvāṇa, while those in the Śrāvaka Vehicle and Pratyekabuddha Vehicle practicing other sūtras unconnected with this perfection of wisdom are not like that. And why? Because what faith followers and Dharma followers have to train in; what stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, and worthy ones, and those who have set out in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle have to train in; what bodhisattva great beings have to train in; and the most excellent dharmas that tathāgatas,
Then the gods living in the desire realm and in the form realm said to the
Lord, crying out cries of delight, “Lord, this—namely, this perfection of
wisdom—is a tremendous perfection. Lord, this perfection of wisdom is an
incomparable perfection, [F.146.b] immeasurable perfection, incalculable
perfection, a perfection equal to the unequaled. Lord, even though faith
followers, Dharma followers, the eighth, stream enterers, once-returners,
non-returners, worthy ones, and pratyekabuddhas have gone forth by
training in this perfection of wisdom, and bodhisattva great beings have
fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening by training in
it, still there has not become less of this deep perfection and there has not
become more.”

Then the gods living in the desire realm and in the form realm bowed their
head to the Lord’s feet, circumambulated the Lord three times, withdrew
from the presence of the Lord, and before they had gone very far
disappeared—those gods who live in the desire realm to live in the desire
realm, and those gods who live in the form realm to live in the form realm.

Venerable Subhūti then asked to the Lord, “Where did they die, Lord, the
bodhisattva great beings who have taken birth here and believe in this deep
perfection of wisdom the moment they hear it?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings who believe in this
depth perfection of wisdom the moment they hear it will not be cowed, will
not tense up, will not go blank, will not be of two minds, will not doubt, will
delight [F.147.a] in hearing this deep perfection of wisdom, and, having
heard it, will not become separated from attention to this deep perfection of
wisdom. Whether they go or come or stand or sit, constantly and always they
will not give up that attention to this deep perfection of wisdom—constantly
and always they will follow after those persons who are Dharma preachers.
To illustrate, Subhūti, a cow with a baby calf does not let go of her calf.
Similarly, Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings newly set out in the
vehicle do not give up a Dharma preacher until they have internalized this
depth perfection of wisdom, taken it up, memorized and recited it,
investigated it with their thinking mind, and seen and penetrated it. So,
because of this deep perfection of wisdom, Subhūti, having died as humans,
they have taken birth here. And why? Because those bodhisattva great
beings newly set out in the vehicle have written out this deep perfection of
wisdom, and, having written it out, have made it into a book, and have
respected, revered, honored, and worshiped it with flowers, perfumes,
incense, garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners.
Because of that wholesome root, Subhūti, they have died as humans and taken birth as humans who believe in this deep perfection of wisdom the moment they hear it."

Subhūti asked, “Lord, is there one of those many bodhisattvas endowed with those good qualities who, having attended on other lord buddhas, died there, and having taken birth here believes in this [F.147.b] deep perfection of wisdom the moment they hear it, and believing in it also writes it out, and having written it out transmits, recites, and properly pays attention to it?”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “That bodhisattva great being who attends on other lord buddhas in other buddhafields and, having died there, takes birth here and believes in this deep perfection of wisdom the moment they hear it, and believing in it also writes it out, and having written it out clearly articulates, recites, and properly pays attention to it. And why? Because that bodhisattva great being heard this deep perfection of wisdom from those lord buddhas, and having heard it also took it up, bore it in mind, recited it, and properly paid attention to it. It is because of those wholesome roots and that proper attention that they have taken birth here.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who have died among the Tuṣita gods and, having taken birth here, share in the good fortune of humans—you should also be aware that they are indeed endowed with those good qualities as well. And why? Subhūti, it is because those bodhisattva great beings have thoroughly questioned the bodhisattva great being Maitreya about this perfection of wisdom. It is because of that wholesome root that they have taken birth here.

Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings who have not heard or asked about the perfection of wisdom in the past have taken birth in the human world, they have doubt, go blank, and feel cowed. [F.148.a] Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings who have heard and asked about the perfection of wisdom in the past hear an explanation of this deep perfection of wisdom, they do not have doubt, do not go blank, and do not feel cowed. Connect this in the same way with Subhūti, … the perfection of concentration … the perfection of perseverance … the perfection of patience … and the perfection of morality as well. Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings who have not heard and not asked about this perfection of giving in the past hear an explanation of this deep perfection of wisdom, they have doubt, go blank, and feel cowed.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings who have not heard and not asked about inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the past hear an explanation of this deep perfection of wisdom, they have doubt, go blank, and feel cowed.
“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings who have not heard and not asked about the four applications of mindfulness in the past hear an explanation of this deep perfection of wisdom, they have doubt, go blank, and feel cowed. Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings who have not heard about the four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path in the past, or have heard but have not asked about them, hear an explanation of this deep perfection of wisdom, they have doubt, [F.148.b] go blank, and feel cowed.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings have heard and asked about this deep perfection of wisdom in the past, but even after hearing and asking about it still do not put it into practice and do not meditate on this deep perfection of wisdom for one day, or two days, or three days, or four days, or five days, or six days, or even ten days, they get robbed of it and they become separated from this deep perfection of wisdom. And why? Subhūti, it is because bodhisattva great beings who sometimes do and sometimes do not have the desire to practice the perfection of wisdom get robbed of it, because their minds are flighty like a wisp of cotton. Subhūti, you should know that, having set out in the vehicle, those bodhisattva great beings have not gone far, have not been looked after by spiritual friends, and have not attended on a perfectly complete buddha.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who have not clearly articulated this deep perfection of wisdom, have not recited, have not properly paid attention to, and have not trained in the perfection of wisdom; bodhisattva great beings who have not trained in the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, or perfection of giving; who have not trained in inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; [F.149.a] who have not trained in the applications of mindfulness; who have not trained in the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or path; and who have not trained in the five clairvoyances, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, up to the knowledge of all aspects—Subhūti, you should know that they have newly set out in the vehicle. Subhūti, they just have faith, they just find pleasure in this deep perfection of wisdom, but they are not able to write out, read aloud, clearly articulate, recite from memory, or properly pay attention to this deep perfection of wisdom. Subhūti, sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle who do not write out this deep perfection of wisdom, do not clearly articulate it, do not recite it, do not properly pay attention to it, and also do not take up this deep perfection of wisdom, up to do not take up
the knowledge of all aspects, do not put this deep perfection of wisdom into practice, connect this in the same way with each, up to do not put this knowledge of all aspects into practice—you should know that they will come to be at one of these two levels—that is, the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. Why? Because those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family did not write out this deep perfection of wisdom in the past, and did not clearly articulate it, did not recite it, and did not properly pay attention to it. This deep perfection of wisdom did not look after them, and those bodhisattva [F.149.b] great beings also did not put this deep perfection of wisdom into practice. Therefore, you should know that those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family will come to be at one of those two levels.”

44.24 This was the forty-fourth chapter, “Made Up,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
 CHAPTER 45: A BOAT

45.1 "To illustrate, Subhūti, you should know that when a boat has broken up on the ocean, unless those people who are standing in it grab hold of a log, or an inflated skin, or a human corpse as a support, Subhūti, they will not reach the shore of the ocean and will die. Subhūti, when a boat has broken up on the ocean, those people who have it in mind to grab hold of a log, or an inflated skin, or a human corpse as a support, Subhūti, they will not die in the ocean; they will happily cross over the ocean and stand on dry land. Similarly, Subhūti, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle endowed with just faith and just joy who do not write out, clearly articulate, recite, or properly pay attention to the sūtras connected with this deep perfection of wisdom, and similarly, connect this with do not write out, clearly articulate, recite, or hold as a support the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, or perfection of giving, and similarly, connect this with each, up to do not write out, clearly articulate, recite, properly pay attention to, or hold as a support the knowledge of all aspects—you should know about these people in the Bodhisattva Vehicle who have set forth to the knowledge of all aspects that in the interim they will get into trouble on the path. They [F.150.a] will actualize the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level. Subhūti, those people in the Bodhisattva Vehicle who have faith, have forbearance, have serene confidence, have a surpassing aspiration, have enjoyment, have belief, have renunciation, and have not given up the effort for full awakening to unsurpassed, complete awakening will write out, clearly articulate, recite, and properly pay attention to this perfection of wisdom. Look, Subhūti, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family with faith, forbearance, serene confidence, a surpassing aspiration, belief, and renunciation, who have not given up the effort for unsurpassed, complete awakening, and those who assist the perfection of wisdom, up to assist the knowledge of all aspects will not get into trouble in the interim. They pass beyond the
śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels and, having brought beings to maturity and purified a buddhafield, fully awaken to unsurpassed, complete awakening.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, when a man or a woman has it in mind to ladle water into an unfired, unbaked pot, you should know, Subhūti, that pot does not last long; straight away it gets ruined and dissolves. And why? Because that pot has not been fired and therefore afterward goes back to being ordinary earth. Similarly, Subhūti, if those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle who have faith in, have forbearance for, take joy in, have serene confidence in, have a surpassing aspiration toward, enjoy, have belief in, have sacrificed for, and have not given up the effort for full awakening to unsurpassed, complete awakening, but still are not assisted by the perfection of wisdom; are not assisted by skillful means; are not assisted by the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, or perfection of giving; are not assisted by inner emptiness, \( \text{up to} \) are not assisted by emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; are not assisted by the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or path; are not assisted by the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; \( \text{up to} \) are not assisted by the knowledge of all aspects, then in the interim those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family will get into trouble. Subhūti, in the interim what trouble do those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle get into? It is this, namely, the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, when a man or a woman has ladled river, or spring, or lake, or pond, or tank water into a fired pot you should know, Subhūti, that pot will happily make it back home. Similarly, if bodhisattva great beings who have faith in, have forbearance for, \( \text{[F.151.a]} \) take joy in, have serene confidence in, have a surpassing aspiration toward, enjoy, have belief in, have sacrificed for, and have not given up the effort for full awakening to unsurpassed, complete awakening are assisted by the perfection of wisdom, are assisted by skillful means, \( \text{up to} \) the knowledge of all aspects, then you should know, Subhūti, that those bodhisattva great beings will not in the interim get into trouble on the path—that is, on the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level—and without harm will fully awaken to unsurpassed, complete awakening.

“\( \text{To illustrate further, Subhūti, if an oceangoing ship that has not been well joined, with leaks unpatched and heavily loaded with goods, is launched on the water, Subhūti, you should know in the interim that boat will sink, the} \)
goods going one way and the boat another, and such a trader as that, unskilled in means, will meet with great harm and become separated from the great jewels. Similarly, Subhūṭi, bodhisattvas who have faith in, have forbearance for, take joy in, have serene confidence in, have a surpassing aspiration toward, enjoy, have belief in, have sacrificed for, and have not given up the effort for full awakening to unsurpassed, complete awakening, but still are not assisted by the perfection of wisdom, are not assisted by skillful means, up to are not assisted by the knowledge of all aspects, then, Subhūṭi, those bodhisattva great beings will get into trouble in the interim and lose a great profit—namely, they will lose the heap of jewels that is the knowledge of all aspects. Subhūṭi, [F.151.b] in the interim what trouble do those bodhisattva great beings get into? It is this, namely, the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level.

“To illustrate further, Subhūṭi, if a man gifted with intelligence plies his way on an oceangoing ship that has been well joined, with the leaks patched, you should know, Subhūṭi, in the interim that boat will not break up and will reach where it is going. Similarly, Subhūṭi, bodhisattva great beings who have faith in, have forbearance for, take joy in, have serene confidence in, have a surpassing aspiration toward, enjoy, have belief in, have sacrificed for, and have not given up the effort for full awakening to unsurpassed, complete awakening, and are also assisted by the perfection of wisdom, are also assisted by skillful means as well, up to are assisted by the knowledge of all aspects as well, then, Subhūṭi, those bodhisattva great beings will not turn back in the interim from unsurpassed, complete awakening. And why? Because, Subhūṭi, those bodhisattva great beings have faith in, have forbearance for, take joy in, have serene confidence in, have a surpassing aspiration toward, enjoy, have belief in, have sacrificed for, and have not given up the effort for full awakening to unsurpassed, complete awakening, and are assisted by the perfection of wisdom, also are assisted by skillful means, up to and are assisted by the knowledge of all aspects as well. Those bodhisattvas do not fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level.

“To illustrate further, Subhūṭi, if there is a very old, decrepit, one hundred and twenty-year-old man [F.152.a] and he falls sick in his body with a wind, or bile, or phlegm disorder, or a disorder from them in combination, what do you think, Subhūṭi, does that man have the power to get up as he personally might want to do?”

“No, Lord,” said Subhūṭi.

“Subhūṭi, does that man get up?” asked the Lord.

“Lord,” replied Subhūṭi, “even were that man able to get up from a chair, still, because of his old age and his sickness he is frail, so he would not have the strength to go one krośa or two krośa. Even though he is able to get
up from a chair he is not able to go.”

“Similarly, Subhūti,” continued the Lord, “even though bodhisattva great beings have faith in, have forbearance for, take joy in, have serene confidence in, have a surpassing aspiration toward, enjoy, have belief in, have sacrificed for, and have not given up the effort for full awakening to unsurpassed, complete awakening, because they have not also been assisted by the perfection of wisdom, up to have not been assisted by the knowledge of all aspects, then, Subhūti, because those bodhisattva great beings thus have not been assisted by the perfection of wisdom and have not been assisted by skillful means, they will fall in the interim to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, it is like two strong people lifting up from under his left and right armpits that same very old, decrepit, one hundred and twenty-year-old man who has fallen sick in his body with a wind, or bile, or phlegm disorder, or a disorder from them in combination, [F.152.b] and raising him up out of that chair, saying, ‘Hey! You sir! Held and supported by us go where you want to go, wherever you like. In the interim, up to arriving in that place, you will not fall.” Similarly, Subhūti, you should know that if bodhisattva great beings who have faith in, have forbearance for, take joy in, have serene confidence in, have a surpassing aspiration toward, enjoy, have belief in, have sacrificed for, and have not given up the effort for full awakening to unsurpassed, complete awakening have also been assisted by the perfection of wisdom and also have been assisted by skillful means, those bodhisattva great beings will not turn back in the interim; those bodhisattva great beings have the power to reach that ground—namely, unsurpassed, complete awakening.”

Subhūti then asked, “How is it, Lord, that those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have set out in the Bodhisattva Vehicle have not been assisted by the perfection of wisdom and have not been assisted by skillful means and even fall to the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level?”

“Excellent, Subhūti, excellent that you have it in mind to inquire of the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha about this topic!” said the Lord. “Subhūti, here, right from the beginning when bodhisattvas give a gift they give the gift with a mindstream that has fallen into grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine.’ When they guard morality, are patient, make a vigorous effort, [F.153.a] are absorbed in concentration, and cultivate wisdom, they cultivate wisdom with a mind that has fallen into grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine.’ While giving a gift it occurs to them to think, ‘I am giving a gift; this gift has to be given; I am generous. I am protecting morality; morality has to be cultivated by me; I am moral. I am being patient; patience
has to be cultivated by me; I am patient. I am making an effort; effort has to be made by me; I am industrious. I am becoming absorbed in concentration; concentration has to be cultivated by me; I am in possession of concentration. I am cultivating wisdom; wisdom has to be cultivated by me; I am wise.' Thus, on account of that giving they falsely project things. They falsely project ‘that gift.’ They falsely project, ‘It is my gift.’ Similarly, they falsely project ‘morality, patience, perseverance, and concentration,’ as well as ‘wisdom.’ On account of wisdom they falsely project things. They falsely project, ‘This is my wisdom.’

45.12 And why? Because these thought constructions do not exist in the perfection of giving because the perfection of giving has gone to the farthest limit. These thought constructions do not exist in the perfection of morality. Similarly, thought construction also does not arise in the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, or the perfection of wisdom. And why? Because, whereas the perfection of wisdom has gone to the farthest limit, those in the Bodhisattva Vehicle [F.153.b] neither know the farthest limit nor know the farther shore, so they have not been assisted by the perfection of giving; have not been assisted by the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, or the perfection of wisdom; up to have not been assisted by the knowledge of all aspects, and hence fall to the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level and do not go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.

45.13 ‘Subhūti, how is it that a son of a good family or daughter of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle comes to be without skillful means? Subhūti, here, right from the beginning it occurs to a son of a good family or daughter of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle giving a gift without skillful means, guarding morality without skillful means, cultivating patience without skillful means, making an effort without skillful means, becoming absorbed in concentration without skillful means, and cultivating wisdom without skillful means that, ‘I am giving a gift; it has to be given to them; this gift has to be given. I am protecting morality. I am cultivating patience. I am making an effort. I have to become absorbed in concentration. I have to cultivate wisdom; wisdom has to be cultivated.’ So, they falsely project on account of that giving. They falsely project on account of the gift. They falsely project, ‘I am generous.’ They falsely project that it is moral. They falsely project on account of morality. They falsely project, ‘I am moral.’ They falsely project patience. They falsely project on account of patience. [F.154.a] They falsely project, ‘I am patient.’ They falsely project perseverance. They falsely project on account of perseverance. They falsely project, ‘I am industrious.’ They falsely project concentration. They falsely project on account of
concentration. They falsely project, ‘I am in possession of concentration.’ They falsely project wisdom. They falsely project on account of wisdom. They falsely project, ‘I am wise.’

“And why? Because those thought constructions do not exist in the perfection of giving as thought constructs them. And why? Because that—namely, the perfection of giving—has gone to the farthest limit. Similarly, connect this with because that—namely, the perfection of wisdom—has gone to the farthest limit. This is because those thought constructions do not exist in the perfection of wisdom as thought constructs them. And why? Because whereas that perfection of wisdom has gone to the farthest limit, those sons of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle neither know the farthest limit nor know the farther shore. They have not been assisted by the perfection of giving. Similarly, connect this with each as before, up to they have not been assisted by the perfection of wisdom, up to have not been assisted by the knowledge of all aspects, and hence fall to the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level and do not go forth to the knowledge of all aspects. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who have not been assisted by the perfection of wisdom and skillful means fall to the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level.

“How is it, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings assisted by the perfection of wisdom and skillful means do not fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level and reach unsurpassed, complete awakening?

“Subhūti, here, right from the beginning it does not occur to bodhisattva great beings when giving a gift, up to cultivating wisdom, to falsely project with a thought that has fallen into grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine’ that, ‘I am giving a gift; this gift has to be given; the gift has to be given to them.’ Similarly, connect this with each, up to the perfection of wisdom. They do not falsely project giving. They do not falsely project on account of a gift. They do not falsely project, ‘This is my gift.’ Similarly, connect this with each, up to They do not falsely project the perfection of wisdom. They do not falsely project anything on account of wisdom. They do not falsely project, ‘This is my wisdom.’

“And why? Because the thought construction on account of which there is false projection does not exist in the perfection of giving, up to the thought construction on account of which there is false projection does not exist in the perfection of wisdom. That—namely, the perfection of giving—up to the perfection of wisdom has gone to the farthest limit. And those bodhisattvas, furthermore, know the farthest limit and know the farther shore, so they have been assisted by the perfection of giving. They have been assisted by the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of
perseverance, the perfection of concentration, and the perfection of wisdom, up to have been assisted by the knowledge of all aspects, and hence do not fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level and go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.

45.18 “It is thus, Subhūti, that the bodhisattva great beings have been assisted by the perfection of wisdom and similarly have been assisted [F.155.a] by skillful means so they do not fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. Similarly, connect this with all the bright side just as you have with the dark side.”

45.19 This was the forty-fifth chapter, “Boat,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B35]
CHAPTER 46: TEACHING THE INTRINSIC NATURE OF ALL DHARMAS

46.1 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti inquired of him, “Lord, how should bodhisattva great beings beginning the work train in the perfection of wisdom? How should they train in the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving?”

46.2 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings beginning the work who want to train in the perfection of wisdom, and who want to train in the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving, should attend on spiritual friends who teach the perfection of wisdom. Those who want to train in ... up to the perfection of giving should pursue worship and attend on spiritual friends who teach the perfection of giving.

46.3 “They will also teach them this perfection of wisdom: ‘Come, son of a good family! Dedicate all your giving, and what you give, to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Come, son of a good family! Dedicate all your guarding of morality, your cultivation of patience, your making an effort at perseverance, your absorption into concentration, and your cultivation of wisdom to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—but, son of a good family, you should not form an idea of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening from form. You should not form an idea from feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. Son of a good family, you should not form an idea of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening from the perfection of giving. You should not form such an idea from the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom. You should not form such an idea from inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, or from the applications of mindfulness. You should not form such an idea from the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or paths. You
should not form such an idea from the five clairvoyances, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. Son of a good family, you should not even form an idea of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening itself. You should not form an idea even of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because when an idea of form has not been formed, up to the knowledge of all aspects is gained. When an idea of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness has not been formed, the knowledge of all aspects is gained. When an idea of the perfection of giving, the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, or the perfection of wisdom has not been formed; when an idea of inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature has not been formed; when an idea of the applications of mindfulness has not been formed; [F.156.a] when an idea of right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or path has not been formed; and when an idea of the clairvoyances, ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha has not been formed, up to the knowledge of all aspects is gained.

464  “Son of a good family, while practicing the perfection of wisdom you should not produce a longing for form. And why? Because form is without longing. Son of a good family, you should not produce a longing for feeling ... , perception..., volitional factors..., up to consciousness. And why? Because consciousness is without longing. Son of a good family, you should not produce a longing for the perfection of giving, and you should not produce a longing for the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, or concentration. Son of a good family, you should not produce a longing for the perfection of wisdom. You should not produce a longing for inner emptiness, and you should not produce a longing for... up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. You should not produce a longing for the applications of mindfulness, and you should not produce a longing for the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, up to the path. You should not produce a longing for the five clairvoyances, ten powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, up to the distinct attributes of a buddha. Son of a good family, you should not produce a longing even for the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because the knowledge of all aspects is without longing and is not an object of longing. Son of a good family, you should not produce a longing for the result of stream enterer. You should not produce a longing for the result of once-returner, or the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening. [F.156.b] You should not
produce a longing for the secure state of a bodhisattva. And why? Son of a good family, it is because awakening is without longing. And why? Son of a good family, it is because all dharmas are empty of their own intrinsic nature.’ They teach the Dharma in that way.”

46.5 Subhūti said, “Lord, those bodhisattva great beings who want unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, yearning for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, even while all phenomena are empty of their own marks, are those who do what is difficult.”

46.6 “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so,” replied the Lord. “Those bodhisattva great beings who want unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, who are yearning for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening even while all phenomena are empty of their own mark, are those who do what is difficult. But still, Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings understand that all phenomena are like an illusion and like a dream they have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Bodhisattva great beings have set out for the benefit and happiness of the world. They have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, thinking, ‘May I become the world’s protector.’ They have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, thinking, ‘May I become the world’s refuge, the world’s resting place, the world’s final ally, the world’s island, the world’s leader, and the world’s support.’”

46.7 “How, Subhūti, have bodhisattva great beings set out for the benefit of the world? Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings free beings from the five forms of life\[F.157.a\] and establish them in nirvāṇa on the fearless plain of happiness. In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening have set out for the benefit of the world.

46.8 “How, Subhūti, have bodhisattva great beings set out for the happiness of the world? Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening free beings from suffering, depression, and grief and establish them on the fearless plain of happiness in nirvāṇa. In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings have set out for the happiness of the world.

46.9 “How, Subhūti, are bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening the world’s protector? Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening protect beings from whatever suffering there is in samsāra, teaching them the Dharma so they can stop it. They, having listened to that Dharma, gradually pass into complete nirvāṇa in the three vehicles. In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening are the world’s protector.
“How, Subhūti, are bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening the world’s refuge? Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening [F.157.b] liberate beings subject to birth, old age, sickness, death, pain, lamentation, suffering, depression, and grief, from birth, old age, sickness, death, pain, lamentation, suffering, depression, and grief, and having liberated them, cause them to pass into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind. In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings are the world’s refuge.

“How, Subhūti, are bodhisattva great beings the world’s resting place? Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings teach the Dharma so that all phenomena do not mingle. In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening are the world’s resting place.”

“How are all phenomena not mingled?” asked Subhūti.

The Lord replied, “That nonmingling of form is the nonconnection of form. That is the nonproduction of form. That nonproduction of form is the noncessation of form, and that is why there is the nonmingling of form. That which is the nonproduction and noncessation of feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is the nonmingling of consciousness; connect this in the same way with each, up to the knowledge of all aspects. In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening teach the Dharma so that all phenomena do not mingle.

“How, Subhūti, are bodhisattva great beings who want [F.158.a] to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening the world’s final ally? Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings teach the Dharma to beings as follows: ‘The farther shore of form is not form. The farther shore of feeling … perception … volitional factors … and consciousness is not the farther shore of consciousness; connect this in the same way with each, up to the farther shore of the knowledge of all aspects is not the knowledge of all aspects.’ They teach the Dharma like that. Subhūti, as form really is, so too are all dharmas.”

Subhūti asked, “Lord, if all phenomena too are as form really is, will not bodhisattva great beings have indeed fully awakened to the knowledge of all aspects? Why? Because, Lord, on the farther shore of form there is no thought construction whatsoever; on the farther shore of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness there is no thought construction whatsoever, of the sort ‘this is form, this is feeling, this is perception, these are volitional factors,’ or ‘this is consciousness’; up to ‘this is the knowledge of all aspects’; up to on the farther shore of the knowledge of all aspects there is no thought construction whatsoever.”
“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “On the farther shore of form, Subhūti, there is no thought construction whatsoever, up to on the farther shore of the knowledge of all aspects there is no thought construction whatsoever. But still, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings ponder and are not cowed by such phenomena as those, and think, ‘I must thus fully awaken to those phenomena.’ Those who thus, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, teach those phenomena that are so calm and [F.158.b] so sublime are those who do what is difficult. In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening are the world’s final ally.

“How, Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, become the world’s island?

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening [F.159.a] generate great compassion for the mass of beings and teach and explain the Dharma: form is unproduced, does not stop, is not defilement, and is not purification. They teach the Dharma: feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are unproduced, do not stop, are not defilement, and are not purification; and similarly, they teach and explain the Dharma: all the perfections, all the emptinesses, the dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and the knowledge of all aspects are unproduced, do not stop, are not defilement, and are not purification. They teach and explain the Dharma: a pratyekabuddha’s awakening is unproduced, does not stop, is not defilement, and is not purification. They teach and explain the Dharma: the result of stream enterer is unproduced, does not stop, is not defilement,
and is not purification; and similarly, they teach and explain the Dharma: the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, and the state of a worthy one are unproduced, do not stop, are not defilement, and are not purification. In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, become the world’s leader.

46.20 “How, Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, become the world’s support?

46.21 “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, teach the Dharma explaining that ‘form has space as its way of being’; [F.159.b] teach beings that ‘feeling…’, ‘perception…’, ‘volitional factors…’ and ‘consciousness has space as its way of being’; and teach the Dharma explaining ... up to ‘the emptiness of all aspects has space as its way of being.’ They teach beings that ‘the emptiness of form does not go and does not come because in it there is no going and no coming; the emptiness of feeling, perception, and volitional factors does not go and does not come.’ They teach beings that ‘the emptiness of consciousness does not go and does not come because in it there is no going and no coming.’ Similarly, they teach beings ... up to ‘the emptiness of the knowledge of all aspects does not go and does not come because in it there is no going and no coming.’ In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, become the world’s support.

46.22 “And why? Subhūti, it is because all phenomena have emptiness as their way of being, because they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in emptiness neither going nor coming is apprehended.

46.23 “Subhūti, all phenomena have signlessness as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in signlessness neither going nor coming is apprehended.

46.24 “Subhūti, all phenomena have wishlessness as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in wishlessness neither going nor coming is apprehended.

46.25 “Subhūti, all phenomena have the absence of occasioning anything as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in the absence of occasioning anything, neither going nor coming is apprehended.

46.26 “Connect this in the same way with Subhūti, all phenomena have nonproduction, nonstopping, nondefilement, and nonpurification as their way of being; they do not pass beyond those ways of being. And why? Because in nonproduction, nonstopping, nondefilement, and nonpurification neither going nor coming is apprehended. [F.160.a]
“Subhūti, all phenomena have a dream-like way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in a dream neither going nor coming is apprehended.

“Subhūti, all phenomena have an illusion-like way of being..., an apparition-like way of being..., and a magical creation-like way of being. They do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in a magical creation neither going nor coming is apprehended.

“Subhūti, all phenomena have the unborn and unreal as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in the unborn and unreal neither going nor coming is apprehended.

“Subhūti, all phenomena have the limitless and boundless as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in the limitless and boundless neither going nor coming is apprehended.

“Subhūti, all phenomena have the absence of being taken away from and the absence of being added to as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because where nothing has been taken away and nothing added neither going nor coming is apprehended.

“Subhūti, all phenomena have not going and not coming as their way of being. Subhūti, all phenomena have not bringing in and not sending out as their way of being. Subhūti, all phenomena have not joining, not not joining, not mingling, and not not mingling as their way of being.

“Subhūti, all phenomena have a self as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in a self neither going nor coming is apprehended.

“Subhūti, all phenomena have a being as their way of being. Subhūti, all dharmas have one who lives, an individual, a person, one born of Manu, a child of Manu, one who does, one who motivates, one who feels, one who knows, and one who sees as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Subhūti, it is because if a self absolutely does not exist—if a being, one who lives, an individual, a person, one born of Manu, a child of Manu, one who does, one who motivates, one who feels, one who knows, and one who sees absolutely do not exist—however, Subhūti, could going or coming [F.160.b] be apprehended?

“Subhūti, all phenomena have permanence as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because if permanence absolutely does not exist at all, however could going or coming be apprehended? Subhūti, all phenomena have pleasure as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. Subhūti, all phenomena have self as their way of being, and have beauty as their way of being; they do not
pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because if permanence, pleasure, self, and beauty absolutely do not exist, however could their going or coming be apprehended?

"Subhūti, all phenomena have impermanence as their way of being. Subhūti, all phenomena have suffering, no self, and unpleasantness as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because if impermanence absolutely does not exist, and suffering, no self, and unpleasantness absolutely do not exist, however could their going or coming be apprehended?

"Subhūti, all phenomena have greed as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because if a place for greed absolutely does not exist, however could greed exist? Subhūti, all phenomena have hatred as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because if a place for hatred absolutely does not exist, however could hatred exist? Subhūti, all phenomena have confusion as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because if a place for confusion absolutely does not exist, however could confusion exist? Subhūti, all phenomena have distortion as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because if a place for distortion absolutely does not exist, however could distortion exist?

"Subhūti, all phenomena have suchness as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in suchness neither going nor coming is apprehended. Subhūti, all phenomena have the dharma-constituent as their way of being. Subhūti, all phenomena have the very limit of reality as their way of being... sameness as their way of being... and the inconceivable element as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in the inconceivable element neither going nor coming is apprehended.

"Subhūti, all phenomena have being unmoving as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because phenomena do not move anywhere, so going and coming do not exist.

"Subhūti, all phenomena have form as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because if form absolutely does not exist, however could its going or coming exist? Similarly, Subhūti, all phenomena have feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Subhūti, it is because if consciousness absolutely is not apprehended, however could its going or coming be apprehended?

"Subhūti, all phenomena have the perfection of giving as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because if the perfection of giving absolutely does not exist, however could the perfection
of giving’s going or coming exist? Similarly, Subhūti, all phenomena have the perfection of morality as their way of being ...; and all phenomena have the perfection of patience..., perseverance..., concentration..., and wisdom as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because if the perfection of wisdom absolutely does not exist, however could the perfection of wisdom’s going or coming exist?

46.42 “Subhūti, all phenomena have inner emptiness as their way of being. Subhūti, all phenomena have ... up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because if the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature absolutely does not exist, however could its going or coming exist?

46.43 “Subhūti, all phenomena have the applications of mindfulness as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because if the applications of mindfulness absolutely do not exist, however could their going or coming exist? Similarly, Subhūti, [F.161b] all phenomena have the right efforts..., the legs of miraculous power..., the faculties..., the powers..., the limbs of awakening..., the path..., the ten powers..., the four fearlessnesses..., the four detailed and thorough knowledges..., and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in the buddhadharmas neither going nor coming is apprehended.

46.44 “Subhūti, all phenomena have stream enterer as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. Subhūti, all phenomena have once-returner..., non-returner..., the state of a worthy one..., and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in pratyekabuddhas neither going nor coming is apprehended. Subhūti, all phenomena have unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening as their way of being; they do not pass beyond that way of being. And why? Because in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening neither going nor coming is apprehended.”

46.45 “Lord, who will believe in this deep perfection of wisdom?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “those bodhisattva great beings who have practiced the practice for the sake of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, who have served well the victors of the past, who have been brought to maturity by the buddhas of the past who caused their wholesome roots to accumulate, who have attended on many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion buddhas, and who have been assisted by spiritual friends will believe in this deep perfection of wisdom.”

46.46 This was the forty-sixth chapter, “Teaching the Intrinsic Nature of All Dharmas,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 47: TAMING GREED

47.1 Subhūti [F.162.a] then asked, “Lord, what will the attributes, tokens, and signs be of those bodhisattva great beings who will believe in this deep perfection of wisdom, and what will be their intrinsic nature?”

47.2 Venerable Subhūti having thus inquired, the Lord replied to him, “Those bodhisattva great beings who will believe in this deep perfection of wisdom have eliminated greed and are in their intrinsic nature isolated from it; they have also eliminated hatred and confusion and are in their intrinsic nature isolated from them. Subhūti, they are in their intrinsic nature isolated from the token of greed. Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings are in their intrinsic nature isolated from the tokens of hatred and confusion.

47.3 “Subhūti, they are in their intrinsic nature isolated from the sign of greed. Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings are in their intrinsic nature isolated from the signs of hatred and confusion.”

47.4 “Lord, what sort of way of being will these bodhisattva great beings who will realize this deep perfection of wisdom have?” asked Subhūti.

47.5 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “those bodhisattva great beings who realize this deep perfection of wisdom will have the knowledge of all aspects as their way of being.”

47.6 Subhūti said, “Lord, those bodhisattva great beings who have the knowledge of all aspects as their way of being are the support of all beings.”

47.7 “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Those bodhisattva great beings who believe in this deep [F.162.b] perfection of wisdom are the support of all beings because they have the knowledge of all aspects as their way of being.”

47.8 Subhūti said, “Lord, those who do what is difficult are those bodhisattva great beings who have buckled on that armor, thinking, ‘We will place all beings in complete nirvāṇa,’ even while not apprehending a being or the designation of a being.”
Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Those who do what is difficult are those bodhisattva great beings who have buckled on that armor, thinking, ‘We will place all beings in complete nirvāṇa.’

Subhūti, that armor of bodhisattva great beings is not spliced with form. And why? Subhūti, it is because form and that armor of bodhisattvas absolutely do not exist; that is why, Subhūti, it is said ‘that armor is not spliced with form.’ Subhūti, that armor of bodhisattva great beings is not spliced with feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. And why? Subhūti, it is because feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness and that armor of bodhisattvas absolutely do not exist; that is why, Subhūti, it is said ‘that armor is not spliced with consciousness.’

Subhūti, that armor is not spliced with an owner, and it is not spliced with a being, a living being, a creature, one who lives, an individual, a person, one born of Manu, a child of Manu, one who does, one who motivates, one who feels, one who knows, or one who sees, up to Subhūti, that armor is not spliced with the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Subhūti, it is because the knowledge of all aspects absolutely does not exist, and the armor of bodhisattvas absolutely does not exist and is not apprehended; that is why, Subhūti, it is said ‘that armor of bodhisattva great beings is not spliced with ... up to [F.163.a] the knowledge of all aspects.’ Ah! Subhūti, that armor of those bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom, of those bodhisattva great beings who have buckled on such armor, thinking, ‘We will place all beings in complete nirvāṇa,’ is not spliced with all dharmas.”

“Lord,” said Subhūti, “they should know that there are two places where those bodhisattva great beings who have buckled on the armor, thinking, ‘We will place all beings in complete nirvāṇa,’ do not go—the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. Lord, it is impossible and there is no chance of it. It is impossible that bodhisattva great beings who have buckled on such armor, thinking, ‘We will place all beings in complete nirvāṇa,’ would fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. And why? Because bodhisattva great beings do not buckle on the armor for the sake of beings, having drawn in the boundaries.”

Venerable Subhūti having said this, the Lord then asked him, “What is the reality you are seeing, Subhūti, that forces you to say, ‘They should know that there are two places,’ one or the other, ‘where those bodhisattva great beings who have buckled on the armor do not go—the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level?’

Subhūti replied, “Lord it is thus: bodhisattva great beings have not buckled on armor for the sake of only a partial number of beings. Lord, bodhisattva great beings have buckled on armor for the sake of all beings.
Lord, bodhisattva great beings have buckled on armor for the knowledge of
a knower of all aspects.” [F.163.b]

47.14  “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” said the Lord. “Bodhisattva great beings
have not buckled on armor for the sake of only a partial number of beings.
Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings have buckled on armor for the sake of all
beings; they have buckled on armor for the knowledge of a knower of all
aspects.”

47.15  “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is deep,” said Subhūti. “It is not
something that somebody has to meditate on, it is not something that has to
be meditated on somewhere, and it is not something that has to be meditated
on somehow. And why? Because, Lord, in this deep perfection of wisdom
you cannot apprehend the perfect development of any phenomenon—
someone who might meditate, something which might be meditated on, or
something by means of which meditation might take place.

47.16  “Lord, the meditation on space is the meditation on the perfection of
wisdom. The meditation on the nonexistence of all dharmas is the meditation
on the perfection of wisdom. The meditation on the not truly real[540] is the
meditation on the perfection of wisdom. The meditation on not holding onto
anything is the meditation on the perfection of wisdom. The meditation on
disintegration is the meditation on the perfection of wisdom.”

47.17  The Lord asked, “What is it—namely, the disintegration of meditation—
that is the meditation on the perfection of wisdom?”

47.18  “Lord,” replied Subhūti, “the disintegration of the meditation on form is
the meditation on the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, the disintegration of
the meditation on feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness is
the meditation on the perfection of wisdom. Lord, [F.164.a] the disintegration
of the meditation on self is the meditation on the perfection of wisdom. Lord,
the disintegration of the meditation on … up to one who knows and one who
sees is the meditation on the perfection of wisdom. Lord, the disintegration
of the meditation on the perfection of giving is the meditation on the
perfection of wisdom. Similarly, the disintegration of the meditation on … up
to the perfection of wisdom is the meditation on the perfection of wisdom.
Lord, the disintegration of the meditation on inner emptiness, up to the
disintegration of the meditation on the emptiness that is the nonexistence of
an intrinsic nature is the meditation on the perfection of wisdom. Lord, the
disintegration of the meditation on the applications of mindfulness is the
meditation on the perfection of wisdom. The disintegration of the meditation
on the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of
awakening, and path is the meditation on the perfection of wisdom. The
disintegration of the meditation on the ten powers is the meditation on the
perfection of wisdom. The disintegration of the meditation on the
fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct
attributes of a buddha is the meditation on the perfection of wisdom. The
disintegration of the meditation on the result of stream enterer is the
meditation on the perfection of wisdom. The disintegration of the meditation
on the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a
worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and from the bodhisattva levels
up to the knowledge of all aspects is the meditation on the perfection of
wisdom.”

47.19  “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. [F.164.b] “The
disintegration of the meditation on form is the meditation on the perfection
of wisdom. Similarly, connect this with The disintegration of the meditation
on … up to the knowledge of all aspects is the meditation on the perfection of
wisdom.

47.20  “Subhūti, you should look closely at a bodhisattva great being irreversible
from this deep perfection of wisdom—‘Is the bodhisattva great being not
attached to this deep perfection of wisdom?’ Similarly, connect this with you
should look closely at a bodhisattva great being irreversible from the
perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of
patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving, up to you should
look closely at a bodhisattva great being irreversible from the knowledge of
all aspects—‘Is the bodhisattva great being not attached to this knowledge
of all aspects? Does the irreversible bodhisattva great being practicing this
depth perfection of wisdom not look at what others have said and what
others have taught as pointless? Does the irreversible bodhisattva great
being practicing this deep perfection of wisdom not go along with what
somebody else believes? Is the irreversible bodhisattva great being
practicing this deep perfection of wisdom not captured by the production of
thoughts connected with greed, not captured by the production of thoughts
connected with hatred and confusion?”

47.21  “You should look closely at whether irreversible bodhisattva great beings
practicing this deep perfection of wisdom are not separated from the
perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, [F.165.a]
perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, or perfection of
wisdom. When this deep perfection of wisdom is being taught, do those
irreversible bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of
wisdom not tremble, feel frightened, and become terrified? Look closely at
whether their minds are not cowed, do not tense up, and do not experience
regret; are not separated from the perfection of wisdom; delight in the
perfection of wisdom and in hearing the perfection of wisdom, and, having
heard it, take it up, bear it in mind, read it aloud, master it, properly pay
attention to it, and focus on it in practice.
“Subhūti, you should know that the irreversible bodhisattva great beings have asked about this deep perfection of wisdom also in the past, and have taken it up, borne it in mind, read it aloud, mastered it, and properly paid attention to it. And why? Because when there is an exposition of this deep perfection of wisdom, those irreversible bodhisattva great beings do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified; their minds are not cowed, do not tense up, and do not experience regret; and, on top of that, having heard the perfection of wisdom they take it up, bear it in mind, read it aloud, master it, and properly pay attention to it.”

“Lord,” asked Subhūti, “those bodhisattva great beings who do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified; whose minds are not cowed, do not tense up, and do not experience regret when there is an exposition of this deep perfection of wisdom—how should those bodhisattva great beings think carefully about this deep perfection of wisdom?”

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should think carefully about this deep perfection of wisdom with mindstreams inclined to the knowledge of all aspects,” replied the Lord.

“Lord, how should those bodhisattva great beings think carefully about this deep perfection of wisdom with mindstreams inclined to the knowledge of all aspects?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings should think carefully about this deep perfection of wisdom with mindstreams inclined to emptiness, tending to emptiness, and heading to emptiness.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should think carefully about this deep perfection of wisdom with mindstreams inclined to signlessness, with mindstreams inclined to wishlessness, inclined to space, and similarly, connect this with mindstreams inclined to the unproduced, the unceasing, the absence of defilement and the absence of purification, and inclined to suchness, the dharma-constituent, the very limit of reality, sameness, the inconceivable, and what does not occasion anything. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should think carefully about this deep perfection of wisdom with mindstreams inclined to what is like a dream and like a magical creation.”

Subhūti then inquired, “Lord, given what you have said—‘Bodhisattva great beings should think carefully about this deep perfection of wisdom with mindstreams inclined to emptiness,’ up to ‘Bodhisattva great beings should think carefully about this deep perfection of wisdom with mindstreams inclined to what is like a dream’ [F.165.b]—well then, Lord, do bodhisattva great beings also think carefully about form? Do they also think carefully about feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness? Do they also think carefully about … up to the knowledge of all aspects?”
“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings do not think carefully about form. They also do not think carefully about feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. Similarly, connect this with Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings also do not think carefully about … up to the knowledge of all aspects.

“And why? Subhūti, it is because nobody has made the knowledge of all aspects, and nobody has made it change. It has not come from anywhere, is not going anywhere, is not anywhere, is not in a place, and is not in a location. You cannot apprehend its number, coming, or going, and nobody is able to fully awaken to something whose number, coming, and going cannot be apprehended, because nobody fully awakens through form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; through giving, morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom; up to through knowledge of the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because just form is the knowledge of all aspects; just feeling..., just perception..., just volitional factors..., and just consciousness is the knowledge of all aspects. And why? [F.166.b] Subhūti, it is because that suchness of form and that suchness of the knowledge of all aspects is a single suchness. Similarly, that suchness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness and that suchness of the knowledge of all aspects is a single suchness. Similarly, that suchness of the perfections, the dharmas on the side of awakening, the powers, the fearlessnesses, the detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha and that suchness of the knowledge of all aspects is a single suchness. That is the suchness of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.”

This was the forty-seventh chapter, “Taming Greed,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B36]
CHAPTER 48: A PRESENTATION OF THE BODHISATTVAS’ TRAINING

48.1 Then the gods living in the desire realm and living in the form realm took up divine sandalwood powders, took up divine blue lotus, red lotus, and white lotus flowers, and specifically strewed them down on the Lord. Having strewed them they approached the Lord, went up to him, bowed their heads to the Lord’s feet, and stood to one side. Even while standing to one side those gods living in the desire realm and living in the form realm said to the Lord, “Lord, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have thus taught in this deep perfection of wisdom: ‘Just form is the knowledge of all aspects, and the knowledge of all aspects is form. Just feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness is the knowledge of all aspects, [F.167.a] and the knowledge of all aspects is consciousness. That which is the suchness of form and that which is the suchness of the knowledge of all aspects are a single suchness, not two and not divided. Similarly, connect this with that which is the suchness of ... up to the buddhas, and that which is the suchness of ... up to the knowledge of all aspects are a single suchness, not two and not divided.’ Thus, this perfection of wisdom—namely, the awakening of the tathāgatas—is deep, hard to behold, hard to understand, not something about which you can speculate, not an object of speculative thought, calm, subtle, an object to be known by the brilliantly learned and wise, a counterpoint to all that is ordinary.”

48.2 The gods living in the desire realm and living in the form realm having said this, the Lord said to them, “Exactly so, gods, exactly so! Gods, just form is the knowledge of all aspects, and the knowledge of all aspects is form. Just feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness is the knowledge of all aspects, and the knowledge of all aspects is consciousness. Similarly, connect this with each, up to just the buddha is the knowledge of all aspects, and the knowledge of all aspects is just the buddha. That which is the suchness of form and that which is the suchness of the knowledge of all
aspects are a single suchness, not two and not divided. Similarly, connect this with that which is the suchness of … up to the buddha, and that which is the suchness of the knowledge of all aspects are a single suchness not two and not divided.

“Seeing this suchness forces [F.167.b] a tathāgata to incline toward a little less work and be uninclined to teach the doctrine. And why? Ah! It is because this—namely, the awakening of the tathāgatas—is deep, hard to behold, hard to understand, not something about which you can speculate, not an object of speculative thought, calm, subtle, an object to be known by the brilliantly learned and wise, a counterpoint to all that is ordinary, so nobody has fully awakened to it and it has not been fully awakened to anywhere.

“Here where the habitual idea of two does not exist is the deep state of dharmas. Gods, because space is deep this doctrine is deep. Gods, this doctrine is deep because suchness is deep, the dharma-constituent is deep, the very limit of reality is deep, and the inconceivable element is deep. Gods, because the limitless and boundless…, the sameness of not coming and not going…, the sameness of not being produced and not stopping…, the sameness of not being defiled and not being purified…, the sameness of what does not occasion anything…, the deep state of self…, up to because the sameness of one who knows and one who sees is deep this doctrine is deep.

“Gods, because form is deep this doctrine is deep. Gods, because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are deep this doctrine is deep. Gods, because the perfection of giving is deep this doctrine is deep. Gods, because the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom are deep this doctrine is deep. Ah! Gods, because inner emptiness is deep this doctrine is deep; because … up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is deep this doctrine is deep; because the applications of mindfulness are deep, and the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path are deep this doctrine is deep; because the ten powers, fearlessnesses, [F.168.a] detailed and thorough knowledges, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are deep, up to the knowledge of all aspects is deep this doctrine is deep.”

The gods said, “O Lord, this doctrine is taught as a counterpoint to all that is ordinary. And why? Because this doctrine is not taught so form will be taken up or will not be taken up. It is not taught so feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness will be taken up or will not be taken up. It is not taught so … up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha will be taken up or will not be taken up. It is not taught so the buddhadharmas will be taken up or will not be taken up. Lord, this deep teaching of the doctrine
is not taught so the result of stream enterer will be taken up or will not be taken up. It is not taught so the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, or the knowledge of all aspects will be taken up or will not be taken up.

48.7 “Lord, the world gets involved with taking things up, thinking, ‘This is my form. I am form. This is my feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness. I am consciousness.’ Similarly, connect this with each, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. ‘This is my result of stream enterer. I am the result of stream enterer. This is my result of once-returner. I am the result of once-returner. This is my result of non-returner. I am the result of non-returner. This is my state of a worthy one. I am the state of a worthy one. This is my pratyekabuddha’s awakening. I am a pratyekabuddha’s awakening. This is my knowledge of all aspects. [F.168.b] I am a knower of all aspects.’”

48.8 “Exactly so, gods, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Gods, this doctrine is not taught so form will be taken up or will not be taken up. It is not taught so feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness will be taken up or will not be taken up. Those who get involved in order to take up form, up to get involved in order to take up the knowledge of all aspects do not have the good fortune to meditate on the perfection of wisdom; they are incapable of meditating on, up to the perfection of concentration, perseverance, patience, morality, and giving; and they are incapable of meditating on, up to the knowledge of all aspects.”

48.9 Subhūti then said, “Lord, this doctrine is in harmony with all dharmas. With which dharmas is this doctrine in harmony? This doctrine is in harmony with the perfection of wisdom. Lord, this doctrine is in harmony with the perfection of concentration, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of patience, the perfection of morality, and the perfection of giving. Lord, this doctrine is in harmony with inner emptiness. Lord, this doctrine is in harmony with... up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. Lord, this doctrine is in harmony with... up to the knowledge of all aspects.

48.10 “Lord, this doctrine is not obstructed by anything. What is this doctrine not obstructed by? This doctrine is not obstructed by form. This doctrine is not obstructed by feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. Similarly, this doctrine is not obstructed by..., up to the knowledge of all aspects. [F.169.a]

48.11 “This doctrine, because of the sameness of space, the sameness of suchness, the sameness of the dharma-constituent, the sameness of the very limit of reality, the sameness of the inconceivable element, the sameness of
emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness, the sameness of not being produced and not stopping, and the sameness of not being defiled and not being purified, is marked by not being obstructed.

48.12 “This doctrine is not produced because form is not produced and does not stop; because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not produced and do not stop; and similarly, because..., up to the knowledge of all aspects is not produced and does not stop.

48.13 “This doctrine finds no footing because a footing for form is not apprehended; because a footing for feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness is not apprehended; and similarly, because..., up to a footing for the knowledge of all aspects is not apprehended.”

48.14 Then the gods living in the desire realm and living in the form realm said to the Lord, “Lord, the elder Subhūti takes after the Lord. Why? Because whatever the elder Subhūti teaches, he teaches it all with emptiness as his point of departure.”

48.15 Venerable Subhūti then responded to the gods living in the desire realm and living in the form realm, “Gods, you say, ‘Lord, this elder Subhūti takes after the Lord.’ And how does he takes after him, [F.169.b] how does the elder Subhūti take after the Lord? The suchness of the Tathāgata has not come and has not gone. Similarly, the suchness of Subhūti has not come and has not gone. In that way the elder Subhūti takes after the Tathāgata.

48.16 “Just that suchness of the Tathāgata is the suchness of all dharmas, and that suchness of all dharmas is the suchness of Subhūti. In that way the elder Subhūti takes after the Tathāgata.

48.17 “Just as the suchness of the Tathāgata is established, so too is the suchness of the elder Subhūti established, so the elder Subhūti takes after the Lord. Just as the suchness of the Tathāgata is unchanging and undifferentiated, so too with the suchness of the elder Subhūti, it also is unchanging and cannot be differentiated. Just as the suchness of the Tathāgata is not obstructed by anything, so too the suchness of all dharmas is not obstructed by anything. The suchness of the Tathāgata and the suchness of all dharmas are not two and cannot be divided into two. Suchness is not made. There is nothing of which that suchness is not the suchness. Because there is nothing of which that suchness is not the suchness and it is never not suchness, therefore suchness is not two and cannot be divided into two. In that way the elder Subhūti takes after the Tathāgata.

48.18 “That suchness of the Tathāgata is totally unchanging and undifferentiated. So too the suchness of the elder Subhūti is totally unchanging and undifferentiated. Just as the suchness of the Tathāgata is not broken apart, is not different, [F.170.a] and cannot be apprehended, so
too the suchness of all dharmas is not broken apart, is not different, and cannot be apprehended. Similarly, the suchness of the elder Subhūti is not broken apart, is not different, and cannot be apprehended either. In that way the elder Subhūti takes after the Tathāgata.

48.19 “The suchness of the Tathāgata is not other than the suchness of all phenomena, and what is not other than the suchness of all phenomena is never not suchness. It is always suchness. The suchness of the elder Subhūti is like that. Therefore, since it is not something else, even though the elder Subhūti takes after the Tathāgata he does not take after him in anything. Just as the suchness of the Tathāgata is not past, is not future, and is not present, so too the suchness of all phenomena is not past, is not future, and is not present. Similarly, the suchness of the elder Subhūti is not past, is not future, and is not present. Therefore, it is said the elder Subhūti ‘takes after the Tathāgata.’

48.20 “Gods, here you should know the suchness of the Tathāgata that is the same, through the suchness of the past that is the same, and the sameness of the suchness of the past, through the sameness of the suchness of the Tathāgata; the sameness of the suchness of the Tathāgata, through the sameness of the suchness of the future, and the sameness of the suchness of the future, through the sameness of the suchness of the Tathāgata; and the sameness of the suchness of the Tathāgata, through the sameness of the suchness of the present, and the sameness of the suchness of the present, through the sameness of the suchness of the Tathāgata. Therefore, the suchness of the past, future, and present [F.170.b] and the suchness of the Tathāgata are not two and cannot be divided into two.

48.21 “The suchness of the Tathāgata is the suchness of form. The suchness of form is the suchness of the Tathāgata. Similarly, the suchness of the Tathāgata is the suchness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness. Therefore, the suchness of form, the suchness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, and the suchness of the Tathāgata are not two and cannot be divided into two. Similarly, connect this with the suchness of the Tathāgata is the suchness of self. The suchness of self is the suchness of the Tathāgata. Similarly, the suchness of the Tathāgata is the suchness of... up to one who knows and one who sees. The suchness of... up to one who knows and one who sees is the suchness of the Tathāgata. Therefore, the suchness of self, up to the suchness of one who knows and one who sees, and the suchness of the Tathāgata are not two and cannot be divided into two.

48.22 Similarly, connect this with the suchness of the perfection of giving, the suchness of the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration and wisdom, and the suchness of the Tathāgata are not two and cannot be
divided into two. The suchness of inner emptiness, the suchness of... up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and the suchness of the Tathāgata are not two and cannot be divided into two. The suchness of the applications of mindfulness, the suchness of the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, [F.171.a] powers, limbs of awakening, and path, and the suchness of the Tathāgata are not two and cannot be divided into two. The suchness of the Tathāgata is the suchness of the ten tathāgata powers, fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and the suchness of... up to the knowledge of all aspects. The suchness of... up to the knowledge of all aspects is the suchness of the Tathāgata. Therefore, the suchness of the knowledge of all aspects and the suchness of the Tathāgata are not two and cannot be divided into two.

48.23 "Gods, thanks to this perfect suchness the Tathāgata has fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and gets to be called Tathāgata."

48.24 As this “Suchness” chapter was being expounded the great billionfold world system shook in six ways: it quaked, quaked greatly, and quaked violently; shook, shook greatly, and shook violently; stirred, stirred greatly, and stirred violently; resounded, resounded greatly, and resounded violently; roared, roared greatly, and roared violently; and was disturbed, greatly disturbed, and violently disturbed. The eastern direction rose up and the western direction sank down; the western direction rose up and the eastern direction sank down; the northern direction rose up and the southern direction sank down; the southern direction rose up and the northern direction sank down; the edges rose up and the middle sank down; and the middle rose up and the edges sank down.

48.25 Then the gods living in the desire realm and living in the form realm took up divine sandalwood powders and strewed them near, strewed them in front, strewed them all around the Lord and the elder Subhūti and exclaimed, “Lord, it is amazing how this elder Subhūti takes after the Lord because of the suchness [F.171.b] of the Tathāgata!”

48.26 Then the elder Subhūti, picking up the thread of this conversation with those gods, said to those gods, “Gods, the elder Subhūti does not take after form, does not take after anything other than form, does not take after the suchness of form, and does not take after anything other than the suchness of form. He does not take after feeling... perception... volitional factors..., or consciousness, does not take after anything other than consciousness, does not take after the suchness of consciousness, and does not take after anything other than the suchness of consciousness. Similarly, connect this with each, up to he does not take after the knowledge of all aspects, does not take
after anything other than the knowledge of all aspects, does not take after the suchness of the knowledge of all aspects, and does not take after anything other than the suchness of the knowledge of all aspects. He does not take after the compounded, does not take after anything other than the compounded, does not take after the suchness of the compounded, and does not take after anything other than the suchness of the compounded. He does not take after the uncompounded, does not take after anything other than the uncompounded, does not take after the suchness of the uncompounded, and does not take after anything other than the suchness of the uncompounded. And why? Because the dharma that is taken after, and the dharma that takes after, do not exist and are not apprehended.”

Then the venerable Śāriputra said to the Lord, “Suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, the true nature of dharmas, the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, the very limit of reality, and the inconceivable element are deep. In them you cannot apprehend form, nor can you apprehend the suchness of form; if you cannot apprehend even just form, however could you apprehend the suchness of form? In them you cannot apprehend feeling…, perception…, volitional factors…, or consciousness, nor can you apprehend the suchness of consciousness. And if you cannot apprehend even just consciousness, however could you apprehend the suchness of consciousness? Similarly, connect this with each, up to in them you cannot apprehend the knowledge of all aspects, nor can you apprehend the suchness of the knowledge of all aspects. And if you cannot apprehend even just the knowledge of all aspects, however could you apprehend the suchness of the knowledge of all aspects?”

“Śāriputra, exactly so! Exactly so!” said the Lord. “Suchness, Śāriputra, is deep. In it you cannot apprehend form, you cannot apprehend the suchness of form. And if you cannot apprehend even just form, however could you apprehend the suchness of form? In it you cannot apprehend feeling…, perception…, volitional factors…, and consciousness, nor can you apprehend the suchness of consciousness. And if you cannot apprehend even just consciousness, however could you apprehend the suchness of consciousness. Similarly, connect this with each, up to you cannot apprehend the knowledge of all aspects, nor can you apprehend the suchness of the knowledge of all aspects. And if you cannot apprehend even just the knowledge of all aspects, however could you apprehend the suchness of the knowledge of all aspects.”

As this “Suchness, Unmistaken Suchness, Unaltered Suchness” chapter was being expounded, two hundred monks stopped taking hold of anything and their minds were freed from contamination. Dust-free and stainless, the
Dharma eye of five hundred nuns became clear about the dharmas.  

48.30 Five thousand bodhisattvas gained forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas.

Sixty bodhisattvas lacking in what is necessary stopped taking hold of anything and their minds were freed from contamination.

48.31 "Śāriputra, those bodhisattvas attended on five hundred buddhas. They gave gifts, guarded morality, cultivated patience, made a vigorous effort, became absorbed in concentration, and cultivated wisdom, but uninformed by the perfection of wisdom and uninformed by skillful means, they practiced thus, thinking, ‘This is to be given. We will give it to them. We will guard this morality. We will cultivate this patience. We will make this vigorous effort. We will become absorbed in this concentration. We will cultivate this wisdom.’ Practicing like that they were separated from the perfection of wisdom and were not assisted by skillful means, so practicing the cultivation of giving, morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom with perceptions of difference, and not apprehending the absence of difference, they did not enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva. And because they did not enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva they reached the result of stream enterer, reached…, up to the result of a worthy one.

48.32 “Furthermore, Śāriputra, even though those bodhisattva great beings’ path of emptiness, or signlessness, or wishlessness is present, still they are separated from the perfection of wisdom and have not been assisted by skillful means, so, having actualized the very limit of reality, they have become śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas.”

48.33 Śāriputra then asked, “Why, Lord, even though they have similarly cultivated just those dharmas—emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness—did those separated from skillful means actualize the very limit of reality and become śrāvakas [F.173.a] and pratyekabuddhas, while those other bodhisattvas, Lord, will, thanks to skillful means, by cultivating just those dharmas—emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness—fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

48.34 “Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “here some separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, who cultivate emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness without resorting to skillful means, become śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas. Śāriputra, here those bodhisattva great beings not separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, thanks to skillful means, cultivate emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness, enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva, and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening."
To illustrate, Śāriputra, a winged bird with a physical body of a hundred yojanas, or a physical body of two hundred yojanas, or three hundred yojanas, or four hundred yojanas, or five hundred yojanas thinks it will come from the Trāyastriṃśa class of gods to this Jambudvīpa, but that bird is one without the proper wings to do it. It thinks, ‘I have to take off from the Trāyastriṃśa class of gods and go to Jambudvīpa,’ but if, halfway to landing on the earth, it has second thoughts—‘Hey! I had better set down in the Trāyastriṃśa class of gods’—what do you think, Śāriputra, would that bird therefore be able to set down in the Trāyastriṃśa class of gods?"

“No, Lord, it would not be able to,” replied Śāriputra.

The Lord said, “If it were to think halfway,542 ‘Hey! I must set down unharmed and uninjured in Jambudvīpa,’ what do you think, Śāriputra, would that bird set down unharmed and uninjured in Jambudvīpa?"

“No, Lord, it would not be able to,” replied Śāriputra. “That bird would be harmed or become injured and would suffer death or near death before landing in Jambudvīpa. And why? Because that will happen for sure since its physical body is big, its wings are stunted, and it has taken off from such a high place.”

“It is similar, Śāriputra,” continued the Lord, “with bodhisattvas who, for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, give gifts, guard morality, cultivate patience, make an effort at perseverance, and become absorbed in concentration, but are separated from the perfection of wisdom and not assisted by skillful means. Their entrance is bigger, they think a bigger thought, they are assisted by an immeasurable beneficial intention to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, but still they will fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. And why? Because those bodhisattva great beings have given gifts, guarded morality, cultivated patience, made an effort at perseverance, and generated concentration separated from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects. Those bodhisattvas will still be separated from the perfection of wisdom and skillful means and fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level.

“Śāriputra, bodhisattvas who habitually focus thoughts on the morality, meditative stabilization, wisdom, freedom, and knowledge and seeing of liberation of past, future, and present lord buddhas, who fully retain and make them into causal signs, still do not know the morality, still do not know…, up to the knowledge and seeing [F.174.a] of liberation of the tathāgatas, and, without knowing and comprehending, hear the words emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness and grasp the state of peace as a causal sign. Having grasped it as a causal sign they transform it into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. The bodhisattvas who transform
it like that will stand on the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. And why? Śāriputra, it is because that is what happens to bodhisattvas separated from the perfection of wisdom and skillful means who dedicate the wholesome roots to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. They fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level.

“Śāriputra, here you should know that when bodhisattva great beings, starting from the production of the first thought, are inseparable from the thought of the knowledge of all aspects, give gifts, guard morality, cultivate patience, make an effort at perseverance, become absorbed in concentration, are not separated from the perfection of wisdom and skillful means, and therefore do not grasp all the morality, meditative stabilization, wisdom, freedom, and knowledge and seeing of liberation of past, future, and present lord buddhas as causal signs, and do not grasp the emptiness meditative stabilization, signless meditative stabilization, and wishless meditative stabilization as causal signs, then, Śāriputra, they do not fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. And why? Because those bodhisattva great beings, starting from the production of the first thought, have given gifts but not grasped at a causal sign; have guarded morality, cultivated patience, made an effort at perseverance, become absorbed in concentration, and cultivated wisdom but [F.174.b] not grasped at a causal sign; have not grasped at the morality, meditative stabilization, wisdom, freedom, or knowledge and seeing of liberation of past, future, and present lord buddhas as causal signs; and have not grasped the emptiness meditative stabilization, signless meditative stabilization, or wishless meditative stabilization as causal signs either. Thus, Śāriputra, the practice without having grasped at causal signs, with a mind separated from causal signs of giving gifts, guarding morality, cultivating patience, making an effort at perseverance, becoming absorbed in concentration, and cultivating wisdom, and similarly, connect this with each, up to the knowledge of all aspects is the bodhisattva great beings’ skillful means.”

“Lord,” said Śāriputra, “the way I understand the meaning of what you, Lord, have said is that the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of bodhisattva great beings who, starting from the production of the first thought, are not separated from the perfection of wisdom and skillful means is not open to doubt. And why? Lord, it is because those bodhisattva great beings, starting from the production of the first thought, do not apprehend any dharma that might fully awaken, or through which there might be full awakening, nor any form that might be awakened to, nor any feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness, nor..., similarly, up to the knowledge of all aspects that might be awakened to.
"And Lord, it should be known that the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle separated from the perfection of wisdom and separated from skillful means is doubtful. Why? Lord, it is because whatever gifts those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle separated from the perfection of wisdom and skillful means have bestowed, they bestowed them all having grasped at a causal sign, and because whatever morality they guarded... patience they cultivated..., perseverance they made an effort at..., or concentrations they became absorbed in, they became absorbed in them all too having grasped at a causal sign. The unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle should be known as doubtful because of that.

Therefore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings who want to awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should be aware not to be separated from the perfection of wisdom and skillful means. They should stand in the perfection of wisdom and skillful means and should bestow gifts, should guard morality, should cultivate patience, should make an effort at perseverance, should become absorbed in concentration, and should cultivate wisdom by way of not apprehending anything, with a mind endowed with signlessness. They should practice..., up to the knowledge of all aspects like that."

Then the gods living in the desire realm and living in the form realm said to the Lord, "Lord, it is going to be hard for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening to come about for bodhisattva great beings. They have to want to awaken fully to all dharmas but those dharmas do not exist and cannot be apprehended."

"Exactly so, gods!" said the Lord. "It is going to be hard for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening to come about. Gods! Even though I have fully awakened to all dharmas in all their aspects, still I did not apprehend any dharma that might fully awaken, or through which I might fully awaken, or any dharma I might awaken to. And why? Gods, it is because all dharmas are absolutely pure."

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, "Lord, you have said, 'It is going to be hard for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening to come about.' The way I understand the meaning of what you, Lord, have said, the way it occurs to me, is that the full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening must be easy. And why? Because there is nobody who fully awakens, and there is nothing that is fully awakened to, so all dharmas are empty, and where all dharmas are empty, any dharma that might fully awaken, through which there might be full awakening, or to which they..."
might awaken does not exist. And why? Lord, it is because any dharma that will increase or decrease, any dharma to be bestowed, up to any concentration to become absorbed in, any dharma ... up to the knowledge of all aspects to practice does not exist. Somebody who might fully awaken, something through which there might be full awakening, and something to be fully awakened to— all those dharmas are empty. In this way, Lord, it must be easy for bodhisattva great beings to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And why? Lord, it is because form is empty of an intrinsic nature of form; feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness is empty of an intrinsic nature of consciousness; and similarly, up to the knowledge of all aspects is empty of an intrinsic nature of the knowledge of all aspects.”

48.47 Then venerable Śāriputra said to venerable Subhūti, “Venerable Subhūti, according to this one of many explanations, the full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening must be hard. And why? Venerable Subhūti, it is because it would not occur to space to think, ‘I will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ Similarly, Venerable Subhūti, it would not occur to bodhisattva great beings to think, ‘I will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ And why? Because all dharmas are like space, and yet, while still believing all dharmas are like space, bodhisattva great beings fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. If bodhisattva great beings do not believe that dharmas are like space, but still it is easy to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, full awakening would not be hard, and bodhisattvas, as many of them as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, would not turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Therefore, Venerable Subhūti, according to this one of many explanations, the full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening must be hard. It is obvious full awakening is not easy.”

48.48 Then venerable Subhūti asked venerable Śāriputra, “Venerable Śāriputra, what do you think, does form turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

“No it does not, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

48.49 “Do you think feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

“No they do not, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

48.50 Similarly, connect this with each, up to “Do you think suchness turns back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

“No it does not, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

48.51 “Venerable Śāriputra, what do you think, is the dharma that turns back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening other than form?”
“No it is not, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

48.52  “Do you think the dharma that turns back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is other than feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness?”

“No it is not, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

48.53  Similarly, connect this with each, up to “Do you think the dharma that turns back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is other than the knowledge of all aspects?”

“No it is not, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

48.54  “Venerable Śāriputra, what do you think, is it the suchness of form that turns back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, up to is it the suchness of the knowledge of all aspects that turns back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

“No it is not, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

48.55  “Venerable Śāriputra, what do you think, is the dharma that turns back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening other than the suchness of form?”

“No it is not, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

48.56  Similarly, “Do you think the dharma that turns back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is other than..., up to the suchness of the knowledge of all aspects?”

“No it is not, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

48.57  “Venerable Śāriputra, what do you think, does suchness turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

“No it does not, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

48.58  “Venerable Śāriputra, what do you think, [F.177a] does the true nature of dharmas turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? Do you think the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, the very limit of reality, or the inconceivable element turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

“No they do not, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

48.59  “Venerable Śāriputra, what do you think, is the dharma that turns back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening other than suchness?”

“No it is not, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

48.60  “Venerable Śāriputra, what do you think, is the dharma that turns back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening other than..., up to the inconceivable element?”

“No it is not, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

48.61  “So, since as things stand in truth these dharmas cannot be apprehended, what then is that dharma that turns back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”
Venerable Subhūti having asked this, venerable Śāriputra said to him, “According to the way things are in the elder Subhūti’s teaching there is no bodhisattva great being who turns back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and therefore there will be no presentation of the awakenings of those three persons to do with the Bodhisattva Vehicle—those three persons to do with the Bodhisattva Vehicle about whom the Tathāgata has given an explanation. According to the elder Subhūti’s teaching, bodhisattva great beings will be this—namely, in just a single Bodhisattva Vehicle.”

Then venerable Pūrṇa Maitrāyaṇī putra said to venerable Śāriputra, “Venerable Śāriputra, you must ask the elder Subhūti whether the elder Subhūti accepts even a single awakening.”

Venerable Śāriputra then asked of venerable Subhūti, “Venerable Subhūti, do you accept that in suchness there are three bodhisattvas: the bodhisattva in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, the bodhisattva in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and the bodhisattva in the Buddha Vehicle?”

Venerable Subhūti asked venerable Śāriputra in return, “Venerable Śāriputra, do you accept that in suchness there are three bodhisattvas: the bodhisattva in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, the bodhisattva in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and the bodhisattva in the Buddha Vehicle?”

“No, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

“Venerable Śāriputra, in suchness can you apprehend three bodhisattvas?”

“No, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

“Venerable Śāriputra, can suchness be apprehended as one type, or two types, or three types?”

“No, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

“Venerable Śāriputra, in suchness can you apprehended even one bodhisattva?”

“No, Venerable Subhūti,” he replied.

Venerable Subhūti then said, “So, since as things stand in truth these dharmas cannot be apprehended, what, Venerable Śāriputra, made you think, ‘This bodhisattva is in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, this bodhisattva is in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and this bodhisattva is in the Buddha Vehicle’?

“Thus, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings whose minds are not cowed, who do not tense up, and who do not experience regret when bodhisattva great beings categorized in terms of the suchness of all dharmas are not specifically qualified—they will go forth to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

Then the Lord said to venerable Subhūti, “Subhūti, your confident readiness to explain like this through the Buddha’s might is excellent! Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings whose minds are not cowed,
who do not tense up, and who do not experience regret—who do not 
tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified when bodhisattva great beings 
categorized in terms of the suchness of all dharmas are not specifically 
qualified—[F.178.a] those bodhisattva great beings will go forth to 
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

Then venerable Śāriputra asked the Lord, “Lord, to which awakening will 
bodhisattva great beings with such qualities as those go forth?”

“Śāriputra,” replied the Lord, “those bodhisattva great beings will go forth 
to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, how should bodhisattva 
great beings who want to go forth to unsurpassed, perfect, complete 
awakening stand?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings stand with a 
thought that makes all beings equal.547 ‘I must produce a balanced thought 
toward all beings, not produce an unbalanced thought. I must focus on all 
beings with a balanced thought, not focus on all beings with an unbalanced 
thought. I must generate great love and great compassion for all beings. I 
must focus on all beings with great love. I must not focus on any beings 
callously. I must stop feeling superior to any beings. I must focus on all 
beings without being devious. I must produce a thought to be of benefit to 
all beings, not produce a thought to harm them. I must focus on all beings 
with a thought to benefit them, not focus on them with a thought to harm 
them. I must produce a thought that I am not offended by any beings, not 
produce a thought that I am offended. I must produce a thought not to injure 
any beings, not produce a thought to injure them. I must focus on all beings 
with a thought not to injure them, [F.178.b] not focus on them with a thought 
to injure them. I must produce a thought that all beings are mothers. I must 
produce a thought that all beings are brothers, sisters, friends, kinsmen, and 
blood relatives. I must focus on all beings with the thought they are mothers. 
I must focus on all beings with the thought they are brothers, sisters, friends, 
kinsmen, up to blood relatives.

‘I must stop killing, I must inspire others to stop killing, I must speak in 
praise of stopping killing, and I must speak in praise of others stopping 
killing as well, welcoming it.

‘I must stop stealing, I must inspire others to stop stealing, I must speak 
in praise of stopping stealing, and I must speak in praise of others stopping 
stealing as well, welcoming it.

‘I must stop illicit sex because of lust, I must inspire others to stop illicit 
sex because of lust, I must speak in praise of stopping illicit sex because of 
lust, and I must speak in praise of others stopping illicit sex because of lust 
as well, welcoming it.’
That is how bodhisattva great beings who want to go forth to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should stand.

Similarly, ‘I must stop ... up to wrong view, I must inspire others to stop wrong view, I must speak in praise of stopping wrong view, and I must speak in praise of others stopping wrong view as well, welcoming it.’

That is how bodhisattva great beings who want to go forth to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should stand.

‘I must become absorbed in the first concentration, I must inspire others to become absorbed in the first concentration, I must speak in praise of becoming absorbed in the first concentration, [F.179.a] and I must speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in the first concentration as well, welcoming it. Similarly, I must become absorbed in ... up to the fourth concentration, up to I must speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in ... up to the fourth concentration as well, welcoming it.’

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to go forth to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening must become absorbed in loving-kindness, up to ‘I must speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in loving-kindness as well, welcoming it. I must do the same with compassion, joy, and equanimity as well.

‘I must become absorbed in the station of endless space. Similarly, up to I must speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in the station of endless space as well, welcoming it. I must do the same with ... up to the station of neither perception nor nonperception absorption.

‘I must complete the perfection of giving, I must inspire others to take up the perfection of giving, I must speak in praise of the perfection of giving, and I must speak in praise of others completing the perfection of giving as well, welcoming it. I must complete ... up to the perfection of wisdom, I must inspire others to take up the perfection of wisdom, I must speak in praise of the perfection of wisdom, and I must speak in praise of others completing the perfection of wisdom as well, welcoming it.’ [F.179.b]

That is how bodhisattva great beings who want to go forth to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should stand.

‘I must become absorbed in inner emptiness, I must inspire others to become absorbed in inner emptiness, I must speak in praise of inner emptiness, and I must speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in inner emptiness as well, welcoming it. Similarly, I must become absorbed in ... up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, I must inspire others to become absorbed in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, I must speak in praise of the emptiness that is the
nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and I must speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature as well, welcoming it.

"I must cultivate the four applications of mindfulness, I must inspire others to take up the applications of mindfulness, I must speak in praise of the applications of mindfulness, and I must speak in praise of others cultivating the applications of mindfulness as well, welcoming it. I must do the same with ... up to the eightfold noble path.

"I must become absorbed in the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilization, I must inspire others to take up the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilization, I must speak in praise of the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilization, and I must speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilization as well, welcoming it.

"I must become absorbed in the eight deliverances, I must inspire others to take up the eight deliverances, I must speak in praise of the eight deliverances, and I must speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in the eight deliverances as well, welcoming it.

"I must complete the ten tathāgata powers, I must inspire others to take up the ten tathāgata powers, I must speak in praise of the ten tathāgata powers, and I must speak in praise of others completing the ten tathāgata powers as well, welcoming it. Similarly, I must complete the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, great love, and great compassion. I must inspire others to take up ... up to great love, and great compassion, I must speak in praise of great compassion, and I must speak in praise of others completing great compassion as well, welcoming it.

"I must become absorbed in dependent origination in the order in which it unfolds and in the order in which it does not unfold, I must inspire others to take up dependent origination in the order in which it unfolds and in the order in which it does not unfold, I must speak in praise of dependent origination, and I must speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in dependent origination as well, welcoming it.’

“That is how bodhisattva great beings who want to go forth to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should stand.

"I must comprehend suffering. I must abandon origination. I must actualize cessation. I must cultivate the path. I must inspire others to take up the comprehension of suffering, the abandoning of origination, the actualization of cessation, [F.180.b] and the cultivation of the path. I must speak in praise of the comprehension of suffering, up to the cultivation of the
path, and I must speak in praise of others becoming absorbed in the
comprehension of suffering, the abandoning of origination, the actualization
of cessation, and the cultivation of the path as well, welcoming it.

48.94 “I must produce knowledge to actualize the knowledge that is the result
of stream enterer, but I should not actualize the very limit of reality. I must
inspire others to actualize the knowledge that is the result of stream enterer.
I must produce knowledge to actualize the knowledge that is the result of
once-returner, but I should not actualize the very limit of reality. I must
inspire others to actualize the knowledge that is the result of once-returner.
I must produce knowledge to actualize the knowledge that is the result of
non-returner, but I should not actualize the very limit of reality. I must
inspire others to actualize the knowledge that is the state of a
worthy one, but I should not actualize the very limit of reality. I must
inspire others to actualize the knowledge that is the state of a
worthy one. I must enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva, I must inspire others to enter into
the secure state of a bodhisattva, I must speak in praise of the secure state of
a bodhisattva, and I must speak in praise of others entering into the secure
state of a bodhisattva as well, welcoming it.’ [F.181.a]

48.95 “That is how bodhisattva great beings who want to go forth to
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should stand.

48.96 “I must bring beings to maturity, I must inspire others to bring beings to
maturity, I must speak in praise of bringing beings to maturity, and I must
speak in praise of others bringing beings to maturity as well, welcoming it. I
must purify a buddhafield, I must inspire others to purify a buddhafield, I
must speak in praise of purifying a buddhafield, and I must speak in praise
of others purifying a buddhafield as well, welcoming it. I must produce a
bodhisattva’s clairvoyance, I must inspire others to produce a bodhisattva’s
clairvoyance, I must speak in praise of producing a bodhisattva’s
clairvoyance, and I must speak in praise of others producing a bodhisattva’s
clairvoyance as well, welcoming it. I must produce the knowledge of a
knower of all aspects, I must inspire others to take up the knowledge of a
knower of all aspects, I must speak in praise of the knowledge of a knower
of all aspects, and I must speak in praise of others producing the knowledge
of a knower of all aspects as well, welcoming it. I must eliminate all residual
impressions, connections, and afflictions. I must inspire others to eliminate
all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions. I must speak in praise
of knowledge of the elimination of all residual impressions, connections, and
afflictions, and I must speak in praise of others eliminating all residual
impressions, connections, [F.181.b] and afflictions as well, welcoming it.’
“Subhūti, that is how bodhisattva great beings who want to go forth to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should stand.

I must take possession of a perfect lifespan. I must inspire others to have a perfect lifespan. I must speak in praise of having a perfect lifespan, and I must speak in praise of others taking possession of a perfect lifespan as well, welcoming it. I must make sure the good doctrine lasts. I must inspire others to make sure the good doctrine lasts. I must speak in praise of making sure the good doctrine lasts, and I must speak in praise of others making sure the good doctrine lasts as well, welcoming it.

Subhūti, that is how bodhisattva great beings who want to go forth to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should stand. That is how bodhisattva great beings should train in the perfection of wisdom and skillful means. Training like that, standing like that, their form will be without obscuration; their feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness will also be without obscuration. Similarly, connect this with each, up to the lasting of the doctrine will be without obscuration. And why? Because even in the past those bodhisattva great beings did not seize form; did not seize feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; and similarly, did not seize ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because even that form that has not been seized is not form, and similarly, up to even that knowledge of all aspects that has not been seized is not [F.182.a] the knowledge of all aspects.”

During this exposition of the positioning of the bodhisattva, two thousand bodhisattvas gained forbearance for the nonproduction of dhammas.

This was the forty-eighth chapter, “A Presentation of the Bodhisattvas’ Training,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B37]
CHAPTER 49: IRREVERSIBILITY

49.1 The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti inquired of him, “Lord, what is the attribute, what is the token, and what is the sign of irreversible bodhisattva great beings? How do I know, ‘These bodhisattva great beings are irreversible?’”

49.2 Venerable Subhūti having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here what are called the level of ordinary persons, the level of śrāvakas, the level of pratyekabuddhas, the level of bodhisattvas, and the level of tathāgatas—all of them are suchness, unchanging, undifferentiated, not two, and not divided. They enter into that suchness just as it is. Thus, they do not differentiate the undifferentiated and thus enter into it. Those who have entered like that, having heard about suchness just as it is, having transcended it, have no doubt at all that they are not each separate from suchness, and are not both different and suchness. They do not say whatever just comes into their minds, their words are meaningful, and they do not talk nonsense. They are not concerned with what others have and have not done; they search for what has been well spoken. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings who have those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.”

49.3 “Lord, through what attributes, [F.182.b] what tokens, and what signs should you know that bodhisattva great beings are irreversible?” asked Subhūti.

49.4 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “all dharmas are without attributes, without tokens, and without signs.”

49.5 The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, if all dharmas are without attributes, without tokens, and without signs, what are the dharmas bodhisattva great beings do not turn away from again, on account of which they are taught to be ‘irreversible’?
“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “you should know that bodhisattva great beings who have turned away from form, and who have turned away from feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, are, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings who have turned away from the perfection of giving, up to the perfection of wisdom; from inner emptiness, up to emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; from the applications of mindfulness, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; and who have turned away from the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level, up to awakening, are, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings. And why? Subhūti, it is because a form where a bodhisattva might be located is without an intrinsic nature. Similarly, connect this with each, up to an awakening where a bodhisattva might be located is without an intrinsic nature.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings do not look up to others outside the fold—those following a secluded religious life, and brahmins; they do not think those following a secluded religious life or brahmins know what needs to be known, see what needs to be seen, or expound an exposition of right view. There is no doubt about that, it is impossible. They do not grasp rules and rituals as absolute; they do not fall into a bad view; they do not hold that a spectacle or an auspicious sign makes for cleanliness, and they do not bow down to other gods, nor do they think they should give them flowers, or garlands, or incense, or creams, or powders, or clothes, or parasols, or flags, or banners. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings are not born in hell, up to they are not born in the eight places that preclude a perfect human birth, and they do not take on being a woman. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings have taken to heart and stand on the ten wholesome actions: ‘I have stopped stealing, I inspire others to stop stealing, I speak in praise of stopping stealing, and I speak in praise of others stopping stealing as well, welcoming it. And similarly, up to wrong view.’ Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings do not ply the ten unwholesome actions even in a dream, let alone when awake. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.
“Furthermore, Subhūtī, when irreversible bodhisattva great beings pursue the perfection of giving they give the gift for the sake of all beings. And similarly, up to when they cultivate wisdom. Subhūtī, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūtī, when irreversible bodhisattva great beings give a gift of Dharma—a discourse, melodious narration, prediction, up to tale, or exposition—a Dharma they study, they think, ‘Through this gift of Dharma, may the intention of all beings be completed.’ Having made that gift of Dharma into something shared in common by all beings, they dedicate it to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Subhūtī, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūtī, irreversible bodhisattva great beings are not unsure, not of two minds, and do not doubt the deep dharmas.”

“Lord, why are irreversible bodhisattva great beings not unsure, not of two minds, and why do they not doubt the deep dharmas?” asked Subhūtī.

“Subhūtī,” replied the Lord, “it is because irreversible bodhisattva great beings do not see any dharma about which they are unsure, or of two minds, or that they doubt at all. They also do not see form, or feeling, or perception, or volitional factors, or consciousness. And similarly, up to they also do not see awakening. Subhūtī, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible. [F.184.a]

“Furthermore, Subhūtī, irreversible bodhisattva great beings are endowed with gentle physical action, are endowed with gentle verbal action, and gentle mental action. Subhūtī, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūtī, irreversible bodhisattva great beings are constantly and always endowed with loving physical action, are endowed with loving verbal action, and loving mental action. Subhūtī, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūtī, irreversible bodhisattva great beings do not cohabit with five obscurations—namely, desire for sense gratification, malice, drowsiness and dozing, gross mental excitement and uneasiness, and doubt. Subhūtī, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.
“Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings do not have bad proclivities in any way at all. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, be it the going out or the coming back, irreversible bodhisattva great beings’ thoughts do not veer off when going out and their thoughts do not veer off when coming back. Whether going out or coming back, they go applying mindfulness and come back applying mindfulness. Mindful they go out and mindful they come back; mindful they walk, mindful they pause, mindful they sit, and mindful they rest. They are not too hasty in picking up their foot and not too hasty in putting their foot down; mindful they pick their foot up and mindful they put their foot down. [F.184.b] They traverse the area while looking at the ground. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings’ use of robes is impeccable. Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings are habitually clean, do not smell bad, are not dusty and dirty, and do not get sick often. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, those eighty thousand maggot families in the bodies of human beings who feed on those bodies are not in the bodies of irreversible bodhisattva great beings as anything at all in any way at all. And why? Subhūti, it is because the wholesome roots of irreversible bodhisattva great beings rise up above everything ordinary. Therefore those eighty thousand maggot families are not in the bodhisattva great beings’ bodies.

“Subhūti, as those wholesome roots of the bodhisattva great beings keep on growing, the bodhisattva great beings appropriate a purer and purer body, and appropriate purer and purer speech and mind. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti asked him, “How are the bodhisattva great beings’ bodies pure, speech pure, and mind pure?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “as those wholesome roots of bodhisattva great beings keep on growing, those wholesome roots make bodhisattva great beings’ crooked bodies, speech, and minds, and their devious bodies, speech, and minds, purer and purer, and they conduct themselves more and more with the three types of good conduct to do with the body, with the four types of good conduct to do with speech, and with the three types of good conduct to do with the mind. This, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva great beings’ pure bodies, pure speech, and pure minds. With
those pure bodies, pure speech, and pure minds they transcend the śrāvaka level and pratyekabuddha level but do not actualize the very limit of reality. This too, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva great beings’ pure bodies, pure speech, and pure minds. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings are not attached to wealth and respect, are not attached to food, are not even focused on … up to being a three-robe wearer, but still they undertake and keep on at those twelve qualities of the ascetic. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings do not produce a miserly thought, do not produce an immoral thought, do not produce an emotionally upsetting thought, do not produce a lazy thought, do not produce an uncollected thought, do not produce an intellectually confused thought, and do not produce a jealous thought. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings have a steady intellect, a profound intellect, listen to the doctrine from others with respect, and whatever doctrine they have heard from others they merge it all with the perfection of wisdom, and thanks to the perfection of wisdom they merge all the ordinary things that have to be done with the true nature of dharmas. There is no dharma at all that they view as not united with the dharma-constituent; they view them all as united with the perfection of wisdom. Subhūti, you should know that marks bodhisattva great beings as irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, Māra the wicked one magically produces the eight great hells in the presence of irreversible bodhisattva great beings and in each of the great hells also magically produces many thousands of bodhisattvas, many hundred thousand bodhisattvas, many hundred thousand one hundred million billion bodhisattvas being burned and cooked, experiencing unbearable, sharp, grating sufferings, and says to them, ‘The Tathāgata has prophesied these bodhisattva great beings, all of them, to be irreversible from awakening, and yet they have been born in these hells. The Tathāgata’s prophecy that you too are irreversible is a prophecy to do with hell, so from now on let go of this thought of awakening. Then you will not be born in hell; you will on that account go to heaven instead.’ When Māra says that, if those bodhisattva great beings’ thought is not disturbed, if they do not harbor doubt, you should know
that those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas of the past prophesied those bodhisattva great beings. Those bodhisattva great beings [F.186.a] stand certain in the irreversible element. Subhūti, it is impossible that there is any chance the bodhisattvas irreversible from awakening will be born in hell, or in the animal world, or in the world of Yama. It is impossible. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

Furthermore, Subhūti, if Māra the wicked one comes into the presence of bodhisattva great beings disguised in the form of a follower of the secluded religious life and says, ‘Repudiate what you have heard before—namely, that “I must thus cleanse the perfection of giving, up to I must thus cleanse the perfection of wisdom, up to I must thus cleanse the knowledge of all aspects,” and that “I must fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.” Confess and reject your rejoicings in all those wholesome roots of past, future, and present tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas with their śrāvaka saṅghas, starting from the first production of the thought, up to the lasting of the good Dharma. What if you were somebody who confesses and rejects those wholesome roots? What you have heard is not the word of the Buddha, it is personally made up by rhymesters. I will tell you those words of the Buddha the Tathāgata has spoken.’ If, when Māra says that, those bodhisattva great beings are disturbed, are unsure, harbor doubt, then you should know that the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas of the past did not prophesy those bodhisattva great beings, and those bodhisattva great beings do not stand certain [F.186.b] in the irreversible element. But if those bodhisattva great beings are not disturbed, are not unsure, do not harbor doubt, fall back on the true nature of dharmas, and fall back on the absence of occasioning anything, and on the absence of production; do not believe in another,555 and do not place their trust in another when it comes to the perfection of giving, up to the perfection of wisdom, and do not place their trust in another when it comes to awakening, then those bodhisattva great beings stand certain in the irreversible element and do not believe in another. If, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings irreversible from awakening cannot be crushed by those in the Śrāvaka Vehicle or in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle and are irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, just like worthy ones with outflows dried up directly witnessing the true nature of dharmas do not believe in another and are not captured by Māra the wicked one, then, Subhūti, never mind that they do not believe in tīrthika religious mendicants, never mind that they do not believe in those in the Śrāvaka Vehicle or in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle or in Māra the wicked one, they do not even place their trust in the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha. It is
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impossible. And why? Because they do not see any dharma at all in which to believe, and because they do not see form, or feeling, or perception, or volitional factors, or consciousness, or the suchness of form, up to or the suchness of consciousness. And similarly, up to they do not see awakening, and they do not see the suchness of awakening. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those reasons, and those signs are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, Māra the wicked one comes into the presence of bodhisattva great beings disguised in the form of a monk [F.187.a] and says, ‘This way of life has to do with saṃsāra; it is not a way of life to do with the knowledge of all aspects, so you should put an end to suffering right here.’ Māra the wicked one teaches the bodhisattva great beings a counterfeit path, a counterfeit path purified of the ordinary aspects of ways of life to do with saṃsāra, or else teaches them the perception of dry bones, or else gives instruction in the first concentration, up to the station of neither perception nor nonperception absorption. ‘Venerable, this is the path, and this is the way you progress. It is the path and the way you progress to reach the result of stream enterer, up to the state of a worthy one. Venerable, you should put an end to suffering right here with this path and way of progressing and not experience the sufferings of a way of life in saṃsāra anymore. Hey! Consider why, if your body has not been brought into being right here, you would appropriate another body.’ Subhūti, if the bodhisattva great beings’ minds are not disturbed, are not shaken even when Māra says that, and if, on top of that they think, ‘This monk is a boon to me showing me this counterfeit path. It is a counterfeit path that does not even work for the realization of the result of stream enterer, up to the state of a worthy one, does not even work for the realization of a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and does not work for the realization of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening either.’ And if, on top of that, again pleasure rises up in them, thinking, ‘This monk who shows me those attachments is a boon to me. Having fully comprehended those attachments I will train in all three paths,’ Māra the wicked one, knowing pleasure has arisen in those bodhisattva great beings, again talks to them, saying, ‘Son of a good family, [F.187.b] do you want to have a look at those bodhisattva great beings who have served as many lord buddhas as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River with what they require—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses—who have completed the perfection of giving, up to have cultivated the perfection of wisdom in the presence of as many tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, those bodhisattva great beings who, having attended on as many lord buddhas as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, make inquiries on the topic of just that Bodhisattva Vehicle,
asking, “How do you stand in the Bodhisattva Vehicle practicing the
perfection of giving, and similarly, practicing up to the perfection of wisdom,
practicing the applications of mindfulness, right efforts, legs of miraculous
power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, and path, and similarly, up to
great compassion, and up to the knowledge of all aspects?” Those
bodhisattva great beings have lived in accord, practiced in accord, and made
an effort in accord with what those lord buddhas have taught but still they
have not yet fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. If
those who have been given advice like that, been instructed like that, lived
like that, trained over and over again like that have still not reached the
knowledge of all aspects, how could someone like you ever reach
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?’ If, even after having been
dissuaded that like, the thought of those bodhisattva great beings is not
changed; if they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified; and if,
[F.188.a] on top of that, pleasure rises up in them, thinking, ‘This monk is a
boon to me. He shows me those attachments on account of which even the
result of stream enterer is not attained, and similarly, up to even the
knowledge of all aspects is not attained,’ then Māra the wicked one,
knowing the minds of those bodhisattva great beings are uncowed,
magically produces a great many monks in that very place and again says,
‘All of these are worthy ones with outflows dried up. If they have not set
forth to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, but rather abide in the
state of a worthy one, how could someone like you ever fully awaken to
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?’ If even so those bodhisattva
great beings still think, ‘Hey! This is Māra the wicked one! He is teaching a
counterfeit path!’ then those bodhisattva great beings are practicing the
perfection of wisdom, are irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening, and do not fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level.
On top of that, they think, ‘It is impossible that bodhisattva great beings
practicing the perfection of giving, up to cultivating the knowledge of a
knower of all aspects will not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening. There is no chance, it is impossible.’ Then you should know,
Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those
tokens, and those signs are irreversible.
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“Furthermore, Subhūti, if it occurs to irreversible bodhisattva great beings
practicing the perfection of wisdom to think, ‘Those who have trained in,
and are not separated from, the way of life in accord with what the Tathāgata
has explained, with attention connected to the perfections, [F.188.b] do not
lack what is necessary for the perfection of giving, and similarly, up to do not
lack what is necessary for the knowledge of all aspects,’ you should know, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, if it occurs to irreversible bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom to think, ‘Those who comprehend the works of Māra will not be lacking in what is necessary for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,’ you should know, Subhūti, that the bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “From what do irreversible bodhisattva great beings have to be irreversible in order to be known to be irreversible?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “they turn back from the perception of form, turn back from the perception of feeling, turn back from the perception of perception, turn back from the perception of volitional factors, and turn back from the perception of consciousness; and they turn back from the perception of constituents, the perception of sense fields, the perception of greed, the perception of hate, the perception of confusion, the perception of views, the perception of perfections, the perception of emptinesses, and the perception of applications of mindfulness; and similarly, the perception of śrāvaka, and perception of pratyekabuddha, up to they turn back from the perception of buddha. And why? Because all dharmas are empty of their own mark, so irreversible bodhisattva great beings enter [F.189.a] into the secure state of a bodhisattva. They do not apprehend even just a very tiny dharma, so they do not occasion anything, and because they do not occasion anything, they do not produce it. They are called irreversible bodhisattva great beings ‘who have gained forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas.’ Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible from awakening.”

This was the forty-ninth chapter, “Irreversibility,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 50: TEACHING THE SIGNS OF IRREVERSIBILITY

50.1 “Furthermore, Subhūti, Māra the wicked one comes into the presence of bodhisattva great beings and discourages them, saying, ‘The knowledge of all aspects is like space; it is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and it is empty of its own mark. These dharmas are like space as well; they are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and they are empty of their own marks. In dharmas that are like space with a nonexistent intrinsic nature and empty of their own marks, you cannot apprehend any dharma at all which might fully awaken, through which you might fully awaken, and which will be fully awakened to. All those dharmas are like space with a nonexistent intrinsic nature and empty of their own marks, so this—namely, this teaching that you should fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—will frustrate you. It is meaningless, it is the work of Māra, it is not a teaching of the perfectly complete buddha. Son of a good family, reject those ways of thinking or else they will bring you misfortune and suffering and a descent into error.’

50.2 “There, when he says that, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family, having heard those words, think, ‘In this case we have to look closely. These are the works of Māra causing a separation from unsurpassed, [F.189.b] perfect, complete awakening. Thus, dharmas are like space with a nonexistent intrinsic nature and are empty of their own marks. Beings do not know, do not see, and do not comprehend them, so we, having buckled on the space-like armor with a nonexistent intrinsic nature empty of its own mark, having fully awakened to the knowledge of all aspects, will teach the doctrine that provides a definite escape. We will establish them in the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, and the state of a worthy one. We will establish them in the state of a pratyekabuddha, and we will establish them in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’
“There, starting from their first production of the thought, when bodhisattva great beings hear those doctrines they must be firm in their thought, must be unwavering in their thought, and must not be robbed of their thought. If, endowed with a firm thought, an unwavering thought, a thought that cannot be stolen, they practice the six perfections, they will enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, do you call bodhisattva great beings irreversible from awakening ‘irreversible,’ or do you call bodhisattvas who turns back ‘irreversible’?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattvas are said to ‘turn back,’ and bodhisattvas who turn back are said to be ‘irreversible.’”

“Lord, why are irreversible bodhisattvas said to ‘turn back,’ and why are bodhisattvas who turn back said to be ‘irreversible?’” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “the bodhisattvas [F.190.a] who have turned back from the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level, Subhūti, are the bodhisattvas who have turned back who are said to be ‘irreversible.’ Subhūti, the bodhisattvas who have not turned back from the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level, Subhūti, are the irreversible bodhisattva who are said to have ‘turned back.’

“You should know, Subhūti, that being endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs, bodhisattva great beings are marked as irreversible from awakening. Māra the wicked one cannot dissuade bodhisattvas endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings irreversible from awakening become absorbed when and as they want to in the first concentration, up to become absorbed in the fourth concentration, up to become absorbed in the cessation absorption. Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings become absorbed when and as they want to in the four applications of mindfulness, up to become absorbed in the eightfold noble path, up to become absorbed in the meditative stabilization on emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness. They accomplish the five clairvoyances; gain mastery over the four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, and the cessation absorption; cultivate all four applications of mindfulness; and similarly, become absorbed in ... up to the eightfold noble path and in the meditative stabilization on emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness; and accomplish the five clairvoyances, but still they do not appropriate the result of the concentrations, and similarly, up to do not appropriate the result of the cessation absorption, do not gain the result [F.190.b] of stream enterer, and
“Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings endowed with attention to awakening, inseparable from the thought of awakening, do not focus on form, do not focus on a mark, do not focus on the body, do not focus on giving, and similarly, up to do not focus on wisdom, do not focus on the concentration, do not focus on the immeasurables, do not focus on the formless absorptions, do not focus on the clairvoyant knowledges, do not focus on the tathāgata powers, do not focus on the fearlessnesses, up to do not focus on awakening, do not focus on the purification of a buddhafield, do not focus on bringing beings to maturity, do not focus on seeing the buddhas, and do not focus on growing wholesome roots. And why? Because those dharmas are like space; they are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature and they are empty of their own marks. Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings irreversible from awakening are endowed with this attention to being a bodhisattva while carrying themselves in all four ways. Whether going out or coming back, they do not come back with their thoughts veering off and do not go out with their thoughts veering off. They do not stand up with their thoughts veering off, they do not walk with their thoughts veering off, they do not sit down with their thoughts veering off, and they do not lie down with their thoughts veering off. Mindful they come back, and mindful they go, walk, stand, sit, and lie down. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible from awakening.

Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings living the life of a householder make a show of the five sorts of sense objects through skillful means in order to bring beings to maturity. They give gifts to beings, they give food to those seeking food, up to they give whatever human requirements are appropriate. They personally practice the perfection of giving, and they inspire others to practice the perfection of giving, speak in praise of practicing the perfection of giving, and speak in praise of others practicing the perfection of wisdom as well, welcoming it. Similarly, connect this with they speak in praise of others practicing ... up to the perfection of wisdom as well, welcoming it.

Furthermore, Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings irreversible from awakening living the life of a householder give the gift of the world filled up with the seven precious stones, up to give the gift of this great billionfold world system filled up with the seven precious stones, but without making
use of sense objects, constantly and always practicing celibacy, without oppressing anyone by unleashing the oppression that causes others mental distress. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible from awakening.

50.13 “Furthermore, Subhūti, the yakṣa Vajrapāṇi, with the thought, ‘Before long this bodhisattva great being will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,’ constantly and always shadows those irreversible bodhisattva great beings, to guard and protect them just like he shadows me, the unsurpassed, perfectly complete buddha. [F.191b] As long as the five vajra families are constantly and always shadowing them, humans and nonhumans cannot oppress them, and nobody, in truth, in this world—the gods, or Māras, or brahmins—can withstand them. Their thought does not become distracted from attention to awakening up to and including when fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Those bodhisattvas’ faculties—namely, the eye faculty, up to the thinking-mind faculty, faith faculty, perseverance faculty, mindfulness faculty, meditative stabilization faculty, and wisdom faculty—are not incomplete. They are good people. They do not become dishonorable people.”

50.14 “What, Lord, makes bodhisattva great beings good people, not dishonorable people?” asked Subhūti.

50.15 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “to the extent the thought of awakening of bodhisattva great beings does not waver, to that extent they are good people, not dishonorable people.

50.16 “Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible from awakening.

50.17 “Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings paying attention in those ways to being a bodhisattva do not, as anyone at all in any way at all, make use of, or get somebody else to make use of, spells, magical formulas, medicines, or herbs to procure women by casting a spell over them. They do not do anything at all to procure women by casting a spell over them. They do not demonstrate the miracle of foretelling what will happen to a man or a woman: ‘It is going to be a boy,’ ‘It is going to be a girl,’ ‘Your family line will flourish,’ [F.192.a] ‘You are going to live long.’ And why? Subhūti, it is because those bodhisattva great beings do not see in phenomena that are empty of their own marks any causal signs, and because they do not see any causal signs, they live by a pure livelihood. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible from awakening.
“Furthermore, Subhūti, listen well and hard and pay attention, and I will speak to you about attributes, tokens, and signs—those attributes, tokens, and signs endowed with which irreversible bodhisattva great beings should know that irreversible bodhisattva great beings are irreversible from awakening.”

Venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Indeed I will,” and listened to the Lord accordingly.

The Lord said, “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom inseparable from paying attention in those ways to being a bodhisattva are not preoccupied with aggregates, and are not preoccupied with constituents and sense fields. Why? Because they stand in emptiness and so do not see any dharma that is inferior or superior.

“They are not preoccupied with talk about robbers. Why? Because where dharmas are empty of their own marks, they do not see a staying together or a stealing away of any dharma.

“They are not preoccupied with talk about armies. Why? Because standing in the emptiness of a basic nature, they do not see a state of less or a state of more in any dharma.

“They are not preoccupied with talk about a battle that is underway. Why? Because all dharmas abide in suchness, so they do not see attachment or rage in any dharma.

“They are not preoccupied with talk about settlements. Why? Because standing in the emptiness of all dharmas, they do not see an accumulation or nonaccumulation in any dharma.

“They are not preoccupied with talk about villages. Why? Because standing in the emptiness of space, they do not see a collection or what is not a collection in any dharma.

“They are not preoccupied with talk about market towns. Why? Because standing at the very limit of reality, they do not see an increase or reduction in any dharma.

“They are not preoccupied with talk about self, and similarly, up to they are not preoccupied with talk about one who knows and one who sees. Why? Because all dharmas are absolutely pure.

“More than anything else, inseparable from attention connected with … up to the knowledge of all aspects, they stay preoccupied with talk about the perfection of wisdom.

“They stand in all six perfections. Practicing the perfection of giving they do not live preoccupied with miserliness; practicing the perfection of morality they do not live preoccupied with immorality; practicing the perfection of patience they do not live preoccupied with upsets; practicing the perfection of perseverance they do not live preoccupied with laziness;
practicing the perfection of concentration they do not live preoccupied with distraction; and practicing the perfection of wisdom they do not live preoccupied with intellectual confusion. Living with the emptiness of all dharmas [F.193.a] they want just the Dharma, not what is not the Dharma. Involved with the dharma-constituent they do not praise a dharma that can be broken down. They accept the lord buddhas and the bodhisattva great beings as their spiritual friends; inspire Śrāvaka Vehicle and Pratyekabuddha Vehicle sons of a good family and daughters of a good family to take up, enter into, be led into, and be established in full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; please the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas and, to behold them, are born where they are dwelling and maintaining themselves. They are born there when and as they want, and they stay with that attention day and night, that is, with the attention to the buddhas.

50.29 “And why? Subhūti, it is because, in general, bodhisattva great beings irreversible from awakening produce attention associated with the desire realm, stand on the ten wholesome actions, and are born in those buddhafields where the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have manifested and are dwelling and maintaining themselves; they produce the first concentration, up to become absorbed in the station of neither perception nor nonperception absorption; and they are born in those buddhafields where the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have manifested and are dwelling and maintaining themselves. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible from awakening.

50.30 “Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of wisdom and standing in inner emptiness, up to standing in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; and standing in the applications [F.193.b] of mindfulness, and similarly, connect this with each, up to standing in the emptiness, signless, and wishless gateways to liberation do not harbor any doubt about whether ‘I am irreversible from awakening,’ or ‘I am not irreversible from awakening.’ They are not unsure about their level. And why? Because they do not see even a mere tiny dharma that is irreversible or that is not irreversible. For example, Subhūti, those standing at the level of the result of stream enterer are not unsure and do not harbor any doubt about their own level. Similarly, connect this with each, up to those standing at the buddha level are not unsure and do not harbor any doubt. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings standing on their own level are not unsure and do not harbor any doubt about it either. Standing on that irreversible level they purify a buddhafield, bring beings to maturity,
comprehend whatever works of Māra come up, do not come under the
control of the works of Māra, and, having comprehended all the works
of Māra, pulverize them to bits. To illustrate, Subhūti, those who commit an
inexpiable sin do not separate from the thought of that inexpiable sin up
until death. The thought of their inexpiable sin haunts them and they cannot
shake themselves free of the thought of the inexpiable sin in any way at all.
They are obsessed with the thought up until they die. Similarly, Subhūti,
with irreversible bodhisattva great beings’ irreversible thought—it cannot
be differentiated or shaken, and the world with its gods, humans, and asuras
cannot turn it back. And why? Because with that irreversible thought they
have gone beyond the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and entered
into the flawlessness that is a perfect state. They are stationed on
their own level and, with perfect control over the clairvoyances, purify a
buddhafiel, bring beings to perfection, and pass on from buddhafield to
buddhafield to behold, salute, and hear the doctrine from the lord buddhas
there. They generate wholesome roots from those lord buddhas in those
buddhafields, make inquiries of those lord buddhas, and, questioning them,
serve them.

"Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing like that comprehend
whatever works of Māra come up, do not come under the control of
whatever works of Māra come up, and purify those works of Māra at the
very limit of reality with skillful means. They are not uncertain and harbor no
doubt about their own level. And why? Because they have no uncertainty
about the very limit of reality, and they do not conceive of the very limit of
reality as one or two. Because of such an understanding, they do not
produce a thought at the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level even
after returning back to a life. And why? Subhūti, it is because bodhisattva
great beings do not see in dharmas that are empty of their own marks any
dharma at all that is produced, or stops, or is defilement, or purification.
Subhūti, even after returning back to a life, those bodhisattva great beings do
not think, ‘I will not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening’; rather, they think, ‘There is no doubt about it, I will fully
awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ And why?
Subhūti, it is because unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is empty of
its own mark. Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings thus stand on
their own level, and on their own level they do not place their trust in others;
on their own level they cannot be crushed. And why? Subhūti, it is because
irreversible bodhisattva great beings standing like that are endowed with
knowledge that cannot be stolen.
“Subhūti, if Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a buddha comes into the presence of irreversible bodhisattva great beings and says, ‘You should gain the state of a worthy one right here. Your unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening has not been prophesied. You have not even gained that forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas on account of which those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas would prophesy your unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. You do not have the attributes, the tokens, or the signs—those attributes, tokens, and signs, endowed with which your unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening would be prophesied.’ Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings hear those words but still are not cowed, do not tense up, and if their state of mind is not altered, if their minds do not become terrified, then, Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings should know, ‘Those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have prophesied my unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ Why? It is because of knowing, ‘I am endowed with those dharmas on account of which a bodhisattva great being’s unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening would be prophesied.’

“Subhūti, if Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a buddha comes into the presence of irreversible bodhisattva great beings and says, ‘Your unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening has not been prophesied. You are destined [F.195.a] for the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level.’ Even so, Subhūti, if those bodhisattva great beings still think, ‘Hey! This is Māra or a person possessed by Māra disguised in the form of a buddha who has come. The tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha does not inspire bodhisattva great beings to take up the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level,’ then, Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings should know that they have been prophesied.

“Subhūti, if Māra the wicked one disguised in the form of a buddha comes into the presence of irreversible bodhisattva great beings reading aloud and reciting the expanded class of sūtras from memory and says, ‘Those sūtras you are occupying yourself with are not the sūtras taught by the buddhas and śrāvakas, they are taught by Māra.’ Even so, if those bodhisattva great beings know him, thinking, ‘Hey! This is Māra or a person possessed by Māra separating me from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,’ then, Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings should know that those past tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have prophesied their unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and those bodhisattva great beings should know that they are standing on the irreversible level. Why? Subhūti, it is because they have those attributes, tokens, and signs of the
bodhisattva great beings irreversible from awakening. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of wisdom [F.195.b] will give up even themselves, give up even their lives to look after the doctrine.

“Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings make an effort to look after the good doctrine in such a way as to look after the doctrine of past, future, and present lord buddhas. Why? Because they think, ‘If I look after the good doctrine it becomes an act of worship of the past, future, and present lord buddhas. I will be looking after the good doctrine of the past, future, and present buddhas as well.’

“What is the good doctrine for the sake of which they give up even themselves? Here it is the doctrine that the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha teaches, that ‘all dharmas are empty.’ It is the one that certain fools reject and argue against, saying, ‘That is not the Dharma, that is not the Vinaya, that is not the Teacher’s Doctrine.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will give up even themselves for the sake of that doctrine.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should train in that as follows. They should train, thinking, ‘When the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas appear in the future, I will be included among their number. It has been prophesied of me, too, that I will be there. That doctrine for the sake of which I would give up even myself and would give up even my life is my doctrine too.’ Seeing that reality, Subhūti, forces the bodhisattva great beings to give up even themselves for the sake of the good doctrine. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, those tokens, and those signs are irreversible from awakening.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings [F.196.a] are not unsure and do not harbor doubts about the Dharma teaching of the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas. They look after everything those lord buddhas have said, and having thus taken it up, those teachings are not lost. And why? Because they have obtained the dhāraṇīs.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, on account of which dhāraṇī bodhisattva great beings have obtained are the sūtras spoken by the tathāgatas not lost?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “because they have obtained the dhāraṇī for bearing the sūtras spoken by the tathāgatas in mind, they are not lost.”

“Lord, is it only the sūtras spoken by the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas that they do not harbor doubts about, and not the ones śrāvakas have spoken, or the gods have spoken, or the nāgas have
spoken, or the yakṣas have spoken, or the gandharvas have spoken, or the asuras have spoken, or the garuḍas have spoken, or the kinnaras have spoken, or the mahoragas have spoken?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “whatever the sound, conventional term, and voice, in every case the bodhisattva great beings are not unsure and do not harbor doubts about it. And why? Subhūti, it is because they have obtained a dhāraṇī. Subhūti, you should know that bodhisattva great beings endowed with those attributes, [F.196.b] those tokens, and those signs are irreversible from awakening.”

This was the fiftieth chapter, “Teaching the Signs of Irreversibility,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B38]
CHAPTER 51: SKILLFUL MEANS

51.1 The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Lord, bodhisattva great beings irreversible from awakening are endowed with tremendous good qualities. Lord, irreversible bodhisattva great beings are endowed with infinite good qualities. Lord, irreversible bodhisattva great beings are endowed with immeasurable good qualities.”

51.2 “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Irreversible bodhisattva great beings are endowed with tremendous good qualities. Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings are endowed with infinite good qualities. Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings are endowed with immeasurable good qualities. And why? It is because they have gained a limitless and boundless knowledge not shared in common with śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas. Standing in that knowledge, irreversible bodhisattva great beings accomplish the detailed and thorough knowledges. Though questioned by the world with its gods, humans, and asuras, their responses with the detailed and thorough knowledges can never be exhausted.”

51.3 Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha has well sorted out those attributes, those tokens, and those signs on account of which bodhisattva great beings are irreversible from awakening. Engaged as you are in the exposition of those attributes, tokens, and signs of irreversible bodhisattva great beings for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, Lord, would that you might also well expound those deep places standing in which bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections complete the four applications of mindfulness, up to complete the knowledge of all aspects.”

51.4 Venerable Subhūti having made this request, the Lord said to him, “Excellent, Subhūti, excellent. It is excellent, Subhūti, that you have it in mind to ask about those deep, deep places for the sake of the irreversible bodhisattva great beings.
“Subhūti, deep place is a term for emptiness, the signless, the wishless, the absence of occasioning anything, nonproduction, freedom from greed, cessation, nirvāṇa, peace, suchness, the very limit of reality, and the dharma-constituent. Subhūti, those deep places have come to be words for nirvāṇa.”

“Lord, are they words only for nirvāṇa or are they, Lord, words for all dharmas?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “that—namely ‘deep, deep’—is a term for all dharmas. And why? Subhūti, it is because form is deep. Subhūti, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are deep. [F.197.b] Subhūti, the eyes are also deep. Subhūti, similarly, connect this with each, up to the thinking mind is deep, up to Subhūti, awakening is deep. And why, Subhūti, is form deep? Just as the suchness of form is deep, so too is form deep; just as the suchness of feeling ..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness is deep, so too is consciousness deep. Subhūti, similarly, connect this with each, up to Subhūti, just as the suchness of awakening is deep, so too is awakening deep.”

“Lord, what is the suchness of form like, and what is the suchness of ... up to awakening like?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “there is no form in the suchness of form, and there is no suchness of form other than form. The suchness of form is like that. Subhūti, there is no..., up to consciousness in the suchness of consciousness, and there is no suchness of consciousness other than consciousness. The suchness of consciousness is like that. There is no..., up to awakening in the suchness of awakening, and there is no suchness of awakening other than awakening. The suchness of awakening is like that.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Lord, it is amazing the extent to which with a simple method irreversible bodhisattva great beings have been made to turn back from form, and nirvāṇa has been pointed out; they have been made to turn back from feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, and nirvāṇa has been pointed out; and they have been made to turn back from all grasping at ordinary and extraordinary, shared in common and not shared in common, with outflows and without outflows, and nirvāṇa has been pointed out.”

Venerable Subhūti having said this, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings [F.198.a] think about these deep, deep places connected with the perfection of wisdom, weigh and ponder them, thinking, ‘I must stand like that in the perfection of wisdom as it has been taught; I must train like that in the perfection of wisdom as it has been taught,’ those bodhisattva great beings, Subhūti, practicing the perfection of wisdom as it has been taught like that, meditating like that, reflecting deeply on it like that, applying themselves like that, trying like that, making an effort like
that, with just a single production of the thought appropriate infinite, countless wholesome roots without measure and stop saṃsāra for an immeasurable eon. Since that is the case, what need is there to say more about those who have an unadulterated practice of the perfection of wisdom and remain with their attention connected with awakening?

51.12 “To illustrate, Subhūti, say there is a man with a strong libido and a fertile imagination who has set up a date with an outstanding, beautiful, good-looking woman, but that woman is under somebody else’s protection so she cannot get out of her home. What do you think, Subhūti? With what will that man’s imagination be preoccupied?”

51.13 “Lord,” said Subhūti, “that man’s imagination will be preoccupied with that woman, thinking, ‘Will she not come? When she has come then I am going to lie down together with her. I am going to get her to come back again and have sex with her.’”

51.14 “What do you think, Subhūti,” asked the Lord, “how many times would that man imagine her during the passing of a day or a night?”

51.15 “During the passing of a day or a night that man would imagine her a lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Subhūti. [F.198.b]

51.16 “Subhūti,” continued the Lord, “for as many times as that man imagines her during the passing of a day and night, for that many eons will saṃsāra be stopped and put an end to by bodhisattva great beings training in and reflecting deeply on this deep perfection of wisdom as it has been taught, bodhisattvas who endeavor at whatever will stop those faults—those faults on account of which bodhisattva great beings turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

51.17 “Subhūti, even were you to fill up as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River with the wholesome roots appropriated in a single day by a bodhisattva great being thus preoccupied with and dwelling in the dwelling of this deep perfection of wisdom as it has been taught, it still would not approach what remains of those wholesome roots even by a hundredth part, or by a thousandth part, or by a hundred thousandth part; it would not stand up to any number, or fraction, or counting, or example, or comparison.

51.18 “Furthermore, Subhūti, if that bodhisattva great being separated from the perfection of wisdom were to give as many gifts as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the Three Jewels—the Buddha Jewel, Dharma Jewel, and Saṅgha Jewel—what do you think, Subhūti? Based on that would that bodhisattva great being create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata, an infinite, incalculable, immeasurable amount,” replied Subhūti.
“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “the bodhisattva great beings who make an effort at this perfection of wisdom as it has been taught create even more merit than that. And why? Subhūti, it is because just that is the vehicle of the bodhisattva great beings, [F.199.a] and in that vehicle they will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, if that bodhisattva great being separated from the perfection of wisdom remained for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River giving gifts to the stream enterers; giving gifts to the once-returners, non-returners, and worthy ones; giving gifts to the pratyekabuddhas; and giving gifts to the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfect complete buddhas, what do you think, Subhūti? Based on that would that bodhisattva great being create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who makes an effort at this deep perfection of wisdom as it has been taught creates even more merit than that. And why? Subhūti, it is because, having practiced this perfection, bodhisattva great beings pass beyond the level of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva, and will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“What do you think, Subhūti, if a bodhisattva great being separated from the perfection of wisdom remaining for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River were to give gifts, guard morality, cultivate patience, make an effort at perseverance, become absorbed in concentration, and cultivate wisdom, Subhūti, based on that would that bodhisattva great being create a lot of merit?” [F.199.b]

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who remains for one single day in this deep perfection of wisdom as it has been taught, giving gifts, guarding morality, cultivating patience, making an effort at perseverance, becoming absorbed in concentration, and cultivating wisdom, Subhūti, based on that would that bodhisattva great being create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Subhūti.

“What do you think, Subhūti, if a bodhisattva great being separated from the perfection of wisdom remaining for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River were to give the gift of Dharma, Subhūti, based on that would that bodhisattva great being create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Subhūti.
“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who remains for one single day in this deep perfection of wisdom as it has been taught, giving the gift of Dharma, creates even more merit than that. And why? Subhūti, it is because that bodhisattva great being separated from the perfection of wisdom is separated from the knowledge of all aspects, while that bodhisattva great being inseparable from the perfection of wisdom is inseparable from the knowledge of all aspects. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should not be separated from the perfection of wisdom.

“What do you think, Subhūti, if a bodhisattva great being separated from the perfection of wisdom were to have made an effort at the four applications of mindfulness, and were to have made an effort at the emptiness meditative stabilization, signless meditative stabilization, and wishless meditative stabilization for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, Subhūti, based on that would that a son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has made an effort at this deep perfection of wisdom as it has been taught, at the four applications of mindfulness, up to at the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha for one single day creates even more merit than that. And why? Subhūti, it is because it is impossible, there is no chance that a bodhisattva great being who is inseparable from the perfection of wisdom turns back from the knowledge of all aspects—that is not a possibility. But it is possible, there is a chance, Subhūti, that a bodhisattva great being who is separated from the perfection of wisdom turns back from the knowledge of all aspects—that is a possibility.

“Subhūti, if a bodhisattva great being separated from the perfection of wisdom were to remain for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River dedicating the gift of material possessions, the gift of Dharma, and the attention associated with inward absorption to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—what do you think, Subhūti? Based on that would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “if a son of a good family or daughter of a good family remaining for one single day in this deep perfection of wisdom were to dedicate the gift of material possessions, the gift of Dharma, the perfection of wisdom, and those attentions associated with inward absorption to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening it would create even more merit
than that. And why? Subhūti, it is because dedication with this—that is, the perfection of wisdom—is the ultimate dedication, while a dedication without the perfection of wisdom is not a dedication. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should become skilled in dedication with the perfection of wisdom.

“Subhūti, if a certain son of a good family or daughter of a good family separated from the perfection of wisdom were to remain for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River rejoicing in all the wholesome roots, as many as there are, of past, future, and present lord buddhas together with their śrāvaka saṅghas, dedicating them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—what do you think, Subhūti? Based on that would that a son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?” [F.201.a]

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” replied Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “if a son of a good family or daughter of a good family remaining for one single day in this deep perfection of wisdom as it has been taught were to dedicate those wholesome roots to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening it would create even more merit than that. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should become skilled in dedication with the perfection of wisdom.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti inquired of him, “Lord, the Lord has said, ‘Whatever merit has been accumulated, it is all imaginary,’ so how will a son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit? Lord, since what has been accumulated does not exist, they will not be able to enter into the right view and the secure state of a bodhisattva, reach the result of stream enterer, up to or fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” said the Lord. “Since whatever has been accumulated does not exist, they will not be able to enter into the right view and the secure state of a bodhisattva, reach the result of stream enterer, up to or fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Subhūti, what the bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom have accumulated appears as just empty, appears as just in vain, appears to just ring hollow, appears to be just pointless. And why? Subhūti, it is because bodhisattva great beings have trained well in inner emptiness, [F.201.b] and similarly, connect this with each, up to have trained well in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. Subhūti, to the extent here that bodhisattva great beings stand in emptiness examining those accumulations of merit, to that extent they are inseparable from the perfection of wisdom.
Subhūti, to the extent that bodhisattva great beings are inseparable from the perfection of wisdom, to that extent they create incalculable, infinite, immeasurable merit.”

“What are the specific features of *incalculable*, *infinite*, and *immeasurable*, and what makes them different?” asked Subhūti.

The Lord said, “The *incalculable* is that which has no enumeration, that which you cannot count as a calculable element or an incalculable element. The *infinite* is that of which a measure in past, future, and present phenomena cannot be apprehended. The *immeasurable* is that of which you cannot take a measurement.”

“Lord, would there also be a way such that form would also be incalculable, infinite, and immeasurable; a way such that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness would also be incalculable, infinite, and immeasurable?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “there would also be a way such that form would also be incalculable, infinite, and immeasurable; a way such that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness would also be incalculable, infinite, and immeasurable.”

“Lord, in what way would form also be incalculable, infinite, and immeasurable, and would feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness also be incalculable, infinite, and immeasurable?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “given that form is empty, it is incalculable, infinite, and immeasurable; given that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are empty, they are incalculable, infinite, and immeasurable.”

“Lord, is it that just that form is empty, but all phenomena are not also empty like that? Is it just that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are empty, but all phenomena are not also empty like that?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti, what do you think? Did I not explain that all phenomena are empty?” the Lord asked in return.

Subhūti said, “Lord, the Tathāgata has explained, ‘All phenomena are empty,’ and Lord, that which is empty is also inexhaustible; it is also incalculable, it is also infinite, and it is also immeasurable. In emptiness you cannot get at a number, you also cannot get at a size, and you cannot get at a measure either. Since that is the case, Lord, you cannot get at a meaning or a word that makes these phenomena different.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” said the Lord. “You cannot get at a meaning or a word that makes these phenomena different. Subhūti, it is inexpressible. The Tathāgata expresses it as *inexhaustible*, or *incalculable*, or *infinite*, or *immeasurable*, or *empty*, or *signless*, or *wishless*, [F.202.b] or not
occasioning anything, or nonproduction, or free from greed, or a cessation, or nirvāṇa; and those from inexhaustible, up to nirvāṇa are an exposition in harmony with what causes a tathāgata’s teaching."

51.44 The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Lord, it is amazing the extent to which the Tathāgata has expounded the true dharmic nature of dhammas, even though the true nature of dhammas is inexpressible. Lord, the way I understand the meaning of what you, Lord, have said is that all phenomena are simply inexpressible.”

51.45 “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” said the Lord. “Subhūti, all phenomena are simply inexpressible, and that inexpressibility of all phenomena, Subhūti, is emptiness, and even emptiness cannot be expressed.”

51.46 “Lord, does an inexpressible reality know increase or decrease?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti, an inexpressible reality does not know increase or decrease,” replied the Lord.

51.47 “Lord,” said Subhūti, “if an inexpressible reality does not increase or decrease, the perfection of giving, Lord, will not increase or decrease. And similarly, up to the perfection of wisdom, Lord, will not increase or decrease, the four applications of mindfulness will not increase or decrease, up to the eightfold noble path will not increase or decrease, the gateways to liberation will not increase [F.203.a] or decrease, the eight deliverances will not increase or decrease, the nine serial absorptions, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, and four detailed and thorough knowledges will not increase or decrease, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha will not increase or decrease. Lord, if the six perfections, up to four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha thus do not increase or decrease, even the knowledge of all aspects will not come with the good fortune of fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening either.”

51.48 “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” said the Lord. “Subhūti, an inexpressible reality does not increase or decrease. Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, cultivating the perfection of wisdom, making an effort at the perfection of wisdom with skillful means do not think, ‘I am improving because of the perfection of wisdom, up to I am improving because of the perfection of giving,’ but rather, thinking, ‘Whatever this perfection of giving may be, it is just words’—if they practice the perfection of giving dedicating that attention, those productions of the thought, and also those wholesome roots to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening they will make a dedication just like unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Similarly, connect this with each, up to if they practice the perfection of wisdom dedicating that attention, [F.203.b] those productions
of the thought, and also those wholesome roots to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening they will make a dedication just like unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, what is unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

“As the suchness of all phenomena is, so too is unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,” replied the Lord.

“What is the suchness of all phenomena, the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?” asked Subhūti.

The Lord said, “The suchness of form, up to the suchness of nirvāṇa is unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and it does not increase, nor does it decrease there. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings inseparable from the perfection of wisdom constantly, time and again abiding there, do not see any dharma increase or decrease. Therefore, Subhūti, an inexpressible reality does not increase or decrease, and similarly, Subhūti, the perfection of giving also does not increase or decrease, up to the perfection of wisdom also does not increase or decrease. Similarly, connect this with each, up to the four detailed and thorough knowledges also do not increase or decrease. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice the perfection of wisdom like that, by way of no increase or decrease.”

Subhūti then asked, “Lord, do bodhisattva great beings fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening because of the first production of the thought, or do they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening because of a later production of the thought? Lord, if you say that bodhisattva great beings fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening because of the first production of the thought, that first production of the thought will not have been fully put together with the later production of the thought, and the later production of the thought will not have been fully put together with the first production of the thought. In that case, Lord, given that the mind and mental factors—the dharmas—will not have been fully put together, how will wholesome roots be amassed? If wholesome roots have not been amassed, it is not possible to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “here certain learned persons understand the meaning of an explanation through an illustration, so, in order that you will understand this—namely, the meaning of this explanation—I will furnish an illustration. What do you think, Subhūti? When a wick is being lit up by the flame of an oil lamp, is that wick burned up by encountering the first tongue of fire or is that wick burned up by encountering a later tongue of fire?”
“Lord,” replied Subhūti, “that wick is not burned up by encountering the first tongue of fire, and, Lord, that wick is not burned up independent of that first tongue of fire. Lord, that wick is not burned up by encountering a later tongue of fire, and, Lord, that wick is not burned up independent of that later tongue of fire.”

“Subhūti, what do you think, does that wick get burned up or not get burned up?” asked the Lord.

“Lord, it gets burned up. Sugata, it gets burned up,” replied Subhūti.

“Similarily, Subhūti,” said the Lord, “even though bodhisattva great beings do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening because of the first production of the thought, bodhisattva great beings do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening independent of the first production of the thought either. And even though bodhisattva great beings do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening because of a later production of the thought, bodhisattva great beings do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening independent of a later production of the thought either. But still, it is not that bodhisattva great beings do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Rather, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, starting from the first production of the thought, having completed up to the tenth level, fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

“Lord, bodhisattva great beings, having completed all the ten levels, fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings, having completed the Śuklāvipaśyanā level, fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Bodhisattva great beings, having completed the Gotra level, Aṣṭamaka level, Darśana level, Tanū level, Vītarāga level, and Kṛtāvin level, fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Bodhisattva great beings, having completed the Pratyekabuddha level, fully awaken to unsurpassed, [F.205.a] perfect, complete awakening. Bodhisattva great beings, having completed the Bodhisattva level, fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and bodhisattva great beings, having completed the Buddha level, fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. There, when bodhisattva great beings train on all ten levels, they do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening because of the first production of the thought, but they do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening independent of the first production of the thought either. They do not because of a later production of the thought fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening, and they do not do so independent of a later production of the thought either. But still bodhisattva great beings fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

“Lord,” said Subhūti, “even though it is not because of the first production of the thought, still bodhisattva great beings do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening independent of the first production of the thought either. So too, Lord, even though it is not because of a later production of the thought, still bodhisattva great beings do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening independent of a later production of the thought either. Lord, this dependent origination where bodhisattva great beings fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is deep.”

“Subhūti, what do you think, will that thought which has stopped be produced again?” asked the Lord. [F.205.b]

“No it will not, Lord,” replied Subhūti.

“Subhūti, what do you think, is that thought which has been produced subject to stopping?” he asked.

“It is subject to stopping, Lord; it is subject to stopping, Sugata.”

“Subhūti, what do you think, will that which is subject to stopping stop?”

“No it will not, Lord.”

“Subhūti, what do you think, will it remain just as suchness does?”

“It will remain just as suchness does, Lord.”

“Subhūti, if it will remain just as suchness does, will it not be unmoved?”

“No it will not, Lord.”

“Subhūti, what do you think, is suchness deep?

“It is deep, Lord.”

“Subhūti, what do you think, is that thought suchness?

“It is not, Lord.”

“Subhūti, what do you think, is that thought other than suchness?”

“It is not, Lord.”

“Subhūti, what do you think, is thought in suchness?”

“It is not, Lord.”

“Subhūti, what do you think, is suchness in thought?”

“It is not, Lord.”

“Subhūti, what do you think, does suchness see suchness?”

“It does not, Lord.”

“Subhūti, what do you think, is someone practicing like that practicing the deep perfection of wisdom?”

“Lord, [F.206.a] someone practicing like that is practicing the deep perfection of wisdom.”
“Subhūti, what do you think, is someone practicing like that practicing anything?”

“Lord, someone practicing like that is not practicing anything at all. And why? Lord, it is because those habitual ideas do not occur in bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom and abiding in suchness. They do not have habitual ideas. And why? Lord, it is because suchness does not have habitual ideas about anything, and nobody has habitual ideas about anything there.”

Venerable Subhūti having said that, the Lord asked him further, “Subhūti, where do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom practice?”

“Lord, they practice in the ultimate where there are no habitual dualistic ideas,” he replied.

“Subhūti, what do you think, do those who practice the ultimate have anything to do with habitual ideas? Do they have anything to do with causal signs?”

“They do not, Lord.”

“Subhūti, what do you think, has the perception of a causal sign disintegrated because of them?”

“It has not, Lord,” he replied.

“Well then, Subhūti, how have bodhisattva great beings’ perceptions of a causal sign disintegrated?”

Having been asked that, venerable Subhūti responded to the Lord, “Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not apply themselves with the thought, ‘I will meditate on a causal sign,’ or ‘I will investigate the absence of a causal sign.’ Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of wisdom do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening up until the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, great love, great compassion, up to and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are completed. Lord, that is the bodhisattva great beings’ skillful means. With those skillful means they do not cultivate any dharma and they do not cause any to disintegrate either. Why? Lord, it is because bodhisattva great beings realize all dharmas are empty of their own marks. Now, standing in that emptiness of their own marks, they become absorbed for the sake of beings in the three meditative stabilizations, meditative stabilizations that bring beings to maturity.

“How, Lord, when they do so, will bodhisattva great beings become absorbed for the sake of beings in the three meditative stabilizations?”
“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “here bodhisattva great beings standing in the three meditative stabilizations connect beings who practice with wishes to wishlessness; the bodhisattvas establish beings who practice with thought constructions in emptiness; and they establish beings who practice with causal signs in signlessness. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom thus bring beings to maturity with those three meditative stabilizations.”

This was the fifty-first chapter, “Skillful Means,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 52: COMPLETION OF MEANS

52.1 Then venerable Śāriputra asked venerable Subhūti, [F.207.a] “Venerable Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings have become absorbed in the three meditative stabilizations on emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness in a dream, do they improve on account of the perfection of wisdom?”

52.2 Venerable Śāriputra having asked that, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Venerable Śāriputra, if they improve on account of having meditated during the day, they improve in a dream like that as well. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because a dream and the daytime are undifferentiated. Venerable Śāriputra, if bodhisattva great beings who practice meditation on the perfection of wisdom during the daytime have a meditation on the perfection of wisdom, then there is also a meditation on the perfection of wisdom in bodhisattva great beings’ dreams as well.”

52.3 Venerable Subhūti having said that, venerable Śāriputra then asked him, “Venerable Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings have made some karma in a dream is there an accumulation or diminution in their karma?”

52.4 “Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “the Lord has said that all phenomena are like a dream, so there is no accumulation or diminution there. And why? Because you cannot apprehend any phenomenon in a dream that is accumulated or diminished.”

52.5 “Venerable Subhūti, if it is thought about in a certain way, on waking there is also an accumulation or reduction in one’s karma,” said Śāriputra.

52.6 Venerable Subhūti asked venerable Śāriputra in return, “Venerable Śāriputra, what would you say about the karma of someone who committed a murder during the day, and someone who dreamed about committing the murder and on waking thought, ‘I killed him. It is excellent that I killed him?’” [F.207.b]

52.7 “Venerable Subhūti,” said Śāriputra, “karma does not happen without an objective support; intention does not happen without an objective support. Karma only happens with an objective support, and intention only happens
of karma happened with an objective support. Venerable Śāriputra, karma only happens with an objective support, not without an objective support, and intention only happens with an objective support, not without an objective support. The intellect engages with the seen, the heard, the thought—something one has been aware of; the intellect does not engage with the unseen, the unheard, the unthought—a thing of which one has not been conscious. There, one intellectual act gets hold of defilement. Another intellectual act gets hold of purification. Therefore, Venerable Śāriputra, karma only happens with an objective support, not without an objective support, and intention only happens with an objective support, not without an objective support.”

“Venerable Śāriputra, the Lord has said ‘all karma is isolated and all intention is isolated,’ so how could karma happen with an objective support, and not happen without an objective support, and how could intention happen with an objective support, and not happen without an objective support?” asked Śāriputra.

“Venerable Śāriputra,” replied Subhūti, “ordinary beings, having made each separate one into a causal sign, pile up karmas, so karma happens only with an objective support, not without an objective support; intention happens only with an objective support, not without an objective support.”

Venerable Subhūti having said that, venerable Śāriputra asked him, [F.208.a] “Venerable Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings in a dream give gifts, guard morality, cultivate patience, make an effort at perseverance, become absorbed in concentration, cultivate wisdom, and have also turned over those wholesome roots to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, would they have been turned over to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

“Venerable Śāriputra,” said Subhūti, “you should ask this of Maitreya, the bodhisattva great being interrupted by a single birth, prophesied by the Lord to be irreversible from awakening, who has direct witness of this. He will respond with the answer.”

Then venerable Śāriputra said to the bodhisattva great being Maitreya, “Son of a good family, the elder Subhūti has said this: ‘You should ask this of Maitreya, the bodhisattva great being interrupted by a single birth, prophesied by the Lord to be irreversible from awakening, who has direct witness of this. He will respond with the answer.’ ”

Venerable Śāriputra having said this, the bodhisattva great being Maitreya said to him, “Venerable monk Śāriputra, what do you think, will this—the designation ‘Maitreya the bodhisattva great being’—respond with the
answer; or will form respond with the answer; or will feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness respond with the answer; or even will that emptiness of form respond with the answer, or will that emptiness of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness respond with the answer? They cannot do so. I see no dharma at all that responds with the answer, no answer that is the response, and no one to be responded to with an answer. I also see no dharma of which unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening has been prophesied, none by which it has been prophesied, and none the prophecy is about. All those dharmas are not two and cannot be divided into two, so I do not see those dharmas.”

52.15 Then venerable Śāriputra asked the bodhisattva great being Maitreya, “Son of a good family, have you had direct witness of those dharmas in the way you have explained them to be?”

52.16 “Venerable monk Śāriputra,” said Maitreya, “I do not directly witness those dharmas in the way I have explained them to be.”

52.17 Then it occurred to venerable Śāriputra to think, “Ah! The bodhisattva great being Maitreya has a deep wisdom, exhibited in this exposition of how he has practiced the practice of the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom—practicing these without apprehending anything.”

52.18 Then the Lord asked venerable Śāriputra, “Venerable Śāriputra, what do you think, do you see that dharma on account of which you come to be known as a worthy one?”

52.19 “Lord, I do not,” replied Śāriputra.

52.20 “Similarly, Śāriputra,” said the Lord, “it also does not occur to bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom to think, ‘This dharma has been prophesied to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, this is the dharma that is being prophesied, and this is the dharma that will be prophesied.’ Bodhisattva great beings [F.209.a] practicing like that are practicing the perfection of wisdom.

52.20 “They are not anxious, thinking, ‘May it not be that I do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ They do fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that are practicing the perfection of wisdom. Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified, thinking, ‘May it not be that I do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ They do fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”
Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings complete the perfection of wisdom and get close to the knowledge of all aspects?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving see hungry beings, or see thirsty beings, or the badly clothed, or those with threadbare shawls, or thin mats, or without any mats at all, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the perfection of giving such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, those beings will not face those disadvantages, they will not occur in any way at all, and so that in that buddhafield those beings will have the possessions and enjoyments of the Cāturmahārājika gods, of the Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, and Paranirmitavaśavartin gods, the possessions and enjoyments just as they have them.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva [F.209.b] great beings practicing the perfection of giving like that complete the perfection of giving.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality see beings who are killing, or see beings with wrong views, or see those with a short lifespan, who are ugly, have little autonomy, a lot of trouble, few enjoyments, little charisma, in a disadvantaged family, or with missing limbs, they reflect deeply, thinking, ‘One way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, may those beings not have those faults, may they not occur in any way at all.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the perfection of morality.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of patience see beings bearing malice toward each other, striking with sticks, stones, and weapons, threatening each other’s lives, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice for awakening so that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, those beings will not have those faults, they will not occur in any way at all, and so that they think all beings are like parents, think all beings are like brothers and sisters, and have loving and beneficial thoughts.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the perfection of patience [F.210.a] and get close to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of perseverance see beings lacking in perseverance, lazy, not taking pleasure in the three vehicles, turning their backs on the three vehicles, far from entering into the Śrāvaka Vehicle, or Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, or Buddha Vehicle, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the
perfection of perseverance so that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, those beings will not have those faults, they will not occur in any way at all, and so that all beings will make a vigorous, stable attempt to pass into complete nirvāṇa in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, or Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, or Great Vehicle, whichever is suitable.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the perfection of perseverance and get close to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of concentration see beings obscured by the five obscurations—desire for sense gratification, malice, drowsiness and dozing, gross mental excitement and uneasiness, and doubt—or see those under the influence of the five obscurations, or see those separated from the first concentration, up to separated from the fourth concentration, or see those separated from love, compassion, joy, and equanimity, or from the absorption in the station of endless space, absorption in the station of endless consciousness, absorption in the station of nothing-at-all, and absorption in the station of neither perception nor nonperception, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the perfection of concentration, I must purify a buddhafield, I must bring beings to maturity so that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, those beings will not have those faults, they will not occur in any way at all.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the perfection of concentration and get close to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see beings who are intellectually confused or separated from ordinary and extraordinary right view, saying action has no effect, saying things exist and saying things do not exist, saying things are annihilated and saying things are eternal, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice in such a way that I practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity so that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, those beings will not have those faults, they will not occur in any way at all.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the perfection of concentration and get close to the knowledge of all aspects."
bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, there will not even be words for those destined to be wrong, and those not necessarily destined; they will not occur in any way at all.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see beings in the hells, and see beings in the animal world, and the world of Yama, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, there will not even be words for the three terrible forms of life, they will not occur in any way at all.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see stumps, thorns, crevices, crevices in cliffs, precipices, runoff from gutters, and pools of excrement on the face of the earth, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, there will not be those faults, they will not occur in any way at all, and it will be smooth like the palm of a baby’s hand.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see the face of the earth made of a clay without gold and silver, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, the face of the earth will be completely covered with golden sand.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see beings who have become acquisitive, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, there will be no beings who become acquisitive, they will not occur in any way at all.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.
"Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see the four castes (royal caste, brahmin caste, business caste, and low caste), they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafied, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafied, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, there will not even be words for the four castes, they will not be made known in any way at all.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see privileged, middling, and deprived beings, or see beings from low families, bad families, and good families, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafied, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafied, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening beings, will not have such faults, they will not occur in any way at all.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great being practicing the six perfections see beings who are different colors, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafied, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafied, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, beings will not be different colors; rather, beings will all stand out, be beautiful and good looking, and endowed with an excellent, clear, splendid color.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see a ruler, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafied, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafied, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, no one will be designated ruler other than the Dharma king, the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha; it will not occur in any other way at all.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see beings in different forms of life, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafied, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafied, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, there will be
no different forms of life—as beings in hell, in the animal world, the world of Yama, or as gods or humans—they will not occur in any way at all. Rather, all beings will have the same work and will be inseparable from the four applications of mindfulness, up to the four detailed and thorough knowledges.’ Subhūtī, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

52.38 “Furthermore, Subhūtī, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see the four birthplaces of beings—birth from an egg, birth from a womb, birth from warmth and moisture, and miraculous birth—they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, all beings will take none other than miraculous birth, and there will be no birth from an egg, birth from a womb, or from warmth and moisture; those will not occur in any way at all.’ Subhūtī, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

52.39 “Furthermore, Subhūtī, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see beings lacking the five clairvoyances, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice [F.213.b] the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, all beings will have the five clairvoyances.’ Subhūtī, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

52.40 “Furthermore, Subhūtī, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see the feces and urine of beings, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, all beings will come to live on joy.’ Subhūtī, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

52.41 “Furthermore, Subhūtī, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see beings who do not radiate light, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, all beings will radiate self-originated light.’ Subhūtī, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to [F.214.a] the knowledge of all aspects.
“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see the months of all beings, as well as the half-months, seasons, and the cycle of years, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, there will not even be words for the months, half-months, seasons, or cycle of years of all beings.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see beings who live short lives, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, all beings will have infinite life.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see beings who do not have the major marks, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, all beings will have the thirty-two major marks of a great person.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see beings who have not planted wholesome roots, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, all beings will have planted wholesome roots, and on account of having planted those wholesome roots will remain in the presence of the lord buddhas.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see beings afflicted by disease, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, all beings will not have the four diseases that come from wind disorder, bile disorder,
phlegm disorder, or disorder of the three in combination.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings [F.215.a] practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

52.47 Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see beings who have become afflicted by the three afflictions, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, all beings will not be afflicted by the three afflictions—greed, hatred, and confusion—and all beings will be free from greed, free from hate, and free from confusion.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

52.48 Similarly, connect this with the rest at full length, just as it has been connected in the first section.573

52.49 Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections see beings with deficient belief, they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, even the words for the two vehicles—Śrāvaka Vehicle and Pratyekabuddha Vehicle—will not be made known, and all beings will come to have set out directly for the knowledge of all aspects.’

52.50 Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings [F.215.b] practicing the six perfections see beings with pride in being superior they reflect deeply, ‘I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, even the words for pride in being superior will not be made known; rather, all beings will have no pride in being superior.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

52.51 Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections produce the thought, ‘If, in my buddhafield, life is finite, light is finite, and the community of monks is finite, I will not, for the time being, fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Rather, I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that one way or the other in my buddhafield, when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, there will be
infinite life, infinite light, and an infinite community of monks.' Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

52.52 Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections reflect deeply, ‘If at that time my buddhafield is a single one I will not, for the time being, [F.216.a] fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Rather, I must practice the six perfections, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity such that when I have gained awakening, one way or the other there will be as many buddhafields as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.

52.53 Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great being practicing the six perfections should reflect deeply, ‘Oh! Samsāra is long. Oh! The world of beings is limitless.’ And they should properly pay attention to this: ‘Oh! This samsāra is boundless like space. Oh! This world of beings is also boundless like space. Here there is nobody in samsāra, and there is nobody liberated either.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.”

52.54 This was the fifty-second chapter, “Completion of Means,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
Then the sister Gaṅgadevī, who had joined the assembly and was seated in that very retinue, got up from her seat, adjusted her upper robe so it hung down from one shoulder, knelt down with her right knee on the ground, cupped her palms together in a gesture of supplication specifically to the Lord, bowed forward to him, and said to the Lord, “I too, Lord, I too, Sugata, will practice the six perfections well, and just like the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas will look after such buddhafields as those taught in this perfection of wisdom.”

Then that woman took golden flowers; took silver flowers, flowers that grow on dry land, and flowers that grow in the water; took all the adornments; and took twinned muslin scarfs with a gold-like color and strewed them specifically over the Lord. Through the power of the Lord, the moment after she had strewed all those twinned muslin scarfs and so on, they stayed there, a second story in the space right above the Lord’s head, square with four corners and four pillars, equidimensional, extremely excellent, perfectly proportioned and delightful. That woman then made that second story into something shared in common with all beings and dedicated it to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

Then at that time the Lord, knowing the intention of that woman, smiled. And it is in the very nature of a lord buddha that when they smile, from the opening of the lord’s mouth issue forth light rays of many colors, of a variety of colors—namely, blue, yellow, red, white, reddish brown, crystalline, and silvery. Having dispersed through limitless and boundless world systems and retracted back they circle around the lord three times and disappear into the lord from the top of his head.

Venerable Ānanda then got up from his seat, adjusted his upper robe so it hung down from one shoulder, knelt down with his right knee on the ground, cupped his palms together in a gesture of supplication specifically
to the Lord, bowed forward to him, and said to the Lord, “Lord, the
tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas do not give a
smile without a cause, without a condition. So why did you smile? What is
the cause, what is the condition?”

Venerable Ānanda having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Ānanda, in
the future during the eon called Tārakopama this sister Gaṅgadevī will
become the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha called
Suvarṇapuṣpa, the one with the golden flowers, and appear in the world.
This, Ānanda, is this woman’s last female body. Ānanda, this sister
Gaṅgadevī, having forsaken a woman’s body and acquired a man’s body,
will be born in the buddhafield of the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly
complete buddha Akṣobhya, the world system called Abhirati. She will live a
celibate life there. Ānanda, that bodhisattva great being’s name will also be
Suvarṇapuṣpa. Ānanda, that bodhisattva great being Suvarṇapuṣpa, having
died there, will pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield and will never be
separated from the lord buddhas. Just as, Ānanda, a wheel-turning emperor
goes walking from palace to palace for as long as he lives but until the time
of his death the soles of his feet never press upon the ground, similarly,
Ānanda, the bodhisattva great being called Suvarṇapuṣpa will pass on from
buddhafield to buddhafield until fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect,
complete awakening, never separated from the lord buddhas.”

Then it occurred to venerable Ānanda to think, “One should be
aware that howsoever many bodhisattva great beings there are assembled in
that buddhafield, they will be a tathāgata assembly.”

Then the Lord, understanding in his mind the thoughts occurring to
venerable Ānanda, said to venerable Ānanda, “Ānanda, it is exactly as you
are thinking! It is exactly so! One should be aware that those bodhisattva
great beings will be a tathāgata assembly. Ānanda, in the buddhafield of the
tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Suvarṇapuṣpa his
community of monks will be infinite. The measure of his community of
monks cannot be taken by saying that there are this many śrāvakas, or there
are up to a hundred śrāvakas, or there are up to a thousand śrāvakas, or
there are up to a hundred thousand śrāvakas, or there are up to one hundred
million śrāvakas, or there are up to a hundred one hundred million śrāvakas,
or there are up to a thousand one hundred million śrāvakas, or there are up
to a hundred thousand one hundred million śrāvakas, or there are up to a
hundred thousand billion one hundred million śrāvakas; rather, there will be
an ananta of an asaṃkhyeya of a hundred thousand billion one hundred
million śrāvakas. Ānanda, in that buddhafield where the tathāgata, worthy
one, perfectly complete buddha Suvaṃapuṣpa will have fully awakened to
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, those faults described in this perfection of wisdom will not exist and will not appear as anything at all, in any way at all.”

53.8 The Lord having said this, venerable Ānanda asked him, “Lord, in relation to whom did this sister plant such a wholesome root?” [F.218.a]

53.9 “Ānanda,” replied the Lord, “this sister planted such a wholesome root in relation to the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Dīpaṃkara, and having dedicated that wholesome root to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, because she wanted unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening she strewed golden flowers on the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Dīpaṃkara as well. Ānanda, when I strewed blue lotus flowers on the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Dīpaṃkara because I wanted unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, the lord, the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Dīpaṃkara, knowing I had the wholesome root, prophesied my full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. At that time this sister heard the prophecy about me and produced the thought, ‘Yes! Just as a full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening has been prophesied of this brahmin student, similarly in the future may there also be a prophecy that I too will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ Thus, Ānanda, did this sister first produce the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening in the presence of the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Dīpaṃkara.”

53.10 The Lord having said this, venerable Ānanda said to him, “Lord, this sister has laid the groundwork for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

53.11 Venerable Ānanda having said this, the Lord replied to him, “Exactly so! Ānanda, it is exactly as you say! This sister has laid the groundwork [F.218.b] for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

53.12 This was the fifty-third chapter, “The Prophecy about Gaṅgadevi,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
54.1 Then venerable Subhūti inquired of the Lord, “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom fully master emptiness and how do they become absorbed in the emptiness meditative stabilization? How do they fully master signlessness and how do they become absorbed in the signlessness meditative stabilization? How do they fully master wishlessness and how do they become absorbed in the wishlessness meditative stabilization? How do they master ... up to the eightfold noble path? How do they cultivate the eightfold noble path? How do they master the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening? How do they cultivate the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening?”

54.2 Venerable Subhūti having said this, the Lord replied to him, “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should understand analytically ‘form is empty,’ and should understand analytically ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are empty.’ Similarly, connect this with each, up to they should understand analytically ‘the desire realm is empty.’ They should understand analytically ‘the form realm and the formless realm are empty.’ And, one way or the other, when they understand this analytically, such an analytical understanding should be without mental distraction. Without mental distraction they do not see the phenomenon that is the phenomenon to be actualized, and not seeing that phenomenon they do not [F.219.a] actualize it. And why? Because they are well trained in phenomena that are empty of their own marks, so they see that all those phenomena—an actualizer, something to be actualized, and something through which there is actualization—are not joined and are not disjoined.”

54.3 The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, in regard to what the Lord has said, ‘Bodhisattva great beings should not actualize emptiness,’ how do bodhisattva great beings stand in emptiness but not
The Lord responded, “When bodhisattva great beings contemplate emptiness furnished with the best of all aspects, they do not contemplate that they should actualize it; rather, they contemplate that they should master it. They contemplate that it is not the time it should be actualized, but rather it is the time it should be mastered. When not in actual meditative equipoise, bodhisattva great beings attach their minds to an objective support and without letting the dharmas on the side of awakening lessen, in the meantime do not actualize the extinction of outflows. And why? Because the bodhisattva great beings are endowed with such prodigious knowledge that they remain with the dharmas on the side of awakening, understanding that it is thus the time for mastery, and it is not the time for actualization.

“Subhūti, there bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom thus understand analytically that it is the time for the perfection of giving; that it is the time for the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, [F.219b] concentration, and wisdom; that it is the time to cultivate the applications of mindfulness, up to that it is the time to cultivate the eightfold noble path; that it is the time to cultivate the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilizations; that it is the time to acquire the ten tathāgata powers; that it is the time to acquire the four fearlessnesses and the four detailed and thorough knowledges; that it is the time to acquire great love and great compassion; and that it is not the time to actualize the result of stream enterer, up to that it is not the time to actualize the state of a worthy one; that it is not the time to actualize a pratyekabuddha’s awakening; and that it is not the time to acquire and to master all-knowledge.

“Thus, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom master emptiness, and persisting with emptiness master signlessness and wishlessness. Persisting with signlessness and wishlessness, they cultivate the eightfold noble path but still do not actualize the result of stream enterer, up to the state of a worthy one. Similarly, connect this with they cultivate the applications of mindfulness and persist in the applications of mindfulness but still do not actualize it. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings thus master the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, cultivate the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, and persist in the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, but still do not actualize it.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, a brave, heroic, firmly grounded, physically beautiful, handsome, good-looking [F.220a] person endowed with the finest, clearest, most deeply imbued beautiful skin color, an expert archer holding hardened weapons who is thoroughly established in the sixty-four
vocational arts, knowing as much as can be known about all crafts and vocations, giving pleasure to and loved by many persons, gains great wealth from whatever work they undertake and with that wealth respects, reveres, honors, and worships many people. Having made them feel immense rapture, delight, joy, and happiness, for some purpose or other they lead the mothers and fathers, sons and daughters, into a hair-raising jungle terrifying to simple folk. That person, after having led them there, inspires the mothers and fathers, sons and daughters, to be fearless, saying, ‘Do not be scared, do not be scared, I will quickly free you from this terrifying, scary place.’ When enemies, murderers, and opponents of that person come close in that jungle, because that person has the ultimate power of wisdom, they get those mothers and fathers, sons and daughters, out of that jungle, leading them to freedom. Having reached a settlement, or market town, or city, or other spot uninjured and unharmed, they occasion a feeling of joy and mental happiness in them, but they do not poison their minds against those beings who are enemies and opponents. What is the reason for this? It is because they have expertise in all the vocational arts, so they magically produce immensely more and braver opponents with even more hardened weapons than the enemies and opponents in that jungle, getting rid of those beings who are enemies and opponents by scaring them. Then, having easily freed their parents, sons, and daughters, [F.220.b] that person lives at ease.

“Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings radiate out loving thoughts with all beings as the objective support—compassionate, joyful, and balanced thoughts with all beings as the objective support—and while doing so bodhisattva great beings in the interim do not employ a causal sign as a conventional label. They do not actualize that signlessness meditative stabilization on account of which, were they to have actualized it, they would stand on the śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha level.

“Similarly, Subhūti, a winged bird glides through the air without falling to the ground, but even though it glides through the air in the sky it does not stand and take up a position there. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings also master emptiness and practice emptiness, also master signlessness and wishlessness and make a practice of signlessness and the wishlessness, but they do not actualize those emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilizations on account of which, were they to have actualized them, they would fall to the śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha level before completing any of the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, great love, great compassion, or any of those infinite buddhadharmas, having practiced which they would reach the knowledge of all aspects.
“To illustrate further, Subhūti, a person, a powerful master archer well trained in archery, shoots an arrow far into the sky. Having shot the arrow far into the sky they again shoot with a series of other, later arrows going after the earlier, not letting them fall to earth. Those arrows do not fall to earth for as long as that person does not want them to. Then, thinking, ‘Let those arrows fall to earth,’ [F.221.a] they do not shoot a later arrow up into the sky and that leading series of arrows falls to earth. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom assisted by skillful means do not actualize the final limit of reality for as long as the wholesome roots of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening have not matured, but when the wholesome roots of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening have matured, they then actualize the final limit of reality.

“Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should ponder the true dharmic nature of those dharmas like that.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Those who do what is difficult, Lord, are the bodhisattva great beings who train in this true nature of dharmas, train in the very limit of reality, train in suchness, train in the dharma-constituent, train in the emptiness of what transcends limits, up to train in the emptiness of its own mark, up to train in the three gateways to liberation but do not, in the interim, fall away from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Lord, it is amazing! Sugata, it is amazing!”

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “it is because the bodhisattva great beings do not forsake all beings and, Subhūti, because they find and produce within themselves the thought of a bodhisattva great being, Subhūti, who has not forsaken all beings—this type of special prayer: ‘I will not forsake these ignorant beings, these beings who are deceived because they perceive nonexistent phenomena as existing. I should not forsake all those ignorant beings. I have not forsaken all beings, so I should also free all these beings caught up in nonexistent phenomena.’ When those bodhisattva great beings find and produce within themselves the emptiness meditative stabilization gateway to liberation, find and produce within themselves the signlessness meditative stabilization gateway to liberation, and find and produce within themselves the wishlessness meditative stabilization gateway to liberation, but in the interim, before reaching the knowledge of all aspects, do not actualize the very limit of reality, you should know that at that time they are endowed with skillful means.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to understand analytically those deep, deep places—namely, inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and the four applications of mindfulness and three gateways to liberation—find and produce within themselves the thought, ‘These beings have been involved
for a long time in a false apprehension of facts because of perceiving a self, perceiving a being, up to perceiving someone who knows and someone who sees, so in order to eliminate their view falsely apprehending facts I will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and teach the Dharma.' Then when the bodhisattva great beings become absorbed in the emptiness meditative stabilization, they still do not actualize that very limit of reality on account of which, were they to have actualized it, they would have reached the result of stream enterer, up to would have reached a pratyekabuddha’s awakening. Subhuti, when the bodhisattva great beings become absorbed in the signlessness meditative stabilization and wishlessness meditative stabilization gateways to liberation, the bodhisattva great beings meditate and become absorbed but still do not actualize the very limit of reality on account of which, were they to have actualized it, they would have reached the result of stream enterer, up to would have reached the state of a worthy one and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening.

54.15 “Subhuti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that are endowed with those wholesome roots and do not actualize the very limit of reality, but still on account of the production of that thought they do not fall away from the four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, or four applications of mindfulness; up to the eightfold noble path; the emptiness, signlessness and wishlessness meditative stabilizations; the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, or four detailed and thorough knowledges; great love; or great compassion. At that time bodhisattva great beings are endowed with the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening and do not fall away from them. Assisted by skillful means they grow in the wholesome dharmas and their faculties are also not like those of śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas but are keener.

54.16 “Furthermore, Subhuti, bodhisattva great beings think, ‘The minds of these beings have been distorted for a long time by the fourfold erroneous perception of permanence, perception of happiness, perception of the pleasant, and perception of a self, so I will practice for awakening for their sake, and having thus fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening will teach them so that one way or the other they do not practice with the idea of “permanent,” or the idea of “happiness,” or the idea of “pleasant,” or the idea of “self,” but rather with the idea of “impermanent,” the idea of “unpleasant,” the idea of “suffering,” [F.222.b] and the idea of “selfless.”’ Bodhisattva great beings who have produced that thought and practice the perfection of wisdom with skillful means do not enter into absorption in a buddha’s meditative stabilization until they have completed the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough
knowledges, great love, and great compassion. During that time, they meditate on and become absorbed in the wishlessness meditative stabilization but do not actualize the very limit of reality until they have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

54.17 Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings think, ‘For a long time these beings have been involved in a false apprehension of facts with the idea of “a self,” or the idea of “a being,” up to or the idea of “one who knows” and “one who sees,” and the idea of “form,” or the idea of “feeling,” or the idea of “perception,” or the idea of “volitional factors,” or the idea of “consciousness,” or the idea of “aggregates,” or the idea of “constituents,” or the idea of “sense fields,” or the idea of “four concentrations,” or the idea of “four immeasurables,” or the idea of “four formless absorptions.” When I fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, one way or the other I will make it so that they will not have these faults of beings who falsely apprehend facts.’ Bodhisattva great beings with the production of those thoughts who practice the perfection of wisdom with skillful means do not actualize the very limit of reality until they have completed the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, great love, and great compassion, and at that time they [F.223.a] complete the cultivation of the emptiness meditative stabilization gateway to liberation.

54.18 Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom think, ‘For a long time these beings have been practicing a practice with causal signs: the causal sign for woman, the causal sign for man, the causal sign for form, the causal sign for formless. When I fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, one way or the other I will make it so that beings will not have such faults as these.’ When bodhisattva great beings who produce those thoughts and also with skillful means practice the perfection of wisdom, they do not, in the interim, actualize the very limit of reality until they have completed the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, great love, and great compassion. Endowed with that production of the thought they complete the cultivation of the signlessness meditative stabilization gateway to liberation.

54.19 Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom think, ‘For a long time these beings have been practicing a practice while making wishes—that is, they have harbored a strong liking for Śatakratu, Brahmā, a world protector, or a wheel-turning emperor; they have harbored a strong liking for form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; up to they have harbored a strong liking for the
knowledge of all aspects—so for their sake, fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, one way or the other I will teach the doctrine so that beings will not have these wish-making faults.’

“Thus, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who produce those thoughts and also with skillful means practicing the perfection of wisdom complete the cultivation of the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilization gateways to liberation, and do not, in the interim, actualize the very limit of reality for as long as the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, great love, and great compassion are still not completed, and until they have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Subhūti, it is impossible and there is no chance that bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections; practicing inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; practicing the applications of mindfulness; practicing the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilizations; practicing the ten tathāgata powers, up to and practicing the four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, great love, great compassion, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha—it is impossible that those bodhisattva great beings practicing and mastering them with such knowledge could fall into the absence of volitional activity or inhabit the three realms.

“Subhūti, you should ask bodhisattva great beings thus practicing mastery of those thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, ‘How do bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening cultivate the perfection of wisdom when they master those dharmas with a realization that does not cause them to actualize emptiness; does not cause them to realize the very limit of reality; and does not cause them to actualize the signlessness, wishlessness, not occasioning anything, nonproduction, or the absence of an existing thing which would otherwise lead to the attainment of the result of stream enterer, up to or the state of a worthy one or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening?’ If, Subhūti, when a bodhisattva great being has asked bodhisattva great beings about that, they respond, ‘Those bodhisattva great beings must pay attention to emptiness, must pay attention to signlessness, must pay attention to wishlessness, and must pay attention to not occasioning anything, to nonproduction, and to the absence of an existing thing;’ then, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great being should know that the lord buddhas have prophesied the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of those bodhisattva great beings. And why? Subhūti, it is because they pronounce on, point out, and sort out the mastery of bodhisattva great beings
irreversible from awakening. But if, Subhūti, when asked they respond, ‘They should not pay attention to emptiness, and they should not pay attention to signlessness, wishlessness, not occasioning anything, nonproduction, or the absence of an existing thing,’ then, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great being should know that the lord buddhas have not prophesied the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of those bodhisattva great beings. And why? [F.224.b] Subhūti, it is because they do not pronounce on, point out, or sort out the mastery of irreversible bodhisattva great beings, and do not pronounce on, do not point out, and do not sort out the Dharma of irreversible bodhisattva great beings. In regard to them, that bodhisattva great being should know that those bodhisattva great beings are not like irreversible bodhisattva great beings who, having achieved mastery, have stepped onto the irreversible level, passing beyond the Tanū level.”

54.23 “Would there then, Lord, be ways in which the bodhisattva great beings would be irreversible from awakening?” asked Subhūti.

54.24 “There would be, Subhūti,” said the Lord. “It would be if the bodhisattva great beings, whether or not they have heard of the six perfections, give an answer just like an irreversible bodhisattva great being.”

54.25 “Therefore, Lord,” said Subhūti, “those bodhisattva great beings who practice for awakening are many, but levels that have been cleansed or levels that have not been cleansed do not appear—those bodhisattva great beings who give an answer just like an irreversible bodhisattva great being are few.”

54.26 “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings of whom the irreversible knowledge level has been prophesied are few. Those who are prophesied are those who will give such an answer, and you should know that those who will give such an answer are those with cleansed wholesome roots. [F.225.a] The world with its gods, humans, and asuras cannot steal those bodhisattva great beings away.”

54.27 This was the fifty-fourth chapter, “Teaching the Cultivation of Skillful Means,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B40]
CHAPTER 55: TEACHING THE STOPPING OF THOUGHT CONSTRUCTION

55.1  “Furthermore, Subhūti, if the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level or the three realms do not retain any attraction for bodhisattva great beings even in dreams, and if they do not entertain the thought that they are of benefit, if they see all dharmas like a dream, see all dharmas like an echo, like a mirage, and like a magical creation and still do not actualize the very limit of reality, you should know, Subhūti, that too is a sign that irreversible bodhisattva great beings are irreversible from awakening.

55.2  “Furthermore, Subhūti, if in a dream bodhisattva great beings see a tathāgata—a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha teaching the Dharma at the head of, and surrounded by, a retinue of many hundreds, a retinue of many thousands, a retinue of many hundreds of thousands, a retinue of many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion monks and nuns, laymen and laywomen, gods, nāgas, yakṣas, gandharvas, asuras, garuḍas, kinnaras, and mahoragas—and if, having listened to that Dharma, thinking, ‘I must understand the meaning of that Dharma,’ they live having set out in the Dharma in full conformity with the Dharma, having set out in total conformity, putting into practice the Dharma in its totality, you should know, Subhūti, that too is a sign that irreversible bodhisattva great beings are irreversible.

55.3  “Furthermore, Subhūti, if in a dream [F.225.b] bodhisattva great beings see a tathāgata with the thirty-two major marks of a great person, with a halo extending the length of his outstretched arms, rise up and teach the Dharma to the community of monks while suspended in the sky, and see that tathāgata demonstrate the miracle of miraculous power, magically create magical creations, and with those magical creations do the buddha’s work in other world systems, you should know, Subhūti, that too is a sign that irreversible bodhisattva great beings are irreversible.
“Furthermore, Subhūti, if in a dream bodhisattva great beings see a settlement wiped out or a village wiped out, or burned by fire; or see poisonous wild animals; or see other types of enraged wild animals; or see those on the verge of decapitation; or see other hazards and terrors; or see suffering, mental anguish, and grief; or see the dread of thirst; or see the dread of hunger; or see the death of a mother; or see the death of a father; or see the death of a brother; or see the death of a sister; or see the death of a friend, a counselor, a kinsman, or a blood relative, and they have no pain, fear, trembling, or terror—if they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified and if, on waking after dreaming that dream, they think, ‘Hey! All these three realms are like a dream, so having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, I will teach the doctrine that all the phenomena in the three realms are like a dream’—then you should know, Subhūti, that too is a sign that irreversible bodhisattva great beings are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, [F.226.a] how do you know that when irreversible bodhisattva great beings have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening these three terrible forms of life will not occur as anything at all, in any way at all, in their buddhafields? Subhūti, you do if in a dream the bodhisattva great beings see beings in hell, or see beings in the animal world or in the world of Yama, and become possessed of mindfulness, such a mindfulness in possession of which they think, ‘I will do whatever it takes so that in my buddhafield when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening these three terrible forms of life will not occur as anything at all, in any way at all.’ And why? Because both dharmas—the dream and the end of the dream—are not two and cannot be divided into two. You should know, Subhūti, that too is a sign that irreversible bodhisattva great beings are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, if irreversible bodhisattva great beings, in a dream or awake, on seeing a village in flames think, ‘These attributes, tokens, and signs, which I have while dreaming or awake, if I have the attributes, tokens, and signs that are those that you see in irreversible bodhisattva great beings, then, through this truth and this truth statement let the flames engulfing this village die down, cool down, and go out,’ and if, when those irreversible bodhisattva great beings [F.226.b] have unleashed the controlling power of truth like that, the flames engulfing this village do die down, cool down, and go out, you should know, Subhūti, it has been prophesied that those irreversible bodhisattva great beings are irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.
“Subhūti, if those masses of flames do not obey the truth statement but burn down house after house, burn down street after street, burn down some houses but not burn down other houses, burn down some streets but not burn down other streets, then, Subhūti, irreversible bodhisattva great beings should know, when thinking about the fact that the houses of some beings burn down and the houses of other beings do not burn down, ‘It is because of those beings’ karma of rejecting the Dharma. In this very life that karma has come to maturity—just that remainder from the karma of rejecting the Dharma has come to maturity.’ Subhūti, you should know that this is a cause of, and this is a condition for irreversible bodhisattva great beings; because of those causes and because of those conditions they are irreversible bodhisattva great beings.

“I am going to teach something else about those attributes, those tokens, and those signs that are the attributes, tokens, and signs on account of which bodhisattva great beings are known to be irreversible.

“Subhūti, if some man or woman gets possessed by a demon, irreversible bodhisattva great beings focus as they habitually do and think like this: ‘My unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening has been prophesied by earlier tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas; my aspiration regarding how I want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and how I [F.227.a] will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is pure; the attention I pay to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is pure; without śrāvaka thoughts and separated from pratyekabuddha thoughts I am going to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; I am not not going to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and I am absolutely going to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. For the lord buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in countless infinite world systems, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, there is nothing that they do not see, or do not hear, or do not know—nothing at all of which they are not aware, or that they do not directly witness, or to which they have not fully awakened. If those lord buddhas are therefore cognizant of my surpassing aspiration and I indeed will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, then through this truth and this truth statement, whatever demon has taken hold of or violated this man or woman, let that demon be exorcised.’ Subhūti, if when those bodhisattva great beings have said that, the demon has not been exorcised, then you should know, Subhūti, that those bodhisattva great beings’ unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening has not been prophesied by the earlier tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas. [F.227.b] But if, Subhūti, when those bodhisattva great beings have said that, the demon has
been exorcised, then you should know, Subḥūti, that those bodhisattva great beings’ unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening has been prophesied by earlier tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas. From those attributes, those tokens, and those signs you should know, Subḥūti, that those bodhisattva great beings are irreversible.

“Furthermore, Subḥūti, on account of the controlling power of truth, bodhisattva great beings not practicing the six perfections, without skillful means, not practicing the four applications of mindfulness, up to emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness, who have not entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva, make Māra approach. Subḥūti, when those bodhisattva great beings invoke the controlling power of truth with the thought, ‘If I will indeed fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, then through this truth and this truth statement that my unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening has been prophesied, may this demon be exorcised,’ then Māra the wicked one eagerly gets to work, thinking, ‘How will I exorcise this demon?’ And why? Because Māra the wicked one is extremely powerful and very grand and the demon is not like that. Therefore, when that demon is exorcised through the controlling power of that Māra the wicked one, it occurs to those bodhisattva great beings to think, ‘It has been exorcised because of my power.’ Not knowing the demon has been exorcised because of the power of Māra, the bodhisattva great beings falsely project superiority over others, and deride, sarcastically compliment, make fun of, and disparage others, thinking, ‘The earlier [F.228.a] tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfect complete buddhas have prophesied my unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, but they have not prophesied the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of these others.’ Just because of that they get more conceited, puff themselves up with pride, distance themselves from the knowledge of all aspects, and distance themselves from the unsurpassed knowledge of a buddha. You should know that when that sort of bodhisattva great being without skillful means gets more conceited, just because of that, for such a one there are two levels. What are the two? They are these, namely, the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level. On account of the controlling power of truth, bodhisattva great beings will thus encounter the work of Māra. There they will not resort to, not worship, not follow after, not become closely acquainted with, and not attend on spiritual friends and will tighten just that bond with Māra. And why? Because they do not practice the six perfections and are not assisted by skillful means. Subḥūti, bodhisattva great beings should know that this too is the work of Māra.

“Furthermore, Subḥūti, how does Māra approach bodhisattva great beings not practicing the six perfections, and similarly, connect this with each, up to who have not entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva because of the
“Māra the wicked one disguised in some form or other approaches the bodhisattva great beings and says, ‘Son of a good family, the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha has prophesied your unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. This will be your name, this will be your mother’s name, this will be your father’s name, this will be your brother’s name, this will be your sister’s name, and these will be the names of your friends, counselors, kinsmen, and blood relatives.’ He informs them, ‘These are the names of the grandparents on your mother’s and father’s side going back seven generations,’ and tells them, ‘You are from such-and-such a city, such-and-such a town, such-and-such a settlement, and such-and-such a location; you were born in such-and-such a city, in such-and-such a town, and in such-and-such a settlement.’ If they are naturally easygoing he will tell them, ‘You have been naturally easygoing like this before as well.’ If they are keen he will tell them, ‘You have been keen before like that as well.’ If they are jungle dwellers, or if they are alms-food eaters, or if they are refuse-rags wearers, or if they are later-food refusers, or if they are single-sitters, or if they are satisfied with whatever alms they get, or if they are cemetery dwellers, or if they are open-air dwellers, or if they are a tree-root dwellers, or if they are those who sleep sitting up, or if they are natural-bed users, or if they are three-robe wearers, or if they are not needy, or if they are contented, or if they are quite apart, or if they have stopped having their feet massaged, or if they are those who hardly speak, he will also tell them, ‘Also before, like this, … you have been those who hardly speak.’ Also, if they are those who hardly say anything he will also tell them, ‘You have been uncommunicative like this before as well.’ And why? He says, ‘It is because you have these sorts of qualities of the ascetic and on account of that it is impossible that you did not have these qualities of the ascetic and excellent restraints before as well. Of that there is no doubt.’ [F.229.a]

“That earlier declaration of their name like that, and that declaration of their family line, and of the qualities of the ascetic they presently have makes them feel a false sense of pride, so again Māra the wicked one approaches them and says, ‘Son of a good family, that you have such qualities of the ascetic is in line with your unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening that has been prophesied by the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas.’ Or else he approaches disguised as a monk; or else he approaches disguised as a nun; or else he approaches disguised as a landlord; or else he approaches disguised as their mother; or else he approaches disguised as their father, and having approached he says, ‘Your unsurpassed, perfect,
complete awakening has been prophesied by the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha. And why? Because whatever the good qualities of the irreversible bodhisattva great beings there are, you have them.’

55.14 “Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings do not have the attributes, tokens, or signs of an irreversible bodhisattva great being that I have taught, so bodhisattva great beings other than them should know, Subhūti, that those bodhisattva great beings are possessed by Māra the wicked one. And why? Because they do not have those attributes, those tokens, or those signs that irreversible bodhisattva great beings have, and because of that declaration of their name, they falsely project their superiority over bodhisattva great beings other than them, and deride, sarcastically compliment, make fun of, and disparage them.

55.15 “Bodhisattva great beings should know, Subhūti, that this declaration of a name, through the controlling power of a name, is also the work of Māra the wicked one. And why? Subhūti, it is because bodhisattva great beings not practicing the six perfections do not know Skandhamāra, do not know form, and do not know feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, so Māra will make a prophecy of them through the controlling power of a name: ‘Once you have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening this will be your name.’ He declares just that name the bodhisattva great beings will have reflected on and considered, so it occurs to those bodhisattva great beings disposed to intellectual confusion and lacking skillful means to think, ‘This very name that I have reflected on and considered will indeed be my name once I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ Just as Māra the wicked one, or the Māra class of gods, or monks controlled by Māra’s power make that declaration, so too it occurs to them to think, ‘This monk has declared my production of the thought and my name exactly as they are. The names match, so the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha has prophesied my unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings do not have those attributes, tokens, or signs of an irreversible bodhisattva great being that I have taught. They are without those attributes, tokens, and signs, so that declaration of a name makes them conceited and they falsely project their superiority over other bodhisattva great beings and look down on them. Their false sense of superiority, and looking down on and making fun of them make unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening distant. You should know that there are these two levels for those who are thus without skillful means, without the perfection of wisdom, without spiritual friends, and influenced by bad friends, namely, the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level.
“Alternatively, having wandered for a long, long time through different cycles of existence, thanks to this perfection of wisdom they may fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. But you should know that even if they find the sight of spiritual friends and attend on them with constant joy and rejoicing, if they still do not disparage and do not regret those earlier false productions of the thought, there are two levels for them, namely, the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, when monks incur any one of the four root downfalls, they are not followers of the secluded religious life, are not offspring of the Śākya, and do not have the good fortune in this body to reach any one of the four results of the secluded religious life. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who produce a thought with a false sense of superiority just because of the declaration of a name, who falsely project their superiority over, and look down on, other bodhisattvas just because of that utterance of a name, incur a downfall even more serious than that. You should know that the production of that thought is more serious even than that. Let alone the four serious root downfalls, Subhūti, the production of a thought with a false sense of superiority just because of the declaration of a name, who falsely project their superiority over, and look down on, other bodhisattvas just because of that utterance of a name, incur a downfall even more serious than that. You should know that the production of that thought is even more serious than that. Let alone the four serious root downfalls, Subhūti, the production of a thought with a false sense of superiority just because of the declaration of a name, who falsely project their superiority over, and look down on, other bodhisattvas just because of that utterance of a name, incur a downfall even more serious than that. You should know that the production of that thought is even more serious than that. Thus, such works of Māra as subtle as these will occur because of the declaration of a name.

Furthermore, Subhūti, Māra the wicked one, declaring the good qualities of isolated bodhisattva great beings, will approach, and having approached, say, ‘The Tathāgata has spoken about the good qualities of isolation.’

Subhūti, I have not said that jungle, upland forest, or frontier retreats are the bodhisattva great beings’ isolation.

Subhūti asked, “Lord, if bodhisattva great beings are not isolated in jungle, upland forest, or frontier retreats, what other isolation do bodhisattva great beings have? Lord, what other sort of isolation is there for bodhisattva great beings?”

Subhūti, replied the Lord, “if bodhisattva great beings are isolated from attention connected with śrāvakas, are isolated from attention connected with pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattva great beings are in isolation. Subhūti, I have endorsed that as the bodhisattva great beings’ isolation. Living in jungle, forest, and frontier retreats is not the bodhisattva great beings’ isolation.

Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “if bodhisattva great beings are isolated from attention connected with śrāvakas, are isolated from attention connected with pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattva great beings are in isolation. Subhūti, I have endorsed that as the bodhisattva great beings’ isolation. Living in jungle, forest, and frontier retreats is not the bodhisattva great beings’ isolation.

If bodhisattva great beings live day and night in this isolation they truly live in isolation. Bodhisattva great beings—that is, those in the bodhisattva great beings’ isolation—living in jungle, upland forest, and frontier retreats truly live in isolation. Even if these [F.231.a] isolated bodhisattva great
beings live on the outskirts of a town they truly live in isolation. Subhūṭi, about this bodhisattva great beings’ isolation that I have endorsed, Māra the wicked one says, ‘You should live in jungle, upland forest, and frontier retreats.’ Because of that isolation adulterated with attention connected with śrāvakas and with attention connected with pratyekabuddhas, they do not work hard at the perfection of wisdom and do not complete the knowledge of all aspects.

"Dwelling in the dwelling of such impure attention, they feel a false sense of superiority over bodhisattva great beings other than them, who are dwelling on the outskirts of a town, who nevertheless have pure thoughts and attention, who are unadulterated with attention connected with śrāvakas and unadulterated with attention connected with pratyekabuddhas, and who have completed unadulterated concentrations, deliverances, meditative stabilizations, absorptions, and clairvoyances.

Furthermore, even if those bodhisattva great beings without skillful means live in wild jungles stretching a hundred yojanas, devoid of predatory animals, game animals, and birds, devoid of the hideouts of thieves, where you do not encounter paths where flesh-eating demons roam for a year, or a hundred years, or a thousand years, or a hundred thousand years, or a hundred thousand one hundred million billion years, or even more than that, still, if they do not know isolation, that isolation in which bodhisattva great beings live having set out with the surpassing aspiration, then those bodhisattva great being are truly adulterated. Living attached to and settling down in that isolation, they are truly defiled. With just that they do not gladden my mind. They do not have that isolation of the bodhisattva great beings that I have explained. That isolation is not evident in them. And why? Because they do not dwell in that isolation.

"Māra the wicked one comes into their presence and, standing in the sky above, says, ‘Excellent, excellent, son of a good family. This is the unmistakable isolation taught by the Tathāgata. You should stay right in this isolation and you will quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ Thinking their isolation is even more important than that isolation, they falsely project their superiority over other monks in the Bodhisattva Vehicle, and similarly, connect this with those of good character, thinking, ‘These venerable ones are living an adulterated life.’ They urge on and project their superiority over those bodhisattva great beings who are living a life in isolation, because they think they are those who live adulterated, saying ‘Those who dwell in an adulterated dwelling are not those who practice dwelling in isolation.’ What they should treat with respect they do not treat with respect, and they feel proud of that. And why? Because they think, ‘This life that I live is the truly perfect life, so it
would be me the demons would seek to influence, me the demons would cause to hanker after things. As for those living on the outskirts of a town, who would seek to influence them and cause them to hanker after things?

Those bodhisattvas thus falsely project their superiority over other sons of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle.

“Subhūti, you should know that they are vulgar bodhisattvas. You should know that they are polluted bodhisattvas. You should know that they are fake bodhisattvas. You should know that they are the robbers of the world with its gods, humans, and asuras. You should know that they are robbers masquerading as monks in the world with its gods, humans, and asuras. You should know that they are robbers of the sons of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle. You should not worship, should not rely on, and should not serve persons with such a disposition. And why? Subhūti, it is because such persons should be known to have an unfounded conceit.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who do not give up the knowledge of all aspects, and do not give up unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—bodhisattva great beings with the surpassing aspiration on account of which those bodhisattva great beings want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and want to work for the welfare of beings—those bodhisattva great beings should not worship, should not rely on, and should not serve persons with such a disposition. They should occupy themselves with a yoga that advances their own aims, otherwise they will always be disgusted with and scared of samsāra and unadulterated by the three realms. And they should train, thinking, ‘Right there too I should feel love; and right there too I should feel pity and compassion; and right there too I should produce joy and equanimity. I must act in such a way that one way or the other I will not incur such faults as those, as anyone at all in any way at all, so that they will not be produced, and if they are produced I must quickly eliminate them.’ Subhūti, you should know that this is the courageous advance on account of the personal clairvoyance of the bodhisattva great beings.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings with the surpassing aspiration who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should worship, rely on, and serve spiritual friends.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, whom should they know to be the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings?”

The Lord said to venerable Subhūti, “Subhūti, they should know that lord buddhas are the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings. Subhūti, they should know that bodhisattvas are also the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings. Subhūti, they should know that śrāvakas are also the spiritual
friends of bodhisattva great beings. Subhūti, they should know that those who speak about, set forth, teach, expound, advance, explain, go into detail about, make clear, and perfectly illuminate the six perfections are also the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings. Subhūti, they should know that the six perfections are the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings; they should know that the applications of mindfulness, and similarly, connect this with each, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings; and they should know that suchness, the very limit of reality, and the dharma-constituent are the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings.

“Subhūti, they should know that the six perfections are the teachers; the six perfections are the path; [F.233.a] the six perfections are the light; the six perfections are the torch; the six perfections are the illumination; the six perfections are intellectual awareness, knowledge, and wisdom; the six perfections are the protector; the six perfections are the refuge; the six perfections are the final ally; the six perfections are the mother; and the six perfections are the father. The applications of mindfulness, and similarly, connect this with each, up to the knowledge of all aspects is the elimination of all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions. And why? Subhūti, it is because these thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening were the father and mother of the lord buddhas who were tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas in times gone by; because, Subhūti, these thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening will be the father and mother of the lord buddhas who will be tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas in times yet to come; and, Subhūti, because these thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening are the father and mother of the lord buddhas who are presently dwelling and maintaining themselves in the ten directions. And why? Subhūti, it is because past, future, and present lord buddhas issue forth from them.

“Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, want to purify a buddhafield, and want to bring beings to maturity [F.233.b] should gather beings in the four ways of gathering a retinue. What are the four? They are giving gifts, kind words, beneficial actions, and consistency between words and deeds. Seeing that reality, Subhūti, I too am forced to say that these thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening are the teacher, father and mother, resting place and protector, island, refuge, and final ally of the bodhisattva great beings. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to get to a state where they are not led astray by others, who want to remain in that state where they are not led astray by others, who want to allay the doubts of others, who want to purify a buddhafield, and who want to bring beings to
maturity should train in this perfection of wisdom. And why? Because in this perfection of wisdom are taught in detail those dharmas in which bodhisattva great beings have to train.”

55.33 The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, what is the mark of the perfection of wisdom?”

55.34 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “the perfection of wisdom is like space, unimpeded. Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is without a mark. The perfection of wisdom’s mark does not exist at all.”

55.35 “Lord, could you explain it this way: the mark through which the perfection of wisdom exists is the mark through which all phenomena exist?” asked Subhūti.

55.36 “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” said the Lord. “Subhūti, the mark through which the perfection of wisdom exists is the mark through which all phenomena exist. And why? Subhūti, it is because all phenomena are isolated from an intrinsic nature, all phenomena are empty of an intrinsic nature. Subhūti, because of this one of many explanations, the mark—that is, the isolated mark and emptiness mark—through which the perfection of wisdom exists is that through which all phenomena exist.”

55.37 The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti inquired of him, “Lord, if all phenomena are isolated from all phenomena, and if all phenomena are empty of all phenomena, Lord, how could there be the defilement and purification of beings? Lord, the isolated is not defiled nor is it purified; emptiness is not defiled nor is it purified either, so the isolated and empty do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. The isolated do not apprehend in emptiness any phenomenon that is the awakening to which they will fully awaken, and emptiness does not apprehend in the isolated any phenomenon that is the awakening to which they will fully awaken either, so how are we to understand the meaning of this statement the Lord has made?”

55.38 Venerable Subhūti having thus inquired, the Lord asked him in return, “What do you think, Subhūti, do beings go on grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine’ for a long time?”

55.39 “So it is, Lord; so it is, Sugata. Beings [F.234.b] go on grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine’ for a long time,” said Subhūti.

55.40 “What do you think, Subhūti, are grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine’ isolated? Are grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine’ empty?” asked the Lord. “They are isolated, Lord; they are empty, Sugata,” said Subhūti.

55.41 “What do you think, Subhūti, do beings pass through many cycles of existence because of grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine’?” asked the Lord.
“So it is, Lord; so it is, Sugata. Beings pass through many cycles of existence because of grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine,’” said Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “there are therefore beings passing through many cycles of existence, so there is defilement. Those beings who do not grasp at ‘I’ and do not grasp at ‘mine’ and hence are without grasping, Subhūṭi, they do not pass through many cycles of existence. And those not passing through many cycles of existence, Subhūti, are not defiled, so there is purification as well.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that do not practice in form. They do not practice in feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; up to they do not practice in the applications of mindfulness; up to they do not practice in the four detailed and thorough knowledges. And why? Because all those dharmas—those who are practicing, that by means of which they are practicing, and that in which they are practicing—cannot be apprehended. Lord, the world with its gods, humans, and asuras cannot break bodhisattva great beings practicing like that. Lord, none of the śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas can surpass bodhisattva great beings practicing like that. And why? Because they are located in a place that is unsurpassed, namely, in the secure state of a bodhisattva. Lord, that place is unsurpassed because the bodhisattva great beings keep on paying attention to the knowledge of all aspects. Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that are close to the knowledge of all aspects.”

The Lord continued, “What do you think, Subhūti, were all the beings, as many as there are in Jambudvīpa, to obtain human bodies, and, having obtained human bodies, to have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and were a son of a good family or daughter of a good family to attend on them, to respect, revere, honor, and worship them with the requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses—for as long as they lived and to have transformed those wholesome roots into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, what do you think, Subhūti? Based on that would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” said Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who stays with attention connected to the perfection of wisdom and speaks about, teaches, expounds, advances, goes into detail about, explains, makes clear, and perfectly illuminates it for others will create a lot more merit than that.
Similarly, connect this with each, up to were all the beings, as many as there are in a great billionfold world system, to simultaneously obtain human bodies, and were a certain son of a good family or daughter of a good family to establish them in the ten wholesome actions, and in the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, the four formless absorptions, the result of stream enterer, and similarly, connect this with each, up to to establish them in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and to establish them in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and were they to have transformed those wholesome roots into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, what do you think, Subhūti? Based on that, would that son of a good family or daughter of a good family create a lot of merit?

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” said Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” continued the Lord, “a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who stays with attention connected to the perfection of wisdom speaking about, teaching, expounding, advancing, going into detail about, explaining, making clear, and perfectly illuminating it for others will create a lot more merit than that. Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings will have become worthy of the offerings of all beings. And why? Because apart from the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha, no other being occupies such a station as the bodhisattva great beings do. Why? Because sons of a good family practicing the perfection of wisdom find and produce within themselves great love; practicing the perfection of wisdom they see all beings as if condemned to execution and find and produce within themselves great compassion; and dwelling in that dwelling, experiencing a delightful feeling of joy they find and produce within themselves great joy, but still they do not dwell together with that causal sign, so they also obtain great equanimity. Subhūti, this—that is, the great illumination of the perfection of wisdom, and the great illumination of the perfection of concentration, perseverance, patience, morality, and giving—is the great illumination of the wisdom of bodhisattva great beings. Even though those sons of a good family have not become buddhas, they have become worthy of the offerings of all beings and are irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. They get close to the knowledge of all aspects, so those requirements of theirs come to have a great result, a great benefit.

“Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to behave so a city’s almsgiving is fruitful, want to guide beings on the path, want to cause a great illumination, want to completely release beings who are in bondage, and want to reveal the unsurpassed wisdom eye to all beings should dwell in the perfection of wisdom, going over it again and again in their minds.
“Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings pay attention with this attention connected to the perfection of wisdom, then, when bodhisattva great beings are paying attention with this attention connected to the perfection of wisdom, they should also engage in conversation connected to just the perfection of wisdom. But even while they are engaged in conversation connected to just the perfection of wisdom, they should also pay attention with this attention connected to the perfection of wisdom. They should act in such a way that they dwell paying attention with this attention connected to the perfection of wisdom, providing no opportunity for any other attention, dwelling, day and night, without giving up endeavoring for this attention connected to the perfection of wisdom.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, say there is a person who has never found a precious jewel before. Later on, they find a precious jewel and become overjoyed, ecstatic, and filled with mental happiness from finding a precious jewel. If, right afterward, they were to lose the precious jewel they had found they would, based on that, experience intense suffering and intense mental unhappiness. Their mind would be constantly and always on that precious jewel, thinking, ‘Oh no! Alas! I have lost my precious jewel.’ Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should think ‘this is a precious jewel’ and never be separated from the attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti inquired of him, “Lord, given that all attention is separated from an intrinsic nature, [F.237.a] that all attention is empty of an intrinsic nature, how, Lord, are bodhisattva great beings never separated from attention connected to the knowledge of all aspects? You cannot apprehend a bodhisattva, attention, or the knowledge of all aspects given that they are separated from an intrinsic nature.”

Venerable Subhūti having thus inquired, the Lord replied to him, “Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings know this: ‘All phenomena are separated from an intrinsic nature. They are not made by śrāvakas, they are not made by pratyekabuddhas, and they are not made by buddhas. They stay as what they are—the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, and the very limit of reality,’ then those bodhisattva great beings are not separated from the perfection of wisdom. And why? Subhūti, given that the perfection of wisdom is separated from an intrinsic nature and the perfection of wisdom is empty of an intrinsic nature, it is because it has no increase and it has no decline.”

“Lord, given that the perfection of wisdom is separated from an intrinsic nature and empty of an intrinsic nature, how will bodhisattva great beings succeed at the perfection of wisdom and fully awaken to unsurpassed,
“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “even though they have had success at the perfection of wisdom, they do not become more or less of a bodhisattva great being. [F.237.b] The very limit of reality does not become more or less. The dharma-constituent does not become more or less. And why? Because the perfection of wisdom is not one and it is not two either. Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings do not feel cowed, tense up, tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified when such an exposition is being given, they stand on the irreversible level; they are supreme. Those bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, is it the emptiness of the perfection of wisdom, its state of ringing hollow, being in vain, being a fraud, and being pointless, that practices the perfection of wisdom?”

“No it is not, Subhūti,” said the Lord.

“Lord, can you apprehend any dharma other than the perfection of wisdom that is practicing the perfection of wisdom?”

“No you cannot, Subhūti.”

“Lord, does the perfection of wisdom practice the perfection of wisdom?”

“No it does not, Subhūti.”

“Lord, does emptiness practice emptiness?” he asked.

“No it does not, Subhūti.”

“Lord, does something other than emptiness practice emptiness?”

“No it does not, Subhūti.”

“Lord, does form practice the perfection of wisdom? Do feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness [F.238.a] practice the perfection of wisdom?”

“No they do not, Subhūti.”

“Lord, do the six perfections practice the perfection of wisdom? And similarly, up to do the four detailed and thorough knowledges practice the perfection of wisdom?”

“No they do not, Subhūti.”

“Lord, is it the emptiness of form, its state of ringing hollow, being in vain, being a fraud, and being pointless; its suchness, unmistaken suchness, and unaltered suchness; its true dharmic nature, dharma-constituent, establishment of dharmas, and certification of dharmas; or its very limit of reality that practices the perfection of wisdom?”

“No it is not, Subhūti.”

“Lord, similarly, up to is it the emptiness of the four fearlessnesses, their state of ringing hollow, being in vain, being a fraud, or being pointless that practices the perfection of wisdom?”

“No it is not, Subhūti.”
“Lord, if those dharmas do not practice the perfection of wisdom, how, Lord, do bodhisattva great beings practice when they practice the perfection of wisdom?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord asked him in return, “What do you think, Subhūti, do you see that dharma which is the dharma practicing the perfection of wisdom?”

“No I do not, Lord.”

“What do you think, Subhūti, do you see that perfection of wisdom which bodhisattvas have to practice?”

“No I do not, Lord.” [F.238.b]

“What do you think, Subhūti, is there any dharma that has been apprehended in that dharma you do not see?”

“No there is not, Lord.”

“What do you think, Subhūti, in that dharma that has not been apprehended, will there be production or stopping?”

“No there will not, Lord.”

“Subhūti, this is the bodhisattva great beings’ forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas. Subhūti, the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of bodhisattva great beings endowed with such forbearance will be prophesied. Subhūti, this is the Tathāgata’s fearlessness and detailed and thorough knowledge, so it is impossible that bodhisattva great beings accomplishing like this, practicing like this, endeavoring like this, making an effort like this will not reach knowledge of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, the great knowledge, the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because those bodhisattva great beings have reached forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas and will therefore be set on that until they have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, is the bodhisattvas’ unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening prophesied because there will be the production of all the dharmas?” [F.239.a]

“No it is not, Subhūti.”

“Lord, is the bodhisattvas’ unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening prophesied because there will be the nonproduction of all the dharmas?”

“No it is not, Subhūti.”

“Lord, if the bodhisattvas’ unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is not prophesied because of the production of all the dharmas, and not because of the nonproduction of all the dharmas, then why, Lord, is the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of bodhisattva great beings prophesied?”
Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord asked him in return, “What do you think, Subhūti, do you see that dharma, the dharma of which unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is being prophesied?”

“No I do not, Lord,” he replied. “I do not see that dharma, Lord, the dharma of which unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is being prophesied. And, Lord, I also do not see the dharma that is a full awakening, or on account of which there would be a full awakening, or one who becomes fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” he said. “Subhūti, it does not occur to bodhisattva great beings not apprehending all phenomena to think, ‘I will become fully awakened; on account of this I will become fully awakened; I will become fully awakened to this.’ And why? Subhūti, it is because all these ideas do not occur to bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom. And why? Subhūti, it is because the perfection of wisdom is without thought construction.” [F.239.b]

This was the fifty-fifth chapter, “Teaching the Stopping of Thought Construction,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B41]
CHAPTER 56: EQUAL TRAINING

56.1 Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to the Lord, “Lord, because the perfection of wisdom is extremely isolated this perfection of wisdom is deep, hard to behold, hard to comprehend, not something about which you can speculate, not an object of speculative thought, up to subtle, and an object to be known by the brilliantly learned and wise, so those who hear, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and practice this deep perfection of wisdom for suchness, not giving space to other mind or mental factor dharmas up until they have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, do not have paltry wholesome roots.”

56.2 “Exactly so, Kauśika, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Those who hear, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and practice this deep perfection of wisdom for suchness, not giving space to other mind or mental factor dharmas up until they have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, do not have paltry wholesome roots.

56.3 “Kauśika, what do you think, were the beings in Jambudvīpa, as many as there are, to be endowed with the ten wholesome actions, and to be endowed with the four concentrations, four immeasurables, and four formless absorptions, and yet were some son of a good family or daughter of a good family to take up, bear in mind, read aloud, and mastered this deep perfection of wisdom, and having taken up, borne in mind, read aloud, and mastered it, also to practice it for suchness, would that earlier wholesome root not approach that wholesome root even by a hundredth part? Would it not approach it by a thousandth part, by a hundred thousandth part, or by a hundred millionth part? Would it not approach it by any number, fraction, counting, example, or comparison?”

56.4 Then a monk said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Kauśika, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and practice this deep perfection of wisdom for suchness with an undistracted mind, not giving space to other mind and mental factor
That monk having said this, Śatakratu, head of the gods, replied to him, “Monk, given that the bodhisattva great beings who have produced even one thought surpass beings in Jambudvīpa endowed with the ten wholesome actions, endowed with the four concentrations and four immeasurables, endowed with the four formless absorptions, and endowed with the five clairvoyances, what need is there to mention those who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, and master this deep perfection of wisdom, and having taken up, borne in mind, read aloud, and mastered it, also practice it for suchness? They will surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras. Bodhisattva great beings will surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras. The bodhisattva great beings will not simply surpass the world with its gods, humans, and asuras in one respect but not another; they will surpass all the stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, and pratyekabuddhas, as many as there are. The bodhisattva great beings will not simply surpass the stream enterers, up to the pratyekabuddhas in one respect but not another; they will surpass all those bodhisattva great beings without skillful means and separated from the perfection of wisdom practicing the perfection of giving. And they will not simply surpass those practicing the perfection of giving in one respect but not another; they will surpass all those bodhisattva great beings without skillful means and separated from the perfection of wisdom practicing the perfection of morality. And they will not simply surpass those practicing the perfection of morality in one respect but not another; they will surpass all those bodhisattva great beings without skillful means separated from the perfection of wisdom practicing the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, and the perfection of concentration. Those bodhisattva great beings who are practicing the perfection of wisdom as it has been taught cannot be surpassed by the world with its gods, humans, and asuras. Those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom as it has been taught carry out the perfection of wisdom as it has been taught. Those bodhisattva great beings ensure that the line of the knowledge of all aspects will be unbroken. Those bodhisattva great beings do not distance themselves from the Tathāgata. Those bodhisattva great beings practicing like that will not turn back from the site of awakening. Those bodhisattva great beings want to lift up beings who are depressed.
Those bodhisattvas who train like that train in a bodhisattva’s training. They do not train in the training of a śrāvaka; they do not train in the training of a pratyekabuddha.

“The Four Mahārājas will think about approaching bodhisattva great beings who train like that, and having come into their presence, they will say, ‘Make haste at training! Train quickly! The tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas of yore took possession of these four begging bowls, so you too, seated at the site of awakening, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, should take possession of them as well.’ The Four Mahārājas together with the Cāturmahārājika gods think about approaching bodhisattva great beings training like that in the perfection of wisdom. I together with the Trāyastriṃśa gods think about coming. The god Suyāma together with the Yāma gods think about coming. The god Saṃtuṣita together with the Tuṣita gods think about coming. [F.241.b] Similarly, the god Sunirmita..., Vaśavartin..., Sahāṃpati..., and Brahmā together with the Brahmakāyika gods also think about coming. Similarly, the god Ābhāsvara together with the Ābhāsvara gods also think about coming. Similarly, the Subhakṛtsna, Bṛhatphala, Avṛha, Atapa, Sudarśana, Sudrśa, up to the Śuddhāvāsa gods also think about coming. The tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas continually watch over those bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom. The bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom like that do not face those ordinary physical sufferings, as many as there are, from being attacked by any others at all, in any way at all.

“These, monk, are the good qualities during this life of bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom.

“Their bodies will not be beset with disorders from the three humors in combination, as many as there are—that is, by eye diseases, ear diseases, nose diseases, tongue diseases, diseases of the teeth, physical illnesses, or mental illnesses. These too are the good qualities that can be expected when bodhisattva great beings are practicing this deep perfection of wisdom.”

Then it occurred to venerable Ānanda to think, “Are these Śatakratus, heads of the gods, teaching the perfection of wisdom through the power of their own confident readiness, or are they teaching through the power of the Buddha?”

Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, understanding in his mind the thoughts occurring to venerable Ānanda, said [F.242a] to venerable Ānanda, “Venerable monk Ānanda, you should be aware that this teaching of mine of the perfection of wisdom is through the power of the Buddha.”
Then the Lord said to venerable Ānanda, “It is exactly so, venerable monk Ānanda, exactly so! It is through the power of the Tathāgata that Śatakratu, head of the gods, gives such a teaching of the perfection of wisdom as this. It is through the sustaining power of the Tathāgata. Ānanda, when bodhisattva great beings train in the perfection of wisdom, do the yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom, and meditate on the perfection of wisdom, then all the Māras, the wicked ones, in the great billionfold world system feel anxious, wondering, ‘Will these bodhisattvas actualize the very limit of reality, and actualizing the very limit of reality will they actualize the result of stream enterer, or will they actualize the result of once-returner, or the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one, or will they reach a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, or will they rather fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?’ Furthermore, Ānanda, when bodhisattva great beings are inseparable from the perfection of wisdom, then Māra the wicked one experiences a sharp stab of pain. Moreover, Ānanda, Māra the wicked one frightens bodhisattva great beings by sending a shower of meteors to destroy their feeling of self-confidence, to make their hair stand on end, to cow them, and to distract them from producing even a single thought of paying attention to the knowledge of all aspects.”

Then venerable Ānanda asked the Lord, “Lord, does Māra the wicked one come into the presence of all bodhisattva great beings bent on hurting them?”

“Ānanda, replied the Lord, “Māra the wicked one does not come into the presence of all bodhisattva great beings bent on hurting them. Ānanda, Māra the wicked one comes into the presence of some bodhisattva great beings bent on hurting them and does not come into the presence of others.”

“Lord, who are the bodhisattva great beings into whose presence Māra the wicked one comes bent on hurting them, and who are those into whose presence he does not come?” asked venerable Ānanda.

“Ānanda,” replied the Lord, “if in the past when this deep perfection of wisdom was being explained the minds of those bodhisattva great beings were not filled with belief, then Māra the wicked one will come into their presence bent on hurting them.

“Furthermore, Ānanda, if when this deep perfection of wisdom is being explained those bodhisattva great beings wonder whether this is the perfection of wisdom, or whether it is not the perfection of wisdom, then, Ānanda, Māra the wicked one will also come into the presence of those bodhisattva great beings bent on hurting them.

“Furthermore, Ānanda, when bodhisattva great beings have become separated from spiritual friends they do not see them, so they do not hear this deep perfection of wisdom. Not hearing it they do not know it, and
because they do not know it, they do not practice it for suchness, thinking, ‘This is how to cultivate the perfection of wisdom.’

56.18  “Furthermore, [F.243.a] Ānanda, when bodhisattva great beings have become separated from the perfection of wisdom, they look after a false Dharma and Māra the wicked one, Ānanda, finds an opportunity to hurt those bodhisattva great beings.

56.19  “Furthermore, Ānanda, when bodhisattva great beings who have become separated from the perfection of wisdom praise a false Dharma, it occurs to Māra the wicked one to think, ‘That one praising a false Dharma is my fellow traveler. From among the many in the Bodhisattva Vehicle, in this person praising a false Dharma I have found a fellow traveler. That one will fulfill my ambition that those in the Bodhisattva Vehicle will stand on two levels, namely the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level.’

56.20  “Again, Ānanda, what sorts of bodhisattva great beings will Māra the wicked one get an opportunity to hurt? Ānanda, Māra the wicked one will get an opportunity to hurt those bodhisattvas who, when this deep perfection of wisdom is being explained, say, ‘This perfection of wisdom is so deep someone like you is not going to find the bottom of it, whether you have heard it, explained it, borne it in mind, read it aloud, mastered it, or completed it, because until now even I have not found it.’

56.21  “Furthermore, Ānanda, Māra the wicked one will get an opportunity to hurt bodhisattva great beings when the bodhisattvas falsely project superiority over other bodhisattvas, saying, ‘I am practicing the perfection of giving but you are not practicing the perfection of giving,’ and similarly, connect this with each, up to falsely project superiority, saying, [F.243.b] ‘I am practicing the perfection of wisdom but you are not practicing the perfection of wisdom.’

56.22  “Furthermore, Ānanda, when bodhisattva great beings have it in mind to brag about themselves, Māra the wicked one feels joy and is pleased, delighted, enraptured, overjoyed, and glad, and Māra the wicked one, Ānanda, gets an opportunity to hurt those bodhisattva great beings.

56.23  “Furthermore, Ānanda, when those bodhisattva great beings whose names are mentioned or whose lineage is mentioned, whose name or lineage is celebrated and mentioned, falsely project superiority over other fine bodhisattvas of virtuous character, bragging about themselves and disparaging others, they are without any of the good qualities that are the attributes, tokens, and signs of irreversible bodhisattva great beings, and in the absence of those attributes, tokens, and signs, cause affliction, bragging about themselves and disparaging others. They say, ‘You do not show yourself to be in the Bodhisattva Vehicle and bodhisattva family in the way that I show myself to be in the Bodhisattva Vehicle and bodhisattva family.’
When they look down on and disparage persons in the Bodhisattva Vehicle like that, it occurs to Māra the wicked one to think, ‘My place will not be empty, there will be an increase in the great hells, the animal world, the world of Yama, and the region of ghosts.’ Māra the wicked one employs his controlling power so that the words of those bodhisattva great beings become more and more believable. Many people come to think that they should listen to those words that have become believable. Listening to them, they come to think that they should trust them. They watch them and sing the same tune as them. Having watched them, they behave in conformity with them, training just like them. Having trained just like them, they will have accomplished something just like them, so they cause affliction to increase. Thus every action of body, speech, and mind they have undertaken leads to unwanted, disagreeable, and unpleasant states because their minds have become distorted, and so the great hells also increase; the animal world, the world of Yama, and the region of ghosts also increase; and Māra the wicked one’s place also increases. Ānanda, Māra the wicked one, seeing that cause and effect, feels delighted, enraptured, overjoyed, and glad.

“Furthermore, Ānanda, if a person in the Bodhisattva Vehicle quarrels with a person in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, it occurs to Māra the wicked one to think, ‘Ah! These sons of a good family are distancing themselves from the knowledge of all aspects. They are not getting closer to the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because battling, fault finding, fighting, and quarreling are not the path to the knowledge of all aspects; rather, because they are not the path to the knowledge of all aspects, they are the path to the great hells, the path to the animal world, and the path to the world of Yama.’

“Furthermore, Ānanda, if a person in the Bodhisattva Vehicle should battle, find fault, fight, and quarrel with another person in the Bodhisattva Vehicle, it occurs to Māra the wicked one to think, ‘Ah! Both these sons of a good family are distancing themselves from the knowledge of all aspects. Both will not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And why? Because what these sons of a good family have undertaken is not the path to the knowledge of all aspects; rather, what these sons of a good family have undertaken is the path to the hells, the path to the animal world, and the path to the world of Yama.’

“Furthermore, Ānanda, if bodhisattvas whose awakening has not been prophesied entertain a malicious thought about other bodhisattvas who have been prophesied and battle, pick a fight with, find fault with, quarrel with, and wage war against them, if they have not given up the knowledge
of all aspects, they will have to buckle on armor for as many eons as they have entertained the thought of battling, fault finding, fighting, and quarreling.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Ānanda asked him, “Lord, is there a release for those who entertain those thoughts, or do they have to buckle on armor for exactly that many eons?”

Venerable Ānanda having asked this, the Lord replied to him, “Ānanda, I have taught a Dharma where there is a release for persons in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and in the Bodhisattva Vehicle. There, if persons in the Bodhisattva Vehicle fight with, quarrel with, intimidate, and humiliate others in the Bodhisattva Vehicle, and having fought and quarreled with, intimidated and humiliated them, still do not make a confession, letting it fester [F.245.a] and harboring a bad proclivity, I do not say, Ānanda, that there is a release for those persons. And if those persons do not give up the knowledge of all aspects, they will definitely have to buckle on armor for that many eons.

Moreover, Ānanda, even if bodhisattva great beings have fought and quarreled, intimidated and humiliated, still, if they make a confession, do not let it fester, and do not harbor a bad proclivity, and if they think, ‘Were I, who have to remove all beings from suffering, to speak back to someone who speaks to me, and were I, who should thus act as a bridge for all beings, to speak unkind words to others and reply negatively, it would be improper, so I must not act like that. I should stay still with a sheep-like obtuseness and say nothing. I must not disturb my surpassing aspiration that I have to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and place all beings in complete nirvāṇa, so it is not proper that I am entertaining a malicious thought about them, that I am upsetting them, so I should not entertain a malicious thought about them and I should not upset them,’ and if from then on they also keep restraint, Ānanda, then I say that those bodhisattva great beings are those for whom there is a release and Māra the wicked one will not get an opportunity to hurt them.

Furthermore, Ānanda, bodhisattva great beings should not live together with persons in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, and if they do live with them still they should not entertain a malicious thought toward anyone. And why? Because those who entertain a malicious thought toward them, or who would upset them, are not agreeable to me. And why? Because I think it is necessary that having fully awakened [F.245.b] to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening they should attain liberation from all suffering.”

Then venerable Ānanda asked the Lord, “Lord, how should bodhisattva great beings behave toward persons in the Bodhisattva Vehicle?”
“Ānanda,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings should behave toward persons in the Bodhisattva Vehicle just as they would behave toward the Teacher. And why? They think, ‘It is because they are my fellow travelers, they have set out in the same vehicle, and what they have to train in, I have to train in just that too—that perfection of giving, up to that knowledge of all aspects that they have to train in, I have to train in too. If they practice an adulterated practice separated from attention connected to the knowledge of all aspects, I will not train in that, but if this bodhisattva great being practices inseparable from attention connected to the knowledge of all aspects, I will practice like that too.’ Bodhisattva great beings training like that become those with the same training.”

This was the fifty-sixth chapter, “Equal Training,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, what is the sameness of bodhisattva great beings, the sameness in which bodhisattva great beings have to train?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “inner emptiness ... [F.246.a] connect this in the same way with each, up to and the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is the sameness of bodhisattva great beings. Form is empty of form. Feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness is empty of consciousness, and similarly, up to also awakening is empty of awakening. Subhūti, that is the sameness of bodhisattva great beings, and stationed in that sameness bodhisattva great beings will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

Subhūti then asked, “Lord, when bodhisattva great beings train to put an end to form do they train in the knowledge of all aspects, when they train to become detached from form do they train in the knowledge of all aspects, when they train for the cessation of form do they train in the knowledge of all aspects, and when they train so that form will not be produced do they train in the knowledge of all aspects? And similarly, up to when they train to put an end to the four detailed and thorough knowledges do they train in the knowledge of all aspects, and similarly, up to and when they train so that the four detailed and thorough knowledges will not be produced do they train in the knowledge of all aspects? When they train to put an end to feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness do they train in the knowledge of all aspects, up to when they train so that they will not be produced do they train in the knowledge of all aspects? Or when they train to put an end to, become detached from, for the cessation of, up to awakening, up to so that they will not be produced do they train in the knowledge of all aspects?” [F.246.b] Connect this in the same way, at length, with them all.
Venerable Subhūti having inquired about this, the Lord replied to him, “Subhūti, you have said, ‘When they train to put an end to form do they train in the knowledge of all aspects, up to when they train so it will not be produced do they train in the knowledge of all aspects? When they train to put an end to feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness do they train in the knowledge of all aspects, up to when they train so they will not be produced do they train in the knowledge of all aspects? When they train to put an end to, become detached from, for the cessation of, up to awakening so they will not be produced do they train in the knowledge of all aspects? Connect this in the same way, at length, with them all.’

“Subhūti, what do you think—is there an end to, a cessation of, or a diminution in that suchness that is the suchness of form, of feeling, of perception, of volitional factors, and of consciousness; connect this in the same way with each, up to that suchness that is the suchness of awakening, that is the suchness of the Tathāgata, on account of which suchness they are labeled the Tathāgata?”

“No, Lord; no, Sugata,” said Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” continued the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings training like that, training in suchness, train in the knowledge of all aspects, and suchness neither ends, nor ceases, nor diminishes. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training like that, training in suchness, train in the knowledge of all aspects. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training like that, training in suchness, train in the six perfections. They train in the applications of mindfulness, connect this in the same way with each, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, up to the knowledge of all aspects. Subhūti, Māra or the Māra class of gods cannot break bodhisattva great beings training like that. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training like that reach the irreversible state extremely quickly. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training like that range over their own father’s, the Tathāgata’s, range. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training like that practice the dharmas that dispel darkness. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training like that practice the dharmas that purify a buddhafield. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training like that train in great love, train in great compassion, train in order to purify a buddhafield, and train in order to bring beings to maturity. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training like that train to turn the wheel of the Dharma that has twelve aspects three times. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training like that train with the thought ‘I will place beings in complete nirvāṇa.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training like that train so the line of the tathāgatas will be unbroken. Subhūti,
bodhisattva great beings training like that train with the thought ‘I will open the gate to immortality,’ and train with the thought ‘I will perfectly reveal the uncompounded element.’

“Subhūti, inferior beings are incapable of training in this training. The bodhisattva great beings who train in this training want to extricate all beings from saṃsāra. Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings training like that are not born in hell; are not born in the animal world, in the world of Yama, or in the border areas; and are not born in outcaste families, with a missing limb, crippled, deaf, with a goiter, or with one side of the body withered away. They will not have incomplete sense organs; their sense organs will be complete, not incomplete. They will not be involved with killing, up to have a wrong view, will not fashion a life on wrong livelihood, will not hold onto the unreal, will not be immoral, and will not hold on to immorality.

“Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings training like that are not born among the long-lived gods. And why? Because those bodhisattva great beings have skillful means—a skillful means so that even though they become absorbed in the concentrations, become absorbed in the immeasurables, and become absorbed in the formless absorptions, still the concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions do not dictate where they are born.

“Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings training like that [F.248.a] attain the perfect purity of the power of all the buddhadharmas, which is to say, they do so because the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels have been perfectly purified.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, if all dharmas are in their basic nature perfectly pure, what dharma’s perfect purity do bodhisattva great beings attain?”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “It is exactly as you say, Subhūti, all dharmas are in their basic nature perfectly pure. Subhūti, when, even with all dharmas being perfectly pure, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not feel cowed and do not tense up, that is the perfection of wisdom of those bodhisattva great beings. Ordinary persons do not understand and do not see that true nature of dharmas, so for the sake of those beings the bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of giving, up to practice the perfection of wisdom, and, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings practicing all dharmas like that accomplish the powers and fearlessnesses. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training like that go beyond the continually moving thought activity of all beings.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, there are not many places on the great earth where shiny nuggets of Jambū River gold and silver crop up. Similarly, there are not many beings practicing this practice—namely, the perfection of wisdom. Far
more than them are the beings standing on the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels.

57.13 “To illustrate further, Subhūti, there are not many beings who take up and remain at the work that transforms them into a wheel-turning emperor. Far more than them are the beings who take up and remain at the work that transforms them into local rulers. Similarly, Subhūti, there are not many beings who have set out on the path to the knowledge of all aspects. Far more than them are the beings who have set out on the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha paths. Subhūti, there are far fewer bodhisattva great beings who practice for suchness than there are bodhisattva great beings who have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and far more than them are those who will be in the state of a śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha. Subhūti, far more than the sons of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle standing in the perfection of wisdom who will attain the irreversible level are those who will not attain the irreversible level. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to reach the irreversible level and want to be counted among those at the irreversible level should train in this deep perfection of wisdom.

607 57.14 “Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not produce a thought associated with miserliness, do not produce a thought associated with immorality, do not produce a thought associated with disturbance, do not produce a thought associated with laziness, do not produce a thought associated with distraction, do not produce a thought associated with greed, do not produce a thought associated with hatred, do not produce a thought associated with confusion, and do not produce a thought associated with hardheartedness. They do not produce a thought associated with form, and do not produce a thought associated with feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; similarly, connect this with each, up to they do not produce a thought associated with awakening. And why? Subhūti, it is because bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom do not apprehend any phenomenon, and while not apprehending do not produce any thought about any phenomenon. Bodhisattva great beings thus practicing this deep perfection of wisdom, Subhūti, have perfectly taken up all the perfections, have perfectly succeeded at all the perfections, and all the perfections accompany them. And why? Subhūti, it is because all the perfections are included within this deep perfection of wisdom. To illustrate, Subhūti, the sixty-two views are included in the view of the perishable collection. Similarly, Subhūti, all the perfections are included within this deep perfection of wisdom. To illustrate further, Subhūti, when a person’s time to
die has come and the life faculty shuts down, all the other faculties will shut
down as well. Similarly, Subhūti, all the perfections accompany bodhisattva
great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom. Therefore, Subhūti,
bodhisattva great beings who want to go to the other side of all the
perfections should train in this deep perfection of wisdom.

57.15 “Subhūti, bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom
train for the highest state [F.249.b] of all beings. Subhūti, what do you think,
are there a lot of beings in a great billionfold world system?”

57.16 “Lord, given that just the beings of Jambudvīpa are many, what need is
there to say more about beings in a great billionfold world system? There are
a lot, Sugata, a lot,” he replied.

57.17 “Subhūti,” he continued, “were all the beings, as many as there are in a
great billionfold world system, to have simultaneously obtained human
bodies and to have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening, and were some bodhisattva great being to have attended on
each of those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas for as
long as they live with the requirements—robes, alms, beds and seats, and
medicines for sicknesses—what do you think? Based on that, would that
bodhisattva great being create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” he replied.

57.18 “Subhūti,” said the Lord, “those sons of a good family or daughters of a
good family who take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, and properly pay
attention to this deep perfection of wisdom create even more merit than that.
And why? Subhūti, it is because this perfection of wisdom of the bodhisattva
great beings brings about unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,
serving a great purpose. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who
want to become the best of all beings, who want to become a protector
[F.250.a] of beings without a protector, who want to be a refuge of those
without a refuge, who want to be a final ally of those without a final ally,
who want to be a lamp for those standing in darkness, who want to reach
the state of a buddha, who want to have reached the range of a buddha,608
who want to live the life of a buddha,609 who want to roar the buddha lion’s
roar, who want to beat the big buddha drum, who want to blow the buddha
conch, and who want to engage in buddha discourse should thus train in
this deep perfection of wisdom. And why? Subhūti, it is because there is no
perfect state that bodhisattva great beings training in the perfection of
wisdom have to obtain that they have not obtained.”

57.19 “Do they even have to obtain a śrāvaka’s perfect state, and do they even
have to obtain a pratyekabuddha’s perfect state?” asked Subhūti.
The Lord said, “Even though they even have to obtain a śrāvaka’s perfect state, and even though they even have to obtain a pratyekabuddha’s perfect state, still they do not stand there and do not stay there. With knowledge and seeing they have to look and transcend, and they have to enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training like that get close to the knowledge of all aspects and will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Bodhisattva great beings training like that are worthy of the offerings of the world with its gods, humans, and asuras. Subhūti, [F.250.b] bodhisattva great beings training like that surpass those others who are worthy of the offerings—all theśrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, as many as there are—and get close to the knowledge of all aspects. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training like that do not give up the perfection of wisdom, practice the perfection of wisdom, and are not separated from the perfection of wisdom. Subhūti, you should know that the attribute of bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom like that is not abandoning the knowledge of all aspects. They distance themselves from the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level and get close to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“If it occurs to them to think, ‘This is the perfection of wisdom. In this perfection of wisdom, on account of this perfection of wisdom, I will accomplish the knowledge of all aspects’—if they form such a notion— they are not practicing the perfection of wisdom. But if they do not have the notion, ‘This is the perfection of wisdom. The perfection of wisdom is here’—if they do not know and do not see whose perfection of wisdom it would be, on account of what it would be a perfection of wisdom, and who, with the perfection of wisdom, would go forth and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening—and if it also occurs to them to think, ‘The dharma-constituent, suchness, and the very limit of reality remain, so this is not the perfection of wisdom, and the perfection of wisdom is not here, and there is no dharma at all that goes forth on account of this perfection of wisdom,’ in that case, Subhūti, the bodhisattva [F.251.a] great beings practicing like that are practicing the perfection of wisdom.”

This was the fifty-seventh chapter, “Practice,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 58: EXPOSITION OF THE ABSENCE OF THOUGHT CONSTRUCTION

58.1 Then it occurred to Śatakratu, head of the gods, to think, “Here, since even bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom, connect this in the same way with each, up to and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha surpass all beings, what need is there to say more about when they have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? Since those beings whose thought is going toward the knowledge of all aspects get things easily and stay alive easily, what need is there to say more about those who have produced the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? The beings who will have produced the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening are pleasing to me. The beings who produce the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening are also pleasing to me.”

58.2 Thinking that, Śatakratu, head of the gods, took up coral tree flowers and approached the Lord. Going close he strewed those coral tree flowers near, strewed them around the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha, and having strewed them in front and strewed them around him, made this statement: “On account of this wholesome root may those persons in the Bodhisattva Vehicle holding unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening as a support complete the buddhadharmas; [F.251.b] may they also complete the dharmas of the knowledge of all aspects, may they complete just these self-originated dharmas, and on account of this may they complete the uncontaminated qualities. Lord, I do not produce even the mere arising of a thought that those persons in the Bodhisattva Vehicle who have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Lord, I do not produce even the mere arising of a thought that those bodhisattva great beings turn back from awakening and
become śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas; rather, that the bodhisattvas wanting the welfare, benefit, and security of the world with its gods, humans, and asuras would, having seen those sufferings of those wandering through cycles of existence, produce a longing for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and would thus produce the thought, and would make this fervent prayer that is a vow for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening: ‘One way or the other I, who have gone beyond, must liberate beings who have not gone beyond; one way or the other I, who have been freed, must free beings who have not been freed; one way or the other I, who have sighed with relief, must give beings who have not sighed with relief a sigh of relief; and one way or the other I, who have passed into nirvāṇa, must cause beings who have not passed into nirvāṇa to pass into complete nirvāṇa.’

58.3 “Lord, how big is the wholesome root grown by those sons of a good family and daughters of a good family who rejoice in the thought of enlightenment of bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the Bodhisattva Vehicle, who rejoice in the thought of enlightenment of bodhisattva great beings who have practiced in the Bodhisattva Vehicle for a long distance, who rejoice in the thought of enlightenment of bodhisattva great beings [F.252.a] who are irreversible, and who rejoice in the thought of enlightenment of bodhisattva great beings who are interrupted by a single birth?”

Śatakratu, head of the gods, having asked about this, the Lord replied to him, “Kauśika, it is possible you can take the measure of a four-continent world system by weighing it against some unit of weight, but the measure of the merit of those thoughts that has arisen from the presence of rejoicing is not like that. Kauśika, it is possible you can take the measure of the oceans in a great billionfold world system by taking each drop of water out with the tip of a strand of hair split into a hundred finer strands, but the measure of the merit of those thoughts that has arisen from the presence of rejoicing is not like that.”

58.4 The Lord having said this, Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to him, “Lord, those beings who will not rejoice in those thoughts will be possessed by Māra. Lord, those beings who will not rejoice in those thoughts will be on the side of Māra. Lord, those beings who will not rejoice in those thoughts came here having died where Māra dwells. And why? Lord, it is because those beings who find and produce rejoicing within themselves for those thoughts, turning it over to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, are those who pulverize the dwelling of Māra. Lord, those [F.252.b] thoughts that produce the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening are the ones in which they should rejoice. Lord, those who have not given up
the Buddha, who have not given up the Dharma, and who have not given up the Saṅgha, they too should rejoice in these thoughts, and, having rejoiced, one way or the other they should turn it over to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening in such a way that there is no notion of duality and no notion of nonduality.”

“Exactly so, Kauśika, exactly so! It is exactly as you say!” said the Lord. “Kauśika, those who rejoice in those thoughts will please the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas extremely quickly, and having pleased them they will not again displease them. Those endowed with the wholesome roots from those thoughts arisen from the presence of rejoicing will become respected, revered, honored, and worshiped wherever they are born. They will never, ever see a form not pleasing to the mind, hear a sound not pleasing to the mind, smell a smell not pleasing to the mind, taste a taste not pleasing to the mind, feel a feeling not pleasing to the mind, or become conscious of a dharma not pleasing to the mind. They will never, ever be separated from the lord buddhas. They will pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield and also attend on those lord buddhas and produce wholesome roots.

“And why? Kauśika, it is because those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family have rejoiced in the wholesome roots of countless bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the Bodhisattva Vehicle [F.253.a] and turned the merit over to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; have rejoiced in the wholesome roots of bodhisattva great beings standing on the first level, standing on the second level, up to and standing on the tenth level; up to and have rejoiced in the wholesome roots of bodhisattva great beings who are interrupted by a single birth and turned the merit over to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. They get close to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening because their wholesome roots have grown, and having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening they then cause immeasurable, incalculable, infinite beings to enter into complete nirvāṇa.

“Kauśika, because of this one of many explanations, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family should rejoice in the wholesome roots of bodhisattva great beings who have produced the first thought, turn the merit over to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and one way or the other they should turn it over in such a way that awakening will not be in that thought, nor in another thought either. They should rejoice in the wholesome roots of bodhisattva great beings who have practiced the practice, who are irreversible, and who are interrupted by a single birth; turn
the merit over to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and one way or the other they should turn it over in such a way that awakening will not be in that thought, nor in any other thought either.”

58.9 Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, in what way will a thought that is like an illusion fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

58.10 Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord asked him in return, “Subhūti, what do you think, do you see that thought that is like an illusion?”

58.11 “Lord, I do not see it,” he said. “Lord, I do not see an illusion or an illusion-like thought either.”

58.12 “Subhūti, what do you think, will that thought—that thought in which you do not see illusion or illusion-like thought—fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

58.13 “No, Lord.”

58.14 “Subhūti, what do you think, do you see a dharma different than an illusion and an illusion-like thought that will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

58.15 “No, Lord,” he said. “Lord, I do not see a dharma other than an illusion and an illusion-like thought that will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and a dharma that does not exist will not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening either. And why? Lord, it is because all those dharmas that are defiled or purified do not exist and are not apprehended. And why? Lord, it is because the perfection of wisdom is also extremely isolated will not be existent or nonexistent; the dharma that is extremely isolated will not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and a dharma that does not exist will not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening either. And why? Lord, it is because the perfection of wisdom is also extremely isolated, and similarly, up to the perfection of giving is also extremely isolated, and similarly, up to and awakening is also extremely isolated, and a dharma that is extremely isolated is not something you cultivate and not something you analyze. The perfection of wisdom is extremely isolated so it does not bring about any dharma, and given that the perfection of wisdom is extremely isolated, how will bodhisattva great beings, thanks to the perfection of wisdom, fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? Given that unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is extremely isolated, how will there be a realization of the isolated by the isolated?”

Venerable Subhūti having said that, the Lord said to him, “Excellent, excellent, Subhūti! Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! The perfection of wisdom is extremely isolated, the perfection of concentration is extremely isolated,
and similarly, up to the perfection of morality is extremely isolated, the perfection of giving is extremely isolated, and similarly, up to awakening is extremely isolated, and the knowledge of all aspects is extremely isolated. Subhūti, just as the perfection of wisdom is extremely isolated, up to the knowledge of all aspects is extremely isolated, so too is full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening extremely isolated. Subhūti, were the perfection of wisdom not extremely isolated, and similarly, connect this with each, up to were the knowledge of all aspects not extremely isolated, it would not be the perfection of wisdom, up to it would not be the knowledge of all aspects. Therefore, Subhūti, in line with the perfection of wisdom being extremely isolated, up to the knowledge of all aspects being extremely isolated, so too, Subhūti, there will be no full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening thanks to the perfection of wisdom. There is no full awakening to the isolated by the isolated. Still there is full awakening, but there is no full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening unless it is thanks to the perfection of wisdom.”

“Lord, bodhisattva great beings practice a deep reality,” said Subhūti.

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practice the two deep realities. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who practice a deep reality but do not actualize that reality—namely, the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level—are those who do what is difficult.”

Subhūti then said, “The way I understand the meaning of what you, Lord, have said, is that bodhisattva great beings are not those who do what is difficult. And why? Lord, it is because a reality to be actualized cannot be apprehended, the perfection of wisdom through which it might be realized cannot be apprehended, and the phenomenon that might actualize cannot be apprehended either. Lord, given that all phenomena cannot be apprehended, what reality will be awakened to, what perfection of wisdom will be awakened to, what phenomenon will be awakened to, and what will have been realized such that unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening will be awakened to?

“Lord, this course of action where nothing is apprehended is the course of action of bodhisattvas. Bodhisattva great beings practicing it reach a freedom from darkness in respect to all phenomena. Lord, if bodhisattva great beings’ minds are not cowed, if they do not tense up, tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified when there is an exposition of this, the bodhisattva great beings practicing like that, Lord, are practicing the perfection of wisdom. They do not see a causal sign, they also do not see the perfection of wisdom, and they also do not see that ‘I will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ Lord, it does not occur to those bodhisattva great
beings practicing the perfection of wisdom to think, ‘I am distant from the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, but I am close to the knowledge of all aspects.’

58.19 “To illustrate, Lord, it does not occur to a space to think, ‘I am near one thing and distant from another.’ And why? Lord, it is because a space does not have specific features, because a space is without thought construction. Similarly, Lord, it does not occur to the perfection of wisdom to think, ‘I am distant from the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, but I am close to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ [F.255.b] And why? Lord, it is because the perfection of wisdom is without thought construction.

58.20 “To illustrate further, Lord, it does not occur to an illusory person to think, ‘I am distant from the illusion but close to the magician,’ or ‘I am close to’ or ‘distant from the crowd of people who have gathered together.’ And why? Lord, it is because an illusory person is without thought construction.

58.21 “To illustrate further, Lord, it does not occur to a reflection in a mirror to think, ‘I am close to the objective support on account of which this reflection has arisen, but I am distant from those that have not arisen in that mirror or container of water.’ And why? Lord, it is because a reflection in a mirror is without thought construction. Similarly, Lord, it does not occur to a bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom to think, ‘I am distant from the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, but I am close to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ And why? Because the perfection of wisdom is without thought construction.

58.22 “Lord, the perfection of wisdom does not have likes or dislikes. And why? Because an intrinsic nature that is likable or dislikable cannot be apprehended in it. To illustrate, Lord, just as tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas do not have anything they might like or dislike, similarly the perfection of wisdom does not have anything it might like or dislike. To illustrate, Lord, just as a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha has abandoned all thought construction, similarly, Lord, the perfection of wisdom has abandoned all thought construction because it is without thought construction.

58.23 “To illustrate further, Lord, it does not occur to a tathāgata’s magical creation to think, ‘I am distant from the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, but I am close to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ And why? Lord, it is because a tathāgata and a tathāgata’s magical creation are without thought construction. Similarly, Lord, it does not occur to a bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom to think, ‘I am distant from the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level but I am close to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ And why? It is because the perfection of wisdom is without thought construction.
“To illustrate further, Lord, a tathāgata creates a magical creation, but even when that magical creation does that deed it was created to do, still it is without conceptualization and without thought construction. Similarly, Lord, the perfection of wisdom too is cultivated for what it does, but even when it does what it does, still that perfection of wisdom is without conceptualization and without thought construction.

“To illustrate further, Lord, a skilled contractor or contractor’s apprentice puts together a contraption in the shape of a woman, or in the shape of a man, or in the shape of an elephant, or in the shape of a bull. It is made for what the contraption does, but even when it does what it does, still that contraption is without conceptualization and without thought construction.”

Then venerable Śāriputra asked venerable Subhūti, “Venerable Subhūti, is only the perfection of wisdom without conceptualization and without thought construction, or is the perfection of concentration also without conceptualization and without thought construction, up to is the perfection of giving without conceptualization and without thought construction too?”

“Venerable Śāriputra, ... up to the perfection of giving is without conceptualization and without thought construction too,” said Subhūti.

“Well then, Venerable Subhūti,” Śāriputra further inquired, “is form without conceptualization and without thought construction, and are feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness also without conceptualization and without thought construction? Venerable Subhūti, are the eyes without conceptualization and without thought construction, and are the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind also without conceptualization and without thought construction? Venerable Subhūti, is a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and dharmas also without conceptualization and without thought construction? Is eye consciousness, up to thinking-mind consciousness; eye contact, up to thinking-mind contact; and feeling that arises from the condition of contact with the eyes, up to feeling that arises from the condition of contact with the thinking mind also without conceptualization and without thought construction? Venerable Subhūti, are the concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions also without conceptualization and without thought construction? Are the applications of mindfulness, connect this in the same way with each, up to the eightfold noble path, and the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilization also without conceptualization and without thought construction? Are the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, great love, and great compassion without conceptualization and without thought construction; up to and are
the eighteen distinct attributes of an awakened one and an awakened one also without conceptualization and without thought construction? Is awakening also without conceptualization and without thought construction? Are the compounded element and the uncompounded element also without conceptualization and without thought construction?"

58.29 “Venerable Śāriputra, all phenomena are without conceptualization and without thought construction,” said Subhūti.

58.30 Śāriputra further asked, “Venerable Subhūti, if all phenomena are without conceptualization and without thought construction, how has this division of cyclic existence into the five forms of life—in the hells, animal world, world of Yama, and as a human and god—come about, and how do the categorizations of stream enterer, up to awakening of the lord buddhas come about?”

58.31 Venerable Śāriputra having asked this, venerable Subhūti replied to him, “Venerable Śāriputra, these beings pile up karmic actions of body, speech, and mind motivated by error. Based on that they saddle themselves with, and pile up, karmic maturations that have arisen from the root—the desire-to-do. Saddled with them they enact the forms of life arisen from thought construction in the hells, [F.257.b] animal world, world of Yama, and as a human and god.

58.32 “Venerable Śāriputra, you have said, ‘How do the categorizations of stream enterer, once-returner, non-returner, worthy one, and pratyekabuddha come about, up to how does the categorization of lord buddha come about?’ Venerable Śāriputra, stream enterer and result of stream enterer are categories because of being without thought construction, up to the state of a worthy one, the state of a pratyekabuddha and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening are categories because of being without thought construction; buddha is a category because of being without thought construction, and awakening too is a category because of being without thought construction.

58.33 “Venerable Śāriputra, those lord buddhas, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas who have appeared in times past, were also without thought construction, were free from thought construction, and had abandoned thought construction. Similarly, those in the future will abandon thought construction, and, Venerable Śāriputra, those lord buddhas who have appeared at the present time, the lord buddhas who have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening in world systems in the ten directions, they too are without thought construction, are free from thought construction, and have abandoned thought construction. Because of this one of many explanations, Venerable Śāriputra, having taken the suchness that is the absence of thought construction, the suchness that is
the very limit of reality, and the suchness that is the dharma-constituent as authority, you should know that all phenomena are without thought construction.

58.34 “Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings [F.258.a] should practice the perfection of wisdom like that without thought construction. Practicing the perfection of wisdom without thought construction there is a full awakening to dharmas without thought construction.”

58.35 This was the fifty-eighth chapter, “Exposition of the Absence of Thought Construction,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B42]
CHAPTER 59: NONATTACHMENT

59.1 Then venerable Śāriputra said to venerable Subhūti, “Ah! Venerable Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings who are practicing this perfection of wisdom make a practice of something really worthwhile. Ah! The bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of wisdom make a practice of something really worthwhile.”

59.2 Venerable Śāriputra having said this, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Ah! Venerable Śāriputra, the bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of wisdom make a practice of something that is not worthwhile! And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because the perfection of wisdom is not worthwhile, up to the knowledge of all aspects is not worthwhile. And why? Venerable Śāriputra, it is because bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of wisdom do not apprehend and do not see even something not worthwhile, so however could they apprehend something really worthwhile? Similarly, connect this with each, up to the knowledge of all aspects is not worthwhile, so however could they apprehend something really worthwhile?”

59.3 Then it occurred to the gods living in the desire realm and living in the form realm to think, “It is right to bow down to those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family [F.258.b] who have produced the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, to those who practice this deep perfection of wisdom as it has been taught, and to those who practice that reality but still do not actualize the very limit of reality, the very limit of reality which, were they to have actualized it, would have them standing on the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. By the same token, it is right to bow down to those bodhisattva great beings who do not actualize these dharmas as being the same.”

59.4 Then venerable Subhūti said to those gods, “Gods! For those bodhisattva great beings it is not difficult to refrain from actualizing those dharmas as being the same, dharmas which, were they to have actualized them, would
have left them standing on the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level, but, gods, it is difficult for them to buckle on the armor of ‘we will place infinite, countless beings without measure in complete nirvāṇa,’ and still absolutely not apprehend those beings they have to discipline. Gods! Bodhisattva great beings practicing like that have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening with the thought, ‘I will discipline all beings,’ and that aspiration—‘I will discipline beings’—is the aspiration, ‘I will discipline space.’ And why? It is because they have to view beings as isolated because space is isolated, view beings as empty because space is empty, view beings as worthless because space is worthless, and view beings as in vain because space is in vain. Gods! In this way those bodhisattva great beings [F.259.a] buckling on armor for the sake of nonexistent beings are those who do what is difficult. Gods, someone with the thought to buckle on armor for the sake of beings wants to argue with space. Bodhisattva great beings have buckled on that armor but still do not apprehend those beings for whose sake they have buckled on the armor. And why? Because they view armor as isolated because beings are isolated. If the bodhisattva great beings’ minds are not cowed when this is taught, they are practicing the perfection of wisdom.

“And why? Because they view beings as isolated because form is isolated; beings as isolated because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are isolated; the perfection of wisdom as isolated because form is isolated; connect this in the same way with each, up to and the knowledge of all aspects as isolated because form is isolated. If bodhisattva great beings’ minds are not cowed, if they do not tense up, tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified when this explanation of the isolation of all phenomena is being given, those bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom.”

“Subhūti, why are bodhisattva great beings not cowed by the perfection of wisdom?” asked the Lord.

“Lord,” replied Subhūti, “bodhisattva great beings are not cowed by the perfection of wisdom because it is nonexistent. Lord, bodhisattva great beings are not cowed by the perfection of wisdom because it is isolated, calm, and unproduced. It is because of that, Lord, that bodhisattva great beings [F.259.b] are not cowed by the perfection of wisdom. And why? Lord, it is because those who are cowed, or that on account of which they are cowed, or about which they are cowed—all those dharmas do not exist and are not apprehended. Lord, if bodhisattva great beings do not become depressed, do not become despondent, do not feel cowed, do not tense up, do not tremble, do not feel frightened, and do not become terrified when this explanation is being given, those bodhisattva great beings are practicing the
Venerable Subhūti having responded like this, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, not only should the gods—those with the Indras, those with the Brahmās, and those with the Prajāpatis—as their leaders—bow down to bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that, but the Śubhakṛtsna gods of surpassing color, the Bṛhatphala..., up to the Śuddhāvāsa classes of gods should also bow down to bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that as well.

“Subhūti, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves [F.260.a] in infinite, countless world systems—those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas too watch over those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, having in mind, ‘This bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom, completing the perfection of concentration...’, connect this in the same way with each, up to ‘... completing the knowledge of all aspects.’ Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, the bodhisattva great beings whom the lord buddhas watch over, should be treated as candidates for buddhahood.

“If all the beings in world systems as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, as many as there are, were to become wicked Māras, and if each of those wicked Māras were to magically create that many wicked Māras, they would be incapable of hindering those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom. Subhūti, the Māras, the wicked ones, cannot break bodhisattva great beings endowed with two dharmas. Which two? They view all dharmas as emptiness and they do not give up on all beings. Endowed with those two dharmas, Subhūti, the Māras, the wicked ones, cannot break bodhisattva great beings.

“There are a further two dharmas, Subhūti, endowed with which bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom are not broken by the Māras, the wicked ones. Which two? They are true to their word and watched out for by the lord buddhas. [F.260.b] Endowed with those two dharmas, Subhūti, the Māras, the wicked ones, cannot break bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom.

“The gods will think that they should approach bodhisattva great beings practicing like that to attend on them, to question them and make inquiries, and they convey their enthusiasm, saying, ‘Son of a good family, you are
going to quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, so, son of a good family, you should dwell by dwelling in these, namely, by dwelling in emptiness, dwelling in signlessness, and dwelling in wishlessness. And why? Son of a good family, it is because if you dwell in those dwellings you will become the protector of beings without a protector, you will become the refuge of beings without a refuge, you will become the support of beings without a support, you will become the final ally of beings without a final ally, you will become the resting place of beings without a resting place, you will become the island of beings without an island, and you will become the sight of beings who have gone blind. And why? Because the lord buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in infinite, countless world systems, lord buddhas surrounded by communities of monks, also teach the Dharma to the bodhisattva great beings dwelling in this dwelling of the perfection of wisdom, expressing delight in the form of proclamations of the name and the lineage of those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that, which is to say, those bodhisattva great beings endowed with the requirements [F.261.a] for the good qualities of the perfection of wisdom.

59.13 “To illustrate, Subhūti, I now express delight and teach the Dharma in the form of a proclamation of the name of the bodhisattva great being Ratnaketu; express delight and teach the Dharma in the form of a proclamation of the name of the bodhisattva great being Śikhin; and I also express delight and teach the Dharma in the form of proclamations of the names of those bodhisattva great beings living a celibate life, those bodhisattva great beings inseparable from the perfection of wisdom in the presence of the lord, the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Akṣobhya. Subhūti, the lord buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in the eastern direction, those lord buddhas also teach the Dharma, they too express delight and teach the Dharma by way of being delighted by those bodhisattva great beings living such a celibate life there. Similarly, the lord buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in world systems in the south, west, and north, below and above, and the intermediate directions, those lord buddhas also teach the Dharma, they too express delight and teach the Dharma by way of being delighted by those bodhisattva great beings inseparable from the perfection of wisdom living a celibate life. Subhūti, the lord buddhas also express delight and teach the Dharma by way of being delighted by those bodhisattva great beings who, starting from the first production of the thought, [F.261.b] complete the awakening path, until they reach the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Subhūti, it is because those bodhisattva
great beings who have thus set out to ensure that there will be no interruption to a buddha’s guiding principle are those who do what is difficult.”

59.14 The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, do those lord buddhas teach the Dharma in the form of a proclamation of the names of, and by way of being delighted by, those bodhisattva great beings who turn back or those who do not turn back?”

59.15 Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord replied to him, “Subhūti, there are bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who are irreversible from awakening, and there are also those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who have not been prophesied—and those lord buddhas express delight and teach the Dharma to them by way of being delighted by them.”

59.16 “Lord, who are they?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” said the Lord, “those bodhisattva great beings who, when they practice a bodhisattva’s practice, practice by way of following the lord, the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Akṣobhya in training—they, Subhūti, are irreversible bodhisattva great beings. Those lord buddhas express of delight and teach the Dharma to them by way of being delighted by them. Subhūti, those lord buddhas also express delight and teach the Dharma by way of being delighted by them to those bodhisattva great beings who, when they practice a bodhisattva’s practice, practice by way of following the bodhisattva Ratnaketu in training.

59.17 “Furthermore, Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who believe all dharmas are not produced but still have not gained forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas, who believe all dharmas are ‘empty’ but still have not gained forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas, who believe all dharmas are ‘calm,’ who believe all dharmas are ‘free from greed,’ ‘in vain,’ ‘a fraud,’ and ‘pointless,’ but still have not gained forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas—the lord buddhas, Subhūti, express delight and by way of being delighted by them teach the Dharma to them. Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings in regard to whom those lord buddhas express delight and teach the Dharma in the form of a proclamation of their names, teach the Dharma by way of being delighted by them, those bodhisattva great beings will shun the śrāvaka level and pratyekabuddha level, and their unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening will be prophesied. Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, in regard to whom those lord buddhas express delight and teach the Dharma in the form of a proclamation of their names, those bodhisattva great beings will stand in the irreversible state, and having stood there will reach the knowledge of all aspects.
Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who, having listened to the deep perfection of wisdom, are not unsure, not open to doubt, and not perplexed about whether it is exactly what the unsurpassed, perfectly complete buddha has said will again hear in detail about it later on from the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Akṣobhya and from those sons of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle. Those sons of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle will also have a belief in this perfection of wisdom, and with a belief in this deep perfection of wisdom will believe it is exactly what the Tathāgata has said and will stand in the irreversible state.

“Subhūti, given that there is such a great boon for bodhisattva great beings who even hear the perfection of wisdom, what need is there to mention those who believe in it, and believing it stand in suchness and practice it for suchness, and having stood in suchness and practiced it for suchness will reach the knowledge of all aspects?”

“Lord,” Subhūti then inquired, “given that no phenomenon is apprehended when they have stood in suchness and practiced for suchness, how will they stand in the knowledge of all aspects? Lord, given that no phenomenon called ‘a tathāgata’s magical creation’ is apprehended at all who will stand in suchness, and who, having stood in suchness, will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? Who, having stood in suchness, will teach the Dharma? Given that even suchness is not apprehended, what need is there to say more about someone who will stand in suchness; someone who, having stood in suchness, will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and who, having stood in suchness, will teach the Dharma? It is impossible.”

Venerable Subhūti having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, you have said, ‘Lord, given that no phenomenon called “a tathāgata’s magical creation” is apprehended at all, who will stand in suchness, and who, having stood in suchness, will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? Who, having stood in suchness, will teach the Dharma? Given that even suchness is not apprehended, what need is there to say more about someone who will stand in suchness; someone who, having stood in suchness, will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and who, having stood in suchness, will teach the Dharma? It is impossible.’ Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! It is exactly as you say! Subhūti, given that apart from suchness no other phenomenon is apprehended, who will stand in suchness; who, having stood in suchness, will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and who, having stood in suchness, will teach the Dharma? Given that even suchness
is not apprehended, what need is there to say more about someone who will stand in suchness; connect this in the same way with each, up to who, having stood in suchness, will teach the Dharma? It is impossible.

“And why? [F.263.b] Subhūti, it is because whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise, suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, the true nature of dharms, the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharms, the certification of dharms, and the very limit of reality simply remain. Subhūti, there is nobody who stands in suchness, there is also no full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening having stood in suchness, and there is no teaching of the Dharma having stood in suchness either. And why? Because in suchness you cannot apprehend anyone who will stand in suchness; anyone who, having stood in suchness, will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; or anyone who, having stood in suchness, will teach the Dharma. Thus, because even suchness cannot be apprehended, therefore production cannot be apprehended there, and there is no stopping, no remaining, and no changing into something else. Therefore, because production cannot be apprehended in that dharma, and there is no stopping, no lasting, and no changing into something else, who will stand there; who, having stood there, will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; and who, having stood there, will teach the Dharma?”

Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to the Lord, “Lord, this perfection of wisdom is deep. Lord, those bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening are those who do what is difficult. And why? Because there is nobody [F.264.a] who will stand in suchness, there is nothing that is full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and there is nothing that is the teaching of the Dharma, but still they do not become unsure, do not become open to doubt, and do not become perplexed by that.”

Then venerable Subhūti said to Śatakratu, head of the gods, “Kauśika, you have said that bodhisattva great beings who do not become open to doubt, and do not become perplexed by the deep dharms, are those who do what is difficult. Kauśika, all phenomena are emptiness, so who would doubt or become perplexed by that?”

The elder Subhūti having said this, Śatakratu, head of the gods, replied to him, “Whatever the elder Subhūti teaches, all of it is a teaching that takes emptiness as its point of departure and does not get attached to anything. Just as when an arrow is shot into the sky, it does not get attached to anything, similarly, even though the elder Subhūti teaches the Dharma, it does not get attached to anything.”
This was the fifty-ninth chapter, “Nonattachment,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, asked the Lord, “Speaking like that and teaching like that, am I saying what the Lord has said, teaching the Dharma and perfectly giving expression to the Dharma in its totality?”

“Kauśika,” replied the Lord, “speaking like that and teaching like that you are saying what the Lord has said, teaching the Dharma and giving expression to the Dharma in its totality.”

Śatakratu said, “Lord, it is amazing how the elder Subhūti is confident in his readiness to speak about it [F.264.b] all with emptiness as the point of departure, is confident in his readiness to speak with signlessness and wishlessness as the point of departure, and is confident in his readiness to speak about the applications of mindfulness, up to awakening with that point of departure.”

Śatakratu, head of the gods, having said this, the Lord said to him, “Kauśika, Subhūti, dwelling in emptiness, does not apprehend even the perfection of giving, so what need is there to say more about those who might practice the perfection of giving. Similarly, connect this with he does not apprehend even the perfection of wisdom, so what need is there to say more about those who might practice the perfection of wisdom; he does not apprehend even the applications of mindfulness, so what need is there to say more about those who might cultivate the applications of mindfulness; similarly, connect this with each, up to he does not apprehend even the path, so what need is there to say more about those who might cultivate the path. Similarly, connect this with he does not apprehend even the concentrations..., immeasurables..., deliverances..., meditative stabilizations..., or absorptions, so what need is there to say more about those who might cultivate the absorptions; he does not apprehend even the powers, so what need is there to say more about those who might cultivate the powers; he does not apprehend even the fearlessnesses, so what need is there to say more about those who might accomplish the fearlessnesses; he does not apprehend
even the detailed and thorough knowledges, so what need is there to say more about those who might accomplish the detailed and thorough knowledges; he does not apprehend even great love, so what need is there to say more about those who might stand in great love; he does not apprehend even great compassion, so what need is there to say more about those who might stand in great compassion; he does not apprehend even the distinct attributes of a buddha, so what need is there to say more about those who might accomplish the distinct attributes of a buddha; he does not apprehend even awakening, so what need is there to say more about those who might fully awaken to awakening; he does not apprehend even the knowledge of all aspects, so what need is there to say more about those who might reach the knowledge of all aspects; and he does not apprehend even the Tathāgata, so what need is there to say more about those who might become a tathāgata? He does not apprehend even nonproduction, so what need is there to say more about those who might directly realize nonproduction; he does not apprehend even the major marks, so what need is there to say more about those on whose bodies the major marks might appear; and he does not apprehend even the minor signs, so what need is there to say more about those on whose bodies the minor signs might appear. And why? Kauśika, it is because the monk Subhūti abides in the isolation of all dharmas. Kauśika, it is because the monk Subhūti dwells without apprehending anything, dwells in emptiness, dwells in signlessness, and dwells in wishlessness.

60.5 “Kauśika, the monk Subhūti’s dwelling is like that and yet, Kauśika, that dwelling of the monk Subhūti does not approach the bodhisattva great being’s dwelling in the perfection of wisdom even by a hundredth part; it does not approach it by a thousandth part, does not approach it by a hundred thousandth part, and does not approach it by a hundred thousandth one hundred millionth part—it does not approach it by any number, fraction, counting, example, or comparison.

60.6 “And why? Because, setting aside the dwelling of a tathāgata, those dwelling as bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom are highest, foremost, special, best, superb, sublime, unsurpassed, and unrivaled among those dwelling in the dwellings of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas. Therefore, Kauśika, those who want to become the foremost of all beings should dwell in just this dwelling, namely, dwell in the perfection of wisdom.

60.7 “And why? Kauśika, it is because bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of wisdom pass beyond the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level, enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva, and,
having completed all the buddhadharmas, reach the knowledge of all aspects. Having reached the knowledge of all aspects, they obtain the elimination of all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions.”

60.8 Then the Trāyastriṃśa gods in that very retinue took up coral tree flowers and strewed them near, strewed them in front, and strewed them all around the Lord. Six thousand monks also got up from their seats, adjusted their upper robes so they hung down from one shoulder, knelt down with their right knees on the ground, cupped their palms together in a gesture of supplication specifically to the Lord, and bowed down toward him without closing their eyes. Through the power of the Buddha the palms of their hands cupped in the gesture of supplication were filled with coral tree flowers. They strewed the coral tree flowers near, strewed them in front, and strewed them all around the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha. While strewing them near, strewing them in front, and strewing them all around him, they made this statement: “Lord, on account of this wholesome root may we dwell in this loftiest of dwellings that is not the dwelling of all the śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas.”

60.9 Then at that time the Lord, knowing the aspiration of those monks, smiled. And it is in the very nature of a lord buddha that at the time of the smile, from the opening of the lord’s mouth issue forth light rays of many colors, of a variety of colors, namely, blue, yellow, red, white, reddish brown, crystalline, and silver-like. Having spread through the great billionfold world system and lit it up, they retract back, circling around the lord three times and disappearing into the lord from the top of his head.

60.10 Venerable Ānanda then got up from his seat, adjusted his upper robe so it hung down from one shoulder, knelt down with his right knee on the ground, cupped his palms together in a gesture of supplication specifically to the Lord, bowed forward to him, and said to the Lord, “Lord, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas do not give a smile without a cause, without a condition. So why did you smile? What is the cause, what is the condition?”

60.11 Venerable Ānanda having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Ānanda, during the eon called Tārakopama these six thousand monks will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. All will become a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha called Avakīrṇakusuma. Ānanda, those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas called Avakīrṇakusuma will have a comparable community of monks, will have a comparable buddhafield, and will have a comparable thousand-year lifespan too. Having gone forth from wherever they go forth, they will go forth to homelessness, and having gone forth to homelessness, wherever they dwell, there a rain of five-colored flowers will
rain down. Therefore, Ānanda, bodhisattva great being who want to dwell in the loftiest dwelling should practice the perfection of wisdom, and bodhisattva great beings who want to dwell in the Tathāgata’s dwelling should practice the perfection of wisdom.

“Ānanda, as for any son of a good family or daughter of a good family practicing this deep perfection of wisdom, that son of a good family or daughter of a good family should have this unquestioned certainty: ‘I have thus died a human and taken birth here, or have died among the Tuṣita class of gods and taken birth here. I have heard this deep perfection of wisdom in detail from humans or heard this deep perfection of wisdom in detail from the Tuṣita class of gods.’ Ānanda, the tathāgatas have kept their eye on those bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom. Ānanda, any son of a good family or daughter of a good family who hears this deep perfection of wisdom and, having heard it, takes it up, bears it in mind, reads it aloud, masters it, properly pays attention to it, and instructs persons in the Bodhisattva Vehicle in this deep perfection of wisdom, Ānanda, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family should have this unquestioned certainty: ‘We have heard this deep perfection of wisdom from the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, and have taken it up, borne it in mind, read it aloud, and mastered it. We have produced wholesome roots sprung from those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas.’ Ānanda, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family should know, ‘We have not produced wholesome roots sprung from śrāvakas, and we have not heard this deep perfection of wisdom from śrāvakas.’ Ānanda, any son of a good family or daughter of a good family who hears this deep perfection of wisdom and takes it up, bears it in mind, reads it aloud, masters it, and understands it from the meaning, the Dharma, and the [Viśnaya,619] those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family, Ānanda, should have this unquestioned certainty: ‘We have been face to face with the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas.’

“Ānanda, when any son of a good family or daughter of a good family hears an explanation of this deep perfection of wisdom and does not reject it, does not argue against it, and gains a serene confidence in it, Ānanda, that son of a good family or daughter of a good family should know, ‘I have served well the victors of the past and have been assisted by spiritual friends.’

“Ānanda, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who has planted wholesome roots from [F.267.b] the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas does not falsify the state of a śrāvaka or the state of a pratyekabuddha or the state of a buddha, but still, Ānanda, as
bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving, connect this in the same way with each, up to practicing the knowledge of all aspects should have understood those states well. Ānanda, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving, connect this in the same way with each, up to practicing the knowledge of all aspects who have understood them well do not dwell in the state of a śrāvaka or the state of a pratyekabuddha.

60.15 “Therefore, Ānanda, I entrust this deep perfection of wisdom to you. Ānanda, of all the Dharma I have taught, with the exception of the perfection of wisdom, if you, having taken up and mastered all the Dharma I have taught, afterward let it go to waste, and afterward reject it, you will not, just on that account, be at fault as far as I am concerned. But, Ānanda, should you, having taken up this deep perfection of wisdom, afterward let even a single line of it go to waste you will, just on that account, be at fault as far as I am concerned. Ānanda, if you, having taken up this deep perfection of wisdom, afterward do not let it go to waste and do not throw it away, Ānanda, you will be faultless as far as I am concerned.

60.16 “So, Ānanda, I entrust this deep perfection of wisdom to you. One way or the other take it up, bear it in mind, read it aloud, master it, and always pay proper attention to it. Take it up well, bear it in mind well, with the letters, stems, and inflected words perfectly received and having fully grasped the excellent explanation. Ānanda, any son of a good family or daughter of a good family who [F.268.a] takes up this deep perfection of wisdom, bears it in mind, reads it aloud, masters it, and properly pays attention to it will have taken up the entire awakening of past, future, and present lord buddhas. Ānanda, any son of a good family or daughter of a good family who takes up and assists with this deep perfection of wisdom will have assisted with the awakening of past, future, and present lord buddhas.

60.17 “Ānanda, any sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who want to respect, revere, honor, and worship me directly now with flowers, or incense, or garlands, or perfumes, or creams, or powders, or robes, or parasols, or flags, or banners, should all take up this deep perfection of wisdom, bear it in mind, read it aloud, and master it, and having taken it up, borne it in mind, read it aloud, and mastered it, they should respect, should revere, should honor, and should worship this deep perfection of wisdom with flowers, incense, garlands, perfumes, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags, and banners. Those who respect, revere, honor, and worship the perfection of wisdom also worship me as well, and they worship the past, future, and present lord buddhas too. Ānanda, any sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who foster feelings of veneration, liking, and
faith when this deep perfection of wisdom is being explained foster feelings of veneration, liking, faith, and adoration [F.268.b] for past, future, and present lord buddhas too.

60.18 “Ānanda, if you love me, if I am dear to you and you have not given up on me, then, Ānanda, love this deep perfection of wisdom, make it dear and do not give up on it. One way or the other you must not let even just a single line of this deep perfection of wisdom go to waste.

60.19 “Ānanda, I have said much to you concerning the complete instructions for this deep perfection of wisdom, but in short, just as I am your teacher so too is this deep perfection of wisdom your teacher. Therefore, Ānanda, I deliver over to you this perfection of wisdom in an immeasurable delivery. Therefore, Ānanda, I declare to the world with its gods, humans, and asuras that those who have not given up the Buddha, who have not given up the Dharma, who have not given up the Saṅgha, and who have not given up the awakening of the past, future, and present lord buddhas should not give up this deep perfection of wisdom. This is my instruction.

60.20 “Ānanda, any son of a good family or daughter of a good family who takes up this deep perfection of wisdom, bears it in mind, reads it aloud, masters it, and pays proper attention to it; who perfectly reveals it to others in detail with one of many explanations; and who expounds, explains, gives an exposition on, makes known, advances, gives a commentary on, sorts out, and makes clear this deep perfection of wisdom, Ānanda, that son of a good family or daughter of a good family will quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and be near the knowledge of all aspects. [F.269.a] And why? Ānanda, it is because the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of the lord buddhas has come about from the perfection of wisdom. Ānanda, the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of those lord buddhas who were tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas in times gone by has come about from this perfection of wisdom; Ānanda, the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of those lord buddhas who will be tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas in times yet to come will come about from this perfection of wisdom; and, Ānanda, the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of those lord buddhas who are tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas presently standing in the eastern direction, in the south, west, and north, below and above, and the intermediate directions too, Ānanda, comes about from this perfection of wisdom as well.

60.21 “Therefore, Ānanda, bodhisattva great beings who want to awaken fully to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should train in these six perfections. And why? Ānanda, it is because these—namely, the six perfections—give birth to bodhisattva great beings.
“Ānanda, all those bodhisattva great beings who are training in the six perfections will go forth to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Therefore, Ānanda, I deliver over these six perfections in a detailed description. And why? Ānanda, it is because this—namely, [F.269.b] the perfections treasure house—is the treasure house of the Dharma of the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas. It is an inexhaustible treasure house. Ānanda, those lord buddhas teaching the Dharma who are tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in world systems in the east, south, west, and north, below and above, and in the intermediate directions, they too, Ānanda, teach the Dharma from just this treasure house of the perfections. Ānanda, those lord buddhas who were tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas in times gone by, they too, having trained in just these six perfections, fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; Ānanda, those lord buddhas who will be tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas in times yet to come, they too will train in just these six perfections, fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and teach the Dharma. And, Ānanda, those śrāvakas of past, future, and present lord buddhas, as many as there are, they too, having trained in just this perfection of wisdom, have entered complete nirvāṇa, will enter complete nirvāṇa, and are entering complete nirvāṇa.

“Ānanda, were you to teach the Dharma that has to do with the śrāvaka level to persons in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, and were all the beings in a great billionfold world system to actualize the state of a worthy one through that teaching of the Dharma, Ānanda, you still would not have done the work to be done by my śrāvakas. But, Ānanda, were you for bodhisattva great beings to throw light on just one line of Dharma associated with the perfection of wisdom, that would make you a śrāvaka pleasing to me, and you would have done the work to be done by a śrāvaka.

“Ānanda, what do you think, were all the beings, as many as there are, in a great billionfold world system to have simultaneously obtained human bodies and to have actualized the state of a worthy one through that earlier teaching of the Dharma, Ānanda, you still would not have done the work to be done by my śrāvakas. But, Ānanda, were you for bodhisattva great beings to throw light on just one line of Dharma associated with the perfection of wisdom, that would make you a śrāvaka pleasing to me, and you would have done the work to be done by a śrāvaka.

“Ānanda, what do you think, were all the beings, as many as there are, in a great billionfold world system to have simultaneously obtained human bodies and to have actualized the state of a worthy one through that earlier teaching of the Dharma, Ānanda, in regard to those bases of meritorious action arisen from giving, those bases of meritorious action arisen from morality, and those bases of meritorious action arisen from meditation of those worthy ones—would there be a lot of those bases of meritorious action?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” he said.

“Ānanda,” he continued, “were anyone in the Śrāvaka Vehicle to teach the Dharma associated with the perfection of wisdom to a bodhisattva great being for even just one single day, they would create even more merit than that. Ānanda, let alone they would create more than that in one day, Ānanda,
were anyone in the Śrāvaka Vehicle to teach the Dharma associated with the perfection of wisdom to a bodhisattva great being for even half a day; or let alone half a day, Ānanda, for even just a morning; or let alone just a morning, Ānanda, for down to even less than half an hour, or down to half a minute, or a few seconds, or just the time it takes to blink, they still would create even more merit than that, and surpass the wholesome root of all those in the Śrāvaka Vehicle and Pratyekabuddha Vehicle. [F.270.b]

60.26 “Ānanda, were bodhisattva great beings to teach the Dharma associated with the perfection of wisdom to persons in the Bodhisattva Vehicle for even just one single day, or half a day, or a morning, or down to less than half an hour, or down to half a minute, or a few seconds, or just the time it takes to blink, Ānanda, those bodhisattva great beings would surpass the wholesome roots of all those persons in the Śrāvaka Vehicle and Pratyekabuddha Vehicle. And why? It is because of wanting personally to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and to inspire and teach others to take it up, to motivate them, and to cause them to enter into, and establish them in, unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

60.27 “Thus, Ānanda, because bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections, practicing the applications of mindfulness, practicing..., up to the knowledge of path aspects grow from those wholesome roots, it is impossible and there is no chance they will be lacking in what is necessary for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. It is impossible.”

60.28 When this exposition of the perfection of wisdom was being given, the Lord enacted such an enactment of miraculous power in front of the four retinues, gods, humans, nāgas, yakṣas, gandharvas, asuras, garudas, kinnaras, and mahoragas that those retinues, because of such an enactment of miraculous power, all beheld the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Akṣobhya teaching the Dharma to bodhisattva great beings, with a retinue like a great sea without a ripple, surrounded by a community of monks, at the head of a community of monks, all worthy ones with outflows dried up, without afflictions, fully controlled, quite freed in their hearts, well freed and wise, thoroughbreds, great bull elephants, with their work done, their task accomplished, with their burden laid down, with their own goal accomplished, with the fetters that bound them to existence broken, and with their hearts well freed by right understanding, in perfect control of their whole mind.

60.29 Then the Lord drew back that miraculous power, and having drawn back that miraculous power, all the four retinues, the persons in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, the persons in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and so on no longer saw the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Akṣobhya, and no longer saw the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha
Akṣobhya’s buddhafield. The buddha and so on, and those communities of monks, no longer appeared within the range of their eye sense-power. And why? The Tathāgata had drawn back the enactment of miraculous power. That is why they no longer saw.

Then the Lord said to venerable Ānanda, “Ānanda, do you see that buddhafield of the tathāgata Akṣobhya, that tathāgata Akṣobhya himself, that community of monks, and that community of bodhisattvas?”

“Lord,” he replied, “the buddhafield of the tathāgata Akṣobhya, that tathāgata Akṣobhya himself, that community of monks, and that community of bodhisattvas are not within the field of vision.” [F.271b]

“Similarly, Ānanda,” he replied, “all dharmas are not within the field of vision. A dharma does not appear to a dharma. A dharma does not see a dharma. Just as the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Akṣobhya, those śrāvakas, those persons in the Bodhisattva Vehicle, and that buddhafield are not within the field of vision, similarly, Ānanda, all dharmas are not within the field of vision either. A dharma does not see a dharma. A dharma does not know all dharmas, because all dharmas are without knowing, without seeing, and incapable of doing anything. And why? Ānanda, it is because all dharmas are without movement and ungraspable based on the fact that they have no essential nature; being without movement and ungraspable, Ānanda, all dharmas are inconceivable, and, Ānanda, like a person conjured up by magic, all dharmas are without experience.

“Ānanda, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that are practicing the perfection of wisdom and do not settle down on any dharma at all. Ānanda, bodhisattva great beings training like that train in the perfection of wisdom, and, Ānanda, bodhisattva great beings who want to reach all the perfections should train in the perfection of wisdom too. Such a training is most excellent, foremost, best, superb, sublime, unsurpassed, and unrivaled, for the benefit of the whole world, for the happiness of the whole world, a protector of beings without a protector, endorsed by the buddhas and extolled by the buddhas. While remaining in it, even were the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas to raise up this great billionfold world system with their right hand and place it down again it would not occur to those beings that this great billionfold world system had been raised up or placed down. And why? Ānanda, it is because, having trained in this perfection of wisdom, an insight has arisen in the lord buddhas into knowledge free from attachment to past, future, and present dharmas. Ānanda, of all trainings that exist, as many as there are, this perfection of wisdom training is the highest, most excellent, foremost, best, superb, sublime, unsurpassed, and unrivaled.
“Ānanda, to think that you can get the measure or limit of the perfection of wisdom is simply to think that you can get the measure or limit of space. And why? Ānanda, it is because the perfection of wisdom is immeasurable. Ānanda, I do not speak about the measure of the perfection of wisdom. You can get the measure of a collection of letters, a collection of stems, and a collection of inflected words, but you cannot get the measure of the perfection of wisdom.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Ānanda asked him, “Why is it that the perfection of wisdom is without measure and cannot be given a size?”

“Ānanda,” replied the Lord, “the perfection of wisdom is immeasurable because it is inexhaustible. Ānanda, the perfection of wisdom is immeasurable because it is isolated. Ānanda, those tathāgatas, [F.272.b] worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas who appeared in times gone by were generated from just this perfection of wisdom, but the perfection of wisdom is still not exhausted. Ānanda, those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas who will come about in times yet to come will be generated from just this perfection of wisdom, but the perfection of wisdom will still not be exhausted. And those present tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas presently dwelling and maintaining themselves in world systems in the ten directions—those lord buddhas too are generated from just this perfection of wisdom, but the perfection of wisdom still has not been exhausted, will not be exhausted, and is not exhausted. And why? Ānanda, it is because accepting that the perfection of wisdom can be exhausted is simply to accept that space can be exhausted, but the perfection of wisdom has not been exhausted, will not be exhausted, and is not exhausted. Connect this in the same way with the perfection of concentration, up to the perfection of giving has not been exhausted, will not be exhausted, and is not exhausted, and connect this in the same way with each, up to the knowledge of all aspects has not been exhausted, will not be exhausted, and is not exhausted, because those dharmas have no production, and dharmas that have no production have never come to an end.”

Thereupon the Lord extended his tongue and, having covered the entire circle of his face with his tongue, said to venerable Ānanda, “Ānanda, what do you think, would one with such a tongue speak untruthfully, speak falsely?”

“No, Lord; no, [F.273.a] Sugata,” said Ānanda.

“So then, Ānanda,” continued the Lord, “reveal this perfection of wisdom to the four retinues in detail. Teach it, establish it, settle it, sort it out, make it clear, and illuminate it. Ānanda, all the dharmas in which persons in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and in the Bodhisattva
Vehicle should train are revealed in detail in just this deep perfection of wisdom, and if they train in them as they have been taught they will each stand at their own level. Ānanda, this deep perfection of wisdom is the entrance into all letters, and the entrance into all for which there are no letters. Ānanda, this deep perfection of wisdom is the gateway to all the dhāraṇīs—the dhāraṇī gateways in which bodhisattva great beings should train. Bodhisattva great beings who take up those dhāraṇīs obtain all the types of confidence giving a readiness to speak, and the detailed and thorough knowledges.

"Ānanda, I have taught that this deep perfection of wisdom is the inexhaustible treasure house of the good Dharma of the past, future, and present lord buddhas. Therefore, Ānanda, you should believe and know that whoever will take up, bear in mind, read aloud, and master this deep perfection of wisdom will have taken up the awakening of the past, future, and present lord buddhas. Ānanda, I have taught that this deep perfection of wisdom is the dhāraṇī. If you take up this perfection of wisdom dhāraṇī you will take possession of all dharmas."

This was the sixtieth chapter, “Entrusting,” [F.273.b] of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B43]
CHAPTER 61: INEXHAUSTIBLE

Then it occurred to venerable Subhūti to think, “Ah! This awakening of the tathāgatas is deep, so without a doubt I am going to have to question the Tathāgata.” Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, is this perfection of wisdom not exhausted?”

“Subhūti,” he replied, “because space is inexhaustible the perfection of wisdom is not exhausted.”

“Lord, how are bodhisattva great beings to accomplish the perfection of wisdom?” he asked.

“Subhūti,” he replied, “because form is inexhaustible they will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Subhūti, because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are inexhaustible they will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Subhūti, because the perfection of giving is inexhaustible they will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Connect this in the same way with each, up to Subhūti, because the knowledge of all aspects is inexhaustible they will accomplish the perfection of wisdom.

“Through form and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through feeling and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through perception and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through volitional factors and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through consciousness and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through the aggregates and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Connect this in the same way with through the constituents and space being inexhaustible, and through the sense fields and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom.
“Through dependent origination and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through ignorance and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through volitional factors and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through consciousness and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through name and form and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through the six sense fields and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through contact and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through feeling and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through craving and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through appropriation and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through existence and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through birth and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom. Through old age, death, pain, lamentation, suffering, depression, and grief and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings will accomplish the perfection of wisdom.

“Subhūti, this is how bodhisattva great beings should accomplish the perfection of wisdom, and this, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva great beings’ insight into dependent origination and insight into avoiding a beginning and an end. Such insight into dependent origination is the distinctive attribute of bodhisattva great beings seated at the site of awakening, and with such insight into dependent origination they will reach the knowledge of all aspects. Subhūti, any bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom by way of this space-like inexhaustible accomplishment have insight into dependent origination and will not stand on the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. They will stand [F.275.a] in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. When any son of a good family or daughter of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle turns back, they turn back on account of not having resorted to paying attention to the perfection of wisdom. Subhūti, they do not understand how bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom by way of this space-like inexhaustible accomplishment get insight into dependent origination and
accomplishment. Subhūti, those persons in the Bodhisattva Vehicle who will turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening will turn back on account of not having resorted to this skill in means. Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings who are irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening are irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening thanks to this perfection of wisdom because of skillful means. Therefore, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should get insight into dependent origination and accomplishment through the space-like inexhaustible accomplishment.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings with such insight into dependent origination do not see any causeless phenomenon being produced at all, do not view any ceasing permanent phenomenon at all, do not view any phenomenon as a self at all, and do not view any phenomenon at all as a being, a living being, a creature, one born of Manu, a child of Manu, one who lives, a person, one who does, one who makes someone else do, a motivator, one who motivates, one who feels, one who makes someone else feel, one who knows, one who sees, or as permanent, impermanent, suffering, [F.275.b] happiness, self, selfless, calm, or not calm. Subhūti, that is how bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should have insight into dependent origination. Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom they do not view form as permanent or impermanent, as happiness or suffering, as self or no self, or as calm or not calm. Connect this in the same way with each, up to they do not view the knowledge of all aspects as permanent or impermanent, as happiness or suffering, as self or no self, or as calm or not calm.

“Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom, by practicing the perfection of wisdom they do not at that time see the perfection of wisdom, and they do not see a phenomenon with which they would see the perfection of wisdom, and so too with the perfection of concentration, up to the perfection of giving. Connect this in the same way with each, up to they do not see awakening, and they do not see a phenomenon with which they would see awakening. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should thus practice the perfection of wisdom without apprehending any phenomena.

“Subhūti, when a bodhisattva great being practices the perfection of wisdom like this without apprehending any phenomena, at that time, Subhūti, Māra the wicked one gets a sharp stab of pain. [F.276.a] For example, Subhūti, just as a human being whose mother and father die gets a sharp stab of pain, gets a huge sharp stab of pain, so too, Subhūti, Māra the wicked one gets a sharp stab of pain when a bodhisattva great being practices the perfection of wisdom without apprehending all phenomena.”
The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, will one single wicked Māra get a sharp stab of pain when a bodhisattva great being practices the perfection of wisdom without apprehending all dhammas, or will all the wicked Māras standing in a great billionfold world system get a sharp stab of pain and not sit easily on their own seats?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “when a bodhisattva great being is inseparable from the dwelling that is the perfection of wisdom, all the wicked Māras standing in a great billionfold world system will get an excruciatingly sharp stab of pain and not sit easily on their own seats. The world with its gods, humans, and asuras will not find any opportunity to get hold of and hurt a bodhisattva great being in a life like that.

Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should dwell in the dwelling that is this perfection of wisdom. When bodhisattva great beings are dwelling in this dwelling that is this perfection of wisdom, the cultivation of the perfection of giving reaches completion. Connect this in the same way with each, up to the cultivation of the perfection of concentration reaches completion. [F.276b] When bodhisattva great beings are practicing this perfection of wisdom, the cultivation of all the perfections reaches completion.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, how does the cultivation of the perfection of giving reach completion in bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of wisdom? How does the cultivation of the perfection of morality reach completion…, and so too, up to how does the cultivation of the perfection of wisdom reach completion?”

Venerable Subhūti having inquired about this, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings giving a gift give the gift while dedicating it to the knowledge of all aspects. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings’ cultivation of the perfection of giving reaches completion.

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings guarding morality guard morality while dedicating it to the knowledge of all aspects. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings’ cultivation of the perfection of morality reaches completion.

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings making a practice of patience cultivate patience while dedicating it to the knowledge of all aspects. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings’ cultivation of the perfection of patience reaches completion.

“Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings make an effort at perseverance, how does the cultivation of the perfection of perseverance reach completion? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings making an effort [F.277a] at
perseverance do so while dedicating it to the knowledge of all aspects. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings’ cultivation of the perfection of perseverance reaches completion.

61.19 “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings becoming absorbed in concentration become absorbed in concentration while dedicating it to the knowledge of all aspects. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings’ cultivation of those perfections of concentration reaches completion.

61.20 “Subhūti, how does the bodhisattva great beings’ cultivation of the perfection of wisdom reach completion? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings cultivating the perfection of wisdom cultivate wisdom while dedicating those perfections of wisdom to the knowledge of all aspects. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings’ cultivation of the perfection of wisdom reaches completion.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving incorporate the perfection of morality?”

61.22 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “here bodhisattva great beings giving a gift and dedicating it to the knowledge of all aspects attend on all beings with kindly physical action, attend on all beings with kindly verbal action, and with kindly mental action. When they do so, the bodhisattva great beings incorporate the perfection of morality.” [F.277.b]

61.23 “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving incorporate the perfection of patience?” asked Subhūti.

61.24 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “here, when bodhisattva great beings give a gift, even if the recipients criticize or humiliate or refuse to associate with and swear at them, they do not bear them any malice. In that case, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving incorporate the perfection of patience.”

61.25 “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving incorporate the perfection of perseverance?” he asked.

61.26 “Subhūti,” he replied, “when bodhisattva great beings give a gift and those recipients criticize or humiliate or refuse to associate with and swear at them, if, even while being criticized or humiliated or sworn at they keep on being generous, keep on giving things away, willing themselves to persevere physically and mentally with the thought, ‘Mine is simply the giving of gifts, mine is not the withholding of them,’ in that case, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving incorporate the perfection of perseverance.”

61.27 “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving incorporate the perfection of concentration?” he asked.
“Subhūti,” he replied, “here bodhisattva great beings giving a gift, when giving that gift away dedicate it to the knowledge of all aspects. They do not dedicate it in their minds to the śrāvaka level [F.278.a] or the pratyekabuddha level, but rather focus their thought only on the knowledge of all aspects. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving incorporate the perfection of concentration.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving incorporate the perfection of wisdom?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “here while bodhisattva great being are giving a gift, giving that gift away and dedicating it to the knowledge of all aspects, they continually bring to mind the fact that the giving is like an illusion and they do not see that giving as helping or harming any being at all. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving incorporate the perfection of wisdom.”

This was the sixty-first chapter, “Inexhaustible,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
62. Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of morality incorporate the perfection of giving?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord replied to him, “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of morality do not grasp the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level as absolute on account of any rule, be it a rule to do with body or speech or mind. Standing in the perfection of morality they do not kill beings. They do not steal, do not engage in illicit sex because of lust, do not lie, do not insult, do not engage in backbiting, do not babble nonsense, do not covet, do not bear malice, and do not have a wrong view. Standing in that perfection of morality, whatever the gift they give, be it food to those who are begging for food, something to drink to those who want something to drink, incense to those who want incense, transport to those who want transport, clothes to those who want clothes, flower garlands to those who want flower garlands, creams to those who want creams, beds to those who want beds, seats to those who want seats, a lamp to those who want a lamp, prerequisites for those who need the prerequisites, up to whatever human requirements are appropriate, they make that gift into something shared in common by all beings and dedicate it to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. They make a dedication in such a way that it is not a dedication to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of morality incorporate the perfection of giving.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of morality incorporate the perfection of patience?”

“Subhūti, here if every being were to chop and carry off every major or minor part of the body of bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of morality, it would not disturb even a single production of their thought of
awakening. They would not nurse pent-up anger and would not bear malice. Rather, it would occur to them to think, ‘I have found every being chopping and carrying off the major or minor parts of my body [F.279.a] like that as something very useful.’ In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of morality incorporate the perfection of patience.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of morality incorporate the perfection of perseverance?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings thinking, ‘I will free every being from samsāra and establish them in the realm of immortality,’ do not slacken off from physical and mental perseverance. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of morality incorporate the perfection of perseverance.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of morality incorporate the perfection of concentration?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings, having become absorbed in and abiding in the first concentration, and having become absorbed in and abiding in the second, third, and fourth concentration, do not hold the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level as a support, but rather think, ‘Absorbed in this perfection of meditative stabilization I will free every being from samsāra.’ In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of morality incorporate the perfection of concentration.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great being standing in the perfection of morality incorporate the perfection of wisdom?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of morality do not see any phenomenon other than all those that do not pass beyond suchness. They do not see any phenomenon as compounded, nor do they see it as uncompounded. They do not see an existent thing as compounded, nor do they see a nonexistent thing as uncompounded, nor do they see a causal sign that is compounded, nor do they see the absence of a causal sign that is uncompounded, nor do they see any phenomenon as there or not there. With that perfection of wisdom and skillful means they do not fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of morality incorporate the perfection of wisdom.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of patience incorporate the perfection of giving?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti, here, starting from their first production of the thought up until seated at the site of awakening, were all beings to criticize, humiliate, and chop off the major or minor parts of the body of bodhisattva great beings, it would occur to those bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of patience to think, ‘Mine is simply the giving of gifts, mine is not the
withholding of them.’ They give food to those who want food, something to
drink to those who want something to drink, and similarly, up to they give
whatever human requirements are appropriate, and they make that gift into
something shared in common by all beings and dedicate it to unsurpassed,
perfect, complete awakening. One way or the other they make the dedication
in such a way that the dedication operates without the threefold intellectual
apprehension of [F.280.a] someone who is dedicating, something being
dedicated, or something to which the dedication is made. In that way,
Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of patience
incorporate the perfection of giving.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of
patience incorporate the perfection of morality?” asked Subhūti.

“Subhūti, here, starting from their first production of the thought up until
seated at the site of awakening, bodhisattva great beings do not deprive any
being of its life. They do not steal, and similarly, up to they do not have a
wrong view. Also, their minds are not occupied with the śrāvaka or
pratyekabuddha level. They make those wholesome roots into something
shared in common by all beings and dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect,
complete awakening, and one way or the other they make the dedication in
such a way that the dedication operates without the threefold intellectual
apprehension..., up to of something to which the dedication is made. In that
way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of
patience incorporate the perfection of morality.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of
patience incorporate the perfection of perseverance?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of
patience will themselves to persevere, thinking, ‘I would go a single yojana,
go a hundred yojanas, go a thousand yojanas, go to a single world system, or
go to a hundred thousand one hundred million world systems [F.280.b] if I
could make even just one single being train in the points of training, if I
could establish them in the result of stream enterer, up to the state of a
worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, or if I could establish them in
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ They make those wholesome
roots into something shared in common by all beings and dedicate them to
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. In that way, Subhūti, the
bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of patience incorporate
the perfection of perseverance.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of
patience incorporate the perfection of concentration?”
“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of patience are detached from sense objects and detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas. Connect this in the same way with each, up to they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the fourth concentration. They dedicate whatever mind and mental factor dharmas furnished with the wholesome that they have produced to the knowledge of all aspects, and at that time they make the dedication in such a way that they do not apprehend the concentrations or the branches of the concentrations. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of patience incorporate the perfection of concentration.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of patience incorporate the perfection of wisdom?”

“Subhūti, here when bodhisattva great beings are standing in the perfection of patience they dwell as those who view the dharmas in their isolated aspect, or calm aspect, or extinct aspect, but they do not actualize that true nature of dharmas up until they are seated at the site of awakening. Having sat down there they reach the knowledge of all aspects, and arising from there they turn the wheel of the Dharma. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of patience incorporate the perfection of wisdom, but incorporate it in such a way that they do not take up and do not reject anything at all.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance incorporate the perfection of giving?”

“Subhūti, here, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance do not slacken off from physical and mental perseverance. They think, ‘Mine is the full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, mine is not not fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,’ and they go one yojana, or a hundred yojanas, or a thousand yojanas, or to a single world system, or to one hundred million world systems, or to a hundred thousand one hundred million world systems for the sake of beings, keeping on in the perfection of perseverance even if it is just to establish one single being in awakening. If they do not find a bodhisattva-vehicle person, still they establish a śrāvaka-vehicle person in the state of a śrāvaka and they establish a pratyekabuddha-vehicle person in the state of a pratyekabuddha. At the very least they establish just one being in the path of the ten wholesome actions. They satisfy beings with the gift of Dharma and material gifts, but they do not dedicate those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. Rather they make those gifts into something shared in common by all beings.
and dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance incorporate the perfection of giving.”

62.23 “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance incorporate the perfection of morality?”

62.24 “Subhūti, here, starting from their first production of the thought up until seated at the site of awakening, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance personally stop killing, inspire others to stop killing, speak in praise of stopping killing, and speak in praise of others stopping killing as well, welcoming it. Connect this is in the same way with each, up to they personally stop wrong view, inspire others to stop wrong view, speak in praise of stopping wrong view, and speak in praise of others stopping wrong view as well, welcoming it. With that morality they do not yearn for the desire realm and they do not yearn for the form realm or the formless realm. They do not yearn for the śrāvaka level and they do not yearn for the pratyekabuddha level. Rather, they make those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings and dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and one way or the other they make the dedication in such a way that the dedication occurs without the threefold intellectual apprehension of someone who is dedicating, something being dedicated, and something to which the dedication is made. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance incorporate the perfection of morality.”

62.25 “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance incorporate the perfection of patience?”

62.26 “Subhūti, here, starting from their first production of the thought up until seated at the site of awakening, if those in human form, up to in nonhuman form have disturbed the minds of bodhisattva great beings, or have chopped and carried off the major or minor parts of their bodies, still it does not occur to those bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance to think, ‘They are chopping something off me, or cutting me into pieces, or depriving me of something.’ Rather, it occurs to them to think, ‘Those who have come here and chopped and carried off the major or minor parts of my body are exactly those for whose sake I have taken care of my body, so I have found something very useful here.’ They have paid attention excellently to the basic nature of the true nature of dharmas. They do not dedicate those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level, but rather, having made them into something shared in common by all
beings, they dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance incorporate the perfection of patience."

"Lord, how do bodhisattva [F.282.b] great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance incorporate the perfection of concentration?"

"Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings detached from sense objects, detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas, perfectly accomplish and dwell in the first concentration that has applied thought and has sustained thought and joy and happiness born of detachment; up to perfectly accomplish and dwell in the fourth concentration, in love, up to equanimity, up to in the station of neither perception nor nonperception absorption. But they do not appropriate the maturations of those concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions; rather, they are born in them to work for the welfare of all beings, and with the six perfections—the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom—they bring those beings to maturity, passing on from buddhafield to buddhafield in order to attend on the lord buddhas and plant wholesome roots. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance incorporate the perfection of concentration."

"Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance incorporate the perfection of wisdom?"

"Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance [F.283.a] do not view the perfection of giving as a material reality, as a real thing, or as a causal sign, up to they do not view the perfection of concentration as a material reality, as a real thing, or as a causal sign. Connect this is in the same way with each, up to they do not view the applications of mindfulness, up to the knowledge of all aspects as a material reality, as a real thing, or as a causal sign. They do not view all dharmas as a material reality, and they do not view them as a real thing, or as a causal sign. They do not make their home in any dharma. They live up to their words. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of perseverance incorporate the perfection of wisdom."

"Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration incorporate the perfection of giving?"

"Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings detached from sense objects, detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas, perfectly accomplish and dwell in the first concentration. Connect this is in the same way with each, up to they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of neither perception nor nonperception absorption. Standing in the perfection of concentration they give the gift of material possessions and the gift of Dharma to those beings,
without mental distraction. They personally⁶³⁵ give the gift of material possessions and the gift of Dharma. They inspire others to give the gift of material possessions and the gift of Dharma, speak in praise of giving the gift of material possessions and the gift of Dharma, [F.283.b] and speak in praise of others giving the gift of material possessions and the gift of Dharma as well, welcoming it. They do not dedicate those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. Rather, having made them into something shared in common by all beings, they dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration incorporate the perfection of giving.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration incorporate the perfection of morality?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration do not produce a thought associated with greed, do not produce a thought associated with hatred or one associated with confusion, and do not produce a thought associated with violence. Rather, they dwell with attention connected to the knowledge of all aspects. They do not dedicate those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. Rather, having made them into something shared in common by all beings, they dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration incorporate the perfection of morality.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration incorporate the perfection of patience?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration [F.284.a] analytically understand form to be like a mass of foam, understand feeling to be like a water bubble, understand perception to be like a mirage, understand volitional factors to be like a plantain tree, and analytically understand consciousness to be like something conjured up by magic. When they analytically understand the five aggregates to be like that, the perception that they are worthless becomes available. With such an analytical understanding, even when a major or minor part of their body is chopped off it occurs to them to think, ‘Who is chopping this off? Whose feeling is it? Whose perception is it? Whose volitional factors are they? Whose consciousness is it?’ With such an analytical understanding it also occurs to them to think, when abusive things have been done, ‘In whom does malice arise when abused and humiliated, and who is abusing and humiliating here?’ In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration incorporate the perfection of patience.”
“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration incorporate the perfection of perseverance?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings detached from sense objects, detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas, perfectly accomplish and dwell in the first concentration. Connect this in the same way with each, up to perfectly accomplish and dwell in the fourth concentration. Without apprehending the concentrations or the branches of the concentrations and with a mind in meditative equipoise like that, they experience the performance of miraculous power in its various aspects (supply the details here); hear human and divine sounds with the divine ear constituent; with their minds know the thought processes of other beings, other persons ...; connect this in the same way with each, up to know an unsurpassed thought for what it is, [F.284.b] an unsurpassed thought; recollect past lives in their various aspects (also supply the details here); up to and see with their purified divine eyes that transcend the human how beings fare according to the karma they have accumulated. Standing in those five clairvoyances they pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield in order to attend on the lord buddhas, and in order to plant wholesome roots, bring beings to maturity, and purify a buddhafield. They do not dedicate those wholesome roots to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. Rather, having made them into something shared in common by all beings, they dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration incorporate the perfection of perseverance.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration incorporate the perfection of wisdom?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration do not apprehend form; do not apprehend feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; do not apprehend the perfection of giving, do not apprehend the perfection of morality, do not apprehend the perfection of patience, do not apprehend the perfection of perseverance, do not apprehend the perfection of concentration, and do not apprehend the perfection of wisdom; do not apprehend the applications of mindfulness, do not apprehend the right efforts, connect this in the same way with each, up to [F.285.a] and do not apprehend the knowledge of all aspects. They do not apprehend the compounded element and do not apprehend the uncompounded element. Since they do not apprehend anything, they do not occasion anything, and since they do not occasion anything, they do not make anything arise and do not make anything stop. And why? Subhūti, it is because whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise, this true dharmic nature of dharmas simply remains, this establishment of
dharmas simply remains, this dharma-constituent simply remains, so with regard to it there is no arising and no stopping. They stand with undistracted minds inseparable from attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of concentration incorporate the perfection of wisdom.”

62.41 “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom incorporate the perfection of giving?”

62.42 “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom view all phenomena as empty.”

62.43 “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings view all phenomena as empty?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not apprehend inner emptiness as ‘inner emptiness,’ do not apprehend outer emptiness as ‘outer emptiness,’ do not apprehend inner and outer emptiness as ‘inner and outer emptiness,’ connect this in the same way with do not apprehend the emptiness of emptiness..., up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature as [F.285.b] ‘the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.’ Having stood in those fourteen emptinesses, bodhisattva great beings do not apprehend ‘form is empty’ or ‘is not empty,’ do not apprehend ‘feeling...’ ‘perception...’ ‘volitional factors...’ or ‘consciousness is empty’ or ‘is not empty’; do not apprehend ‘the applications of mindfulness...’, the right efforts...’, connect this in the same way with each, up to ‘awakening is empty’ or ‘is not empty’; do not apprehend ‘the compounded element...’ or ‘the uncompounded element is empty’ or ‘is not empty.’ Those bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of wisdom give away gifts. They give the gifts of food, drink, clothes, transport, beds, seats, up to whatever human requirements are appropriate, but they view those gifts as empty, and view the giver and the ones to whom the gifts are given as empty as well, so there is no opportunity for a miserly thought or a stingy thought. And why? Because starting from their first production of the thought up until seated at the site of awakening, those bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of wisdom do not have all those thought constructions. Just as a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha who has fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening does not have a miserly thought or a stingy thought, similarly bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of wisdom do not have a miserly thought or a stingy thought either, so just this—namely, the perfection of wisdom—[F.286.a] is the teacher of bodhisattva great beings. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom incorporate the perfection of giving.”
“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom incorporate the perfection of morality?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom do not provide an opportunity for śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha thoughts. And why? Because they do not even apprehend a śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha level, and do not apprehend the thought that dedicates to the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level.

“Starting from their first production of the thought up until seated at the site of awakening, they generate the intention to stop the taking of life. They personally stop killing, speak in praise of stopping killing, inspire others to stop killing, and speak in praise of others stopping killing as well, welcoming it. They generate the intention that they personally will stop…, up to wrong view. They stop wrong view, inspire others to stop wrong view, speak in praise of stopping wrong view, and speak in praise of others stopping wrong view as well, welcoming it. They do not grasp any dharma as an absolute, even the state of a worthy one, the state of a pratyekabuddha, or the state of a buddha, let alone anything other than those. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom incorporate [F.286.b] the perfection of morality.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom incorporate the perfection of patience?”

“Subhūti, here patience arises in bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom in a natural order. It occurs to them to think, ‘Here no dharma at all is produced or ceases, or is born or dies, or is abused, or humiliated, or chopped, or cut, or struck, or obstructed.’ From the first production of the thought up until seated at the site of awakening, even if all beings were to come up to them and abuse or humiliate, or strike, chop, or pierce them with a stone, a stick, a weapon, or a tool used as a weapon, still it would occur to them to think, ‘Ah! No dharma at all that is being abused, or humiliated, or chopped, or cut to pieces, or struck is apprehended in the true dharmic nature of dharmas.’ In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom incorporate the perfection of patience.”

“Lord, how do a bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom incorporate the perfection of perseverance?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom with skillful means stand on the legs of miraculous powers and work at physical and mental perseverance. They go to one world system, go to a hundred world systems, go to a hundred thousand one hundred million billion world systems and teach the Dharma to beings. They establish them in the perfection of giving; [F.287.a] connect this in the same way with each, up to
they establish them in the perfection of wisdom; they establish them in the dharmas on the side of awakening; they establish them in the result of stream enterer; connect this in the same way with each, up to they establish them in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening; and they establish them in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. They establish them such that one way or the other they do not establish them in the compounded element and do not establish them in the uncompounded element. In that way, Subhūtī, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom incorporate the perfection of perseverance.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom incorporate the perfection of concentration?”

“Subhūtī, with the exception of the meditative stabilization of a tathāgata, here bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom become absorbed in and emerge from all the śrāvaka meditative stabilizations or pratyekabuddha meditative stabilizations or any other meditative stabilizations, as many as there may be. Standing in those meditative stabilizations they become absorbed in and emerge from the eight deliverances in conforming order and nonconforming order. What are the eight? With form they see form. This is the first deliverance. With the perception of no form inside they see form outside. This is the second deliverance. Having directly experienced the pleasant deliverance with the body, they perfectly accomplish and dwell in it. This is the third deliverance. Totally transcending perceptions of form, setting to rest perceptions of obstruction, not paying attention to perceptions of difference, in endless space they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of endless space. This is the fourth deliverance. Totally transcending the station of endless space, in endless consciousness they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of endless consciousness. This is the fifth deliverance. Totally transcending the station of endless consciousness, in nothing-at-all they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of nothing-at-all. This is the sixth deliverance. Totally transcending the station of nothing-at-all, in neither perception nor nonperception they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of neither perception nor nonperception. This is the seventh deliverance. Totally transcending the station of neither perception nor nonperception, they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the cessation of perception and feeling. This is the eighth deliverance. They become absorbed in and emerge from these eight deliverances in conforming order and nonconforming order.

“They also become absorbed in and emerge from the nine serial absorptions in conforming order and nonconforming order. What are the nine? detached from sense objects, detached from wrong unwholesome
dhammas, they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the first concentration that has applied thought and has sustained thought and joy and happiness born of detachment. *Connect this in the same way with each, up to* they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the fourth concentration, *and* totally transcending the station of neither perception nor nonperception, they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the cessation of perception and feeling. They become absorbed in and emerge from those nine serial absorptions [F.288.a] in conforming order and nonconforming order.

62.54 “Having thus made a classification of those eight deliverances and nine attainments of successive stations, they become absorbed in the *śīrṣa-vijṛmbhita* meditative stabilization. And what, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva great beings’ *śīrṣa-vijṛmbhita* meditative stabilization? Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings detached from sense pleasures, detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas, perfectly accomplish and dwell in the first concentration that has applied thought and has sustained thought and joy and happiness born of detachment, *up to* they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the cessation of feeling and perception. Having emerged from the cessation absorption, they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of neither perception nor nonperception. Having emerged from the station of neither perception nor nonperception, they perfectly accomplish and dwell in... *up to* the first concentration.

62.55 “Having thus given a breakdown of the *śīrṣa-vijṛmbhita* meditative stabilization, they become absorbed in the *viśkandaka* meditative stabilization. *And what is the bodhisattva great beings’ viśkandaka meditative stabilization? Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings detached from sense pleasures, detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas, perfectly accomplish and dwell in the first concentration that has applied thought and has sustained thought and joy and happiness born of detachment; and, having emerged from the first concentration... *connect this in the same way with each, up to* they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of neither perception nor nonperception. Having emerged from the station of neither perception nor nonperception, they become absorbed in the cessation of feelings and discriminations. Having emerged from the cessation absorption, [F.288.b] they become absorbed in the second concentration. Having emerged from the second concentration, they become absorbed in the cessation absorption. Having emerged from the cessation absorption, they become absorbed in the third concentration. Having emerged from the third concentration, they become absorbed in the cessation absorption. Having emerged from the fourth concentration, they become absorbed in the cessation absorption.
Having emerged from the cessation absorption, they become absorbed in the station of endless space absorption. Having emerged from the station of endless space absorption, they become absorbed in the cessation absorption. Having emerged from the cessation absorption, they become absorbed in the station of endless consciousness absorption. Having emerged from the station of endless consciousness absorption, they become absorbed in the cessation absorption. Having emerged from the cessation absorption, they become absorbed in the station of nothing-at-all absorption. Having emerged from the station of nothing-at-all absorption, they become absorbed in the cessation absorption. Having emerged from the cessation absorption, they become absorbed in the station of neither perception nor nonperception absorption. Having emerged from the station of neither perception nor nonperception absorption, they become absorbed in the cessation absorption. Having emerged from that, they fall into an uncollected state of mind, [F.289.a] and from that uncollected state of mind, they become absorbed in the cessation absorption. Having emerged from the cessation absorption, they abide in an uncollected state of mind. From that uncollected state of mind, they become absorbed in the station of neither perception nor nonperception absorption. Having emerged from the station of neither perception nor nonperception absorption, they abide in an uncollected state of mind. From that uncollected state of mind, they become absorbed in the station of nothing-at-all absorption. Having emerged from the station of nothing-at-all absorption, they abide in an uncollected state of mind. From that uncollected state of mind, they become absorbed in the station of endless consciousness absorption. Having emerged from the station of endless consciousness absorption, they fall into an uncollected state of mind. From that uncollected state of mind, they become absorbed in the station of endless space absorption. Having emerged from the station of endless space absorption, they fall into an uncollected state of mind. From that uncollected state of mind, they become absorbed in the fourth concentration. Having emerged from the fourth concentration, they abide in an uncollected state of mind. From that uncollected state of mind, they become absorbed in the third concentration. Having emerged from the third concentration, they abide in an uncollected state of mind. From that uncollected state of mind, they become absorbed in the second concentration. Having emerged from the second concentration, they abide in an uncollected state of mind. From that uncollected state of mind, they become absorbed in the first concentration. [F.289.b] Having emerged from the first concentration, they abide in an uncollected state of mind.
“Having stood in this viśkandaka meditative stabilization, they reach the sameness of all dharma. In that way, Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom incorporate the perfection of concentration.”

This was the sixty-second chapter, “Leaping Above Absorption,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B44]
CHAPTER 63: MANY INQUIRIES ABOUT THE TWO DHARMAS

63.1 Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, how long a time has it been since bodhisattva great beings with such skillful means set out?”

63.2 Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, it is a countless one hundred million billion eons since the bodhisattva great beings with such skillful means set out.”

63.3 “Lord, how many lord buddhas have the bodhisattva great beings with such skillful means attended on?”

63.4 “Subhūti, you should know that the bodhisattva great beings with such skillful means have attended on as many lord buddhas as there are sand particles in the Gāṅgā River.”

63.5 “Lord, how large is the wholesome root the bodhisattva great beings with such skillful means have planted?”

63.6 “Subhūti, starting from the first [F.290.a] production of the thought, there is no perfection of giving the bodhisattva great beings have not completed. There is no perfection of morality, there is no perfection of patience, there is no perfection of perseverance, and there is no perfection of concentration they have not completed. There is no perfection of wisdom the bodhisattva great beings with such skillful means have not completed.”

63.7 “Lord, those bodhisattva great beings with such skillful means are totally amazing!”

63.8 “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! It is a countless one hundred million billion eons since those bodhisattva great beings with such skillful means have set out.

63.9 “To illustrate, Subhūti, the circle of the sun and the moon illuminate the four continents, moving in harmony with and revolving in harmony around the four continents. Similarly, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom does its work through the five perfections, operating in harmony with and revolving in harmony around the five perfections. When the five perfections are not
separated from the perfection of wisdom, they get the name perfection. Were the five perfections to become separated from the perfection of wisdom, they would not get the name perfection.

63.9  “To illustrate further, Subhūti, were a wheel-turning emperor to be separated from the seven precious stones, he would not get the name wheel-turning emperor. Similarly, Subhūti, were the five perfections to become separated from the perfection of wisdom, they would not get the name perfection.

63.10  “To illustrate further, Subhūti, it is easy for scoundrels to violate women who have no husbands. Similarly, Subhūti, it is easy for Māra and the Māra class of gods to overpower the five perfections when they are separated from the perfection of wisdom. When the five perfections are not separated from the perfection of wisdom, Māra and the Māra class of gods do not overpower them, but when the five perfections are separated from the perfection of wisdom, Māra and the Māra class of gods try to do so.

63.11  “To illustrate further, Subhūti, it is hard for a hostile king, or an opponent, or an enemy to overpower in the thick of battle a person who heads into battle having buckled on a complete set of armor. Similarly, Subhūti, it is hard for Māra, or the Māra class of gods, or persons with a pride in being superior, up to vulgar bodhisattvas to overpower the five perfections when they are not separated from the perfection of wisdom.

63.12  “To illustrate further, Subhūti, local rulers harmonize with a wheel-turning emperor and every morning and evening go in order to attend on him. Similarly, Subhūti, when the five perfections are assisted by the perfection of wisdom, they proceed in harmony specifically to the knowledge of all aspects.

63.13  “To illustrate further, Subhūti, streams, as many as there are, flow down specifically into the Gaṅgā River and together they flow down to the ocean. Similarly, Subhūti, when the five perfections are assisted by the perfection of wisdom, they proceed in harmony specifically to the knowledge of all aspects.

63.14  “To illustrate further, Subhūti, a person’s right hand does all the work. Subhūti, view the perfection of wisdom like that, and view the five perfections as being like the left hand.

63.15  “To illustrate further, Subhūti, once the water in streams and the water in rivers have flowed into the ocean, they become of one taste. Similarly, Subhūti, once the five perfections assisted by the perfection of wisdom have entered in harmony specifically into the knowledge of all aspects, they get the name perfection.
“To illustrate further, Subhūti, the precious wheel of a wheel-turning emperor goes in front of the mass of four-unit forces and is positioned there. Wherever a wheel-turning emperor stops for food, the wheel-turning emperor’s mass of four-unit forces is refreshed but still the precious wheel does not move from its place. Similarly, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is also the leader of these five perfections, going specifically to the knowledge of all aspects and remaining there. Once positioned there it does not pass beyond it.

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, the precious wheel of a wheel-turning emperor, the precious minister, the precious chamberlain, the precious queen, the precious jewel, the precious elephant, and the precious horse go in front of the mass of four-unit forces. Similarly, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom also goes in front of these five perfections. Having gone in front of them, it remains specifically at the knowledge of all aspects, but it does not occur to the perfection of wisdom to think, ‘The perfection of giving should follow me, and the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, and perfection of concentration should follow me.’ It also does not occur to the perfection of giving to think, ‘I should follow the perfection of wisdom.’ Similarly, it also does not occur to the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, or perfection of concentration to think, ‘I should follow the perfection of wisdom.’ And why? Because in their intrinsic nature they are impotent, empty of an intrinsic nature, in vain, and the same as a mirage.”

Then venerable Subhūti inquired of the Lord, “Lord, if all phenomena are empty of an intrinsic nature, how will bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving, the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, and the perfection of wisdom fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “here it occurs to bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections to think, ‘Ah! This ordinary state of being is a distorted state of mind. It is incapable of release from saṃsāra without skillful means, so, for the sake of those beings, I must practice the perfection of giving, the perfection of morality, the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, the perfection of concentration, and the perfection of wisdom.’

“They give away inner and outer things for the sake of those beings. When they are giving them away it occurs to them to think, ‘I have not given anything away.’ Why? Because these things are empty of an intrinsic nature.’ Bodhisattva great beings reflecting deeply like that, Subhūti, complete the perfection of giving.
“They provide no opportunity for immorality, for the sake of those beings. Why? Because they think, ‘Insofar as I have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening I should not kill, up to have a wrong view, or yearn for the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level.’ Bodhisattva great beings reflecting deeply like that, Subhūti, practice the perfection of morality.

“For the sake of those beings they do not let any mental disturbance at all arise. Bodhisattva great beings reflecting deeply like that, Subhūti, practice the perfection of patience.

“During the period up to when they have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, for the sake of those beings they do not have a lazy thought. Bodhisattva great beings reflecting deeply like that, Subhūti, practice the perfection of perseverance.

“During the period up to when they have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, for the sake of those beings they do not have a scattered thought. Bodhisattva great beings reflecting deeply like that, Subhūti, practice the perfection of concentration.

“During the period up to when they have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, for the sake of those beings they are never separated from wisdom. And why? Because it occurs to them to think, ‘Except for those who have entered into the perfection of wisdom, the others are incapable of bringing beings to maturity.’ Bodhisattva great beings reflecting deeply like that, Subhūti, practice the perfection of wisdom.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, if the perfections are not different, why is the perfection of wisdom said to be the highest, and is said to be the most excellent, foremost, best, superb, sublime, unsurpassed, unrivaled, and equal to the unequaled when it comes to the five perfections?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! The perfections are not different in the slightest. Were there to be no perfection of wisdom these five perfections would not get the name perfection, so it is thanks to the perfection of wisdom, Subhūti, that these five perfections get the name perfection.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, when various sorts of physical beings have come into the presence of Sumeru, the king of mountains, those physical beings become a single color. Similarly, Subhūti, thanks to the perfection of wisdom these five perfections get the name perfection and, having entered into the knowledge of all aspects, they become a single color, which is to say there is no specific feature—‘This is the perfection of giving,’ connect this in the same way with each, up to ‘This is the perfection of wisdom’—at all. [F.293.a] And why? Because there they have no intrinsic nature. For that reason, there is no specific feature.”
“Lord, given that there is no specific feature or variation in any phenomenon for someone who has entered into reality, why is the perfection of wisdom said to be the highest, and is said to be the most excellent, foremost, best, superb, sublime, unsurpassed, unrivaled, and equal to the unequaled, when it comes to the five perfections?”

Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! There is no specific feature or variation in any phenomenon for someone who has entered into reality, but still, in order to release beings from saṃsāra, because of the ordinary convention and conventional term there is the designation perfection of giving, and there are the designations perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom.

Furthermore, in regard to those beings, they are not born, they do not die, they do not leave, and they do not come forth. They do not exist. You should know that, since beings do not exist, all phenomena do not exist. Therefore, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is said to be the highest, and is said to be the most excellent, foremost, best, superb, sublime, unsurpassed, unrivaled, and equal to the unequaled when it comes to the five perfections.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, just as the precious lady is said to be the foremost, up to equal to the unequaled when it comes to the women in the world, as many as there are, similarly, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom [F.293.b] is said to be the highest, up to equal to the unequaled when it comes to the five perfections.”

“Lord, what do you intend by saying the perfection of wisdom is the highest, up to equal to the unequaled?”

“Subhūti, it is because this perfection of wisdom will take hold of all wholesome dharmas and stand specifically in the knowledge of all aspects, by way of not taking a stand.”

“Lord, does the perfection of wisdom take hold of or release any dharma?”

“No it does not, Subhūti; Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom does not take hold of or release any dharma. And why? Subhūti, it is because all dharmas are not grasped and are not released.”

“Lord, what are all the dharmas the perfection of wisdom does not take hold of or release?”

“Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom does not grasp or release form, connect this in the same way with each, up to and does not grasp or release awakening.”

“Lord, how is form, up to awakening not taken hold of and not released?”

“Subhūti, those who do not pay attention to form, up to do not pay attention to awakening do not take hold of form.”

“Lord, if there is no attention being paid to form, up to there is no attention being paid to the knowledge of all aspects, how, Lord, without attention to form, up to without attention to the knowledge of all aspects will the
wholesome roots flourish? And if the wholesome roots do not flourish, [F.294.a] how will the perfections be completed? And if the perfections are not completed, how will the knowledge of all aspects be reached?”

“Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings do not pay attention to form, connect this in the same way with each, up to do not pay attention to awakening, then those bodhisattva great beings’ wholesome roots flourish and... up to the knowledge of all aspects is reached. And why? Because when no attention has been paid to form, up to no attention has been paid to awakening there will be full awakening.”

“Lord, why, when they thus do not pay attention to form, up to do not pay attention to awakening do they reach the knowledge of all aspects?”

“Subhūti, by paying attention they cling to the desire realm, or to the form realm, or to the formless realm; and when they have not paid attention they do not cling to anything. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not cling to any dharma.”

“Lord, where will bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom stand?”

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that will not stand in form, up to will not stand in the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Lord, how will they not stand in form, up to not stand in the knowledge of all aspects?”

“Subhūti, they do not stand anywhere because of not settling down. And why? [F.294.b] It is because they do not see any dharma on which they might ‘settle down’ or ‘stand.’ In that way, Subhūti, by way of not settling down, bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom.

“Subhūti, were it to occur to bodhisattva great beings to think, ‘Meditating like that and practicing like that is meditating on the perfection of wisdom. That is the meditation on the perfection of wisdom, so I too will practice the perfection of wisdom, I too will meditate on the perfection of wisdom’—were they to form such a notion they would be distant from the perfection of wisdom. Those who become distant from the perfection of wisdom become distant from the perfection of giving, connect this in the same way with each, up to and become distant from the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because the perfection of wisdom does not settle down on any dharma and there is no settling down on the perfection of wisdom at all. And why? Because the intrinsic nature of anything on which there might be ‘settling down’ does not exist.”

“If bodhisattva great beings form a notion of the perfection of wisdom, those bodhisattva great beings fall back from the perfection of wisdom, and those who have fallen back from the perfection of wisdom have fallen back from all dharmas. Bodhisattva great beings have fallen back from the
perfection of wisdom if it occurs to them to think, ‘The perfection of wisdom incorporates the five perfections, incorporates..., up to [F.295.a] the knowledge of all aspects.’ They are separated from the perfection of wisdom and not able to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Bodhisattva great beings have fallen back from the perfection of wisdom if it occurs to them to think, ‘There will be a prophecy of the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of someone who has stood in this perfection of wisdom.’ They have fallen back from this perfection of wisdom, and having fallen back from this perfection of wisdom there will not be a prophecy of their unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Bodhisattva great beings have fallen back from this perfection of wisdom if it occurs to them to think, ‘I will stand in this perfection of wisdom and accomplish the perfection of giving, up to accomplish great compassion.’ And why? Because those who have fallen back from the perfection of wisdom will not be able to accomplish the perfection of giving, up to will not be able to accomplish great compassion either.

Furthermore, those bodhisattva great beings have fallen back from the perfection of wisdom if it occurs to them to think, ‘The Tathāgata, not having taken hold of all dharmas, fully awakened, and having fully awakened, personally taught, explained, and clarified.’ And why? Because tathāgatas have not fully awakened to any dharma. And why? Because they do not apprehend even this very life, so what need is there to say more about fully awakening to some dharma? It is impossible.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, [F.295.b] “Lord, how will these faults of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom not occur?”

“Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom think thus: ‘All phenomena are without attachment and have not been taken hold of. There is no phenomenon that will fully awaken to a phenomenon that is free from attachment and has not been taken hold of.’ If they practice like that, they practice the perfection of wisdom. But if bodhisattva great beings settle down on a phenomenon that has not been taken hold of, they are separated from the perfection of wisdom. And why? Because the perfection of wisdom cannot be spoken of as ‘settling down.’ ”

“Lord, is the perfection of wisdom not separated from the perfection of wisdom, up to the perfection of giving is not separated from the perfection of giving, up to the knowledge of all aspects is not separated from..., up to the knowledge of all aspects? Lord, if the perfection of wisdom is not separated from the perfection of wisdom, up to the knowledge of all aspects is not
separated from the knowledge of all aspects, how, then, is the perfection of wisdom to be accomplished? How is the perfection of giving..., up to the knowledge of all aspects to be accomplished?"

63.53 "Subhūti," replied the Lord, "here bodhisattva great beings [F.296.a] practicing the perfection of wisdom do not settle down on form, nor do they settle down on 'this is form, this is its form.' Connect this in the same way with each, up to all dharmas. They do not settle down on form as 'permanent' or 'impermanent,' 'happiness,' or 'suffering,' 'self' or 'selfless,' 'pleasant' or 'unpleasant,' 'calm' or 'not calm,' 'empty' or 'not empty,' 'isolated' or 'not isolated.' Connect this in the same way with each, up to and the perfection of giving like that will stand in the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Because they cannot accomplish 'permanence' or 'impermanence,' 'happiness,' or 'suffering,' 'self' or 'selfless,' 'pleasant' or 'unpleasant,' 'calm' or 'not calm,' 'empty' or 'not empty,' 'isolated' or 'not isolated' in a dharma that has no intrinsic nature, because they cannot accomplish 'an intrinsic nature that is empty of its intrinsic nature.' Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom..., connect this in the same way with each, up to and the perfection of giving like that will stand in the knowledge of all aspects.

63.54 "Take as an illustration, Subhūti, the mass of four-unit forces of a wheel-turning emperor. Wherever the wheel-turning emperor goes, the mass of four-unit forces of a wheel-turning emperor goes there too. Similarly, with those five perfections, wherever the perfection of wisdom goes those five perfections go there too, and will stand specifically in the knowledge of all aspects.

63.55 "To illustrate further, Subhūti, a driver [F.296.b] mounts on a chariot with four horses and goes smoothly on his way. Similarly, the perfection of wisdom is the driver of those five perfections and goes smoothly on its way specifically to the knowledge of all aspects."

63.56 "Lord, what is the path of bodhisattva great beings, and what is not the path?"

63.57 "Subhūti, the śrāvaka path is not the path of bodhisattva great beings, and the pratyekabuddha path is not the path of bodhisattva great beings. The path of the knowledge of all aspects is the path. Subhūti, that is the path of bodhisattva great beings. That is not the path."647

63.58 "Lord, the perfection of wisdom teaching, 'this is the path; this is not the path,' has been made available because it is of great value to bodhisattva great beings—...but, Subhūti, the
perfection of wisdom does not teach anything at all. It does not incorporate form. It does not incorporate feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. It has not been set up in order to incorporate the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level. This perfection of wisdom [F.297.a] is the bodhisattva great beings’ guide to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. It is not the guide to the śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha level. It causes attainment of the knowledge of all aspects.

63.59 “Thus, this perfection of wisdom, having taken the establishment of dharmas as authority, does not produce any phenomenon and does not stop any phenomenon.”

63.60 “Lord, if the perfection of wisdom does not produce and does not stop any phenomenon, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom give gifts, how do they guard morality, how do they cultivate patience, how do they make an effort at perseverance, how do they become absorbed in concentration, and how do they cultivate wisdom?”

63.61 “Subhūti, having turned the knowledge of all aspects into an objective support they should give gifts, having turned the knowledge of all aspects into an objective support they should guard morality, having turned the knowledge of all aspects into an objective support they should cultivate patience, having turned the knowledge of all aspects into an objective support they should make an effort at perseverance, having turned the knowledge of all aspects into an objective support they should become absorbed in concentration, having made the knowledge of all aspects into an objective support they should cultivate wisdom, and having made those wholesome roots into something shared in common by all beings they should dedicate them to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. When they have dedicated those wholesome roots to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening like that, the cultivation [F.297.b] of the six perfections becomes complete, up to the bodhisattva great beings’ cultivation of love becomes complete, up to cultivation of the knowledge of all aspects becomes complete. Any bodhisattva great being inseparable from the six perfections is inseparable from the knowledge of all aspects.

63.62 “Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should train in the six perfections; they should practice the six perfections. Bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections complete all the wholesome roots and, having done so, gain the knowledge of all aspects.

63.63 “Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should make an effort at the six perfections.”

63.64 “Lord, how should bodhisattva great beings make an effort at the six perfections?”
“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings should understand analytically like this, that form is not conjoined and not disjoined; feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not conjoined and not disjoined; and similarly, up to the knowledge of all aspects is not conjoined and not disjoined. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should make an effort at the six perfections like that.

Furthermore, Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings should not work with the idea, ‘I will stand in form’; up to should not work with the idea, ‘I will stand in consciousness’; up to and should not work with the idea, ‘I will stand in the knowledge of all aspects.’ And why? Because form is not situated anywhere, up to the knowledge of all aspects is not situated anywhere. That is the way bodhisattva great beings should fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, by way of not standing.

To illustrate, Subhūti, a man might want to eat the fruit of a mango tree or the fruit of a jackfruit tree. He would have to plant a mango or a jackfruit. Having planted it he would have to water it and have to weed it from time to time until, gradually growing branches and ripening, having found all the necessary conditions, mangos or jackfruit become complete in all their richness. Then he will eat the mangos or jackfruit. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, should train in the six perfections, look after beings with giving, look after beings with morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom, and liberate beings from saṃsāra.

Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to reach the state where they do not have to place trust in others, want to purify a buddhafield, want to be seated at the site of awakening, and want to turn the wheel of the Dharma should train in the six perfections.”

“Lord, are you saying they have to train in the perfection of wisdom with the perfection of wisdom?”

“Subhūti, I am saying they have to train in the perfection of wisdom with the perfection of wisdom. I am saying they have to train in the perfection of wisdom if they want to accomplish the development of control over all dharmas. And why? Because this perfection of wisdom causes the accomplishment of the state where all dharmas have become fully controlled. This perfection of wisdom is the gateway of all dharmas.

To illustrate, Subhūti, the ocean is the gateway of all rivers and when all the river waters flow into the ocean they become of one taste. Similarly, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is the gateway to all dharmas, and all dharmas, when they have been categorized, turn into the perfection of wisdom.”
“Therefore, Subhūti, persons in the Śrāvaka Vehicle and in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle as well as persons in the Bodhisattva Vehicle should train in just this perfection of wisdom. Therefore, bodhisattva great beings should train in the perfection of giving, and should train in the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom, up to and should train in the knowledge of all aspects.

To illustrate, Subhūti, opponents or enemies are hard pressed to overpower a master archer shooting with a customized bow. Similarly, Subhūti, Māra and the Māra class of gods are hard pressed to overpower a bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should train in the perfection of wisdom.

Past, future, and present lord buddhas watch over those practicing the perfection of wisdom.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, how do the lord buddhas watch over those practicing the perfection of giving? How do they watch over those practicing the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord replied to him, “Subhūti, here the lord buddhas watch over the bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, but they do not apprehend giving, morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom at all. Thus, without apprehending anything they watch over the bodhisattva great beings. Similarly, connect this in full with each, up to the knowledge of all aspects.

Furthermore, Subhūti, the lord buddhas do not watch over bodhisattva great beings as form, up to do not watch over them as the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Lord, bodhisattva great beings who want to train in many places should not train anywhere.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to train in many places should not train anywhere. And why? Because those dharmas in which bodhisattva great beings have to train cannot be apprehended.”

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, given that the Tathāgata has taught the dharmas briefly and in detail, there bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should master these six perfections until they can recite them perfectly by
Having perfectly recited them by heart they should mentally reflect on them, but reflect on them in such a way that the mind and mental factor dharmas are not set in motion at all.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training in those six perfections taught briefly and in detail will come to know all dharmas in brief and in detail.”

“Lord, how will bodhisattva great beings come to know all dharmas in brief and in detail?” [F.300.a]

“Subhūti, when they know the suchness of form, or feeling, or perception, or volitional factors, or consciousness, up to the knowledge of all aspects, they will come to know all dharmas in brief and in detail.”

“Lord, what is the suchness of form?”

“Subhūti, the suchness of form is that in which there is no production, there is no stopping, there is no lasting, and there is no changing into something else. Bodhisattva great beings should train in that.

“When they know the very limit of reality, they will come to know all dharmas in brief and in detail.”

“Lord, what is the very limit of reality?”

He said, “Subhūti, the very limit of reality is the limitless. Bodhisattva great beings training at that limit will come to know all dharmas in brief and in detail.

“When bodhisattva great beings know the dharma-constituent, they will come to know all dharmas in brief and in detail.”

“Lord, what is the dharma-constituent?”

“Subhūti, the dharma-constituent is constituentless and there is no severance or limitation of that dharma-constituent. Bodhisattva great beings who know the dharma-constituent like that will come to know all dharmas in brief and in detail.”

“Lord, how should all dharmas be known in brief and in detail?”

“Subhūti, all dharmas should be known as not conjoined and not disjoined.” [F.300.b]

“Lord, what are the dharmas that are not conjoined and are not disjoined?”

“Subhūti, form is not conjoined and is not disjoined; feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not conjoined and is not disjoined; connect this in the same way with each, up to the compounded element and the uncompounded element are not conjoined and are not disjoined. And why? Because that which might become conjoined or disjoined has no intrinsic
nature, and that which has no intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing, \(^{653}\) and a nonexistent thing is not conjoined with and is not disjoined from a nonexistent thing.

“Subhūti, this is the summation for the bodhisattva great beings. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings beginning the work should train in this perfection summation, and those on the tenth level should train in just this summation too. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training in this summation will come to know all dharmas in brief and in detail.”

“Lord, this is the entrance for bodhisattva great beings with keen faculties.”

“Subhūti, this is the entrance for bodhisattva great beings with dull faculties as well. This is also the entrance for those with middling faculties, and for those with faculties not yet stabilized in meditation. For any bodhisattva great beings who want to train it is not not an entrance. But it is not the entrance for the lazy, it is not the entrance [F.301.a] for those deficient in perseverance, robbed of mindfulness, and mentally distracted. It is the entrance for those who are energetic, not lazy, and with applied mindfulness. It is the entrance for those who want to train on the irreversible level and who want to reach the knowledge of all aspects.

“If they train in the perfection of wisdom as it has been taught, having trained in the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, and perfection of concentration, they will reach the knowledge of all aspects. Subhūti, for bodhisattva great beings who go on practicing the perfection of wisdom, the works of Māra, whatever they are, are eliminated the moment they happen. Therefore, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully grasp skillful means should train in the perfection of wisdom.

“Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom, cultivate the perfection of wisdom, and make an effort at the perfection of wisdom, the lord buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in countless world systems, those lord buddhas also watch over those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom. And why? Because those past, future, and present lord buddhas have issued forth from this, namely these six perfections. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom [F.301.b] should also be optimistic and think like this: ‘I too will gain the dharmas those past, future, and present lord buddhas gained.’

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should make such an effort. Bodhisattva great beings making such an effort will quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.
Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should not become separated from attention to the knowledge of all aspects.

"Subhūti, if, when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom, they cultivate the perfection of wisdom even for as long as a finger snap, those bodhisattva great beings will create a lot more merit. Those who have satisfied beings included in a great billionfold world system with gifts; have established them in morality; have established them in meditative stabilization, wisdom, freedom, and the knowledge and seeing of liberation; have established them in the result of stream enterer, up to in the state of a worthy one; and have established them in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening do not do so. When they have cultivated this deep perfection of wisdom for as long as a finger snap, just that creates a lot more merit. And why? Because giving, morality, meditative stabilization, wisdom, freedom, and the knowledge and seeing of liberation, the result of stream enterer, up to a pratyekabuddha’s awakening have been born from her. The lord buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in world systems in the ten directions [F.302.a] have also issued forth from just this perfection of wisdom, and those categories of past, future, and present lord buddhas are because of just this perfection of wisdom as well.

Furthermore, Subhūti, if someone cultivates this deep perfection of wisdom with attention connected to the knowledge of all aspects just for the time it takes to blink, or for one day or a hundred days, or a year or a hundred years, or an eon or more than an eon, up to an asaṃkhyeya of eons, just that will create a lot more merit. Establishing beings included in world systems as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in giving, up to establishing them in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening will not do so. And why? Because those lord buddhas who have designated this as the basis of meritorious action arisen from giving, designated..., up to a pratyekabuddha’s awakening have also issued forth from just her.

You should know that bodhisattva great beings thus standing in this perfection of wisdom as it has been taught are the bodhisattva great beings who will not turn back. You should know that those bodhisattva great beings are looked out for by the tathāgatas. You should know that those bodhisattva great beings who are endowed with these skillful means are those who have attended on many hundred thousand one hundred million billion buddhas. You should know that those bodhisattva great beings have planted wholesome roots; you should know that those bodhisattva great beings have been assisted by spiritual friends; [F.302.b] you should know that those bodhisattva great beings have practiced the practice of the six perfections; and you should know that those bodhisattva great beings have meditated on and thought about the fourteen emptinesses. Connect this in the
same way with each, up to you should know that those bodhisattva great beings have meditated on the four detailed and thorough knowledges. You should know that those bodhisattva great beings have the six clairvoyances; that those bodhisattva great beings have become the heirs apparent; and that those bodhisattva great beings have fulfilled all their ambitions. You should know that those bodhisattva great beings are not separated from the buddhas, are not separated from wholesome roots, are not separated from a buddhafield, and have obtained an unbroken confidence giving a readiness to speak, and the dhāraṇīs. You should know that those bodhisattva great beings have perfected bodies. You should know that those bodhisattva great beings are in possession of a prophecy. You should know that those bodhisattva great beings are born in a suffering existence at will. You should know that those bodhisattva great beings are skilled in entering into aspects and are skilled in the conventional. You should know that those bodhisattva great beings are skilled in entering into what does not have letters and are skilled in entering into the unconventional. You should know that those bodhisattva great beings are skilled in singular words, skilled in plural words, skilled in feminine words, and skilled in masculine words; are skilled in form, up to and skilled in consciousness; [F.303.a] connect this in the same way with each, up to are skilled in nirvāṇa, and skilled in the dharma-constituent; are skilled in marks, skilled in the marks of compounded things, and skilled in things without a mark; are skilled in being, skilled in nonbeing, skilled in intrinsic existence, and skilled in dependent existence are skilled in conjunction, skilled in disjunction, skilled in the accompanied, skilled in the unaccompanied, and skilled in the neither accompanied nor unaccompanied; are skilled in suchness, skilled in unaltered suchness, skilled in the dharma-constituent, skilled in the establishment of dharmas, and skilled in the certification of dharmas; are skilled in what has causes and conditions, skilled in the unconditioned, skilled in the aggregates, skilled in the constituents, skilled in the sense fields, skilled in the truths, and skilled in dependent origination; are skilled in the concentrations, skilled in the immeasurables, and skilled in the formless absorptions; are skilled in the perfections, skilled in the four applications of mindfulness, up to and skilled in the knowledge of all aspects; are skilled in the compounded element, skilled in the uncompounded element, skilled in elements, and skilled in non-elements; skilled in attention to form, up to and skilled in attention to consciousness; connect this in the same way with each, up to and skilled in attention to the knowledge of all aspects; are skilled in ‘form is empty of form,’ up to skilled in ‘consciousness is empty of consciousness,’ connect this in the same way with each, up to skilled in ‘awakening is empty of awakening’;
are skilled in the path with pliancy, and skilled in the path without pliancy; are skilled in production, stopping, and lasting and changing into something else; are skilled in greed, skilled in hatred, skilled in confusion, skilled in being without greed, skilled in being without hatred, skilled in being without confusion, skilled in the view and skilled in not the view, skilled in wrong view and not wrong view, connect this in the same way with each, up to and skilled in all forms of views; are skilled in name, skilled in name and form, skilled in objective supports, and skilled in dominant conditions; are skilled in aspects and skilled in marks; are skilled in suffering, skilled in origination, skilled in cessation, and skilled in the path; are skilled in hells, skilled in the animal world, skilled in the world of Yama, skilled in the path to the world of Yama, skilled in the path to the hells, skilled in the path to the animal world, skilled in the human’s path, skilled in the gods, and skilled in the path to the gods; are skilled in the result of stream enterer, skilled in the path to the result of stream enterer, skilled in the result of once-returner, skilled in the path to the result of once-returner, skilled in the result of non-returner, skilled in the path to the result of non-returner, skilled in the result that is the state of a worthy one, skilled in the path to the result that is a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and skilled in the path to the result that is a pratyekabuddha’s awakening; are skilled in the knowledge of path aspects, [F.304.a] skilled in the knowledge of all aspects, and skilled in the path to the knowledge of all aspects; are skilled in faculties and skilled in completed faculties; are skilled in quick wisdom, skilled in keen wisdom, skilled in speedy wisdom, skilled in penetrating wisdom, skilled in expansive wisdom, and skilled in unequalled wisdom; are skilled in times gone by, skilled in times yet to come, and skilled in the present time; and are skilled in skillful means, skilled in the aspirations of beings, skilled in surpassing aspiration, skilled in meanings, skilled in letters, and skilled in the presentation of the three vehicles.

“Subhūti, you should know that those are the benefits when bodhisattva great beings have practiced the perfection of wisdom, have accomplished the perfection of wisdom, and have meditated on the perfection of wisdom.”

ye dharmā hetu-prabhavā hetum teṣāṃ tathāgato hy avadat. teṣāṃ ca yo nirodha evaṃ vādī mahaśrāmanāya.

ye dharmā hetu-prabhavā hetum teṣāṃ tathāgato hy avadat. teṣāṃ ca yo nirodha evaṃ vādī mahaśrāmanāya.

ye dharmā hetu-prabhavā hetum teṣāṃ tathāgato hy avadat. teṣāṃ ca yo nirodha evaṃ vādī mahaśrāmanāya.
“Lord, how should bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom, accomplish the perfection of wisdom, and meditate on the perfection of wisdom?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “they should practice the perfection of wisdom through the calmness of form, through the fraudulence of form, through the vanity of form, and through the pointlessness of form. They should practice the perfection of wisdom through the calmness of feeling…, perception…, volitional factors…, and consciousness, through the fraudulence of consciousness, through the vanity of consciousness, and through the pointlessness of consciousness.

“You ask, ‘How should they accomplish the perfection of wisdom?’ They should accomplish the perfection of wisdom by accomplishing a space-like emptiness.

“You ask, ‘How should they meditate on the perfection of wisdom?’ They should meditate on the perfection of wisdom by meditating on a space-like emptiness.”

“Lord, for bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, how long is the practice of the perfection of wisdom?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “starting from the first production of the thought up until seated at the site of awakening, they should practice the perfection of wisdom, and similarly accomplish it, and similarly meditate on it.”

“Lord, should they practice with an unbroken, unseparated stream of thoughts connected one after the other?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “they should practice the perfection of wisdom without providing an opportunity for other attention. They should practice the perfection of wisdom, should accomplish the perfection of wisdom, and should meditate on the perfection of wisdom without relaxing attention to the knowledge of all aspects. They should practice, and similarly should accomplish, and similarly should meditate on the perfection of wisdom in such a way that mind and mental factor dharmas are not set in motion at all.”

“Lord, will bodhisattva great beings who have practiced the perfection of wisdom, accomplished the perfection of wisdom, and meditated on the perfection of wisdom [F.2.b] reach the knowledge of all aspects?”

“No, Subhūti.”

“Well then, Lord, will they without having meditated?”

“No, Subhūti.”

“Well then, Lord, will they having meditated when they meditated, and without having mediated when they did not meditate?”

“No, Subhūti.”
“Well then, Lord, will they without having meditated and without having 
not meditated?”
“No, Subhūti.”

“Well then, Lord, how will they reach the knowledge of all aspects?”
“Just as suchness will, Subhūti.”

“Lord, how will suchness?”
“Just as the very limit of reality will, Subhūti.”

“Lord, how will the very limit of reality?”
“Just as the dharma-constituent will, Subhūti.”

“Lord, how will the dharma-constituent?”
“Just as the self element, the being element, the living being element, and 
the person element will, Subhūti.”

“Lord, how will the self element, up to 
the person element?”
“What do you think, Subhūti, can you apprehend a self and a being?”
“No, Lord.”

“Subhūti, how will those who cannot apprehend a self or a being label a 
being element? Thus, Subhūti, those who do not label a being, do not label 
the perfection of wisdom, and do not label all dharmas will reach the 
knowledge of all aspects.”

“Lord, is the perfection of wisdom something that cannot be labeled? 
[F.3.a] Are the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, 
perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving 
something that cannot be labeled?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “the perfection of wisdom cannot be labeled. 
Compounded or uncompounded, śrāvaka dharmas or pratyekabuddha 
dharmas, up to all dharmas cannot be labeled.”

“Lord, if all dharmas cannot be labeled, why, Lord, does hell have a label, 
the animal world have a label, the world of Yama have a label, humans and 
gods have labels, stream enterers up to worthy ones have labels, and why 
does unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening have a label?”

“Subhūti,” asked the Lord in return, “what do you think, can a being that 
is a label be apprehended?”
“No, Lord.”

“Subhūti, how, given that you cannot apprehend a being, will you label 
hell, the animal world, the world of Yama, humans and gods, stream enterers 
up to worthy ones, and unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? Subhūti, 
bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should thus 
train in phenomena that cannot be labeled.”

“Well then, Lord, do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of 
wisdom train in form; do they train in feeling, perception, volitional factors, 
and consciousness; [F.3.b] up to do they train in the knowledge of all
Subhūti, they should train in form without taking anything away and without adding anything, up to they should train in the knowledge of all aspects without taking anything away and without adding anything. 

Lord, how will they train in..., up to the knowledge of all aspects without taking anything away and without adding anything? 

Subhūti, they should train in those as not produced and not stopping. 

Lord, how should they train in form as not produced and not stopping, up to how should they train in the knowledge of all aspects as not produced and not stopping? 

Subhūti, they should train without occasioning anything, without meditating on and without investigating volitional factors. 

Lord, how should they train without occasioning anything? 

Subhūti, they should train without occasioning anything by seeing that all dharmas are empty of their own marks. 

Lord, how should they train in all dharmas empty of their own marks? 

Subhūti, they should view form as empty of form, they should view feeling as empty of feeling, they should view perception as empty of perception, they should view volitional factors as empty of volitional factors, and they should view consciousness as empty of consciousness. They should view the eyes as empty of the eyes, up to they should view thinking mind as empty of thinking mind. They should view inner emptiness as empty of inner emptiness, up to they should view the emptiness of its own mark as empty of the emptiness of its own mark. They should view the concentrations as empty of the concentrations, up to they should view cessation absorption as empty of cessation absorption. [F.4.a] They should view the applications of mindfulness as empty of the applications of mindfulness, up to they should view awakening as empty of awakening. Subhūti, that is how bodhisattva great beings should train in all dharmas empty of their own marks. 

Lord, if form is empty of form, up to even awakening is empty of awakening, well then, Lord, how will bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom? 

Subhūti, not practicing is the bodhisattvas’ practice of the perfection of wisdom. 

Lord, why is not practicing the practice of the perfection of wisdom? 

Subhūti, it is because a perfection of wisdom cannot be apprehended, a bodhisattva cannot be apprehended, a practice cannot be apprehended, and something being practiced, some way of practicing, and some place for
practice cannot be apprehended. The bodhisattva great beings’ practice of the perfection of wisdom is there, Subhūti, where all those thought constructions are not apprehended.”

63.131 "Lord, if not practicing is the practice of the perfection of wisdom, how then will bodhisattva great beings who are beginning the work practice the perfection of wisdom?"

63.132 "Subhūti, here, starting from the first production of the thought, thus bodhisattva great beings beginning the work train in all phenomena as providing no basis for apprehension. When they give a gift they should give the gift by way of not apprehending anything; when they guard morality, they should guard morality by way of not apprehending anything; when they make a practice of patience, they should make a practice of being patient by way of not apprehending anything; when they make a vigorous effort, they should make a vigorous effort by way of not apprehending anything; when they become absorbed in meditative stabilization, they should become absorbed in meditative stabilization by way of not apprehending anything; and when they cultivate wisdom, they should cultivate wisdom by way of not apprehending anything, and similarly, up to the knowledge of all aspects.”

63.133 "Lord, to what extent does not apprehending come about, and to what extent does apprehending come about?"

63.134 "Subhūti, to the extent that there is duality, to that extent there is apprehending; nonduality is the absence of apprehending."

63.135 "Lord, what is duality?"

"Subhūti, to the extent that there are eyes and a form, up to a thinking mind and a dharma, and up to awakening and a buddha, Subhūti, that is duality."

63.136 "Lord, what is nonduality?"

"Subhūti, to the extent that there are no eyes and form, up to no thinking mind and dharma, and up to no awakening and a buddha, Subhūti, that is nonduality."

63.137 "Does the unfindable provide a basis for not apprehending or does the findable provide a basis for not apprehending?"

63.138 "Subhūti, neither does the findable provide a basis for not apprehending nor does the unfindable provide a basis for not apprehending, but still, Subhūti, the sameness of the findable and the unfindable is the unfindable. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should thus train in the sameness of what does and does not provide a basis for apprehending. Training like that, bodhisattva great beings will not apprehend anything in the perfection of wisdom.”
“Lord, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom are not attached to apprehending and are not attached to not apprehending, how, Lord, will bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom complete [F.5.a] level after level, and how, having completed level after level, will they reach the knowledge of all aspects?”

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom standing on a basis for apprehending will not complete level after level. Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom will not, having stood on a basis for apprehending, be able to complete level after level. And why? Subhūti, it is because a perfection of wisdom cannot be apprehended, awakening cannot be apprehended, and someone practicing the perfection of wisdom cannot be apprehended either. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should train in the perfection of wisdom like that.”

“Lord, if a perfection of wisdom cannot be apprehended, awakening cannot be apprehended, and someone practicing the perfection of wisdom cannot be apprehended either, well then, how will bodhisattva great beings make an investigation—‘this is form, this is feeling, this is perception, these are volitional factors, this is consciousness, up to ‘this is awakening’—into all these dharmas that are without an intrinsic nature?”

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who do it in such a way that they apprehend form, up to apprehend consciousness, up to apprehend awakening do not make an investigation into dharmas.”

“Lord, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not apprehend form, up to do not apprehend consciousness, up to do not apprehend awakening, well then, how will they complete the perfection of giving; enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva; [F.5.b] having entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva, purify a buddhafield; having purified a buddhafield, bring beings to maturity; having brought beings to maturity, gain the knowledge of all aspects; having gained the knowledge of all aspects, turn the wheel of the Dharma; having turned the wheel of the Dharma, do the work of a buddha; and having done the work of a buddha free all beings from saṃsāra?”

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of form, up to they do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of awakening.”

“Well then, Lord, for the sake of what do bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom?”
“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of anything. And why? Subhūti, it is because all dharmas are unmade, all dharmas are unchanging; the perfection of wisdom is unmade and unchanging, awakening too is unmade and unchanging, and bodhisattvas are unmade and unchanging as well. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice the perfection of wisdom like that in an unmade and unchanging way.”

“Lord, if all dharmas are unmade and are unchanging, well then, Lord, how is there an arrangement of three vehicles—the Śrāvaka Vehicle, Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and Buddha Vehicle?”

“Subhūti, no arrangement [F.6.a] at all can be apprehended in dharmas that are unmade and unchanging. An arrangement can be apprehended in dharmas that occasion something and have collected together. And why? Because simple, unlettered, ordinary folk settle down on the five aggregates. They settle down on a form aggregate, up to settle down on a consciousness aggregate, up to settle down on a knowledge of all aspects. They falsely project form, falsely consider form a fact, up to and they falsely project awakening, up to falsely consider awakening a fact. It occurs to them to think, ‘I will fully awaken to awakening. I will free beings from saṃsāra.’ And why? Subhūti, it is because even though that form, up to that awakening are not apprehended by the buddhas’ five eyes, still those ignorant persons speak ill of the buddha and want to free beings from saṃsāra.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, if a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha were not to apprehend with the five eyes those beings they free from saṃsāra, how then would the Lord, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, have prophesied beings in the three groups as those destined for the perfect state, those destined to be wrong, and those not necessarily destined?”

“Subhūti, I, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, have not apprehended any being at all destined for the perfect state, destined to be wrong, or not necessarily destined. Nevertheless, Subhūti, as an ordinary convention, but not ultimately, I keep these beings without a material reality [F.6.b] who perceive a material reality away from seizing on the unreal.”

“But Lord, the tathāgatas stood in the ultimate and fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

“No, Subhūti.”

“Well then, Lord, the tathāgatas stood in a succession of miraculous powers and fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

“No, Subhūti.”
“Lord, if they neither stood in the ultimate and fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening nor stood in a succession of miraculous powers and fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, well then, Lord, it surely would not be the case that the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas did not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, would it?”

“Subhūti, it is not that the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have not fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Subhūti, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have indeed fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening but do not stand in the compounded element or the uncompounded element.

“Subhūti, it is not that the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have not fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Subhūti, the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have indeed fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening but do not stand in the compounded element or the uncompounded element.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, a tathāgata’s magical creation does not stand in the compounded element or the uncompounded element but still that tathāgata’s magical creation goes and comes, stands and sits. Were it to practice the perfection of giving; practice the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, [F.7.a] perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and the perfection of wisdom; have accomplished and dwell in the four concentrations; cultivate the four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, five clairvoyances, four applications of mindfulness, up to the eightfold noble path; cultivate the emptiness meditative stabilization, signlessness meditative stabilization, and wishlessness meditative stabilization; cultivate inner emptiness, up to emptiness of its own mark; cultivate the eight deliverances, nine serial absorptions, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and great compassion; and have turned the wheel of the Dharma—and were that magical creation also to have magically created and made a prophecy about infinite beings in the three groups—what do you think, Subhūti, would that magical creation have made a prophecy about any being in the three groups?”

“No, Lord.”

“Similarly, Subhūti, the tathāgatas understand that all phenomena are like magical creations, and, having understood that they are like magical creations, have not led any being at all. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should cultivate the perfection of wisdom like that, as it really is, like a tathāgata’s magical creation.”

“Lord, if all dharmas are like magical creations, then what distinction and what differentiation, Lord, is there between a tathāgata and a magical creation? What is your intention?”
Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, there is no distinction at all between a tathāgata and a tathāgata’s magical creation; no differentiation at all can be apprehended. Subhūti, a tathāgata and a tathāgata’s magical creation [F.7.b] are without distinguishing features. And why? Because the magical creation does whatever the work a tathāgata does.”

“Lord, when there is no Tathāgata, does the Tathāgata’s magical creation do the work?”

“It does, Subhūti.”

“Lord, when there is no tathāgata, how does the Tathāgata’s magical creation do the work?”

“To illustrate, people know, ‘The tathāgata Śāntamati, finding no bodhisattva, magically created a magical creation and passed into nirvāṇa. That magical creation did the work of a buddha for more than an eon. Later on, it prophesied the awakening of a bodhisattva and passed into nirvāṇa.’ Nevertheless, that magical creation was not born and did not pass into complete nirvāṇa. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings believing all dharmas to be like magical creations should practice the perfection of wisdom.”

“Lord, if there is no distinction at all between a magical creation and a tathāgata, how will there be a pure gift? Lord, the merit from the gifts beings set before the Tathāgata never finishes until they have passed into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind. Similarly, Lord, does the merit from the gifts beings have set before a magical creation never finish until they have passed into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind as well?”

“Subhūti, the true nature of dharmas on account of which the Tathāgata has become worthy of the offerings of the world with its celestial beings is just that true nature of dharmas on account of which the magical creation has become worthy [F.8.a] of the offerings of the world with its celestial beings.

“Let alone a gift presented to a tathāgata, Subhūti, and let alone a gift presented to a tathāgata’s magical creation, if some benevolent sons of a good family or daughters of a good family pay attention to the Tathāgata, that wholesome root will not come to an end and they will all reach the end of suffering. Subhūti, let alone benevolent attention to the Tathāgata, if some sons of a good family or daughters of a good family throw a flower in salutation into the sky while paying attention to the Tathāgata, that wholesome root will not come to an end and they will all reach the end of suffering. Subhūti, let alone benevolent attention to the Tathāgata, and let alone throwing a flower in salutation into the sky, Subhūti, if some sons of a
good family or daughters of a good family bow down to the buddha, they will all gradually reach the end of suffering. Subhūti, a gift presented to a tathāgata is so powerful and as greatly beneficial as that.

“Through this one of many explanations, Subhūti, you should take the mark that makes a dharma a dharma as your measure and know that there is not even the slightest distinction between a tathāgata and a tathāgata’s magical creation. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice the perfection of wisdom like that.

“Having entered into that true dharmic nature of dharmas they should not complicate the true nature of dharmas with the idea, ‘This is the perfection of wisdom, this is the true dharmic nature of the perfection of wisdom.’ Similarly, connect this with each, up to all dharmas.”

“Lord, the true dharmic nature of all dharmas should not be made complicated, but has the Lord not complicated the true dharmic nature of all dharmas on account of the Tathāgata saying ‘this is form,’ up to ‘this is consciousness,’ [F.8.b] and similarly with inner and outer dharmas, and similarly with wholesome and unwholesome dharmas, and dharmas with outflows and without outflows, ordinary and extraordinary, shared in common and not shared in common, and compounded and uncompounded?”

“No, Subhūti, I have simply taught the true dharmic nature of dharmas and explained dharmas with words and signs motivated by the thought, ‘How will others comprehend?’ So, the true dharmic nature of all dharmas has not been made complicated.”

“Lord, if the Lord has taught the true dharmic nature of dharmas and explained dharmas with words and signs in order that others will comprehend, why, Lord, have you given an explanation in words and signs of dharmas that have no names and have no signs?”

“Subhūti, conventional language is not to do with settling down on names and signs; otherwise, Subhūti, conventional language would be simply just suffering. There is no settling down to do with names and signs. Subhūti, a tathāgata and a tathāgata’s śrāvakas do not settle down on names and signs. Subhūti, were a name to settle down on a name, or were a sign to settle down on a sign, then emptiness would settle down on emptiness, signlessness would settle down on signlessness, wishlessness would settle down on wishlessness, and suchness too would settle down on suchness; the very limit of reality would settle down on the very limit of reality, the dharma-constituent would settle down on the dharma-constituent, and the uncompounded would settle down [F.9.a] on the uncompounded. Subhūti, all dharmas are thus simply mere names; they do not persist as mere names. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should thus practice the perfection of wisdom standing663 in a mere name and sign, without settling down on it.”
“Lord, if all dharmas finish as a mere name and sign, well then, for what do bodhisattva great beings produce the thought to be awakened, and having produced the thought experience the many various forms of volitional factors, pursue the bodhisattva way of life, give a gift, guard morality, make a practice of being patient, make a vigorous effort, become absorbed in meditative stabilization, cultivate wisdom, cultivate emptiness, keep on with the concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions, keep on with the applications of mindfulness, keep on with the right efforts, keep on with the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness gateways to liberation, keep on with the ten tathāgata powers, and complete..., up to great compassion?”

“Subhūti, you have asked, ‘If all dharmas finish as a mere name and sign, well then, for what do bodhisattva great beings pursue the bodhisattva way of life?’ Subhūti, it is because all these volitional factors are simply mere names and signs, and those names and signs are empty of names and signs. That is why bodhisattva great beings pursue the bodhisattva way of life and gain the knowledge of all aspects, and having gained the knowledge of all aspects turn the wheel of the Dharma, [F.9.b] and having turned the wheel of the Dharma cause beings to pass into complete nirvāṇa in the three vehicles. The production, stopping, lasting, and changing of those names and signs into something else does not exist and cannot be apprehended.”

“Lord, you say ‘knowledge of all aspects’ again and again.”

“Subhūti, I do say ‘knowledge of all aspects’ again and again.”

“Lord, the Tathāgata has also said ‘all-knowledge,’ the Tathāgata has also said ‘knowledge of path aspects’ in the sutra, and the Tathāgata has also said ‘knowledge of all aspects.’ What distinction and what differentiation, Lord, is there between these three types of omniscience?”

“Subhūti, all-knowledge belongs to śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas; the knowledge of path aspects, Subhūti, to bodhisattva great beings; and the knowledge of all aspects, Subhūti, to the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas.”

“Lord, why does the knowledge of all aspects belong to tathāgatas, why the knowledge of path aspects to bodhisattva great beings, and why all-knowledge to śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “it is because śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas know all those inner and outer dharmas, as many as there are, but not all paths and all aspects.

“Subhūti, you have asked, ‘Lord, why [F.10.a] does the knowledge of path aspects belong to bodhisattva great beings?’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings have to produce all paths, have to understand all paths, and they
have to fully complete all paths—the śrāvaka paths, pratyekabuddha paths, and bodhisattva paths. On those paths they do the path work to be done but do not actualize the very limit of reality.”

63.179 “Lord, will bodhisattva great beings not complete the buddha path and will they also not actualize the very limit of reality?”

“Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings do not actualize the very limit of reality until they have purified a buddhafield and brought beings to maturity.”

63.180 “Lord, do bodhisattva great beings actualize the very limit of reality having stood on the path?”

“No, Subhūti.”

63.181 “Well then, Lord, do bodhisattva great beings actualize the very limit of reality having stood on what is not the path?”

“No, Subhūti.”

63.182 “Well then, Lord, do bodhisattva great beings actualize the very limit of reality having stood on both the path and what is not the path?”

“No, Subhūti.”

63.183 “Well then, Lord, do bodhisattva great beings actualize the very limit of reality having stood on neither the path nor on what is not the path?”

“No, Subhūti.”

63.184 “Well then, Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings actualize the very limit of reality?”

“What do you think, Subhūti, have you stood on the path and stopped appropriating anything and become freed in your heart from outflows?” [F.10.b]

“No, Lord,” replied Subhūti.

63.185 “Well then, Subhūti, have you from having stood on what is not the path?” he asked.

“No, Lord.”

63.186 “Well then, Subhūti, have you from having stood on both the path and what is not the path?”

“No, Lord.”

63.187 “Well then, Subhūti, have you stood on neither the path nor what is not the path and stopped appropriating anything and become freed in your heart from outflows?”

“No, Lord,” replied Subhūti. “Lord, I have not become freed in my heart from outflows having stood anywhere, but Lord, my heart, because I have not stood anywhere, is a heart that is freed.”

63.188 “Similarly, Subhūti,” said the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings actualize the very limit of reality without having stood anywhere.
“Subhūti, that one aspect on account of which the ‘knowledge of all aspects’ spoken of again and again is called ‘knowledge of all aspects’ is thus the calm aspect. Subhūti, also those aspects, tokens, and signs on account of which phenomena are described as ‘empty’—those aspects, tokens, and signs are understood by the Tathāgata as well. Therefore, it is called the ‘knowledge of all aspects.’”

“Lord,” he asked further, “from among the three types of omniscience—all-knowledge, knowledge of path aspects, and knowledge of all aspects—is there a difference in the abandonment of affliction such that it is said, ‘with its abandonment there is something left over,’ but ‘with its abandonment there is nothing left over?’”

“Subhūti, there is no difference in the abandonment of affliction, but still the Tathāgata has an abandonment of all residual impression connections. [F.11a] Śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas do not have the abandonment of all residual impression connections.”

“Lord, before reaching the knowledge of all aspects is there an uncompounded abandonment of afflictions?”

“Indeed there is, Subhūti.”

“Lord, are differences apprehended in the uncompounded?”

“No, Subhūti,” said the Lord. “Differences are not apprehended in the uncompounded.”

“Lord, if differences are not apprehended in the uncompounded, why does the Lord say, ‘This is an abandonment of residual impression connections. This is not an abandonment of residual impression connections’?”

“Subhūti, a residual impression connection is not an affliction. Śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas have a separation from greed, hatred, and confusion, but they still do odd things with their bodies. These are not even bad in ordinary persons, and not in śrāvakas either, but they do not happen with a tathāgata.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, if the path is not an existent thing and nirvāṇa is not an existent thing, why is it taught that ‘this is a stream enterer; this is a once-returner; this is a non-returner; this is a worthy one; and this is a pratyekabuddha’?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “stream enterer, up to tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha—all of these are categories of the uncompounded.”

“Lord, does something uncompounded make the categories ‘this is a stream enterer,’ up to ‘this is a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’?”
“Subhūti, the uncompounded does not make categories, but still, having taken ordinary convention as the authority, they are simply spoken about, even though ultimately there cannot be categories. And why? Subhūti, it is because there is no opportunity for speech designation there.”

“Lord, how will a later limit be designated?”

“Subhūti, having taken ordinary convention as the authority, those for whom an end is demarcated are designated as having a later limit, but not ultimately.”

“Lord, if in all phenomena empty of their own marks a prior limit is not apprehended, what need is there to say more about a later limit?”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! Given that a prior limit of all phenomena empty of their own marks is not apprehended, what need is there to say more about a later limit? It is impossible. But still, Subhūti, there is simply an explanation that ‘this is the prior limit, this is the later limit’ for those beings who do not understand that all phenomena are empty of their own marks, even though, Subhūti, a prior limit and later limit of phenomena empty of their own marks cannot be apprehended. So, bodhisattva great beings, Subhūti, should thus practice the perfection of wisdom with all phenomena empty of their own marks. Practicing with all phenomena empty of their own marks, they do not settle down anywhere—on inner or outer, or compounded or uncompounded, or śrāvaka dharmas or pratyekabuddha dharmas.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Lord, you say ‘perfection of wisdom’ again and again. Why, Lord, is it called ‘perfection of wisdom’?”

“Subhūti,” he replied, “this perfection of wisdom is, of all dharmas, perfect; therefore, it is called perfection of wisdom.

“Also, Subhūti, with this perfection of wisdom all śrāvakas, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattva great beings, and tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have reached the other side of all dharmas; therefore, it is called perfection of wisdom.

“Also, Subhūti, gone into this perfection of wisdom the Tathāgata has fully awakened to the fact that all dharmas are not ultimately different; therefore, it is called perfection of wisdom.

“Also, Subhūti, gone into this perfection of wisdom is suchness, gone into it is the very limit of reality, and gone into it is the true nature of dharmas; therefore, it is called perfection of wisdom.

“Also, Subhūti, this perfection of wisdom is neither conjoined with nor disjoined from any dharma; it neither shows nor does not show itself, and is neither obstructed nor not obstructed. And why? Because this perfection of
wisdom is formless, does not show itself, is not obstructed, and has only one mark—that is, no mark.

“Also, Subhūti, this perfection of wisdom causes the practice of all dharmas, bestows all confidences and all insights, and is something that Māra and the Māra class of gods, and persons in the Śrāvaka and Pratyekabuddha Vehicles, cannot stop, up to and that other tīrthika opponents cannot stop. And why? Subhūti, [F.12.b] it is because all those who do the stopping, those who will stop, and the stopping—none of those can be apprehended in the perfection of wisdom. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice this perfection of wisdom like that.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice the reality of the perfection of wisdom—namely, they should practice the reality of impermanence, they should practice the reality of suffering, they should practice the reality of selfless, and they should practice the good of the knowledge of suffering, the good of the knowledge of origination, the good of the knowledge of cessation, the good of the knowledge of the path, the good of the knowledge of extinction, the good of the knowledge of nonproduction, the good of the knowledge of dharma, the good of the knowledge of subsequent realization, the good of the knowledge of the conventional, the good of the knowledge of mastery, the good of the knowledge in accord with sound, and the good of the knowledge of things as they really are. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice the reality of the perfection of wisdom like that according to the reality and the mode.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, if good and bad are not found in this deep perfection of wisdom, how can bodhisattva great beings practice this deep perfection of wisdom’s reality?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom’s reality should practice like this—namely, they should not practice with the idea ‘greed is good for me’ or ‘is bad for me’; they should not practice with the idea ‘hatred is good for me’ or ‘is bad for me’; they should not practice with the idea ‘confusion is good for me’ or ‘is bad for me’; they should not practice with the idea ‘wrong view is good for me’ or ‘is bad for me’; up to they should not practice with the idea ‘all forms of view are good for me’ or ‘are bad for me.’ And why? Because the suchness of greed, hatred, and confusion does not do good to anything and does not do bad to anything, up to the suchness of the various views does not do good to anything and does not do bad to anything.
“They should not practice with the idea ‘form is good for me’ or ‘form is bad for me’; up to ‘consciousness is good for me’ or ‘consciousness is bad for me’; similarly, connect this with each, up to they should not practice with the idea ‘awakening is good for me’ or ‘awakening is bad for me.’ And why? Subhūti, it is because the Tathāgata, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, does not apprehend anything that is good or bad.

Furthermore, Subhūti, whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise, the true dharmic nature of dharmas, the establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, and the dharma-constituent remain. They do not do anything good or bad to anything. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should thus shun good and bad, and practice the perfection of wisdom.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, why does the perfection of wisdom not do good and not do bad?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “it is because the perfection of wisdom does not cause any compounded or uncompounded dharma at all. It is because of that, Subhūti, [F.13.b] that the perfection of wisdom does not do good or bad to anything.”

“But Lord, the uncompounded is good for all noble buddhas and a buddha’s śrāvakas, is it not?”

“Subhūti, the uncompounded is indeed good for all noble buddhas and a buddha’s śrāvakas, but still, it is not there to be good or bad for anything.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, the suchness of space is not there to be good or bad for anything. Similarly, Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings is not there to be good or bad for anything.”

“Lord, having trained in the uncompounded perfection of wisdom, do bodhisattva great beings not reach the knowledge of all aspects?”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Having trained in the uncompounded perfection of wisdom, bodhisattva great beings gain the knowledge of all aspects, but not in a dualistic way.”

“Lord, does a dual dharma reach a dual dharma?”

“No, Subhūti.”

“Lord, does a nondual dharma reach a nondual dharma?”

“No, Subhūti.”

“Well then, Lord, does a dual dharma reach a nondual dharma?”

“No, Subhūti.”

“Well then, Lord, does a nondual dharma reach a dual dharma?”

“No, Subhūti.”

“Well then Lord, how is it reached?”
“Subhūti, because neither a dual dharma nor a nondual dharma [F.14.a] can be apprehended, the knowledge of all aspects is thus reached by way of not apprehending anything at all.”

63.228 This was the sixty-third chapter, “Many Inquiries About the Two Dharmas,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B46]
The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Deep, Lord, is the perfection of wisdom. Those who do what is difficult, Lord, are those bodhisattva great beings who have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. They have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening for the sake of beings even though a being is not apprehended and the designation of a being is not apprehended.

“To illustrate, a person who wants to grow a cutting in space, where there is no firm ground—like that, Lord, is a bodhisattva great being who wants to reach the knowledge of all aspects for the sake of beings.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Those who do what is difficult are those bodhisattvas who set out for the knowledge of all aspects for the sake of beings and, having awakened to that knowledge of all aspects, liberate all beings from attachment. To illustrate, Subhūti, a person who wants to grow a cutting, without knowing its root, bud, leaf, and flower, still would grow a trunk from that cutting and, having grown it, tend and water it from time to time. Gradually there would be an abundance of branches from that trunk, there would be an abundance of leaves, there would be an abundance of flowers, there would be an abundance of fruit, and they would make use of the leaves and so on. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening for the sake of all beings practice the six perfections, gain the knowledge of all aspects, and as leaves, flowers, and fruit, as it were, provide sustenance to all beings. Subhūti, there, having resorted to the bodhisattva leaf, as it were, beings are liberated from the three terrible forms of life; and, having resorted to the bodhisattva flower, as it were, beings take birth in great sāla tree–like royal families, great sāla tree–like brahmin families, great sāla tree–like business families, and among the Cāturmahā-rājika gods, up to and take birth among the Naivasamjñānāsaṃjñāyatana gods. Similarly, bodhisattva great beings gain the knowledge of all aspects
and establish those beings in the result of stream enterer, establish them in the result of once-returner, establish them in the result of non-returner, establish them in the state of a worthy one, and establish them in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening. They resort to those bodhisattva great beings, gain the knowledge of all aspects, and, having gained the knowledge of all aspects, as leaves, flowers, and fruit, as it were, also provide sustenance to all beings.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should train in the perfection of wisdom like that, thinking, ‘Here the beings or the designation of beings for the sake of whom I will gain the knowledge of all aspects cannot be apprehended at all.’”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Lord, bodhisattva great beings should indeed be known as tathāgatas. And why? Because thanks to bodhisattva great beings the continuums of all the hells are cut, of all the birthplaces of the animal world are cut, of all the worlds of Yama are cut, of all the places that preclude a perfect human birth are cut, the continuum of all destitution is cut, the continuums of all forms of life that are wanting are cut, the continuum of all the desire realm is cut, the continuum of all the form realm is cut, and the continuum of all the formless realm is cut.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Bodhisattva great beings should indeed be known as tathāgatas. And why? Subhūti, it is because that suchness, on account of which pratyekabuddhas are

Again, Subhūti, what you have said, that ‘bodhisattva great beings should indeed be known as tathāgatas,’ is exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! Bodhisattva great beings should indeed be known as tathāgatas. And why? Subhūti, it is because that suchness, on account of which tathāgatas are labeled, is just the suchness on account of which pratyekabuddhas are
labeled, is just the suchness on account of which all noble beings are labeled, is just the suchness on account of which form is labeled, up to is just the suchness on account of which consciousness is labeled, up to is just the suchness on account of which the compounded element and the uncompounded element are labeled, and is just the suchness on account of which the suchness of all beings and the suchness of the tathāgatas is labeled.

“Why, Subhūti, is suchness called suchness? Standing in this suchness, bodhisattva great beings gain the knowledge of all aspects, therefore it is called suchness. In this way, Subhūti, having taken suchness as their authority, bodhisattva great beings should indeed be known as tathāgatas. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should train like that in suchness, the perfection of wisdom.

“Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings have trained thus in suchness, the perfection of the wisdom, they become skilled in the faculties of all beings and gain skill in the completion of the faculties. They understand that the work of all beings is their own responsibility. When they understand that the work of all beings is their own [F.16.a] responsibility, they complete knowledge from prayer. When they complete knowledge from prayer, they purify the knowledge of the three time periods; when they have cleansed the knowledge of the three time periods, they undertake the bodhisattva practices and work for the welfare of beings; when they work for the welfare of beings they purify a buddhafield; when they have purified a buddhafield, they gain the knowledge of all aspects; when they have gained the knowledge of all aspects, they turn the wheel of the Dharma; when they have turned the wheel of the Dharma, they establish beings in the three vehicles, and having established beings in the three vehicles, they will pass into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings seeing all the good qualities and benefits like that should produce the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and should inspire others to produce the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening as well.”

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, the world with its gods, humans, and asuras should bow down to those bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom as it has been taught.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! It is exactly as you say!” replied the Lord. “Subhūti, the world with its gods, humans, and asuras should bow down to those bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom as it has been taught.”
“Lord, how much merit do bodhisattva great beings create, who have produced the first thought, and who want to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening [F.16.b] for the sake of all beings?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord asked him in return, “Subhūti, were all the beings, as many as there are in a thousandfold world system, to be located on the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level, would those beings create a lot of merit?”

“A lot, Lord; a lot, Sugata,” he replied. “It would be infinite, Lord; beyond measure, Sugata.”

“Subhūti,” he continued, “of the two—the bases of meritorious action of beings, as many as there are included in a thousandfold world system, in the Śrāvaka Vehicle or in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and the bases of meritorious action of one bodhisattva great being who has produced the first thought—the bases of meritorious action of those in the Śrāvaka Vehicle or in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle in a thousandfold world system does not approach the bases of meritorious action of one bodhisattva great being who has produced the first thought by a hundredth part, up to a hundred thousand one hundred millionth part. And why? Because those in the Śrāvaka and Pratyekabuddha Vehicles are born from bodhisattva great beings, but bodhisattva great beings are not born from śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas. Similarly, connect this with each, up to all those beings in the Śrāvaka Vehicle or in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle in a great billionfold world system do not approach even..., up to a hundred thousand one hundred millionth part of the merit of bodhisattva great beings who have produced the first thought.

“Subhūti, let alone beings in a great billionfold world system in the Śrāvaka Vehicle or in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, Subhūti, even if all the beings who are in the great billionfold world system were standing on the Śuklavipaśyanā level, their merit [F.17.a] would not approach even..., up to a hundred thousand one hundred millionth part of the merit of one bodhisattva great being who has produced the first thought. Subhūti, let alone those standing on the Śuklavipaśyanā level, Subhūti, even if all the beings included in the great billionfold world system were standing on the Gotra level, their merit would not approach even..., up to a hundred thousand one hundred millionth part of the merit of one bodhisattva great being who has produced the first thought. Similarly, connect this with each, up to the merit of those who have entered onto the Aṣṭamaka level, the Darśana level, the Tanū level, the Vītarāga level, the Kṛtāvin level, up to or the Pratyekabuddha level would not approach even..., up to a hundred thousand one hundred millionth part of the merit of one bodhisattva great being who has produced the first thought.
Subhūti, even if all the beings included in the great billionfold world system were to have entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva, their merit would not approach even... up to a hundred thousand one hundred millionth part of the merit of bodhisattva great beings who are candidates for awakening. Subhūti, even if all the beings who are in the great billionfold world system were to be candidates for awakening, their merit would not approach even... up to a hundred thousand one hundred millionth part of the merit of a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha.”

Lord, what should bodhisattva great beings who have produced the first thought pay attention to? he asked.

Subhūti,” he replied, “bodhisattva great beings who have produced the first thought should pay attention to the knowledge of all aspects.”

Lord, [F.17.b] what sort of thing is the knowledge of all aspects—what is the objective support, what is the dominant factor, what is the aspect, and what is the defining mark?”

Subhūti,” he replied, “the knowledge of all aspects is a nonexistent thing that is without a defining mark, without a causal sign, without effort, unproduced, and not appearing. As for what you asked, Subhūti—‘What is the objective support of the knowledge of all aspects, what is the dominant factor, what is the aspect, and what is the defining mark?’—Subhūti, the objective support of the knowledge of all aspects is a nonexistent thing; the dominant factor is mindfulness; the aspect is calmness; and the defining mark is the absence of a defining mark. Subhūti, that is the objective support of the knowledge of all aspects, that is the dominant factor, that is the aspect, and that is the defining mark.”

He then inquired further, “Lord, is only the knowledge of all aspects a nonexistent thing, or is form also a nonexistent thing? Are feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness also nonexistent things? Similarly, are inner and outer dharmas also nonexistent things? And are the four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path; the emptiness meditative stabilization, signlessness meditative stabilization, and wishlessness meditative stabilization; the eight deliverances, nine serial absorptions, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; great love, great compassion, great joy, [F.18.a] and great equanimity; the first clairvoyance, and the second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth clairvoyance; and the compounded element and uncompounded element also nonexistent things?”
“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “the knowledge of all aspects is a nonexistent thing; form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are also nonexistent things; up to the compounded element and uncompounded element are also nonexistent things. And why? Subhūti, that knowledge of all aspects has no intrinsic nature.”

“Lord, why does the knowledge of all aspects have no intrinsic nature?” he asked.

“Subhūti,” he replied, “something that has arisen from a union has no intrinsic nature, and anything arisen from a union with no intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing. Subhūti, in this way all phenomena are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. Subhūti, all phenomena also have emptiness for their intrinsic nature, and all phenomena have signlessness and wishlessness for their intrinsic nature. Subhūti, all phenomena also have suchness for their intrinsic nature, all phenomena have the very limit of reality for their intrinsic nature, and all phenomena have the dharma-constituent for their intrinsic nature. Subhūti, also from just this explanation, you should know that all phenomena are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti then inquired further of him, “Lord, if all dharmas are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, with what skillful means do bodhisattva great beings who have produced the first thought of awakening practice the perfection of giving, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity? How do they practice the perfection of morality, perfection [F.18.b] of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom, from the first concentration, up to the fourth concentration; from love, up to equanimity; from absorption in the station of endless space, up to the station of neither perception nor nonperception; from inner emptiness, up to the emptiness of its own mark; and from the applications of mindfulness, up to the eightfold noble path, emptiness meditative stabilization, signlessness meditative stabilization, and wishlessness meditative stabilization, eight deliverances, nine serial absorptions, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, great love, great compassion, and knowledge of all aspects, and purify a buddhafield and bring beings to maturity?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “you should know that the skillful means of bodhisattva great beings is mastering all phenomena that are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, purifying a buddhafield, and bringing beings to maturity, all the while knowing that the buddhafield as well as those beings are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. Practicing the perfection of giving, those bodhisattva great beings master the awakening path; practicing the perfection of morality they master the awakening path;
practicing the perfection of patience they master the awakening path; practicing the perfection of perseverance they master the awakening path; practicing the perfection of concentration they master the awakening path; and practicing the perfection of wisdom they master the awakening path; similarly, connect this with each, up to and practicing the knowledge of all aspects they master the awakening path. But they should understand that the awakening path is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature too.

“Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections keep on mastering that awakening path for as long as they are not fully endowed with the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, great love, great compassion, and the knowledge of a knower of all aspects. Subhūti, these are the awakening path. They complete the perfections with these awakening paths, and having completed the perfections gain the knowledge of all aspects through the wisdom of the single unique instant. At that time they eliminate all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions through an elimination in which states of existence are not produced. As they look down with the buddha eye they do not even apprehend the great billionfold world system as a nonexistent thing, let alone as an existent thing. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice the perfection of wisdom like that, where all phenomena are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. Subhūti, that too is the skillful means of bodhisattva great beings—that they do not apprehend something that exists, never mind something that does not exist.

“Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom give gifts. When they give a gift, they do not think about it in a certain way, making it into a causal sign, and they do not pay attention to it as an existent thing or as a nonexistent thing. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice the perfection of wisdom like that, where all phenomena are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. Subhūti, that too is the skillful means of bodhisattva great beings—that they do not apprehend something that exists, never mind something that does not exist.
fully awakened, or something by means of which one becomes fully awakened as an existent thing or as a nonexistent thing. And why? Because all phenomena thus are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and that nonexistence has not been made by buddhas, śrāvakas, or pratyekabuddhas. All phenomena are unchanging and are separated from a maker.”

“Lord, are phenomena separated from the phenomena themselves?” he asked.

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “The phenomena are separated from the phenomena themselves.”

“Lord,” he asked further, “if the phenomena themselves are separated from the phenomena, how is it appropriate that a separated phenomenon knows a separated phenomenon as an existent thing or a nonexistent thing? It is not appropriate that a nonexistent phenomenon knows an existent phenomenon; it is not appropriate that an existent phenomenon knows a nonexistent phenomenon; it is not appropriate that a nonexistent phenomenon knows a nonexistent phenomenon; and it is not appropriate that an existent phenomenon [F.20.a] knows an existent phenomenon. So, in regard to all phenomena that are thus unknown, however could bodhisattva great beings be teaching that they are ‘nonexistent things’ or ‘existent things’?”

“Bodhisattva great beings teach that they are ‘a nonexistent thing’ or ‘an existent thing’ based on ordinary convention, but not ultimately.”

“Lord, is ordinary convention one thing and the ultimate another?” he asked.

“Subhūti,” he replied, “ordinary convention is not one thing and the ultimate another. Just that suchness of ordinary convention is the suchness of the ultimate. These beings do not know and see that suchness, which is why ‘an existent thing’ or ‘a nonexistent thing’ are taught as the bodhisattvas’ ordinary convention.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, these beings have the notion that these five aggregates are existent things. They are unaware that they are nonexistent things. So, thinking, ‘What can I do so they will realize they are nonexistent things?’, bodhisattva great beings teach like that for their sake, based on a division of dharmas. Subhūti, they should practice the perfection of wisdom like that.”

This was the sixty-fourth chapter, “Perfectly Displayed,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 65: WORSHIPING, SERVING, AND ATTENDING ON SPIRITUAL FRIENDS AS SKILLFUL MEANS

65.1 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, you say ‘bodhisattva’s practice’ again and again. Lord, what are the words bodhisattva’s practice for?”

65.2 “Subhūti, a ‘bodhisattva’s practice’ is a practice practiced for bodhi, therefore it is called a bodhisattva’s practice.”

65.3 “Lord, where is that practice—that bodhisattva great beings’ practice practiced for awakening?” [F.20.b]

65.4 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “they practice ‘form is empty,’ but pursue the practice without dividing awakening into two. They practice ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ and ‘consciousness is empty’; and similarly, they practice ‘the constituents…,’ ‘the sense fields…,’ and ‘inner and outer dharmas are empty’; they practice ‘the perfection of giving…,’ ‘the perfection of morality…,’ ‘the perfection of patience…,’ ‘the perfection of perseverance…,’ ‘the perfection of concentration…,’ and ‘the perfection of wisdom is empty’; they practice ‘inner emptiness is empty’; they practice ‘outer emptiness…,’ ‘inner and outer emptiness is empty,’ and similarly, connect this with each, up to they practice ‘the emptiness of its own mark is empty’; they practice ‘the first, second, third, and fourth concentration…,’ ‘love…,’ ‘compassion…,’ ‘joy…,’ and ‘equanimity is empty’; they practice ‘the station of endless space…,’ ‘the station of endless consciousness…,’ ‘the station of nothing-at-all…,’ and ‘the station of neither perception nor nonperception is empty’; they practice ‘the four applications of mindfulness are empty,’ they practice ‘the four right efforts are empty,’ they practice ‘the four legs of miraculous power are empty,’ they practice ‘the five faculties are empty,’ they practice ‘the five powers are empty,’ they practice ‘the seven limbs of awakening are empty,’ and they practice ‘the eightfold noble path is empty’; they practice ‘the emptiness, signless, and wishless gateways to
liberation...,' ‘the absorptions...,' ‘the ten tathāgata powers...,' ‘the four fearlessnesses...,' ‘the four detailed and thorough knowledges...,' ‘the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha...,' and ‘the purification of a buddhafiel is empty'; they practice ‘bringing beings to maturity is empty'; they practice ‘the confidences... are empty'; they practice ‘accomplishing the letters [F.21.a] is empty'; they practice ‘entrance into all letters is empty'; they practice ‘entrance into all for which there are no letters is empty'; they practice ‘the compounded element is empty'; and they practice ‘the uncompounded element is empty,' but pursue the practice without dividing awakening into two. Subhūti, when practicing the perfection of wisdom like that bodhisattva great beings’ lives are lived for awakening.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, you say ‘buddha’ again and again. Lord, what is the word buddha for?”

“Subhūti, true reality is called buddha. Also, Subhūti, there are those who have fully awakened to the true Dharma, therefore they are called buddha. Also, Subhūti, there are those who have a penetrating realization of true reality, therefore they are called buddha. Also, Subhūti, there are those who have fully awakened to all dharmas as they really are, therefore they are called buddha.”

“Lord, you say ‘awakening’ again and again. Lord, what is the word awakening for?”

“Subhūti, awakening is a word for emptiness, it is a word for suchness, it is a word for perfect, it is a word for the very limit of reality, and it is a word for dharma-constituent. Also, Subhūti, awakening is a word for mere designation. Also, Subhūti, awakening means true reality. Also, Subhūti, awakening is suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, and unaltered nature, therefore it is called awakening. Also, Subhūti, that awakening is a realization that all dharmas are a mere designation and causal sign, therefore it is called awakening. Also, Subhūti, that awakening is the awakening of the lord buddhas, therefore it is called awakening. Also, Subhūti, the lord buddhas have fully awakened to it, therefore it is called awakening.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, if bodhisattva great beings who practice for this awakening practice the six perfections, up to practice the knowledge of all aspects, what wholesome root of theirs will be accumulated or diminished, decreased or increased, produced or stopped, or defiled or purified?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who practice for this awakening, practice the six perfections, up to and practice the knowledge of all aspects do not practice to accumulate or to diminish, to decrease or to increase, to produce or to stop, or to defile or purify any dharma at all. And why? Because the awakening of
bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom is not available in the manner of an objective support that has to be accumulated or diminished, has to be decreased or increased, has to be produced or stopped, or has to be defiled or purified.”

65.10 “Lord, if the awakening of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom is not available as any dharma in the manner of an objective support, how will bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom fully grasp the perfection of giving, and similarly, up to and fully grasp the perfection of wisdom; how will they practice inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; how will they practice the concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions; how will they practice the four applications of mindfulness, up to the eightfold noble path; how will they practice the emptiness, signless, and wishless gateways to liberation; up to how will they practice the ten tathāgata powers; up to practice great compassion; and how will they practice the ten bodhisattva levels, transcend the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels, and enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva?”

65.11 Venerable Subhūti having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings undertake the bodhisattva practices they do not practice the perfection of giving in a dualistic way, and similarly, connect this with each, up to they do not practice the perfection of wisdom in a dualistic way, up to and they do not practice the knowledge of all aspects in a dualistic way. In that way, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom, they fully grasp the perfection of giving, up to they fully grasp the perfection of wisdom, up to and they gain the knowledge of all aspects.”

65.12 “Lord, if they do not practice the perfection of giving in a dualistic way, and similarly, up to do not practice the knowledge of all aspects in a dualistic way, how will the bodhisattva great beings, starting from the production of the first thought, [F.22.b] grow and flourish on wholesome roots, and how will they grow and flourish on wholesome roots up to the production of the last thought?”

65.13 Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, those who practice dualistically do not grow and flourish on wholesome roots. And why? Subhūti, those who resort to dualism are all foolish ordinary people. They do not grow and flourish on wholesome roots. The bodhisattva great beings who do not practice dualistically, starting from the production of the first thought, grow and flourish on account of the wholesome dharmas, and up to the last thought they grow and flourish on account of the wholesome dharmas. The world with its gods, humans, and asuras cannot suppress those wholesome roots of theirs. Were those unwholesome
roots to suppress them they would fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level, and they would be captured by other unwholesome roots as well. Captured by those, even while practicing the perfection of giving they would not grow and flourish on wholesome roots, \textit{up to} while practicing the knowledge of all aspects they would not grow and flourish on wholesome roots. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice the perfection of wisdom like that.”

65.14 “Lord, do bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of wholesome roots?” he asked.

65.15 “Subhūti, they do not. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of wholesome roots, and of course they do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of unwholesome roots, but still bodhisattva great beings who have not attended on the lord buddhas, or have not brought the wholesome roots to completion, [F.23.a] or have not been assisted by spiritual friends cannot gain the knowledge of all aspects.”

65.16 “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings who have attended on the lord buddhas, have brought the wholesome roots to completion, and have been assisted by spiritual friends gain the knowledge of all aspects?”

65.17 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “here, starting from the production of the first thought, bodhisattva great beings attend on the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, fully grasp whatever teachings there are of those lord buddhas—the discourses, melodious narrations, predictions, verses, summaries, introductions, tales, accounts, birth stories, expanded texts, marvels, and expositions—and, having taken them up, thoroughly mastered the words, investigated them with their thinking minds, and penetrated them with insight, acquire the dhāraṇī. Having acquired the dhāraṇī, they engender detailed and thorough knowledge. Having produced detailed and thorough knowledge, even after departing that life, up until gaining the knowledge of all aspects, they do not ever let those doctrines get lost. There they plant wholesome roots in relation to those tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas, and, protected by those wholesome roots, never take birth in the terrible forms of life or in places that preclude a perfect human birth. With those wholesome roots they protect the purity of aspiration, an aspiration that causes purification of a buddhafied and causes beings to be brought to maturity. [F.23.b] Protected by those wholesome roots, they are never separated from those spiritual friends, lord buddhas, bodhisattva great beings, and śrāvakas who sing the praises of the Buddha Vehicle. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that should thus attend on the lord buddhas, look after the wholesome roots, and rely on spiritual friends.”
This was the sixty-fifth chapter, “Worshiping, Serving, and Attending on Spiritual Friends as Skillful Means,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 66: A DEMONSTRATION OF SKILLFUL MEANS

66.1 Then venerable Subhūti inquired of the Lord, “Lord, bodhisattva great beings who do not attend on the lord buddhas, do not plant wholesome roots, and are not looked after by spiritual friends—those bodhisattva great beings would not gain the knowledge of all aspects, would they?”

66.2 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings who have not attended on the lord buddhas, have not planted wholesome roots, and have not been looked after by spiritual friends would not gain the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Even bodhisattva great beings who have attended on the lord buddhas, have planted wholesome roots, and have been looked after by spiritual friends will not be able to gain the knowledge of all aspects, never mind bodhisattva great beings who have not attended on the lord buddhas, have not planted wholesome roots, and have not been looked after by spiritual friends. It is impossible that they will gain the knowledge of all aspects. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings [F.24.a] should attend on the lord buddhas, plant wholesome roots, and rely on spiritual friends.”

66.3 “Lord, why would even bodhisattva great beings who attend on the lord buddhas, plant wholesome roots, and rely on spiritual friends not gain the knowledge of all aspects?”

66.4 “It is because of being separated from skillful means. It is because they have not heard that method from those lord buddhas and have not planted wholesome roots and not relied on those spiritual friends who are the spiritual friends that would teach them that method.”

66.5 “Lord, what are those skillful means, in possession of which bodhisattva great beings gain the knowledge of all aspects?”

66.6 Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here, starting from the production of the first thought, when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of giving they give gifts to the lord buddhas, the pratyekabuddhas and śrāvakas, and to those in human form and
nonhuman form, with attention connected to the knowledge of all aspects. But, endowed with attention connected to the knowledge of all aspects, they do not entertain the notion that giving is giving, do not entertain the notion that the recipient is a recipient, and do not entertain the notion that the giver is a giver. And why? Because they see all dharmas as empty of their own mark, as not thoroughly established, and as not having come into being. They enter into the mark that marks all dharmas as dharmas, entering into all dharmas marked as being without the capacity to function and not occasioning anything. [F.24.b] Endowed with those skillful means they grow and flourish on wholesome roots; growing and flourishing on wholesome roots, they practice the perfection of giving; and practicing the perfection of giving they bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafield, but without hoping for a result from giving—a result from giving that they would enjoy in samsāra. On the contrary, they practice the perfection of giving in order to protect beings and in order to liberate beings.”

66.7 This was the sixty-sixth chapter, “A Demonstration of Skillful Means,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 67: MORALITY

67.1 Furthermore, Subhūti, starting from the production of the first thought, bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of morality with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects guard morality. They do not obscure it with a greedy thought, or hate, or confusion, or a bad proclivity, or an obsession, or any unwholesome dharma at all that obstructs awakening—namely, with miserliness, immorality, an emotionally upsetting thought, a lazy thought, deficient thought, thought that veers off, an intellectually confused thought, pride, conceit, pride in being superior, egotism, or a śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha thought. And why? Because they understand that all dharmas are empty of their own mark; they see all dharmas as not arisen, not thoroughly established, and as not having come into being; and they enter into the mark that marks all dharmas as dharmas, entering into all dharmas marked as being without the capacity to function and not occasioning anything. Endowed with those skillful means they grow and flourish on wholesome roots. Growing and flourishing [F.25.a] on wholesome roots, they practice the perfection of morality. Practicing the perfection of morality, they bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafield, but without hoping for a result from morality—a result from morality that they would enjoy in saṃsāra. On the contrary, they practice the perfection of morality because they want to look after beings, to avoid hurting beings, and to benefit beings.”

67.2 This was the sixty-seventh chapter, “Morality,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
68. **CHAPTER 68: GROWING AND FLOURISHING**

68.1 *Similarly, connect this with* the perfection of patience, the perfection of perseverance, and the perfection of concentration as well.

68.2 “Furthermore, Subhūti, starting from the production of the first thought, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects cultivate wisdom. They do not obscure it with a greedy thought, up to a śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha thought. And why? Subhūti, it is because they understand all dharmas are empty of their own mark; they see all dharmas as not arisen, as not thoroughly established, and as not having come into being; and they enter into the mark that marks all dharmas as dharmas, entering into all dharmas marked as being without the capacity to function and not occasioning anything. Endowed with those skillful means, they grow and flourish on wholesome roots. Growing and flourishing on wholesome roots, they practice the perfection of wisdom. Practicing the perfection of wisdom, they bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafield, but without hoping for a result from wisdom—a result from wisdom that they would enjoy in samsāra. On the contrary, they practice [F.25.b] the perfection of giving in order to protect beings and in order to liberate beings.”

68.3 *This was the sixty-eighth chapter, “Growing and Flourishing,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”*
CHAPTER 69: AN EXPLANATION OF MEDITATION ON THE PATH

69.1 “Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings become absorbed in the first concentration, up to become absorbed in the fourth concentration, become absorbed in the immeasurables, up to and become absorbed in the formless absorptions, but they do not get saddled with their maturation. And why? Because they are endowed with skillful means, those skillful means endowed with which they understand that the concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions are empty of their own mark, up to understand that they do not occasion anything.

69.2 “Furthermore, Subhūti, even though, starting from the production of the first thought, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom endowed with skillful means travel the path to eliminate what seeing and meditation eliminate, it does not cause them to reach the result of stream enterer, and it does not cause them to reach the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one. And why? Because, even while practicing the dharmas on the side of awakening, they understand that all dharmas are empty of their own mark and pass beyond the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha level. Subhūti, this is the bodhisattva great beings’ forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas.

69.3 “Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom become absorbed in the eight deliverances, and become absorbed in the nine serial absorptions, but do not reach the result of stream enterer, up to do not reach the state of a worthy one. And why? Because they understand all dharmas [F.26.a] are empty of their own mark, up to and they understand that all dharmas do not occasion anything.

69.4 “Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings master the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and great compassion, but still they do not reach the knowledge of all aspects
until they have purified a buddhafield and brought beings to maturity. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice the perfection of wisdom like that.” [B47]

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Lord, bodhisattva great beings who practice the deep dharmas like that but do not get saddled with their maturation are endowed with the finest awareness.”

Venerable Subhūti having said that, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who practice the deep dharmas like that but do not get saddled with their maturation are endowed with the finest awareness. And why? Subhūti, it is because the bodhisattva great beings do not move from their intrinsic nature.”

“Lord, from which intrinsic nature do they not move?”

“Subhūti, they do not move from a nonexistent thing. In regard to what you have said, Subhūti—‘From which intrinsic nature do they not move?’—they do not move from the intrinsic nature of form; they do not move from the intrinsic nature of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; they do not move from the intrinsic nature of the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, [F.26.b] perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom; they do not move from the intrinsic nature of the concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions; they do not move from the intrinsic nature of the applications of mindfulness, up to the eightfold noble path; up to and they do not move from the intrinsic nature of the emptiness meditative stabilization, signlessness meditative stabilization, and wishlessness meditative stabilization, and great compassion. And why? Subhūti, it is because the intrinsic nature of these dharmas is a nonexistent thing. Subhūti, a nonexistent thing cannot fully awaken to a nonexistent thing.”

“Lord, can a nonexistent thing fully awaken to an existent thing?”

“No, Subhūti.”

“Lord, can an existent thing fully awaken to a nonexistent thing?”

“No, Subhūti.”

“Lord, can a nonexistent thing fully awaken to a nonexistent thing?”

“No, Subhūti.”

“Lord, can an existent thing fully awaken to an existent thing?”

“No, Subhūti.”

“Lord, if a nonexistent thing does not fully awaken to an existent thing, an existent thing does not fully awaken to a nonexistent thing, a nonexistent thing does not fully awaken to a nonexistent thing, and an existent thing does not fully awaken to an existent thing, well then, wouldn’t there be no attainment and no full awakening?”
Subhūti, there is indeed a clear realization, but it is not through this set of four productions.” [F.27.a]

“So then, Lord, what sort of thing is clear realization?”

Seeing sameness, not like an existent thing and not like a nonexistent thing either, is clear realization because it is without thought construction; it is free from thought construction. Clear realization is that sort of thing, where those thought constructions do not exist."

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, what is the bodhisattva great beings’ thought construction?”

“Subhūti, ‘form is permanent’ and ‘impermanent’ is the bodhisattva great beings’ thought construction; ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ and ‘consciousness is permanent’ and ‘impermanent’ is the bodhisattva great beings’ thought construction. ‘Form is happiness’ and ‘suffering’ is the bodhisattva great beings’ thought construction; ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ and ‘consciousness is happiness’ and ‘suffering’ is the bodhisattva great beings’ thought construction. ‘Form has a self’ and ‘is selfless’ is the bodhisattva great beings’ thought construction; ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ and ‘consciousness has a self’ and ‘is selfless’ is the bodhisattva great beings’ thought construction. ‘Form is calm’ and ‘not calm’ is the bodhisattva great beings’ thought construction; ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ and ‘consciousness is calm’ and ‘not calm’ is the bodhisattva great beings’ thought construction. ‘Form has to be comprehended’ and ‘does not have to be comprehended’ is the bodhisattva great beings’ thought construction; ‘feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ and ‘consciousness has to be comprehended’ and ‘does not have to be comprehended’ is the bodhisattva great beings’ thought construction. The noble truth of suffering has to be comprehended’ is thought construction; ‘origination has to be abandoned’ is thought construction; ‘cessation has to be actualized’ [F.27.b] is thought construction; ‘the path has to be cultivated’ is thought construction; ‘the four concentrations have to be cultivated’ is thought construction; ‘the four immeasurables have to be cultivated’ is thought construction; ‘the four formless absorptions have to be cultivated’ is thought construction; ‘the four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path have to be cultivated’ is thought construction; ‘the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness gateways to liberation have to be cultivated’ is thought construction; ‘the eight deliverances and nine serial absorptions have to be cultivated’ is thought construction; ‘I must pass beyond the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening’ is thought
construction; ‘I must complete the ten bodhisattva levels’ is thought construction; ‘I must enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva’ is thought construction; ‘I must purify a buddhafield’ is thought construction; ‘I must bring beings to maturity’ is thought construction; ‘I must generate the ten tathāgata powers’ is thought construction; ‘I must complete the four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha’ is thought construction; ‘I must gain the knowledge of all aspects’ is thought construction; and ‘I must eliminate all residual impression connections’ is thought construction.

69.17 “Therefore, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not construct in thought what should not be constructed in thought. They do not construct in thought ‘form is permanent or impermanent’ that should not be constructed in thought; they do not construct in thought ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is permanent or impermanent’ [F.28.a] that should not be constructed in thought; they do not construct in thought…, up to ‘I must gain the knowledge of all aspects’ that should not be constructed in thought. And why? Because something real does not concoct something unreal and something unreal does not concoct something real, and you cannot apprehend, apart from something real and unreal, something doing the concocting, something being concocted, someone who does the concocting, and somewhere the concocting happens.

69.18 “Therefore, Subhūti, form, up to the knowledge of all aspects is without thought construction, up to awakening is without thought construction. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should thus practice the perfection of wisdom without thought construction.”

69.19 “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom see all dharmas without thought construction?”

69.20 Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, there is no intrinsic nature of form, up to consciousness, up to there is no intrinsic nature of the knowledge of all aspects. That which has no intrinsic nature is without thought construction. For that reason, Subhūti, form…, up to consciousness is without thought construction. Similarly, connect this with each, up to the knowledge of all aspects is without thought construction. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva.”

69.21 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if no phenomenon at all can be apprehended as having an intrinsic nature, on what path do bodhisattva great beings enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva—on the śrāvaka path, or the pratyekabuddha path, or the buddha path?”
Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, [F.28.b]

“Indeed, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings do not enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva on the śrāvaka path, or the pratyekabuddha path, or the buddha path, but still, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva having trained on all paths. To illustrate, Subhūti, worthy ones do indeed enter into the flawlessness that is a perfect state, having trained on all the paths, but still, until they have produced the path’s result they will not reach the result of a worthy one in a single instant of the path. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings also do indeed enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva having produced all the paths, but still, until they have reached the vajropama meditative stabilization they will not reach the knowledge of all aspects, because they gain the knowledge of all aspects through the wisdom of the unique single instant.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti inquired of him, “Lord, if bodhisattva great beings enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva having completed all paths, in that case, Lord, given that the Aṣṭamaka path is different, the stream enterer path is different, the path of the candidate for once-returner is different, the once-returner path is different, the path of the candidate for non-returner is different, the non-returner path is different, the path of the candidate for worthy one is different, the worthy one path is different, the pratyekabuddha path is different, and the path of the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha is different, well then, Lord, if all those paths are different from each other, how will bodhisattva great beings enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva [F.29.a] having completed all paths? Lord, if bodhisattva great beings have to complete all paths to enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva, would they not, having produced all paths, be an Aṣṭamaka; would they not, having produced the path of seeing, be a stream enterer; would they not, having produced the path of meditation, be a candidate for once-returner and a once returner; up to would they not be a worthy one; and would they not, having produced the pratyekabuddha path, be a pratyekabuddha? Lord, there is no chance, it is impossible that bodhisattva great beings, having produced the Aṣṭamaka path, are an Aṣṭamaka, or, having become an Aṣṭamaka enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva; it is impossible for bodhisattva great beings to enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva and reach the knowledge of all aspects. Similarly, it is impossible that bodhisattva great beings, having reached the result of stream enterer, up to having reached the state of a worthy one or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva; it is impossible for bodhisattva great beings to enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva and reach the knowledge of all aspects. Given that it would be impossible for bodhisattva great beings to enter into the secure state of a
bodhisattva and reach the knowledge of all aspects, how, Lord, are we to understand bodhisattva great beings entering into the secure state of a bodhisattva having completed all paths, and having entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva reaching the knowledge of all aspects and eliminating all residual impression connections?”

Venerable Subhūti having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! Subhūti, it is impossible for bodhisattva great beings to become an Aṣṭamaka, [F.29.b] to reach the result of stream enterer, and having produced all paths, ‘enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva.’ There is no chance of it happening, it is impossible. It is impossible that ‘bodhisattva great beings enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva and gain the knowledge of all aspects.’ But still, Subhūti, starting from the production of the first thought, bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections, having beheld all eight levels, pass beyond them with knowledge and seeing. What are the eight levels? The exposition of the levels is this: namely, the Śuklavipaśyanā level, the Gotra level, the Aṣṭamaka level, the Daśāna level, the Tanū level, the Vītarāga level, the Kṛtāvin level, and the Pratyekabuddha level. Having passed beyond those eight levels with knowledge and seeing, they enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva. Having entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva with the knowledge of a knower of all aspects, they eliminate all afflictions, residual impressions, and connections.

“There, Subhūti, the knowledge of an Aṣṭamaka is a bodhisattva’s forbearance; the knowledge and abandonment of a stream enterer is a bodhisattva’s forbearance; the knowledge and abandonment of a once-returner is a bodhisattva’s forbearance; the knowledge and abandonment of a non-returner is a bodhisattva’s forbearance; the knowledge and abandonment of a worthy one is a bodhisattva’s forbearance; and the knowledge and abandonment of a pratyekabuddha is a bodhisattva’s forbearance. Having completed all those paths of all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva with the knowledge of a knower of path aspects, and having entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva, eliminate all afflictions, residual impressions, [F.30.a] and connections with the knowledge of a knower of all aspects. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings having completed all the paths should fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, should be like fruit for all beings to live on.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, which of these paths—the śrāvaka path, the pratyekabuddha path, and the buddha path—that the Lord has spoken about is this path of a knower of path
“Subhūti,” he replied, “on that bodhisattva great beings should produce a completely pure knowledge of path aspects. Subhūti, there a completely pure knowledge of path aspects is this: Whatever the attributes, whatever the reasons, and whatever the signs through which the knowledge of path aspects becomes completely pure, bodhisattva great beings should fully awaken to those attributes, those tokens, and those signs. And, having fully awakened to them, in order to tame others they should also explain, expound, explicate, and make them known to others, and should establish others in them so that, one way or the other, others will understand. On that bodhisattva great beings should accomplish vocalizations, conventional terms, and sounds with a pronunciation that makes them understood in the great billionfold world system, and they should accomplish those vocalizations, conventional terms, and sounds in order to make an echo-like understanding. So, Subhūti, in this one of many ways, bodhisattva great beings should complete the knowledge of path aspects. Having completed the knowledge of path aspects they should know the aspirations of beings. They should also know the path of beings in hell, [F.30.b] and they should know the cause and should know the result as well. They should cause them to turn back from the path to the hells, and they should cause them to turn back from the cause and should cause them to turn back from the result as well. Similarly, they should also know the path of the kinnaras, mahoragas, nāgas, yakṣas, and humans, and they should know the cause and should know the result as well. They should also know the path of Brahmā, and they should know the cause and should know the result as well. They should also know the path of the Ābhāsvara, Śubhakṛṣṇa, Bṛhatphala, Asaṃjñin, Avṛha, Atapa, and Akaniṣṭha gods, and they should know the cause and should know the result as well. They should also know the path of the Ākāśānantyāyatana gods, and they should know the cause and should know the result as well, up to they should also know the path of the Naivasamjñānasamjñāyatana gods, and they should know the cause and should know the result as well. They should know the four applications of mindfulness, should know the four right efforts, should know the four legs of miraculous power, should know the five faculties, should know the five powers, should know the seven limbs of awakening, and they should know the eightfold noble path. They should know the emptiness gateway to liberation, should know the signlessness gateway to liberation, and should know the wishlessness gateway to liberation. They should know the ten tathāgata powers, should know the four fearlessnesses, should know the four detailed and thorough aspects?”
knowledges, should know the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and should know great compassion. They establish by way of those paths the beings who should be established in the result of stream enterer \[F.31.a\] in the result of stream enterer, up to establish those who should be established in the state of a worthy one in the state of a worthy one, and establish those who should be established in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening. They establish those who should be established in awakening in awakening. This, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva great beings’ knowledge of path aspects.

“Having trained in this, bodhisattva great beings can become involved in the aspirations of beings. Having become involved in their aspirations, they can teach the doctrine in such a way that one way or the other their doctrine-teachings do not get lost and are not in vain. And why? It is because they have a perfectly proportionate, perfect comprehension that knows the higher and lower faculties of others, and they know the goings and comings and deaths and rebirths of beings as they actually are.

“Subhūti, those dharmas on the side of awakening in which bodhisattva great beings should train, and the paths in which the śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas should train, are all included within this perfection of wisdom, so bodhisattva great beings should train in the perfection of wisdom.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if those dharmas—the dharmas on the side of awakening and the awakening—are not conjoined and not disjoined, are formless, cannot be pointed out, do not obstruct, and have only one mark—namely, no mark—how, Lord, will the dharmas on the side of awakening be those that bring about awakening? Lord, dharmas that are not conjoined and not disjoined, are formless, cannot be pointed out, do not obstruct, and have only one mark—namely, no mark—do not bring about or take away any dharma \[F.31.b\] at all. To illustrate, Lord, space does not bring about and does not take away any dharma. Similarly, Lord, space does not bring about and does not take away any dharma.

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” he replied. “Subhūti, dharmas empty of their own marks do not bring about or take away any dharma at all. Subhūti, the teaching that ‘the dharmas on the side of awakening bring about awakening’ is for those beings who do not know that dharmas are empty of their own marks.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; the perfection of giving, up to the perfection of wisdom; inner emptiness, outer emptiness, up to the emptiness of its own mark; the first concentration, up to the Naivasamīnāsamīnāyatana absorption; the
applications of mindfulness, up to the eightfold noble path; the three gateways to liberation, the eight deliverances, the nine serial absorptions, up to the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; great compassion; up to the knowledge of all aspects—all those dharmas in the noble Dharma and Vinaya—are not conjoined and not disjoined, are formless, cannot be pointed out, do not obstruct, and have only one mark—namely, no mark. The Tathāgata, in order to take care of all beings, uses them as labeled by ordinary convention: conventionally, but not ultimately. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should train in them all by knowing and seeing. Having trained in them as they really are by knowing and seeing them, they should realize some and not realize others.”

Lord, what are the dharmas bodhisattva great beings should realize, having trained in them by knowing and seeing, and what are the dharmas they should not realize?”

“Subhūti, they are not those that śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas have to realize by knowing and seeing. They are all dharmas that have to be fully realized with the knowledge of a knower of all aspects. It is thus, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings should train in this noble Dharma and Vinaya perfection of wisdom.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, you say ‘noble Dharma and Vinaya’ again and again. Lord, what is the noble Dharma and Vinaya? Lord, to what extent does one say something is ‘the noble Dharma and Vinaya’?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here śrāvakas, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from greed, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from hatred, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from confusion, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from the view of the perishable collection, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from doubt, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from grasping rules and rituals as absolute, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from attachment to sense objects, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from malice, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from attachment to forms, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from attachment to formless states, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from ignorance, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from gross mental excitement, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from the first concentration, up to are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from the fourth concentration, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from love, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from
compassion, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from joy, are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from equanimity, up to and are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from the station of neither perception nor nonperception. They are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from the compounded element or the uncompounded element.

“And why? Because all those dharmas are formless, cannot be pointed out, do not obstruct, and have only one mark—namely, no mark. Those that are formless are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from the formless. Those that cannot be pointed out are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from ones that cannot be pointed out. Those that do not obstruct are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from ones that do not obstruct. Those that have only one mark are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from ones that have only one mark; and those that have no mark are not conjoined with and are not disjoined from ones that have no mark. Subhūti, thus this perfection of wisdom of the bodhisattva great beings in which bodhisattva great beings have to train has only one mark—namely, no mark. [F.33.a] It is formless, cannot be pointed out, and does not obstruct, and while training in it they do not apprehend a mark of any dharma at all.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, they should not train in the mark of form, and they should not train in the mark of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; they should not train in the mark of the eyes, and they should not train in the mark of the ears, nose, tongue, body, or thinking mind; they should not train in the mark of a form, and they should not train in the mark of a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, or dharmas; they should not train in the mark of the earth element, and they should not train in the mark of the water element, fire element, wind element, space element, or consciousness element; they should not train in the mark of the perfection of giving, and they should not train in the mark of the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, or perfection of wisdom; they should not train in the mark of inner emptiness, up to and they should not train in the mark of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; they should not train in the mark of the first concentration, up to and they should not train in the mark of the fourth concentration; they should not train in the mark of love, and they should not train in the mark of compassion, joy, or equanimity; they should not train in the mark of the station of endless space, up to and they should not train in the mark of the station of neither perception nor nonperception; they should not train in the mark of the four applications of mindfulness, up to and they should not train in the mark of the eightfold noble path; they should not train in the mark of the emptiness meditative stabilization, signlessness meditative stabilization,
or wishlessness meditative stabilization; they should not train in the mark of
the absorptions [F.33.b] in the gateways to liberation; they should not train in
the mark of the ten tathāgata powers, they should not train in the mark of the
four fearlessnesses, they should not train in the mark of the four detailed and
thorough knowledges, they should not train in the mark of the eighteen
distinct attributes of a buddha, and they should not train in the mark of great
compassion; they should not train in the mark of the truth of suffering, and
they should not train in the mark of the truth of origination, cessation, or
noble path; they should not train in the mark of dependent origination in the
order in which it unfolds and in the order in which it does not unfold; they
should not train in the mark of the compounded element, and they should
not train in the mark of the uncompounded element? Lord, if they should not
train in the marks of those dharmas, and should not train in the mark of the
compounded, how, Lord, without having trained in the mark of dharmas and
the mark of volitional factors will a bodhisattva great being transcend the
śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels? How, even without having transcended the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels, will they enter into the
secure state of a bodhisattva? How, even without having entered into the
secure state of a bodhisattva, will they gain the knowledge of all aspects?
How, even without having gained the knowledge of all aspects, will they
turn the wheel of the Dharma? And how, even without having turned the
wheel of the Dharma, will they release beings in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, or in
the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, or in the Great Vehicle from saṃsāra?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, were
there to be a mark of any dharma, bodhisattva great beings would have to
train in that mark. But, Subhūti, because all dharmas have no mark, are
formless, [F.34.a] cannot be pointed out, and do not obstruct, and thus have
only one mark—namely, no mark—therefore bodhisattva great beings
should not train in those marks; they should not even train in the unmarked.
And why? Subhūti, it is not because those earlier with marks later become
unmarked. It is because, even earlier, Subhūti, they were unmarked and now,
too, they are unmarked, so bodhisattva great beings should therefore not
train in marks, and should not train in the unmarked either. And why?
Subhūti, it is because whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas
do not arise, the element of marks simply remains.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti further inquired of him,
“Lord, if all dharmas are unmarked, do not have various marks, and do not
have even one mark, how, Lord, will bodhisattva great beings meditate on
the perfection of wisdom? Lord, without meditating on the perfection of
wisdom bodhisattva great beings will not be able to transcend the śrāvaka
and pratyekabuddha levels. Without having transcended the śrāvaka and
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pratyekabuddha levels, bodhisattva great beings also will not be able to
enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva, and without having entered into
the secure state of a bodhisattva great being, also will not be able to produce
forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas. Without having produced
forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas, they will not be able to produce
clairvoyance, and without having produced clairvoyance, bodhisattva great beings will not be able to purify a buddhafield and bring
beings to maturity. [F.34.b] Without having purified a buddhafield and
brought beings to maturity, bodhisattva great beings will not be able to gain
the knowledge of all aspects, and without having gained the knowledge of
all aspects, they will not be able to turn the wheel of the Dharma. Without
having turned the wheel of the Dharma, they will not be able to establish
beings in the result of stream enterer, will not be able to establish beings in
the result of once-returner, will not be able to establish beings in the result of
non-returner, will not be able to establish beings in the state of a worthy one,
will not be able to establish beings in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and
will not be able to establish beings in unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening. They will not be able to establish beings in the bases of
meritorious action arisen from giving, will not be able to establish beings in
the bases of meritorious action arisen from morality, and will not be able to
establish beings in the bases of meritorious action arisen from meditation.”

Venerable Subhūti having said that, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so,
Subhūti, exactly so! Subhūti, all dharmas are unmarked, do not have various
marks, and do not have even one mark, so, Subhūti, meditation on the
unmarked is meditation on the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of
wisdom.”

“Lord, in what way is meditation on the unmarked, meditation on the
perfection of wisdom?”

“Subhūti, the disintegration of meditation on all dharmas is meditation on
the perfection of wisdom.”

“Lord, how is the disintegration of meditation on all dharmas, meditation
on the perfection of wisdom?”

“The disintegration of meditation on form is meditation on the perfection
of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation [F.35.a] on feeling,
perception, volitional factors, and consciousness is meditation on the
perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the eyes is
meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation
on the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind is meditation on the
perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on a form is
meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation
on a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and dharmas is meditation on the
perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on something accepted is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on something rejected is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the first concentration is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on the second, third, and fourth concentration is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on love is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on compassion, joy, and equanimity is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the station of endless space is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on the station of endless consciousness is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on the station of nothing-at-all is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on the station of neither perception nor nonperception is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on mindfulness of the Buddha is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on mindfulness of the Dharma, mindfulness of the Saṅgha, mindfulness of morality, mindfulness of giving away, mindfulness of the gods, mindfulness of disgust, mindfulness of breathing in and out, mindfulness of death, and mindfulness of what is included in the body is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on dependent origination is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the idea of impermanence, the idea of suffering, and the idea of selflessness is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on dependent origination is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the idea of self is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on the idea of a being, the idea of a living being, the idea of a creature, the idea of one born of Manu, the idea of a child of Manu, the idea of one who lives, the idea of person, the idea of one who does, and the idea of one who makes someone else do is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the idea of permanence, the idea of beauty, the idea of happiness, and the idea of self is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the applications of mindfulness is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the emptiness meditative stabilization is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on the signlessness meditative stabilization is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on the
wishlessness meditative stabilization is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the eight deliverances is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the nine serial absorptions is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the meditative stabilization with applied and sustained thought, and the meditative stabilization without either applied or sustained thought is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the noble truth of suffering is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on the noble truth of origination, cessation, and the path is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on knowledge of suffering is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on knowledge of origination is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on knowledge of cessation is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on knowledge of the path is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on knowledge of nonproduction is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on knowledge of dharma is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on knowledge of subsequent realization is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on conventional knowledge is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on knowledge of mastery is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on knowledge in accord with sound is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the perfection of giving is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on inner emptiness, outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, the emptiness of emptiness, great emptiness, the emptiness of ultimate reality, the emptiness of an intrinsic nature is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the ten tathāgata powers is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on the four fearlessnesses is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on the four detailed and thorough knowledges is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and similarly, connect this with each, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the ten tathāgata powers is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on the four fearlessnesses is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on the four detailed and thorough knowledges is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha is meditation on the perfection of wisdom.
wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on great compassion is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the result of stream enterer is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, the disintegration of meditation on the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, and the state of a worthy one is meditation on the perfection of wisdom, and the disintegration of meditation on a pratyekabuddha's awakening is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; the disintegration of meditation on the knowledge of all aspects is meditation on the perfection of wisdom; and the disintegration of meditation on the abandonment of all residual impression connections is meditation on the perfection of wisdom.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, how is the disintegration of meditation on form, meditation on the perfection of wisdom; and similarly, up to how is the disintegration of meditation on the abandonment of all residual impression connections, meditation on the perfection of wisdom?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not meditate on ‘form is an existent thing,’ and do not meditate on ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness is an existent thing.’ And why? Subhūti, it is because someone with the notion of an existent thing is not meditating on the perfection of wisdom. Similarly, connect this with each, up to it is because someone with the notion that the knowledge of all aspects is an existent thing is not meditating on the perfection of wisdom.

“They do not meditate on ‘greed, hatred, or confusion is an existent thing.’ They do not meditate on ‘a bad proclivity or a snare is an existent thing.’ And why? Subhūti, it is because for someone with the notion of an existent thing there is no meditation on the perfection of giving, and no meditation on the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, or perfection of wisdom. And why? Subhūti, it is because they are attached to an existent thing. But they do not get attached to giving, morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom. There is no liberation for someone attached to the two extremes, thinking ‘this is me,’ in reference to an existent thing. Subhūti, someone with the notion of an existent thing is not meditating on the applications of mindfulness; is not meditating on the right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of awakening, or path; is not meditating on emptiness; and is not meditating on signlessness or wishlessness. Similarly, connect this with each, up to is not meditating on the knowledge of all aspects. And why? Subhūti, it is because they are attached to an existent thing.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, what is an existent thing? What is a nonexistent thing?”
“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “an existent thing is duality; a nonexistent thing is nonduality.”

“Lord, what is duality?”

“Subhūti, the perception of form is a duality, the perception of feeling, perception, and volitional factors is a duality, and the perception of consciousness is a duality; the perception of the eyes, up to the perception of thinking mind is a duality; the perception of a form, up to the perception of dharmas is a duality; and similarly, connect this with each, up to the perception of buddha, the perception of awakening, the perception of a compounded element, the perception of an uncompounded element, and all perceptions, as many as there are, and nonperceptions, as many as there are, they are all duality. To the extent there is duality, to that extent there is an existent thing. To the extent there is an existent thing, to that extent there are volitional factors. To the extent there are volitional factors, to that extent beings are not free from birth, old age, sickness, death, pain, lamentation, suffering, mental anguish, and grief. In this way, Subhūti, you should know that for someone with dualistic perception there is no giving, there is no morality, there is no patience, there is no perseverance, there is no concentration, there is no wisdom, there is no path, and there is no clear realization. Given that there is not even the patience that arises in a natural order, how could there ever be the comprehension of form, up to the comprehension of consciousness, and similarly, also connect this with each, up to the knowledge of all aspects. How could there be, for someone for whom there is no meditation on the path, the result of stream enterer, up to the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and the abandonment of all residual impression connections?”

This was the sixty-ninth chapter, “An Explanation of Meditation on the Path,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 70: AN EXPLANATION OF SERIAL ACTION, TRAINING, AND PRACTICE

70.1 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if there is not even the patience that arises in a natural order for someone with the perception of an existing thing, how could there be attainment, and how could there be clear realization?

70.2 “Given that there is not, [F.38.a] is there the patience that arises in a natural order for someone with the perception of a nonexistent thing? Is there the Śuklavipaśyanā level, Gotra level, Aṣṭamaka level, Darśana level, Tanū level, Vītārāga level, Kṛtāvin level, Pratyekabuddha level, Bodhisattva level, and cultivation of the path? And, thanks to the cultivation of the path, are the afflictions connected with śrāvakas and the afflictions connected with pratyekabuddhas eliminated? When obstructed by those afflictions, there is no entry into the secure state of a bodhisattva. Unless they have entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva, there is no gaining the knowledge of all aspects, and if they have not gained the knowledge of all aspects, there is no elimination of all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions.

70.3 “Lord, standing and production do not exist on account of any dharma at all; they will have no ability to reach the knowledge of all aspects through those unproduced dharmas.”

70.4 Venerable Subhūti having said that, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! There is no patience that arises in a natural order for someone with the notion of a nonexistent thing. Similarly, connect this with each, up to there is no elimination of all residual impression connections.”

70.5 “Lord, do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom have the perception of an existing thing or the perception of a nonexistent thing; or the perception of form, up to the perception of consciousness; up to or the perception of the knowledge of all aspects; or the perception of greed or the perception of the abandonment of greed, the perception of hatred or
the perception of the abandonment of hatred, or the perception of confusion or the perception of the abandonment of confusion; or the perception of ignorance or the perception of the abandonment of ignorance, the perception of volitional factors [F.38.b] or the perception of the abandonment of volitional factors, the perception of consciousness or the perception of the abandonment of consciousness, the perception of name and form or the perception of the abandonment of name and form, the perception of the six sense fields or the perception of the abandonment of the six sense fields, the perception of contact or the perception of the abandonment of contact, the perception of feeling or the perception of the abandonment of feeling, the perception of craving or the perception of the abandonment of craving, the perception of appropriation or the perception of the abandonment of appropriation, the perception of existence or the perception of the abandonment of existence, the perception of birth or the perception of the abandonment of birth, the perception of old age and death or the perception of the abandonment of old age and death, or the perception of pain, lamentation, suffering, mental anguish, and grief or the perception of the abandonment of pain, lamentation, suffering, mental anguish, and grief; or the perception of suffering or the perception of the abandonment of suffering, the perception of origination or the perception of the abandonment of origination, the perception of cessation or the perception of the realization of cessation, or the perception of the path or the perception of cultivation of the path; and similarly, or the perception of... up to the knowledge of all aspects or the perception of the elimination of all residual impression connections?"

70.6 “Subhūti, they do not,” replied the Lord. “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not have the perception of any phenomenon at all as an existing thing or the perception of it as a nonexistent thing.

70.7 “Subhūti, where there is no perception of anything as an existing thing or perception of it as a nonexistent thing, that is the bodhisattva great beings’ patience that arises in a natural order; where there is no perception of anything as an existing thing or perception of it as a nonexistent thing, that is their meditation on the path; and where there is no perception of anything as an existing thing [F.39.a] or perception of it as a nonexistent thing, that is their result.

70.8 “Subhūti, the bodhisattva great beings’ path is a nonexistent thing. Clear realization is a nonexistent thing. In this way, Subhūti, you should thus know that all phenomena are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.” [B48]
The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if all phenomena are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, how did the Tathāgata fully awaken to all the phenomena that are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and, having fully awakened to them, gain control over the range of all phenomena?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here, earlier when I was practicing the bodhisattva’s practice of the six perfections, detached from sense objects, detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas, up to perfectly accomplishing and dwelling in the fourth concentration, even while apprehending a causal sign of the concentrations and the branches of the concentrations I did not falsely project those concentrations and those branches of the concentrations, did not relish the experience of the concentrations, and did not falsely consider the concentrations a fact. I made my mind incline toward becoming absorbed in those concentrations in their purified forms to make the performance of miraculous power manifest. I made my mind incline toward making divine ear knowledge manifest, toward making knowledge of the ways of thinking manifest, toward making knowledge that recollects previous states of existence manifest, and to making divine eye knowledge manifest. Even though I apprehended a causal sign of those clairvoyances to be made manifest, I did not falsely project them, did not relish their experience, and did not falsely consider them a fact. [F.39.b] I became absorbed in those clairvoyances seeing them like space. Subhūti, with the wisdom of the unique single instant, having fully awakened to the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening that correctly knows,⁶⁹⁴ ‘This is suffering, this is the origination of suffering, this is the cessation of suffering, and this is the path leading to the cessation of suffering,’ endowed with the ten tathāgata powers, and endowed with the four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, I prophesied the three masses of beings.”⁶⁹⁵

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, how has a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha produced the four concentrations that are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature? How have they produced the clairvoyances that are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature? And how, given that beings do not exist, have they still prophesied the three masses of beings?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, were an intrinsic nature of sense objects or of wrong unwholesome dharmas to exist, or their intrinsic existence, or their dependent existence to exist, then, Subhūti, earlier when I was practicing the bodhisattva’s practice I would not have realized sense objects that are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature,
and wrong unwholesome dharmas that are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and perfectly accomplished and dwelled in the first concentration. Subhūti, because sense objects and wrong unwholesome dharmas are not existent things, or nonexistent things, or intrinsically existent things, or dependently existent things, but quite the opposite—they are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature—therefore earlier when I was practicing the bodhisattva’s practice, detached from sense objects, detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas, I perfectly accomplished and dwelled in the first concentration that has applied thought and has sustained thought and joy [F.40.a] and happiness born of detachment, and similarly, connect this with each, up to the fourth concentration.

70.13 “Subhūti, were clairvoyant knowledges existing things, intrinsically existent things, or dependently existent things, then, Subhūti, I would not have realized that all clairvoyant knowledges are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature and fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Subhūti, because in all clairvoyant knowledges there is no existing thing, there is no intrinsically existent thing, or dependently existent thing, but quite the opposite—they are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature—therefore the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha comprehended all the clairvoyant knowledges that are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

70.14 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if, even while all phenomena are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, bodhisattva great beings will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening through the four concentrations and five clairvoyances, well then, Lord, how, even while all phenomena are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, will there be serial action, serial training, and serial practice—the serial action, serial training, and serial practice through which they will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

70.15 Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings from the very outset have heard from the lord buddhas, from the bodhisattvas attending on many buddhas, and from the worthy ones, non-returners, once-returners, and the stream enterers [F.40.b] that an intrinsic nature of the lord buddhas is nonexistent, an intrinsic nature of pratyekabuddhas is nonexistent, an intrinsic nature of worthy ones is nonexistent, an intrinsic nature of non-returners is nonexistent, an intrinsic nature of once-returners is nonexistent, an intrinsic nature of stream enterers is nonexistent, an intrinsic nature of all noble beings is nonexistent, and that all compounded phenomena do not have an intrinsic nature even as tiny as the part occupying the tip of a strand of hair. Even though the bodhisattva
great beings have heard that, still it occurs to them to think, ‘Given that an intrinsic nature of the lord buddhas, up to of stream enterers is nonexistent, whether I will fully awaken or whether I will not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, the intrinsic nature of all dharmas is just nonexistent. When I fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening I will, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, establish all beings dwelling in the perception of existing things in the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.’

70.16 Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings set out for perfect, complete awakening so that all beings will pass into complete nirvāṇa. They undertake the serial action, serial training, and serial practice in which earlier bodhisattva great beings trained and fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. They first of all train in the six perfections, training in the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom.[F.41.a]

70.17 Training in the perfection of giving they personally give gifts, establish others in giving, speak in praise of giving, and speak in praise of others giving gifts as well, welcoming it. Through that familiarization with giving they will gain a huge heap of enjoyments. Free from miserly thoughts they give gifts—they give food to those begging for food, drinks to those who want drink, transport to those who want transport, clothes to those who want clothes, incense to those who want incense, flower garlands to those who want flower garlands, creams to those who want creams, beds to those who want beds, pillows to those who want pillows, homes to those who want a home, and lamps to those who want lamps—they give whatever human requirements are appropriate.

70.18 They, with just that giving, guard the aggregate of morality, and with just that giving, and morality, meditative stabilization, wisdom, liberation, and knowledge and seeing of liberation they transcend the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels. Having transcended the śrāvaka level and pratyekabuddha level, they enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva; having entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva, they purify a buddhafield, bring beings to maturity, then gain the knowledge of all aspects and turn the wheel of the Dharma. Having turned the wheel of the Dharma, they establish beings in the three vehicles and free them from saṃsāra. Therefore, Subhūti, through the bodhisattva great beings’ giving there is serial action, and this action, in its entirety, cannot be apprehended. And why? Because it has no intrinsic nature.
“Furthermore, Subhūti, starting from the first production of the thought, bodhisattva great beings personally practice the perfection of morality, and also establish others in the perfection of morality, [F.41.b] and similarly, connect this with each, up to welcoming it. With that morality they also attain the preeminent state of a god and the preeminent state of a human and give wealth to destitute beings. Having given it they establish beings in morality, and establish them in meditative stabilization, wisdom, liberation, and the knowledge and seeing of liberation. With that aggregate of morality, aggregate of meditative stabilization, aggregate of wisdom, aggregate of liberation, and aggregate of knowledge and seeing of liberation they transcend the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels. Having transcended them, with just that aggregate of morality, up to aggregate of knowledge and seeing of liberation they enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva, and similarly, connect this with each, up to free beings from saṃsāra. Therefore, Subhūti, through the bodhisattva great beings’ morality there is serial action, and this action, in its entirety, cannot be apprehended. And why? Because it has no intrinsic nature.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, starting from the first production of the thought, bodhisattva great beings personally persevere at all wholesome dharmas, [F.42.a] and also establishes others in perseverance, and similarly, connect this with each, up to welcoming it. Similarly, connect this with each, up to it has no intrinsic nature.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings personally become absorbed in the concentrations, become absorbed in the immeasurables and formless absorptions, and also establish others in... up to the formless absorptions, and similarly, connect this with each, up to speak in praise of the concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions, and speak in praise of those who are becoming absorbed in the concentrations, immeasurables, and formless absorptions as well, welcoming it. Abiding in those concentrations, and in those immeasurables and formless absorptions,
they satisfy beings by giving, establish them in morality, establish them in patience, establish them in perseverance, establish them in meditative stabilization, establish them in wisdom, establish them in liberation, and establish them in the knowledge and seeing of liberation. Endowed with that knowledge and seeing of liberation they transcend the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels. Having transcended them, with that knowledge and seeing of liberation they enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva. Similarly, connect this with each, from gain the knowledge of all aspects, up to it has no intrinsic nature.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, starting from the first production of the thought, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom satisfy beings by giving, establish them in morality, establish them in patience, establish them in perseverance, establish them in meditative stabilization, establish them in wisdom, establish them in liberation, and establish them in the knowledge and seeing of liberation. [F.42.b]

“While practicing the perfection of wisdom they personally give gifts, guard morality, make a practice of being patient, make a vigorous effort, become absorbed in meditative stabilization, and cultivate wisdom. They also establish others in giving, establish them in morality, establish them in patience, establish them in perseverance, establish them in meditative stabilization, and establish them in wisdom, connect this with each, up to welcoming it. Endowed with the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, perfection of wisdom, and with skillful means, they transcend the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels, will enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva, and will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Connect this with each, up to it has no intrinsic nature.

“Therefore, Subhūti, there is the bodhisattva great beings’ serial action, and serial training, and serial practice as well.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training in serial action, serial training, and serial practice, starting from the first production of the thought, with attention connected to the knowledge of all aspects, believe that all phenomena are without an intrinsic nature and cultivate mindfulness of the Buddha, mindfulness of the Dharma, mindfulness of the Saṅgha, mindfulness of morality, mindfulness of giving away, and mindfulness of the gods.

“Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings cultivate mindfulness of the Buddha? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings do not pay attention to tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas as form, and do not pay attention to them as feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. And why? Because form has no intrinsic nature [F.43.a] and
anything without an intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing, and because feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness have no intrinsic nature and anything without an intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing. Mindfulness of the Buddha, therefore, is not being mindful and not paying attention.

70.28 “Furthermore, Subhūti, you should not pay attention to a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha as the thirty-two major marks of a great person, you should not pay attention to the body golden in color, you should not pay attention to the halo extending the length of the outstretched arms, and you should not pay attention to how it has eighty minor signs. And why? Because that body has no intrinsic nature and anything without an intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing. Mindfulness of the Buddha, therefore, is not being mindful and not paying attention.

70.29 “Furthermore, Subhūti, you should not pay attention to a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha as the aggregate of morality, you should not pay attention to the aggregate of meditative stabilization, you should not pay attention to aggregate of wisdom, you should not pay attention to the aggregate of liberation, and you should not pay attention to the aggregate of knowledge and seeing of liberation. And why? Because they have no intrinsic nature and anything without an intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing. Mindfulness of the Buddha, therefore, is not being mindful and not paying attention.

70.30 “Furthermore, Subhūti, you should not pay attention to a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha as the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, great love, great compassion, or eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. And why? Because they have no intrinsic nature and anything without an intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing. Mindfulness of the Buddha, therefore, is not being mindful and not paying attention.

70.31 “Furthermore, Subhūti, you should not pay attention to a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha as a dependent origination. And why? Because it has no intrinsic nature [F.43.b] and anything without an intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing. Mindfulness of the Buddha, therefore, is not being mindful and not paying attention.

70.32 “Subhūti, that is how bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should pay attention to the Buddha.

70.33 “Therefore, Subhūti, there is the bodhisattva great beings’ serial action, and serial training, and serial practice as well. When they are training in this serial action, and training in serial training and serial practice, they complete the four applications of mindfulness; complete the four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of
awakening, and eightfold noble path; complete the emptiness meditative stabilization, signlessness meditative stabilization, and wishlessness meditative stabilization; up to and complete the knowledge of all aspects by way of the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. They fully awaken to all phenomena as just the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, but they do not have the perception of intrinsic nature or the perception of nonexistence.

“Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings cultivate mindfulness of the Dharma? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not pay attention to wholesome dharmas, should not pay attention to unwholesome dharmas, and should not pay attention to dharmas that are an object of moral inquiry and are not an object of moral inquiry, or are ordinary and extraordinary, noble and not noble, with outflows and without outflows, belonging to the desire realm, belonging to the form realm, or belonging to and not belonging to the formless realm, or to compounded dharmas and uncompounded dharmas. And why? Because those dharmas have no intrinsic nature and anything [F.44.a] without an intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing. Mindfulness of the Dharma, therefore, is not being mindful and not paying attention. When they have trained in this dharma-constituent by way of the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, they gain..., up to the knowledge of all aspects. They fully awaken to all dharmas as the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. They do not have the perception of intrinsic nature or the perception of nonexistence. Subhūti, that is how bodhisattva great beings should cultivate a mindfulness of the Dharma. There is not even an atom of a mindfulness dharma there, so what further need is there to say that there is no absence of mindfulness?

“Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings cultivate mindfulness of the Śangha? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should be mindful that the lord's śrāvaka śangha—those four pairs of persons and eight individual persons—have no intrinsic nature. Connect this with those four pairs of persons and eight individual persons are categories of the absence of an intrinsic nature, of a nonexistent thing. Having paid attention to this as just a nonexistent thing, having gained the knowledge of all aspects..., up to mindfulness of the Śangha is not being mindful and not paying attention. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should cultivate mindfulness of the Śangha like that. There is not even an atom of a mindfulness dharma there.

“Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings cultivate mindfulness of morality? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, starting from the first production of the thought, grounded in an unpunctured, unflagging, unadulterated, untarnished, autonomous, well-completed morality praised by the wise and conducive to meditative
stabilization, pay attention to that morality as the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, paying attention in such a way that there is not even an atom of the action of mindfulness. [F.44.b] Connect this with each, up to they will gain the knowledge of all aspects but have no perception of an existing thing or perception of a nonexistent thing.

70.37 “Subhūti, how should bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom pay attention to being mindful of giving away? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, starting from the first production of the thought, should be mindful to give away material possessions and to give the doctrine, by way of the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, without producing the thoughts on account of their giving away, that ‘I am giving’ or ‘I am not giving,’ or ‘I am giving away’ or ‘I am not giving away.’ They should not produce those thoughts even if giving away a major or minor part of the body. And why? Because it has no intrinsic nature. They practice mindfulness of giving away like that. Practicing like that they gradually gain ... up to the knowledge of all aspects. It is thus, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should pay attention to giving away.

70.38 “Subhūti, how should bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom pay attention to mindfulness of the gods? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should pay attention to those stream enterers who have taken birth among the Cāturmahārājika gods, up to those who have taken birth among the Paramīnīmitavaśavartin gods, by way of the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. And why? Because they have no intrinsic nature and anything without an intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing. Therefore, they should pay attention to those gods by way of the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. There is not even an atom of the action of mindfulness there. Paying attention like that they gradually pay attention... up to the knowledge of all aspects and gain..., up to the knowledge of all aspects.

70.39 Furthermore, Subhūti, they should pay attention to those non-returners living in the form realm and living in the formless realm by way of the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. And why? [F.45.a] Because they have no intrinsic nature and anything without an intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing. Therefore, they should pay attention to those gods by way of the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. Similarly, connect this with each, up to they will gain the knowledge of all aspects.

70.40 “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should pay attention to all those six mindfulnesses like that.
“Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings paying attention to all those six mindfullnesses have serial action, and have serial training, and serial practice.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who want to complete the serial action, serial training, and serial practice should train in inner emptiness, up to should train in the emptiness of its own mark; should train in the four applications of mindfulness; and similarly, connect this with each, up to should train in great compassion, by way of the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. When they train in the awakening path like that, they fully awaken to all phenomena that are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. There is not even an atom of the action of mindfulness there, so what further need is there to say that there is no form, up to however could there be the knowledge of a knower of all aspects? It is impossible.

“Therefore, Subhūti, there is serial action of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, there is serial training and serial practice, but thought activity action, thought activity training, and the path of thought activity do not exist there.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Lord, if all phenomena are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, well then, there is no form, up to there is no consciousness; there are no aggregates, there are no constituents, and there are no sense fields; there are no applications of mindfulness, [F.45.b] and similarly, up to there is no knowledge of all aspects; there is no Buddha, there is no Dharma, and there is no Saṅgha; there is no path, there is no result, there is no defilement, there is no purification, there is no attainment, and there is no clear realization; and similarly, up to there are no phenomena, any of them.”

Venerable Subhūti having said that, the Lord asked him, “Subhūti, do you think you can apprehend a ‘there-is’ or a ‘there-is-not’ in all phenomena that are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature?”

“No, Lord,” he replied. “You cannot apprehend a ‘there-is’ or a ‘there-is-not’ in any phenomena that are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.”

“Subhūti,” he asked further, “if all phenomena are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, how, on that account, could there be no form, up to how could there be no consciousness, and similarly, connect this with each, up to how could there be no attainment, and how could there be no clear realization? How could that be?”

The Lord having asked that, venerable Subhūti answered him, “Lord, even though I am not of two minds and do not entertain any doubt about these dharmas, still, at a time yet to come, householder beings, those who have gone forth to homelessness, are in the Śrāvaka Vehicle, are in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, and are in the Bodhisattva Vehicle, will say, ‘Were
all phenomena to be the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, then, since all phenomena would be the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, who would become defiled or purified? Without an understanding of defilement and purification they will ruin morality, ruin view, and ruin conduct. Those whose morality has been ruined, view has been ruined, and conduct has been ruined [F.46.a] can expect to die in one or other of the three terrible forms of life—life in the hells, or life in the animal world, or life in the world of Yama. Lord, seeing the danger of this happening in the future I have questioned the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha on just this matter. Lord, I am not of two minds about these dharmas and do not entertain any doubt about them.”

70.49 “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” said the Lord. “It is exactly as you say!”

70.50 This was the seventieth chapter, “An Explanation of Serial Action, Training, and Practice,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 71: THE TRUE NATURE OF DHARMAS THAT CANNOT BE
APPREHENDED

71.1 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if all
phenomena are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, Lord, what reality do
bodhisattva great beings who have set out for unsurpassed, perfect,
complete awakening for the welfare of beings see?”

71.2 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “just as all phenomena are the nonexistence
of an intrinsic nature, in exactly the same way bodhisattva great beings set
out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And why? Subhūti, an
apprehended object is severely limiting. Someone who perceives an
apprehended object has no attainment, has no clear realization, and has no
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

71.3 “Lord, without an apprehended object is there attainment, is there clear
realization, and is there unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

71.4 “Subhūti, just the absence of an apprehended object is attainment, the
attainment of just the absence of an apprehended object is clear realization,
and just the absence of an apprehended object is unsurpassed, perfect,
complete awakening, because it does not complicate the dharma-constituent.
To want an attainment, [F.46.b] or clear realization, or unsurpassed, perfect,
complete awakening, which is just the absence of an apprehended object, is
simply to want to complicate the dharma-constituent.”

71.5 “Lord, if in the absence of an apprehended object there is no attainment,
there is no clear realization, and there is no unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening, if just the absence of an apprehended object is attainment, just
the absence of an apprehended object is clear realization, and just the
absence of an apprehended object is unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening, in that case, Lord, how will there be the bodhisattva great
beings’ first level, how a second level, up to how a tenth level; how will there
be forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas? How will there be the five
clairvoyances arisen from maturation, how will there be giving arisen from maturation, how will there be morality arisen from maturation, how will there be patience arisen from maturation, how will there be perseverance arisen from maturation, how will there be concentration arisen from maturation, and how will there be wisdom arisen from maturation? How will there be those maturation dharmas of these bodhisattvas that are in an unbroken stream, and situated in which they bring beings to maturity, purify a buddhafield, and attend on the lord buddhas with food, drink, clothes, transportation, incense, garlands, beds, seats, lamps, and things that make human life enjoyable—food and so on that does not finish even though the maturation is for the worship of the physical remains of the buddhas after complete nirvāṇa, for as long as they remain, and for the śrāvakas?”

71.6 Venerable Subhūti having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, it is just because of that absence of an apprehended object that there is a first level, [F.47.a] up to a tenth level; and it is just because of it that there are the clairvoyances arisen from maturation, that there are those wholesome roots on account of which they work for the welfare of beings, up to and even after having passed into complete nirvāṇa there are still the acts of worship. It is just because of it that giving arisen from maturation exists, as well as morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom arisen from maturation. It is just because of it that wholesome roots arisen from maturation exist.”

71.7 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked, “Lord, what distinction and what differentiation is there between the absence of an apprehended object, and giving, morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, wisdom, and the clairvoyances?”

71.8 Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, there is no differentiation at all between giving, up to the clairvoyances in the absence of an apprehended object. Subhūti, an exposition is made differentiating between unsullied giving, morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, wisdom, and the clairvoyances.”

71.9 “Lord, how is an exposition made that differentiates between unapprehended giving, morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, wisdom, and the clairvoyances?”

71.10 “Subhūti, here when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom they give a gift without apprehending something to be given, without apprehending a recipient, without apprehending a giver, and without apprehending giving; they guard morality without apprehending morality as an object, cause patience to arise without apprehending patience as an object, make an effort at perseverance without apprehending perseverance as an object, become absorbed in concentration without
apprehending concentration as an object, cultivate wisdom without apprehending wisdom as an object, and practice the clairvoyances without apprehending the clairvoyant knowledges as an object; they cultivate the applications of mindfulness without apprehending the applications of mindfulness as an object, up to cultivate the eightfold noble path without apprehending the eightfold noble path as an object; they cultivate the three meditative stabilizations without apprehending the emptiness meditative stabilization, signlessness meditative stabilization, up to or wishlessness meditative stabilization as an object; they bring beings to maturity without apprehending beings as an object; they purify a buddhafield without apprehending a buddhafield as an object; and they fully awaken to awakening without apprehending the buddhadharmas as an object. Subhūti, in that way bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom without apprehending anything. Subhūti, Māra and the Māra class of gods are hard pressed to overpower bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom in that way.”

71.11 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom, how do they incorporate the six perfections in a single thought; how do they incorporate the four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path; and how do they incorporate the three gateways to liberation, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, great compassion, eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and the thirty-two major marks and eighty minor signs of a great person?”

71.12 “Subhūti, here when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom, whatever gift they give, their giving is informed by nothing other than the perfection of wisdom. Whatever morality they guard, whatever patience they cultivate, whatever perseverance they make an effort at, and whatever concentration they become absorbed in, they are informed by nothing other than the perfection of wisdom. Whatever concentrations they become absorbed in, they too are informed by nothing other than the perfection of wisdom; whatever immeasurables they become absorbed in, they too are informed by nothing other than the perfection of wisdom; and whatever formless absorptions they become absorbed in, they too are informed by nothing other than the perfection of wisdom. Whatever applications of mindfulness they cultivate, and similarly, connect this with each, up to the eighty minor signs of a great person, they are informed by nothing other than the perfection of wisdom.”
The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked, “Lord, how, informed by the perfection of wisdom, do bodhisattva great beings incorporate the six perfections in a single thought, and similarly, up to how do they incorporate the eighty minor signs?”

“Subhūti, here when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom, whatever gift they give, it is informed by nothing other than the perfection of wisdom and they do not have a dualistic notion about it. Whatever morality they guard, they do not have a dualistic notion about it; whatever patience they cultivate, they do not have a dualistic notion about it; whatever perseverance they make an effort at, they do not have a dualistic notion about it; whatever concentration they become absorbed in, they do not have a dualistic notion about it, and similarly, connect this with each, up to … the eighty minor signs they accomplish, they do not have a dualistic notion about them.” [F.48.b]

“Lord, when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom, how do they not, when giving a gift, have a dualistic notion about it, and similarly, up to when they accomplish the eighty minor signs, how do they not have a dualistic notion about them?”

“Subhūti, here when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom, they complete the perfection of giving. Having included all six perfections within their perfection of giving, they give gifts. Similarly, they complete all the dharmas on the side of awakening, up to and having included all six perfections within the path, they cultivate the path.

“Subhūti, here when the time is right for bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom to give a gift, they give the gift while remaining in a thought without outflows. Remaining in a thought without outflows, they do not see causal signs of ‘someone to whom I am giving,’ ‘something I am giving,’ or ‘someone who is giving.’ They give the gift with a thought free from causal signs, with a thought without outflows, without craving, and without ignorance. They do not even see the thought, do not even see the giving, up to and do not see all dharmas.

Furthermore, Subhūti, here when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom, they guard morality with a thought free from causal signs. They do not even see the morality, up to do not see all dharmas. They cultivate patience with a thought free from causal signs. They do not even see the patience, up to do not see all dharmas. They do not see those buddhadharmas. [F.49.a] They make an effort at perseverance with a thought free from causal signs. They do not even see the perseverance, up to do not see all dharmas. They become absorbed in concentration with a thought free from causal signs. They do not even see the concentration. They complete…, up to all the buddhadharmas but they do not see them all. They cultivate
wisdom with a thought free from causal signs, and similarly, connect this with each, up to all the buddhadharmas. They cultivate the four applications of mindfulness with a thought free from causal signs, and similarly, connect this with each, up to accomplish the eighty minor signs.”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom, they give gifts with a thought free from causal signs; [F.49.b] they give food to those begging for food, up to whatever human requirements are appropriate; and, having made a gift of it, they give the inner (major and minor parts of the body) or outer (wife, son, daughter, the kingdom) to beggars.

“If someone comes up to those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom and says to them, ‘This sort of gift you have given is worthless, so what use will it be?’ it occurs to them to think, ‘These beings are criticizing me, saying, “This piffling gift you have given is useless,” but still, this is a gift that I should give, not a gift I should not give.’ They make that gift into something shared in common by all beings and dedicate it to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and one way or the other they make the dedication in such a way that they still do not see a causal sign; they do not see ‘something I am giving,’ ‘someone to whom I am giving,’ or ‘someone who is giving,’ or see something the dedication is for, a dedication, something being dedicated, someone who is dedicating, or a place when the giving has been done where one dedicates it to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And why? It is because of inner emptiness, outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, the emptiness of emptiness, and similarly, connect this with each, up to the emptiness of its own mark. They thus see what the dedication is for, what will be dedicated, and who will dedicate. When they have dedicated it like that, they have done the dedication well. They bring beings to maturity and take possession of a buddhafield. They complete the perfection of giving, and complete the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, [F.50.a] perfection of
concentration, perfection of wisdom, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilizations, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, but still without grasping at the result.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, the Paranirmita vaśa vartin gods bring all their goods into being just by thinking about them. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings complete all their goods just by thinking about them too. With that richness of goods, they attend on the buddhas, satisfy the world with its gods, humans, and asuras, and by giving them to beings attract them and establish them in the three vehicles. Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom thus complete the perfection of giving.

“Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom complete the perfection of morality? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom complete the perfection of morality. They gain a noble morality without outflows, incorporated into the path, gained through the true nature of dharmas. That personal morality, furthermore, is unflagging, unpunctured, unadulterated, unfragmented, autonomous, untarnished, well-completed morality praised by the wise. On account of that morality they do not grasp any dharmas as absolute—they do not grasp form as absolute; or feeling, or perception, or volitional factors, or consciousness; or the thirty-two major marks of a great person; or a great sāla tree–like royal family, or a great sāla tree–like brahmin family, or a great sāla tree–like business family; [F.50.b] or the Cāturmahārājika gods; or the Trāyāstrīṃśa, or Yāma, or Tuṣita, or Nirmāṇarati, or Paranirmita vaśa vartin, or Brahmakāyika, or Brahmapurohita, or Brahmapārṣadya, or Parittābha, or Apramāṇābha, or Ābhāsvara, or Aprāttaśubha, or Apramāṇaśubha, or Śubhakṛtsna, or Bṛhatphala, or Apraṃśiṣṭa, or Atapa, or Sudrśa, or Sudarśana, or Akaniṃśha, or Ākāśānantyāyatana, or Ākiṃcityāyatana, or Naiva saṃjñā nāsaṃjñāyatana; or the result of stream enterer, or the result of once-returner, or the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening; or the empire of a wheel-turning emperor, or sovereignty over an empire. On the contrary, they make it into something shared in common by all beings and dedicate it by way of signlessness, nonapprehending, and nonduality to the knowledge of all aspects by way of ordinary convention, but not ultimately. Through that completion of the perfection of morality and skillful means they generate the four concentrations without relishing them. They accomplish those divine eyes arisen from maturation that see the lord buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in the eastern direction, a seeing of those bodhisattvas not lost until full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. The divine eyes see the lord buddhas dwelling and maintaining
themselves in world systems in the south, west, north, and the intermediate directions, a seeing of those bodhisattvas not lost until full awakening [F.51.a] to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. With superhuman, purified divine hearing, a hearing that is not lost until their own and others’ needs have been taken care of, they hear the voices of the lord buddhas. With knowledge of the ways of thinking they know with their minds the thoughts of those lord buddhas and with that knowledge of the ways of thinking take care of the needs of beings. With knowledge that recollects previous states of existence, they give an exposition of earlier action, action that will not be lost once it has been done. With knowledge that outflows are extinguished, they establish beings in the result of stream enterer, up to establish them in the state of a worthy one, establish them in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and establish them in unsurpassed awakening. They establish beings in whatever wholesome dharmas they are capable of. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings thus complete the perfection of morality with a thought free from causal signs. [B49]

71.24 “Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom complete the perfection of patience when dharmas are without causal signs, without effort, not apprehended, and do not occasion anything? Starting from the first production of the thought up until seated at the site of awakening, those bodhisattva great beings should not provide an opportunity for even a single feeling of emotional upset to arise even if all beings come and deal blows with sticks, clubs, and swords.

71.25 “There bodhisattva great beings should cultivate two sorts of patience. What are the two? They are being patient in the face of all beings criticizing and humiliating them, as well as dealing blows with sticks, clubs, and swords, and having forbearance for dharmas that are not produced.

71.26 “There, when being humiliated [F.51.b] and reproached, or dealt blows with sticks, clubs, and swords, bodhisattva great beings should analyze like this: ‘Who is humiliating and reproaching me, or dealing me blows with sticks, clubs, and swords?’ They should analyze the intrinsic nature of dharmas. When they analyze their intrinsic nature and do not even apprehend just the dharmas themselves, how could they ever apprehend an intrinsic nature of dharmas? When they analyze the intrinsic nature of dharmas like that, it occurs to them to think, ‘Who is cutting or stabbing me?’ When they analyze the intrinsic nature of dharmas like that, they gain the forbearance for dharmas that are not produced.

71.27 “What is forbearance for dharmas that are not produced? It is the state in which affliction is not produced and the state in which knowledge does not leave anything out.
Persisting with these two types of patience they complete the four concentrations; they complete the four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, four applications of mindfulness, up to eightfold noble path; and they complete the three gateways to liberation, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. Standing in those noble dharmas without outflows, extraordinary dharmas not shared in common with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, they complete the noble clairvoyant knowledges, and having completed those clairvoyances they persist with those clairvoyances, seeing with the purified divine eye the lord buddhas in the eastern direction, and, seeing them, also obtain mindfulness of the Buddha. Their mindfulness of the Buddha is unbroken until full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Similarly, as well, up to the intermediate directions.

With the divine ear constituent, they take up all that is said by those lord buddhas, and, having taken it up, practice for suchness and teach to beings [F.52.a] the doctrine for suchness. They know with their minds the thoughts of those lord buddhas. With the knowledge of the ways of thinking, they also know with their minds the thoughts of all beings. Knowing the thoughts of all beings, they teach them the doctrine for suchness. With knowledge that recollects previous states of existence, they know the wholesome roots of those beings and through those wholesome roots get them excited and activate them. With knowledge that outflows are extinguished, they cause beings to enter the three vehicles and establish them there. Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means bring beings to maturity, purify a buddhafield, practice the knowledge of all aspects, and, having completed the knowledge of all aspects and fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, turn the wheel of the Dharma. In that way, Subhūti, the perfection of patience of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom is completed.

Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings complete the perfection of perseverance when dharmas are without causal signs, without effort, not apprehended, and do not occasion anything? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom in full possession of physical effort and in full possession of mental effort become absorbed in the first concentration and stay there, up to become absorbed in the fourth concentration and stay there. Absorbed in the four concentrations they experience various performances of miraculous power: They stroke both the sun and moon with their hands. In full possession of that physical effort they approach those lord buddhas standing [F.52.b] in the many hundred thousand world systems in the eastern direction and wait on those lord
buddhas with robes, alms, beds and seats, medicines for sicknesses, and requirements. Those robes and alms of theirs, furthermore, do not run out until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And, having fully awakened, the world with its gods, humans, and asuras feels joy from the robes and alms. So, when they have entered into complete nirvāṇa their physical remains are worshiped too.

71.31 “Through just that enactment of miraculous power they approach and listen to the doctrine from those lord buddhas, and until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, nothing at all that they have heard is lost. Practicing the knowledge of all aspects, they bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafield. In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings in full possession of physical effort practicing the perfection of wisdom complete the perfection of perseverance.

71.32 “Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings in full possession of the noble mental effort without outflows incorporated into the path and as a branch of the path complete the perfection of perseverance? Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings in full possession of mental effort practicing the perfection of wisdom provide no opportunity for unwholesome physical action and provide no opportunity for unwholesome verbal action. They do not grasp as absolute either ‘permanent’ or ‘impermanent’; or ‘happiness’ or ‘suffering’; or ‘self’ or ‘selfless’; or ‘compounded’ or ‘uncompounded’; [F.53.a] or ‘desire realm’ or ‘form realm’ or ‘formless realm’; or ‘realm with outflows’ or ‘realm without outflows’; or ‘first concentration’ up to or ‘fourth concentration’; or ‘love’ or ‘compassion’ or ‘joy’ or ‘equanimity’; or ‘the station of endless space’ up to or ‘the station of neither perception nor nonperception’; or ‘applications of mindfulness’ or ‘right efforts’ or ‘legs of miraculous power’ or ‘faculties’ or ‘powers’ or ‘limbs of awakening’ or ‘eightfold noble path’; or ‘emptiness’ or ‘signlessness’ or ‘wishlessness.’ They do not grasp... up to ‘the buddhadharmas are permanent’ or ‘impermanent,’ or ‘happiness’ or ‘suffering,’ or ‘self’ or ‘selfless’ as absolute. They do not grasp ‘the result of stream enterer,’ or ‘the result of once-returner,’ or ‘the result of non-returner,’ or ‘the state of a worthy one,’ or ‘a pratyekabuddha’s awakening’ as absolute. Similarly, connect this with each, up to they do not grasp ‘stream enterer,’ up to or ‘pratyekabuddha,’ or ‘bodhisattva’ as absolute. They do not grasp as absolute ‘these beings are in the Darśana category,’ or ‘these beings are in the Tanū category,’ or ‘these beings are in the associated with the lower realms category,’ ‘these are in the associated with the upper realms category,’ ‘these are in the pratyekabuddha category,’ or even ‘these are in the knowledge of path aspects category.’ And why? [F.53.b] Because the intrinsic nature on account of which they would be categorized as having that intrinsic nature does not exist.
“Even on the verge of death, in full possession of mental effort they work for the welfare of beings but without apprehending beings; complete the perfection of perseverance but also without apprehending that perseverance; complete... up to the buddhadharmanas but without apprehending those buddhadharmanas; and purify a buddhafielde but without apprehending a buddhafield. In full possession of that physical and mental effort they appropriate all wholesome dharmas but without being attached to them, and, unattached, pass on from buddhafielde to buddhafielde, and pass on from world system to world system working for the welfare of beings. Whatever miracle of miraculous power they want to magically create, they magically create those miracles of miraculous power, be it with a rain of flowers, with a burst of fragrance, with a clap of thunder, with the sound of music, or with an earthquake; be it by revealing the earth made up of the seven precious stones, by emitting light from themselves for the sake of beings in darkness, by emitting a perfumed smell, or by making a sacrifice without killing anything; or be it by stopping killing, up to stopping wrong view. Whatever means are appropriate for working for the welfare of beings, those means they utilize to work for the welfare of beings: looking after some with giving, looking after others with morality, for the sake of some giving away a major or minor part of their body, for the sake of others giving away a son and wife, for the sake of some giving away a kingdom, and for the sake of others [F.54.a] giving away themselves.

“In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings in full possession of mental effort practicing the perfection of wisdom, standing in dharmas without a name and without a causal sign, complete the perfection of perseverance.

“How do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, standing in dharmas without a name and without a causal sign, complete the perfection of meditative stabilization? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom complete all meditative stabilizations except a tathāgata’s meditative stabilization.

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings detached from sense objects, detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas, perfectly accomplish and dwell in the first concentration that has applied thought and has sustained thought and joy and happiness born of detachment. They perfectly accomplish and dwell in..., up to the fourth concentration; perfectly accomplish and dwell pervading all the world with a mind endowed with love, up to with a mind endowed with equanimity; and perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of neither perception nor nonperception. From the perfection of meditative stabilization they become absorbed in and emerge from the eight deliverances in a conforming and nonconforming order; they
perfectly accomplish and dwell in the nine serial absorptions and the emptiness meditative stabilization; they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the signlessness meditative stabilization and wishlessness meditative stabilization; they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the uninterrupted meditative stabilization; and they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the elevated meditative stabilization, the perfect meditative stabilization, and the vajropama meditative stabilization. Dwelling in this perfection of meditative stabilization they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening. Dwelling in this perfection of meditative stabilization, with the knowledge of a knower of path aspects, they incorporate the collection of meditative stabilizations into the knowledge of path aspects, and, having passed beyond the Śuklavipaśyanā level, Gotra level, Aṣṭamaka level, Darśana level, Tanū level, Vītarāga level, Kṛtāvin level, and Pratyekabuddha level, they enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva and complete the Buddha level. But even though they practice those they do not, in the interim, acquire the results. Standing in this perfection of meditative stabilization, they pass on from buddhafield to buddhafield and attend on the lord buddhas. Through their attendance on those lord buddhas, they generate wholesome roots from those lord buddhas and purify a buddhafield. They pass on from world system to world system working for the welfare of beings, looking after some with giving, and looking after others with morality, others with meditative stabilization, others with wisdom, others with liberation, and others with the knowledge and seeing of liberation. They establish some in the result of stream enterer, and similarly, connect this with each, up to establish some in the state of a worthy one, and establish some in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening. They connect beings with whatever wholesome dharmas are to be imparted to them. Standing in this perfection of meditative stabilization, they accomplish all the dhāraṇī gateways, acquire the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and acquire the clairvoyances arisen from maturation. They are never again born in a mother’s womb and never again indulge in sense gratification. There is no birth they do not take and yet they are still unsullied by the disadvantages of those births. And why? Because they see well that all dharmas are like an illusion. Having realized the fact that all compounded phenomena are like an illusion, they work for the welfare of all beings even though beings [F.55a] and even the designation of a being cannot be apprehended there. Without personally apprehending anything, they cause all beings to remain free from apprehending anything based on ordinary convention, but not ultimately. Standing in this perfection of meditative stabilization, they practice all the concentrations, deliverances, and absorptions, and until fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening are never separated from the perfection of meditative stabilization. Standing in this perfection of meditative stabilization they find and produce within themselves the knowledge of all aspects. Standing there they eliminate all residual impressions and connections, and, having eliminated all residual impressions and connections, they work for their own and others’ welfare. As they are working for their own and others’ welfare, they become worthy of the offerings of the world with its gods, humans, and asuras.

“In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom complete the signless perfection of meditative stabilization.

“Subhūti, how, when all dharmas are without a causal sign, do bodhisattva great beings complete the perfection of wisdom? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not see any dharma as truly existent or thoroughly established. They do not see form as truly existent or thoroughly established, up to and do not see consciousness as truly existent or thoroughly established; they do not see the production of form, up to and do not see the production of consciousness; and because they do not see the production of form, up to do not see the production of consciousness, they do not see an opening [F.55.b] for the production of form and do not see..., up to an opening for the production of consciousness, and therefore they do not see the amassing of form, do not see..., up to the amassing of consciousness; and similarly, up to they do not see an opening for the production of all dharmas with outflows and without outflows, because they see that they are in vain, ring hollow, and are pointless. When they contemplate like that, they do not apprehend an intrinsic nature of form; similarly, connect this with each, up to they do not apprehend an intrinsic nature of all dharmas with outflows and without outflows, because those practicing the perfection of wisdom believe about all dharmas that they are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. On account of believing like that and practicing inner emptiness, up to practicing the emptiness of its own mark, they do not settle down on any dharma; they do not settle down on form, or feeling, or perception, or volitional factors, or consciousness; and similarly, connect this with or on any dharma, up to awakening.

“Practicing the perfection of wisdom that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, they complete the awakening path—namely, they complete the six perfections, up to the dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten tathāgata powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and the eighty minor signs. Standing on the bodhisattva’s path that is those maturation dharmas, when they complete the six perfections and the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening and complete the clairvoyances arisen
from maturation, they gather into a retinue with giving those beings who can be gathered with giving; those who can be gathered with morality, who can be gathered with meditative stabilization, who can be gathered with wisdom, and who can be gathered with liberation; [F.56.a] and they gather into a retinue with the knowledge and seeing of liberation those beings who can be gathered with the knowledge and seeing of liberation. They establish in the result of stream enterer those beings who can be established in the result of stream enterer; those who can be established in the result of once-returner, who can be established in the result of non-returner, who can be established in the state of a worthy one, and who can be established in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening; and they establish in awakening those beings who can be established in awakening. Connect this to them all in the same way.

71.40 “Performing various miraculous powers, they go to as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, and in those world systems they magically produce those jewels—the sorts of jewels they want there, when and as they want them, completely fulfilling the desires of those beings—passing on from world system to world system. Having seen those world systems, they take possession of a buddhafield with all the possessions and enjoyments there of the sort the Paranirmitavaśavartin gods have, and the possessions and enjoyments that come about in other buddhafields, the type that they do not even need to seek for.

71.41 “Practicing the knowledge of path aspects, through the perfection of giving, the perfection of morality, up to the perfection of wisdom arisen from maturation, through the clairvoyances arisen from maturation, and the awakening path arisen from maturation, they perfect all the perfections and gain the knowledge of all aspects.

71.42 “To the extent that they have not held onto form, up to consciousness, up to have not held onto all dharmas—have not held onto the wholesome or unwholesome, ordinary or extraordinary, with outflows [F.56.b] or without outflows, compounded or uncompounded—then even when they have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, the possessions and enjoyments in their buddhafield will not be held on to either. And why? Because all dharmas have not been held on to because nothing can be apprehended.

71.43 “In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom complete the perfection of wisdom by way of signlessness.”

71.44 This was the seventy-first chapter, “The True Nature of Dharmas That Cannot Be Apprehended,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 72: TEACHING THE ABSENCE OF MARKS

Then venerable Subhūti inquired of the Lord, "Lord, given that dharmas are without causal signs, without effort, unadulterated, and empty of their own mark, how is it that bodhisattvas complete the cultivation of the six perfections—the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom? How are these dharmas without outflows labeled as different? How is there a variation between them? How is the perfection of giving included within the perfection of wisdom, and how are the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, and perfection of concentration included within the perfection of wisdom? Lord, how can such unmarked dharmas, dharmas that have but one mark—no mark—be different?"

Venerable Subhūti having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, "Subhūti, here bodhisattva [F.57.a] great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, standing in the five aggregates that are like a dream, give gifts, guard morality, cultivate patience, make a vigorous effort, become absorbed in meditative stabilization, and cultivate wisdom. Standing in the five appropriating aggregates that are like an echo, they give gifts, guard morality, cultivate patience, make a vigorous effort, become absorbed in meditative stabilization, and cultivate wisdom. Standing in the five appropriating aggregates that are like an apparition, like a mirage, like an illusion, and like a magical creation, they give gifts, guard morality, cultivate patience, make a vigorous effort, become absorbed in meditative stabilization, and cultivate wisdom. Those five aggregates are like a dream—that is, are without marks; they are like an echo, like an apparition, like a mirage, like an illusion, and like a magical creation—that is, are without marks. And why? Because a dream has no intrinsic nature at all; an echo, an apparition, a mirage, an illusion, and a magical creation have no intrinsic
nature at all, and whatever has no intrinsic nature has no mark, and that which has no mark is, thus, as no mark, one mark. Therefore, Subhūti, you should thus know from this one of many explanations that the gift has no mark, the giver has no mark, and the recipient has no mark.

"Those who give a gift with such an understanding complete the perfection of giving. Completing the perfection of giving, they do not turn back from the perfection of morality, and do not turn back from the perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, or perfection of wisdom. Standing in those six perfections, [F.57.b] they complete the four concentrations, complete the four immeasurables, complete the four formless absorptions, complete the four applications of mindfulness, complete the four right efforts, and complete the four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, eightfold noble path, inner emptiness, and similarly, connect this with each, up to the emptiness of its own mark. They complete the emptiness meditative stabilization, signlessness meditative stabilization, and wishlessness meditative stabilization; they complete the eight deliverances, nine serial absorptions, and five clairvoyances; they complete the five hundred dhāraṇī gateways; and they complete the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.

"Standing in those noble dharmas without outflows arisen from maturation, they go through miraculous power to world systems in the eastern direction and wait on the lord buddhas. They attend to the needs of those lord buddhas, and work for the welfare of beings there with their possessions. They gather into a retinue with giving those beings there who can be gathered with giving; they gather into a retinue by being moral those beings there who can be gathered with morality; they gather into a retinue by being patient those beings there who can be gathered with patience; they gather into a retinue by persevering those beings there who can be gathered with perseverance; they gather into a retinue by meditative stabilization those beings there who can be gathered with meditative stabilization; they gather into a retinue by wisdom those beings there who can be gathered with wisdom, up to and they gather into a retinue by all wholesome dharmas those beings there [F.58.a] who can be gathered with all wholesome dharmas. Endowed with those wholesome dharmas they even appropriate a life in saṃsāra, but they are not affected by the sufferings that exist in saṃsāra. They appropriate the things that make the life of humans and gods enjoyable for the sake of beings, and help those beings with those things that make life enjoyable.
“They know all dharmas have no mark. They know the result of stream enterer but do not remain standing there; they know the result of once-returner but do not remain standing there; they know the result of non-returner but do not remain standing there; they know the state of a worthy one but do not remain standing there; and they know a pratyekabuddha’s awakening but do not remain standing there. And why? It is because they, knowing all dharmas have no mark, have to reach the knowledge of all aspects not shared in common with śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings, knowing all dharmas have no mark, know the six perfections have no mark, up to know all the buddhadharmas have no mark either.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, standing in the five appropriating aggregates that are like a dream, complete the perfection of morality; standing in the five appropriating aggregates that are like an echo, like an apparition, like an illusion, like a mirage, and like a magical creation, they complete the perfection of morality. Understanding that the five appropriating aggregates are like a dream, and understanding that the five appropriating aggregates are like an echo, like an apparition, like a mirage, like an illusion, and like a magical creation, they complete the unflagging, unpunctured, unadulterated, unfragmented, untarnished, autonomous, well-completed perfection of morality praised by the wise and belonging to the noble path without outflows. Standing there, they guard morality that comes from ordination vows, morality gained through the true nature of dharmas, restraint morality, proclaimed morality, and morality that comes through force of habit. But even though they are endowed with such morality as that, they do not grasp it as absolute, thinking, ‘On account of this may I be born sharing the good fortune of a great sāla tree–like royal family, or may I be born sharing the good fortune of a great sāla tree–like brahmin family, or a great sāla tree–like business family; or may I become a wheel-turning emperor, or a local ruler; or may I be born sharing the good fortune of the Cāturmāhārājika gods, or may I be born sharing the good fortune of the Trāyastriṃśa gods, or may I be born sharing the good fortune of the Yāma, or Tuṣita, or Nirmānarati, or Paranirmitavaśavartin gods; or may I reach the result of stream enterer, or the result of once-returner, or the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening.’ And why? Subhūti, it is because all dharmas are marked by the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, so they have only one mark—that is, no mark—and a dharma that has no mark does not reach a dharma that has no mark.
dharma that has a different mark does not reach a dharma that has a
different mark. And dharmas that have no marks or have different marks do
not reach dharmas that have no marks or have different marks.

“In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection
of wisdom complete the perfection of morality that has no mark. Having
completed the perfection of morality that has no mark, [F.59.a] they enter into
the secure state of a bodhisattva, and having entered into the secure state of
a bodhisattva and gained the forbearance for dharmas that are not produced,
they practice the knowledge of path aspects and acquire the clairvoyances
arisen from maturation. Stationed in the five hundred dhāraṇī gateways,
they acquire the four detailed and thorough knowledges, pass on from
buddhafield to buddhafield, attend on the lord buddhas, bring beings to
maturity, and take possession of a buddhafield.

“They stream through the five forms of life in the stream of cyclic existence
but are not affected by the maturation of actions done when living in
samsāra.

“To illustrate, a magical creation stands up, sits down, and lies down, but
going, coming, remaining standing, sitting, and lying down are absent from
it. It also works for the welfare of beings, even though it has no
apprehension of beings or even the designation of a being. To illustrate
further, a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha, having fully
awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, has turned the
wheel of the Dharma and has led infinite beings into complete nirvāṇa in the
two vehicles. But still, not seeing any bodhisattva at all whose unsurpassed,
perfect, complete awakening has been prophesied, that tathāgata throws off
the volitional factor that is life, magically produces a magical creation, and
passes into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any
aggregates left behind. Subhūti, after many eons have gone by that magical
creation, after having prophesied the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening of a bodhisattva, also passes into complete nirvāṇa. But no real
form, or feeling, or perception, or volitional factors, or consciousness of that
magical creation can be apprehended at all as a basis. Similarly, Subhūti,
bodhisattva great beings too have no apprehension of beings or even the
designation of a being [F.59.b] but still work for the welfare of beings.

“In that way, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the
perfection of wisdom complete the perfection of morality, all dharmas are
included within that completion.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection
of wisdom, standing in the five appropriating aggregates that are like a
dream—in the five appropriating aggregates that are like an echo, like an
apparition, like an illusion, like a mirage, and like a magical creation—
complete the perfection of patience that has no mark.

72.12 “Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the five
appropriating aggregates without marks complete the perfection of
patience? Here, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings complete the perfection of
patience with two sorts of patience. What are the two? Starting from the first
production of the thought up until seated at the site of awakening, during
that period, whether all beings come and snub, or humiliate, or refuse to
associate with, or swear at them, or whether they deal them blows with
sticks, clubs, and swords, bodhisattva great beings who want to complete
the perfection of patience should not let even a single feeling of emotional
upset arise: ‘Who is snubbing, or humiliating, or refusing to associate with,
or swearing at me, or dealing me blows with sticks, clubs, and swords?’ And
why? Because if they have forbearance for all dharmas without a mark, how
could it occur to them to think, ‘Who is snubbing, or humiliating, or refusing
to associate with, or swearing at me, or dealing me blows with sticks, clubs,
and swords?’ [F.60.a] When they examine like that, they complete the
perfection of patience, and, by having completed the perfection of patience,
they gain forbearance for dharmas that have not been produced.”

72.13 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, what is
forbearance for dharmas that are not produced? How do you gauge it?”

72.14 Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, a
dharma, even the tiniest one, is not produced That is called the subject that
is not produced. The forbearance for that is called knowledge. Through that
knowledge, forbearance for dharmas that are not produced is gained.”

72.15 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, what
is the difference between these two types of patience: the forbearance for
dharmas that are not produced of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, and the
forbearance for dharmas of bodhisattva great beings?”

72.16 Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, the
knowledge and the abandonment of a stream enterer—that is a
bodhisattva’s forbearance; the knowledge and the abandonment of a once-
returner, the knowledge and the abandonment of a non-returner, and the
knowledge and the abandonment of a worthy one—that is a bodhisattva
great being’s forbearance; and the knowledge and the abandonment of a
pratyekabuddha—that is a bodhisattva great being’s forbearance. That,
Subhūti, is the difference between the forbearance of śrāvakas and
pratyekabuddhas and the forbearance of bodhisattva great beings.
“Subhūti, [F.60.b] the bodhisattva great beings who have such forbearance surpass all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas. Remaining in the forbearance for dharmas that are not produced arisen from maturation, they pursue the bodhisattva’s path and complete the knowledge of path aspects. When they complete it, they are not separated from the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening and the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilizations. They are not separated from the five clairvoyances. Unseparated from the five clairvoyances, they bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafield, and having brought beings to maturity and purified a buddhafield, with the wisdom of the unique single instant gain the knowledge of all aspects.

“In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings complete the perfection of patience that has no mark.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, standing in the five appropriating aggregates that are like a dream, up to standing in the five appropriating aggregates that are like a magical creation, make a vigorous attempt at physical effort and mental effort that have no marks. With physical effort, having accomplished miraculous power, they go to world systems in the ten directions and wait on the lord buddhas and work for the welfare of beings. With that physical effort they bring beings to maturity and establish them in the three vehicles. In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom complete the perfection of perseverance that has no mark.

“With mental effort without outflows, incorporated into the path, they complete the perfection of perseverance [F.61.a] included in which are these—namely, the four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path, as well as the three gateways to liberation, four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, eight deliverances, nine serial absorptions, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha—all wholesome dharmas. Practicing all these, bodhisattva great beings should complete the knowledge of all aspects. When they have completed it, all connections with residual impressions are eliminated. When those have been eliminated, they complete the perfect development that has no mark, and, having accomplished the power of meditative absorption, turn the wheel of the Dharma three times, a turning that has twelve aspects. On account of that turning the great billionfold world system in six ways shakes, shakes greatly, and shakes violently; quakes, quakes greatly, and quakes violently; resounds, resounds greatly, and resounds violently, pervading all the great
billionfold world system with an illumination. That tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha emits a sound, a sound that causes listening, and the beings staying in the great billionfold world system hear that sound and they all become definite in the three vehicles.

Subhūti, the perfection of perseverance of bodhisattva great beings is thus treated as very important. Standing in this perfection of perseverance, bodhisattva great beings complete all the buddhadharmas and gain the knowledge of all aspects.

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, standing in the five appropriating aggregates that are like a dream, complete the perfection of meditative stabilization, up to standing in the five appropriating aggregates that are like a magical creation, complete the perfection of meditative stabilization.

And how, Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings standing in the five appropriating aggregates that are like a dream, up to like a magical creation complete the perfection of meditative stabilization?

Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom accomplish and dwell in the first concentration, up to accomplish and dwell in the fourth concentration, and accomplish and dwell in love, compassion, joy, equanimity, from in the station of endless space, up to the station of neither perception nor nonperception. They cultivate the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilizations, and except for a tathāgata’s meditative stabilization, and the meditative stabilization like a flash of lightning, the perfect meditative stabilization, and the vajropama meditative stabilization, having pervaded them with their bodies they accomplish and dwell in any śrāvaka meditative stabilization or pratyekabuddha meditative stabilization as appropriate, or any other of the host of meditative stabilizations as appropriate, but without relishing the meditative stabilization’s result. And why? Because those bodhisattva great beings perceive that the mark of a meditative stabilization is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. Just as a phenomenon that has no mark does not experience the taste of a phenomenon that has no mark, and just as a phenomenon that is a nonexistent thing does not experience the taste of a phenomenon that is a nonexistent thing, since they do not experience anything, governed by which meditative stabilization will they take birth in the desire realm, or the form realm, or the formless realm? And why? Because they do not apprehend those realms and also do not apprehend someone who might become absorbed or that through which absorption might come about. Because they do not apprehend those, they...
complete the perfection of meditative stabilization that has no mark, and on account of that perfection of meditative stabilization pass beyond the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings, having completed the perfection of meditative stabilization that has no mark, pass beyond the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels?”

“Subhūti, it is because bodhisattva great beings have trained well in inner emptiness, up to have trained well in the emptiness of its own mark and do not apprehend in these emptinesses any dharma that they would stand on for the result of stream enterer, or the result of once-returner, or the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, up to or the knowledge of all aspects. That emptiness too is empty, so by those emptinesses they pass beyond the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels and enter into the flawlessness of a bodhisattva.”

“Lord, what is a bodhisattva’s flaw and what is a bodhisattva’s flawlessness?”

“Subhūti, all apprehending is the bodhisattva great beings’ flaw; all not apprehending is flawlessness.”

“Lord, what is apprehending, and what is not apprehending?”

“Bodhisattva great beings apprehend form; [F.62.b] bodhisattva great beings apprehend feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; they apprehend the eyes and form, and ears and sound, and nose and smell, and tongue and taste, and body and feeling, and the thinking mind and dharmas. Similarly, connect this with each, up to apprehend the knowledge of all aspects.

“Subhūti, all not apprehending, from form up to the knowledge of all aspects, even as something that can be talked about, is flawlessness. Why? Subhūti, it is because the intrinsic nature of form cannot be apprehended. The intrinsic nature of form is a nonexistent thing and cannot be talked about, up to the intrinsic nature of the knowledge of all aspects is a nonexistent thing and cannot be talked about. This, Subhūti, is the flawlessness of bodhisattva great beings. Those bodhisattva great beings, having entered into flawlessness, complete all the meditative stabilizations, but their birth is not dictated even by the completed absorption, so what need is there to say that their birth is not on account of greed, hatred, and confusion? It is impossible that they would occasion any action while under their influence, any action that would occasion birth from any of the four concentrations. On the contrary, standing in dharmas that are like an illusion, they work for the welfare of beings, without apprehending beings and without apprehending the illusion. Without apprehending anything they bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafied. In that way, Subhūti,
bodhisattva great beings, having completed the perfection of meditative stabilization, go on until they turn the wheel of the Dharma—that is, the wheel that cannot be apprehended.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom [F.63.a] comprehend that all phenomena are like a dream, like an echo, like an apparition, like an illusion, like a mirage, and like a magical creation.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom comprehend that all phenomena are like a dream, and how do they comprehend that all phenomena are like an echo, like an apparition, like an illusion, like a mirage, and like a magical creation?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom are not the dreaming of a dream and are not the dreamers of a dream, are not the hearing of an echo and are not the hearers of an echo, are not the seeing of an apparition and are not those who see an apparition, are not the seeing of a mirage and are not those who see a mirage, and are not the seeing of a magical creation and are not those who see a magical creation. And why? Because a dream, echo, apparition, illusion, mirage, and magical creation are all error; they are all the error of ordinary people. A worthy one is not the dreaming of a dream and is not the dreamer of a dream, up to is not the seeing of a magical creation and is not the one who sees a magical creation. Similarly, connect this with each, up to a pratyekabuddha, and a bodhisattva, and even a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha is not the dreaming of a dream and is not the dreamer of a dream, up to is not the seeing of a magical creation and is not the one who sees a magical creation. And why? Because all phenomena are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, are not produced, and are not existent. In regard to things that are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, that are not thoroughly established, how could bodhisattva [F.63.b] great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom become those with the notion that they are existent things, or those with the notion that they are thoroughly established? It is impossible. And why? Because it would not be the perfection of wisdom if any phenomena were to have an intrinsic nature, be thoroughly established, or exist.

“In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom are not attached to form, up to are not attached to consciousness; are not attached to the desire realm, are not attached to the form realm, and are not attached to the formless realm; are not attached to the concentrations, deliverances, or absorptions; are not attached to the four applications of mindfulness, up to the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening; are
not attached to the emptiness meditative stabilization, signlessness meditative stabilization, or wishlessness meditative stabilization; are not attached to the perfection of giving, and similarly, connect this with are not attached to the perfection of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, or wisdom. While practicing the perfection of wisdom they complete the first level, but they do not generate an attachment that wants to be there. And why? Because if they cannot apprehend that level, how could they generate an attachment that wants to be there? Similarly, up to they complete the tenth level, but they do not generate an attachment that wants to be there. And why? Because if they cannot apprehend that level, how could they generate an attachment that wants to be there? Even while practicing the perfection of wisdom they do not apprehend that perfection of wisdom. While practicing that nonapprehended perfection of wisdom, they see that all dhammas are included within that perfection of wisdom, but they do not apprehend those dhammas either. And why? Because those dhammas [F.64.a] and that perfection of wisdom are not two and are not divided. And why? Because there is no difference at all in those dhammas. According to the way the dharma-constituent is taught, suchness is taught, and the very limit of reality is taught, all dhammas are not broken apart.”

“Lord, if all dhammas are unadulterated, how are wholesome and unwholesome dhammas taught, how are dhammas with outflows and without outflows taught, and how are compounded and uncompounded dhammas taught?”

“Subhūti, what do you think, in the true dharmic nature of dhammas, is there anything at all, be it compounded or uncompounded, or be it the result of stream enterer, or the result of once-returner, or the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, or a buddhadharma that can be talked about?”

“No, there is not, Lord.”

“Subhūti, you should therefore know from this one of many explanations that all dhammas are thus unadulterated and that all dhammas have no marks, are not produced, and do not stop.

“Subhūti, earlier when I was practicing the bodhisattva’s practice I did not apprehend an intrinsic nature of any dharma at all, be it ‘form,’ or ‘feeling,’ or ‘perception,’ or ‘volitional factors,’ or ‘consciousness’; or..., up to ‘the compounded,’ or ‘the uncompounded’; or ‘the result of stream enterer’; or..., up to ‘awakening.’

“In that way, Subhūti, starting from the first production of the thought up until fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, [F.64.b] bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should be skilled in the intrinsic nature of all phenomena by way of not apprehending
anything at all. Bodhisattva great beings skilled in the intrinsic nature of phenomena complete the awakening path, bring beings to maturity, and purify a buddhafield. Stationed there, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, having led beings, one way or the other they lead them such that they do not suffer in the three suffering existences.

72.39 “In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should train in the perfection of wisdom by way of the absence of marks.”

72.40 This was the seventy-second chapter, “Teaching the Absence of Marks,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 73: EXPOSITION OF THE MAJOR MARKS AND MINOR SIGNS AND THE COMPLETION OF LETTERS

73.1 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti then inquired of him, “Lord, how, when all dharmas are like a dream, have no basis, are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and are empty of their own marks, can you present these as wholesome and these as unwholesome, these as ordinary and these as extraordinary, these as with outflows and these as without outflows, these as compounded and these as uncompounded, as well as these for making manifest the result of stream enterer, these for making manifest the result of once-returner, these for making manifest the result of non-returner, these for making manifest the state of a worthy one, these for making manifest a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and these for making manifest unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? And similarly, up to how, when all dharmas are like an echo, like an apparition, like an illusion, like a mirage, and like a magical creation; are nonexistent things; are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature; and are empty of their own marks, can you present these for making manifest unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

73.2 Venerable Subhūti having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here ordinary, unlettered simple folk apprehend a dream, apprehend a dreamer of a dream, up to apprehend a magical creation, and apprehend one who sees a magical creation. On account of apprehending a dream and apprehending a dreamer of a dream, up to on account of apprehending a magical creation and apprehending one who sees a magical creation, body, speech, and mind cause unwholesome volitional factors to come into being; body, speech, and mind cause wholesome volitional factors to come into being; and body, speech, and mind also cause good, bad, and immovable volitional factors to come into being.”
Therefore, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom standing in these two emptinesses—the emptiness of what transcends limits and the emptiness of no beginning and no end—teach beings that these three realms are empty. Here there is no form, or feeling, or perception, or volitional factors, or consciousness, or aggregates, or constituents, or sense fields. They are a dream; they are an echo; they are an apparition; they are an illusion; they are a mirage; and they are a magical creation. Here there are no aggregates, or constituents, or sense fields. Here there is no dream and no dreamer of a dream, no echo and no hearer of an echo, no apparition and no one who sees an apparition, no mirage and no one who sees a mirage, and no magical creation and no one who sees a magical creation. [F.65.b] All these dharmas are nonexistent things and are only the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. But still, even though there are no aggregates there is the perception of aggregates, even though there are no constituents there is the perception of constituents, and even though there are no sense fields there is the perception of sense fields. All these dharmas are dependent origination, are arisen on account of error, and are appropriated because of the maturation of karma, so why do you persist with the perception of an existent thing even though dharmas are nonexistent things?

Therefore, with skillful means bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom stop those beings who are stingy from being stingy and connect them with the perfection of giving. That charitable impulse of theirs makes them more and more wealthy. Having caused them to advance beyond that, they establish them in morality, and that morality of theirs that they have properly taken up leads them to be born in the heavens. Having caused them to advance even beyond that, they connect them with meditative stabilization and that meditative stabilization of theirs leads them to take birth in the Brahmā-loka. Similarly, from the first concentration they connect them with the second concentration, from the second concentration with the third concentration, from the third concentration with the fourth concentration, and from the fourth concentration with the absorption in the station of endless space, with the absorption in the station of endless consciousness, with the absorption in the station of nothing-at-all, and with the absorption in the station of neither perception nor nonperception. In many ways they make them advance beyond giving and the result of giving and make them calm down and enter into the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind, establishing them in it. They also make them advance beyond morality and the result of morality and in many ways make them calm down and enter into the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind, establishing them in it. They also make them advance beyond absorption and the result of absorption and in many ways
make them calm down and enter into the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind, establishing them in it. Similarly, they make them calm down and enter into the four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path, as well as the three gateways to liberation, eight deliverances, nine serial absorptions, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, establishing them in them. With the dhammas without outflows that are formless, cannot be pointed out, and do not obstruct, they establish those yearning for the result of stream enterer in the result of stream enterer, establish those yearning for the result of once-returner in the result of once-returner, establish those yearning for the result of non-returner in the result of non-returner, establish those yearning for the state of a worthy one in the state of a worthy one, establish those yearning for a pratyekabuddha’s awakening in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and explain to, teach, motivate, excite, and establish those yearning for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening on the awakening path.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Lord, that bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom should present dhammas as dhammas that are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, dhammas that are an emptiness of what transcends limits and an emptiness of no beginning and no end in such detail—‘These are wholesome dhammas and these are unwholesome dhammas, these are dhammas with outflows and these are dhammas without outflows, up to these are compounded dhammas and these are uncompounded dhammas’—is amazing, marvelous.”

Venerable Subhūti having said that, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! This presentation of dhammas by bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom is an amazing, marvelous dhamma. Subhūti, when you understand how amazing and marvelous this dhamma of bodhisattva great beings is, there is no case for it being easy for any śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas to pay back the bodhisattva great beings in kind for such help. Even all of you together would be incapable of surpassing those bodhisattva great beings with all the dhammas they have.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, what is that amazing, marvelous dhamma of bodhisattva great beings that śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas do not have?”

“Well then, Subhūti, listen well and pay attention and I will explain,” said the Lord. “Here bodhisattva great beings practicing this deep perfection of wisdom, standing in the six perfections arisen from maturation, standing in the five clairvoyances, thirty-seven dhammas on the side of awakening,
dhāraṇī gateways, and four detailed and thorough knowledges, having
gone to world systems in the ten directions, help with giving those beings
there who can be helped [F.67.a] by giving; help those who can be helped by
morality, those who can be helped by patience, those who can be helped by
perseverance, and those who can be helped by meditative stabilization; help
with wisdom those who can be helped by wisdom; help those who can be
helped by the first concentration, those who can be helped by the second
concentration, those who can be helped by the third concentration, those
who can be helped by the fourth concentration, those who can be helped by
the absorption in the station of endless space, up to help with absorption in
the station of neither perception nor nonperception those who can be helped
by the absorption in the station of neither perception nor nonperception;
help those who can be helped by love, those who can be helped by
compassion, those who can be helped by joy, and those who can be helped
by equanimity; help those who can be helped by the four applications of
mindfulness, those who can be helped by the four right efforts, those who
can be helped by the four legs of miraculous power, those who can be
helped by the five faculties, those who can be helped by the five powers,
those who can be helped by the seven limbs of awakening, those who can be
helped by the eightfold noble path, those who can be helped by the
emptiness meditative stabilization, those who can be helped by the
signlessness meditative stabilization, and help with the wishlessness
meditative stabilization those who can be helped by the wishlessness
meditative stabilization.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing [F.67.b] this perfection
of wisdom help beings who can be helped by giving with giving?”

“Subhūtī, here bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of
wisdom give gifts. They give food to those begging for food, and drinks to
those who want drink; they give transport, flower garlands, creams, incense,
clothes, beds, pillows, up to whatever human requirements are appropriate.
Just as they give to the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete Buddha,
they also give in the same way to pratyekabuddhas, worthy ones, non-
returners, once-returners, stream enterers, and similarly to those who have
gone perfectly, and those who have set out perfectly, and similarly to those
in human form, and similarly to those in the animal world—to all without
any differentiation they give gifts. And why? Because they realize all
dharmas are not different, so they give gifts that are not different, and by
giving gifts that are not different they come to obtain a dharma that is not
different, namely, the knowledge of all aspects.
“Subhūti, if a bodhisattva great being sees a creature in the animal world and thinks, ‘The perfect, complete buddha is worthy of gifts, not a being born in the animal world,’ that is not a bodhisattva’s dharma. And why? Because, having produced a thought for awakening and thus set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, it never occurs to bodhisattva great beings that ‘these beings I should help with giving, these I should not help.’ Those the giving has helped take birth in great sāla tree–like royal families, and take birth in great sāla tree–like brahmin families, and great sāla tree–like business families. [F.68.a] Through just that, those helped by giving pass gradually, in the three vehicles, into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind.

“Even if bodhisattva great beings are asked by many beings to kill themselves, they should definitely make that gift to those many beings, with a mind that is undisturbed, and should not produce any other state of mind, thinking, ‘Should I give or not give?’ And why? Because they have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening for the sake of those many living beings. Were they to be indecisive like that they would be open to the censure of the lord buddhas, the bodhisattvas, the pratyekabuddhas, the worthy ones, the trainees, and the world with its gods, humans, and asuras as well, saying, ‘Who are you that you would not rise up as a refuge, resting place, protector, and final ally of all beings?’

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when those in the form of humans or in the form of nonhumans ask bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom for a major or minor part of their bodies, they should not produce either one or the other of the thoughts ‘I should give’ or ‘I should not give.’ And why? Because bodhisattva great beings have intentionally appropriated a body for the sake of beings, thinking, ‘With this body I must work for the welfare of beings,’ and because they must produce the thought, ‘Those for the welfare of whom I have taken up this body should feel free to make off with it even without having asked.’ Subhūti, that is how bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should train.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when seeing a beggar, bodhisattva great beings should think like this: ‘An intrinsic nature of all dharmas cannot be apprehended, so who is giving a gift, who is it being given to, and what is being given?’ And why? [F.68.b] Because those dharmas are absolutely empty, and emptiness does not give to anyone and also does not receive.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should train like that—that is, in inner emptiness, outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, and similarly, connect this with each, up to the emptiness of its own mark. Having stood in those emptinesses they give a gift that constantly and always becomes a complete perfection of giving, and because
they have completed the perfection of giving, even while inside and outside dharmas are being chopped and cut into pieces, it does not occur to them to think, ‘Who is chopping and cutting me into pieces?’

73.16 “Subhūti, here, looking down with my buddha eye on as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the eastern direction I have seen bodhisattva great beings who have gone into the great hells and, having calmed those sufferings of hell, taught the doctrine to those beings in the hells by way of the three miracles—the miracle of miraculous powers, the miracle of foretelling, and the miracle of instruction. Having calmed the sufferings of hell with the miracle of miraculous powers, they teach the doctrine with the miracle of foretelling and the miracle of instruction. Those bodhisattvas have taught the doctrine with great love, great compassion, great joy, and great equanimity, so those beings in the hells have faith in those bodhisattvas, will be freed from those hells, and from those hells, in the three vehicles, gradually put an end to suffering. Similarly, connect this with on as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the south, west, north, below and above, and in the intermediate directions.

73.17 “Subhūti, here, looking down with my buddha eye [F.69.a] on the world, on as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the eastern direction I have seen bodhisattva great beings waiting on the lord buddhas. Those bodhisattva great beings are waiting on the lord buddhas with intense faith, not without devotion but with devotion, not without pleasure but with pleasure, not without reverence but with reverence. Those bodhisattva great beings take up those doctrines the lord buddhas have taught them, and, having taken them up, they bear them in mind and until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, make sure they do not get lost. Similarly, connect this with on world systems in the south, west, north, below and above, and in the intermediate directions.

73.18 “Subhūti, here, looking down with my buddha eye on as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the eastern direction I have also seen bodhisattva great beings sacrificing themselves for the sake of beings in the animal world. There, those bodhisattva great beings chop off the major or minor parts of their bodies and strew them around in the main and intermediate directions. Those beings in the animal world eat the flesh of those bodhisattvas and come to feel love for those bodhisattvas. Feeling love for them they are freed from the animal world, and having been freed they serve the lord buddhas. While serving those lord buddhas they listen to the doctrine of those lord buddhas and, having listened to those doctrines, they practice them for suchness. They pass gradually in the three
vehicles—the Śrāvaka Vehicle or Pratyekabuddha Vehicle [F.69.b] or Buddha Vehicle—into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind. Thus, Subhūti, they are indeed a boon, these bodhisattva great beings who produce the thought to become unsurpassedly, perfectly, completely awakened, and, having produced it, also practice for suchness, and in the same way pass into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind.

73.19 “Furthermore, Subhūti, here looking down with my buddha eye on as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River I have seen bodhisattva great beings alleviating the sufferings of the ghosts in the regions of ghosts. To stop miserliness they teach the doctrine, and that causes them to generate a feeling of love for those bodhisattva great beings. They are freed from the regions of ghosts because of that wholesome root. Having been freed they are never separated from the lord buddhas until they pass into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind. Thus, Subhūti, dwelling in compassion, bodhisattva great beings remain available for the welfare of all beings, that is, for their complete nirvāṇa.

73.20 “Furthermore, Subhūti, here looking down with my buddha eye I have seen bodhisattva great beings teaching the doctrine to the Cāturmahārājika gods, and teaching the doctrine to the Trāyastriṃśa, Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, and Paranirmitavaśavartin gods. Those gods, having heard the doctrine from those bodhisattva great beings, have passed into nirvāṇa, are passing into nirvāṇa, and will pass into complete nirvāṇa gradually in the three vehicles. Subhūti, [F.70.a] having caused the celestial mansions of those gods thrilled by the expanse of the five sorts of sense objects to burst into flames, they teach them the doctrine: ‘Friends, all compounded phenomena are impermanent, so who would have confidence in them?’

73.21 “Furthermore, Subhūti, here looking down with my buddha eye on as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River I have seen bodhisattva great beings dissuading those who are attached to the view of Brahma from that view: ‘Hey, friends, all phenomena are empty, so how do you formulate a view? All phenomena ring hollow, so how do you formulate a view?’ Thus, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings dwelling in compassion teach the doctrine to beings. Subhūti, this is the amazing and marvelous dharma of bodhisattva great beings.

73.22 “Subhūti, here, looking down with my buddha eye on as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the eastern direction I have seen bodhisattva great beings gathering humans with the
four ways of gathering a retinue. What are the four? The ways of gathering are by giving gifts, kind words, beneficial actions, and consistency between words and deeds.

73.23 “How, Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings gather a retinue of beings by giving? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings gather a retinue of beings by a twofold way of giving material gifts and the gift of Dharma.

73.24 “How, Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings gather a retinue with gifts? They give gold, or silver, or jewels, or pearls, or beryl, or conch shells, or crystals, or corals, or food, or drink, or clothes, or transport, or beds, or seats, or perfume, or flowers, or garlands, or lamps, or a man [F.70.b] or a woman, or a horse, or a bull, or an elephant, or their own flesh, shouting out the words, ‘Hey humans! Come here! You must take and go with what you want without hesitation, with a feeling of benevolence, as if it is your own.’

73.25 “Having given those gifts, they cause those beings to go for refuge to the Buddha, to go for refuge to the Dharma, and to go for refuge to the Saṅgha. Some they cause to take up the five-point training; some they cause to take up the eight-branched confession and restoration; some they establish in the ten wholesome actions; some they cause to take up the first concentration, up to the absorption in the station of neither perception nor nonperception; some they cause to take up love, compassion, joy, and equanimity; in some they enjoin mindfulness of the Buddha, mindfulness of the Dharma, mindfulness of the Saṅgha, mindfulness of morality, mindfulness of giving away, mindfulness of the gods, and in some the perception of uncleanliness and so on in the examination of the body. Some they cause to be joined to the pure; some to the four applications of mindfulness, some to the four right efforts, some to the four legs of miraculous power, some to the five faculties, some to the five powers, some to the seven limbs of awakening, and some to the eightfold noble path; some to the emptiness gateway to liberation, signlessness gateway to liberation, and wishlessness gateway to liberation; some to the eight deliverances, some to the nine serial absorptions, and some to the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, and the four detailed and thorough knowledges; some to great love, and some to great compassion; some to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, some to the thirty-two major marks of a great person, and some to the eighty minor signs; [F.71.a] and some to the result of stream enterer, some to the result of once-returner, some to the result of non-returner, some to the state of a worthy one, some to a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and some to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

73.26 “Subhūti, that is how bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom endowed with skillful means give material gifts and establish others in vast accomplishment and security. Subhūti, this is the amazing and
marvelous dharma of bodhisattva great beings.

“How, Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom help beings by the gift of Dharma?

“Subhūti, the gift of Dharma is these two: the ordinary and extraordinary.

“What, Subhūti, is the ordinary gift of Dharma? It is the explanation, teaching, and explication of the ordinary doctrines, namely, any of the ordinary doctrines that occur in the Uncleanliness Chapter, up to the four concentrations, the four practices of spiritual practitioners, the formless absorptions, and those shared in common with ordinary persons. This is called the ordinary gift of Dharma.

“Subhūti, having given this gift of ordinary Dharma, those bodhisattva great beings move them away from taking to that as perfect in many ways, and having moved them away, establish them with skillful means in the noble dharmas and the results of the noble dharmas.

“What are the noble dharmas and the results of the noble dharmas? Subhūti, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening and the three gateways to liberation are called the noble dharmas. The result of stream enterer, up to the state of a worthy one are the results [F.71.b] of the noble dharmas.

“Also, Subhūti, the knowledge of the result of stream enterer, up to the knowledge of the state of a worthy one, up to the knowledge of the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, up to the knowledge of the ten tathāgata powers, up to the knowledge of great love, knowledge of great compassion, knowledge of great joy, and knowledge of great equanimity, as well as—setting aside the knowledge of a knower of all aspects—those ordinary and extraordinary dharmas, with outflows and without outflows, and that are compounded and uncompounded—these are called a bodhisattva great being’s noble dharmas.

“What are the results of a bodhisattva great being’s noble dharmas? This abandonment of all residual impression connections is called the result of a bodhisattva great being’s noble dharmas.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, do bodhisattva great beings gain the knowledge of all aspects?”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Bodhisattva great beings gain the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Well then, Lord, is there a distinction to be made between a bodhisattva great being and a tathāgata?” he asked.

“A distinction is to be made,” he replied. “And what distinction is to be made? A bodhisattva great being gains the knowledge of all aspects, but a tathāgata is called one who has gained the knowledge. And why? Because having stood where a bodhisattva great being’s mind, and a tathāgata,
worthy one, perfectly and completely awakened one, [F.72.a] cannot be apprehended as different, they have gained the nondifferentiation\textsuperscript{728} of all dharmas.

``Subhūti, this is the bodhisattva great beings’ ordinary gift of Dharma. Contingent on this there is the extraordinary gift of Dharma. Thus, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings, having guided all beings in the ordinary gift of Dharma, establish them with skillful means in the knowledge of all aspects.

``Subhūti, what is the extraordinary gift of Dharma of bodhisattva great beings shared in common with foolish ordinary people? It is this: the four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path; the three gateways to liberation, eight deliverances, nine serial absorptions, ten stations of complete immersion, eight stations of mastery, conflict-free meditative stabilization, knowledge from prayer, six clairvoyances, four total purities, ten controls, and ten tathāgata powers; the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, the three a tathāgata does not have to guard against, the three\textsuperscript{729} applications of mindfulness, the natural state not robbed of mindfulness, and the elimination of obscuration from residual impressions; great compassion; and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, the knowledge of all aspects, the thirty-two major marks and eighty minor signs of a great person, the five dhāraṇī gateways, and the meditative stabilization gateways. These are not ordinary; they are called the extraordinary gift of Dharma.

``Subhūti, what are the four applications of mindfulness? They are these\textsuperscript{730} Enthusiastic, introspective, and mindful, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, they dwell viewing in a body the inner body; [F.72.b] enthusiastic, introspective, and mindful, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, they dwell viewing in a body the outer body; enthusiastic, introspective, and mindful, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression, they dwell viewing in a body the inner and outer body; they dwell in a body viewing arising; they dwell in a body viewing passing away; they dwell in a body viewing origination and passing away; and dwelling in a body without a fixed abode they do not appropriate anything in the world. Similarly, connect this with feelings, mind, and dharmas as well.

``Subhūti, what are the right efforts? They are the generation of the desire not to produce wrong unwholesome dharmas that have not been produced; generation of the desire to abandon wrong unwholesome dharmas that have been produced; generation of the desire to produce wholesome dharmas
that have not been produced; and generation of the desire that wholesome dharmas that have been produced will increase, not degenerate, and be completed.

73.41 Subhūti, what are the four legs of miraculous power? They are the leg of miraculous power endowed with meditative stabilization and the volitional effort caused by yearning, and the limbs of miraculous power endowed with meditative stabilization and the volitional effort caused by perseverance, concentrated mind, and examination.

73.42 Subhūti, what are the five faculties? They are the faith faculty, perseverance faculty, mindfulness faculty, meditative stabilization faculty, and wisdom faculty. These are called the five faculties.

73.43 Subhūti, what are the five powers? They are the faith power, perseverance power, mindfulness power, meditative stabilization power, and wisdom power. These are called the five powers.

73.44 Subhūti, what are the seven limbs of awakening? They are the right mindfulness limb of awakening, right examination of dharmas limb of awakening, right perseverance limb of awakening, right joy limb of awakening, right pliability limb of awakening, right meditative stabilization limb of awakening, and right equanimity limb of awakening. These are called the seven limbs of awakening.

73.45 Subhūti, what is the eightfold noble path? It is right view, right idea, right speech, right conduct, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right meditative stabilization. This is called the eightfold noble path.

73.46 Subhūti, what are the three meditative stabilizations? They are the emptiness meditative stabilization, signlessness meditative stabilization, and wishlessness meditative stabilization.

73.47 What is the emptiness meditative stabilization? That one-pointedness of mind as an empty appearance and as an isolated appearance is called the emptiness meditative stabilization.

73.48 What is the signlessness meditative stabilization? That one-pointedness of mind as a calm appearance and as an appearance without causal signs is called the signless meditative stabilization.

73.49 What is the wishlessness meditative concentration? That one-pointedness of mind as an appearance of impermanence and as an appearance of suffering is called the wishless meditative stabilization.

73.50 Subhūti, what are the eight deliverances? With form they see form. This is the first deliverance. With the perception of form inside they see form outside. This is the second deliverance. Having directly experienced the pleasant deliverance with the body, they perfectly accomplish and dwell in it. This is the third deliverance. Totally transcending perceptions of form, setting to rest perceptions of obstruction, not paying attention to perceptions
of difference, thinking ‘it is endless space,’ this perfect accomplishment and dwelling in the station of endless space, up to this perfect accomplishment and dwelling in the station of neither perception nor nonperception are the fourth to seventh deliverances, [F.73.b] and having totally transcended the station of neither perception nor nonperception, having focused on the cessation of perception and feeling with the body, this perfect accomplishment and dwelling is the eighth. These are called the eight deliverances.

73.51 Subhūti, what are the nine serial absorptions? There someone detached from sense objects, detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas, perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the first concentration that has applied thought and has sustained thought and joy and happiness born of detachment, and similarly, perfectly accomplishes and dwells in..., up to the second concentration, third concentration, and fourth concentration, up to perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the station of neither perception nor nonperception, and, having totally transcended the station of neither perception nor nonperception, perfectly accomplishes and dwells in the cessation of perception and feeling. They are called the nine serial absorptions.

73.52 “What are the ten stations of complete immersion? Immersion into earth, immersion into water, immersion into fire, and immersion into wind; immersion into blue, immersion into yellow, immersion into red, and immersion into white; immersion into space and immersion into consciousness—these are called the ten stations of complete immersion.

73.53 “What are the eight stations of mastery? Those with a perception of form inside see small, beautiful, and ugly forms outside. They master and know, and master and see those forms. They become those with such a perception. This is the first station of mastery.

73.54 “Those without a perception of form inside see big, beautiful, and ugly forms outside. They master and know, and master and see those forms. They become those with such a perception. This is the second station of mastery.

73.55 “Those without a perception of form inside see blue shapes, blue in color, that look blue, and shine out blue—for example, flax flowers [F.74.a] and fine cloth from the Vārāṇasī region that are blue in shape, blue in color, look blue, and shine out blue. Similarly, without a perception of form inside, this seeing of blue shapes, blue in color, that look blue, and shine out blue is the third station of mastery.

73.56 “Those without a perception of form inside see yellow shapes, yellow in color, that look yellow, and shine out yellow—for example, bayur tree flowers and fine cloth from the Vārāṇasī region that are yellow in shape,
yellow in color, look yellow, and shine out yellow. Similarly, without a perception of form inside, this seeing of yellow shapes, yellow in color, that look yellow, and shine out yellow is the fourth station of mastery.

“Those without a perception of form inside see red shapes, red in color, that look red, and shine out red—for example, bandhujivaka flowers and fine cloth from the Vārāṇasī region that are red in shape, red in color, look red, and shine out red. Similarly, without a perception of form inside, this seeing of red shapes, red in color, that look red, and shine out red is the fifth station of mastery.

“Those without a perception of form inside see white shapes, white in color, that look white, and shine out white—for example, the color of the planet Venus and fine cloth from the Vārāṇasī region that are white in shape, white in color, look white, and shine out white. Similarly, without a perception of form inside, this seeing of white shapes, white in color, that look white, and shine out white is the sixth station of mastery.

“Totally transcending perceptions of form, setting to rest perceptions of obstruction, [F.74.b] not paying attention to perceptions of difference, thinking ‘it is endless space,’ this perfect accomplishment and dwelling in the station of endless space is the seventh station of mastery.

“Totally transcending perceptions of form, setting to rest perceptions of obstruction, not paying attention to perceptions of difference, thinking ‘it is endless consciousness,’ this perfect accomplishment and dwelling in the station of endless consciousness is the eighth station of mastery.

“These are called the eight stations of mastery. [B51]

“What is conflict-free meditative stabilization? Based on concentration, the meditative stabilization that accomplishes the practice of bodhisattva great beings on account of which afflictions are not produced in other beings and other persons is called conflict-free.

“What is knowledge from prayer? Having resorted to concentration, thinking, ‘I want to know,’ bodhisattvas want to know whatever knowledge or knowable thing there is in the three time periods. Having set their minds on it, arising from the concentration that prayer is fully answered. That knowledge of that knowable thing is called knowledge from prayer.

“What are the six clairvoyances? The clairvoyant knowledge of miraculous power, divine eye clairvoyance, divine hearing clairvoyance, clairvoyant knowledge of the thought activity of beings, clairvoyant knowledge that recollects previous existences, and clairvoyant knowledge of the extinction of outflows—these are the six.

“What are the four total purities? The thoroughly purified basis, thoroughly purified objective support, thoroughly purified mind, and thoroughly purified knowledge—these are the four.
“What are the ten controls? Control over lifespan, control over mind, control over necessities, control over action, control over birth, control over belief, control over prayer, control over magical powers, control over knowledge, and control over the Dharma—these are the ten.

“Subhūti, what are the ten tathāgata powers? [F.75.a]

“They accurately know the possible as possible, and accurately know the impossible as impossible.°736

“They accurately know from the perspective of place and from the perspective of cause, the results of past, present, and future actions and the undertaking of actions.

“They accurately know the world with its various constituents and multiplicity of constituents.

“They accurately know the multiplicity of active desires and various beliefs of other beings and other persons.

“They accurately know the knowledge of higher and lower faculties of other beings and other persons.

“They accurately know the path wherever it goes.

“They accurately know the defilement and purification of all concentrations, deliverances, meditative stabilizations, and absorptions, and the emergence from them.

“They recollect many prior states of existence—they recollect just one lifetime, up to recollect many states of existence together with their appearance and their location.

“They accurately know the extinction of outflows, the nonexistence of outflows, a mind that is freed, and a wisdom that is freed. These are called the ten tathāgata powers.

“Subhūti, what are the tathāgatas’ four fearlessnesses?
“When I claim, ‘I am perfectly completely enlightened,’ ah! I see no causal sign that would make me think anyone in this world of beings together with the gods, Māra, Brahmā, those leading a secluded religious life, and brahmins could in truth argue with me there that ‘these dharmas have not become perfectly completely awakened.’ Because I do not see any causal sign, I, who have found happiness, found fearlessness, and found a ground for self-confidence, claim the exalted status of the dominant bull. I roar the lion’s perfect roar in the assembly. I, Brahmā-like, turn the wheel that a god or Māra or Brahmā or one leading a secluded religious life or a brahmin—no one in this world—can in truth turn.

Similarly, connect this with: “When I claim, ‘I have put an end to outflows,’ no one could in truth argue with me there that ‘you have not put an end to those outflows.’

“About those dharmas I have explained to be hindrances, no one could in truth argue with me that ‘even having resorted to them, those dharmas do not hinder.’

“And about the noble paths that I have said perfectly put an end to suffering and cause escape, I see no causal sign that would make me think that anyone in this world of beings together with the gods, Māra, Brahmā, those leading a secluded religious life, and brahmins could in truth argue with me that ‘even if they have been resorted to, they do not put an end to outflows.’ Because I do not see any causal sign here, I have found happiness, found fearlessness, [F.76.a] found a ground for self-confidence, and claim as my state the exalted state of the dominant bull. I roar the lion’s perfect roar in the assembly. I, Brahmā-like, turn the wheel that a god or Māra or Brahmā or one leading a secluded religious life or a brahmin—no one in this world—can in truth turn.

“These are called the four fearlessnesses.

Subhūti, what are the four detailed and thorough knowledges of the tathāgatas? They are detailed and thorough knowledge of meanings, detailed and thorough knowledge of dharmas, detailed and thorough knowledge of creative explanations, and detailed and thorough knowledge of confidence giving a readiness to speak. Again, what are they? They have meanings as objective support, dharmas as objective support, creative explanations as objective support, and confidence giving a readiness to speak as objective support.

Subhūti, what are the three things the tathāgatas do not have to guard against? The tathāgatas’ physical behavior is completely pure. They do not have to be concerned about impure physical behavior, so the tathāgatas do not conceal it, thinking, ‘I hope nobody else finds out.’ This is the first thing they do not have to guard against. The tathāgatas’ verbal behavior is
completely pure. They do not have to be concerned about impure verbal
behavior, so the tathāgatas do not conceal it, thinking, ‘I hope nobody else
finds out.’ This is the second thing they do not have to guard against. The
tathāgatas’ mental behavior is completely pure. They do not have to be
concerned about impure mental behavior, so the tathāgatas do not conceal it,
thinking, ‘I hope nobody else finds out.’ This is the third thing they do not
have to guard against. These are the three things they do not have to guard
against.

“What are the tathāgatas’ three applications of mindfulness? When a
tathāgata teaches, some listen respectfully and attentively with a mind
disposed to the words, and practice Dharma in full conformity with the
Dharma. Still, a tathāgata does not take delight in that, does not feel mental
happiness, [F.76.b] their spirits are not boosted. This is the first application of
mindfulness.

“When a tathāgata teaches, others do not listen respectfully, are
inattentive and without a mind disposed to the words, and do not practice
Dharma in full conformity with the Dharma. Still, a tathāgata is not deeply
offended, is not impatient, and is not distrustful. This is the second
application of mindfulness.

“When a tathāgata teaches, some listen respectfully and attentively with a
mind disposed to the word, and practice Dharma in full conformity with the
Dharma, while others do not listen respectfully, are inattentive and without a
mind disposed to the words, and do not practice Dharma in full conformity
with the Dharma. Still, a tathāgata both does not take delight in and is not
deeply offended by that. They remain dispassionate to all, mindful and
introspective. This is the third application of mindfulness.

“What is the tathāgatas’ natural state not robbed of mindfulness? That on
account of which the lord buddhas do not miss an opportunity to work for
the welfare of beings, based on their teaching a meaningful doctrine, is
called the natural state not robbed of mindfulness.

“What is the tathāgatas’ elimination of obscuration from residual
impressions? Even though all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas have
eliminated afflictions, they still have odd physical mannerisms. Even those
do not happen with the tathāgatas. That is called the elimination of obscuration
from residual impressions.

“What is the tathāgatas’ great compassion? Based on the conventional
term for the world, that compassion of the tathāgatas, endowed with which
they think about the world at all times (three times in the day and three times
at night) in order to find out about the wholesome roots—that compassion of
the lord buddhas that is always operating, watching to bring limitless beings
to maturity, is called great compassion.
“Subhūti, what are the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha? From when they have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, up to until, in that interim, the tathāgatas do not trip up, do not shout out, are not robbed of mindfulness, do not discriminate differences, do not have uncollected thoughts, are not inconsiderately dispassionate, are not deficient in yearning, are not deficient in perseverance, are not deficient in recollection, are not deficient in meditative stabilization, are not deficient in wisdom, and are not deficient in liberation. All physical actions are preceded by knowledge and informed by knowledge, all verbal actions are preceded by knowledge and informed by knowledge, all mental actions are preceded by knowledge and informed by knowledge; they see past time with knowledge free from attachment and free from obstruction, they see future time with knowledge free from attachment and free from obstruction, and they see the present time with knowledge free from attachment and free from obstruction. These are called the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.

“Subhūti, what is the tathāgatas’ knowledge of all aspects? It has a nonexistent thing as its objective support, mindfulness as its dominant factor, calmness as its aspect, and the absence of a mark as its mark—that is called the knowledge of all aspects.

“Subhūti, what are a tathāgata’s thirty-two major marks? They (1) have wheel marks on the surfaces of their hands and feet, (2) feet that are well placed, (3) hands and feet with connecting webbing, and (4) delicate and soft feet and hands. (5) Their body stands out prominently in seven ways; (6) they have long toes and fingers, (7) stretched-out heels, (8) a big and straight body, (9) lower legs from the feet up that are not knobby, (10) body hair that points upward, (11) calves like the āineya antelope, (12) and tubular and long arms; (13) their private parts are hidden in a sheath; (14) they have a color like gold, (15) and extremely fine skin; and (16) each strand of body hair grows curling to the right. (17) An ūrṇā marks their face, (18) their upper body is like a lion’s, (19) their shoulders are well rounded, (20) the part between the collarbones is filled in, (21) they know tastes as tasty, (22) they have a build like an Indian fig tree, (23) and they have an uṣṇīṣa on the top of their head, (24) a long thin tongue, (25) a voice like Brahmā, (26) lion-like jaws, (27) very white teeth, (28) even teeth, (29) teeth without gaps, (30) forty teeth, and (31) dark blue eyes with eyelashes like a cow’s.

“The tathāgatas have, on the palms and soles of their feet and hands, wheels with a thousand spokes, with rims and hubs complete in every respect, for example, like shapes carved in bone or ivory, so they (1) have wheel marks on the surfaces of their hands and feet. They place the soles of their feet evenly on the ground, without arching, so (2) their feet are well
placed. Webbing connects the fingers and toes on their hands and feet, like the royal swan, so (3) they have hands and feet with connecting webbing. Their hands and feet are delicate like a wisp of cotton thread, and soft like those of a young prince, so (4) they have delicate and soft feet and hands. The backs of their hands and upper parts of their feet, shoulders, neck, and head declare their prominence, so (5) their body stands out prominently in seven ways. Their toes and fingers stretch out, so they (6) have long toes and fingers. Their heels are big, so they (7) have stretched-out heels. At seven hasta they are elevated in height and are not crooked, so (8) they have a big and straight body. Their ankles and knees do not appear at all, so (9) their lower legs from the feet up are not knobby. Their body hairs rise up curling to the right in rings, so (10) their body hair points upward. They have spherical calves like the calves of the black antelope and calves of the arrow-seed antelope, so (11) they have calves like the ānēya antelope. Without bending they can touch their knees with the palms of their hands, so (12) they have tubular and long arms. Their magnificent organ for excreting is hidden in a sheath, as in the case of a thoroughbred horse or a bull elephant, so (13) their private parts are hidden in a sheath. They have a color like that of highly refined gold, so (14) they have a color like gold. Their skin, like highly burnished silver and gold, is smooth without dirt particles sticking to it, so (15) they have extremely fine skin. [F.78.a] Each of their perfectly spaced body hairs grows by itself without a second, so (16) each strand of body hair grows curling to the right. Between their eyebrows, white in color like a kuṇḍa moon, cow’s milk, and frost, brighter than even the light of a hundred suns and moons, is an ūrṇā ornament, so (17) an ūrṇā marks their face. Their chest is filled out, so (18) their upper body is like a lion’s. Their neck is thick and set attractively so (19) their shoulders are well rounded. Like a highly polished golden door panel they have a very broad chest, so (20) the part between the collarbones is filled in. Their tongue is unaffected by wind, bile, and phlegm, they are a connoisseur of different tastes, and their consciousness mirrors that, so (21) they know tastes as tasty. Their height is the same as the distance between their out-stretched arms, so (22) they have a build like an Indian fig tree. There is a spherical, heaped-up topknot going around to the right, well placed and beautiful to behold on the top of their head, so (23) they have an uṣṇīṣa on the top of their head. Being the color of the petal of the red lotus and lengthy, (24) they have a long thin tongue. They have the voice of Hiraṇyagarbha and the call of the kalaviṅka bird, so (25) they have the voice of Brahmā. They have jaws like a circular mirror, well established, spherical, elongated, beautiful, and compact, so (26) they have lion-like jaws. They have teeth that are extremely white like the jasmine flower, the moon, and a broken, shining piece of conch-shell, so
they have very white teeth; teeth that are not too long or too short, so
they have even teeth; no spaces between their teeth, so (29) they have
teeth without gaps; and no extra or missing upper or lower teeth, so (30)
they have forty teeth. The dark and white sides are not mixed, are extremely
clear and unflecked with red, so (31) they have dark blue eyes. The upper
and lower eyelashes incline but are not entangled, so (32) the Tathāgata’s
eyelashes are like those of a cow.

“There, (1) they have wheel marks on the surfaces of their hands and feet
because they have welcomed and accompanied gurus, [F.78.b] listened to
the doctrine, offered flower garlands, visited temples, reliquaries, and so on,
and have made the gift of being in the circle of servants. It is a sign
presaging an extremely large circle of servants. (2) Their feet are well placed
because their commitment is firm. It is a sign presaging that they cannot be
swayed. (3) They have hands and feet with connecting webbing because of
their assiduous practice of the four ways of gathering a retinue by giving
gifts, kind words, beneficial actions, and consistency between words and
deeds. It is a sign presaging the speedy gathering of a retinue. (4–5) Their
hands and feet are tender and soft, and their body declares its prominence in
seven ways because they have offered perfectly prepared hard and soft food
and drink. Both these are signs that presage obtaining perfectly prepared
hard and soft food and drink. (6–8) They have long toes and fingers,
stretched-out heels, and a big and straight body because they have freed
convicts condemned to death, have sustained life by giving food and drink
and so on, and assiduously practiced abstaining from killing. These are signs
presaging long life. (9–10) They have lower legs from the feet up that are not
knobby, and their body hair points upward because they have undertaken
wholesome dharmas and cause those they have taken up to flourish and
never decline. Both these are signs that presage the Dharma will not
degenerate. (11) They have calves like the aineya antelope because, having
shown respect, they have made crafts and branches of knowledge available
and caused them to be taken up. It is a sign presaging a speedy grasp of
things. (12) They have tubular and long arms because they never said no;
when asked for their own existent wealth, they gave it. It is a sign presaging
control over giving and disciplining. (13) Their private parts are hidden in
a sheath because they did not separate from each other those friends, close
relatives, and kinsmen who were united together, they reconciled those who
had fallen out, they undertook to live in chastity, and they guarded the
secret mantras. It is a sign presaging [F.79.a] a great many sons. (14–15)
They have a color like gold and extremely fine skin because they have given
away fine mattresses, clothes, and coats, and mansions, palaces, and
dwelling places. Both these are signs that presage the acquisition of such
fine mattresses, clothes, and coats, and mansions, palaces, and dwelling places. (16–17) Each strand of body hair grows curling to the right, and an ūrṇā marks their face because they have avoided society, and because, having accorded an appropriate status to their spiritual superiors—their preceptors, teachers, parents, brothers and sisters, and so on—they have served them, given them gifts, and pleased them. Both these are signs that presage being without an equal. (18–19) Their upper body is like a lion’s and their shoulders are well rounded because they do not talk nonsense, do not belittle others, speak kind words, are eloquent and not jarring, and their speech is the same as the roar of a lion. Both these are signs that presage they cannot be bested. (20–21) The part between the collarbones is filled in and they know tastes as tasty because they have given the sick medicine, been their attendant, given food in accord with the diagnosis, and nursed them. Both these are signs that presage not being harmed. (22–23) They have a build like an Indian fig tree and an uṣṇīṣa on the top of their head because of giving to others in a surpassing way, first doing the work and conveying their enthusiasm to others for parks, assembly halls, places for others to get away from the heat, wells, makeshift bridges for places hard to reach, food, flower garlands, monasteries, hostels, and so on. Both these are signs that presage holding the highest office. (24–25) They have a long thin tongue and the voice of Brahmā because for a long time they have spoken with a smooth, kindly, and agreeable voice. Both these are signs that presage the acquisition of a melodious sound endowed with the five branches that make it suitable for discourse. The five branches that make a melodious sound suitable for discourse are these: understandable and recognizable, worth listening to and not discordant, deep and reverberating, not grating and easy on the ear, and non-upsetting and clear. (26) They have lion-like jaws because for a long time they have refrained from babbling nonsense and spoken in a timely manner. It is a sign presaging speech worth listening to. (27–28) They have very white teeth and even teeth because they attended to the needs of others, did not look down on them, and their livelihood was pure. Both these are signs that presage a retinue that has already been assembled. (29–30) They have teeth without gaps and have all forty teeth because for a long time they made it a habit to tell the truth and not speak behind anybody’s back. Both these are signs that presage an undivided retinue. (31–32) They have dark blue eyes and a cow’s eyelashes because their eyes were without greed and hatred and free from confusion, so even while being embraced and belittled they saw exactly what was going on. Both these are signs that presage polite speech.
“Subhūti, those are a tathāgata’s thirty-two major marks of a great person. They shine with their natural light pervading a great billionfold world system, even an infinite number of world systems if they want that. Out of compassion the tathāgatas make a halo extending the length of their outstretched arms appear to beings. Were the lords not to have made a halo extending the length of their outstretched arms appear, even the light of the sun and the moon, eclipsed by the natural light, would not appear and there would be no months, fortnights, days, or years. The natural melodious sound resounds in a great billionfold world system. Two, three, and as many as four are pervaded with an illumination if they want that, and the melodious sound resounds in that many too.

“Subhūti, what are a tathāgata’s eighty minor signs? Lord buddhas have minds free from attachment to all compounded phenomena so (1) they have nails [F.80.a] with a color like copper. Lord buddhas have minds intent on the happiness and welfare of all beings, whom they love as if they were close relatives, so (2) they have nails that are glossy. Lord buddhas have been born in the line of a high-status family so (3) they have nails that are high, not sunken. There is no basic immorality in the conduct of the lord buddhas so (4) their toes and fingers are rounded. Lord buddhas have accumulated vast wholesome roots so (5) their toes and fingers are large. Lord buddhas have gradually achieved success with wholesome roots so (6) their toes and fingers are tapering. The physical, verbal, and mental occupation and livelihood of lord buddhas are hidden so (7) the veins [on their hands] do not show. Lord buddhas have unraveled the knots of the afflictions so (8) their veins are without knots. The intentions of the lord buddhas’ doctrine are hidden so (9) their anklebones do not show. Lord buddhas cause freedom from all difficulties so (10) their feet are not the same. Lord buddhas are lions among humans so (11) they go with the stride of lions. Lord buddhas are elephants among humans so (12) they go with the gait of elephants. Lord buddhas are like royal swans going into the sky so (13) they go from place to place like swans. Lord buddhas are like head bulls among persons so (14) they go with the gait of a head bull. Lord buddhas have an advantageous path so (15) they walk keeping things worthy of respect to the right. Lord buddhas look handsome so (16) they have a beautiful walk. Lord buddhas have minds that are never crooked so (17) they do not zigzag. Lord buddhas proclaim the good qualities of purified behavior so (18) they have an attractive body. [F.80.b] Lord buddhas have cleansed away all wrong, so (19) they have a polished body. Lord buddhas teach the Dharma gradually, so (20) the body that conveys them is gradual. Lord buddhas are endowed with cleanliness of body, voice, and mind so (21) the body that conveys them is clean. Lord buddhas are naturally gentle souls so (22) they...
have a body that is soft. Lord buddhas have naturally pure minds so (23) they have a body that is pure. Lord buddhas have a completely developed Dharma and Vinaya so (24) they have fully developed sex organs. Lord buddhas have proclaimed big, beautiful qualities so (25) their whole body is big and beautiful. Lord buddhas have the same thought about all beings so (26) they walk at an even pace. Lord buddhas teach an extremely gentle Dharma so (27) they have a body with a very youthful color. Lord buddhas have minds that are never dejected so (28) they carry themselves without slouching. Lord buddhas have pulled up unwholesome roots so (29) they have a body that has spread out. Lord buddhas are not linked up with further existences, they have finished with them, so (30) their body is compacted together. Lord buddhas have taught well the main and subsidiary branches of dependent origination so (31) all their limbs are well proportioned. Lord buddhas have extremely clear vision so (32) their sight is undistorted and clear. Lord buddhas have students who are well behaved so (33) they have fully rounded abdomens. Lord buddhas have cleaned away the faults of saṃsāra so (34) they have thin waists. Lord buddhas have conquered the summits of pride so (35) their bellies are not stretched. Lord buddhas have prevented the Dharma from running out so (36) their bellies are not emaciated. Lord buddhas are aware of the extremely deep dharmas so (37) they have deep navels. Lord buddhas have students who are candidates for taking up what is advantageous so (38) they have navels that swirl to the right. Lord buddhas have a community of students who are very attractive so (39) they are very attractive. Lord buddhas have extremely pure minds so (40) their habitual activities are pure. Lord buddhas teach a Dharma and Vinaya free from dark instructions so (41) their bodies are free from freckles. Lord buddhas teach a Dharma for gaining a body light like a wisp of cotton so (42) their hands are extremely soft like a wisp of cotton. Lord buddhas love close relatives and common people equally and have attained the state of a mahāśramaṇa so (43) the lines on their hands are vivid. Lord buddhas remain in an extremely deep and constant state so (44) the lines on their hands are deep. Lord buddhas have proclaimed a doctrine of wide-ranging tolerance so (45) the lines on their hands are long. Lord buddhas have promulgated a code of moral training that is not too long, so (46) their mouths are not too wide. Lord buddhas have taught that all worlds are like a reflection in a mirror so (47) the reflections of shapes appear in their faces. Lord buddhas are first easy on people when they lead them so (48) their tongues are pliable. Lord buddhas are endowed with an abundance of subtle good qualities so (49) their tongues are thin. With the Dharma that is hard to fathom, lord buddhas discipline simple folk with their attachments so (50) their tongues are red.
not scared by things like the trumpeting of elephants and rumble of thunder so (51) they trumpet like elephants and rumble like thunder. Lord buddhas [F.81.b] have students whose conversations have a melodious, pleasing, gentle sound so (52) they have a voice that is melodious, pleasing, and gentle. Lord buddhas have turned back from the fetters to suffering existence so (53) their eyeteeth are tubular. Lord buddhas are skilled in disciplining people who have a keen intellect so (54) their eyeteeth are sharp. Lord buddhas have a Dharma and Vinaya that is extremely pure so (55) their eyeteeth are very white. Lord buddhas are located at an equal level so (56) their eyeteeth are even. Lord buddhas have demonstrated the clear realizations in a series so (57) their eyeteeth taper. Lord buddhas stand on the prominent mountain of wisdom so (58) they have a prominent nose. Lord buddhas have people whose Vinaya is clean so (59) they have a nose that is unsullied. Lord buddhas have clear vision so (60) they have completely cleansed eyes. Lord buddhas are endowed with the extremely wide range of buddhadharmas so (61) they have eyes that are wide. Lord buddhas have hosts of beings packed around them so (62) their eyelashes are thick. Lord buddhas are delighted by the finest among the young gods, asuras, and humans, the black and whites of whose eyes are striking, like delightful lotus petals with black and white sections, so (63) they have delightful eyes like lotus petals with black and white sections. Lord buddhas always teach the vast so (64) their eyebrows extend a long way. Lord buddhas, by being gentle, are skilled in the Vinaya so (65) they have smooth eyebrows. Lord buddhas have knowledge of all faults from every side so (66) their eyebrows have hairs of equal length. Lord buddhas have disciplined beings whose mindstreams have been moistened by the moisture of wholesome roots so (67) their eyebrows are glossy. Lord buddhas teach the supremely extensive Dharma so (68) their ear-lobes are full and long. [F.82.a] Lord buddhas have won the battles over afflictions so (69) their ears are equal in size. Lord buddhas discipline beings with unimpaired mindstreams so (70) they have an unimpaired faculty of hearing. Lord buddhas have eliminated everything made into a wrong view so (71) their foreheads are perfectly developed. Lord buddhas have crushed the brahmins, those following a secluded religious life, and those advancing the arguments of the opposing side so (72) they have a war elephant’s broad forehead. Lord buddhas have fully carried out their highest vow so (73) their heads are very large. Lord buddhas have turned away from objects of the senses that attract ordinary people like bees who delight in one flower after the other so (74) the hair on their heads is like black bees. Lord buddhas have caused the residual impressions eliminated by seeing and meditation to diminish so (75) their hair is thick. Lord buddhas have a gentle heart to
know the essentials of the doctrine so (76) their hair is soft.\footnote{801} Lord buddhas have minds that are never disturbed so (77) their hair is not tousled.\footnote{802} Lord buddhas never speak harshly so (78) their hair is not bristly.\footnote{803} Lord buddhas accomplish what is advantageous to people with the fragrance of the flowers of the limbs of awakening so (79) their hair has a fragrant smell. And (80) lord buddhas have palms of the hands and soles of the feet adored with the śrīvatsa, svastika, and nandyāvarta symbols. Subhūti, those are the eighty minor signs on a tathāgata’s body.

73.94 “It is thus, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings gather beings by the twofold way of giving material gifts and the gift of Dharma. Subhūti, this is the amazing and marvelous dharma of bodhisattva great beings.

73.95 “Subhūti, how do [F.82.b] bodhisattva great beings gather beings by kind words? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings gather beings with the six perfections—the perfection of giving, perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom. Bodhisattva great beings gather being with those six perfections, by kind words. And why? Because all wholesome dharmas are included in these six perfections.

73.96 “Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings gather beings by beneficial actions?

“They have gathered beings for a long time with those same six perfections, which is to say, by giving gifts, kind words, beneficial actions, and consistency between words and deeds.

73.97 “Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom give this advice and instruction to bodhisattva great beings: ‘Hey, sons of a good family! Come here! Become skilled at syllable accomplishment.\footnote{804} Become skilled at one syllable, become skilled at two syllables, up to become skilled at forty-five syllables.\footnote{805} Know through one syllable that all have a decline.\footnote{806} Know through two that all have a decline. Know through three that all have a decline. Know through..., up to forty-five syllables that all have a decline. Meditate on forty-five syllables being included in one syllable. Meditate on one syllable being included in forty-five syllables.’ They give that advice. [F.83.a] Those bodhisattva great beings, Subhūti, are skilled at one syllable; are skilled at..., up to forty-five syllables; are skilled at meditation on forty-five syllables being included in one syllable; are skilled at one syllable being included in forty-five syllables; and, having made themselves skilled in syllable accomplishment, they are skilled in the accomplishment of that for which there are no syllables. To illustrate, Subhūti, it is just like tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas. They are skilled in dharmas and skilled in syllables, and, being skilled in dharmas and skilled in syllables, teach the Dharma. Through letters they
teach the Dharma for which there are no syllables. That Dharma, Subhūti, being the appearance of that for which there are no letters, is a magical creation.”

Then venerable Subhūti inquired of the Lord, “Lord, if, because of the emptinesses of what transcends limits and no beginning and no end, a being absolutely cannot be apprehended, a dharma also cannot be apprehended, and a dharma’s intrinsic nature cannot be apprehended, well then, Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom arisen from maturation, practicing the perfection of meditative stabilization, practicing the perfection of perseverance, practicing the perfection of patience, practicing the perfection of morality, practicing the perfection of giving, practicing the four concentrations, practicing the four immeasurables, practicing the four formless absorptions, practicing the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, practicing the fourteen emptinesses, practicing the signless, practicing the wishless, practicing the meditative stabilizations, practicing the eight deliverances, practicing the nine [F.83.b] successive absorption stations, practicing the ten tathāgata powers, practicing the four fearlessnesses, practicing the four detailed and thorough knowledges, practicing the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, practicing the thirty-two major marks and eighty minor signs of a great person, and practicing the six clairvoyances arisen from maturation teach the Dharma to beings? There a being and a designation of a being cannot be apprehended, and because a being cannot be apprehended, form also cannot be apprehended, up to consciousness cannot be apprehended, the six perfections cannot be apprehended, and similarly, up to the eighty minor signs cannot be apprehended, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha cannot be apprehended. Form is not apprehended in that being and designation of a being that do not exist, and similarly, up to the eighty minor signs are not apprehended. If the eighty minor signs are not apprehended, Lord, how then do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom teach the Dharma to beings?

“Lord, those bodhisattva great beings would be inspiring beings to take up dharmas that do not exist and would be connecting them with error, would they not? And why? Lord, it is because bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving do not apprehend even a bodhisattva, never mind the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening.”

Venerable Subhūti having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! It is exactly as you say! Subhūti, a being, because it cannot be apprehended, should be known [F.84.a] as inner emptiness, should be known as outer emptiness, should be known as inner and outer emptiness, and similarly, connect this with each, up to should be known as the
emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. The aggregates should be known as emptiness, the constituents should be known as emptiness, the sense fields should be known as emptiness, and dependent origination should be known as emptiness. The emptiness of a self, emptiness of a being, emptiness of a living being, emptiness of a creature, emptiness of one born of Manu, emptiness of a person, and the emptiness of one who lives, and of one who does, one who makes someone else do, a motivator, one who motivates, one who feels, one who makes someone else feel, one who knows, and one who sees should be known as emptiness. Similarly, connect this with the concentrations should be known as emptiness, and the immeasurables, formless absorptions, and applications of mindfulness should be known as emptiness, up to the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening should be known as emptiness, emptiness should be known as emptiness, and signlessness and wishlessness should be known as emptiness. Similarly, connect this with the emptiness of the eight deliverances, emptiness of the nine serial absorptions, emptiness of the ten tathāgata powers, emptiness of the four fearlessnesses, emptiness of the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and that of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha should be known as emptiness. The result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening should be known as emptiness. The level of a bodhisattva should be known as emptiness. A buddhafield should be known as emptiness. Awakening should be known as emptiness. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings, having thus seen that all those dharmas are empty, teach the doctrine to beings who have gone wrong. [F.84.b] They teach the doctrine so that in those emptinesses, one way or the other, they do not turn back. They see that all dharmas are without obscurations, do not make any dharma complicated, do not make a division, and teach the doctrine as it really is.

73.101 “To illustrate, a tathāgata’s magical creation magically creates many hundred million magical creations. It establishes one in giving; establishes another in morality; and establishes another in patience, another in perseverance, another in meditative stabilization, another in wisdom, another in the concentrations, another in the immeasurables, another in the formless absorptions, another in the applications of mindfulness, up to another in the eightfold noble path, up to and another in the knowledge of all aspects. It establishes one in the result of stream enterer, up to and establishes another in awakening. Subhūti, what do you think, on account of that magical creation has there been an increase in any dharma?”

“No, Lord,” he replied.
“Subhūti,” continued the Lord, “through this one of many explanations, you should know just how bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom teach the doctrine to beings, releasing them from errors by way of their not being bound and not being freed, and establishing them in things as they really are. And why? Subhūti, it is because form is not bound and is not freed; and feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not bound and is not freed. Form’s state of not being bound and not being freed is not form; feeling’s…, perception’s…, volitional factors’…, and consciousness’s state of not being bound and not being freed is not consciousness, up to compounded and uncompounded dharmas’ state of not being bound and not being freed is not compounded and uncompounded dharmas. [F.85.a] And why? Subhūti, it is because form…, up to consciousness…, up to compounded and uncompounded dharmas are absolutely pure.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom teach the doctrine to beings but do not apprehend them as beings. Furthermore, standing in a way that does not apprehend dharmas, bodhisattva great beings stand by way of not apprehending ‘form is empty,’ up to by way of not apprehending ‘consciousness is empty,’ up to by way of not apprehending ‘compounded and uncompounded dharmas are empty.’

“Compounded and uncompounded dharmas are not located anywhere. And why? It is because they have no intrinsic nature where they might be located, so something nonexistent is not located in something nonexistent; something’s own existence is not located in something nonexistent; and something else’s existence is not located in something nonexistent or in something’s own existence. And why? Subhūti, it is because they all cannot be apprehended and what cannot be apprehended is not located anywhere. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom meditate on all those dharmas as empty. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that have not done anything wrong to the lord buddhas, the bodhisattvas, the pratyekabuddhas, the worthy ones, or any noble beings. And why? Subhūti, it is because the lord buddhas, the bodhisattvas, the pratyekabuddhas, the worthy ones, and all the noble beings understand just that true dharmic nature of dharmas, and having understood it teach the doctrine to beings [F.85.b] without going beyond that true dharmic nature of dharmas, because the dharma-constituent does not go beyond anything, and suchness and the very limit of reality do not go beyond anything either. Why? Because they have no intrinsic nature that goes beyond anything.” [B52]
The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if, in the dharma-constituent, there is no going beyond, and in suchness and at the very limit of reality there is no going beyond, well then, Lord, is form one thing and the dharma-constituent another, suchness another, and the very limit of reality another? Is consciousness one thing and compounded and uncompounded dharmas, dharmas that are ordinary and extraordinary, and those with outflows and without outflows another?”

“No, Subhūti,” he replied. “Form is not one thing and the dharma-constituent is not another. Suchness is not one thing and the very limit of reality is not another. Consciousness is not one thing, up to all dharmas are not another. The dharma-constituent is not one thing and suchness and the very limit of reality are not another.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked further, “Lord, if form is not one thing and the dharma-constituent is not another, up to consciousness is not one thing, up to all compounded and uncompounded dharmas are not one thing, and similarly, up to and the dharma-constituent is not another, well then, Lord, how can you make a detailed presentation of the bad results of wicked dharmas as ‘the hells, the animal world, and the world of Yama,’ [F.86.a] the good results of bright dharmas as ‘the gods and human beings,’ the wicked and bright results of wicked and bright dharmas as ‘a mixture of happiness and suffering,’ and the bright, not wicked, results of bright, not wicked, dharmas as ‘the result of stream enterer, result of once-returner, result of non-returner, state of a worthy one, pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?’

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, an exposition of a detailed presentation of results is simply based on conventional truth. An exposition of a detailed presentation of results is impossible as ultimate truth. And why? Because name and form are not produced and do not stop, are not defiled and not purified; those dharmas are undifferentiated, not something that can be talked about—that is, they are an emptiness of what transcends limits and an emptiness of no beginning and no end.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if the detailed presentation of results is based on conventional truth and does not exist ultimately, well then, Lord, would not simple, ordinary folk come to be in the result of stream enterer, or the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, were simple, ordinary folk to know the conventional truth or the ultimate truth, [F.86.b] well then, for them there would also be a detailed presentation of the
result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. If they were to know ‘the conventional truth’ or ‘the ultimate truth’ they would not be counted as simple, ordinary folk, but they do not have such comprehension, so for them there is no detailed presentation of the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Therefore, Subhūti, for simple, ordinary folk there is no path and there is no presentation of the path. Simple, ordinary folk do not cultivate the path so how could there be a presentation of the results? For noble persons there is a path and there is a presentation of the path. They cultivate the path so there is a presentation of the results as well.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, when they have become habituated to the path, does the result appear and do they attain the result?”

“No, Subhūti. The result does not appear, and they do not attain the result from having become habituated to the path; nor, Subhūti, do they attain the result from having not become habituated to the path. They do not attain the result with the path and not with what is not the path, and not without standing on the path. It is thus, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom present the results in detail to beings but do not make a presentation of the results in a way that curbs the dharma-constituent.”

“If the results have not been presented in detail by curbing the compounded element and the uncompounded element, given that you, Lord, have said, ‘This is the result of stream enterer because three fetters have been eliminated; this is the result of once-returner because of a weakening of attachment to sense objects and malice; this is the result of non-returner because the fetters that are associated with living in the desire realm have been eliminated; this is the state of a worthy one because the five fetters that are associated with the upper realms have been eliminated; a pratyekabuddha’s awakening is to “every dharma qualified by origination, all of them, are subject to cessation”; and the elimination of all residual impression connections is perfect, complete awakening,’ then, Lord, how am I to understand what you have said, Lord, that ‘the results have not been presented in detail by curbing the compounded and uncompounded dharmas?’”

“Subhūti,” asked the Lord in return, “is the result of stream enterer, or the result of once-returner, or the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, or unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening compounded or are they uncompounded?”
“They are uncompounded, Lord; they are uncompounded, Sugata,” he replied.

73.115 “Subhūti, is there a curb on an uncompounded dharma?” asked the Lord.
“No, Lord.”

73.116 “Subhūti, when a son of a good family or daughter of a good family realizes that compounded or uncompounded dharmas have only one mark—that is, no mark—at that time do they curb any compounded or uncompounded dharma?”
“No, Lord.” [F.87.b]

73.117 “In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom teach the doctrine to beings based on not curbing anything—that is, by way of inner emptiness, up to the emptiness of its own mark. They personally do not settle down on, and they do not cause others to settle down on, any dharma at all, be it the perfection of giving, or the perfection of morality, or the perfection of patience, or the perfection of perseverance, or the perfection of concentration, or the perfection of wisdom, or the first concentration, or..., up to the fourth concentration, or love, or compassion, or joy, or equanimity, or..., up to the station of neither perception nor nonperception, or the applications of mindfulness, or..., up to the eightfold noble path, or..., up to the knowledge of all aspects. And because they do not settle down, they are not attached to anything.

73.118 “This is like a tathāgata’s magical creation. It also gives gifts, and also is not attached to any result except for the welfare of all beings—their passing into nirvāṇa—and also will not experience the result of giving. It does not stand in any dharma at all, up to the six perfections, up to in dharmas that are with outflows and without outflows, ordinary and extraordinary, and compounded and uncompounded. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom also practice all dharmas but do not stand in and are not attached to any dharma. And why? Because they have understood well what marks the dharmas as the dharmas.”

73.119 This was the seventy-third chapter, “Exposition of the Major Marks and Minor Signs and the Completion of Letters,” of [F.88.a] “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 74: EXPOSITION OF THE SAMENESS OF DHARMAS

74.1 Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, how have bodhisattva great beings realized well what marks dharmas as dharmas?”

74.2 “Subhūti, to illustrate, a magical creation has nothing to do with greed, hatred, and confusion; it has nothing to do with form, up to it has nothing to do with consciousness; and similarly, it has nothing to do with inner and outer dharmas, has nothing to do with bad proclivities and obsessions, has nothing to do with dharmas with outflows and without outflows, and has nothing to do with ordinary and extraordinary dharmas, those shared in common and not shared in common, or those that are compounded and uncompounded; and it has nothing to do with the path and has nothing to do with the results. To have realized well what marks the dharmas as being dharmas is like that.”

74.3 “Lord, how do they meditate on the path of a magical creation?”

Subhūti, it is based on meditating on the path on account of which they are not defiled, are not purified, and do not appear in any of the five forms of life in saṃsāra.”

74.4 “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings realize all dharmas that are nonexistent things?”

“Subhūti,” asked the Lord in return, “is there any existent thing apprehended in a tathāgata’s magical creation, thanks to which it is defiled and is purified?”

74.5 “No, Lord. Lord, there is no existent thing apprehended in a tathāgata’s magical creation thanks to which it is defiled and is purified; there is no existent thing in the five forms of life in saṃsāra.” [F.88.b]

74.6 “Subhūti, to have realized well what marks the dharmas as being dharmas is like that,” said the Lord.
Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, is all form like a tathāgata’s magical creation? Are all feeling, all perception, all volitional factors, and all consciousness like a tathāgata’s magical creation?”

“Subhūti, all form is like a tathāgata’s magical creation. All feeling, all perception, all volitional factors, and all consciousness are like a tathāgata’s magical creation."

“Lord, if all are like a tathāgata’s magical creation, and if a magical creation has no form, has no feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, and has no defilement or purification, and if the five forms of life in samsāra from which beings will be liberated do not exist, how is there going to be a bodhisattva great being’s personal heroic power?”

“What do you think, Subhūti,” asked the Lord, “earlier when bodhisattva great beings practiced the bodhisattva’s practice, did they apprehend any being to be liberated from hell, or the animal world, or the world of Yama, or from being a human or a god?”

“No, Lord.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! Bodhisattva great beings do not apprehend any being to be liberated from the three realms. And why? Because they know, see, and are aware that all phenomena are like an illusion and are like a magical creation.”

“Lord, if bodhisattva great beings know, see, and are aware that all phenomena are like an illusion and are like a magical creation, then for whose sake do they practice the six perfections, four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, and path to awakening; purify a buddhafield; and bring beings to maturity?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, if, just on their own, beings knew that all dharmas are like a dream and are like a magical creation, then bodhisattva great beings would not practice the bodhisattva’s practice for the sake of beings for incalculable eons either. But, Subhūti, beings do not know that all dharmas are like an illusion and are like a magical creation just on their own, so bodhisattva great beings, practicing the six perfections, bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafield.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, if all phenomena are like a dream, like an apparition, like an illusion, like a mirage, and like a magical creation, where are beings such that by practicing the perfection of wisdom bodhisattva great beings cause them to advance beyond that location?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “beings are located in unreal names and causal signs, so, practicing the perfection of wisdom, bodhisattva great beings cause them to advance beyond names and causal signs.” [F.89.b]
Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, what is a name, and what is a causal sign?”

The Lord said, “Subhūti, these—namely, *name* and *causal sign*—are names plucked out of thin air. And these—namely, *name* or *causal sign*, or *form*, or... , *up to consciousness*, or *woman*, or *man*, or *boy*, or *girl*, or *hell*, or *animal world*, or *world of Yama*, or *god*, or *human*, or *compounded dharma*, or *uncompounded dharma*, or *result of stream enterer*, or *result of once-returner*, or *result of non-returner*, or *state of a worthy one*, or *pratyekabuddha’s awakening*, or *unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening*—are made-up name designations. Subhūti, the basic nature of all dharmas is *name* because they point somewhere. All compounded phenomena are just mere names. Simple, ordinary folk are attached to them, so bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom dissuade them with skillful means, saying, ‘You should not get attached to this word that has arisen when there is false imagination of the unreal, on account of false imagination, and which is empty of an intrinsic nature and without any real basis. The learned do not settle down on empty dharmas.’ Subhūti, that is how bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means teach the Dharma to beings.

“What, Subhūti, is a causal sign? Subhūti, that to which simple, ordinary folk become attached is a causal sign. There are two. Which two? They are the causal sign of *form* and the causal sign of the formless.

“Subhūti, what is the causal sign of form? Subhūti, here, given that all these dharmas are momentary, when there is grasping of any gross or subtle or exemplary or vile form at all through false imagination, that is said to be the causal sign of form.

“Subhūti, what is the causal sign of the formless? Subhūti, when affliction is generated through false imagination on account of having grasped any formless dharma at all as a casual sign, that is said to be the causal sign of the formless.

“Simple, ordinary folk become attached to them, so bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom detach them from those causal signs with skillful means and cause them to enter into the signlessness entity, establishing them there. One way or the other they cause them to enter into it and establish them in it in such a way that they do not fall into the duality of ‘this is a causal sign, and this is the absence of a causal sign.’ It is thus, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom detach them from causal signs with skillful means and cause them to enter into, and establish them in, the element of no signs.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, if all dharmas end up as simply that—end up as simply the absence of a causal sign like that—then, Lord, how will bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom
Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, if a causal sign were to be an existent thing, not a nonexistent thing, then bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom would not become special on account of wholesome dharmas and would not establish others as special on account of wholesome dharmas. But, Subhūti, a causal sign is not an existent thing like that, it is a nonexistent thing. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom by way of signlessness bring the perfection of concentration to completion, by way of signlessness bring the perfection of perseverance to completion, and similarly, connect this with by way of signlessness bring the perfection of patience to completion, bring the perfection of morality to completion, and bring the perfection of giving to completion; bring the immeasurables, formless absorptions, and applications of mindfulness to completion; up to bring the eightfold noble path to completion; bring inner emptiness to completion, bring outer emptiness to completion, bring inner and outer emptiness to completion, and similarly, connect this with each, up to by way of signlessness bring the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature to completion; bring the deliverances to completion, bring the successive absorption stations to completion, and similarly, connect this with each, up to by way of signlessness bring the ten tathāgata powers to completion, up to bring the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha to completion. Having brought those wholesome dharmas to completion, they connect others with those wholesome dharmas as well, by way of signlessness.

“Subhūti, if any causal sign, even just posited as a part of the tip of a strand of hair, were to exist, and bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom were not to awaken fully to dharmas through the absence of a sign, the absence of mindfulness, and the absence of attention, they also would not establish beings in suchness just as it is, in all dharmas without outflows. Subhūti, it is because all dharmas are without outflows, without signs, without mindfulness, and without attention, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom work for the welfare of all beings through dharmas without outflows.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, if all dharmas are without signs, without mindfulness, and without attention, well then, Lord, how do you enumerate ‘these are dharmas with outflows, these are dharmas without..."
outflows; these are dharmas shared in common and these are dharmas not shared in common; these are śrāvaka dharmas, these are pratyekabuddha dharmas, these are bodhisattva dharmas, and these are buddhadharmas?’”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord asked him in return, “What do you think, Subhūti, is signlessness one thing and śrāvaka dharmas another?”

“No, Lord.”

“What do you think, Subhūti, is signlessness one thing and pratyekabuddha dharmas another, is signlessness one thing and bodhisattva dharmas another, or is signlessness one thing and the buddhadharmas another?”

“No, Lord.” [F.91.b]

“Well then, Subhūti, is signlessness itself the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, the pratyekabuddha dharmas, the bodhisattva dharmas, and a buddha?”

“That is so, Lord.”

“By the same token, Subhūti, you should know that all dharmas are signless, so bodhisattva great beings training in all those signless dharmas grow on account of all wholesome dharmas—namely, grow on account of the six perfections, four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.

“And why? Because there is nothing bodhisattva great beings should train in other than training in dharmas that are emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness.

“And why? Subhūti, it is because all wholesome dharmas are included within these three gateways to liberation. Thus, the emptiness of its own mark is the emptiness gateway to liberation; the absence of a causal sign is the signlessness gateway to liberation; and the absence of occasioning anything is the wishlessness gateway to liberation. The bodhisattva great beings training in those three gateways to liberation train in the five aggregates, train in the twelve sense fields, train in the eighteen constituents, train in the four formless absorptions, [F.92.a] train in the four noble truths, train in the twelve links of dependent origination, train in inner emptiness, train in outer emptiness, train in inner and outer emptiness, up to train in the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, train in the four applications of mindfulness, up to train in the eightfold noble path, train in the ten tathāgata powers, and train in the four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.”
Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom train in the five appropriating aggregates?”

“Subhūti,” he replied, “here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom are aware of form, which is to say, they are aware of how form arises, how form ceases, and of the suchness of form.

“How are they aware of form? They are aware that just as, for example, a mass of foam is without a core, similarly form also is full of holes, a conduit for waste water without any core at all.

“How are they aware of the arising of form? Form does not come from anywhere and does not go anywhere, so they are aware that the arising of form is like that, coming from nowhere and going nowhere. Subhūti, they are aware that the arising and passing away of form is like that, coming from nowhere and going nowhere.

“How are they aware of the suchness of form? They are aware that there is no production, no cessation, no coming, no going, no defilement, no purification, no increase, [F.92.b] and no decrease in suchness. That is how they are aware of suchness. Furthermore, Subhūti, the way things are does not deviate from the way things are, that is why it is called suchness. In it there is no falsehood. That is also why it is called suchness. They are aware that the suchness of form is like that.

“How are they aware of feeling? How are they aware of the arising of feeling? How are they aware of the passing away of feeling? How are they aware of the suchness of feeling? To illustrate, the arising and passing away of a water bubble is hollow. They are aware that feeling is like that. It does not come from anywhere and does not go anywhere. They are aware that the arising and passing away of feeling is like that. How are they aware of the suchness of feeling? Suchness does not deviate from the way things are. They are aware that the suchness of feeling is like that.

“How are they aware of perception? To illustrate, you absolutely cannot apprehend any water in a mirage. They are aware that a perception is like that. It does not come from anywhere and does not go anywhere. They are aware that the arising and passing away of a perception is like that. How are they aware of the suchness of perception? They are aware that the suchness of perception is just like the suchness of feeling.

“How are they aware of volitional factors? To illustrate, if you peel away each of the layers of bark of a plantain tree, you cannot apprehend a core. They are aware that volitional factors are like that. How are they aware of the arising and passing away of volitional factors? They do not come from anywhere and do not go anywhere. They are aware that the arising and
passing away of volitional factors is like that. How are they aware of the suchness of volitional factors? They are aware that the suchness of volitional factors is just like the suchness of feeling.

“How are they aware of consciousness? They are aware that consciousness is just like a mass of four-unit forces conjured up by a magician. It does not come [F.93.a] from anywhere and does not go anywhere. They are aware that the arising and passing away of consciousness is like that. How are they aware of the suchness of consciousness? They are aware that the suchness of consciousness is just like the suchness of feeling. Therefore, they are aware of the suchness of consciousness.

“How do they know the constituents?

“As for the eye constituent, it is empty of an eye constituent’s intrinsic nature. They are aware that the eye constituent is like that. How do they know the form constituent? The form constituent is empty of a form constituent’s intrinsic nature. They are aware that the form constituent is like that. How do they know the eye consciousness constituent? The eye consciousness constituent is empty of an eye consciousness constituent’s intrinsic nature. They are aware that the eye consciousness constituent is like that.

“How are they aware of the ear constituent, sound constituent, and ear consciousness constituent ... ; the nose constituent, smell constituent, and nose consciousness constituent ... ; the tongue constituent, taste constituent, and tongue consciousness constituent ... ; the body constituent, feeling constituent, and body consciousness constituent ... ; and the thinking-mind constituent? The thinking-mind constituent is empty of a thinking-mind constituent’s intrinsic nature. They are aware that the thinking-mind constituent is like that. How do they know the dharma constituent? The dharma constituent is empty of a dharma constituent’s intrinsic nature. They are aware that the dharma constituent is like that. How do they know the thinking-mind consciousness constituent? The thinking-mind consciousness constituent is empty of a thinking-mind consciousness constituent’s intrinsic nature. They are aware that the thinking-mind consciousness constituent is like that. Therefore, they are aware of the eighteen constituents.

“How are they aware of the sense fields? The inner sense fields are empty of the inner sense fields’ intrinsic nature, and the outer sense fields are empty of the outer sense fields’ intrinsic nature. They are aware that the sense fields are like that. [F.93.b]

“How are they aware of the noble truths? They are aware of the noble truth of suffering, and they are aware of the noble truths of origination, cessation, and the path. How are they aware of the noble truth of suffering?
They are aware of it as suffering, aware of it as a truth, and aware that ‘it is truth for noble beings.’ They are aware that, freed from bifurcation and nondual, it is truth for noble beings. So too origination, so too cessation, and so too the path leading to the cessation of suffering as well—they are aware that these are truths for noble beings.

“How are they aware of the suchness of suffering? The suchness of suffering is exactly like that. That is how they are aware of the suchness of suffering. So too are they aware of the suchness of origination, cessation, and the path.

“How are they aware of dependent origination? They are aware that a dependent origination is unproduced. Similarly, they are aware that a dependent origination does not cease, is not annihilated, is not eternal, is not one and is not many, does not come and does not go, and is without thought construction and at peace.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom are aware in that way of those dharmas that are different from each other, well then, Lord, does that not complicate the dharma-constituent?”

“Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “it would be complicated if any other dharma not included in the dharma-constituent were to be apprehended, but, Subhūti, no other dharma not included in the dharma-constituent is found, so no other dharma that might complicate the dharma-constituent can be apprehended. And why? Subhūti, it is because no other dharma not included in the dharma-constituent—none at all—is found by either a tathāgata or a tathāgata’s śrāvakas, so, since they have not apprehended it, they do not say, ‘There is some other dharma not included in the dharma-constituent that can be apprehended.’ Subhūti, that is how bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should train in the dharma-constituent.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, in what are bodhisattva great beings training in the dharma-constituent trained?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training in the dharma-constituent are trained in all dharmas. And why? Subhūti, it is because all dharmas are the dharma-constituent.”

“Lord, why are all dharmas the dharma-constituent?”

“Subhūti, it is because whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise, this dharma-constituent of dharmas remains in an undifferentiated way. Subhūti, these—namely, all wholesome and unwholesome, and compounded and uncompounded dharmas—are the
dharma-constituent. Therefore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings
practicing the perfection of wisdom have trained in the dharma-constituent,
they have trained in all dharmas.”

The Lord having said that, [F.94.b] venerable Subhūti further inquired of
him, “Lord, if all dharmas are the dharma-constituent, well then, Lord, how
should bodhisattva great beings train in the perfection of wisdom? Similarly,
how should they train in the perfection of concentration, how should they
train in the perfection of perseverance, how should they train in the
perfection of patience, how should they train in the perfection of morality,
and how should they train in the perfection of giving; and similarly, how
should bodhisattva great beings train in the first concentration, and how
should they train in the second concentration, third concentration, and
fourth concentration; and similarly, how should they train in love, and how
should they train in compassion, joy, and equanimity; and similarly, how
should they train in the station of endless space, up to in the station of
neither perception nor nonperception; and similarly, how should they train in
the applications of mindfulness, and similarly, how should they train in the
right efforts, legs of miraculous power, faculties, powers, limbs of
awakening, and eightfold noble path; how should they train in emptiness,
and how should they train in signlessness and wishlessness; how should
they train in the eight deliverances, and how should they train in the
absorptions; and similarly, how should they train in the ten tathāgata powers,
and how should they train in the four fearlessnesses, four detailed and
thorough knowledges, great compassion, and the eighteen distinct
attributes of a buddha; how [F.95.a] should they train in order to accomplish
the clairvoyances and the thirty-two major marks of a great person; how
should they train in order to accomplish the eighty minor signs; how should
they train in order to be born in great sāla tree–like royal families, how
should they train in order to be born in great sāla tree–like brahmin families,
and how should they train in order to be born among the Cāturmahā-
rājika gods, how should they train in order to be born among the
Trāyastriṃśa gods, and how should they train in order to be born among the
Yāma, Tuṣita, Nirmāṇarati, and Paranirmitavaśavartin gods, and among the
Brahmakāyika gods, and among the Brahmāpurohita, Brahmāpaśadya,
Parittābha, Apramānābha, Ābhāsvara, Parittaśubha, Apramāṇaśubha,
Śubhakṛtsna, Bṛhatphala, and Asaṃjñisattva gods; how should they train in
order not to be born among them; how should they train in order to be
born among the Śuddhāvāsa— the Avṛha, Atapa, Sudṛśa, Sudarśana, and
Akanistha gods; how should they train in order to be born in the
Ākāśānantyāyatana, up to in the Naivasamjñānāsajñāyatana; how should
they train in the production of the first thought, and how should they train in the production of the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth thought; and how should they train at the śrāvaka level, how should they train at the pratyekabuddha level, how should they train at the bodhisattva level, how should they train at bringing beings to maturity, how should they train at purifying a buddhafied, how should they train at the dhāraṇī gateways, how should they train in all the meditative stabilizations, and how should they train in the awakening path by training in which they will know all dharmas in all their aspects? Lord, these conceptualizations do not exist in the dharma-constituent, so would bodhisattva great beings not be practicing in error or else be engaging in thought construction where there is no thought construction? And why? Lord, because in the dharma-constituent those conceptualizations do not exist. Form is not the dharma-constituent, and feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are not the dharma-constituent; the dharma-constituent is not other than form, and the dharma-constituent is not other than feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness. Just form is the dharma-constituent and just the dharma-constituent is form, up to just consciousness is the dharma-constituent and just the dharma-constituent is consciousness. Similarly, like the repetitive section for the inner dharmas, connect this with all dharmas.”

Venerable Subhūti having inquired about that, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! It is exactly as you say! Subhūti, just form is the dharma-constituent, and just feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are the dharma-constituent; and just the dharma-constituent is form, and just the dharma-constituent is feeling, perception, [F.96.a] volitional factors, and consciousness. Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom were to see some other dharma not included in the dharma-constituent, they would not rest in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. So, because all dharmas are the dharma-constituent, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom therefore are aware of all dharmas as they really are, the dharma-constituent. But even though bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom are aware of all dharmas as they really are, the dharma-constituent, still they teach the nameless dharmas with names and conventional terms: ‘this is form, this is feeling, this is perception, these are volitional factors, this is consciousness’; similarly, connect this with each, up to ‘this is awakening.’

“To illustrate, Subhūti, a clever, well-trained magician or magician’s apprentice, having done some conjuring over a suitable material prop, might make various things appear—namely, a woman’s body, or a man’s body, or an elephant’s body, or a horse’s body, or a bull’s body, or a garden, or a
delightful park, or a delightful river, or a delightful lotus pond. Having displayed various coverings, mats and carpets, there, they make flowers, flower garlands, and soft and hard food appear, and delight people with singing and music. They give gifts, or guard morality, or make a practice of being patient, or make a vigorous effort, or play in the meditative stabilizations, or cultivate wisdom, or they exhibit there, in those sorts of ways, great sāla tree–like royal families, great sāla tree–like brahmin families, or great sāla tree–like business families; or they show the Cāturmahāraṇīka gods, or show the axial mountain Sumeru, or show the Trāyastriṃśa gods, or show the Yama, or Tuṣita, or Nirmāṇarati, or Paranīmitavaśavartin gods; or show..., up to the formless Naivasamjñānasamjñāyatana gods; or show those who are stream enterers, or once-returners, or non-returners, or worthy ones, or pratyekabuddhas; or show bodhisattvas—starting from those who have first produced the thought, are practicing the perfection of giving, and are practicing the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom; those who are practicing on the first level, up to are practicing on the tenth level; those who are practicing in the secure state of a bodhisattva, and are accomplishing the clairvoyances and playing with them, bringing beings to maturity, purifying a buddhafiel, and playing in the concentrations, deliverances, meditative stabilizations, and absorptions; those who are giving away the major or minor parts of their bodies, undertaking the difficult practices, illuminating world systems, and accomplishing the ten tathāgata powers, and accomplishing the fearlessnesses, detailed and thorough knowledges, great love, and great compassion—or show a buddha’s body with all the major and minor limbs completed. When they do so, those beings with a naturally childish disposition think about this and understand as follows: ‘Ah! This man has made such a display of these various bodies, and similarly, connect this with each, up to the buddha’s body that these people accept it as real. He is really well trained to somehow or other make it all beautiful and delightful.’ Those with a naturally intelligent disposition who are there, who are brilliant, wise, and endowed with the ability to investigate and reflect on those bodies, think about this and understand that, ‘Here there is nothing at all that can be apprehended, so this man is delighting those groups of beings with things that are not real. Thus they think what an amazing, marvelous Dharma that an understanding arises that these people are perceiving a materially existence in regard to these things where nothing materially exists at all.'
“Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not see any other dharma not included in the dharma-constituent, and it is true that while practicing the perfection of wisdom, they do not apprehend a being or the designation of a being, but still, endowed with skillful means they personally give gifts, establish others in giving, speak in praise of giving, and speak in praise of others giving gifts as well, welcoming it. They personally guard morality..., they personally make a practice of being patient..., they personally make a vigorous effort..., they personally also become absorbed in concentration..., and they personally also cultivate wisdom, establish others in wisdom, speak in praise of wisdom, and speak in praise of others cultivating wisdom as well, welcoming it. Similarly, connect this with: They personally take up the ten wholesome actions and they cause others to take up the ten wholesome actions, welcoming it. They personally take up [F.97.b] the five-point training, up to welcoming it; they personally observe the eight-branched confession and restoration, up to welcoming it; they personally accomplish and dwell in the first concentration, up to the fourth concentration, love, compassion, joy, and equanimity, and the station of endless space, up to the station of neither perception nor nonperception, up to welcoming it; they personally cultivate the applications of mindfulness, up to the eightfold noble path, up to the three gateways to liberation, eight deliverances, nine serial absorptions, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, and thirty-two major marks and eighty minor signs of a great person, up to welcoming it.

“Subhūti, if the dharma-constituent were not exactly the same later as it was before, and if it were not like that in between as well, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom would not with skillful means speak about the dharma-constituent, bring beings to maturity, and purify a buddhafield. But, Subhūti, it is because the dharma-constituent is exactly the same later as it was before, and is like that in between as well—it is because of that, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means pursue the bodhisattva’s way of life for the sake of beings.”

This was the seventy-fourth chapter, “Exposition of the Sameness of Dharmas,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 75: EXPOSITION OF NONCOMPLICATION

75.1 Then venerable Subhūti [F.98.a] asked the Lord, “Lord, if a being is absolutely not apprehended and even the designation of a being does not exist, for whose sake do bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom?”

75.2 Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, having taken the very limit of reality as the measure, bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom. Subhūti, if the very limit of reality were to be one thing and the limit of beings another, bodhisattva great beings would not practice the perfection of wisdom. But, Subhūti, the very limit of reality is not one thing and the limit of beings another, therefore bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of beings. Subhūti, by not complicating the very limit of reality, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom establish beings at the very limit of reality.”

75.3 The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if the very limit of reality is also the limit of beings, well then, how is a very limit of reality going to rest at the very limit of reality? Lord, if a very limit of reality rests at the very limit of reality, then in that case an intrinsic nature will rest in intrinsic nature. Lord, given that an intrinsic nature does not rest in intrinsic nature, how, Lord, are bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom going to establish the limit of beings at the very limit of reality?” [F.98.b]

75.4 Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, it is true that a very limit of reality does not rest at the very limit of reality and an intrinsic nature does not rest in intrinsic nature, but still, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means establish the limit of beings at the very limit of reality without complicating the very limit of reality. Therefore, Subhūti, the very limit of
reality is not one thing and the limit of beings is not another. The very limit of reality and the limit of beings are not two, are not divided, are not broken apart, and are not cut apart.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, what are the skillful means in possession of which bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means establish beings at the very limit of reality without complicating the very limit of reality?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here, starting from the first production of the thought, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom establish beings in the perfection of giving. Having established them in the perfection of giving, while teaching the prior limit and later limit and midpoint of that giving, they teach, ‘Just as this giving’s prior limit and later limit are empty, and its midpoint is empty, so too this gift is empty, the giving’s result is empty, the benefactor is empty, and the recipient is empty. Son of a good family, since this is the case, do not suppose all those things exist at the very limit of reality; do not suppose the giving is one thing and the result of the gift another; do not suppose the benefactor is one thing and the recipient another. Do not suppose, son of a good family, when you are giving that it is one thing and the result of the giving another, do not suppose the benefactor is one thing and the recipient another, and then, son of a good family, this giving of yours will be the elixir of immortality for both, your giving will have the elixir of immortality as its result and will end up as the elixir of immortality. But you should not, on account of this giving, hold onto form, you should not hold onto feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. And why? Because this giving of yours is empty of an intrinsic nature of giving, its result is empty of an intrinsic nature of a gift, the benefactor is empty of an intrinsic nature of a benefactor, and the recipient is empty of an intrinsic nature of a recipient, so in emptiness giving cannot be apprehended, and neither can the result of giving, the benefactor, or the recipient. And why? Because those dharmas are utterly empty of an intrinsic nature.’

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means establish beings in the perfection of morality, saying, ‘Come here, son of a good family. You must stop killing and must turn back from killing. Similarly, connect this with each, up to You must stop wrong view and must turn back from wrong view. That sort of intrinsic nature you have looked for in all those dharmas does not exist at all, so, son of a good family, reflect deeply on what those phenomena—the living being who is being killed and that with which the living being is being killed—are. Similarly, connect this with each, up to wrong view.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom in possession of such skillful
means bring beings to maturity and teach them the result of giving and morality [F.99.b]—teaching them that the result of giving and morality is empty of an intrinsic nature, whereby those sons of a good family come to know that the result of giving and morality is empty of an intrinsic nature and do not settle down on it. In a state in which they do not settle down, they generate a state without distraction and generate wisdom; with that wisdom they cut off all bad proclivities and obsessions and pass into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind, but as an ordinary convention, not ultimately. And why? Because in emptiness no phenomenon can be apprehended that is passing into complete nirvāṇa or that has passed into complete nirvāṇa, and yet this—namely, the emptiness of what transcends limits—is still their complete nirvāṇa. [B53]

“Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom see other beings and other persons who are emotionally upset and bearing malice toward each other, they give advice and instruction, saying, ‘Come here, son of a good family. All those dharmas on account of which you are bearing malice are empty of a basic nature. You both should have patience. You should get used to being patient. You should become the tolerant type. Hey! Reflect deeply on the fact that the object of malice, someone bearing malice, and that on account of which someone bears malice are all empty of an intrinsic nature, and what is empty of a basic nature is never not empty. It is not made by tathāgatas, nor is it made by pratyekabuddhas, śrāvakas, bodhisattvas, gods, nāgas, yakṣas, gandharvas, kinnaras, mahoragas, Cāturmahāraṇāja gods, up to Paranirmitavāsavartin gods, Brahmās, up to Śubhakṛtsna, up to or those in the Śuddhāvāsa and Naiva saṃjñā nāsaṃjñāyatana. Son of a good family, reflect deeply on the fact that the object of malice, someone who is bearing malice, and that on account of which someone bears malice are all empty of an intrinsic nature. Emptiness does not bear malice to anyone at all.’ Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom in possession of such skillful means connect beings to the emptiness of a basic nature, they connect them to cause and effect as well. When they are connecting them to the emptiness of a basic nature, they excite and inspire them to take up and enter into it, and establish them in it, but as an ordinary convention, not ultimately. And why? Because in the emptiness of a basic nature something to be attained, someone who attains, and something on account of which someone attains—none of those phenomena can be apprehended.

“Subhūti, this very limit of reality where bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom for the sake of beings is the emptiness of a basic nature. A being is not apprehended there, nor is the designation of a being
apprehended there. And why? Because all phenomena are isolated from beings.\footnote{822}

75.10 Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom see beings deficient in perseverance, they inspire them with skillful means to persevere physically and mentally, saying, ‘Son of a good family, in the emptiness of a basic nature there is nothing at all to get depressed about, no one who gets depressed, and nothing that causes depression. None of those phenomena \([F.100.b]\) pass beyond the emptiness of a basic nature. Generate physical and mental effort and stop being lazy. Persevere at wholesome dharmas, namely, at giving or morality or patience or perseverance or concentration or wisdom; or at the concentrations or deliverances or meditative stabilizations or absorptions; or at the applications of mindfulness, \textit{up to} the eightfold noble path; or at emptiness or signlessness or wishlessness, \textit{up to} or at all the buddhadharmas. Observe, son of a good family, that these dharmas, as emptiness, do not present any problem. When dharmas do not present a problem, there is no depression at all.’

75.11 Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means thus inspire beings to take up the emptiness of a basic nature, cause them to enter into it and establish them in it. One way or the other they thus establish them in nonduality. And why? Because the emptiness of a basic nature is not two and is not divided, and in nonduality there is no depression at all.

75.12 Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom give advice and instruction to beings, saying, ‘Come here, son of a good family. Persevere at giving or morality or patience or perseverance or concentration or wisdom; or at the applications of mindfulness, \textit{up to} the eightfold noble path; or at the concentrations or deliverances or meditative stabilizations or absorptions; \textit{up to} or the ten tathāgata powers or four \([F.101.a]\) fearlessnesses or four detailed and thorough knowledges or great compassion; or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. Do not pay attention to those dharmas as dual and also do not pay attention to them as nondual. And why? Because all those dharmas are empty of a basic nature, and, given that they are empty of a basic nature, they cannot be paid attention to as dual and not dual.’

75.13 Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that with skillful means have practiced the practice, they bring beings to maturity. Having brought them to maturity, they gradually establish them in the result of stream enterer, establish them in the result of
once-returner and in the result of non-returner, establish them in the state of a worthy one, establish them in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and establish them in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means working for the welfare of beings cause them to enter into the cultivation of meditative stabilization, saying, ‘Come here, son of a good family. You should cultivate meditative stabilization without entertaining the notion of distraction and without entertaining the notion of meditative stabilization. And why? Because all those dharmas are empty of a basic nature, and in the emptiness of a basic nature a dharma that is a distraction or that becomes one-pointed cannot be apprehended at all. When, having stood in this meditative stabilization, you practice the emptiness of a basic nature, whatever wholesome dharma you do with your body or speech or mind, regardless of what it is—if you give gifts, or guard morality, or make a practice of being patient, or make a vigorous effort, or become absorbed in meditative stabilization, or cultivate [F.101.b] wisdom; or practice the applications of mindfulness, up to or meditate on the eightfold noble path; or meditate on the gateways to liberation, or meditative stabilizations, or absorptions, or ten tathāgata powers, or four fearlessnesses, or four detailed and thorough knowledges, or great love, or great compassion, or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, or the thirty-two major marks of a great person, or the eighty minor signs, or the śrāvaka path, or the pratyekabuddha path, or the bodhisattva path, or the buddha path, or the result of stream enterer, or the result of once-returner, or the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, or the knowledge of all aspects; or if you bring beings to maturity, or purify a buddhafield—whatever you do, you will accomplish those wholesome dharmas with little difficulty.’

“In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means work for the welfare of beings. Starting from the first production of the thought, they work for the welfare of beings by never doing what should not be done. They seek for the good, constantly and always passing on from buddhafield to buddhafield in order to attend on the lord buddhas, and until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, they do not lose any of the doctrine they have heard from those lord buddhas, even after they have changed lives. They will have always acquired the dhāraṇīs, and their faculties—whether the body faculty or speech faculty or mind faculty—never become dull. [F.102.a] And why? Because they have constantly and always cultivated the knowledge of all aspects well, and by having cultivated the knowledge of all aspects well, they have cultivated all paths well, that is, they have cultivated the śrāvaka
path, or pratyekabuddha path, or bodhisattva path, or buddha path well. The bodhisattva great beings have also cultivated the clairvoyances that help them not lose what they have heard. Remaining in those clairvoyances arisen from maturation, streaming through the five forms of life in the stream of cyclic existence but without degenerating, they work for the welfare of beings. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that stand in the emptiness of a basic nature and work for the welfare of beings.

75.16 Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, having stood in the emptiness of a basic nature, work with skillful means for the welfare of beings. Having cultivated the perfection of wisdom well they give advice and instruction to beings, saying, ‘Come here, son of a good family. Whatever acts you do physically or verbally or mentally, regardless of what they are, understand analytically that they are all empty of a basic nature so that those acts of yours will be the elixir of immortality, will have the elixir of immortality as their result, and will end up as the elixir of immortality.’ In the emptiness of a basic nature, a phenomenon that settles down or degenerates cannot be apprehended. And why? Because the emptiness of a basic nature does not degenerate and there is no phenomenon that degenerates from the emptiness of a basic nature. [F.102.b] And why? Because the emptiness of a basic nature is not a thing that really exists and not a thing that does not really exist either. Given that phenomena are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, what will degenerate?’

75.17 “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom give advice and instruction to beings like that, inspiring them to take up the emptiness of a basic nature, and while giving such advice and such instruction and causing them to enter into the emptiness of a basic nature, never do what should not be done. They personally are constantly and always inspired to take up the ten wholesome actions and they inspire others to take up the ten wholesome actions as well. Similarly, they personally pursue..., up to the five-point training and the eight-branched confession and restoration and inspire others to take up them up as well; they personally become absorbed in the first concentration and they inspire others to become absorbed in the first concentration as well; they personally become absorbed in..., up to the fourth concentration and they inspire others to become absorbed in..., up to the fourth concentration as well; they personally constantly and always abide in loving-kindness and they inspire others to take up the meditation on loving-kindness as well, up to they personally meditate on equanimity and they inspire others to take up the meditation on equanimity as well; they personally complete..., up to the
station of neither perception nor nonperception absorption and they inspire others to take up completion of the station of neither perception nor nonperception absorption as well; they personally meditate on the four applications of mindfulness and they inspire others [F.103.a] to take up meditation on the four applications of mindfulness as well, leading them to, causing them to enter, and establishing them in them; they personally meditate on... up to the eightfold noble path and they inspire others to take up meditation on... up to the eightfold noble path; they personally train in the ten tathāgata powers and they inspire others to take up training in the ten tathāgata powers as well, leading them to, causing them to enter, and establishing them in them; they personally train in accomplishing... up to the eighty minor signs and they inspire others to train in accomplishing... up to the eighty minor signs as well, leading them to, causing them to enter, and establishing them in them; they personally generate an understanding of the result of stream enterer but without themselves remaining there, and they establish others in an understanding of the result of stream enterer; they personally generate an understanding of... up to the state of a worthy one but without themselves remaining there, and they establish others in an understanding of the state of a worthy one; they personally generate an understanding of a pratyekabuddha’s awakening but without themselves remaining there, and they lead and cause others to enter into an understanding of a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, establishing them in it; and they personally generate the path of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and give advice and instruction about that path to others, leading them to, causing them to enter, and establishing them in it. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that with skillful means never do what should not be done.”

75.18 Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, if all phenomena are empty of a basic nature, and if in the emptiness of a basic nature a being is not apprehended, nor are a dharma and a path apprehended, Lord, [F.103.b] how will bodhisattva great beings stand in the knowledge of all aspects?”

75.19 Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! It is exactly as you say! All phenomena are empty of a basic nature, and in the emptiness of a basic nature a being is not apprehended, nor are a dharma or a path apprehended. Subhūti, were all phenomena not empty of a basic nature, bodhisattva great beings would not stand in the emptiness of a basic nature and, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, teach the emptiness of a basic nature doctrine. But, Subhūti, form is empty of a basic nature. Subhūti, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are empty of a basic nature, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are empty of a basic nature.”
nature, and the eighty minor signs are empty of a basic nature. Similarly, connect this with each, up to the knowledge of all aspects and abandonment of all residual impression connections are empty of a basic nature. Subhūti, given that all phenomena are empty of a basic nature, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom therefore teach the doctrine that ‘the five aggregates are empty of a basic nature’; teach the doctrine that ‘the twelve sense fields and eighteen constituents are empty of a basic nature’; and teach the doctrine that ‘the four concentrations, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, and four applications of mindfulness are empty of a basic nature.’ Similarly, connect this with each, up to teach the doctrine that ‘the eightfold noble path is empty of a basic nature’; teach the doctrine that ‘the three gateways to liberation, eight deliverances, nine serial absorptions, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, great love, great compassion, eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, up to and the eighty minor signs are empty of a basic nature’; teach the doctrine that ‘the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and the knowledge of all aspects and abandonment of all residual impression connections are empty of a basic nature.’

Subhūti, if inner emptiness were not empty of a basic nature, then bodhisattva great beings would not teach the doctrine that ‘all dharmas are empty of a basic nature’; similarly, if outer emptiness, inner and outer emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature were not empty of a basic nature, bodhisattva great beings would not teach the doctrine that ‘all dharmas are empty of a basic nature.’ Therefore, the emptiness of a basic nature would have been destroyed.

But the emptiness of a basic nature does not perish, is not immovable, and is not nonrecurring. And why? Because it does not occupy a location, does not stand in a place, does not come from anywhere, and does not go anywhere. It is the establishment of dharmas. In it no dharma can be apprehended that increases or decreases, is accumulated or passes away, has been produced or ceased, is defiled or purified. It is the basic nature of dharmas. Having stood there, bodhisattva [F.104.b] great beings stand in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, but do not see any dharma at all as being destroyed. In regard to all dharmas, there is no establishment and there is no destruction. That is the establishment of dharmas as dharmas. Therefore, by seeing all dharmas as empty of a basic nature, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And why? Because they do not see any dharma at all as obstructing. They see all dharmas as not obstructing.
They thus do not apprehend in that emptiness of a basic nature a self, nor do they apprehend a designation of a self; nor do they apprehend a being…, a living being…, a creature…, one born of Manu…, a child of Manu…, one who lives…, a person…, one who does…, one who makes someone else do…, a motivator…, one who motivates…, one who feels…, one who knows…, or one who sees, nor do they apprehend a designation of one who sees; nor do they apprehend a form…, feeling…, perception…, volitional factors…, or consciousness, nor do they apprehend a designation of consciousness; similarly, they do not apprehend inner and outer dharmas, up to they do not apprehend the eighty minor signs, nor do they apprehend a designation of the eighty minor signs, so how could they ever harbor doubt about unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?

“To illustrate, Subhūti, were a tathāgata’s magical creation to have continuously taught the Dharma to a magically created monk or nun or layman or laywoman for as many as a hundred million eons, what do you think, Subhūti, would those magical creations [F.105.a] have the good fortune to reach the result of stream enterer, or to reach the result of once-returner or the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, or unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

“No, Lord. And why? Because they have no real basis.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! When all phenomena have no real basis, what being will bodhisattva great beings cause to take up the result of stream enterer, or the result of once-returner or result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening or unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? On the contrary, they cause creatures snared in error to enter into the absence of error and establish them there. Just that error is itself not error because of having thought construction as cause. The absence of thought construction is the absence of error. Where there is an absence of error there is no self, up to there is no one who knows and no one who sees. There, there is no form, there is no feeling, there is no perception, there are no volitional factors, and there is no consciousness, and similarly, connect this with each, up to, there is no awakening. And that in which there is no self, up to no one who knows and no one who sees; no form, no feeling, no perception, no volitional factors, and no consciousness; up to no awakening—that is the emptiness of a basic nature. Standing there bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom free beings subject to error from the perception of a being, free them from [F.105.b] the perception of form, up to the perception of the formless; similarly, connect this with each, up to, and free them from dharmas with outflows and without outflows. Those dharmas without outflows, furthermore, are these, namely,
the four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path, and the four formless absorptions, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. They, furthermore, are not exactly like the ultimate there. Thus, the uncompounded, unproduced, nonexistent, and nonappearing—that is the emptiness of a basic nature; that is the awakening of the lord buddhas. There, there is no self, up to no one who knows and no one who sees; no form, no feeling, no perception, no volitional factors, and no consciousness; and similarly, connect this with each, up to no eighty minor signs.

“Except that the comprehension of the emptiness of a basic nature functions as a path, bodhisattva great beings have not set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. That emptiness of a basic nature, furthermore, is the emptiness of a basic nature at the prior limit, and the emptiness of a basic nature at the later limit, and is the emptiness of a basic nature at the midpoint too. It is never not an emptiness of a basic nature. Therefore, bodhisattva great beings, having stood in the perfection that is the emptiness of a basic nature, practice the knowledge of path aspects in order to free beings from the perception of a being and from all perceptions. [F.106.a] When they practice the knowledge of path aspects, they practice all paths—namely, the śrāvaka path, pratyekabuddha path, and bodhisattva path. Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings, having completed all paths, brought beings to maturity, purified a buddhafield, and employed sustaining power over the volitional factor that is life, fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and, even having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, do not make a break in the guiding principle of the buddhas—namely, the emptiness of a basic nature. Just this, namely, the emptiness of a basic nature, is the guiding principle of the buddhas—of the lord buddhas who will appear at a future time, and the lord buddhas presently dwelling and maintaining themselves in world systems in the ten directions, those lord buddhas teaching the Dharma. As for this emptiness of a basic nature, apart from appearing from the lord buddhas, it does not appear in the world from anything else, so bodhisattva great beings have to practice the perfections that are the emptiness of a basic nature, practicing in such a way that there is no decline from the knowledge of all aspects.”

Subhūti said, “Lord, it is amazing how bodhisattva great beings practice without complicating the emptiness of a basic nature so that form [F.106.b] is not one thing and the emptiness of a basic nature another; or feeling one thing, perception one thing, volitional factors one thing, or consciousness one thing and the emptiness of a basic nature another; and similarly, up to all
the buddhadharmas and awakening one thing and the emptiness of a basic nature another. Form itself is the emptiness of a basic nature and the emptiness of a basic nature is form, up to awakening itself is the emptiness of a basic nature and the emptiness of a basic nature is awakening.”

Venerable Subhūti having said that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, if form were one thing and the emptiness of a basic nature another; feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness one thing and the emptiness of a basic nature another; and similarly, up to awakening one thing and the emptiness of a basic nature another, then, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings would not fully awaken to form as a knower of all aspects; would not fully awaken to feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness as a knower of all aspects; and similarly, up to not fully awaken to awakening as a knower of all aspects. But, Subhūti, it is because form itself is the emptiness of a basic nature and the emptiness of a basic nature is form; because feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness itself is the emptiness of a basic nature and the emptiness of a basic nature is consciousness; [F.107.a] and similarly, up to awakening itself is the emptiness of a basic nature and the emptiness of a basic nature is awakening—because of that, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings, having become aware that form is empty of a basic nature, fully awaken to form itself as the knowledge of all aspects, up to having become aware that awakening is empty of a basic nature, fully awaken to awakening itself as the knowledge of all aspects.

“And why? Because no dharma at all has been destroyed or has remained unmoved, or will enter into anything. On the contrary, the world together with the gods, together with Māra, together with Brahmā, together with those leading a secluded religious life and the population of brahmans, do not know form as it really is; they do not know feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness as it really is. On account of not knowing, ordinary foolish people settle down on form, and they settle down on feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness. Settling down on form, and settling down on feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, they live grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine.’ Having settled down on grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine,’ they settle down on all inner and outer things. Having settled down, because the sense fields come with rebirth, they appropriate form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness and are not released from birth, old age, sickness, death, pain, lamentation, suffering, mental anguish, and grief; they are not liberated from the five [F.107.b] forms of life in the stream of cycles of existence.

“Therefore, having stood in the perfection that is the emptiness of a basic nature, bodhisattva great beings do not complicate form with ‘it is empty,’ or ‘it is not empty’; they do not complicate feeling, perception, volitional factors,
or consciousness with ‘it is empty,’ or ‘it is not empty’; and similarly, connect this with each, up to they do not complicate awakening with ‘it is empty,’ or ‘it is not empty.’

“And why? Because the emptiness of form does not make it complicated with ‘this is form,’ and ‘this is emptiness,’ up to ‘this is consciousness,’ and ‘this is the emptiness of consciousness’; similarly, connect this with each, up to does not make it complicated with ‘this is awakening,’ and ‘this is the emptiness of a basic nature.’

To illustrate, Subhūti, space does not complicate space; inner space does not complicate outer space; and outer space does not complicate inner space. Similarly, Subhūti, the emptiness of a basic nature does not complicate form, and form does not complicate emptiness. Emptiness also does not complicate feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., or consciousness, and consciousness does not complicate emptiness, up to emptiness does not complicate awakening, up to awakening does not complicate emptiness.

“And why? Because the ‘this is form,’ and ‘this is emptiness,’ up to ‘this is feeling…,’ ‘perception…,’ ‘volitional factors…,’ and ‘consciousness,’ and ‘this is emptiness’; similarly, connect this with each, up to [F.108.a] ‘this is awakening,’ and ‘this is emptiness’ that might make that sort of complication have no intrinsic existence.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, if all phenomena are not different things, well then, Lord, for what will bodhisattva great beings, thinking, ‘I will full awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,’ set out? Lord, awakening is not divided, and anyone who takes it as being within a duality cannot fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!” replied the Lord. “Subhūti, awakening is not practiced within a duality. Subhūti, awakening is not two and is not divided. Subhūti, a bodhisattva great being’s awakening is not practiced within a division being made in awakening into ‘this is the bodhisattva’ and ‘this is bodhisattva’s awakening.’ A bodhisattva great being’s awakening is not a practice of form; is not a practice of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness; up to is not a practice of awakening.

“And why? Because in awakening the word ‘I’ does not exist, so words for ‘I am practicing form,’ ‘I am practicing feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness,’ and ‘I am practicing awakening’ do not exist, because a bodhisattva great being’s awakening is not a practice of taking anything up and not a practice of not taking anything up.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if a bodhisattva [F.108b] great being’s awakening is not a practice of taking anything up and is not a practice of not taking anything up, well then, of
what is a bodhisattva great being’s awakening the practice?”

75.36 The Lord asked in return, “What do you think, Subhūtī, is the awakening of a tathāgata’s magical creation the practice of taking something up or of not taking something up?”

“No, Lord,” he replied.

75.37 “What do you think, Subhūtī,” asked the Lord, “does the dream awareness of a worthy one practice taking something up or not taking something up?”

75.38 “No, Lord,” he replied. “Given that worthy ones absolutely do not dream, however could their dream awareness practice taking something up or not taking something up?”

75.39 “Similarly, Subhūtī,” said the Lord, “a bodhisattva great being’s awakening does not practice taking anything up or not taking anything up.”

75.40 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūtī asked him, “Lord, if a bodhisattva great being’s awakening is not a practice of taking anything up or not taking anything up, is not a practice of form, up to and is not a practice of the knowledge of all aspects, well then, Lord, having practiced the six perfections, having accomplished the ten levels, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the fourteen emptinesses, the three gateways to liberation, the concentrations, the deliverances, the absorptions, up to the ten tathāgata powers, and eighty minor signs, and having stood in the clairvoyances, completed the ten levels, entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva, [F.109.a] purified a buddhafiel, and brought beings to maturity, how will bodhisattva great beings fully awaken to the knowledge of all aspects? Lord, without having practiced the six perfections, without having stood on the ten levels, up to without having stood in the clairvoyances, without having entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva, without having purified a buddhafiel, and without having brought beings to maturity, they will not be able to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

75.41 “Exactly so, Subhūtī, exactly so! It is exactly as you say!” said the Lord. “Subhūtī, without having stood on the ten levels, up to without having completed the six perfections and all the wholesome dharmas, they will not be able to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, but, Subhūtī, when they have completed the ten levels, and they have completed the six perfections, the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, the four formless absorptions, the four applications of mindfulness, up to the eightfold noble path, the three—emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness—gateways to liberation, up to the eighty minor signs, and the natural state not robbed of mindfulness, and the constant staying in a state of equanimity, they will be able to reach the knowledge of all aspects.
“Moreover, Subhūti, when they stand in the basic nature of form; stand in the basic nature of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; up to stand in the basic nature of awakening, they will be able to reach the knowledge of all aspects. Subhūti, that basic nature is calmed, and it does not bring about the accumulation or diminishing, production or ceasing, defilement or purification, attainment or clear realization of any dharma at all.

Moreover, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening simply based on the true nature of dharmas labeled by way of ordinary convention. In it there is ultimately no form or..., up to awakening, and no one who is practicing awakening. All those dharmas are simply labeled by ordinary convention, but not ultimately.

Subhūti, starting from the first production of the thought, bodhisattva great beings do not, while practicing for awakening, apprehend that thought, beings, awakening, or a bodhisattva. What do you think, Subhūti, when you, Subhūti, in order to eliminate the view of the perishable collection, attained the faculties, or attained the uninterrupted meditative stabilization or the result of stream enterer, or attained the result of once-returner or the result of non-returner, or attained the state of a worthy one, did you apprehend a dream or a thought or a path or a result?

‘No, Lord.’

Well then, Subhūti, why was there a pronouncement about your understanding, ‘Subhūti has reached the state of a worthy one’?

‘Lord, the pronouncement about my understanding was based on ordinary convention.’

Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings are designated by ordinary convention; form is designated by ordinary convention; feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are designated by ordinary convention; up to the knowledge of all aspects is designated by ordinary convention, so, based on the emptiness of a basic nature of dharmas, bodhisattva great beings do not apprehend any dharma in awakening that accumulates or diminishes or helps or harms any dharma.

So, given that even the basic nature of dharmas has not been apprehended, why mention that a first production of the thought will not be apprehended; that the six perfections, up to the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening will not be apprehended; or that the emptiness meditative stabilization, signlessness meditative stabilization, and wishlessness meditative stabilization, up to the buddhadharmas will not be apprehended. It is impossible.
“Thus, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who have practiced unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening work for the welfare of beings.”

This was the seventy-fifth chapter, “Exposition of Noncomplication,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 76: THE ARMOR FOR BRINGING BEINGS TO MATURITY

76.1 Then venerable Subhūti inquired of the Lord, “Lord, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the six perfections, the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the ten tathāgata powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha still do not, having completed the fourteen emptinesses and the awakening path, have the good fortune to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, well then, Lord, how will bodhisattva great beings fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?” [F.110.b]

76.2 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom with skillful means, they practice the perfection of giving without apprehending giving, without apprehending a benefactor and recipient, and without practicing any dharmas other than those. It is then that the bodhisattva great beings embark upon the awakening path. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means like that will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Similarly, connect this with all the five perfections, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.”

76.3 Then venerable Śāriputra asked the Lord, “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom make an effort at the awakening path?”

76.4 Venerable Śāriputra having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means do not engage with and do not disengage from form. And why? Śāriputra, it is because there is no intrinsic nature of form to engage with or become disengaged from; up to they do not engage with and do not become disengaged from consciousness. And why? Because there is no intrinsic nature of consciousness to engage with or become disengaged
from. They do not engage with and do not become disengaged from the perfection of giving. And why? Because it has no intrinsic nature to engage with or become disengaged from. Similarly, connect this with each, up to the perfection of wisdom and the eighteen [F.111a] distinct attributes of a buddha.”

76.5 “Lord, if there is no intrinsic nature of a dharma to engage with or become disengaged from, well then, how will the perfection of wisdom in which bodhisattva great beings are supposed to train be accomplished? Without having trained in the perfection of wisdom, bodhisattva great beings will not be able to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

76.6 “Exactly so, Śāriputra, exactly so! It is exactly as you say! Without having trained in the perfection of wisdom, bodhisattva great beings will not be able to awaken fully to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Furthermore, it is done with skillful means, not without skillful means.

76.7 “Śāriputra, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom were to apprehend an intrinsic nature of any dharma, they would grasp them. But they do not apprehend them, so there is no chance they will grasp at ‘this is the perfection of wisdom, this is the perfection of concentration, this is the perfection of perseverance, this is the perfection of patience, this is the perfection of morality, this is the perfection of giving, this is form,’ up to ‘this is consciousness,’ up to ‘these are the buddhadharmas.’ If they do not apprehend..., up to ‘this is awakening,’ what will they grasp? Śāriputra, the perfection of wisdom cannot be grasped, up to the buddhadharmas cannot be grasped. Śāriputra, this perfection is a perfection of the absence of grasping, so it is a perfection of wisdom. [F.111b] Bodhisattva great beings should train in it. Given that bodhisattva great beings training in it do not apprehend even the training, what need is there to mention awakening, what need is there to mention the perfection of wisdom, what need is there to mention the bodhisattva dharmas, what need is there to mention the buddha dharmas, and what need is there to mention the śrāvaka dharmas, pratyekabuddha dharmas, or the dharmas of ordinary people? And why? Śāriputra, it is because whatever the dharma, its intrinsic nature does not exist, so, where all dharmas have no intrinsic nature, what dharmas of ordinary people are there, what stream enterer, once-returner, non-returner, worthy one, and pratyekabuddha dharmas; and what state of a worthy one, pratyekabuddha’s awakening, bodhisattva, or unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? If those persons cannot be apprehended—those dharmas on account of which they say, ‘This is an ordinary person,’ up to ‘this is a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’—however could those dharmas appear?”
“Lord, given that all dharmas are without any real basis, what will be the origin and existence of ‘this is an ordinary person,’ up to ‘this is a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha?’”

Venerable Śāriputra having asked that, the Lord asked him in return, “Śāriputra, has there been or will there be a real basis of form in the way a foolish ordinary person has settled down on it?”

“Lord, ‘form’ does not exist at all except that an ordinary person with a distorted mind has settled down on it.”

“Śāriputra, [F.112.a] has there been or will there be a real basis of feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness in the way a foolish ordinary person has settled down on them? Similarly, connect this with Śāriputra, what do you think about this, has there been or will there be a real basis of…, up to all the buddhadharmas in the way a foolish ordinary person has settled down on them?”

“Lord, up to ‘consciousness,’ and, up to ‘all the buddhadharmas’ do not exist at all except that an ordinary person with a distorted mind has mentally constructed them as a real basis.”

“Exactly so, Śāriputra, exactly so!” said the Lord. “An ordinary person with a distorted mind has mentally constructed all dharmas, which have no real basis, with a mind that has no real basis, as real bases. Therefore, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means, having seen that all those dharmas are without a real basis, have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Śāriputra asked him, “Lord, what are those skillful means of bodhisattva great beings who see all dharmas without a real basis, those skillful means with which bodhisattva great beings have set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

Venerable Śāriputra having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not see any dharma’s real basis, a real basis on account of which they might get angry; while angry get depressed; while depressed become despondent; [F.112.b] and while despondent become lazy. Therefore, Śāriputra, except for ‘aggregates,’ or ‘constituents,’ or ‘sense fields’ settled down on by beings confused about the self, all dharmas are without a real basis, without a vital essence, devoid of a vital essence, the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, empty of a basic nature, and empty of their own marks, so bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, having seen that all dharmas are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, empty of a basic nature, and empty of their own marks, conjure up a body like a magician’s and teach the Dharma to beings. They give a discourse on giving to beings who are stingy, give a discourse on morality to beings who are immoral, give a discourse on
patience to beings thinking malicious thoughts, give a discourse on perseverance to beings who are lazy, give a discourse on meditative stabilization to beings who are distracted, and give a discourse on the intellect to beings with intellectual confusion. When they have established beings in giving, up to established them in wisdom, they then give the noble discourses to do with deliverance to beings, causing them to reach the result of stream enterer, up to causing them to reach the state of a worthy one, causing them to reach a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, up to and causing them to reach the knowledge of all aspects.”

76.16 Then venerable Śāriputra asked the Lord, “Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom [F.113.a] establish beings who do not exist and who are not there in giving, up to establish them in wisdom, and on top of that give noble discourses to do with deliverance, give discourses that cause them to reach the state of a worthy one, cause them to reach a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, up to and cause them to reach the knowledge of all aspects, so how could they not apprehend anything?”

76.17 Venerable Śāriputra having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings teaching the doctrine to beings. Nevertheless, in the two truths, Śāriputra, there is no apprehension of a being and no designation of a being. But still bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means teach the doctrine to beings so that those beings do not apprehend a self even in this very life, never mind what they will obtain, or how they will obtain it. Śāriputra, it is thus that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means teach the doctrine to beings.”

76.18 The Lord having said that, venerable Śāriputra said to him, “Ah! Lord, [F.113.b] this is a great enthusiasm indeed, that bodhisattva great beings are armed with an armor like this—namely, Lord, that they do not apprehend any dharma at all as the same, or different, or separate; that they are armed with such an armor that they are not in the desire realm, are not in the form realm, are not in the formless realm, are not in the compounded element, and are not in the uncompounded element; and that they free beings from the three realms without apprehending a being or the designation of a being. In the absence of the designation of a being, a being is not bound and is not freed; since a being is not bound and is not freed, there is no defilement and there is no purification; since there is no defilement and there is no purification, forms of life do not have specific features; since forms of life do
not have specific features, there is no karma and there are no afflictions; and
given that there is no karma and there are no afflictions, however could there
be a maturation, a maturation on account of which I and beings come to be in
the five forms of life in the stream of cycles of existence?”

Venerable Śāriputra having said that, the Lord replied to him, “Exactly so,
Śāriputra, exactly so! It is exactly as you say! Śāriputra, if a being there before
were not there later, there would thus be the fault that a bodhisattvā and
tathāgata ‘would have been there before and would not be there later’; and
there would also be the fault that the five forms of life in the stream of cyclic
existence would have been something that really existed before and would
be something that really does not exist later. Therefore, Śāriputra, whether
the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas [F.114.a] do not arise, the true
dharmic nature of dharmas—suchness, unmistaken suchness—remains. In it
there is no self, there is also no being, there is also no living being, there is
also no person, there is also no one who does, and there is also no one who
makes someone else do, so however could there be form there? However
could there be feeling, perception, volitional factors, and however could
there be consciousness? However could there be the five forms of life in the
stream of cycles of existence from which beings are to be freed, given that
dharmas do not exist and are not there?

“Therefore, Śāriputra, these dharmas are the emptiness of an intrinsic
nature. Having heard about this from earlier tathāgatas, worthy ones,
perfectly complete buddhas, bodhisattvā great beings have set out for
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, but there is no intrinsic nature of
any dharma at all that can be apprehended in which they can believe, except
what foolish ordinary people confused by distortion have settled down on.
Bodhisattvā great beings armed with such armor do not turn back from
unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Armed with such armor they
think, ‘It is not that I will not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening; rather, I will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening,’ and, ‘Having fully awakened, I will work for the welfare of
beings, a welfare that comes with the sort of Dharma that frees beings from
distortion.’

“To illustrate, Śāriputra, a person conjured up by a magician conjures up
many hundred thousands of billions of living beings. Having conjured them
up, he satisfies them by feeding them many delectable soft and hard foods,
[F.114.b] but even having satisfied them by feeding them, when he cries out
cries of delight, saying, ‘I have greatly increased my merit,’ what do you
think, Śāriputra, has anyone at all been fed and satisfied?”

“No, Lord.”
“Similarly, Śāriputra, starting from the first production of the thought, when bodhisattva great beings practice the six perfections, practice the four concentrations, practice the four immeasurables, practice the four formless absorptions, practice the four applications of mindfulness, practice the four right efforts, practice the four legs of miraculous power, practice the five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path, practice the fourteen emptinesses, practice the signlessness meditative stabilization and wishlessness meditative stabilization, and practice the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, cleanse the awakening path, purify a buddhafield, and bring beings to maturity, they do not apprehend any being at all, who, having been apprehended, has to be tamed.” [B54]

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, what is the bodhisattva great beings’ path on which bodhisattva great beings who have to purify a buddhafield and bring beings to maturity practice?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here, starting from the first production of the thought, bodhisattva great beings make a practice of the perfection of giving; make a practice of the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom; up to make a practice of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha; and bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafield.”

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving bring beings to maturity?”

“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom give gifts to beings, and having given gifts advise and instruct them like this: ‘Sons of a good family, here do not grasp at and seize on giving gifts. Do not, by seizing on giving gifts, make a body come into being, a body that brings with it the experience of many sufferings. Sons of a good family, ultimately giving does not exist here, a benefactor does not exist, and a recipient does not exist either. Those three phenomena are empty of an intrinsic nature, so a phenomenon empty of a basic nature does not receive, and the emptiness of a basic nature is not grasped.’ In that way, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of giving, they give gifts to beings like that but without apprehending giving, without apprehending a giver, and without apprehending a recipient there. Such a perfection of giving is a perfection of not apprehending anything. Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving [F.115.b] connect beings with the result of stream enterer; similarly, connect this with each, up to connect them with unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening without
apprehending any of those three phenomena. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving bring beings to maturity. They personally give gifts, inspire others to take up giving, speak in praise of giving, and speak in praise of others giving gifts as well, welcoming it. Having given such gifts, bodhisattva great beings take birth sharing in the good fortune of those in great sāla tree–like royal families, take birth sharing in the good fortune of those in great sāla tree–like brahmin families, take birth sharing in the good fortune of those in great sāla tree–like business families, or become a local ruler, or become a wheel-turning emperor, or, having attained sovereignty over an empire, gather humans with the four ways of gathering a retinue. What are the four? They gather them by giving, kind words, beneficial actions, and consistency between words and deeds.

Having gathered those beings into a retinue by giving, they gradually establish them in morality, and establish them in meditative stabilization and wisdom, the four concentrations, the four immeasurables, the four formless absorptions, the four applications of mindfulness, up to the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, and in the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilization. They cause them to enter into the flawlessness that is a perfect state and inspire them to take up the state of a worthy one, a pratyekbuddha’s awakening, up to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening: ‘Hey, you people! Fully awakening to unsurpassed, [F.116.a] perfect, complete awakening is not hard. Other than it not being realized because of a mind made confused by error, here there is no phenomenon to which beings are attached that exists through its intrinsic nature, so you should stop all grasping at distortions and free yourself from saṃsāra, and free others from saṃsāra too. You should do something of great value for yourselves in that way, and you should connect others with something of great value too.’

Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice the perfection of giving so that when they practice, they practice in such a way that right from the first production of the thought they will not in the worst case fall into a terrible form of life nor ever not do the work of a wheel-turning emperor. And why? Because the result is like the seed. When supplicants arrive in the presence of that wheel-turning emperor, the wheel-turning emperor thinks, ‘I have assumed sovereignty over an empire for nothing other than the welfare of beings,’ and says, ‘Whatever you want, consider it given. It is yours, not mine. I am not even doing it for the sake of this inner form, never mind anything else. Apart from having accepted a life in saṃsāra for the sake of all beings, I am not someone who likes saṃsāra.’
“Thus, out of compassion they become completely filled with great compassion, and as much as they are filled with great compassion they work for the welfare of beings even though those sorts of beings who might become perfected cannot be apprehended except as names, designations, and terms in conventional usage. And you should know the conventional usage, furthermore, is a nonconventional usage, like an echo.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings have to practice the perfection of giving as a practice where [F.116.b] there is no material thing at all that they will not give away to other beings, where they will even, finally, give away their flesh, so what need is there to say more about external things that beings require in order to be freed from saṃsāra?”

“Lord, what are those requirements?”

“What, Subhūti, are those requirements? They are these, namely, the perfection of giving is a requirement, the perfection of morality is a requirement, the perfection of patience is a requirement, the perfection of perseverance is a requirement, the perfection of concentration is a requirement, the perfection of wisdom is a requirement, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are a requirement. They are requirements because, helped by those requirements, beings are freed from saṃsāra.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving give gifts to beings, they exclaim, ‘Come here, sons of a good family! I will ensure that whatever food, or drink, up to or seven precious stones you require are not insufficient. Guard your morality. I will ensure that the food, or drink, up to or seven precious stones are not insufficient, and relieve whatever other poverty might make you turn to immorality. One way or the other, keeping to the moral code you must gradually reach the end of suffering in one or other of the three vehicles, the Śrāvaka Vehicle, or the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle, or the Great Vehicle of the knowledge of all aspects.’ Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving [F.117.a] thus gather a retinue of beings with the perfection of morality.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving exclaim to those who are upset and have malicious thoughts, ‘Sons of a good family! You must take from me whatever food, or drink, up to or anything else you require to relieve the poverty that causes you to be upset, or bear malice, or bitterly criticize. I will ensure that you are not destitute, so you must not be upset and bear malice. I am yours and you are mine. The possessions I have are yours, so anyone who has any need please take it. I will ensure that you are not destitute of whatever food, drink,
clothes, up to or anything else you require. One way or the other, you must not be governed by rage and malice.‘ Bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving thus connect beings with the perfection of patience.

76.34 “‘You are getting enraged on account of something that is pointless. There is no existent thing there at all. That rage is an imagination of the unreal, so there is no real basis that is a reason for you to be obsessed, enraged, and bear malice, and having become obsessed, enraged, and malicious, to strike with sticks, hurl weapons, and kill one another—none at all. Therefore, since when you have become upset by the imagination of the unreal you fall into the hells, or into the animal world, or into the world of Yama, [F.117.b] or fall into other terrible forms of life where you experience feelings of unbearable, grating, scorching suffering, well then, pay attention everyone! You will not even find a human birth because of the karma you are saddled with, so meeting with the arising of a buddha does not even come up in conversation. Do not get saddled with such karma for the sake of phenomena that are without a real basis. Pay attention everyone! It is hard to encounter the arising of a buddha. Even to be born human is hard, so do not squander this perfect human birth or else you will end up in an incurable situation in a place that precludes a perfect human birth.’ Bodhisattva great beings thus personally perfect the perfection of patience, connect others to patience, speak in praise of patience, and speak in praise of others being patient as well, welcoming it. Having connected those beings to patience and established them in patience, they cause them to gradually pass into complete nirvāṇa in the three vehicles. It is thus, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving connect beings to the perfection of patience.

76.35 “Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving connect beings to the perfection of perseverance?

76.36 “Subhūti, here when bodhisattva great beings see those who are lazy, they rebuke them: ‘Why are all of you being lazy?’

76.37 “They say, ‘It is because we don’t have the wherewithal to get on with it.’

76.38 “Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving say to those beings, ‘Pay attention everyone! I will ensure that you are supplied with the wherewithal for giving, the wherewithal for morality, the wherewithal for patience, as well as all those other types of things [F.118.a] for making a vigorous effort, so make a vigorous effort.’

76.39 “There, those supplied with what they require by the bodhisattva great beings make a vigorous attempt at physical and mental effort; with physical and mental effort they complete all the wholesome dharmas; with those wholesome dharmas they cultivate the noble dharmas without outflows; and having cultivated those they reach the result of stream enterer; reach the
result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, and the state of a worthy one; reach a pratyekabuddha’s awakening; and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. It is thus, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving connect beings to the perfection of perseverance.

76.39 “Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving connect beings to the perfection of concentration?

76.40 “Subhūti, here when bodhisattva great beings see those who are mentally distracted, they rebuke them: ‘Why are all of you not absorbed in meditation on the perfection of concentration?’

76.41 “They say, ‘It is because we don’t have the wherewithal to get on with it.’

76.42 “Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving say to those beings, ‘Pay attention everyone! I will supply you with the wherewithal, the sorts of necessary conditions for you not to apply your thoughts to ‘this is inner, this is outer, and this is inner and outer.’ There, those bodhisattva great beings supply those beings with whatever sorts of conditions are necessary so that they [F.118.b] do not apply thought. With that, those beings, having cut off applied thought, accomplish and dwell in the first concentration; accomplish and dwell in the second, third, and fourth concentration; become absorbed in the meditation on love, compassion, joy, and equanimity; and with those concentrations and immeasurables, cultivate..., up to the eightfold noble path. Having cultivated them, they gradually pass into complete nirvāṇa in the three vehicles.

76.43 “Among them, some will not abandon the awakening path during the period up until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. It is thus, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving connect beings to the perfection of meditative stabilization.

76.44 “Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving look after beings with the perfection of wisdom? Subhūti, here when bodhisattva great beings see those who are intellectually confused, they give them advice and instruct them, saying, ‘Hey! Why are all of you not cultivating the perfection of wisdom?’

76.45 “When they say, ‘It is because we don’t have the wherewithal to get on with it,’ they advise and instruct those beings, saying, ‘Get those requirements from me and give gifts, guard morality, be patient, make a vigorous effort, cultivate the concentrations, and, having completed those aspects, while cultivating the perfection of wisdom [F.119.a] investigate whether a self, or a being, or a living being, or one who lives, or a person, up to or one who knows, or one who sees, or one who does; or the desire realm or form realm, or formless realm; or the six perfections; or the thirty-seven
dharms on the side of awakening; or the result of stream enterer, or the result of once-returner, or the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, or unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, or any apprehended dharma at all exists.’

"Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not apprehend any phenomenon that can be apprehended and settled down on. They do not settle down on anything, so they do not see any phenomenon that is produced or stopped or is defiled or purified. They do not see that, so they do not think, ‘This is hell. This is the animal world. This is the world of Yama. This is the class of asuras. This is a god. This is a human. This one is moral. This one is immoral. This is a stream enterer. This is a once-returner. This is a non-returner. This is a worthy one. This is a pratyekabuddha. This is unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ It is thus, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving connect beings to the perfection of wisdom.

"Subhūti, how do bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of giving, and standing in the perfection of morality, perfection of patience, perfection of perseverance, perfection of concentration, and perfection of wisdom look after... up to the thirty-seven dharms on the side of awakening? Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom offer beings what they require and cause beings assisted by those requirements to meditate on the applications of mindfulness; and to meditate on the four right efforts, to meditate on the four legs of miraculous power, and to meditate on the five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path. Assisted by that path, they are freed from saṃsāra in its entirety. It is thus, Subhūti, with the noble dharms without outflows, that bodhisattva great beings look after beings.

"Furthermore, Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving see beings without a protector, suffering, and without anything to eat or drink, they bring them to maturity like this: ‘Come here, sons of a good family. Take food and drink, clothes and transport, mats and seats, incense, flower garlands, creams, up to the seven precious stones and whatever other requirements from me and make them of benefit to beings. They will be for your advantage, benefit, and happiness for a long time. Do not think that they are for my advantage, not for yours. I have been supplying these for a long time for the welfare of beings, so you should think, “They belong to me personally,” and give gifts to others. [F.120.a] By giving, also connect them with morality, connect them with patience, connect them with perseverance, connect them with meditative stabilization, connect them with concentration, connect them with wisdom, up to connect them with the thirty-seven dharms on the side of awakening. And do not be
satisfied with just that, also establish them in the previously mentioned noble dharmas without outflows, and establish them in the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’

76.49 “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should bring beings to maturity in such a way that those brought to maturity are freed from the three terrible forms of life, up to they are freed from samsāra in its entirety.

76.50 “Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of morality should bring beings to maturity like this: ‘Come here, sons of a good family. I will supply you those requirements—food, or drink, up to or any other human requirement—to relieve you of whatever poverty might make you turn to immorality.’ Even after having thus established those beings in the perfection of morality, they benefit them so much that when they have been benefited in that way they will take the ten wholesome action ordination, and keep an untattered morality, an untarnished morality, the moral code.

76.51 Similarly, connect this with each, up to the six perfections as well.”

76.52 This was the seventy-sixth chapter, “The Armor for Bringing Beings to Maturity,” [F.120.b] of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 77: TEACHING THE PURIFICATION OF A BUDDHAFIELD

77.1 Then it occurred to venerable Subhūti to think, “What is the path of bodhisattva great beings standing on which bodhisattva great beings have to be armed with such armor?”

77.2 Then the Lord, understanding in his mind the thoughts occurring to Subhūti, said to Subhūti, “Subhūti, the six perfections are the path of the bodhisattva great beings; the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening are the path of the bodhisattva great beings; and the fourteen emptinesses, nine serial absorptions, eight deliverances, ten tathāgata powers, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are the path of the bodhisattva great beings. Furthermore, Subhūti, all dharmas are the path of the bodhisattva great beings.

77.3 “What do you think, Subhūti, is there a dharma in which bodhisattva great beings do not train, without training in which they will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? Subhūti, there is no dharma in which bodhisattva great beings do not train, because without training in all dharmas, bodhisattva great beings are not able to reach the knowledge of all aspects.”

77.4 Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, if all dharmas are empty, how will bodhisattva great beings train in all dharmas? Lord, if they say ‘there are this many,’ [F.121.a] or ‘they are these,’ or that these dharmas are ordinary or extraordinary, or with outflows or without outflows, or compounded or uncompounded, or the dharmas of ordinary people, or worthy one dharmas, or pratyekabuddha dharmas, have they elaborated on what cannot be elaborated, or else are they not one?”

77.5 Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! All dharmas are empty. Subhūti, were all dharmas not to be empty, bodhisattva great beings would not fully awaken to unsurpassed,
perfect, complete awakening. But, Subhūti, all dharmas are empty, so bodhisattva great beings do fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

“Again, Subhūti, in regard to what you have asked—‘if all dharmas are empty, how will bodhisattva great beings make distinctions between all dharmas such as “there are this many,” or “they are these,” up to or the dharmas of ordinary people, or worthy one dharmas, or pratyekabuddha dharmas?’—Subhūti, were these ordinary beings to know ‘all dharmas are empty,’ then since they would know, bodhisattva great beings would not, having trained in all dharmas, reach the knowledge of all aspects. But, Subhūti, these beings do not know ‘all dharmas are empty,’ so bodhisattva great beings, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, make a presentation of all dharmas and teach the doctrine to beings.

“Subhūti, there, right from the beginning, bodhisattva great beings practicing the awakening path should reflect deeply on the fact that here, except for its being an enactment, there is no dharma at all that can be apprehended through its own intrinsic nature. And when they thus reflect deeply on the nature of those dharmas, they do not settle down on the perfections, or the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, or the result of stream enterer, or the result of once-returner, or the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, or unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, or any dharma at all. And why? Because all dharmas are empty of an intrinsic nature of all dharmas, so emptiness does not settle down on emptiness. And when even emptiness cannot be apprehended, what need is there to say more about emptiness settling down on emptiness?

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings thus abide without settling down on all dharmas. Standing in that training they think, ‘What are these beings doing?’ and looking at what all beings are doing, think, ‘They are grasping at nonexistence.’ It then occurs to the bodhisattva great beings to think, ‘Oh! I will free these beings well from grasping at the unreal.’ So, standing with skillful means in the perfection of wisdom, they give them advice: ‘Come here, all of you! Give gifts, and through that you will get richer and richer. But do not project a sense of false superiority because of those riches. They are totally worthless.’ Similarly, they advise them to guard morality but not project a sense of false superiority because of that morality: ‘It too is totally worthless.’ [F.122.a] Similarly patience, similarly perseverance, similarly concentration, and similarly, they advise them to cultivate wisdom but not project a sense of false superiority because of that wisdom: ‘It is totally worthless.’ Similarly, they advise them to meditate on the result of stream
enterer, similarly the result of once-returner, similarly the result of non-returner, similarly the state of a worthy one, similarly a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and similarly, up to all buddhadharmas: ‘But do not project a sense of false superiority because of those dharmas. They too are totally worthless.’

Thus, while giving advice and instruction and practicing the awakening path, they still do not settle down on any dharma at all. And why? Because, based on having emptiness as their nature, all dharmas are not things that have been settled down on, because they have no intrinsic nature such that they could have been settled down on. Thus, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practice the awakening path but are not located anywhere. By way of not being located, they practice the perfection of giving but they are not located there. They practice the perfection of morality but are not located there. They practice the perfection of patience but are not located there. They practice the perfection of perseverance but are not located there. They practice the perfection of concentration but are not located there. They practice the perfection of wisdom but are not located there.

They become absorbed in the first concentration but are not located there. And why? Because the first concentration is empty of an intrinsic nature of a concentration. That which becomes absorbed, that too is empty, and those aspects on account of which they become absorbed, they are empty as well. Similarly, [F.122.b] they reach the second concentration, third concentration, up to the fourth concentration; similarly, love, compassion, joy, and equanimity, up to the formless absorptions; similarly, they reach the eight deliverances, nine serial absorptions, and the result of stream enterer but are not located there. They reach the result of once-returner but are not located there; they reach the result of non-returner but are not located there; they reach the state of a worthy one but are not located there; and they reach a pratyekabuddha’s awakening but are not located there.

“Lord, why are they not located?”

“Subhūti, they are not located for two reasons. And what are the two? It is because those results where they might be located have no intrinsic nature, nor does that on account of which they might be located, nor those who might be located. And second, because up until they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening they are not easily satisfied. They think, ‘It is not that I should not reach the result of stream enterer, but even after having reached the result of stream enterer I should not stand there; up to it is not that I should not reach a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, but even after having reached a pratyekabuddha’s awakening I should not stand there. And why? Because from my production of the first thought I have never produced any other thought except that of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’ And why? Because those bodhisattva great beings,
from the first production of the thought, have never produced any other thought except that of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And similarly, starting from when they entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva up until they reached the tenth level, their thought [F.123.a] never wavered and they never produced any other thought except of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

77.12 “Subhūti, no matter how much physical, verbal, and mental training those bodhisattva great beings put into effect, it is not other than the thought of awakening. The bodhisattva great beings keep on thinking of awakening without wavering in their mind, producing a path to awakening.”

77.13 Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, if all dharmas are unproduced, well then, Lord, how will bodhisattva great beings produce a path to awakening?”

77.14 Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! All dharmas have not been produced. How so? All dharmas have not been produced for those who do not occasion anything.”

77.15 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise, does the true dharmic nature of dharmas not remain?”

77.16 “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! Whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise, the true dharmic nature of dharmas remains, but still, for the sake of those who do not know that establishment of dharmas, bodhisattva great beings produce a path to awakening and with that path free beings from saṃsāra.”

77.17 Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, [F.123.b] “Lord, do they reach awakening on that path that has been produced?”

“No,”

77.18 “Lord, do they reach awakening on that path that has not been produced?”

“No.”

77.19 “Lord, do they reach awakening on that path that has not been produced when it is not produced and is produced when it is produced?”

“No.”

77.20 “Lord, do they reach awakening on that path that has neither been produced nor not produced?”

“No.”

77.21 “Well then, Lord, how do they reach awakening?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, awakening is not reached by the path and it is not reached by what is not the path. Just awakening is the path, and just the path is awakening.”
The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if just awakening is the path, and just the path is awakening, well then, would not bodhisattva great beings already have reached awakening? Why is it still taught, then, that ‘a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha is on account of the thirty-two major marks of a great person, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, four immeasurables, four formless absorptions, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha’?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord asked him in return, “Subhūti, what do you think, [F.124.a] does a buddha reach awakening?”

“No, Lord. Just a buddha is awakening, and just awakening is a buddha.”

“Again, Subhūti, in regard to what you have said—‘Do bodhisattva great beings reach awakening or does it not happen at all?’—Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings, having completed the six perfections, completed the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, and completed the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening through the wisdom of the unique single instant that is the vajropama meditative stabilization. Having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, from then on they are called tathāgata. They know all dharmas and see all dharmas, therefore they are said to be all-knowing.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, if all dharmas are isolated from their own intrinsic nature, well then, Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings purify a buddhafiel?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here, starting from the first production of the thought, bodhisattva great beings purify their own and others’ final physical basis of suffering, final verbal basis of suffering, and final mental basis of suffering [F.124.b] and, with those purified, purify a buddhafiel.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, what is the bodhisattva great beings’ final physical basis of suffering, final verbal basis of suffering, and final mental basis of suffering?”

The Lord replied to venerable Subhūti, “Subhūti, the unwholesome physical action of killing, stealing, and illicit sex because of lust; the unwholesome verbal action of lying, backbiting, insulting, and babbling nonsense; and the unwholesome mental action of coveting, malice, and wrong view are called the bodhisattva great beings’ final physical basis of suffering, final verbal basis of suffering, and final mental basis of suffering.
Bodhisattva great beings purify those final physical, verbal, and mental bases of suffering of themselves and others, and with those purified, purify a buddhafield.

Furthermore, Subhūti, stingy thought is the bodhisattva great beings’ final mental basis of suffering; immoral thought, angry thought, lazy thought, distracted thought, and intellectually confused thought are the bodhisattva great beings’ final mental basis of suffering too. Furthermore, Subhūti, morality that has not been purified is also the bodhisattva great beings’ final mental basis of suffering. Furthermore, Subhūti, separation from the four applications of mindfulness is also the bodhisattva great beings’ [F.125.a] final mental basis of suffering; similarly, separation from the four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path, and from the emptiness meditative stabilization, signlessness meditative stabilization, and wishlessness meditative stabilization is also the bodhisattva great beings’ final mental basis of suffering. Furthermore, Subhūti, while making manifest the result of stream enterer, feeling delight in it is also the bodhisattva great beings’ final mental basis of suffering; up to while making manifest the state of a worthy one, and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, feeling delight in it is also the bodhisattva great beings’ final mental basis of suffering. Furthermore, Subhūti, the perception of form is the basis of suffering, and the perception of feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness is the basis of suffering; the perception of eyes is the basis of suffering, and the perception of ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind is the basis of suffering; and the perception of female is the basis of suffering and the perception of male is the basis of suffering. The perception of desire realm, perception of form realm, perception of formless realm, perception of wholesome, perception of unwholesome, perception of compounded, and perception of uncompounded, Subhūti, is also the bodhisattva great beings’ final physical basis of suffering, final verbal basis of suffering, and final mental basis of suffering.

Having eliminated all those bases of suffering, they personally give gifts and they inspire others [F.125.b] to give as well. They give food to those who want food, give drinks to those who want drink, up to give whatever they require, as appropriate, to those who have requirements, establish others in just those and inspire them to take them up, making that wholesome root into something shared in common by all beings and dedicating it to the purification of a buddhafield.

Similarly, connect this with each, up to morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom.
“Having filled up this great billionfold world system with the seven precious stones, they personally give it as a gift because of the Three Jewels, inspire other to take up just that too, and dedicate it thus: ‘Through this wholesome root, may my buddhafield be made of the seven precious stones.’

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings cause divine instrumental music to be played for the buddhas or buddha reliquaries and dedicate it thus: ‘Through this wholesome root, may divine instrumental music pleasing to the mind be constantly and always played in my buddhafield.’

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings, having filled up this great billionfold world system with a divine fragrance, offer it to the buddhas or buddha reliquaries and dedicate it thus: ‘Through this wholesome root, may a divine fragrance come forth in my buddhafield.’

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings, having offered food with a hundred flavors to the tathāgatas and the tathāgatas’ śrāvakas, dedicate it thus: [F.126a] ‘Through this wholesome root, may the śrāvakas in my buddhafield when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening partake of food with a hundred flavors.’

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings, having put divine creams on the tathāgatas, the tathāgatas’ śrāvakas, tathāgata statues, and tathāgata reliquaries, dedicate it thus: ‘Through this wholesome root, may the beings in my buddhafield when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening experience perfect feelings of divine touch.’

Furthermore, Subhūti, it occurs to bodhisattva great beings to think, ‘Just by thinking about it may I give the five sorts of sense objects—forms, sounds, smells, tastes, and feelings—pleasing to the mind to the buddhas, the buddhas’ śrāvakas, and all beings.’ Having thought that and given them, they dedicate it thus: ‘Through this wholesome root, may all the śrāvaka saṅghas and all beings in my buddhafield when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening come to have the five sorts of sense objects—forms, sounds, smells, tastes, and feelings—pleasing to the mind just by thinking about it.’

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings, personally in association with all beings, give the gift of the five sorts of sense objects—forms, sounds, smells, tastes, and feelings—pleasing to the mind to the buddhas and the buddhas’ śrāvakas. [F.126b]

Furthermore, Subhūti, it occurs to bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom to think, ‘I will become absorbed in the first concentration and cause others to enter the first concentration as well. Similarly, up to I will cause others to enter the fourth concentration and establish them there. I will establish them in love, compassion, joy,
equanimity, up to the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening.’ And they think, ‘Through this wholesome root, may the beings in my buddhafield when I have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening not be separated from the two gifts, may they not be separated from the four concentrations; may they not be separated from the four immeasurables; and may they not be separated from the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening.’ In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings purify a buddhafield, and until all those aspirations are fulfilled do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. They cause themselves to be endowed with all those wholesome dharmas and others to be endowed with them as well. They personally have beautiful bodies and those beings that bodhisattva great beings bring to maturity have beautiful bodies as well. They, because of this—namely being assisted by merit—accomplish beautiful, good-looking, and handsome bodies.

“Thus, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings purify a buddhafield so that there will not even be the designation of the three terrible forms of life; [F.127.a] there will not even be the designation of different views; there will not even be the designation of greed, hatred, and confusion; there will not even be the words male or female; there will not even be words for the two vehicles; there will not even be the designation of impermanence, suffering, or self; there will not even be the designation of appropriation; there will not even be the designation of self-grasping and taking something as ‘mine’; there will not even be the designation of attachment or obsession; there will not even be the designation of distortion; and there will not even be the designation of a presentation of the results. Quite the opposite, a proclamation of the emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness meditative stabilization will issue forth; a proclamation that those beings thus want to give away outer and inner things will issue forth; from trees stirred by the wind and from the outer and inner dharmas, words for emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness will issue forth; words for nonproduction and noncessation will issue forth; such a proclamation of the actual intrinsic nature of those dharmas will issue forth; such a proclamation that ‘all dharmas are empty of all dharmas,’ of the actual nature of those dharmas will issue forth; and a teaching of the Dharma will issue forth, proclaiming, ‘Whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise, all dharmas are empty of all dharmas, in that which is empty there is no causal sign, and in that which has no causal sign there is nothing wished for.’ Such a proclamation of Dharma as appropriate for those standing up or sitting down, lying down or walking, will come forth in the day or at night. [F.127.b] It is thus that they purify a buddhafield.
“All the lord buddhas, as many as there are in all world systems in the ten directions, raise their voices in praise of that tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha who has fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening in that buddhafield. All those beings who hear the praise and name of that tathāgata become destined for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. None of the beings become uncertain about whether the Dharma taught by that tathāgata, worthy one, perfect complete buddha is the Dharma or is not the Dharma. And why? Because in the true dharmic nature of all dharmas, there is nothing that is not the Dharma at all. All that is the Dharma. There, those beings overcome by unwholesome roots who have not planted wholesome roots in relation to the buddhas and the buddhas’ śrāvakas, who are influenced by bad friends, who are obstinate about the view of self, up to who are obstinate about every instance of a view, who are standing at the extreme of going on and on forever and at the extreme of annihilation, who, seized by an incorrect grasping imagine someone not a buddha to be a perfectly complete buddha and imagine a perfectly complete buddha to be someone who is not a buddha, and say about the doctrine that it is not the doctrine. Saying about the doctrine that it is not the doctrine, they reject the doctrine; having rejected the doctrine their bodies disintegrate and after death they go into a terrible form of life, fall into error, and are born in hell. Those lord buddhas, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, liberate those beings included in samsāra from those terrible forms of life and from being riddled with views. Having liberated them, they establish them in the class of those destined for the perfect state and, having established them there, they will not, from then on, be born in hell.

“Subhūti, that is how bodhisattva great beings purify a buddhafield, and those beings who have been purified do not abide in any ordinary dharmas or extraordinary dharmas, dharmas with outflows or dharmas without outflows, compounded dharmas or uncompounded dharmas at all. And up until their unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, they all remain destined for the perfect state.”

This was the seventy-seventh chapter, “Teaching the Purification of a Buddhafield,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B55]
CHAPTER 78: TEACHING THE SKILLFUL MEANS FOR THE PURIFICATION OF A BUDDHAFIELD

78.1 Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, are bodhisattva great beings ‘destined’ or rather ‘not necessarily destined’?”

78.2 “Subhūti,” replied the Lord, “bodhisattva great beings are destined, not not necessarily destined.”

78.3 “Lord, which group, the śrāvaka group or the pratyekabuddha group, are they destined to be in?”

78.4 “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings are not necessarily destined to be in the śrāvaka group or in the pratyekabuddha group; they are destined to be in the buddha group.”

78.5 “Lord, are bodhisattva great beings [F.128.b] who have produced the first thought destined [to be in the buddha group], or are those who are irreversible from awakening destined, or are those who are in a last existence destined?”

78.6 “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who have produced the first thought are destined; those who are irreversible are also destined; and those who are in a last existence are destined as well.”

78.7 “Lord, do bodhisattva great beings who have become destined take birth in terrible forms of life?”

78.8 “No, Subhūti. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who have become destined do not take birth in terrible forms of life. What do you think, Subhūti, does the Aṣṭamaka, or stream enterer, or once-returner, or non-returner, or worthy one, or pratyekabuddha take birth in terrible forms of life?”

78.9 “No, Lord.”

78.10 “Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings who have become destined also do not take birth in terrible forms of life. Subhūti, it is impossible that bodhisattva great beings who, starting from the first production of the
thought, give gifts, guard morality, make a practice of being patient, make a vigorous effort, become absorbed in meditative stabilization, cultivate wisdom, cultivate love, compassion, joy, and equanimity toward all beings, and remain in order to eliminate all unwholesome dharmas would take birth in terrible forms of life. It is impossible that they would take birth among the long-lived gods. It is impossible that they would take birth in areas where the wholesome dharmas are practiced incorrectly or with a sheep-like obtuseness. It is impossible that they would take birth in areas where there are robbers and barbarians, at the outer limits of society. It is impossible that they would take birth in families with wrong views. [F.129.a] It is impossible that they would take birth where there is no word Buddha, no word Dharma, and no word Saṅgha. It is impossible that they would take birth where they follow the view that action has no consequences. It is also impossible, Subhūti, that bodhisattva great beings, having set out from the first production of the thought for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening with a surpassing aspiration, would ply the ten unwholesome actions."

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if bodhisattva great beings with such wholesome roots do not take birth in those places—namely, the negative ones—then where were those wholesome roots when the Tathāgata took birth in the animal world, as you personally have taught in your birth stories?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, the Bodhisattva Great Being did not take birth as an animal because of unwholesome karma, rather he intentionally, with skillful means, appropriated whatever sort of body would be of benefit to beings for the sake of beings. Subhūti, do worthy ones and pratyekabuddhas have the skillful means of the bodhisattva great beings who are endowed with such skillful means that, when they have taken birth in the animal world, they inspire those very beings who are leading them to slaughter to take up great patience, calming them and establishing them in it, giving up their body for the sake of those beings and not hurting those beings?"

Subhūti, also because of this one of many explanations you should know that bodhisattva great beings [F.129.b] thus complete great compassion for the welfare of beings and for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and take birth in the animal world, but still are not sullied by the defects of the forms of life in the animal world.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, in which wholesome dharmas do bodhisattva great beings stand when they appropriate such a body?”
Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, is there some sort of wholesome dharma that bodhisattva great beings do not have to complete? The completion of all wholesome dharmas is unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, so starting from the first production of the thought up until seated at the site of awakening, there is no wholesome dharma at all that bodhisattva great beings do not have to complete. They will not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening unless they complete all those wholesome dharmas. It is impossible. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should train in the completion of all wholesome dharmas from the first production of the thought onward. When they have trained in them, they reach the knowledge of all aspects, and all connections with residual impressions are eliminated.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, how, through a noble action without outflows, do bodhisattva great beings endowed with bright dharmas take birth in terrible forms of life or in the animal world?”

“Subhūti, are tathāgatas noble beings without outflows?”
“So they are, Lord. So they are, Sugata. Tathāgatas are noble beings without outflows.”

“Subhūti, tathāgatas magically produce a living being included in the animal world, and having magically produced it there they have it do the work of a buddha, do they not?”
“Yes they do, Lord.”

“Subhūti, does the Tathāgata turn into an animal?”
“No, Lord.”

“Subhūti, does the Tathāgata experience the sufferings of the animal world?”
“No, Lord.”

“Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings are endowed with noble bright dharmas without outflows but still appropriate such a body at will, as appropriate and according to circumstances, and with that body brings beings to maturity.

“What do you think, Subhūti, when a worthy one has magically created a magical creation, does that magical creation do the work of the worthy one and on account of that work produce joy in others?”
“It is so, Lord.”

“Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings are endowed with the noble bright dharmas without outflows but still appropriate such a body and work for the welfare of beings. They do not, however, suffer on account of such a body and do not experience feelings of suffering.
"What do you think, Subhūti, when a magician makes an elephant’s body, or a horse’s body, or a bull’s body, conjured up by magic, appear, or when they make the bodies of various other types of living beings [F.130.b] appear, do those turn into an elephant, or turn into a horse, or turn into a bull, or turn into those bodies of various other types of living beings?"

“No, Lord.”

“Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings endowed with the noble bright dharmas without outflows make such bodies appear at will. But even though they work for the welfare of beings, they still do not suffer on account of such a body and do not experience such types of feelings of suffering.”

Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, “Lord, bodhisattva great beings endowed with such noble knowledge without outflows, who appropriate whatever sort of a body is capable of working for the welfare of beings, are those with great skill in means. Lord, standing in those bright dharmas, do bodhisattva great beings utilize such skillful means but still are not affected by those actions?”

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom are endowed with such skillful means as those. Endowed with those skillful means, they work for the welfare of beings in world systems as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the east, south, west, north, and the intermediate directions, but they have no contact with them at all. And why? Because those bodhisattva great beings do not apprehend any dharma at all that could be contacted, that makes contact, or where contact could be made. And why? Because all three of those dharmas are empty of an intrinsic nature. [F.131.a] Hence emptiness does not contact emptiness and emptiness does not contact any dharma at all, and emptiness is also not something that can be contacted. That, Subhūti, is the emptiness of not apprehending. Standing there, the bodhisattva great beings fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

“Lord, do bodhisattva great beings stand only in the perfection of wisdom but not in other dharmas?”

“Subhūti, is there any dharma not included in the perfection of wisdom?”

“Lord, if the perfection of wisdom is empty of an intrinsic nature, how could all dharmas be included in the perfection of wisdom? Lord, there is no dharma at all that is included and that is not included in emptiness.”

“Subhūti, all dharmas are empty of all dharmas, so all dharmas are not included in emptiness.”

“Lord, all dharmas are empty of all dharmas.”

“Subhūti, if all dharmas are empty of all dharmas, all dharmas are included in emptiness, are they not?”
“So it is, Lord.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom, standing in the emptiness of all dharmas, find and produce within themselves the perfection of clairvoyance that grows from wholesome roots [F.131.b] planted in relation to those lord buddhas, a clairvoyance that they stand in when they travel to world systems as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the eastern direction, attend on the lord buddhas dwelling and maintaining themselves in those world systems, and listen to them teaching the doctrine?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom see all those world systems, as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the eastern direction, as empty of an intrinsic nature, and those lord buddhas who are standing there as empty of an intrinsic nature too, as nothing but descriptions based on name and conventional term designations, and see all those designations as empty of an intrinsic nature as well. If those world systems were not empty of an intrinsic nature, and those lord buddhas were not empty of an intrinsic nature, and those practices that are designations were also not empty of an intrinsic nature, there would then just be a partial emptiness. But such a partial emptiness is not apprehended, so all dharmas are empty of all dharmas, and therefore bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means find and produce within themselves the perfection of clairvoyance, and standing in that clairvoyance find and produce within themselves the divine eye, divine hearing, performance of miraculous power, knowledge of others’ thoughts, recollection of past lives, and knowledge of deaths and births.

“Without the clairvoyances bodhisattva great beings cannot fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening; therefore, the bodhisattva great beings’ [F.132.a] awakening is included within this perfection of clairvoyance, and awakening has to be pursued through these clairvoyances. While in pursuit they see all wholesome dharmas with their divine eye, connect others to all wholesome dharmas, but do not settle down on those wholesome dharmas. And why? Because all those wholesome dharmas are empty of an intrinsic nature, and emptiness does not settle down on anything. In emptiness there is no experience to be relished, so there is nothing to be settled down on and nothing to be experienced. Therefore bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom find
and produce the divine eye within themselves, and with the divine eye those bodhisattva great beings standing in the true nature of dharmas produce bodies of the kind that teach the doctrine to beings, but still do not apprehend beings or the designation of beings.

78.36 “It is thus, by way of not apprehending anything, that bodhisattva great beings find and produce within themselves the perfection of clairvoyance. With those clairvoyances they make the dharmas that need to be made with clairvoyance. With the purified divine eye that transcends the human, those bodhisattva great beings see world systems in the east, south, west, and north, in the intermediate directions, and below and above. With the performance of miraculous power they go there, and by giving, or being moral, or being patient, or persevering, or concentration, or wisdom, or by the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, or the concentrations, or deliverances, or meditative stabilizations, or absorptions, or śrāvaka dharmas, or pratyekabuddha dharmas, or bodhisattva dharmas, or buddha dharmas, work for the welfare of beings [F.132.b] doing what needs to be done for those beings.

78.37 “There they give a Dharma discourse to beings who are stingy, teaching the Dharma like this: ‘Give gifts. Poverty is suffering. If, because of poverty, you cannot work for your own welfare, what need is there to say more about the welfare of another? So, you should give gifts, be happy yourself, and make others happy too. Do not feed on each other’s flesh or else you will not find freedom from the three terrible forms of life.’

78.38 “They give a Dharma discourse on morality to beings who are immoral, teaching the Dharma like this: ‘Hey, all of you! Immorality is suffering. If, because of immorality, you cannot work for your own welfare, what need is there to say more about the welfare of another? The maturation of immorality is in hell, the animal world, and the world of Yama; if you fall into the three terrible forms of life you cannot even extricate yourself, never mind others. So do not provide any opportunity at all for even a single immoral thought or else later on you will come to regret it.’

78.39 “They give a Dharma discourse on patience to beings who are upsetting each other and thinking malicious thoughts, teaching the Dharma like this: ‘Hey, all of you! Do not upset one another. You do not get any wholesome dharma at all from upsetting someone. So, when you upset and bear malice toward each other, it is grounds for falling into hell, the animal world, and the world of Yama. Therefore, if you should not entertain any angry and disturbing thought or malicious thought at all, what need is there to say more about providing an opportunity for any other unwholesome thought?’
Similarly, connect this with they connect beings who are lazy to perseverance; connect beings who are distracted to meditative stabilization; [F.133.a] connect beings with intellectual confusion to wisdom; connect beings with a strong libido to meditation on the disagreeable; and cause those who have set out on a wrong path to enter the path, connecting them with the śrāvaka path, or the pratyekabuddha path, or the buddha path, teaching the Dharma like this: ‘All those dharmas you settle down on are empty of an intrinsic nature. You cannot settle down on dharmas that are empty of an intrinsic nature; emptiness does not settle down.’

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom thus stand in the clairvoyances and work for the welfare of beings. Subhūti, without standing in the clairvoyances, bodhisattva great beings cannot teach the doctrine to beings or cause those who have set out on a wrong path to enter the path—it is impossible.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, a bird without wings cannot fly in the sky. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings cannot teach the doctrine to beings without resorting to the clairvoyances, so bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should therefore find and produce within themself the clairvoyances. With those clairvoyances that they have found and produced within themselves, they easily do what they want to do for the welfare of beings.

With their divine eye they see those world systems, as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River. They see those living beings who have taken birth there, and having seen them, having gone there with magical powers, they know just by turning their minds to it the thoughts of other beings. Having come to know them, they again teach the doctrine with a discourse on giving, or with a discourse on morality, or with a discourse on the noble truths, up to or with a discourse [F.133.b] on complete nirvāṇa.

With their divine ear they hear human and nonhuman sounds. They hear all those lord buddhas giving Dharma discourses in world systems as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the eastern direction, and having heard them they take those up for suchness. Having taken them up for suchness, they again teach the doctrine to beings with a discourse on giving, up to or with a discourse on complete nirvāṇa.

They are endowed with an extremely pure knowledge of the ways of thinking. With that knowledge of the ways of thinking they come to know the thoughts of beings, again teaching them the doctrine like that with a discourse on giving, or with those discourses... up to on complete nirvāṇa.

They recollect their own and others’ various previous states of existence. With that knowledge recollecting previous states of existence they are thus aware, ‘This is the name of the previous tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly
complete buddha,’ and, ‘There were this many in his retinue of śrāvakas.’ They again teach the doctrine to those beings who admire their recollection of previous states of existence with a discourse on giving, up to or with a discourse on complete nirvāṇa.

“With their magical powers they go to many world systems, attend on the lord buddhas, and plant wholesome roots in relation to those lord buddhas. Having planted those wholesome roots, they again return from those same world systems. Endowed with an extremely pure knowledge of the extinction of outflows, they teach the doctrine to those beings with a discourse on giving, up to or with a discourse on complete nirvāṇa.

“In that way, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should find and produce within themselves the clairvoyances. With those clairvoyances completely mastered they will appropriate whatever body they want to appropriate, but still they will not get happiness or suffering, or mental happiness or mental anguish; they will not have attachment or rage.

“To illustrate, Subhūti, a man magically created by a tathāgata does all the work that has to be done but still is not affected by happiness or suffering. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings standing in the perfection of wisdom, sporting in the clairvoyances in world systems as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, give Dharma discourses exactly according to beliefs but still are not affected by happiness or suffering.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should sport in and meditate on the clairvoyances in such a way that while sporting in the clairvoyances it will purify a buddhafield and bring beings to maturity. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings cannot fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening unless they have purified a buddhafield and brought beings to maturity. And why? Subhūti, it is because unless the branches of the bodhisattva great beings’ awakening have been completed, there is no unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, what are the branches of the bodhisattva great beings’ awakening, having completed which the bodhisattva great beings will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, all wholesome dharmas are the branches of the bodhisattva great beings’ awakening.”

“Lord,” he asked, “what are those wholesome dharmas by means of which the bodhisattva great beings will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”
Venerable Subhūti having asked this, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, starting from the first production of the thought, that nonconceptualization even when practicing the perfection of giving is a wholesome dharma. And how, when giving, is there nonconceptualization? Based on the emptiness of an intrinsic nature, there is no conceptualization of giving as ‘this is giving’; there is no conceptualization of ‘it has to be given to that one,’ or ‘I have to give’—none of those three. With that perfection of giving they free themselves from saṃsāra and free others as well. Subhūti, those wholesome dharmas are the bodhisattva great beings’ path to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Subhūti, past, future, and present bodhisattva great beings have gone beyond, will go beyond, and are going beyond on that path.

“Similarly, bodhisattva great beings have to complete the perfections of morality, patience, perseverance, concentration, and wisdom; the four concentrations, four immeasurables, and four formless absorptions; the four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path; the three gateways to liberation, fourteen emptinesses, eight deliverances, nine serial absorptions, dhāraṇī gateways, and meditative stabilization gateways; and the detailed and thorough knowledges, up to eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha—as many wholesome dharmas as there are—the entire bodhisattva’s path. Having completed those wholesome dharmas, bodhisattva great beings will reach the knowledge of all aspects, and having reached that, will turn the wheel of the Dharma.”

This was the seventy-eighth chapter, “Teaching the Skillful Means for the Purification of a Buddhafield,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 79: TEACHING THE NONEXISTENCE OF AN INTRINSIC NATURE

79.1 Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, if those dharmas are the bodhisattva dharmas, well then, Lord, what are the buddhadharmas?”

79.2 The Lord replied, “Again, Subhūti, in regard to what you have asked—‘If those dharmas are the bodhisattva dharmas what, then, are the buddhadharmas?’—Subhūti, just those bodhisattva dharmas are the buddhadharmas as well. When bodhisattva great beings have completely awakened to those dharmas in all aspects and have reached the knowledge of all aspects, they eliminate all the residual impression connections. They will fully awaken to those, but tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have fully awakened to all dharmas through the wisdom of the unique single instant. That, Subhūti, is the difference between bodhisattva great beings and the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas.

79.3 “To illustrate, Subhūti, even though a candidate is one thing and a result-recipient another, still both are not the highest person. Similarly, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings stand on the unobstructed path, but tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have reached a knowledge of all dharmas without obscurations. That, Subhūti, is the difference between bodhisattva great beings and tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas.”

79.4 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti inquired further of him, “Lord, if all dharmas are empty of their own marks, how can you apprehend specific features in all dharmas that are empty of their own marks and make the distinctions, ‘This is a being in hell, this is one in the animal world, this is a god, this is a human, this one is on the Gotra level, this one is an Aṣṭamaka, this is a stream enterer, this is a once-returner, this is a non-returner, this is a worthy one, this is a pratyekabuddha, this is a bodhisattva, and this is a tathāgata, worthy one, perfect complete buddha’? Lord, just as those persons cannot be
Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! It is exactly as you say! Karma and the maturation of karma cannot be apprehended in all dharmas that are empty of their own marks. Those who do not understand that all dharmas are empty of their own marks behave badly or behave well, or accumulate karma with outflows or without outflows. Through the karma from behaving badly they fall into the three [F.136.a] terrible forms of life; through the karma from behaving well they are born among gods and humans; through wholesome karma without flaws they are born in the form realm and the formless realm. There the bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of giving, up to practice the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, producing those bodhisattva dharmas in a practice without flaws. Having produced them, they become absorbed in the vajropama meditative stabilization endowed with the surrounding limbs of awakening, and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, they work for the welfare of beings. Because they have worked for their welfare they are not lost, and because they are not lost, they do not from then on take birth in the five forms of life in saṃsāra.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, does the Lord, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, apprehend the five forms of life in saṃsāra?”

“No, Subhūti.”

“Lord, does a tathāgata apprehend bright, or dark, or bright and dark, or neither bright nor dark dharmas?”

“No, Subhūti.”

“Lord, if they have not apprehended them, how have they designated hell, the animal world, and the world of Yama; how have they designated gods and humans; how have they designated stream enterer, non-returner, worthy one, and pratyekabuddha; how have they designated once-returner, non-returner, worthy one, and pratyekabuddha; how have they designated bodhisattva; and how have they designated tathāgata, worthy one, perfect complete buddha?” [F.136.b]

“Subhūti, do these beings know that phenomena are empty of their own marks?”

“No, Lord.”

“Subhūti, if these beings were thus to know ‘phenomena are empty of their own marks,’ bodhisattva great beings would not set out to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and would not, when they have entered into unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, free beings
from the three terrible forms of life, up to the five forms of life in saṃsāra. But, Subhūti, these beings do not thus know that phenomena are empty of their own marks, and because they do not know, they are not freed from the three terrible forms of life, and the five forms of life in saṃsāra. Therefore, bodhisattva great beings, having heard from those lord buddhas that ‘phenomena are empty of their own marks,’ set out to fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening for the sake of beings.

79.11

“These phenomena do not exist in the way that foolish ordinary people have settled down on them. These beings, having themselves constructed unreal phenomena and apprehended them, have the perception of a being where there is no being, the perception of form where there is no form, the perception of feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness where there is no consciousness, up to the perception of compounded and uncompounded dharmas where there are no compounded and uncompounded dharmas. With their minds distorted because of the error of constructing the unreal, they accumulate physical, verbal, and mental karma and are not freed from the five forms of life in saṃsāra. Therefore, bodhisattva great beings, having included all wholesome dharmas in the practice of the perfection of wisdom, pursue the bodhisattva practice, and pursuing that fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, they free beings from the five forms of life in saṃsāra.”

79.12

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if all phenomena are empty of their own marks, well then, how do bodhisattva great beings fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and free beings from the five forms of life in saṃsāra?”

79.13

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, expound, explain, set forth, and establish the four noble truths—suffering, the origination of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the path leading to the cessation of suffering. Included in these four noble truths are all the wholesome dharmas on the side of awakening, as many as there are, and through those dharmas on the side of awakening there is a presentation of the Three Jewels (which three?—these, namely, the Buddha Jewel, Dharma Jewel, and Saṅgha Jewel), and when the Three Jewels have appeared, beings are freed from the five forms of life in saṃsāra.”

79.14

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, will beings pass into complete nirvāṇa on account of knowing suffering or will they pass into complete nirvāṇa on account of suffering? Will they come to be in complete nirvāṇa on account of knowing the origination of suffering or will
they come to be in complete nirvāṇa on account of the origination of suffering? Will they come to be in complete nirvāṇa on account of knowing the cessation of suffering or will they come to be in complete nirvāṇa on account of the cessation of suffering? Will they come to be in complete nirvāṇa on account of knowing the path leading to the cessation of suffering or will they come to be in complete nirvāṇa on account of the path leading to the cessation of suffering?"

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, they will not pass into complete nirvāṇa on account of knowing suffering, nor on account of suffering; not on account of knowing the origination of suffering, nor on account of the origination of suffering; not on account of knowing the cessation of suffering, nor on account of the cessation of suffering; and they will not pass into complete nirvāṇa on account of knowing the path leading to the cessation of suffering nor on account of the path leading to the cessation of suffering. Subhūti, I have said that they will pass into complete nirvāṇa on account of the sameness of the noble truths—they will not pass into complete nirvāṇa on account of knowing suffering, nor on account of suffering; not on account of knowing the origination of suffering, nor on account of the origination of suffering; not on account of knowing the cessation of suffering, nor on account of the cessation of suffering; and not on account of knowing the path leading to the cessation of suffering nor on account of the path leading to the cessation of suffering.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, what is the sameness of the four noble truths?”

“Subhūti,” he replied, “it is where there is no knowledge of suffering and no suffering; where there is no knowledge of the origination of suffering and no origination of suffering; where there is no knowledge of the cessation of suffering and no cessation of suffering; and where there is no knowledge of the path leading to the cessation of suffering and no path leading to the cessation of suffering.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise, the suchness of the four noble truths, their unmistakable suchness and unaltered suchness, the true nature of dharmas, the certification of dharmas, and the establishment of dharmas remain as just the dharma-constituent. Such a dharma-constituent is a natural state not robbed of mindfulness, the true nature of dharmas that is never ruined. Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom practice the truths in order to awaken, one way or the other, to the truths.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom practice in order to awaken to the truths? How, while practicing, do they awaken to the
truths? How, having awakened, do they practice for suchness? And how, having practiced, do they not fall to the śrāvaka level, not fall to the pratyekabuddha level, but rather enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, there is no dharma the limit of which bodhisattva great beings do not see. When they do not see any dharma, they then do not apprehend it. Not apprehending anything they see that all dharmas are empty; they see that all those dharmas included in the truths or not included in the truths are empty. Seeing like that, they enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva and stand at the Gotra level. Those bodhisattvas standing at the Gotra level do not fall onto a peak—a peak that, when fallen on, would be a fall to the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level.

“Standing at the Gotra level, those bodhisattva great beings generate the four concentrations, and generate the four immeasurables and the four formless absorptions. Standing at that calm abiding level they make a detailed examination of all dharmas and also realize the four noble truths. Even though they comprehend suffering, they do not produce any thought with suffering as its objective support; they abandon the origination of suffering, but they do not produce any thought with origination as its objective support; they actualize the cessation of suffering, but they do not produce any thought with cessation as its objective support; they cultivate the path to the cessation of suffering, but they do not produce any thought with the path as its objective support. On the contrary, with a thought inclined to awakening, they see all dharmas for what they really are.”

“Lord, what are ‘all dharmas as they really are?’”

“Subhūti, it is seeing all dharmas as emptiness.”

“Lord, how do they see all dharmas as empty?”

“Subhūti, they see like this—that all dharmas are empty of their own marks. But even though they see with such an insight that ‘all dharmas are empty,’ they still do not see an intrinsic nature on which they might stand and fully awaken to awakening; they see no such intrinsic nature at all.”

“In that case, Lord, is awakening a nonexistent thing?”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! It is exactly as you say! Awakening is a nonexistent thing. It has not been made by buddhas, it has not been made by pratyekabuddhas, it has not been made by worthy ones, and it has not been made by those bodhisattva great beings who are practicing for it. On the contrary, it is because beings do not know and do not see things as they really are that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means teach the doctrine to beings.”
This was the seventy-ninth chapter, “Teaching the Nonexistence of an Intrinsic Nature,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 80: TEACHING THAT THERE IS NO DEFILEMENT OR PURIFICATION

80.1 Then venerable Subhūti inquired of the Lord, "Lord, if all dharmas are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, if they have not been made by buddhas, have not been made by pratyekabuddhas, have not been made by worthy ones, have not been made by non-returners, have not been made by once-returners, have not been made by stream enterers, and have not been made by those bodhisattva great beings who are practicing for this awakening, well then, Lord, why in these dharmas is there a distinction made between them, or a presentation of them thus: 'These are beings in hell, these in the animal world, these in the world of Yama, these are gods, these are humans; because of this karma they are in hell, because of this in the animal world, because of this in the world of Yama, because of this they are gods, because of this humans, because of this Brahmakāyika, up to Naivasamjñānāsaṃjñāyatana gods; because of this karma they are stream enterers, up to because of this karma they are pratyekabuddhas, because of this karma they are bodhisattvas, and because of this karma they are tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas'? [F.139.b] Lord, in a dharma that is not real there is no action such that, on account of such an action, they would go to hell, or to the animal world, or to the world of Yama, or take birth as a god or human, up to a Naivasamjñānāsaṃjñāyatana god; or reach the result of stream enterer, or reach the result of once-returner, or the result of non-returner, or the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening; or be a bodhisattva, or practice the awakening path, or reach the knowledge of all aspects, or, having reached that, cause beings to be liberated from samsāra."

802 Venerable Subhūti having inquired about that, the Lord said to him, "Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! It is exactly as you say! Subhūti, whereas in a dharma that is not real there is no karma, there is no action, and there is no result, unlettered, foolish, ordinary people uneducated about the noble
dharmas do not know that dharmas are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, and because of thought that has arisen on account of error, accumulate a variety of karma. Certain sorts of bodies come into being because of that: the bodies of beings in hell, or in the animal world, or in the world of Yama, or of gods, or of humans, up to of the Naivasamjñā- nāsamjñāyatana gods come into being. In a dharma that is not real there is no action, there is nothing being done, and there is no result—that which is not real is just not real.

“Again, Subhūti, in regard to what you have said—in a dharma that is not real there is no action such that, on account of such an action, they would reach..., up to the result of stream enterer, or reach..., up to the state of a worthy one, or a pratyekabuddha’s awakening; or be a bodhisattva great being practicing the knowledge of path aspects, or reach the knowledge of all aspects of a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha, or, having reached that, cause beings to be liberated from samsāra—Subhūti, what do you think, is the path not a nonexistent thing, or is the result of stream enterer not a nonexistent thing, or is the result of once-returner not a nonexistent thing, or is the result of non-returner not a nonexistent thing, or is the state of a worthy one not a nonexistent thing, or is a pratyekabuddha’s awakening not a nonexistent thing, or is the knowledge of path aspects not a nonexistent thing, up to or is the knowledge of all aspects not a nonexistent thing?”

“Lord, the path is a nonexistent thing..., up to the knowledge of all aspects are nonexistent things.”

“Subhūti, well then, does a nonexistent phenomenon reach a nonexistent phenomenon?”

“No, Lord.”

“So then, Subhūti, that which is a nonexistent thing and that which is the path, both of those phenomena are neither conjoined with nor disjoined from anything, are formless, do not show themselves, are not obstructed, and have only one mark—that is, no mark. Therefore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means dissuade beings [F.140.b] who settle down on the aggregates, who settle down on an existent thing because of four errors—the perception of impermanence as permanence, the perception of suffering as happiness, the perception of the selfless as self, and the perception of the unclean as clean—from believing in an existent thing.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, is there some real basis called suchness and unmistaken suchness, that was or is, that foolish, ordinary people stand on and settle down on as ‘a real basis’; and if
there is not, how do they accumulate karma, the type of karma on account of which they are not freed from the five forms of life in saṃsāra?”

80.8 Subhūti, no real basis at all has been set down, other than in error, where foolish ordinary persons stand and accumulate karma, not even as much as a part of the tip of a strand of hair. Therefore, Subhūti, to the extent possible I will explain this to you with an illustration in order to cover just this topic in more detail for the intelligent to understand.

80.9 “What do you think, Subhūti, when somebody dreaming a dream experiences a sense of gratification through the five sorts of sense objects, is there any corresponding real basis for the dreamer of the dream?”

80.10 “Lord, if even just the dream is not there, how could there ever be a real basis where the dreamer of the dream stands and experiences a sense of gratification through the five sorts of sense objects?”

80.11 “What do you think, Subhūti, are there any compounded or uncompounded dharmas, with outflows or without outflows, that are not like a dream?”

80.12 “Lord, there are not any compounded or uncompounded dharmas, with outflows or without outflows, that are not like a dream.” [F.141.a]

80.13 “What do you think, Subhūti, in a dream are there the five forms of life in saṃsāra?”

80.14 “No, Lord.”

80.15 “What do you think, Subhūti, in a dream is there any meditation on a path thanks to which there would be no defilement and there would also be no purification?”

80.16 “No, Lord. Lord, that dharma is without a real basis, has no designation, and is not something designated by any utterances, stems, or inflected words.” [B56]

80.17 The Lord then asked, “What do you think, Subhūti, is there any karma accumulated by the reflection seen on the surface of a mirror, on account of which it will become a being in hell, or in the animal world, or in the world of Yama, or a god, or a human?”

80.18 “No, Lord. Lord, if that reflection itself, other than coaxing foolish ordinary persons into believing it is true, has no real basis, how could it ever have accumulated any karma, on account of which it becomes a being in hell, or in the animal world, or in the world of Yama, or a god, or a human?”

80.19 “What do you think, Subhūti, is there any meditation on a path there, thanks to which there would be no defilement and there would also be no purification?”

80.20 “No, Lord. Lord, if even just that reflection has no real basis, [F.141.b] how could there be a meditation on a path there, thanks to which there would be no defilement and there would also be no purification?”
“What do you think, Subhūti, is there any karma accumulated by an echo echoing in a river valley, a verdant valley in the foothills, a dense jungle, or a mountain retreat, or from a crevice in a cliff, on account of which it becomes a being in hell, or in the animal world, or in the world of Yama, or a god, or a human, or a god living in the desire realm, or a god living in the form realm, up to or a god in the Naivasamjñānāsāṃjñāyatana?”

“No, Lord. Lord, if even that echo itself has no real basis, how could it ever have accumulated any karma, on account of which it becomes a being in hell, or in the animal world, or in the world of Yama, or a god, or a human, or a god living in the desire realm, or a god living in the form realm, up to or a god in the Naivasamjñānāsāṃjñāyatana?”

“What do you think, Subhūti, is there any meditation on a path in that echo, thanks to which there would be no defilement and there would also be no purification?”

“No, Lord. Lord, if even just that echo is absolutely not there, how could there be any meditation on a path there, thanks to which there would be no defilement and there would also be no purification?”

“What do you think, Subhūti, is there any karma accumulated by the perception of water in a mirage where there is no water, by the perception of a river where there is no river, by the perception of a city [F.142.a] where there is no city, or by the perception of a park where there is no park, on account of which it goes to hell, up to or goes to the Naivasamjñānāsāṃjñāyatana?”

“No, Lord. Lord, when, other than being an error of perception, a state of visual delusion, there is absolutely no water in that mirage, there is no river, no city, and no park, how could it ever have accumulated any karma on account of which it goes to hell, up to or goes to the Naivasamjñānāsāṃjñāyatana?”

“What do you think, Subhūti, is there any meditation on a path in that error of perception, thanks to which there would be no defilement and there would also be no purification?”

“No, Lord. Lord, if even just that error of perception is absolutely not there, how could there be a meditation on a path there, thanks to which there would be no defilement and there would also be no purification?”

“What do you think, Subhūti, when a magician conjures up a variety of magical creations—conjures up a collection of elephants, or a collection of horses, or a collection of bulls, or a collection of foot soldiers, or a collection of chariots, or a woman’s body, or a man’s body—is there any karma accumulated in those magical creations, on account of which they would go to hell, up to or go to the Naivasamjñānāsāṃjñāyatana?”
“No, Lord. [F.142.b] Lord, when those magical creations have no real basis at all set down where they might stand and accumulate karma, not even as much as a part of the tip of a strand of hair, how could they ever have accumulated any karma, on account of which they would go to hell, up to or go to the Naivasaṃjñānāsaṃjñāyatana?”

“What do you think, Subhūti, in those magical creations is there any meditation on a path, thanks to which there would be no defilement and there would also be no purification?”

“No, Lord. Lord, if even just those creations themselves are absolutely not there, how could there be any meditation on a path there, thanks to which there would be no defilement and there would also be no purification?”

“What do you think, Subhūti, when a tathāgata’s magical creation magically creates another magical creation, is there any karma accumulated in that magical creation, on account of which it would go to hell, up to or go to the Naivasaṃjñānāsaṃjñāyatana?”

“No, Lord. Lord, when that magical creation itself has no real basis, how could it ever have accumulated any karma, on account of which it would go to hell, up to or go to the Naivasaṃjñānāsaṃjñāyatana?”

“What do you think, Subhūti, in that magical creation is there any meditation on a path, thanks to which there would be no defilement and there would also be no purification?”

“No, Lord.” [F.143.a]

“Subhūti, is there any defilement or purification happening there?”

“None at all, Lord,”

“Subhūti, just as there is no defilement happening at all and just as there is no purification happening at all there, similarly there is no defilement or purification. And why? Because defilement happens and purification happens to those beings who live grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine,’ but for those with perfect vision, defilement does not happen and purification does not happen. And just as those with perfect vision do not become defiled and do not become purified, similarly there is no defilement or purification.”

This was the eightieth chapter, “Teaching That There is No Defilement or Purification,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
81.1 Then venerable Subhūti inquired of the Lord, “Lord, for someone who sees reality, defilement does not happen and purification does not happen, and even for someone who does not see reality, defilement does not happen and purification does not happen. This is because, Lord, all dharmas are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. So, there is no defilement and there is no purification for something that does not exist, and there is no defilement and there is no purification even for something that does exist. Lord, if there is no defilement and there is no purification even for something that exists in itself, [F.143.b] and if there is no defilement and there is no purification even for something that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, well then, what is that purification the Lord has been speaking about?”

81.2 “Subhūti,” he replied, “I have said that which is the sameness of all dharmas is purification.”

81.3 “Lord, what is the sameness of all dharmas?” he asked.

“Subhūti,” he replied, “that suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, the true nature of dharmas, the dharma-constituent, the establishment of dharmas, the certification of dharmas—that establishment of dharmas, that dharma-constituent that remains as it is whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise—that, Subhūti, is called purification. Subhūti, that term is simply used conventionally by way of ordinary convention; it is inexpressible, not amenable to ordinary language, and inexpressible by verbal communication, sound, or word.”

81.4 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti inquired further of him, “Lord, if all dharmas are like an illusion, like a dream, like an echo, like an apparition, like a reflection in the mirror, like a mirage, like a city of the gandharvas, and like a magical creation, well then, how, given that dharmas are like an illusion, up to like a magical creation, are nonexistent things and are not materially existent, do bodhisattva great beings produce the thought
of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, thinking, ‘I will complete the perfection of giving,’ up to ‘I will complete the perfection of wisdom,’ and similarly, ‘I will complete the perfection of skillful means, the perfection of prayer, the perfection of power, the perfection [F.144.a] of knowledge, and the perfection of clairvoyance; I will complete absorption into the four concentrations, and I will complete the four immeasurables and four formless absorptions; I will cultivate the four applications of mindfulness, up to I will cultivate the eightfold noble path; I will gain the eight deliverances, nine serial absorptions, ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, great love, great compassion, confident readiness, and the dhāraṇī gateways; I will complete the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha and will gain…, up to the thirty-two major marks and eighty minor signs of a great person; I will complete the immeasurable light that causes an illumination pervading a great billionfold world system; and, having sought out the mental constructions of beings in world systems in the ten directions just by turning my mind to them, I will complete Brahmā’s melodious voice that will teach them the Dharma exactly according to their beliefs with a single melodious sound?’

81.5 “Subhūti,” he replied, “what do you think, those dharmas you have described, they are like an illusion, like a dream, like an echo, like an apparition, like a reflection in the mirror, like a mirage, like a city of the gandharvas, and like a magical creation, are they not?”

81.6 The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti said to him, “If those dharmas are like an illusion, like a dream, up to like a magical creation, [F.144.b] well then, Lord, how, given that those dharmas are like an illusion, like a dream, up to like a magical creation, would bodhisattva great beings have practiced the perfection of wisdom? Lord, an illusion, a dream, up to a magical creation are unreal, and, Lord, the unreal is unable to practice the perfection of giving, up to practice the perfection of wisdom, up to practice the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening; similarly, the unreal is unable to practice…, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha and fully awaken to the knowledge of all aspects.”

81.7 Venerable Subhūti having said that, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! The unreal is unable to practice the perfection of giving, up to practice the perfection of wisdom. The unreal is unable to practice…, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. What do you think, Subhūti, does the perfection of giving fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, up to does the perfection of wisdom fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening? Do the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, the fourteen emptinesses, the noble truths, the
concentrations, the immeasurables, the formless absorptions, the deliverances, the dhāraṇī gateways, emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness, the clairvoyances, up to the ten tathāgata powers, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

“No, Lord.”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! The perfection of giving does not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha do not fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. And why? Subhūti, it is because all these dharmas have been brought into being and are the outcome of intentions, and the knowledge of all aspects cannot be reached through dharmas that have been brought into being and are the outcome of intentions.

“But still, Subhūti, all those dharmas establish the path and bring about the path, even though they do not cause a result to be obtained. In those dharmas, what does not arise and does not stop is also what has no mark. Bodhisattva great beings, therefore, starting from the first production of the thought, are aware that those wholesome dharmas they undertake, whatever the wholesome dharma may be—the perfection of giving, up to or the perfection of wisdom, up to or the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha—are all like an illusion. But without completing those dharmas—the perfection of giving, up to the perfection of wisdom, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha—they cannot bring beings to maturity or reach the knowledge of all aspects, so whatever the wholesome dharma the bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom undertake, they are aware that all are like a dream, up to aware that all are like a magical creation. When they are practicing the perfection of wisdom, they are aware that... up to the knowledge of all aspects is like a dream, up to aware that it is like a magical creation. They are aware that those beings too are practicing a practice like a dream, up to are practicing a practice like a magical creation. Therefore bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom apprehend all illusion-like phenomena as things that do not exist, and, apprehending them like that, accomplish the knowledge of all aspects, up to apprehend all magical creation-like phenomena as things that do not exist, and, apprehending them like that, reach the knowledge of all aspects.

“The perfection of giving cannot be grasped, up to the perfection of wisdom cannot be grasped, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha cannot be grasped, so bodhisattva great beings, knowing that all phenomena cannot be grasped, set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete
awakening. And why? Because all phenomena are like a dream, up to like a magical creation, cannot be grasped and are things that do not exist, and, except that all beings do not know and do not see those phenomena, phenomena that cannot be grasped are not able to reach phenomena that cannot be grasped.

81.11 “Therefore, bodhisattva great beings set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening for the sake of all beings. Starting from the first production of the thought, whatever gifts they give, they give all for the welfare of beings; whatever morality they guard, whatever patience they practice, whatever effort they make, whatever meditative stabilization they become absorbed in, and whatever wisdom they cultivate, they cultivate all for the sake of beings, not for their own sake.

81.12 “Bodhisattva great beings would not even set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening except for the sake of all beings. When they practice the perfection of wisdom, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom free beings stuck in the perception of a being where there is no being, stuck in the perception of self where there is no self—they free from these errors beings stuck in the perception of a creature, a child of Manu, one born of Manu, a living being, one who lives, a person, an individual, one who does, one who feels, one who makes someone else do, a motivator, one who motivates, one who knows, up to one who sees, up to where there is no one who sees. Having freed them from those errors, they establish them in the realm of immortality. Having established them there, habitual ideas do not arise and do not move about, so the habitual idea of a notion of self, up to the habitual idea of the notion of one who does, do not habitually occur. Having forsaken all that moving, shaking, false projection, and thought construction, they regularly become absorbed in and stay with a mind free from false projection.

81.13 “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with skillful means do not personally settle down on any dharma at all, and also establish all beings in nonsettling as well, but as an ordinary convention, not ultimately.”

81.14 Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, is the dharma a tathāgata has fully awakened to, fully awakened to as an ordinary convention or as an ultimate?”

81.15 “Subhūti, ‘a tathāgata has taught this dharma, a tathāgata has fully awakened to this dharma’ is a convention designated by ordinary language, because in ‘this dharma has fully awakened to that dharma’ there is nothing at all that can be apprehended. And why? Because ‘this dharma has fully awakened to that dharma’ falsely considers something a fact, because there is no attainment or clear realization at all dualistically.”
Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, if there is no attainment or clear realization at all dualistically, well then, is there an attainment and clear realization nondualistically?”

“Subhūti, there is no clear realization dualistically and there is no clear realization nondualistically either. Here, where there is no duality and no nonduality, that is clear realization. And why? Because ‘this is clear realization; this clearly realizes’ is thought construction. In the sameness of dharmas there is no thought construction, because the absence of thought construction is the sameness of dharmas.”

“Lord, given that dharmas are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, what is this ‘sameness of dharmas’?”

“Subhūti, here where there is no existing thing, no intrinsic existence, and nothing that has been expressed, that is the sameness of dharmas. The sameness of dharmas is not something that can be expressed. Setting aside the sameness of dharmas, there is no dharma at all that can be apprehended. The sameness of dharmas has passed completely beyond all dharmas. The sameness of dharmas is not the support and not within the range of simple folk or noble beings.”

“Lord, is that sameness of dharmas not within the range even of a tathāgata?”

“Subhūti, that sameness of dharmas is not within the range of all noble beings, and neither is it within the range of stream enterers, or once-returners, or non-returners, or worthy ones, or pratyekabuddhas, or bodhisattvas, or even tathāgatas.”

“Lord, is a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha not in control of the entire range of dharmas?”

“Subhūti,” he replied, “were the sameness of dharmas one thing and a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha another, a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha might have control of the entire range of dharmas, but, Subhūti, that sameness that is the sameness of foolish, ordinary people, that sameness of faith followers and Dharma followers, that sameness of stream enterers, and similarly, connect this with that sameness of once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, and pratyekabuddhas, and that sameness of tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas—there is not the slightest difference in that sameness. The sameness of ordinary people and the sameness of noble beings is the same sameness. In a sameness that is the same, the duality ‘this is an ordinary person, up to this is [F.147.b] a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’ does not exist. In a sameness that is the same, those dharmas ‘this is an ordinary person, up to this is a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’ all cannot be apprehended.”
The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti said to him, “Lord, if, in the sameness of all dharmas, ‘this is an ordinary person, this is a stream enterer,’ up to ‘this is a pratyekabuddha, this is a bodhisattva,’ up to ‘this is a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’ all cannot be apprehended, in that case foolish, ordinary people, faith followers and Dharma followers, stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and even tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas would not have specific features.”

Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! In the sameness of dharmas, foolish, ordinary people, up to tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas do not have specific features.”

“Lord, if, in the sameness of dharmas, foolish, ordinary people, faith followers, up to tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas do not have specific features, well then, Lord, from where do the Three Jewels—the Buddha Jewel, Dharma Jewel, and Saṅgha Jewel—appear in the world?”

What do you think, Subhūti, is the Buddha Jewel one thing, the Dharma Jewel another, the Saṅgha Jewel another, and the sameness of dharmas yet another?”

The Lord having asked that, venerable Subhūti said to him, “The way I understand the meaning of what you, Lord, have said, is that the Buddha Jewel is not one thing, the Dharma Jewel another, the Saṅgha Jewel another, and the sameness of dharmas yet another. That Buddha Jewel, that Dharma Jewel, that Saṅgha Jewel, and that sameness of dharmas—all those dharmas are not conjoined, are not disjoined, are formless, do not show themselves, and are not obstructed and have only one mark—that is, no mark. So, Lord, how has this presentation of dharmas that have no marks made by the Lord into ‘this is an ordinary person, this is a stream enterer, up to this is a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha’ come about?”

Venerable Subhūti having said that, the Lord asked him, “Subhūti, were a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha not to have awakened fully to complete awakening, and, having not fully awakened, not made a presentation of dharmas, would it be obvious that there is hell; would it be obvious that there is the animal world, the world of Yama, humans and gods; the Cāturmahārājājika gods, up to the Paranirmitavaśāvartin, Brahmakāyika, up to those in the Naivasamjñānāsāmjñāyatana absorption; the four applications of mindfulness, up to the eightfold noble path; inner emptiness, and similarly, connect this with each, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, up to the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha?”

“No, Lord.”
“So then, Subhūti, that a tathāgata makes a presentation of dharmas without moving from the sameness of dharmas is their personal heroic power.”

Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, is the way in which a tathāgata does not move from the sameness of dharmas how ordinary people, up to pratyekabuddhas do not move from the sameness of dharmas, and similarly how bodhisattvas do not move from the sameness of dharmas?”

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! They do not move from the sameness of dharmas and do not pass beyond the sameness of dharmas. And why? Because just that suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, true nature of dharmas, dharma-constituent, establishment of dharmas, certification of dharmas, and very limit of reality of tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas is itself the suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, true nature of dharmas, dharma-constituent, establishment of dharmas, certification of dharmas, and very limit of reality of ordinary people, and just that is the suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, true nature of dharmas, dharma-constituent, establishment of dharmas, certification of dharmas, and very limit of reality of faith followers and Dharma followers, Aṣṭamakas, stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, pratyekabuddhas, and bodhisattvas—they all do not pass beyond the sameness of dharmas. And why? Because their suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, true nature of dharmas, dharma-constituent, establishment of dharmas, certification of dharmas, and very limit of reality is just that—there is no other ‘sameness of dharmas’ than those.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti inquired further of him, “Lord, if just that true dharmic nature of all dharmas is just that true dharmic nature of ordinary people, and if the true dharmic nature of stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, worthy ones, pratyekabuddhas, and bodhisattvas, and tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas is just that as well, in that case, Lord, given that those—namely, form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness—have different marks, given that the true dharmic nature of form is one thing, of feeling another, of perception another, of volitional factors another, and the true dharmic nature of consciousness another; the true dharmic nature of the eyes is one thing, and the true dharmic nature of the ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind another; the true dharmic nature of a form one thing, and the true dharmic nature of a sound, a smell, a taste, a feeling, and dharmas another; the true dharmic nature of the earth element one thing, and the true dharmic nature of the water element, fire element, wind element, space element, and
consciousness element another; the true dharmic nature of greed, hatred, and confusion one thing, and the true dharmic nature of instances of views another; of the concentrations [F.149.b] another, of the immeasurables another, of the formless absorptions another; of the applications of mindfulness another, up to of the eightfold noble path another; of emptiness another, of signlessness another, of wishlessness another; of inner emptiness another, up to of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature another; of the deliverances another, of the absorptions another, of the tathāgata powers another, of the fearlessnesses another, of the detailed and thorough knowledges another, and of the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha another; and given that the true dharmic nature of the compounded element is one thing, and of the uncompounded element another, in that case, Lord, how do those dharmas with different marks come to have one mark? How have bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom stayed there and made a differentiation of dharmas? Without making a differentiation of dharmas, bodhisattva great beings are not able to practice the perfection of wisdom, so, Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom, go from level to level, enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva, having entered into the secure state of a bodhisattva transcend the śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels, and having transcended them complete the perfection of the clairvoyances? How do bodhisattva great beings while playing with the clairvoyances complete the perfection of giving, up to complete the perfection of meditative stabilization; while playing, pass on from buddhafield [F.150.a] to buddhafield, attend on the lord buddhas and plant wholesome roots in relation to them, and with those wholesome roots bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafield?”

Venerable Subhūti having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, in regard to what you have said—‘If just that true dharmic nature of all dharmas is just that true dharmic nature of ordinary people, and if the true dharmic nature of tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas is just that as well, how is it right that those dharmas with different marks come to have the one mark of the true nature of dharmas?’—Subhūti, what do you think, is that which is the true dharmic nature of form not emptiness, up to is that which is the true dharmic nature of the Tathāgata not emptiness?”

“It is emptiness, Lord.”

“Well then, Subhūti, is there any dharma with a distinct mark apprehended in emptiness—form with a distinct mark, up to consciousness with a distinct mark, up to a tathāgata?”

“No, Lord.”
“Subhūti, from just this explanation you should understand that in the true dharmic nature of dharmas there are no ordinary people and there is nothing other than ordinary people, up to there is no tathāgata and there is nothing other than the Tathāgata.”

“Lord, is that true nature of dharmas a compounded phenomenon or is it an uncompounded phenomenon?”

“Subhūti, it is not a compounded phenomenon and it is not an uncompounded phenomenon either. An uncompounded phenomenon other than a compounded phenomenon cannot be apprehended, and a compounded phenomenon other than an uncompounded phenomenon cannot be apprehended either. Therefore, Subhūti, both [F.150.b] those dharmas—the compounded element and the uncompounded element—are not conjoined and not disjoined, are formless, cannot be pointed out, do not obstruct, and have only one mark—that is, no mark. A tathāgata employs this language according to ordinary convention, but not ultimately. In the ultimate there is no physical volitional factor, no verbal volitional factor, and no mental volitional factor, and in the ultimate something other than a physical volitional factor, verbal volitional factor, and mental volitional factor cannot be apprehended. That which is the sameness of compounded and uncompounded dharmas is the ultimate.

“Therefore, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not move from the ultimate, all the while doing the work that bodhisattvas have to do.”

This was the eighty-first chapter, “Yogic Practice of the Ultimate,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 82: THE UNCHANGING TRUE NATURE OF DHARMAS

82.1 Then venerable Subhūti asked the Lord, “Lord, if the sameness of all dharmas is empty of a basic nature, then no dharma does anything, so how, while dharmas are not doing anything and are not anything at all, do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom not move from the ultimate but still work for the welfare of beings by way of giving gifts, kind words, beneficial actions, and consistency between words and deeds?”

82.2 Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! It is exactly as you say! Subhūti, emptiness does not do anything that has to be done or that does not have to be done; there is nothing at all. Yet, Subhūti, were these beings to understand this by themselves, in that case the Tathāgata would not, without moving from the ultimate, cause the separation of beings from the perception of self, and having separated them, free them from saṃsāra with emptiness, or similarly, cause the separation of beings from the perception of a being, up to the perception of one who does; the notion of form, up to the perception of consciousness; the perception of eyes, up to the perception of thinking mind; the perception of the earth element, up to the perception of the consciousness element; the perception of compounded element, and having separated them, establish them in the uncompounded element of emptiness.”

82.3 “Lord, of what is emptiness empty?”

“Subhūti, whatever the perception of it, it is empty of that. Subhūti, when one magical creation has created another magical creation, is there any real thing there that is not empty?”

82.4 “No, Lord. In a magical creation something real that is not emptiness does not exist. That which is the emptiness and that which is the magical creation are not joined and not disjoined—both those dharmas are empty of emptiness.”
“Subhūti, what do you think, is there a contortion into ‘this is a magical creation; this is an emptiness’?”

“No, Lord. And why? Because in emptiness, those dharmas ‘this is a magical creation’ and ‘this is an emptiness’ are not two.”

“Subhūti, there is no form, or feeling, or perception, or volitional factors, or consciousness that is not a magical creation, and whatever is a magical creation is an emptiness,"

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti then asked him, “Lord, if those ordinary dharmas are magical creations, are these extraordinary dharmas—namely, the four applications of mindfulness, four right efforts, four legs of miraculous power, five faculties, five powers, seven limbs of awakening, and eightfold noble path; and the ten tathāgata powers, four fearlessnesses, four detailed and thorough knowledges, and eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha—also magical creations? And their results, whatever they are, and those persons that appear on account of them—the stream enterer, once-returner, non-returner, worthy one, pratyekabuddha, bodhisattva, and tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha—are those dharmas magical creations as well?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, there where all dharmas are thus magical creations, some are magically created by śrāvakas, some are magically created by pratyekabuddhas, some are magically created by bodhisattvas, some are magically created by tathāgatas, some are magically created by afflictive emotions, and some are magically created by actions, so in that way all dharmas are like a magical creation.”

“Lord, are this ‘abandonment,’ and those other dharmas—the result of stream enterer, result of once-returner, result of non-returner, and state of a worthy one—also magical creations? And are those other dharmas—the pratyekabuddha level, the buddha level, and the elimination of all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions—also magical creations?”

“Subhūti, whatever the dharma, be it a production or cessation, it is a magical creation.”

“Lord, what is the dharma that is not a magical creation?”

“Subhūti, that which has no production and no cessation is not a magical creation.”

“And what, Lord, is that?” [F.152.a]

“It is nirvāṇa—that which has the quality of not coaxing you into believing it is true. Those dharmas are not a magical creation.”

“Lord, according to what you have said, Lord, that ‘not moving from emptiness and not stained by duality either there is no dharma at all that is not emptiness,’ then even that which has the dharma of not coaxing you into believing it is true, nirvāṇa, is magically created.”
“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so! Subhūti, all dharmas are empty of an intrinsic nature. They have not been made by śrāvakas, have not been made by pratyekabuddhas, have not been made by bodhisattva great beings, and have not been made by tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas. That which is empty of an intrinsic nature is nirvāṇa.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, if a person who is beginning the work is going to understand the emptiness of an intrinsic nature, how should they be advised and instructed?”

“Subhūti, does a thing that really existed before become a thing that does not exist later? Subhūti, here there is no existent thing, nor a nonexistent thing, and there is not something’s own existence, nor any existence from something else, so how will there ever be anything called ‘emptiness of an intrinsic nature’ that has to be understood?”

This was the eighty-second chapter, “The Unchanging True Nature of Dharmas,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B57]
CHAPTER 83: CATEGORIZATION OF A BODHISATTVA’S TRAINING

83.1 Then the bodhisattva great being Maitreya asked the Lord, “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who want to train in a bodhisattva’s training [F.152.b] train in form, and how do they train in feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; how do they train in the eye sense field, ear sense field, nose sense field, tongue sense field, body sense field, and thinking mind sense field; how do they train in the form sense field, sound sense field, smell sense field, taste sense field, feeling sense field, and dharma sense field; how do they train in the eye constituent, form constituent, and eye consciousness constituent, ear constituent, sound constituent, and ear consciousness constituent, nose constituent, smell constituent, and nose consciousness constituent, tongue constituent, taste constituent, and tongue consciousness constituent, body constituent, feeling constituent, and body consciousness constituent, and thinking mind constituent, dharma constituent, and thinking-mind consciousness constituent; how do they train in the eye contact sense field, and the ear, nose, tongue, body, and thinking-mind contact sense field; how do they train in ignorance, and how do they train in volitional factors, consciousness, name and form, the six sense fields, contact, feeling, craving, appropriation, existence, birth, and old age and death; how do they train in the truth of suffering, and how do they train in the truth of origination, truth of cessation, and truth of the path; how do they train in dharmas that have form, and how do they train in those that are formless, show themselves and do not show themselves, and are obstructed and not obstructed, compounded and uncompounded, with outflows and without outflows, a basic immorality and not a basic immorality, to be resorted to [F.153.a] and not resorted to, vile and sublime, inner and outer, seen, heard, thought about, and known, past, present, and future, wholesome, unwholesome, and neutral, connected with the desire realm, connected with the form realm,
connected with the formless realm, and not connected, in the dharmas of those in training and of those for whom there is no more training, in the dharmas of greed, rage, conceit, ignorance, view, and doubt; how do they train in miserliness and giving, immorality and morality, malice and patience, laziness and perseverance, distraction and concentration, and intellectual confusion and wisdom; how do they train in conceptualization and emptiness, a causal sign and signlessness, an improper wish and wishlessness, unpleasant dharmas, impermanence, suffering, and selflessness; and how do they train in affliction and the elimination of affliction, defilement and purification, samsāra and nirvāṇa, awakening and the buddhadharmas?"

83.2 The bodhisattva Maitreya having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Maitreya, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who want to train in a bodhisattva’s training should train in ‘form is a mere name’; should train in ‘feeling…’, ‘perception…’, ‘volitional factors…’ and ‘consciousness is a mere name’; up to ‘buddhadharmas are a mere name.’”

83.3 The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya said to him, “Lord, when this—namely, the designation form,—is apprehended together with a basis; the designations feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are apprehended together with a basis; up to the designation buddhadharmas is apprehended together with a basis, having taken it as the causal sign of the volitional factors, how could bodhisattvas train in ‘form that is just a mere name’; how could they train in ‘feeling…’, ‘perception…’, ‘volitional factors…’, and ‘consciousness that is just a mere name’; up to ‘buddhadharmas that are just mere names’? And if a basis were not to exist, that name for it would also not be suitable to be just a mere name—that is, it would not be suitable that ‘form is just a mere name’; that is…, ‘feeling…’, ‘perception…’, ‘volitional factors…’ and ‘consciousness is just a mere name’; it would not be suitable that…, up to ‘buddhadharmas is just a mere name.’”

83.4 The bodhisattva Maitreya having said that, the Lord said to him, “Maitreya, this—namely, form—is a name plucked out of thin air; these—namely, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness—are names plucked out of thin air; up to this—namely, buddhadharmas—is a name plucked out of thin air for this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon.”

83.5 The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Lord, is it not the case that in the absence of the name form, there is no being aware of, realizing, or knowing the name form through a basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon, but through that name form there is awareness of, realizing, and knowing a basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon? [F.154.a] So how could this be—namely, ‘form is a name
plucked out of thin air for the basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon? Lord, is it not the case that there is no being aware of, realizing, or knowing the name feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness through that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon; up to Lord, is it not the case that there is no being aware of the name buddhadharmas through that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon, but through that feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; up to through that buddhadharmas, there is awareness of, realizing, and knowing just that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon? So how could this be—namely, ‘form...’; namely, ‘feeling..., perception..., volitional factors..., and consciousness...’; up to namely, ‘buddhadharmas is a name plucked out of thin air for the basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon’?

83.6

The bodhisattva Maitreya having asked that, the Lord said to him, “So then, Maitreya, I will ask you a question, and you, as much as you can bear it, must find an answer. Maitreya, what do you think—without resorting to, without standing on, without having to stand on the designation form for this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon, do you think this—namely, ‘this is form’—about this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon?”

“No, Lord.”

83.7

“Maitreya, what do you think—without resorting to, without standing on, without having to stand on the designation feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness, up to on this—namely, the designation buddhadharmas—[F.154.b] for this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon, do you think this—namely, ‘feeling,’ ‘perception,’ ‘volitional factors,’ and ‘consciousness’; up to ‘buddhadharmas’—about this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon?”

“No, Lord.”

83.8

“From this one of many explanations, Maitreya, you should thus know that these—namely, form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness—are names plucked out of thin air for this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon; up to also this—namely buddhadharmas—is a name plucked out of thin air for this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon.

83.9

“Maitreya, what do you think, do a variety of kinds of words, conventional terms, conventional labels, and designations designate, or conventionally refer to, or label, or apply to this basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon?”

“It is so, Lord.”
“From this one of many explanations, Maitreya, you should thus know that this—namely, form; that these—namely feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; up to that this—namely, buddhadharmas—is a name plucked out of thin air for that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon.

Maitreya, what do you think—here, does someone designate, or name, or give a subsequent conventional designation to, or apply to just that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon a name for a basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon different from it?”

“It is so, Lord.”

“From this one of many explanations too, Maitreya, you should thus know that this—namely, form; that these—namely, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; up to that this—namely, buddhadharmas—is a name plucked out of thin air.”

The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “In that case, Lord, would it not then be just that basis that is the causal sign of a compounded phenomenon that is apprehended as the form entity, based on which this—form; these—feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; up to buddhadharmas—is a designation, name, label, and subsequent conventional designation?”

The bodhisattva Maitreya having asked that, the Lord asked him in return, “Maitreya, what do you think, is the basis that is the causal sign of a compounded phenomenon when form is designating, conventionally referring to, naming, or working as a subsequent conventional designation for form, the form entity, or is it simply merely designated?”

“Lord, it is simply merely designated.”

“Well then, Maitreya, how could you think, Maitreya, that it is just that basis that is the causal sign of a compounded phenomenon that is apprehended as the form entity, based on which these—namely, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; up to buddhadharmas—is a designation, name, label, and subsequent conventional designation? Maitreya, what do you think, is the feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to or buddhadharmas entity simply merely designated?”

“Lord, it is simply merely designated.”

“Well then, how could you think, Maitreya, that it is just that feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to or buddhadharmas entity that is apprehended?”

The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “In that case, Lord, if form is simply just a designation, name, conventional term, label, and conventional designation, and if feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas is simply just a designation, name,
conventional term, label, and conventional designation, would it not just be the form entity ... ; and then, would it not just be the feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas entity that is apprehended as designation, name, conventional term, label, and conventional designation?"

The bodhisattva Maitreya having asked that, the Lord asked him in return, “Maitreya, what do you think, is that form that is simply just a designation, name, conventional term, label, and conventional designation produced or stopped, or defiled or purified?”

“No, Lord.”

“Maitreya, what do you think, is that feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas that is simply just a designation, name, conventional term, label, and conventional designation produced or stopped, or defiled or purified?”

“No, Lord.”

“Maitreya, what do you think, is that feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas entity that is apprehended?” [F.156.a]

The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Lord, does form just not exist at all? Is it without any mark at all? Lord, does feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas not exist at all? Are they without any marks at all?”

The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Maitreya, I do not say ‘form just does not exist at all without any mark at all.’ Maitreya, I do not say ‘feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas just do not exist at all without any marks at all.’”

The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “How then, Lord, does form exist? How then, Lord, does feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas exist?”

The bodhisattva Maitreya having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Maitreya, form exists as an ordinary term and convention, but not ultimately. Maitreya, feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas exist as ordinary terms and conventions, but not ultimately.”

The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya said to him, “Lord, the way I understand what you have said, Lord, is that this element is ultimately inexpressible. Lord, if that inexpressible element [F.156.b] ultimately exists, then how can it be a basis that is a causal sign of a
compounded phenomenon designated by the name form plucked out of thin air; if it ultimately exists, then how can it be a basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon designated by the name feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to or buddhadharmas plucked out of thin air? And if ultimately it does not exist, then how could it be an inexpressible element, because it is not suitable to call a basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon an ‘inexpressible element.’”

The bodhisattva Maitreya having said that, the Lord said to him, “So then, Maitreya, I will ask you a question, and you, as much as you can bear it, must find an answer. Maitreya, what do you think—when abiding in the correct practice of wisdom connected with the inexpressible element, do you apprehend this basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon that has been designated by the name form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to or buddhadharmas, plucked out of thin air?”

“Lord, I do not apprehend it,” he replied.

“From this one of many explanations, Maitreya,” he continued, “you should know that this basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon is not the inexpressible element and the inexpressible element is not other than this basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon. This basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon designated by these—namely, the names form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas, plucked out of thin air—if they are taken to be the inexpressible element, well then, all foolish ordinary people would be in nirvāṇa, [F.157.a] and would even have fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Maitreya, if the inexpressible element is taken to be other than this basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon, well then, given that even the causal sign would not be apprehended, in this case would there be a realization of that inexpressible element?

“From this one of many explanations, Maitreya, you should know that the inexpressible element is not other than this basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon that has been designated by these—namely, the names form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas plucked out of thin air— and that the inexpressible element is not other than those either.”

The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Lord, if, when bodhisattvas are abiding in the correct practice of wisdom connected with the inexpressible element, this basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon that has been designated by the names form,
feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas plucked out of thin air is not apprehended, is existence not apprehended, or is nonexistence not apprehended?”

83.31 The bodhisattva Maitreya having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Maitreya, that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon has no independence or existence at all. And why? Maitreya, when you conceive of that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon is that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon gotten hold of through the conceptualizations, or, when you are abiding in the correct practice of wisdom connected with the inexpressible element and do not conceive of it, [F.157.b] is it gotten hold of through the absence of conceptualization?”

“It is, Lord.”

83.32 “If that is so, Maitreya, that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon that has been thus designated by these—namely, the names form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas plucked out of thin air—is simply just conceptualization or just a conceptual state. When they are thus abiding in the nonconceptual element free from conceptualizations, what existence does it, designated by these—namely, the names form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas plucked out of thin air—have? What existence can be apprehended?”

83.33 The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Lord, how many designations for the separate aspects of form should bodhisattvas practicing the perfection of wisdom, involved in skillfully making a differentiation of a dharma, know? How many designations for the separate aspects of feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas should they know?”

83.34 The bodhisattva Maitreya having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Maitreya, bodhisattvas practicing the perfection of wisdom, involved in skillfully making a differentiation of a dharma, should know three designations for the separate modes of form, and should know three designations for the separate modes of feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to buddhadharmas, namely, ‘this is imaginary form,’ ‘this is conceptualized form,’ [F.158.a] and ‘this is the true dharmic nature of form’; ‘this is imaginary feeling,’ ‘this is conceptualized feeling,’ and ‘this is the true dharmic nature of feeling’; ‘this is imaginary perception,’ ‘this is conceptualized perception,’ and ‘this is the true dharmic nature of perception’; ‘these are imaginary volitional factors,’ ‘these are conceptualized volitional factors,’ and ‘this is the true dharmic nature of the volitional factors’; ‘this is imaginary consciousness,’ ‘this is conceptualized
The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Lord, what is imaginary form, what is conceptualized form, and what is the true dharmic nature of form; what is imaginary feeling... ... perception, ... volitional factors, ... consciousness; up to ... buddhadharmas, what are conceptualized buddhadharmas, and what is the true dharmic nature of buddhadharmas?”

The bodhisattva Maitreya having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Maitreya, based on the designation, name, label, and conventional designation form for this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon, this imagining that it is the intrinsic nature of form is imaginary form. Maitreya, based on the designations, names, labels, and conventional designations feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, up to buddhadharmas [F.158.b] for this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon, this imagining that it is the intrinsic nature of feeling, or it is the intrinsic nature of perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, up to buddhadharmas, is imaginary feeling; is imaginary perception, volitional factors, and consciousness; up to are imaginary buddhadharmas.

“That basis, which is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon, an expression dependent on conceptualization established in the true dharmic nature of mere conceptualization, for which the designations, names, labels, and conventional designations ‘this is form,’ ‘this is feeling,’ ‘this is perception,’ ‘this is a volitional factor,’ ‘this is consciousness,’ up to ‘these are buddhadharmas’ are used—this is conceptualized form, this is conceptualized feeling, this is conceptualized perception, this is a conceptualized volitional factor, this is conceptualized consciousness, up to these are conceptualized buddhadharmas.

“This true nature of dharmas that simply remains whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise, the element of the establishment of dharmas that is just the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature—falsely imagined form as that conceptualized form—for a time that is eternally eternal and constantly constant, the nonexistence of a self in dharmas, suchness, and the very limit of reality, is the true dharmic nature of form; this is also the true dharmic nature of feeling, this is the true dharmic nature of perception, this is the true dharmic nature of volitional factors, this is the true dharmic nature of consciousness, up to and this is the true dharmic nature of the buddhadharmas.”
The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Lord, among these three forms, which form is viewed [F.159.a] as a nonmaterial reality and which as a material reality, and which as neither a nonmaterial reality nor a material reality and in the category of the ultimate? Among these three feelings, and among these three perceptions, these three volitional factors, and these three consciousnesses, up to and these three buddhadharmas, which are viewed as a nonmaterial reality and which as a material reality, and which as neither a nonmaterial reality nor a material reality and in the category of the ultimate?”

The bodhisattva Maitreya having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Maitreya, view the form that is imaginary as not a material reality. View conceptualized form as a material reality based on the material reality of a conceptualization, but not because it is there under its own power. And view the true dharmic nature of form as neither a nonmaterial reality nor a material reality and in the category of the ultimate. View the feeling…, perception…, volitional factors…, and consciousness that is imaginary…, up to the buddhadharmas that are imaginary as not a material reality. View the feeling…, perception…, volitional factors…, and consciousness that is conceptualized…, up to the buddhadharmas that are conceptualized as a material reality based on the material reality of a conceptualization, but not because they are there under their own power. Maitreya, view the true dharmic nature of feeling…, perception…, volitional factors…, and consciousness…, up to buddhadharmas, as neither a nonmaterial reality nor a material reality and in the category of the ultimate.” [F.159.b]

The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Lord, given that there is such a designation for differentiated form, and given there is such a designation for differentiated feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, up to buddhadharmas, this that the Lord has said—namely, ‘anything called form is counted as not two’—and this—namely, ‘anything called feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness, up to buddhadharmas is counted as not two’—in regard to that, what did the Lord have in mind when the Lord said this—namely, ‘anything called form is counted as not two’—and this—namely, ‘anything called feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness up to buddhadharmas—is counted as not two’?”

The bodhisattva Maitreya having asked that, the Lord asked him in return, “Maitreya, what do you think, is the absence of material reality in imaginary form, form, or is it not?”

“It is not, Lord.”

“Is then form just the mere designation, name, label, and conventional designation form for it?”
“No, Lord.”

83.44 “Maitreya, through this one of many explanations, you should know that imaginary form is not form and is not \textit{not} form either, and that which is not form and is not \textit{not} form is counted as nondual. That was what I had in mind when I said this—namely, ‘anything called form is counted as not two.’

83.45 “Maitreya, what do you think, [F.160.a] is conceptualized form, the material reality, dependent on which this name, designation, and convention is used, not form?”

“Maitreya, through this one of many explanations, you should know that conceptualized form is not form and is not \textit{not} form either, and that which is not form and is not \textit{not} form is counted as nondual. That was what I had in mind when I said this—namely, ‘anything called form’ is counted as not two.’

“Maitreya, what do you think, is that conceptualized form—that which is not its intrinsic nature, not its defining mark—form?”

“No, Lord.”

83.47 “Maitreya, also through this one of many explanations, you should know that conceptualized form is not form and is not \textit{not} form either, and that which is not form and is not \textit{not} form is counted as nondual. That was what I had in mind when I said this—namely, ‘anything called form’ is counted as not two.’

83.48 “Maitreya, what do you think, is that true dharmic nature of form, form in the category of selflessness, form?”

“No, Lord.”

83.49 “Is that true dharmic nature of form that is just that true dharmic nature of form, form?”

“No, Lord.”

83.50 “Maitreya, also through this one of many explanations, you should know that the true dharmic nature of form is not form and is not \textit{not} form either, and that which is not form and is not \textit{not} form is counted as nondual. That was what I had in mind when I said this—namely, ‘anything called form is counted as not two.’ \textit{Similarly, connect this with} feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, \textit{up to the buddhadharmas.”}

83.51 The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya [F.160.b] asked him, “Lord, how should they view the mark of comprehension, how the mark of abandonment, how the mark of actualization, and how the mark of cultivation of bodhisattvas practicing the perfection of wisdom who, having avoided the two extremes and set forth on the middle way, have such a skill in the nondual mark of form, and such a skill in the absence of marks in feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, \textit{up to buddhadharmas}?”

83.52 The bodhisattva Maitreya having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Maitreya, bodhisattvas practicing the perfection of wisdom who, avoiding the two extremes, have set forth on the middle way, neither comprehend nor do not comprehend form, and just that is their comprehension; they neither
comprehend nor do not comprehend feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to or buddhadharmas, and just that is their comprehension. They neither abandon nor do not abandon form and just that is their abandonment; they neither abandon nor do not abandon feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to or buddhadharmas, and just that is their abandonment. They neither actualize nor do not actualize an abandonment of form and just that is their actualization; they neither cultivate the path nor do not cultivate the path in order to abandon form, and just that is their cultivation. Similarly, connect this with feeling, perception, volitional factors, consciousness, up to or buddhadharmas.”

83.53 The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Lord, what is the nirvāṇa of bodhisattvas practicing the perfection of wisdom endowed with such comprehension, abandonment, actualization, and cultivation?”

83.54 The bodhisattva Maitreya having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Maitreya, the nirvāṇa of bodhisattvas is deep, extremely deep.”

83.55 “Lord, why is the nirvāṇa of bodhisattvas so deep, so extremely deep?”

“Maitreya,” replied the Lord, “it is because the nirvāṇa of bodhisattvas is neither nirvāṇa nor not nirvāṇa; that is why it is called ‘deep, extremely deep.’”

83.56 The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Lord, how is the nirvāṇa of bodhisattvas neither nirvāṇa nor not nirvāṇa?”

83.57 “Maitreya,” replied the Lord, “taking the welfare of others as the point of departure, it is not nirvāṇa because they do not totally reject saṃsāra; taking their own welfare as the point of departure, it is not not nirvāṇa because they do not totally reject nirvāṇa.”

83.58 “Lord, if, taking the welfare of others as the point of departure, bodhisattvas do not totally reject saṃsāra, by not totally rejecting saṃsāra how do they not totally reject nirvāṇa? Lord, if, taking their own welfare as the point of departure, bodhisattvas do not totally reject nirvāṇa, how do they not totally reject saṃsāra?”

83.59 The Lord said, “Here bodhisattvas practicing the perfection of wisdom do not even conceive of saṃsāra as actually saṃsāra, and do not even conceive of nirvāṇa as actually nirvāṇa. So, because they thus do not conceptualize those two—namely, saṃsāra and nirvāṇa—they are the same and equal. And why? Because they do not conceive of saṃsāra as actually saṃsāra, so they do not become repulsed by saṃsāra. Similarly, because they do not conceive of nirvāṇa as actually nirvāṇa, their nirvāṇa does not degenerate; and similarly, even in saṃsāra, it does not degenerate. Thus, you should know that for this reason they are located in a realm without thought construction and neither totally reject saṃsāra nor totally reject nirvāṇa.”
The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Well then, Lord, will it not be the case that just as bodhisattvas standing in the realm without thought construction practicing the perfection of wisdom have not totally rejected a life in saṃsāra they will similarly not have appropriated it, and just as they have not totally rejected nirvāṇa they will similarly not have appropriated that, either? And Lord, if there is no appropriation, how can there be no rejection?”

“Maitreya,” replied the Lord, “I do not say they ‘appropriate’ or ‘do not appropriate’ a life in saṃsāra like this. Rather, Maitreya, because bodhisattvas practicing the perfection of wisdom exhibit a life in saṃsāra through skillful means when they have gained control over their minds through the knowledge that has the realm without thought construction as its objective support, I say about bodhisattvas in world systems as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in world systems in the ten directions who have passed into nirvāṇa that ‘they do not reject a life in saṃsāra.’ And because they remain in emptiness, in the realm that gives no basis for apprehending anything, I say ‘they do not reject nirvāṇa’”

The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Lord, how in the absence of conceptualization should the collection of marks be viewed?”

“Maitreya,” replied the Lord, “that which is form, and that which is feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness, up to that which is the buddhadharmas, and that which is the emptiness of up to the buddhadharmas—that which is the nonduality and nonelaboration of an existent thing and a nonexistent thing in those dharmas and those emptinesses—that, Maitreya, should be viewed as the collection of marks in the absence of conceptualization.”

The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Lord, are all śrāvakas absolutely with certainty located in nirvāṇa?”

“No, Maitreya,” replied the Lord. “And why? Because this world has various elements, it has multiple elements, so in this world that has various elements and multiple elements, many families and dispositions of beings can be found. Maitreya, there is one sort of family of beings, those who from the start strive for a superior qualification, who gain just the superior qualification; there is one sort of family of beings, those who from the start strive for an inferior qualification, who are satisfied by gaining just the inferior; and there is one sort of family of beings who from the start strive for an inferior qualification, gain the inferior, understand that it is lacking, are not satisfied just by that, and then strive for the superior qualification and gain the superior.”
The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya asked him, “Lord, someone in the third family of beings, having reached the state of a worthy one, strives for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening but does not take rebirth, so how do they reach it? The Lord has not said the practice itself is their rebirth.”

“Maitreya,” replied the Lord, “I do not say that their rebirth is dictated by karma and afflictive emotion; I say that theirs is an inconceivable rebirth, magically created and dedicated.”

The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya said to him, “Lord, how incredible the vast aspiration, the great surpassing aspiration of bodhisattva great beings who thus from the start strive to be truly exceptional and become truly exceptional must be. Lord, what is the vast aspiration, what is the great surpassing aspiration of bodhisattva great beings?”

“Maitreya,” replied the Lord, “that those bodhisattvas do not strive to be a Śatakratu, to be a Brahmā, to be a world protector, to be a wheel-turning emperor, or to have any ordinary success at all— that those bodhisattvas have no attachment to those and are free from grasping at them is their vast aspiration. And that bodhisattvas want all beings to share in common the happiness of nonattachment, the happiness free from grasping, and the happiness of nirvāṇa, and that they make a dedication to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, which is to say, they do not give up volitional factors is to be seen as their truly great surpassing aspiration.”

The Lord having said that, the bodhisattva Maitreya said to him, “Lord, the bodhisattva dharmas are amazing and marvelous; the bodhisattva training is amazing and marvelous. Lord, a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who wants to train in the amazingly marvelous bodhisattva dharmas should produce the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

This was the eighty-third chapter, “Categorization of a Bodhisattva’s Training,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B58]
84.1 Furthermore, the Lord, yet again teaching this perfection of wisdom in order to cause a great joy in those four retinues, at that time spoke these verses:

84.2 With the finest liking, respect, and serene confidence
That clear away obscuring afflictions and pass beyond stains,870
Listen to this perfection of wisdom of the brave,
Practiced by heroes who have set out for the sake of the world.871

84.3 All the rivers flowing here in Jambudvīpa,
Which make medicinal plants and forests with flowers and fruit grow,
Have their source in the powerful nāga who rules in Lake Anavatapta,
And are all that Nāga-Lord’s glorious power.872 [F.163.b]

84.4 So too all doctrine that the Victor’s hearers teach,
Explain, and logically expound, the attainment of a supreme
Noble state of happiness and its results—all these
Are the Tathāgata’s personal heroic power.

84.5 And why? Because the finest people in the form of his disciples
Train in the kinds of Dharma the Victor teaches,
And having realized them, teach as they trained.
This is done by the power of the Buddha, not by the power of their own
strength.873

84.6 Those who have no perplexity or fear when hearing
That the finest perfection of wisdom cannot be apprehended,
A bodhisattva cannot be apprehended, the thought of awakening
Cannot be apprehended—those bodhisattvas practice874 the wisdom of the
sugatas.

84.7 They have no form, no feeling, no perception, no intention—
Not even an atom’s worth of a place for consciousness to stand.
They do not stand on any dharmas, they live without a dwelling place, And, not grasping, they find the awakening of the sugatas.

84.8 Just as the mendicant Śreṇika with his knowledge apprehends nothing And the disintegration of the aggregates occurs, So too the bodhisattvas comprehend the dharmas And do not touch nirvāṇa—they dwell in wisdom.875

84.9 “What is this wisdom? Whose is it? Where is it from?” They consider that all these dharmas are empty. Looking closely, they are not cowed and are not scared— Those bodhisattvas are close to awakening.

84.10 But if without wisdom they make a practice Of the form, perception, feeling, intention, and consciousness aggregates, And imagine the aggregates to be empty, they practice causal signs. Their faith is not in what does not arise and does not stop.877

84.11 Not in form or feeling, not in perception or intention, Not practicing in consciousness, wandering without a place to stay, With steady wisdom not apprehending “one is practicing,” with an awareness of nonproduction878 They touch the most excellent calm meditative stabilization.879

84.12 Those bodhisattvas who thus abide here personally at peace880 Have been prophesied by the previous tathāgatas. They do not falsely project [F.164.a] “I have entered into meditative equipoise” or “I have emerged.” And why? Because they have comprehended the basic nature of dharmas.881

84.13 When practicing like that they practice the wisdom of the sugatas. And because they comprehend that no practice is the practice,882 They do not even apprehend the Dharma that they practice— This is the practice of the finest perfection of wisdom.

84.14 That which does not exist883 is called nonexistent. Fools have imagined it and fashion it as existing and not existing. Dharmas are not these two—existing and not existing. Bodhisattvas who know that will go forth.884

84.15 Those who know that these five aggregates are like an illusion, And do not make illusion one thing and the aggregates another, Free from the perception of variety, practicing at peace— This is the practice of the finest perfection of wisdom.
Those with spiritual friends, with special insight,
Do not get scared when listening to the Mother of Victors.
Those with bad friends, placing their trust in others,
Break apart like an unfired pot coming into contact with water.\footnote{885}

Why are they called a bodhisattva?
They want to cut attachments, to extinguish attachments everywhere,
And touch the awakening of the victors that is without attachment.\footnote{886}
Therefore they get the name \textit{bodhisattva}.

Why then are they called a great being?
They will become foremost in a great mass of beings.
They chop down the many views of a mass of beings.
Therefore, they get called \textit{a great being}.

Greatly generous, with great intellect and great power,
They have set out in the supreme Great Vehicle of the victors,
And buckled on the great armor to conquer Māra’s deceit.
Therefore, they are called \textit{a great being}.

As when a magician at a crossroads conjures
The illusion of many people and severs ten million heads,
The bodhisattvas know that, like those victims, all beings
Are like illusions, and so have no fear.

Form,\footnote{887} feeling, perception, intention, and consciousness \textit{[F.164.b]}
Are not bound, are not freed, and are not real.
Therefore, the uncowed ones set out for awakening.
This is the finest armor of the best people.

Why is it called \textit{the awakening vehicle}?
It is because having mounted on it causes all beings to enter nirvāṇa;
This vehicle is a space-like celestial mansion, the finest vehicle
In which they reach happiness, the state of bliss, and security.

You cannot find a direction in which those who mount on it go.
They are said to go to nirvāṇa but you cannot find where they went,
Just like when a fire goes out, it does not go anywhere,
And that is the reason it is said to be nirvāṇa.\footnote{888}

Bodhisattvas purified of the three time periods
Do not apprehend a prior limit, a later limit, or a present.
Those who are purified are uncompounded and without thought
construction.
This is the practice of the finest perfection of wisdom.

84.25 When smart bodhisattvas think about nonproduction,
At that time, practicing like that, they generate
Great compassion, but without a perception of beings.
This is the practice of the finest perfection of wisdom.

84.26 If bodhisattvas have a perception of a being, a perception of suffering,
Think, “I will eliminate suffering and benefit beings,”
Or conceive of a self and beings,
This is not the practice of the finest perfection of wisdom.

84.27 Knowing that just as they are, all beings are like that too;
Knowing that just as all beings are, all dharmas are like that too;\textsuperscript{589}
Not entertaining the idea of either production or nonproduction—
This is the practice of the finest perfection of wisdom.

84.28 Having eliminated a production and a beyond in all
The dharma-names, as many as there are, spoken in all the worlds,
A perfect, matchless knowledge that does not die is gained.
Therefore, it is called \textit{the perfection of wisdom}.

84.29 You should know that bodhisattvas are those who practice
Like that without hesitation, endowed with wisdom, abiding in sameness.
Comprehending that dharmas are without a basic nature [F.165.a]
Is practicing the finest perfection of wisdom.\textsuperscript{890}

84.30 Those who do not stand in form and do not stand in feeling,
In perception, or in intention, who do not stand
In consciousness—they stand in the true nature of dharmas.
This is the practice of the finest perfection of wisdom.

84.31 They do not stand in permanent or impermanent,
Happiness or suffering, clean or dirty, self or selfless,
Or in suchness, and similarly they do not stand in emptiness,
The attainment of the results, the worthy one level, the pratyeka level, or the
buddha level.

84.32 Just as the Leader does not stand in the uncompounded element,
Does not stand in the compounded element, and wanders without a home,
So too the Victor says the bodhisattva who stands like that stands,
Not standing on a place to stand, standing without standing.

84.33 Those who want to become a tathāgata’s śrāvaka,
A pratyekabuddha, and similarly a Dharma king,
Cannot do so without relying on this forbearance,
Like going from this shore to that shore without seeing the dock.

84.34 The Tathāgata says teaching and listening to the Dharma
And what is taught, the results obtained,
The pratyekabuddha, and the lord of the world too, the nirvāṇa
Those with clear intelligence obtain—they are all like illusions.

84.35 These four persons are not scared of that:
The victor’s child skilled in the truths, the irreversible, the worthy one
Who has cleared away the dirt and eliminated doubt,
And the fourth, who is the one looked after by spiritual friends.

84.36 Smart bodhisattvas practicing like that do not train
In the worthy one level, nor in the pratyekabuddha level,
But train in the buddhadharmas for the sake of all-knowledge.
Those not training in training and not training are training.

84.37 The training is not done for the increase, reduction, or appropriation
Of form, nor for the appropriation of the variety of dharmas.
While training they get hold of all-knowledge. This emergence
Is the training of those who take pleasure in the qualities [F.165.b]

84.38 Form is not wisdom, wisdom is not in form;
These—consciousness, perception, feeling, and intention—
Are not wisdom and also wisdom is not in them.
It is equal to the space element, without distinction.

84.39 The basic nature of those objective supports is boundless,
The basic nature of beings is boundless,
The basic nature of the space element is boundless,
And the wisdom of the knowers of worlds is boundless too.

84.40 The Leader proclaims that perception is the near shore.
When perception, having disintegrated, has been abandoned,
One crosses to the far shore. Those who have subsequently attained this freedom
From perception, having crossed over, stand in the Teacher’s words.

84.41 Even if the Teacher were to remain for as many eons as there are Sand particles in the Gaṅgā River proclaiming the word being,
However could beings, pure from the beginning, be born?
This is the practice of the finest perfection of wisdom.

84.42 The Victor said, “When I had become a speaker in harmony
With this finest perfection, the finest person
Of an earlier time made a prophecy that
I would in the future become a buddha."^{895}

84.43 Poison, weapons, fire, and water do not overpower,
And Māra and those on Māra’s side find no way to cause trouble
To those who respectfully^{896} take up and master
This perfection of wisdom, the protectors’ practice^{897}

84.44 Were someone who worships the stūpa of a sugata
Who has passed into nirvāṇa, made of the seven precious stones,
To fill a hundred thousand one hundred million regions
With as many of those stūpas as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River,

84.45 And, theoretically, were all those beings, as many as there are,
Living in an infinity of one hundred million regions to do
Nothing else but worship them with divine flowers, the finest incense,
And fragrance for eons during the three time periods, or even longer,

84.46 Still, were someone to write down in a book this mother of the sugatas
[F.166.a]
From which the ten powers of the leaders arise, bear it in mind,
And honor it with flowers and fragrances, the merit created from worshiping
the stūpas
That have been made would not approach that merit even by a fraction.

84.47 This perfection of wisdom of the victors is a great knowledge mantra
Relieving the phenomena of pain and suffering of great masses of beings.
Having trained in this knowledge mantra, those protectors of the past
In worlds in the ten directions became unsurpassed doctor-kings.

84.48 Those who practice a practice of benefit together with compassion
Train in this knowledge mantra; they are smart and touch awakening.
You should know that the happinesses that are compounded and the
happinesses
That are uncompounded, all those happinesses issue forth from this^{898}

84.49 Seeds are sown, lodge in the earth, and are ready to sprout.
They grow up in a variety of forms when conditions are complete.
The five perfections and the qualities of awakening,
As many as there are, all grow from the perfection of wisdom^{899}

84.50 On whichever path a wheel-turning emperor travels,
All the seven precious treasures and the mass of forces always travel on that very path too. Wherever the Victor’s perfection of wisdom travels, Right there all the dharmas—the good qualities—travel along too.\textsuperscript{900}

84.51 Śatakratu responded when questioned by the Victor:\textsuperscript{901}

If the buddhafields, as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, Were all to be filled right to the top with the physical remains of the tathāgatas, Still I would take just his perfection of wisdom.

84.52 And why? Not because I do not respect the physical remains,\textsuperscript{902} But because they are worshiped for being suffused by wisdom. Just as a person who is supported by the king receives worship, The physical remains of the tathāgatas are supported by perfect wisdom.\textsuperscript{903}

84.53 A casket graced by a priceless precious jewel endowed With good qualities is worthy of reverence, and even after It has been taken out you take pleasure in the casket. The good qualities are those of that precious jewel.\textsuperscript{904}

84.54 Similarly, even when a victor has passed into nirvāṇa, the physical remains Invite worship because of the good qualities of the finest perfection of wisdom. So those who want to appropriate a victor’s good qualities \textsuperscript{[F.166.b]} Should take hold of this perfection of wisdom. It is freedom.

84.55 Wisdom is the leader for giving gifts,\textsuperscript{905} so too for morality, Patience, perseverance, and concentration. It is the help so that wholesome dharmas will not be lost.\textsuperscript{906} It shows the single way of all dharmas.

84.56 To illustrate, there are a thousand one hundred million trees in Jambudvīpa In many forms, of various kinds and various types, But still there are not various kinds of shadows; there is no difference Apart from talking about the number of things that have become shaded.\textsuperscript{907}

84.57 Similarly, these five perfections of a victor Get the very name \textit{perfection of wisdom}. When they have been dedicated to all-knowledge, All six of them become the single taste called \textit{awakening}.\textsuperscript{908}

84.58 If bodhisattvas who are unaware explain form, Feeling, perception, intention, and consciousness as
Impermanent, they are engaged in a counterfeit. The learned never ever make dharmas perish.  

Knowing the mode in which all dharmas are unproduced and empty, Where form is not apprehended, nor feeling, nor perception, Nor consciousness, nor intention is apprehended, This is the practice of the finest perfection of wisdom.  

The merit of someone who has written out this perfection of wisdom And bestowed it on an excellent being is superior to someone Who has led all the beings, as many as there are, in as many regions As there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River to the state of a worthy one.  

And why? Because, having trained in this, the most excellent speakers Make all phenomena known here in emptiness, And, having listened to them, śrāvakas will quickly touch freedom, Touch a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and a buddha’s awakening.  

Without seeds there would be no trees in the world, So how would there be branches, blossoms, and fruit there? Without the thought of awakening there would be no victors possible in the world, So how could there be the results, Śatakrtatus, Brahmās, and śrāvakas?  

When the circle of the sun sends forth its latticework of light, Beings work hard at the work they have to do. When the thought of awakening comes to be in the world for the sake of the knowledge of the wise, By means of knowledge, beings become endowed with the dharmas—the good qualities.  

To illustrate, were the Nāga Lord not to be in Anavatapta How would the rivers in this Jambudvīpa ever flow? Without the rivers there would be no blossoms or fruit, And there would not be the many-colored jewels in the oceans.  

So too, when there is no thought of awakening here, How will there ever be the knowledge of a sugata in all these worlds? And when there is no knowledge there is no increase in good qualities, No awakening, and no ocean-like buddhadharmas.  

A single ray of light from the circle of the sun is far greater than All the light emitted by all the light-making insects in this world.
All the light of the mass of light-makers
Is not even a fraction of it.\textsuperscript{915}

84.67 The mass of merit that the śrāvaka communities, as many as there are, create,\textsuperscript{916}
Associated with giving, morality, and meditation,
That mass of merit that the śrāvaka communities create is not even a fraction
Of what a bodhisattva’s single thought of rejoicing creates.

84.68 All the merits of those past hundred million billion buddhas in times gone by,
Of the thousand hundred million presently standing in infinitely many buddhafields,
Of all the world protectors who have passed into nirvāṇa,
And from the teaching of the precious Dharma that puts an end to suffering—

84.69 All the merits of those victors,
From their first generation of the production of the thought of supreme awakening
Up until the time the good Dharma of the leaders is extinguished—
The endowment of the perfections, all the buddhadharmas,

84.70 All the buddha’s children, the śrāvakas,
Trainees and nontrainees, the good with outflows,
And without—the bodhisattvas gather it all together, rejoice in it,
And dedicate it all to awakening as a catalyst for the welfare of the world.
[F.167.b]

84.71 If the dedication occurs with a perception of a thought, a perception of an awakening,
And a perception of a dedication and beings, it does not rank as a dedication,
Because it apprehends something, because a perception is based on wrong view, and the mind is triply attached.

84.72 If such dharmas as these stop and come to an end,
If that to which the dedication is made comes to an end,\textsuperscript{917}
If there is an understanding that no dharma ever dedicates to any dharma,
In that case the dedication has been made with awareness.

84.73 If it is done with causal signs it is not a dedication,
But if it is done without causal signs it is a dedication to awakening.
The Victor has said that falsely apprehending a bright dharma as a fact
Is like eating good food mixed with poison.
Therefore, the dedication in which they have to train is like this. And the rejoicing and dedication should be in line with what Those victors know to be the type, origin, And mark of the wholesome, exactly like that.

If merits are thus dedicated to awakening, one is not poisoned, Does not forsake the buddhas, and propounds what the victors have taught. The hero who dedicates like that surpasses all the bodhisattvas In the world, as many as there are, caught up in apprehending things.

Without a guide a billion people born blind Cannot even find the road, so how could they ever Make it to the city? Without wisdom as a guide These five blind perfections cannot touch awakening.

When wisdom has taken hold of them, They gain eyes and get their names, Like when an artist has finished the work but not the eyes, And they do not get paid until the eyes are painted in.

When wisdom dissects the compounded and uncompounded, Good and bad dharmas, and does not apprehend even an atom, Then the wisdom is counted in the world as perfect. Like space, it does not stand anywhere at all.

Were bodhisattvas to think, “I will practice the wisdom of the victors And will free many billions of beings from the experience of suffering,” They would construct in thought the notion of beings. This is not the practice of the finest perfection of wisdom.

When learned bodhisattvas who have practiced before are practicing, They practice this perfection without hesitation, And as soon as they have heard it, perceive it as the Teacher And quickly realize the peace of awakening.

Those with tiny intellects who, when practicing previously, Showed respect to a billion buddhas but did not place their trust In the perfection of wisdom, reject it when they hear it and, Having abandoned it, are defenseless and go to the Avīci hell.

So put your trust in this mother of victors If you want to experience the finest buddha knowledge.
Do not be like the trader who came back from a journey
To an island of precious jewels without anything to sell.\textsuperscript{921}

\textsuperscript{84.83} Know that the purity of form is just the purity of the result.
The purity of the result and form is the purity of all-knowledge.
The purity of all-knowledge and the result, and the purity of form,
Are equal to the space element, not divided and not cut apart.

\textsuperscript{84.84} Heroes go beyond the three realms but not into liberation
Because of the perfection of wisdom that they practice.
Though they have eliminated the afflictions, they reveal birth.
Though they do not get old, get sick, and die, they reveal death.

\textsuperscript{84.85} Knowing that living beings are stuck in the mud of name\textsuperscript{922} and form,
Wandering in the wheel of saṃsāra that is like a windmill,
And confused like animals caught in a trap,
The wise move about like birds in the sky.

\textsuperscript{84.86} When a perfectly pure practitioner does not practice form
And does not practice consciousness, perception, feeling, or intention,
Such a practitioner abandons all attachments
And, freed from all attachments, practices the wisdom of the sugatas.\textsuperscript{923}

\textsuperscript{84.87} Bodhisattvas with clear intelligence who practice like that
Cut attachments and go forth without attachment to the world, [F.168.b]
Like the sun that has escaped from an eclipse and shines brightly,
And like a fire set loose that burns grass, trees, and forests.

\textsuperscript{84.88} When bodhisattvas see with the perfection of wisdom
That all dharmas are pure, perfectly pure in their basic nature,
They do not apprehend a doer, do not apprehend any dharma—
This is the practice of the finest perfection of wisdom.\textsuperscript{924}

\textsuperscript{84.89} Śatakratu, king of the gods, asks the Victor:\textsuperscript{925}
How do bodhisattvas practicing wisdom make an effort?
They do not make even just a speck of effort at the aggregates and constituents.
Not making an effort at the aggregates is the bodhisattvas’ effort.

\textsuperscript{84.90} If someone hears that dharmas are like magical creations,
Like illusions, and makes an effort to train without hesitation,
Know that they have served a billion buddhas well
And have long since set out in the vehicle.

\textsuperscript{84.91} A person who has gone many yojanas on a wild jungle path\textsuperscript{926}
Might see cow herders and tended forest boundary-markers,  
And thinking that they are signs a village or town is near,  
Will breathe out a sigh of relief and have no fear.

84.92 Similarly, when those set on awakening have gotten to listen  
To this perfection of wisdom of the victors,  
They breathe out a sigh of relief and have no fear,  
Not of the level of a worthy one and not of the level of a pratyekabuddha.

84.93 If those who go off to see the water in an ocean  
See trees, forests, and mountains, it is still a long way off,  
But if they do not see such signs, they become certain  
The great sea is near and have no doubt about it.

84.94 Similarly, those who have set out for awakening and are listening  
To the perfection of wisdom of the victors are like that,  
And should know, “Even if I have not come face to face with the Leader  
And been prophesied, before long I will experience a buddha’s awakening.”

84.95 In brilliant springtime when buds have come out on the trees,  
Leaves, flowers, and fruit will appear on the branches before long.  
Whoever has taken this perfection of wisdom into their arms  
Before long will attain the awakening of the leaders. [F.169.a]

84.96 Just as when a woman is pregnant and suffers the pain  
Of contractions, it is said “the time is at hand for giving birth,”  
Similarly, bodhisattvas who hear the victor’s wisdom and feel delight  
And a desire to act will quickly experience awakening.

84.97 When yogic practitioners practice the finest perfection of wisdom  
They do not see an increase or a decline in form.  
Someone who does not see a dharma, nondharmas, or dharma-constituent,  
And does not experience nirvāṇa, is standing in wisdom.

84.98 Those practicing this do not mentally construct the buddhadharmas,  
And do not mentally construct the powers, legs of miraculous power,  
awakening, or peace.  
Practice imbued with the special power that is nonconceptual,  
Free from mental construction, this is the practice of the finest perfection of wisdom.

84.99 Subhūti asks the Buddha, the moon-like speaker.  
What are the hindrances faced by those who delight in the good qualities?
And the Teacher says, There will be many hindrances,
So, for a start, I will proclaim just a few of them.

84.100 When writing out this perfection of wisdom of the victors
Many different types of confidence giving a readiness to speak will arise
That have not been of benefit to beings, and also that happen too fast, like
lightning,
And disappear. This is the work of Māra.932

84.101 While it is explained some will harbor doubts:
“The Leader has not even proclaimed my name here;
He has not proclaimed my social class, station, or lineage.”
They will not listen and reject it—the work of Māra.933

84.102 Those without such an understanding who have heard
The perfection of wisdom but go on looking for sūtras
Are like fools who reject the roots and look for branches and leaves,
Or like those who keep tracking an elephant after finding it.

84.103 Bodhisattvas seeking awakening at the level
Of a worthy one after obtaining this perfection
Are like those who have obtained food with a hundred tastes—
Obtained the finest food—yet go looking for food of poor quality.934

84.104 When they want respect, want wealth, [F.169.b]
Have ulterior motives to become intimate with householders,
Forsake what is right and engage in actions that are wrong,
Or have left the path and gone astray—this is the work of Māra.935

84.105 At that time there are those who, out of longing and faith,
Go to listen to the good Dharma,
But come away feeling dislike and unhappiness
When they come to know the Dharma preacher’s preoccupations.936

84.106 At that time these works of Māra occur.
At that time many other hindrances also occur
On account of which many monks become upset
And do not uphold this perfection of wisdom.

84.107 Just as jewels that have become priceless are rare
And always come with many things that make trouble,
So too the victors’ finest perfection of wisdom
Is a precious Dharma that is rare and comes with many things that make
trouble.937
Māra is eager to block narrow-minded beings
Newly set out in the vehicle from acquiring this rare jewel,
But the buddhas in the ten directions
Are there to assist them.938

When a mother with many sons has fallen sick,
They are all worried and attend to her needs.939
So too the buddhas in world systems in the ten directions
Watch over this supreme wisdom that serves as their mother.

World protectors in the past, in the ten directions now,
And those who will appear in the future arise from her—
The mother, the revealer of the world, who gives birth to the victors,
And reveals the thought activities of other beings.

The suchness of the world, the suchness of a worthy one,
The suchness of a pratyekabuddha, and the suchness of a victor's child
Are just a single suchness separated from existing things, without another.940
A tathāgata knows the perfection of wisdom.941

Whether the wise stand in the world or in nirvāṇa,
This true nature, the fixed nature of dharmas—that dharmas are empty—remains. [F.170.a]
Bodhisattvas understand this suchness,
So those who have awakened are given the name **realized one**.942

This pleasure park that is the perfection of wisdom, the resort
Of leaders with the ten powers, is the area over which they range.
Even though they extricate beings from suffering in the
Three terrible forms of life they never entertain the idea of a being.

Just as a lion having resorted to its mountain lair is fearless,
And, roaring, frightens many lesser animals,
So too the human lion resorts to the perfection of wisdom
And, roaring in the world,943 frightens many tīrthikas.

Just as the light rays of the sun suspended in the sky
Dry out this earth and reveal shapes,
So too the Dharma king, having resorted to the perfection of wisdom,
Dries up the rivers of craving and reveals the Dharma.

The Tathāgata says that where you do not see forms,
Do not see feelings, do not see perceptions,
Do not see intentions, and do not see consciousness,
Mind, or thinking mind, you “see the Dharma.”

84.117 Beings say the words “see the space,”
But how do you see a space? Consider what this means.
The Tathāgata’s exposition of seeing the Dharma is like that,
Because the seeing cannot be expressed with any analogy.

84.118 Those who see like that see all dharmas.
Like rulers sitting dispassionately having their minister do everything,
Whatever the work of the buddhas and the doctrines of śrāvakas,
The perfection of wisdom does it all.

84.119 A ruler does not travel to villages, does not travel the countryside,
But gathers in all that is amassed from the realm.
A bodhisattva does not stray from the true nature of dharmas
But gathers in all the good qualities of the buddha level.

84.120 Those who have firm faith in the sugatas and bodhisattvas,
With an intention yoked to the finest perfection of wisdom,
Go beyond both śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha levels
And, unsurpassable, quickly reach the awakening of the victors.

84.121 To illustrate, when a boat on the ocean breaks up,
People who do not grab hold of a corpse, thatch, or a log
Will perish in the middle of the water without reaching the shore.
But those who do grab hold get to the other side of the ocean.

84.122 Those with such faith who have gained a serene confidence
Do not do so having set aside the mother perfection of wisdom.
When the good qualities of skillful means are assisted by wisdom,
They quickly experience the finest marvelous awakening of the sugatas.

84.123 You should know that it is like when somebody transports water
In an unfired pot, which quickly disintegrates because it is flimsy.
Carrying water in a fired pot, one does not worry that it will
Fall to pieces along the way—one arrives home happily.

84.124 Similarly, even if bodhisattvas have a lot of faith,
If they are lacking in wisdom they will quickly become unfit,
But when their faith has been assisted by wisdom, they pass beyond
The two levels and gain the highest awakening.

84.125 It is like when a ship that has not been well constructed
Gets destroyed on the ocean together with its cargo and traders,
But if that ship has been well constructed,
It does not break up and reaches the shore with its cargo.

84.126 Similarly, even bodhisattvas who have cultivated faith will quickly
Be lacking in what it takes for awakening if they have no wisdom.
But if they are endowed with the finest perfection of wisdom,
They will quickly, unharmed and uninjured, experience a victor’s awakening.

84.127 Even if an ailing one hundred and twenty-year-old person
Gets up, they are unable to walk on their own.
But if they are supported by people on the left and the right,
They have no fear of falling and move about easily.

84.128 Similarly, even after they have set out, bodhisattvas
Who are weak in wisdom degenerate in the interim.
But if they are assisted by skillful means and wisdom,
They do not degenerate and touch a tathāgata’s awakening.951 [F.171.a]

84.129 Those bodhisattvas standing on the level of someone beginning the work952
Who have set out with a surpassing aspiration for a buddha’s finest awakening,
Who are good trainees with respect for their gurus,
Must continually rely on learned spiritual friends.

84.130 Why? The good qualities of the learned come from them.
They give instruction in the perfection of wisdom.
The Victor, holder of all the finest qualities, says,
“The buddhadharmas are contingent on a spiritual friend.”

84.131 Dedicate giving, morality, patience, and similarly perseverance,
Concentration, and wisdom to awakening.
Do not settle down on awakening and the aggregates953 and grasp them as an absolute.
Those who are beginning the work have to be taught that.

84.132 Those practicing like that, oceans of good qualities,954 moon-like speakers,
Are the world’s refuge, final allies, resting place, support,
Intelligence,955 island, leaders, helpers, illuminators,
Lamps, propounders of the finest doctrine, and imperturbable.

84.133 Greatly glorified, they wear the armor difficult to wear,
An armor not of aggregates, constituents, and sense fields956
They are free from and not grabbed by the notion of three vehicles;
They are irreversible, unshaken, and have the quality of being imperturbable.

84.134 You should know that those endowed with such dharmas, free from thought construction,
Free from doubt, hesitation, and uncertainty, purposeful,
Not procrastinating after hearing the perfection of wisdom,
Do not place their trust in others and are irreversible.

84.135 This Dharma of the leaders is deep and hard to see.
Nobody has realized it and nobody attains it.
Therefore, the helpful and compassionate one, having reached awakening,
Is uninclined to teach, wondering, “Which group of beings will understand?”

84.136 Beings like foundations and want objects.
They keep on grasping like blind, uneducated fools.
The dharma to be acquired has no foundation and is free from grasping,
So it comes up as a topic for dispute with the world.

84.137 The space element in the eastern direction, southern direction,
And, similarly, in the western direction and northern direction is without an end.
It is there above and below, in the ten directions as far as they go,
Without differences and without specific features.

84.138 The suchness of what has gone and the suchness of what is yet to come,
The suchness of the present and the suchness of worthy ones,
The suchness of the totality of dharmas, the suchness of victors—
All this suchness of dharmas is without a distinguishing feature.

84.139 Bodhisattvas who want to reach this—
The awakening of the sugatas free from a differentiation of dharmas—
Should unite with the perfection of wisdom united with skillful means.
There is no attainment without the wisdom of the leaders.

84.140 When a bird with a large body of a hundred and fifty yojanas,
Feeble and with wings that give out and fail,
Launches itself from Trāyastriṃśa to Jambudvīpa,
It gets utterly tired out there and drops.

84.141 Even were the victors to have accomplished
These five perfections for many billions of eons,
And to have always resorted to infinite vast prayers in the world,
Without method, separated from wisdom, they would have fallen to the state of a śrāvaka.\(^{962}\)

84.142 Those who want to go forth in the Buddha Vehicle\(^{963}\)
Should regard all beings equally, perceive them as father and mother,
And train in the thought to benefit and in a mind that is kind.
They should be without malice,\(^{964}\) straightforward, and gentle in speech.\(^{965}\)

84.143 The elder Subhūti petitioned the world protector:
Please teach the signs of the conflict-free
Oceans of good qualities, how those who are powerful are irreversible from
awakening.
Victor, please give us just an indication of such good qualities.\(^{966}\)

84.144 Free from the perception of difference, speaking appropriate words,
Not relying on others who lead a secluded religious life or brahmins,
The wise avoid the three terrible forms of life at all times
And work hard on the ten wholesome actions.\(^{967}\)

84.145 They instruct the world in the Dharma for no material benefit, [F.172.a]
Take singular delight in the Dharma, always speak gently,
Are fully mindful when going out, walking, sitting, and resting,
And look ahead just as much as a yoke-length when going, without
thoughts veering off.

84.146 They are clean, wear immaculate clothes, are pure on account of three
isolations,\(^{968}\)
Do not want wealth, are like dominant bulls always wanting the Dharma,
Are beyond the range of Māra,\(^{969}\) do not place trust in others,
And are absorbed in the four concentrations but do not stand\(^{970}\) in those
concentrations.

84.147 They do not want to be famous, their minds are not enveloped in anger,
And they become householders without attachment to all real bases,
Without seeking possessions by wrong livelihood
Through black magic spells or spells to procure women.\(^{971}\)

84.148 They do not foretell a boy or a girl to those who engage in sexual
intercourse.\(^{972}\)
They have endeavored at the finest, very isolated perfection of wisdom;
Have steered clear of fights and quarrels; have steady loving minds;
Always want all-knowledge and have thoughts set on the Dharma.\(^{973}\)

84.149 Have avoided border areas, outer regions where barbarians are born;\(^{974}\)
Are not uncertain about their own level, always like Mount Sumeru; Will forsake even their life for the sake of the Dharma; and have worked hard at yoga—

Know that these are the signs they are irreversible from awakening.

Form, feeling, perception, intention, and consciousness are deep. In their basic nature they are without signs and are at peace. Like trying to reach the bottom of the ocean with a reed, When examined with wisdom, a bottom to the aggregates cannot be found.

What greater accomplishment of merit is there Than that of bodhisattvas who have become deep like that, Who realize the Dharma, the ultimate vehicle free from attachment In which there are no aggregates, no sense fields, and no constituents?

As many times in a single day as a man with a strong libido Actively imagines a woman in his mind After setting up a date but not getting her, For that many eons the bodhisattva gets merit.

Bodhisattvas endowed with the perfection of wisdom Who give expression to the Dharma are better than those who give gifts To worthy ones and pratyekabuddhas and guard morality for a thousand One hundred million eons. Such giving and morality do not equal a fraction of that merit.

There is nothing in the three worlds that can match the virtue Of bodhisattvas who, having meditated on the finest perfection of wisdom, Arise from it and give expression to the unsullied Dharma, And dedicate it as the cause of awakening for the sake of the world.

Understanding, furthermore, that such merit Rings hollow, is empty, in vain, a fraud, and pointless, They thus practice the practice of the wisdom of the sugatas, And when practicing appropriate infinite merit.

They know that all these dharmas the buddha has explained, Advocated, and explicated are simply just talk. Even if they are talked about for many billion eons, In the dharma-constituent nothing diminishes and nothing increases.

Those dharmas of the victors called “perfections” Are proclaimed to be just words. Bodhisattvas who dedicate Without falsely projecting them are not ruined
And will experience a buddha’s finest awakening.\footnote{985}  

84.158 Just as the wick of an oil lamp is not burned up by its first encounter
With a flame, yet not burned up without it either,
And just as the wick is not burned up by its last encounter with a tongue of fire
Yet the wick is not burned up without the last tongue of fire either,

84.159 The finest awakening is not touched because of the first thought,
Yet it cannot be touched without it either.
The peace of awakening is not gained through the last thought
Yet it cannot be gained without it either.\footnote{986}

84.160 The seedling, flowers, and fruit come forth from the seed.
If it has ceased, the tree does not exist since it does not.
Similarly, the first thought is also the cause of awakening.
If it has ceased, awakening does not exist since it does not.

84.161 Just as a pot is gradually filled up with drops of water,
The first to the last, with fewer and fewer,\footnote{987}
So too the first thought is a cause of the finest awakening— [F.173.a]
Gradually buddhas become replete with good qualities.

84.162 Practicing empty, signless, and wishless dharmas
They do not touch nirvāṇa and are not involved with causal signs;
Like skilled boatmen they cross over and return again,
Not alighting at either shore, and not alighting in the ocean either.

84.163 Bodhisattvas practicing like that do not falsely project superiority, thinking,
“I will be prophesied by those with the ten powers and will touch awakening."
They are not scared of awakening because “there is nothing whatsoever here.”
Practicing like that they practice the wisdom of the sugatas.\footnote{988}

84.164 Seeing the world as a wilderness with starvation and disease
They are not scared, and from then they are clothed in armor;
Always striving and wisely understanding until the final limit,
They do not entertain even a speck of despondency.\footnote{989}

84.165 Bodhisattvas practicing the wisdom of the victors
Know that these aggregates are not produced and are empty from the beginning.
When not in equipoise their compassion for the mass of beings is set in motion,
And during that time they do not let the buddhadharmas decline.\textsuperscript{990}

84.166 It is just like a skillful person endowed with all the good qualities,
Strong, hard to beat, expert,\textsuperscript{991} skilled in vocational arts and rituals,
Gone as far as you can go in archery and many crafts,
An accomplished magician wanting the welfare of the world,

84.167 Who, having brought together parents and spouse
And taken them into a wilderness bristling with enemies,
Magically conjures up many heroic and brave people,
So that they journey and return home safely.

84.168 Similarly, at that time skillful bodhisattvas generate great compassion
For the entire mass of beings, and having passed beyond
The four Māras and two levels, abide in the finest
Meditative stabilization and do not touch awakening.\textsuperscript{992}

84.169 Space supports the wind and it supports the bodies of water;
They support this great earth, and it supports the world.
The causal basis for a being’s experience of karma is like that.
Where is space located? Think about the meaning of this. [F.173.b]

84.170 Similarly, bodhisattvas abiding in emptiness,
Based on the prayer that is a vow to help beings in the world understand,
Demonstrate many and varied kinds of work;
They do not touch nirvāṇa, and do not stand in emptiness.\textsuperscript{993}

84.171 When bodhisattvas with clear intelligence
Practice the finest meditative stabilization of empty calm,
During that time they do not meditate on causal signs;
They stand in signlessness,\textsuperscript{994} the calmest of calm.\textsuperscript{995}

84.172 A bird flying in the sky has not taken up a position.
It does not stand there yet does not fall to the ground.
So too bodhisattvas practicing the three gateways to liberation
Do not touch nirvāṇa yet do not practice with causal signs.\textsuperscript{996}

84.173 It is just like a person trained in archery who shoots an arrow into the sky,
And with a series of other arrows in succession
Keeps the first arrow from falling to the ground—
If the person wished, the arrow would fall to the ground.

84.174 So too those practicing the finest perfection of wisdom—
Practicing intelligently with wisdom, skillful means, powers, 
And miraculous powers, they do not obtain that ultimate emptiness 
Unless and until the wholesome roots are complete. 997

84.175 It is just like a monk endowed with supreme magical power 
Who stands in the sky with a double and performs miracles, 
Making a show of standing, walking, lying down, and sitting, 
Without getting sick of it and without finding it difficult. 998

84.176 So too smart bodhisattvas stand in emptiness 
With perfected knowledge and magical power, without a dwelling place, 
Making a show of infinite types of work for the worlds 
Over a billion eons, without getting sick of it and without finding it difficult.

84.177 It is just like somebody standing at the edge of a precipice, 
With both hands holding two wind-sails, who leaps into the sky 
To throw their body into the abyss, 
Not falling for as long as they glide.

84.178 Similarly, the smart bodhisattvas stand in compassion, 
Grasping the two wind-sails of skillful means and knowledge, 
Considering dharmas as empty, signless, and wishless— [F.174.a] 
Without touching nirvāṇa, they still see the dharmas. 999

84.179 It is just like those desiring jewels who go to a jewel island 
And, having discovered jewels, return home— 
These traders do not live a happy life alone there, 
Ignoring the unhappiness of their relatives and friends.

84.180 So too the bodhisattvas who have gone to the emptiness jewel island 
And obtained the concentrations, faculties, and powers— 
They do not enjoy alone the experience of nirvāṇa, 
Ignoring the sufferings of beings.

84.181 It is just like traders seeking business who, to gain familiarity, 
Go to the towns, markets, and villages along the way, 
But do not stay in them and do not stay even on a jewel island. 
Clever persons do not stay home but become expert at the path.

84.182 Similarly, smart bodhisattvas are expert in all the śrāvaka and 
pratyekabuddha 
Knowledges and liberations but do not stand in them, 
Do not stand in the knowledge of a buddha, do not stand 
In the uncompounded, and have a proper understanding of paths. 1000
84.183 When, having forged a connection with the world out of love,
They practice empty, signless, and wishless meditative stabilization
It is impossible to designate them either as
Having reached nirvāṇa or as something compounded.\textsuperscript{1001}

84.184 Just like the body of a person who has been magically conjured
Is not invisible, you can designate it in words.
Similarly, with bodhisattvas practicing the gateways to liberation,
You can designate them in words as well.\textsuperscript{1002}

84.185 If, when asked about practice and faculties,
Bodhisattvas do not teach the empty and signless dharmas,
And do not explain the dharmas of the irreversible level,
You should know that they have not been prophesied to awakening.\textsuperscript{1003}

84.186 If they do not long for the worthy one level, pratyekabuddha knowledge,
Or anything in the three realms even in a dream,
And if they see the buddhas, and teach the doctrine in the world,
You should know that they have been prophesied to be irreversible from
awakening.\textsuperscript{1004} [F.174.b]

84.187 Those who, in a dream, see beings living in the three terrible forms of life
And immediately make a prayer that is a vow to cut the continuum of those
terrible forms of life;
Who quell a conflagration by means of the controlling power of truth—
You should know that they have been prophesied to be irreversible from
awakening.\textsuperscript{1005}

84.188 When through the controlling power of truth, with goodwill and empathy,
They cure the world of mortals of many demonic spirits and diseases,
But without a false sense of superiority and without generating pride—
You should know that they have been prophesied to be irreversible from
awakening.\textsuperscript{1006}

84.189 If they accomplish all sorts of things through the controlling power of truth
And get a false sense of superiority, thinking, “I have been prophesied”—
If the false prophecy by someone else makes those bodhisattvas feel
superior—
You should know that they are slightly intelligent with a false sense of
superiority.\textsuperscript{1007}

84.190 Māra approaches\textsuperscript{1008} through the controlling power of a name\textsuperscript{1009}
And says, “These are the names of your mother and father,
These are the names of your ancestors going back seven generations.”\textsuperscript{1010}
And when you become a buddha this will be your name;

84.191 The types of good qualities you had before are similar
To the sorts of asceticism, restraint, and yogic practices you will have."
The bodhisattvas who listen to this and have a false sense of pride—
You should know that they are slightly intelligent and being boosted by
Māra. ¹⁰¹¹

84.192 Bodhisattvas doing a retreat in an isolated house,
Village, mountain lair, jungle, or isolated forest,
Who praise themselves and disparage others—
You should know that they are slightly intelligent and being boosted by
Māra. ¹⁰¹²

84.193 Those who live constantly in a house, in a city or market town,
But, apart from bringing beings to maturity and making an effort at
awakening,
Do not generate a longing for the worthy one or pratyekabuddha vehicles—
The children of the sugatas say that they are in isolation. ¹⁰¹³

84.194 Were they, unaware of this isolation, to live for many hundreds
Of millions of years in a mountain fastness
Stretching five hundred yojanas, infested with snakes,
Still such bodhisattvas would be living a crowded life with unfounded
conceit.

84.195 If they look down on bodhisattvas who endeavor for the welfare of the
world,
Who have gained the concentrations, powers, faculties, liberations,
And meditative stabilizations, thinking, “They are not practicing in forest
isolation,” [F.175.a]
The victors say that they are living within the range of Māra.

84.196 Whether they live at home or whether they live in the forest,
If free from thoughts of the two vehicles and destined for the supreme
awakening,
They are in the isolation of those who have set out for the welfare of the
world.
Bodhisattvas who think that they are greater than that one ¹⁰¹⁴ have
demeaned themselves. ¹⁰¹⁵

84.197 Therefore, scholars with a fierce aspiration ¹⁰¹⁶ seeking the best awakening
Totally overcome a false sense of superiority;
Like relying on a doctor to cure a group of patients,
They must rely on a spiritual friend without becoming lazy.\textsuperscript{1017}

84.198 Rely on spiritual friends—buddhas, and bodhisattvas who have set out
For the supreme awakening who possess the perfections.
They are the instructors; this is the ground of accomplishment.
On account of these two causes there is a speedy realization of a buddha’s
awakening.\textsuperscript{1018}

84.199 For all the victors\textsuperscript{1019} gone by, yet to come, and now standing
In the ten directions, the path is this perfection, nothing else is.
This perfection is explained to be the illumination, the light, the torch,
The finest teacher of those who have set out for supreme awakening.\textsuperscript{1020}

84.200 Bodhisattvas understand that just as the perfection of wisdom
Is marked as empty, all these dharmas are marked as empty too.
Understanding that dharmas are empty and without signs,
They thus practice the practice of the sugatas’ wisdom.\textsuperscript{1021}

84.201 A being with false imagination wants food,
And with a mind attached to saṃsāra always circles around.
Both dharmas—“I” and “mine”—are unreal, are empty;
Those that are foolish tie knots in space.

84.202 It is like those who worry that they have taken poison,
And even though no poison was ingested, still collapse.
Similarly, fools assenting to “I” and “mine”
Have the notion of “I” that is unreal.\textsuperscript{1022} They are born and die continually.

84.203 I have explained that to the extent there is grasping, there is defilement,
And said that purification is not apprehending “I” and “mine.”
Here, understanding that nothing will be defiled or purified, [F.175.b]
Bodhisattvas realize the perfection of wisdom.\textsuperscript{1023}

84.204 Were all the beings, as many as there are in Jambudvīpa,
To produce the thought of supreme awakening,
To give gifts for many hundreds of millions of millennia,
And dedicate it all as a cause for awakening for the sake of the world,

84.205 Still, were someone to work hard at the finest perfection of wisdom
And comply with it\textsuperscript{1024} even for as little as a single day,
The merit from the aggregate of giving would not be even a fraction of that.
So one should continually enter into wisdom without becoming lazy.\textsuperscript{1025}

84.206 Yogins practicing the finest perfection of wisdom
Generate great compassion yet have no perception of beings.
At that point they are smart and worthy of the offerings of the world. They make use of a city’s almsgiving that is never in vain.\textsuperscript{1026}

84.207 Bodhisattvas who want to show the realm of beings the highway to the other side

In order to liberate gods, humans, and beings
In the three terrible forms of life, linked there for so long,
Should make an effort at the perfection of wisdom day and night.\textsuperscript{1027}

84.208 Persons who previously lost their prized precious jewel
Are overjoyed when later it is found.
If as soon as they have found it, they lose it again through carelessness;
They suffer continually from wanting the precious jewel they have lost.

84.209 Thus, yogins who have set out for the finest awakening
Should not part from the perfection of wisdom that is like a precious jewel,
As if taking up a precious jewel that is found,
Diligently wrapping it, going quickly, and being at peace.\textsuperscript{1028}

84.210 The sun’s lattice of light rays when the clouds have gone
Shines and destroys the blinding dense darkness in its entirety,
Surpassing the light of all animals, the light-making insects,
And the light of all the hosts of stars and the moon.

84.211 Similarly, bodhisattvas skilled at practicing the empty and signless
Practice of the finest perfection of wisdom
Destroy the darkness of views and surpass Śrāvakas, pratyekabuddhas, and many bodhisattvas.\textsuperscript{1029}

84.212 It is just like the generous and socially responsible son of a king
Who is the most excellent of all and rightly sought out. [F.176.a]
He makes many beings happy even at that time,
Not to mention after gaining the resources when he has become king.

84.213 So too bodhisattvas skilled at the practice of wisdom
Are generous with the elixir of immortality,\textsuperscript{1030} delighting humans and gods.
Even at that time they endeavor to benefit many beings,
Not to mention later when established as Dharma kings.\textsuperscript{1031}

84.214 At that time the Māras feel a stab and are wracked by pain,
Suffer, undergo mental anguish, and feel weak,
And in order to make these bodhisattvas lose confidence, to cause a frightful spectacle,
They set the directions on fire and let loose a shower of meteors.\textsuperscript{1032}
But when those smart bodhisattvas with fierce aspirations
day and night keep the finest perfection of wisdom in view,
then their physical, mental, and verbal conduct is like a bird flying
through space—
How could the friends of the dark find a way to hurt them?

When bodhisattvas fight, quarrel,
fall out, and harbor angry thoughts toward one another,
Māra then feels joy and an intense pleasure,
thinking, “Both are distant from a victor’s knowledge;”
“Both are far removed and have become like flesh-eating fiends;
both have broken their promise. How could there be
Awakening for those who are angry and impatient?”
At that time the Māras and those on their side are pleased.

If bodhisattvas who have not been prophesied entertain angry thoughts
about those who have been prophesied, and provoke them into an argument,
they will have to buckle on the armor yet again
for as many eons as the instants of their hardhearted, faulty thinking.

Those who generate mindfulness, thinking, “Buddhas touch awakening
through the perfection of patience; these thoughts are not good”;
who make a confession of each, restrain themselves in the future,
and are not pleased, train here in the buddhadharmas.

Those who, when training, do not assert any training whatsoever,
do not apprehend someone training or dharmas to be trained in,
and do not conceive of either training or not training—
those who train like that train here in the buddhadharmas.

The bodhisattvas who understand that sort of training
will never be incompletely trained and never be immoral.
They train here in the dharmas to be pleasing to the buddhas;
training with skill in the superior training, they do not apprehend anything.

Thus, they train in the wisdom of the learned light-makers
and do not think even a mere single thought that is not wholesome,
just as when the sun moves through space
its rays outshine the darkness before it.

When training in the perfection of wisdom is being done,
all the perfections are included in it;
Just as the sixty-two views are included in the view of the perishable collection,
So too these perfections are said to be included in it.

84.224 It is just like when the life faculty shuts down,
And all the other sense faculties, as many as there are, shut down too.
Similarly, when the finest of experts practice wisdom,
It is said that all the perfections are included there as well.

84.225 Smart bodhisattvas train in all the good qualities of śrāvakas,
So too all the good qualities of pratyekabuddhas,
But they do not stand in them and do not long for them.
“‘I have to train in them,’” they think, and train because of that.

84.226 It is possible to take the measure of a billion Sumerus by weighing it against
A unit of weight, but not the goodness of that rejoicing—
The rejoicing, with an aspiration, in the production of the thought
Of irreversible bodhisattvas who have set out for supreme awakening.

84.227 It becomes a rejoicing in the mass of merit of all beings
Striving for the wholesome and wanting to be of benefit.
So, they acquire the good qualities of the Victor
And make the gift of Dharma to the world to bring suffering to an end.

84.228 Bodhisattvas free from conceptualization, comprehending
That all dharmas are empty, signless, and cannot be elaborated on,
Who do not strive for awakening with dualistic wisdom—
Those yogins endeavor at the finest perfection of wisdom.

84.229 There is no obstruction of the space element by a space;
Nobody can find such a thing.
So too the bodhisattvas skilled in the practice of wisdom
Are like space, pursuing a course of action at peace.

84.230 It does not occur to a person conjured by magic, when among people, to think,
“I have to make these people happy.” But still it does.
It is seen demonstrating various miraculous powers,
Though it has no body, has no mind, and does not even have a name.

84.231 Similarly, it never occurs to those practicing wisdom to think,
“Having realized awakening I will liberate the world.”
Though they demonstrate, like illusions, various births and many works,
They practice without conceptualization.
It is just like a magically created buddha who does a buddha’s work, Without even a speck of vanity arising while it is being done. Similarly, bodhisattvas skilled in the practice of wisdom Demonstrate every action like a magically created illusion.

A skilled carpenter produces a contraption Like a woman or a man that also does all that has to be done. So too with bodhisattvas skilled in the practice of wisdom— Free from conceptualization, knowledge does all the work.\textsuperscript{1044}

The many assemblies of gods cup their palms together in a gesture of supplication And bow down and prostrate to those with such a skillful practice, And the buddhas, as many as there are, in worlds In the ten directions, garland their good qualities with praise.\textsuperscript{1045}

Even if beings in realms as numerous as there are sand particles in the Gangā River, All of them, were hypothetically to become Māras, And even if each of their pores were to magically create that many again, Still all those would be incapable of hindering the smart bodhisattvas.\textsuperscript{1046}

There are four reasons why the four Māras cannot Overcome and sway smart and powerful bodhisattvas: They stand in emptiness, do not forsake beings, Are true to their word, and are imbued with the special power of the sugatas.\textsuperscript{1047}

Know that the fine bodhisattvas who believe In this perfection of wisdom, the mother of the tathāgatas, When it is being explained, and sincerely make an effort \[F.177.b\] To accomplish it, have set out to be a knower of all.\textsuperscript{1048}

The dharma-constituent does not come to stand in suchness,\textsuperscript{1049} Just like a cloud in the sky that stands without a place to stand, Or a wandering sky-flying sorcerer who wants a place to stand And casts a spell that makes unexpected flowers and trees appear right there in space.

Bodhisattvas with clear intelligence practicing like that Do not apprehend an awakening or the buddhadharmas And do not apprehend a teacher or someone who wants and sees the Dharma.\textsuperscript{1050} This is where those who seek peace and delight in good qualities stand.\textsuperscript{1051}
Setting aside the arhat-liberation\textsuperscript{1052} of a tathāgata,  
This standing place is the finest, the highest,  
Among as many śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha standing places as there are  
Conjoined with calm meditative stabilization, peace, and ease.

Just as a bird lives in the sky but does not fall to the ground,\textsuperscript{1053}  
And a fish lives in water but does not drown,  
Bodhisattvas gone beyond through concentrations and powers  
Stand in emptiness but do not pass into complete nirvāṇa.

Those who want to go to the finest quality of all beings,  
To touch the finest, most supremely marvelous buddha knowledge,  
And bestow the best, the finest, the most excellent gift of Dharma  
Should resort to this finest station of those who bring benefit.\textsuperscript{1054}

Of all the trainings the guides elucidate,  
This training is the finest, the highest training unrivaled by all.  
Someone smart who wants to go beyond all training,  
Should train in this training of a buddha, the perfection of wisdom.

This is the finest dharma lode, the most excellent dharma treasury,  
The buddha lineage, the world’s storehouse of happiness and well-being.  
The protectors of the past, still to come, and now in the worlds of the ten directions  
Are born from it, and yet this dharma-constituent is not exhausted.\textsuperscript{1055}

As many trees, fruits, and blossoms—whole forests—as there are,  
They all come forth and appear from the earth,  
But still the earth is not exhausted, is not increased, is not diminished,  
\[F.178.a\]  
Is without conceptualization, and does not feel oppressed.\textsuperscript{1056}

Buddhas, śrāvakas, pratyekabuddhas, gods,  
And all the happiness and well-being dharmas, as many as there are,  
Originate from the finest of perfections, wisdom,  
But the wisdoms are never exhausted and never increased.

The sugatas have said that the least, the middling, and the best of sentient beings,  
As many as there are, all originate from ignorance.  
When the conditions are assembled, the suffering contrivance runs.  
That ignorance contrivance is never exhausted and never increased.

Knowledge, ways, gateways, means, and roots, as many as there are,\textsuperscript{1057}
All originate from the finest of perfections, wisdom. When the conditions are assembled, the karma\textsuperscript{1058} contrivance runs. The perfection of wisdom is never exhausted and never increased.

84.249 Bodhisattvas who know this wisdom to be a dependent origination, Not produced and not exhausted, destroy the darkness of ignorance And obtain the self-originated state, like the sun when there are no clouds, Emitting light rays and clearing away darkness\textsuperscript{1059}

84.250 Possessed of great might they abide in the four concentrations Without making them into a foundation or a standing place. But still the four concentrations together with their branches Become the foundation for gaining the most excellent and finest awakening.

84.251 Those who gain the finest wisdom\textsuperscript{1060} abide in the concentrations And also experience the four excellent formless meditative stabilizations. These concentrations are beneficial to the most excellent and finest awakening. Bodhisattvas do not train in them to extinguish the outflows.

84.252 This is a totally amazing, marvelous accumulation of good qualities. Having dwelled in the concentrations and meditative stabilizations, There is no causal sign.\textsuperscript{1061} Those dwelling there, if their bodies Are destroyed, are again born in the desire realm just as they intend.

84.253 It is just like a human in Jambudvīpa who has not been To the finest city of the gods in the land of the gods before\textsuperscript{1062} But later on goes there and sees the places that are gained And, having come back here, is not attached. [F.178.b]

84.254 Similarly, bodhisattvas who bear the finest qualities, endeavoring at Yogic practice, having dwelled in the concentrations and stabilizations, Again later dwell in the desire realm without any attachment to it; Like a water lotus, they do not stand in the dharmas of childish fools.

84.255 Great persons complete the perfections in order to Bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafield, simply that. They do not do it in order to be born in the formless realm, Lest the good qualities of awakening and the perfections decline.\textsuperscript{1063}

84.256 It is just like persons who find a cache of precious stones And do not feel any desire for them, but at a different time Lay claim to them and, having claimed them, Return home but are not attached to them.\textsuperscript{1064}
Similarly, smart bodhisattvas who have attained the four calm Concentrations and meditative stabilizations that give joy and happiness, Having forsaken the happiness of concentration, and the concentrations and meditative stabilizations they have attained, Again enter into the desire realm out of compassion for the world.  

If bodhisattvas dwell in the meditative stabilizations and concentrations And feel desire for the worthy one and pratyekabuddha vehicles, They have become uncollected, grossly excited, and mentally distracted. The buddha qualities are ruined, like a ferryman whose boat has broken up.  

Furthermore, you should know that even though they manifest a zeal for The five sorts of sense objects, for shapes, sounds, smells, tastes, and feelings, Separated from the worthy one and pratyekabuddha vehicles, Enjoying the thought of awakening, they are brave and always in equipoise.  

Purified bodhisattvas work hard at practicing The perfection of perseverance because of other persons. Like a female slave carrying a water pot under the control of a master, Heroes go about under the control of all beings.  

Whether criticized or continually struck, Scared when she thinks about it and overcome with fear, Thinking, “I will get killed for it,” The female slave does not tell her master to stop.  

Similarly, for the sake of awakening, those who have set out For the finest awakening should be servants, as it were, of the entire world. From this they will reach awakening and complete the good qualities. Fire starts from tinder and sticks and then burns them up.  

Forsaking their own happiness, they work hard day and night At what other beings need without any expectations, Like a mother attending to her only son. Be determined to keep at it without feeling it is hard.  

When bodhisattva practitioners willing to spend a long time in samsāra Persevering at the welfare of beings and the purification of a buddhafield Do not have even a speck of the feeling of being oppressed, They are endowed with the perfection of perseverance and are not lazy.  

If bodhisattvas who are not smart calculate one hundred million eons
And have the idea that it is a long time, they will painfully progress toward awakening. They will suffer for a long time while trying to accomplish the Dharma. They are deficient in the perfection of wisdom and are lazy.

84.266 If they think in their minds that starting from the first production of the thought up until reaching unsurpassed awakening is just one day and night, they should be known as those with clear intelligence making a vigorous attempt.

84.267 If someone says, “After Mount Sumeru is destroyed you will reach supreme awakening,” and if that produces a feeling of oppression and they think about the size, then those bodhisattvas have become lazy.

84.268 If they produce the thought that Sumeru is pulverized to dust in just an instant, thinking, “It is only this size—what is the problem?” They are smart bodhisattvas making a vigorous attempt. Before long they will reach the finest awakening of the leaders.

84.269 If with the thought, “I will bring beings to maturity and work for their welfare,” they work hard with body, speech, and mind, standing in the perception of self, they have become lazy. They are as far from all-knowledge as the sky from the earth.

84.270 When they have no notion of body, mind, or sentient being, when they have turned back from forming notions and practice a nondual Dharma, the Beneficial One says that is the perfection of perseverance [F.179.b] of those who want the finest awakening, the peace that is never lost.

84.271 If they hear someone rebuke or speak harshly to them, smart bodhisattvas feel pleasure, thinking, “This is my happiness.” Who speaks? Who hears? Who speaks to whom and why? Those endowed with the finest perfection of patience are wise.

84.272 Should someone fill the billionfold world with precious stones and give them to the knowers of worlds, buddhas, worthy ones, and pratyekabuddhas, the merit from that aggregate of giving would not be even a fraction of that of the bodhisattvas endowed with the excellent dharma of patience.

84.273 The bodies of those who remain patient become pure, with thirty-two major marks and infinite strength.
They proclaim the best Dharma, emptiness, to beings.
Patient and wise, they are loved by the world.

84.274  If a certain being takes up a container of sandalwood paste
And with great respect rubs it on a bodhisattva,
And another throws burning ashes over his entire head,
He should regard both the same, with a dispassionate attitude.

84.275  When smart bodhisattvas who exercise such patience
Dedicate that production of the thought to supreme awakening,
They are heroes with forbearance for the whole world, surpassing the
worthy ones,
Pratyekabuddhas, and mass of beings, as many as there are.

84.276  Bodhisattvas exercising patience should produce this thought as well:
“Given that the hells, animal world, and world of Yama have much suffering,
And I have been hurt through being powerless because of sense objects,
Why would I not put up with what I have up to now, for awakening?”

84.277  Thinking, “I will put up with as much suffering as there is in the world—
The whips, sticks, swords, murder, prison, and torture,
Decapitation, and the amputation of ears, arms, legs, and nose,”
Bodhisattvas stand in the perfection of patience.

84.278  Those longing for calm are ennobled by their morality.
Standing within the range of the ten powers their morality is unflagging.
They carry out all the actions of restraint, as many as there are,
For the benefit of all beings and dedicate it to awakening.

84.279  Those longing to touch the worthy one and pratyekabuddha awakening
Are immoral, not smart, and have a degenerate practice too.
Those who dedicate to awakening, the finest peace,
Stand in the perfection of morality even if engaged with sense objects.

84.280  The Leader says the law from which the heroic ones’ awakened qualities come
Is the crux of the morality incumbent upon the righteous,
And whatever law causes the awakening of the beneficial ones
To degenerate is immorality.

84.281  Even if bodhisattvas enjoy the five sense objects,
If, having gone for refuge to the Buddha, Dharma, and noble Saṅgha,
They are intent upon all-knowledge, thinking, “I have to awaken,”
You should know that they are smart and stand in the perfection of morality.
Even if they practice the ten wholesome actions for a hundred million eons,
If they generate a longing for the state of a worthy one or pratyekabuddha,
Then their morality is faulty, their morality is degenerate.
The production of that thought is heavier than even a pārājika defeat.

Bodhisattvas guarding morality, dedicating it
To the finest awakening, not falsely projecting anything,
Not smug, and avoiding the idea of a self and the idea of beings
Are said to stand in the perfection of morality.

Bodhisattvas practicing the path of the victors
Are extremely immoral if they entertain various notions,
Thinking, “These beings are moral, these immoral.”
They have a degenerate morality, not a morality that has been purified.

However could someone without the notion of self or the notion of beings,
Free from notions and attachment, not be restrained?
The Leader has said that someone who does not falsely project
Being restrained and not being restrained is restrained by morality.

Purified beings endowed with such a morality
Are unconcerned with all that is pleasant and unpleasant,
Uncowed when giving away their head and arms and legs,
And always detached when giving away all that they own.

They understand that phenomena are in their basic nature selfless and a fraud,
So, since even when they give away their own flesh
Their minds are not cowed, what need is there to mention
External things? It would be impossible for them to be stingy.

Fools have the notion of self and are attached
Because of grasping at things as “mine,” so how could they intend to give things away?
Someone who is stingy is born in the abode of ghosts,
Or, if born human, will still be destitute.

And so bodhisattvas, knowing that beings are in poverty,
Come to admire giving and always give away freely,
Feeling joy from giving away the four beautifully decorated continents
As though they were a gob of spit, but not so from gaining the continents.

Bodhisattvas with clear intelligence give a gift
While focusing on the thought, “May this become a gift given to all beings,
As many as there are on the three planes of existence,"
Also dedicating it to the finest awakening for the sake of the world.

84.291 Without making it into a real thing on which to take a stand,
Never hoping for a result,
They are smart at giving like that and give away everything.
Having given away a trifle it becomes many and immeasurable.1076

84.292 Were as many beings as there are on the three planes of existence,
All of them without any left out, hypothetically to give gifts
To knowers of worlds, buddhas, worthy ones, and pratyekabuddhas
For eons without end seeking the good qualities of a śrāvaka,

84.293 And were someone with skilful means
To rejoice in their bases of meritorious action
And dedicate it to the finest awakening for the sake of beings,
That smart bodhisattva dedicating thus would surpass all the worlds.

84.294 A single precious of stone of beryl surpasses
Glittering stones, all of them, even a great pile,
And, similarly, a rejoicing bodhisattva surpasses
All the vast heaps of gifts of all the worlds. [F.181.a]

84.295 If bodhisattvas giving a gift to the world do not make it
Their own and do not value it as if property,
Then the wholesome roots grow to have great might,
Like the cloudless shining circle of the waxing moon.1077

84.296 Through giving bodhisattvas cut off life as a ghost,
Cut off destitution and all the afflictive emotions,
While practicing gain an unending spread of things to use and enjoy,
And through giving cause suffering beings to mature.

84.297 By being moral they avoid the many forms of life in the animal world
And the eight places that preclude a perfect human birth.
They always find a perfect human birth.1078 By being patient they obtain
A most excellent and broad body, golden in color, beloved, and attractive to
the world.

84.298 By persevering, bright good qualities do not decline,
And infinite knowledge, the storehouse of the victor’s treasure, is gained.
On account of concentration they quit sense objects in disgust
And accomplish esoteric knowledge, clairvoyance, and meditative
stabilization.
And with wisdom they comprehend the basic nature of all dharmas,
Pass perfectly beyond all three realms,
And, having turned the precious wheel, as the dominant bull among humans,
Teach the Dharma in the world to put an end to suffering.

Those bodhisattvas, having brought these dharmas to completion,
Look after a purified buddhafield and purified beings,
Look after the line of the Buddha and the line of the Dharma,
And similarly look after the Saṅgha and all dharmas as well.

The supreme doctor who cures the sickness of the world has given
This instruction on wisdom and the awakening path titled
“The Collection of Jewel Qualities, the Awakening Path,”
So that all beings will obtain this path.

This was the eighty-fourth chapter, “Collection,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.” [B59]
Then the Lord, having spoken these verses, [F.181.b] said to venerable Subhūti, “Subhūti, any son of a good family or daughter of a good family who wants to search for the perfection of wisdom, that son of a good family or daughter of a good family should search for the perfection of wisdom as it was sought for by the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, who is now practicing celibacy in the presence of the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha Bhīṣmāgarjitanirghoṣasvara.”

The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti asked him, “Lord, when the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita was searching for the perfection of wisdom, how did he search for it?”

Venerable Subhūti having asked that, the Lord said to him, “Subhūti, when the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita was searching for the perfection of wisdom, he searched in such a way that he did not take great care of his body, had no regard for his life, and was not motivated by gain, honor, or praise. While searching for the perfection of wisdom in a remote jungle hermitage, he heard a voice in the sky saying, ‘Son of a good family, go east and listen to the perfection of wisdom, go as you go when you do not pay attention to your body being tired, do not pay attention to feeling sleepy and drowsy, do not pay attention to food, do not pay attention to drink, do not pay attention to night and do not pay attention to day, and do not pay attention to the cold and do not pay attention to heat. Go without placing your hopes [F.182.a] in anything inside or outside. Son of a good family, go without looking to the right or left; go without looking to the west, the north, above, below, or into the intermediate directions. Son of a good family, go as you go when you do not move at all from the perishable collection, do not move at all from form, and do not move at all from feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness. Someone who moves from this will fail.
In what will they fail? They will fail in the buddhadharmas, and those who fail in the buddhadharmas will live a cyclic existence, and those who live a cyclic existence will not gain the perfection of wisdom.'

“The voice having said that, the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita then replied to that voice, ‘I will do so. And why? Because I want to be a light to all beings; I want to fully accomplish all the buddhadharmas.’

“The bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita having said that, that voice said to him, ‘Excellent, excellent!’

“Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita again heard a sound. He heard the sound say, ‘Son of a good family, since you have developed admiration for the emptiness, the signlessness, and the wishlessness dharmas, you must search for the perfection of wisdom. You must reject causal signs. You must reject real existence. You must reject the view that there is a being. Son of a good family, you must reject bad friends and must serve, attend on, and worship those spiritual friends who teach dharmas that are emptiness, the signlessness, and the wishlessness, not produced, not born, not really existent, [F.182.b] and not stopped. Son of a good family, when you are making progress like that it will not be long before you learn the perfection of wisdom that has been put into a book or that exists in the body of a monk who preaches the Dharma. Son of a good family, you should imagine whomever you learn this perfection of wisdom from to be the Teacher, and, son of a good family, you should feel appreciation and feel a sense of gratitude. You should weigh up these benefits: ‘Whomever I learn this perfection of wisdom from is my spiritual friend. By learning this perfection of wisdom I will quickly become irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, will stay close by the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas and be born in buddhafields where I will not be separated from the tathāgatas. I will avoid the places that preclude a perfect human birth, and I will obtain the perfect moment.’ Having understood these benefits, son of a good family, you should imagine the monk preaching the Dharma to be the Teacher. Son of a good family, you should not follow after the monk preaching the Dharma on account of a stream of thought connected with ordinary material possessions; rather, you should follow after the monk preaching the Dharma on account of seeking the Dharma from him and because of your respect for the Dharma.

‘You should see through the works of Māra. Son of a good family, it can be that Māra the wicked one presents bodhisattva great beings with shapes, sounds, smells, tastes, and feelings to become engaged with, enjoyed, and used. Having risen above them, they become engaged with, enjoy, and make use of them with skillful means. You should not on that account let yourself feel a lack of faith in those monk bodhisattvas preaching the Dharma;
rather, you should think like this: “I do not know those skillful means, but they are well aware of skillful means. They are enjoying, keeping company with, and using these dharmanas as a way to tame beings, because it is conducive to the growth of the wholesome roots of beings. Bodhisattvas are not attached to or obstructed by\textsuperscript{1080} anything.” At that very moment, son of a good family, you should understand analytically the way things really are. And what, son of a good family, is the way things really are? It is this: all dharmanas are without defilement and are without purification. And why? Because all dharmanas are empty of an intrinsic nature. All dharmanas are devoid of a being, devoid of a living being, devoid of a person, like an illusion, like a dream, like an echo, and like a mirage. Son of a good family, if you analyze the way all dharmanas really are like that, and if you follow others because they are Dharma preachers, before long you will go forth into the perfection of wisdom.

‘Furthermore, son of a good family, look out for the work of Māra. Do not feel displeased, son of a good family, if Dharma preachers look down on and do not watch over a son of a good family who wants the perfection of wisdom. Rather, keep on seeking for the Dharma, keep feeling a respect for the Dharma, and follow the monk preaching the Dharma without becoming despondent.’

Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, having received this instruction from the voice, went east, but before he had gone far it occurred to him that he had not asked the voice how far he should go, so he stopped right there, crying, grieving, and lamenting: ‘I will spend the day on this very spot, spend two days, or three, or four, or five, or a week here. Until I hear the perfection of wisdom, I will not pay attention to my tired body, will not pay attention to drowsy and sleepy feelings, will not pay attention to food, will not pay attention to drink, will not pay attention to night and will not pay attention to day, and will not pay attention to the cold and will not pay attention to heat.’

Subhūti, it is just like somebody whose only son is near death—they feel great suffering and mental anguish, and with that pain they are extremely concerned for their son, concerned with nothing else except him. Similarly, Subhūti, the attention of the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita at that time was directed just to when he would hear the perfection of wisdom; he was concerned with nothing else except that.

Then, Subhūti, a shape assumed by a tathāgata stood in the presence of the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, who was suffering like that, and complimented him: ‘Excellent, son of a good family, what you say is excellent! When the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas of the past were practicing the bodhisattva practice, they sought for the
perfection of wisdom just as you are now searching for the perfection of wisdom. Therefore, son of a good family, pursue it with this perseverance, this enthusiasm, and this yearning, and with a desire for it go east. Son of a good family, five hundred yojanas from here is a city called Gandhavatī surrounded by a series of seven ramparts built of the seven precious stones, surrounded by a series of seven ditches and a series of seven rows of palm trees. It is twelve yojanas long and twelve yojanas wide, prosperous, thriving, secure, with an abundant food supply, with many living creatures, and full of people. It is laid out like a picture beautifully made with five hundred identical matching streets going through the city with ample space for palanquins, crisscrossed at intervals with bridges. The ramparts all around that metropolis are made of the seven precious stones. The copings on the ramparts are made of gold from the river Jambū, they rise up and are well worked, and on the top of all the copings grow trees made of the seven precious stones, laden with various fruits, also made of precious stones. All around, between each tree from one coping to the next, hangs a string that is also made of precious stones. A network of small golden bells is fastened on the strings and thus surrounds the entire city. When stirred by the wind, the network of small golden bells gives out a sweet, charming, and delightful sound. To illustrate, five-part music when played in harmony by skilled musicians gives out a sweet, charming, and delightful sound, and just like that those small bells give out a sweet, charming, and delightful sound when stirred by the wind. Those beings play, delight in, and take great pleasure in that sound. The ditches in the environs of the metropolis are full of water—water neither too cold nor too hot—and on the water there are beautiful boats that have come about from the maturation of earlier karma, variously decked out with the seven precious stones. Those beings go on board and play, delight, and sail around in them. The water is everywhere covered with blossoms of the blue lotus, the pink lotus, and the white lotus and covered with other types of the most beautiful and fragrant flowers. Among all the types of flowers in a great billionfold world system there are none that are not there. There are five hundred parks in that metropolis all made of the seven precious stones, all of them colorful and beautiful. Each park has a large lotus lake with a circumference of about five hundred krośa, and growing from all the edges of the lotus lakes are colorful and beautiful blue lotus, pink lotus, and white lotus flowers of the seven precious stones. They cover the water. All those blue lotus, pink lotus, and white lotus flowers are the size of cart wheels and are blue, are the color blue, look blue, and appear blue; yellow, are the color yellow, look yellow, and appear yellow; are red, are the color red, look red, and appear red; and are white, are the color white, look white, and appear white. On all
those lotus lakes geese, cranes, kāraṇḍa ducks, and curlews are calling out. All the lotus lakes are unowned and unrestricted and have come about from the maturation of the earlier karma of beings, beings such as those who have practiced the perfection of wisdom for a long time and believed in the deep dharmas for a long time.1084

85.11 “Son of a good family, at the main crossroads in the center of the city is the residence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata made of the seven precious stones, colorful and beautiful, with a circumference of about a yojana, surrounded by seven ramparts and a series of seven rows of palm trees. [F.185.a] There are four gardens in the residence for the use of those living there, called Nityapramūdita, Aśoka, Śokavigata, and Puṣpacitra, and in each of the gardens there are eight lotus ponds called Bhadrā, Bhadrottamā, Nandā, Nandottamā, Kṣemā, Kśemottamā, Niyatā, and Avivāhā. One side of each lotus pond is made of gold, the second made of silver, the third made of beryl, and the fourth made of crystal. The ground at the bottom consists of quartz with golden sand over it. For each lotus pond there are eight flights of stairs adorned with steps made of different kinds of precious stones. In the spaces between the flights of stairs grow plantain trees of gold from the river Jambū. Covering the water of all the lotus ponds are pink lotus, blue lotus, and white lotus flowers, and on the lotus ponds geese, cranes, and curlews are calling out. All around those lotus ponds various flowering trees grow, and when those trees are stirred by the wind the blossoms drop onto the lotus ponds, so the water in all the lotus ponds has become imbued with the fragrance of sandalwood with its color and with its smell.

85.12 “The bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata along with his retinue, together with sixty-eight thousand women, endowed with an abundance of the five sorts of sense objects, play, delight, and take great pleasure there, and all those other male and female beings living in that city also enjoy those parks and lotus ponds, are endowed with an abundance of the five sorts of sense objects, and play, delight in, and take great pleasure in them.

85.13 “Furthermore, even as the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata along with his retinue play, delight, and take great pleasure, he teaches them the perfection of wisdom during the three time periods. Those beings living in the city of Gandhavati show their respect for the Dharma like this: They set up a throne for the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata at the main crossroads in the center of the city with one leg of gold, one leg of silver, one leg of beryl, and one leg of crystal1085 with a cotton cloth spread over, with a soft pillow and a cushion on top covered with Vārāṇāsī cotton, and with a cloth canopy with interconnected pearl ornamentation about half a krośa above it in the sky. Over that ground and its surroundings, they strew the
five different sorts of colored flowers and imbue the place with fragrance from different sorts of perfumes and incense. The bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata seats himself there and teaches the perfection of wisdom, and those beings showing such respect, son of a good family, listen to the perfection of wisdom from the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata. From among those gods and humans, those many hundreds of beings, many thousands of beings, many hundreds of thousands of beings, some listen to it being read aloud, some take it up, some bear it in mind, some go over it again and again, some clearly articulate it, some recite it from memory, some write it out, and some pay proper attention and understand it. None of those beings is subject to making a blunder. They are all irreversible from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

85.14  “Son of a good family, go into the presence [F.186.a] of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata and you will learn the perfection of wisdom from him. Son of a good family, he has been your spiritual friend for a long time, the one who perfectly reveals and inspires you to take up unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, who fires you up and excites you about it. Son of a good family, I too earlier sought the perfection of wisdom just as you are now seeking it. Son of a good family, pay attention day and night and keep on going constantly, and before long you will hear the perfection of wisdom.’

85.15  “Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, having heard that, was pleased, delighted, enraptured, overjoyed, and filled with joy and mental happiness.

85.16  “It is just like when a person pierced by a poisoned dart is concerned with nothing else except the thought, ‘When will I find a doctor who will free me from this suffering and remove this dart?’ Similarly, the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita was concerned with no other dharma except the thought, ‘When will I see that son of a good family who will let me hear the perfection of wisdom, and, having heard that Dharma, eliminate the attention I pay to falsely apprehended facts?’

85.17  “Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, while remaining right on that very spot, generated the perception of the absence of a standing place in all dharmas, and many meditative stabilization gateways became evident to him—namely, the sarvadharmaśvabhāvavāyavayavakalakāna meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmaśvabhāvānupalabdhi meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmaśājñānapagata meditative stabilization, [F.186.b] the sarvadharmaśājñānapagata meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmanirvikārārāśin meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmavabhāsakārama meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmaśājñānavidhīramamsa meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmaśājñānavidhīramamsa meditative stabilization, the kusumābhikīrṇa meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmānupalabdhi meditative stabilization, the kusumābhikīrṇa meditative stabilization.
While remaining in those meditative stabilizations, he beheld countless, infinite lord buddhas in world systems [F.187.b] in the ten directions, who were illuminating this perfection of wisdom for the bodhisattva great beings. Those tathāgatas, having complimented him with ‘excellent’ and assured him, said, ‘Son of a good family, earlier when we were undertaking the bodhisattva’s practice we sought for the perfection of wisdom like this, and when we were seeking we also attained these meditative stabilizations; having attained these meditative stabilizations we became advanced in our comprehension of the perfection of wisdom and became grounded in the irreversible buddhadharmas. As we looked at the intrinsic nature and basic
nature of these meditative stabilizations, we did not see any phenomenon at all that becomes absorbed, that arises from absorption, that practices for awakening, or that would fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Son of a good family, this is that perfection of wisdom. Son of a good family, having stood without falsely projecting superiority or not falsely projecting superiority on account of any phenomenon we have gained such a body as this with a color like gold and obtained the thirty-two major marks, eighty minor signs, a halo extending the length of our outstretched arms, the inconceivable knowledge of a buddha and unsurpassed wisdom of a buddha, the unsurpassed meditative stabilization of a buddha, and the perfection of all the good qualities of a buddha—a perfection of good qualities that even tathāgatas cannot take the measure of or see the end of, never mind śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas. Therefore, son of a good family, produce a great feeling of respect for just these dharmas, intensely seeking for and wanting to obtain them. [F.188.a] Son of a good family, when you seek for and want to obtain unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, it is not hard to gain. Produce an intense feeling of respect for your spiritual friends and cherish them. Bodhisattva great beings who are looked after by spiritual friends will quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’

85.19 “Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita asked those tathāgatas, ‘Who is my spiritual friend?’

85.20 “They said to him, ‘Son of a good family, for a long time you have been matured for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and assisted by the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, who has trained you in the perfection of wisdom and skillful means. Son of a good family, he is the spiritual friend assisting you, so bear in mind as an order what he says to you. Son of a good family, if you should wrap the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata like a turban on your head for an eon, or two eons, or a hundred eons, or a thousand eons, or even more eons than that, and attend to his needs with all the prerequisites for happiness, offer him all the shapes, sounds, smells, tastes, and feelings in a great billionfold world system, as many as there are, son of a good family, you still would not have paid him back for what he has done for you. And why? Because, son of a good family, through his power you have gained such meditative stabilizations as these, have heard about the perfection of wisdom and skillful means, and have obtained the perfection of wisdom.’ [F.188.b]

85.21 “Then those tathāgatas, having assured the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, disappeared. That son of a good family emerged from those meditative stabilizations, and having emerged it still occurred to him to wonder, ‘Where did those tathāgatas come from and where did they go?’
Unable to see those tathāgatas, he became distressed and unhappy. It also occurred to him to think, ‘That bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata has obtained the dhāraṇīs, has the five clairvoyances, has served well the victors of the past, and as my spiritual friend has looked after me. He has worked for my welfare for a long time, so I am going to go into the presence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata and, when I get there I will ask about this matter, about where those tathāgatas came from and where they went.’

“Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita constantly cultivated an attitude of liking, serene confidence, reverence, and respect for the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, and having constantly cultivated that attitude, he began to worry: ‘I am destitute, so what can I take to show my respect when I go into the presence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata? I do not have anything like a robe, or jewel, or gold, or precious stone, or pearl, or beryl, or conch shell, or crystal, or coral, or silver, or fine sand particles of gold, or flowers, or a perfumed flower garland, or a cream, or a parasol. Were I to go into the presence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata like this it would be wrong of me. I feel no joy or delight.’

“Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, endowed with such qualities and with such a respectful attitude toward the guru, set off and gradually reached another city. When he went into the middle of the marketplace, it occurred to him to think, ‘I should sell myself and with the profit get something to show respect to the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata. For a long time, thousands of my bodies have been destroyed, come to an end, and been sold, and over immeasurable cyclic existences I have experienced immeasurable suffering in hell again and again because of the desire for sense gratification caused by sense objects, but not because of such a Dharma as this or in order to have something to show respect to such a great being as this.’

“The bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita then stood in the marketplace and advertised himself, shouting, ‘Who wants a man? Who wants a man?’

“Then it occurred to Māra the wicked one to think, ‘This bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, having sold himself out of a desire for the Dharma, will then show respect to the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata and in regard to the perfection of wisdom and skillful means will inquire, ‘How should a bodhisattva great being practice the perfection of wisdom and quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, receive a veritable ocean of sacred learning, not be overpowered by Māra and the Māra class of gods, and obtain the perfection of all good qualities?’”

There he will work for the welfare of many beings and, having fully
awakened [F.189.b] to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, will cause them to pass beyond my sphere of influence and will cause other beings as well to pass beyond my sphere of influence. I have to block him in this.'

"Somehow or other Māra the wicked one cast a spell over the brahmins and landowners so that they could not hear the shout of the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita calling out, ‘Who wants a man? Who wants to purchase me?’

Then, when the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita found there was nobody to purchase him, he stood off to the side and wept, lamenting, ‘When I thought to sell myself to find something to show respect to the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, I could not even find somebody to purchase me. What I found is something terrible to find.’

Then it occurred to Śatakratu, head of the gods, to think, ‘Does the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita have such a perfect surpassing aspiration—namely, to give up his body out of a desire for the Dharma—or not? I will put this bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita through a trial.’

Having magically produced himself disguised in the form of a brahmin student, he went specifically to where the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita was, and having gone there he asked the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, ‘Son of a good family, what is the problem such that you are so miserable, distraught, and weeping like this?’

‘Brahmin student,’ he replied, ‘I wanted to sell myself out of a desire for the Dharma, in order to worship the Dharma, but I found nobody to purchase me. This made me think, “Oh, I really have very little merit, [F.190.a] because when I had the idea to sell myself to worship the perfection of wisdom and to show respect to the noble bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, I still could not even find somebody to purchase me.”’

Then that brahmin student said to the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, ‘I do not want a man, but I am making a sacrifice, and for that I need a human heart, blood, bone, and marrow. Make a deal with me for that.’

The bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita thought, ‘I have found something excellent to find, and good to find in that I have found this brahmin student who will purchase my heart, blood, bone, and marrow, and the final outcome of my body will be in the perfection of wisdom and skillful means.’ He was thrilled, cheered up, and overjoyed, and he said to the brahmin student, ‘Brahmin student, you can take what you want from this body of mine.’

‘Son of a good family,’ he replied, ‘I will give you whatever payment you want.’

‘He said to him, ‘Brahmin student, give me whatever you will part with.’
“Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita took a sharp sword, stabbed his right arm and made the blood flow out, stabbed his right thigh and stripped all the flesh off, and went up to a wall to smash the bone to get the marrow.

“Then a merchant’s daughter sitting on the top floor of her house saw that bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita strip all the flesh off his thigh and go up to the wall to smash the bone and thought, ‘Why is this son of a good family [F.190.b] hurting himself like this? I am going to go up to that son of a good family and ask him.’

“Sadāprarudita said to the merchant’s daughter, ‘Having sold it to this brahmin student, I will worship the perfection of wisdom and will also show respect to the noble bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata.’

“Then that merchant’s daughter asked the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, ‘Son of a good family, having sold your heart, blood, bone, and marrow like this, son of a good family, what kind of good quality will you, who want to show respect to him, accomplish?’

‘Young lady,’ he replied to her, ‘that son of a good family will instruct me in the perfection of wisdom and skillful means in which I have to train, and when I have trained in them, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, I will become a support for all beings. I will also obtain a body gold-like in color, and I will also obtain the thirty-two major marks of a great person, a halo extending the length of two outstretched arms, endless light rays, great love, great compassion, great joy, and great equanimity, the four fearlessnesses, the four detailed and thorough knowledges, and the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha. [F.191.a] I will complete the five clairvoyances; inconceivably pure morality, inconceivably pure meditative stabilization, and inconceivably pure wisdom; the ten tathāgata powers; and perfect, complete knowledge, and I will obtain the unsurpassed Dharma jewel that is to be apportioned out among all beings.’

“That merchant’s daughter then said to the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, ‘Son of a good family, it is totally amazing, these dharmas you have proclaimed that are so vast. You have to give your body away for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River for the sake of each of such dharmas as these, never mind for one. Son of a good family, I will give you whatever gold, or jewel, or pearl, or beryl, or silver, or flowers, or incense, or perfume, or fragrance, or flower garland, or cream, or powder, or robe, or parasol you need to show respect to the bodhisattva great being
Dharmodgata, but do not hurt yourself like this. I will also accompany you. I will go right to where the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata is, and together with you I too will cause such wholesome roots to grow—namely, those for obtaining such dharmas as those.

“Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, having thrown off his brahmin student disguise, stood in front of bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita in his own body and said, [F.191.b] ‘Excellent, son of a good family; excellent that you have such a firm commitment! Earlier, when out of a desire for such dharmas, previous tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas were undertaking the practice of a bodhisattva, they completed the perfection of wisdom and skillful means and fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Son of a good family, I have no use for a heart, blood, bone, and marrow. I came here to test you. Son of a good family, pick whatever favor you want. Whatever the favor, son of a good family, I will grant it to you.’

“He said to him, ‘Śatakratu, please give me the unsurpassed buddhadharmas.’

“Śatakratu replied, ‘Son of a good family, this is a specific object that does not lie within my range. This is an object that lies specifically within the range of the lord buddhas. Pick some other favor.’

“The bodhisattva Sadāprarudita said, ‘Head of the gods, do not concern yourself with my body being in this state that needs to be made whole. Head of the gods, I myself will unleash the controlling power of truth. Head of the gods, if it is true that the tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have prophesied that I am irreversible from full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and if I am known from my immovable surpassing aspiration, then through that truth and through the truth of those words, let my body become as it was before.’ Having said that, through the power of the Buddha and the purity of the surpassing aspiration, at that very moment, in that second, in the time it takes to blink, the body of the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita was reconstituted as it was before. [F.192.a] Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, lost his confidence giving a readiness to speak and, unable to muster up the confidence to say anything in reply to the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, simply vanished on the spot.

“Then that merchant’s daughter said to the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, ‘Son of a good family, come here. Come right to where my home is. I will get my parents to donate some jewels so you can worship the perfection of wisdom and show respect to the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata with them.’
“The bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, accompanied by that merchant’s daughter, then went right to her home. Having arrived at her home\textsuperscript{1100} that merchant’s daughter then said to her parents, ‘Mother, father, please give me a lot of gold, and silver, and jewels, and precious stones, and flowers, and incense, and perfume, and flower garlands, and creams, and powders, and robes, and a parasol, and a royal ensign, and a banner, and what is needed for making music.\textsuperscript{1101} Please release\textsuperscript{1102} the five hundred servant girls you have given me. We will accompany the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita and go to worship the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata. He will also teach us the Dharma.’

Then that young lady’s parents asked her, ‘Daughter, who is this bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita? Daughter, where is this son of a good family now?’

“The young lady said, ‘That son of a good family has right now arrived at our front gateway. That son of a good family with the unsurpassed aspiration—namely, the desire to set all beings free from the infinite sufferings of saṃsāra—has set out for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. Out of a desire for the Dharma he was selling himself, wanting to worship the perfection of wisdom and wanting to get something to show respect to the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata. Unable to get anybody to purchase his body, he was suffering, unhappy, and miserable and said, “When I wanted to sell myself, I could not find somebody to purchase me.” Then Śatakratu, having transformed himself into the form of a brahmin student, asked him, “Son of a good family, what do you want to sell yourself for?” and Sadāprarudita said, “Through this I will get something to worship the perfection of wisdom and show respect to that noble bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata as well; my buddhadharmas are contingent on that, which is to say, out of a desire for the Dharma.” Then Śatakratu, in the form of a brahmin student, said, “I do not need you. But I am making a sacrifice, and for that I need a human heart, blood, bone, and marrow.” That son of a good family, without despairing, said to him, “I will give it,” took a sharp sword, stabbed his arm and made himself bleed, stripped the flesh off his thigh, and, going off to smash the bone, stood off to one side thinking, “I will donate the bone and marrow.” I had gone up to the top floor of the house, so I saw him bleeding there and I wondered about that, “Why is this man hurting himself like this?” So I went up to him and spoke to him. I asked, “Son of a good family, why are you yourself making your body bleed like this? What are you doing this for?” [F.193.a] He said to me, “I am giving my blood, heart, bone, and marrow to this brahmin student. Why? Because I am destitute. I have no other wealth at all.” I asked, “What are you going to use your wealth for?” and he said to me, “It is for this, namely, to worship the
perfection of wisdom and to get something to show respect to the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata out of a desire for the Dharma.” I asked him, “Son of a good family, what kind, or what special good quality will you get from that?” and he said to me, “On account of this he will reveal to me the inconceivable good qualities of a buddha and infinite dharmas of a buddha. I will get dharmas such as those from this.” Having heard about those inconceivable good qualities of a buddha, I too felt joy and immense delight and thought, “It is totally amazing that this son of a good family would have such enthusiasm for such a condition1103 as this and be so overjoyed. If this son of a good family, out of a desire for the Dharma, is giving even himself away, why would we, who have vast possessions, not worship the Dharma? Why would we not make prayers for such states as those?” Then I said to that son of a good family, “Son of a good family, do not hurt yourself like this. I will give you a lot of the wealth you need to show respect to the noble bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata. I will also accompany you and will go right to where the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata is, and I too will worship that son of a good family. I too will obtain what you have proclaimed, namely, these unsurpassed buddhadharmas.” [F.193.b] So, father and mother, please give me a great pile of treasure, and I together with that son of a good family will worship the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata.’ [B60]

“Then that daughter’s parents said to their daughter, ‘From what you have told us about those excruciating conditions of that son of a good family, those dharmas are definitely inconceivable, superior in all the world, and bring about happiness for all beings. And that son of a good family is eager for such an excruciating condition for the sake of them, so we grant you our permission. But we too, daughter, together with you will go to see the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, and we also will worship him. Arrange for us the opportunity to go as well.’

“Then that young lady then prepared to leave1104 in order to worship and serve the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata and said to her parents, ‘I am not going to stand in the way of anyone on the side of good.’

“Then that merchant’s daughter decked out five hundred carriages with ornaments, decked out those five hundred girls with ornaments, and, having decked them out, while holding flowers of various colors; holding incense, and perfume, and flower garlands, and creams, and powders, and robes, and a parasol, and a royal ensign, and a banner; holding aloft gold and silver flowers; holding an assortment of various jewels, and bringing along hard food, soft food, and tasty food to eat in a copious abundance, got into one carriage together with the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita [F.194.a]
while the five hundred girls got into their five hundred carriages surrounding them, and with a huge retinue, starting with her mother and father in front, they set off traveling specifically to the east.

“After they had gone along stage by stage, the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita saw from afar the city of Gandhavatī with the colors of the seven precious stones, built beautiful to behold, surrounded by a series of seven ramparts of the seven precious stones, with seven archways, surrounded by a series of seven moats and a series of seven rows of palm trees, twelve yojanas long and twelve yojanas wide, prosperous, thriving, secure, with an abundant food supply, full of many people and living creatures, laid out like a picture beautifully made with five hundred identical matching streets going through the city with ample space for palanquins, and crisscrossed at intervals with bridges excellently built. He saw seated on a Dharma throne at the crossroads at its center the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, at the head of and surrounded by a retinue of many hundreds, many thousands, many hundreds of thousands, explaining the Dharma. The moment he saw him he obtained a joy and happiness just like that of a monk when he is absorbed in the first concentration with single-pointed attention, and seeing him he thought, ‘It would not be becoming of me to go into the presence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata while seated in a carriage,’ so he got down from his carriage, and the merchant’s daughter and the five hundred girls got down from their carriages together with him too. Then, with the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita surrounded by the merchant’s daughter and the five hundred girls and so on in front, all proceeded specifically toward the infinite array and the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata.

“The bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata had had an upper chamber on the roof constructed for the perfection of wisdom, made out of the seven precious stones, ornamented with red sandalwood, and draped in a net of pearls, and at that time, in order to worship the perfection of wisdom, seven jewels had been placed at the four corners of the upper chamber on the roof doing the work of lamps, and four censers made of silver were hanging down at the four sides in which pure black agaru was smoldering. In the center of the upper chamber four thrones made of the seven precious stones had been set down, four jeweled chests had been placed on them, and a golden book of the *Perfection of Wisdom* written in melted beryl had been put in those. That upper chamber on the roof was also adorned with variously colored hanging tassels.

“Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita and the merchant’s daughter together with the five hundred girls saw that upper chamber on the roof adorned with the infinite array, and saw many thousands of gods,
and also saw Śatakratu, head of the gods, showering down on, showering over, and showering right over that upper chamber on the roof divine mandārava flowers, divine sandalwood powder, divine gold dust, and divine silver dust. They also heard divine instrumental music.

“Having seen and heard that, the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita asked Śatakratu, head of the gods, ‘Head of the gods, why are you and many thousands of gods showering down on, showering over, and showering right over that jeweled upper chamber on the roof mandārava flowers and sandalwood powder, and why are the gods playing this divine instrumental music up in the sky?’

“The bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita having asked that, Śatakratu, head of the gods, said to him, ‘Son of a good family, are you not aware that this is the perfection of wisdom, the mother and guide of the bodhisattva great beings, and by training in it bodhisattva great beings will quickly gain the perfection of all good qualities, all the buddhadharmas, and all-knowledge as well?’

“Śatakratu, head of the gods, having said that, the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita asked him, ‘Kauśika, where is the perfection of wisdom, the mother and guide of the bodhisattva great beings?’

“ ‘It is in this upper chamber on the roof,’ replied Śatakratu. ‘The noble bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata has placed it there, having written it in melted beryl in a golden book and sealed it with seven seals. It is difficult for us to show it to you.’

“Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, with the merchant’s daughter and together with the five hundred girls, came forward as a group bearing flowers and bunches of flower garlands, and jeweled robes, and incense, and perfume, and flower garlands, and creams, and powders, and robes, and a parasol, and a royal ensign, and a banner, and gold and silver flowers, as much as they had, and they worshiped the perfection of wisdom with them. Each of them, too, had set aside a portion from that for showing respect to the noble bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata.

“Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, having earlier worshiped the perfection of wisdom with flowers, and incense, and perfume, and flower garlands, and creams, and powders, and clothes, and a royal ensign, and a banner and so on, went right to where the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata was, and, having gone there, in order just to worship the Dharma, strewed near, strewed in front, and strewed all around the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata flowers, and incense, and perfume, and flower garlands, and creams, and powders, and robes, and a parasol, and a royal ensign, and a banner, and sandalwood powder, and gold and silver flowers.
Those flowers then became a second story of flowers above the head of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata; the gold and silver flowers remained like a palace in the sky; and those robes and jeweled robes remained like a choice circle of clouds made of various precious stones. Beholding such a miracle of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata’s miraculous power, the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, the merchant’s daughter, and the five hundred girls thought, ‘This is amazing! Even while this bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, this son of a good family, is pursuing the career of a bodhisattva, he has such great miraculous power, is so very mighty, and has such great energy. What, then, is it going to be like when he has fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?’

Then, starting with that merchant’s daughter, those five hundred girls generated a tremendous feeling of delight in the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata. They all produced the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and said, ‘In the future may we, from this wholesome root, become tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas. May we, even while pursuing the career of a bodhisattva, obtain those dharmas that are just like these dharmas that the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata has obtained, and even while pursuing the career of a bodhisattva, may we actualize such dharmas as those. May we come to show respect to the perfection of wisdom just as the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata shows respect to the perfection of wisdom; and just as the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata teaches it to many people, may we teach it too. Just as this bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata is endowed with and perfected in the perfection of wisdom and skillful means, may we too come to be endowed with and perfected in the perfection of wisdom and skillful means.’

Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita and those five hundred girls starting with the merchant’s daughter, having worshiped the perfection of wisdom and also showed respect to the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, bowed their heads to the feet of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata and, treating him with respect, stood to one side with palms cupped together in a gesture of supplication.

While standing to one side, the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita said to the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, ‘Son of a good family, here, while searching for the perfection of wisdom, I went to a remote jungle hermitage and heard a voice saying, “Son of a good family, go east and listen to the perfection of wisdom!” Having heard that voice, I went specifically to the east, but it occurred to me that I had not asked the voice how far I should go and who I would find to hear the perfection of wisdom from, so I felt very unhappy and distraught. I spent seven days and nights right on that very
spot. Because I was so distraught, I did not have the customary thoughts about eating; rather, I focused my attention on just the perfection of wisdom. While thinking, “I did not ask the voice how far I should go and who I would find to hear the perfection of wisdom from,” a shape assumed by a tathāgata appeared in my presence and it said, “Son of a good family, go five hundred yojanas from here, and in a city called Gandhavatī you will see the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata teaching the perfection of wisdom.”

“Having heard that from that shape assumed by a tathāgata, I set out and went on, as I had been told, specifically to the east, and I saw from afar a noble Dharma preacher, and the moment I saw him I felt a happiness just like that of a monk who has entered into the first concentration. [F.197.a] Suffused by that joy and delight, I did not move from that spot, and I heard the perfection of wisdom from you. As I listened to it, many meditative stabilization gateways arose, and as I stood in them, the lord buddhas in world systems in the ten directions assured me and said, “Excellent, excellent, son of a good family, these meditative stabilizations of yours have arisen from the perfection of wisdom. We too, having stood in them, completed the buddhadharmas.” Thus, those tathāgatas taught me excellently, inspired me, fired me up, and excited me. Then they disappeared, and, having emerged from those meditative stabilizations, it occurred to me to wonder, “Where did those tathāgatas come from and where have they gone?” Then I again thought, “The bodhisattva great being noble Dharmodgata has done the work under the victors of the past, planted wholesome roots, and is well trained in the perfection of wisdom and skillful means. He will reveal to me where those tathāgatas came from and where those tathāgatas have gone.” So, son of a good family, I am asking you where those tathāgatas came from and where those tathāgatas have gone. Please teach me about the coming and going of those tathāgatas so we will be knowledgeable about the coming and going of those tathāgatas and will not become separated from seeing the tathāgatas.’”

This was the eighty-fifth chapter, “Sadāprarudita,” [F.197.b] of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
CHAPTER 86: DHARMODGATA

86.1 “Having said this, the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata said to the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, ‘Son of a good family, tathāgatas have not come from anywhere and have not gone anywhere. They do not move from suchness. The Tathāgata is suchness.

86.2 “Son of a good family, there is no coming or going in what is not produced. The Tathāgata is not produced.

86.3 “Son of a good family, there is no coming or going in the very limit of reality. The Tathāgata is the very limit of reality.

86.4 “Son of a good family, there is no coming or going in emptiness. The Tathāgata is emptiness.

86.5 “Son of a good family, there is no coming or going in things as they really are. The Tathāgata is things as they really are.

86.6 “Son of a good family, there is no coming or going in what is separated from greed. The Tathāgata is separated from greed.

86.7 “Son of a good family, there is no coming or going in a cessation. The Tathāgata is a cessation.

86.8 “Son of a good family, there is no coming or going in the element of space. The Tathāgata is the element of space.

86.9 “Son of a good family, the Tathāgata is not other than those dharmas. Son of a good family, the suchness of those dharmas and the suchness of the Tathāgata is a single suchness. Suchness, son of a good family, cannot be divided. Son of a good family, the one suchness is beyond being counted as two or three because of this—namely, it is not a state of being. [F.198.a]

86.10 “Son of a good family, it is just like this: a man oppressed by the sun at midday in the middle of the last month of the hot season might see a shimmering mirage and run after it, thinking, “I will drink some water from it.” What do you think, son of a good family, has that water come from
somewhere and gone somewhere? Has it gone anywhere, to the ocean in the eastern direction, or the ocean in the southern direction, or the ocean in the western direction, or the ocean in the northern direction?"

86.7 "Sadāprarudita said, ‘Son of a good family, given that a mirage has no water, how could it come or go? Son of a good family, a man with a naturally childish disposition, a naturally confused disposition, oppressed by the sun, sees a mirage and forms the notion of water where there is no water, even though, in its basic nature, water does not exist there.’

86.8 "‘Exactly so, son of a good family, exactly so,’ replied Dharmodgata. ‘And so too, son of a good family, do those with deep-seated attachment to a tathāgata’s form or voice mentally construct the coming or going of a tathāgata. Those who mentally construct a coming and going of a tathāgata are all said to have naturally childish dispositions, naturally confused dispositions, just like the person who forms the notion of water where there is no water. And why? It is because a tathāgata should not be viewed as a form body; the tathāgatas are dharma bodies. Son of a good family, the true nature of dharmanas does not come or go, and similarly there is no coming or going of the tathāgatas.

86.9 "‘Son of a good family, it is just like this: there is no coming or going of a group of elephants, or a group of horses, or a group of chariots, or a group of infantry conjured up by a magician. Similarly, son of a good family, there is no coming or going of a tathāgata’s body.

86.10 "‘Son of a good family, it is just like this: in a dream a person who has fallen asleep [F.198.b] sees one or two or three or four or five or ten or twenty or thirty or forty or fifty or even more tathāgatas than that, but when they wake up, they do not see even a single tathāgata. Son of a good family, what do you think, did those tathāgatas come from anywhere or go anywhere?’

86.11 "‘Son of a good family,’ replied Sadāprarudita, ‘there is no dharma established at all in a dream. A dream is lie. It is not real.’

86.12 "‘Exactly, son of a good family,’ said Dharmodgata. ‘The Tathāgata has said, “All dharmas are like a dream.” Son of a good family, those who do not understand that the Tathāgata’s teaching “all dharmas are like a dream” is in accord with reality have a deep-seated attachment to a tathāgata as a name body or form body. Those who do not understand the true nature of dharmas like that mentally construct the coming or going of a tathāgata. Those foolish, ordinary people who accept that a tathāgata has come or has gone, they all have gone, are going, and will go through the six forms of life in cyclic existence, and they are all far from the perfection of wisdom; they are all far from the buddhadharmas.
Furthermore, son of a good family, those who know that the Tathāgata’s teaching “all dharmas are like a dream” is in accord with the reality that all dharmas are like a dream do not mentally construct the coming or going or production or stopping of any dharma. Those who do not mentally construct the coming or going or production or stopping of any dharma know a tathāgata as the true nature of dharmas. Those who know a tathāgata as the true nature of dharmas do not mentally construct [F.199.a] the coming or going of a tathāgata. Those who know that the true dharmic nature of a tathāgata is like that are close to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and they are practicing the perfection of wisdom. A city’s almsgiving to those śrāvakas of the Lord will not be in vain. They are each of them worthy of the world’s gifts.

Son of a good family, it is just like this: The jewels that are in the ocean do not come from the eastern direction, and they do not come from the south, west, or north, the intermediate directions, or below or above—from anywhere in the ten directions—but still those jewels arise in the ocean based on the wholesome roots of those beings. They do not arise without a cause; they have originated dependently, contingent on cause, conditions, and support, and the jewels that are held back have not changed places to be somewhere else in the worlds of the ten directions. But still, when the conditions are right, those jewels separate themselves out, and when conditions are not right, the separating out of those jewels does not occur.

Similarly, son of a good family, when a body of those tathāgatas comes into being, it does not come from anywhere and it does not go anywhere in the worlds of the ten directions, but still the body of those lord buddhas is not without a cause. It has come into being from earlier practice, contingent on cause and conditions, from the maturation of past actions, originated from its cause. When those conditions are right, that body comes into being, and when conditions are not right, the coming into being of that body does not manifest.

Son of a good family, it is just like this: When a sound is produced from a vīṇā, it does not come from anywhere, and when it stops it does not go anywhere—it does not change places to be somewhere else. It originates dependently, contingent on causes and contingent on conditions—[F.199.b] namely, contingent on an oval-shaped trough, contingent on a leather skin, contingent on strings, contingent on a bow, contingent on the neck, and contingent on the energy the person expends on it. The sound originates from the vīṇā but that sound does not come out of the oval-shaped trough of the vīṇā, does not come out of the leather skin, does not come out of the strings, does not come out of the bow, does not come out of the neck, and
86.17  “Similarly, son of a good family, the bodies of those lord buddhas come into being contingent on causes and contingent on conditions. They come into being not from a single cause and from a single condition but from many wholesome roots. The separating out of a body of a buddha is not from a single wholesome root, and it is also not without a cause, coming into being from the complete collection of many causes and conditions. It has not come from anywhere, and, when the collection of causes and conditions is not there, it also has not gone anywhere.

86.18  “So, son of a good family, you should view the coming and going of those tathāgatas like that. Son of a good family, you should comprehend the true dharmic nature of all dharmas like that as well. Son of a good family, so long as you have the awareness that all dharmas have not been produced and have not stopped, you will be destined for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and will definitely be practicing the perfection of wisdom and skillful means.’

86.19  “When this explanation of tathāgatas not coming or going had been given, the earth shook greatly: the entirety of this great billionfold world system shook in six ways, that is, it shook, shook greatly, and shook violently; it quaked, quaked greatly, and quaked violently. [F.200.a] All of Māra’s habitations were churned up and unnerved, and the grass, branches of the trees, and forests, as many as there were, in the great billionfold world system all bowed specifically in the direction of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata. Flowers out of season were strewn from the sky above and a rain of flowers descended. Śatakratu, head of the gods, and the Four Mahārājas also showered down on, showered over, and showered right over the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita divine sandalwood powder and divine flowers and said, ‘Through your power today we have also heard a lecture sprung from the ultimate that is an explanation that is antithetical to all worlds and is not for those who take a stand on the perishable collection.’

86.20  “Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita asked the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, ‘Son of a good family, what caused this great shaking of the world to happen? What is the reason for it?’

86.21  “‘Son of a good family,’ replied Dharmodgata, ‘it is because, on account of my explanation, when you asked about tathāgatas not coming and not going, eight thousand beings gained forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas, eighty billion produced the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and for sixty-four thousand beings the dust-free and stainless Dharma eye became clear.’
“Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita became endowed with an immense joy and delight, thinking, ‘I have found something excellent to find, because this explanation from my asking about the perfection of wisdom, and about tathāgatas not coming and going, has worked for the welfare of so many beings. Just because of this, I, with the finest wholesome root to bring unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening to completion, will have no more uncertainty in regard to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. I will, without doubt, become a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha.’ Endowed with that joy and delight he levitated to the height of seven palm trees into the sky and, standing there at the height of seven palm trees, thought, ‘Standing in the sky, I should show respect to the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata.’

“Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, seeing the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita levitating, and knowing in his mind what he was thinking, gave him divine mandārava flowers and said, ‘Son of a good family, show respect to the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata with these flowers. This is my assistance to you, because, son of a good family, through your power, the needs of many thousands of beings have been looked after. Son of a good family, those enthusiastic beings who remain with such enthusiasm as you have for infinite, incalculable eons for the sake of all beings are hard come by.’

“The bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita then took those flowers from Śatakratu, head of the gods, and showered them down on, showered them over, and showered them right over the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata and with his own body hovered over him and said to him, ‘Son of a good family, I give myself to you from now on, to wait on you and to serve you.’ Having offered himself, he stayed in front of him with his palms cupped together in a gesture of supplication.

“Then that merchant’s daughter and the retinue of five hundred said to the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, ‘Son of a good family, we too give ourselves to you. Through this wholesome root, may we too acquire those dharmas and may we too wait on the buddhas and bodhisattvas along with you and remain close by you.’

“The bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita then said to that merchant’s daughter and the five hundred, ‘Young women, if you are here with a surpassing intention in regard to me, then give yourself to me with that noblest intention and I will accept you.’

“The young women replied, ‘Out of an absolutely surpassing intention in regard to you we are imitating you. With the noblest of intentions we give ourselves to you to do with as you want.’
“Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, having adorned the five hundred led by the merchant’s daughter with all adornments, and having decked out the five hundred carriages, gave them all to the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, saying, ‘I offer these attendants and these five hundred carriages to you for your enjoyment and use.’

Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, complimented that son of a good family, ‘Excellent, excellent, son of a good family! Bodhisattva great beings should give all their personal possessions away like that. [F.201b] Bodhisattva great beings with that sort of thought to give things away will quickly and fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. In that way, having worshiped the Dharma preachers, they are able to hear about the perfection of wisdom and skillful means, because those previous tathāgatas, worthy ones, unsurpassed, perfectly complete buddhas while they were previously pursuing the career of a bodhisattva also continually gave things away like that, inquired about the perfection of wisdom and skillful means, and fully accomplished unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.’

Then, to fully grow the wholesome root of the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata accepted the five hundred girls led by the merchant’s daughter and the five hundred carriages and, having accepted them, returned them to the son of a good family, Sadāprarudita.

Then the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata got up from his seat and went into his house. When the sun had set it occurred to the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita to think, ‘I have come like this on account of wanting the Dharma, so were I to sit or lie down it would not be becoming of me. It would not be good, so I will remain in these two ways of carrying myself—either standing or walking about—until the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata comes back to teach the Dharma.

The bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata then became absorbed in a meditative stabilization for seven years, remaining in the countless, infinite meditative stabilizations of a bodhisattva that come about from the perfection of wisdom and skillful means. And during those seven years the bodhisattva great being [F.202a] Sadāprarudita did not think about sense experience, did not think a malicious thought, did not think a violent thought, and was not greedy for a taste. On the contrary, he only thought, ‘When will the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata emerge? We must arrange the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata’s Dharma seat on which the son of a good family will sit and expound the Dharma, and we must sprinkle water on the ground in the place where the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata will be teaching the perfection of wisdom and skillful means,
and we must smooth it out well and strew various flowers upon it.’ Those five hundred girls led by the merchant’s daughter followed the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita in the training, passing the time in the two ways of carrying themselves and using him as the model for everything they had to do.

“Then the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita heard a divine sound announcing, ‘In a week the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata will emerge from meditative stabilization, and having emerged he will take a seat in the middle of the city and teach the Dharma.’ Having heard that divine voice, the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita felt great pleasure, rapture, and joy; he was overjoyed and felt a mental happiness. Together with the five hundred girls led by the merchant’s daughter, he swept that spot and set up a Dharma seat decorated with all the jewels. Then those young women each took off their upper shawls and spread them over that seat on which the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata was to sit and teach the Dharma.

“Then, when the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita wanted to sprinkle water on that spot, Māra the wicked one made all the water disappear so that the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, unable to find water anywhere, would become depressed and unhappy and change his mind, so that his wholesome root would shrivel up and those acts of worship would lose their luster. Māra having made the water disappear, Sadāprarudita sought everywhere but could not find water.

“It then occurred to the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita to think, ‘I will stab my body and sprinkle my blood on this spot. Why? Because this spot is very dusty, and it would not be proper were dust particles to come from here and land on the body of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata. What should I do with this body of mine that is definitely subject to destruction? It is better my body is destroyed in this sort of action than in an action over which I have no power. Put there because of the desire for sense gratification caused by sense objects, it is absolutely not appropriate that many hundreds and thousands of such bodies of mine have been destroyed under such conditions.’

“The bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita then took a sharp sword, stabbed all over his body, and sprinkled his blood all around on that very spot; and all those five hundred young ladies led by the merchant’s daughter, following the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita in their training, took sharp swords, stabbed all over their own bodies, and sprinkled their blood on that spot too. Māra the wicked one found no change in the
minds of the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita and those young ladies that would have provided him an opportunity to stand in the way of their virtuous practice.

86.37  "Then it occurred to Śatakratu, head of the gods, to think, ‘It is amazing how much this bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita wants the Dharma, how firm he is in his commitment, how armed he is with the great armor, how little he concerns himself with his body, life, and possessions, and how he has set out in order to reach unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, which is to say, with the surpassing aspiration, “Having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, I will free beings from the infinite sufferings of saṃsāra.”’

86.38  "Then Śatakratu, head of the gods, employed his controlling power to turn all that blood into divine sandalwood water, and the supreme, sublime, inconceivable fragrance of that divine sandalwood water completely filled five hundred yojanas around that spot with its aroma.

86.39  "Śatakratu, head of the gods, then said to the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, ‘Excellent, excellent, son of a good family! Your perseverance is inconceivable, and your desire for the Dharma and your search for the Dharma are unsurpassed. Son of a good family, those previous tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas also fully accomplished unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening with such a surpassing aspiration, such perseverance, and such a desire for the Dharma.’

86.40  "Then it occurred to the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita to wonder, ‘I have spread out the Dharma seat for the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, I have swept this spot, and I have sprinkled it, but now, where am I going to find flowers to strew over this spot and to strew over the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata when he is explaining the Dharma?’

86.41  "Śatakratu, head of the gods, then said to the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita, [F.203.b] ‘Son of a good family, take these divine mandārava flowers and spread flowers around on those places. You should also strew them over the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata when he is sitting on the lion throne explaining the Dharma.’ Saying that, he gave him a thousand loads of mandārava flowers. The bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita took those flowers and spread some of them on that spot, and some of them he kept to strew over the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata.

86.42  "Then, after seven years had passed, the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata emerged from meditative stabilization, came specifically to where the seat for teaching the Dharma was, sat on the seat that had been spread out, and taught the perfection of wisdom at the head of a surrounding retinue of many hundreds of thousands. The moment the
bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita saw the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, he obtained a happiness just like that of a monk when he is absorbed in the first concentration with single pointed attention.

“You should know this bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata’s exposition of the perfection of wisdom as this: All dharmas are the same, so the perfection of wisdom is the same; all dharmas are isolated, so the perfection of wisdom is isolated; all dharmas do not move, so the perfection of wisdom does not move; all dharmas do not falsely project anything, so the perfection of wisdom does not falsely project anything; all dharmas are not puffed up, so the perfection of wisdom is not puffed up; all dharmas have one taste, so the perfection of wisdom has one taste; [F.204.a] all dharmas are limitless, so the perfection of wisdom is limitless; all dharmas do not arise, so the perfection of wisdom does not arise; all dharmas do not cease, so the perfection of wisdom does not cease; space has no limits, so the perfection of wisdom has no limits; the ocean has no limits, so the perfection of wisdom has no limits; Sumeru is a complex of colors, so the perfection of wisdom is a complex of colors; space is without thought construction, so the perfection of wisdom is without thought construction; form is limitless, so the perfection of wisdom is limitless, and similarly, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness are limitless, so the perfection of wisdom is limitless; the earth element is limitless, so the perfection of wisdom is limitless; the water element, fire element, and wind element are limitless, so the perfection of wisdom is limitless; the space element is limitless, so the perfection of wisdom is limitless; the diamond-like dharma is the same so the perfection of wisdom is the same; all dharmas are unadulterated, so the perfection of wisdom is unadulterated; all dharmas are unfindable, so the perfection of wisdom is unfindable; all dharmas are in the same state of disintegration, so the perfection of wisdom is in the same state of disintegration; all dharmas are without exertion, so the perfection of wisdom is without exertion; and all dharmas are inconceivable, so the perfection of wisdom is inconceivable.

Then the bodhisattva great being [F.204.b] Sadāprarudita, while seated just like that, generated the sarvadhamnasamatā meditative stabilization. He also came into the possession of the sarvadhammadvivikta meditative stabilization, the sarvadhammacalana meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmāmanana meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmāstambhita meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmākarasa meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmāparyanta meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmānupāda meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmāniruddha meditative stabilization, the gaganāparyata meditative stabilization, the samudrāparyanta meditative stabilization, the meruvicitra meditative stabilization, the gaganākalpa meditative stabilization,
the rūpāparyanta meditative stabilization, the vedanā-, saṃjñā-, saṃskāra-, and vijñānāparyanta meditative stabilizations, the prthivīdhātvaparyanta meditative stabilization, the abdhātu-, tejodhātu-, and vāyu dhātvaparyanta meditative stabilizations, the ākāśadhātvaparyanta meditative stabilization, the vajropama meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmaśaṃbheda meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmāsvabhāvānupalabdhi meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmāvibhāvanāsamata meditative stabilization, the sarvadharmāniśceṣṭa meditative stabilization, and the sarvadharmācintya meditative stabilization. Starting with those, the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita came into possession of six million meditative stabilization gateways."

86.45  *This was the eighty-sixth chapter, “Dharmodgata,” [F.205.a] of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”*
CHAPTER 87: ENTRUSTING

87.1 "Subhūti, the moment the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita came into possession of those six million meditative stabilization gateways, he beheld, in world systems as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in the eastern direction, southern direction, western direction, and northern direction, in the intermediate directions, and in the directions below and above, the lord buddhas surrounded by a community of monks and at the head of an assembly of bodhisattvas, as many as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River, teaching the perfection of wisdom in just such ways as these, with just these names, and in just these words, just as I, Subhūti, the Dharma teacher in this great billionfold world system, am now teaching the perfection of wisdom surrounded by a community of monks and at the head of an assembly of bodhisattvas in just such ways as these, with just these names, and in just these words. He became endowed with inconceivably great learning and an ocean-like erudition; he was never separated from the buddhas wherever he was born; in all his lives he took birth in places where he would come face to face with the lord buddhas; and he was not separated from the lord buddhas even in dreams. He avoided the places that preclude a perfect human birth and accomplished a perfect human birth.\textsuperscript{1126}

87.2 "Subhūti,\textsuperscript{1127} from this one of many explanations, you should know that this perfection of wisdom brings about the bodhisattva great beings’ knowledge of a knower of all. Therefore, Subhūti, those bodhisattva great beings who want to gain the knowledge of a knower of all should practice the perfection of wisdom."

87.3 Then the Lord [F.205.b] said to venerable Ānanda, “Ānanda, bodhisattvas must take up, bear in mind, read aloud, and study this perfection of wisdom in order to perfectly look after it.\textsuperscript{1128} They must also explicate it in detail to others. Ānanda, bodhisattva great beings should listen to, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, read aloud to others, clearly articulate, teach, and recite from memory this perfection of wisdom. Having carefully written it out
in a big book with the letters made clear, extremely clear, under the controlling power of the tathāgata, they should respect, revere, honor, worship, praise, and attend to it with flowers, incense, perfumes, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags and banners, and with rosaries of lamps all around it and by worshiping it in many ways. This, Ānanda, is my instruction. And why? Ānanda, what do you think, is the Tathāgata your teacher?"

"You are my teacher, Lord. You are my teacher, Sugata," replied Ānanda.

The venerable Ānanda having affirmed that, the Lord said to him, "Ānanda, the Tathāgata is your teacher, and, Ānanda, you have served me with kind and touching physical action, with kind and touching verbal action, and with kind and touching mental action. Therefore, Ānanda, just as you have cherished, had serene confidence in, and venerated this body of mine in which I am now dwelling and maintaining myself, when I am gone, do the same toward this perfection of wisdom. I entrust this perfection of wisdom to you, Ānanda, a second time and [F.206.a] a third time so that one way or the other it does not die out, and so that you are not the last person. I pass it on to you.

"Know, Ānanda, that as long as this perfection of wisdom circulates in the world, the Tathāgata will remain and the Tathāgata will teach the Dharma. Know, Ānanda, that those beings who listen to, take up, bear in mind, read aloud, master, read aloud to others, clearly articulate, teach, recite from memory, and write out in letters this perfection of wisdom—those who respect, revere, honor, worship, praise, and attend to it with flowers, incense, perfumes, flower garlands, creams, powders, robes, parasols, flags and banners, and with rosaries of lamps all around it—by worshiping it in many ways, will not become separated from seeing the Buddha, will not become separated from hearing the Dharma, and will not become separated from serving the Saṅgha. And know, Ānanda, that those beings live their lives in the presence of the Tathāgata."

When the Lord had said that, bodhisattva great being Maitreya and so on, venerable Subhūti, venerable Śāriputra, venerable Mahāmaudgalyāyana, venerable Mahākāśyapa, venerable Pūṇa Maitrāyanīputra, venerable Kātyāyana, venerable Aniruddha, venerable Revata, venerable Rāhula, and venerable Ānanda, together with the gods, humans, asuras, and gandharvas, rejoiced and praised the teaching of the Lord.

This was the eighty-seventh chapter, “Entrusting,” of “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines.”
Colophon

c.1 The Noble Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen Thousand Lines is completed. It has been translated, proofed, and prepared for publication by the Indian preceptors Jinamitra, Surendrabodhi, Yeshé Dê, and so on."}

\[1^{131}\]
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Chapter 72: The Divisions of a Bodhisattva's Training.

In other contexts, “attribute” translates *rnam pa*.


Here and below “numbering” renders *mātra* (from the root *mā*, “to measure”). D*tsam* means “just” (in a limiting sense).

“Perfect” is the MDPL rendering of *paramapārami* (*dam pa'i pha rol tu son pa*).

Seton (Appendix I, 36) says Ratnākaraśānti dissolves the compound more fully to mean “because they have gone and are in a state that has gone to the limit of mental mastery.”

H: *rin chen snying po*.

“Asuras”: *tha ma yin* renders *dānava*.

Nakamura (2014: 516) renders this as “strewing [flowers] near [to Buddha], strewing [flowers] in front [of Buddha] and strewing [flowers] all around [Buddha].” The Tib says, literally, “strew down on, strew over, and strew right over.”

We have based this translation in part on Z 272 n. 253 and have rendered *shes bzhin du spyod cig* (*samprajānacari bhāveḥ*) “be on your best behavior” instead of “be careful” (Z) or “act with full self-possession” (LSPW) because in this Tib version the bodhisattva is very polite without having first been instructed by his buddha. Z has a good summary of the possible meanings.

“Stand” consistently renders the verb *sthā* because it is etymologically similar, even if it pushes the boundaries of ordinary English usage. Here it obviously does not mean to stand as the opposite of to sit; it does not mean stand like a clock stands on a mantelpiece. Rather, it means to stay in a particular condition, to be.

Bt3 4.20 glosses “compounded downfall”: “Even if they do incur a downfall, they do not compound it by letting time pass.”

Tib consistently renders *upādāya* with *phyir* (“because”).

Cf. Ghosa 1258 *vyāghatika* (emend to *vyāghātaka*?), the first in the list. “Cut into pieces” would fit the context better. Below (11.36) *rnam par rnags pa*
vyādhmātaka), “cleaned out [by worms],” fits better with the stages of a decaying body. The stages are described in detail below (16.10–16.18).

n.27 Mppś English vol. 3, p. 1205, says this is knowledge that what has been extinguished will not arise again and is absent from a buddha.

n.28 This is a literal rendering of sgra ji bzhin pa. LSPW, following Lamotte’s (Mppś English, 1204) reading yathābhūta, in place of yathāruta based on Kumārajīva’s Chinese translation, renders this “cognition of what is just so,” “cognition of what really is.”

n.29 Tib shes pa, ye shes, and mkhyen pa, when rendering Skt jñāna, are all rendered into English with the same word: “knowledge.” “Transcendental knowledge” is used to signal ye shes at 43.14. The complexities involved in interpreting the Skt ending -tā (rendered consistently by Tib nyid in mkhyen pa nyid and so on) have been skipped over by rendering it “knower” when it is used in a longer construction like “knowledge of a knower of all” and as simply “knowledge” in briefer constructions. “All-knowledge” is the “knowledge of a knower of all.” In the longer versions of the Perfection of Wisdom, this “all-knowledge” (sarvajñatā, thams cad mkhyen pa [nyid]) is specifically the knowledge that a śrāvaka does not transcend. That is why it is not simply rendered “omniscience.” Sometimes, however, “all-knowledge” is a term for all three knowledges: the knowledge of all aspects (of a buddha), the knowledge of paths (of a bodhisattva), and the all-knowledge (of a śrāvaka specifically as it is known to a bodhisattva or buddha). In such cases it is true omniscience, as in the Eight Thousand Line version.

n.30 Thempangma sdug pa.

n.31 See n.29.

n.32 Tib renders vāsanānusaṃdhikleṣa here as a dvandva; elsewhere Tib sometimes renders vāsanānusaṃdhi as a tatpurusa “residual impression connections” in the sense of “connections that are residual impressions” or “connections because of residual impressions.”

n.33 skyon med pa nyid (niyāmatā/nyāmatā) by itself is rendered “flawlessness,” following the etymology given in this scripture; when together with byang chub sems dpa’ (bodhisattvanyāma), skyon med pa (niyāma/nyāma) is “the secure state (of bodhisattvas)” ; when together with “dharmas” (dharmaniyāmatā/nyāmatā), skyon med pa nyid is “certification (of dharmas).”

n.34 This is made clearer in chapter 33.
Edg 522 suggests that śaṅkhaśilā (PSP 1-1:32) is the name of a single precious stone and that śilā is “camphor,” that is, a fragrant dried clear resin.

Alternatively, the Dharmachakra Translation Committee (The Play in Full, Toh 95, 20.1 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh95.html#UT22084-046-001-1407)) renders this “the realms that filled the entire field of phenomena.”

“Production of the thought” (go bar byed par ’dod pa) is a technical term that conveys the same meaning as the verb “want” in the earlier paragraphs.

This is Conze’s translation of anavakāra (Tib dor ba med pa). It means the “absence of the repudiated.”

Alternatively, mi dmigs pa’i stong pa nyid, anupalambha śūnyatā (“emptiness of what cannot be apprehended”).

Jäschke relates khyed pa (’khyed) to ’gye (as in sku ’gye); Z and LSPW render pratipādaya “to present to.”

K, N byin pa de ltar byin na; PSP 1-1:35 evaṃ bodhisattvena mahāsattvena dānaṃ dadatā sañ pāramitāḥ pariśuddhiḥ bhavanti.

Z 308 n. 497 renders anutpādakotim anuprāptukāma “who wishes to reach their point of non-origination.”

The following five are the Śuddhāvāsa (“pure abode”) heavens, but the Śuddhāvāsa is listed separately here.

Alternatively, “with one sitting [left before awakening].”

btshun mo’i ’khor (literally, “a retinue of queens”); Ghoṣa 117 puramadhyāt. Missing from Z.

nye bar ’dzin. Dutt 37.13 upādadāti, LSPW “lay hold of”; Z 323 n. 38.

All the Tib versions of the sūtra have all four possibilities, and none of the Skt versions do.

This is a truncation of the longer list, taking out “is empty of the intrinsic nature of form, but is not empty because of emptiness” for each of the intervening aggregates.

Ghoṣa 119 asthānam (“not standing”), which is better, as below.

Q brtags pa; D gdags pa (“labels”).
n.51 This translation follows D ming gis. If one reads ming gi tha snyad the translation would be “to the extent they work conventionally as name designations.” Z 388, 329 n. 15 yāvad eva nāmasaṃketena vyavahriyante (“they are merely named with a conventional designation”).

n.52 “Number” and so on render specific Sanskrit names for high numbers. Below (33.50) they follow the series “thousandth part, nor by a hundred thousandth part, nor by a hundred millionth part, nor by a thousandth one hundred millionth part, nor by a hundred thousandth one hundred millionth part.” The increase in the value of the earlier numbers in the series is probably followed to arrive at a value for each later one, which is so astronomical they are given separate names. Gyurme (khri pa) renders a similar passage at 33.17 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-002-2695): “cannot be expressed as even a thousandth part..., or indeed as any other number, fraction, quantity, or material part.” Cf. Edg, s.v. upaṇiśā.

n.53 Z 330 n. 28 ekadivaṣparibhāvītā (“contained in just one day”).

n.54 Z “wisdom concerned with the task”; LSPW “the task for which it has been set up.”

n.55 Ghoṣa 126, Z 390 “knowledge of path aspects”; Dutt 40 “all-knowledge.”

n.56 Tib zlo bzlas bzla is causal to ‘da’ (“to be beyond”); ‘da’ bar byed pa (“to cause to be beyond”).

n.57 spyod pa (a carver’s misreading of sbyong?); Z 391, Ghoṣa 132, Dutt pariśodhayati. On the meaning of “purifying” in the Pāli Canon see Z’s summary (338 n. 72) of Vetter’s (1993) explanation. In essence, the donor and the donation are “purified” when both the donor (a bodhisattva) and donation (all dharmas) cannot get any better than they are.

n.58 Z, Dutt, and Ghoṣa all have prajñāyante.

n.59 ‘du shes med pa’i sams can; Mvy, Edg, asaṃjñisattva (Pāli asaññasatta): “Beings in the nonperception absorption.” Edg, s.v. sattvāvāsa, places the asaññasatta in a fifth sattvāvāsa (the ārūpyāvacāra gods in the sixth to ninth). He says the Mvy is wrong to put this category above the ārūpyāvacāra gods. Earlier (2.27), “the nonperception absorption” is listed immediately after the fourth concentration. Nevertheless, it is a custom when discussing nirodhasamāpatti in the Tibetan debate courtyard to place the ’du shes med pa’i snyoms ’jug and the tshor ba med pa’i snyoms ’jug above the four ārūpyadhātu states.
Emend spyod to sbyong. Z suggests “metaphorically” as a translation for paryāyena (rumt grands kyis). We understand this in the sense: he models purification to show others who do not understand how to purify, within understanding that no purification is necessary.

LSPW uses “endeavor” and “join” for yuj and its derivatives; brtson does mean “to endeavor, make an effort,” but as Z notes, Kumārajīva’s Chinese translation of this includes the meaning “compliant with,” that is, fitting, or logically established.

gzugs su yod pa; 15.25 gzugs su rung ba, the definition of gzugs.

This based on Bṭ3 4.293 “they do not connect the yogic practice of emptiness with another inherently existing yogic practice of emptiness.” ’bum 2.256 (ka 91b2), nyi khri 2.128 (ka 52b1–2) stong pa nyid dang stong pa nyid du nyi sdud myi ’byed (“does not incorporate emptiness into emptiness and does separate it [from emptiness]”); LSPW 47–50 “nor is emptiness a matter for joining” interprets yoga in the sense of yogya (“fitness”).

Z follows Edg in rendering avatṝ (’jug) “comprehend,” based on the contextually appropriate meaning.

“Join” and the earlier “cause to engage” render the same word yojayati (sbyor bar byed).

Z 397; Ghoṣa 250, anupalambha (“of not apprehending”).

Z 232 n. 142 gives the different readings here.

Dutt 55, Ghoṣa 256 doṣa; Z 398 roga (“sickness”).

Bṭ3 1.43, 4.1035 says there are four dhāraṇīs (“mnemonic devices”): forbearance, doctrine, meaning, and mantra dhāraṇī. The idea of a gateway is conveyed by the use of the first letter of a word standing for the whole word, the word’s meaning, and the understanding of its meaning. To come “face to face” with a dhāraṇī in its simplest sense means to learn alphabets and through that learn to read and understand meanings. A “meditative stabilization doorway” is the concentrated state of understanding that comes from a dhāraṇī like the letter “A” for example, as a letter conveying a negation (as in apolitical). The concentration of the meaning of many letters in an abbreviation is paralleled by the mental concentration in a meditative stabilization. To come “face to face” means to have a direct, unmediated perception, in a completely clear state of mind.

This borrows from Z’s translation 359 n. 178.
The construction *zhes bya bar sbyor* ("cause X to join with/to") renders *yojaya* (Ghoṣa 262, Dutt 57, and Z 398 all have *yojaya*) even though up to this point in the Tib *yojaya* has been consistently rendered *sbyor bar byed*, not just *sbyor*. So I do not use the "while practicing ... form joins to emptiness" construction, and I do not use the "they cause X to join to Y" construction, but a third synonymous construction: "they join X to Y," following LSPW and Z, who take the *'di (sa)* here with the bodhisattva.

One of the markers of progress on the bodhisattvas’ path is receiving a prophecy from a buddha that they will become such and such a buddha at such and such a time in such and such a place. It is a variable of the strength of the bodhisattvas’ thought of awakening, unbroken realization of emptiness, habituation to the illusory nature of phenomena, and collection of merits.

Dutt 59, Ghoṣa 264, Z 399 omit.

It is not clear whether the emphasis is on the fact that beings, as the object of empathy, are unproduced, or that bodhisattvas as practitioners of the perfection of wisdom are unproduced, an ambiguity retained in LSPW and Z’s translation “through the fact of the nonproduction of a being.”

Ghoṣa 267 *manuṣyebhya va; 'bum 2.478, nyi khrī 2.162, le’u bṛgyad ma ga 68a6–7.*

Dutt 61 *avipramaśita*; LSPW “of which he never loses sight”; Ghoṣa 267 *avipraṇaśta; 'bum 2.480 (ka 160b1), nyi khrī 2.163 (ka 61b5) nyams pa med pa.*

Ghoṣa 270, Dutt 63.7, and LSPW 62–63 add another group here.

Bṭ3.488 and LSPW gloss this “flawlessness=secure/fixed state” with “of a bodhisattva.”

Cf. 62.54–62.56. There are two meditative stabilizations, the *simha vijṛmbhita* (lion’s yawn or stretch) meditative stabilization, and the *viṣkandaka* (leaping above) meditative stabilization. Conze renders the latter meditative stabilization the “Crowning Assault.” The idea behind the *simha vijṛmbhita* is that the meditator extends his or her meditative reach first up through each of the meditative stabilizations and then retracts it, as it were, by coming back down through them, in a big mental stretch. The meditator descends through each of the meditative states, one by one, until he or she comes to the first concentration, not that one leaps down to it. In the *viṣkandaka* the meditator leaps over different states that are gone through in sequential order in the *simha vijṛmbhita*. The intention, in contrast to the earlier *simha-vijṛmbhita* meditative stabilization, is that in this *viṣkandaka* the meditator
begins to leave out some of the intervening meditative stabilizations, leaping across the gaps, as it were, leaving bigger and bigger gaps.

n.80 LSPW “having taken for their guide.”

n.81 Emend de 'dra ba nyid kyi lus to de 'dra ba bdag nyid kyi lus. Dutt 68 ātmabhāva, le'u bṛgyad ma; ga 72a7 bdag nyid kyi lus; Ghoṣa vign.ā.

n.82 LSPW 68–69, n. 24 gives the different versions.

Alternatively, “Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings standing in the six perfections who lighten the darkness of beings standing in wrong views with the light of the Teaching of the Buddha, and they never separate themselves from the light of the Teaching of the Buddha up until they fully awaken to the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening. This, Śāriputra, is the origination of the bodhisattva great beings in the Teaching of the Buddha.”

n.83 'bum 2.539 (ka 179b1) yang dag par 'byung ba.

“Basic” means an immorality not contingent on a prior commitment to a code of conduct.

n.85 Dutt, Ghoṣa ātmabhāva; alternatively, “become possessed of the sort of personality.”

n.86 The word samanudṛś is used in a negative sense here. Ghoṣa 290; Dutt 76 paripūrayati na ... manyante.

n.87 The following five are the Śuddhāvāsa (“pure abode“) heavens, but the Śuddhāvāsa is listed separately here.

n.88 The following explanation is not satisfactory. As it stands it says a bodhisattva with the dharma eye knows a person to be a faith follower or a Dharma follower, and it then says it knows each, through all three gateways to liberation, on all the stages from producing the faculties up to reaching the state of a worthy one. It then says of either a faith follower or a Dharma follower that they could be at any of those stages through each of the gateways, taken separately. The longer versions are better. The Śatasāhasrikā (Ghoṣa, 'bum 2.574) goes through each of the stages starting with producing the faculties first based on the emptiness gateway to liberation, spelling them out one by one. It then does the same based on the other two. The Pañcaviṃśatisūtras (Dutt, nyi khri 2.224) references all three gateways to liberation, then takes the first of them, the person based on the emptiness gateway explicitly, going through the stages starting from producing the
faculties. It then goes on to the next gateway, and then the next, abbreviating the stages.

n.90 Cf. 21.26–21.28.

n.91 This passage is identical to Ghoṣa 297, except that it lacks Ghoṣa’s necessary jānāti (“they know”) and requires a ‘di ltar (Dutt 80.1 evam jānāti, “they know thus:”). If emended in the light of Ghoṣa this would read, “Furthermore, Śāriputra, a bodhisattva great being knows: ‘One, having thus realized that everything qualified by origination is qualified by cessation, will gain the five faculties (faith and so on).’ That too, Śāriputra, is a bodhisattva great being’s perfectly pure dharma eye.”

n.92 This is the forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas, the realization that whatever the attainment, it has no intrinsic nature.

n.93 This is the vow, while sitting under the Bodhi tree at the site of awakening, not to arise from meditation until perfectly and completely awakened.

n.94 Dutt āsannasthāyin; Ghoṣa 300 āsattvasthāyin; ‘bum 2.594 (ka 182b7), nyi khri 2–230 (ka 74a3), le’u bryad ma ga 81a7 nye bar gnas, in all cases with dang. Edg, s.v. āsattvasthāyin, “abiding until the coming into existence” of the buddhas.

n.95 Ghoṣa 300 omits.

Edg, s.v. pratyanubhavati (2) says “uncertain whether mg. is experiences, enjoys … or gets”; cf. Daśabhūmikasūtra (Peter Alan Roberts, trans. The Ten Bhūmis (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh44-31.html) (Toh 44-31), 2021; Rahder, 34–36).

n.96 86.19 provides a full explanation of the six ways of the earth shaking and so on.

n.97 This means it is isolated from any obscured state of mind.

n.98 Emend des to de as at 3.131.

n.99 This renders chung ngur gyur pa and chen por gyur pa; alternatively, taking the -gata (gyur pa) literally: “that have and have not moved a lot.”


n.101 Emend ‘gro to nye bar ’gro (-upaga).
Ghoṣa “They do not reach the śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha level, and they do not see any dharma that fully awakens to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

Ghoṣa 307 dauḥpmaṇḍacittaparivarjanaṇa ("getting rid of intellectually confused thoughts").

gdags (pmaṇḍapyate, “the labeling of X is done”).

LSPW “learns to establish all beings in this insight.”

This is in the sense of “covered him with gifts.”

gos ci gyon pa rnams; 'bum 2.623 (ka 188b5), nyi khri 2.246 (ka 81a1), le'u brgyad ma ga 86b5 gos gyon gyon pa; LSPW 89–91, n. 47 says the translation “wearing their religious garments in a proper and correct manner” is based on Snellgrove’s Tib informants’ explanation.

PSP 1-1 parṣanmanḍala; LSPW 91–92 “from the circle of the assembly.”

This is a paraphrase of the clearer longer versions. It expects the reader to know that the verb “developed” goes with the last in the list, “wisdom,” intending that the reader supplies “guarded morality, developed patience, exerted perseverance, and become absorbed in concentration.” Similarly, “acquire the body” and so on go with each of the perfections in turn, on the model of the perfection of giving.

Ghoṣa yathā-tathā yathā vadatha; Gilgit, PSP 1-1 omit.

We understand pheg rdob to render tūrya, sil snyan to render tāḍa, and the mahāti avacara saṃgīti to be an orchestra (rol mo sgra), that is, a great sound coming up together from a marching band made up of drummers and cymbal players. Alternatively, “together with an orchestra of cymbals and drums.”

lung ’bogs may just mean “teach scripture.”

Gilibit 39v11 evam eva śrāvakasāṅghah pariḥāremah evam eva parṣadī dharmam deśayemah (“May we bring together just such a śrāvaka saṅgha, and may we teach the Dharma to just such a retinue”).
The omission of *dgag pa med pa* (*anirodhāya*), “do not stop,” here is likely a scribal error.

Kimura, Ghoṣa, ’bum, nyi khrī, and le’u bryad ma have sixty-eight.

’bum 2.674 (ka 198b1), nyi khrī 2.275 (ka 86b6) shā rī’i bu’i le’u ste gnyis pa’o (“Second Śāriputra Chapter”); Ghoṣa 322, Gilgit 40a2 *prathamah parivartta* (“First Chapter”).

Ghoṣa 324 sarvaśrāvaka-pratyeka-buddhānāṃ bodhisattvabhūya mahāsattvabhīyaḥ; ’bum 3.3 (ka 199a1–2), nyi khrī 3.3 (ka 87a6), le’u bryad ma ga 92a3 sems dpa’ la … nyan thos dang rmg sangs rgyas thams cad kyi yul ma yin no (“teaching the perfection of wisdom to the bodhisattva great beings here is not within the scope of any of the śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas”).

Gilgit 40r11–12 tac ca nāma nādhyātmaṃ na bahirdhā nobhayam antareṇopalaḥyate (“That name cannot be apprehended inside, nor outside, nor as other than the two”).

In this section we have employed the following conventions for compounds with the word *prajñapti* (rendered into Tib by forms of ‘dogs’): btags pa (*prajñapti* in its basic meaning), “designation” (i.e., “something that makes something else known”); ming du btags pa (*nāmaprajñapti*), “name designation”; chos su btags pa (*dharma-prajñapti*), “dharma designation”; btags pa’i chos (*prajñapti-dharma*), “phenomenon that is a designation”; tha snyad du gdags pa (*vyavahṛ* passive), “being used conventionally”; and ming gi brda’ (*ming dang brda*) (*nāma/samjñāsaṃketa*), “name and conventional term.” Zacchetti (2014) explains the way terms like these that straddle the thought/mental-object divide have been dealt with in Chinese translations of the Perfection of Wisdom.

“Inner” here means from the perspective of the perceiving subject. Thus “outer” below is an epithet of the environment in which a perceiving subject finds themselves.

Ghoṣa 330, Kimura 1-1:112; Gilgit 40v11.

Here “inner body” renders nang gi lus zhes bya ba (*adhyātmika*, “on the subject side”).

It is “outer” in the sense of the environment seen from the perspective of a perceiving subject.

’bum 3.66, nyi khrī 3.25: “Even the past lord buddhas are just names, and those names are not inner.”
n.127 Gilgit 41v7, Kimura 1-1:114. *prajñapti* (“designation”) is rendered “making things known” here in line with its basic meaning as a causal from the root *jñā*. There is a sense of altruism in *prajñapti*, where all dharmas are what they are to make known to others their lack of an intrinsic nature in order to liberate them.

n.128 The application of mindfulness in the fundamental Buddhist scriptures is to the dharmas, which is to say, to the aggregates, sense fields, and constituents listed in the previous paragraphs. “Standing without mentally constructing any dharmas” means without “settling down,” without projecting onto any of them an intrinsic nature or absolute truth. The earlier list of dharmas is then expanded on to include all the dharmas, including those associated with bodhisattvas and buddhas.

n.129 The reading here is problematic. We have translated it as it stands guided by Gilgit 45r11–12: *tāṃś ca buddhā[ṇ] bhagavataḥ satkṛtya gurukṛtya mānayitvā pūjayitvā yair kuśalamūlair ākāṃkṣisyati tān buddhān bhagavataḥ satkartum gurukartum mānayitum pūjayitum tāni cāśya [Ghoṣa vāṣya] kuśalamūlāni prādurbhaviṣyanti tair eva ca kuśalamūlena(!) [kuśalamūlai Ghoṣa] teṣāṃś ca buddhānāṃ bhagavatāṃ satkartum. LSPW “and by means of that wholesome root he is reborn near those Buddhas and Lords” renders PSP 1-1:131 *tenaiva kuśalamūlena teṣāṃ buddhānāṃ bhagavatāṃ cāntika upapadyate*.

n.130 This is either referencing the earlier statement (6.4), “Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, ‘Lord, you say this—namely, “bodhisattva”—again and again. What is this word “bodhisattva” for? Lord, I do not see that—namely, the phenomenon with the name “bodhisattva”’), or else is corrupt, or is an abrupt abridgment of the longer version (Ghoṣa 382; *bum* 3.125, *nyi khri* 3.76) “You have said, Subhūti, ‘The Lord says “bodhisattva” again and again.’ What do you think, is form the ‘bodhisattva’?” The scribe at Gilgit 45v1 writes *cakṣur* in place of *rūpam* and then mixes up the order.

n.131 We have not emended *sens can* (sattva) to *byang chub sens dpa’* (bodhisattva), the reading at Ghoṣa 432, Gilgit 48r10, PSP 1-1:139, *bum* 3.656, *nyi khri* 3.142, and *le’u brya ma ga* 115b5.

n.132 Earlier it said, “You say bodhisattva again and again” (bodhisattva bodhisattva iti).

The dropping of the quotation mark (*zhes bya ba*) around bodhisattva may be just a scribal error.
“Comprehend” (khong du chud, parijñā) is knowledge paired with “elimination” (spang ba, prahā) that follows just below.

Ghoṣa also has “the four foods” (āhāra) here; 'bum 4.8 (ka 314a7), nyi khri 4.4 (ka 118a1) zas.

Gyurme (khri pa), 12.12 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-002-1179), translates the names of a hundred and eleven meditative stabilizations (not the same list) into English. The list in Ghoṣa has the sequence of jumping meditative stabilizations that explains the simhavikrīḍita and simhavijṛmbhita meditative stabilizations at this point (explained below, 62.54–62.56). It makes good sense.

kun tu lta ba'i phyag rgya ting nge 'dzin. Ghoṣa and Kimura avalokita; 'bum 4.17 (ka 318a4), nyi khri 4.6 (ka 119b6), and le'u bryad ma ga 124a1 phyan re gzig.

chos thams cad shes par bzod pa la 'jug pa. Ghoṣa 484 sarvadharmaṇādhivāsana; 'bum 4.17 (ka 318b4), nyi khri 4.6 (ka 120a1) chos thams cad shes par gnas pa la 'jug pa. One of the meanings of adhvīṣana (“to live above something”) is “forbearance.”

Both 'bum and nyi khri render ākāra by rang bzhin.

The Skt name is from Ghoṣa; PSP caturmāra balavikāraṇa; 'bum, nyi khri, le'u bryad ma ga 124a5 bdud bzh'i dpung sel ba.

skyon gyi spyi gtsug; 'bum 4.19 (ka 319b5), nyi khri 4.7 (ka 120a7) skyon chen po; le'u bryad ma has rtse mo'i skyon; Edg, s.v. mūdhāma, comments on Ghoṣa's reading.

byang chub sems dpa'i skyon med pa, bodhisattvanyāma (“the absence of hardheadedness”).

PSP 1-1:150 bodhisattvamūrdhāmaḥ; Ghoṣa 486 bodhisattvasyāmaḥ.

LSPW 119 renders abhiniviś, adhisthā, and saṃjñā (“settle down on,” “insist on,” and “hold to be true”).

This list is probably the result of a block cutter’s mistake. The correct list is nyi khri 4.11 (ka 121a1–4) gzugs stong, then mi rtag, sṛṅg bṣngal, bdag med, zhi, stong, mtshan med, smon med; Ghoṣa 486–88 śānta, anitya, duḥkha, anātman, animitta, āpamāñjita; Gilgit 51v12–13 has sānta after anātman.
skyon med pa, nyāma (“absence of hardheadedness”). When nyāma is understood as niyāma it means “secure,” “fixed,” “definite.”

One expects the emptiness of not apprehending at this point in the list, as at Ghoṣa 490, PSP 1-1:152–53; ’bum 4.32 (ka 323a4), nyi khri 4.13 (ka 122b2–3), and le’u brgyad ma ga 126b1–2 mi dmigs pa stong pa nyid.

This is very elliptical. Cf. PSP 1-1:153, Ghoṣa 490, ’bum 4.34, nyi khri 4.14.

Ghoṣa 495.

Here Ghoṣa acittam avikāram avikalpam suggests not “no thought,” but “without thought,” corroborated below by acintya, “not something accessible to thought.”

Cf. Aṣṭa 38 prakṛtiś cittaṃ svabhāvaṃ; Eight Thousand, 84 “since in its essential original nature thought is transparently luminous.”

As it stands, this reads, “Because, in this perfection of wisdom is detailed instruction for the three vehicles—the level of bodhisattva great beings, the level of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas and buddhas in which they should train.” However, we have emended kyi sa to kyis based on Bṭ3 7,-30 (91b); also PSP 1-1:155 tathā hy atra prajñāpāramitāyāṃ trūni yānānī vistāreṇopadiṣṭāni yatra bodhisattvār mahāsattvāḥ śrāvakābhūmāv vā pratyekabuddhābhūmāv vā bodhisattvābhūmāv vā śikṣātāyam: “Because, in this perfection of wisdom is given in detail instruction for the three vehicles in which bodhisattva great beings should always train on the level of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas and on the level of bodhisattvas”; Ghoṣa 503 atra hi prajñāpāramitāyāṃ vistāreṇa trūni yānānī upadiṣṭānte yatra bodhisattvāv śrāvakāil pratyekabuddhāś ca satatasāmitam (’bum 4.54 (ka 332b6), nyi khri 4.24 (ka 125b7) rtag tu) śikṣātāyam: “In this perfection of wisdom is detailed instruction for the three vehicles in which bodhisattvas, śrāvakas, and pratyekabuddhas should always train.”

gnas pa (sthita) and thug pa (viṣṭhita); le’u brgyad ma ga 129a6–7 gnas pa and gnas pa dang bral ba.

PSP 1-1:156, Ghoṣa 505, Gilgit 280.5 kasya nāmadheyaṃ kariṣyāmi bodhisattvā iti.

There is a change here from gang la to ji ltar.
We have adapted LSPW's translations of these terms: *tathatā*, *avitathatā*, *ananyatathatā*, *dhamatā*, *dhamadhātu*, *dharmanasthitītā*, *dharmaniṣṭhātā*, *bhūtakoṭi*, *acintyadāhātu*; PSP 1-2:56 gives them in this order.

Ghoṣa 553, Kimura 1-1:161, ’bum 5.189 (ka 366a5), and *nyi khri* 5.16 have the last words later.

Bṭ3 4.554 understands “a syllable” to be a letter standing as an acronym.

Ghoṣa 568, PSP 1-11:168 *rūpānityatā*; ’bum 5.230 (ka 378a3), *nyi khri* 5.26 (ka 136a4) *gzugs mi rtag pa nyid* (“the impermanence of form”).

PSP 1-1:170 *patīta*; Ghoṣa 582 *gata*.

“Enactment” renders *abhisaṃskāra*; Conze 1973a, s.v. *anabhisaṃskāra*, “put together, brought together.” The idea is that when they are meditating on the dharmas from the perspective of the fundamental scriptures and understand “I” does not exist as they have taken it to be, and when they meditate on the dharmas from the perspective of the Great Vehicle scriptures and contemplate their lack of an intrinsic nature, they get tied up in it and settle down on what is not ultimately real as real.

Alternatively, “does not assist” it. There are two meanings of *parigrah* (*yongs su ’dzin*): one (“fully grasp”) may be positive or negative, and one (“assist” = compassion, a compassionate teacher) is positive. The *upāyakauśalya* in the sentence suggests the latter meaning is primarily intended.

Read *nges pa* (*niyata*) not *des pa*.

*bzo sbyangs* (“Artisan Trainer”); ’bum 5.423 (kha 20a7) ’phreng ba can (“One in a Line [of Artisans]”). Lamotte (Chodron 2001, 1759 n. 554) says “the wandering mendicant Śrenika appears as the prototype of the Mahāyānist saint.” He does not at first understand that the dharmas taught in the fundamental Buddhist scriptures have no intrinsic nature, but he has faith in the Buddha teaching that doctrine. “The king Seniya (Śrenya, Śrenika) Bimbisāra” (Kern 1896, 18) is a different person.

LSPW 135 “gone to a beyond which is no beyond,” supported by ’bum 5.442 (kha 34a6), *nyi khri* 5.55 (ka 143b5), *le’u brgyad ma ga* 145b1, and PSP 1-1:173, Ghoṣa 633 *apānapāragatām*; Gilgit 284.10–11 *atāmāpaṇaṃgamanatām upādāya* (“a going to a beyond that does not cause freedom”).

’bum 5.504 (kha 61b7), *nyi khri* 5.78 (ka 147b7), *le’u brgyad ma ga* 148b2 *nye*; PSP 1-1:177 *asannībhavatī*; Ghoṣa 681 *sarvākāra jñatāyā abhyāśībhavatī*, Gilgit 287.7
This chapter and khri pa chapter 12 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-002-1168) are very similar.

To “practice form” means to engage in the practice set forth in the fundamental Buddhist scriptures wherein the practitioner, keeping him- or herself in mind as the objective support, goes through each of the dharmas, starting with the form aggregate comprised of a form, eyes, and eye consciousness and so on.

Ghoṣa 683–753; LSPW 139 renders upalambha “basis” but in a note gives the excellent “what is falsely considered as an ascertained fact.”

PSP 1-1:182 upaiti nopaiti ca; LSPW “both approaches and does not approach.”

Here “so” renders de ltar. Ghoṣa 825, PSP 1-1:182, and le’u brgyad ma ga 151b6 preface the statement āsannībhavaty ayaṃ bodhisattvo mahāsattvaḥ sarvākāra-jñatāyāḥ with “if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified, if their minds are not cowed by any dharma, do not tense up, and do not experience regret.”

mnyam pa nyid is not found elsewhere and is not glossed at Bṭ3 4.620.

The rin po che (ratna) may be simply an honorific. Ghoṣa vajrah; nyi khri 6.20 (ka 152b4) has just rdo rje.

Edg says this is a different form of the word vyāskandhaka.

Mvy śuddhasāra; Ghoṣa 828 śuddhābhāsa; PSP 1-1:183, Gilgit 292.9 śuddhāvāsa; below, 15.35, 'bum 6.162 (kha 178b4), nyi khri 6.20 (ka 153a3), le’u brgyad ma ga 153b6 dag pa dam pa. dam pa perhaps originally translated āvāma understood as related to vara = dam pa.

This is Edgerton’s name for the meditative stabilization.

PSP anantaprabha, but le’u brgyad ma ga 154b1 spobs pa mtha’ yas pa.

There are many different versions of the name of this meditative stabilization. We have based the reconstruction of the reading here (and below, 15.118), rtogs pas srid pa’i mun pa thams cad dang bnal ba, as reading (with Mironov, see Edg, s.v. nairvedhika-sarva-bhava-talopagata) tamas (mun pa) in place of tala (gzhis), and apagata (bral ba) in place of avagata (khong du chud);


\textbf{n.181} Ghoṣa 834 \textit{samyaktva mithyātva sarvamokṣamokṣa}, PSP 1-1.184 \textit{samyaktva mithyātva-saṃgraha}, Gilgit 293.6 \textit{samyaktva mithyātvasaṃgrahān}, I have followed LC who gives \textit{samyaktva-mithyātva-sarva-grasana} as the correct form, though it seems likely \textit{grahaṇa} may itself have the meaning \textit{sel ba} in certain contexts.

\textbf{n.182} The translation of \textit{araṇa} as \textit{sgra med} here for Ghoṣa 835 \textit{araṇa saraṇa sarva-samāvāraṇa} is noteworthy. Mvy has \textit{nyon mongs pa med pa dang nyon mongs pa dang bcas pa thams cad yang dag par ‘du ba}; \textit{bum kha} 185a2–3 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh8.html?part=UT22084-014-001-7016#UT22084-014-001-7016), and \textit{nyi khri ka} 154a6 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-6921#UT22084-026-001-6921) render the compound \textit{nyon mongs pa dang bcas pa thams cad nyon mongs pa med par yang dag par gzhol ba} (“In which All Conflict Has Found Its Way to a Natural Resting Place in Non-conflict”).

\textbf{n.183} LSPW 203 renders this “Stability of Nonthought in Suchness.”

\textbf{n.184} PSP and le’u brgyad ma take \textit{vākkalividhvaṃsana} and \textit{gaganakalpa} to be separate.

\textbf{n.185} Gilgit 294.6 \textit{avidyamānatvena}, alternatively, “are not known.”

\textbf{n.186} Ghoṣa 837 \textit{avidyamānatvāt}.
We have rendered *ji ltar* here “as is to be expected.” Alternatively, reading *yathāpi nāma* for *ji ltar*, this might be translated, “You have demonstrated what I have said, namely, that you are the foremost of śrāvakas at the conflict-free stage.”

LSPW “How then do they not exist?” is not supported by the reading in PSP 1-1:188, Ghoṣa 842 *kathāṃ bhagaṇvāṇe dharmāḥ samvidyante* or Gilgit *kathāṃ punar bhagaṇvāṇe dharmāḥ vidyante*. The *m(a)* on the *mchis pa* at *le'u brgyad ma ga* 157a7, *'bum* kha 191a7 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh8.html?part=UT22084-014-001-7028#UT22084-014-001-7028), and *nyi khri* ka 156b5 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-6926#UT22084-026-001-6926) *chos ’di dag rnam pa gang gis mchis pa lags* is a *sngon ’jug*, not a negation.

The word *vid* means both “exist” and “know.” The word *saṃvid* has the same two meanings, perhaps intensified, “completely exist” or “completely know.” In Skt, therefore, the sentence means, at one and the same time, “As they are not known, so are they known. Thus, not being known, they say ‘ignorance,’” and “As they do not exist, so do they exist. Thus, not existing, they say ‘not existing.’”

'bum 6.188 (kha 191a7–b1) *ji ltar med pa de ltar yod de / de ltar yod pa ma yin pas de’i phyir med ces bya’o / gsol ba / bcom ldan ’das de ci’i slad du/ mchis pa ma lags pa la ma mchis pa zhes bgyi / gzugs, etc.* “‘As they do not exist so do they exist. Because they thus do not exist they are therefore said to be “nonexistent.’” [Śāriputra] asked, ‘Lord, why is it said of the nonexistent that they are “nonexistent”?’ The Lord said, ‘Form does not exist’ “; *nyi khri* 6.37 (ka 156b5) *mchis pa ma lags pa de la mchis pa zhes bgyi* “Lord, why is it said of the nonexistent that they ‘exist?’” The translators read *vidyā*, or more likely the *ma* has been accidentally left out by the carver.

Ghoṣa 872 *pratiśṭhā*.

Ghoṣa 885 “by way of not apprehending inner emptiness” and the rest of the list of emptinesses down to *abhāva* *svabhāva* *śūnyatā*; Gilgit 297.2 *adhyātma- śūnyatāyā yāvad sarvadharmaśūnyatāyā anupalambhayogena*; PSP 1-1:191 differs.


Cp. *samjñāsamajñā* (Ghoṣa 905 *atraiṣāṃ samjñāsamajñāṇajñāntipravahān / pañca- sūpādāna* *skandheṣu yad uta bodhisattva iti*), rendered at ’bum 7.122 (kha 237b4) *nye bar len pa’i phung po lnga po ’di dag la ’di lta ste / byang chub sens dpa’ zhes bya ba ming dang brda dang gdags pa dang tha snyad du bya ba yin nam.*
Ghoṣa 905 is clearer, prefacing the statement with “The way I understand what you, Lord, have said is that there is a training that should be done (śikṣitavyaṃ bhavati) for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening by bodhisattva great beings training in the perfection of wisdom as an illusory person. And why? Because, Lord, all these—that is, the five appropriating aggregates—should be known as illusory persons.” LSPW 152–53.

Bṭ3 4665 says this means they are illusory and nonexistent things like the five aggregates.

grang renders mā; Ghoṣa 910, Gilgit 299.9 mā haiva; PSP 1-2.6 mā khalu.

Ghoṣa 937.

dge ba'i bshes gnyen gyis yongs su spangs (also in 'bum and nyi khri) kalyāṇamitra-parivarjita. In regard to spangs, there is a cause and result form: spong, spangs, spang, spongs (“to reject, forsake”) and phong, phongs (Jäschke gives only the forms 'phongs and phongs) (“to be destitute of”). It does not seem possible the Tib means “destitute of spiritual friends,” even though the Skt is capable of that meaning.

Gilgit 304.4, Ghoṣa 1042, PSP 1-2:12 tayā ca prajñā pāramitayā manyate; LSPW 157 “fancies himself for it.”

This marks the end of the most detailed list so far in the Śatasāhasrikā (Ghoṣa 1042–1185).

This work of Māra is totally missing from Gilgit. Missing from the list here are gāthā, udāna, vaipulya, adbhūtadharma, and upadeśa. Ghoṣa, PSP, 'bum, nyi khri, and le'u brgyad ma all say the bad friend is one who does not identify as Māra’s work all twelve branches connected with śrāvakas taught by Māra disguised as the buddha to a bodhisattva.

This renders K. D and Thempangma 147b3 have byang chub sms dpa’ sms dpa’ “you say ‘bodhisattva, sattva.’ “ We have rendered padārtha, gzhi'i don “basis in reality”; 'bum 8.1 (ga 28a4), nyi khri 8.2 (ka 178b7) tshig 'di'i don (“meaning of this word”); le'u bryad ma ga 176a1 tshig gi don (“meaning of the term”). Earlier (6.4) has byang chub sms dpa’ zhes byi ba de chos gang gi tshig bla dags = dharmasya adhivacanam (“the name of the dharma”); here PSP 1-2:17 has kah padārthaḥ; Ghoṣa 1192, Gilgit 307.6 ko ’sya padārthaḥ; LSPW renders padārtha by “meaning of the word,” “real,” and “track.” Wogihara 75 kah padārtha; bryad stong pa 10b3 gzhi'i don gang.
All versions render pada by rjes (“track”—literally “afterward, what is left”).

Although the reading thabs la mkhas pa is supported by PSP 1-2:24 upāyakauśalaṃ and le’u bṛgyad ma ga 181b5 thabs mkhas pa dang, the correct reading is likely Ghoṣa 1258 aupadikaṃ. ’bum 8.77 (ga 60b7) and nyi khri 8.32 (ka 185b3) have nyams su blang ba dang ldan pa’i dngos po “the place of the basis of merit that is together with taking up practice.” This is perhaps Kumārajīva’s reading recorded by Mppś 2246 (English version V 1856) “K‘iuan-tao perhaps is the original Indian samādāpana … an incentive (in Tib, bskul ba) to do something.” The exhaustive explanation in Mppś does not mention the reading thabs la mkhas pa. Mvy gives rdzas las byung ba’i (“arisen from material things”) bsod nams bya ba’i dngos po as rendering aupadhikaṃ pūṇyakriyācāvstu.

“Backbiting” means intentionally separating friends by speaking behind their back.

Here las (karman) probably means the latency left by an action, or else the bare action understood as separate from the motivating force.

Pema Karpo, 130a2–5, explains: “The third [deliverance is as follows]. Again, having resorted to a mind of the fourth concentration, they open up to the belief that all forms are of one taste—beautiful—based on these three perceptions: that pleasant [and unpleasant forms] are contingent on each other (a silver pot, for example, contingent on the copper one, is pleasant, and contingent on the gold one is unpleasant), the perception free from both a silver pot being pleasant and unpleasant, and the perception that the basic nature of a single silver pot that is pleasant and unpleasant has the same nature. This meditation counteracts liking, that is, counteracts the conceptualization that a mentally created pleasant form is desirable, and a mentally created unpleasant form is undesirable, respectively.”
“remains without change,” “does not become something else.”

LSPW 169 renders this “on account of their nondiscrimination and their nonconstruction.”

Mppś (English version, 254) says, “Moreover he is called mahāsattva because he is the chief of many beings.”

Mvy 5075 gives phal po che as a translation of nicaya, “heaping up, collection, assembly.”

PSP 1-2:28, Ghoṣa 1264 have causal nirvāpita, but it is not explicitly here in the Tib translation.

Unmixed (ma ’dres pa, avyavakīrṇa) thought is not influenced by śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha hankerings.

PSP 1-2:29 ekaikasyāpy aham sattvasya; Ghoṣa 1264, Gilgit 314.3 ekaikasyāhami sattvasya; ’bum 8.97 (ga 65b3), nyi khri 8.50 (ka 189b2) means can re re’i don du yang (“for the sake of each being, individually”).

“Be preoccupied with” renders kun tu dga’ ba’i rnal ’byor la brtson pa, ārāmatāyogānuyukta. Āryavimuktisena (AAV, Sparham 2006–11 vol. 3, 69) says, “It uses both the word yoga and anuyoga (“yoga that follows”) to indicate [those who] apply themselves (yoga), and then again apply themselves (anuyoga) to the truth of suffering and origin, and the truth of cessation and path, respectively, in a temporal sequence.”


On the name of this chapter (khrel yod, apatrāpya), see LSPW 160, n. 1. Conze opines it is an early corruption from aupamya in an early manuscript and calls the chapter “Similes.” There is no chapter ending at ’bum 8.110, nyi khri 8.58, or le’u bryad ma ga 187a5.

We have supplied “in the three realms” from Ghoṣa 1278–79, PSP 1-2: 31, aparyāpamāṇi traiddhātuke.

A sentence has dropped out here similar to nyi khri 8.64 (ka 192a6) de ci’i phyir zhe na ’di ltar sens ni sens ma mchis pa ste/ sens ma mchis pa de la yangs chags pa med do. “And why? Because thought is no thought and because it is no thought it is unattached even to that thought.” Below (12.16) Śāriputra says Subhūti has said this earlier.
Ghoṣa 1292 acittatvāt tatrāpi citte 'sakta iti. See n.222. This is either a cross-reference to Subhūti’s statement in the Eight Thousand, or a reference to a line missing from this version. The statement is also found at khri pa 7.45 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-002-931), and, perhaps in an editorial decision of Haribhadra, in le'u bryad ma ga 188a3.

The reading here and at Ghoṣa 1292, PSP 1-2:33, and Gilgit 317.3 is uncertain, in some part because the absence or presence of a virāma sign is optional. 'bum ga 85b1 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh8.html?part=UT22084-014-001-7618#UT22084-014-001-7618), nyi khri ka 193b4 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-7000#UT22084-026-001-7000) mar 'byor gzugs med pa yang gzugs la chags pa med do; le'u bryad ma ga 189a5 mar 'byor gzugs kyang gzugs med pa la chags pa med do. LSPW 174 has, “Is not also form unattached to no-form?”

Here kiyatā (rendered “to what extent” rather than “with how many”) modifies the “strands” (of either the perfections or beings) that are closely interwoven as the armor and strapped around the body for protection.

Ghoṣa 1302, Bṭ3 4.744 have the refrain “one is therefore said to be ‘armed with great armor.’”

Pariṇāmaya (“to transform”). Jäschke, s.v. sngo ba, notes sngo ba, the Tib rendering of pariṇāmaya (“turn over, dedicate, transform”), is rooted in the same meaning as sngo (“blue green”). MW, s.v. parināma, gives as one of its meanings “mature, ripen.” The metaphor means the root grows into (“greens out into”) the branches and the leaves and the fruit of bodhi.

Here and with the following perfections Ghoṣa 1303 has “practicing the perfection of wisdom”; 'bum 8.174 (ga 93a3) shes rb'i kyi pha rol tu phyin pa la spyod cing / sbyin pa yong su gtong ba'i sbyin pa'i pha rol tu phyin pa'i go cha'o.

Ghoṣa 1304, PSP 1-2:35, Gilgit 319.1 nimittiŋ, 'bum 8.180 (ga 93b6) mtshan mar mi byed (“does not make those perfections into a causal sign”).

PSP 1-2:35 kuśalamūlam, “the wholesome root,” is better.

Earlier (2.30) it says, “the perfection of giving is completed by way of the purity of the three spheres, not apprehending a gift, giver, or recipient.”

So also Ghoṣa 1313, 'bum 8.219, and nyi khri 8.121. The two questions are different at PSP 1-2:39 mahāyānasamprasthito mahāyānasamārūḍho and le'u bryad ma ga 196b1 theg pa chen po la yang dag par 'jug pa / theg pa chen po la 'dzeg par
‘gyur pa, supported by Abhisamayālaṃkāra 1.45 prasthānapratipad mahāyānādhirohinī.

Bṛ3 4.1300 says, “Names, designations, conventional terms and so on are ‘tokens’; defining marks and behaviors are ‘signs.’” Both of these explain “attributes” (ākāra, rnam pa), the aspects of a particular thing that make up its identity. They pay attention to the attributes and so on of space because, like space, all the different meditative states are ultimately the same, without any intrinsic nature.

In the scheme of the Abhisamayālaṃkāra this ends the ṣaṭ pāramitāprasthāna. It is marked as such in Haribhadra’s revised version (PSP 1-2:41), and this may be an accidental incorporation of that gloss into this text.

“Practicing the immeasurables” (PSP 1-2:42 apramāṇeṣu carataḥ prāṇāpāramitā) is expected, as with all the earlier five perfections, but Ghoṣa 1327 does not have it.

LSPW 183 “his cognition does not proceed in the three periods.”


PSP ārohati; Ghoṣa, Gilgit 321.1 samārohati.

Here the translators render bhāvanāvibhāvanā by bsgom par rnam par gzhig pa. Later they render it consistently bsgom par rnam par ‘jig pa, “a disintegration of meditation” (at 51.78 bshig pa, the past tense of ‘jig pa). Alternatively, “in order (phyir) to cause an investigation/disintegration.” Ghoṣa 1331, PSP 1-2:44 bhāvanāvibhāvanārthena; le’u bṛgyad ma ga 200b1 bsgom pa rnam par gzhig pa’i don du; ‘bum 8.253 (ga 113b1), nyi khri 8.147 (ka 205b1) bsgom pa rnam par bsgom pa’i don du, “in order to develop a meditation”; LSPW 184 “a development in the sense of annihilation.”

Contextually byang chub sms dpa’ is expected. Ghoṣa 1334 bodhisattvānupalabdhitām upādāya; PSP 1-2:45 sattvānupalabdhitām upādāya but le’u bṛgyad ma ga 200b3 byang chub sms dpa’ dmigs su med pa’i phyir.
PSP 1-2:46 ghoṣam udīrayanti yaśaḥ prakāśayanti; Ghoṣa 1340 yaśas udīrayanti ghoṣam praśrāvayanti; Gilgit 322.14 varṇaṃ bhāṣante śabdam udīrayanti ghoṣam anuśāvayanti.

PSP 1-2:48 dharmataiṣā subhūte dharmāṇāṃ māyādharmatām upādāya; literally, “Having taken the true nature of dharmas as conjured up, this is the true nature of dharmas.”

“Knife, or a sword” renders lag cha dang / mtshon. Mvy only the generic āyudha for lag cha; PSP 1-2: 39 only danḍaloṣṭamuṣṭiṣastrapraḥānān.

Ghoṣa 1358, Gilgit 326.1, PSP 1-2:50 kāyikacaitasikāvīya.

Ghoṣa 1361, Gilgit 327.1 gatvā.

Ghoṣa 1369, PSP 1-2:52 sarvākārañētāḥpratisamvyuktena cittena viharan nānyeṣāṃ cittotpādānāṃ avakāśam dadati; Gilgit 328.1 sarvākārañētāḥpratisamvyuktena cittena nānyeṣāṃ cittotpādānāṃ akāśaṃ dadāti.

LSPW 191 “not armed with an armor.”

PSP 1-2:54 sarvākārañētāḥ akṛtā avikṛtā anabhisaṃskṛtā; Gilgit 329.5–6 akṛtā subhūte sarvākārañētāḥ anabhisaṃskṛtā; Ghoṣa 1380 akṛtāhi subhūte sarvākārañētāḥ / avikṛtā anabhisaṃskṛtā; PSP 1-2:54 sarvākārañētāḥ akṛtā avikṛtā anabhisaṃskṛtā. AAV (Pensa, 93) explains kṛta as a basic construction (common to all things), vikṛta a further process of particularization (the nyi khri’s rnam par byas) and for abhisamṛktā (“making manifest the attainment of a result”), that is, the final stage in a process of constructed existence.

In the expanded version of the list (6.5) are self, a living being, a creature, one who lives, an individual, a person, one born of Manu, a child of Manu, one who does, one who makes someone else do, a motivator, one who motivates, one who feels, one who makes someone else feel, one who knows, and one who sees.

Gzugs nyid med pa’i phyir. It is odd to write gzugs med nyid kyi phyir in Tib. nyi khri ka 217b1 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-7048#UT22084-026-001-7048) and le’u bryad ma ga 214a2 both have gzugs med pa’i phyir. LSPW “nonbeingness” conveys that asattva here (as in sarve sattvāḥ and bodhisattvā) means more than just a state of nonexistence.

Below (17.1) the question is repeated with ji ltar, in place of ji tsam na: “How have bodhisattva great beings come to set out in the Great Vehicle?” Gilgit 332.13–14 kiyātā bhagavan bodhisattva mahāsattva mahāyāne prasthitāḥ; Ghoṣa 1405 kiyanto bhagavan bodhisattva mahāsattva mahāyānasamprasthitā

n.252 Here “where” renders gang la; below, when the question is repeated (18.1), gang nas “from where” (kutaḥ) (the response is, “from the three realms”). Again, the yang dag par zhugs here is nges par ’byung bar ’gyur below.

n.253 A bodhisattva is a Great Vehicle that carries many people, in the sense that a bodhisattva supports or is responsible for their welfare, as in the colloquial “she has been carrying them all since they became unemployed.”

n.254 Alternatively, sbyin par byed may simply render dadāti (“he gives”).

n.255 “Not unmoved” renders ther zug du gnas pa med pa, akāṭastha.

n.256 gzugs su rung ba; elsewhere (3.23) gzugs su yod pa.

n.257 “Existent thing” (being) renders bhāva, “nonexistent thing” (not being) abhāva, “intrinsic nature” (own-being) svabhāva, and “a nature from something else” (other-being) panabhāva.

n.258 This is the samādhiśīla in the earlier list.

n.259 The earlier list also has samāhitāvasthāpattisthāna, rājamudra, and balavīrya before samudgata.

n.260 This is sarvadharmaśamavasaranasya samudra in the earlier list.

n.261 Only D includes this meditative stabilization in this list. It is in this place in the earlier list. Only PSP 1-2:71 gives an explanation of a nāmanimittapraśva meditative stabilization later.

n.262 This is rendered me sgron (jvalanolka) in the earlier list.

n.263 In the earlier list the translators read anāvilakṣānti and rendered it bzod pa rnyog pa med pa.

n.264 PSP 1-2.65 anusārapratisāra.

n.265 We have rendered the meditative stabilization as vimalaprabha in place of vimalapratibhāsa following Gilgit 337.1 and PSP 1-2.65.
Here D has *gdung ba med pa'i glog gi 'od*; all the other editions of *khri brgyad stong pa* do not have this meditative stabilization at this point in the list. We speculate that somebody opined *vidyutprabha* could be dangerous and added *gdung ba med pa*. This then led others to drop the meditative stabilization altogether. Ghoṣa, Gilgit, and PSP have *vidyutprabha*.  

This is in PSP; Gilgit, Ghoṣa both have *sarvalokaprabhākā* as in the earlier list.  

The earlier list goes *anajovinjonayayukta, arañasaraṇasaervasamavaśaraṇa* (this is clearly the reading at Gilgit 337.3 and Ghoṣa 1414), and *anajovinjonayayukta, arañasaraṇasaervasamavaśaraṇa*. Here *aranya* is rendered *nyon mongs pa med pa*.  

Again, as in the earlier list, *aranya* is rendered *sgna med* here. (See n.182.)  

Again, as in the earlier list (9.24), the translator reads *niścitta*.  

A subject, not explicitly spelled out in the scripture, has been supplied.  

Cf. Edg, s.v. *atyudgama* (*shin tu ’phags par ’gro ba*); LSPW “One is elevated above all concentrations”; Gilgit 337.8 has only *udgama*.  

Ghoṣa 1416, Gilgit 337.10 *vajra* is better; PSP 1-2.66 *vajropama*.  

LSPW says it means “One establishes oneself in all concentrations with the definiteness of a king.”  

Mistakenly reading *ratna* for *raṇa*. PSP 1-2.68, later in the list, has *tatra katamo raṇajahoh nāma saṃādiḥḥ? yatra saṃādhuḥ sthitvā sarvasamādiḥnāṃ nimittāny api jahati prāg evanvāni nimittāni klesānāṃ, tenocyate raṇajaha nāma saṃādiḥ, exactly what is translated here. Ghoṣa 1417 has the name *preraṇajaha?* and then *raṇajaha* with the explanation *sarvakleśam alam / sarvakleśamalam śuṣayati* (“cause the stains of all the afflictions to dry out”); Gilgit 338.7 has *raṇajaha* with the explanation *sarva - kleśam alam / sarva kleśamalam śuṣayati* (“enough that it dries out all the afflictions, it dries out all the stains of afflictions”); *nyi khri* [226a](https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-7065#UT22084-026-001-7065) translates *dhvajāgra keyūra*; PSP 1-2.67 *tejo vatin*, translated at *le'u brgyad ma ga* 220b2. It is noteworthy that from this point the translation into Tib no longer mirrors the structure of the sentence in Gilgit and Ghoṣa but changes to that found in PSP (“tenocyate is de’i phyir”).  

Jāschke, s.v. *lham me* (snang), *lhan ne* (snang), and *lhang nge* (snang), all as different forms of the same word meaning “clear and distinct.”  

This renders exactly Ghoṣa 1418 *sarvasamādhīnāṃ malam apakarṣati sarva-samādhīḥ pratibhāsasyati*; PSP *balam ākarṣayati sarvasamādhīn prabhāvayati*; *nyi khri*
LSPW “cannot be overturned.”

The translation’s sentence structure here reverts to the Gilgit and Ghoṣa form.

LSPW suggests “Jewel Cusp.”

Ghoṣa 1420, Gilgit 339.14 amudrā koṭi mudritatām upādāya; PSP 1-2.70 ādimudrā-mudritām upādāya is LSPW “with a seal from the very beginning.”

Emend dpyod pa to spyod pa.

Ghoṣa, Kimura, Gilgit 341.8 all read cākārābhinirhāraṃ samanupaśyati; we think it makes more sense saying “he sees the consummation,” but also nyi khri ka 230b7 and le’u brgyad ma ga 223b7 mi mthong.

There is no explanation here for the vidyutprabho nāma samādhiḥ.

This renders gnyid kyis non pa gsal ba, niḍrāklama prativinodana. LSPW “dispelling exhaustion by sleep.”

So Kimura 1-2.76 kumbhakāṇhaḥ kumbhakārāntevāṣi vā. Ghoṣa 1429, Gilgit 344.2 bhrama cakravarttī bhrama cakravarttevāṣi vā, “spinner of the humming wheel,” allows for other, perhaps more appropriate analogies to do with directing water to fields or grinding grain.

mon sran de’u, literally “Indian shot bean,” a nice description.

Kimura 1-2.78, Ghoṣa 1432 bahirdhākāye (“outer body”).

skyugs za/skyugs pa: “vomit-eater” (also a word for a dog and type of demon) probably renders vāntāda (Ghoṣa 1432 vāstāsa?).

Ghoṣa 1436 cittaṃ pragṛhṇāti samyak pradadhāti; alternatively, Kimura 1-2.80 “exerting themselves mentally, and setting it out as a perfect goal.”

The four are desire-to-do = yearning (chanda), perseverance (vīrya), concentrated mind (citta), and examination (mīmāṃsā). The meditative stabilization is a mental force that functions to make each of the four stable, causing the stabilization of the desire (the yearning) to be mindful and make an effort and so on. Alternatively, all four factor into a perfect meditative
stabilization. Meditative stabilization is being highlighted, as were mindfulness and effort (or abandonment) in the earlier two sets of four applications of mindfulness and four right efforts. Each of the four limbs are necessary. The “concentrated mind” limb is then the latency from earlier habituation rather than the stabilized or concentrated mind itself.

n.292 Alternatively, “knowledge that cuts off the artificial aggregates”; cf. LSPW 156, n. 3.

n.293 This is a repetition of 13.38; cf. PSP 1-2:41 and Ghoṣa 1444 that have the four meditative stabilizations before the four immeasurables.

n.294 This is a repetition of 16.72–16.80.

n.295 A better reading is below (73.67): rnam par smin pa gnas kyi rnam pa dang / rgyu’i rnam par (khri pa has gnas kyi sgo nas dang / rgyu’i sgo nas; Ghoṣa 1446, PSP 1-2:83 sthānaśo hetuśaḥ; ŚsPN4/2 0083r2 sthānaso hetuso vipākaṃ; Gilgit 621.6 sthānaśo hetuto vipākaṃ) “They accurately know from the perspective of place and from the perspective of cause the results of past, present, and future actions and the undertaking of actions.”

n.296 This may simply mean “the world with its various places and multiplicity of regions.”

n.297 Elsewhere the compound vimukti jñāna darśana is rendered “knowledge and seeing of liberation.”

n.298 Saloman (1990) derives the 42 letters (“the arapacana syllabary”) from the Karoṣṭhī alphabet; Brough (1977) examines them in the light of the Laṅkāvatāra sūtra in Chinese translation; also LSPW 211–13 and notes. We have not followed the correct extended Wylie transliteration.

n.299 khyad par med pa = nirviśeṣāt; Ghoṣa 1450, PSP 1-2:85 paramārtha nirdeśāt (“because it teaches the ultimate”).

n.300 To avoid a repetition with sa below, this should be either ṣ (as in śadāyatana) or śr (as in śaddha, Skt śnaddha, according to Brough 1977).

n.301 Here stambha is rendered khengs (“conceited”). Again Brough, based on Chinese translations and transliterations, suggests śṭha to avoid repetition with stha below.

n.302 sdig pa, het(h)u; better Ghoṣa ṭakāma rendering Mvy bsdigs pa, the spelling in Bṭ3; LSPW suggests ṭalo (sthala) “the other shore,” based on a reading of Kumārajīva’s translation.
This is a conjectural rendering of a zhes bya ba la sogs pa’i yi ge la ’jug pa’i phyag rgya a zhes bya ba la sogs pa yi ge’i phyag rgya’i tshig ’di dag. The letter a is a mudrā (“seal”) in the sense of a mark left to show authenticity because as a negation it shows all words and their means are empty of an intrinsic nature. The letter a is an “entrance” because it is the first letter of the alphabet. Through it you get to all the other letters, and by extension, through it you get to all the words and sentences built up out of letters and to the meanings they convey. Bṭ3 1.50 cites a passage similar to Gilgit 351.1–2: tatra katamāni dhāraṇī mukhāni yad utākṣara samatā bhāṣyasamat aksaramukham aksarapraśeḥ.

“What are the dhāraṇī gateways, which is to say, the sameness of letters, the sameness of spoken words, a syllable door, and a syllable entrance?” aksara means not only “letter, syllable” but also “nonperishing.”

Emend kyis to kyi sa (yā dharmāṇāṃ bhūmis).

“Purification” (yongs su sbyong ba, parikarma); alternatively, “groundwork”; LSPW “preparation.” In the Tib translation of the Daśabhūmikā (sa bcu pa) pariśodhana is rendered systematically as yongs su sbyong ba.

This is not glossed later (17.13) and perhaps explains why there are eleven, not ten parikarmas here. It is in the first list (Ghoṣa 1454, Gilgit 352.12) but not glossed later (Ghoṣa 1459, Gilgit 355.2). It is in the list at Abhisamayālāṃkāra 1.48 (Wogihara 99).

“Auspicious” renders bzang po (also ’bum ga 196b5), nyi khri ka 247b2, and le’u brgyad ma 237a4), a word added in Tibetan (like the ye in ye shes, jñāna) to distinguish a special status. Ghoṣa 1454, Gilgit 352.14–353.1, PSP 1-2.88 lakṣaṇānuvyajana.

PSP, le’u brgyad ma, and LSPW 214 omit this purification. It is glossed below (17.22), but together with the second, it makes for a total of eleven parikarmas, whereas above it says there are ten.

The translators read nirvṛt in place of nirvīd; PSP 1-2 95 nirvītsahagataś cittotpādaḥ.
The translators incorrectly read *anavākīrṇa* in place of *anavalīṇa*.

PSP 1-2:89 **daśa dharmāḥ**; *Abhisamayālaṃkāra* **daśaitān**; *le'u brgyad ma* ga 227b7 **chos bcu**; Ghoṣa 1456 **saḍ dharmāḥ**; *'bum ga* 197b2


Ghoṣa 1456, Gilgit 353.12 **vicikītsā**. This is not glossed below (17.59) or at Ghoṣa 1465 and Gilgit 358.9.

*D yongs su yi 'chad pa*; Edg, s.v. **paritasyati** and **aparitarṣaṇā** “the not being wearied,” but he notes “there is no doubt that BHS **paritarṣaṇā** means desire”;

*'bum ga* 197b7 ([https://read.84000.co/translation/toh8.html?part=UT22084-014-001-9852#UT22084-014-001-9852](https://read.84000.co/translation/toh8.html?part=UT22084-014-001-9852), *nyi khri* ka 248b4


The translators read **parinīḍpanṇa** for **parināmaṇā**.

The desire realm (**kāmadhātu**) is where sense objects (**kāmaguṇa**) predominate.

This explanation only makes sense when reading **avalīna** (PSP 1-2.95 **anavalīnaścittātā**), **sens zhum pa**, “not feeling mentally cowed” (**lī means to “lie down on” or to “adhere to”**), in place of **avākīrṇa, ’dre ba** (“mixed”).

*nyi khri* 10.18 (ka 253b1), *le'u brgyad ma* ga 242b5 **yongs su skom** (bskam) **pa'i sens mi skyed de** (“does not have thoughts that thirst for,” that is, “does not miss” them).

There is a gloss for **vicikītsā** (“doubt”) rather than “greed, hatred, and confusion” at *'bum* 10.61 (ga 203b7) and *le'u brgyad ma* ga 243b3; PSP 1-2.96 “It is because of seeing all dharmas because all doubt has been dispelled.”

This is usually the meditative stabilization that arises at the time of birth (from the maturation of the karma that gave rise to the life) and lasts as long
as the bodhisattva lives.

n.322 Ghoṣa 1473, Gilgit 362.1 śuklavipaśyanā; Mppś 2444 śuṣkavidarśana (“ground of the dry view”).

n.323 Ghoṣa 1473, Gilgit 362.3, ’bum 10.132, and nyi khri 10.28 have no chapter break here; PSP 1-2:103 iti bhūmisambhāraḥ; le’u brgyad ma ga 249b1 sa’i tshogs so.

n.324 This renders gang nas; earlier (15.1) gang la (“where”).

n.325 Ghoṣa 1474, Gilgit 362.5. PSP 1-2:103 adds dharmadhātoḥ (“from the dharma-constituent”).

n.326 At 15.1.

n.327 At 15.1.

n.328 “Extremely” renders atyanta (shin tu); le’u brgyad ma renders the word literally mtha’ las ’das pa (“that is beyond limits”).

PSP 1-2:112 and le’u brgyad ma ga 256a7–b2 add the names of the ten bodhisattva levels at this point.

n.329 Bṭ3 4.1164 says this is asking why self and so on cannot be apprehended, and says first it is because the ultimate cannot be apprehended; then it says the ultimate cannot be apprehended because it has no defining mark; and lastly it says therefore all the bases of the ultimate (the levels and so on) and the ultimate itself (emptiness and so on) cannot be apprehended.

n.330 Ghoṣa 1529 sthāsyati, ’bum 10.286 (ga 249b1) gnas par ’gyur ro (“will stand”).

n.331 The idea in this section of the sūtra, as we understand it, derives from i/yā as “going,” in the sense of a dynamic state of being, like persons who find themselves going through time. The emptiness of that is a niryāna, “no going,” and that is the Mahāyāna “great going.” We have retained the basic English translations of niryāna as “going forth” and mahāyāna as “Great Vehicle.” They are not intended to convey all the aspects of the Skt words, but, as with the Tib translations, are lexical markers for them.

n.332 “Space” (ākāśa) “has room” (avakāśa).

n.333 At 19.1.

n.334 PSP 1-2:125 ākāśan na labhyate nopalabhyate; Bṭ3 4.1191 (158b) ’thob pa ma yin dmigs su yod pa ma yin (perhaps “is not obtained and is not held on to” is the
meaning). Gilgit 378.2 ṛākṣaṁ nopalabhyate na nopalabhyate, “not apprehended and not not apprehended,” is a good reading.

n.336  Cf. 19.1.

n.337  This is a play on the words sattva a state of being, in the sense of a living being, and sattā a state of being in the sense of a state of existence. At Gilgit 378.6 all are plural. The literal meaning then is “it is because the states of beings are the states of not existing (sattvāsattā) that spaces are states of not existing.” LSPW “it is because of the nonbeingness of beings.” The Tib translates sattva with the standard lexical marker sens can “sentient being.”

n.338  Again, this is playing on the words sattva and asattā. See n.337.

n.339  The list (Ghoṣa 1570ff.) includes outer sense fields, consciousnesses, contacts, feelings, elements, and links of dependent origination.

n.340  The absence of “pratyekabuddha” is probably an error.

n.341  At 19.2; Ghoṣa 1588, Gilgit 381.3, PSP 1-2:129.

n.342  At 19.4.

n.343  Emend dbus rnams ni to dbus rnams su ni; PSP 1-2:134 pūrvāntāparāntamadhyeṣu; Ghoṣa 1628, Gilgit 383.14 pratyutpannataḥ.

n.344  Cf. 19.4.


n.346  Ghoṣa, Gilgit adhyeṣita; PSP adhiṣṭa.

Other versions have, more simply, “What are the wholesome dharmas (the dharmas on the side of awakening), and what are the śrāvaka dharmas, pratyekabuddha dharmas, bodhisattva dharmas, and buddha dharmas that come together and stream into the perfection of wisdom?”

n.348  Here the second meaning of na saṃvidyate—“They do not know and do not apprehend that ‘a bodhisattva is form’”—is probably more appropriate.

n.349  bar du, yāvac ca.
K, N, D: “form that has not come into being.”

Sattva.

LSPW takes it as a dvandva, “endlessness and boundlessness.”

The entire sentence reads, “Given that all dharmas thus have no intrinsic nature, what is that form that has come into being?”

Gilgit 398.8, PSP 1-2:149 sānyogikah svabhāvaḥ.

This renders PSP 1-2: 150 na kasyacid vigamena. D gang dang yang bral bas ma yin no is literally “but not because it has separated from anything.”


This (=PSP 1-2:151 anabhinirṛtāni) appears to be a direct citation from the earlier passage (20.11), but this exact wording is not found there.

‘bum, nyi khri, and le’u brgyad ma have ma gtogs pa in place of las gud na.

“Awakening” renders bodhi; “state of being” renders sattva.

“Attribute” renders rnam pa (ākāra) and “formulated” renders ‘dzin pa (ākārayante); nyi khri ka 355a6 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-7323#UT22084-026-001-7323) renders this rnam pa yod par bya ba.

“Perfection” renders pāramitā; “gone far off” āram itā; “gone to the other side” pāram itā. Based on the glosses in the AAV (Pensa 123, Sparham 2006–11 vol. 1, 144) there are two constructive etymologies at work here, one from rnam (“to enjoy”) where the prefix ā is equal to vi, hence to “abstain from” (Conze);
the other from āra, a theoretical root for deriving the word ārāt (“at a distance”). Gilgit 403.8 āram itaisāyuṣman sāriputra yad ucyate prajñāpāramiteti;
PSP 1-2:157 āratā ārmitaisā āyuṣman sāriputra tenocyate prajñāpāramiteti.

nyi khri 13.46 (ka 366a4) “Would not those in the śrāvaka vehicle have already gained the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, and the state of a worthy one, and those in the pratyekabuddha vehicle not have already gained a pratyekabuddha’s awakening?” nyen thos kyi theg pa ba rnams kyi kyang / rgyun du zhus pa’i ’bras bu dang / lan cig phyir ong ba’i ’bras bu dang / phyir mi ‘long [’ong] ba’i ’bras bu dang / dgra bcom pa nyid thob zin par ’byur ro/ rangvang rgyas kyi theg pa ba rnams kyi kyang / rang sangs rgyas kyi byang chub thob zin par ’gyur ro. Gilgit 407.9; PSP 1-2:163 translated LSPW 259.

n.363 An ordinary person, a śrāvaka, then a bodhisattva would have each gained each of the four results plus the result of pratyekabuddha.

n.364 “Accept” (“I would have it be the case”) renders ‘dod (iṣ); LSPW “wish or look for”; Edg, s.v. iṣ, does not record “accept” as a meaning, but it is extremely common in scholastic Tib as a meaning of ‘dod.

n.365 Here len pa suggests the translators read anupāda; Gilgit 408.2 anupalamātha (“does not apprehend”); PSP 1-2:164 anuttapāda (“does not produce”).

n.366 PSP 1-2:166 sāriputra āha: kiṃ punar āyuṣman suḥāte utpāda utpadyate athānutpāda utpadyate. (“Is production being produced or is nonproduction being produced?”)

n.367 AAV (Pensa 125) anīścitā.

n.368 “Without” renders med par. It may be that antareṇa cannot, in such contexts, be rendered by the Tib bar la, and med par actually means “in between.”

n.369 bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo, s.v. phung po gsum pa, says it is (merit made from) confession, rejoicing, and dedication, or confession, rejoicing, and requesting the turning of the wheel of Dharma.

n.370 bsngo ba dug med pa, nirviṣapariniḥma; LSPW 266 “undifferentiated” renders PSP 1-2:170 nirviśeṣapariniḥma.

n.372 “Ordinary, worldly” renders laukikā.

n.373 This section is explaining the usage of laukikā, a secondary derivative meaning “worldly, to do with the world,” from loka, or “world,” itself perhaps from a root like ruc, “to shine.” The explanation relates laukikā to loka
by putting *loka* in each of the seven cases: nominative and so on. Each explanation should be understood as, for instance in the first of the seven, “[the aggregates are *laukikī* because it is] on account of them the *loka* is here.” PSP 1-2:171 kena kāraṇena laukikī? loko yābhir bhavati, lokaṃ vā yābhir nivartayati(!), lokena vā yāḥ samāḥ, lokāya vā yābhir digyate, lokād vā yābhir [na] niḥsaṃti, lokasya vā yā bhavāya, loke vā bhavā yās tā laukikasyah. “Why are they *laukikī*? They are called *laukikī* because they are those on account of which the world (nominative) exists; or on account of which it eliminates (!) the world (accusative); or which are the same as the world (instrumental); or on account of which [five sense objects] something is given to the world [of the six senses]; or on account of which [links of dependent origination and so on] they do not escape from the world (ablative); or [ordinary beings] who are for the coming into existence of the world (genitive); and [beings] who come into being in the world (locative).” LSPW, Gilgit, *nyi khri* omit. Bṭ3 4-1346–4.1360 glosses each statement.

This section again puts *loka* in each of the seven cases, nominative and so on, and explains the usage of *lokottara* (“extraordinary, transcendental, supramundane”), a compound word composed of *loka* and *uttara* (“higher”). In most of the following explanations, however, the word *uttara* is derived not from *uttara*, but from *uttṝ* (“to escape”), for instance, the first of the seven, “[the parts of the eightfold noble path are *lokottara* because] on account of them the *loka* [=a person] (nominative) escapes.” PSP 1-2:171 tatra katamā lokottarā? loko yābhir uttarati, lokaṃ vā yābhir uttārayati, lokena vā yābhir uttāryate, ālokaṇa vā yā bhavati, lokād vā yābhir niḥsaṃti, lokasya vā yā uttārayaḥ, loke vā yā uttanāḥ tā lokottarā iti: “There what are the *lokottaras*? They are called *lokottaras* [because they are those] on account of which the world (nominative) escapes; or on account of which [compassion and wisdom] they cause the world to escape (accusative); or on account of which [compassion and wisdom] a world [=a person] (instrumental) causes an escape; or which are there for illumination (dative); or on account of which they escape the world (ablative); or who are for the emancipation of the world (genitive); or who are the emancipators in the world (locative).” LSPW, Gilgit, *nyi khri* omit. Bṭ3 4-1346–4.1360 glosses each statement.

Haribhadra (Wogihara 127) glosses *bhūtapadābhidhānena* (*yang dag pa’i tshig brjod pas*; *bryaṅ gstag pa* 28b5 *yang dag pa’i tshig tu brjod par*), “expressing the statement as an absolute,” with *yathārūṭarābhidhānena*, “when you take the meaning of the words literally.”

The plural of the heads of each of the orders of gods is intended.
The name Kauśika means “of the Kuśika gotra,” perhaps in reference to an earlier ascetic (Viśvāmitra) of that lineage who, through his practice of the hundred aśvamedha sacrifices (hence śatakratu), became the head god, or, as MW speculates, because Indra is originally favorable to that clan, or somehow associated with it.

The translators render \( \text{samyaktvaniyāma} \) (“the flawlessness that is a perfect state”), that is, an ordinary śrāvaka’s nirvāṇa, variously by \( \text{yang dag pa\'i skyon med pa} \), \( \text{yang dag pa nyid skyon med pa} \), and \( \text{yang dag pa nyid kyi skyon med pa} \). Cf. the similar term \( \text{yang dag pa nyid du nges pa (samyaktvaniyata)} \) (“destined for the perfect state”). The reformulation of older terminology with a meaning specific to the agenda of the perfection of wisdom suggests \( \text{avakram} \) (“enters into”) may have the meaning “have stepped down from [a bodhisattva’s] perfect flawlessness” to a peaceful state of an unskillful bodhisattva without active bodhicitta. “Those who have already arrived at the maturity of the finality of existence.”

Literally, “causing dharmas to join together with a dharma.” The three parts (dharmas) of the picture are (1) the state of mind committed to becoming fully awakened (“the thought of awakening”), (2) the state of mind closer to the goal because of the good that has been done motivated by the commitment (“the thought of the wholesome roots”), and (3) the state of mind when rededicating to the original commitment, turning over all the good that brings the goal of full awakening closer to full awakening (“the thought of dedication”).

“Not dwell on physical forms” is Gyurme Dorje’s translation of \( \text{rūpam iti na sthātavyam} \).

Probably “powders” (cūrṇa) has dropped out of the list here.
Each level from stream enterer to worthy one has a candidate (*pratipannaka*) and a result-recipient (*phalastha*). Of these eight, the lowest, the *srotāpanna-pratipannaka*, is called *aṣṭamaka*, “the eighth.”


This is a conjecture for *mgo mnyam pa, samaśīrṣa* (“equal in stature”), not a well known name for a member of the saṅgha.

The “knowledge of a knower of path aspects,” also referred to as “knowledge of paths,” is the knowledge of a bodhisattva.

*ci ltar (kca)* “however could” or “could ever,” in a rhetorical sense meaning you will never find it.

*gzhan ma yin pa* (alternative translation “unique”?) is not in other versions.

*khri pa chos kyi gting rtogs pa* (reading *pātāla* for *pudgala*?); Gyurme (*khri pa*) 16.9 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-002-1497): “who have realized the depths of the sacred doctrine.”

This entire passage is an unwieldy single sentence with a single rhetorical “is it not the case that … is taught” (*ma bstan tam*) at the end. The translation utilizes parts of the construction at *'bum ca* 21a5–22a5, *nyi khri* 15.27, Gilgit 428.12, and ŚsPK II-336.

The abbreviation is too abrupt. PSP 2-3: 24 and ŚsPK II-383 *sa sarvokāmyātā-sūnyatāyāṃ śikṣate ’dvaiddhiśreyṣa* have added “the emptiness of.” The idea is that training in the emptiness of any one dharma is training in the emptiness of any other, therefore training in any one dharma is training in any other dharma.

Gilgit 434.2 has *adhyātmaśūnyatām upādāya* (“based on inner emptiness”) at the end of the entire abbreviated list. ŚsPK II-3:104 (also *'bum ca* 110b3, *nyi khri* 16.33 (kha 44b1) has *adhyātma-bahirdhāśūnyatām upādāya* (“based on inner and outer emptiness”) right from the start. There is no obvious reason why there would only be *adhyātmaśūnyatām* for the aggregates here, and *adhyātma-bahirdhāśūnyatā* for some others in the list. On the other hand, PSP 2-326 has *adhyātmaśūnyatāṃ yāvad abhāvasvabhāvasūnyatām upādāya* (“based on inner
emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature"), probably Haribhadra’s later clarification.

n.398 This has the sense, “A realizer cannot be apprehended apart from reality, and reality apart from the realizer of it.”

n.399 We have taken this as a less elegant translation of PSP 2-3:28 and ŚsPK II-3:146. It is rendered at le’u brgyad ma nga 33a4, ‘bum ca 129a1, and nyi khri 16-48 (kha 47a2) as “its might is that which is not conjoined with or disjoined from all dharmas.”

n.400 The sense is “gods with Indra as their leader,” but we have retained the plural because the multiplication of worlds is a recurring motif. LSPW 431 “the gods around Indra” and so on.

n.401 LSPW: “will be well sustained by just the emptiness of form”; Gyrume (khri pa) 16.19 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-002-1509): “will have been totally consecrated in [the understanding] that physical forms are emptiness.”

n.402 D ming; N, H rus; Gilgit janetri [=janayitrï]; PSP janani; le’u brgyad ma nga 43b7 ma ma; ‘bum ca 239a3 skye ba; nyi khri, kha 58a4 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-7491#UT22084-026-001-7491) skyid pa. Probably the sense intended in this list of ten benefits is that the bodhisattva is born of the solar race (kula) into the famous Śākya clan, and born in the royal family there (janman). However, ma ma (janayitrï) brings to mind a good patrilineage (N and H have cho rigs), matrilineage, and a special aunt as wet nurse.

n.403 ‘bum ca 247b2, nyi khri 17.13 omit. PSP 2-3:45 mahārājāno lokapālāh; le’u brgyad ma nga 47a7 jïg rten skyong pa’i rgyal po chen po: “Mahārājas who are the protectors of the world.”

n.404 ‘bum ca 250a1 ser sna can du myi ’gyur (“not become envious”).

n.405 H mgron po (“a guest”); D’drön po?

n.406 Thempangma, kha 31b3 brgya byin gyi le’u gsum pa, “third Śatakratu chapter.”

n.407 We have rendered sman ma yin pa literally because we are not sure what it means; alternatively, perhaps, “even if struck with an incurable disease” or “even if the victim of a quack.”

n.408 Edg (citing Burrow BSOS 7.781) says kākhorda is an Iranian loan word for a malicious spirit. Jäschke, s.v. byad (the Tib rendering of kākhorda), says a
harmful spell is written on a piece of paper and hidden. LSPW “devil-lore.”

n.409 Edg, s.v. upanāmaya (nye bar bsgrubs), does not give an example of a negative meaning associated with this verb as found here.

n.410 blud is the past tense of ldud.

n.411 This renders chus gtor; PSP 2-3:54, Gilgit 450.8 [uc?]choraya (gtor).

n.412 PSP 2-3:56 śarīrāṇi; Gilgit 452.4 śarīram.

n.413 Emend ma to mi.

n.414 The order in Aṣṭa 216 (Sparham 2006–11 vol. 2, 160–62) is excellent. The order is hard to make sense of in all the longer versions, including this one. ’bum ca 273b1–3, nyi khri 18.23 has the pratyekabuddha, then those who have set out (yang dag par zhugs pa) for unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, then those who practice (spyod pa) unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, and then it ends with those wanting to be an unsurpassed, perfect, complete buddha (tshang rgya bar ’dod). Whether the order in the Aṣṭa is systematizing earlier unsystematic lists is yet to be ascertained. LSPW 234–35 abbreviates its way past the problem.

n.415 This version is not clear, but we have rendered it without emendation. Gilgit 455.10, PSP 2-3:62, Aṣṭa 216 pūrvaṃ bodhisattvacārikāṃ caran śikṣito (“a tathāgata, earlier when practicing the bodhisattva’s way of life”); rendered LSPW 233 “[Because they] will cognize that therein the Tathāgata has trained in the past.”

n.416 Haribhadra lists the seven precious stones as coral, turquoise, silver, crystal, gold, ruby, and emerald. Other versions of the sūtra give the measurements or numbers of stūpas here.

n.417 PSP 2-3:64, Gilgit 457.3 antaśah pustakagatām api kṛtvā; Gilgit 457.3 also has just likhitvā ca, as the first in the list. Here, and in the repetitions below, by tha na (antaśah) the translators seem to want to convey the sense of “in an extreme case, even were they to do no more than just write it out and make a book of it.”

n.418 Gilgit 458.12; Thempangma, kha 45a2 bṛgya byin gyi le’u bzhi pa “Fourth Śatakratu chapter.”

n.419 Earlier rgyu (upaniṣā) came later in the list of numbers, after dpe (upamā).
These words are explained by Haribhadra (Wogihara 237, Sparham 2006–11 vol. 2, 173).

The twelve deeds of a tenth-level bodhisattva mirroring the twelve deeds of a buddha.

dkar po’i cha. Gilgit 462.15 śuklāṃśa; PSP 2-3:74 śuklaṃ dharmāṃ.

This is Edg’s rendering of vicāṣukāmaṇa; LSPW 241 “to blind.”

Insert rigs kyi bu mo (kuladuhita); probably omitted by scribal error.

bsngags pa yongs su brjod par mdzad (nāmadheyam parikīrtaya), rendered ming yongs su brjod par mdzad below. We have translated them differently because the Tib here renders them separately.

The passage is easier to understand if pariṇāmīta is taken to mean yongs su gyur pa (“transformed into”).

This order is unusual.

‘bum ca 333b1, nyi khrī 21.39 (kha 99a1), le’u brgyad ma nga 80b6, Aṣṭa 261, and PSP 2-3:86 have “They see the turning of the wheel of the Dharma,” omitted from all the editions of khrī brgyad stong pa. It has probably dropped out by accident, but it is possible that just the chanting of the bodhisattvas points to the origin of the sūtra.

Thempangma, kha 64b2 mchod rten la bsti stand bya ba’i le’u zhes bya ste sum bcu pa’o: “Honoring Reliquaries chapter”; the same as Aṣṭa 267, chapter 3 stūpa- satkārāparivarta.

LSPW 243–44 “so that beings in it might do the work of a Buddha.”

MW, s.v. saṃnipāta: “complicated derangement of the three humors.”

Cf. 3.5.

It is noteworthy that only ‘bum ca 360b3 and nyi khrī 22.39 (kha 110a3), not PSP 2-3:96 or le’u brgyad ma nga 89b1, add “knowledge body” (ye shes kyi sku, jiñānakāya) here.

On the meaning of chos nyid du here see Aṣṭa 276 ye … buddhā … tān dharmatayā dṛṣṭukāmena … praṇāpāramītā … bhāvayitavāḥ; Eight Thousand, 118 “in accordance with dharma.” The meaning “true dharmic nature, true reality, the way things are” does not fit the context.
If *mchod* (*pūjaya*) is emended to *chad* (*sūcaya*) the passage reads, “A son of a good family or daughter of a good family who teaches and explains the perfection of wisdom in detail, up to points it out to others by way of not apprehending anything creates a lot more merit than a son of a good family or daughter of a good family who practices the perfection of giving for infinite, incalculable eons by way of apprehending something.” PSP 2-3:109

\[
\text{kathayēd yāvat sūcayēt.}
\]

*bum* cha 67b, *nyi khri* 23.42 say, to paraphrase, that because they retain an idea (*zhes bya bar rtoṅ*) of form as being impermanent and so on they do not practice the perfection of wisdom. Aṣṭa 298–99 says it is a semblance of the perfection of wisdom to say that form is impermanent, to say that you should investigate that, and to say that doing so is to practice the perfection of wisdom.

The absence of the “four continents” here is perhaps a block cutter’s error missed by an editor.

Bṭ3 5.204 says the comparison is between someone who has established just that many beings in awakening and someone who keeps on causing beings to learn and practice the perfection of wisdom in its completeness.

Aṣṭa 327–29, *Eight Thousand* 125–26 convey the intended meaning of this section very clearly.

The word “dedicate” renders the Tib *bsngo* (”to turn something green,” “to cause it to grow”) that in turn renders the Skt *pariṇāma* (”dedicate,” “transform,” “turn over”).

PSP 2-3:127 *bodhisattvavakulaṃ graññayati.* *bum* cha 131a4–5, *nyi khri* 24.21, le’u brgyad ma nga 115b7. The meaning is that the bodhisattva discovers his or her true identity as one destined for awakening and never wavers. It is unlikely it means to be born in or to marry into a bodhisattva family, or that bodhisattvas become his or her family and as such give assistance.

*bum* cha 131b1–2, *nyi khri* 24.22 (kha 145b2) tshig gi lam nyams pa myi mnga’ ba = (a)paryāttavākpatha (“for whom the path of speech does not end”); PSP 2-3:127 *paryāttavāpāṣpa*, le’u brgyad ma nga 116a3 mchi ma zad pa (“for whom tears have ended”).

“Conforming” renders *’thun*, that is, the same as the way it is done when it is done properly. Alternatively, it may mean where all the parts of the
dedication are understood as being essentially the same. PSP 2-3:129 samena pariṇāmayati; LSPW 261 “turns over evenly.”

This translation, reading bar (either accidentally left out or understood from the context) with las, is based on the gloss at Bṭ3 5.226 (191a).

‘bum cha 135b3–6, nyi khri 24.30 spell this out more clearly. When the buddhas and their śrāvaka saṅghas have entered into nirvāṇa, they are extinct; there is no conventional reality left to them. When bodhisattvas bring to mind the wholesome roots that led to the attainment of nirvāṇa by those buddhas with their śrāvaka saṅghas and dedicate their own wholesome roots planted on account of rejoicing in the wholesome roots those buddhas and their śrāvaka saṅghas planted to be able to reach that nirvāṇa, in order for the dedication to be perfect the state in which the bodhisattvas make the dedication—“the thought with which the dedication is made”—should be exactly the same as the dedication (PSP 1-2: 130 pariṇāmayitavya, “that which has to be dedicated”), which is to say, both should be nirvāṇa, the intrinsic nature, true reality.

PSP 2-3:131 says subhūtir āha (“Subhūti says”), and the Lord praises Subhūti, not Maitreya below (33.40). The reading here has not been emended, because it is supported by ‘bum cha 136b1, nyi khri 24.34, and Bṭ3 5.231.

They have ceased because the buddhas have entered into complete nirvāṇa.

Haribhadra (Wogihara 359) glosses this as “dedication could not be in the three periods of time or in the triple world because in true reality they do not produce it there.”

This is a literal translation of an overly abbreviated passage. If somebody supported them in their endeavor and dedicated with a “tainted” dedication or a dedication “with attachment” is the intended meaning.

Aṣṭa 371 yathāvimukti; PSP 2-3:141 yathādhimukti; LSPW 268–69 “the resolve.”

‘bum cha 178a5, nyi khri 25.1 (kha 161b6) shul gol ba (“wrong road”); so too le’u bryad ma nga 127a6 lam log pa. Alternatively, the metaphor may be of a track through the forest that is not clearly marked.

PSP 2-3:143 tripārivartādvādaśākāmdharmacārapraṇavartayitṛ; ‘bum cha 178b2 and nyi khri 25.1 (kha 162a3): rnam pa bcu gnis rgyud gsum du ’khor ba’i chos kyi ’khor lo (“that turns three times and has twelve aspects”) is a better translation.

nyi khri 25.6 has this same problematic reading that turns Śāriputra’s “It is not so” into a non sequitur. ‘bum cha 179b7–180a4 is the correct translation.
We have provided a translation that has tried to keep the original Tib but still makes sense.

We have supplied the subject that is missing from the passive construction in the Skt and Tib.

glo ba ches is a variant of blo khog che; 'bum cha 204a5, nyi khrī 25.20 (kha 165b5) shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa la yid ches pas chos gang la yid ches (“in what dharma do you have confidence when you have confidence in the perfection of wisdom”); Aṣṭā 387 paridīpita (Eight Thousand, 137 “lit up”) differs.

The “wisdom” here is a bit odd.

Haribhadra (Wogihara 391, Sparham 2006–11 vol. 2, 272) glosses the clearer version of this in the Aṣṭā: “They follow doctrine, understand meaning, and instruct others by means of both of those methods.”

bens po nyid, PSP 2-3:149 dharmajasatam upadāya; LSPW 273 “real field?”

Edg, s.v. vibhaśya-vyākaraṇa, an explanation “distinguishing aspects beyond what the question itself already raises.”

PSP 2-3:150 yathā nopacayaṃ paśyati nāpaca yaṃ (“seeing how it does not increase and decrease”).

This is a conjectural translation of lus dang sems kyi tshogs par mi byed pa. PSP 2-3:150 na kāyena na cittena samagrīn dāsyanti (“They will not give everything physically and mentally”). LSPW 275 “There is no concord either in their bodies or their thoughts.”

Haribhadra (Wogihara 397, Sparham 2006–11 vol. 2, 276) “The eight great hells are the great Avīci hell at a distance of twenty thousand yojanas beneath Jambudvīpa, and stationed above that [hell] the Pratāpana, Tapana, Mahāaurava, Raurava, Saṃghāta, Kālasūtra, and Saṃjīva hells.”

This refers to the end of an eon when all the realms in that particular world system are destroyed.

A literal rendering of lus kyi tshad, PSP 2-3:152 ātmabhāvasya pramāṇam, is “measure of the body”; LSPW 276 “length of time a person will be reborn under the influence of the deed.”

PSP 2-3:153 agrāhyavacanā vā. 'bum cha 322b4, nyi khrī 26.20 (kha 174a6) shin tu 'jungs pa'i sens dang ldan par 'gyur du'ong ngo (“become extremely stingy”) differ.

Alternatively, “transform it into.”


“Want” renders 'tshal (-kāma).

These are the auspicious days of the lunar cycle.

Abhisamayālaka 3.16 and the AAV (Sparham 2006–11 vol. 2, 63) say that from here to the end of the chapter is a summary of the first three of the eight abhisamayas.

“on account of which” would be better.

gnas med pa'i le'u; LSPW chapter 37 “Unsupported Anywhere.” The chapter titles are often simply taken from the last sentences of the chapter. We take the Tib gnas simply to be part of the word sbyin gnas that is equivalent to sus kyang.

This is referencing nāmarūpa (“name and form”), the fourth of the twelve links of dependent origination.


chu 'bab pa, udakasyanda?; PSP 4:2 udakaskandhā, LSPW 297 “mass of water.”
The ultimate practice, beyond ordinary convention or thought construction; alternatively, “practice so it is exactly as” a bodhisattva has heard, without any distortion.

LSPW “is brought about as something that has come forth.”

Here “stand in X” means, from a negative perspective, to keep on entertaining the idea of X as real, and from a positive perspective to have their feet solidly on the ground of reality. Even the second is ultimately negated.

So too ‘bum nya 353a5–6, nyi khri kha 225a4

(bhttps://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-7824#UT22084-026-001-7824) gzugs la m(y)i gnas te / gang gi tshe gzugs la mi gnas pa de’i tshe / gzugs la brtson par byed pa yin no; le’u bgyad ma nga 177b4 gzugs la mi gnas te / gang gi tshe gzugs la mi gnas pa de’i tshe gzugs la rnal ‘byor du byed pa yin no; but PSP 4:11 yadā rūpe na tiṣṭhati tadā rūpe na yogam āpadyate (“does not practice the yoga of form”); LSPW 301–2, “does not stand in form, etc. and in consequence makes no endeavour about form.”

‘bum nya 361a5 myi sbyor myi ‘byed, “If they do not ‘apply themselves, detach themselves’ ”; alternatively, “If they do not ‘conjoin and disjoin’ (yuj, viyuj) they practice the yoga (yogam āpad).”

This reading zhes bya ba de ltar yang mi spyod na, “If they also do not practice with such an idea,” is not found in other versions. It is repeated below (39.19): “if they do not practice with the idea ‘that state of being hard to fathom of form’ ” (without de ltar), but is absent from “immeasurability” (39.20). It is likely a corruption in the text, but we have translated the text as it has been received. Here nyi khri 30.14 says simply, and more coherently, “It is because the depth of form is not form” and so on, up to “the depth of the knowledge of all aspects is not the knowledge of all aspects.” It does the same with “hard to fathom” (nyi khri 30.15) and “immeasurable” (nyi khri 30.17); ’bum nya 386a7 to ta 4b1 is the same as nyi khri, but longer.

This renders de tsam du literally; tanmātram (“in that measure”), LSPW 302–3 “so.”

N log par ltung bar ‘gro ba’i las gsogs pa in place of D log par ltung bar ‘gro ba lags par ‘gyur te; PSP 4:15 vinipātagāmikarmopacīnāt.

Bodhisattvas travel from buddhafield to buddhafield to worship the buddhas and listen to their teaching.
This agrees with LSPW 303–4, which takes the यावद (PSP 4:16) as the list of dharmas up to going into the site of awakening. Alternative यावद could mean they keep on cultivating the six perfections right up until they go into the site of awakening.

The translation of PSP 4:16 prativibuddhaḥ (Edg “reawaken”) at ’bum ta 5b5, nyi khri 30.26 (kha 232a7), and le’u brgyad nga 182a6 by gnyid kis ma log pa zhig (“who have not fallen asleep”) is better. ’bum, nyi khri, PSP 4:16, LSPW 303–4, and le’u brgyad ma nga 182b1 do not have sems pa (“intend”). They simply contrast the sets of perfections done while asleep and awake and say it goes without saying that those doing the latter are approaching awakening if the former seem to be.

Alternatively, de bzhin nyid du, tathātāya as earlier (39.1): “practice it for suchness.”

There is a change from singular to plural here in the Skt and Tib (not in this English translation) that is abrupt and not found at PSP 4:19, le’u brgyad ma nga 184a4, ’bum ta 7b7–8a1, or nyi khri 30.30.

Read las (as in the earlier similar statement at 39.1 and in Subhūti’s statement that follows) in place of la.

The inconsistency here is perhaps the mistake of a copyist or block cutter.

One meaning of vartani (bar ta ni) is “east.” The translators transliterate the Skt, unlike south (lho) and north (byang) that are translated into Tib.

Alternatively, nges par ’byung (niryā) may mean “escape.”

Emend de dag ni to de dag na? PSP 4:29 tatra sāriputra iyaṃ gambhīrā pujñā- pāṇāmitā buddhakṛtyaṃ kariṣyati: “This deep perfection of wisdom does the work of the buddha.”

There are a number of ways to explain “last of the five hundreds,” one of which is that the Dharma lasts five thousand years, divided into ten periods of five hundred (Nattier 1999).

The “site” is the site of awakening.

LSPW renders यद uta … ābhya “that is, with reference to”; Edg, s.v. ābhya, “have to do with.” It is saying that bodhisattvas, through establishing beings firmly on wholesome roots, advance their own progress toward awakening, or else it is saying that bodhisattvas establish beings firmly on wholesome roots that will grow into the future awakening of those beings.
A “maturation” means an entire life from the viewpoint of its main defining features.

PSP 4:34 *udyogam āpannāḥ* ("have striven at") is better.

The lacuna in the Gilgit manuscript ends here.

An editor has perhaps included this (absent from the K, N, and H versions) and the following fault as two different translations of *parasparam uccagghayamānā*.

This, following Edg and LSPW 315, renders *co’dri* (*uccagha*). However, *'bum ta* 64a4, *nyi khri* 31.6 (kha 250a7), and Bṭ3 5.443 (208b) all have *steg* ("tickle?") an old word for *sgeg* and *rol*, and Bṭ1 pa 86b5–87a2 says “fooling with each other (*phan tsun steg*) is shouting out to each other, or playing, or cracking jokes” (*khas brgya pa’am, rtze ba’am steg sngags zer zhing*).

From here to the end of the chapter the perfection of wisdom is primarily a book that has been, or is being, written out by hand. It is not restricted only to that meaning, however, so it is not capitalized as a title.

“Just from headings” means, for instance, saying just “form and so on” is empty of an inherent nature, in place of spelling out the entire list of dharmas, up to the knowledge of all aspects, and saying of each that they are empty of an inherent nature.

In the Vinaya scriptures, for instance, after the introduction there might be a story of the Buddha encountering a particular suffering person, a story of an earlier life in which the action leading to the result was done, a pithy presentation of proper conduct, and a final summary. The summary might be extracted and put together with other summaries, or the stories extracted and put together with other stories. Each part fits together as one of the divisions of the twelve division of the teaching. The division is not necessarily into twelve separate types of book.

The name of the title here, *tshogs pa dang mi ldan pa*, is rendering the *visāmagrī/visāmagryā* used as a refrain in the earlier sections of this chapter where it means “everything is not complete.” Aṣṭa 527 ends the *mānakarma-parivarta* chapter here; Gilgit 501.11, ŚsPN3 4533r10, PSP 4:56–57, *'bum ta* 101a6, *nyi khri* 32.62 omit; LSPW 326–28 ends the chapter titled “Chapter 41: The Absence of Māra’s Hosts,” not here, but later at the point at which the
Abhisamayālāṃkāra begins the discussion of lakṣaṇa and PSP 4:58 ends the discussion of doṣa (skyon).

n.510  N, K.

n.511  Bṭ3 5.465 says, “Take ‘destroyed’ and ‘really destroyed’ as getting used up, and becoming ruined.”

n.512  The translators read Gilgit 506.9 anāsrava in place of the better reading at ŚsPN3 4538r10, PSP 4:62 anāsraya (“without a foundation”).

n.513  we have rendered Tib lhag par g.yo ba, bral bar g.yo ba, bsdus par g.yo ba, rgyas pa (cp. ’bum ta 116b1, nyi khri kha 275b2 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-7925#UT22084-026-001-7925), le’u brgyad ma nga, 219b3 that have ’phro ba, ’du pa, bkram pa, bcum pa) without emendation, even though it is difficult to understand what the Tib words might mean in context. This is because the translators have derived the words from a root iñj (Edg, s.v. iñjate, references Pali iñjati), meaning “to move.” It is much easier to understand the four terms as at Bṭ3 5.489: “thoughts that are clear, dull, abridged, and expanded,” rendering unmiñjita, nimiñjita, saṃmiñjita, and prasārita, derived from miñj (“to say, to shine”). In any case, the reference is to four categories under which wrong views are explained, wrong views such as sixty-two wrong views set forth in detail in the Brahmajālasūtra (tshangs pa’i dra ba’i mdo).

n.514  “Mark” (mtshan nyid, lakṣaṇa) is used here in the sense of something’s definition or defining characteristic.


n.516  These are the definitions of form and so on.

n.517  Deriving the Skt word for morality (śīla) from śyai (“to cool”).

n.518  This renders spong ba. All other editions have asaṅga (chags pa med pa), “nonattachment.”

n.519  The reference here is to the so-called eight “worldly dharmas” (laukikadharma), where attachment and aversion, respectively, to each of the four opposites (pleasure and pain, and so on) are the laws (dharma) governing an ordinary person’s life (laukika).

n.520  Alternative translation of this paragraph: “Subhūti, the tathāgatas have appreciation (kṛtaññatā) and a feeling of gratitude (kṛtaveditā). Subhūti, those
who say the tathāgatas have appreciation and a feeling of gratitude’ make a correct statement. And how do the tathāgatas show appreciation and a feeling of gratitude? Subhūti, since the tathāgatas, having traveled in that vehicle and on that path, fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, therefore the tathāgatas respect, revere, honor, worship, protect, and treasure just that vehicle and just that path. You should view that as the tathāgatas’ appreciation and feeling of gratitude.”

n.521 Bṛś 5.516 says without a body means “without an interior” (khog pa med pa).

n.522 Alternative translation of this paragraph: “Furthermore, Subhūti, the tathāgatas fully awaken to all dharmas as unmade (akṛta) and unchanging (avikṛta) because there is no agent. Because there is no body, they fully awaken to them as unmade. Subhūti, the full awakening by the tathāgatas to all dharmas as without activity, thanks to the perfection of wisdom, that is the tathāgatas’ knowledge of the unmade and awareness of the unmade. Furthermore, Subhūti, thanks to the perfection of wisdom, on account of being ultimately unoriginated, the tathagata have engaged with all the dharmas of the unmade transcendental knowledge.”

n.523 Even though it is likely the following sentence gives the reason for this, it is not clearly spelled out as such here.

n.524 Alternatively, D mnyam pa med pa dang mi mnyam pa, PSP 4.76 asamasanā iti subhūte asamaviṣamādhivacanam etat (“unequal to the unequaled”). K has “equal to the unequaled.”

n.525 Earlier (22.47) it said “a faith follower and Dharma follower are the eighth.”

n.526 This is the K and N reading, supported by Gilgit 519.9, ŚsPN3 4578v1 eka-devasikā kṣāntiḥ. D de nyid is supported by PSP 4.80 iyam eva.

n.527 It means such knowledge and effort is part of what makes up the forbearance (kṣānti) in the sense that the bodhisattva practices it fully (though without passing into a nirvāṇa that blocks working for others). The bodhisattva’s practice is informed by forbearance for, or an understanding of, the practice itself lacking any intrinsic value beyond the value it may have for others.

n.528 PSP 4.86 yaḥ prajñāpāramitā parigṛhitā; nyi khrī 35.7 (kha 298a5) and below 35.8 (299b4) has yongs su bzungs (“assisted by” the perfection of wisdom) throughout, which is better.
One krośa is said to be a bit more than a mile, but it is surely less than that here.

Here the dark side is when there is false projection and the bodhisattva has therefore not been assisted by the perfection of giving up to the knowledge of all aspects and skillful means, and the bright side is when that false projection is absent and they have been assisted. ŚsPN3 4592v5–4593r1 goes through the list of dark and bright side dharmas in detail. Both sides are equally to be rejected as having any intrinsic nature.

Dbrten (“rely on”).

PSP 4:94, ŚsPN3 4593v5 bhaktavya. Another meaning of bsnyen is “stay close to.”

mā samyaksambodhiṁ rūpataḥ parāmrśāḥ / parāmṛśati, “do not attach yourself (cleave) to awakening as form.” Bṭ3 5541 (215b) mchog tu ’dzin pa ma byed cig (“do not hold it as an absolute”) is excellent; Abhisamayālāṃkāra 4.26a (Amano 65) glosses this with anāsvāda (“nonrelishing”).

’bum ta 267a6, nyi khrī 363 (kha 305b2) yongs su brtags pa’i gzugs ni; LSPW 348 “For the aggregates, when not misconstrued, reach an all-knowledge which is also not misconstrued.”

layana (gnas), “resting place,” also means “adhere to, cling to.”

Emend ’dre ba to ’brel pa, Bṭ3 216a.


D shows this triad in an irregular order here: rtags rnams dang / rnam pa dang / mthan ma rnams. This and any other incidental instances of the triad have been emended in the English to reflect the regular order: attributes (rnam pa), tokens (rtags), and signs (mthan ma).

This is a literal rendering of sīmābaddhaḥ, the word used for setting the boundaries for a retreat. Here it means having restricted the number of
beings for whom the bodhisattva is practicing.

n.540  *ma mchis pa*; alternatively, “nonexistent thing.”

n.541  Earlier (43.45) the laity achieve this status.

n.542  Dbar snang de nas (“from in the sky”).

n.543  Alternatively, *sngo bar byed* means “dedicate it to.” The mistaken bodhisattvas take unsurpassed awakening as a real attainment with an intrinsic nature, rather than something that exists only conventionally, something that can be utilized, not unlike a story, for the benefit of others.

n.544  This renders N, H, etc., supported by *bum* tha 72a1, nyi khrī kha 344b2 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-8063#UT22084-026-001-8063) byang chub las phyir ldog par yang myi ’gyur ro.

n.545  LSPW spells it out well: “When one adopts the method of considering dharmas in their ultimate reality, which Subhuti the Elder uses in his exposition.”

n.546  Aṣṭa 659–60 *bodhisattvānāṃ tathāyāṃ pravibhāvyamānānām aviśeṣatāṁ nirviśeṣatāṁ nirnānākaraṇatāṁ śrutvā yasya* is much more detailed and clear. The translation here of *chos thams cad kyi de bzhin nyid kyis bye brag med par rab tu phy e ba la* is in light of the reading in the Aṣṭa. Alternatively, based on the long versions, “Thus the bodhisattva great beings whose minds are not cowed, do not tense up, and do not experience regret when categories are made in terms of the suchness of all dharmas without distinction will go forth to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.” In passing, it is hard to see how the Aṣṭa can be a basic early version of the scripture when there are such contrasting passages as these.

n.547  “One should think all beings are the same” either in ultimate reality, or insofar as they want happiness.

n.548  Other versions throughout the above list have *anupalambhayogena*, “by way of not apprehending anything,” which helps make better sense of this final capping section of the chapter.

n.549  Khrī pa nga 352a3 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html?part=UT22084-031-002-5449#UT22084-031-002-5449) adds *legs par gsungs pa’i chos ’dul ba la the tshom bskyed par mi byed de*.

n.550  This follows K, N dag par, supported by Khrī pa 31.5 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-002-2520); *bum
The types and functions of the “maggot families” (krimikula) are explained at length in *The Application of Mindfulness of the Sacred Dharma* ([link](https://read.84000.co/translation/toh287.html)) (Saddharmasūryapasthāna, Toh 287) [see Dharmachakra Translation Committee, trans., 2020a], where they are called “worms.” It is a striking use of language intended to foster meditative detachment from one’s own body and the bodies of others.

The twelve are listed earlier (41.6).

Gilgit 560.4 na kṣubhaṇa citta; earlier (2.40) “who want to prevent malicious thoughts from arising.”

Aṣṭa 674 makes it clear that the thought (citta) is bodhicitta, the thought of awakening.

MW, s.v. śraddhā, says śraddhayā plus gam and the genitive means “believe in.” We have rendered parasya “another” instead of “somebody else” in light of the reason given below, that “one does not see any dharma at all.”

“Focus” (guruko bhavatī), literally “become something heavy”; Tib lhur len pa, literally, perhaps, “to take as one’s part”; Jäschke: “to apply oneself to.”

This summarizes the full list given earlier (21.63).

This is a conjecture for rigs ’phan par ’gyur ro. Alternatively, “your family will be benefitted” (taking ’phan as a form of phan, “to be useful”); Gyurme (khri pa) 31.49 ([link](https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-002-5474)) “Your family line will be broken”; PSP 4:157 kulodgata; ŚsPN4 9793v5 kuladevatā vā bhavisyati deveṣu.

Here pnkṛti (“basic nature”) also means, according to MW, “the constituent elements or powers of the state (king, minister, allies, treasure, army, territory, fortresses)” in the different countries (hostile, neutral, enemy of an enemy, and so on) surrounding a country going to war.

Emend sbyor (even though supported by ’bum tha 141b1, nyi khri kha 369b2 ([link](https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-8113#UT22084-026-001-8113)), le’u bryad ma nga 301b2, and khri pa nga 364b3 ([link](https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html?part=UT22084-031-002-5474#UT22084-031-002-5474)) to sbyong, supported by ŚsPN4 9795r8 bhūta-
koṭyāṃ śodhayati, PSP 4:160 bhūtakoṭīḥ śodhayati, Gilgit 569.3 bhūtakoṭy[āṃ] śodhayati, and AAVN 79b5 bhūtakoṭyāṃ śodanāt.

n.561 gdon mi za ba is not found here in other versions, and besides, this rendering is surely not what is finally intended, given what follows. What was intended is that they do not think they will or will not fully awaken.

n.562 D gang dag (“whosoever”).

n.563 Thempangma, kha 325a3. D et al “inseparable.”

n.564 Emend the misprint phyir mi ldog pa to phyir ldog pa.

n.565 ‘bum tha 169b1–2, nyi khri 41.38 (kha 379b6) bstan pa mngon par bsgrub par bshad pa (“explanation that is the consummation of a tathāgata’s teaching”).

n.566 sans (citta) is rendered “mind” here and not “thought” because “mind and mental factors” is a commonly used terminology.

n.567 rgyu ba means yongs su rgyu ba (samudācāna).

n.568 K, N des. PSP 4:177, ŚsPN4 9810r9 api nu tena nimittasamjñā vibhāvītā bhavati. D de (“has the perception of it as a causal sign disintegrated”) is syntactically correct; bshig pa is the past tense of ‘jig pa.

n.569 Here the Tib renders vibhāvānā as rnam par gzhig pa (“investigate”), not rnam par bshig pa (“disintegrated”). LSPW 398 “I will annihilate the signless” does not make sense to me. Alternatively, vibhāvānā might mean “do the opposite of meditate.”

n.570 ‘bri ba renders apacaya; Aṣṭa 730 upacaya (“collection”).

n.571 Haribhadra (Wogihara 733) glosses “isolated” as devoid of any real thing that is an objective support and therefore empty.

n.572 so so rnam, “each separate one.” Each mental event that creates karma occurs without any contact with a real object. Still, it occurs because a “causal sign” functions as an objective support because it invites a misplaced belief in its reality. The reading so so rnam is not supported by PSP 4: 179 or Eight Thousand, 216, “one treats an actually nonexistent objective support as a sign,” and may be an accidental reduplication of the prthak (so so) in prthajana (“ordinary being”).

n.573 This interpolation is odd. The part left out in the immediately following section is “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing like that complete
the six perfections and get close to the knowledge of all aspects.” But it is put back in again in the section after that.

n.574 *nas bcos bu* renders Mvy *dūṣyayugam*; *gsar gyi kha dog lta bu zung cig*, PSP 4:190

n.575 Cf. 59.

n.576 A *tathāgatasamnipāta* is equated (Aṣṭa 746) with *uttīrṇapaṅka* ([a lotus] “emerged from the mud”). Haribhadra (Wogihara 746) glosses this “without kleśa” (*kleśāvarṇapṛhāṇād*). It means a bodhisattva in the assembly of a tathāgata.

n.577 Better is ŚsPN4 9817v8 that has *evaṃ*, “thus,” in place of *eva* (*nyid du*), “actual.”

n.578 Emend *dus ma yin pa* to *dus yin pa*: “it is the time to acquire and master”?

n.579 Take *thogs* as *‘thogs* (*gṛhīta*, “to seize” or “hold up”).

n.580 This is rendered literally. The Tib translators have taken *vyavahṛ* (PSP 4: 195 *na cānimittena vyāhriyate*) with its usual, though contextually inappropriate, meaning. Had they understood it simply as a form of *vihṛ*, “to rest in, dwell in,” it would mean “they do not rest through signlessness,” which is to say, they do not make nirvāṇa into an absolute. *bum* tha 201b4–5, *nyi khri* 44.9: “They stand in the four immeasurables and complete the six perfections. Having completed them, without attaining the extinction of outflows they master (ŚsPN4 9818v7 *karoti*, “work at”) the knowledge of all aspects.”

n.581 Cf. 3.43: “the emptiness of what transcends limits, the emptiness of no beginning and no end, the emptiness of nonrepudiation, the emptiness of a basic nature, the emptiness of its own mark.”

n.582 *sems mngon par sgrub par byed* renders *cittam abhinirhāra*. It is noteworthy that Edg, s.v. *abhinihāra*, says the Pāli meaning “earnest wish” is not attested in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit.

n.583 Alternatively, “perceive doctrines that are not good as good” (*yod pa = sat* as at *nyi khri* 44.13 (a 10a6) *dam pa ma yin*).

n.584 Here *anabhisaṃskāra* (rendered in other contexts “not occasioning anything” or “nonenactment”) is clearly equivalent to a śrāvaka’s nirvāṇa. Edg says *anabhisaṃskāra* is usually a bahuvrihi.
Better is ‘bum tha 212a2, nyi khri 44.28: “those who give an answer like bodhisattva great beings standing on levels that have been cleansed or levels that have not been cleansed are few.”

From here (parivarta 55) Gilgit is available in the Conze (1962) edition, cited hereafter as GilgitC.

This is contextually the most likely meaning, however sākṣātkṛ might mean to treat something as being as real as when it is right before one’s eyes, hence to over-reify.

GilgitC 4 omits.

PSP 5:3 satyādhiṣṭhānaṃ karoti. Sánchez (2011, 18, n. 9) renders satyādhiṣṭhāna “truth-command” and says it is a synonym of satyakriyā and satyavāc. He says (18) in its earliest Vedic usage it “extracts its effectiveness from the complete tuning of the proclaimer with the same reality/truth (satya) that constitutes the cosmic order.” He says (22) “While the Vedic satyakriyā is based on the perfect harmony between oneself and her/his own duty within the cosmos (ṛta), the Buddhist saccakiriyā instead extracts its power from the speakers’ ethical perfection,” and Sánchez cites Harvey (1993, 67–68, 70–71, 74) to the effect that “‘(moral) truth is a natural force with irresistible power.’ ”

The nāmādhiṣṭhāna is the detailed declaration of the irreversible bodhisattva’s name and so on as given below. D, K slightly differ, suggesting those editors too were not quite sure of how to render the term. Haribhadra (Wogihara 774) glosses the two words nāmāpadeśa and nāmādhiṣṭhāna with “declaring the name” and “detailing the mother’s name and so on.”

Haribhadra (Wogihara 774) glosses this with “not having broken a rule” (āpattirahitatvena).

Haribhadra (Wogihara 775) glosses this with “because one is not needy” (alpecchatvād).

The translators read pratyakṣa with Aṣṭa 781 yakṣa.

The translators read peyāla in place of peśala. GilgitC 14 yāvat peśalān kalyāṇa-dharmān; PSP 59, Nepal 9826r10 peśalān kalyāṇadharmān (“well behaved and lovely in character”).

That is to say, those bodhisattvas who are living in the authentic isolation. Cf. Aṣṭa 783, bṛgyad stong pa 219a2: “They should make an effort for their own sake. By always feeling disgust for and fearing samsāra they should apply themselves to not being adulterated by the three realms.” LSPW pp. 416–17,
“He should devote himself to his own welfare, always alarmed at Samsara and afraid of it, unsubmerged by the triple world,” renders a version like PSP 5:10 or ŚsPN4 9826v4.

n.596 Emend zhes to zhe sa; PSP, Gilgit, Nepal gaurava.

n.597 PSP 5:10 “The applications of mindfulness” and so on “are for the elimination of all residual impressions” and so on (śarvavāsānānusāṃdikleśa-prahāṇāyā).

n.598 K pas; PSP 5:12 ahaṃkāramamakāreṇa.

n.599 Probably “and daughters of a good family” has dropped out.

n.600 “Those requirements of theirs come to have a great result, a great benefit” may be a gloss accidentally incorporated into the text.

n.601 Cf. 45.6: “he falls sick in his body with a wind, or bile, or phlegm disorder, or a disorder from them in combination.”

n.602 This is the translation at LSPW 423–24.

n.603 The addition of bar du here is likely a block cutter’s mistake.

n.604 Insert bar du.

n.605 Alternatively, zhar ba (kāṇa?), “missing an eye.”

n.606 GilgitC, Aṣṭa kubja (“humpbacked”).

n.607 Other versions add “without hesitation.”

n.608 yul du phyin pa; GilgitC 46 buddhaviśayaṃ anugantukāmena; a better translation is ’bun thā 307b4, nyi khri 47.25 (a 43b5) yul khong du chud par ’dod pa (“wants to comprehend the objects”); khri pa 25.47 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-001-2174) (nga 286a7) rnam pa thams cd mkhyen pa’i yul rjes su ’gro ba (“wants to have comprehended the object known by the knowledge of all aspects”).

n.609 Literally “want to play the game” (vikrīditaṃ vikrīditukāma).

n.610 LSPW 427–28 “never again lose interest in” is an excellent, if free translation.

n.611 bcu is the past tense of ’chu (utkṣip), “to take out water.”

n.612 skra’i rtse mo renders vālāgra, MW “the point of hair as a measure,” equaling 64 atoms.
“Extremely isolated” means totally isolated from the aspirations of śrāvakas or from its own hypothetical intrinsic nature.

Alternatively, “is not broken (abheda), is not differentiated (avikalpa)” or “nonconceptualization (avikalpa).”

GiglitC translation, 265 n. 10, suggests this reading is a corruption of Aṣṭa 858–59 (Mitra 453), Eight Thousand, 262.

PSP 5:70 vinayataś; GilgitC 74 arthataś ca dharmataś ca vyañjanataś (nyi khri a 63a3 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-8284#UT22084-026-001-8284) yi ge) cānugamisyati; LSPW 447 “according to its meaning, contents, and method” (n. 9 “This is a tentative and inadequate rendering”).

Cf. 'bum tha 343a5, nyi khri 50.15 (a 63a5) . . . sangs rgyas rnam la dge ba'i rtsa ba lta yang mi slu ste / snyan thos sam / rtag sangs rgyas sam / sang rgyas su 'gyur mod kyi / 'on kyang (“still does not falsify the wholesome roots sprung from the buddhas and become a śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha or buddha”).
The meaning of *anusamparignah* here is to look after awakening by furthering the practice of the perfection of wisdom that is in total harmony with it.

The movement is the movement of thought, a movement absent from space, from an imaginary person, and from dharmas isolated from a person.

The twelve links of dependent origination (*dvādaśāṅgapratrītyaṣamutpāda*) are exhausted, which is to say, come to an end in a sequence, and with that end comes *nirvāṇa* (and the *aṅgajñāna*, the knowledge of it). The same word *aṅgaja* is being used here to describe the emptiness of all dharmas (the *dharma nairātmya*) and the bodhisattva’s knowledge of it.

“Space (ākāśa) is inexhaustible (aṅgajñāna).”

We have supplied the subject that is missing from the passive construction in the Skt and Tib. Haribhadra (Wogihara 883) relates this to the beginner and says Subhūti is asking how anyone who settles down on an objective support as real can find it.

He means, “How while making a practice of does one’s practice become at one and the same time a practice of morality?”

*sdom pa*, PSP 5:83 *sanvāra* (“restraint”), and hence a rule in a code restraining monks and so on from unwholesome behavior; Gilgit 93 *saṃcara*, LSPW 455 “engagement.”

The order has been jumbled. This should be later in the list.

The prerequisite three robes and a begging bowl of a monk or nun is probably the meaning.

The full list is given earlier (21.64).

These are the four concentrations spelled out in full earlier (16.54).

These ten wholesome actions are spelled out in full earlier (26.14–26.18).

There is no obvious list here. The “up to” is a mistaken transposition of the *yāvat* from earlier in the sentence; cf. GilgitC 99, PSP 591 *prathamacitotpādam upādāya yāvod bodhimaṇḍaniṣaṇḥasya manuṣyabhūto vāmanuṣyabhūto vā.

D adds “that has applied thought and has sustained thought and joy and happiness born of detachment.”

K *bdag* in place of D *de dag*. 
n.636  These and the following are spelled out in full earlier (3.112–3.133).

n.637  Bṛ3 4.945 says the experience of pleasure is cultivated to overcome the effects from meditations in the lower concentrations, to check on the response of one’s own mind to see if any attachment is present when viewing something beautiful, or to check if a change occurs when viewing the attractive parts of one’s own physical being as a source of pleasure. Pema Karpo, cited earlier in n.210, says this deliverance is based on a mind of the fourth concentration and “counteracts liking, that is, counteracts the conceptualization that a mentally created pleasant form is desirable, and a mentally created unpleasant form is undesirable, respectively.” The locution “directly experiences with the body” is because the pleasure is experienced as a physical feeling because mental feelings of pleasure and joy have been meditated on as suffering in the lower concentrations.

n.638  This is a summary of the presentation of the nine given earlier (11.42).

n.639  Cf. 3.75. The idea is that the meditator extends his or her meditative reach first up through each of the meditative stabilizations and then retracts it, as it were, by coming back down through them, in a big mental stretch.

n.640  The intention here is that one descends through each of the meditative states, one by one, until one comes to the first concentration, not that one leaps down to it.

n.641  In the viṣkandaka meditative stabilization the meditator leaps over different states. Conze renders the meditative stabilization the “Crowning Assault.” The intention, in contrast to the earlier siṃhaviṃśābhita meditative stabilization, is that in this viṣkandaka meditative stabilization the meditator begins to leave out some of the intervening meditative stabilizations, leaping across the gaps, as it were, leaving bigger and bigger gaps.

n.642  The rest in the list is probably those given earlier (55.26), including “Subhūti, you should know that they are vulgar bodhisattvas. You should know that they are polluted bodhisattvas. You should know that they are fake bodhisattvas. You should know they are the robbers of the world with its gods, humans, and asuras. You should know that they are robbers masquerading as monks in the world with its gods, humans, and asuras. You should know that they are robbers of the sons of a good family in the Bodhisattva Vehicle.”

n.643  nyi khri 53.15 (a 97a1) bdag gis gang yang yongs su ma btang ba med do (“There is nothing I have not given away.”)
Alternatively, “It is because anything that might have the intrinsic nature of ‘settling down’ does not exist.” The correct reading is hard to determine.

“This very life” renders *mthong ba’i chos* (PSP 5:59 *drṣṭaṃ dharmaṃ*), probably Haribhadra’s clarification of “any dharma” (GilgitC 120, ŚsPN4 9911v8 *kaṃcid dharmaṃ*; *bum da* 47b2, *nyi khri* 53.40 (a 104b3), *le’u bgyad ma* ca 83b6–7 *chos gang yang*).

*nyi khri* 53.41 (a 104b5) *med pa* (asattāḥ in place of GilgitC 120, note c asaktāḥ) (“do not exist”).

*nyi khri* 53.55, “For reaching the knowledge of all aspects the śrāvaka path is not the path of bodhisattva great beings…. For reaching the knowledge of all aspects the six perfections with the perfection of wisdom going in front is the path of bodhisattva great beings. This is the path and not the path of bodhisattva great beings.”

Alternatively, “in particular for the sake of”; LSPW 442 “For a great performance.”

*pa na sa’i ’bras bu, panasaphala*. It is noteworthy that the word is from the Andhra region.

D “have you said?”

This means all rivers tip into the ocean; all dharmas end up inside the perfection of wisdom.

They “become” (*bhavanti*) of one taste; when they “have been categorized” (*bhāvitā*) they turn into the perfection of wisdom.

“That which has no intrinsic nature (*asvabhāva*) is a nonexistent thing (*abhāva*).”

*dgongs pa*.

The reading here *rnam pa la ’jug [pa] (ākārapraveśa)* is supported by PSP 5:108 *ākārapraveśa[kuśalo* but *nyi khri* 53.87 (a 116b4), for example, has *rnam par rtogs par bya ba la mkhas pa* (“skilled in particular realizations”). As for the translation of the other terms below, some are conjectural.

Emend *rjod pa la ’jug to rjod pa med pa la ’jug (avyavahārapraveśa)*.

These four are variations of the same word *bhāva* (cognate with “being”) in Skt. Literally, “being,” “not being” (*abhāva*), “self-being” (*svabhāva*), and “other-being” (*panabhāva*).
This basic statement of the Buddhist doctrine acts like a mantra. It means: “The Tathāgata, the great follower of a secluded religious life, spoke about the dharmas that arise from causes and their cause, and similarly spoke about their cessation as well.” It may be here only because in Tibetan translation this marks the end of the second long volume, but it is noteworthy that the last part of the summary of khri bryad stong pa, chapter 84 (84.245–84.301), is possibly summarizing a version that originally ended here.

de ltar. The translators evidently read evam. A better reading is GilgitC 138, ŚsPN4 9954v4 eva “right from the first.”

K, N, etc. (GilgitC 138 anupalambheṣu sarvadharmaśeṣu). In this section upalambha and anupalambha are rendered in two ways, coming at the meaning from the side of the subject and from the side of the object. In the former case they are rendered “(not) apprehending” or “(absence of) apprehending,” and in the latter case as “providing (no) basis for apprehension.” Both intend the same meaning.

This is based on K dmigs su mchis pa supported by ’bum da 152a7 and nyi khri 53.128 (a 123a3). D: “Is it the Lord’s not apprehending that does not apprehend or is it duality that does not apprehend?” ŚsPN4 9956r8 and PSP 5:116 kim punar bhagavann upalambho ’nupalambhaḥ, athānupalambha upalambhaḥ: “Lord, does apprehending not apprehend or does the absence of apprehending not apprehend?”

Alternatively, “Apprehending does not apprehend and the absence of apprehending does not apprehend, but still, Subhūti, the state in which apprehending and the absence of apprehending are the same is not apprehending.”

Emend lags to la gnas; PSP 5:123, GilgitC 146, ŚsPN4 9965r1 sthitvā.

Alternatively, “in brief.” le’u bryad ma ca 144b1 also has mdor.

“Three types of omniscience” renders thams cad mkhyen pa nyid gsum po (trisarvajñatva/ trisarvajñatā), literally, “three all-knowledges.”


“Why” renders ci’i slad du (kenārthena). It means “To what does perfection of wisdom refer?”
“Perfection” renders pāramitā; “perfect” renders paramapārami. GilgitC 151 paramapāramiprāptaiṣā subhūte praṇāpāramitā sarvdharmāṇām. Cf. n.18.

Here “reality” and “good” both render the same word don (artha).

The “knowledge of dharma” (chos shes pa, dharmañāṇa) is the knowledge of the qualification (dharma) emptiness that qualifies all subjects (chos can, dharmin).

“Bad” renders don ma yin pa (anartha), possibly a misreading of naya (tshul) “method” (PSP 2-3:149 arthataś ca nayataś).

K, N.

The “knowledge from prayer that is a vow” unique to a buddha is explained by Haribhadra (Amano) glossing Abhisamayālaṃkāra 8.8 (the single quotation marks identify words from the Abhisamayālaṃkāra): “The ‘knowledge from prayer that is a vow’ of a tathāgata is accepted to run under its own power without causal signs; to be separated from ‘attachment’ to form and so on because it does not settle down on anything; to be ‘without obstruction’ when it comes to all objects of knowledge because of the elimination of afflictive and object of knowledge obscurations along with the residual impressions; to ‘remain forever’ because of staying until the end of saṃsāra; and provide a response ‘to all questions’ because of finding perfect detailed and thorough knowledge. The knowledge of śrāvakas and so on is the opposite and not like that.” Cf. Mahāyānasamgraha (Lamotte [1938] translated by Chodron [no date, pp. 394–95]), Mahāyānasūtrālaṃkāra kārikā 21.4 (Thurman et al, pp. 336–37).

byang chub la zhugs pa (“candidate for awakening”) is a locution for a bodhisattva in a last birth before perfect awakening.

Thempangma, ga, 79b8 yongs su ‘dris par byed; GilgitC 164, ŚsPN4 9975v6 bodhimārge paricayaṃ kurvan. The translators of D read bodhimarge ‘paricayaṃ (“not mastering”).

The ekakṣayāḥbhisambodhi, the single, unique instant of the path just prior to complete awakening.

Perhaps the Tibetan here should be emended to “do not make it into a causal sign”?

nyi khri 54.34–54.35 spells this out fully: “They do not make those beings for the sake of whom they cultivate wisdom into a causal sign and do not pay
attention to them as an existent thing or as a nonexistent thing. They do not think about inner emptiness, up to the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature [...] or unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening in a certain way, do not make it into a causal sign, and do not pay attention to it as an existent thing and as a nonexistent thing.”

Cf. 23.22: “An unimpeded confident readiness, an unbroken confident readiness, a meditatively absorbed confident readiness, an appropriate confident readiness, a connected confident readiness, a meaningful confident readiness, and a superior confident readiness that rises above all the world.”

The word bhūtārtha (“true reality”) sounds like buddha, as does the next, bhūta dharma (“true Dharma”); abhisam buddha is rendered “fully awakened.” The root budh means “to awaken or expand.”

This again seems to be based on the similar sound of the compounds bodhyartha and bhūtārtha. PSP 5:140, GilgitC 169 have abheda in place of bhūta; 'bum da 213b5, nyi khrī a 145b4 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-8449#UT22084-026-001-8449) dbyer med pa.

gzhar yang means nam yang.

PSP 5:149 svabhāvato na calanti. Alternatively, “from the perspective of their own intrinsic nature they do not move.”

Here svabhāva (literally, “own-being”) is rendered “intrinsic nature” and abhāva (literally, “no-being”) “nonexistent thing.” It means bodhisattvas do not move from what they intrinsically are, and intrinsically they are not anything at all.

H dngos pos.

This reading is supported by AAVN 98b4.

Emend dngos po to dngos po med pa based on AAVN 99a1 na hi svabhāvah svabhāva vā abhāvaṃ praṇaṅcayati and ŚsPN4 9999r4 nābhāva bhāvaṃ praṇaṅcayati, where an avagraha sign is understood; PSP 5:152 abhāvo vābhāvaṃ praṇaṅcayati, GilgitC 181 nābhāva abhāvaṃ praṇaṅcayati; nyi khrī 58.24 (a 156a6), le’u bṛgyad ma ca 171a5 dngos po med pa yang dngos po med pa ’phro par mi byed. In this sentence spros (“construct in thought”) is rendered “concoct” and dngos po (“intrinsic nature”) and dngos po med pa (“nonexistent thing”) are rendered “real” and “unreal.”
Again, this reading not found elsewhere is supported by AAVN 99a1 sarva-dharmanipprapāṃcavya valokanapaśnena/ nāsti subhūte rūpasya svabhāva ity ārabhyāśvabhāvatvena, but it is not in the list of questions at Bṛ3 5.808.

These are the four paths of stream enterer and so on.

The knowledge that a person is impermanent, for instance, is preceded by an instant of similar knowledge (called the kṣānti, “forbearance”) that functions as the antidote removing a mistaken belief that the person is permanent. Here, the bodhisattva’s knowledge is called “forbearance” because it is the instant that serves as the antidote to the belief that the knowledge of impermanence has an intrinsic nature.

Emend gang gis to gang gi. PSP 5:159, GilgitC 189 kasya dharmasya.

Better is 'bum da 266a3, nyi khri 58.46 (a 163b7), le’u bryad ma ca 179a3 mtshan nyid m(y)ed pa’i dbyings (“the element of no marks”).

This is not just the patience normally expected in a decent person, nor a śrāvaka’s comprehension of the four noble truths, but is a patience specific to bodhisattvas.

We have added “that correctly knows” based on GilgitC 199 iti yathābhūtam āṁśatvam.

The three masses given earlier (52.28) are beings “destined for the perfect state, destined to be wrong, and not necessarily destined.”

This question, marking the beginning of the Abhisamayālaṃkāra’s sixth (anupūrṇabhisamayā) chapter, contextualizes its interpretation very well: if there is a homogeneity of all things in their ultimate nature, how will practice gradually lead to awakening?

Emend rgya brten to rgyab brten; PSP 6-8:2, ŚspN4/2 0020v6 upāśnyam upāśnayārthikānāḥ/-syā.

Other versions have dharmānusmṛtyāṁ in place of dharmadhātum.

D ya means the first of a pair; K, N omit.

This summary is too brief. le’u bryad ma ca 195b3–5: “They pay attention to those four pairs of persons and eight individual persons as the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. And why? Because they have no intrinsic nature and anything without an intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing. A nonexistent thing cannot be mindful of a nonexistent thing. And why? Because not being
mindful and not paying attention is mindfulness of the Saṅgha. Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings training in this mindfulness of the Saṅgha by way of the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature gain up to the knowledge of all aspects. They fully awaken to all dharmas as just the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature. They have no perception of an existing thing or perception of a nonexistent thing, so what further need is there to say that they have no perception of even an atom of the action of mindfulness, or of an absence of mindfulness?”

n.701 Bṭ3 5.830, 5.1242 omits “Lord, if in the absence of an apprehended object there is no attainment, there is no clear realization, and there is no unsurpassed, perfect complete awakening.” When it is omitted this passage makes sense. Conze (LSPW 508, n. 3) says he cannot fully understand this long passage as it is found.

n.702 A vipāka (ṛṇam smin) result in the Abhidharma means those attributes that come along at birth and last until death, but in this context (see Bṭ3 5.1243 “from the eighth level on up afflictions do not arise and it is a maturation”) the meaning of the word is being modified in a Mahāyāna way and it refers to the attributes of a bodhisattva on and above the eighth bodhisattva level. LSPW 508–9 renders vipākaja “karma-resultant.”

n.703 This is summarizing 70.17.

n.704 brgyan cing (ālaṃkṛtya); literally, “having ornamented it.”

n.705 lam dang lam gyi yan lag tu gtogs pa; PSP 6-8:23 mārgāṅgena mārgaparyāpannena (“incorporated into the path as a branch of the path?”). Below (72.20) lam du rtogs pas is a mistaken reading.

n.706 Emend lus kyi to sens kyi; PSP 6-8:23 caitasikena vīryena samanvāgato; ’bum da 361b3 sens kyi brtson ’grus dang ldan pas.

n.707 Add chos.

n.708 The sense of a “maturation dharma” here is the eighth bodhisattva level and above. The shared sense of the word vipāka(phala) as a part of a person’s makeup that comes along with the person’s birth and lasts until death is modified to mean the “karma” of practice that results in a basis-like result from the eighth level on up.

n.709 This section has a parallel in khri pa 28.1 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-002-2294)ff.
This is framed in terms of all six perfections, but a reader should know that the topic here is primarily the first perfection, the perfection of giving, indivisible from the other perfections.

LSPW 518–19 notes 2–8 suggest parallels and give brief speculative explanations of this otherwise unknown set of moralities. This terminology is not in the *Bodhisattvabhūmi*’s “Śīla” chapter.

This reads *pramāṇa*; other editions *prahāṇa* (spang ba).

Conze suggests there is a play on the word *anu* (“tiniest one, atom”) and the *anu* prefix in *anupattika*.

Emend *rtogs* to *gtogs* (paryāpanna) as above at 71.32.

Gyurme (khri pa) 28.19 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-002-2316), “Having abandoned that, they will achieve the power of absorption in consummate perfection, without defining characteristics.”

“Having pervaded them with their bodies” is a conjectural rendering of *lus kyis khyab par byas nas* (kāyena sphāritvā). Conze suggests “diffused” and “irradiated” for *sphāritvā*.

This derives *nyāma* (PSP *niyāma*) (“secure state”) from āma that Conze renders “rawness,” and Gyurme (khri pa) “immaturity”; Tib renders āma with skyon (“flaw”) and *nyāma* with *skyon med* (“flawless”). I have usually rendered byang chub sms dpa’i skyon med pa (bodhisattvanyāma) “secure state of a bodhisattva.”

Delete *de bzhin du sbyar te* (“similarly, connect this with”) as a mistake in the text?

Karma that is “immovable” (āniñjya, mi g.yo ba) comes into being on account of meditation. It does not move from its place at the head of the line, as it were, ensuring certain birth in the corresponding form or formless realm state.

K, N bskyod; Gilgit 614.6 praccālya.

Here *svarga* (*mtho ris*) is the desire realm (*kāmadhātu*) heavens up to but not including the Brahmaloka.

This is a speculative rendering of *D khyod ... sus ma longs zhes*. K, N, etc. are equally difficult to construe.
n.723  *bud med dam* means *skyes pa’am bud med dam*, or else is a printing error.

n.724  These are listed at length at 16.9.

n.725  Gilgit 619.4, PSP 6-8:54 *āśubhāparivartakasya*, ŚsPN4/2 0080r10 *āśubhāparivartakasya*. Cf. *The Noble Application of Mindfulness of the Sacred Dharma* (*Saddharmasmṛtyupasthāna*) that teaches the contemplation of the parts of the gross body to counteract ordinary lust.

n.726  Gilgit 619.5-6, ŚsPN4/2 0080v1, PSP 6-8:54 *tataḥ samādānād vivecahayati*. The translation is guided by *’bum a 40a7, nyi khri 62.37* (a 225b6), and *le’u brygad ma ca 234b4 rnam grangs du mas ‘jig rten gyi chos (le’u brygad ma has rnams) ma nor bar blangs ba de las bskyod de de las bskyod nas*, rendering the *sam* in *samādāna* as *sanyak (ma nor ba, “unmistaken”) and *vivic as skyod (“move”) to make clear that the ordinary dharmas are not to be fully rejected. Here the *paryāya* (“ways”) could also mean one of a number of parts of an explanation, in juxtaposition with the above *āśubhāparivarta* and so on.

n.727  Probably the “knowledge of a knower of all aspects.”

n.728  Gilgit 619.12–13 has the superior reading *anandhakāratām* (*mun pa med pa, “absence of darkness”) in place of *anānākāratāṃ*; LSPW 528–29.

n.729  Emend *bzhi* to *gsum*.


n.731  The earlier explanation of these three meditative stabilizations (16.26ff.) differs.

n.732  This is explained more fully in n.637.

n.733  AAV (Sparham 2006–11, vol. 4, 76) says, “Thus ‘blue’ is a shared epithet of flowers and clothes, but relative to flowers ‘the color blue’ is an innate color, and based on clothes an added color; both flowers and clothes ‘appear blue’ because both appear in that way.” Nakamura 2017, 611–12.

n.734  The reading here, *rdzi ba’i me tog* (“flowers that are pressed down”) is perhaps an editor’s guess (suggesting a flower that is quickly crushed). MW, s.v. *bandhujīvaka*, says “a plant with a red flower that opens at midday and withers away the next morning.” PSP 6-8:59 *bandhūka*.

n.735  “White” renders *avadāta (dkar po)*. The example suggests a dazzling, shining color.

n.736  Cf. the list given earlier (16.81–16.89).
n.737 Emend *lus* to *las* (3.131).

n.738 Cf. 16.95.

n.739 Emend *kyi bar du / bar der* to *pa nas las bar du bar / bar der*. The part of the passage referenced here (16.97) reads, “Between the night when tathāgatas awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening and the night when they pass into complete nirvāṇa in the element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind, while tathāgatas teach the path that puts an end to suffering in the world of beings together with the gods, Māra, Brahmā, those leading a secluded religious life, and brahmins, and together with gods, humans, and asuras, one does not trip up, does not shout out” and so on.

n.740 Cf. 64.23.

n.741 The numbers have been added for the convenience of the modern reader.

n.742 The Tib translators simply use the same word “long” (*ring ba*) for both *āyata* and *dīrgha* in describing the toes and fingers, and gloss *āyata* with *che ba*, “big” or “larger,” in describing the heels.

n.743 This is repetitious but we have translated it literally.

n.744 “Thick” in the sense of not scrawny; “set attractively” renders *phya ler ′dug pa*; Mvy *phya le ba* renders śīta. Cf. ’bum a 50b1–2, le’u brgyad ma ca 242b3, nyi khri 62.77 (a 235a7) mgur dang rgyud legs par ’brel zhing lhun zlum pa, “shoulders are round and well connected with the throat and muscles and tendons in the neck, so …” The idea seems to be that the indentation between the shoulders at the back is filled in, and the indentations on the right and left in the front where the shoulders meet the chest are filled in, so that the shoulders and the neck go together, seamlessly rounded. The explanation of this below suggests a connection with “muscular.”

n.745 The meaning “heap” or “piled up” for *lham* is corroborated by Mvy *pūla*, ŚsPN4/2 0084v8 *upacita*.

n.746 Emend *mkhrang pa* to Bṭ3 269a *mikhregs pa?*

n.747 Emend *bskyal* to *bskyel*.

n.748 The idea is nobody falls through the safety net.

n.749 Literally “what has been eaten, drunk, licked, and chewed” (*bza’ ba dang / btung ba dang / bltag pa dang / bca’ ba*, PSP 6-8: 63 *aśitapitādīhakhādīta*).
Āryavimuktisena (Sparham 2006–11, vol. 4, 88) says, “There the straightness is because he did not deceitfully hide the wealth he had from those who asked for it, and the length because he did not reject supplicants, but took them as an opportunity [for giving]. It is a sign that he will have control over them and discipline them, because he has control over his mind, so miserliness does not control him.”

Āryavimuktisena (Sparham 2006–11, vol. 4, 88) adds “based on the idea that the line of a buddha is unbroken until the end of saṃsāra.”

The contrast is between the twittering of lesser creatures and the occasional, meaningful roar of a lion.

The passage found here begins a longer passage in Gilgit 623.12–636.4 found in khri pa 29.37 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-002-2392) with slight differences, but omitted from PSP, ŠrPN4/2, ‘bum, nyi khri, and le’u bygyad ma.


This explanation connects conduct (vṛttataḥ) with rounded (vṛtta).

This explanation connects accumulated (cita) with increased, large (upacita).

This explanation connects gradually (anupūrva) with tapering (anupūrva).

This explanation connects not showing (gūḍha) with hidden (sugūḍha).

This explanation connects difficulty (viṣama) with different (viṣama).

This explanation connects advantageous (pradakṣiṇa) with to the right (pradakṣiṇa).

This explanation connects beautiful (cāru) with handsome (cāru).

Emend khri la to ‘khril. This explanation connects attractive (vṛtta) with behavior (vṛtta); tshul (vṛtta), “behavior,” is corroborated by ŠsPN4/2 0085v7; PSP 6-8:65 omits.

This explanation connects polished (mṛṣṭa) with cleansed away (pramṛṣṭa).

This explanation connects even (sama) with same (sama).
This explanation, connecting soft (kumāra) with youthful (kumām), is corroborated by PSP 6-8:65 sukumāragātraś ca buddhā bhagavanto bhavanti sukumāradharmadesikālā (ŚsPON4/2 0085v9 paramasukumāradharmadesakāmā).

This explanation connects dejected (ādīna) with slouching (ādīna).

“Spread out” renders rgyas pa. Alternatively, PSP 6-8:65 (utsadagātraś ca buddhā bhagavanto bhavanty utsannākusalamūlālā) connects pulled up (utsada) with erect (utsada), “Lord buddhas have pulled up unwholesome roots so they carry themselves with their bodies erect.” Edg, s.v. utsada, in a long entry has “prominent.”

This explanation connects a body compacted together (saṃhatagātra) with linked up with (sahagata).

Again, this explanation connects behaved (vṛtta) with round (vṛtta). “Fully rounded” renders vṛttasampanna. LC has vṛtta for tshul and sampanna for ldan.

Again, this explanation connects cleaned (mṛṣṭa) with cleaned away (pramṛṣṭa), bod rgya tshig mdo zhen mo, s.v. skabs phyin pa and skabs phyed pa, references dku skabs phyin pa (Mvy mṛṣṭakukṣi) and says it means rked pa phra ba (“narrow waist”).

This explanation connects running out (kṣaya) with emaciated (kṣāma).

Again, this explanation connects advantageous (pradakṣiṇa) with to the right (pradakṣiṇa).

nag po, kāla (“black”); Haribhadra (Wogihara 921) akāla; rgyan snang cha 321a7 dus ma yin pa (“untimely”).

Again, this explanation connects light (yang ba, sukumā) with very soft (shin tu ‘jam pa, sukumā).

Mahāśramaṇa means “great follower of the secluded religious life.” This explanation connects love (byams, snigdha) with vivid (mdangs yod pa, snigdha). The sense of snigdha is “moist,” as in “melted my heart.”

This explanation connects wide-ranging (rgya chen po, āyati) with long (ring ba, āyata).

This explanation connects not too long (ha cang phal che ba ma yin pa, nātyāyata) with not too wide (ha cang mi ring ba, nātyāyata).

“Shapes” renders gzugs (bimba).
This explanation connects easy on (‘jam pa, mṛdu) with pliable (mnyen po, mṛdu).

This explanation connects subtle (phra ba, tanu) with thin (snab pa, tanu).

This explanation connects attachment (chags pa, rakta) with red (dmar po, rakta).

This explanation again connects turned back (log pa, vṛtta) with tubular (zlum pa, vṛtta).

This explanation connects subtle (phra ba, tanu) with thin (srab pa, tanu).

This explanation connects attachment (chags pa, rakta) with red (dmar po, rakta).

This explanation connects turned back (log pa, vṛtta) with tubular (zlum pa, vṛtta).

This explanation connects attachment (chags pa, rakta) with red (dmar po, rakta).

This explanation connects turned back (log pa, vṛtta) with tubular (zlum pa, vṛtta).

This explanation connects keen (rnon po, tīkṣṇa) with sharp (rno ba, tīkṣṇa).

This explanation connects pure (dkar po, śukla) with white (dkar po, śukla).

This explanation connects equal ([cha] mnyam, sama[bhāga]) with even (mnyam pa, sama).

This explanation connects in a series (rim gyis, anupūrva) with tapering (byin gyis phra ba, anupūrva).

This explanation connects unsullied (gtsang ba, śuci) with clean (gtsang ma, śuci). We have translated it literally, but “have people who have progressed perfectly in the pure Vinaya” (PSP 6:8:66 śucinayajana-sampratipannāḥ) or “have people with a belief in the pure Vinaya” (nyi snang ka 204b2–3 yid ches pa = *saṃpratītayāḥ) is better.

This is not found in this part of the list in other versions.

This explanation connects wide (yangs ba, viśāla) with wide range (shin tu yangs ba, paraviśāla).

This explanation connects packed around them (shin tu bsags pa, cita) with thick (stug pa, cita).

This explanation connects vast (yangs ba, āyati) with a long way (ring ba, āyata).

This explanation connects equal length (mnyam pa, sama) with all sides (kun nas, samanta).

Again, this explanation connects moisture and moistened (snum gyis ... snum, ślaksṇa) with glossy (snum, ślaksṇa).

This explanation connects supremely extensive (mchod tu yangs ba, pīnāyata) with full and long (stug cing ring ba, pīnāyata).
This explanation connects won the battles (g.yul las rgyal ba, jita-samarāḥ) with equal in size (mnyam pa, sama).

K, N ma nyams.

This explanation connects perfectly developed/unwrinkled (legs par 'byes pa, supariṇāmita) with eliminated (rnam par spangs pa, vipariṇata?).

This connects heads are very large (dbu shin tu rgyas pa, suparipūrṇottamāṅgāḥ) with have fully carried out their highest vow (smon lam dam pa shin tu yongs su ndzogs pa, suparipūrṇottamaprajñadhānāḥ).

This connects thick (stug pa, cita) with cause to diminish (spangs pa, apacita).

This connects gentle (’jam pa, ślakṣṇa) with soft (’jam pa, ślakṣṇa).

This connects undisturbed (ma ’khrugs pa, asaṃluḍita) with not tousled (mi ’dzing ba, asaṃluḍita).

This connects not bristly (ma gshor, a-paruṣa) with never harshly (mi brlang ba, apa-rūṣa).

Earlier (8.22) it says “bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in syllables, in syllable accomplishment, in a single explanation, in two explanations, or in a number of different explanations.”

Bṭ3 4.554 glosses mngon par sgrub pa (aṃśakṣarābhinirhāra): “The term syllable accomplishment is used for the production of the knowledge of nonproduction after resorting to the seed syllable a and so on used as a dhāraṇī.”

This probably should be emended to “forty-two,” the number of letters in the arapacana alphabet. We have translated it without the emendation because it is possibly the number of letters in an unknown alphabet (the devanāgari alphabet, for example, has almost the same number of letters).

ŚsPN4/2 87r2 ekākṣareṇa sarvaṃ vyayagatam anugacchata. We have translated this literally because we are unsure whether this means that if you take one away from a total the total has changed, or, alternatively, if it means that when you know one syllable is ultimately unfindable you know all syllables are.

LSPW 536–37 highlights a juxtaposition of bodhisattvam eva and bodhipakṣikān dharmān here and renders this “does not even, to begin with, apprehend an awakening-being, how much less the dharmas which act as wings to awakening!”
LSPW 537–38: “Because one cannot apprehend of them an own-being in which they could be established. For the nonexistent does not stand in the nonexistent, own-being does not stand in own-being, other-being does not stand in other-being.”

Mvy gives nirbhārtsitaḥ for tshar gcad pa; Edg, s.v. nirbhaccita, nirbotsanā, nirbhatsayati, says “doubtless an imperfect Sktization of MIndic nibbaccheti, as in Pāli”; MW, bharts (“to revile”).

3.117, 21.26–21.28, and 27.16.

This relates nāman (“name”) with the root nam (“to bow”) and the derivative nimna (“downwards, incline to”). “Point somewhere” renders gzhol ba (Mvy under gzhol ba gives, besides nimna and nimnatā, also upacāna “metaphor” and parāyaṇa “final goal”). The idea is one gets to the roof of the ultimate on the ladder of the conventional.

bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo (Zhang 2000), s.v. gsong ldong, gives the definition btsog chu ’gro ba’i i wa kha, “eave/trough through which dirty water goes.”

smig rgyu’i tshogs! The translators appear to have taken the locative maricikāyaṃ (ŚsPN4/2 0102r7) as a compound marīcikāya.

Gilgit 632.11–12, ŚsPN4/2 0102v10 tathaiva duḥkhasya tathatety prajānāti. This means the reality of one thing is the same as the reality of all things. LSPW 544–45: “He wisely knows the Suchness of ill as just Suchness.”

Insert lha (“gods”) PSP 6-8: 84.

rol dbyam “side spreads?” cf. rab ’byams “widespread”; alternatively, rol means “to play.” We have translated this based on ’bum a 116a1, nyi khrī a 258a5 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-8674#UT22084-026-001-8674), le’u bryad ma ca 261a4 stan dang ‘khor gyi stan dang gzhi; ŚsPN4/2 0108v9, Gilgit 634.4–5 āstantapāstantapaṃṣṭṣṭāṇāṃ; PSP 6-8:85 āstantapapyāstantāṇī.

Here guṇa (“strand”) in mālāguṇa is rendered yon tan (“good quality”).


LSPW pp. 547–48: “[The] well informed … think to themselves: ‘This is a wonderful and astonishing Dharma! And yet no dharma can therein be
apprehended. For this man delights this crowd of people with nonexistent dharmas. ‘And they do not apprehend those perceptions of beings, on the grounds that those beings do indeed perceive what is actually real in what is not actually real.”

n.820 The meaning of these opening paragraphs in plain English is: If the ultimate nature (which is pure from the beginning, and nirvāṇa) and the ultimate nature of beings (caught in saṃsāra based on imaginary things conjured out of thin air) is the same ultimate nature, how can you talk about beings in saṃsāra getting to nirvāṇa?

n.821 āmṛta means both “immortal” and “ambrosia, divine nectar.” The place beyond death and rebirth is reached when the understanding that a self has no intrinsic nature eliminates afflictive obscurations and nirvāṇa is gained. “Both” are the giver and the recipient.

n.822 PSP 6-8:92 sattva vivikta tā hi sarvadharmāḥ. A person has no intrinsic nature so the physical and mental attributes (dharma) defining it have no relation with it.

n.823 PSP 6-8:94: yak yak evan karma karoṣi kāyena vā vācā vā manasā vā tat sarvam amṛtāhidgāmāya pariṇāmāya tathā te ete dharmāḥ sarva amṛtāvigamāya bhavisyanty amṛtaparvācāsānāya ca, “dedicate them all for the realization of the elixir of immortality such that all these dharmas of yours will be the elixir of immortality and will end up as the elixir of immortality.”

n.824 In place of D ’jig ("destroyed"), K, etc. read ’jug: “But does not see any dharma at all as being there after having set out. In regard to all dharmas, there is no establishment and there is no being there after having set out.”

n.825 In place of D ma yin pa ("not having") this reads yin pa ("having"), corroborated by Bṭ3 5.1410 (275b). Gyrme (khri pa) 30.38 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh11.html#UT22084-031-002-2499); rnam par rtog pa med pa’i phyir phyin ci log ma yin no ("Since they are without false imaginations, they are without erroneous views"); PSP 6-8:98 kalpanābhīṣyandam upādāya.

n.826 K, N. D accidentally adds in here, “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving bring beings to maturity.”

n.827 gzhan yang, Mvy bhuyo ’pi? Better is nam yang (“never”) at ’bum a 232a4, nyi khri 65.39 (a 288b4), and le’u bryad ma ca 287b6.

n.828 This line is not found in other versions.
It means bodhisattvas would not have to do so, because even though the knowledge of all aspects conventionally occurs as a personal attainment it has no meaning except as a vehicle to benefit others.

This is out of place here and is not supported by PSP 6-8:129, Gilgit 656.14, or ŚsPN4/2 0184v3. The two gifts are material gifts and the gift of Dharma; or else they are the gifts, and the absence of attachment to, or hope for, any results from the giving.

The results are eight attainments, stream enterer and so on. The presentation of each result is in terms of the elimination of different levels of attachment and so on.

LSPW 570 “seized by a wrong conception.”

Better is Gilgit 660.6 bhagavān āha / na punah subhāte sarvadharmaḥ sarvadharmaḥ śūnyāḥ (“And all dharmas are not empty of all dharmas”).

‘bum a 348a7, nyi khri 68.17 (a 319a4–5), le’u brgyad ma ca 313b2 bden pa khong du chud pa ji ltar bya ba bzhi du bden pa khong du chud par bya ba’i don du spyod do (“In order to awaken to the truths exactly as the truths should be awakened to”). LSPW 577 (reading na in place of anu?): “courses toward an understanding of the truths. And yet the truths are not something that should be understood.”

PSP 6-8:144 na so dharmo yasyāntaṃ paśyati, tathā ca paśyati yathā na kañcid dharmam upalabhate: “They do not see that dharma of which there is an end. They see in a way that they do not apprehend any dharma at all.” le’u brgyad ma ca 313b4–5:chos de dag ci nas kyang chos yang dmigs su med pa de ltar mthong ste.

K, N gtogs, supported by ‘bum a 349b3. D rtogs; nyi khri 68.19 (a 319b1) rtogs (“dharmas that they might awaken to as truths, or that they might not awaken to as truths”).

This is a literal translation. LSPW “he cannot fall from the summits” is not supported by Tib, nor by Bṭ3 5.1455 (278b), which glosses spyi bor ltung bar mi ’gyur te with de la chos la ’dun pa’i sed pa mi byed do “does not yearn for, crave for a dharma.” A śrāvaka nirvāṇa is a nirvāṇa conventionally, but for the bodhisattva in a secure state it is only something without any intrinsic nature for the benefit of beings.

Gilgit 666.1, PSP 6-8:145 śamathabhūmau; ‘bum a 348b6, nyi khri 68.19 (a 319b3), le’u brgyad ma ca 313b6 lhag mthong gi sa (“special insight level”); earlier (17.9),
Gilgit 354.6 šamathavipaśyanābhūmi (“calm abiding and special insight level”).

This section is found from PSP 6-8: 158 and le’u bgyad ma ca 323a2. The Maitreya Chapter (below called “The eighty-third … chapter”) comes here (PSP 6-8: 145 and le’u bgyad ma ca 314a5) in Haribhadra’s edition.

Here “karma” (las, karman) is the actual action as it is being done, and “action” (bya ba, kriyā) the object of that action, in the sense of what is deposited in history, as it were, by the action.

“Thought that has arisen on account of error” means a conscious state built into which is an acceptance of its own true existence that it does not, in reality, have.

“The outcome of intentions” renders bsams pa (=abhisamcetayitā). Bi3 5.1464 says “they are the outcome of intentions because they are preceded by an intention, so they are falsely imagined phenomena.” MDPL, s.v. abhisamcetayitā, “arranged (into concrete things and events),” with mgon par bsags pa (not bsams pa) as its Tib equivalent, apparently deriving it from ci, “to gather, accumulate.” LSPW pp. 586–87 “contrived activities, planned and willed” similar to ’bum a 367b2-3, nyi khri a 330a2 (https://read.84000.co/translation/toh9.html?part=UT22084-026-001-8818#UT22084-026-001-8818), le’u bgyad ma ca 330b7-331a1: chos de dag thams cad kyang ’dus byas pa/mgon par ’dus byas pa ste.

This is translated literally. It means the only ones who take them as graspable and existent are beings who do not know and do not see that they cannot be grasped and do not exist. PSP 6-8: 167 suggests the meaning: except that such dharmas need to be talked about to those who do not understand (na … agrāhyatā śaktābhilapitum, “you cannot talk about something that cannot be grasped”) but it is not supported by Tib versions’ thob (“cannot reach or attain”).


A tathāgata is “in control” in the sense that there is nothing that is beyond the complete understanding of a tathāgata. In particular, there is no use of language and so on that might be of use to beings that is not fully mastered by a tathāgata. Ultimately, however, there is no control.

Insert dang.
Better is nyi khri 712 (a 341a1–2) stong pa nyid gang yin pa de ni gang la yang ci yang byed pa med ci yang mi byed pa yang med de (“That which is emptiness does not do and does not not do anything at all to anything.”)

We have supplied the referent “emptiness.”

LSPW 593 “empty through emptiness.”

Emend chos to las; ’bum (Lhasa Kangyur [shes phyin, bum, na]), 471a3, Bṭ3 281a las.

The edition of this chapter in Conze and Iida 1968, 229–42 (MQ) is the same as PSP 6-8:145ff. and le’u brgyad ma ca 314a5ff. Conze and Iida (MQ 230) say, “Both the Tibetan versions in 18.000 and 25.000 ślokas have at the end a miscellaneous collection of items missing in the version in 100.000 Lines, and in both cases the Maitreya-chapter is the first of these additions…. Chapter 83 of the version in 18.000 ślokas is fairly close to the Tan-jur text…. On the other hand, chapter 72 of the version in 25.000 ślokas … differs a great deal.”

‘du byed kyi mtshan ma’i dngos po (saṃskārānimittam vastu); LSPW 578–79 “entity which is the sign of something conditioned”; Brunnhölzl 2011 “an entity that has the characteristic of being conditioned.”

Construe “feeling” and so on as “this is feeling.”

The idea is that since the name given is utterly arbitrary then the only thing known when the name is given is the thing it is given to.

An actual thing “out there” or just a thing that is designated.

dbyings (dhātu) is not the specific dhātu (“constituent”) form and so on as a basis, but the nature (or absence of a nature) that qualifies, in the sense of underpins (dhātu) all qualifiers (dharma).

LSPW 579 differs. MQ 236, nyi khri 72.27: “How is this basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon going to be inexpressible?”

This reading, rang dbang nyid dam yod pa nyid, is corroborated by Bṭ3 285b. However, nyi khri 72.31 (a 347b5) rang dbang du yod pa nyid dam / med pa nyid du ’gyur pa (“has no independent existence or nonexistence”).

Brunnhölz 2011, 21: “Conceived form is to be grounded in [the fact that] the true nature of this entity that has the characteristic of being conditioned is mere conception (an expression conditioned by conception) to which this name … refers.” LSPW 580–81: “Discerned form, etc. is the definition of that
entity which is the sign of something conditioned as in its dharmic nature mere discernment, as a verbal expression which is conditioned by discernment and to which refers this name.”

Alternatively, “this eternally eternal, constantly constant nonexistence of imaginary form as the intrinsic nature of that conceptualized form.”

We have translated this based on nyi khri 72.41 (a 350a1) gzugs rab tu dbye ba mdzad, understanding ma mchis (“given there is no such designation”) here to reflect not an alternative reading, but rather an attempt on the part of the translators to render contrasting parts of a long sentence.

Maitreya is saying it is form.

nyi khri 72.52 (a 350b7) gnyis su med pa’i mtshan nyid (“mark of nonduality”); MQ 239.

Better is nyi khri 72.59 (a 352a2) mya ngan las ’das pa bzhi du ’khor bar mi skyo’o…’khor ba bzhi du myan ngan las ’das pa la zhen par mi ’gyur ro (“just like nirvāṇa one is not depressed by saṃsāra … just like saṃsāra one does not settle down on nirvāṇa”; that is, you do not dislike saṃsāra in the same way you do not dislike nirvāṇa; and you do not settle down on nirvāṇa in the same way as you do not settle down on saṃsāra.)


Better is PSP 6-8:157 upapattiś cāsya bhagavatā pratipattau ca na vyākṛtā; Conze and Iida 241 upapattiś cāsya bhagavatā pratipattyāva na vyākṛtā; LSPW 583, “The Lord has not said anything about his rebirth which would (be necessary to) enable him to make further progress.” Cf. nyi khri 72.64 (a 353a1) de’i skye ba yang ma mchis par lung bstan te / skye ba ma mchis na ji ltar ’thob par ’gyur “He has said that their rebirth does not exist, but if their rebirth does not exist how will they gain [awakening]?”

Cf. nyi khri 72.64 ; PSP 6-8:157; LSPW “an unthinkable rebirth which allows him to advance to the beyond of Nirvana.”

‘du byed. nyi khri 72.66 (a 353a5), le’u brgyad ma ca 322b7 ’khor ba (“life in cyclic existence”).

The verses in this chapter are distinguished in the original by what has been characterized as a “hybrid” language incorporating apparently vernacular features into Sanskrit. Necessarily, this distinguishing feature is largely lost in both the Tib and English translations. It is noteworthy that the Eighteen
Thousand version of the perfection of wisdom scripture incorporates this eighty-fourth chapter, which circulates as a separate work called The Verse Summary of the Jewel Qualities, right into the body of the text. It functions as a summary of what has gone earlier. Here at the outset the verses are put into the mouth of “the Lord,” but many of the verses are in fact spoken by the other interlocutors met with earlier in the course of the scripture, so they have not been punctuated as quoted speech.

n.870 Buddhaśrī 118b7 says the stains are the obscuring afflictions (der ni dri ma zhes bya ba’i sgra tshig snga ma dang sbyar ro).

n.871 See 2.3ff.

n.872 About Lake Anavatapa (ma dros pa), Malalasekera, s.v. anotatta, says it is “the last one to dry up at the end of the world”; Buddhaśrī 120a6 has ma dros pa las ’byung ba; Subodhini 8b1 bdag nyid kyi khyim suggests the name of the lake is the name of the nāga who dwells in and rules it. On nāgendra (“most powerful serpent”) and nāgapati (“serpent ruler”), see Vogel 1926 Chapter V, “Principal Nāga-rājas”; also McKay 2015, Chapter Five. “Anavatapta Nāgendra Nāgapati” means the powerful nāga who rules the lake at the center of the world.


n.874 Buddhaśrī 124a6–7 glosses this with skye ba dang ’gag pa la mngon par zhen pa sel ba’i sgo nas yul du byed pa’o (“takes it as an object from the vantage point of having eliminated settling down on production and cessation”).

n.875 See 8.36ff.

n.876 In place of gzugs su ’du shes shing, reading RecAt gzugs dang ’du shes dang (“form and perception”).

n.877 RecA 1.9 anupādapade asakto, skye med gnas la reg ma yin (“does not touch the stage of nonproduction”); alternatively, “does not tread the untrod ground.”

n.878 Alternatively, anupādadhī, skye med blo yis (“in an intellectually active state of mind that has not been produced”).

n.879 See 9.19ff.

n.880 byang chub sens gang; RecAt byang chub sens dpa’.

n.881 See 9.25.
n.882 RecA caraṇaṃ ca so acaraṇaṃ praṇāyītvā, des ni spyod dang ni spyod nab tu shes pas na (“comprehends what is conduct and what is not [right] conduct”).

n.883 9.42; Gilgit 295.10; Ghoṣa 842; PSP 1-1:188. The word vid means both “exist” and “know.” The word saṃvid has the same two meanings, intensified: “completely exist” or “completely know.” In Skt, therefore, the sentence means, at one and the same time, “As they are not known, so are they known. Thus, not being known, one says ‘ignorance,’ ” and, “As they do not exist, so do they exist. Thus, not existing, one says ‘not existing.’ ”

n.884 Buddhaśrī “from the three realms.”

n.885 The example is at 45.2.

n.886 Buddhaśrī 131b3–7 says that during the preparation period (nirvedhabhāgīya) a bodhisattva cuts off belief in a basis for a self, first as an object (physical or mental) and then as a subject (as a materially existing being, or even just as a name). In the awakening that is arrived at one finds the bodhisattva. He glosses bodhim asaṅga bhūtām with mtshan ma thams cad dang bral ba’i byang chub (“an awakening separated from all causal signs”).

n.887 The segue is: “If all people are as if conjured up by a magician, how can you talk of freeing them?”

n.888 This derives nirvāṇa from nirvā, “to blow out” or “be blown out.”

n.889 Buddhaśrī 135a4 says self and others are the same as objects of compassion; all dharmas are the same insofar as they are empty of an intrinsic nature.

n.890 This ends RecA chapter 1; Buddhaśrī 135b5 omits the chapter break but says this is the end of the first of the eight chapters of the Abhisamayālaṃkāra.

n.891 RecAs 2.6, has vidhūtamalakleśa (“cleared away the dirt of afflictions”) and paripācita (“the one who has been brought to maturity”). Buddhaśrī says the third bodhisattva (“who has cleared away the dirt and afflictions”) has eliminated obscurations to omniscience; and he takes “the fourth” in the last line not as one of the four, but as the worthy one “who has eliminated doubt” and says they are bodhisattvas who have not fallen into a śrāvaka-type nirvāṇa.

n.892 The translators read na ya. RecA naya (tshul), “the one training by way of not training in training is training.”

n.893 RecAs2.8d guṇo. This is the first reference to the “qualities” in the title given below in the final verse (84.301). The “qualities” are the attributes of a
bodhisattva who has completely awakened, which is to say, all the good qualities included within the perfection of wisdom that is defined in terms of all that is of benefit to all beings, in particular, the qualities of the śrāvakas, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and buddhas.

n.894  See 24.71–24.89.

n.895  This ends RecA chapter 2. Cf. 25.5–28.2.

n.896  *gus byas, sa[t]kṛtya; RecA rtag, nitya (“constantly”).

n.897  These verses summarize the path of meditation called *smos pa'i sgom lam* (25.6–27.21) and its benefits (*anuśāṃsā*).


n.899  See 30.10.

n.900  This ends RecA chapter 3. This illustration is not in the *khri brgyad stong pa* at this point; at 63.17 it is the wheel of the emperor.

n.901  See 31.2.

n.902  See 31.34.

n.903  This translation takes the verse as summarizing 31.19: “To illustrate, Lord, a person fearful of rich creditors seeks safety with the ruler, and in the retinue of the ruler is actually lobbied by those whom one fears … Similarly, Lord, the physical remains of the tathāgatas get to be worshiped because they are suffused with the perfection of wisdom. Lord, there the perfection of wisdom should be viewed as being like a ruler; the physical relics of the tathāgatas that get to be worshiped because they are suffused by the perfection of wisdom should be viewed as being like the person who has sought safety with the ruler.” Alternatively, if summarizing 31.7: “Lord, at the times when I am present on the throne of the head of the gods in the Sudharmā assembly of gods, the gods come to attend on me there in my place. When I am not present on my lion throne they think, ‘Seated on this Dharma throne Śatakratu, head of the gods, teaches Dharma to the Trāyastriṃśa gods,’ and they bow down to that throne of mine and go back.” The line “Just as a man with the king as support receives human worship…” would then be rendered “Just as [a throne] that is a king’s support receives human worship…”

n.904  Summarizing 31.22ff., especially 31.27.

n.905  See 31.50.
n.906 Buddhaśrī 140a6 “to miserliness and so on.”

n.907 See 31.51.

n.908 This ends RecA chapter 4.

n.909 Summarizing 32.28–32.29.

n.910 Summarizing 32.45–32.50.

n.911 parasattva; RecAt gzhan; Eight Thousand, 19 (5.3) “another being,” but Buddhaśrī 41a1 sens can mchog la zhes bya ba ni byang chub sens dpa’ la’o / mchog zhes bya ba’i sgra ni dam par rjod par byed pa yin pai phyir te / byang chub sens dpa’ gzhan gyis byang chub tu sens bskyed pa la zhes bya ba rgyas par gang bsungs pa yin no.

n.912 Summarizing 32.51–32.59.

n.913 Summarizing 32.60–32.73.

n.914 Buddhaśrī 141a7 says that in possession of the light-like four detailed and thorough knowledges they teach others to practice the ten wholesome actions and so on. The form sada appears to be rendered into Tib by byung.

n.915 This ends RecA chapter 5.

n.916 This and the following stanzas summarize Chapter 33.

n.917 Buddhaśrī 142b3 “to awakening.”

n.918 Subodhinī 32a2 des gnang ba’i yongs su bsngo ba dang ldan pa’i phyir ro snyam du dgongs pa yin no (“It intends: because they are in possession of the dedication approved by him.”)

n.919 This ends RecA chapter 6. Eight Thousand, 22 (6.9) is based on the reading abhibhonti.

n.920 See 34.6.

n.921 This ends RecA chapter 7.

n.922 Buddhaśrī 144b2 ming ni tshor ba la sogs pa’i phung po’o (“name is the feeling aggregate and so on”).

n.923 This ends RecA chapter 8.
This ends RecA chapter 9. 37.1: “Then venerable Subhūti said to the Lord, ‘Lord, the perfection of wisdom is not an agent.’ The Lord responded, ‘Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is the nonapprehender of all dharmas.’ ”

See 37.25.

See 39.30

See 39.33–39.35.


See 39.44–39.47.

This ends RecA chapter 10, summarizing 39.51–39.52.

See 39.57. Buddhaśrī 147a6 smra ba'i zla ba zhes bya ba ni dngos po thams cad gsal ba byed pa yin pa'i phyir ro “(A speaker-moon because of clarifying everything”).

See 40.2–40.7.

See 40.24–40.28.

See 40.31.

See 41.4–41.5.

RecA na-kārya-yuktam, bya ba min dang ldan; Eight Thousand, 30 (10.7), “is disinclined to do his work.” This summarizes the long sequence of “faults” (41.1–41.38).

See 41.49.

This ends RecA chapter 11, summarizing up to 41.52.

See 42.1.

Eight Thousand, 31 (12.3c): “unaltering.”

See 42.2–42.30.

See 43.7.

Here 'jig rten (“world”) must have crept in as a mistake for 'jigs med; Eight Thousand, 31 (12.6), “roars fearlessly.”

See 43.19–43.21.
This ends RecA chapter 12, summarizing 43.44.

See 44.3.

This ends RecA chapter 13.

Summarizing from 44.15 up to 44.23.

These examples are summarizing 45.1–45.9.

For the differences between the editions at this point, see Yuyama, 172 (with notes inserted into RecAt).

This ends RecA chapter 14.

The segue here is given at 45.10: “How is it, Lord, that those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have set out in the Bodhisattva Vehicle have not been assisted by the perfection of wisdom and have not been assisted by skillful means and even fall to the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level?” This is, however, explicitly summarizing the beginning of chapter 46: “The Lord having said that, venerable Subhūti inquired of him, ‘Lord, how should bodhisattva great beings beginning the work train in the perfection of wisdom? How should they train in the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving?’ ‘Subhūti,’ replied the Lord, ‘bodhisattva great beings beginning the work who want to train in the perfection of wisdom, and who want to train in the perfection of concentration, perfection of perseverance, perfection of patience, perfection of morality, and perfection of giving, should attend on spiritual friends who teach the perfection of wisdom.’”

This translation follows Buddhaśrī 151a2:

\[\text{byang chub ni rnam par byang ba'i bdag nyid rnam so// phung po ni kun nas nyon mongs pa'i mtshan nyid rnam so.}\]

Emend legs 'tsho to legs mtsho, guṇasāgara.

blo, buddhi.

See 47.8–47.10.


RecA vigraha, rtsod pa; 48.1 mi 'thun pa (“counterpoint”); Gilgit 543.2 vipratyayanīya; Gyrme (khri pa) “incompatible with”; Eight Thousand
“antagonistic to”; 'bum the 8b1, nyi khri 38.7 (kha 330a5) ’jig rten thams cad kyis yid chas par dka’ ba (“hard for the entire world to believe in”).

n.959 This ends RecA chapter 15.

n.960 Summarizing 48.15–48.27.

n.961 Neither Buddhśrī nor Subodhinī gloss the word ’jig rten (loke) explicitly, but the idea seems to be that the five perfections are perfections in an ordinary (loka) sense, but not ultimately. For that the perfection of wisdom is necessary.

n.962 Summarizing 48.34–48.43.

n.963 RecAt, 174 supports the reading theg pa here, but RecAs, 62 (16.6a) jñāna (ye shes) is glossed as such by Buddhśrī 153a2, Subodhinī 46a3. In the Abhisamayālaṃkāra this marks the beginning of explanation of the prayoga, sbyor ba (practice) proper.

n.964 Jäschke says tha ba means thu ba; Buddhśrī 153a5 glosses with gnod sens med pa.

n.965 This ends RecA chapter 16, summarizing up to 48.101, the end of the forty-eighth chapter.

n.966 49.1: “The Lord having said this, venerable Subhūti asked him, ‘Lord, what is the attribute, what is the token, and what is the sign of bodhisattva great beings? How do I know, “These bodhisattva great beings are irreversible?”’

n.967 Summarizing 49.1–49.10.

n.968 Buddhśrī 153b5 lus kyi las la sogs pa kha na ma tho ba med pa’i phyir sgo gsum dben zhing dag pa (“pure because of being isolated from basic physical, verbal, and mental immoralities”).

n.969 Summarizing 49.30–50.9.

n.970 Buddhśrī 154a1 ro byang ba med pa (“does not relish”).

n.971 Summarizing 50.17. “Black magic” (abhicāra, drag shul) incorporates violent and antinomian behavior.

n.972 Alternatively, ’dod pa’i las can (icchakarmam) may mean “those who want to make it happen.” Buddhśrī 154a3 khye’ur ’gyur ro zhe’am bu mor ’gyur ro zhes bya ba ston.
Emend *brtan*/*brten* to RecA śāsanī, bstan.

The idea is they have avoided a purposeless birth where what they have to teach in life is unwelcome to the listeners; cf. 49.8.

See 50.31: “They are not uncertain and harbor no doubt about their own level. And why? Because they have no uncertainty about the very limit of reality, and they do not conceive of the very limit of reality as one or two. Because of such an understanding, they do not produce a thought at the śrāvaka level or the pratyekabuddha level even after returning back to a life.”

Cf. 50.38.

This ends RecA chapter 17.

51.7. Buddhaśrī 154a7 (explaining the Abhisamayālaṃkāra) says these begin the signs of irreversible bodhisattvas on the path of meditation.

See 51.11.

Summarizing 51.12–51.16. To paraphrase Subodhinī 48b5–49a1, the lustful man is dying for her to come. Like that, “through the force of the path of meditation bodhisattvas obtain a collection of as much wisdom and merit as the collection of wisdom and merit through which, over unbroken eons, beings, having rejected saṃsāra, will gain awakening, [such is one’s desire for it to happen].” Buddhaśrī 154b5–6: “just a tiny moment of paying attention to wisdom brings about as much merit as it takes an eon to accomplish.”

*ldan*. RecAs abhiyukta (“makes an effort at”).

See 51.17–51.21.

*shes*; RecA 18.6 khyāyati, snang (“appears to be”); Eight Thousand, “declared to be.”

See 51.32–51.33.

This ends RecA chapter 18, summarizing 51.34–51.53.

See 51.53–51.72.

*ngung ngu ngung ngus*; RecAs, 71 stokastokam also means “drop by drop.”

Note the excursus on karma and the appeal to Maitreya (52.3–52.17) is not referenced here. It is in the Abhisamayālaṃkāra. This summarizes 52.18–52.20.
This ends RecA chapter 19, summarizing up to 52.53.

Leaving out the Gaṅgādevī chapter, this summarizes 54.1–54.6, beginning the upāyakauśalya section that ends Abhisamayālaṃkāra chapter 4.

RecAs, 75 (20.2) kṛtayogya; LC 'os su gyur; Eight Thousand, 45 “well-qualified.” Buddhaśrī 151b5 goms par bya pa (“very experienced”).

The illustration is at 54.7. They do not touch awakening because they have not yet accumulated all the necessary equipment for that state, or because they do not settle down on the reality even of that state.

“Supported” renders gnas (adhiṣṭhāna); Buddhaśrī 157a2 says “the work (bya ba) is the four ways of gathering a retinue.”

The reading here and at RecAt, 177 (20.7d) is mtshan ma med par gnas shing; but RecAs, 76 and Obermiller 1960, 75 have na ca ānimittu-sthitu; Eight Thousand, “Nor should one stand in the signless,” supported by Buddhaśrī 157a3 stong pa nyid la gnas pa mtshan ma dang mtshan ma med pa dag tu mi ’dzin pa’i phyir.

See 54.8.

See 54.9.

See 54.10.

These illustrations are not in any of the extant versions of the sūtra and not in the Abhisamayālaṃkāra. Bṛ3 5.1014 in this context says, “Here there are a further seven subsections to the passage.”

Here “dharmas” means one keeps on meditating on the three gateways to liberation without entering nirvāṇa (Buddhaśrī 158a1).

This translation, “have a proper understanding of paths,” is supported by Subodhinī 55a2–3 “have a proper understanding” because they are skilled in the comprehension of the good qualities and faults, respectively.

RecAs, 81 (20.19cd): “It is simply impossible to be able to give an exposition, be it of one who has reached nirvāṇa or even of one being something compounded.” RecAt, 178 (20.19cd): “If they were to experience nirvāṇa they would not be there, but even were that the case, they would still be able to reach it.”

K, N pa; RecAs, 81 (20.20d) prajñāpanāya śakyaḥ.
Summarizing 54.22.

Summarizing 55.1–55.3.

Summarizing 55.5–55.6.

This ends RecA chapter 20. Summarizing 55.9.

Summarizing 55.10. Buddhaśrī 159b2 gzhan gyis lung bstan zhes ba ba ni bdud kyis sangs rgyas su 'gyur ro.

Māra is disguised as a buddha, or (55.13) “disguised as a monk; or else he approaches disguised as a nun; or else he approaches disguised as a landlord; or else he approaches disguised as their mother; or else he approaches disguised as their father.”

_ming gi gzhi las_ renders _nāmādhiṣṭhāna_ (cf. 55.12) governed by the exigencies of meter. It means the detailed declaration of the irreversible bodhisattva’s name and so on.

See 55.12.

See 55.12–55.15.

See 55.18–55.25.

See 55.21–55.22.

“Think that they are greater than” renders _drod snyam_, literally “think they outweigh.” RecAs, 86 (21.8d) _tulayeya_; _bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo_, s.v. _drod_, gives as a second meaning _tshod_ “measure”; Jäschke, s.v. _drod_, “one Lex. has _drod rig pa_ = _mātrajña_ experienced or well-versed in measure.” Eight Thousand, 50 “should … be considered.” Buddhaśrī 170a5 says it means to disparage (_drod snyom zhung brnyas par byed pa de ni_).

This ends RecA chapter 21.

_drag ldan_. Emend or read RecAs, 88 (22.1b) _guru_, Eight Thousand, 51 “weighty” as _ugma_.

See 55.28.

See 55.30.

_Subodhinī_ 57b6 _de dag kun te sangs rgyas ji snyed pa'i lam_.

See 55.31.
See 55.33–55.36.

Emend *mi* to *min*; RecAs, 90 (22.6d) *sādā a-bhūto*.

See 55.37–55.43.

Buddhaśrī 163b3 glosses *rjes su mthun byed zhes bya ba ni rab tu ston par byed pa’o* (“to teach it”).

See 55.45–55.46.

See 55.49–55.50.

Explaining 55.50–55.51.

This example is not explicitly taught but conveys the meaning of 56.5, “The bodhisattva great beings will not simply surpass the stream enterers, up to pratyekabuddhas in one respect but not another; they will surpass all those bodhisattva great beings without skillful means and separated from the perfection of wisdom practicing the perfection of giving” and so on.

Buddhaśrī says they teach their own knowledge to others.

This ends RecA chapter 23. Again, this example is not explicitly taught but conveys the meaning at 56.6: “The Four Mahārājas will think about approaching bodhisattva great beings who train like that, and having come into their presence, they will say, ‘Make haste at training! Train quickly! The tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas of yore took possession of these four begging bowls, so you too, seated at the site of awakening, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect complete awakening, should take possession of them as well.’”

See 56.11.

Emend *dag* to *ngag* RecAs, 96 (24.2c) *kāya citta vacanam*.

This and the following verses are summarizing 56.12–56.30.

Buddhaśrī 166a1 says one puts oneself down, thinking someone who has to help and benefit all should not get upset like this.
This ends RecA chapter 24, summarizing 56.26–56.30.

Buddhaśrī 166a5.

Subodhinī 61b1–2, Buddhaśrī 166b1.

57.14 gives both examples.

This ends RecA chapter 25.

See 58.3–58.7.

Buddhaśrī 167b7: “with wisdom that settles down on a duality.”

The context for this is 58.18–58.19: “Lord, it does not occur to those bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom to think, ‘I am distant from the śrāvaka level or pratyekabuddha level, but I am close to the knowledge of all aspects.’ To illustrate, Lord, it does not occur to a space to think, ‘I am near one thing and distant from another.’ And why? Lord, it is because a space does not have specific features, because a space is without thought construction.”

These illustrations are 58.20–58.25.

This ends RecA chapter 26, summarizing 59.3–59.9.

See 59.10.

See 59.10–59.11; also Aṣṭa (Wogihara 852), brgyad stong pa, 242b5, ŚsPN3 9868r10, PSP 5:42, and nyi khri 49.15.

As in the Eight Thousand Line version, “knower of all” or “all-knowledge” is not reserved for the limited knowledge of a worthy one.

Summarizing 59.17–59.23.

See 60.4. The reading dharmakāmam is supported by Buddhaśrī 170b1.

The context (60.5–60.7) is the Lord’s statement to Śatakratu that Subhūti’s dwelling, that is to say, the result of a śrāvaka’s practice, “does not approach the bodhisattva great being’s dwelling in the perfection of wisdom even by … a hundred thousand one hundred millionth part … because … bodhisattva great beings practicing this perfection of wisdom pass beyond the śrāvaka level and the pratyekabuddha level, enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva, and, having completed all the buddhadharmas, reach the knowledge of all aspects. Having reached the knowledge of all aspects, they
obtain the elimination of all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions.”

Buddhaśrī 170b7 says one can read arhan not as dgra bcom pa ("destroyer of the enemy [afflictions]”) but as “become worthy (arhan) of all good qualities.”

This example comes earlier (54.9).

This ends RecA chapter 27.

Buddhaśrī 172b1 connects this with when the Lord delivers the perfection of wisdom over to Ānanda for safekeeping (going up to 60.38). The remainder of the verses (84.245–84.301) explain each of the six perfections, starting with wisdom and ending with giving, and then provide a short summary of the six in the customary order. The Subodhinī connects it with the Sadāprarudita story and so on, but since that is itself a summary (not in the form of an udāna but an avadāna), it does not make sense that an udāna (this collection of verses in chapter 84) would include the avadāna (the Sadāprarudita story) within the purview of what needs to be summarized. This marks the end of the second of the three Kangyur volumes of khri brgyad stong pa.

This begins the explanation of the perfection of wisdom.

This is Buddhaśrī’s (173a3) explanation, relating these with the paths of meditation down to accumulation, respectively.

RecAs, 110 (28.6c) has jñānayantram; Eight Thousand, 61 “the machinery of cognition” in place of karmayantra.

This ends RecA chapter 28.

This begins the perfection of concentration. Buddhaśrī 175a2; Subdhinī 67a7. The context is the explanation of how each of the perfections is included in the other—the explanation is of the state at the end of meditation that includes all the practices undivided.

Subdhinī 67b4 says there is no causal sign that makes one settle down on them.

The idea is that all the places in Jambudvīpa are inferior relative to the perfect places of the gods and the humans in Kuru.

The idea is that there is no sound in the formless realm, so it is not possible to talk with the beings there and be of any use to them.

The idea is that one uses the wealth for the good of one’s family.
One does not react to meditative attainment incorrectly by dwelling on the 
experience.

RecAs sattvāḥ; Buddhaśrī 177b1 sams dpā’ ste sams go cha’i brtson ‘grus kyis rnam 
par dag pa yod pa’i byang chub sams dpā’. He goes on to say there are six 
impediments to perseverance. The first, laziness, is being referenced in the 
first two lines, and the second, pride (mānagrāhin), in the last two lines.

Buddhaśrī 178a2–3: “the emergence of awakening in a mindstream destroys 
the pride and so on that were in the mindstream before.” The pride (a block 
to perseverance) is overcome by cultivating the insight that one is a slave to 
all beings. The absence of the pride even to such a degree (awakening) 
requires the pride to be in a mindstream in the first place. A similar example 
is in the Lāṅkāvatāra sūtra.

Buddhaśrī glosses RecAs, 116 (29.14c) paricaryamānā with ‘tsho bar byed (“look 
after”).

This ends RecA chapter 29.

This is the stanza as it is explained by Buddhaśrī 178b4–5. Different, but very 
possible, is RecAs, 119 (30.3c), RecA, 187. “If, thinking ‘I have to reach the 
unsurpassed calm,’ they have produced their first production of the thought 
of supreme awakening and make their thinking mind stay with that day and 
night, they should be known as those with clear intelligence making a 
vigorous attempt.”

Not twisted by malice and so on.

This ends RecA chapter 30.

In this verse “law” renders chos (dharma). Emend nges pa (a printing error) to 
des pa. MW, s.v. guṇadharma (yon tan chos), “the virtue or duty incident to the 
possession of certain qualities (as clemency is the virtue and duty of 
royalty).” Buddhaśrī 182a4 byang chub yon tan ‘byung ‘gyur la/ gang las byang 
chub kyi yon tan stobs la sogs pa yang dag par ‘grub par ‘gyur pa’i chos de.

Alternatively, sdom min (RecAs, 125 asaṃvaro), “not following the code.”

The reference here is to the eight “worldly dharmas” (laukikadharma), where 
attachment and aversion, respectively, to each of the four opposites 
(pleasure and pain and so on) rule an ordinary person’s life, as above (43.11) 
“great equanimity with the mark of remaining indifferent toward pleasure 
and pain, gaining and not gaining, fame and infamy, praise and blame that 
cause faults in beings.”
Buddhaśrī 184b5 says “many” are the enjoyments of decent people and “immeasurable” the final nirvāṇa.

This ends RecA chapter 31.

Buddhaśrī 186a6 takes the line, as do the Tib translators, first explaining the negative a in aksaṇa as mi khom pa (“places that preclude a perfect human birth”) and then the kṣaṇa as dal ba (“perfect human birth”).

Aṣṭa (Wogihara 927) mā dakṣiṇena mā purvveṇa mā paścimena mottareṇa mordhvam mā’dho; brgyad stong pa 261b2 shar du ma yin slor ma yin nub tu ma yin. The correct reading is likely “without looking to the right or left, without looking to the south, west, north” and so on.

The translators here and at brgyad stong pa 262b2 read āvanaṃ (ṣgrīb pa) in place of ārambanam; Eight Thousand, 278 “no attachment to objective supports.”

Below, the translators use a plural for grong khyer, and the size of the “city” (nagarī) shows it is a metropolis, like a modern Indian city made up of many relatively autonomous villages.

las/karma is missing here in the Tibetan but has been added based on the parallel passage in Aṣṭa (Wogihara, 939.18).

Cf. 73.55. Āryavimuktisena (Sparham 2006–11, vol. 4, 76) explains: “ ‘Blue’ is the general rubric (uddeśapada); ‘the color blue’ (nīlavarna) is based on innate blueness; ‘look blue’ (nīladarśana) is based on added blueness; ‘shine out blue’ [“appear blue”] (nīlabhāsvana) is based on the fact that both release light and shine out. Nakamura (2014, 611–612) renders the last of these ‘ ‘whose shining is blue’ is because of the brightness [caused] by the release of light (prabhā nirmokṣa bhāsvaratā) of these two.’

A line has (accidentally?) been omitted here. Aṣṭa (Wogihara 934, Mitra 487) buddhanetriticitrikarāṅugata sugata śrutacittānāṃ sattvānāṃ; brgyad stong pa 264a6 sangs rgyas kyi tshul la gus par byed pa rjes su ’gro ba’i thos pa dang sems pa legs par rtags pa. Its inclusion is supported by Haribhadra’s commentary (Wogihara 939, Sparham 2006–11, vol. 4, 275) on a similar line: “ ‘With minds faithfully devoted to’ with serene faith in her ‘the Guide of the Buddhas’ the Perfection of Wisdom ‘and bent on listening to’ with the aforementioned knowledge arisen from listening to ‘the Sugata’ well (suṣṭhu) gone (gata), ‘and for a long time they had been intent on deep dharmas.’ The anugata is because [the faithful devotion] is connected with that [mind bent on listening].”
Aṣṭa (Wogihara) just has suvarṇapādaka.

Perhaps the translators read abhiṣṇa for Aṣṭa (Wogihara 936) adhiṣṭhita.

This is a conjecture.

This is a conjecture. Aṣṭa (Wogihara 941) prakṛtya vyavahāra; brgyad stong pa 236a6 rang bzhin gyis tha snyad med pa (“in its basic nature inexpressible”).

This is a conjecture. Aṣṭa (Wogihara 941) sarva dharma viṣayāpagata; brgyad stong pa 236a7 chos thams cad yul dang bral ba; Eight Thousand, 282 “it has left the sphere of dharmas behind.”

This is a conjecture. Aṣṭa (Wogihara 941) āsannarūparāja; Eight Thousand, 282 “The king is near.” We have emended rāja to rajas based on the reading here and brgyad stong pa 236b1 gzugs kyi rdul sel (“eliminating material dirt”).

Omitted here is Aṣṭa (Wogihara 941) asapatnarāja; Eight Thousand, 282 “the unrivaled king.” brgyad stong pa 236a7 has phun sum tshogs pa (“perfect”).

Omitted here is Aṣṭa (Wogihara 941) dharmadhiṭuniyata; brgyad stong pa, 236a7 chos kyi dbyings su nges pa; Eight Thousand, 282 “fixed on the element of dharma.”

This is a conjecture. Aṣṭa (Wogihara 941) sarvasattvābhavana; Eight Thousand, 282 “no world for beings to be reborn in.”

Emend las to la; brgyad stong pa 236b5 chos thams cad la nges par ’bigs pa; Eight Thousand, 282 “piercer of all dharmas.”

Omitted here is Aṣṭa (Wogihara 941) sarvadharmanivavamudrā; Eight Thousand, 282 “seal of the desisting from becoming on the part of all dharmas”; brgyad stong pa 236b5 chos thams cad kyi ’byor ba phyag rgya, “seal of the wealth of all dharmas.”

Omitted here is Aṣṭa (Wogihara 941) sarvatathāgatadarśin; brgyad stong pa 237a1 de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad mthong ba, “with sight of all tathāgatas.”

ri mo, citrīkāra; Edg, “pay reverence, respect.”

Probably an editor’s error.

The language used to tell the story is somewhat slimmed down here in comparison with the version in the Aṣṭa and brgyad stong pa.

brgyad stong pa 271b3 adds sgo drung du bsad do (“he waited at the gateway”).
rol mo’i cha byad is either a mistake, or an alternative for rol mo’i yo byad (brgyad stong pa 271b4), Aṣṭa (Wogihara 950.21) vādyapṛkriti.

dgyer? Perhaps, on the model ‘byed, phye, dbye, this is from ‘gyed, past tense byyes (“to disperse, dismiss”); cf. kun ‘gyed “donation to each in the entire community.” Aṣṭa (Wogihara 950) uṣṭiyata (“release”).

Aṣṭa (Wogihara 952.21) pīḍāsthānam (“oppressive state”).

chas (prasthita) is probably a perfect form of cha (“to go”—with a secondary meaning of to be on the point of doing something); alternatively, it may be an incorrect form of ‘cha’, Jäschke “to make, prepare, construct.”

Aṣṭa (Wogihara 954) aparimāṇapājāvyāhena, they proceeded “as an infinite immeasurable array of worship.” The translators apparently understood vyūha to be in reference to the immense layout of the city; brgyad stong pa 274a1 mchod pa’i bkod pa tshad med pa dang (“a layout inviting infinite worship”); Eight Thousand, 288 “magnificent display of religious aspirations.”

There is a helpful Wikipedia article (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agarwood) on araru (MW agallochum) under “agarwood.” Accessed May 9, 2022.

Aṣṭa (Wogihara 955) saptaratnamayaḥ paryāṅkāḥ prajñāpto bhūt; Eight Thousand, 288 “a couch made of the seven precious stones was put up.” But brgyad stong pa 274a4 supports the reading here, the four perhaps reflecting the four Vedas or four baskets (piṭaka; cf. Wogihara 955.10 peḍā, MW peṭaka) of sūtra, vinaya, abhidharma, and bodhisattva teachings.

Probably in error this version omits “with the merchant’s daughter and the five hundred girls.”

Reading, with brgyad stong pa 275a5, gzhal med khang (vimāna) in place of Aṣṭa (Wogihara 957.4) vitāna; Eight Thousand, 289 “like a canopy.”

khyod las; brgyad stong pa 276a5 khyod kyiś; Aṣṭa (Wogihara 958.27) tava (“your perfection of wisdom”) fits a bit better with the earlier story.

Aṣṭa (Wogihara 966.9) has omitted yang dag pa ma lags so (“it is not real”).

ming mtshan gyi sku is an odd honorific for Aṣṭa (Wogihara 966.13) nāmakāyaṇa; brgyad stong pa 277b7–278a1 ming gyi sku. In the nāmarūpa (“name and form”) of the twelve-branch pratītyasamutpāda, nāman is the mental part of a being’s makeup.
Emend dong ba ’dod pa ’dod par ’gyur to dong ba ’dong pa ’dong par ’gyur.

“augmented.”

phyugs pa, Aṣṭa (Wogihara 981.16) sumṛṣṭa literally means “smeared,” like smearing the walls with mud and cow dung to make a good surface.

byung perhaps renders prādurdbhāta; cf. Aṣṭa (Wogihara 982) bhūpradeśād (“from this spot of earth”).

In each case the Tib translators render the Skt abstract nouns literally. In English this would be: “the state of all dharmas is the same, so the state of the perfection of wisdom is the same; all dharmas are in an isolated state so the perfection of wisdom is in an isolated state; all dharmas are in a state that does not move so the perfection of wisdom is in a state that does not move;” and so on.

sna tshogs pa nyid, Aṣṭa (Wogihara 986.7) vicitratā. Each side of the axial mountain is said to be a different color.

Aṣṭa (Wogihara 986) vijñānadhātvaparyantataḥ; brgyad stong pa 283b6 rnam par shes pa’i khams mu med pa nyid pas (“the consciousness element is limitless so the perfection of wisdom is limitless”). This is also absent from the list of meditative stabilizations below.

This vajropama dharma is likely the last meditative stabilization before awakening.

rnam par ’jigs pa mnyam pa nyid, so too brgyad stong pa 284a1 “vibhāvanāsamatā; Aṣṭa (Wogihara 986.16) abhībhāvanāsamatā; Eight Thousand, 297 “remains the same whatever it may surpass.”

Each of these meditative stabilizations matches Dharmodgata’s explanations of the perfection of wisdom.

As above (see n.1119), vijñānadhātvaparyataś ca nāma samādhiḥ is left out.

This is a conjecture. Aṣṭa (Wogihara 987) sarvadharmānapalabdhi, brgyad stong pa 284a7 chos thams cad dmigs su med pa; Eight Thousand, 298 “non-apprehension of all dharmas.”

Aṣṭa (Wogihara 987) sarvadharmavibhāvanāsamatā; Eight Thousand, 298 (perhaps for the sake of consistency) “remains the same whatever it may surpass.”
“Avoided the places that preclude a perfect human birth” renders \( \text{akṣaṇā} \) (literally “those on account of which the moment is not there”; Tib \( \text{mi kham pa} \), “absences of leisure or capacity”) \( \text{vivarjītāḥ} \). “Accomplished a perfect human birth” renders \( \text{kṣaṇasampac} \) - (literally “perfect moment”; Tib (\( \text{dal ba/khom pa} \) \( \text{phun tshogs} \), “fullnesses of leisure or capacity”) \( \text{cārāvagatāḥ} \) (Wogihara 989). The implied metaphor is a flash of lightning that stands for the perfection of wisdom, understood as a brilliant and powerful state of mind, in essence “the thought of awakening” that makes clear, in a billion lifetimes of darkness, a meaningful life. It does not mean an instant, in the usual sense of the word, but a lifetime that, when compared with the billions of other lifetimes a practitioner has spent in darkness without understanding the perfection of wisdom, is an instant.

At Aṣṭa (Wogihara 989.21) and \( \text{brgyad stong pa} \) 285a1–2 these last two sentences are said not to Subhūti, but to Ānanda.

\( \text{yang dag par yongs su gzung ba’i phyir} \) is omitted from Aṣṭa (Wogihara 989) and \( \text{brgyad stong pa} \) 285a3.

\( \text{skyes bu tha mar mi ’gyur pa} \), reading \( \text{anta} \) (\( \text{tha ma} \)), so too \( \text{brgyad stong pa} \) 285b2, in place of Aṣṭa (Wogihara 990) \( \text{anya} \); Eight Thousand, 300 “No other man would be as suitable as you are.”

\( \text{spyod}; \text{brgyad stong pa} \) 285b3 \( \text{rab tu spyod} \); Aṣṭa (Wogihara 990.22) \( \text{paricarīṣyati} \); Eight Thousand, 300 “shall be observed.”

\( \text{S’phags pa shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa khri brgyad stong pa rdzogs so/rgya gar gyi mkhan po dzi na mi tm dang /su ren+d+m bo d+hi dang /zhu chen gyi lo tsa ba ban de ye shes sde la sogs pas bsgyur cig zhus te gtan la bab pa’o}. \) D omits. The Hemis Kangyur (from the Ladakhi/Mustang group) and the Gangteng Kanygur (Thempangma) list the Indian preceptor Prajñāvarman (\( \text{pradz+nya barma} \)) instead of Surendrabodhi.
b.
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# GLOSSARY

- **Types of attestation for names and terms of the corresponding source language**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AS</strong></td>
<td><em>Attested in source text</em></td>
<td>This term is attested in a manuscript used as a source for this translation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AO</strong></td>
<td><em>Attested in other text</em></td>
<td>This term is attested in other manuscripts with a parallel or similar context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AD</strong></td>
<td><em>Attested in dictionary</em></td>
<td>This term is attested in dictionaries matching Tibetan to the corresponding language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AA</strong></td>
<td><em>Approximate attestation</em></td>
<td>The attestation of this name is approximate. It is based on other names where the relationship between the Tibetan and source language is attested in dictionaries or other manuscripts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RP</strong></td>
<td><em>Reconstruction from Tibetan phonetic rendering</em></td>
<td>This term is a reconstruction based on the Tibetan phonetic rendering of the term.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RS</strong></td>
<td><em>Reconstruction from Tibetan semantic rendering</em></td>
<td>This term is a reconstruction based on the semantics of the Tibetan translation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SU</strong></td>
<td><em>Source unspecified</em></td>
<td>This term has been supplied from an unspecified source, which most often is a widely trusted dictionary.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**g.1** a hundred thousand one hundred million world systems

*’jig rten gyi khams bye ba phrag ’bum*

कोःिसतसहस्रलोकङ्क्गःः

**g.2** abandonment element
spong ba'i dbyings

prahāṇadhātu

g.3 abdhātvaparyanta

chu'i khams mu med pa

abdhātvaparyanta
Lit. “limitless water element.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.4 Ābhāsvara

'od gsal

ābhāsvam
The head of the Ābhāsvara gods.

g.5 Ābhāsvara

'od gsal

ābhāsvam
Lit. “Clear Light.” The sixth of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the third of the three heavens that correspond to the second of the four concentrations.

g.6 abhijñābalavaiśāradyaprāpta

mngon par shes pa dang / stobs dang / mi ’jigs pa thob pa

abhijñābalavaiśāradyaprāpta
Lit. “from which the clairvoyances, powers, and fearlessnesses are gained.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.7 Abhimukhī

mngon du gyur pa

abhimukhī
Lit. “Directly Witnessed.” The sixth level of accomplishment pertaining to bodhisattvas. See “ten bodhisattva levels.”

**g.8 Abhirati**

*mgon par dga’ ba*

abhirati

Lit. “Intense Delight.” The realm of the buddha Akṣobhya.

**g.9 abiding in the correct practice of wisdom**

*shes rab kyi spyod pa la gnas pa*

*prajñāpracāra bhavati RS*

**g.10 absence of an existing thing**

*dngos po med pa*

abhāva

**g.11 absence of an intrinsic nature**

*ngo bo nyid med pa*

niḥsvabhāvatā

**g.12 absence of annihilation**

*chad pa med pa*

anuccheda

**g.13 absence of appearing**

*’byung ba med pa*

aprādūrbhāva

**g.14 absence of being apprehended**

*dmigs su med pa*

anupalambha
g.15 absence of being taken away from and the absence of being added to
\[ dbri \text{ } ba \text{ } med \text{ } pa \text{ } dang \text{ } bsnan \text{ } pa \text{ } med \text{ } pa \]
\[ \text{anuddhārāpratyuddhāra} \]

g.16 absence of coming
\[ 'ong \text{ } ba \text{ } med \text{ } pa \]
\[ \text{anāgamana} \]

g.17 absence of defilement
\[ kun \text{ } nas \text{ } nyon \text{ } mongs \text{ } pa \text{ } med \text{ } pa \] \· \[ kun \text{ } nas \text{ } nyon \text{ } mongs \text{ } pa \text{ } ma \text{ } mchis \text{ } pa \]
\[ \text{asanākleśa} \]

g.18 absence of difference
\[ don \text{ } tha \text{ } dad \text{ } pa \text{ } ma \text{ } yin \text{ } pa \]
\[ \text{anānārtha} \]

g.19 absence of going
\[ 'gro \text{ } ba \text{ } med \text{ } pa \]
\[ \text{agamana} \]

g.20 absence of going on and on forever
\[ rlag \text{ } pa \text{ } med \text{ } pa \]
\[ \text{aśāśvata} \]

g.21 absence of occasioning anything
\[ mngon \text{ } par \text{ } 'du \text{ } byed \text{ } pa \text{ } med \text{ } pa \] \· \[ mngon \text{ } par \text{ } 'du \text{ } bya \text{ } ba \text{ } med \text{ } pa \] \· \[ mngon \text{ } par \text{ } 'du \text{ } bgyi \text{ } ba \text{ } ma \text{ } mchis \text{ } pa \]
\[ \text{anabhisamāskāra} \]
g.22 absence of production

skye ba med pa · skye ba ma mchis pa

anuptāda

g.23 absence of purification

rnam par byang ba med pa · rnam par byang ba ma mchis pa

avyavadāna

g.24 absence of stopping

’gag pa med pa

anirodha

g.25 absence of unity

don gcig pa ma yin pa

anekārtha

g.26 absolutely with certainty

gcig tu nges par gtan du

ekāntātyantikī

g.27 absorption

snyoms par ’jug pa

samāpatti

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The Sanskrit literally means “attainment,” and is used to refer specifically to meditative attainment and to particular meditative states. The Tibetan translators interpreted it as sama-āpatti, which suggests the idea of “equal” or “level”; however, they also parsed it as sam-āpatti, in which case it would have the sense of “concentration” or “absorption,” much like samādhi, but with the added sense of “attainment.”

g.28 absorptions
snyoms par 'jug pa

samāpatti

May refer to the “four formless absorptions” and/or the “nine serial absorptions.”

g.29  acala

acala

G.yo ba med pa

acala

Lit. “Unmoving.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.30  Acalā

mi g.yo ba

acalā

Lit. “Immovable.” The eighth level of accomplishment pertaining to bodhisattvas. See “ten bodhisattva levels.”

g.31  accompanied

mtshungs par ldan

saṃprayukta

accomplish and dwell in

bsgrubs te gnas

upasampadya vihṛ

accomplishing the letters

yi ge sgrub pa

akṣarābhinirhāra

account

de lta bu byung ba

akṣarābhinirhāra
itiyāttaka

Accounts of the lives of past buddhas and bodhisattvas. Literally “thus it has happened.” One of the twelve aspects of the wheel of Dharma.

g.35 act of worship

$mchod$ pa

$pūjā$

g.36 actualize the very limit of reality

$yang$ dag $pa$ ’i mtha’ $mgon$ sum du byed

$bhūtakoṭīṃ$ sāksātkṛ

g.37 acyutābhijñā

$mgon$ par $shes$ pa $mi$ $nyams$ pa

$acyutābhijñā$

Lit. “undying clairvoyant knowledge.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.38 ādarśamanḍalapratibhāsanirhāra

$me$ long $gi$ dkyil ’khor $snang$ ba $sgrub$ pa

$ādarśamanḍalapratibhāsanirṛaḥa$

Lit. “that produces appearances [as if] on the surface of a mirror.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.39 ādhāramudrā

$phyag$ $rgya$ $yongs$ su ’dzin $pa$

$ādhāramudṛa$

Lit. “fully held seal.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.40 adhivacanapraveśa

$tshig$ bla $dags$ la ’jug $pa$

$adhivacanapraveśa$
adhipacanasampraveśa

Lit. “entry into words.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g. 42

admiration

mos pa

adhimukti

g. 43

afflicted

nyon mongs pa dang bcas pa

saṃkleśa

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The essentially pure nature of mind is obscured and afflicted by various psychological defilements, which destroy the mind’s peace and composure and lead to unwholesome deeds of body, speech, and mind, acting as causes for continued existence in saṃsāra. Included among them are the primary afflictions of desire (rāga), anger (dveṣa), and ignorance (avidyā). It is said that there are eighty-four thousand of these negative mental qualities, for which the eighty-four thousand categories of the Buddha’s teachings serve as the antidote.

Kleśa is also commonly translated as “negative emotions,” “disturbing emotions,” and so on. The Pāli kilesa, Middle Indic kileśa, and Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit kleśa all primarily mean “stain” or “defilement.” The translation “affliction” is a secondary development that derives from the more general (non-Buddhist) classical understanding of √kliś (“to harm,” “to afflict”). Both meanings are noted by Buddhist commentators.
Also rendered here as afflictive emotion.

**g.45**  
afflictive emotion  
nyon mongs pa

kleśa  
See “affliction.”

**g.46**  
aggregate  
phung po

skandha  
Lit. a “heap” or “pile.” The five aggregates of form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness. On the individual level the five aggregates refer to the basis upon which the mistaken idea of a self is projected.

However, in this text, five pure or uncontaminated aggregates are also listed, namely: the aggregate of morality, the aggregate of meditative stabilization, the aggregate of wisdom, the aggregate of liberation, and the aggregate of knowledge and seeing of liberation.

**g.47**  
aggregate of knowledge and seeing of liberation  
rnam par grol ba'i ye shes mthong ba'i phung po

vimuktijñānadarśānaskandha  
One of the five uncontaminated aggregates.

**g.48**  
aggregate of liberation  
rnam par grol ba'i phung po

vimuktiskandha  
One of the five uncontaminated aggregates.

**g.49**  
aggregate of meditative stabilization  
ting nge’dzin gyi phung po

samādhiskandha
One of the five uncontaminated aggregates.

**g. 50** aggregate of morality  
*tshul khrims kyi phung po*  
śīla skandha

One of the five uncontaminated aggregates.

**g. 51** aggregate of wisdom  
*shes rab kyi phung po*  
prajñā skandha

One of the five uncontaminated aggregates.

**g. 52** ajeya  
*mi pham pa*  
ajeya

Lit. “unconquerable.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g. 53** Akaniṣṭha  
'*og min*  
akaniṣṭha

Lit. “Not Below.” The highest of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the fifth of the five Pure Abodes.

**g. 54** ākārābhinirhāra  
*rnam pa mngon par sgrub pa*  
ākārābhinirhāma

Lit. “accomplishing aspects.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g. 55** ākārānāvakāra  
*rnam pa dor ba med pa*
ākārānavakāra

Lit. “not forsaking any aspect.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g. 56  ākāśadhātvaparyanta

dū∫a nam mkha'i khams mu med pa

ākāśadhātvaparyanta

Lit. “limitless space element.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g. 57  ākāśasamgavimuktinirupalepa

nam mkha' 'ltar chags pa med pas rnam par grol zhing gos pa med pa

ākāśasamgavimuktinirupalepa

Lit. “unattached, liberated, and uncovered like space.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g. 58  ākāśaspharaṇa

nam mkha' khyab par byed pa

ākāśaspharaṇa

Lit. “pervading space.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g. 59  ākāśāvasthita

nam mkha'i gnas la gnas pa

ākāśāvasthita

Lit. “abiding in space.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g. 60  akṣarāpagata

yi ge dang bral ba

akṣarāpagata · akṣarāgata

Lit. “without syllables.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g. 61  akṣaya

zad mi shes pa
akṣaya
Lit. “inexhaustible.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.62 akṣayakaraṇḍa
zad mi shes pa’i za ma tog
akṣayakaraṇḍa
Lit. “inexhaustible basket.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Akṣobhya
mi ’khrugs pa
Akṣobhya
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Lit. “Not Disturbed” or “Immovable One.” The buddha in the eastern realm of Abhirati. A well-known buddha in Mahāyāna, regarded in the higher tantras as the head of one of the five buddha families, the vajra family in the east.

g.64 all-knowing
thams cad mkhyen pa
sarvajña

all-knowledge
thams cad mkhyen pa nyid · thams cad shes pa nyid
sarvajñatva
See “three types of omniscience.”

alms-food eater
bsod snyoms pa
paiṇḍapātika

ālokakara
snang ba byed pa
ālokakara

Lit. “light maker.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

ambition

bsam pa

abhiprāya

Amoghadarśin

mthong ba don yod

amoghadarśin

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

anabhilakṣita

mingon par ma dmigs pa

anabhilakṣita

Lit. “not distinguished.” Name of a meditative stabilization

Anabhrakā

sprin med

anabhrakā

Lit. “Cloudless.” The tenth of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also
the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured
according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is
listed as the first of the three heavens that correspond to the fourth of the
four concentrations.

Ānanda

kun dga’ bo

ānanda

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A major śrāvaka disciple and personal attendant of the Buddha Śākyamuni during the last twenty-five years of his life. He was a cousin of the Buddha (according to the Mahāvastu, he was a son of Śuklodana, one of the brothers of King Śuddhodana, which means he was a brother of Devadatta; other sources say he was a son of Amṛtodana, another brother of King Śuddhodana, which means he would have been a brother of Aniruddha).

Ānanda, having always been in the Buddha’s presence, is said to have memorized all the teachings he heard and is celebrated for having recited all the Buddha’s teachings by memory at the first council of the Buddhist saṅgha, thus preserving the teachings after the Buddha’s parinirvāṇa. The phrase “Thus did I hear at one time,” found at the beginning of the sūtras, usually stands for his recitation of the teachings. He became a patriarch after the passing of Mahākāśyapa.

---

Anantamati

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

Anantaprabha

Lit. “endless light.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Anantapratibhāna

Lit. “endless confidence.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Anantavīrya

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

---

Anāvaraṇamatin
A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

**g.78** anāvaraṇavimokṣaprāpta

*sgrib pa med pa'i rnam par thar pa thob pa*

*anāvaraṇavimokṣaprāpta*

Lit. “reached a freedom without obscuration.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g.79** Anavatapta

*ma dros pa*

*anavatapta*

See also n.872.

**g.80** anāvilaksānti

*bzod pa rnyog pa med pa*

*anāvilaksānti*

Lit. “unblemished patience.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g.81** aneṣa

*tshol ba med pa*

*aneṣa · animiṣa*

Lit. “not seeking.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Edgerton says the correct form is *aneṣa*. *Animiṣa* usually means “unblinking,” but here it is a different form of *aneṣa*.

**g.82** anger

*khro ba*

*krodha*
aniketačārī
gnas med par spyod pa

aniketačārī
Lit. “homeless practice.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

aniketasthita
gnas la rten pa med pa · gnas la brten pa med pa

aniketasthita
Lit. “not relying on a dwelling.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Anikṣiptadhura
brtson pa mi gtong

Anikṣiptadhura
A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

anilambhaniketanirata
gnas la brten pa med pa la brtson pa

anilambhaniketanirata
Lit. “intent on not relying on a dwelling.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

āniñjya
mi g.yo ba

āniñjya
Lit. “immovable.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Aniruddha
ma ’gags pa

Aniruddha
*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
Lit. “Unobstructed.” One of the ten great śrāvaka disciples, famed for his meditative prowess and superknowledges. He was the Buddha’s cousin—a son of Amṛtodana, one of the brothers of King Śuddhodana—and is often mentioned along with his two brothers Bhadrika and Mahānāma. Some sources also include Ānanda among his brothers.

g.89 annihilation

chad pa

uccheda

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The extreme philosophical view that rejects rebirth and the law of karma by considering that causes (and thus actions) do not have effects and that the self, being the same as one or all of the aggregates (skandhas), ends at death. Commonly translated as “nihilism” or, more literally, as “view of annihilation.” It is often mentioned along with its opposite view, the extreme of eternalism or permanence.

g.90 antithetical to all worlds

‘jig rten thams cad dang mi ’thun pa

sarvalokavipratyanika

Also translated as “counterpoint to all that is ordinary.”

Anupamamatin

blo gros dpe med

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

anurodhāpratirodha

‘thun pa dang ’gal ba med pa · mthun pa dang ’gal ba med pa

Lit. “not contrary to being in harmony.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

apparition

mig yor
application of mindfulness

See “four applications of mindfulness.”

applied mindfulness

applied thought

apprehend

appropriated because of the maturation of karma
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
This term, although commonly translated as “appropriation,” also means “grasping” or “clinging,” but it has a particular meaning as the ninth of the twelve links of dependent origination, situated between craving (tṛṣṇā, sred pa) and becoming or existence (bhava, srid pa). In some texts, four types of appropriation (upādāna) are listed: that of desire (rāga), view (dṛṣṭi), rules and observances as paramount (śīla vrata parāmarśa), and belief in a self (ātmavāda).

Lit. “aspectless.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Lit. “Immeasurable Light.” The fifth of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the second of the three heavens that correspond to the second of the four concentrations.

Lit. “Immeasurable Virtue.” The eighth of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the second of the three heavens that correspond to the third of the four concentrations.
araṇovirajonayukta

rdul med cing rdul dang bnal ba’i tshul dang ldan pa

araṇovirajonayukta

Lit. “endowed with a dustless mode free from dust.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

ārambanacchedaḥ

dmigs pa gcod pa

ārambanacchedaḥ

Lit. “objective support cut off.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

araṇasamavasaraṇa

nyon mongs par med pa yang dag par ‘du ba

araṇasamavasaraṇa

Lit. “in which nonconflict comes together.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

araṇasaraṇasarvasamavasaraṇa

sgra med pa dang sgra dang bcas pa thams cad yang dag par ‘du ba

araṇasaraṇasarvasamavasaraṇa

Lit. “in which all that is soundless and with sounds comes together”; alternatively, “in which all with affliction comes together in what is without affliction.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Arciṣmatī

’od ‘phro ba can

arcismati

Lit. “Radiant.” The fourth level of accomplishment pertaining to bodhisattvas. See “ten bodhisattva levels.”

are not collected in body and mind

lus dang sms kyi tshogs par mi byed
*na kāyena na cittena samagrīn da

**g.109** arhat
dgm bcom pa

**g.110** arisen from maturation
rnam par smin pa las byung ba

**g.111** arisen on account of error
phyin ci log las skyes · phyin ci log gis kun nas bslad ba

**g.112** armor
go cha

**samnāha**

This is a protective clothing, made of closely interwoven strands, strapped around the body. In the Mahāyāna sūtras, it can be understood symbolically: the strands are the six perfections interlocking in a way that nothing can get through them. The strands bound together in the protective clothing may also be the net of interlocking beings occasioning a bodhisattva’s never-failing empathy.

**g.113** arrangement
rnam par dgod pa

**vyavasthāna**

**g.114** array
bkod pa

**vbod pa**
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The Sanskrit ārya has the general meaning of a noble person, one of a higher class or caste. In Buddhist literature, depending on the context, it often means specifically one who has gained the realization of the path and is superior for that reason. In particular, it applies to stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, and worthy ones (arhats) and is also used as an epithet of bodhisattvas. In the five-path system, it refers to someone who has achieved at least the path of seeing (darśanamārga).
yathābhūtam · yathātmyaṃ

The quality or condition of things as they really are, which cannot be conveyed in conceptual, dualistic terms. Akin to other terms rendered here as “suchness,” “the real,” and “natural state.”

g. 121

as things are

ji lta ba bzhin

yathāvat

G. 122

asamasama

mi mnyam pa dang mnyam pa

asamasama

Lit. “equal to the unequaled.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

G. 123

asamhārya

mi 'phrogs pa

asamhārya

Lit. “that you cannot steal.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

G. 124

Asaṃjñin

'đu shes med pa

asaṃjñin

Lit. “Perceptionless.” See “Asaṃjñisattva.”

G. 125

Asaṃjñisattva

sens can 'đu shes med pa · 'đu shes med pa’i sens can
· 'đu shes ma mchis pa’i sens can

asaṃjñisattva

Lit. “Perceptionless Beings.” A heavenly realm listed in this text between the twelfth heaven of the form realm, Bṛhatphala, and the five Pure Abodes of the form realm, known collectively as Śuddhāvāsa.

G. 126

asaṃkhyeya
grangs med pa

асамкъйета

Asaṃkhyeya

Asaṃkhyeya and other specific, extremely large numbers that have separate values and are not actually synonymous with “infinite” are left untranslated in contexts where the difference between them is a salient factor. On the number asaṃkhyeya (“incalculable”), see also Abhidharmakośa 3.93.

g.127 asaṃkliṣṭa

kun nas nyan mongs pa med pa

асамклисти

Lit. “without defilement.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.128 asampramoṣa

brjed pa med pa

асампрамошта · asampramūṣito

Lit. “non-loss of mindfulness.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.129 āsannarūparājas

gzugs kyi rdul sel

āsannarūparājas

Lit. “eliminating material dirt.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.130 Aśoka

mya ngan med

aśoka

Lit. “Without Sorrow.” Name of one of four gardens in the residence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, in the city of Gandhavatī.

g.131 Aśokaśrī

mya ngan med pa’i dpal

aśokaśrī
Lit. “Glorious without Sorrow.” A buddha in a world system called Sarvāṣokāpagata, in the southern direction.

**aspiration**

*bsam pa* · *sems pa*

**āśaya**

**Aṣṭamaka level**

*brgyad pa’i sa*

*aṣṭamakabhūmi*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
A person who is “eight steps” away in the arc of their development from becoming an arhat (Tib. *dgra bcom pa*). Specifically, this term refers to one who is on the cusp of becoming a stream enterer (Skt. *srotaāpanna*; Tib. *rgyun du zhugs pa*), and it is the first and lowest stage in a list of eight stages or classes of a noble person (Skt. *āryapudgala*). The person at this lowest stage in the sequence is still on the path of seeing (Skt. *darśanamārga*; Tib. *mthong lam*) and then enters the path of cultivation (Skt. *bhāvanāmārga*; Tib. *sgom lam*) upon attaining the next stage, that of a stream enterer (stage seven). From there they progress through the remaining stages of the śrāvaka path, becoming in turn a once-returer (stages six and five), a non-returner (stages four and three), and an arhat (stages two and one). This same “eighth stage” also appears in a set of ten stages (Skt. *daśabhūmi*; Tib. *sa bcu*) found in Mahāyāna sources, where it is the third out of the ten. Not to be confused with the ten stages of the bodhisattva’s path, these ten stages mark the progress of one who sequentially follows the paths of a śrāvaka, pratyekabuddha, and then bodhisattva on their way to complete buddhahood. In this set of ten stages a person “on the eighth stage” is similarly one who is on the cusp of becoming a stream enterer.

*In this text:*
Lit. “Eighth level,” sometimes rendered “Eighth Lowest.” The third of the ten levels traversed by all practitioners, from the level of an ordinary person until reaching buddhahood. See “ten levels.”

**astambhita**

*ma khengs pa*
**astambhita**

Lit. “when there is no pride.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g.135 asura**

* lha ma yin

**asura · dānava**

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*

A type of nonhuman being whose precise status is subject to different views, but is included as one of the six classes of beings in the sixfold classification of realms of rebirth. In the Buddhist context, asuras are powerful beings said to be dominated by envy, ambition, and hostility. They are also known in the pre-Buddhist and pre-Vedic mythologies of India and Iran, and feature prominently in Vedic and post-Vedic Brahmanical mythology, as well as in the Buddhist tradition. In these traditions, asuras are often described as being engaged in interminable conflict with the devas (gods).

**g.136 āśvāsadātā**

* dbugs 'byin pa sbyin pa

**āśvāsadātā**

Lit. “that gives relief.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g.137 at will**

* bsams bzhin du · bsam bzhin du

**sanmćintya**

**g.138 Atapa**

* mi gdung

**atapa**

Lit. “Those Who Do Not Cause Pain.” The fourteenth of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, it is listed as the second of the five Pure Abodes, or Śuddhāvāśa.

**g.139 attachment-free level**

* rjes su 'chags pa'i sa ma yin pa
attribute

* rnam pa · chos

* ਨਵਨ · ੳੋਸ

* ākāra · dharma

auspicious major and minor signs

* mtshan dang dpe byad bzang po

* མཚན་དང་དཔེ་བྱ་དབང་པོ

* laksanānuvyajana

See also “major marks” and “minor signs.”

auspicious sign

* bkra shis

* བླྟ་ཤིས

* maṅgala

autonomous

* dbang 'byor ba

* ཉ་བྱོར་བ

* abhuiṣya

available

* nye bar gnas pa

* སྤྱེ་བར་གནས་པ

* pratyupasthitā

Avakīrṇakusuma

* me tog gtor ba

* མེ་ཐོག་གཿར་བ

* avakīrṇakusuma

Lit. “One Who Strewed Flowers.” Name that six thousand monks will bear when they become buddhas during the eon called Tārakopama, due to the aspiration to engage the perfection of wisdom they made while attending this teaching.
g.146  avalokita

_kun tu lta ba_

_avalokita_

Lit. “sees all.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.147  Avalokiteśvara

_spyan ras gzigs dbang phyug_

_avalokiteśvara_

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
One of the “eight close sons of the Buddha,” he is also known as the bodhisattva who embodies compassion. In certain tantras, he is also the lord of the three families, where he embodies the compassion of the buddhas. In Tibet, he attained great significance as a special protector of Tibet, and in China, in female form, as Guanyin, the most important bodhisattva in all of East Asia.

_In this text:_
A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

g.148  avikāra

_’gyur ba med pa_

_avi kāra_

Lit. “unchangeable.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.149  Avivāhā

_mi ’bab_

_avi vāha_

Lit. “Nondescending.” Name of four lotus ponds, each located in one of the four gardens of the residence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, in the city of Gandhavatī.

g.150  avivartta

_’gyur ba med pa_

_avi vartta_
**avivartta**
Lit. “unchangeable.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g.151 avivartyacakṣus**

*phyir mi ldog pa’i mig*

*avivartyacakṣus*
Lit. “from which you cannot avert your eyes.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g.152 Avṛha**

*mi che ba*

*avṛha*
Lit. “Slightest.” The thirteenth of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, it is listed as the first of the five Pure Abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa. It is said to be the most common rebirth for the “non-returners” of the Śrāvaka Vehicle.

**g.153 awakening path**

*byang chub kyi lam*

*bodhimārga*

**g.154 bad for me**

*bdag la gnod*

*me ‘narthaḥ*

**g.155 bad friend**

*sdig pa’i grogs po*

*pāpamitra*

**g.156 bad proclivity**

*bag la nyal*
anuṣaya

balanced thought

mnyam pa’i sens

samacitta

balavīrya

brtson ‘grus kyi stobs

Lit. “power of perseverance.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

balavyūha

dpung bkod pa

Lit. “array of forces.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

bamboo-flute maker

‘od ma mkhan

venukāna

bandhu jīvaka flower

rdzi ba’i me tog · dzi ba’i me tog

bandhujīvakapuṣpa

See also n.734.

barbarian

kla klo

mleccha

bases of meritorious action

bsod nams bya ba’i dngos po · bsod nams bgyi ba’i dngos po
puṇya kriyā vastu

Lit. “merit work entity.” The meaning of this term is made clear in chapter 33, when the value of a bodhisattva practicing the perfection of wisdom is compared with other meritorious acts; cf. Mppś 2248, Mppś English p. 1858.

g.164 basic character
rang bzhin

jātika

basic immorality
kha na ma tho ba · kha na ma tho ba dang bcas pa

sāvadya

basic nature
rang bzhin

pnakṛti

See “intrinsic nature.”

basis for a causal sign
mtshan ma’i gzhi

nimittapada

basis in reality
gzhi’i don

padārtha

basis of suffering
gnas ngan len

dausṭulya
Refers to the very existence of the body, voice, or mind. As long as they are there, there are all the problems of life.

g.170 bayur tree flower

*dong ka’i me tog*

*karṇīkārapuṣpa*

g.171 beggar

*slong ba*

*yācanaka*

g.172 being moral

*tshul khrims dang ldan* · *tshul khrims can*

*śīlavant*

g.173 being used conventionally

*tha snyad du gdags pa* · *tha snyad gdags pa*

*vyavahṛ*

g.174 being very certain

*shin tu rnam par nges pa*

*suvinisćita*

g.175 being very firmly grounded

*shin tu brtan pa*

*supratisthita*

g.176 beings in hell

*sems can dmyal ba*

*naraka*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
One of the five or six classes of sentient beings. Birth in hell is considered to be the karmic fruition of past anger and harmful actions. According to Buddhist tradition there are eighteen different hells, namely eight hot hells and eight cold hells, as well as neighboring and ephemeral hells, all of them tormented by increasing levels of unimaginable suffering.

**g.177** belief

*mos pa*

*adhimuktī, adhimucyanatā*

**g.178** beneficial actions

*don spyod pa*

*arthacaryā*

**g.179** bent on hurting

*tho ’tsham pa’i bsam pa*

*viheṭhanābhīpṛāya*

**g.180** beryl

*bai dUr+ya*

*vaidūrya*

On *vaidūrya*, variously rendered as “beryl,” “lapis,” or “crystal,” see under entry “Crystal, rock” in the *Encyclopaedia Iranica*.

**g.181** bestow

*sbyin par byed pa*

*dāyika*

**g.182** Bhadrā

*bzang po*

*bhadṛā*
Lit. “Good.” Name of four lotus ponds, each located in one of the four
gardens of the residence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, in the
city of Gandhavatī.

**g.183 Bhadrapāla**

*bzang skyong*

**bhadrapāla**

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
Head of the “sixteen excellent men” (*ṣoḍaśasatpuruṣa*), a group of
householder bodhisattvas present in the audience of many sūtras. He
appears prominently in certain sūtras, such as *The Samādhi of the Presence of the
Buddhas* (*Pratyutpannabuddhasaṃsthitaṃkāśītasaṃmādhīsūtra*, Toh 133) and is
perhaps also the merchant of the same name who is the principal
interlocutor in *The Questions of Bhadrapāla the Merchant* (Toh 83).

*In this text:*
Lit. “Guardian of Good.” A bodhisattva great being present in the audience
of this sūtra.

**g.184 Bhadrottamā**

*bzang mchog*

**bhadrottamā**

Lit. “Best.” Name of four lotus ponds, each located in one of the four gardens
of the residence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, in the city of
Gandhavatī.

**g.185 Bhagavatī Prajñāpāramitā**

*bcom ldan ‘das ma shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa*

**bhagavatī prajñāpāramitā**

**g.186 Bhīṣma garjita nirghoṣa svara**

*sgra dbyangs mi bzhad par sgros pa*

**bhīṣmagarjitanirghoṣyasvara**
Lit. “Who Roared the Fearsome Roar.” A buddha, presumably in another realm, in the presence of whom the bodhisattva great being Sadāprarudita is practicing celibacy.

bile

*mkhris pa*

*मःपा*

*pitta*

One of the three vital substances in the body, along with wind and phlegm, which result in good health when balanced and illness or less than optimal health when imbalanced.

Bimbisāra

*gzugs can snying po*

*མཐུན་ཅན་བློ་ཞི་ཤེས་པ།*

*bimbisāra*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*

The king of Magadha and a great patron of the Buddha. His birth coincided with the Buddha’s, and his father, King Mahāpadma, named him “Essence of Gold” after mistakenly attributing the brilliant light that marked the Buddha’s birth to the birth of his son by Queen Bimbī (“Goldie”). Accounts of Bimbisāra’s youth and life can be found in *The Chapter on Going Forth* (Toh 1-1, *Pravrajyāvastu*). King Śrenya Bimbisāra first met with the Buddha early on, when the latter was the wandering mendicant known as Gautama. Impressed by his conduct, Bimbisāra offered to take Gautama into his court, but Gautama refused, and Bimbisāra wished him success in his quest for awakening and asked him to visit his palace after he had achieved his goal. One account of this episode can be found in the sixteenth chapter of *The Play in Full* (Toh 95, *Lalitavistara*). There are other accounts where the two meet earlier on in childhood; several episodes can be found, for example, in *The Hundred Deeds* (Toh 340, *Karmaśataka*).

Later, after the Buddha’s awakening, Bimbisāra became one of his most famous patrons and donated to the saṅgha the Bamboo Grove, Venuvana, at the outskirts of the capital of Magadha, Rājagṛha, where he built residences for the monks. Bimbisāra was imprisoned and killed by his own son, the prince Ajātaśatru, who, influenced by Devadatta, sought to usurp his father’s throne.

birth
The eleventh link of dependent origination.

**birth from a womb**

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
One of the four modes of birth (*caturyoni*; *skye gnas bzhi*), it refers to that of humans and other mammals.

**birth from an egg**

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
One of the four modes of birth (*caturyoni*; *skye gnas bzhi*), it refers to that of birds, fish, reptiles, and so on.

**birth from warmth and moisture**

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
One of the four modes of birth (*caturyoni*; *skye gnas bzhi*). Tiny bugs and microbes are understood to be born from the confluence of heat and moisture.

**birth story**

The Buddha’s accounts of his own previous lifetimes, listed as one of the twelve aspects of the wheel of Dharma.

**bitterly criticize**
A species of reeds; according to Monier-Williams, the *Arundo tibialis*, or Karka.
utpala

blunder into terrible forms of life

ngan ’gro log par ltung ba rnams su ’gro
durgativinipātaṃ gam

bodhi

byang chub

bodhi

In general the Sanskrit means “awakening,” as from sleep, but in the Buddhist context it is the awakening from ignorance, i.e., the direct realization of truth.

Bodhi tree

byang chub kyi shing

bodhivṛkṣa

The name of the tree under which the Buddha Śākyamuni attained awakening. The same term is used to describe the trees under which other tathāgatas, both in this realm and others, attain awakening.

bodhicitta

byang chub kyi sems

bodhicitta

Also translated as “thought of awakening.”

Bodhimaṇḍalālaṃkārasurucitā

byang chub kyi snying po’i rgyan shin tu mdzes pa

bodhimaṇḍalālaṃkārasurucitā

Lit. “Dazzling Ornament of the Choice Circle of Awakening.” A world system in the southeast direction where the buddha Padmottaraśrī dwells.

bodhisattva
bodhisattva

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A being who is dedicated to the cultivation and fulfilment of the altruistic intention to attain perfect buddhahood, traversing the ten bodhisattva levels (daśabhūmi, sa bcu). Bodhisattvas purposely opt to remain within cyclic existence in order to liberate all sentient beings, instead of simply seeking personal freedom from suffering. In terms of the view, they realize both the selflessness of persons and the selflessness of phenomena.

In this text:
The Tibetan translators consistently understand the word bodhisattva as bodhi-satva and render it byang chub sems dpa’ (“awakening thought hero”).

byang chub sems dpa’

bodhisattva community
byang chub sems dpa’i tshogs

bodhisattvagana

bodhisattva great being
byang chub sems dpa’ sems dpa’ chen po

bodhisattvamahāsattva

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The term can be understood to mean “great courageous one” or “great hero,” or (from the Sanskrit) simply “great being,” and is almost always found as an epithet of “bodhisattva.” The qualification “great” in this term, according to the majority of canonical definitions, focuses on the generic greatness common to all bodhisattvas, i.e., the greatness implicit in the bodhisattva vow itself in terms of outlook, aspiration, number of beings to be benefited, potential or eventual accomplishments, and so forth. In this sense the mahā- is closer in its connotations to the maha- in “Mahāyāna” than to the mahā- in “mahāsiddha.” While individual bodhisattvas described as mahāsattva may in many cases also be “great” in terms of their level of realization, this is largely coincidental, and in the canonical texts the epithet is not restricted to bodhisattvas at any particular point in their career. Indeed, in a few cases even bodhisattvas whose path has taken a wrong direction are still described as bodhisattva mahāsattva.
Later commentarial writings do nevertheless define the term—variably—in terms of bodhisattvas having attained a particular level (bhūmi) or realization. The most common qualifying criteria mentioned are attaining the path of seeing, attaining irreversibility (according to its various definitions), or attaining the seventh bhūmi.

**Bodhisattva level**

*bodhisattvabhūmi*

The ninth of the ten levels traversed by all practitioners, from the level of an ordinary person until reaching buddhahood. When rendered in the plural, it is understood as a reference to all levels of accomplishment pertaining to bodhisattvas. See “ten levels” and “ten bodhisattva levels.”

**Bodhisattva way of life**

*bodhisattvacārikā*

**Bodhyāṅgapuṣpa**

*bodhyaṅgapuṣpa*

Lit. “Limbs of Awakening Flower.” Name that a hundred thousand one hundred million billion beings will bear when they become buddhas after sixty-four eons.

**Bodhyaṅgavatin**

*bodhyaṅgavatin*

Lit. “endowed with the limbs of awakening.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**body consciousness constituent**

*lus kyi rnam par shes pa'i khams*
kāyavijñānadhātu
One of the eighteen constituents.

g.215 body golden in color
sku gser gyi kha dog can
suvarṇakāya
One of the features of the Buddha’s body.

g.216 body of meanings
don gyi tshogs
*arthika\textsuperscript{\textit{RS}}


g.217 bones perception
rus gong gi ’du shes
asthisamjñā
g.218 boon
gces spras byed pa
balukara
g.219 Brahmā
tshangs pa
brahmā

\textit{Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:}
A high-ranking deity presiding over a divine world; he is also considered to be the lord of the Sahā world (our universe). Though not considered a creator god in Buddhism, Brahmā occupies an important place as one of two gods (the other being Indra/Śakra) said to have first exhorted the Buddha Śākyamuni to teach the Dharma. The particular heavens found in the form realm over which Brahmā rules are often some of the most sought-after realms of higher rebirth in Buddhist literature. Since there are many
universes or world systems, there are also multiple Brahmās presiding over them. His most frequent epithets are “Lord of the Sahā World” (Sahāṃpati) and Great Brahmā (Mahābrahmā).

g.220 brahmā dwelling
tshangs pa’i gnas

brahmabhava

g.221 Brahmakāyika
tshangs ris

brahmakāyika

Lit. “Brahmā class.” The first of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the first of the three heavens that correspond to the first of the four concentrations. Also called Brahmaloka.

g.222 Brahmaloka
tshangs pa’i ’jig rten

brahmaloka

A collective name for the first three heavens of the form realm, which correspond to the first concentration (dhyāna): Brahmakāyika, Brahmapurohita, and Mahābrahmā (also called Brahmapārṣadya in this text). These are ruled over by the god Brahmā, who believes himself to be the creator of the universe. According to some sources, it can also be a general reference to all the heavens in the form realm and formless realm.

g.223 Brahmapārṣadya
tshangs ’khor · tshangs pa kun ’khor

brahmapārṣadya · brahmapāriṣadya

Lit. “Retinue of Brahmā.” This is usually considered to be an alternate name of the Brahmapurohita heaven, the second of the seventeen heavens of the form realm. However, in this text, it seems to refer to the third heaven and also to the name of the gods living there—otherwise called Mahābrahmā.
(tshangs pa chen po). In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the third of the three heavens that correspond to the first of the four concentrations.

**g.224 Brahmapurohita**

*tshangs pa'i mdun na 'don*

*brahmapurohita*

Lit. “Sacrificial Priests of Brahmā.” The second of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the second of the three heavens that correspond to the first of the four concentrations.

**g.225 Brahmā’s melodious voice**

*tshangs pa'i dbyangs*

*brahmaghoṣa*

A voice that has the qualities of the voice of the god Brahmā. This is one of the thirty-two major marks of a buddha.

**g.226 brahmin**

*bram ze*

*brahmaṇa*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*

A member of the highest of the four castes in Indian society, which is closely associated with religious vocations.

**g.227 brahmin caste**

*bram ze'i rigs*

*brahmaṇa varṇa*

See “brahmin.”

**g.228 brahmin student**

*bram ze'i khye'u*
māṇava

The Buddha Śākyamuni in an earlier life, when his awakening was predicted by the buddha Dīpankara.

g.229 Bṛhatphala
‘bras bu che

bṛhatphala

Lit. “Those in the Great Result.” The twelfth of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the third of the three heavens that correspond to the fourth of the four concentrations.

g.230 bright dharma
chos dkar po

śukladharma

g.231 brought to an end
rgyun chad

samuccheda

g.232 buddha eye
sangs rgyas kyi mig

buddhacakṣu

One of the five eyes.

g.233 Buddha level
sangs rgyas kyi sa · sangs rgyas sa

buddhabhūmi

The tenth and last of the ten levels traversed by all practitioners, from the level of an ordinary person until reaching buddhahood. See “ten levels.”

g.234 buddhadharma
sangs rgyas kyi chos

buddhadharma

| g.235 | buddhahood |
| sangs rgyas nyid |

buddhatva

| g.236 | burnt-bones perception |
| rnam par tshig pa’i ‘du shes |

vidagdhakasāṃjñā
g. 237 business caste

| rje’u’i rigs |

vaiśya varṇa

The third of the four classes in the Indian caste system. It generally includes merchants and farmers.
g. 238 business family

| khyim bdag gi rigs |

gṛhapatikula

A subdivision of the vaiśya (mercantile) class of traditional Indian society.
g. 239 by way of apprehending something

| dmigs pa’i tshul gyis |

upalambhayogena
g. 240 by way of not apprehending anything

| mi dmigs pa’i tshul gyis |

anupalambhayogena
g. 241 calamity
candravimala

Lit. “moonlight.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.247 calm abiding

Refers to the meditative practice of calming the mind to rest free from the disturbance of thought. One of the two basic forms of Buddhist meditation, the other being insight.

g.243 calm abiding single-pointedness

See “calm abiding.”

g.244 candidate

pratipannaka

g.245 candradhvajaketu

Lit. “crest of the moon’s victory banner.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

candravimala

zla ba dri ma med pa
candravimala
Lit. “stainless moon.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.248 Cāritramati
spyod pa‘i blo gros

cāritramati
Lit. “Intelligence of Activity.” A bodhisattva from a world system called Upaśānta, in the western direction, who comes to pay homage and listen to the Buddha.

Cāritramati
spyod pa‘i blo gros

cāritramati
Lit. “Intelligence of Activity.” A bodhisattva from a world system called Upaśānta, in the western direction, who comes to pay homage and listen to the Buddha.

g.249 cāritravatin
spyod pa dang ldan pa

cāritravatin
Lit. “act possessor.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.250 cast a spell over
yongs su bsgrigs

cāritravatin
Lit. “act possessor.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

pratyutthāpaya

Cāturmahā rājika
rgyal chen bzhi‘i ris

cāturmahārājika

Cāturmahā rājika
rgyal chen bzhi‘i ris

Cāturmahārājika
rgyal chen bzhi‘i ris

Cāturmahārājika
rgyal chen bzhi‘i ris
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:

One of the heavens of Buddhist cosmology, lowest among the six heavens of the desire realm (kāmadhātu, 'dod kham). Dwelling place of the Four Great Kings (caturmahārāja, rgyal chen bzhi), traditionally located on a terrace of Sumeru, just below the Heaven of the Thirty-Three. Each cardinal direction is ruled by one of the Four Great Kings and inhabited by a different class of nonhuman beings as their subjects: in the east, Dṛtarāṣṭra rules the gandharvas; in the south, Virūḍhaka rules the kumbhāṇḍas; in the west, Virūpākṣa rules the nāgas; and in the north, Vaiśravaṇa rules the yakṣas.

In this text:

For consistency rgyal chen bzhi'i ris is rendered cāturmahārājika ("[gods] belonging to the group of the Four Great Kings"), even though there are a number of Skt. forms (Edg says the forms are cāturmahārājakāyika and less often caturmahārājakāyika, and caturmahārājika and less often caturmahārājika) and slight differences are encountered in the Tib. translation. “Gods” is sometimes rendered explicitly and is sometimes implicit in the Tib.

g.254 caturmārabalavikaraṇa

bdud bzhi'i dpung stobs med par byed pa

bg. 254 caturmārabalavikaraṇa

Lit. “destroyer of the power of the four māras’ host.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.255 causal sign

mtshan ma

bg. 255 nimitta

A causal sign is the projected reality that functions as the objective support of a cognitive state. It cannot be separated out from the cognitive state and to that extent may enjoy a modicum of conventional reality. To “practice with a causal sign” means to look at an apparent phenomenon within accepting that it has more reality than it actually does.

g.256 celestial mansion circles

gzhal med khang gi dkyil 'khor

bg. 256 vimānanaṇḍala
The Skt. *vimāna* suggests the “mount” or “chariot” of the gods, namely of the sun and moon. It can be a celestial palace (*gzhal med khang*).

g.257 
cemetery dweller

dur khrod pa

śmāśānika

g.258 
certification of dharmas

chos skyon med pa nyid

dharmaniyamatā

g.259 
cessation

'gog pa · 'gog pa'i chos

nirodha · nirodhadharma

g.260 
cessation absorption

'gog pa'i snyoms par 'jug pa

nirodhasamāpatti

g.261 
cessation element

'gog pa'i dbyings

nirodhadhātu

g.262 
charity

sbyin pa
dāna · dakṣinā

g.263 
child of Manu

shed bu

mānava

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Manu being the archetypal human, the progenitor of humankind, in the *Mahābhārata*, the *Purāṇas*, and other Indian texts, “child of Manu” (*mānava*) or “born of Manu” (*manuja*) is a synonym of “human being” or humanity in general.

**g.264** circle of the sun

*nyi ma'i dkyil 'khor*

*ṣūryamaṇḍala*

**g.265** circulate

*spyod*

*pracar*

**g.266** circumambulate

*skor ba byed · bskor ba byas*

*pradakṣinīkṛ*

**g.267** cittasthiti

*sems gnas pa*

*cittasthiti*


**g.268** civic work

*yul gyi mi nams kyi bya ba*

*janapadakṛtya*

**g.269** clairvoyance

*mngon par shes pa*

*abhijñā*

The clairvoyances are listed as either five or six. The first five are the divine eye, divine ear, performance of miraculous power, recollection of past lives, and knowing others’ thoughts. A sixth, knowing that all outflows have been
eliminated, is often added. The first five are attained through concentration (dhyāna) and are sometimes described as worldly, as they can be attained to some extent by non-Buddhist yogins, while the sixth is supramundane and attained only by realization.

g.270 clairvoyant knowledge

mngon par shes pa · mngon shes

abhijñā

See “clairvoyances.”

g.271 cleaned-out-by-worms perception

rnam par 'bus gzhigs pa'i 'du shes

vipaḍumakasamijñā

g.272 clear light

'od gsal ba

prabhāsvara

Clear light or luminosity refers to the subtlest level of mind, i.e., the fundamental, essential nature of all cognitive events. Though ever present within all sentient beings, this luminosity becomes manifest only when the gross mind has ceased to function. It is said that such a dissolution is experienced naturally by ordinary beings at the time of death, but it can also be experientially cultivated through certain meditative practices.

g.273 clear realization

mngon par rtogs pa

abhisamaya

A samaya is a coming together, in this case of an object known and something that knows it; the abhi means “toward” or else adds an intensity to the act.

g.274 close relative

gnyen 'dab
g.275 cloth canopy
   bla re
   བླ་ར
   vitāna · cailavitāna

g.276 cold season
   lhags pa'i dus la bab pa
   ལྷུགས་པའི་དུས་ལ་བབ་པ།
   śiśirakāla

g.277 collected state
   mnyam par bzhag pa
   ཐིག་ལོག་པར་བཞག་པ།
   samāhita

   *Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
   A state of deep concentration in which the mind is absorbed in its object to
   such a degree that conceptual thought is suspended. It is sometimes
   interpreted as settling (āhita) the mind in equanimity (sama).
   In this text:
   Also rendered here as “meditative equipoise.”

   g.278 collected thought
   sens bsdus pa
   སེམས་བསྡུས་པ།
   *samgraha RS

   g.279 collection of marks
   mtshan nyid 'dus pa
   མཚན་ ད་འས་པ།
   samastalakṣaṇa

   g.280 come forth
   'byung
   བྱུང་།
   upapad

   g.281 communication
tha snyad

vyavahāra

g.282 community
dge 'dun

saṅgha
See “saṅgha.”

g.283 compassion
snying rje

karuṇā · kārunya
One of the four practices of spiritual practitioners and one of the four immeasurables (the others being loving-kindness or love, sympathetic joy, and equanimity).

g.284 complete nirvāṇa
yongs su mya ngan las 'das pa
parinirvāṇa
A specialized term for nirvāṇa when it is used in reference to the apparent passing away of the physical body of a buddha or an arhat. See “nirvāṇa."

g.285 complicate
rnam par 'khrug pa · rnam par dkrugs pa
vikopaya

g.286 compounded
' dus byas

saṃskṛta
Composed of constituent parts, whether physical or temporal; dependent on causes.

g.287 compounded downfall
compounded phenomenon

conceals a sharp object

concentration

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Dhyāna is defined as one-pointed abiding in an undistracted state of mind, free from afflicted mental states. Four states of dhyāna are identified as being conducive to birth within the form realm. In the context of the Mahāyāna, it is the fifth of the six perfections. It is commonly translated as “concentration,” “meditative concentration,” and so on.

conceptualization
A mental function that tends to superimpose upon reality, either relative or ultimate, a conceptualized dualistic perspective fabricated by the subjective mind. It is often opposed to direct perception (*pratyakṣa, mgon sum*).

g.293 conceptualized form

*rnam par brtags pa’i gzugs*

*bukphar dangkar bzhugs*  
*vikalpitaraṇa*

g.294 condition

*rkyen*

*khyen*

*pratyaya*

g.295 conduct

*spyod pa*

*śīraṇa*

*canāṇa*

g.296 confident readiness

*spobs pa*

*bhūṣyāna*  
*pratibhā · pratibhāna*

*Pratibhāna* is the capacity for speaking in a confident and inspiring manner.

g.297 conflict

*nyon mongs pa*

*bheṣṭa*

*g.298 conflict-free*

*nyon mongs pa med pa*

*bheṣṭamarga · arāṇya*

g.299 conforming dedication

*‘thun par yongs su sngo ba*

*bheṣṭa marga · sango*
Conforming order

Anuloma

Confuse

Vicaksukaraṇa

Confusion

Moha

One of the three poisons (triviṣa), together with greed and hatred, that bind beings to cyclic existence.

Congenital blindness

Jātyandha

Conjoined with

Sanvyuktā

Conjunction

Sayukta

Connections
Consciousness is generally classified into the five sensory consciousnesses and mental consciousness. Fifth of the five aggregates and third of the twelve links of dependent origination.

Consistency between words and deeds

Constantly staying in a state of equanimity

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:

In the context of Buddhist philosophy, one way to describe experience in terms of eighteen elements (eye, form, and eye consciousness; ear, sound, and ear consciousness; nose, smell, and nose consciousness; tongue, taste, and tongue consciousness; body, touch, and body consciousness; and mind, mental phenomena, and mind consciousness).

This also refers to the elements of the world, which can be enumerated as four, five, or six. The four elements are earth, water, fire, and air. A fifth, space, is often added, and the sixth is consciousness.
In this text:
Also rendered here as “element.”

g.312  constricted
zhum pa

saṃkuñcita

g.313  construct in thought
spros par byed

prapañcaya

g.314  contact
‘dus te reg pa · reg pa

saṃsparśa · sparśa

g.315  contented
chog shes pa · tshim

saṃtuṣṭa

g.316  contentment
chog shes pa

saṃtuṣṭi

g.317  continent
gling

dvīpa

g.318  contortion into
rnam par sprul pa

vikurvita
g.319 contractor
shing mkhan

palaganḍa

g.320 contractor’s apprentice
shing mkhan gyi slob ma

palaganḍāntevoāsin

g.321 contraption
‘khrul ‘khor

yantra

g.322 control
dbang

vaśitā

g.323 controlling power of a name
ming gi gzhi · ming gi byin gyis brlabs

nāmādhiṣṭhāna
See also n.590.

g.324 controlling power of truth
bden pa’i byin gyis rlabs

satyādhiṣṭhāna

g.325 conventional designation
tha snyad ’dogs pa · tha snyad

—

g.326 conventional knowledge
kun rdzob shes pa

saṃvṛtijñāna

conventional label

tha snyad gdags pa · tha snyad 'dogs pa

saṃketa

vya vac · vya va hāma

conventional term

bdīna

saṃketa

conventional truth

kun rdzob kyi bden pa

saṃvṛtisatya

correct attention

tshul bzhin yid la byed pa

yonīsomasikṛ

conse l or

blon po

*jñātiRS

counterfeit

ltar bcos pa

prativarṇaka

counterpoint to all that is ordinary

'jig rten thams cad dang mi 'thun pa
sarvalokavipratyanikā
Also translated as “antithetical to all worlds.”

courtesan
smad ‘tshong ma

covetousness
brnab sems

cow with a baby calf
ba drus ma
taruṇavatsā gauḥ
craft
bzo’i gnas · bzo gnas · bzo’i las
śilpasthāna
crane
khrung khrung
sārasa
craving
sred pa
tṛṣṇā

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Eighth of the twelve links of dependent origination. Craving is often listed as threefold: craving for the desirable, craving for existence, and craving for nonexistence.
crippled


'\(\text{theng} \ po\)

kunḍa

g.341 criticize
gshe

ākruś · ākrośaya

g.342 crooked

mi drang ba

čakratā

g.343 crowned in a consecration ceremony

spyi bo nas dbang bskur ba

mūrdhnābhiṣikta

g.344 cultivate
gsom

bhāvaya

Acquainting the mind with a virtuous object. Often translated as “meditation” and “familiarization.”

g.345 curlew

bzhad sgra 'byin pa · bzhad

krauñca

g.346 cutting

yal ga ’gel ba

stamba

g.347 cyclic existence

'khor ba
sanṣāra

**Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:**
A state of involuntary existence conditioned by afflicted mental states and the imprint of past actions, characterized by suffering in a cycle of life, death, and rebirth. On its reversal, the contrasting state of nirvāṇa is attained, free from suffering and the processes of rebirth.

g.348 Darśana level

*mthong ba’i sa*

daeśanabhūmi

Lit. “Seeing level.” The fourth of the ten levels traversed by all practitioners, from the level of an ordinary person until reaching buddhahood. See “ten levels.”

g.349 daśabalodgata

*stobs bcu’i stobs kyis ’phags pa*

daśabalodgata

Lit. “exalted by ten powers.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.350 daśadigvyavalokita

*phyogs bcu rnam par lta ba*

daśadigvyavalokita

Lit. “seeing in the ten directions.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.351 deaf

’ön pa

badhina

g.352 deceit

sgyu

śātha
According to Edgerton: śāthya.

g.353 declaration of a name
ming bstan pa
nāmāpadeśa

g.354 decline
'grib
hā

g.355 decrease
'grib
apaci

g.356 deep place
zab mo'i gnas
gambhīrasthāna

g.357 deficient in fortitude
snying stobs chung ba
hīnasattva

g.358 deficient in perseverance
brtson 'grus zhan pa · brtson 'grus nyams pa
hīnavīrya

g.359 deficient thought
dman pa'i sems
hīnacitta

g.360 defiled by crime
defilement

A term meaning defilement, impurity, and pollution, broadly referring to cognitive and emotional factors that disturb and obscure the mind. As the self-perpetuating process of affliction in the minds of beings, it is a synonym for saṃsāra. It is often paired with its opposite, vyavādāna, meaning “purification.”

defining mark

mtshan nyid

lakṣaṇa

delicacy

kha zas bsod pa

pranītabhojana

delimited

yongs su chad pa · yongs su chod pa

paricchinna

deliver over

yongs su gtad pa

parindana · parīndāna

deliverance

rnam par thar pa · rnam par grol ba

paridhāna · parīdhāna
vimokṣa

In its most general sense, this term refers to the state of freedom from suffering and cyclic existence, or saṃsāra, that is the goal of the Buddhist path. More specifically, the term may refer to a category of advanced meditative attainment known as the “eight deliverances”; for an explanation of these, see 11.41 and 62.52.

demarcated

chod pa

ucchinna

demeaning

skur pa btab pa

abhyākhāna

demerit

bsod nams ma yin pa

apunya

demon

mi ma yin

amanusya

dependent origination

rten cing ’brel bar ’byung ba

pratītyasamutpāda

The relative nature of phenomena, which arise in dependence on causes and conditions. Together with the four noble truths, this was the first teaching given by the Buddha. When this appears as plural in the translation, it refers to dharmas as dependently originated.

dependent origination in the order in which it unfolds

rten cing ’brel bar ’byung ba’i lugs su ’byung ba
g.373 deprived
tha ma
*hīna

g.374 deride
’phya
uccaggha

g.375 descent into error
log par ltung ba
vinipāta

g.376 designated
gdags
prajñapti

g.377 designation
ming
nāmadheya

g.378 designation
btags pa · gdags pa
prajñapti

g.379 desire for sense gratification
’dod pa la ’dun pa
kāmacchanda
Desire Realm

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
In Buddhist cosmology, this is our own realm, the lowest and most coarse of the three realms of samsāra. It is called this because beings here are characterized by their strong longing for and attachment to the pleasures of the senses. The desire realm includes hell beings, hungry ghosts, animals, humans, asuras, and the lowest six heavens of the gods—from the Heaven of the Four Great Kings (cāturmahārājika) up to the Heaven of Making Use of Others’ Emanations (pannirmitavasavartin). Located above the desire realm is the form realm (rūpadhātu) and the formless realm (ārūpyadhātu).

Destined

Destined for the Perfect State

Destined to Be Wrong

Detailed and Thorough Knowledge

Detailed and Thorough Knowledge of Creative Explanations
niruktipratisaṃvid
g. 386  detailed and thorough knowledge of dharmas
chos so so yang dag par rig pa
 dharmapratisaṃvid

g. 387  detailed presentation
rnam par dgod pa
 vyavasthāna

g. 388  devas
lha
deva
See “gods.”

g. 389  devious
gya gyu
 kauṭilya

g. 390  devoid of a vital essence
srog dang bral ba
 nirjīva

g. 391  dhāraṇī
gzungs
dhāraṇī

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The term dhāraṇī has the sense of something that “holds” or “retains,” and so it can refer to the special capacity of practitioners to memorize and recall detailed teachings. It can also refer to a verbal expression of the teachings—an incantation, spell, or mnemonic formula that distills and “holds” essential
points of the Dharma and is used by practitioners to attain mundane and supramundane goals. The same term is also used to denote texts that contain such formulas.

g.392 dhāraṇī gateway
gzungs kyi sgo

As a magical formula, a dhāraṇī constitutes a gateway to the infinite qualities of awakening, the awakened state itself, and the various forms of buddha activity. See also “dhāraṇī.”

g.393 dhāraṇīmati
gzungs kyi blo gros

Lit. “dhāraṇī wisdom.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.394 dharma
chos

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The term dharma conveys ten different meanings, according to Vasubandhu’s Vyākhyā yukti. The primary meanings are as follows: the doctrine taught by the Buddha (Dharma); the ultimate reality underlying and expressed through the Buddha’s teaching (Dharma); the trainings that the Buddha’s teaching stipulates (dharmas); the various awakened qualities or attainments acquired through practicing and realizing the Buddha’s teaching (dharmas); qualities or aspects more generally, i.e., phenomena or phenomenal attributes (dharmas); and mental objects (dharmas).

In this text:
Regarding the translation of this term in this text, see i.22.

g.395 Dharma and Vinaya
chos ’dul ba

dharmavinaya
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
An early term used to denote the Buddha’s teaching. “Dharma” refers to the sūtras and “Vinaya” to the rules of discipline.

**g.396 dharma body**
chos kyi sku

dharmakāya
In distinction to the form body (rūpakāya) of a buddha, this is the eternal, imperceptible realization of a buddha. In origin it was a term for the presence of the Dharma and has become synonymous with the true nature.

**g.397 dharma constituent**
chos kyi khams

dharmadātātu
One of the eighteen constituents, referring to mental phenomena.

**g.398 dharma designation**
chos su btags pa
dharmapiṇḍapati

**g.399 dharma eye**
chos kyi mig
dharmacaksu
One of the five eyes.

**g.400 Dharma follower**
chos kyi rjes su ‘brang ba
dharmānusārin

**g.401 dharma in its totality**
chos kyi rjes su ‘thun pa’i chos
dharmasya cānudharma
Dharma king

chos kyi rgyal po

dharmanīja

Dharma listener

chos nyan pa

dharmaśravaṇīka

Dharma preacher

chos smra ba

dharmabhāṇaka · dharmakathika

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Speaker or reciter of scriptures. In early Buddhism a section of the saṅgha would consist of bhāṇakas, who, particularly before the teachings were written down and were only transmitted orally, were a key factor in the preservation of the teachings. Various groups of dharmabhāṇakas specialized in memorizing and reciting a certain set of sūtras or vinaya.

dharma-constituent

chos kyi dbyings · chos dbyings
dharmadhātu

Dharma-dhātu is a synonym for emptiness or the ultimate nature of phenomena (dharmatā). This term is interpreted variously—given the many connotations of dharma/chos—as the sphere, element, or nature of phenomena, suchness, or truth. In this text it is used with this general, Mahāyāna sense, not to be confused with dharma constituent (Tib. chos kyi khams), also called in Sanskrit dharmadhātu, which is one of the eighteen constituents. See also “dharma constituent.”

dharmadhātunirgata

chos kyi dbyings las nges par 'byung ba
dharmadhātunirgata
Lit. “come forth from the dharma-constituent.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.407 dharmadhātuniyata

chos kyi dbyings su nges pa
dharmadhātuniyata

Lit. “certainty in the dharma-constituent.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Dharmameghā
chos kyi sprin
dharmameghā

Lit. “Cloud of Dharma.” The tenth level of accomplishment pertaining to bodhisattvas. See “ten bodhisattva levels.”

dharmas are inanimate material
chos bems po nyid
dharmajaḍatā

dharmas on the side of awakening
byang chub kyi phyogs kyi chos
bodhipaśadharma

See “thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening.”

dharmasamudgatapūrṇa
chos kyis ’phags shing rdzogs pa
dharmasamudgatapūrṇa

Lit. “ennobled by dharmas completed.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Dharmodgata
chos ’phags
dharmodgata
A great bodhisattva, residing in a divine city called Gandhavatī, who teaches the Prajñāpāramitā three times a day. He is known for becoming the teacher of the bodhisattva Sadāprarudita, who decides to sell his flesh and blood in order to make offerings to him and receive his teachings. This story is told in this sūtra in chapters 85 and 86. It can also be found quoted in several works, such as *The Words of My Perfect Teacher* (*kun bzang bla ma’i zhal lung*) by Patrul Rinpoche.

**g.413 dhvajāgrakeyūra**

*rgyal mtshan gyi rtse mo’i dpung rgyan*

*dhvajāgrakeyūra*

Lit. “trophy atop the victory banner.” Name of a meditative stabilization. *(dpung rgyan renders keyūra. Khri pa has thog, perhaps for ketu.)*

**g.414 different views**

*lta ba’i rnam pa*

*dṛṣṭigata*

**g.415 digvilokita**

*phyogs la rnam par lta ba*

*digvilokita*

Lit. “seeing the directions.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g.416 diminution**

*’bri ba · ’grib pa*

*apacaya*

**g.417 Dīpaṃkara**

*mar me mdzad*

*dīpaṃkara*

A previous buddha who gave Śākyamuni the prophecy of his buddhahood. In depictions of the buddhas of the three times, he represents the buddhas of the past, while Śākyamuni represents the present, Maitreya the future.
direct eyewitness to the dharmas who witnesses with your body
chos rnams la mngon sum gyi mig dang ldan pa lus mngon sum du gyur pa
pratyakṣa cakṣur dharmeṣu kāyasākṣī
direct perception
mngon sum
pratyakṣa
directly realized
mngon sum du bgyid pa
sākṣātkṛta
disadvantage
skyon
doṣa
disagreeable
mi sdug pa
akānta
discerned
rnam par shes pa
vijñāta
discipline
yongs su 'dul ba · 'dul ba · dul ba
paridamana · dama · damana
disciplined state of mind
sems dul ba
**discourse**

In Sanskrit literally “a thread,” this is an ancient term for teachings that were memorized and orally transmitted in an essential form. Therefore, it can also mean “pithy statements,” “rules,” and “aphorisms.” In Buddhism it refers to the Buddha’s teachings, whatever their length. It is one of the three divisions of the Buddha’s teachings, the other two being Vinaya and Abhidharma. It is also used in contrast with the tantra teachings, though a number of important tantras have sūtra in their title. It is also classified as one of the nine or twelve aspects of the Dharma, in which context sūtra means “a teaching given in prose.”

**discriminate differences**

**dishonorable people**

**disintegration**

**disintegration of meditation**
disjunction
"bral ba
viyukta

disk of the moon
zla ba'i dkyil 'khor
candramaṇḍala

disparage
smod
avaman

displease
thugs byung bar byed
vināgaya

disposition
rang bzhin
prakṛti

dispute
rgol ba
vāda

distance
rgyang ring du byed · ring du byed
dūrīkṛ

distinct attributes of a buddha
sangs rgyas kyi chos ma 'dres pa
See “eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.”

g.439 distorted state of mind
*sens phyin ci log tu gyur pa*
\[\text{āveṇikabuddhadharma}\]


g.440 distrustful
*thugs mi ches pa*
\[\text{viparyastacittta}\]


g.441 divine ear
*lha’i rna ba*
\[\text{divyaśrotña}\]


g.442 divine ear constituent
*lha’i rna ba’i khams*
\[\text{divyaśrotnadātú}\]


g.443 divine ear knowledge
*lha’i rna ba’i shes pa*
\[\text{divyaśrotunjñāna}\]


g.444 divine eye
*lha’i mig*
\[\text{divyacaksus}\]
One of the five eyes.


g.445 divine hearing
*lha’i rna ba*
divyaśrota

does not cause

mi byed pa · mi byed

akaraṇa

dominant bull

khyu mchog

vrṣabha

dominant factor

dbang byid pa · dbang byed pa

ādhipateya

donation

sbyin pa

dakṣinā

doubt

the tshom · the tshom za

vicikitsā · vicikitsīṣyati

dozing

gnyid

styāna · niddha

drawn in the boundaries

sa mtshams bkum

sīmābaddha
dream

* g.yar lam • rmi lam

svapna

driver

* kha lo sgyur ba

sārathī

drowsiness

* rmugs pa

middha • styāna

dualism

* gnyis la

dvaya

dualistic perception

* gnyis kyi ’du shes

dvayasamjñīnī

dualistically

* gnyis kyis

dvayena

Dūraṃgamā

* ring du song ba

dūraṃgamā

Lit. “Far Reaching.” The seventh level of accomplishment pertaining to bodhisattvas. See “ten bodhisattva levels.”
dust particle
dwell on the experience
ro myong bar byed

ear consciousness constituent
rna ba'i rnam par shes pa'i kham

One of the eighteen constituents.

easy
sla ba

egotism
nga'o snyam pa'i nga rgyal

eight deliverances
rnam par thar pa bgyad

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A series of progressively more subtle states of meditative realization or attainment. There are several presentations of these found in the canonical literature. One of the most common is as follows: (1) One observes form while the mind dwells at the level of the form realm. (2) One observes forms externally while discerning formlessness internally. (3) One dwells in the direct experience of the body’s pleasant aspect. (4) One dwells in the realization of the sphere of infinite space by transcending all conceptions of matter, resistance, and diversity. (5) Transcending the sphere of infinite
space, one dwells in the realization of the sphere of infinite consciousness. (6) Transcending the sphere of infinite consciousness, one dwells in the realization of the sphere of nothingness. (7) Transcending the sphere of nothingness, one dwells in the realization of the sphere of neither perception nor nonperception. (8) Transcending the sphere of neither perception nor nonperception, one dwells in the realization of the cessation of conception and feeling.

g.466 eight places that preclude a perfect human birth

mi khom pa brgyad - mi khom brgyad

mi khom pa brgyad - mi khom brgyad

aṣṭākṣaṇa

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A set of circumstances that do not provide the freedom to practice the Buddhist path: being born in the realms of (1) the hells, (2) hungry ghosts (pretas), (3) animals, or (4) long-lived gods, or in the human realm among (5) barbarians or (6) extremists, (7) in places where the Buddhist teachings do not exist, or (8) without adequate faculties to understand the teachings where they do exist.

g.467 eight stations of mastery

zil gyis gnon pa'i skye mched brgyad

zil gyis gnon pa'i skye mched brgyad

aṣṭābhibhāvāyatana

Refers to the miraculous perceptual transformation that ensues when one (1) regards lesser external forms, (2) regards greater external forms, (3) regards blue shapes, (4) regards yellow shapes, (5) regards red shapes, (6) regards white shapes, (7) abides in the station of endless space, and (8) abides in the station of endless consciousness.

g.468 eight ways great persons think

skyes bu chen po'i rnam par rtog pa brgyad

skyes bu chen po'i rnam par rtog pa brgyad

aṣṭa mahā puruṣa vitarka

Thinking that one will (1) eliminate the suffering of beings, (2) lead beings to wealth and affluence, (3) benefit beings with one’s own flesh and blood, (4) benefit beings even if it means remaining in the hells for a long time, and (5) never be reborn with wealth or power that does not benefit beings, never focus solely on the ultimate, and never cause harm to beings; (6) that beings’
negative actions will ripen upon oneself, and one’s positive actions will ripen upon them; (7) that one will fulfill the wishes of beings through great worldly and supramundane riches; and (8) that one will become a buddha and thus deliver beings from suffering.

g.469 eight-branched confession and restoration
yan lag brgyad dang ldan pa’i gso sbyong
aṣṭāṅga samanvāgata poṣadha

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
To refrain from (1) killing, (2) stealing, (3) sexual activity, (4) false speech, (5) intoxication, (6) singing, dancing, music, and beautifying oneself with adornments or cosmetics, (7) using a high or large bed, and (8) eating at improper times. Typically, this observance is maintained by lay people for twenty-four hours on new moon and full moon days, as well as other special days in the lunar calendar.

g.470 eighteen constituents
khams bcwa brgyad
aṣṭādaśadhātu

The eighteen constituents through which sensory experience is produced: the six sense faculties (indriya); the six corresponding sense objects (ālambana); and the six sensory consciousnesses (vijñāna).

When grouped these are: the eye constituent, form constituent, and eye consciousness constituent; the ear constituent, sound constituent, and ear consciousness constituent; the nose constituent, smell constituent, and nose consciousness constituent; the tongue constituent, taste constituent, and tongue consciousness constituent; the body constituent, touch constituent, and body consciousness constituent; the thinking-mind constituent, dharma constituent, and thinking-mind consciousness constituent.

See also “constituents.”

g.471 eighteen distinct attributes
chos ma ’dres pa bcwa brgyad
aṣṭādasāvenikadharma

See “eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.”
eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha

*sangs rgyas kyi chos ma ‘dres pa bcwa brcya*  
*aṣṭādaśāvenikabuddhadharma*

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Eighteen special features of a buddha’s behavior, realization, activity, and wisdom that are not shared by other beings. They are generally listed as: (1) he never makes a mistake, (2) he is never boisterous, (3) he never forgets, (4) his concentration never falters, (5) he has no notion of distinctness, (6) his equanimity is not due to lack of consideration, (7) his motivation never falters, (8) his endeavor never fails, (9) his mindfulness never falters, (10) he never abandons his concentration, (11) his insight (*prajñā*) never decreases, (12) his liberation never fails, (13) all his physical actions are preceded and followed by wisdom (*jñāna*), (14) all his verbal actions are preceded and followed by wisdom, (15) all his mental actions are preceded and followed by wisdom, (16) his wisdom and vision perceive the past without attachment or hindrance, (17) his wisdom and vision perceive the future without attachment or hindrance, and (18) his wisdom and vision perceive the present without attachment or hindrance.

eighteen emptinesses

*ston pa nyid bco brcya*  
*aṣṭādaśaśūnyatā*

These are enumerated at 2.18: (1) inner emptiness, (2) outer emptiness, (3) inner and outer emptiness, (4) the emptiness of emptiness, (5) great emptiness, (6) the emptiness of ultimate reality, (7) the emptiness of the compounded, (8) the emptiness of the uncompounded, (9) the emptiness of what transcends limits, (10) the emptiness of no beginning and no end, (11) the emptiness of nonrepudiation, (12) the emptiness of a basic nature, (13) the emptiness of all dharmas, (14) the emptiness of its own mark, (15) the emptiness of not apprehending, (16) the emptiness of a nonexistent thing, (17) the emptiness of an intrinsic nature, and (18) the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.

eightfold noble path

*‘phags pa’i lam yan lag brcya*  
*āryaśṭāṅgamārga*
Right view, right idea, right speech, right conduct, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right meditative stabilization.

g.475 eightfold path

*lam yan lag brgyad*

*astāṅgamārga*

See “eightfold noble path.”

g.476 Ekachattrra

*gdugs gcig pa*

*ekachattrra*


g.477 ekākāra

*rnam pa gcig tu gyur pa*

*ekākāra*

Lit. “single aspect.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.478 ekavyūha

*bkod pa gcig pa*

*ekavyūha*

Lit. “single array.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.479 element

*khams dbyings*

*dhātu*

Also rendered here as “constituent.”

g.480 element of nirvāṇa

*mya ngan las ‘das pa’i dbyings*
nirvāṇadhātu

g.481 element of nirvāṇa without any aggregates left behind
phung po’i lhag ma med pa’i mya ngan las ‘das pa’i dbyings
· phung po lhag ma med pa’i mya ngan las ‘das pa’i dbyings

anupadhiśeṣanirvāṇadhātu

g.482 elevated meditative stabilization
mngon par ’phags pa’i ting nge ‘dzin

abhyudgatasamādhi

g.483 eleven knowledges
shes pa bcu gcig

ekadaśajñāna

Knowledge of suffering, knowledge of origination, knowledge of cessation, knowledge of the path, knowledge of extinction, knowledge of nonproduction, knowledge of dharma, subsequent realization knowledge, conventional knowledge, knowledge of mastery, and knowledge in accord with sound.

g.484 eliminate
spong bar byed

prahāṇaṣ kr

g.485 eliminating suffering
sdug bsngal sel ba

duḥkhapoha

g.486 elimination in which states of existence are not produced
mi skye ba’i spong bas spong

anutpattikaprahāṇa
g.487 emancipated
* rnam par grol ba

vivikta

g.488 emerge
* nges par 'byung

niryā

g.489 emotionally upsetting thought
* 'khrug pa'i sems

kṣubhaṇacitta

g.490 empathy
* snying brtse ba

kṛpā

g.491 employ controlling power
* byin gyis rlob

adhiṣṭhā

g.492 emptiness
* stong pa nyid

śūnyatā

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Emptiness denotes the ultimate nature of reality, the total absence of inherent existence and self-identity with respect to all phenomena. According to this view, all things and events are devoid of any independent, intrinsic reality that constitutes their essence. Nothing can be said to exist independent of the complex network of factors that gives rise to its origination, nor are phenomena independent of the cognitive processes and mental constructs that make up the conventional framework within which their identity and existence are posited. When all levels of conceptualization
dissolve and when all forms of dichotomizing tendencies are quelled
through deliberate meditative deconstruction of conceptual elaborations, the
ultimate nature of reality will finally become manifest. It is the first of the
three gateways to liberation.

g.493 emptiness of a basic nature
rang bzhin gyi stong pa nyid
rang bzhin gyi stong pa nyid
prakṛtiśūnyatā
One of the fourteen emptinesses and eighteen emptinesses.

emptiness of a nature from something else
gzhan gyi dngos po stong pa nyid
gzhan gyi dngos po stong pa nyid
parabhāvaśūnyatā
See “emptiness.”

emptiness of a nonexistent thing
dngos po med pa stong pa nyid
dngos po med pa stong pa nyid
abhāvaśūnyatā
One of the eighteen emptinesses.

emptiness of all dharmas
chos thams cad stong pa nyid
chos thams cad stong pa nyid
sarvadharmāśūnyatā
One of the fourteen emptinesses and eighteen emptinesses.

emptiness of an intrinsic nature
ngo bo nyid stong pa nyid
ngo bo nyid stong pa nyid
svabhāvaśūnyatā
One of the eighteen emptinesses.

emptiness of emptiness
stong pa nyid stong pa nyid
śūnyatāśūnyatā
One of the fourteen emptinesses and eighteen emptinesses.

g.499 emptiness of its own mark
rang gi mtshan nyid stong pa nyid
svalaksanaśūnyatā
One of the fourteen emptinesses and eighteen emptinesses.

emptiness of no beginning and no end
thog ma dang tha ma med pa stong pa nyid
anavarāgraśūnyatā
One of the fourteen emptinesses and eighteen emptinesses.

g.501 emptiness of nonrepudiation
dor ba med pa stong pa nyid
anavakāraśūnyatā
One of the fourteen emptinesses and eighteen emptinesses.

emptiness of not apprehending
mi dmigs pa stong pa nyid
anupalambhaśūnyatā
One of the eighteen emptinesses.

emptiness of the compounded
′dus byas stong pa nyid
saṃskṛtaśūnyatā
One of the fourteen emptinesses and eighteen emptinesses.

emptiness of the uncompounded
′dus ma byas stong pa nyid
saṃskṛtaśūnyatā
**asamskṛtaśūnyatā**
One of the fourteen emptinesses and eighteen emptinesses.

**emptiness of the unproduced**

*skye ba med pa stong pa nyid*

*anutpādaśūnyatā*
See “emptiness.”

**emptiness of ultimate reality**

*don dam pa stong pa nyid*

*paramārthaśūnyatā*
One of the fourteen emptinesses and eighteen emptinesses.

**emptiness of what transcends limits**

*mtha' las 'das pa stong pa nyid*

*atyantaśūnyatā*
One of the fourteen emptinesses and eighteen emptinesses.

**emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature**

*dngos po med pa'i ngo bo nyid stong pa nyid*

*abhāvasvabhāvaśūnyatā*
One of the fourteen emptinesses.

**emptiness that transcends limits**

*mtha' las 'das pa'i stong pa nyid*

*atyantaśūnyatā*

See “emptiness.”

**emptinesses**

*stong pa nyid*

*śūnyatā*
This could refer to any of a number of enumerations of emptinesses. “Seven emptinesses,” “fourteen emptinesses,” and “eighteen emptinesses” are listed in this sūtra.

g.511 enacted

\textit{mngon par ‘dus byas pa} \cdot \textit{mngon par ‘du mdzad pa}

\textit{abhisaṃskṛta}

See “enactment.”

g.512 enactment

\textit{mngon par ‘du bgyi ba} \cdot \textit{mngon par ‘du byed pa} \cdot \textit{mngon par ‘du mdzad pa}

\textit{abhisaṃskāra}

Here, to practice an enactment means to get tied up in, or to settle down on, what is not ultimately real as real.

g.513 encircling mountain ranges

\textit{khor yug}

\textit{cakravāda}

g.514 enclose

\textit{dog}

*\textit{parittīkṛ RS}

g.515 endless consciousness

\textit{rnam shes mtha’ yas}

\textit{vijñānānantya}

See “station of endless consciousness.”

g.516 endless space

\textit{nam mkha’ mtha’ yas}

\textit{ākāśānantya}
See “station of endless space.”

**g.517** energetic

brtson 'grus brtsams pa

ānabdhavīrya

**g.518** energy

gzi brjid

ojas

**g.519** engage in thought construction

spros par byed

prapañcaya

**g.520** engaged

brtson pa

yukta

**g.521** engender

skyled

utpādaya

**g.522** enjoin

sbyor

niyojaya

**g.523** entertain the thought

sems bskyed

cittotpadyate

**g.524** entrance into all for which there are no letters
yi ge med pa thams cad la 'jug · yi ge rnams med pa la 'jug pa

sarvānāśaparivṛṣṭa

g.525 eon conflagration
sreg pa’i bskal pa

kalpoddhāha
This refers to the conflagration that is the twentieth of the twenty “sub-eons” making up the third (destruction eon) of the four subdivisions of a “great eon” (mahākalpa). The other three major divisions of a great eon are the eon of arising, of duration, and (after the eon of destruction) of voidness.

g.526 equal to the unequaled
mi mnyam pa dang mnyam pa

asamasama

g.527 equanimity
btang snyoms

upekṣā
The antidote to attachment and aversion; a mental state free from bias toward sentient beings and experiences. One of the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening, one of the four practices of spiritual practitioners, and one of the four immeasurables (the others being loving-kindness or love, compassion, and sympathetic joy).

g.528 error of perception
‘du shes phyin ci log tu gyur pa

saṃjñāviparītya

g.529 escape
nges par ‘byung ba · nges par ‘byin pa · ‘byung ba

nirvāṇa · niḥśr
essential nature
*bdag nyid*

éssential nature

establishment of dharmas
*chos gnas pa nyid*

**establishment of dharmas**

Like “dharma-constituent” (*dharmadhātu*) and “true nature of dharmas” (*dharmatā*), a name for the ultimate.

eternal
*rtag pa*

**eternal**

everything perfect
*phun sum tshogs pa*

**everything perfect**

examination of dharmas
*chos rnam par ‘byed pa*

**examination of dharmas**

excellent definitive teaching
*shin tu mthar gtugs pa*

**excellent definitive teaching**

excellent explanation
*nges pa’i tshig legs pa*

**excellent explanation**
excellent restraint
*legs par sdom pa*

exert
*rab tu 'dzin*

existence
*srid pa*

Denotes the whole of existence, i.e., the five forms of life or the three planes of existence—all the possible kinds and places of karmic rebirth. It is also the tenth of the twelve links of dependent origination (often translated as “becoming”).

existent thing
*dngos po*

Also rendered as “real thing,” “something that exists,” and “real basis.”

exorcise
*gud du 'gro bar 'gyur*

expanded text
*shin tu rgyas pa*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
One of the twelve branches of scripture or aspects of the Dharma. Literally meaning “vast” or “extensive,” it refers to a particular set of lengthy sūtras or collections of sūtras that provides a comprehensive overview of Buddhist thought and practice. This category includes individual works such as the Lalitavistara and Saddharma-pundarika and collections such as the Mahāsannipāta, Buddhāvataṁśaka, Ratnakūta, and Prajñāpāramitā.

g.543 exposition

gtan la bab par bstan pa · gtan la dbab par bstan pa'i sde

upadesa

As one of the twelve aspects of the wheel of Dharma, it means the explanation of details in the teachings and is synonymous with Abhidharma.

g.544 expound an exposition

gdogs pa 'dogz pa

prajñāpayantah prajñāpayanti

g.545 expressing the statement as an absolute

yang dag pa'i tshig brjod pas

bhūtapadābhidhānena

g.546 extent of the physical horrors

lus kyi tshad

ātmbhāvasya pramāṇam

g.547 extinction of craving

sred pa zad pa

trṣṇāksaya

g.548 extraordinary right view

'jig rten las 'das pa'i yang dag pa'i lta ba

laukiki samyagdṛṣṭi
g.549 extremely isolated
shin tu ḏben pa


g.550 extremely powerful
gzi brjid che ba gzi brjid che ba

mahaujaska mahaujaska


g.551 extremely pure
rnam par dag pa · shin tu rnam par dag pa

viśuddha · suviśuddha


g.552 extricate
‘don

uddhṛ


g.553 eye consciousness constituent
mig gi rnam par shes pa’i khams

cakṣuṣṭvaṣṭvaṣṭvādātā

One of the eighteen constituents.


g.554 eye contact sense field
mig gi ’dus te reg pa’i skye mched

cakṣuṣṭvaṣṭvaṣṭvādātā


g.555 face to face
mngon sum du

saṃmukhān

saṃmukham
See “five faculties” when part of the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening and “six faculties” as in the sense faculties. In some contexts indriya is rendered as “dominant.”

faculty of coming to understand what one does not understand

mi shes pa kun shes par byed pa'i dbang po

anājñātam ājñāsyāmi indriya

faculty of having understood

kun shes pa dang ldan pa'i dbang po

ājñātāvindriya

faculty of understanding

kun shes pa'i dbang po

ājñendriya

faith

dad pa

śraddhā

faith follower

dad pa'i rjes su 'brang ba · dad pas rjes su 'brang ba

śraddhānusārin

fake

ltar bcos pa

prativarṇaka
g.563  false imagination  
yongs su rtog pa  
\text{parikalpa}

g.564  false imagination of the unreal  
yod pa ma yin par yongs su rtog pa  
\text{asatparikalpa}

g.565  false projection  
rlom sens su byed  
\text{man}

g.566  falsely project superiority over  
rlom sens su byed  
\text{avaman}

g.567  falsify  
slu  
\text{visanvad}

g.568  farther shore  
pha rol  
\text{para}

g.569  farthest limit  
pha mtha’  
\text{\`aram RS}

g.570  fault finder  
kla\text{n ka tshol bar byed pa}
fault finding

mtshang 'dru · klan ka tshol ba

bhanḍana · upālambha

favor

dam pa

vama

fearlessness

mi 'jigs pa

vaiśāndaya

When plural refers to the “four fearlessnesses.”

feeling

tshor ba

vedanā

The second of the five aggregates: pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral feelings as a result of sensory experiences.

feeling of delight

dga’ ba

spṛhā

female

bud med

strī

feminine word

bud med kyi tshig bla dags
fetter

kun tu sbyor ba

fetters that are associated with living in the desire realm

’dod pa na spyod pa’i ’thun pa’i kun tu sbyor ba rnams

See “five fetters that are associated with the lower realms.”

few seconds

thang cig

lava

fierce aspiration

bsam pa drag ldan

final ally

dpung gnyen

final limit of reality

yang dag pa’i mtha’

bhūtakoṭi

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
This term has three meanings: (1) the ultimate nature, (2) the experience of the ultimate nature, and (3) the quiescent state of a worthy one (arhat) to be avoided by bodhisattvas.
In this text:
Also translated as “very limit of reality.”

g.584 find fault
    *bka’ geog*
    बके गर्ग
    upālabh · upārambh

g.585 finds it hard to get drowsy and fall asleep
    *rmugs pa dang gnyid chung ba*
    रम्ग्स च्वा दंग ग्न्यिद चुंग भा
    alpastyāna middha

g.586 firmly planted
    *nye bar brtan*
    न्ये भर ब्ट्र्तन
    upastabdha

g.587 five aggregates
    *phung po lnga*
    फुंग्स ल्ङ्गा
    pañcaskandha
    See “aggregate”.

g.588 five appropriating aggregates
    *nye bar len pa’i phung po lnga*
    न्ये भर लेन प’ ई फुंग्स ल्ङ्गा
    pañcopādānaskandha
    This refers to the five aggregates as the bases upon which a nonexistent self is mistakenly projected. That is, they are the basis of “appropriation” (upādāna) insofar as all grasping arises on the basis of the aggregates.

g.589 five clairvoyances
    *mngon par shes pa lnga*
    म्न्गन्पर शेस च्वा ल्ङ्गा
    pañcābhiṣṭa
    See “clairvoyances.”
five eyes
*miṅga*

pañcacakṣu

The flesh eye, divine eye, wisdom eye, dharma eye, and buddha eye.

five faculties
*dbang po lnga*

pañcendriya

The faculties of faith, perseverance, mindfulness, meditative stabilization, and wisdom. They are the same as the five powers, only at a lesser stage of development.

five fetters that are associated with the lower realms
*tha ma'i cha dang 'thun pa'i kun tu sbyor ba lnga*

The five fetters associated with the lower realms comprise desire, hatred, inertia due to wrong views, attachment to moral and ascetic supremacy, and hesitation.

five fetters that are associated with the upper realms
*gong ma'i cha dang 'thun pa'i kun tu sbyor ba lnga*

The five fetters associated with the upper realms comprise attachment to the form realm, attachment to the formless realm, ignorance, pride, and mental agitation.

five forms of life
*’gro ba lnga · ’gro ba lnga po · ’gro ba rnam pa lnga*

These comprise the gods and humans in the higher realms within saṃsāra, plus the animals, ghosts, and denizens of hell in the lower realms.

five inexpiable sins
Acts for which one will be reborn in hell immediately after death, without any intervening stages; they are killing a worthy one, killing one’s father, killing one’s mother, causing a schism in the saṅgha, and maliciously drawing blood from a tathāgata.

five obscurations

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Five impediments to meditation (bsam gtan, dhyāna): sensory desire (’dod pa la ’dun pa, kāmacchanda), ill will (gnod sems, vyāpāda), drowsiness and torpor (rmugs pa dang gnyid, styānamiddha), agitation and regret (rgod pa dang ’gyod pa, auddhatya kaukṛtya), and doubt (the tshom, vicikitsā).

five perfections

The six perfections excluding the perfection of wisdom: giving, morality, patience, perseverance or effort, and concentration.

five powers

Faith, perseverance, mindfulness, meditative stabilization, and wisdom. These are among the thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening. Although the same as the five faculties, they are termed “powers” due to their greater strength. See also “ten powers.”

five sorts of sense object
Desirable objects of the five senses: form, sound, smell, taste, and touch.

**g.600**

five undiminished clairvoyances

*ma nyams pa’i mngon par shes pa lnga*

མ་ཉམས་པ་མན་པར་ས་པ་།

—

See “clairvoyances.”

**g.601**

five-point training

*bslab pa’i gzhi lnya*

བབ་པ་ག་།

pañcan śikṣāpada

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*

Refers to the five fundamental precepts of abstaining from killing, stealing, sexual misconduct, lying, and consuming intoxicants.

**g.602**

fixed nature of dharmas

*chos nyid skyon med pa nyid · chos skyon med pa nyid*

· ཇོ་ནི་བོ་ཐོབ་པ་བོ་ཐོབ་པ་

*dharmatā niyāmatā · dharmaniśmatā*

**g.603**

flawlessness

*skyon med pa*

· གཞི་ཉིད་པ།

*nyāma*

This word is also understood as equivalent to *niyāma* (“certain”).

**g.604**

flawlessness that is a perfect state

*yang dag pa’i skyon med pa · yang dag pa nyid skyon med pa*

· ཡང་དག་པ་ཞི་བོ་ཐོབ་པ་· ཡང་དག་པ་ཞི་བོ་ཐོབ་པ་

*samyaktvanyāma*

See also *n.380.*

**g.605**

flax flower

*zar ma’i me tog*

· ཉར་མ་ི་མེ་གཞི་

*umakapuspa*
g.606  flesh eye

sha’i mig

māṃsacaksu

One of the five eyes.

---

g.607  flesh-eating demon

srin po

rākṣasa

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:

A class of nonhuman beings that are often, but certainly not always, considered demonic in the Buddhist tradition. They are often depicted as flesh-eating monsters who haunt frightening places and are ugly and evil-natured with a yearning for human flesh, and who additionally have miraculous powers, such as being able to change their appearance.

---

g.608  focus on

dmigs
daṃgh

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:

dmigs (pa) translates a number of Sanskrit terms, including ālambana, upalabdhi, and ālambate. These terms commonly refer to the apprehending of a subject, an object, and the relationships that exist between them. The term may also be translated as “referentiality,” meaning a system based on the existence of referent objects, referent subjects, and the referential relationships that exist between them. As part of their doctrine of “threelfold nonapprehending/nonreferentiality” (’khor gsum mi dmigs pa), Mahāyāna Buddhists famously assert that all three categories of apprehending lack substantiality.

---

g.609  focus on

lhur len pa
guruko bhavati

---

g.610  focused
follow after

for making manifest

for whom the path of speech has ended

for whom there is no more training

forbearance

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A term meaning acceptance, forbearance, or patience. As the third of the six perfections, patience is classified into three kinds: the capacity to tolerate abuse from sentient beings, to tolerate the hardships of the path to buddhahood, and to tolerate the profound nature of reality. As a term referring to a bodhisattva’s realization, dharmakṣānti (chos la bzod pa) can refer to the ways one becomes “receptive” to the nature of Dharma, and it can be an abbreviation of anutpattikadharmakṣānti, “forbearance to the unborn nature, or nonproduction, of dharmas.”

In this text:
Also rendered here as “patience.”

**g.616**  
forbearance for nonproduction  
*mi skye bar bzod pa*  

अनुपादाक्षांति  

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*  
The bodhisattvas’ realization that all phenomena are unproduced and empty. It sustains them on the difficult path of benefiting all beings so that they do not succumb to the goal of personal liberation. Different sources link this realization to the first or eighth bodhisattva level (*bhūmi*).

**g.617**  
forbearance for the nonproduction of dharmas  
*mi skye ba’i chos la bzod pa*  

अनुपत्तिकार्धाक्षांति  

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*  
The bodhisattvas’ realization that all phenomena are unproduced and empty. It sustains them on the difficult path of benefiting all beings so that they do not succumb to the goal of personal liberation. Different sources link this realization to the first or eighth bodhisattva level (*bhūmi*).

**g.618**  
form  
*gzugs*  

रूप  

The first of the five aggregates: the subtle and coarse forms derived from the primary material elements.

**g.619**  
form a notion  
*kun tu shes*  

सौन्झिना  

**g.620**  
form an idea of  
*rtog par byed*  

परामणि
form body

gzugs kyi sku

The visible form of a buddha that is perceived by other beings, in contrast to
his “dharma body,” the dharma kāya, which is the eternal, imperceptible
realization of a buddha.

form of life in suffering existence

srid par ’gro ba

form realm

gzugs kyi khams

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
One of the three realms of saṃsāra in Buddhist cosmology, it is characterized
by subtle materiality. Here beings, though subtly embodied, are not driven
primarily by the urge for sense gratification. It consists of seventeen heavens
structured according to the four concentrations of the form realm
(rūpāvacaradhyāna), the highest five of which are collectively called “pure
abodes” (suddhāvāsa). The form realm is located above the desire realm
(kāmadhātu) and below the formless realm (ārūpyadhātu).

formless

gzugs med pa

arūpin

formless absorption

gzugs med pa’i snyoms par ’jug pa

ārūpyasamāpatti

See “four formless absorptions.”

formless realm
The highest and subtlest of the three realms of samsāra in Buddhist cosmology. Here beings are no longer bound by materiality and enjoy a purely mental state of absorption. It is divided in four levels according to each of the four formless concentrations (ārūpyāvacamadhyāna), namely, the Sphere of Infinite Space (ākāśānantyāyatana), the Sphere of Infinite Consciousness (vijñānānantyāyatana), the Sphere of Nothingness (akīñcanyāyatana), and the Sphere of Neither Perception nor Non-perception (naivasamajñānasamjñāyatana). The formless realm is located above the other two realms of samsāra, the form realm (rūpadhātu) and the desire realm (kāmadhātu).

formulate a view

forsake what is right and engage in actions that are wrong

Fortunate Age

The name of the current eon, so-called because one thousand buddhas are prophesied to appear during this time.

foundation

four applications of mindfulness
The application of mindfulness to the body, the application of mindfulness to feeling, the application of mindfulness to mind, and the application of mindfulness to dharmas.

**four appropriations**

Four negative appropriations: that of desire, that of view, that of the view of the self, and that of moral supremacy.

**four birthplaces of being**

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The fourfold classification of ways in which beings are born: (1) birth from an egg, (2) birth from a womb, (3) birth from warmth and moisture, and (4) miraculous birth.

**four bonds**

Most likely these refer to (1) desire (dod pa), (2) existence (srid pa), (3) view(s) (lta ba), and (4) ignorance (ma rig pa).

**four concentrations**

The four progressive levels of concentration of the form realm that culminate in pure one-pointedness of mind and are the basis for developing insight. These are part of the nine serial absorptions. The formulas given at 16.54 are
the definitions or descriptions for each of the four.

g.636 four continents

gling bzhi

.definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:

According to traditional Buddhist cosmology, our universe consists of a central mountain, known as Mount Meru or Sumeru, surrounded by four island continents (dvīpa), one in each of the four cardinal directions. The Abhidharmakośa explains that each of these island continents has a specific shape and is flanked by two smaller subcontinents of similar shape. To the south of Mount Meru is Jambudvīpa, corresponding either to the Indian subcontinent itself or to the known world. It is triangular in shape, and at its center is the place where the buddhas attain awakening. The humans who inhabit Jambudvīpa have a lifespan of one hundred years. To the east is Videha, a semicircular continent inhabited by humans who have a lifespan of two hundred fifty years and are twice as tall as the humans who inhabit Jambudvīpa. To the north is Uttarakuru, a square continent whose inhabitants have a lifespan of a thousand years. To the west is Godānīya, circular in shape, where the lifespan is five hundred years.

g.637 four detailed and thorough knowledges

so so yang dag par rig pa bzhi

catuḥpratisaṃvid

The knowledge of the meaning, the knowledge of phenomena, the knowledge of interpretation, and the knowledge of eloquence.

g.638 four errors

phyin ci log bzhi

caturviparyāsa

Taking what is impermanent to be permanent, what is suffering to be happiness, what is unclean to be clean, and what is not self to be a self.

g.639 four fearlessnesses

mi ’jigs pa bzhi

The knowledge of the meaning, the knowledge of phenomena, the knowledge of interpretation, and the knowledge of eloquence.
caturvaiśānadya
Fearlessness in declaring that one has (1) awakened, (2) ceased all illusions, (3) taught the obstacles to awakening, and (4) shown the way to liberation.

g.640  four floods
chu bo bzhi

The four rivers of existence, craving, ignorance, and wrong view.

g.641  four formless absorptions
gzugs med pa'i snyoms par ’jug pa bzhi
caturārūpyasamāpatti
These comprise the absorptions of (1) the station of endless space, (2) the station of endless consciousness, (3) the station of the nothing-at-all absorption, and (4) the station of neither perception nor nonperception.

g.642  four great elements
’byung ba chen po bzhi
caturmahābhūta
The four “main” or “great” outer elements of earth, water, fire, and air.

g.643  four immeasurables
tshad med pa bzhi
catvāryapramāṇāni
The four positive qualities of loving-kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy, and equanimity, which may be radiated towards oneself and then immeasurable sentient beings.

g.644  four knots
mdud pa bzhi
caturgranthā
The four knots comprise covetousness, malice, moral supremacy, and ascetic supremacy.
four legs of miraculous power

The four are desire-to-do (or yearning) (chanda), perseverance (vīrya), concentrated mind (citta), and examination (mīmāṃsā).

Four Mahārājas

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Four gods who live on the lower slopes (fourth level) of Mount Meru in the eponymous Heaven of the Four Great Kings (Cāturmahārājika, rgyal chen bzhi’i ris) and guard the four cardinal directions. Each is the leader of a nonhuman class of beings living in his realm. They are Dhṛtarāṣṭra, ruling the gandharvas in the east; Virūḍhaka, ruling over the kumbhāṇḍas in the south; Virūpākṣa, ruling the nāgas in the west; and Vaiśravaṇa (also known as Kubera) ruling the yakṣas in the north. Also referred to as Guardians of the World or World-Protectors (lokapāla, ’jig rten skyong ba).

four noble truths

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The four truths that the Buddha transmitted in his first teaching: (1) suffering, (2) the origin of suffering, (3) the cessation of suffering, and (4) the path to the cessation of suffering.

four pairs of persons and eight individual persons

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Catvāraḥ puruṣa yugāḥ aṣṭau mahā puruṣa pudgalāḥ

four practices of spiritual practitioners
These are love, compassion, joy, and equanimity.

four presentations

The four presentations are (1) a presentation of doctrine representations (the divisions of the Buddha’s teachings), (2) a presentation of truth representations (one, two, four, up to an infinite number of truths), (3) a presentation of reasoning (rig / rigs pa, yukti) representations (from contingency, function, logical proof, and the nature of things), and (4) a presentation of vehicles (three).

four retinues

These are monks, nuns, and male and female followers of the householder code of conduct.

four right efforts

Four types of effort consisting in abandoning existing negative mind states, abandoning the production of such states, giving rise to virtuous mind states that are not yet produced, and letting those states continue.

four truths

See “four noble truths.”

four ways of gathering a retinue
**bsdu ba’i dngos po bzhis**

*catuḥsaṃgrahavastu*

Giving gifts, kind words, beneficial actions, and consistency between words and deeds.

**g.655**

four-continent world system

*gling bzhis pa’i ’jig rten gyis kham*

A world system formed by four great island continents. In this world system, a central mountain, Sumeru, is surrounded in the four cardinal directions by Jambudvīpa (our world) in the south, Goṇaṇīya in the west, Uttarakuru in the north, and Pūrvavideha in the east.

**g.656**

fourteen emptinesses

*ston phye nyid bcu bzhis po*

These comprise the first fourteen of the eighteen emptinesses, which are enumerated at 2.18: (1) inner emptiness, (2) outer emptiness, (3) inner and outer emptiness, (4) the emptiness of emptiness, (5) great emptiness, (6) the emptiness of ultimate reality, (7) the emptiness of the compounded, (8) the emptiness of the uncompounded, (9) the emptiness of what transcends limits, (10) the emptiness of no beginning and no end, (11) the emptiness of nonrepudiation, (12) the emptiness of a basic nature, (13) the emptiness of all dharmas, and (14) the emptiness of its own mark.

**g.657**

fraud

*ya ma brlas*

vāśita

**g.658**

free from appropriation

*len pa med pa*

*anupādāna · nirupādāna*
free from thought construction
*sprospaṅca

free up
*viplīka

freed from movement
*nimīṇjita

friend
*mārṣa · mitra

friends of the dark
*krṣṇabandhu

from the perspective of cause
*hetutah

from the perspective of place
*sīhānaśaḥ

fruit of a jackfruit tree
*shing pa na saˈiˈbməs bu
panasaphala

fruit of a mango tree

shing a mra'i 'bras bu

amrāphala

frustrated

mi 'grub pa dang ngal ba'i skal pa can

vighatasya bhāgin

full of holes

shin tu gtse

atyantacchidra

fully awakened

mngon par rdzogs par sangs rgyas

abhisambuddha

fully grasped

legs par zin pa

suparigṛhīta

fully rounded

tshul dang ldan pa

vyttasampanna

furnished with the best of all aspects

rnam pa thams cad kyi mchog dang ldan pa

sarvākara varopetā
gaganakalpa  
*nam mkha’ dang mtshungs pa*  

*Gaganakalpa*  
Lit. “sky-like.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

---

gaganākalpa  
*nam mkha’ rtog pa med pa*  

*Gaganākalpa*  
Lit. “inconceivable sky.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

---

gaganāparyata  
*nam mkha’ mu med pa*  

*Gaganāparyata*  
Lit. “limitless sky.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

---

gambhīradharmaprabhākara  
*chos zab mo’i ’od byed pa*  

*Gambhīradharmaprabhākara*  
Lit. “illuminator of the deep dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

---

gandharva  
*dri za*  

*Gandharva*  
*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*  
A class of generally benevolent nonhuman beings who inhabit the skies, sometimes said to inhabit fantastic cities in the clouds, and more specifically to dwell on the eastern slopes of Mount Meru, where they are under the
jurisdiction of the Great King Dhṛtarāṣṭra. They are most renowned as celestial musicians who serve the gods. In the Abhidharma, the term is also used to refer to the mental body assumed by sentient beings during the intermediate state between death and rebirth. Gandharvas are said to live on fragrances (gandha) in the desire realm, hence the Tibetan translation dri za, meaning “scent eater.”

g.680  Gandhavatī

spos ldan

śrīgandha

gandhavatī

Lit. “Fragrant.” The city in which the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata resides.

g.681  Gaṅgā River

gang gA’i klung

गंगा

gangā

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The Gaṅgā, or Ganges in English, is considered to be the most sacred river of India, particularly within the Hindu tradition. It starts in the Himalayas, flows through the northern plains of India, bathing the holy city of Vārāṇasī, and meets the sea at the Bay of Bengal, in Bangladesh. In the sūtras, however, this river is mostly mentioned not for its sacredness but for its abundant sands—noticeable still today on its many sandy banks and at its delta—which serve as a common metaphor for infinitely large numbers.

According to Buddhist cosmology, as explained in the Abhidharmakośa, it is one of the four rivers that flow from Lake Anavatapta and cross the southern continent of Jambudvīpa—the known human world or more specifically the Indian subcontinent.

g.682  Gaṅgadevī

gang gA’i lha mo

श्रीगंगा

gaṅgadevī · gaṅgadevā

The name of a nun who commits to the practice of the six perfections and worships the Buddha with golden-colored flowers. The Buddha predicts her future awakening as the buddha Suvarṇapuṣpa, during the eon called Tārakopama.
g.683  garbage worker
  g.yung po
  གཡུང་པོ
  pukkaśa

g.684  garden
  skyed mos tshal
  གཉེད་མོས་ཚལ།
  udyāna

g.685  garuḍa
  nam mkha’ lding
  ཉམ་མཁའ་ཐང་།
  garuḍa
  Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
  In Indian mythology, the garuḍa is an eagle-like bird that is regarded as the
  king of all birds, normally depicted with a sharp, owl-like beak, often holding
  a snake, and with large and powerful wings. They are traditionally enemies
  of the nāgas. In the Vedas, they are said to have brought nectar from the
  heavens to earth. Garuḍa can also be used as a proper name for a king of such
  creatures.

g.686  gateway to liberation
  rnam par thar pa’i sgo
  རོ་ཐམ་པར་ཐར་པ་ི་བོ
  vimokṣamukha
  A set of three points associated with the nature of phenomena that when
  contemplated and integrated lead to liberation. The three are emptiness,
  signlessness, and wishlessness.

g.687  gauge
  tshad
  མདོ་
  pramāṇa

g.688  geese
  ngang ngur
  གང་ངུར
generate the intention
g.689  sems skyed  
cittam utpādaya

g.690  get close to  
nye bar gyur
āsannībhū

g.691  get into trouble  
nyon mongs par 'gyur
vyasanam āpad

g.692  ghost  
yi dwags
preta

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
One of the five or six classes of sentient beings, into which beings are born as the karmic fruition of past miserliness. As the term in Sanskrit means “the departed,” they are analogous to the ancestral spirits of Vedic tradition, the pitṛs, who starve without the offerings of descendants. It is also commonly translated as “hungry ghost” or “starving spirit,” as in the Chinese 餓鬼 e gui.
The pretas live in the realm of Yama, the Lord of Death, where they are particularly known to suffer from great hunger and thirst and the inability to acquire sustenance.

g.693  giver  
sbyin pa po

dāyaka

g.694  giving
sbyin pa

The first of the six perfections.
g.695 giving gifts
sbyin pa sbyin pa · sbyin pa
dāna · daksinā
g.696 giving up
gtang ba · gtong ba
utsarjana · avasrjanatā
g.697 glossy
mdog snum
snigda
g.698 go blank
yid rtul
dhanvāya · dhandhāya
g.699 go forth
mngon par byung
abhiniṣkrama
g.700 go forth
nges par 'byung
niryā
g.701 go forth to homelessness
rub tu 'byung · khyim nas mngon par byung
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The Sanskrit *pravrajyā* literally means “going forth,” with the sense of leaving the life of a householder and embracing the life of a renunciant. When the term is applied more technically, it refers to the act of becoming a novice monk (*śrāmaṇera*; *dge tshul*) or nun (*śrāmaṇerikā*; *dge tshul ma*), this being a first stage leading to full ordination.

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Cognate with the English term *divine*, the devas are most generally a class of celestial beings who frequently appear in Buddhist texts, often at the head of the assemblies of nonhuman beings who attend and celebrate the teachings of Śākyamuni and other buddhas and bodhisattvas. In Buddhist cosmology the devas occupy the highest of the five or six “destinies” (*gati*) of saṃsāra among which beings take rebirth. The devas reside in the *devalokas*, “heavens” that traditionally number between twenty-six and twenty-eight and are divided between the desire realm (*kāmadhātu*), form realm (*rūpadhātu*), and formless realm (*ārūpyadhātu*). A being attains rebirth among the devas either through meritorious deeds (in the desire realm) or the attainment of subtle meditative states (in the form and formless realms). While rebirth among the devas is considered favorable, it is ultimately a transitory state from which beings will fall when the conditions that lead to rebirth there are exhausted. Thus, rebirth in the god realms is regarded as a diversion from the spiritual path.
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:

One of the four main continents that surround Sumeru, the central mountain in classical Buddhist cosmology. It is the western continent, characterized as “rich in the resources of cattle,” thus its name “using cattle.” It is circular in shape, measuring about 7,500 yojanas in circumference, and is flanked by two subsidiary continents. Humans who live there are very tall, about 24 feet (7.3 meters) on average, and live for 500 years. It is known by the names: Godānīya, Aparāntaka, Aparagodānīya, or Aparagoyāna.

g.705 goddess
lha'i bu mo

devakanyā
A female god, literally “daughter of a god.” Sometimes also translated “celestial maiden.”

g.706 good Dharma
dam pa'i chos

saddharma
The buddhadharma, or the Buddha’s teachings.

g.707 good for me
bdag gi don

me 'rthaḥ

g.708 good form of life
bde 'gro

sugata

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:

One of the standard epithets of the buddhas. A recurrent explanation offers three different meanings for su- that are meant to show the special qualities of “accomplishment of one’s own purpose” (svārthasampad) for a complete buddha. Thus, the Sugata is “well” gone, as in the expression su-rūpa (“having a good form”); he is gone “in a way that he shall not come back,” as in the expression su-naṣṭa-jvara (“a fever that has utterly gone”); and he has gone “without any remainder” as in the expression su-pūrṇa-ghaṭa (“a pot
that is completely full"). According to Buddhaghoṣa, the term means that the way the Buddha went (Skt. *gata*) is good (Skt. *su*) and where he went (Skt. *gata*) is good (Skt. *su*).

g.709  good quality
*yon tan*
*gunā*

g.710  Gotra level
*rigs kyi sa*
*gotrabhūmi*
Lit. “Lineage level.” The second of the ten levels traversed by all practitioners, from the level of an ordinary person until reaching buddhahood. See “ten levels.”

g.711  grasping
*‘dzin pa*
*grahaṇa*

g.712  grasping at nonexistence
*med pa la ‘dzin pa*

—

g.713  grasping rules and rituals as absolute
*tshul khrims dang brtul zhugs mchog tu ‘dzin*
*śīla vrata parāmarśa*

—

g.714  Gṛdhrakūṭa Hill
*bya rgod kyi phung po’i ri*
*gṛdhra kūṭa parvata*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
The Grāḍhākūṭa, literally Vulture Peak, was a hill located in the kingdom of Magadha, in the vicinity of the ancient city of Rājagṛha (modern-day Rajgir, in the state of Bihar, India), where the Buddha bestowed many sūtras, especially the Great Vehicle teachings, such as the Prajñāpāramitā sūtras. It continues to be a sacred pilgrimage site for Buddhists to this day.

g. 715
great being
sems dpa’ chen po

mahāsattva

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The term can be understood to mean “great courageous one” or “great hero,” or (from the Sanskrit) simply “great being,” and is almost always found as an epithet of “bodhisattva.” The qualification “great” in this term, according to the majority of canonical definitions, focuses on the generic greatness common to all bodhisattvas, i.e., the greatness implicit in the bodhisattva vow itself in terms of outlook, aspiration, number of beings to be benefited, potential or eventual accomplishments, and so forth. In this sense the mahā- (“great”) is close in its connotations to the mahā- in “Mahāyāna.” While individual bodhisattvas described as mahāsattva may in many cases also be “great” in terms of their level of realization, this is largely coincidental, and in the canonical texts the epithet is not restricted to bodhisattvas at any particular point in their career. Indeed, in a few cases even bodhisattvas whose path has taken a wrong direction are still described as bodhisattva mahāsattva.

Later commentarial writings do nevertheless define the term—variably—in terms of bodhisattvas having attained a particular level (bhūmi) or realization. The most common qualifying criteria mentioned are attaining the path of seeing, attaining irreversibility (according to its various definitions), or attaining the seventh bhūmi.

g. 716
great billionfold world system
stong gsum gyi stong chen po’i ’jig rten gyi khams

trisahasramaḥsāhasralokadhātu

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The largest universe described in Buddhist cosmology. This term, in Abhidharma cosmology, refers to 1,000 world systems, i.e., 1,000 “dichiliocosms” or “two thousand great thousand world realms” (dvisāhasr-
mahāsāhasralokadhātu), which are in turn made up of 1,000 first-order world systems, each with its own Mount Sumeru, continents, sun and moon, etc.

g.717 great bull elephants
glang po chen po

mahanāga

g.718 great emptiness
chen po stong pa nyid

mahāśūnyatā
One of the fourteen emptinesses and eighteen emptinesses.

g.719 great encircling mountain ranges
khor yug chen po

mahācakravāḍa

g.720 great learning
mang du thos

bāhuśrutya

g.721 great person
skyes bu chen po

mahāpuruṣa
Someone who will become a buddha or a cakravartin, whose bodies are adorned with the thirty-two major marks and the eighty minor signs.

g.722 great śrāvaka
nyan thos chen po

mahāśrāvaka
A term referring to the Buddha Śākyamuni’s closest and most important śrāvaka disciples.
Great Sumeru
ri rab chen po
mahāmeru

Great Vehicle
theg pa chen po
mahāyāna

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
When the Buddhist teachings are classified according to their power to lead beings to an awakened state, a distinction is made between the teachings of the Lesser Vehicle (Hīnayāna), which emphasizes the individual’s own freedom from cyclic existence as the primary motivation and goal, and those of the Great Vehicle (Mahāyāna), which emphasizes altruism and has the liberation of all sentient beings as the principal objective. As the term “Great Vehicle” implies, the path followed by bodhisattvas is analogous to a large carriage that can transport a vast number of people to liberation, as compared to a smaller vehicle for the individual practitioner.

greed
‘dod chags
rāga · lobha
One of the three poisons (triviṣa), together with hatred and confusion, that bind beings to cyclic existence.

greediness
brkam pa
grddhi

greedy thought
‘dod chags kyi sems · ‘dod chags dang bcas pa’i sems
rāgacitta · sarāgacitta

gregarious
'khor dang lhan cig tu spyod pa

parśadavacara

g.729  gross mental excitement

rgod pa

auddhatya

g.730  Guhyagupta

phug sbas

guhyagupta

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

g.731  guide

dmigs bu

parināyaka

g.732  guru

bla ma

guru

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A spiritual teacher, in particular one with whom one has a personal teacher–student relationship.

g.733  habitual dualistic idea

gnyis kun tu 'byung ba

dvayaṃśamuccārī

g.734  habitually clean

gtsang sbras pa - gtsang sbyas pa

caukṣaṃśamuccārī
half a minute
*skad cig

ksaṇa

half-month
*zla ba phyed

ardhamāsa

handsome
*mdzes pa

prāsādika · cāru

harbor a bad proclivity
*bag la nyal bas gnas par byed

*ānuśayabaddho vihanati RS

has no token
*rtags ma mchis

aliṅga

hasta
*khru

hasta

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A measure of length. One unit is the distance from the elbow to the tips of
the fingers, about eighteen inches.

hatred
*zhe sdang

dveṣa · doṣa
One of the three poisons (*triviṣa*), together with greed and confusion, that bind beings to cyclic existence.

g.742 have haughtiness

*khengs*

*འོད་*  
*stambha*

---

g.743 have a bright nature

*dkar po'i rang bzhin can*

*དཀར་པོའི་རང་བཞིན་ཅན*  
*śuklāṃśika* RS

---

g.744 have incomplete faculties

*dbang po ma tshang ba*

*དབང་པོ་མ་ཚང་བ*  
*indriyavikala*

---

g.745 have little autonomy

*dbang thang chung ba*

*དབང་ཐང་ཞང་བ*  
*alpabhāga · alpeśa*

---

g.746 have not been produced

*ma skyes*

*མ་སྐྱེས*  
*ajāta*

---

g.747 having emerged

*langs nas · ldang*

*ལངས་ནས · ཉང*  
*vyutthāya*

---

g.748 having found all the necessary conditions

*tshogs pa rnyed pas*

*ཚོགས་པ་རྨེད་པ*  
*samāgrīm āsādya*
having passed beyond

shin tu ’das nas · rab ’das nas · ’das par byas nas · ’das nas

atikramya

head of the gods

lha’i dbang po

devānām indriya · devendra

A common epithet of Śatakratu, also known as Indra.

hearts well freed by right understanding

yang dag pa’i shes pas sems shin tu rnam par grol ba

samyagājñāsu vimukta citta

heavenly world

mtho ris kyi ’jig rten

svargaloka

hell dwelling

sems can dmyal ba thams cad kyi gnas

nairayikabhavana

heroic

rtul phod pa

vīra

hindrance

bar du gcod pa · bar chad

āvaraṇa · antarāya · paripantha

Hiranyagarbha
dbyig gi snying po

hiṃṣyogarbha


g.757 hold as a support

lhag par dmigs pa

adhyālamb

g.758 hold right views

yang dag pa’i lta ba can · yang dag par lta ba

samyagdrṣṭī

g.759 hold wrong views

log par lta ba can · log par lta ba

mithyādrṣṭī

g.760 holding the highest office

mnga’ dbang chen po brnyes pa

ādhipatyapratilambha

g.761 hot season

tsha ba’i dus la bab pa · sos ka

uṣṇakāla · grīṣma

g.762 householder

khyim pa · khyim na gnas pa

ṛgīn

g.763 human form

mir gyur pa
manuṣyabhūta

human world

mi'i 'jig rten

manuṣyaloka

hundred thousand world systems

'jig rten gyi khams 'bum phrag

śatasāhasnālokadhātu

hundred thousandth one hundred millionth part

bye ba phrag 'bum gyi cha

kotīśatasahastamī kalā

idea of beauty

sdug pa'i 'du shes

śubhasaṃjñā

idea of happiness

bde ba'i 'du shes

sukhasaṃjñā

idea of impermanence

mi rtag pa'i 'du shes

anityasaṃjñā

ignorance

ma rig pa

avidyā
ignorant persons
mi blun po · skyes bu blun po

mohapuruṣa

g.772 illumination of the wisdom
shes rab kyi snang ba

prajñāloka

g.773 imaginary form
kun brtags pa’i gzugs

parikalpitarāpa

g.774 imagination
rnam par rtog pa · kun tu rtog pa

vitarka

g.775 imagined
brtags pa

kalpita

g.776 immeasurables
tshad med pa

apramāṇa
See “four immeasurables.”

g.777 immoral thought
’chal pa’i tshul khrims kyi sens
dauhšīlyacitta

g.778 immorality
'chal ba’i tshul khrims · tshul khrims ’chal pa
dauḥśīlya

g.779 immortality
‘chi ba med pa · bdud rtsi
amṛta

impatient
mi bzod pa
aksānti

impeccable
smad du med pa
na jugupsaniya
Literally, “cannot be disliked.”

imponderable
gzhal du med
atulya

impotent
nus pa cung zad kyang med
akincitsamartha

improve
‘phel
vrdh

in a disadvantaged family
rigs ngan pa
nīcakūla

in a dualistic way

in a mirage

in accord with reality

in an unmade and unchanging way

in full possession of

in perfect control of their whole mind

in the bodhisattva vehicle
in the category of the ultimate

*don dam pas rab tu phyé ba*

paramārthaprabhāvita

in the manner of an objective support

*dmigs pa’i tshul gyis*

ālambanayogena

in the realm of immortality

*’chi ba med pa’i dbyings · bdud rtsi’i dbyings*

amṛte dhātau

inanimate material state

*bems po nyid*

dharmajādātā

inclined to

*gzhol ba*

nimna

inconceivable element

*bsam gyis mi khyab pa’i dbyings*

acintyadhātā

incorporate

*yongs su ’dzin*

parigna

increase

*’phel*
independent of

ma brten par

anāgamya

Indra
dbang po

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The lord of the Trāyastriṃśa heaven on the summit of Mount Sumeru. In Buddhist sūtras, he is a disciple of the Buddha and protector of the Dharma and its practitioners. He is often referred to by the epithets Śatakratu, Śakra, and Kauśika.

Indradatta
dbang pos byin

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

Indraketu
dbang po tog

Lit. “Indra’s victory banner.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

indulge

sten

pratisev

industrious

brtson 'grus dang ldan
vīryavant

**inexhaustible**

*bas ma ’tshal ba lags · zad pa med pa · mi zad pa*

akṣaya

**inexpiable sin**

*mtshams med pa*

ānantarya

See “five inexpiable sins.”

**inexpressible**

*brjod du ma mchis · brjod du med*

anabhilapya

**infinite life**

*tshe dpag tu med pa*

aparimitāyus

**inflected word**

*tshig ‘bru*

vyanjana

**influenced**

*yongs su zin pa*

parigṛhīta

**infused with energy**

*gzi brjid bcug pa*
inner and outer emptiness

.inner and outer emptiness

inner body

inner emptiness

insight

intellect

intense faith

interrupted by a single birth
**skye ba gcig gis thogs pa**

*ekajātipratibaddha*

**g.821 intrinsic nature**

*ngo bo nyid · rang bzhin*  

*rang bzhin · rang bzhin*

*svabhāva*

This term denotes the ontological status of phenomena, according to which they are said to possess existence in their own right—inherently, in and of themselves, objectively, and independent of any other phenomena such as our conception and labelling. The absence of such an ontological reality is defined as the true nature of reality, emptiness. Also rendered here as “basic nature.”

**g.822 introduction**

*gleng gzhi · gleng gzhī’i sde*  

*rang bzhin · rang bzhin*

*nidāna*

Literally, “foundation of the narrative.” One of the twelve aspects of the wheel of Dharma.

**g.823 invisible**

*mi snang ba*  

*adṛśya*

**g.824 involved in a false apprehension of facts**

*dmigs pa la spyod spyod pa*  

*upalambhacarat*

**g.825 irreversible**

*phyir mi ldog pa*  

*avaivarttika*

**g.826 irreversible level**
Isolation is traditionally categorized as being of three types: (1) isolation of the body (kāyaviveka), which refers to remaining in solitude free from desirous or disturbing objects; (2) isolation of the mind (cittaviveka), which is mental detachment from desirous or disturbing objects; and (3) isolation from the “substrate” (upadhiviveka), which indicates detachment from all things that perpetuate rebirth, including the five aggregates, the afflictions, and karma.
Jambudvīpa

The name of the southern continent in Buddhist cosmology, which can signify either the known human world, or more specifically the Indian subcontinent, literally “the jambu island/continent.” Jambu is the name used for a range of plum-like fruits from trees belonging to the genus Szygium, particularly Szygium jambos and Szygium cumini, and it has commonly been rendered “rose apple,” although “black plum” may be a less misleading term. Among various explanations given for the continent being so named, one (in the Abhidharmakosa) is that a jambu tree grows in its northern mountains beside Lake Anavatapta, mythically considered the source of the four great rivers of India, and that the continent is therefore named from the tree or the fruit. Jambudvīpa has the Vajrāsana at its center and is the only continent upon which buddhas attain awakening.

jaundice

Lit. “Victorious.” A world system in the north direction, where the buddha Jayendra dwells.

Jayadatta

Lit. “Victory Given.” A bodhisattva from a world system called Jayā, in the northern direction, who comes to pay homage and listen to the Buddha.
rgyal ba thob pa

Jayalabdha
Lit. “gained the victory.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Jayendra

g.837

rgyal ba'i dbang po

Jayendra
Lit. “Victorious Indra.” A buddha in a world system called Jayā, in the northern direction.

jewel-like perfection

pha rol tu phyin pa rin po che

ratnapāramitā

Jinamitra
dzi na mi tra

jinamitra
Indian paññita of the ninth century.

jñānaketu

g.840

ye shes tog

jñānaketu
Lit. “knowledge victory banner.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

jñānolka

g.841

ye shes sgron ma

jñānolka
Lit. “knowledge firebrand.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

joy
dga' ba
prema
One of the four practices of spiritual practitioners and one of the four
immeasurables (the other three being: loving-kindness or love, compassion,
and equanimity.

jungle dweller
dgon pa pa

āraṇyako

just a convention
tha snyad tsam

vyavahāramātmān

jvalanolkā
Lit. “fire meteor.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

kācalindika
ka tsa li di ka

kācalindika · kācalindi

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A frequent simile for softness, thought to refer either (1) to the down of the
kācilindika or kācalindika bird (see Lamotte 1975, p. 261, n. 321), or (2) to a
tropical tree bearing silken pods, similar to kapok, from which garments
were made, and identified (Monier-Williams p. 266) with Abrus precatorius.

kalaviṅka
ka la bing ka

kalaviṅka

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
In Buddhist literature refers to a mythical bird whose call is said to be far more beautiful than that of all other birds, and so compelling that it can be heard even before the bird has hatched. The call of the kalaviṅka is thus used as an analogy to describe the sound of the discourse of bodhisattvas as being far superior to that of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, even before bodhisattvas attain awakening. In some cases, the kalaviṅka also takes on mythical characteristics, being depicted as part human, part bird. It is also the sixteenth of the eighty designs on the palms and soles of a tathāgata.

While it is equated to an Indian bird renowned for its beautiful song, there is some uncertainty regarding the identity of the kalaviṅka; some dictionaries declare it to be a type of Indian cuckoo (probably *Eudynamys scolopacea*, also known as the asian koel) or a red and green sparrow (possibly *Amandava amandava*, also known as the red avadavat).

g.848 kāṅkṣocchedana

\[ \text{nem nur gcod pa} \]

\[ \text{kāṅkṣocchedana} \]

Lit. “that cuts off doubt.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.849 kārākāra

\[ \text{bya ba byed pa} \]

\[ \text{kārākāra} \]

Lit. “does what needs to be done.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.850 kāraṇḍa duck

\[ \text{bya ka ran da} \]

\[ \text{kāraṇḍa} \]

g.851 karma

\[ \text{las \cdot sug las \cdot phyag las \cdot lag las} \]

\[ \text{karm} \]

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
Meaning “action” in its most basic sense, karma is an important concept in Buddhist philosophy as the cumulative force of previous physical, verbal, and mental acts, which determines present experience and will determine future existences.

g.852  karma of rejecting the Dharma  
chos spong ba'i las  

Meaning “action” in its most basic sense, karma is an important concept in Buddhist philosophy as the cumulative force of previous physical, verbal, and mental acts, which determines present experience and will determine future existences.

g.853  karmic action  
las  

Meaning “action” in its most basic sense, karma is an important concept in Buddhist philosophy as the cumulative force of previous physical, verbal, and mental acts, which determines present experience and will determine future existences.

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Meaning “action” in its most basic sense, karma is an important concept in Buddhist philosophy as the cumulative force of previous physical, verbal, and mental acts, which determines present experience and will determine future existences.

g.854  Kātyāyana  
kA tyA ya na  

Meaning “action” in its most basic sense, karma is an important concept in Buddhist philosophy as the cumulative force of previous physical, verbal, and mental acts, which determines present experience and will determine future existences.

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Meaning “action” in its most basic sense, karma is an important concept in Buddhist philosophy as the cumulative force of previous physical, verbal, and mental acts, which determines present experience and will determine future existences.

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Meaning “action” in its most basic sense, karma is an important concept in Buddhist philosophy as the cumulative force of previous physical, verbal, and mental acts, which determines present experience and will determine future existences.
after the Puru king Kuśika had performed austerities for one thousand years to obtain a son equal to Indra who could not be killed by others. In the Pāli Kusajātaka (Jāt V 141–45), the Buddha, in one of his former bodhisattva lives as a Trāyastriṃśa god, takes birth as the future king Kusa upon the request of Indra, who wishes to help the childless king of the Mallas, Okkaka, and his chief queen Sīlavatī. This story is also referred to by Nāgasena in the Milindapañha.

**g.856** kāyakalisaṃpramathana

_lus kyi skyon yang dag par sel ba_

_lit. “overcomes physical flaws.” Name of a meditative stabilization._

**g.857** kind words

_snyan par smra ba_

_priyavadya_

**g.858** kindly

_byams pa_

_maitram_

**g.859** kingdom

_yul ’khor · rgyal srid_

_rāṣṭra_

**g.860** kinnara

_mi’am ci_

_kinnara_

_Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:_

A class of nonhuman beings that resemble humans to the degree that their very name—which means “is that human?”—suggests some confusion as to their divine status. Kinnaras are mythological beings found in both Buddhist
and Brahmanical literature, where they are portrayed as creatures half human, half animal. They are often depicted as highly skilled celestial musicians.

g.861  kinsman

nye du

—

g.862  knower of all aspects

rnam pa thams cad mkhyen pa

sarvākāra jñāna

See also n.29.

g.863  knowledge

rig pa · ye shes · shes pa · mkhyen pa

vidyā · jñāna

See also n.673.

g.864  knowledge and seeing of liberation

rnam par grol ba'ii ye shes mthong ba

vimuktijñānadarśana

The translators perhaps understood “insight into knowledge of liberation.”

g.865  knowledge from prayer

smon nas shes pa

pranidhijñāna

See also n.673.

g.866  knowledge in accord with sound

sga ji bzhin shes pa

yathārūtajñāna

g.867  knowledge of a knower of all
thams cad mkhyen pa'i ye shes

sarvajñāñāna

g.868 knowledge of a knower of all aspects

rnam pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid kyi ye shes

sarvākāra jñatā jñāna

Also referred to as “knowledge of paths,” it is the knowledge of a bodhisattva.

g.869 knowledge of a knower of path aspects

lam gyi rnam pa shes pa nyid kyi shes pa

mārgakāmiñajñāñāna

Also referred to as “knowledge of paths,” it is the knowledge of a bodhisattva.

g.870 knowledge of all aspects

rnam pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid

sarvākāra jñatā

See “three types of omniscience.”

g.871 knowledge of calm abiding and insight

zhi gnas dang lhag mthong shes pa

śamathavipāśyanāñāna

g.872 knowledge of cessation

'gog pa shes pa

nirodhañāna

g.873 knowledge of dharma

chos shes pa
dharmajñāna
See also n. 670.

g. 874 knowledge of extinction
zad pa shes pa

kṣayajñāna


g. 875 knowledge of mastery
yongs su ’dris pa shes pa · ’dris pa shes pa

paricayajñāna


g. 876 knowledge of nonproduction
mi skye ba shes pa

anutpādajñāna


g. 877 knowledge of origination
kun ’byung ba shes pa

samudayajñāna


g. 878 knowledge of path aspects
lam gyi rnam par shes pa nyid · lam gyi rnam pa shes pa

mārgākārajñatā
See “three types of omniscience.”


g. 879 knowledge of paths
lam gyi rnam pa shes pa nyid

mārgajñatā
See “three types of omniscience.”

Also referred to as the “knowledge of a knower of path aspects,” it is the knowledge of a bodhisattva.


g. 880 knowledge of suffering
sdug bsngal shes pa

knowledge of the aspects of the thought activity of all beings

sanskrit: duḥkhajñāna

sems can thams cad kyi sems kyi spyod pa’i rnam pa shes pa nyid

knowledge of the knowledge of all aspects

g.882

sanskrit: sarvākāra jñatā jñāna

rnam pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid kyi ye shes

knowledge of the path

g.883

sanskrit: cetaḥparyāya jñāna

lam shes pa

knowledge of the ways of thinking

g.884

sanskrit: yathābhūta jñāna

sens kyi rnam grangs shes pa

knowledge of things as they really are

g.885

sanskrit: yathābhūta jñāna

yang dag pa ji lta ba bzhin shes pa

knowledge that does not enter into attachment

g.886

sanskrit: —
rjes su ’chags pa la mi ’jug pa’i shes pa

knowledge that outflows are extinguished

g.887

sanskrit: —
zag pa zad pa shes pa
āsravakaśayajñāna

g.888  knowledge that recollects previous states of existence

sngon gyi gnas rjes su dran pa'i shes pa

pūrvanivāsānusmṛti jñāna

knowledge-mantra

rigs · rig sngags

vidyā

g.890  krośa

dpag tshad

krośa

A unit of distance. According to Monier-Williams, a krośa equals “the range of the voice in calling,” or 4,000 hasta (“hands”), or a quarter of a yojana.

g.891  Kṛtāvin level

byas pa rtogs pa can gyi sa

kṛtāvibhūmi

Lit. “Have Done the Work to Be Done.” The seventh of the ten levels traversed by all practitioners, from the level of an ordinary person until reaching buddhahood. See “ten levels.”

g.892  kṣayāpagata

zad pa dang bmal ba

kṣayāpagata

Lit. “free from exhaustion.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.893  Kṣemā

bde ba

kṣemā
Lit. “Security.” Name of four lotus ponds, each located in one of the four gardens of the residence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, in the city of Gandhavatī.

g. 894  Kśemottamā

bde ldan

*ṃkṣemottama* RS

Lit. “Most Secure.” Name of four lotus ponds, each located in one of the four gardens of the residence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, in the city of Gandhavatī.

g. 895  Kuru

sgra mi snyan

kusumābhikīrṇa

Lit. “on account of which flowers have been strewed.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g. 896  kusumābhikīrṇa

me tog bkram pa

kusumābhikīrṇa

Lit. “on account of which flowers have been strewed.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g. 897  label

'dogs pa · btags pa

—

g. 898  laid down their burden

khur bor ba

apahṛtabhāra
lakṣanaparīṣodhana
Lit. “purification of marks.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

later-food refuser
A “later-food refuser” is one who does not accept any food after they have begun eating (that is, once they have begun eating, they do not accept any more if it is offered).

leader
When capitalized this term is an epithet of the Buddha.

learned
When capitalized this term is an epithet of the Buddha.

legs of miraculous power
See “four legs of miraculous powers.”

let it fester
See “anuśayaṃ vahati.”

letter
yi ge

akṣam

liberate

yongs su dgrol · yongs su bkrol

parimocaya

Licchavi

lid tsa bl

licchavi

Name of the tribe and republican city-state whose capital was Vaiśāli.

life faculty

srog gi dbang po

jīvitendriya

lightness

yang ba

laghutā

limb of awakening

byang chub kyi yan lag

bodhyaṅga

See “seven limbs of awakening.”

limitless and boundless

mtha’ yas mu med pa

anantāparyanta

lineage
link up

listen to it being read aloud

live a celibate life

live having set out in the Dharma in full conformity with the Dharma

live on joy

lives in solitude

living being
prāṇin · jīva

**g.920**
load
khal

**g.921**
local ruler
khams kyi rgyal po

**g.922**
location
yul · yul phyogs

diśl

**g.923**
Lokapāla
’jig rten skyong ba

Lit. “World Protectors.” They are usually the same as the Four Mahārājas but are here included as a separate group.

**g.924**
long thin tongue
ljags ring zhing srab pa · ljags shin tu ring zhing srab pa

prabhūtatanujihva

**g.925**
longing
’dod pa

*spṛhāRS

**g.926**
lord
bcom ldan ’das
bhagavān · bhagavat

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
In Buddhist literature, an epithet applied to buddhas, most often to Śākyamuni. The Sanskrit term generally means “possessing fortune,” but in specifically Buddhist contexts it implies that a buddha is in possession of six auspicious qualities (bhaga) associated with complete awakening. The Tibetan term—where bcom is said to refer to “subduing” the four māras, ldan to “possessing” the great qualities of buddhahood, and ’das to “going beyond” saṃsāra and nirvāṇa—possibly reflects the commentarial tradition where the Sanskrit bhagavat is interpreted, in addition, as “one who destroys the four māras.” This is achieved either by reading bhagavat as bhagnavat (“one who broke”), or by tracing the word bhaga to the root √bhañj (“to break”).

In this text:
An epithet of the buddhas. The Tibetan translators consistently understand the word bhagavān as bhaṅga-ga-vat and render it bcom ldan ’das “one who has destroyed (bcom) obscurations, possesses (ldan) the buddhadharmas, and has gone (’das) into nirvāṇa.” An alternative translation is “Blessed One” from bhaga-vat “one who possesses (vat) good fortune (bhaga).”

g.927  lotus
      pad ma
-padma

g.928  lotus pond
      rdzing bu
-ṣkiriṇi · puṣkaraṇī
g.929  loving
      byams pa
-maitra
g.930  loving-kindness
      byams pa
maitrī

One of the four practices of spiritual practitioners, and one of the four immeasurables (the other three being compassion, sympathetic joy, and equanimity).

low caste
dmangs rigs
śudra · śudra varṇa

lunar mansion
rgyu skar
*nakṣatra$^{RS}$

maggot
srin bu
krimi

magic spell
sgyu ma’i rig sngags

magical creations
sprul pa
nirmīta

magical formula
rig sngags
vidyā

Mahābrahmā
tshangs pa chen po
mahābrahmā
Lit. “Great Brahmā.” The third of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the third of the three heavens that correspond to the first of the four concentrations. See also “Brahmapārṣadya.”

Mahākaruṇācinta
snying rje cher sens
mahākaruṇācinta
A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

Mahākāśyapa
'od srung chen po
mahākāśyapa
One of the Buddha’s principal śrāvaka disciples, he became a leader of the saṅgha after the Buddha’s passing.

Mahākātyāyana
kA t+yA’i bu chen po
mahākātyāyana
See “Kātyāyana.”

Mahākaśṭhilya
gsus po che
mahākaśṭhilya
A great śrāvaka included in the audience of this sūtra.

Mahāketu
me tog chen po
mahāketu
Lit. “Great Flower.” Name that three hundred monks will bear when they become buddhas, during the eon called Tārakopama, due to dressing the body of the Buddha and producing the thought of awakening while attending this teaching.

**g.943** Mahāmaudgalyāyana

*maud gal gyi bu chen po*

*སྒྲིག་དབུ་ཆེན་པོ*  
*mahāmaudgalyāyana*

See “Maudgalyāyana.”

**g.944** Mahāprajāpatī

*skye dgu’i bdag mo chen mo*

*སྐྱས་དགུའི་བདག་བོ་*  
*mahāprajāpatī*

The maternal aunt and adoptive mother of the Buddha as well as the first woman to be ordained.

**g.945** Mahārāja

*rgyal po chen po*

*རྒྱལ་པོ་ཆེན་པོ*  
*mahārāja*

See “Four Mahārājas.”

**g.946** Mahāsthāmaprāpta

*mthu chen thob*

*མོ་ཐུ་ཆེན་ཐོབ*  
*mahāsthāmaprāpta*

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra. Along with Avalokiteśvara, he is one of the two main bodhisattvas in the realm of Sukhāvatī.

**g.947** Mahāvyūha

*bkod pa chen po*

*བྱོད་པ་ཆེན་པོ*  
*mahāvyūha*

Lit. “Great Array.” A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.
mahāvyūha

*bkod pa chen po*

mahāvyūha

Lit. “great array.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

mahoraga

*lto ’phye chen po*

mahoraga

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*

Literally “great serpents,” mahoragas are supernatural beings depicted as large, subterranean beings with human torsos and heads and the lower bodies of serpents. Their movements are said to cause earthquakes, and they make up a class of subterranean geomantic spirits whose movement through the seasons and months of the year is deemed significant for construction projects.

Maitreya

*byams pa*

Maitreya

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*

The bodhisattva Maitreya is an important figure in many Buddhist traditions, where he is unanimously regarded as the buddha of the future era. He is said to currently reside in the heaven of Tuṣita, as Śākyamuni’s regent, where he awaits the proper time to take his final rebirth and become the fifth buddha in the Fortunate Eon, reestablishing the Dharma in this world after the teachings of the current buddha have disappeared. Within the Mahāyāna sūtras, Maitreya is elevated to the same status as other central bodhisattvas such as Mañjuśrī and Avalokiteśvara, and his name appears frequently in sūtras, either as the Buddha’s interlocutor or as a teacher of the Dharma. Maitreya literally means “Loving One.” He is also known as Ajita, meaning “Invincible.”

For more information on Maitreya, see, for example, the introduction to *Maitreya’s Setting Out* (Toh 198).

majestic wheel-turning emperor

*dbang phyug ’khor los sgyur ba*
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The thirty-two primary physical characteristics of a “great being,” mahāpuruṣa, which every buddha and cakravartin possesses. They are considered “major” in terms of being primary to the eighty minor marks or signs of a great being.

In this text:
For their enumeration in this text, see 73.89.
g.958 making things known
btags pa

prajñapti

g.959 male
skyes pa

puruṣa

g.960 malice
gnod sens

vyapāda

g.961 malicious thought
gnod sens kyi sens  ·  gnod sens

vyāpādacitta

mandārava

man dA m ba

mandārava

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*  
One of the five trees of Indra’s paradise, its heavenly flowers often rain down in salutation of the buddhas and bodhisattvas and are said to be very bright and aromatic, gladdening the hearts of those who see them. In our world, it is a tree native to India, *Erythrina indica* or *Erythrina variegata*, commonly known as the Indian coral tree, mandarava tree, flame tree, and tiger’s claw. In the early spring, before its leaves grow, the tree is fully covered in large flowers, which are rich in nectar and attract many birds. Although the most widespread coral tree has red crimson flowers, the color
of the blossoms is not usually mentioned in the sūtras themselves, and it may refer to some other kinds, like the rarer *Erythrina indica alba*, which boasts white flowers.

Mañjuśrī Kumārabhūta

Mañjuśrī is one of the “eight close sons of the Buddha” and a bodhisattva who embodies wisdom. He is a major figure in the Mahāyāna sūtras, appearing often as an interlocutor of the Buddha. In his most well-known iconographic form, he is portrayed bearing the sword of wisdom in his right hand and a volume of the *Prajñā pāramitā sūtra* in his left. In addition to the epithet Kumārabhūta, which means “having a youthful form,” Mañjuśrī is also called Mañjughoṣa, Mañjusvara, and Pañcaśikha.

Māra

A māra is a demon, in the sense of something that plagues a person. The four māras are (1) māra as the five aggregates (*skandhamāra, phung po'i bdud*), māra as the affictive emotions (*kleśamāra, nyon mongs pa'i bdud*), māra as death (*mṛtyumāra, 'chi bdag gi bdud*), and the god māra (*devaputramāra, lha'i bu'i bdud*).

Māra class

The deities ruled over by Māra. The term can also refer to the devas in his paradise, which is sometimes identified with Paranirmitavaśavartin, the highest paradise in the realm of desire. This is distinct from the four personifications of obstacles to awakening, also known as the four māras (*devaputramāra, mṛtyumāra, skandhamāra, and kleśamāra*).

Māra the wicked one
Māraḥ pāpiyān

A frequent epithet of Māra.

Mārabalapramardin

bdud kyi stobs rab tu ’joms pa

mārabalapramardin

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

māramanḍalavidhvāṃsaṇakara

bdud kyi dkyil ’khor rnam par ’joms par byed pa

māramanḍalavidhvāṃsaṇakara

Lit. “totally defeats the circle of māras.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

mark

mtshan nyid · mtshan

lakṣaṇa

mark of a great person

skyes bu chen po’i mtshan

mahāpuruṣalakṣaṇa

market

grong rdal

nigama

market town

grong rdal

nigama

marketplace
As one of the twelve aspects of the wheel of Dharma, it means descriptions of miracles.

The ancient Indian army was composed of four branches (caturāṅga)—infantry, cavalry, chariots, and elephants.
**dravya**

Things that are not merely labelled through concepts or ideas but are actually capable of performing a function, *e.g.*, form.

---

**g.980**

**material things**

*zang zing · rdzas*

*ནང་ཞིང · རྡེ་ས་*

*āmīsa*

---

**g.981**

**maturity**

*smīn pa · yongs su smīn pa*

*སམིན་པ་ · འགོད་སུ་སམིན་པ་*

*pāka · paripāka*

---

**g.982**

**Maudgalyāyana**

*maud gal gyi bu*

*མ་དགལ་གྱི་བུ།*

*maudgalyāyana*

One of the principal śrāvaka disciples of the Buddha, paired with Śāriputra, he was renowned for his miraculous powers. His family clan was descended from Mudgala, hence his name Maudgalyāyana, “the son of Mudgala’s descendants.” Respectfully referred to as Mahāmaudgalyāyana.

---

**g.983**

**māyāvivarjita**

*sgyu ma rnam par spangs pa*

*སྒྲ་མ་རྒྱུམ་པར་སྤངས་པ་*

*māyāvivarjita*

Lit. “where illusion has been eliminated.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

---

**g.984**

**medicine**

*sman*

*ཟྣམ་*

*aṇḍha*

---

**g.985**

**meditative equipoise**

*minam par bzhag pa*

*མིསྣམ་པར་བཞིག་པ་*

*samāhita*
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A state of deep concentration in which the mind is absorbed in its object to such a degree that conceptual thought is suspended. It is sometimes interpreted as settling (āhita) the mind in equanimity (sama).

In this text:
Also rendered here as “collected state.”

g.986 meditative stabilization

ting nge ‘dzin - ting ’dzin

samādhi

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
In a general sense, samādhi can describe a number of different meditative states. In the Mahāyāna literature, in particular in the Prajñāpāramitā sūtras, we find extensive lists of different samādhis, numbering over one hundred.

In a more restricted sense, and when understood as a mental state, samādhi is defined as the one-pointedness of the mind (cittākāgratā), the ability to remain on the same object over long periods of time. The Draror Bamponyipa (sgra sbyor bam po gnyis pa) commentary on the Mahāvyutpatti explains the term samādhi as referring to the instrument through which mind and mental states “get collected,” i.e., it is by the force of samādhi that the continuum of mind and mental states becomes collected on a single point of reference without getting distracted.

g.987 meditative stabilization gateway

ting nge ‘dzin gyi sgo

samādhimukha

\[ \text{g.988 meditative stabilization like a flash of lightning} \]

glog lta bu ‘i ting nge ‘dzin

vidyutopamasamādhi

Name of a meditative stabilization.

\[ \text{g.989 meditative stabilization with applied and sustained thought} \]

rtog pa dang bcas dpyod pa dang bcas pa ‘i ting nge ‘dzin
savītarkasavicārasamādhi
See “meditative stabilization.”

g.990 meditative stabilization without applied thought but with sustained thought
rto g pa med cing dp yod pa'i ting nge 'dzin
avitarkavicārasamādhi
See “meditative stabilization.”

g.991 meditative stabilization without either applied or sustained thought
rto g pa yang med dp yod pa yang med pa'i ting nge 'dzin
avitarkāvicārasamādhi
See “meditative stabilization.”

g.992 melodious narration
dbyangs kyi bsnyad pa
dang myi
geya
The repetition of prose passages in verse form. Literally “that which is to be chanted.” One of the twelve aspects of the wheel of Dharma.

g.993 melodious sound endowed with the five branches that make it suitable for discourse
gsung gi lam yan lag lnga dang ldan pa'i dbyangs
pañcāṅga vāk pathopeta svara

g.994 mental action
yid kyi las
manaskarman

g.995 mental continuum
sems kyi rgyud
mental distraction
sensaṃtāna · *cittasaṃtānaₚ

mental distress
yiddmiṣaṅgab

mental factor
sensalasbyungba

cetasika

mental volitional factor
yiddkyiduṣaṅgab

together

mentally construct
rtog · rtogparṣaṅgab · rnamparṛtog · rnamparṛtogparṣaṅgab

mere designation
mingtsam

mere name
mingtsam

nāmāṇāṇa

nāmaṇāṇa

vikṣiptacitta

anāttamanas

−
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
In Buddhism more generally, merit refers to the wholesome karmic potential accumulated by someone as a result of positive and altruistic thoughts, words, and actions, which will ripen in the current or future lifetimes as the experience of happiness and well-being. According to the Mahāyāna, it is important to dedicate the merit of one’s wholesome actions to the awakening of oneself and to the ultimate and temporary benefit of all sentient beings. Doing so ensures that others also experience the results of the positive actions generated and that the merit is not wasted by ripening in temporary happiness for oneself alone.

Merukalpa
Lit. “axial mountain–like.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Merukūṭa
A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

meruvicitra
Lit. “variegated axial mountain.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

million world systems
Name of a meditative stabilization.
A “twice thousandfold world system,” i.e., a millionfold universe.

**g.1008**  
**mind and mental factor**  
*sems dang sms las byung ba*  
*เสม็นส์ ดัง สมส์ ลาส์ บิ่ง บา*

*cittacaitasika*

**g.1009**  
**mind disposed to the word**  
*bka’ nyan pa’i sms*  
*บก่า’ นьян พา’ เส่ม*

*ājñācitta*

**g.1010**  
**mind made**  
*yid las byung ba*  
*ยิด ลาส์ บิ่ง บา*

*manomaya*

**g.1011**  
**mindful**  
*dran pa*  
*ดัน พา*

*smṛta · smṛtiman*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*

This is the faculty that enables the mind to maintain its attention on a referent object, counteracting the arising of forgetfulness, which is a great obstacle to meditative stability. The root *smṛ* may mean “to recollect” but also simply “to think of.” Broadly speaking, *smṛti*, commonly translated as “mindfulness,” means to bring something to mind, not necessarily something experienced in a distant past but also something that is experienced in the present, such as the position of one’s body or the breath.

Together with alertness (*samprajña, shes bzhin*), it is one of the two indispensable factors for the development of calm abiding (*śamatha, zhi gnas*).

**g.1012**  
**mindfulness**  
*dran pa*  
*ดัน พา*

*smṛti*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
This is the faculty that enables the mind to maintain its attention on a referent object, counteracting the arising of forgetfulness, which is a great obstacle to meditative stability. The root *smṛ* may mean “to recollect” but also simply “to think of.” Broadly speaking, *smṛti*, commonly translated as “mindfulness,” means to bring something to mind, not necessarily something experienced in a distant past but also something that is experienced in the present, such as the position of one’s body or the breath.

Together with alertness (*samprajāna, shes bzhin*), it is one of the two indispensable factors for the development of calm abiding (*śamatha, zhi gnas*).

**g.1013** mindfulness of breathing in and out  
*dbugs* *ring* *pa* dang *byung* *ba* *rjes* *su* *dran* *pa*
- *dbugs* *ring* *pa* dang *dbyung* *ba* *rjes* *su* *dran* *pa*
- *dbugs* *dbyung* *ba* dang *ring* *pa* *rjes* *su* *dran* *pa*

ānāpānānusmṛti

**g.1014** mindfulness of death  
*‘chi* *ba* *rjes* *su* *dran* *pa*

maraṇānusmṛti

**g.1015** mindfulness of disgust  
*skyo* *ba* *rjes* *su* *dran* *pa*

udvegānusmṛti

**g.1016** mindfulness of giving away  
*gtong* *ba* *rjes* *su* *dran* *pa*

tyāgānusmṛti

**g.1017** mindfulness of morality  
*tshul khrims* *rjes* *su* *dran* *pa*

śīlānusmṛti
mindfulness of the Buddha
sangs rgyas rjes su dran pa
buddhānusmṛti

mindfulness of the Dharma
chos rjes su dran pa
dharmānusmṛti

mindfulness of the gods
lha rjes su dran pa
devatānusmṛti

mindfulness of the Saṅgha
dge 'dun rjes su dran pa
saṅghānusmṛti

mindfulness of what is included in the body
lus su gtogs pa rjes su dran pa
kāya gatānusmṛti

minister
blon po
parināyaka

minor sign
dpe byad bzang po · dpe byad
anuvyāñjana · vyañjana

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The eighty secondary physical characteristics of a buddha and of other great beings (*mahāpuruṣa*), which include such details as the redness of the fingernails and the blackness of the hair. They are considered “minor” in terms of being secondary to the thirty-two major marks or signs of a great being.

*In this text:*

For their enumeration in this text, see 73.93.

---

**g.1025 miracle**

*cho ‘phrul*

*prātiḥārya*

**g.1026 miracle of foretelling**

*kun brjod pa’i cho ‘phrul*

*ādeśanāprātiḥārya*

**g.1027 miracle of instruction**

*rjes su bstan pa’i cho ‘phrul*

*anuśāsanāprātiḥārya*

**g.1028 miracle of miraculous power**

*rďzu ‘phrul gyi cho ‘phrul*

*rddhiprātiḥārya*

**g.1029 miraculous birth**

*rďzus te skye ba*

*aupapādūka*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*

One of the four modes of birth (*caturyoni; skye gnas bzhi*). Those who take miraculous birth are spontaneously born fully mature at the time of their birth. There are many categories of beings who can be born under these
circumstances, including gods, hungry ghosts, hell beings, beings born in the intermediate state (antarābhava; bar ma do), and even humans in special circumstances or in the pure realms.

**miraculous power**

*rdzu ’phrul*

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The supernatural powers of a śrāvaka correspond to the first abhijñā: “Being one he becomes many, being many he becomes one; he becomes visible, invisible; goes through walls, ramparts and mountains without being impeded, just as through air; he immerses himself in the earth and emerges from it as if in water; he goes on water without breaking through it, as if on [solid] earth; he travels through the air crosslegged like a winged bird; he takes in his hands and touches the moon and the sun, those two wonderful, mighty beings, and with his body he extends his power as far as the Brahma world” (Śūraṃgasamādhisūtra, trans. Lamotte 2003).

The great supernatural powers (*mahāddhi*) of bodhisattvas are “causing trembling, blazing, illuminating, rendering invisible, transforming, coming and going across obstacles, reducing or enlarging worlds, inserting any matter into one’s own body, assuming the aspects of those one frequents, appearing and disappearing, submitting everyone to one’s will, dominating the supernormal power of others, giving intellectual clarity to those who lack it, giving mindfulness, bestowing happiness, and finally, emitting beneficial rays” (Śūraṃgasamādhisūtra, trans. Lamotte 2003).

**mirage**

*smig rgyu*

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:

**miserliness**

*ser sna*

**mode**

*rnam pa*
Definitions:

**bhikṣu**

The term *bhikṣu*, often translated as “monk,” refers to the highest among the eight types of prātimokṣa vows that make one part of the Buddhist assembly. The Sanskrit term literally means “beggar” or “mendicant,” referring to the fact that Buddhist monks and nuns—like other ascetics of the time—subsisted on alms (*bhikṣā*) begged from the laity.

In the Tibetan tradition, which follows the Mūlasarvāstivāda Vinaya, a monk follows 253 rules as part of his moral discipline. A nun (*bhikṣuṇī; dge slong ma*) follows 364 rules. A novice monk (*śrāmaṇera; dge tshul*) or nun (*śrāmaṇerikā; dge tshul ma*) follows thirty-six rules of moral discipline (although in other vinaya traditions novices typically follow only ten).

**śīla**

Morally virtuous or disciplined conduct and the abandonment of morally undisciplined conduct of body, speech, and mind. In a general sense, moral discipline is the cause for rebirth in higher, more favorable states, but it is...
also foundational to Buddhist practice as one of the three trainings (triśikṣā) and one of the six perfections of a bodhisattva. Often rendered as “ethics,” “discipline,” and “morality.”

**g.1038** morality that comes through force of habit

*yang dag par spyod pa'i tshul khrims*

*སྣང་དག་པར་བསྡེ་ཡོད་པའི་ཚུལ་ཀྱིས་*  
*smudācāraśīla*

**g.1039** morality with eight branches

*yen lag bryad dang ldan pa'i tshul khrims*

*ཡེན་ལག་བྱར་དང་ལྡན་པའི་ཚུལ་ཀྱིས་*  

The eight branches are the same as the eight precepts, the *upavasatha* or *upavāsa* vows, namely: to refrain from (1) killing, (2) stealing, (3) sexual conduct, (4) lying or divisive speech, (5) intoxication, (6) eating at inappropriate times, (7) entertainment such as singing, dancing, seeing shows, and beautifying oneself with adornments or cosmetics, and (8) using a high bed.

**g.1040** morality with five branches

*yen lag lnga dang ldan pa'i tshul khrims*

*ཡེན་ལག་ླང་དང་ལྡན་པའི་ཚུལ་ཀྱིས་*  

The five branches are the same as the five precepts, namely: abstaining from killing, stealing, sexual misconduct, lying, and consuming intoxicants.

**g.1041** morning

*snga dro*

*པྲུའི་འཕྲོག*  
*purobhakta*

**g.1042** mosquito

*sbrang bu mchu ring*

*སྡེ་བྲང་བུ་མཆུ་རིང*  
*daníśa*

**g.1043** Mother of Victors

*rgyal ba'i yum*
See “perfection of wisdom.”

g.1044 motivator
   slong ba po
   སློང་བ་པོ
   utthāpaka

1045 moved excessively
   lhag par g.yo ba
   ཀྲ་པར་བོ་
   unmiñjita

1046 moved to abridge
   bsdus par g.yo ba
   བསྡུས་པར་བོ་
   saṃmiñjita

1047 nāga
   klu
   མ་
   nāga

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A class of nonhuman beings who live in subterranean aquatic environments, where they guard wealth and sometimes also teachings. Nāgas are associated with serpents and have a snakelike appearance. In Buddhist art and in written accounts, they are regularly portrayed as half human and half snake, and they are also said to have the ability to change into human form. Some nāgas are Dharma protectors, but they can also bring retribution if they are disturbed. They may likewise fight one another, wage war, and destroy the lands of others by causing lightning, hail, and flooding.

1048 nāgavrśa
   klu shing gi me tog
   འི་ཞིང་གི་ཤེས་སྟོོ།
   nāgavrśa

   Mesua roxburghii. The Sanskrit literally translates as “nāga flowers.”
g.1049  nairvedhikasarvabhavatamo'pagata  
   rtogs pa srid pa'i mun pa thams cad dang bral ba
   རྟོགས་པས་སྦིར་པ་ི་མུན་པ་ཐམས་ཅད་དང་བྲལ་བ།
   nairvedhikasarvabhavatamo'pagata  
   Lit. “freed by realization from all darkness of the world.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1050  nāmaniruktipadavyañjana  
   ming dang nges pa'i sgra dang tshig dang 'bru
   ཨང་དང་སྒྲ་དང་ཚིག་དང་‘bru
   nāmaniruktipadavyañjana  
   Lit. “of words, etymologies, sentences, and syllables.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1051  nāmaniyatapraveša  
   ming nges par 'jug pa
   ཨང་པར་འཇོག་པ།
   nāmaniyatapraveša  
   Lit. “entry into certainty about words.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1052  name  
   'du shes
   ཀུན་ཤེས།
   saṃjñā  

g.1053  name and conventional term  
   ming gi brda · ming dang brda
   རིག་པ་. རིག་པ་

---

g.1054  name and form  
   ming dang gzugs
   རིག་པ་གཟུགས
   nāmarūpa  
   Fourth of the twelve links of dependent origination.

g.1055  name designation
ming du btags pa · ming du gtags pa

nāmaprajñapti

g.1056 name plucked out of thin air

glo bur du btags pa'i ming · glo bur du ming btags · glo bur du ming du btags pa
· ming du btags pa · ming tsam kho na

āgantukaṃ nāmadheyaṃ

g.1057 nameless

ming med pa

anāmakā

g.1058 nānārutapadaivañjanābhīnirhāra

sgra dang tshig dang 'bru sna tshogs sgrub pa

nānārutapadaivañjanābhīnirhāna

Lit. “producing skill in [making] the variety of sounds, words, and syllables.”
Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1059 Nandā
dga' ba

nandā

Lit. “Happiness.” Name of four lotus ponds, each located in one of the four gardens of the residence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, in the city of Gandhavatī.

g.1060 Nandā
dga' ba

nandā

Lit. “Delight.” A world system in the direction above, where the buddha Nandasrī now dwells.
Nandadatta

*dga’ bas byin*

*nandadatta*

Lit. “Delight Given.” A bodhisattva from a world system called Nandā, in the direction above, who comes to pay homage and listen to the Buddha.

Nandaśrī

dga’ ba’i dpal

*nandaśrī*

Lit. “Glorious Delight.” A buddha in a world system called Nandā, in the direction above.

Nandottamā

dga’ ba mchog

*nandottamā*

Lit. “Supreme Happiness.” Name of four lotus ponds, each located in one of the four gardens of the residence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, in the city of Gandhavatī.

Nandyāvarta

g.yung drung ’khyil ba

*nandyāvarta*

Lit. “Nandi the bull’s curl.” One of the symbols adorning the palms of the hands and soles of the feet of the buddhas. Together with the śrīvatsa and svastika, it forms the eightieth minor sign. It is a symbol of auspiciousness.

natural state

chos nyid

dharmatā

See “true nature of dharmas.”

natural state not robbed of mindfulness

*bsnyel ba mi mnga’ ba’i chos nyid*
natural-bed user

naturally childish disposition

naturally gentle soul

nature from something else

neither perception nor nonperception

nine perceptions

The nine perceptions of the repulsive state of the body after death are here listed as the perception of a bloated corpse, the perception of it chopped in half or the cleaned-out-by-worms perception, the perception of it as putrid,
the bloodied perception, the black-and-blue perception, the savaged perception, the torn-asunder perception, the bones perception, and the burnt-bones perception.

g.1073 nine places beings live

*sems can gyi gnas dgu*

The *dung dkar tshig mdzod chen mo* lists the nine as (1) among those with different (*tha dad*) bodies and perceptions, such as humans and some gods, (2) among those with different bodies and a single perception, such as the Brahmakāyika gods, (3) among those with a single body and different perceptions, such as the Ābhāsvara gods, (4) among those with a single body and a single perception, such as the Śubhakṛtsna gods, and (5) among beings in Asamjñisattva, (6) in the station of endless space, (7) in the station of endless consciousness, (8) in the station of nothing-at-all, and (9) in the station of neither perception nor nonperception.

g.1074 nine serial absorptions

*mthar gyis gnas pa'i snyoms par 'jug pa dgu*

*navaṇṇupūrva vihāra samāpatti*

Nine states of concentration that one may attain during a human life, namely the four concentrations corresponding to the form realm, the four formless absorptions, and the attainment of the state of cessation.

g.1075 niradhiṣṭhāna

*gnas su bya ba med pa*

*niradhiṣṭhāna*

Lit. “without anything to rest on” (Conze: “All Stability Stopped”). Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1076 Nirmāṇarati

*'phrul dga’*

*nirmāṇarati*
Lit. “Those Who Enjoy Magically Produced Creations.” The fifth of the six heavens of the desire realm; also the name of the gods living there. Its inhabitants magically create the objects of their own enjoyment.

g.1077

niruktinirdeśapraveśa
nges pa’i tshig bstan pa la ’jug pa

Lit. “entry into the exposition of etymologies.” Name of a meditative stabilization. (Ghoṣa has niruktāniyatapraveśa.)

g.1078

niruktiniyatapraveśa
nges pa’i tshig la gdon mi za bar ’jug pa

Lit. “entry into certainty about the etymologies.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1079

nirvāṇa
mya ngan las ’das pa

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
In Sanskrit, the term nirvāṇa literally means “extinguishment” and the Tibetan mya ngan las ’das pa literally means “gone beyond sorrow.” As a general term, it refers to the cessation of all suffering, afflicted mental states (kleśa), and causal processes (karman) that lead to rebirth and suffering in cyclic existence, as well as to the state in which all such rebirth and suffering has permanently ceased.

More specifically, three main types of nirvāṇa are identified. The first type of nirvāṇa, called nirvāṇa with remainder (sopadhiśeṣanirvāṇa), is when an arhat or buddha has attained awakening but is still dependent on the conditioned aggregates until their lifespan is exhausted. At the end of life, given that there are no more causes for rebirth, these aggregates cease and no new aggregates arise. What occurs then is called nirvāṇa without remainder (anupadhiśeṣanirvāṇa), which refers to the unconditioned element (dhātu) of nirvāṇa in which there is no remainder of the aggregates. The Mahāyāna teachings distinguish the final nirvāṇa of buddhas from that of arhats, the latter of which is not considered ultimate. The buddhas attain what is called
nonabiding nirvāṇa (*apratiṣṭhitānirvāṇa*), which transcends the extremes of samsāra and nirvāṇa, i.e., existence and peace. This is the nirvāṇa that is the goal of the Mahāyāna path.

g.1080 niścitta

$sanskrit$ sens med pa

niścitta

Lit. “without thoughts.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1081 Nityapramūdita

$sanskrit$ rtag tu rab dga’

nityapramūdita

Lit. “Always a Joy.” Name of one of four gardens in the residence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, in the city of Gandhavatī.

g.1082 Nityaprayukta

$sanskrit$ brtson pa mi g tong

nityaprayukta

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

g.1083 Nityodyukta

$sanskrit$ rtag tu brtson

nityodyukta

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

g.1084 Nityotkṣiptahasta

$sanskrit$ rtag tu phyag brkyang

nityotkṣiptahasta

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

g.1085 Niyatā

$nges pa$
niyatā
Lit. “Certain.” Name of four lotus ponds, each located in one of the four gardens of the residence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, in the city of Gandhavatī.

niyatadhvajaketu
nges pa'i rgyal mtshan tog
niyatadhvajaketu
Lit. “crest of the victory banner of certainty.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

no fixed position
mi gnas pa
anihśṛta • *aniścita$^{RS}$

no intrinsic nature
ngo bo nyid med pa • rang bzhin med pa
niḥsvabhāvatva • asvabhāva

no knowledge
shes pa ma yin pa
ajñāna

no thought
sems ma yin
acitta

no thought to hold back
sems la ’dzin pa med pa
anāgrhiṭacitta
noble

ⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉｒⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉrh

ārya

A term of exaltation. See also “noble being.”

noble being

ⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉrh

ārya

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The Sanskrit ārya has the general meaning of a noble person, one of a higher class or caste. In Buddhist literature, depending on the context, it often means specifically one who has gained the realization of the path and is superior for that reason. In particular, it applies to stream enterers, once-returners, non-returners, and worthy ones (arhats) and is also used as an epithet of bodhisattvas. In the five-path system, it refers to someone who has achieved at least the path of seeing (darśanamārga).

noble discourses to do with deliverance

ⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉrh

kathāṃ karoty āryāṃ nairyāṇikīṃ

noble path

ⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉrh

āryamārga

The noble eightfold path, enumerated in 16.25, comprises (1) right view, (2) right idea, (3) right speech, (4) right conduct, (5) right livelihood, (6) right effort, (7) right mindfulness, and (8) right meditative stabilization.

noble truth

ⁿʰᵉʳⁿʰᵉrh

āryasatya

See “four noble truths.”
non-returner

phyir mi ’ong ba

anāgāmin

One who has achieved the third of the four levels of attainment on the śrāvaka path and who will no longer be reborn in the desire realm.

nonaccumulation

tshogs ma yin pa

anicaya

nonapprehender

dmigs su med par byed

nonarising

kun nas ldang ba med pa

aparyutthāna

nonconforming order

lugs dang mi ’thun pa · lugs ma yin pa

pratiloma

nonduality

gnyis su med pa

advaya

nonexistence of a self in dharmas

chos la bdag med pa

dharmanairātmya

nonexistent thing
dngos po med pa · dngos po ma mchis pa

abhāva

g.1105 nonhuman
mi ma yin

amanusya

g.1106 nonhuman form
mi ma yin par gyur pa

amanusyarūta

g.1107 nonmaterial reality
rdzas su ma mchis pa

—
Things that are merely labelled through concepts or ideas.

g.1108 nonsense
don dang mi ldan pa

anarthopasamhita

g.1109 nose consciousness constituent
sna'i rnam par shes pa'i khams

ghrāṇavijñānadātu
One of the eighteen constituents.

g.1110 not a state of being
med pa

asattva

g.1111 not affected by
gos par mi ’gyur

na lipyate

not amenable to language
tha snyad ma mchis pa

*apnayahāra RS

not an agent
bgyid pa ma lags

akārakṛ

not apprehending
mi dmigs pa

anupalambha
See “apprehend.”

not bear malice
kun nas mnar sens mi byed

na cittam āghātayati (āhan)

not been cut apart
gcad du med

acchina

not being able to be crushed
thub pa med pa

anavamardya

not being partaken of
mi ’phrog pa
not bringing in and not sending out as their way of being

blang ba med pa dang dor ba med pa

not causing all the dharmas to come into being

chos thams cad la mngon par ’du byed pa med pa

not cut apart

gcad du med pa

not distinguish

rnam par mi shes

not extinguished

mi zad pa

not fixed

yang dag par gnas pa ma yin pa

not found

dmigs su ma mchis pa · mi dmigs
not getting overheated

An attribute of speech.

not grating

An attribute of speech.

not have to guard against

not joining

not made

not mingling

not necessarily destined

not needy


'dod pa chung

'alpeccha

g.1134 not obey

'das

'atikram

not separated

dang ma bral

'avirahita

g.1136 not something about which you can speculate

'brtag par mi nus pa

'atarkya

g.1137 not something that can be talked about

'rabs tu brjod du med pa

'apravyāhāra

g.1138 not specifically qualified

'bye brag med pa

'aviśeṣa

g.1139 not suitable to be clung to

'lhag par chags par bya ba'i 'os ma yin pa

'anadhyavasāya[dharma]yogatā

g.1140 not the Dharma

'chos ma yin pa

'änadhyatā
adharma

g.1141 not things that have been settled down on

mngon par zhen pa med pa

མན་པར་ཞེན་པ་མེད་པ།
anabhiniviṣṭa

g.1142 not truly real

ma mchis pa

མ་མཆིས་པ།
asat

g.1143 not unsure

som nyi mi za · nem nur med pa

ཉེམ་བོད་པ་· ཉེམ་ཐོགས་པ།
niṣkāṅkṣā · nāsti kāṅkṣā

g.1144 not worthwhile

snying po med pa

སྦྱིང་པོ་མེད་པ།
asāra

g.1145 not zigzag

ma yo bar gshegs pa

མ་ཡོ་བར་གཤེགས་པ།
avakragātra

g.1146 nothing has changed places and nothing has been destroyed

‘pho ba med pa dang ’jig pa med pa

འཕོ་བ་མེད་པ་དང་འཇིག་པ་མེད་པ།
asankrāntyavināśitā

g.1147 nothing-at-all

ci yang med pa

ཆི་ཡང་མེད་པ།
ākiṃcintya

See “station of nothing-at-all.”
nullify
gsog tu bgyid pa

*ric RS

objective support
dmigs pa

ālambana · ānambana

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
dmigs (pa) translates a number of Sanskrit terms, including ālambana, upalabdhi, and ālambate. These terms commonly refer to the apprehending of a subject, an object, and the relationships that exist between them. The term may also be translated as “referentiality,” meaning a system based on the existence of referent objects, referent subjects, and the referential relationships that exist between them. As part of their doctrine of “threefold nonapprehending/nonreferentiality” (khor gsum mi dmigs pa), Mahāyāna Buddhists famously assert that all three categories of apprehending lack substantiality.

obscuration
sgrib pa

āvāraṇa

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The obscurations to liberation and omniscience. They are generally categorized as two types: affective obscurations (kleśāvāraṇa), the arising of afflictive emotions; and cognitive obscurations (jñeyāvāmaṇya), those caused by misapprehension and incorrect understanding about the nature of reality.
The term is used also as a reference to a set five hindrances on the path: longing for sense pleasures (Skt. kāmacchanda), malice (Skt. vyāpāda), sloth and torpor (Skt. styānamiddha), excitement and remorse (Skt. auddhatyakaukṛtya), and doubt (Skt. vicikitsā).

obscure
bsgrīb

āer
See “obscuration.”

g.1152 odd things with their bodies
lus kyi ’gyur ba
kāyavikāra

Offering
mchod pa
pūjā

offering of the Śākya
shAkya’i sras
śākyaputrīya
The disciples of the Buddha Śākyamuni.

old age and death
rga shi
jarāmaraṇa
The twelfth link of dependent origination.

omniscience
thams cad mkhyen pa
sarvajña
See “three types of omniscience.”

once-returner
lan cig phyir ’ong ba
sakṛdāgāmin
One who has achieved the second of the four levels of attainment on the śrāvaka path and who will have only one more rebirth before attaining liberation.
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Manu being the archetypal human, the progenitor of humankind, in the Mahābhārata, the Purāṇas, and other Indian texts, “child of Manu” (mānava) or “born of Manu” (manuja) is a synonym of “human being” or humanity in general.

one born of Manu
shed las skies

manuja

one should not behave like those who are not habitually clean
gtsang sbra mi byed pa’i bag spyad par mi bya
‘cauksasamudācāratā na pracārayitavyā

one who does
byed pa po

kāmaka

one who feels
tshor ba po

vedaka

one who is beginning the work
las dang po pa

ādikarmika

one who knows
shes pa po

jānaka

one who lives
gso ba po · gso ba
poṣa

one who makes someone else do
byed du ’jug pa po
kārayitṛ
g. 1165

one who makes someone else feel
tshor bar byed du ’jug pa po · tshor bar byed pa po
vedayitrka

vedayitrka

one who motivates
kun nas slong ba po
samutthāpaka
g. 1167

one who sees
mthong ba po
paśyaka
g. 1168

one who sleeps sitting up
cog bu pa
naiṣadyākā

naiṣadyākā

g. 1169

onepointedness
rtse gcig pa
ekāgratā
g. 1170

ekāgratā

open-air dweller
bla gab med pa
ābhyavakāśika
g. 1171
g.1172 opening for the production
   skye ba’i sgo
   ཝདོཞི།
   āyaṁ dvāram

g.1173 operates/occurs without the threefold intellectual apprehension
   blo rnam pa gsum du mi ’jug · blo rnam pa gsum du mi ’byung
   རྣམ་པ་གསུམ་དུ་མི་’དག་·ཞུ་བུམ་པ་གསུམ་དུ་མི་’བོང
   trividhā buddhir na pravartate

g.1174 opponent
   phyir rgol ba
   ལྷ་བཞི།
   pratyarthika

g.1175 opportunity for speech designation
   tshig gi lam gyis gdags
   གཞིག་ལམ་གྱིས་གདགས།
   vākpathaprajñapti

g.1176 opportunity to hurt
   glags
   རྙིང་།
   avatāma

g.1177 ordinary convention
   ’jig rten gyi tha snyad · tha snyad
   བཞིན་ནི་ཐ་སྨོยว · ཐ་སྨོยว
   lokavyavahārena · vyavahāma

g.1178 ordinary foolish being
   byis pa so so’i skye bo
   བཞིན་པར་ཕོག་་འོ་ཞུ་འོ་།
   bālaprthagjana

g.1179 ordinary neutral phenomena
   lung du ma bstan pa’i chos rnams
As listed in 11.38, these are physical karma, verbal karma, and thinking-mind karma, the four great elements, the five faculties, the four formless absorptions, the aggregates, constituents, and sense fields, and maturation.

**g.1180 ordinary person**

*so so'i skye bo*

**prthagjana**

A person who has not had a perceptual experience of the truth and has therefore not achieved the state of a noble being.

**g.1181 ordinary requirements**

*’jig rten pa’i ’tsho ba’i yo byad*

**jīvitopakaraṇa**

Food, drink, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses, tools, gems, pearls, beryl, conch shells, crystals, corals, silver, and gold. This is a list of requirements for sustaining oneself that differs from the requirements (*yo byad, pariṣkāra*) of an ordained person (robes, alms, beds and seats, and medicines for sicknesses).

**bod rgya tshigs mdzod chen mo** gives *’tshog chas* as an old word for *’tsho ba’i yo byad*.

**g.1182 ordinary right view**

*’jig rten pa’i yang dag pa’i lta ba*

**laukikī samyagdṛṣṭi**

**g.1183 ordinary state of being**

*’jig rten gnas pa*

**lokasaṃniveśa**

**g.1184 ordinary term and convention**

*’jig rten gyi brda dang tha snyad*

**lokasamketavyavahāra**
ordinary things
"jig rten pa
ལག་བན་པ།

ordinary unwholesome phenomena
"jig rten pa'i chos mi dge ba rnams
ལག་བན་པའི་ཆོས་མི་དགེ་བར་ཟོམས།

As listed in 11.37, these comprise the ten unwholesome actions—killing, stealing, illicit sex because of lust, lying, backbiting, insulting, babbling nonsense, coveting, malice, and wrong view—and also anger, bearing a grudge, dissembling, nursing pent-up anger, violence, jealousy, envy, and pride.

organ for excreting is hidden in a sheath
"doms kyi lba ba sbubs su nub
འོམས་ི་ལབ་བ་ཝུང་བ་
koṣopagatavastiguhya
Mvy

origination
kun 'byung ba
ུན་འབྱུང་བ་
samudaya

outcast
gdol pa
གདོ་ལ་
candala

The lowest and most disparaged class of people within the caste system of ancient India, they fall outside of the caste system altogether due to their low rank in society.

outer emptiness
phyi stong pa nyid
ཕྲི་ཐང་པ་ཉིད་
**bahirdhāśūnyatā**

One of the fourteen emptinesses and eighteen emptinesses

---

**g.1191 outer limits of society**

*mtba’ ’khob*

I.e., those living beyond the pale of civilization, out of reach of the sacred Dharma.

---

**g.1192 outflow**

*zag pa*

*āsrava*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*

Literally, “to flow” or “to ooze.” Mental defilements or contaminations that “flow out” toward the objects of cyclic existence, binding us to them. Vasubandhu offers two alternative explanations of this term: “They cause beings to remain (*āsayanti*) within saṃsāra” and “They flow from the Summit of Existence down to the Avīci hell, out of the six wounds that are the sense fields” (*Abhidharma kośa bhāṣya* 5.40; Pradhan 1967, p. 308). The Summit of Existence (*bhavāgra*), while the hell called Avīci (*mnar med*) is the lowest; the six sense fields (*āyatana*, *skyê mchod*) here refer to the five sense faculties plus the mind, i.e., the six internal sense fields.

*In this text:*

The metaphor explaining outflows (*āsrava*), rendered as “contaminated,” is a house with a faulty roof. But it does not simply mean that something from the outside, hatred or greed, drips in on the pristine mind of a person. Rather the drips come from within the person. They arise from unskillful mindsets that give rise to the afflictions, hence “outflows” rather than “inflows.”

---

**g.1193 outflows dried up**

*zag pa zad pa*

*kṣīṇāsrava*

See “outflows.”

---

**g.1194 owner**
owner

Padmā

Padmahasta

Padmaśrī

Padmāvatī
Lit. “Endowed with Lotuses.” Name of the empire where the Buddha stayed in a previous life as a brahmin student, in the presence of the buddha Dīpaṃkara.

Padmavatī

pad ma can

_padmavatī_

Lit. “Endowed with Lotuses.” The buddhafield of the tathāgata Samantakusuma where Mañjuśrī Kumārabhūta and the god Susthitamati also live.

Padmavyūha

pad ma bkod pa

_padmavyūha_

Lit. “array of lotuses.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Padmottama

pad ma mchog

_padmottama_

Lit. “Supreme Lotus.” A bodhisattva from a world system called Padmā, in the direction below, who comes to pay homage and listen to the Buddha.

Padmottaraśrī

pad ma mchog gi dpal

_padmottaraśrī_

Lit. “Glorious Supreme Lotus.” A buddha in a world system called Bodhi-manḍalālaṃkārasurucita, in the intermediate southeast direction.

Palace

khang bzangs

_prāsāda_
The pārājika are the first four defeats listed in the moral code of monks and nuns. Incurring a pārājika defeat entails exclusion from the order. Buddhaśrī 182b4–6 says a pārājika defeat is not as bad as a giving-up-bodhicitta defeat because a pārājika defeat is not absolutely wrong. Habituated behavior, lust and so on, causes the pārājika defeat, but it is not absolutely necessary that lust is the motivating factor when the activity is engaged in. So, the activity leading to a pārājika is not absolutely wrong and does not preclude bodhicitta.

Lit. “Those Who Control What Is Created by Others.” The sixth and highest heaven in the desire realm, so named because the inhabitants have power over the emanations of others.
paricchedakara
Lit. “cutter.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1211  paripūrṇavimalacandra-prabha
zla ba nyla ba’i ’od dri ma med pa
paripūrṇavimalacandra-prabha
Lit. “light of the stainless full moon.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Parīttābha
‘od chung
parīttābha
Lit. “Those Whose Radiated Light Is Circumscribed.” The fourth of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the first of the three heavens that correspond to the second of the four concentrations.

Parīttaśubha
dge chung
parīttaśubha
Lit. “Those Whose Virtue Is Circumscribed.” The seventh of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the first of the three heavens that correspond to the third of the four concentrations.

park
kun dga’ ra ba · skyped mos tshal
ārāma
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Generally found within the limits of a town or city, an ārāma was a private citizen’s park, a pleasure grove, a pleasant garden—ārāma, in its etymology, is somewhat akin to what in English is expressed by the term “pleasance.”
The Buddha and his disciples were offered several such ārāmas in which to dwell, which evolved into monasteries or vihāras. The term is still found in contemporary usage in names of Thai monasteries.

**g.1215** pass away

'das

stddef

**g.1216** path of meditation

bsgom pa’i lam

སྒོམ་པའི་ལམ།

bhāvanāmārga

**g.1217** path with pliancy

shin tu sbyangs pa’i lam

སྟིན་ཐུ་སྲྙད་པའི་ལམ།

prasrabdhi mārga

**g.1218** path without pliancy

shin tu sbyangs pa ma yin pa’i lam

སྟིན་ཐུ་སྲྙད་པ་མ་ཡིན་པའི་ལམ།

aprasrabdhi mārga

**g.1219** patience

bzod pa

བོད་པ།

kṣānti

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*

A term meaning acceptance, forbearance, or patience. As the third of the six perfections, patience is classified into three kinds: the capacity to tolerate abuse from sentient beings, to tolerate the hardships of the path to buddhahood, and to tolerate the profound nature of reality. As a term referring to a bodhisattva’s realization, dharmakṣānti (chos la bzod pa) can refer to the ways one becomes “receptive” to the nature of Dharma, and it can be an abbreviation of anutpattikadharmakṣānti, “forbearance to the unborn nature, or nonproduction, of dhammas.”

*In this text:*
Also rendered here as “forbearance.”

pātragata

snod du gyur pa

pātragata

Lit. “become a vessel.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

penetrating

nges par 'byed pa

nairvedika

perception

'du shes

saṃjñā

The mental processes of recognizing and identifying the objects of the five senses and the mind. Third of the five aggregates.

perception of a bloated corpse

rnam par bam pa'i 'du shes

ādhmātaka · vyādhmātakasaṃjñā

perception of dry bones

rus gong du 'du shes

asthisamjñā

perception of form

gzugs su 'du shes

rūpasaṃjñā

perception of it as putrid

rnam par rnags pa'i 'du shes

ādhmātaka · vyādhmātakasaṃjñā
vipūyakasamjñā · viputikasamjñā
g.1227 perception of it chopped in half
phyed du chad pa’i ’du shes
vyāghātakasamjñā
g.1228 perception of uncleanliness and so on in the examination of the body
lus la so sor rtog pa mi sdug pa’i ’du shes la sog pa
aśubhādikāsu samjñās su samucchayapatyavekṣanā
g.1229 perfect complete buddha
yang dag par rdzogs pa’i sangs rgyas
samyaksamābuddha
g.1230 perfect development
yongs su grub pa
parinīṣpatti
g.1231 perfect human birth
dal ba
ksaṇa
g.1232 perfect meditative stabilization
yang dag pa’i ting nge ’dzin
samyaksamādhi
Name of a meditative stabilization.
g.1233 perfect moment/perfect human birth
dal ba phun sum tshogs pa
ksaṇasampad
See n.1126.

perfect practice
yang dag pa’i spyod pa
samyakcaryā
g.1234

perfect state
phun sum tshogs pa · yang dag pa · yang dag pa nyid
sampad · sampatti · samyaktva
g.1235

perfected
phun sum tshogs pa · yongs su grub pa
parinispànna · *parinispattiRS
g.1236

perfection
pha rol tu phyin pa
pārmitā
This term is used to refer to the main trainings of a bodhisattva. Because these trainings, when brought to perfection, lead one to transcend samsāra and reach the full awakening of a buddha, they receive the Sanskrit name pārmitā, meaning “perfection” or “gone to the farther shore.” They are listed as either six or ten.
See “six perfections” and “ten perfections.”
g.1237

perfection of concentration
bsam gtan gyi pha rol tu phyin pa
dhyānapāramitā
Fifth of the six perfections.
g.1238

perfection of giving
sbyin pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa
śīla

g.1239
dānapāramitā
First of the six perfections.

g.1240 perfection of morality
tshul khrims kyi pha rol tu phyin pa
śīlapāramitā
Second of the six perfections.

g.1241 perfection of not apprehending anything
mi dmigs pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa
anupalambhapāramitā
Third of the six perfections.

g.1242 perfection of patience
bzod pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa
ksāntipāramitā
Fourth of the six perfections.

g.1243 perfection of perseverance
brtson ’grus kyi pha rol tu phyin pa
vīryapāramitā

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The sixth of the six perfections, it refers to the profound understanding of the emptiness of all phenomena, the realization of ultimate reality. It is often personified as a female deity, worshiped as the “Mother of All Buddhas” (sarva jina mātā).

g.1244 perfection of wisdom
shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa
prajñāpāramitā

perfectly complete buddha
yang dag par rdzogs pa’i sangs rgyas
The fourth of the six perfections, it is also among the seven limbs of awakening, the five faculties, the four legs of miraculous power, and the five powers. Also translated here as “effort.”
person gifted with intelligence

mkhas pa’i rang bzhin can

person gifted with intelligence

paṇḍitajātiyo

personal heroic power

skyes bu’i mthu

personal heroic power

*puruṣakāra RS

phenomenon

chos

dharma
See “dharma.”

phlegm

bad kan

śleṣma

One of the three vital substances in the body, along with wind and bile, which result in good health when balanced and illness or less than optimal health when imbalanced.

physical being

sku

ātmabhāva

physical form

gzugs

rūpa

physical pleasure
lus bde ba

kāyasukha

g.1260 physical remains

sku gdung · ring bsrel

śarīra · dhātu

g.1261 physical volitional factor

lus kyi ’du byed

—

g.1262 physical weariness

lus ngal ba

kāya klānta

g.1263 pile up

mngon par ’du byed

abhisamkāra

g.1264 place for greed

’dod chags kyi dngos po

nāgavastu

g.1265 places that preclude a perfect human birth

mi khom pa

akṣaṇa

See also n.1126.

—

Plantain tree

chu shing
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Fifth among the branches or limbs of awakening (Skt. bodhyaṅga); a condition of calm, clarity, and composure in mind and body that serves as an antidote to negativity and confers a mental and physical capacity that facilitates meditation and virtuous action.
g.1273 polluted
sun 'byin pa

dāśin

g.1274 possessed
byin gyis brlabs

adhiṣṭhita

g.1275 power
stobs

bala

g.1276 powers
stobs

bala

May refer to either the “five powers” (in lists after the “[five] faculties”) or the “ten powers of the tathāgatas.”

g.1277 prabhākara
'oḍ byed pa

prabhākara

Lit. “illuminator.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1278 Prabhākarī
'oḍ byed pa

prabhākarī

Lit. “Light Maker.” The third level of accomplishment pertaining to bodhisattvas. See “ten bodhisattva levels.”

g.1279 practice an adulterated practice
'dres par gnas
practice it for suchness

To practice “for suchness” or “in suchness” is, from the perspective of the perfection of wisdom, to practice the indivisible unity of the ultimate and conventional thought of awakening. See also n.479.

practiced incorrectly

practitioner of yoga

praised by the wise

Prajāpati

prajñāpradīpa
Lit. “wisdom lamp.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

prakṛtyavalokita

Lit. “has seen the basic nature.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Pramuditā

Lit. “Joyful.” The first level of accomplishment pertaining to bodhisattvas.
See “ten bodhisattva levels.”

Prasenajit

King of the country of Kośala, he reigned in the city of Śrāvastī (located in Northern India, in present-day Uttar Pradesh) at the time of the Buddha.

pratyekabuddha

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:

Literally, “buddha for oneself” or “solitary realizer.” Someone who, in his or her last life, attains awakening entirely through their own contemplation, without relying on a teacher. Unlike the awakening of a fully realized buddha (samyaksambuddha), the accomplishment of a pratyekabuddha is not regarded as final or ultimate. They attain realization of the nature of dependent origination, the selflessness of the person, and a partial realization of the selflessness of phenomena, by observing the suchness of all that arises through interdependence. This is the result of progress in previous lives but, unlike a buddha, they do not have the necessary merit,
compassion or motivation to teach others. They are named as “rhinoceros-like” (khaḍgaviṣāṇakalpa) for their preference for staying in solitude or as “congregators” (vargacārin) when their preference is to stay among peers.

Pratyekabuddha level

The eighth of the ten levels traversed by all practitioners, from the level of an ordinary person until reaching buddhahood. See “ten levels” and “pratyekabuddha.”

pratyekabuddha’s awakening

A declaration of one’s aspirations and vows, and/or an invocation and request of the buddhas, bodhisattvas, etc. It is also one of the ten perfections.

preceptor

A person’s particular preceptor within the monastic tradition. They must have at least ten years of standing in the saṅgha, and their role is to confer ordination, to tend to the student, and to provide all the necessary requisites, therefore guiding that person for the taking of full vows and the maintenance of conduct and practice. This office was decreed by the Buddha so that aspirants would not have to receive ordination from the Buddha in person, and the Buddha identified two types: those who grant entry into the renunciate order and those who grant full ordination. The Tibetan
translation mkhan po has also come to mean “a learned scholar,” the equivalent of a pandita, but that is not the intended meaning in Indic Buddhist literature.

g.1294 precious chamberlain
khyim bdag rin po che

translation: རིན་པོ་ཆེས་དཔའ།
gṛhapatiratna
One of the seven precious treasures of a wheel-turning emperor.

precious stone
rin po che · rin chen

translation: རིན་པོ་ཆེ། རིན་ཆེན།
ratna

g.1296 prediction
lung du bstan pa

translation: རིང་དུ་བཟན་པ།
vyākaraṇa
Prophecies usually made by the Buddha or another tathāgata concerning the perfect awakening of one of their followers. A literary genre or category of works that contain such prophecies, listed as one of the twelve aspects of the wheel of Dharma.

g.1297 preeminent state of a god
lha’i che ba nyid

translation: བདག་རིན་པོ་ཆེ།
devamahātyatā

g.1298 preeminent state of a human
mi’i che ba nyid

translation: རིན་ཆེན།
manuṣyamahātyatā

g.1299 prerequisites
yo byad

translation: ཡོ་བསྡད།
upakaraṇam
g.1300 pride

nga rgyal

māna

g.1301 pride in being superior

lhag pa’i nga rgyal

adhimāna

g.1302 private part

mdoms kyi sba ba

vastiguhya

g.1303 privileged

mb

*vākṛṣṭa* RS

g.1304 proclaim the name

ming yongs su brjod pa mdzad

nāmadheyam parikṛtaya

g.1305 proclaimed morality

rnam par rig byed kyi tshul khrims

vijñāptiśīla

g.1306 producer

skyed pa po

*jānaka* RS

g.1307 production of a thought associated with nirvāṇa

mya ngan las ’das pa dang ldan pa’i sens bskyed pa
nirvṛt sahagataś cittotpādaḥ

protector

mgon

nātha

nges par 'byung ba

nairyāṇika

prthivīdhātvaparyanta

sa'i khams mu med pa

prthivīdhātvaparyanta

Lit. “limitless earth element.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Puṇyaprasava

bsod nams skyes

puṇyaprasava

Lit. “Merit Born.” The eleventh of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the second of the three heavens that correspond to the fourth of the four concentrations.

pure from the beginning

gzod ma nas rnam par dag pa · gzod nas dag pa

ādiviśuddhatva

pure livelihood

‘tsho ba yongs su dag pa
pariśuddhajīva  · pariśuddhājīva

**g.1314** purification
yongs su sbyang ba  · yongs su sbyong ba  · rnam par byang ba

parikarman  · vyavādāna

**g.1315** purification of a buddhafield
sangs rgyas kyi zhing yongs su dag par bgyid pa  · yongs su dag par byed pa

buddhakṣetraparīśodhana

**g.1316** purified form
rnam pa yongs su dag pa

ākāraviśuddha

**g.1317** purity of aspiration
bsam pa rnam par dag pa

āśayaparīśuddhi

**g.1318** Pūrṇa
gang po

pūrṇa

See “Pūrṇa Maitrāyaṇī putra."

**g.1319** Pūrṇa Maitrāyaṇī putra
byams ma’i bu gang po

pūrṇamaitrāyaṇīputra

One of the ten principal śrāvaka disciples of the Buddha, he was the greatest in his ability to teach the Dharma.

**g.1320** pursuing the career
spyad pa spyod pa
Puṣpacitra
me tog sna tshogs pa
lit. “Different Flowers.” Name of one of four gardens in the residence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmodgata, in the city of Gandhavatī.

Puṣpākara
me tog ’byung gnas

Put a stop to
zlog
pratibādh

Putting into practice the Dharma in its totality
rjes su ‘thun pa’i chos la spyod
anudharmacārin

Qualities of the ascetic
sbyangs pa’i yon tan
dhūtaguṇa
These are listed as twelve at 41.6.

Quality
chos
dharma
See “dharma.”
Rāhula

Son of Prince Siddhārtha Gautama, who, when the latter attained awakening as the Buddha Śākyamuni, became a monk and eventually one of his foremost śrāvaka disciples.

Rājagṛha

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The ancient capital of Magadha prior to its relocation to Pāṭaliputra during the Mauryan dynasty, Rājagṛha is one of the most important locations in Buddhist history. The literature tells us that the Buddha and his saṅgha spent a considerable amount of time in residence in and around Rājagṛha—in nearby places, such as the Vulture Peak Mountain (Grḍhrakūṭaparvata), a major site of the Mahāyāna sūtras, and the Bamboo Grove (Veṇuvana)—enjoying the patronage of King Bimbisāra and then of his son King Ajātaśatru. Rājagṛha is also remembered as the location where the first Buddhist monastic council was held after the Buddha Śākyamuni passed into parinirvāṇa. Now known as Rajgir and located in the modern Indian state of Bihar.

rājamudra

Lit. “Seal of the king.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

rajopagata

ndul dang bral ba
rajopagata
Lit. “dust free.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

range of hearing
\textit{rna lam}
\textit{śrotāvabhāsa}

g.1332

g.1333 rasminirhāra
\textit{'}od zer sgrub pa}
\textit{nāśminirhāra}
Lit. “light-ray producer.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1334 rasmipramukha
\textit{'}od zer rab tu ‘gyed pa}
\textit{nāśmipramukha}

g.1335 ratijaha
\textit{dga’ ba spong ba}
\textit{ratijaha}
Lit. “enjoyment forsaking” (other versions have ‘\textit{khrug pa spong pa: “upset forsaking”}). Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1336 ratikara
\textit{dga’ ba byed pa}
\textit{ratikara}
Lit. “causing delight.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1337 Ratnadatta
\textit{rin chen byin}
\textit{rīṇāḍattā}
ratnadatta
A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

g.1338 Ratnagarbha
rin po ches byin
ratnagarbha
A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

g.1339 ratnajahā
rin po che spong ba
ratnajahā
Lit. “jewel forsaking.” Other versions read raṇamjaha, nyon mongs ba med pa: “defilement forsaking.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1340 Ratnākara
dkon mchog 'byung gnas · rin chen 'byung gnas
ratnākara
A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

g.1341 Ratnākara
dkon mchog 'byung gnas · rin chen 'byung gnas
ratnākara
A buddha in a world system called Ratnāvatī, in the eastern direction.

g.1342 Ratnaketu
rin po che tog
ratnaketu
A bodhisattva whose name is proclaimed by Śākyamuni.

g.1343 ratnakoti
rin chen mtha’
ratna-koṭi

Lit. “jewel limit.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1344  ratnamudra

rin chen phyag rgya

ratna-mudra

Lit. “jewel seal.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

ratnamudrāhasta

lag na phyag rgya rin po che

ratnamudrāhasta

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

Ratnārcis

rin chen ‘od ‘phro

ratnārcis

Lit. “Jewel Light.” A buddha in a world system called Upaśānta, in the western direction.

Ratnāvatī

rin chen can

ratnāvatī

Lit. “Bejeweled.” A world system in the eastern direction, where the buddha Ratnākara now dwells.

Ratnottama

rin chen mchog

ratnottama

Lit. “Supreme Jewel.” A bodhisattva from a world system called Vaśībhūtā, in the intermediate northwest direction, who comes to pay homage and listen to the Buddha.

real basis
dngos po

vastu
Also rendered as “existent thing,” “real thing,” and “something that exists.”

g.1350 real thing

dngos po

bhāva
Also rendered as “existent thing,” “something that exists,” and “real basis.”

g.1351 reality
don

artha
The meaning or actuality of something.

g.1352 really destroyed

rab tu ’jig

praluj

g.1353 rebuke

’doms

acavad

g.1354 recite it from memory

kha ton byed

svādhyāya

g.1355 recite them perfectly by heart

g.yar ton shin tu byang bar bgyis

vacā paricita
g.1356  recollection
      rjes su dran pa
      anusmṛti

g.1357  red lotus
      ku mu da · ut+pa la dmar po
      kumuda

g.1358  reddish brown
      btsod · btsod ka
      mañjiṣṭhā
      Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
      A distinctive shade of red common in ancient India, now known as “rose madder.” It is derived from the red dye made out of the root of the madder plant (Rubia manjista, Rubia tinctorum).

g.1359  reflection in the mirror
      gzugs brnyan
      pratibimba

g.1360  refuge
      skyabs
      traṇa · śaraṇa

g.1361  refuse to associate with
      tshogs par mi ’byung ba
      asabhya

g.1362  refuse to associate with and swear at
      tshogs par mi ’byung ba ’i tshig rtsub mo kun tu ’byin
g.1363 refuse-rags wearer

*pāṃśukūlikaḥ*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*  
The ascetic practice of gathering discarded rags and using them to produce one’s own garments.

---

g.1364 region of ghosts

*yi dags kyi yul*  

*pretaviṣaya · pitṛviṣaya*

---

g.1365 religious mendicant

*kun tu rgyu*  

*parivrājaka*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*  
A non-Buddhist religious mendicant who literally “roams around.” Historically, they wandered in India from ancient times, including the time of the Buddha, and held a variety of beliefs, engaging with one another in debate on a range of topics. Some of their metaphysical views are presented in the early Buddhist discourses of the Pali Canon. They included women in their number.

---

g.1366 reliquary

*mchod rten*  

*caitya*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*  
The Tibetan translates both *stūpa* and *caitya* with the same word, *mchod rten*, meaning “basis” or “recipient” of “offerings” or “veneration.” Pali: *cetiya*.

A caitya, although often synonymous with *stūpa*, can also refer to any site, sanctuary or shrine that is made for veneration, and may or may not contain relics.
A stūpa, literally “heap” or “mound,” is a mounded or circular structure usually containing relics of the Buddha or the masters of the past. It is considered to be a sacred object representing the awakened mind of a buddha, but the symbolism of the stūpa is complex, and its design varies throughout the Buddhist world. Stūpas continue to be erected today as objects of veneration and merit making.

**remaining physical constituents**

`sku gdung gi ring bsrel`

*g. 1367*

**remains in an undifferentiated way**

`dbyer med pa’i tshul gyis gnas`

*g. 1368*

**removed the thorns**

`tsher ma bsal ba`

*g. 1369*

**residual impression connection**

`bag chags dang mtshams sbyor ba · bag chags kyi mtshams sbyor ba`

*vāsanānusaṃdhi*

*g. 1370*

**residual impressions**

`bag chags`

*vāsanā*

Karmic traces or residues imprinted by past actions and constituting tendencies that predispose one to particular patterns of behavior.

*g. 1371*

**respond with the answer**

`lan Idon`

*visarjaya*
g.1373 resting place

gnas
layana

g.1374 restrain

sdom · bsdam

saṃvar

g.1375 restraint morality

sdom pa'i tshul khrims

saṃvaraśīla

g.1376 result-recipient

'bras bu la gnas pa

phalastha

g.1377 retainer

phyi 'khor

amātya

blon po is the usual Tibetan translation of amātya.

g.1378 Revata

nam gru

revata

A follower of Śāriputra (Malalasekera).

g.1379 reveal

ston

darśaya
g.1380  revealer
ston pa po
paśyakā

g.1381  right effort
yang dag pa’i rtsol ba
samyakvyāyāma

See “four right efforts.”

g.1382  right efforts
yang dag pa’i spong ba
samyakprahāṇa

g.1383  right idea
yang dag pa’i rtog pa
samyaksaṃkalpa

g.1384  robber
chom rkun
caura · dasyu

g.1385  root downfall
ltung ba’i rtsa ba
mūlāpatti

The most severe of the five types of offenses a monastic can incur. A monastic who violates one of the four principal vows and thereby incurs a defeat is expelled from the saṅgha community. They are no longer entitled to participate in communal activities, nor are they entitled to enjoy its perquisites, such as food and lodging. The four are sexual intercourse, theft, murder, and claiming greater realization than one has. See also “pārājika.”

Royal caste
rgyal rigs

क्षत्रीय वर्ण

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The ruling caste in the traditional four-caste hierarchy of India, associated with warriors, the aristocracy, and kings.

g.1387 royal family

rgyal rigs

क्षत्रीय

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The ruling caste in the traditional four-caste hierarchy of India, associated with warriors, the aristocracy, and kings.

ruin

chud gzon

नाश

rule

sdom pa

सन्त्वरा

rūpāparyanta

gzugs mu med pa

रूपापर्यांता

Lit. “limitless form.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

rut

shul

मार्ग

sacrifice

mchod sbyin
Sadāprarudita

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A bodhisattva famous for his quest for the Dharma and for his devotion to
the teacher. It is told that Sadāprarudita, in order to make offerings to the
bodhisattva Dharmodgata and request the Prajñāpāramitā teachings, sets
out to sell his own flesh and blood. After receiving a first set of teachings,
Sadāprarudita waits seven years for the bodhisattva Dharmodgata, his
teacher, to emerge from meditation. When he receives signs this is about to
happen, he wishes to prepare the ground for the teachings by settling the
dust. Māra makes all the water disappear, so Sadāprarudita decides to use
his own blood to settle the dust. He is said to be practicing in the presence of
Buddha Bhīṣmagarjitanirghoṣasvara. His name means “Ever Weeping”, on
account of the numerous tears he shed until he found the teachings.

His story is told in detail by the Buddha in The Perfection of Wisdom in Eighteen
Thousand Lines (Toh 10, ch. 85–86), and can be found quoted in several works,
such as The Words of My Perfect Teacher (kun bzang bla ma’i zhal lung) by Patrul
Rinpoche.

Sādhumatī

Lit. “Auspicious Intellect.” The ninth level of accomplishment pertaining to
bodhisattvas. See “ten bodhisattva levels.”

Sahā

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The name for our particular world system, the universe of a thousand million worlds, or trichiliocosm, in which our four-continent world is located. Although it is sometimes said that it can refer only to our own four-continent world around Mount Meru, the sūtras largely seem to equate it with this trichiliocosm, and this is confirmed by scholars like Jamgön Kongtrul (see *The Treasury of Knowledge, Book One*). Each trichiliocosm is ruled by a god Brahmā; thus, in this context, he bears the title of Sahāṃpati, Lord of Sahā. Our world system of Sahā, or Sahālokadhātu, is also described as being the buddhafield of the Buddha Śākyamuni. He teaches the Dharma here to beings who adhere to inferior ways and perceive this universe as an impure buddhafield contaminated with the five degenerations (*pañcakaśāya, snyigs ma lnga*): the degeneration of time, sentient beings, place, lifespan, and mental afflictions (see *The Teaching of Vimalakīrti*, Toh 176). It is also mentioned as the field of activity of all the thousand buddhas of this Fortunate Eon (see *The White Lotus of Compassion*, Toh 112).

The name Sahā possibly derives from the Sanskrit √sah, “to bear, endure, or withstand.” It is often interpreted as alluding to the inhabitants of this world having to endure suffering. The Tibetan translation, *mi mjad*, follows along the same lines. It literally means “not unbearable,” in the sense that beings here are able to bear the suffering they experience.

---

g.1396 Sahāṃpati

*mi mjad kyi bdag po*

*sahāṃpati*

Epithet of Brahmā, head god of the Brahma heavens.

---

g.1397 Sahāṃpati Brahmā

*mi mjad kyi bdag po tshangs pa*

*sahāṃpatir brahmā*

See “Brahmā.”

---

g.1398 Śākya

*shAkya*

*śākya*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
Name of the ancient tribe in which the Buddha was born as a prince; their kingdom was based to the east of Kośala, in the foothills near the present-day border of India and Nepal, with Kapilavastu as its capital.

**g.1399 Śākyamuni**

*shAkya thub pa*

śākyamuni

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
An epithet for the historical Buddha, Siddhārtha Gautama: he was a *muni* ("sage") from the Śākya clan. He is counted as the fourth of the first four buddhas of the present Good Eon, the other three being Krakucchanda, Kanakamuni, and Kāsyapa. He will be followed by Maitreya, the next buddha in this eon.

**g.1400 Samādhihastyuttaraśrī**

*ting nge 'dzin gyi glang po dam pa'i dpal*

*saṃādhihastayuttarāśrī*

Lit. “Glorious Supreme Elephant of Meditative Stabilization.” A buddha in a world system called *Samādhyalaṃkṛtā* in the intermediate northeast direction.

**g.1401 samādhirāja**

*ting nge 'dzin gyi rgyal po*

*saṃādhirāja*

Lit. “king of meditative stabilizations.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g.1402 samādhirājasupraṭiṣṭhita**

*ting nge 'dzin la rgyal po ltar rab tu gnas pa*

*saṃādhirājasupraṭiṣṭhita*

Lit. “good standing like a king in meditative stabilization.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g.1403 samādhisamata**

*ting nge 'dzin mnyam pa nyid*
samādhisamata
Lit. “sameness meditative stabilization.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Samādhyalaṃkṛtā
ting nge ’dzin gyis brgyan pa
samādhyalaṃkṛtā
Lit. “Adorned with Meditative Stabilizations.” A world system in the intermediate northeast direction, where the buddha Samādhihastyuttaraśrī now dwells.

samāhitāvasthā pratiṣṭhāna
mnyam par gzhag pa’i gnas la gnas pa
samāhitāvasthā pratiṣṭhāna
Lit. “stationed in the absorption stage.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

samākṣarāvakāra
yi ge mnyam par ’god pa
samākṣarāvakāra
Lit. “sets down all syllables the same.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Samantakusuma
kun nas me tog
Samantakusuma

Samantaraśmi
kun nas ’od
Samantaraśmi
Lit. “Rays All Around.” A bodhisattva from a world system called Ratnāvatī, in the eastern direction, who comes to pay homage and listen to the Buddha.
samantāvabhāsa

Lit. “total illumination.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

samantāvaloka

Lit. “total light.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

same attitude of mind

The fact that while all phenomena appear differently, they nonetheless share an identical nature.

sameness

The fact that while all phenomena appear differently, they nonetheless share an identical nature.

saṃjñāparyanta

Lit. “limitless perception.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

saṃsāra

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A state of involuntary existence conditioned by afflicted mental states and the imprint of past actions, characterized by suffering in a cycle of life, death, and rebirth. On its reversal, the contrasting state of nirvāṇa is attained, free from suffering and the processes of rebirth.

g.1415 samskārāparyanta
‘du byed mu med pa
saṃskārāparyanta
Lit. “limitless volitional factors.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1416 Saṃtuṣita
yongs su dga’ ldan
saṃtuṣita
Head of the Tuṣita gods.

g.1417 samudgata
yang dag par ‘phags pa
samudgata
Lit. “truly noble.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1418 samudrāparyanta
rgya mtsho mu med pa
samudrāparyanta
Lit. “limitless ocean.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1419 samyaktvamithyātvasarasamgrasana
yang dag pa dang log pa thams cad yang dag par sel ba
samyaktvamithyātvasarasamgrasana
Lit. “eliminator of all right and wrong.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1420 saṅgha
dge ’dun
saṅgha

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
Though often specifically reserved for the monastic community, this term can be applied to any of the four Buddhist communities—monks, nuns, laymen, and laywomen—as well as to identify the different groups of practitioners, like the community of bodhisattvas or the community of śrāvakas. It is also the third of the Three Jewels (trīṃṭha) of Buddhism, the Buddha, the Teaching, and the Community.

*In this text:*
Also rendered here as “community.”

g.1421  sapphire
  *an da rnyil*

  *indranīla*

  *g.1422  sāravatin*
  *snying po dang ldan pa*

  *śāravatīna*

  Lit. “having a core.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1423  sarcastically compliment
  *sting*

  *ullap*

  *g.1424  Śāriputra*
  *shA ri’i bu*

  *śāriputra*

  *Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
One of the principal śrāvaka disciples of the Buddha, he was renowned for his discipline and for having been praised by the Buddha as foremost of the wise (often paired with Maudgalyāyana, who was praised as foremost in the
capacity for miraculous powers). His father, Tiṣya, to honor Śāriputra’s mother, Śārikā, named him Śāradvatīputra, or, in its contracted form, Śāriputra, meaning “Śārikā’s Son.”

g.1425

**sarvadharmaḥbhyudgata**

*chos thams cad las mngon par 'phags pa*

siblings

**sarvadharmaḥbhyudgata**

Lit. “that has risen above all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1426

**sarvadharmaḥcalana**

*chos thams cad g.yo ba med pa*

siblings

**sarvadharmaḥcalana**

Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1427

**sarvadharmaḥcintya**

*chos thams cad bsam gyis mi khyab*

siblings

**sarvadharmaḥcintya**

Lit. “inconceivability of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1428

**sarvadharmaḥdāraṇimukhamudra**

*chos thams cad kyi gzungs kyi sgo'i phyag rgya*

siblings

**sarvadharmaḥdāraṇimukhamudra**

Lit. “seal of the dhāraṇī gateway for all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1429

**sarvadharmaḥkararaṇa**

*chos thams cad ro gcig pa*

siblings

**sarvadharmaḥkararaṇa**

Lit. “the one taste of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1430

**sarvadharmajñānādhivāsanapravesa**

*chos thams cad shes pa’i bzod pa la ’jug pa*
sarvadharmaññānādhiuvāsanapraśa
Lit. “entry into knowledge forbearance for all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadharmaññānapagata
chos thams cad mi shes pa dang bral ba
sarvadharmaññānapagata
Lit. “separated from not knowing all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadharmaññānavidhvaṃṣana
chos thams cad mi shes pa sel ba
sarvadharmaññānavidhvaṃṣana
Lit. “shattering ignorance of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadharmañmanana
cchos thams cad rlom sens med pa
dsarvadharmañmanana
Lit. “without conceit for any dharma.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadharmamudra
cchos thams cad kyi phyag rgya
dsarvadharmamudra
Lit. “seal of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadharmamudrāgata
cchos thams cad kyi phyag rgyar gyur pa
dsarvadharmamudrāgata
Lit. “become exalted among all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadharmānāvaraṇakoṭi
chos thams cad la sgrib pa med pa’i mtha’

sarvadharmanāvaramaṇakoṭī
Lit. “unobstructed limit of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1437 sarvadharmanimittāpagata
chos thams cad mtshan ma dang bral ba

sarvadharmanimittāpagata
Lit. “separated from all causal signs.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1438 sarvadharmanirnānātva
chos thams cad tha dad pa med pa

sarvadharmanirnānātva
Lit. “where all dharmas are in a state without difference.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1439 sarvadharmanirrodha
chos thams cad ’gag pa med pa

sarvadharmanirrodha
Lit. “where all dharmas are in a state without cessation.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1440 sarvadharmaniruktiniyatapraveśa
chos thams cad kyi nges pa’i tshig la gdon mi za bar ’jug pa

sarvadharmaniruktiniyataprāveśa
Lit. “entry into certainty about the etymologies of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1441 sarvadharmanirvedhaka
chos thams cad la nges par ’bigs pa

sarvadharmanirvedhaka
Lit. “piercer of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.
sarvadharmanirvikāradarśin

Lit. “seeing all dharmas as unchanging.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadharmanirviśeṣadarśin

Lit. “that sees all dharmas without particularizing them.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadharmaniśceṣṭa

Lit. “where all dharmas are motionless.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadharmānupalabdhi

Lit. “all dharmas are not found.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadharmānupāda

Lit. “nonproduction of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadharmapadaprabheda

Lit. “sorts out the words for all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.
g.1448 sarvadharmāparighiṭā

chos thams cad yongs su ma bzung ba

སར་བདམ་པ་པར་གྱི་བཤང་བ།
sarvadharmāparighiṭā

Lit. “all dharmas not fully grasped.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

---

g.1449 sarvadharmāparyanta

chos thams cad mu med pa

སར་བདམ་པ་པར་ཡོན་ཏོང་པ།
sarvadharmāparyanta

Lit. “the limitlessness of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

---

g.1450 sarvadharmapraveśamudra

chos thams cad la ’jug pa’i phyag rgya

སར་བདམ་པ་པར་འཇུག་པ་འཕྲོག་རྒྱ་
sarvadharmapraveśamudra

Lit. “seal of entry into all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

---

g.1451 sarvadharmapraveśamukha

chos thams cad la ’jug pa’i sgo

སར་བདམ་པ་པར་འཇུག་པ་འག་
sarvadharmapraveśamukha

Lit. “gateway of the entry into all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

---

g.1452 sarvadharmasamatā

chos thams cad mnyam pa nyid

སར་བདམ་སམ་མི་དག་
sarvadharmasamatā

Lit. “sameness of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

---

g.1453 sarvadharmasamavasaraṇākāramudra

chos thams cad yang dag par ’du ba’i mnam pa’i phyag rgya

སར་བདམ་སམ་འབས་སི་བར་འདུ་བའི་ཕྲོག་རྒྱ་
sarvadharmasamavasaraṇākāramudra

Lit. “seal in a form in which all dharmas are united.” Name of a meditative stabilization.
g.1454  sarvadharmasamavasaranasāgaramudra
chos thams cad yang dag par ‘du ba rgya mtsho’i phyag rgya

sarvadharmasamavasaranasāgaramudrā

Lit. “ocean seal in which all dharmas are united.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1455  sarvadharmasamavasaranasamudra
chos thams cad yang dag par ‘du ba rgya mtsho

sarvadharmasamavasaranasamudra

Lit. “ocean in which all dharmas are united.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1456  sarvadharmāsaṃbheda
chos thams cad ma ‘dres pa

sarvadharmāsaṃbheda

Lit. “unadulterated nature of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1457  sarvadharmāsaṃpramōṣa
chos thams cad brjed pa med pa

sarvadharmāsaṃpramōṣa

Lit. “does not forget all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1458  sarvadharmāstambhita
chos thams cad khengs pa med pa

sarvadharmāstambhita

Lit. “without arrogance toward any dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1459  sarvadharmasvabhāvānupalabdhi
chos thams cad kyi ngo bo nyid mi dmigs pa

sarvadharmasvabhāvānupalabdhi
sarvadhamasvabhāvānapalabdhi
Lit. “where the intrinsic nature of all dharmas cannot be found.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1460 sarvadhamasvabhāvāvyavalokana
chos thams cad kyi ngo bo nyid la rnam par lta ba
sarvadhamasvabhāvāvyavalokana
Lit. “looking at the intrinsic nature of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1461 sarvadharmatamopagata
chos thams cad mun pa dang bnal ba
sarvadharmatamopagata
Lit. “where all dharmas are free from darkness.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1462 sarvadharmātikramana
chos thams cad las ‘da’ ba
sarvadharmātikramana
Lit. “gone beyond all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1463 sarvadharmātmabhāvānabhinirhāra
chos thams cad bdag gi dangs po mi sgrub pa
sarvadharmātmabhāvānabhinirhāra
Lit. “does not establish the essential nature in all phenomena.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1464 sarvadharmāvabhāsakara
chos thams cad snang bar byed pa
sarvadharmāvabhāsakara
Lit. “illuminator of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1465 sarvadharmāvibhāvanāsamatā
chos thams cad rnam par 'jig pa mnyam pa nyid

sarvadhamavibhāvanāsamatā
Lit. “sameness of the destruction of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadhamavibhavasamudra

Lit. “ocean of the wealth of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadhamavipaśyana

Lit. “giving insight into all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadhamaviviktā

Lit. “isolation of all dharmas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

sarvadhrṣṭikṛttagahanavivarjita
Lit. “extricated from the thicket of all the distortions.” Name of a meditative stabilization.
g.1471 sarvagirighoṣākṣaravimukta

sgman dbyangs kyi yi ge thams cad dang bral ba

sarvagirighoṣākṣaravimukta

Lit. “free from all sound and voiced syllables.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1472 sarvagunāsamcaya

yon tan thams cad kyi tshogs su gyur pa

sarvagunāsamcaya

Lit. “collection of all good qualities.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1473 sarvākārāprabhākara

rnam pa thams cad du ‘od byed pa

sarvākārāprabhākara

Lit. “total illuminator.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1474 sarvākārāvaropeta

rnam pa thams cad kyi mchog dang ldan pa

sarvākārāvaropeta

Lit. “furnished with the supreme of all aspects.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1475 sarvakausīḍyāpagata

le lo thams cad dang bral ba

sarvakausīḍyāpagata

Lit. “separated from all laziness.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1476 sarvakleśanirdahana

nyon mongs pa thams cad nges par sreg pa

sarvakleśanirdahana

Lit. “burns all afflictive emotions.” Name of a meditative stabilization.
sarvalokaprabhākara

‘jig rten thams cad du ’od byed pa

‘jig rten thams cad du ’od byed pa

sarvalokaprabhākara

Lit. “illuminator of all worlds.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1478 sarvarodhanirodhasaṃpraśamana

‘gal ba dang ’gog pa thams cad yang dag par zhi ba

‘gal ba dang ’gog pa thams cad yang dag par zhi ba

sarvarodhanirodhasaṃpraśamana

Lit. “pacifier of all obstruction and stopping.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1479 sarvasaṃketarūtapraveśa

brda dang sgra thams cad la ‘jug pa

brda dang sgra thams cad la ‘jug pa

sarvasaṃketarūtapraveśa

Lit. “entry into all terms and sounds.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1480 sarvasaṅgavimukta

chags pa thams cad las rnam par grol ba

chags pa thams cad las rnam par grol ba

sarvasaṅgavimukta

Lit. “free from all attachments.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1481 sarvasārānugata

snying po thams cad kyi rjes su song ba

snying po thams cad kyi rjes su song ba

sarvasārānugata

Lit. “following all essences.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1482 sarvasattvābhibhavana

sems can thams cad zil gyis gnon pa

sems can thams cad zil gyis gnon pa

sarvasattvābhibhavana

Lit. “overcomes all beings.” Name of a meditative stabilization.
sarvasattvābhīpramodana

_sems can thams cad mngon par dga' ba_

sarvasattvābhīpramodana

Lit. “that delights all beings.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1484 sarvasattvarutakaśalyānugata

_sems can thams cad kyi sgra la mkhas pa'i rjes su song ba_

sarvasattvarutakaśalyānugata

Lit. “following the knowledge of sounds of all beings.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1485 sarvasattvarutanirhāra

_sems can thams cad kyi sgra sgrub pa_

sarvasattvarutanirhāra

Lit. “that produces the sounds of all beings.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1486 Sarvaśokāpagata

_myā ngan thams cad med pa_

sarvaśokāpagata

Lit. “Free from All Sorrow.” A world system in the southern direction, where the buddha Aśokaśrī dwells.

g.1487 sarvasukhaduhkhanirabhinandin

_bde ba dang sdu g bsngal thams cad la mngon par dga' ba med pa_

sarvasukhaduhkhanirabhinandin

Lit. “not taking pleasure in any happiness or suffering.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1488 Śatakruṭa

_brgya byin_


śakra · śatakratu

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The lord of the gods in the Heaven of the Thirty-Three (trāyastriṃśa).
Alternatively known as Indra, the deity that is called “lord of the gods”
dwells on the summit of Mount Sumeru and wields the thunderbolt. The
Tibetan translation brgya byin (meaning “one hundred sacrifices”) is based
on an etymology that śakra is an abbreviation of śata-kratu, one who has
performed a hundred sacrifices. Each world with a central Sumeru has a
Śakra. Also known by other names such as Kauśika, Devendra, and Śacipati.

satisfied by mental work
"yid la byed pas tshim par gyur pa"
manasikarātarpita

satisfy
"tshim par byed"
saṃtṛp (saṃtarpaya)

d savage
gdol pa
canḍāla
Also rendered here as “outcast.”

d savaged perception
"rnam par zos pa’i ’du shes"
vikhāditakasaṃjitā

d saw exactly what was going on
"nges par rtogs pa"
avakalpanā
Mvy

scorpion
sdig pa

vrścika

g.1495  scoundrel

g.yon can

dhūrtaka

g.1496  seer

drang srong

ṛṣi

“Sage.” An ancient Indian spiritual title, especially for divinely inspired individuals credited with creating the foundations for all Indian culture.

g.1497  seize on

‘dzin

udgrah

g.1498  seizing on the unreal

yang dag pa ma yin pa la ’dzin pa

abhūtagrāha

g.1499  self-confidence

bag tsha ba med pa

acchambī

g.1500  self-grasping

bdag tu ’dzin pa

ātmagnāha

g.1501  self-originated

rang byung
Twelve sense fields: the six sensory faculties (the eyes, nose, ear, tongue, body, and mind), which form in the womb and eventually have contact with the external six bases of sensory perception (form, smell, sound, taste, touch, and phenomena). In another context in this sūtra, āyatana refers to the four formless absorptions.
separated from a maker
byed pa po dang bral ba
kārakavīnihita

separated from an intrinsic nature
ngo bo nyid dang bral · rang bzhin dang bral
svabhāvanihita

serene confidence
dang ba
prasāda

serene mental confidence
sems rab tu dang bar gyur pa
cittaprasāda

serves as the cause
rgyur gyur
*kāraṇabhūta RS

serves as the condition
rkyen du gyur

serves as the force
stobs par gyur

serves as the foundation
rten du gyur
The seven emptinesses are of the aggregates, sense fields, constituents, truths, dependent origination, all dharmanas in the sense of dharmanas taken as a totality, and compounded and uncompounded dharmanas.

The set of seven factors or aspects that characteristically manifest on the path of seeing: (1) mindfulness (*smr̥ti, dran pa*), (2) examination of dharmanas (*dharmapravicaya, chos rab tu rnam 'byed/shes rab*), (3) perseverance (*vīrya, brtson 'grus*), (4) joy (*prīti, dga’ ba*), (5) mental and physical pliability (*praśrabdhi, shin sbyangs*), (6) meditative stabilization (*samādhi, ting nge 'dzin*), and (7) equanimity (*upekṣā, btang snyoms*).

Haribhadra lists the seven precious stones as coral, turquoise, silver, crystal, gold, ruby, and emerald.
seven precious treasures

rin po che sna bdun

The wheel, queen, minister, horse, elephant, general, and jewel. In the list at 63.17, “chamberlain” is added.

seven riches

nor bdun

The seven riches of noble beings: faith, morality, generosity, learning, modesty, humility, and wisdom.

sex organ

mtshan

vyañjana

sheep-like obtuseness

lug ltar lkugs pa

edamūka

should think carefully about

rnam par spyad par bgyi

vyavacānayitavya · vyavacānaya

shoulders are well rounded

dpung mgo legs par grub pa

susaṃvṛta skandha

shut down

'gag
niruddha

g.1528 sign

mtshan ma

nimitta


g.1529 signlessness

mtshan ma med pa

ānimitta · animitta


g.1530 signs presaging

snga ltas

pūrvāni nimittāni


g.1531 Śikhin

gtsug tor can

śikhin

A bodhisattva whose name is proclaimed by Śākyamuni.


g.1532 simhābhigajrīta

seng ge mgon par bsgrags pa

simhābhigajrīta

Lit. “lion’s roar.” Name of a meditative stabilization.


g.1533 simhāvijṛmbhīta

seng ge rnam par bsgyings pa

simhāvijṛmbhīta

Lit. “lion’s yawn.” Name of a meditative stabilization.


g.1534 simhāvikṛṣīta

seng ge rnam par rtse ba
siṃhavikrīḍita
Lit. “lion’s play.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

1535 simple folk
byis pa
bāla

1536 simpleton
blo zhan pa
*bmandabuddhi RS

1537 simply remain
gnas pa nyid
sthitaiva - sthita eva

1538 simultaneously
sgna phyi med par
apūrvācaramaṃ

1539 single day
gdugs gcig - nyin gcig - nyi ma gcig
eka devasika
gdugs gcig is an archaic word for “day.”

1540 single-sitter
stan gcig pa
ekāsanikah
A “single-sitter” is one who eats only during a single sitting (per day).

1541 singular word
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The place where the Buddha Śākyamuni achieved awakening and where every buddha will manifest the attainment of buddhahood. In our world this is understood to be located under the Bodhi tree, the Vajrāsana, in present-day Bodhgaya, India. It can also refer to the state of awakening itself.

six clairvoyances

six faculties

six forms of life

six perfections
pha rol tu phyin pa drug

ṣaṭpāramitā

The six practices or qualities that a follower of the Great Vehicle perfects in order to transcend cyclic existence and reach the full awakening of a buddha. They are giving, morality, patience, perseverance or effort, concentration, and wisdom. See also “perfection.”

g.1548 six principles of being liked
yang dag par sdud par 'gyur ba'i chos drug

ṣaṭsaṃrañjanīya

Vasubandhu/Daṃṣṭrāsena’s Bhāṭṭīkā (4.59) says these “are in the One Hundred Thousand” and lists them as “kindly physical action, kindly verbal action, kindly mental action, and a balanced morality, balanced view, and balanced livelihood.”

g.1549 six sense fields
skye mched drug

ṣaḍāyatana

Fifth of the twelve links of dependent origination, it consists of the six sense organs (eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and thinking mind) together with their respective objects (forms, sounds, smells, tastes, touch, and dharmas).

g.1550 sixty-four vocational arts
sgyu rtsal drug cu rtsa bzhi

sarvāsu ca catuḥṣaṣṭhiṣu kalāsu pariniṣpanna

These include writing and mathematics, and also different sports, crafts, dancing, acting, and the playing of various instruments.

g.1551 sixty-two views
lta ba'i rnam pa drug cu rtsa gnyis · lta bar gyur pa drug cu rtsa gnyis
dvāṣaṣṭidṛṣṛṭikṛta

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The sixty-two false views, as enumerated in the *Brahmajālasūtra* (*tshangs pa'i dra ba'i mdo*, Toh 352), comprise eighteen speculations concerning the past, based on theories of eternalism, partial eternalism, extensionism, endless equivocation, and fortuitous origination, as well as forty-four speculations concerning the future, based on percipient immortality, non-percipient immortality, neither percipient nor non-percipient immortality, annihilationism, and the immediate attainment of nirvāṇa in the present life.

**g.1552**  
**skandhamāra**

*phung po'i bdud*

*ṣaṃkṣepa*  
See “māra.”

**g.1553**  
**skill in the completion of the faculties**

*dbang po yongs su rdzogs par bya ba la mkhas pa*

*indriya paripūrī kuśalatā*

**g.1554**  
**skill in understanding sounds**

*sgna shes pa la mkhas pa*

*rutajñānakauśalya*

**g.1555**  
**skilled at syllable accomplishment**

*yi ge mgon par bsgrub pa la mkhas p*

*akṣarnirhānakauśala*

**g.1556**  
**skilled in the faculties**

*dbang po la mkhas pa*

*indriyakuśala*

**g.1557**  
**smart**

*mkhas rig · mkhas pa*

*vidu*
Śokavigata

Lit. “Free from Sorrow.” Name of one of four gardens in the residence of the bodhisattva great being Dharmogata, in the city of Gandhavatī.

something conjured up by magic

something really worthwhile

something that does not exist

something that exists

something to be known

sometimes different

sorcerer
rig sngags 'chang ba

—
g. 1566 sound called out
sgra’i brjod pa
*ghoṣodāra RS

g. 1567 southern region
lho phyogs kyi rgyud
dakṣināpatha
A region where the teachings on the perfection of wisdom will spread.

g. 1568 sovereignty over an empire
rgyal srid la dbang byed pa
cakravartinīyādhipatyā

g. 1569 space element
nam mkha’i kham
ākāśadhātu

g. 1570 space-like inexhaustible accomplishment
nam mkha’ ltar mi zad pa mngon par bsgrub pa
ākāśāksayābhinnirhāma

g. 1571 speak back to
phyir zlog
pratimantraya · *prativacanaṃ da RS

g. 1572 speak falsely
gzhan du gsung
(anyathavādin) speak harshly  
\(t\)ṣi\(g\) r\(t\)sub po sm\(r\)a

(paruṣāṃ vācāṃ bhāṣ) speak unkind words  
\(m\)i s\(n\)yan p\(a\)r sm\(r\)a b\(a\)

(apriyaṃ vād) speak untruthfully  
\(l\)og p\(a\)r gs\(u\)ng

(vitathavādin) specific cognition  
\(s\)o s\(o\)r r\(n\)\(a\)m p\(a\)r r\(i\)g p\(a\)

(prativijñapti) specific feature  
by\(e\) brag

(prativiśeṣa) spectacle  
d\(g\)e m\(t\)sh\(a\)n

(kautūhala) spell  
g\(s\)a\(n\)g s\(n\)g\(a\)s · s\(n\)g\(a\)s

(mantra)
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A formula of words or syllables that are recited aloud or mentally in order to bring about a magical or soteriological effect or result. The term has been etymologized to mean “that which protects (trā) the mind (man)”.

spiritual friend

dge ba’i bshes gnyen

kālyāṇamitra
A spiritual teacher who can contribute to an individual’s progress on the spiritual path to awakening and act wholeheartedly for the welfare of students.

spiritual superior

bla ma

guru

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A spiritual teacher, in particular one with whom one has a personal teacher–student relationship.

splendid array of a wheel-turning emperor

‘khor los sgyur ba’i bkod pa

cakra vartti vyūha

splendor

byin · gzi brjid

tejas

śramaṇa

dge sbyong

śramaṇa

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A general term applied to spiritual practitioners who live as ascetic mendicants. In Buddhist texts, the term usually refers to Buddhist monastics, but it can also designate a practitioner from other ascetic/monastic spiritual traditions. In this context śramaṇa is often contrasted with the term brāhmaṇa (bram ze), which refers broadly to followers of the Vedic tradition. Any renunciate, not just a Buddhist, could be referred to as a śramaṇa if they were not within the Vedic fold. The epithet Great Śramaṇa is often applied to the Buddha.

śrāvaka

nyan thos

śrāvaka

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The Sanskrit term śrāvaka, and the Tibetan nyan thos, both derived from the verb “to hear,” are usually defined as “those who hear the teaching from the Buddha and make it heard to others.” Primarily this refers to those disciples of the Buddha who aspire to attain the state of an arhat seeking their own liberation and nirvāṇa. They are the practitioners of the first turning of the wheel of the Dharma on the four noble truths, who realize the suffering inherent in samsāra and focus on understanding that there is no independent self. By conquering afflicted mental states (kleśa), they liberate themselves, attaining first the stage of stream enterers at the path of seeing, followed by the stage of once-returners who will be reborn only one more time, and then the stage of non-returners who will no longer be reborn into the desire realm. The final goal is to become an arhat. These four stages are also known as the “four results of spiritual practice.”

śreṇika

bzo sbyangs

śreṇika

Lit. “Artisan Trainer.” A religious mendicant, a śrāvaka, who gained nirvāṇa by listening to this teaching on the perfection of wisdom. See also n.165.

śrīvatsa

dpal be’u

śrīvatsa
Lit. “Lakṣmī’s calf.” One of the symbols adorning the palms of the hands and soles of the feet of the buddhas. Together with the svastika and nandyāvarta, it forms the eightieth minor sign. It is the endless knot, symbolizing compassion.

śroto’nugata

*rgyun gyi rjes su song ba*

*śroto ’nugata - srotānugata*

Lit. “followed the stream.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

standing place

gnas

*sthāna*

state in which affliction is not produced

*nyon mongs pa mi skye ba nyid*

*kleśānutpattitā*

state in which all dharmas are just so

*chos thams cad kyi de bzhin nyid*

*sarvadharmānāṃ tathatā*

Also rendered as the “suchness of all dharmas.”

state in which knowledge does not leave anything out

*shes pa gcad du med pa nyid*

*jñānānācchedyatā*

state of absolute purity

*shin tu rnam par dag pa*

*atyantaviśuddhitā*

state of affairs
state of all-knowing

sarvajñatva

The state of knowing all possible and actual states of affairs of the past, present, and future (i.e., total omniscience) or knowing all that is most soteriologically relevant, the basic nature of reality (i.e., essential omniscience).

state of mind

state of no thought

state of production

state of visual delusion

station
Here *station* refers to successive stages of formless absorption, namely: station of endless space, station of endless consciousness, station of nothing-at-all, and station of neither perception nor nonperception. In other contexts in this sūtra, *āyatana* refers to the twelve sense fields; see “sense field.”

G.1601  **station of endless consciousness**

*nām mκha’ mθa’ yas skye mchεd*

*ākāśānantyāyatana*

Second of the four formless realms. The term also refers to the class of gods that dwell there, and the name of the second of the four formless absorptions. The other three realms are the station of endless space, the station of nothing-at-all, and the station of neither perception nor nonperception.

G.1602  **station of endless space**

*nām mκha’ mθa’ yas skye mchεd*

*ākāśānantyāyatana*

First of the four formless realms. The term also refers to the class of gods that dwell there and the name of the first of the four formless absorptions. The other three realms are the station of endless consciousness, the station of nothing-at-all, and the station of neither perception nor nonperception.

G.1603  **station of mastery**

*zil gyis gnon pa’i skye mchεd*

*abhibhāvāyatana*

See “eight stations of mastery.”

G.1604  **station of neither perception nor nonperception**

*'du shes med ’du shes med min skye mchεd*

*nāivasamjñānāsamjñāyatana*

The highest of the four formless realms. The term also refers to the class of gods that dwell there and the name of the fourth of the four formless absorptions. The other three realms are the station of endless space, the station of endless consciousness, and the station of nothing-at-all.
Third of the four formless realms. The term also refers to the class of gods that dwell there and the third of the four formless absorptions. The other three realms are the station of endless space, the station of endless consciousness, and the station of neither perception nor nonperception.

See “station of endless space.”

See “station of neither perception nor nonperception.”

See “station of nothing-at-all.”

See “ten stations of complete immersion.”
g.1611 statue

sku gzugs

pratimā

g.1612 stay still with a sheep-like obtuseness and say nothing

lug ltar lugs par bya zhiṅ mi smra

jaḍaiḍakamākasadrśena


g.1613 stem

tshig

pada


g.1614 sthitiṇiścitta

sens med par gnas pa

sthitiṇiścitta

Lit. “firm without mind.” Name of a meditative stabilization.


g.1615 stream enterer

rgyun du zhugs pa

srotaāpanna · kunādi

A person who has entered the “stream” of practice that leads to nirvāṇa. The first of the four attainments on the path of the śrāvakas.


g.1616 stretch out

bre

vitan


g.1617 stretched-out heels

rting pa yangs pa

āyatapārśni
strongly object
sun 'byung ba · sun dbyung ba
dāsaya

stūpa
mchod rten

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The Tibetan translates both stūpa and caitya with the same word, mchod rten, meaning “basis” or “recipient” of “offerings” or “veneration.” Pali: cetiya.
A caitya, although often synonymous with stūpa, can also refer to any site, sanctuary or shrine that is made for veneration, and may or may not contain relics.
A stūpa, literally “heap” or “mound,” is a mounded or circular structure usually containing relics of the Buddha or the masters of the past. It is considered to be a sacred object representing the awakened mind of a buddha, but the symbolism of the stūpa is complex, and its design varies throughout the Buddhist world. Stūpas continue to be erected today as objects of veneration and merit making.

Śubhakṛtsna
dge rgyas

Lit. “Those Whose Virtue Is Complete.” The ninth of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the third of the three heavens that correspond to the third of the four concentrations.

śubhapuspitaśuddhi
dge ba'i me tog rgyas shing dag pa

Lit. “pure blooming good flowers.” Name of a meditative stabilization.
Subhūti

One of the ten great śrāvaka disciples of the Buddha Śākyamuni, known for his profound understanding of emptiness. He plays a major role as an interlocutor of the Buddha in the Prajñāpāramitāsūtras.

subject to cessation

'gog pa'i chos can

nirodhadharmi

subject to change

rnam par 'gyur ba'i chos can

viparītādharmin

subject to extinction

zad pa'i chos can

*vyayadharmin

subsequent realization knowledge

rjes su rtogs pa'i shes pa

anvayājñāna

sucandra

zla ba bzang po

sucandā

Lit. “good moon.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

suchness

de bzhin nyid
**tathātva · tathatā**

The quality or condition of things as they really are, which cannot be conveyed in conceptual, dualistic terms.

---

g.1629 *suchness of all dharmas*

*chos thams cad kyi de bzhin nyid*

Also rendered as the “state in which all dharmas are just so.”

---

g.1630 *suchness of the dharma-constituent*

*chos kyi dbyings kyi de bzhin nyid*

---

g.1631 *suchness of the very limit of reality*

*yang dag pa’i mtha’i de bzhin nyid*

---

g.1632 **Sudarśana**

*shin tu mthong ba*

*śudrśana*

Lit. “Those Who See Well.” The sixteenth of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the fourth of the five Pure Abodes.

---

g.1633 **śuddhapratibhāsa**

*snang ba dag pa*

*śuddhapratibhāsa*

Lit. “pure and radiant.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

---

g.1634 **śuddhasāra**

*dag pa dam pa*

*śuddhasāra*
śuddhasāra
Lit. “pure holy.” Name of a meditative stabilization.
(Skt. mss. have śuddhāvāsa, “pure abode,” or śuddhābhāsa, “pure illumination”; however, Kimura give śuddhasāma in a later list.)

g. 1635 Śuddhāvāsa
gnas gtsang ma
śuddhāvāsa
Lit. “Those in the Pure Abodes.” The five Pure Abodes are the highest heavens of the form realm and result from mastery of the fourth meditative absorption. They comprise the heavens of Avṛha, Atapa, Sudṛśa, Sudarśana, and Akaniṣṭha. The Pure Abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, are never destroyed during the cycles of the destruction and creation of the universe. Rebirth there is the karmic result of accomplishing the fourth concentration.

g. 1636 Sudharmā
chos bzang
sudharmā
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The assembly hall in the center of Sudarśana, the city in the Heaven of the Thirty-Three (Trāyastriṃśa). It has a central throne for Indra (Śakra) and thirty-two thrones arranged to its right and left for the other thirty-two devas that make up the eponymous thirty-three devas of Indra’s paradise. Indra’s own palace is to the north of this assembly hall.

g. 1637 Sudṛśa
gya nom snang ba
śudṛśa
Lit. “Good Looking.” The fifteenth of the seventeen heavens of the form realm; also the name of the gods living there. In the form realm, which is structured according to the four concentrations and pure abodes, or Śuddhāvāsa, it is listed as the third of the five Pure Abodes.

g. 1638 Sudurjayā
shin tu sbyang dka’ ba
sudurjayā
Lit. “Invincible.” The fifth level of accomplishment pertaining to bodhisattvas. See “ten bodhisattva levels.”

g.1639
suffering
sdug bsngal

duḥkha
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The first of the four truths of the noble ones. The term “suffering” includes all essentially unsatisfactory experiences of life in cyclic existence, whether physical or mental. These comprise (1) the suffering of suffering, i.e., the physical sensations and mental experiences that are self-evident as suffering and toward which spontaneous feelings of aversion arise; (2) the suffering of change, i.e., all experiences that are normally recognized as pleasant and desirable, but which are nonetheless suffering in that persistent indulgence in these always results in changing attitudes of dissatisfaction and boredom; and (3) the suffering of the pervasive conditioning underlying the round of birth, aging, and death.

g.1640
suffering existence
srid pa
bhava
See “existence.”

g.1641
suffused
yongs su bsigos pa
paribhāvita

g.1642
sugata
bde bar gshegs pa
sugata
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
One of the standard epithets of the buddhas. A recurrent explanation offers three different meanings for *su-* that are meant to show the special qualities of “accomplishment of one’s own purpose” (*svārthasampad*) for a complete buddha. Thus, the Sugata is “well” gone, as in the expression *su-rūpa* (“having a good form”); he is gone “in a way that he shall not come back,” as in the expression *su-naṣṭa-jvara* (“a fever that has utterly gone”); and he has gone “without any remainder” as in the expression *su-pūrṇa-ghaṭa* (“a pot that is completely full”). According to Buddhaghosa, the term means that the way the Buddha went (Skt. *gata*) is good (Skt. *su*) and where he went (Skt. *gata*) is good (Skt. *su*).

g.1643 Śuklavipaśyanā level

*dkar po rnam par mthong ba'i sa*

śuklavipaśyanābhūmi

Lit. “Bright Insight level.” The first of the ten levels traversed by all practitioners, from the level of an ordinary person until reaching buddhahood. See “ten levels.”

g.1644 Sumeru

*ri rab*

sumeru

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*

According to ancient Buddhist cosmology, this is the great mountain forming the axis of the universe. At its summit is Sudarśana, home of Śakra and his thirty-two gods, and on its flanks live the asuras. The mount has four sides facing the cardinal directions, each of which is made of a different precious stone. Surrounding it are several mountain ranges and the great ocean where the four principal island continents lie: in the south, Jambudvīpa (our world); in the west, Godānīya; in the north, Uttarakuru; and in the east, Pūrvavideha. Above it are the abodes of the desire realm gods. It is variously referred to as Meru, Mount Meru, Sumeru, and Mount Sumeru.

 g.1645 summaries

*ched du brjod pa*

udāna
As one of the twelve aspects of the wheel of Dharma, it means teachings that were not given in response to a request.

g.1646  Sunirmita

rab 'phrul dga'

sunirmita

Head god of the Nirmāṇarati class of gods.

g.1647  superhuman

mi'i las 'das pa

atikrānta mānuṣyaka

g.1648  superiority of merit

bsod nams kyi khyad par

"punyaviśeṣa"^RS

g.1649  supplying benefit

phan pa sgrub pa

hitopasaṃhāra

g.1650  support

rten

layana

g.1651  supporting

gnas byed pa

layana

g.1652  suppressing meditation

gnon cing sgom

...
supratiṣṭhita

rab tu gnas pa

supratiṣṭhita

Lit. “good standing.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g. 1655 śūrāṅgama
dpa’ bar ‘gro ba

śūrāṅgama

Lit. “heroic march.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g. 1656 Surendrabodhi

su ren+d+ra bo d+hi

surendrabodhi

An Indian paṇḍīta resident in Tibet during the late eighth and early ninth centuries.

g. 1657 surpassing aspiration

lhag pa’i bsam pa

adhyāśaya

g. 1658 Śūryagarbha

nyi ma’i snying po

śūryagarbha

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

g. 1659 Śūryamaṇḍalaprabhāsottaraśri

nyi ma’i dkyil ’khor sgron ma mchog gi dpal
sūryamandalaprabhāsottamaśri

Lit. “Glorious Supreme Clear Light of the Sun Disk.” A buddha in a world system called Vigatarajasāṃcayā, in the intermediate southwest direction.

g.1660  sūryapradīpa

nyi ma’i sgron ma

sūryapradīpa

Lit. “sun lamp.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Sūryapratibhāsa

nyi ma’i ’od

sūryapratibhāsa

Lit. “Sunlight.” A bodhisattva from a world system called Vigatarajasāṃcayā, in the intermediate southwest direction, who comes to pay homage and listen to the Buddha.

Susamprasthita

shin tu yang dag zhugs pa

susamprasthita

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

Susārthavaha

ded dpon bzang po

susārthavaha

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

sustained thought

dpyod pa

vicāma

sustaining power
Susthitamati

Lit. “Stable Intellect.” A god living in the buddhafield of the tathāgata Samantakusuma.

sūtra

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
In Sanskrit literally “a thread,” this is an ancient term for teachings that were memorized and orally transmitted in an essential form. Therefore, it can also mean “pithy statements,” “rules,” and “aphorisms.” In Buddhism it refers to the Buddha’s teachings, whatever their length. It is one of the three divisions of the Buddha’s teachings, the other two being Vinaya and Abhidharma. It is also used in contrast with the tantra teachings, though a number of important tantras have sūtra in their title. It is also classified as one of the nine or twelve aspects of the Dharma, in which context sūtra means “a teaching given in prose.”
A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

Suyāma

Head of the Yāma gods.

svastika

Lit. “may it be well.” One of the symbols adorning the palms of the hands and soles of the feet of the buddhas. Together with the śrīvatsa and the nandyāvarta, it is included in the eightieth minor sign. It represents the unchanging.

take after

take away

take possession of a buddhafield

take the mark that makes a dharma a dharma as your measure
take up
‘dzin
udgrah

tale
rtogs pa brjod pa
avadāna

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
One of the twelve types of the Buddha’s teaching (dvādaśāṅga). In this sense, the Sanskrit word avadāna means “exceptional feat” or “magnificent deed,” but in the context of the twelve types of buddhavacana the term came to refer to the narrative accounts of such deeds.

tamopagata
mun pa dang bral ba
tamopagata
Lit. “separated from gloominess.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Tanū level
bsnabs pa’i sa
tanūbhūmi
Lit. “Refinement level.” The fifth of the ten levels traversed by all practitioners, from the level of an ordinary person until reaching buddhahood. See “ten levels.”

Tārakopama
skar ma lta bu
tārakopama
Lit. “Starlike.” Name of a future eon.

tathāgata
de bzhin gshegs pa
tathāgata

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A frequently used synonym for buddha. According to different explanations, it can be read as tathā-gata, literally meaning “one who has thus gone,” or as tathā-āgata, “one who has thus come.” Gata, though literally meaning “gone,” is a past passive participle used to describe a state or condition of existence. Tatha (tā), often rendered as “suchness” or “thusness,” is the quality or condition of things as they really are, which cannot be conveyed in conceptual, dualistic terms. Therefore, this epithet is interpreted in different ways, but in general it implies one who has departed in the wake of the buddhas of the past, or one who has manifested the supreme awakening dependent on the reality that does not abide in the two extremes of existence and quiescence. It is also often used as a specific epithet of the Buddha Śākyamuni.

In this text: In this text, Tathāgata (capitalized) refers to the Buddha Śākyamuni. One possible translation is “realized one.”

g.1682 tathāgata assembly
de bzhin gshegs pa ’dus pa

See “tathāgata” and also n.576.

g.1683 tathāgatatadarśana
de bzhin gshegs pa mthong ba

Lit. “that gives sight of the tathāgatas.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1684 tathāgatahood
de bshin gshegs pa nyid

See “tathāgata.”

g.1685 tathatāsthitiṇiścitta
de bzhin nyid la gnas shing sems med pa

>tathatā sthiti niścitta


g.1686 teacher

ston pa · mkhan po

šístr · upādhyāya

g.1687 tejodhātvaparyanta

me’i khams mu med pa

>tejodhātvaparyanta

Lit. “limitless fire element.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1688 tejovatin

gzi brjid yod pa

>tejovatin

Lit. “possessing grandeur.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1689 temple

gtṣug lag khang

>vihāra

g.1690 ten bodhisattva levels

byang chub sems dpa’i sa bcu

>daśa bodhisattvabhūmayaḥ

In this text, two sets of ten levels are mentioned. One set pertains to the progress of an individual practitioner who, starting from the level of an ordinary person, sequentially follows the path of a śrāvaka, a pratyekabuddha, and then a bodhisattva on their way to complete buddhahood (see “ten levels” for a detailed explanation of this set).
The other set is more common in Mahāyāna literature, although there are variations, and refers to the ten levels traversed by an individual practitioner who has already become a bodhisattva: (1) Pramuditā (Joyful), in which one rejoices at realizing a partial aspect of the truth; (2) Vimalā (Stainless), in which one is free from all defilement; (3) Prabhākarī (Light Maker), in which one radiates the light of wisdom; (4) Arciṣmatī (Radiant), in which the radiant flame of wisdom burns away earthly desires; (5) Sudurjayā (Invincible), in which one surmounts the illusions of darkness, or ignorance, as the Middle Way; (6) Abhimukhī (Directly Witnessed), in which supreme wisdom begins to manifest; (7) Dūraṃgamā (Far Reaching), in which one rises above the states of the lower vehicles of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas; (8) Acalā (Immovable), in which one dwells firmly in the truth of the Middle Way and cannot be perturbed by anything; (9) Sādhumatī (Auspicious Intellect), in which one preaches the Dharma unimpededly; and (10) Dharmameghā (Cloud of Dharma), in which one benefits all sentient beings with Dharma, just as a cloud rains impartially upon everything.

g.1691 ten forbearances
bzod pa bcu

daśakṣānti

g.1692 ten levels
sa bcu

daśabhūmi

In this text, two sets of ten levels are mentioned. One set refers to the standard list of ten levels most commonly found in the general Mahāyāna literature; for a detailed explanation of this set, see ten bodhisattva levels. The other set, common to Prajñāpāramitā literature, charts the progress of an individual practitioner who, starting from the level of an ordinary person, sequentially follows the path of a śrāvaka, pratyekabuddha, and then a bodhisattva on their way to complete buddhahood.

The first three levels pertain to an ordinary person preparing themselves for the path; the next four (4-7) chart the path of a śrāvaka; level eight aligns with the practices of a pratyekabuddha; level nine refers to the path of bodhisattvas; and finally, level ten is the attainment of buddhahood. These ten levels comprise (1) the level of Šuklavipaśyanā, (2) the level of Gotra, (3)
the level of Aṣṭamaka, (4) the level of Darśana, (5) the level of Tanū, (6) the level of Vītarāga, (7) the level of Kṛtāvin, (8) the Pratyekabuddha level, (9) the Bodhisattva level, and (10) the Buddha level of perfect awakening.

g.1693  ten mindfullnesses

rjes su dran pa bcu

daśānumṛti

Mindfulness of the Buddha, mindfulness of the Dharma, mindfulness of the Saṅgha, mindfulness of morality, mindfulness of giving away, mindfulness of the gods, mindfulness of disgust, mindfulness of death, mindfulness of what is included in the body, and mindfulness of breathing in and out.

g.1694  ten perfections

pha rol tu phyin pa bcu

daśapāramitā

This comprises the most common six perfections to which are added the four perfections of skilful means, prayer, power, and knowledge.

g.1695  ten powers

stobs bcu

daśābala

A category of the distinctive qualities of a tathāgata. They are knowing what is possible and what is impossible; knowing the results of actions or the ripening of karma; knowing the various inclinations of sentient beings; knowing the various elements; knowing the supreme and lesser faculties of sentient beings; knowing the paths that lead to all destinations of rebirth; knowing the concentrations, liberations, absorptions, equilibriums, afflictions, purifications, and abidings; knowing previous lives; knowing the death and rebirth of sentient beings; and knowing the cessation of the defilements. See also “five powers.”

g.1696  ten practices

spyod pa bcu

—
According to the list in Madhyāntavibhāga 5.9, the ten practices are writing out, worshiping, making a gift of, listening to, reading, taking up in the mind, explicating, reciting to oneself what one has memorized of, contemplating, and meditating on the perfection of wisdom.

g.1697  ten stations of complete immersion
zad par gyi skye mched bcu

These are the ten meditations on immersion into earth, water, fire, and wind; immersion into blue, yellow, red, and white; and immersion into space and consciousness, where nothing but the earth constituent and so on appear to the practitioner’s mind.

kṛṣṇa

g.1698  ten tathāgata powers
de bzhin gshegs pa’i stobs bcu
daśatathāgatabala

See “ten powers.”

g.1699  ten unwholesome actions
mi dge ba’i las kyi lam bcu · mi dge ba bcu’i las kyi lam
daśākuśalakarmapatha

There are three physical unwholesome or nonvirtuous actions: killing, stealing, and illicit sex. There are four verbal nonvirtues: lying, backbiting, insulting, and babbling nonsense. And three mental nonvirtues: coveting, malice, and wrong view.

g.1700  ten wholesome actions
dge ba bcu’i las
daśākuśalakarma

These are the opposite of the ten unwholesome actions. There are three physical virtues: saving lives, giving, and sexual propriety. There are four verbal virtues: truthfulness, reconciling discussions, gentle speech, and religious speech. There are three mental virtues: a loving attitude, a generous attitude, and right views.
g.1701  tense up
   kun tu zhum · yongs su zhum · zhum

   samli

g.1702  terrible form of life
   ngan song
   ལན་སང་།
   apāya

g.1703  the part between the collarbones is filled in
   thal gong rgyas pa
   ཐལ་ངང་ས་པ།
   citāntarāṃsa
   Mvy.

g.1704  the real
   yang dag pa
   ཡང་དག་པ།
   bhūtatā

   Lit. “genuineness” or “authenticity.” The quality or condition of things as they really are, which cannot be conveyed in conceptual, dualistic terms. Akin to other terms rendered here as “as it really is,” “suchness,” and “natural state.”

g.1705  there-is
   yod pa
   ཟོད་པ།
   astitā

    g.1706  there-is-not
   med pa
   སོད་པ།
   nāstitā

    g.1707  thing that really exists
   dngos po yod pa
bhāva

g.1708 thinking mind

yid

manas

g.1709 thinking-mind consciousness constituent

yid kyi rnam par shes pa’i khams

manovijñānadhātu

One of the eighteen constituents.

g.1710 thirty-seven dharmas on the side of awakening

byang chub kyi phyogs kyi chos sum cu rtsa bdun
· byang chub kyi phyogs kyi chos rnams

saptatriṃśabodhipakṣadharmā

Thirty-seven practices that lead to the awakened state: the four applications of mindfulness, the four right efforts, the four legs of miraculous power, the five faculties, the five powers, the eightfold noble path, and the seven limbs of awakening.

g.1711 thirty-two major marks of a great person

skyes bu chen po’i mtshan sum cu rtsa gnyis

dvātriṃśanmahāpuruṣalakṣaṇa

For their enumeration in this text, see 73.89.

g.1712 those in training

slob pa

śaikṣa

g.1713 those with a notion that something is being apprehended

dmigs pa’i ’du shes can
thought of awakening
byang chub kyi sems

bodhicitta

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
In the general Mahāyāna teachings, bodhicitta, the mind of awakening, is the intention or the strong aspiration to attain awakening for the sake of all sentient beings. Its two aspects on the relative level of truth are famously summarized in Śāntideva’s *Bodhicaryāvatāra* (chapter 1, verses 15, 16): “Bodhichitta, the awakened mind, is known in brief to have two aspects: First, aspiring, bodhichitta in intention; Then active bodhichitta, practical engagement. These correspond to the wish to go and then actually setting out.” On the level of absolute truth, bodhicitta is the realization of emptiness or the awakened mind itself.

thought of dedication
yongs su bsngo ba'i sems

parināmanācitta

thought-production
sems bskyed pa
cittotpāda

thousand world systems
stong gi 'jig rten gyi khams · stong spyi phud kyi 'jig rten gyi khams

sāhasmlokadhātu

In Buddhist cosmology, a universe that itself contains a thousand world systems, each made up of its own Sumeru, four continents, sun, moon, and god realms.

thousandth one hundred millionth part
bye ba brgya'i cha
koṭisahasaratāmī

g. 1719  three aggregates of merit
phung po gsum pa

triskandhaka
According to the bod rgya tshig mdzad chen mo, it is (merit made from) confession, rejoicing, and dedication, or confession, rejoicing, and requesting the turning of the wheel of Dharma.

kun tu sbyor ba gsum

trisaṃyojana
The view of the perishable collection, doubt, and grasping rules and rituals as absolute.

rnam par thar pa’i sgo gsum

trīṇi vimokṣamukhāni
Emptiness, signlessness, wishlessness.

dkon mchog gsum

trīṇi ratnāni
The Buddha, Dharma, and Saṅgha—the three objects of Buddhist refuge. In the Tibetan rendering, “the three rare and supreme ones.”

rig pa gsum

trividyaḥ
The three knowledges are a worthy one’s three clairvoyant knowledges of past lives, of where and when all die and where they will take birth, and of the extinction of outflows.

**g.1724** three planes of existence

*srid pa gsum*

ཞིད་པ་གཞི།

*tribhava*

The abodes of beings living below, above, and upon the surface of the earth.

**g.1725** three realms

*khams gsum*

ཁམས་གཞི།

*tridhātu*

The desire realm, form realm, and formless realm.

**g.1726** three sorts of miracles

*cho ’phrul rnam pa gsum*

ཆོས་འཕྲུལ་རྣམ་པ་གཞི།

The three sorts of miraculous powers, as found in Bṭ3 1.142: “(1) the miracles of meditative stabilization, (2) wonder-working miracles, and (3) dharma-illuminating miracles. Among them, the miracles of meditative stabilization are twofold based on two meditative stabilizations: the miracles of the meditative stabilization called the *samādhirāja* meditative stabilization, and the miracles of the meditative stabilization called *simhavikrīḍita*. There are also two wonder-working miracles: wonder-working by magically creating [a great tower out of flowers], and wonder-working by sustaining [it up in the air and so on]. And there are two dharma-illuminating miracles as well: the miracle of teaching in [many] world systems, and the miracle of assembling a retinue.”

**g.1727** three spheres

*’khor gsum*

འཁོར་གཞི།

*trimaṇḍala*

**g.1728** three time periods

*dus gsum*
The past, present, and future.

g.1729 three types of omniscience

The three types of omniscience, as described in this text, are the all-knowledge of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas; the knowledge of path aspects of bodhisattva great beings; and the knowledge of all aspects which pertain to the tathāgatas. These are explained in detail in 63.174.

g.1730 three vehicles

The vehicles of the śrāvakas, pratyekabuddhas, and bodhisattvas.

g.1731 three-robe wearer

The three-robe wearer

g.1732 tightening up the mind and perfectly settling it down

The time it takes to blink

g.1733 time it takes to blink

The time it takes to blink

g.1734 tiny particle
paramāṇu

g.1735   tīrthika  
mu stegs can

tīrthika  
An ascetic or mendicant follower of a non-Buddhist philosophy or religion.

g.1736   token  
rtags

linga  
See n.233.

g.1737   tolerant type  
dang du len pa’i rang bzhin can

adhivāsanajatiyo

g.1738   toleration  
bzod pa

ksāmanā  
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:  
A term meaning acceptance, forbearance, or patience. As the third of the six perfections, patience is classified into three kinds: the capacity to tolerate abuse from sentient beings, to tolerate the hardships of the path to buddhahood, and to tolerate the profound nature of reality. As a term referring to a bodhisattva’s realization, dharmakṣānti (chos la bzod pa) can refer to the ways one becomes “receptive” to the nature of Dharma, and it can be an abbreviation of anutappikadharmakṣānti, “forbearance to the unborn nature, or nonproduction, of dharmas.”

g.1739   tongue consciousness constituent  
lce’i rnam par shes pa’i khams

jihvāvijñānadhātu  
One of the eighteen constituents.
torn-asunder perception

rnam par ‘thor ba’i ‘du shes

vikṣiptakasamjñā
g.1741
town

grong khyer

nagara
g.1742
trailokyānabhiviniṣṭa

’jig rten gsum la mngon par ma zhen pa

trailokyānabhiviniṣṭa

Lit. “that does not settle down on the three worlds.” Name of a meditative stabilization.
g.1743
transcendental knowledge

ye shes

jñāna

This term denotes the mode of awareness of a realized being. Although all sentient beings possess the potential for actualizing transcendental knowledge within their mind streams, mental obscurations make them appear instead as aspects of mundane consciousness. Also known as “pristine awareness,” “primordial wisdom,” “primordial awareness,” “gnosis,” or the like.
g.1744
transmit

lung dbog
deśaya
g.1745
Trāyastriṃśa

sum cu rtsa gsum · sum cu rtsa gsum pa

trāyastriṃśa · trayastriṃśa
Lit. “Thirty-Three.” It is the second of the six heavens in the desire realm; also the name of the gods living there. The paradise of Śatakratu on the summit of Sumeru where there are thirty-three leading deities, hence the name.

g.1746 tree-root dweller

shing drung pa

vykṣamūlika

g.1747 trifling material possession

zang zing cung zad tsam

āmiṣakiṃcitka

g.1748 trimañḍalapariśuddha

'khor gsum yongs su dag pa

trimañḍalapariśuddha

Lit. “purified of the three spheres.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1749 true dharmic nature

chos nyid

dharmatā

See “true nature of dharmas.”

g.1750 true nature of dharmas

chos nyid

dharmatā

“True nature of dharmas” renders dharmatā (chos nyid). In dharmatā the -tā ending is the English “-ness.” The dharma is an attribute of a dharmin (an “attribute possessor”). The attribute is the ultimate, emptiness. The attribute possessors are all phenomena. So, it means “the true nature [= -ness] of the attribute [emptiness].” The issue is further complicated by the widespread
use of the word dharma as phenomenon (as in “all dharmas”) and so on. In such contexts it is not a word for the ultimate attribute, but for any phenomenon.

g.1751 true nature of dharmas that is never ruined
yongs su mi nyams pa’i chos nyid

aparīhāṇadharma tā
g.1752 true reality
yang dag pa’i don
bhūtārthā

g.1753 truly existent
yod pa nyid
sadbhūtā

g.1754 turn back
ldog
vivart

g.1755 Tuṣita
dga’ ldan
tuṣita

Lit. “The Contented.” The fourth of the six heavens of the desire realm; also the name of the gods living there. It is the paradise in which the Buddha Śākyamuni lived as the tenth level bodhisattva Śvetaketu (dam pa tog dkar po) and regent, prior to his birth in this world, and where all future buddhas dwell prior to their awakening. At present the regent of Tuṣita is the bodhisattva Maitreya, the future buddha.

g.1756 twelve aspects of the wheel of Dharma
chos kyi ’khor lo mam pa bcu gnyis
Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
The classification of all aspects of the Buddha’s teachings into twelve types: śūtra, geya, vyākaraṇa, gāthā, udāna, nidāna, avadāna, itivṛttaka, jātaka, vaipulya, adbhuṭadharma, and upadeśa.

Respectively, the śūtras, literally “threads,” does not mean entire texts as in the general meaning of śūtra but the prose passages within texts; the geyas are the verse versions of preceding prose passages; the vyākaraṇas are prophecies; the gāthās are stand-alone verses; the udānas are teachings not given in response to a request; the nidānas are the introductory sections; the avadānas are accounts of the previous lives of individuals who were alive at the time of the Buddha; the itivṛttakas are biographies of buddhas and bodhisattvas in the past; the jātakas are the Buddha’s accounts of his own previous lifetimes; the vaipulyas are teachings that expand upon a certain subject; the adbhuṭadharmas are descriptions of miracles; and the upadeśas are explanations of terms and categories.

g.1757 twelve links of dependent origination
rt’en cing ’brel bar ’byung ba’i yan lag bcu gnyis
dvādaśaṅge pratītyasamutpāde
The twelve causal links that perpetuate life in cyclic existence; starting with ignorance and ending with death.

g.1758 twelve sense fields
skyed mched bcu gnyis
dvādaśāyatana
These comprise the inner six sense fields and the outer six sense fields.

g.1759 twenty surpassing aspirations
lhag pa’i bsam pa nyi shu
viṃśati adhyāśaya
Bṭ1 na, 39a3–b3 lists the following: (1–3) faith in the Buddha, Dharma, and Saṅgha (the finest aspiration); (4) for morality (moral aspiration); (5–9) aspiration for the perfections (surpassing aspiration for the other five perfections); (10–13) aspiration for the profound selflessness of persons and
dharmas, the ultimate, and the reality of dharmas (aspiration for the real dharmas); (14–15) a single-pointed mind and clairvoyance (inconceivable aspiration); (16) aspiration to establish beings in the wholesome; (17–18) the pure aspiration of the ninth and tenth levels; and (19–20) aspiration for the inconceivable force of a buddha’s clairvoyance, etc.

g.1760 twinned muslin scarf
  nes bcos bu
  རས་བསོས་
  dūṣyayugam

-g.1761 ultimate
  don dam pa
  མཐར་དམ་པ།
  paramārtha
  Of final truth or reality. Also rendered as “ultimate reality.”

-g.1762 ultimate reality
  don dam pa
  མཐར་དམ་པ།
  paramārtha
  See “ultimate.”

-g.1763 ultimate truth
  don dam pa’i bden pa
  མཐར་དམ་པ་ི་བེད་པ།
  paramārthasatya

-g.1764 ultimately
  don dam par
  མཐར་དམ་པར
  paramārthataḥ

-g.1765 unaccompanied
  mtshungs par mi ldan
  རྡོ་རྗེས་པར་མི་ལྡན
  asamprayukta
g. 1766 unadulterated
    ma 'dres pa
    མ་འདེས་པ།
    aśabala

g. 1767 unafflicted
    nyon mong pa med pa
    ཉོན་ཐོངས་པ་མེད་པ།
    niḥkleśa

g. 1768 unaltered nature
    gzhan ma yin pa'i rang bzhin
    གཞན་མ་ཡིན་པའི་རང་བཞིན།
    ananyathābhāva

g. 1769 unaltered suchness
    gzhan ma yin pa de bzhin nyid
    གཞན་མ་ཡིན་པ་དེ་བཞིན་ཉིད།
    ananyatathatā

g. 1770 unattached
    chags pa ma mchis pa
    ཆགས་པ་མ་མཆིས་པ།
    asaṅga

g. 1771 unattractive
    'dod chags dang bral ba'i chos can
    འའདོད་ཆགས་དང་བྲལ་བའི་ཆོས་ཅན།
    virāgadharmin

g. 1772 unborn and unreal
    skye ba med pa dang dngos po med pa
    སྔོིས་བ་མེད་པ་དང་དངོས་པོ་མེད་པ་
    ajātābhāva

g. 1773 unbreakable faith
    dad pa mi phyed pa
    དད་པ་མི་ཕྱེད་པ།
unbroken
mi chod pa · mi ’chad pa · rgyun mi ’chad pa

unchanging
’gyur ba med pa · ’gyur ba med

uncollected thought
mnyam par ma bzhag pa’i sems

uncompounded
’dus ma byas

unconventional
rjod par med pa

under robe
snam sbyar
under the control of Māra

understanding that operates without duality

understands from a detailed explanation

understood well

undertake and keep on at

undertaking of action

uneasiness

uneducated
unfindable

unflagging

unfounded conceit

unfragmented

unharmed

unimpaired

uninclined

unpotsuko
g. 1796  uninclined to teach the doctrine
chas bstan pa la gzhol ba ma yin

* cittaṃ nāmayām āsa na dharmadeśanāyām RS

---

g. 1797  uninjured
ma snad · ma nyams
anupahata

---

g. 1798  unleashed the controlling power of truth
bden pa’i byin gyis rlob par byed pa
satyādhiṣṭhānaṃ karoti
See n. 589.

---

g. 1799  unlettered
thos pa dang mi ldan pa
aśrutavat

---

g. 1800  unmarked
mtshan nyid med pa · mtshan nyid ma mchis pa
alakṣaya

---

g. 1801  unmistaken suchness
ma nor ba de bzhin nyid
avitathatā

---

g. 1802  unmoving
mi g.yo ba · g.yo ba med pa
* aneñja RS

---

g. 1803  unowned
bdag gi ba med pa

anātmīya
Edg “without self.”
g.1804 unproduced dharma
chos ma skyes pa
anuttanā dharmaḥ

g.1805 unpunctured
skyon med pa
acchidhra

g.1806 unquestioned certainty
shin tu rton pa
niṣṭhāṃgata · niṣṭhāgamana

g.1807 unsullied
gos pa med pa · gos par mi’gyur
anupalipta

g.1808 unsurpassed knowledge of a buddha
sangs rgyas kyi ye shes bla na med pa
anuttarāṃ buddhajñānam

g.1809 unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening
bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa’i byang chub
anuttaraṃ samyaksambodhi
The complete awakening of a buddha, as opposed to the attainments of arhats and pratyekabuddhas.

g.1810 untainted
untattered

unwholesome dharmas

Upaśānta

ūrṇā

use of robes

uses the conventional label as an ordinary conventional term
ʼjig rten gyi brdar bka' stsal

lokaśāntakaṃtya vyavahriyate

g.1817  uṣṇīṣa

gtsug tor

uṣṇīṣa

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:

One of the thirty-two signs, or major marks, of a great being. In its simplest form it is a pointed shape of the head like a turban (the Sanskrit term, uṣṇīṣa, in fact means “turban”), or more elaborately a dome-shaped extension. The extension is described as having various extraordinary attributes such as emitting and absorbing rays of light or reaching an immense height.

g.1818  Uttaramatin

blo gros dam pa

uttaramatin

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

g.1819  Vaijayanta

rnam par rgyal ba

vaijayanta

The palace of Śatakratu in the heaven of Trāyāstrīṃśa.

g.1820  vairocana

rnam par snang ba

vairocana

Lit. “illuminating.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1821  vajramanḍala

rdo rje'i dkyil 'khor

vajramanḍala
Vajramatin

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

Vajrapāṇi

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Vajrapāṇi means “Wielder of the Vajra.” In the Pali canon, he appears as a yakṣa guardian in the retinue of the Buddha. In the Mahāyāna scriptures he is a bodhisattva and one of the “eight close sons of the Buddha.” In the tantras, he is also regarded as an important Buddhist deity and instrumental in the transmission of tantric scriptures.

Vajraratna

Lit. “vajra jewel.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Vajropama

Lit. “diamond-like.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

Vākkalividhvaṃsanaganaganakalpa

Lit. “destroying verbal flaws, it is like space.” Name of a meditative stabilization.
g.1827  **varadharmamudra**

_choṣ dam pa’i phyag rgya_

**vanadharma mudra**

Lit. “holy dharma seal.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

---

g.1828  **Vārāṇasī**

_bA rA na sl_

**vārāṇasī**

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*

Also known as Benares, one of the oldest cities of northeast India on the banks of the Ganges, in modern-day Uttar Pradesh. It was once the capital of the ancient kingdom of Kāśi, and in the Buddha’s time it had been absorbed into the kingdom of Kośala. It was an important religious center, as well as a major city, even during the time of the Buddha. The name may derive from being where the Varuna and Assi rivers flow into the Ganges. It was on the outskirts of Vārāṇasī that the Buddha first taught the Dharma, in the location known as Deer Park (*Mr̥gadāva*). For numerous episodes set in Vārāṇasī, including its kings, see *The Hundred Deeds*, Toh 340.

---

g.1829  **Vardhamānamatin**

_blo gros ’phel ba_

**vardhamānamatin**

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

---

g.1830  **variation**

_tha dad du bgyi ba · tha dad du bya ba · tha dad du dbye ba_

**nānākaraṇa**

---

g.1831  **various sorts of physical beings**

_lus rnam pa tha dad pa_

**nānāprakārā ātma bhāvā**

---

g.1832  **Vartani**
A country in the east, where the teachings on the perfection of wisdom will spread.

Varuṇadeva

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

Vaśavartin

Head god of the Paranirmitavaśavartin heaven.

Vaśībhūtā

“Fully Controlled.” A world system in the intermediate northwest direction, where the buddha Ekachattra now dwells.

vāyu dhātvaparyanta

Lit. “limitless wind element.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

vedanāparyanta

Lit. “limitless feeling.” Name of a meditative stabilization.
venerable

*tshe dang ldan pa*

āyuṣman

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*

A respectful form of address between monks, and also between lay companions of equal standing. It literally means “one who has a [long] life.”

venerable monk

*btsun pa*

*bhadanta*

A term of respect used for Buddhist monks, akin to the modern address, bhante.

verbal volitional factor

*ngag gi ’du byed*

—

verses

*tshigs su bcad pa*

*gāthā*

As one of the twelve aspects of the wheel of Dharma, it means those teachings given in verse.

very attractive

*kun nas mdzes pa*

*samantapāśādika*

very limit of reality

*yang dag pa’i mtha’*

*bhūtakoṭi*

*Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:*
This term has three meanings: (1) the ultimate nature, (2) the experience of the ultimate nature, and (3) the quiescent state of a worthy one (arhat) to be avoided by bodhisattvas.

In this text:
Also translated as “final limit of reality.”

g.1844 Videha

lus dpag

-definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
One of the four main continents that surround Sumeru, the central mountain in classical Buddhist cosmology. It is the eastern continent, characterized as “sublime in physique,” and it is semicircular in shape. The humans who live there are twice as tall as those from our southern continent, and live for 250 years. It is known as Videha and Pūravideha.

vidutpradīpa

Lit. “lamp of lightning.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

vidutpradīpa

Lit. “lightning flash.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

vidyutpradīpa

Lit. “lightning lamp.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

view of the perishable collection

‘jig tshogs la lta ba

-}
The Sanskrit term means “the view that the body is real,” and the Tibetan term can be translated as “the view of the perishing collection.” It refers to viewing the “perishing” collection of momentary, transitory aggregates—the body—as a self.

**g.1849**

view that action has no consequences.

*b*byed pa med pa’i lta ba

akriyādṛṣṭi

**g.1850**

vigatarajas

*rdul med pa*

vigatarajas

Lit. “dustless.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g.1851**

Vigatarajasāṃcayā

*rdul gyi tshogs dang bral ba*

Vigata rajasaṃcayā

Lit. “Free of Dust Collections.” A world system in the intermediate southwest direction, where the buddha Sūryamaṇḍala-prabhāsottaraśrī now dwells.

**g.1852**

Vigatāśoka

*mya ngan med pa*

Vigaṭāśoka

“Free from Sorrow.” A bodhisattva from a world system called Sarvā-śokāpagata, in the southern direction, who comes to pay homage and listen to the Buddha.

**g.1853**

Vijayavikrāmin

*rnam par rgyal bas rnam par gnon pa*

Vijayavikrāmin
“Conquest Suppressor.” A bodhisattva from a world system called Samādhyālaṃkṛtā, in the intermediate northeast direction, who comes to pay homage and listen to the Buddha.

**g.1854**

vijñānāparyanta  
_rnam par shes pa mu med pa_

vijñānāparyanta  
Lit. “limitless consciousness.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g.1855**

vikirāṇa  
_rnam par ‘thor ba_

vikirāṇa  
Lit. “strewing.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g.1856**

vilokitamūrdhā  
_spyi gtsug rnam par lta ba_

vilokitamūrdhā·avalokitamūrdhā  
Lit. “seeing from the top of the head.” Name of a meditative stabilization.  
(Kimura has avalokitamūrdhā)

**g.1857**

Vimalā  
_dri ma med pa_

vimalā  
Lit. “Stainless.” The second level of accomplishment pertaining to bodhisattvas. See “ten bodhisattva levels.”

**g.1858**

vimalaprabha  
_‘od dri ma med pa_

vimalaprabha·vimalaprabhāsa  
Lit. “stainless light.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

**g.1859**

vimalapradīpa  
_dri ma med pa’i sgron ma_
vimalapradīpa

Lit. “stainless lamp.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1860 vimativikaraṇa

nem nur rnam par sel ba

vimativikaraṇa

Lit. “eliminator of doubts.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1861 virtuous character
dge ba’i chos

kalyānadharman

g.1862 viṣayatīrṇa

yul las rgal ba

viṣayatīrṇa

Lit. “freed from objects.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1863 Viśeṣamatin

blo gros khyad par can

viśeṣamatin

A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

g.1864 viṣkandaka

thod rgal

viṣkandaka

Lit. “in leaps.” Name of a meditative stabilization. See also n.641.

g.1865 visual distortions

mthab rgyal

*vitimitakam*
Vitarāga level

‘dod chags dang bral ba’i sa

vītarāgabhūmi

Lit. “Desireless level.” The sixth of the ten levels traversed by all practitioners, from the level of an ordinary person until reaching buddhahood. See “ten levels.”

vitimirāpagata

rab rib med pa

vimitimirāpagata

Lit. “free from eye disease.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

vocalization

skad

ruta

vocation

las kyi gnas

karmasthāna

vocational art

sgyu rtsal

kalā

volitional effort

‘du byed

saṃskāra

volitional factors

‘du byed
samskāra

Fourth of the five aggregates and the second of the twelve links of dependent origination. These are the formative factors, mental volitions, and other supporting factors that perpetuate future samsāric existence.

g.1873 vulgar
g.1874 gdol pa

canaḍāla

vyatyasta

vyatyaṁśa
g.1875 snrel zhi

canaḍāla

vyatyasta
Lit. “nonsequential.” Name of a meditative stabilization.

g.1876 Vyūharāja

vyūharāja

Vyūharāja

vyūharāja
A bodhisattva great being present in the audience of this sūtra.

g.1877 Vyūharāja

vyūharāja

Vyūharāja

vyūharāja
Lit. “King of the Array.” Name that ten thousand beings will bear when they become buddhas.

bsnyen bkur

vyūharāja

wait on

pratyupasthita bhū
g.1878 want to have reached the range

yul du phyin
viṣayaṃ anugantukāma

g. 1879 warm but not hot
   tsha yang mi tsha
   བསྟ་ཡང་་ཚ།

nātyusṇa

g. 1880 watch over
   dgongs
   ཉོན།
   samanvāhṛ

water bubble

g. 1881 chu’i chu bur
   དྲའི་བུར།
   budbuda

wealth and respect

g. 1882 rnyed pa dang bkur sti
   རྣ་འདས་དང་བཀྲ་སྟེ།
   läbhasatkāra

welfare

g. 1883 don
   སྣ།
   artha

g. 1884 well freed
   rnam par grol ba
   རྣམ་པར་གྲོལ་བ།
   vinirmukta

what cannot be elaborated

g. 1885 ma spros pa
   མ་སྟློས་པ།
   apampaṅca

what is not a collection
mi bsdu ba

asaṃgraha

g.1887 what marks dharmas as dharmas
chos rnams kyi chos kyi mtshan nyid
dharmāṇāṃ dharmalakṣaṇaṃ

mi shes pa kun shes par byed pa'i dbang po

anājñātam ājñāsyāmīndriya

what one does not understand

spros par bya ba ma yin pa

aprapañcya

what should not be constructed in thought

what the dharmas actually are when the dharmas are compounded

what the dharmas actually are when the dharmas are uncompounded

whatever human requirements are appropriate

wheel-turning emperor

'khor los sgyur ba'i rgyal po
cakravartin

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
An ideal monarch or emperor who, as the result of the merit accumulated in previous lifetimes, rules over a vast realm in accordance with the Dharma. Such a monarch is called a cakravartin because he bears a wheel (cakra) that rolls (vartana) across the earth, bringing all lands and kingdoms under his power. The cakravartin conquers his territory without causing harm, and his activity causes beings to enter the path of wholesome actions. According to Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakośa, just as with the buddhas, only one cakravartin appears in a world system at any given time. They are likewise endowed with the thirty-two major marks of a great being (mahāpurusālakṣaṇa), but a cakravartin’s marks are outshined by those of a buddha. They possess seven precious objects: the wheel, the elephant, the horse, the wish-fulfilling gem, the queen, the general, and the minister. An illustrative passage about the cakravartin and his possessions can be found in The Play in Full (Toh 95), 3.3–3.13.

Vasubandhu lists four types of cakravartins: (1) the cakravartin with a golden wheel (suvarṇacakravartin) rules over four continents and is invited by lesser kings to be their ruler; (2) the cakravartin with a silver wheel (rūpyacakravartin) rules over three continents and his opponents submit to him as he approaches; (3) the cakravartin with a copper wheel (tāmracakravartin) rules over two continents and his opponents submit themselves after preparing for battle; and (4) the cakravartin with an iron wheel (ayaścakravartin) rules over one continent and his opponents submit themselves after brandishing weapons.

g.1894 while viewing in a body
lus kyi rjes su lta

kāyavipaśyin

g.1895 while viewing in dharmas
chos kyi rjes su lta

dharmavipaśyin

g.1896 white lotus
pad ma dkar po
who do not radiate light
'od dang mi ldan pa
prabhāvinahita

who have gone wrong
phyin ci log tu gyur pa
viparyāyagata

who have practiced the practice
spyad pa spyod pa
caritāvin
caryācaritāvin in the *Laṅkāvatāra*.

wholesome karma without flaws
dge ba'i las skyon med pas
acchidyā

wholesome practice
dge ba'i spyod pa
kuśalacaryā

wholesome root
dge ba'i rtṣa ba
kuṣalamūla

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
According to most lists (specifically those of the Pāli and some Abhidharma traditions), the (three) roots of virtue or the roots of the good or wholesome states (of mind) are what makes a mental state good or bad; they are
identified as the opposites of the three mental “poisons” of greed, hatred, and delusion. Actions based on the roots of virtue will eventually lead to future happiness. The Dharmasaṃgraha, however, lists the three roots of virtue as (1) the mind of enlightenment, (2) purity of thought, and (3) freedom from egotism (Skt. trīṇi kusalamūlāni \ bodhicittotpādaḥ, āśayaviśuddhiḥ, ahamkāramamakāraparītyāgaśceti |).

g.1903  whose path has come to an end
lam gyi rgyun bcad pa

chinnavartmanināṁ

g.1904  whose words are not accepted
tshig gzung bar mi ’os par gyur

agrāhyavacana

g.1905  wind
rlung

vāta · vāyu

One of the three vital substances in the body, along with phlegm and bile, which result in good health when balanced and illness or less than optimal health when imbalanced.

g.1906  wisdom
shes rab

prajñā

The sixth of the six perfections, it refers to the profound understanding of the emptiness of all phenomena, the realization of ultimate reality.

g.1907  wisdom eye
shes rab kyi mig

prajñācakṣu

One of the five eyes.

g.1908  wisdom of the single unique instant
skad cig gcig dang ldan pa’i shes rabs kyis

ekakṣaṇasamāyuktāyā prajñayā

See also n.676.

g.1909 wishlessness

smon pa med pa

apraṇihita

The ultimate absence of any wish, desire, or aspiration, even those directed towards buddhahood. One of the three gateways to liberation; the other two are emptiness and signlessness.

g.1910 with a strong libido

‘dod chags spyod pa · ‘dod chags la spyod · ‘dod chags chos la spyod pa

rāgacarita


g.1911 with a vision of the Dharma

chos mthong ba
dṛṣṭadharma


g.1912 with an admiration for the deficient

dman pa la mos pa

hinādhimuktika


g.1913 without a core

snying po med pa

asāra


g.1914 without a doubt

gor ma chag

nūnam · nu
g.1915 without a fixed abode
   mi gnas pa
   aniśrita

g.1916 without a mark
   mtshan nyid med pa
   alakṣaṇa

g.1917 without a name and without a causal sign
   ming med pa dang mtshan ma med pa'i
   anāmanimitta

g.1918 without a protector
   mgon med pa
   anātha

g.1919 without a vital essence
   srog med pa
   ajīva

g.1920 without another
   gzhan min
   ananya

g.1921 without any core at all
   shin tu snying po med pa
   atyantāsāra

g.1922 without apprehending anything
   mi dmigs pas · dmigs pa med pa
anupalambhena

without arching
zhum pa med pa

asaṃkuñcita

without complacency
chog mi shes · chog mi shes pa

vitṛpta

without conceptualization
rnam par rtog pa med pa · mi rtog

nirvikalpa

without craving
sred pa dang bral ba

vigatatṛṣṇa

without defilement
kun nas nyon mongs pa med pa

asamkleśa

without distinguishing features
bye brag med pa

nirviśeṣa

without effort
rtsol ba med pa

anābhoga
g. 1930  **without effort**  
\[lhun\ gyis\ grub\ pa\]
\[an\abhoga\]

g. 1931  **without exertion**  
\[byed\ pa\ med\ pa\ nyid\]
\[ni\sc\et\ta\]

g. 1932  **without experience**  
\[rig\ pa\ med\ pa\]
\[avedaka\]

g. 1933  **without movement**  
\[g.yo\ ba\ med\ pa\]
\[nir\ha\ (nir\hi)\]

g. 1934  **without purification**  
\[rnam\ par\ byang\ ba\ med\ pa\ · rnam\ par\ byang\ ba\ ma\ mchis\ pa\]
\[av\avad\a\]

g. 1935  **without relishing them**  
\[ro\ myang\ ba\ med\ pa\'i\ tshul\ gyis\]
\[an\sv\d\a\yo\e\na\]

g. 1936  **without taking anything away and without adding anything**  
\[dor\ ba\ med\ pa\ dang\ bsnan\ pa\ med\ par\]
\[an\kte\p\nak\sp\t\a\]

g. 1937  **work for the welfare of beings**  
\[sems\ can\ rnams\ kyi\ don\ byed\ · sems\ can\ thams\ cad\ kyi\ don\ byed\]
The land of the dead ruled over by the Lord of Death. In Buddhism it refers to the \textit{preta} realm, where beings generally suffer from hunger and thirst, which in traditional Brahmanism is the fate of those departed without descendants to make ancestral offerings.

This can refer to one world with its orbiting sun and moon, and also to groups of these worlds in multiples of thousands, in particular a world realm of a thousand million worlds, which is said to be circular, with its circumference twice as long as its diameter.
worthy one

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
According to Buddhist tradition, one who is worthy of worship (pūjām arhati), or one who has conquered the enemies, the mental afflictions (kleśa-ari-hata-vat), and reached liberation from the cycle of rebirth and suffering. It is the fourth and highest of the four fruits attainable by śrāvakas. Also used as an epithet of the Buddha.

written letters

wrong livelihood

wrong perception

wrong thought

wrong view
The tenth of the ten unwholesome actions; also one of five commonly listed kinds of erroneous views, it designates the disbelief in the doctrine of karma, cause and effect, and rebirth, etc.

wrong views as a foundation and cause

log par lta ba'i las kyi gzhi dang rgyu

---

g.1950 yakṣa

gnod sbyin

yakṣa

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
A class of nonhuman beings who inhabit forests, mountainous areas, and other natural spaces, or serve as guardians of villages and towns, and may be propitiated for health, wealth, protection, and other boons, or controlled through magic. According to tradition, their homeland is in the north, where they live under the jurisdiction of the Great King Vaiśravana.

Several members of this class have been deified as gods of wealth (these include the just-mentioned Vaiśravana) or as bodhisattva generals of yakṣa armies, and have entered the Buddhist pantheon in a variety of forms, including, in tantric Buddhism, those of wrathful deities.

g.1951 Yāma

‘thab bral

yāma

Lit. “The Discharged.” The third of the six heavens of the realm of desire; also the name of the gods living there. The Tibetan translation ‘thab bral, “free from strife or combat,” derives from the idea that these devas, because they live in an aerial abode above Sumeru, do not have to engage in combat with the asuras who dwell on the slopes of the mountain.

Yaśodharā

grags 'dzin ma

yaśodharā

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Daughter of Śākya Daṇḍadhara (more commonly Daṇḍapāṇi), sister of Iṣudhara and Aniruddha, she was the wife of Prince Siddhārtha and mother of his only child, Rāhula. After Prince Siddhārtha left his kingdom and attained awakening as the Buddha, she became his disciple and one of the first women to be ordained as a bhikṣunī. She attained the level of an arhat, a worthy one, endowed with the six superknowledges.

---

Definition from the 84000 Glossary of Terms:
Yeshé Dé (late eighth to early ninth century) was the most prolific translator of sūtras into Tibetan. Altogether he is credited with the translation of more than one hundred sixty sūtra translations and more than one hundred additional translations, mostly on tantric topics. In spite of Yeshé Dé’s great importance for the propagation of Buddhism in Tibet during the imperial era, only a few biographical details about this figure are known. Later sources describe him as a student of the Indian teacher Padmasambhava, and he is also credited with teaching both sūtra and tantra widely to students of his own. He was also known as Nanam Yeshé Dé, from the Nanam (sna nam) clan.

---

yogic practice
rnal 'byor
yoga
A term which is generally used to refer to a wide range of spiritual practices. It literally means to be merged with or “yoked to,” in the sense of being fully immersed in one’s respective discipline. The Tibetan specifies “union with the natural state.”

g.1957  yojana

*dpag tshad*

A yojana is eight “earshots” or the distance a cart yoked to two oxen can go in a day.
Thus did I hear

At one time

The Lord (bhagavat)

Dwelt at Rājagṛha—

on Gṛdhrakūṭa Hill.

with a great community of monks,

numbering five thousand monks,

all worthy ones... with outflows dried up,

With outflows dried up—

Without afflictions

Fully controlled—

with their minds well freed
and their wisdom well freed
thoroughbreds
great bull elephants,
With their work done, their task accomplished
with their burden laid down.
with their own goal accomplished.
with the fetters that bound them to existence broken.
with their hearts well freed by perfect understanding.
in perfect control of their whole mind
with nuns numbering five hundred
… with a vision of the Dharma,
and with an unbounded, infinite number of bodhisattva great beings
all of whom had acquired the dhāraṇīs
acquired the dhāraṇīs.
dwellers in emptiness
dwellers in emptiness, their range the signless, and who had not fashioned any wishes.
had acquired forbearance for the sameness of all dharmas.
had acquired the dhāraṇī of nonattachment.
with imperishable clairvoyant knowledges.
with speech worth listening to.
not hypocrites
not fawners.
without thoughts of reputation and gain.

Dharma teachers without thought of compensation.

with perfect forbearance for the deep dhamas

had obtained the fearlessnesses.

had transcended all the works of Māra.

cut the continuum of karmic obscuration.

skillful in expounding the analysis of investigations into phenomena.

with the prayer that is a vow made during an asamkhya of eons really fully carried out.

with smiling countenances

forward in addressing others.

without a frown on their faces.

skillful in communicating with others in chanted verse

without feelings of depression.

without losing the confidence giving a readiness to speak.

endowed with fearlessness when surpassing endless assemblies.

skilled in going forth during an ananta of one hundred million eons.

understanding phenomena to be like an illusion, a mirage, a reflection of the moon in water, a dream, an echo, an apparition, a reflection in the mirror, and a magical creation.

skillful in comprehending the thoughts, conduct, and beliefs of all beings and subtle knowledge.

With unobstructed thoughts

endowed with extreme patience.
Skilled in causing entry into reality just as it is
having appropriated all the endless arrays of the buddhafields through
prayer and setting out.

With the meditative stabilization recollecting buddhas in an infinite
number of world systems constantly and always activated
skillful in soliciting innumerable buddhas.

Skillful in eliminating the various views, propensities, obsessions, and
defilements
Skillful in accomplishing a hundred thousand feats through meditative
concentration

Thereupon the Lord, having himself arranged the lion throne,
Sat down with his legs crossed, holding his body erect,
entered into the meditative stabilization, samādhirāja by name,
the meditative stabilization… in which all meditative stabilizations are
put.

he beamed with his whole body.
Issued sixty sixty-one hundred thousand one hundred million billion rays—

From the śrīvatsa mark—

became irreversible from the unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

1.5 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816292#UT22084-029-001-212/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-212%22%5D)

Thereupon all the Lord’s hair pores—

1.8 6 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816276#UT22084-029-001-216/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-216%22%5D)

then the Lord, seated on that very lion throne,

entered into the meditative stabilization called “siṃhavikrīḍita”

entered into the meditative stabilization called siṃhavikrīḍita

it became soft and oily, producing ease for all beings,

the continuum of the hells and so on was cut,

all the places that preclude a perfect human birth disappeared

1.10 11 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816298#UT22084-029-001-218/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-218%22%5D)
the lord buddhas in other buddhafields cried out cries of delight.

endowed with such knowledge.

Self-discipline

restraint

to observe celibacy

nonviolence toward living creatures

the insane regained their senses, those with distracted thoughts became one-pointed in their thoughts,

the naked found clothes, the poor found wealth, the hungry found food

considered every being in the same way as they considered their mother, father

ease

knowledge.

1.11 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816309#UT22084-029-001-219/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-219%22%5D)

his light, color, brilliance, and glory,

1.12 9 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816310#UT22084-029-001-221/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-221%22%5D)

towering over... shining forth, gleaming, dazzling, and shedding light”
shining forth;
gleaming;
dazzling;
shedding light.
with his light,
color
brilliance

glory

1.13 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

thereupon the Lord exhibited an ordinary bodily form, like that of beings in the great billionfold world system
strewed near, strewed in front, and strewed all around

Thereupon the Lord exhibited an ordinary bodily form, like that of

the body of the Tathāgata you can never see enough.

1.14 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

stayed there like a second story made of flowers and so on, with the dimensions of the great billionfold world system
By the sustaining power of the Lord... in the sky right above the Lord’s head,

thereupon the Lord, seated on this very lion throne
smiled once again
saw... the Tathāgata Śākyamuni, together with his community of monks and together with a retinue of bodhisattvas
then in the east, beyond as many world systems as the sand particles in the Gaṅgā River
Smiled once again

At the very limit... there is a world system called Ratnāvatī.
stands, stays, and maintains himself,

For the most part in the form of the young—
1.21 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816326#UT22084-029-001-232/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-232%22%5D)

gave… lotuses,
bodhisattvas [born in that Sahā world system] are difficult to approach

1.22 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816330#UT22084-029-001-234/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-234%22%5D)

respected, revered, honored, and worshiped,
inquires about [the Lord’s] health, hopes that [the Lord] is well and free from sickness, alert and buoyant, eating well, strong, and comfortable,

2.1 15 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816285#UT22084-029-001-253/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-253%22%5D)

when the Lord understood that the world with its celestial beings, Māras

When the Lord … said to venerable Śāriputra…

“Here, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to all dharmas in all forms should make an effort at the perfection of wisdom.”

“Śāriputra [Son of Śāradvatī]”

“Here”
“Bodhisattva”—
“Great beings”—
“All dharmas”—
“In all forms”—
“Want to fully awaken”—
“at the perfection of wisdom (prajñāpāramitā),”
“should make an effort at the perfection of wisdom”
“should make”

“Here, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to all dharmas in all forms should make an effort at the perfection of wisdom,”

“How then, Lord, should bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to all dharmas in all forms make an effort at the perfection of wisdom?”

“How then, Lord, should bodhisattva great beings who want to fully awaken to all dharmas in all forms make an effort at the perfection of wisdom?”
“Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings, having stood in the perfection of wisdom by way of not taking their stand on it”

Venerable Śāriputra having thus inquired, the Lord,

“Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings, having stood in the perfection of wisdom by way of not taking their stand on it,”

“Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings, having stood in the perfection of wisdom by way of not taking their stand on it,”

“having stood in the perfection of wisdom by way of not taking their stand on it,”

“should complete the perfection of giving.”

“by way of not giving up anything, because a gift, a giver, and a recipient are not apprehended.”

“should complete the perfection of giving by way of not giving up anything.”

“Should complete the perfection of morality because no downfall is incurred and no compounded downfall is incurred”—

“Because there is no disturbance”—

“Because there is no relaxing of physical or mental effort”—

“should complete… the perfection of perseverance”

“Because there is no experience”—

“Because all phenomena are not apprehended”—

“should complete the perfection of wisdom.”

24 35 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“should cultivate great love, great compassion, great joy, and great equanimity.”

“should cultivate... great love, great compassion, great joy, and great equanimity,“

“Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings, having stood in the perfection of wisdom, should perfect the four applications of mindfulness,”

“they should perfect ... the wishlessness meditative stabilization,”

“the four concentrations”

“the nine abodes of beings”

“they should perfect... the ten tathāgata powers,”

“Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings, having stood in the perfection of wisdom, should perfect the four applications of mindfulness,”

“perfect the four applications of mindfulness.”

“They should cultivate the emptiness meditative stabilization.”

“the signlessness meditative stabilization.”

“the wishlessness meditative stabilization.”

“they should cultivate the four concentrations,”

“mindfulness of disgust,”

“Mindfulness of death”

“the perception of death.”

“the perception that there is no delight in the entire world.”

“the perception that there is nothing to trust in the entire world.”
“They should cultivate knowledge of suffering.”

“the knowledge of origination.”

“knowledge of extinction.”

“[The] knowledge of not arising”

“Knowledge of dhammas”

“Subsequent realization knowledge”

“conventional knowledge.”

“Knowledge of mastery” —

“Knowledge in accord with sound”—

“The five undiminished clairvoyances”—

“The six perfections”—

“The six principles of being liked”—

“The seven riches”

“The eight ways great persons think”—

“the nine places beings live”

“the ten tathāgata powers,”

“great compassion,”

25 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816343#UT22084-029-001-270/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-270%22%5D)

“who want to fully awaken to the knowledge, furnished with the best of all aspects, of a knower of all aspects,”
“should... make an effort at the perfection of wisdom.”

“who want to fully awaken to the knowledge, furnished with the best of all aspects, of a knower of all aspects,”

“who want to fully awaken to the knowledge, furnished with the best of all aspects, of a knower of all,”

“who want to perfect all-knowledge,”

“the knowledge of all aspects.”

“the knowledge of all aspects.”

“the knowledge of path aspects.”

“all-knowledge.”

“want to destroy all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions”

“want to destroy all residual impressions, connections, and afflictions”

“want to perfect the knowledge of path aspects”

“want to perfect the knowledge of the aspects of the thought activity of all beings”—

7 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816430#UT22084-029-001-274/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-274%22%5D)

“who want to enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva,”

“want to enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva”

“want to enter into the secure state of a bodhisattva”—

“Who want to pass beyond the level of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas”—

“Who want to stand on the irreversible level”—
“Who want to surpass gift-giving to all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas by producing a single thought with associated rejoicing”—

“the aggregate of morality”

2.7 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“for the sake of all beings… giving even a little gift,”

2.8 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of giving should train in the perfection of wisdom”—

2.9 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“want to thoroughly establish a buddha’s body.”

“Who want to thoroughly establish a buddha’s body”—

2.10 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“Who want to be born in the buddha’s lineage”—
“The heir apparent’s level”

2.12 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816457#UT22084-029-001-282/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-282%22%5D)

“a world as vast as the dharma-constituent”
“as far-reaching as the space element”

2.13 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816459#UT22084-029-001-286/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-286%22%5D)

“Want to make a single wholesome thought of awakening inexhaustible”—

2.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816460#UT22084-029-001-292/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-292%22%5D)

“Want to ensure the line of buddhas will be unbroken”

2.18 17 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816461#UT22084-029-001-293/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-293%22%5D)
“[They] want to stand in inner emptiness”

“outer emptiness.”

“inner and outer emptiness,”

“inner and outer emptiness.”

“emptiness of emptiness.”

“great emptiness.”

“emptiness of ultimate reality.”

“emptiness of the compounded.”

“emptiness of the uncompounded.”

“emptiness of what transcends limits.”

“emptiness of no beginning and no end.”

“emptiness of nonrepudiation.”

“emptiness of a basic nature.”

“emptiness of all dharmas.”

“emptiness of its own mark.”

“emptiness of not apprehending.”

“the emptiness of the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.”

2.19

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816443#UT22084-029-001-296/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-296%22%5D)

“comprehend the suchness of all dharmas.”
“The suchness of all dharmas, the suchness of the dharma-constituent, and the suchness of the very limit of reality”—

2.20 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816444#UT22084-029-001-297/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-297%22%5D)

“tiny particles”

“Want to know how many tiny particles of earth there are”

2.22 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816487#UT22084-029-001-299/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-299%22%5D)

“Want to blunt with the tip of one finger”—

2.24 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816488#UT22084-029-001-301/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-301%22%5D)

“Want their single cross-legged posture to expand into and fill up…”—

2.25 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816489#UT22084-029-001-302/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-302%22%5D)

“With a single alms bowl”
2.29  1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816490#UT22084-029-001-308/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-308%22%5D)

“How, Lord… when bodhisattva great beings are giving a gift?”

2.30  2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816491#UT22084-029-001-309/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-309%22%5D)

“The perfection of concentration… because of not being distracted and not constructing any ideas”—
“The perfection of wisdom… by way of not apprehending the knowledge of all dharmas”

2.31  1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816445#UT22084-029-001-311/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-311%22%5D)

“want to acquire the buddha qualities of the past, future, and present lord buddhas”

2.42  1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816493#UT22084-029-001-324/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-324%22%5D)

“The flesh eye, divine eye,”
“Moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings who want to hear the entire doctrine that the lord buddhas in all world systems in all ten directions explain, and having heard it take it up perfectly by applying the power of memory uninterruptedly, and who do not want any to be lost up until they awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening should train in the perfection of wisdom.”

“Blinding darkness”—

“bodhisattva great beings who want to establish them in the result of stream enterer, the result of once-returner, the result of non-returner, the state of a worthy one, in a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, and in unsurpassed, perfect awakening should train in the perfection of wisdom,”
“who want to train in the tathāgatas’ way of carrying themselves,”

“Want to train in the tathāgatas’ way of carrying themselves” —

2.52 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
http://example.com/"

“Look down as an elephant looks” —

2.55 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
http://example.com/"

“walk, stand, sit”

“lie down”

“become all diamond?”

2.63 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
http://example.com/"

“in order to brings beings to maturity… taking to the five sorts of sense objects.”

“make use of”
“So, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings take to these sorts of sense objects in order to bring beings to maturity,”

“make use of those five sorts of sense objects,”

The second chapter, Production of the Thought.

“Lord, how then should bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom?”

“Lord, how then should bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom?”

31 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816507#UT22084-029-001-354/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-354%22%5D)
Venerable Śāriputra having thus inquired, the Lord said to him, “Śāriputra, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not, even while they are bodhisattvas, see a bodhisattva. They do not see even the word bodhisattva. They do not see awakening either, and they do not see the perfection of wisdom. They do not see that ‘they practice,’ and they do not see that ‘they do not practice.’ They also do not see that ‘while practicing they practice and while not practicing do not practice,’ and they also do not see that ‘they do not practice, and do not practice as well.’ They do not see form. Similarly, they do not see feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness either,”

“and why?”

“the name bodhisattva is empty of the intrinsic nature of a name. The name bodhisattva is not empty because of emptiness,”

“The perfection of wisdom, too,”

“Because the emptiness of the name bodhisattva is not the name bodhisattva...”

“and there is no name bodhisattva apart from emptiness.”

“the name bodhisattva itself is emptiness.”

“And emptiness is the name bodhisattva as well”

The emptiness of the bodhisattva is not the bodhisattva. There is no bodhisattva apart from emptiness. The bodhisattva is emptiness. Emptiness is the bodhisattva as well.

“and why?”

“because this—namely, bodhisattva—is just a name,”

“just names.”

“And because this—namely, emptiness—is just a name”—

“why?”
“because where there is no intrinsic nature there is no production, stopping, decrease, increase, defilement, or purification.”

“And why?”

“Form is like an illusion, feeling is like an illusion,“

“And an illusion is just a name that does not reside somewhere, does not reside in a particular place”

“The sight of an illusion is mistaken and does not exist”

“And is devoid of an intrinsic nature”

“Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that do not see production,”

“in any dharma at all”

“production... stopping”—

“decrease... increase”—

“defilement... purification”—

“And why? Because names are made up.”

“those interdependent dharmas, they are imagined,”

“names plucked out of thin air working subsequently as conventional labels,”

“just as they are subsequently conventionally labeled, so too are they settled down on as real”

“when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom do not see any of those names as inherently existing,”

“because they do not see them, they do not settle down on them as real”;

33 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“moreover, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom think,”

“bodhisattvas,”

“awakening,”

“the awakened one,”

“the perfection of wisdom… form,”

3.4 8 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“For example, Śāriputra, ‘self’ is said again and again,”

“cannot be apprehended”

“Similarly, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom also…,”

“do not see”

“they do not see even the names”

“settle down on them as real.”

“Because they do not see what would make them settle down on them as real”

“setting aside the wisdom of a tathāgata, [they]... surpass the wisdom of all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas.”
3.5 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816553#UT22084-029-001-363/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-363%22%5D)

“To illustrate, Śāriputra, if this Jambudvīpa were filled with monks similar in worth to Śāriputra and Maudgalyāyana,”

“A thicket of naḍa reeds, or a thicket of bamboo, or a thicket of sugarcane, or a thicket of rushes, or a thicket of rice, or a thicket of sesame”

“would not approach … even by a hundredth part, nor by a thousandth part, nor by a hundred thousandth part; it would not stand up to any number, or fraction, or counting, or analogy, or comparison.”

“the wisdom”

“the wisdom of a bodhisattva”

3.6 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816558#UT22084-029-001-365/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-365%22%5D)

“As many… as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River”

3.7 6 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816559#UT22084-029-001-367/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-367%22%5D)

“venerable Śāriputra,”

“Lord, the wisdom of śrāvaka stream enterers,”
“All those wisdoms are not broken apart; they are a detachment, are not produced, and are empty of an intrinsic nature.”

“Variation”—

“Distinction”

“So how, Lord, could…”

38 6 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816565#UT22084-029-001-369/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-369%22%5D)

“what do you think, Śāriputra,”

“furnished with the best of all aspects”

“practicing the knowledge of all aspects”

“working for the welfare of all beings”

“Having fully awakened to all dharmas in all forms”

“lead all beings to complete nirvāṇa”

39 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816571#UT22084-029-001-374/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-374%22%5D)

“What do you think, Śāriputra, do all śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas think, ‘We must, having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,’ ”

3.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“hence it surpasses the wisdom of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas.”

3.11 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“What do you think, Śāriputra, do all these śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas think, ‘We must, having practiced the six perfections,’

‘lead infinite, countless beings beyond measure to complete nirvāṇa.’"

3.12 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Śāriputra, a bodhisattva great being thinks…”

“lead infinite, countless beings beyond measure to complete nirvāṇa.”

3.13 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“fireflies,”
3.14 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816578#UT22084-029-001-381/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-381%22%5D)

“the sun”

3.15 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816579#UT22084-029-001-382/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-382%22%5D)

“How, Lord, do bodhisattva great beings, having passed…,”

3.16 8 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816580#UT22084-029-001-384/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-384%22%5D)

“their first”—

“production of the thought onward”

“emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness”

“dharmas”

“beyond the śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha level”;

“the irreversible”

“level”;

“the [six] perfections”
“Standing on which level, Lord, do bodhisattva [great beings],”

Because Śāriputra, it is thanks to bodhisattva great beings that all wholesome dharmas appear in the world,

The ten wholesome actions, the morality with five branches, the morality with eight branches”—

the concentrations

the path

the perfections

distinct attributes of a buddha

because those wholesome dharmas appear in the world, there are great sāla tree-like royal families in the world,

stream enterers appear in the world,

the perfectly complete buddhas,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

10 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“purifies the offering,”

4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“a giver of... the eight-branched confession and restoration,”

“the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha”

“Because the offering is absolutely pure”

“a giver.”

3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, how are bodhisattva great beings who engage with the perfection of wisdom ‘engaged’?”

Śāriputra

“Lord, how are bodhisattva great beings who engage with the perfection of wisdom ‘engaged’?”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
You cannot say... that they ‘are engaged’ or ‘are not engaged.’”

“when”

“are practicing with these seven emptinesses,”

“and why?”

“because they do not see form as qualified by production or qualified by stopping,”

“They do not see form as qualified by defilement or qualified by purification.”

“do not see ‘a confluence of form with feeling,’”

“because they are empty of a basic nature”

“that emptiness of form is not form,”

“And why?”

“Because, Śāriputra, that emptiness of form is not seeable.”

“experience,”

“being collected together and knowing,”

“occasioning anything,”

“making conscious,”

“And why?”
“Because… form is not one thing and emptiness another; emptiness is not one thing and form another,”

“form is itself emptiness, and emptiness is form.”

“Śāriputra, that emptiness is not produced and does not stop,”

“does not decrease and does not increase,”

“is not past, is not future, and is not present.”

3.24 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816629#UT22084-029-001-398/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-398%22%5D)

“In such as that,”

“there is no form, there is no feeling, there is no perception,”

3.28 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816610#UT22084-029-001-402/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-402%22%5D)

“They do not see a pratyekabuddha’s awakening, a buddha, or awakening.”

“There is no buddha; there is no awakening.”

3.29 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816632#UT22084-029-001-404/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-404%22%5D)
they do not see the practice of the perfection of wisdom as either ‘engaged’ or ‘not engaged’ with form

Neither cause emptiness to engage with emptiness”—

the yogic practice of emptiness as well,”

signlessness”;

wishlessness.”

emptiness is neither a yogic practice nor not a yogic practice.”

they do not engage with nor disengage from form”—

enter into the emptiness of the marks particular to dharmas.”

they do not join form with the prior limit,”

because they do not even see the prior limit.”
3. 36
3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816642#UT22084-029-001-415/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-415%22%5D)

“They do not join the prior limit with the later limit”—

“join the prior limit with the later limit and… join the later limit with the prior limit.”

“because of the sameness of the three periods of time.”

3. 38
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816645#UT22084-029-001-417/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-417%22%5D)

“[Bodhisattva great beings]… do not join form with the knowledge of all aspects”—

3. 40
2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816646#UT22084-029-001-419/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-419%22%5D)

“[They]… do not join a buddha with the knowledge of all aspects”:

“a buddha is the knowledge of all aspects, and the knowledge of all aspects is the buddha as well,”

3. 41
5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816648#UT22084-029-001-420/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-420%22%5D)
“Form is not joined with ‘originating,’ Form is not joined with ‘perishing,’”

“[Form] is not joined with ‘permanent,’”

“with ‘impermanent,’”

“Form is not joined with ‘calm,’”

“Form is not joined with ‘not calm,’”

3.42 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
 Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
 commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816654#UT22084-029-001-421/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-421%22%5D)

“‘practicing,’”

3.43 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
 Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
 commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816655#UT22084-029-001-422/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-422%22%5D)

“[Bodhisattva great beings]… do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of the perfection of giving” —

“do not see a difference in any dharma.”

3.44 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
 Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
 commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816657#UT22084-029-001-424/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-424%22%5D)
“do not even see the perfection of wisdom itself, not to mention a bodhisattva, so however could they apprehend fully all the clairvoyances?”

3.46 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816658#UT22084-029-001-426/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-426%22%5D)

“Śāriputra, Māra the wicked one does not gain entry to a bodhisattva great being practicing the perfection of wisdom like this,”

3.49 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816659#UT22084-029-001-432/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-432%22%5D)

“Any phenomenon united with”

“separated”

“Come together with or not come together with them”

3.50 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816662#UT22084-029-001-434/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-434%22%5D)

“Because the dharma-constituent does not fully awaken by means of the dharma-constituent,”

3.52 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“do not join form to emptiness”—

“and do not join emptiness to form”—

12 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“do not produce an immoral thought, [a malicious thought,] a lazy thought, a distracted thought, or an intellectually confused thought”

“Śāriputra, you should bear in mind that bodhisattva great beings engaged like that have been prophesied”—

“or are close to being prophesied,”

“for the welfare of infinite, countless beings beyond measure, but still it will not occur to them to think, ‘The lord buddhas will make a prophesy about me. I am close to being prophesied,’ ”

“because they do not make the dharma-constituent into a causal sign.”

“Because the notion of a being does not occur to bodhisattva great beings... like that. And why? Because a being is absolutely not produced and does not cease, because the true dharmic nature of dharmas is not produced and does not cease.”

“Practices the perfection of wisdom as an unproduced and unceasing being”

“emptiness... and cannot be apprehended,”

“in an isolated state.”

“Śāriputra, this... is the bodhisattva great beings’ ultimate yogic practice,”
“[they] accomplish… great love, great compassion,”

“they do not practice with a miserly thought,”

3.54 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Where did they die, Lord, bodhisattva great beings dwelling by means of this yogic practice of the perfection of wisdom who have taken birth here?”

3.60 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Śāriputra, there are… bodhisattva great beings without skillful means,”

3.62 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“will fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening right here in the Fortunate Eon.”

3.76 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“knowledge”

“is a bodhisattva [great being’s]”

“forbearance.”

3.96 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the light of the buddhadharmas,”

“up until they… fully awaken.”

3.97 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“This, Śāriputra, is the origination of the bodhisattva great beings in the buddhadharmas.”

3.98 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Therefore, Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom would provide no opportunity for basic immoral physical, verbal, and mental action.”
3.99  1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

```
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816686#UT22084-029-001-499/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-499%22%5D)
```

“What, Lord, is a bodhisattva great being’s basic immoral physical action?”

3.104  1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

```
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816688#UT22084-029-001-505/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-505%22%5D)
```

“cleansing the awakening path”

3.105  2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

```
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816687#UT22084-029-001-506/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-506%22%5D)
```

“What, Lord, is the bodhisattva great beings’ awakening path?”

“What, Lord, is the bodhisattva great beings’ knowledge of a knower of all aspects?”

3.109  1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

```
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816690#UT22084-029-001-512/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-512%22%5D)
```

“What, Lord, is the bodhisattva great beings’ knowledge of a knower of all aspects?”
3.110 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“in possession of that knowledge,”

3.113 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“flesh eye”

3.114 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“divine eye”

3.116 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“wisdom eye”

3.117 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)
“dharma eye”

3.124 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816696#UT22084-029-001-542/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-542%22%5D)

“buddha eye”

3.127 9 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816698#UT22084-029-001-548/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-548%22%5D)

“They do not apprehend a false projection of miraculous power,“

“What they might falsely project,“

“or what might be falsely projecting,“

“They do not apprehend“

“its intrinsic nature is empty“

“its intrinsic nature is isolated“

“its intrinsic nature is not produced“

“They do not intend miraculous power“

“[they] intend to accomplish miraculous power“

3.133 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“Śāriputra, practicing the perfection of wisdom like that the six clairvoyances of bodhisattva great beings are perfected and purified, and those purified clairvoyances cause them to gain the knowledge of all aspects.”

Therefore, Śāriputra, there are bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who, standing in the perfection of giving, cleanse the path to the knowledge of all aspects based on not holding on to anything because of the emptiness that transcends limits.

“Because of the emptiness that transcends limits”—

“Based on not holding on to anything”—

“standing in the perfection of giving, cleanse the path to”

“Śāriputra, there are…,”

3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Based on not having gone, not having come—

“based on not…”

“And not having grasped anything”—

3.141 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816715#UT22084-029-001-569/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-569%22%5D)

“giving is designated based on holding on to things”—

3.142 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816716#UT22084-029-001-571/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-571%22%5D)

“They do not falsely project ‘they have gotten beyond that.’ They do not falsely project ‘they have not gotten beyond that.’”

“They do not falsely project ‘giving and miserliness’”

“They do not falsely project ‘I have been snubbed.’ They do not falsely project ‘I have been saluted,’”

“Śāriputra, a nonproduction…”

3.144 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816720#UT22084-029-001-573/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-573%22%5D)

“In regard to all beings, that they are the same”

“that all phenomena are the same”
“Subhūti, starting with the perfection of wisdom, be confident in your readiness to give a Dharma discourse to the bodhisattva great beings about how bodhisattva great beings go forth in the perfection of wisdom,”

The Lord… said…, “Subhūti, starting with the perfection of wisdom, be confident in your readiness to give a Dharma discourse to the bodhisattva great beings about how bodhisattva great beings go forth in the perfection of wisdom.”

“Will venerable Subhūti instruct… on account of armor in which reposes the power of his own intellect and ready speech?”
“Śāriputra, it is just the Tathāgata who, by skillful means, will expound the perfection of wisdom to the bodhisattva great beings.”

“Whatever the Lord’s śrāvakas say, teach, and expound”—

64 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, … what phenomenon is this, the word bodhisattva great being, for?”

65 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“those… are just words,”

“do not exist inside, do not exist outside, and they cannot be apprehended where both do not exist”

“Subhūti, it is like this: the word being is uttered again and again, but you cannot apprehend any being,”

“and except for being used conventionally as a mere word and conventional term, any phenomenon that is a designation is not produced and does not stop,”

“self, being,”

69 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
6.18 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

6.21 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

6.23 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

6.24 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom do not view ‘form is permanent.’”

6.29 6 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

|“do not mentally construct... any of those dharmas.” |
|“conceptualize,” |
|“mentally construct,” |
|“Standing without mentally constructing any dharma they cultivate the applications of mindfulness,” |
|“the distinct attributes of a buddha.” |
|“[Bodhisattva great beings] practicing the perfection of wisdom excellently realize the defining marks of the dharmas. And that defining mark of a dharma, of the dharmas, is not defiled and is not purified.” |

6.30 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

|“having understood that they are [just] names and conventional terms that are dharma designations, they do not settle down on form,” |

6.32 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
“the skillful means”

“They do not settle down on suchness. They do not settle down on the very limit of reality. They do not settle down on the dharma-constituent.”

6.33 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom who do not settle down on all dharmas grow in the perfection of giving,”

“They will obtain the dhāraṇī gateways. They will obtain the meditative stabilization gateways.”

6.34 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should thus understand names and conventional terms.”

6.35 10 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva form, or is the bodhisattva other than form?”
“What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva form, or is the bodhisattva other than form, or is the bodhisattva in form, or is form in the bodhisattva, or is the bodhisattva without form?”

“Or is the bodhisattva in form, or is form in the bodhisattva… or is the bodhisattva in feeling, or is feeling in the bodhisattva…?”

“Or is the bodhisattva without form… or is the bodhisattva without feeling…?”

“None of those, Lord.”

“What do you think… is the bodhisattva form?”

“What do you think… is the bodhisattva other than form? What do you think… is the bodhisattva other than feeling?”

“What do you think… is the bodhisattva in form? What do you think… is the bodhisattva in feeling?”

“What do you think… is form in the bodhisattva? Is feeling in the bodhisattva?”

“What do you think… is the bodhisattva without form? What do you think… is the bodhisattva without feeling?”

5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816767#UT22084-029-001-671/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-671%22%5D)

“Is the bodhisattva form… or is the bodhisattva feeling… or is the bodhisattva perception…?”

“Is the bodhisattva something other that is not form, … is the bodhisattva something other that is not feeling…?”

“What do you think… is the bodhisattva feeling?”
"What do you think… is the bodhisattva perception… is the bodhisattva volitional factors?"

"What do you think… is the bodhisattva consciousness?"

6.47
2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

(commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816785#UT22084-029-001-693/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-693%22%5D)

"What do you think, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva the suchness of form?"

"None of those, Lord."

6.49
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

(commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816784#UT22084-029-001-697/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-697%22%5D)

"None of those, Lord."

6.50
2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

(commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816787#UT22084-029-001-699/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-699%22%5D)

The Lord then asked

"Subhūti, for what reason do you say…?"

6.51
2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

(commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816731#UT22084-029-001-700/%5Bdata-
“Lord, when a bodhisattva great being absolutely does not exist and cannot be apprehended, how could that form be a bodhisattva?”

“Lord… when a bodhisattva absolutely does not exist and cannot be apprehended, how could that form be a bodhisattva?”

6.53 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary.

“How could the suchness of form be apprehended in it?”

6.56 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary.

“Bodhisattvas, Subhūti, should train in the perfection of wisdom like that, without apprehending a being.”

“Excellent, excellent, Subhūti!” said the Lord. “Bodhisattvas, Subhūti, should train in the perfection of wisdom like that, without apprehending a being.”

6.57 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary.

“Lord, you say… ‘bodhisattva great being,’”

“What phenomenon is this, the word bodhisattva, for?”
“Subhūti… what do you think, is bodhisattva the word for form?”

“What phenomenon is this, the word bodhisattva, for?”

“What do you think, Subhūti, is bodhisattva the word for form? Or do you think bodhisattva is the word for feeling?”

662 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816735#UT22084-029-001-717/%5Bdata-
quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-717%22%5D)

“Lord, when a form absolutely does not exist and cannot be apprehended, how could bodhisattva be the word for form?”

667 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816736#UT22084-029-001-722/%5Bdata-
quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-722%22%5D)

“Subhūti! … when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom like that they should train in the perfection of wisdom without apprehending a word for form,”

“should train in the perfection of wisdom without apprehending a word for wishlessness,”

“Excellent, excellent, Subhūti!” said the Lord. “Bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that, Subhūti, should train in the perfection of wisdom without apprehending a word for form,”

without apprehending the words for… consciousness is… a pleasurable state, a suffering state, self, selflessness, calmness, noncalmness, emptiness, nonemptiness, the state of having a sign, signlessness, the state of being wished for, or wishlessness,”
“I do not see that—namely, the phenomenon with the name bodhisattva,”

“The Lord, Subhūti, does not see the dharma-constituent,”

“Again, Subhūti, you say…”

“I do not see that—namely, the phenomenon bodhisattva,”

“Subhūti, the dharma does not see the dharma-constituent; the dharma-constituent does not see the dharma,”

“Subhūti, the form constituent does not see the dharma-constituent,”

“And why? You cannot make the uncompounded known without the compounded, and you cannot make the compounded known without the uncompounded.”

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that do not see any dharma at all, but they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified at not seeing; their minds are not cowed by any dharma, do not tense up, and do not experience regret.”

“one who sees.”

“one who feels.”

“one who does.”
“one who knows.”

do not see form”

greed, hatred, and confusion;”

“a self, a being, and a living being,”

“the desire realm, form realm, and formless realm;”

“śrāvakas and śrāvakadharmas… pratyekabuddhas and pratyekabuddhadharmas… bodhisattvas and bodhisattva dharmas … buddhas and buddhadharmas… and awakening.”

6.73

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816807#UT22084-029-001-728/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-728%22%5D)

“Mind and mental factor dharmas”

“thinking mind and thinking mind dharmas”

6.74

3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816354#UT22084-029-001-729/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-729%22%5D)

“just that is the advice about the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattvas, just that is the instruction,”

“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice the perfection of wisdom like that, without apprehending all dharmas,”

“That is the advice about the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattvas, just that is the instruction”
7.1 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816355#UT22084-029-001-731/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-731%22%5D)

“Lord, bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend form should train in the perfection of wisdom,”

“Lord, bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend form should train in the perfection of wisdom,”

“Lord, bodhisattva great beings who want to comprehend form,”

7.2 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816812#UT22084-029-001-733/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-733%22%5D)

“Who want to eliminate greed, hatred, and confusion”

7.5 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816813#UT22084-029-001-737/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-737%22%5D)

“complete the ten wholesome actions… the perfections,”

7.7 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816814#UT22084-029-001-739/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-739%22%5D)

“the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.”
7.8 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816815#UT22084-029-001-740/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-740%22)

“obtain the dhāraṇī gateways and meditative stabilizations.”

7.9 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816816#UT22084-029-001-747/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-747%22)

“fulfill all the intentions of beings”

7.10 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816817#UT22084-029-001-748/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-748%22)

“complete all the wholesome roots.”

“The big flaw”—

7.13 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816819#UT22084-029-001-754/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-754%22)

“A conforming love for dharmas”—

7.14 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“Form a persistent negative attachment to the notion”—

7.18 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“flawlessness”

7.19 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Do not see in inner emptiness outer emptiness”—

“And… in outer emptiness inner emptiness”—

7.20 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Train so that they know form but do not falsely project anything because of it”—

“the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha,”

7.21 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“do not falsely project anything even because of the thought of awakening.”

“Because that thought is no thought”—

“the basic nature of thought is clear light,”

7.22 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“A thought that is not conjoined with greed nor disjoined from greed”

7.23 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Venerable Subhūti, the thought of which you say ‘it is no thought,’ does that thought exist?”

7.24 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Venerable Śāriputra, can you apprehend existence or nonexistence there, in that state of no thought?”

“No, Venerable Subhūti.”
“Is then… this argumentative investigation of yours… appropriate?”

“Venerable Subhūti, what is the state of no thought?”

“Venerable Śāriputra, the state of no thought is a state without distortion and without conceptualization,“

“Venerable Subhūti, just as thought is without distortion and without conceptualization, so too is form without distortion and without conceptualization?”

“unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening are without distortion and without conceptualization as well.”
7.29 10 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816838#UT22084-029-001-786/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-786%22%5D)

“The Lord’s son, close to his bosom”—

“born from his mouth,”

“born from his Dharma,”

“magically produced from his Dharma,”

“his Dharma heir,”

“not heir to material possessions,”

“a direct eyewitness to the dharmas,”

“who witnesses with your body,”

“foremost of those who are at the conflict-free stage.”

“excellent!”

7.30 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816356#UT22084-029-001-787/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-787%22%5D)

“because in this perfection of wisdom is detailed instruction for the three vehicles in which bodhisattva great beings should train on the level of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and buddhas,”

“because in this perfection of wisdom there is detailed instruction for the three vehicles in which bodhisattva great beings should train on the level of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and buddhas.”
“in this perfection of wisdom is detailed instruction for the three vehicles,”

8.1 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Lord, given that I do not find, do not apprehend, and do not see a bodhisattva or the perfection of wisdom,”

“Lord, given that I do not find, do not apprehend, and do not see a bodhisattva or the perfection of wisdom, to which bodhisattva will I give advice and instruction in what perfection of wisdom?”

“Lord, given that I do not find, do not apprehend, and do not see any real basis...—Lord, while not finding, not apprehending, and not seeing any real basis, which dharma will advise and instruct which dharma?”

“this really is something I might be uneasy about.”

“Because, Lord, given that I do not find, do not apprehend, and do not see all dharmas, this really is something I might be uneasy about, how I might make just the name bodhisattva and just the name perfection of wisdom wax and wane.”

8.2 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Lord, furthermore, that name does not stand alone and does not meet up with anything. And why? It is because that name does not exist.”

“Lord, given that I do not apprehend and do not see the waxing and waning of form,”
suchness, unmistaken suchness,”

like a dream

an illusion

a mirage

a city of the gandharvas

an echo

an apparition

a reflection in the mirror

a magical creation

a reflection of the moon in water

“Lord, whatever this designation bodhisattva that is a conventional term for the true nature of dharmas is, it cannot be said to be aggregates, or constituents, or sense fields,”

“wholesome or unwholesome or neutral, basic immorality or not basic immorality,”

“dream, illusion, mirage, city of the gandharvas, echo, apparition, a reflection in the mirror, and magical creation,”
“space, earth, water, fire, and wind,"

“suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness, true nature of dharmas, dharma-constituent, establishment of dharmas, certification of dharmas, and very limit of reality,"

“morality, meditative stabilization, wisdom, liberation, and knowledge and seeing of liberation,"

“stream enterer, once-returner, non-returner, worthy one, and pratyekabuddha”;

“stream enterer dharmas,”

“bodhisattva, bodhisattva dharmas… and buddha, and buddhadharmas.”

8.12 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

You should know that bodhisattva great beings stand on the irreversible level by way of not taking their stand on it and will go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.

 “[they] stand on the irreversible level by way of not taking their stand on it and will go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.”

8.13 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)
“Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in form,”

“should not stand in form,”

“[they] should not stand in form; they should not stand in feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness,”

“they should not stand in form,”

“feeling”

8.14 7 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816884#UT22084-029-001-808/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-808%22%5D)

“Lord, it is because form is empty of form… that emptiness of form is not form, and emptiness is not other than form. Form itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is form.”

“empty”

“that emptiness of form is not form.”

“and emptiness is not other than form.”

“form itself is emptiness, and”

“emptiness itself is form.”

“form itself is emptiness, and emptiness itself is form,”

8.22 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816879#UT22084-029-001-816/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-816%22%5D)
“Because of this one of many explanations, Lord, when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom they should not stand in syllables.”

“Should not stand in syllables”

“Should not stand in syllable accomplishment”—

“should not stand… in a single explanation, in two explanations, or in a number of different explanations.”

8.23 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816880#UT22084-029-001-818/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-818%22%5D)

“Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should not stand in ‘form is impermanent,’”

“form that is impermanent is empty of the intrinsic nature of form that is impermanent.”

8.28 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816901#UT22084-029-001-824/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-824%22%5D)

“Furthermore, Lord, when bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom without skill in means stand in form with a mind that has descended into grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine,’ they practice an enactment of form, and they do not practice the perfection of wisdom,”

8.29 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“and therefore do not fulfill the perfection of wisdom and go forth to the knowledge of all aspects.”

8.30 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“practicing an enactment [they] do not cultivate the perfection of wisdom,”

8.31 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“It is because, Lord, form is not fully grasped,”

“form is not fully grasped, and...,”

“form is not fully grasped,”

“Because a form not fully grasped is not form, because of the emptiness of a basic nature.”

8.32 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“Lord, this meditative concentration sphere of bodhisattva great beings is called sarvadharma-parighita; it is vast, prized, infinite, fixed, cannot be stolen, and is not shared in common with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas”

8.33 8 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“that knowledge of all aspects is not fully grasped, because of inner emptiness,”

“because of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.”

“And why? Because it cannot be expressed as a causal sign,”

“Abiding in that sphere of meditative stabilizations”

“And that knowledge of all aspects is not fully grasped, because of inner emptiness,”

“emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature,”

“it cannot be expressed as a causal sign.”

“Because a causal sign is an affliction”—

8.34 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“What is a causal sign? Form is a causal sign,”
“If the perfection of wisdom were something that could be taken up through a causal sign, then the religious mendicant Śreṇika,”

“having thus comprehended he did not fully grasp form, did not fully grasp feeling,”

“And why? Because he did not apprehend a grasper of all dharmas that are empty of their own mark,”

“The religious mendicant Śreṇika also believed in this knowledge of a knower of all aspects.”

“Partial knowledge”—

“Having thus comprehended [he] did not fully grasp form. Similarly, he did not fully grasp feeling, perception, volitional factors, or consciousness,”

“because he did not apprehend a grasper of all dharmas that are empty of their own mark.”

“Because he did not see that knowledge as being an inner attainment and clear realization of knowledge, and he did not see it as being an outer one. He did not see that knowledge as being an inner and outer attainment and clear realization, and he did not see that attainment and clear realization of knowledge as being some other either.”
8.37 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816928#UT22084-029-001-838/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-838%22%5D)

“because he did not apprehend and did not see that with which he might know, or that which the knowledge might know.”

“he did not see that knowledge inside form,”

8.38 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816925#UT22084-029-001-839/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-839%22%5D)

“he has not fully grasped even the very limit of reality.”

“The religious mendicant Śreṇika believed in this one of many explanations,”

“because he did not pay attention to any causal signs.”

“Lord, this—… the state in which the bodhisattva great beings have gone beyond the others; it is the perfection of wisdom.”

“that he does not fully grasp form,”

8.39 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816909#UT22084-029-001-841/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-841%22%5D)

“did not fully grasp the very limit of reality.”

“Lord, because all dharmas are not fully grasped, it is the bodhisattva great being’s perfection of wisdom.”
“In the interim they do not pass into complete nirvāṇa.”

“those prayers are nonprayers, those powers are nonpowers, those fearlessnesses are nonfearlessnesses, those detailed and thorough knowledges are nondetailed and nonthorough knowledges, up to those eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha are nonbuddhadharmas,”

Furthermore, Lord, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom should make an investigation like this,”

“What is it… of what is it… why is it… and what is it for?”

“if, when they investigate and ponder like that,”

“when they investigate and ponder”

“like that”—

“if… they see that the dharma that does not exist and that they do not find is the perfection of wisdom they still do not see it.”

“because, Lord, all dharmas do not exist and are not found.”

“thus, practicing the perfection of wisdom… are not separated from the knowledge of all aspects,”

“you should know”
“are not cowed… and do not tremble,”

“you should know”

“are not separated from the knowledge of all aspects.”

8.44 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816952#UT22084-029-001-847/%Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-847%22%5D)

“Venerable Subhūti, why should you know that they are not separated from the knowledge of all aspects?”

8.45 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816940#UT22084-029-001-849/%Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-849%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, form is separated from the intrinsic nature of form,”

“the very limit of reality is separated from the intrinsic nature of the very limit of reality,”

“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, form does not have the intrinsic nature of form,”

8.48 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816942#UT22084-029-001-852/%Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-852%22%5D)

“furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, form does not have the defining mark of form,”
“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, form does not have the defining mark of form,”

8.50 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816958#UT22084-029-001-854/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-854%22%5D)

“Venerable Subhūti, do bodhisattva great beings training in this training go forth to the knowledge of all aspects?”

8.51 6 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816943#UT22084-029-001-855/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-855%22%5D)

“bodhisattva great beings who are training in this training go forth to the knowledge of all aspects,”

“all dharmas have not been produced and have not gone forth,”

“who are training in this… go forth to the knowledge of all aspects,”

“because all dharmas have not been produced and have not gone forth.”

“has not been produced”

“has not gone forth”

8.53 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816961#UT22084-029-001-857/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-857%22%5D)
“Venerable Śāriputra… form is empty of form. You cannot get at its production and going forth.”

8.54 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816945#UT22084-029-001-858/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-858%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, a bodhisattva great being thus practicing the perfection of wisdom is near unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,”

“Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings thus practicing the perfection of wisdom are near unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening”

9.1 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816964#UT22084-029-001-863/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-863%22%5D)

“Lord, if bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom without skillful means practice form,”

“if… without skillful means [bodhisattva great beings] practice form they practice a causal sign; they do not practice the perfection of wisdom,”

9.4 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816967#UT22084-029-001-868/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-868%22%5D)

“You should know that this is the bodhisattva great beings’ lack of skillful means.”
9.6 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816968#UT22084-029-001-870/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-870%22%5D)

“possess, form a notion of, and believe in form,”

9.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816969#UT22084-029-001-874/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-874%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, you should know that bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom like that are without skillful means.”

9.12 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816970#UT22084-029-001-876/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-876%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra… when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom they do not practice form,”

“Venerable Śāriputra, when bodhisattva great beings practice the perfection of wisdom like that you should know that they have skillful means.”

9.15 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816972#UT22084-029-001-879/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-879%22%5D)
“If, while practicing the perfection of wisdom they apprehend any dharma, they are not practicing the perfection of wisdom,”

“they apprehend… they do not apprehend… they apprehend when they apprehend and do not apprehend when they do not apprehend… and they neither apprehend nor not apprehend”

9.17 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816965#UT22084-029-001-882/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-882%22%5D)

“Śāriputra… they… bodhisattva great beings… are close to the knowledge of all aspects.”

“[those] bodhisattva great beings… are close to the knowledge of all aspects.”

“ ‘I am practicing,’ … ‘I am not practicing,’ … ‘I am practicing when I am practicing and not practicing when I am not practicing,’ … ‘I am neither practicing nor not practicing’ ”

“The perfection of wisdom is without an intrinsic nature and cannot be found” —

9.18 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816977#UT22084-029-001-884/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-884%22%5D)

“furthermore… that knowledge of all aspects is not two and cannot be divided into two,”

“because all dharmas are things that are not real, that knowledge of all aspects is not two and cannot be divided into two,”

“Furthermore, because all dharmas are things that are not real, that knowledge of all aspects is not two and cannot be divided into two,”
9.25 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816988#UT22084-029-001-903/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-903%22%5D)

“those… do not even see those meditative stabilizations, because they do not falsely project on account of those meditative stabilizations, ‘I have been absorbed,’ ”

“Those bodhisattva great beings do not conceive of those.”

9.27 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816990#UT22084-029-001-905/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-905%22%5D)

“The perfection of wisdom is not one thing, the meditative stabilization another, and the bodhisattva yet another. Bodhisattvas themselves are the meditative stabilization, and the meditative stabilization itself is the bodhisattva.”

9.28 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816991#UT22084-029-001-906/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-906%22%5D)

“because all dharmas are the same.”

“Is it possible to teach the meditative stabilization?”—

“No indeed, Venerable Śāriputra.”

9.29 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Do they form a notion of those meditative stabilizations?”

“They do not form such notions.”

9.30 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“How do they not form such notions?”

“They do not mentally construct them.”

9.31 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“because all phenomena do not exist.”

9.33 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“taught to be the foremost of śrāvakas at the conflict-free stage”

“excellent!”

9.35 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Śāriputra, when bodhisattva great beings train like that in the perfection of wisdom,”

“they train in the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, by way of not apprehending anything,”

“Śāriputra... training like that... up to they train in the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha, by way of not apprehending anything,”

“Śāriputra, because of the state of absolute purity they do not apprehend a self,”

“aggregates, constituents, sense fields,”

“They do not apprehend a stream enterer,”

“a buddha.”

“because of the state of absolute purity”

“Lord, what is purity?”
“Śāriputra, not being produced, not stopping, not being defilement, not being purification, not appearing, not being apprehended, and not occasioning anything is called the purity of all dharmas.”

9.41 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817009#UT22084-029-001-929/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-929%22%5D)

“Do not train in any dharma”—

“those dharmas do not exist in the way foolish, ordinary people take them to be.”

9.42 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817011#UT22084-029-001-930/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-930%22%5D)

“Śāriputra, as they do not exist, so do they exist.”

“Thus, they do not exist, so one says ignorance.”

9.43 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817013#UT22084-029-001-934/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-934%22%5D)

“Lord why are the nonexistent called ignorance?”

“Śāriputra, form does not exist,”

9.44 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Those foolish people [who] settle down on them because of ignorance and craving… are attached to the two extremes.”

“permanence and annihilation.”

“They do not know, and they do not see” —

9.45 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“they are, therefore, counted as fools. They will not definitely emerge.”

9.49 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“they are, therefore, counted as fools,”

9.52 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Why… do they… not train… and not go forth?”

9.53 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“without skillful means they mentally construct and settle down on”

“the knowledge of all aspects.”

9.59 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Śāriputra, they go forth to the knowledge of all aspects by way of not apprehending emptiness.”

10.1 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, suppose someone were to ask, ‘Does this illusory being, having trained in the perfection of wisdom, go forth to the knowledge of all aspects or reach the knowledge of all aspects?’ ”

“Lord, suppose someone were to ask,”

10.2 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, what do you think about this: Is illusion one thing and form another?”
“Illusion is not one thing, Lord, and the knowledge of all aspects another; the knowledge of all aspects is itself illusion, Lord, and illusion is itself the knowledge of all aspects.”

“production... stopping... defilement and purification”

“train... like that, by way of not apprehending anything, they go forth to the knowledge of all aspects and reach the knowledge of all aspects.”

“Because, Lord, form is like an illusion, and feeling... perception... volitional factors... and consciousness is like an illusion, and what that consciousness is, the six faculties are. They are the five aggregates.”
10.24 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817028#UT22084-029-001-996/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-996%22%5D)

“Lord, if bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle were to hear this exposition would they not tremble, feel frightened, and become terrified?”

10.25 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816985#UT22084-029-001-998/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-998%22%5D)

“Subhūti… if they are bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle, and are those without skillful means who have not been taken in hand by a spiritual friend,”

“those without skillful means who have not been taken in hand by a spiritual friend, they will tremble, feel frightened, and become terrified, but those with skillful means will not tremble and become terrified.”

10.26 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817030#UT22084-029-001-999/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-999%22%5D)

“Lord, what skillful means do bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle have not to tremble, feel frightened, and become terrified when they hear this exposition?”

10.27 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“[they] analytically understand about form its impermanent aspect, but do not apprehend it,”

“Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom with attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects,”

10.30 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“you should know that this is the skillful means of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom,”

“Subhūti, you should know that this is the skillful means of bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom,”

10.40 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Form is not empty because of the emptiness of form”—

“form is itself emptiness, emptiness is itself form.”

10.43 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Subhūti, the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings,”

10.48 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817038#UT22084-029-001-1022/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1022%22%5D)

“they, Subhūti, are the spiritual friends of bodhisattva great beings. If they have taken them in hand they do not tremble, feel frightened, or become terrified when they hear this exposition,”

10.58 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817039#UT22084-029-001-1035/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1035%22%5D)

“How should you know you have been taken in hand by spiritual friends?”

10.68 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816358#UT22084-029-001-1047/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1047%22%5D)

“someone who does not teach and explain to them that such things as those are works of Māra, Subhūti, they should know is a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being, and knowing that, should shun them,“

“someone... Subhūti, they should know is a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being.”

“Subhūti, they should know [that] is a bad friend of a bodhisattva great being, and knowing that, should shun them,”
11.1 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816359#UT22084-029-001-1049/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1049%22%5D)

“Lord, you say ‘bodhisattva great being.’ What is the meaning of the term?”

11.2 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817042#UT22084-029-001-1051/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1051%22%5D)

“Subhūti, the meaning of the word bodhisattva is an absence of a basis in reality,”

“Subhūti, it is because bodhi and sattva are not produced. Awakening and a being do not have an arising or an existence. They cannot be apprehended.”

“Subhūti, awakening has no basis in reality and a being has no basis in reality.”

“Therefore, a bodhisattva’s basis in reality is an absence of a basis in reality.”

11.3 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817046#UT22084-029-001-1052/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1052%22%5D)

“To illustrate, Subhūti, the track of a bird in space does not exist and cannot be apprehended,”

“To illustrate, Subhūti, the track of a bird in space does not exist and cannot be apprehended,”
“To illustrate, Subhūti, in a dream a basis does not exist and cannot be apprehended,”

11.4 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817049#UT22084-029-001-1054/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1054%22%5D)

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in suchness a basis does not exist and cannot be apprehended,”

11.5 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817050#UT22084-029-001-1055/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1055%22%5D)

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in an illusory person a basis of form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness does not exist and cannot be apprehended,”

11.11 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817051#UT22084-029-001-1061/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1061%22%5D)

“To illustrate, Subhūti, a basis of the form, feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness of a tathāgata, worthy one, perfect complete buddha does not exist and cannot be apprehended.”

11.16 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817052#UT22084-029-001-1066/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1066%22%5D)
“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in the uncompounded element a basis of the compounded element does not exist,”

“in the compounded element a basis of the uncompounded element does not exist,”

11.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

```
“To illustrate, Subhūti, in the absence of production… the absence of stopping, the absence of occasioning anything, the absence of appearing, the absence of being apprehended, the absence of defilement, and the absence of purification a basis in reality does not exist,”
```

11.20 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

```
“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in form a basis in reality for the absence of production, the absence of stopping, the absence of occasioning anything, the absence of appearing, the absence of being apprehended, the absence of defilement, and the absence of purification does not exist,”
```

11.22 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

```
“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in the state of the absolute purity of form a basis for a causal sign does not exist,”
```
To illustrate further, Subhūti, just as in the state of the absolute purity of the self and so on a basis for a causal sign does not exist,”

“To illustrate further, Subhūti, in the radiance of the sun and moon a basis does not exist,”

“To illustrate further, the light of the sun, moon, planets, stars, jewels, and lightning”;

“the light of a tathāgata”
“because, Subhūti, all those phenomena—that which is awakening, that which is the bodhisattva, that which is the basis in reality of a bodhisattva—are not conjoined, are not disjoined,”

“cannot by analyzed”

“cannot be pointed out”

“do not obstruct”

“have only one mark—that is, no mark,”

“Should train in nonattachment and in the nonexistence”—

“By not constructing any phenomena and not entertaining any ideas about them”—

“They should know all phenomena in a nondual way”

“Lord, you say ‘bodhisattva great beings.’ Why do you say ‘bodhisattva great beings’?”
“they will become the foremost of a great mass of beings, a great collection of groups of beings.”

“Great mass of beings”—

“Many groups of beings”—

“the Gotra level”

“pratyekabuddhas.”

“vajra-like”

“give away all my personal possessions.”

“the same attitude of mind.”

“lead beings to nirvāṇa by means of the three vehicles.”

“I must understand that… all phenomena are not produced and do not stop.”
“the unmixed thought of the knowledge of all aspects.”

“the all-pervasive, thoroughly established realization of dharmas,”

“I must awaken to finding and producing within myself all dharmas, from the aggregates, up to the perfections, in accord with one principle,”

11.58 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817091#UT22084-029-001-1129/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1129%22%5D)

“I must, even for the sake of one being,”

11.59 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817092#UT22084-029-001-1131/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1131%22%5D)

“a prodigious thought,“

“greedy… hateful… confused… violent… [or] śrāvaka or pratyekabuddha thought.”

“That, Subhūti, is the bodhisattva great beings’ prodigious thought on account of which they become the foremost of all beings, but without falsely projecting anything.”

11.60 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817095#UT22084-029-001-1132/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1132%22%5D)
“that their attention connected with the knowledge of all aspects does not falsely project anything”

11.61 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
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commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817096#UT22084-029-001-1133/\%5Bdata-quote-location\%3D\%22UT22084-029-001-1133\%22/\%5D)

“should think to be of benefit and bring happiness.”

11.63 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817097#UT22084-029-001-1135/\%5Bdata-quote-location\%3D\%22UT22084-029-001-1135\%22/\%5D)

“a delight in Dharma… should stand in emptiness… and should abide in meditative stabilization.”

“the unbroken unity of all dharmas”

12.3 6 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
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“the view of a self”

“view of annihilation”

“the view of aggregates”

“the view of complete nirvāṇa.”

“Eliminate the view of a self,”

“Eliminate the view of aggregates,”
12.5 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817101#UT22084-029-001-1153/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1153%22%5D)

“Apprehend form, and by way of apprehending it produce a view about it”—

12.7 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
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“unattached even to that thought”

12.8 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817103#UT22084-029-001-1159/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1159%22%5D)

“Venerable Subhūti, what is the thought that is equal to the unequaled, a thought not shared in common with any śrāvakas or pratyekabuddhas?”

12.9 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817104#UT22084-029-001-1160/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1160%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, here after the production of the first thought of awakening,”
“They do not see either the production or stopping of any dharma at all”—

“no production, no stopping, no decrease, no increase, no coming, no going, no defilement, and no purification.”

“the thought equal to the unequaled, a thought not shared in common.”

12.10 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817108#UT22084-029-001-1161/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1161%22%5D)

“Venerable Subhūti, you said,”

“Venerable Subhūti, would not form, then, also be unattached?”

12.12 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817110#UT22084-029-001-1163/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1163%22%5D)

“That thought... is without outflows and does not belong”—

12.16 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
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“That thought is no thought and because it is no thought it is unattached even to that.”
12.18

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.
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“No-form also is unattached to form.”

13.2

4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817076#UT22084-029-001-1179/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1179%22%5D)

“are armed with great armor… have set out in a great vehicle, and… have mounted on a great vehicle.”

“are armed with great armor”

“have set out in a Great Vehicle”

“have mounted on a Great Vehicle”

13.4

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817115#UT22084-029-001-1182/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1182%22%5D)

“do not practice for awakening for a partial number of beings,“

“Not… for a partial number of beings”

13.6

4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817117#UT22084-029-001-1185/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1185%22%5D)
“furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, bodhisattva great beings practicing
the perfection of wisdom give a gift,”

“is the perfection of giving armor.”

“made… into something shared in common by all beings”

“to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening”

137 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

138 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

139 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“with attention not connected with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas… it
is perfection of morality armor”

“forbearance for”

“phenomena,”

“the perfection of patience armor.”

“the perfection of perseverance armor.”
13.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
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“the perfection of concentration armor.”

13.11 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817129#UT22084-029-001-1192/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1192%22%5D)

“Have only that as their focus”

“perfection of wisdom armor.”

13.34 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816485#UT22084-029-001-1218/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1218%22%5D)

“but still do not actualize the very limit of reality.”

13.35 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817118#UT22084-029-001-1219/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1219%22%5D)

“cry out cries of delight and proclaim the name.”

13.36 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Venerable Pūrṇa, to what extent have bodhisattva great beings set out in a great vehicle, and what is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle?”

13.42 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“pay attention to the attributes, tokens, and signs”

“That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle, and in that way bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.”

13.50 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle that is the six perfections, and in that way bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.”

13.51 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the distinct attributes of a buddha”
“That, Venerable Śāriputra, is the bodhisattva great beings’ Great Vehicle, and in that way bodhisattva great beings have set out in the Great Vehicle.”

13.64 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817134#UT22084-029-001-1253/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1253%22%5D)

“in that way… [they] have set out in the Great Vehicle.”

“Venerable Pūrṇa, to what extent does a bodhisattva great being stand in the Great Vehicle?”

13.65 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817141#UT22084-029-001-1254/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1254%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, here when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom they mount up on the perfection of giving,”

“stand in the perfection of giving.”

13.66 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817142#UT22084-029-001-1256/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1256%22%5D)
meditate on… emptiness… because of the investigation of the meditation.”

“Lord, to what extent are bodhisattva great beings armed with great armor?”

“The way I understand what you, Lord, have said…”

“Oh! Those bodhisattva great beings should be understood to be armed with no armor,”

“because all dharmas, given the illusory nature of dharmas, are empty of their own mark.”

“form is empty of form”

“great armor is empty of great armor. I understand that bodhisattva great beings are armed with no armor, Lord, through this one of many explanations.”

“armed with no armor.”
“Subhūti, the knowledge of all aspects is not made, is not unmade, and does not occasion anything”?

“Subhūti, given that you cannot apprehend a maker, the knowledge of all aspects is not made, not unmade, and does not occasion anything … Because they absolutely do not exist and absolutely cannot be apprehended.”

“suchness,”

“Lord, the way I understand what you have said, Lord,”

“form is not bound and is not freed”? 
“not bound and are not freed”

14.44
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817159#UT22084-029-001-1327/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1327%22%5D)

“dream-like”

14.46
2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817158#UT22084-029-001-1329/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1329%22%5D)

“Venerable Pūrṇa, because form does not exist, form is not bound and is not freed,”

“Because [they are] isolated, calm, empty”

15.1
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817161#UT22084-029-001-1339/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1339%22%5D)

“Lord, what is the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings?”

15.11
2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817162#UT22084-029-001-1359/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1359%22%5D)

“eyes are empty of eyes because they are neither unmoved nor destroyed.”
“Because that is their basic nature”—

15.13 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817164#UT22084-029-001-1363/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1363%22%5D

“emptiness of inner and outer,”

15.15 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817165#UT22084-029-001-1366/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1366%22%5D

“the emptiness of that emptiness that is the emptiness of all dharmas is the emptiness of emptiness.”

15.16 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817166#UT22084-029-001-1368/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1368%22%5D

“The eastern direction is empty of the eastern direction”;

“great emptiness,”

15.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817168#UT22084-029-001-1370/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1370%22%5D

“Nirvāṇa is also empty of nirvāṇa because it is neither unmoved nor destroyed.”
“The compounded”

“What has no production, no stopping, no destruction, no lasting, and no changing into something else”—

“uncompounded,”

“the emptiness of the uncompounded.”

“that of which a beginning and an end are not found has no middle,”

“no beginning and end,”

“the emptiness of no beginning and no end.”
“The emptiness of nonrepudiation”—

“nonrepudiation is empty of nonrepudiation”

15.23 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817178#UT22084-029-001-1382/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1382%22%5D)

“The emptiness of a basic nature”—

“the basic nature of… the compounded or uncompounded,”

“is not made by śrāvakas… pratyekabuddhas… or tathāgatas,”

“a basic nature is empty of a basic nature.”

15.24 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817182#UT22084-029-001-1384/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1384%22%5D)

“All dharmas are empty of all dharmas”

15.25 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817183#UT22084-029-001-1386/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1386%22%5D)

“The emptiness of its own mark”—

15.26 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
"The emptiness of not apprehending"—

"dharmas"

"cannot be apprehended."

"not apprehending is empty of not apprehending"

15.29

3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

"The emptiness of the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature"—

"Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of a phenomenon that has arisen from a union does not exist."

"Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of a phenomenon that has arisen from a union does not exist, because phenomena have originated dependently."

15.30

5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

"an existent thing is empty of an existent thing, a nonexistent thing is empty of a nonexistent thing"—

"An existent thing"

"an existent thing is empty of an existent thing."
“nonexistent thing”

“a nonexistent thing is empty of a nonexistent thing.”

15.33 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817196#UT22084-029-001-1402/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1402%22%5D)

“Intrinsic nature”

“has not been made by knowledge,”

“has not been made by seeing,”

“basic nature… called the emptiness of an intrinsic nature.”

15.34 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817200#UT22084-029-001-1403/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1403%22%5D)

“Whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise”—

“suchness,”

“true nature of dharmas”

“remains,”

“the emptiness of a nature from something else”

15.35 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817205#UT22084-029-001-1405/%5Bdata-
“the meditative stabilization śūraṅgama”

16.1 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817206#UT22084-029-001-1545/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1545%22%5D)

“Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the four applications of mindfulness.”

“body… feeling… mind… and dharmas”—

16.2 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817208#UT22084-029-001-1546/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1546%22%5D)

“Dwell while viewing in a body the inner body”—

“viewing in a body the outer body.”

“viewing in a body the inner and outer body.”

16.3 6 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817211#UT22084-029-001-1547/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1547%22%5D)

“inner feelings, inner mind, and inner dharmas.”

“outer feelings, outer mind, and outer dharmas.”

“inner and outer feelings, inner and outer mind, and inner and outer dharmas.”
“without indulging in speculations to do with the body.”

“By way of not apprehending anything”

“Enthusiastic, introspective, mindful, having cleared away ordinary covetousness and depression”—

16.4 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817218#UT22084-029-001-1548/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1548%22%5D)

“dwell, while viewing in a body the inner body, aware, when practicing, ‘I am practicing,’”

“practicing… standing… sitting… and lying down.”

“Aware, when practicing, ‘I am practicing,’”

16.5 26 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817220#UT22084-029-001-1549/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1549%22%5D)

“going out or coming back, clearly conscious of what they are doing”

“gone, stood, sat down, slept”

“When they have looked around or peered, they are clearly conscious of what they are doing,”

“going out”

“coming back”

“have looked around,”

“peered”
“They have pulled in,”

“stretched out,”

“under robe,”

“outer robe.”

“a begging bowl.”

“have eaten”

“drunk”

“chewed”

“savored”

“overcome by drowsiness”

“warded off”

“gone”

“stood”

“sat down”

“slept”

“awoken”

“spoken”

“remained silent,”

“withdrawn for meditation”

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?) commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817247#UT22084-029-001-1551/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1551%22%5D)
“are mindful when breathing in, aware of the fact ‘I am breathing in’;
are mindful when breathing out, aware of the fact ‘I am breathing out.’

“When breathing in long, [they] are aware of the fact ‘I am breathing in long.’”

16.7 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817249#UT22084-029-001-1552/%5Bdata-
quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1552%22%5D)

“a skillful potter or potter’s apprentice”

16.10 7 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817250#UT22084-029-001-1557/%5Bdata-
quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1557%22%5D)

“dead for one day… bloated”;
“dead for two days… black and blue”;
“dead for three days, or dead for four days… putrid”;
“or dead for five days… cleaned out by worms,”
“has such a quality”;
“is of such a nature”;
“does not go beyond having that as its natural state.”

16.11 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817257#UT22084-029-001-1559/%5Bdata-
quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1559%22%5D)
“being eaten”
“chewed up”

16.13 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

“daubed with flesh and blood, and hardly connected by sinews”

16.15 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

“the bones no longer held in the frame of a skeleton, detached from each other, scattered about like conch shells”

16.16 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

“in one the bones of the feet, in another the bones of the lower leg”
“scattered”

16.20 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

“scattered”
“the four right abandonments.”

generate the desire…, making an effort at it, making a vigorous attempt, tightening up the mind and perfectly settling it down.”

17 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817265#UT22084-029-001-1574/%5Bdata-
quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1574%22%5D)

“the four legs of miraculous power.”

“yearning… perseverance, concentrated mind, and examination.”

“yearning… meditative stabilization.”

“perseverance… meditative stabilization.”

“concentrated mind… meditative stabilization.”

“endowed with an examination… meditative stabilization.”

“volitional effort to eliminate”

“develop”

“limb of”

“miraculous power endowed with”

“Based on isolation”—

“detachment”

“cessation”

“renunciation”

“based on detachment”

“based on cessation”
“transformed by renunciation”

16.22 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817282#UT22084-029-001-1577/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1577%22%5D)

“faith faculty,”

“perseverance faculty,”

“mindfulness faculty,”

16.23 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817285#UT22084-029-001-1579/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1579%22%5D)

“faith power.”

“perseverance”

16.24 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817287#UT22084-029-001-1581/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1581%22%5D)

“the seven”

“limbs of awakening”

“examination of dharmas, perseverance, and joy,”

“pliability, meditative stabilization, and equanimity”

“mindfulness”
“right view, right idea, and right effort”

“right speech, right conduct, and right livelihood”

“right mindfulness and right meditative stabilization,”

“the eightfold noble path.”

Furthermore, Subhūti, the Great Vehicle of bodhisattva great beings is this: the three meditative stabilizations that are the three gateways to liberation. What are the three? They are the emptiness meditative stabilization, the signless meditative stabilization, and the wishless meditative stabilization.”

“that which is the stability of mind when it understands analytically that all dharmas are empty of their own marks is the emptiness gateway to liberation. It is called the emptiness meditative stabilization.”
“that which is the stability of mind when it understands analytically that all dharmas are without a causal sign is the signlessness gateway to liberation. It is called the signlessness meditative stabilization.”

“that which is the stability of mind when it understands analytically that all dharmas do not occasion anything is the wishlessness gateway to liberation. It is called the wishlessness meditative stabilization.”

“eleven knowledges”

“is knowledge of suffering.”

“is called knowledge of suffering.”
“knowledge that suffering is not produced.”

16.33 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817304#UT22084-029-001-1592/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1592%22%5D)

“Knowledge of the abandonment of origination”

16.34 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817305#UT22084-029-001-1593/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1593%22%5D)

“The knowledge of the cessation of suffering”

16.35 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817306#UT22084-029-001-1594/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1594%22%5D)

“The knowledge of the eightfold noble path”

16.36 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817307#UT22084-029-001-1595/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1595%22%5D)

“The knowledge that greed, hatred, and confusion have been extinguished”
The knowledge that a form of life in suffering existence is not produced

“knowledge of nonproduction”

Knowledge of the dharma

“subsequent realization knowledge”

Conventional knowledge

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Knowledge of mastery”—

“knowledge of the path and knowledge of extinction.”

16.42 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“what is knowledge in accord with sound? It is a tathāgata’s knowledge of all sounds.”

16.43 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“The three faculties”—

16.44 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“The faculty of coming to understand what one does not understand”

“Without appearances that tame the arrogance”—

16.45 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“the faculty of understanding”

16.46 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the faculty of having understood”

16.47 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the meditative stabilization with applied thought and with sustained thought”

“without applied thought with only sustained thought”

“without either applied or sustained thought”

16.52 9 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the four immeasurables”

“a mind endowed with love”

“vast”
“inclusive”;

“infinite.”

“nondual.”

“without enmity”;

“unrivaled”;

“not harmful,”

16.54 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817333#UT22084-029-001-1620/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1620%22%5D)

“the four concentrations,”

16.55 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817334#UT22084-029-001-1622/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1622%22%5D)

“detached from sense objects,”

“Detached from wrong unwholesome dharmas”

“applied thought and sustained thought”

“Born of detachment”—

“joy and happiness”

16.56 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“relieved of applied thought and sustained thought, with an inner serene confidence.”

“and a mind that has become a single continuum.”

“without applied thought and without sustained thought”

16.57 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“because they are free from attachment to joy they abide in equanimity, and with equanimity and recollection and introspection experience happiness with their body.”

“with recollection and introspection.”

“experience pleasure with their body… about which the noble beings say, ‘They have equanimity and recollection and dwell in pleasure.’”

16.58 6 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“they have forsaken pleasure.”

“have earlier forsaken suffering”

“set to rest mental happiness”

“mental unhappiness”
“that is neither happiness nor suffering.”

“Extremely pure equanimity and recollection”

16.60 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“totally transcending perceptions of form”

“setting to rest perceptions of obstruction.”

“not paying attention to perceptions of difference.”

“in endless space they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of endless space.”

16.61 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Totally transcending the station of endless space, in endless consciousness”—

16.62 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Totally transcending the station of endless consciousness”—

“in nothing-at-all they perfectly accomplish and dwell in the station of nothing-at-all.”
“Totally transcending the station of nothing-at-all”—

“neither perception,”

“nor nonperception.”

“with form they see forms”

“with the perception of form inside, they see forms outside”

“They have admiration for the pleasant”

“The nine serial absorptions”
16.82 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817365#UT22084-029-001-1655/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1655%22%5D)

“Accurately knowing the possible as possible, and accurately knowing the impossible as impossible.”

16.83 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817366#UT22084-029-001-1656/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1656%22%5D)

“The power of knowing the maturation of action.”

“know from the perspective of place and cause the maturations of actions and the undertaking of actions.”

16.84 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817368#UT22084-029-001-1658/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1658%22%5D)

“The world with its various constituents and multiplicity of constituents”—

16.85 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817369#UT22084-029-001-13384/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-13384%22%5D)

“Accurately knowing the various beliefs and the many beliefs of other beings and other persons.”
“Accurately knowing the stages of faculties and perseverance of other beings and other persons.”

“Accurately knowing the path wherever it goes.”

“Accurately knowing the defilement and purification of all concentrations, deliverances, meditative stabilizations, and absorptions.”

“The emergence”

“recollecting and knowing… previous lives”;

“the divine eye,”
“an end to outflows,“

16.90 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817377#UT22084-029-001-1667/\%5Bdata-quote-location\%3D\%22UT22084-029-001-1667\%22\%5D)

“The four fearlessnesses”—

16.91 12 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817378#UT22084-029-001-1668/\%5Bdata-quote-location\%3D\%22UT22084-029-001-1668\%22\%5D)

“Those leading a secluded religious life, and brahmins,“

“the gods, [and] Māra”

“Brahmā”

“I see no cause”—

“argue”

“I, who have found happiness”

“the status of the dominant bull,“

“Found fearlessness“

“roar”

“the lion,“

“Found a ground for self-confidence”

“Brahmā-like, turn the wheel”
3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817390#UT22084-029-001-1673/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1673%22%5D)

“The detailed and thorough knowledge of dharmas, detailed and thorough knowledge of meanings”—

“Creative explanations”—

“detailed and thorough knowledge of confidence giving readiness to speak.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817405#UT22084-029-001-1675/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1675%22%5D)

“the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha.”

12 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817393#UT22084-029-001-1676/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1676%22%5D)

“do not go wrong.”

“[They] do not shout out.”

“[They] are not robbed of mindfulness.”

“[They] do not have uncollected thoughts.”

“[They] do not discriminate differences.”

“[They] are not inconsiderately dispassionate.”
“[They] are not deficient in yearning, are not deficient in perseverance, are not deficient in recollection, are not deficient in meditative stabilization, are not deficient in wisdom, are not deficient in liberation, and are not deficient in the insight into knowledge of liberation.”

“All physical actions are preceded by knowledge and informed by knowledge.”

“mental actions”

“see past time with knowledge free from attachment and free from obstruction.”

“the future,”

“the present”

What are the dhāraṇī doors? The sameness of all letters and syllables, the sameness of all spoken words, the syllable-doors, the syllable-entrances. What then are the syllable-doors, the syllable-entrances? The syllable a is the door to all dharmas being unproduced from the very beginning (ādy-anutpannatvād); ra is a door to the insight that all dharmas are without dirt (rajas),

“the sameness of the way the letters work.”

“letters as gateways.”

“entrance through letters,”
“a is the door to all dharmas because they are unproduced from the very beginning.”

“The letter a is the gateway to all dharmas because they are unproduced from the very beginning (ādy-anutpannatvād).”

“without dirt (rajas)”

“ra,”

“Unproduced,”

“Because they are ultimately without distinctions”—

“Because of the way death and rebirth are unfindable”

“Because of the way names are unfindable”—

“They transcend the ordinary world”

“Because the vine of existence and the causes and conditions have been destroyed”—

“Because tamed and staying tamed have a certain limit”—

“Because they are free from bonds”—

“Because disorder has gone”—

“Because attachment is unfindable”—

“Because the sound of speech paths has been cut”—

“Because they do not wander from suchness”—

“Because in fact they are not produced”—

“Because they have nothing to be pretentious about”—

“Because an agent is unfindable”—

“They do not pass beyond sameness”
“Because taking something as ‘mine’ is unfindable”—

“Because going is unfindable”—

“Because a standing place is unfindable”—

“Because birth is unfindable”—

“Because breath is unfindable”—

“Because a dharma is unfindable”—

“Because a state the same as the sky is unfindable”—

“Because extinction is unfindable”—

“Because knowledge is unfindable”—

“Because a cause is unfindable”—

Because destruction is unfindable”—

“Because a beautiful skin color is unfindable”—

“Because mindfulness is unfindable”—

“Because calling out is unfindable”—

“Because eagerness is unfindable”—

“Because density in dharmas is unfindable”—

“Because establishment is unfindable”—

“Because conflict is unfindable”—

“Because a result is unfindable”—

“Because aggregates are unfindable”—

“Because old age is unfindable”—

“Because conduct is unfindable”—
“Because harm is unfindable”—

“Because grasping at something as ‘I’ is unfindable”—

16.100 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817453#UT22084-029-001-1687/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1687%22%5D

“By which anything might be conventionally designated, or by which anything might be expressed, expounded”—

“by which anything might be… realized, or seen—

16.102 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817455#UT22084-029-001-1689/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1689%22%5D

“Will not become perplexed whatever the sound”—

“Will succeed though the sameness of dharmas”—

“Skill in understanding sounds”

16.104 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817458#UT22084-029-001-1694/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1694%22%5D

“Mindfulness”

“Intelligence”

“Awareness”
"Subhūti, in regard to what you have asked—‘How have bodhisattva great beings come to set out in the Great Vehicle?’"

"By all dharmas not changing place"—

"But even though they do not falsely project the level of those dharmas… they still do the purification for a level"

"the purification of the basis for the benefit"

"aspiration."

"beneficial."

"the same state of mind."

"giving up things."

"spiritual friends"

"serve"

"seek the doctrine."

"renunciation."

"long for the body of a buddha"

"an exposition of dharmas."
“truth statements.”

“the ten purifications.”

17.3 11 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817479#UT22084-029-001-1705/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1705%22%5D)

“the second level,”

“pay attention to... morality,”

“a feeling of appreciation and gratitude”

“patience”

“great delight”

“not ignoring any being”

“compassion”

“faith in gurus”

“reverence,”

“the perfections”

“the eight attentions.”

17.4 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817490#UT22084-029-001-1706/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1706%22%5D)

“In raising up and transforming wholesome roots for the purification of a buddhafield”
"Lord, what is done in purification of the surpassing aspiration of bodhisattva great beings occupying the first level?"

"Not giving up dwelling in the forest"—

"the qualities of the ascetic"—

"where all training is without movement"
“Not causing all the dharmas to come into being”—

17.46

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Their minds not connecting with the foundations of consciousnesses”

17.77

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“By resorting to a view of the Buddha they do not see the Buddha.”

17.81

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“ ‘All dharmas are empty,’ because they are empty of their own particular characteristics, not empty of emptiness.”

17.82

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Because the empty is an emptiness of its own particular characteristic, therefore emptiness does not oppose emptiness—

17.83

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817501#UT22084-029-001-1797/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1797%22%5D)

Because the empty is the emptiness of emptiness and they do not cause emptiness to be realized in emptiness—

17.86

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817502#UT22084-029-001-1800/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1800%22%5D)

Purification of the three spheres

17.88

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817503#UT22084-029-001-1802/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1802%22%5D)

Because of the purity of the field of beings”—

17.89

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817504#UT22084-029-001-1803/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1803%22%5D)

Not adding to and not taking away”—

“sameness”
“The absence of a realization of all dharmas”—

“realization of the way things are perfect… is the absence of a realization.”

“The absence of habitual ideas about dual phenomena is the exposition of the one way things are.”

“The views of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas”—

“All six faculties do not radiate out.”
“What is not a level of attachment on account of unobstructed knowledge?”

“It is attending on the Dharma”—

“Purifying the”

“minds”—

“buddhafield”

“Matured meditative stabilization”—
“absorbed in meditation.”

17.117 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817518#UT22084-029-001-1832%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1832%22%5D)

“A river of confidence”

17.118 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817519#UT22084-029-001-1833%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1833%22%5D)

“Taking birth miraculously”—

17.128 7 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817520#UT22084-029-001-1843%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1843%22%5D)

“Śuklavipaśyanā level”

“Gotra level”

“Aṣṭamaka level”

“Darśana level”

“Tanū level”

“Vītarāga level”

“Kṛtāvin level”
“it will go forth from the three realms and will stand wherever there is knowledge of all aspects.”

“Furthermore, by way of nonduality”—

“are not conjoined and not disjoined,"

“formless"

“cannot be pointed out,”

“do not obstruct”—

“have only one mark—that is, no mark.”

“Because, Subhūti, a dharma without a mark is not going forth, nor will it go forth, nor has it gone forth.”

“Subhūti, someone who would assert that dharmas without marks go forth might as well assert of suchness that it goes forth,”

“Subhūti, the intrinsic nature of suchness does not go forth from the three realms.”

“Suchness is empty of the intrinsic nature of suchness.”

“the inconceivable element,”

“The abandonment element, the detachment element, and the cessation element”—
“name... causal sign... conventional term... communication... or a designation”—

18.13 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

 Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817541#UT22084-029-001-1863/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1863%22%5D)

“nonproduction... nonstopping... nondefilement... nonpurification... and not occasioning anything”—

18.15 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

 Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817542#UT22084-029-001-1866/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1866%22%5D)

“that vehicle will not stand anywhere.”

“Because no dharma stands”—

“And yet, Subhūti, that vehicle will stand by way of not standing”

“suchness does not stand or not stand.”

18.35 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

 Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817546#UT22084-029-001-1888/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1888%22%5D)

“That vehicle, standing by way of not standing and by way of not moving, will not stand anywhere.”
18.36 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817547#UT22084-029-001-1889/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1889%22%5D)

“Who will go forth in”

“the Great Vehicle.”

“One who goes forth”

“by which one goes forth”

“from where one goes forth”

18.37 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817552#UT22084-029-001-1891/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1891%22%5D)

“You cannot apprehend a self because it is extremely pure”

18.38 9 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817553#UT22084-029-001-1894/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1894%22%5D)

“Lord, what do you not apprehend such that all these dharmas are not apprehended?”

“not apprehending suchness”

“And why”

“because of not apprehending”
“suchness”

“not apprehended.”

“not apprehended.”

“the Śuklavipaśyanā level”

“Gotra level”

19.1 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817562#UT22084-029-001-1901/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1901%22%5D)

“Lord, you say this—‘Great Vehicle,’

“It surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth; that is why it is called a great vehicle.”

“It surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth; … that vehicle is equal to space… to illustrate, Lord, just as space has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure, … you cannot apprehend coming or going… [and] you cannot apprehend a prior limit or a later limit,”

19.2 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817564#UT22084-029-001-1903/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1903%22%5D)

“That Great Vehicle is equal to space”

“To illustrate, just as space”

“has room”—

“beings”
“Great Vehicle,”

19.3 6 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817569#UT22084-029-001-1905/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1905%22%5D)

“To illustrate,”

“space”

“coming,”

“going,”

“remaining,”

“the Great Vehicle.”

19.4 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817575#UT22084-029-001-1906/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1906%22%5D)

“To illustrate,”

“the Great Vehicle.”

19.9 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817578#UT22084-029-001-1911/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1911%22%5D)

“Furthermore, Subhūti, where you have said, ‘This vehicle surpasses the world with its gods, humans, and asuras and goes forth,’”
“Subḥūti, if the desire realm were to be factual, unmistaken,”

“Subḥūti, if the desire realm were to be factual, unmistaken, unaltered, not an error, reality, the real,”

“true, as things are,“

“permanent, stable, eternal, qualified by not changing,”

“Subḥūti, it is because the desire realm is all a construction, a creation, a narrative,”

“Not existent, and nonexistent”

“the world with its gods, humans, and asuras”

“were to be existent, not nonexistent.”

“voice with sixty special qualities”
Subhūti, you said, ‘The Great Vehicle is equal to space,’

decrease [and] increase

reduced

produced,”

stopping,”

lasting,”

nonlasting,”

‘last and then change into something else,”
“[It is] not something that should be understood”—

“[It is] not something that should not be understood,”

“not something that should be thoroughly understood,”

19.51 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“A maturation”

“subject to maturation”

19.62 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“[It is] not found,”

“not apprehended,”

19.63 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“not discourse,”

“not not discourse,”
Subhūti, where you said, 'To illustrate, Lord, just as space has room for infinite, countless beings beyond measure,'

“You should know, Subhūti, that because a being is not existent, space is not existent, and you should know that because space is not existent the Great Vehicle is not existent.”

Suchness is nonexistent because beings are nonexistent.

all dharmas are nonexistent,”

“like space,”

“has room.”

“infinite”

“because a being is not existent, space is not existent… because space is not existent the Great Vehicle is not existent.”
“infinite,”
“countless,”
“beyond measure.”
“suchness.”

1970
2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817619#UT22084-029-001-1979/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1979%22%5D)

“self, a living being,”
“the very limit of reality.”

1971
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817621#UT22084-029-001-1980/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1980%22%5D)

“the inconceivable element,”

1972
3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817622#UT22084-029-001-1981/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1981%22%5D)

“form”
“consciousnesses”;
“feelings”;
19.74 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.* Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817628#UT22084-029-001-1984/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1984%22%5D)

“perfections”;

19.75 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.* Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817629#UT22084-029-001-1985/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1985%22%5D)

“the emptinesses”;

19.76 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.* Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817632#UT22084-029-001-1986/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1986%22%5D)

“the ten powers,”

“the distinct attributes of a buddha”;

19.77 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.* Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817634#UT22084-029-001-1987/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-1987%22%5D)

“the Gotra level,”

“the Kṛtāvin level”;
“stream enterer”

“worthy one”;

“pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and buddhas”;

“vehicles”;

“nirvāṇa.”

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“In this vehicle you cannot apprehend ‘coming or going,’ and there is not even ‘remaining,’

“Subhūti, all dharmas are unmoving. They do not go anywhere, they do not come from anywhere, and they do not remain anywhere,”

19.83 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Basic nature… suchness… intrinsic nature”—

19.85 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“mark,”

19.97 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“You cannot apprehend that vehicle’s prior limit, cannot apprehend its later limit, and cannot apprehend its middle either. This is a vehicle equally of the three time periods. That is why ‘Great Vehicle’ is said,”

19.98 8 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“the past time period is empty of the past time period,”

“the equality of the three time periods is also empty of the equality of the three time periods.”

“the Great Vehicle is also empty of the Great Vehicle.”

“the bodhisattva is also empty of the bodhisattva.”

“Subhūti, in emptiness there is no one, or two, or three,”

“ten.”

“Therefore, this is a vehicle… equally of the three time periods,”

“Therefore, this is the vehicle of the bodhisattva great beings equally of the three time periods.”

19.99 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“In this Great Vehicle you cannot apprehend same or not the same,”

“Same, or not the same,”

“you cannot apprehend greed or free from greed,”

19.100 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“a past form, Subhūti, is empty of a past form,”

19.101 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817658#UT22084-029-001-2014/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2014%22%5D)

“Given that you cannot apprehend even emptiness because it is empty of emptiness, how could you ever apprehend a past form in emptiness?”

19.104 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817659#UT22084-029-001-2017/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2017%22%5D)

“you cannot apprehend”

“the perfection of giving”

“in the equality”

“given that you cannot apprehend even equality in the equality…”?

“how could you ever apprehend the past, future, and present perfection of giving in the equality?”

19.112 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817664#UT22084-029-001-2027/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2027%22%5D)

“Therefore, it is the Great Vehicle of the bodhisattva great beings.”
20.1 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817665#UT22084-029-001-2032/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2032%22%5D)

“Lord, tasked with the perfection of wisdom… this elder Subhūti thinks he has to give instruction in the Great Vehicle.”

20.2 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817666#UT22084-029-001-2034/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2034%22%5D)

“Let it not be the case, Lord, that I am giving instruction in the Great Vehicle, having violated the perfection of wisdom”

20.3 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817679#UT22084-029-001-2035/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2035%22%5D)

“You are giving instruction in the Great Vehicle in harmony with the perfection of wisdom”

20.7 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817667#UT22084-029-001-2040/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2040%22%5D)

“by giving instruction in the Great Vehicle you have given instruction in the perfection of wisdom, and by giving instruction in the perfection of wisdom you have given instruction in the Great Vehicle.”
“Lord, one does not apprehend a bodhisattva at the prior limit,”

“Lord, one has to know the limitlessness of a bodhisattva through the limitlessness of form,”

“Lord, even such an idea as ‘form is a bodhisattva’ does not exist and is not found,”

“advice and instruction,”

“So, Lord, I, who thus do not find a bodhisattva great being as anyone at all in any way at all,”

“You say this, Lord, that is, ‘bodhisattva.’ It is just a word.”

“To illustrate, Lord, you say ‘self’ again and again, but it has absolutely not come into being.”

“Lord, given that all phenomena thus have no intrinsic nature, what is that form that has come into being?”

“Lord, what has come into being is not form,”

“Lord, you cannot apprehend those bodhisattva great beings who would practice for awakening other than those who have not come into being, so does what has not come into being give advice and instruction in a perfection of wisdom that has not come into being?”
“one should know that when the mind of a bodhisattva given such instruction is not cowed... then that bodhisattva great being is practicing the perfection of wisdom,"

20.12

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817680#UT22084-029-001-2048%/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2048%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, because beings are nonexistent one does apprehend a bodhisattva at the prior limit... at the later limit... or in the middle”

20.13

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817682#UT22084-029-001-2050%/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2050%22%5D)

“because form is nonexistent one cannot find a bodhisattva at the prior limit,”

20.15

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817683#UT22084-029-001-2052%/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2052%22%5D)

“are not two, nor are they divided”

20.16

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817681#UT22084-029-001-2053%/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2053%22%5D)
“one does not come close to a bodhisattva”

20.26

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817684#UT22084-029-001-2063/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2063%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, because suchness is nonexistent one does not come close to a bodhisattva at the prior limit,”

20.32

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817685#UT22084-029-001-2069/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2069%22%5D)

Why, Venerable Śāriputra, should one know the limitlessness of a bodhisattva through the limitlessness of form…?”

20.37

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817686#UT22084-029-001-2075/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2075%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, form is empty of form,”

20.38

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817687#UT22084-029-001-2076/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2076%22%5D)

“in emptiness form does not exist,”
“form is not found in form, form is not found in feeling,”

“as anyone at all in any way at all.”

“this—that is, ‘bodhisattva’—is a name plucked out of thin air.”

“Because the words for all dharmas do not come from anywhere in the ten directions and do not go anywhere”

“so too the word for a bodhisattva does not come from anywhere and does not go anywhere.”

“because these—that is, ‘form,’ ‘feeling,’ ‘perception,’ ‘volitional factors,’ and ‘consciousness’—are simply just designated by names,”

“that name”—

“is not form,”

“because a name is empty of the intrinsic nature of a name. That which is empty is not the name,”

“so, one says ‘this, that is, “bodhisattva,” is just a word.’ ”
“in that perfection of giving also there are no words and in those words there is no perfection of giving.”

“both those words and that perfection of giving do not exist and cannot be found.”

20.61 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Venerable Śāriputra, given that a self absolutely does not exist and is not found, how could it have ever come into being?”

20.73 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“An intrinsic nature arisen from a union does not exist.”

“given that all dharmas thus are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, … an intrinsic nature… does not exist.”

20.76 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“all dharmas are in their intrinsic nature nonexistent things,”
“all dharmas are in their intrinsic nature nonexistent things”

20.77 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817703#UT22084-029-001-2117/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2117%22%5D)

“Furthermore, Venerable Śāriputra, all dharmas are impermanent but not because anything disappears.”

“not because anything disappears.”

20.79 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817705#UT22084-029-001-2120/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2120%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, it is because something impermanent is a nonexistent thing and has come to an end,”

“Similarly, all dharmas are suffering.”

“suffering is a nonexistent thing and has come to an end.”

“selfless,”

“Something selfless is a nonexistent thing and has come to an end”

20.80 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42816466#UT22084-029-001-2122/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2122%22%5D)

“all dharmas have no intrinsic nature.”
20.81 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817710#UT22084-029-001-2123/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2123%22%5D)

“All dharmas are neither unmoved nor destroyed.”

20.84 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817711#UT22084-029-001-2128/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2128%22%5D)

“form has not occasioned anything,“

“because someone to enact them does not exist.”

20.85 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817713#UT22084-029-001-2129/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2129%22%5D)

“have not come into being.”

20.86 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817714#UT22084-029-001-2131/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2131%22%5D)

“Form is empty of a basic nature, and what is empty of a basic nature does not arise and does not pass away, and in what does not arise and does not pass away there is no transformation,”
“What is empty of a basic nature does not arise and does not pass away.”

20.87 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817716#UT22084-029-001-2132/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2132%22%5D)

“what has not come into being is not form,”

“what has not come into being is not consciousness,”

20.88 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817718#UT22084-029-001-2133/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2133%22%5D)

“what has not come into being is the perfection of wisdom, and the perfection of wisdom is what has not come into being,”

“Does what has not come into being give advice and instruction in a perfection of wisdom that has not come into being?”

20.89 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817720#UT22084-029-001-2134/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2134%22%5D)

“do not see ‘what has not come into being as one thing and a bodhisattva as another,’”

“What has not come into being and form are not two”
“all dharmas”

“an illusion, a mirage,”

“they do not feel cowed by or tremble”

“they do not then grasp, do not accept, do not base themselves on, and do not settle down on form, and neither do they label anything ‘this is form.’”

“When bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom investigate those dharmas like that they do not then grasp, do not accept, do not base themselves on, and do not settle down on form, and neither do they label anything ‘this is form’”;
“Lord, suchness is not produced, and the nonproduction of suchness is not suchness. Therefore, suchness and nonproduction are not two nor are they divided.”

“Lord, it is because form is impermanent, so a decrease in form is not form. … Therefore, form and a decrease are not two nor are they divided. And why? Lord, it is because a decrease is not one nor is it many.”

“a decrease in form is not form”;

“Lord, anything called form is counted as not two,”

“feeling,”

“anything called form is counted as not two.”
“then venerable Śāriputra inquired of venerable Subhūti”

“What is a bodhisattva? What is the perfection of wisdom? What is it to investigate?”

“To investigate”

21.2 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“they are called bodhisattvas because awakening is itself their state of being,”

“And with that awakening they know the aspects of dharmas but they do not settle down on those dharmas.”

21.4 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Whatever the attributes, tokens, and signs on account of which”—

21.5 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Venerable Śāriputra, that which is called perfection of wisdom has gone far off.”

“is called wisdom gone to the other side.”

21.12 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817744#UT22084-029-001-2170/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2170%22%5D)

“Venerable Subhūti, why do you say, ‘...the nonproduction of form is not form...’,”

21.13 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817745#UT22084-029-001-2171/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2171%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, form is empty of form”

“The emptiness of form is not form, and is not production.”

“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, the nonproduction of form is not form”

21.18 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817748#UT22084-029-001-2176/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2176%22%5D)

“Venerable Subhūti, why do you say, ‘It is because a decrease in form is not form,’”
21.19 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817749#UT22084-029-001-2177/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2177%22%5D)

“not conjoined and not disjoined”—

“have no mark.”

21.22 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817751#UT22084-029-001-2180/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2180%22%5D)

“nonproduction is not one thing and form another; nonproduction itself is form, and form itself is nonproduction.”

21.23 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817752#UT22084-029-001-2181/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2181%22%5D)

“not two.”

21.25 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817753#UT22084-029-001-2183/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2183%22%5D)

“they then view the nonproduction of form,”

21.27 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Venerable Subhūti, if form is a nonproduction, up to the buddhadharmas are a nonproduction, then, Venerable Subhūti, will śrāvakas not have already gained śrāvaka awakening,”

“the five awakenings”

“undertake the difficult practices”

“turning the wheel of the Dharma”

21.28 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Venerable Śāriputra, I do not accept that an unproduced dharma has an attainment, or a clear realization. I do not accept that which is unproduced becomes a stream enterer. I do not accept that which is unproduced has the result of stream enterer.”

21.29 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Venerable Śāriputra, I do not accept that bodhisattvas are undertaking difficult practices.”

“the idea of difficulty”

“bodhisattva great beings do not appropriate and do not apprehend any dharma as anything in any way at all,“
“Venerable Śāriputra, in the absence of production I do not accept that there is the state of a tathāgata,”

“I do not accept that an unproduced dharma attains an unproduced attainment.”

“Well then, Venerable Subhūti, does an unproduced dharma attain a produced attainment, or does a produced dharma attain an unproduced attainment?”

“Venerable Śāriputra, I do not accept that a produced dharma attains an unproduced attainment,”

“Venerable Śāriputra, I do not accept that a produced dharma attains an unproduced attainment,”
“There is an attainment and there is a clear realization, but not in a dual way.”

“attainment and clear realization are labeled by ordinary convention,”

“stream enterer, tathāgata,”

21.35 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Venerable Subhūti, is the unproduced similar to the attainment and clear realization that, as ordinary convention, is formless, cannot be pointed out, does not block, and has only one mark—that is, no mark?”

21.36 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Exactly so, Venerable Śāriputra”

“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations neither is production produced nor is nonproduction produced.”

21.37 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Venerable Subhūti, you are confident in your readiness to say again and again that ‘dharmas are unproduced’? You are also confident in your readiness to say there is no production of unproduced dharmas?”
“Venerable Śāriputra, I have no ready confidence to say again and again that dharmas are unproduced. I have no ready confidence to say there is no production of unproduced dharmas.”

“And why? Because, Venerable Śāriputra, an unproduced dharma, nonproduction, ready confidence, saying something, and a state of production—all those dharmas are not conjoined and not disjoined, are formless, cannot be pointed out, do not obstruct, and have only one mark—that is, no mark.”

“Venerable Subhūti, is there is no production of saying, is there also no production of ready confidence, and is there also no production of a dharma? Are those dharmas that are the point of departure for a ready confidence to say something also not produced?”

“exactly so,”
“There is no production of saying, there is also no production of ready confidence, and there is also no production of a dharma. Those dharmas that are the point of departure for a ready confidence to say something are not produced,”

“there is no production of form,”

21.42 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817779#UT22084-029-001-2205/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2205%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, just as attainment and clear realization exist as ordinary conventions, similarly,”

“Venerable Śāriputra, it is because ultimately there is no maturation of karma, there is no production, there is no cessation, there is no defilement, and there is no purification.”

21.43 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817781#UT22084-029-001-2206/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2206%22%5D)

“Venerable Subhūti, is an unproduced dharma produced or is a produced dharma produced?”

21.44 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42821201#UT22084-029-001-2207/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2207%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, I do not accept that an unproduced dharma is produced, nor do I accept that a produced dharma is produced.”
21.45 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817783#UT22084-029-001-2208/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2208%22%5D)

“Venerable Subhūti, what unproduced dharma do you not accept is produced?”

21.47 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817784#UT22084-029-001-2210/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2210%22%5D)

“What produced dharma do you not accept is produced?”

21.49 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817785#UT22084-029-001-2212/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2212%22%5D)

“Venerable Subhūti, is a dharma that has not been produced, produced; or is a dharma that has been produced, produced?”

21.50 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817786#UT22084-029-001-2214/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2214%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, the unproduced is not produced, and the produced is not produced either;”
“Venerable Śāriputra, it is because both produced and unproduced dharmas are not conjoined and not disjoined because there is no production,”

“there is no production of form,”

“there is no production of the knowledge of all aspects.”

21.51 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Venerable Śāriputra, because of this one of many explanations, there is no production of saying, there is also no production of ready confidence, and there is also no production of a dharma; those dharmas that are the point of departure for a ready confidence to say something are not produced.”

21.53 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Venerable Śāriputra, form is empty of a basic nature”

21.55 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“It has no fixed position inside, it has no fixed position outside, and it cannot be apprehended without both.”
“purify the awakening path”

“there is an ordinary… and there is an extraordinary”

“It does not move from, does not transcend, and does not pass beyond the ordinary world,”

“as which the world (as subject) exists;”

“on account of them the world is established”—

“the world is the same as them”—

“on account of them there is something given to the world”—

“on account of them they do not escape the world”—

“they are for the coming into being of the world”—

“they come into being in the world”—
“On account of them the world goes free”—
“they eliminate the world”—
“on account of them a world causes an escape”—
“those that are not the world”—
“the world from which they will escape”—
“those who free from the world”—
“those who free in the world”—

“Excellent, excellent, Venerable Śāriputra. I will object to Venerable Śāriputra in that Venerable Śāriputra has got at just what is meant by expressing the statement as an absolute.”
"You should know that the nonexistence of attention is because of the nonexistence of a being; you should know that the emptiness of attention is because of the emptiness of a being; you should know that the isolation of attention is because of the isolation of a being; you should know that the absence of an intrinsic nature in attention is because of the absence of an intrinsic nature in a being; and you should know that there is no full awakening of attention because there is no full awakening of a being."

21.9
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

"I say bodhisattva great beings are not separated from staying in this state or from this attention."

22.1
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

"all the Four Mahārājas stationed in the great billion world systems together with many hundreds of thousands of one hundred million billion gods were assembled in that very retinue,"

22.2
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

"How should bodhisattva great beings stand in the perfection of wisdom? What is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of wisdom? And how should bodhisattva great beings train in the perfection of wisdom?"
Those who have entered into flawlessness are incapable of producing the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.

And yet if they also produce the thought of unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening I still rejoice in them also.

Kauśika, what is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of wisdom?

Kauśika, here bodhisattva great beings with a thought of awakening connected with the knowledge of all aspects should pay attention to form as impermanent, and they should pay attention to it as suffering, selfless, empty, a disease, a boil.

impermanent

suffering

selfless

empty

disease

boil

thorn

misfortune
“dependent”
“headed to destruction”
“by their nature”
“shaky”
“brittle”
“a hazard”
“persecution”
“a headache”

22.8 6 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“they should pay attention to cessations as selfless, calm,”
“isolated”
“emptiness”
“signlessness”
“wishlessness”
“nonenactment”

22.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)
“perfections,”

22.11 9 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817823#UT22084-029-001-2293/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2293%22%5D)

“putting one part of the picture together with the other parts,”

“Putting one part of the picture together with the other parts,”

“analyze”

“complete”

“This not settling down on… any one part, even while thus making an examination of all the parts of the picture”

“extending”

“The bodhisattva great beings’ thought of the wholesome roots is not touched by the thought of awakening.”

“the thought of the wholesome roots does not exist… in the thought of awakening,”

“the thought of the wholesome roots does not exist in the thought of the wholesome roots, the thought of awakening does not exist in the thought of awakening,”

22.13 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817848#UT22084-029-001-2298/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2298%22%5D)

“Kauśika, the thought of the wholesome roots is no thought,”

“inconceivable”
“no thought.”

“Kauśika, this is the bodhisattva great beings’ perfection of wisdom”

22.15 7 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

```
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817853#UT22084-029-001-2300/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2300%22%5D)
```

“I have to feel a sense of appreciation, Lord, and not feel no sense of appreciation”

“advised and instructed”

“taught.”

“made to take them up.”

“made… excited.”

“motivated.”

“caused… to enter into… and established”

22.16 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

```
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817860#UT22084-029-001-2301/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2301%22%5D)
```

“they should not stand,”

“should stand in the perfection of wisdom.”

22.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

```
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817862#UT22084-029-001-2302/%5Bdata-
```
“Form is empty of form,”

“not two,”

“By way of apprehending something”

“they should not stand in form by way of apprehending something,”

“they should not stand in buddhahood by way of apprehending something,”

“they should not stand in buddhahood by way of apprehending something,”
“Kauśika, they thus should not dwell on the idea of form by way of apprehending something, up to… they thus should not dwell on the idea of buddhahood by way of apprehending something.”

22.33

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817868#UT22084-029-001-2319/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2319%22%5D

“they should not dwell on the idea that form is permanent… they should not dwell on the idea that form is impermanent.”

22.37

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817869#UT22084-029-001-2323/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2323%22%5D

“they should not dwell on the idea that the tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha is worthy of gifts by way of apprehending something.”

22.38

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817870#UT22084-029-001-2324/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2324%22%5D

“should not stand on the first level… up to the tenth level,”

22.43

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817871#UT22084-029-001-2330/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2330%22%5D
“should not dwell on the idea ‘I will establish infinite, countless beings beyond measure in unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening’ by way of apprehending something.”

22.44 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“ ‘I will make the five eyes perfect,’ ”

22.46 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“They should not dwell on the idea ‘I will make the eighty minor signs perfect on the body.’ ”

22.50 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“I will, standing on the four legs of miraculous power, become completely absorbed in meditative stabilization,”

22.56 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)
“Then it occurred to [him] to think, ‘Well then, however could bodhisattva great beings stand in the perfection of wisdom?’”

22.58 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (∙
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817876#UT22084-029-001-2351/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2351%22%5D)

“the tathāgatas have totally nonabiding minds.”

22.61 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (∙
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817877#UT22084-029-001-2355/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2355%22%5D)

“O gods, is what is said incomprehensible?”

“Incomprehensible, Ārya Subhūti!”

22.62 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (∙
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817879#UT22084-029-001-2357/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2357%22%5D)

“not even one syllable is said here,”

“A magically created buddha”

22.63 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (∙
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817880#UT22084-029-001-2359/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2359%22%5D)
“magical creation… a dream… an echo… and a magical illusion,”

22.71 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817882#UT22084-029-001-2370/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2370%22%5D)

“O gods, form is not deep and is not subtle.”

“it is because the intrinsic nature of form is not deep and is not subtle,”

22.73 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817884#UT22084-029-001-2372/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2372%22%5D)

“Well then, in this Dharma teaching has nothing been designated form?”

22.74 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817885#UT22084-029-001-2373/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2373%22%5D)

“Exactly so, gods, exactly so,”

22.75 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817886#UT22084-029-001-2374/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2374%22%5D)

“cannot, without having resorted to this forbearance,”
“[Then it occurred to those gods to] think, ‘What would the elder Subhūti accept those listening to the Dharma to be like?’ ”

“Gods, I would accept those listening to the Dharma to be like illusory beings,”

“Venerable monk Subhūti, who will be the recipients of this perfection of wisdom so deep, so hard to behold,”

“hard to understand”

“peaceful”

“sublime”

“subtle”

“private”

“not an object of speculative thought”
“brilliant”

“absolutely noble”

“an object to be known by the learned and wise”

23.13  2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817899#UT22084-029-001-2390/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2390%22%5D)

“will be the recipients”—

“persons who have seen the truths, or worthy ones with outflows dried up,”

23.14  1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817901#UT22084-029-001-2392/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2392%22%5D)

“they will not construct the idea that form is empty,”

23.21  1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817902#UT22084-029-001-2399/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2399%22%5D)

“so too no being at all will be the recipient of it.”

23.22  5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817903#UT22084-029-001-2400/%5Bdata-
“Venerable Subhūti, is it not the case that in this perfection of wisdom the three vehicles… are taught in detail?”

“the ten levels… the assistance,”

“the bodhisattva path”

“the clairvoyances,”

“confident readiness,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Exactly so, Venerable Śāriputra, exactly so,”

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“because of inner emptiness,”

“because of the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“these flowers have been magically created,”
“Kauśika… these flowers have not come about”

“Kauśika, form also has not come about, and what has not come about is not form.”

“Does not contradict designation and gives instruction in the true nature of dharmas”

“Kauśika, bodhisattva great beings, having thus understood how all dharmas are mere designations, should train in the perfection of wisdom.”
2421 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817916#UT22084-029-001-2427/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2427%22%5D)

“Do not train in form,”

“because they do not see the form in which they train,”

2425 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817918#UT22084-029-001-2431/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2431%22%5D)

“Śatakratu… inquired… why do bodhisattva great beings not see form,”

2426 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817919#UT22084-029-001-2432/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2432%22%5D)

“form is empty of form.”

2427 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817920#UT22084-029-001-2433/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2433%22%5D)

“Kauśika, it is because the emptiness of form does not train in the emptiness of form,”
Those who train in the emptiness of form without making a division into two, up to train in the knowledge of all aspects without making a division into two... train in countless, infinite buddhadharmas.”

“do not train in order to increase or decrease form,”

“[do] not train in order to get hold of or get rid of form”

“Venerable Subhūti, why do bodhisattva great beings not train in order to get hold of or get rid of form?”
“form does not get hold of form,”

“based on… emptiness.”

“Does not see the production… of form,”

“stopping.”

“acceptance”

“rejection”

“purification”

“defilement”

“increase,”

“decrease.”
“Venerable monk... where should you look for the perfection of wisdom?”

24.44 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817937#UT22084-029-001-2453%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2453%22%5D

“In Subhūti’s chapter”—

24.45 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817938#UT22084-029-001-2454%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2454%22%5D

“Is it through your noble might, is it through your sustaining power...?”

24.47 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817939#UT22084-029-001-2457%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2457%22%5D

“the Tathāgata’s sustaining power,“

24.48 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817940#UT22084-029-001-2458%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2458%22%5D

“Venerable monk Subhūti, given that all dharmas are without anything that sustains them, why do you say ‘this is the Tathāgata’s sustaining power, it is the Tathāgata’s might’?”
“the tathāgata cannot be apprehended in the true nature of dharmas that is without anything that sustains it,”

“nor can the tathāgata be apprehended elsewhere than the true nature of dharmas that is without anything that sustains it.”

“the true nature of dharmas that is without anything that sustains it cannot be apprehended in the tathāgata.”

“nor can the true nature of dharmas that is without anything that sustains it be apprehended elsewhere than the tathāgata.”
“the knowledge of all aspects”

24.52 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817950#UT22084-029-001-2464/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2464%22%5D)

“The true dharmic nature of the tathāgata is not conjoined with or disjoined from the true dharmic nature of form. … It is not conjoined with or disjoined from something other than the true dharmic nature of form.”

24.54 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817951#UT22084-029-001-2466/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2466%22%5D)

“thus, Kauśika, not being conjoined with and not being disjoined from all dharmas—this is its might, this is its sustaining power;”

24.55 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817952#UT22084-029-001-2468/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2468%22%5D)

“They also should not look for it in form”—

“and they should not look for it elsewhere than form.”

“all dharmas… are not conjoined, are not disjoined… and have… no mark.”

24.58 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“Form is not the perfection of wisdom”

“and there is no perfection of wisdom other than form”

24.61

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Kauśika, it is because all these dharmas do not exist and cannot be apprehended.”

24.63

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“The perfection of wisdom… is great… the perfection of wisdom… is immeasurable… the perfection of wisdom… is infinite… [and] the perfection of wisdom… is limitless.”

24.65

3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“you cannot apprehend a prior limit of form”

“you cannot apprehend a later limit”

“you cannot apprehend a middle”
“You cannot apprehend a measure of form”—

“infinite”

“limitless”

“Kauśika, where there has been no explanation of anything as a being there will also be no limitlessness of a being.”

“Kauśika, if a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha remaining for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River were to say the word being again and again,”
“Kauśika, from this one of many explanations you should know this perfection of wisdom is unlimited because beings are unlimited.”

“Without apprehending any dharma… still they make known the presentation of the three vehicles”—

“But without apprehending the tathāgata as other than the perfection of giving”—

“you… should therefore call them… just tathāgatas.”
Then those gods said to the Lord—

“It is amazing, Lord, this perfection of wisdom of the bodhisattva great beings, through not appropriating and rejecting form,”

“is favorable to getting hold of the knowledge of all aspects.”

Then the Lord, knowing the four retinues of monks, nuns,

“Emptiness becomes a good sustainable position”

“emptiness finds no way to infiltrate emptiness.”

“with which they might infiltrate”

“where infiltration might take place.”

“into which infiltration might take place”
“Guarding, protection, and safekeeping”—

“to illustrate, … if this… were filled with śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas like a thicket of sugarcane,”

“a perfect family”

“magically produce themselves”

“have taken possession of… all the buddhadharmas”;
“wholesome dharmas”;

26.13 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“polite speech”

26.37 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“training perfectly”

26.39 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Has been made available in order to tame... and in order to lessen their conceit”—

26.41 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“bodhisattvas… practicing the ordinary”

“without skillful means”

26.46 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817992#UT22084-029-001-2577/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2577%22%5D)

“without apprehending”

27.11 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817993#UT22084-029-001-2599/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2599%22%5D)

“having borne respectfully in mind this perfection of wisdom written out in book form”

27.23 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817994#UT22084-029-001-2615/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2615%22%5D)

“a stūpa be made of the seven precious things”;

27.25 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817995#UT22084-029-001-2619/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2619%22%5D)

“Jambudvīpa,“
27. 33
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817996#UT22084-029-001-2632/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2632%22%5D)

“millionfold world system,”

27. 35
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817997#UT22084-029-001-2635/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2635%22%5D)

“billionfold world system”

27. 37
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817998#UT22084-029-001-2649/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2649%22%5D)

“each single being of the beings in as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River in each of the ten directions”

28. 6
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817999#UT22084-029-001-2649/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2649%22%5D)

“engage… in battle”

28. 8
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“a great knowledge-mantra… an unsurpassable knowledge-mantra… a knowledge-mantra equal to the unequaled,”

28.11

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“the disk of the moon”

28.13

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“these good qualities in this very life… poisoning will not cause the time of their death… or fire, weapons, or water… up to sickness”;

28.16

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“a royal family.”

28.18

4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“born in the hells, the animal world,”

“have incomplete faculties… missing limbs… [or] be born in”

“a body adorned with the marks”

“pass on… to buddhafields… [and] bring beings to maturity and purify a buddhafield,”

29.1 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818008#UT22084-029-001-2666/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2666%22%5D)

“religious mendicants… a hundred of them… went back,”

29.11 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818009#UT22084-029-001-2677/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2677%22%5D)

“Māra… turned back”;

29.14 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818010#UT22084-029-001-2680/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2680%22%5D)

“guard and protect”;

29.15 6 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818011#UT22084-029-001-2682/%5Bdata-
“Issues forth from... the knowledge of all aspects”

“the perfection of wisdom”

“the knowledge of all aspects is not one thing and the perfection of wisdom another”

“The knowledge of all aspects issues forth from the perfection of wisdom”

“the perfection of wisdom issues forth from the knowledge of all aspects”

“The knowledge of all aspects is not one thing and the perfection of wisdom another”

30.2 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“all the buddhadhammas are preceded by the perfection of wisdom,”

30.5 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Ānanda, ... have been dedicated to the knowledge of all aspects in a nondual way,”

“gets the name ‘perfection of giving.’”

30.7 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Ānanda, by way of the nonduality of form, in a nonappropriating way, in a nonapprehending way”—

30.12 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“an immeasurable… morality”

30.13 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“morality… of śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas”

30.16 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“guard, protect, and keep safe”;

30.30 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“the gods have come”;

30.38
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818027#UT22084-029-001-2728/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2728%22%5D)

bodies being infused with energy;

31.1
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818028#UT22084-029-001-2734/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2734%22%5D)

“Śatakratu, head of the gods”

31.2
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818029#UT22084-029-001-2735/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2735%22%5D)

“filled this Jambudvīpa right to the top with the physical remains of the tathāgatas,“

31.3
7 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818030#UT22084-029-001-2736/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2736%22%5D)

“Kauśika, the perfection of wisdom cannot be apprehended”

“cannot be pointed out”
“does not obstruct”

“has only one mark—that is, no mark”

“It is not a place to be seized or not seized”

“to be increased or reduced”

“to be taken away from or added to”

31.4 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“A dual perfection of wisdom is not available”

“Similarly, a perfection of giving, a perfection of morality,”

“are not two,”

31.5 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Kauśika… is simply to accept suchness as two,”

31.7 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“in the Sudharmā assembly of gods”
“The perfection of wisdom has no causal sign”

“has no token, is inexpressible,”

“cannot be talked about”

“is inconceivable”

“this billionfold world system filled right to the top with the physical remains of tathāgatas,“

“the tathāgata and the perfection of wisdom are not two”;
“is equivalent”; 

31.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818049#UT22084-029-001-2751/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2751%22%5D)

“is equivalent.”

31.19 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818050#UT22084-029-001-2753/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2753%22%5D)

“a person fearful of rich creditors”; 

31.21 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818051#UT22084-029-001-2756/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2756%22%5D)

“complete nirvāṇa”; 

31.23 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818052#UT22084-029-001-2759/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2759%22%5D)

“the large jewel”; 

31.32 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“as many… world systems as there are sand particles in the Gangā River filled right to the top with the physical remains of tathāgatas,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Gives detailed instruction for the three vehicles, and instruction by way of no causal sign, by way of no production, by way of no stopping,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“is not over there or over here, or has stayed up or sunk down,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Replied Śatakratu, “This—that is, the perfection of wisdom—is a great perfection.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Shatters the vajra-like body and imbues the physical remains of the tathāgata with a special power”—

31.57 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Who goes to others and explicates”

31.58 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“‘What should I rely on and stay by, whom should I respect, revere, honor, and worship?’”

31.60 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Kauśika, those sons of a good family or daughters of a good family who have entered into the Śrāvaka Vehicle or who have entered into the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle,”

32.1 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“from establishing one being in the result of stream enterer, but not so much from establishing the beings in Jambudvīpa in the ten wholesome actions.”

32.4 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“written out this perfection of wisdom in book form and bestowed it”

“in this perfection of wisdom are taught the dharmas without outflows,“

32.8 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“establishing all the beings in Jambudvīpa in the state of a worthy one and a pratyekabuddha’s awakening,”

32.9 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“written out this perfection of wisdom in book form and bestowed it”

32.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“There, properly paying attention is this: taking up... this perfection of wisdom with an understanding that operates without duality.”

32.18

17 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“There the meaning of the perfection of wisdom is this:”

“not viewing the perfection of wisdom as two and not viewing it as not two.”

“not viewing the perfection of wisdom as a causal sign or as not a causal sign,”

“as brought in or as sent out,”

“as taken away or as added on,”

“as defilement or as purification,”

“as a production or as a cessation,”

“as grasped or as rejected,”

“as stationed or as not stationed,”

“as true or as mistaken,”

“as right or as wrong,”

“as tiny or as not tiny,”

“as a part or as not a part,”

“as a dharma or as not a dharma,”
“as suchness or as not suchness,”

“as the very limit of reality or as not the very limit of reality,”

“this is the meaning of nondual,”

32.20 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818087#UT22084-029-001-2826/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2826%22%5D)

“in both the meaning and the letter”

32.21 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818088#UT22084-029-001-2827/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2827%22%5D)

“with all the requirements for happiness, all the buddhas in the ten directions”;

32.22 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818089#UT22084-029-001-2828/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2828%22%5D)

“without apprehending anything”

“for infinite, incalculable eons by way of apprehending something”;

32.28 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818091#UT22084-029-001-2837/%5Bdata-
“counterfeit perfection of wisdom.”

32.43 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818092#UT22084-029-001-2853/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2853%22%5D)

“immeasurable merit”;

32.56 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818093#UT22084-029-001-2869/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2869%22%5D)

“in the result of once-returner;”

32.60 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818094#UT22084-029-001-2875/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2875%22%5D)

“a pratyekabuddha’s awakening;”

32.66 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818095#UT22084-029-001-2884/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2884%22%5D)

“unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening”
2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818096#UT22084-029-001-2886/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2886%22%5D)

“in the irreversible state”;

“to one”

6 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818098#UT22084-029-001-2894/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2894%22%5D)

“Then the bodhisattva Maitreya said to the... venerable monk Subhūti,”

“in comparison to the bases of meritorious action arisen from”

“the highest.”

“Because all the bases of meritorious action arisen from giving,“

“of those... in the Śrāvaka Vehicle and those... in the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle are made”

“for personal disciplining... a bodhisattva’s... is for disciplining all beings.”

3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818104#UT22084-029-001-2897/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2897%22%5D)

“entities and objective supports,”

“the eighteen distinct attributes of a buddha”—
“And if, just like it is with the entities and how it is with the objective supports too, awakening is like that; if thought is like that,“

“Venerable monk Subhūti, if those bodhisattva great beings again and again practice the six perfections,”

“Venerable monk Subhūti, you should not give an exposition of this doctrine… like this in the presence of bodhisattvas who have newly set out in the vehicle,“

“smidgeon of faith,“

“The explanation… has to be given in the presence of bodhisattvas irreversible…“—

“They will be, venerable monk Subhūti, those whose bases of meritorious action arisen from rejoicing will be dedicated in that way to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,“

“The thought that does the rejoicing and dedication”
“is a thought that is extinguished, stopped, nonexistent, and has run out”

“And those entities and those objective supports, those wholesome roots, and those bases of meritorious action arisen from rejoicing are extinguished, stopped, nonexistent, and have run out,”

“Does thought dedicate thought? If thought were to dedicate thought, there would be no coming together of two thoughts”

“The intrinsic nature of thought cannot be dedicated”

33.8 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818117#UT22084-029-001-2904/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2904%22%5D)

“When bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom thus know the perfection of wisdom is a nonexistent thing,”

33.9 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818118#UT22084-029-001-2905/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2905%22%5D)

“The bodhisattva Maitreya then asked the elder Subhūti, “Venerable monk Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle,”

33.10 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818119#UT22084-029-001-2906/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2906%22%5D)

“when bodhisattvas... who have newly set out in the vehicle,”
“by way of not apprehending anything.”

33.11 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818121#UT22084-029-001-2907/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2907%22%5D)

“And, having heard about those works of Māra from them, no decrease happens and no increase happens,”

“Grasp the bodhisattva lineage”—

33.12 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818123#UT22084-029-001-2909/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2909%22%5D)

“Furthermore, Maitreya, bodhisattva great beings who have newly set out in the vehicle should compress together the merit accumulations and the wholesome roots planted by the lord buddhas whose path has come to an end, whose thought constructions and cravings for existence have been cut off,“

33.16 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818124#UT22084-029-001-2914/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2914%22%5D)

“it is a conforming dedication,“

“are extinguished”—

33.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“past, future, and present”

33.20 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

---

“are aware that the piling up of”

33.27 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

---

“bodhisattvas who are skilled.”

33.29 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

---

“should reflect deeply as follows: … those buddhas, those wholesome roots, those accumulations, and those… thoughts”

33.37 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“has not been poisoned.”

33.38 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818136#UT22084-029-001-2942/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2942%22%5D)

“has been poisoned.”

33.39 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818137#UT22084-029-001-2944/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2944%22%5D)

“I too must dedicate... in this truly dharmic way,”

33.41 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818139#UT22084-029-001-2946/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2946%22%5D)

“if all the beings that are in the billionfold world system were to obtain the ten wholesome actions... the concentrations, ... the immeasurables, ... the absorptions, and... the clairvoyances.”

33.43 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818140#UT22084-029-001-2950/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2950%22%5D)

“were to become stream enterers,”
“this dedication... without attachment creates even more merit than”

“worthy ones and pratyekabuddhas,“

“with all the requirements for happiness... for as many eons as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River.”

“Lord, if that basis of meritorious action had a physical form it would not fit in even as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River”
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818144#UT22084-029-001-2961/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2961%22%5D)

“a perception that apprehends something,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818145#UT22084-029-001-2966/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2966%22%5D)

“all the beings in a billionfold world system”

3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818146#UT22084-029-001-2968/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2968%22%5D)

“without grasping, without rejecting, without falsely projecting, without acquiring, and without apprehending,”

“there is no production, cessation, defilement, purification,”

“I also rejoice,”

7 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818149#UT22084-029-001-2969/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2969%22%5D)

“liberation,”
“are not bound, are not freed”;

“are not defiled”

“are not purified”

“are not produced”

“do not appear,“

“do not stop… have not changed places, and have not been destroyed”—

33.62 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

34.1 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

34.2 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

“practicing the perfections… by way of not apprehending anything”

“Turning the wheel of the Dharma that has twelve aspects three times”—

“Lord, how does one stand in the perfection of wisdom?”
“The perfection of wisdom is itself the Teacher and the Teacher is himself the perfection of wisdom.”

34.3 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“What occasioned this inquiry by the venerable monk Śāriputra? What was the catalyst?”

34.4 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“assisted by the perfection of wisdom”

“Dedicate”

“to the knowledge of all aspects”

34.7 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“When the five perfections are assisted by the perfection of giving, they do not get the name perfection.”

34.8 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“It is not so, Kauśika, it is not so”

34.9 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, how should [they]… find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom?”

34.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“So they do not find and produce within themselves form”

34.11 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, how do they find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom so that they do not find and produce within themselves form?”

34.12 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Śāriputra, they should find and produce within themselves the perfection of wisdom as the nonenactment, the nonproduction, the noncessation, the nonappearance, the nondestruction, and the nonapprehension of form.”

34.14 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818171#UT22084-029-001-2992/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2992%22%5D)

“does not cause any dharma to be gained.”

“It is counted as the perfection of wisdom.”

34.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818173#UT22084-029-001-2996/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2996%22%5D)

“The perfection of wisdom… does not cause even the knowledge of all aspects to be gained. It does not apprehend it.”

34.19 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818174#UT22084-029-001-2998/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-2998%22%5D)

“Kauśika… it is because the perfection of wisdom does not cause it to be gained as a name, as a causal sign, or as something to be enacted.”

34.20 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818175#UT22084-029-001-2999/%5Bdata-
“Well then, Lord, how does this perfection of wisdom cause it to be gained?”

“The perfection of wisdom causes it to be gained without apprehending, without asserting, without being stationed on, without forsaking, without settling down on, without grasping, and without rejecting anything at all, but it does not cause any dharma to be gained.”

“It is amazing, Lord, … this perfection of wisdom…”

“nonproduction”

“have such ideas as ‘the perfection of wisdom causes all dharmas to be gained’ or ‘the perfection of wisdom does not cause all dharmas to be gained,’ … the perfection of wisdom is forsaken,”
“I do not have confidence in form.”

“Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom gives me confidence because form cannot be apprehended,”

“Does not make form bigger nor does not make it smaller”—

“Those bodhisattva great beings with such notions, Lord, are not practicing the the perfection of wisdom.”

“Lord… because… they are not in harmony with the perfection of wisdom as cause”
“because beings are not produced.”
“because form is not produced, up to… because a buddha is not produced,”

“There is no full awakening”

“Because beings are not endowed with the powers,”

“Because dharmas are in an inanimate material state”
“hard… to believe in this perfection of wisdom.”

35.25 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Just how deep, Lord, is this perfection of wisdom in which it is so hard for them to believe?”

35.26 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“is not bound and it is not freed,”

“Subhūti… form is not bound and it is not freed.”

“because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in form is form.”

35.31 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, the prior limit of form is not bound and is not freed.”

35.32 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
"The later limit"

"Because the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature in the prior limit is form"

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

"present"

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

"purity,"

"that purity of form is the purity of the result."

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

"That purity of form is the purity of the result. That purity of the result is the purity of the perfection of wisdom. That purity of the perfection of wisdom is the purity of form."

"not two, not divided, not separate, and not broken apart."
35.40 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818211#UT22084-029-001-3082/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3082%22%5D)

“because of the purity of greed there is the purity of form; because of the purity of form there is the purity of greed. Thus, this purity of greed and the purity of form is not two,“

“is not two.”

35.41 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818213#UT22084-029-001-3083/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3083%22%5D)

“hatred, and confusion.”

35.42 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818214#UT22084-029-001-3084/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3084%22%5D)

“Because of the purity of ignorance there is the purity of volitional factors; because of the purity of volitional factors there is the purity of ignorance. Thus, this purity of ignorance and the purity of volitional factors is not two,”

35.43 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818215#UT22084-029-001-3085/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3085%22%5D)
“Because of the purity of the perfection of giving there is the purity of the perfection of morality; because of the purity of the perfection of morality there is the purity of the perfection of giving. Thus, this purity of the perfection of giving and the purity of the perfection of morality is not two,”

35.44 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Furthermore, Subhūti, that purity of the perfection of wisdom is the purity of form. That purity of form is the purity of the knowledge of all aspects. Thus, this purity of the perfection of wisdom, purity of form, and purity of the knowledge of all aspects is not two, not divided, not separate, and not broken apart.”

35.45 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the purity of the knowledge of all aspects,”

“the purity of the knowledge of all aspects is not two”;

35.46 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the purity of the compounded”

“the un compounded,”
“Lord, this purity is deep,”

“Śāriputra, it is deep because it is extremely pure.”

“Śāriputra, purity is light because it is extremely pure.”

“purity is light because form is extremely pure.”

“Lord, purity does not link up.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Śāriputra, form does not link up because it does not change places, so it is pure”

36.7 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, purity is without defilement”

36.9 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, there is no obtaining and no clear realization of purity.”

36.12 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, purity does not come into being.”

36.14 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Lord, purity does not arise in the desire realm… the form realm… [or] the formless realm.”

36.15 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818234#UT22084-029-001-3117/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3117%22%5D)

“because you cannot apprehend the desire realm's intrinsic nature.”

36.20 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818235#UT22084-029-001-3127/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3127%22%5D)

“Lord, purity does not know”

36.21 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818236#UT22084-029-001-3129/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3129%22%5D)

“Because dharmas are inanimate material”—

36.22 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818237#UT22084-029-001-3131/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3131%22%5D)

“Lord, purity does not know form.”
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, 
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred 
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818238#UT22084-029-001-13423/%5Bdata-
quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-13423%22%5D)

“Because it is empty of its own mark”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, 
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred 
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818239#UT22084-029-001-3143/%5Bdata-
quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3143%22%5D)

“Lord, the perfection of wisdom does not help nor does it hinder the 
knowledge of all aspects,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, 
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred 
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818240#UT22084-029-001-13424/%5Bdata-
quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-13424%22%5D)

“extremely pure.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, 
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred 
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818241#UT22084-029-001-3145/%5Bdata-
quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3145%22%5D)

“because of the establishment of the dharma-constituent.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, 
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred 
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Lord, the purity that is the perfection of wisdom does not assist any dharma,”

36.34 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, form is pure because self is pure”

“because it is extremely pure, Subhūti.”

36.47 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Because knowledge is not found and is not discarded, Subhūti.”

36.48 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Nonduality and purity”—

36.50 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“the unlimited,"

“because form is unlimited.”

36.51

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“because of the emptiness of what transcends limits and the emptiness of no beginning and no end, Subhūti.”

36.56

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Lord, why is such a realization as that the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings?”

“Because it is the knowledge of path aspects, Subhūti.”

36.57

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Lord, you cannot apprehend the perfection of wisdom of bodhisattva great beings on this side, on the farther side, or on neither.”

“Because it is extremely pure,” said the Lord.
Because of the sameness of the three time periods, Subhūti—

“they are attached to a name and attached to a causal sign,”

“Subhūti, even though all dharmas are without causal signs and without names”

“those who are attached and not attached.”

“Lord, such an excellent exposition and excellent definitive teaching of this perfection of wisdom… to bodhisattva great beings is amazing”—

“When… they perceive that form is ‘empty,’ they are attached”
“Not perceive form as ‘form’”—

“Not perceive… dharmas as… ‘dharmas’”—

“Kauśika, it is because the basic nature of form cannot be dedicated”

“Subhūti, I will teach you other sorts of attachment even more subtle than those”

“Lord, the perfection of wisdom is deep.”

“Subhūti, it is because all dharmas are isolated in their basic nature.”
"The perfection of wisdom… is unmade and does not cause anything to come into being."

"The basic nature of a dharma is not two; it is simply one."

"is not a basic nature."

"is unmade."

"has not caused anything to come into being"

"Nobody has seen, heard, thought about, been conscious of, or fully awakened to the perfection of wisdom,"

"2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines."

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

(commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818270#UT22084-029-001-3221/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3221%22%5D)
“The perfection of wisdom is inconceivable”

“it is not known through form”

37.2 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818272#UT22084-029-001-3225/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3225%22%5D)

“is the nonapprehender of all dharmas.”

37.3 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818273#UT22084-029-001-3226/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3226%22%5D)

“How do [they]… practice the perfection of wisdom?”

37.4 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818274#UT22084-029-001-3227/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3227%22%5D)

“if they do not practice form,”

37.7 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818275#UT22084-029-001-3230/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3230%22%5D)

“‘form is completed’ or ‘not completed,’”
37.11 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

— "Form is not attached’’

37.14 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

— “they do not perceive ‘form is not attached.’’

37.34 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

— “They do not falsely project form”

— “do not falsely project form as ‘mine’ “

— “do not falsely project anything onto form”

— “do not falsely project a causal sign of form”

37.36 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

— “the thousand buddhas”
“Maitreyā”

“Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is pure because form is pure.”

“form is pure,”

“Subhūti, form… is unproduced and unceasing, without defilement and without purification.”

“Because space is pure”—
“pure… untainted… cannot be grasped… does not say anything… does not converse about anything… cannot be apprehended”—

37.52 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, 
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Because space does not say anything”—

37.54 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, 
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“just like the two sounds of an echo, as an analogy,”

37.55 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, 
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Because space does not converse about anything”

37.60 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, 
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Subhūti, … because form is extremely pure, cannot be apprehended, is unproduced and unceasing, and without defilement and without purification”—

37.61

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818293%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3295%22%5D)

“pure”

37.63

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818294%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3297%22%5D)

“will not contract diseases of the eye,“

37.68

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818295%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3303%22%5D)

“In the perfection of wisdom there is no dharma that is produced or ceases, is defiled or purified, or is appropriated or rejected at all”

37.70

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818297%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3305%22%5D)

“a great jewel”
“Thus, do not form a notion, and thus do not conceive”—

“Subhūti, this perfection of wisdom does not establish any dharma, or teach it.”

“Subhūti, whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise”

“the wheel of Dharma.”
“Subhūti… it is not a second turning of the wheel of Dharma and it is not a first turning either.”

37.78 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“has not been made available in order to turn or not turn any Dharma”

“Given the emptiness that is the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature”

37.80 7 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“The perfection of wisdom is a great perfection,”

“all dharmas are empty of the intrinsic nature of all dharmas.”

“but still, bodhisattva great beings abiding in this perfection of wisdom fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening without fully awakening to any dharma at all.”

“will turn the wheel of the Dharma but will not turn or not turn any Dharma.”

“will not see any Dharma at all, and will not not see any Dharma at all either.”

“because a Dharma that will be turned or will not be turned cannot be apprehended.”
“emptiness does not turn it, nor does it not turn it. The signless and the
wishless also do not turn it, nor do they not turn it.”

“therefore, this teaching of the perfection of wisdom, this illumination,”
“is the teaching of the perfection of wisdom that is perfectly pure:”
“nobody teaches that teaching of the perfection of wisdom.”
“and nobody receives it.”
“nobody has directly realized it.”
“nobody has entered into nirvāṇa either. And in this Dharma teaching
there is also nobody who becomes worthy of offerings.”

“Because space is a nonexistent thing, Subhūti”—

“Because all dharmas are equally nonapprehendable, Subhūti”—
“Because of not having a name and body”—

“Because the movement of breath in and out is unfindable”—

“Because applied and sustained thought is unfindable”—

“Because the feeling, perception, volitional factors, and consciousness aggregates are unfindable.”
“Because all phenomena do not go away.”

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Because all dharmas cannot be seized.”

“is not stolen.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Because all dharmas have come to an end in extreme purity.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Because all dharmas do not arise and do not stop.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Because death and rebirth are unfindable.”

38.16 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818329#UT22084-029-001-3354/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3354%22%5D)

“Because all dharmas are indestructible in their nature.”

38.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818330#UT22084-029-001-3356/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3356%22%5D)

“Because a dream that has been seen cannot be apprehended.”

38.24 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818331#UT22084-029-001-3371/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3371%22%5D)

“This is a perfection without purification… because the presence of defilement cannot be apprehended.”

38.25 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818332#UT22084-029-001-3373/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3373%22%5D)

“This is a perfection that does not stand… because all phenomena cannot be apprehended.”
38.30 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818333#UT22084-029-001-3383/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3383%22%5D)

“Because it is a full awakening to all dharmas as unmistaken suchness.”

38.33 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818334#UT22084-029-001-3389/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3389%22%5D)

“Because the causal sign of greed cannot be apprehended.”

38.34 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818335#UT22084-029-001-3391/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3391%22%5D)

“Because hate is not real.”

38.38 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818336#UT22084-029-001-3400/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3400%22%5D)

“This perfection of wisdom is a perfection that is not a means of measurement… because all phenomena do not fully arise.”

38.40 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Because all phenomena are distinct.

Because the measure of all phenomena cannot be apprehended.

Because all phenomena are without attachment like space.

This... is an impermanent perfection.

Because all phenomena are not suitable to be clung to.
This… is a selfless perfection… because all phenomena are not settled down on.

This… is a perfection of the empty… because an intrinsic nature of all phenomena cannot be apprehended.

Because all phenomena have no causal sign.

Because the emptiness of emptiness cannot be apprehended.
“The great emptiness cannot be apprehended.”

“This… is a perfection that is the emptiness of a basic nature… because compounded and uncompounded dharmas cannot be apprehended.”

“This… is a perfection that is giving… because miserliness cannot be apprehended.”

“This… is a perfection that is the ten powers… because all the aspects of all dharmas cannot be apprehended.”
“Because the knowledge of path aspects is not cowed.”

“a perfection that is fearlessness.”

“Because knowledge is totally unattached and unimpeded.”

“a perfection that is detailed and thorough knowledge.”

“Because it has gone beyond all śrāvaka and pratyekabuddha attributes.”

“a perfection that is the… attributes of a buddha.”
“This… is a perfection that is self-originated… because it is in control of all dharmas.”

39.8 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818360#UT22084-029-001-3527/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3527%22%5D)

“When practicing the perfection of wisdom [they] do not stand in form, and when they do not stand in form they practice the yoga of form.”

39.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818361#UT22084-029-001-3530/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3530%22%5D)

“Furthermore, Kauśika, they do not practice the yoga of a bodhisattva’s form, and thus not practicing the yoga of form like that, they practice the yoga of form.”

39.11 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818362#UT22084-029-001-3532/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3532%22%5D)

“Do not apprehend form as past,“

39.47 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818364#UT22084-029-001-3581/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3581%22%5D)

“the meditation on the perfection of wisdom… is completed”—
“the meditation on the perfection of wisdom… is completed.”

“do not mentally construct and do not conceive of form, do not mentally construct and do not conceive of a causal sign of form, and do not mentally construct and do not conceive of an intrinsic nature of form.”

“Lord, the perfection of wisdom is an aggregate of the purity of all dharmas”

“Lord, that… would not give rise to many hindrances would be amazing.”
“During the last of the ‘five hundreds’”—

“When it takes a really long time to have the confidence to speak”

“when the confidence to speak happens too fast,”

“yawning”
“laughing”—

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818377#UT22084-029-001-3661/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3661%22%5D)

“While if they yawn while… taking it up”—

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818376#UT22084-029-001-3665/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3665%22%5D)

“Attached to each other as friends”—

3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818378#UT22084-029-001-3674/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3674%22%5D)

“As many thoughts as they have to leave, they appropriate that many eons of practice.”

“Those… would reject the root of the tree of the knowledge of all aspects.”

“the branches, petals, and leaves”

3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818381#UT22084-029-001-3677/%5Bdata-
"a dog might spurn"

"food"

"food from a servant"

40.33 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818384#UT22084-029-001-3679/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3679%22%5D)

"somebody finds an elephant,"

‘the track’

40.35 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818386#UT22084-029-001-3682/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3682%22%5D)

"the hoofprint left by a bull,"

40.37 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818387#UT22084-029-001-3685/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3685%22%5D)

"contractor who wants to build a Vaijayanta palace"

"celestial mansion circle,"

40.44 9 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom does not give confidence to speak”

“is inconceivable”

“is without production and without cessation”

“is without defilement and without purification”

“is without distraction”

“is not something that can be spoken out loud”

“is not part of a conversation”

“is not something that can be talked about”

“cannot be apprehended”

40.47 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“form the notion ‘this deep perfection of wisdom is not an existent thing,’ Subhūti, they should know that this too is the work of Māra.”

40.48 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“The perfection of wisdom is without letters,”
42.5 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818401#UT22084-029-001-3775/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3775%22%5D)

“Reveals this world”—

42.6 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818400#UT22084-029-001-3776/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3776%22%5D)

“Subhūti… this deep perfection of wisdom gives birth to a tathāgata’s ten powers,”

42.7 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818402#UT22084-029-001-3777/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3777%22%5D)

“Subhūti, the Tathāgata has said that the five aggregates are the world… the perfection of wisdom does not reveal those five aggregates as being destroyed, nor does it reveal them as being really destroyed.”

42.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818403#UT22084-029-001-3783/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3783%22%5D)

“If even this very perfection of wisdom does not exist and is not apprehended in this deep perfection of wisdom, how could form ever exist or be apprehended?”
“Subhûti, the tathāgatas know those collected thoughts and distracted thoughts of those beings for what they are through the true nature of dharmas.”

“How do they know those collected thoughts and distracted thoughts?”

“inexhaustible… free from greed… cessation,”

“an abandonment,“

“isolated“

“know a greedy thought… for what it is, a greedy thought,”
“Subhūti, a mind that is greedy is not a mind as it really is,”

42.18

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818412#UT22084-029-001-3791/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3791%22%22)

― free from hatred… and free from a confusion."

42.19

9 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818413#UT22084-029-001-3792/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3792%22%22)

― An inclusive thought… as an inclusive thought”

― “Subhūti, here the tathāgatas know that a thought of those… beings is not inclusive, … that a thought is not constricted,”

― “increases,”

― “is reduced”;

― “pervades,”

― “does not pervade.”

― “know, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom,”

― “an inclusive thought as an inclusive thought,”

― “for what it is,”

42.20

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818422#UT22084-029-001-3793/5Bdata-
“that has become great.”

“Subhūti, here the tathāgatas view a thought of other beings or other persons as not coming, as not going, as not lasting, as not arising, and as not stopping,”

42.21 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818424#UT22084-029-001-3794/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3794%22%5D)

“Immeasurable thought”

“view that thought of… beings… as not there, as not interrupted, as not fixed, and as not not fixed,”

“know an immeasurable thought… for what it is.”

42.22 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818427#UT22084-029-001-3796/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3796%22%5D)

 “[They] view that thought… as without a mark and separated from an intrinsic nature.”

“a thought… that does not show itself.”

42.23 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818429#UT22084-029-001-3797/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3797%22%5D)

“Those thoughts… are not even visible to the five eyes”—
“an invisible thought.”

“Thoughts that are clear, dull, abridged, and expanded”—

“for what they are.”

“Based on form”

“Refers to form”

“Connect this in the same way also with”

“feeling”

“Furthermore, Subhūti, thanks to this deep perfection of wisdom the tathāgatas know form. How do they know form? They know it just as they know suchness—without distortion, without conceptualization,”

“without a causal sign,“

“without effort,”
“without thought construction,"

“and without apprehending anything,”

42.30 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“therefore, Subhūti, the suchness of thoughts… that are clear, dull, abridged, and expanded is the suchness of the aggregates, constituents, sense fields, dependent origination,”

43.2 12 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Gods, this perfection of wisdom is deep because it is marked by emptiness.”

“marked by signlessness.”

“marked by wishlessness.”

“marked by the absence of production and stopping”

“marked by the absence of defilement and the absence of purification.”

“marked by the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature.”

“marked by the absence of a foundation.”

“marked by the absence of annihilation and of going on and on forever.”

“marked by the absence of unity and the absence of difference”
“marked by the absence of coming and absence of going”

“marked by space.”

“the Tathāgata uses the conventional label as an ordinary conventional term, but not as an ultimate one”

43.3 9 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818456#UT22084-029-001-3814/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3814%22%5D)

“Gods, the world with its gods and humans cannot alter those marks”

“Gods, a mark does not make a mark into something else”

“A mark does not know a mark.”

“A mark does not know the absence of a mark.”

“The absence of a mark does not know a mark.”

“And the absence of a mark does not know the absence of a mark.”

“Therefore that mark, and that absence of a mark, and also both, do not have… the intrinsic nature of that which might cause knowing.”

“Who might know”

“To whom it might be made known”

43.4 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818465#UT22084-029-001-3815/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3815%22%5D)

“Gods, those marks are not occasioned by form,”
“Because all marks have no mark”—

43.7 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818467#UT22084-029-001-3818/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3818%22%5D)

“Whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise,”

“The element of marks simply remains as it really is, the element of no marks. A tathāgata has perfectly and fully awakened to that.”

“Therefore a tathāgata is called a ‘tathāgata.’”

43.9 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818470#UT22084-029-001-3820/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3820%22%5D)

“The Tathāgata has given an exposition of all marks by giving an exposition of the perfection of wisdom”

“Having fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening… [he] has differentiated all the marks”

43.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818472#UT22084-029-001-3821/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3821%22%5D)

“The mark of form is something that can show itself,”

43.13 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“have appreciation and a feeling of gratitude”

43.14
4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Fully awakened to all dharmas as not done and not changed”—

“Because there is no body”—

“the Tathāgata’s cognizance of what has not been done, and acknowledgment of what has not been done.”

“Furthermore, Subhūti, thanks to the perfection of wisdom, on account of the force of ultimately not originating, the unmade transcendental knowledge has engaged with all dharmas.”

43.16
3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Lord, when all dharmas are not producers and are not seers”

“the perfection of wisdom gives birth”;

“reveals the world.”

43.17
2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!”

“because all dharmas are empty, ring hollow, are in vain… are not producers and are not revealers,”

43.19 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818483#UT22084-029-001-3837/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3837%22%5D)

“It reveals it, moreover, because form is not seen.”

43.21 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818484#UT22084-029-001-3839/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3839%22%5D)

“Subhūti, when a consciousness with form as objective support does not arise”—

“it reveals”

43.25 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818486#UT22084-029-001-3845/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3845%22%5D)

“Reveals… [that the world] is inconceivable”—

43.37 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818487#UT22084-029-001-3858/%5Bdata-
“Subhūti, form is inconceivable, incomparable, immeasurable, uncountable, and equal to the unequaled because it does not appear.”

“all mental and mental factor dharmas are not apprehended”

44.2 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

44.3 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

44.7 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

44.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)
“That knowledge and abandonment of faith-followers, dharma-followers, up to worthy ones, and pratyekabuddhas, is the forbearance of bodhisattvas who have gained forbearance for the nonproduction of all dharmas”

44.13 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818493#UT22084-029-001-3888/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3888%22%5D)

“Before they had gone very far disappeared”

44.14 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818494#UT22084-029-001-3889/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3889%22%5D)

“Where did they die, Lord, the bodhisattva great beings who have taken birth here and believe in this deep perfection of wisdom the moment they hear it?”

44.15 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818495#UT22084-029-001-3890/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3890%22%5D)

“have died a human and taken birth as a human”

44.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818496#UT22084-029-001-3892/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3892%22%5D)
“having died in other buddhafields, take birth”

44.18 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818497#UT22084-029-001-3893/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3893%22%5D)

“have died among the Tuṣita gods and taken birth here”

44.19 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818498#UT22084-029-001-3894/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3894%22%5D)

“heard or asked about it in the past [and] have taken birth here,”

44.22 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818499#UT22084-029-001-3897/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3897%22%5D)

“get robbed”

44.23 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818500#UT22084-029-001-3898/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3898%22%5D)

“the Śrāvaka and the Pratyekabuddha”

45.1 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“the boat on the ocean,”

45.2 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the pot,”

45.4 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the ship”

45.6 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the very old man”

45.11 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“They do not falsely project ‘I am moral, this is morality, this is immorality.’”

45.14

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818506#UT22084-029-001-3917/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3917%22/5D

“It is because the perfection of giving has gone to the near shore.”

45.15

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818505#UT22084-029-001-3918/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3918%22/5D

“reach unsurpassed, complete awakening.”

45.17

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818507#UT22084-029-001-3920/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3920%22/5D

“knows the near shore and knows the farther shore.”

46.1

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818508#UT22084-029-001-3925/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3925%22/5D

“Lord, how should bodhisattva great beings beginning the work train in the perfection of wisdom?”
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818509#UT22084-029-001-3926/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3926%22%5D)

“should attend on spiritual friends.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818510#UT22084-029-001-3929/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3929%22%5D)

“You should not hold as an absolute,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818511#UT22084-029-001-3932/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3932%22%5D)

“you should not produce a longing for form”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818512#UT22084-029-001-3933/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3933%22%5D)

“Lord, those bodhisattvas who want unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, even while all phenomena are empty of their own marks, are doers of the difficult.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“‘May I for the world’s benefit and happiness… become the protector… refuge… resting place… final ally… island… leader and… support. May I become the benefit and happiness of the world: its protector, refuge, resting place, final ally, island, leader, and support,”

46.12 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Lord, how are all phenomena not mingled?”

“The nonconnection… the nonproduction… the noncessation,”

46.13 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“The farther shore of form is not form.”

“Subhūti, as form really is, so too are all dharmas.”

46.14 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Will not bodhisattva great beings have indeed fully awakened to the knowledge of all aspects?”
“Lord, on the farther shore of form there is no thought construction whatsoever.”

46.17 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818520#UT22084-029-001-3950%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3950%22%5D)

“Form is delimited by a past and a future.”

“Subhūti, that delimitation of all phenomena by a past and a future... is calm, it is sublime.”

46.21 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818522#UT22084-029-001-3955%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3955%22%5D)

“Form has space as its way of being.”

“The emptiness of form does not go and does not come”

46.22 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818524#UT22084-029-001-3956%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-3956%22%5D)

“Subhūti, all phenomena have emptiness as their way of being”

“Because they do not pass beyond that way of being”

46.29 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“have the unborn and unreal as their way of being”—

46.30

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, all phenomena have the limitless”—

“boundless.”

46.31

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“have the absence of being taken away from and the absence of being added to as their way of being.”

46.32

3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“have not going and not coming as their way of being.”

“have not bringing in and not sending out as their way of being.”

“have not joining, not not joining, not mingling, and not not mingling as their way of being.”
“In their intrinsic nature they are isolated from the elimination of greed,”

“the tokens of greed”

“that armor is not spliced with form.”

“absolutely do not exist,”

“Lord, bodhisattva great beings have not buckled on armor for the sake of only a partial number of beings.”

“It is not something that somebody has to meditate on,”
“It is not something that has to be meditated on somewhere,”

“It is not something that has to be meditated on somehow,”

47.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818541#UT22084-029-001-4000/%5Bdata-
quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4000%22%5D)

“the disintegration of meditation”

47.20 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818542#UT22084-029-001-4003/%5Bdata-
quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4003%22%5D)

“Subhūti, you should look closely at a bodhisattva great being in this deep perfection of wisdom irreversible from progress toward awakening.”

“Is the bodhisattva great being not attached to this deep perfection of wisdom?”

“the perfection of giving,”

“the knowledge of all aspects.”

“what others have said”

47.21 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818549#UT22084-029-001-4004/%5Bdata-
quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4004%22%5D)

“not separated from”
“do not tremble,”

delight in"

take it up, and bear it in mind.”

47.24 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Replay this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818553#UT22084-029-001-4007/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4007%22%5D)

“Should think carefully about this deep perfection of wisdom”—

47.26 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Replay this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818554#UT22084-029-001-4009/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4009%22%5D)

“with a mindstream inclined to emptiness, tending to emptiness, and heading to emptiness.”

47.27 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Replay this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818555#UT22084-029-001-4010/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4010%22%5D)

“emptiness, signlessness, wishlessness, the unproduced, the unceasing, the absence of defilement, the absence of purification,”

47.28 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Replay this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
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The elder Subhūti inquired, “Lord, do they also think about form?”

47.29 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

The Lord said, “Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings do not think about form, “form, feeling, “the knowledge of all aspects, Nobody has made the knowledge of all aspects, nobody has made it change. It has not come from anywhere, and is not going anywhere, “number,”

47.30 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the gods,” “Lord… this deep perfection of wisdom,”

48.1 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

48.4 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Here where the habitual idea of two does not exist is the deep state of dharmas.”

“Because space is deep,”

48.6 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“This doctrine is not taught so form will be taken up or will not be taken up.”

48.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“This doctrine is not obstructed by form,”

48.15 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“takes after the Lord.”

48.16 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Just that suchness of the Tathāgata is the suchness of all dharmas, and that suchness of all dharmas is the suchness of Subhūti.”

48.17 7 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“The suchness of the Tathāgata is established”

“Is unchanging and undifferentiated”—

“Is not obstructed by anything”—

“there is nothing of which that suchness is not the suchness.”

“And it is never not suchness”—

“is not two”

“and cannot be divided into two”

48.18 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Just as the suchness of the Tathāgata is not broken apart, is not different, and cannot be apprehended, so too the suchness of all dharmas is not broken apart, is not different, and cannot be apprehended. Similarly, the suchness of the elder Subhūti is not broken apart, is not different, and cannot be apprehended either.”
48.19
3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“The suchness of the Tathāgata is not other than the suchness of all phenomena, and what is not other than the suchness of all phenomena is never not suchness. It is always suchness. The suchness of the elder Subhūti is like that. Therefore, since it is not something else, even though the elder Subhūti takes after the Tathāgata he does not take after him in anything.”

“Just as the suchness of the Tathāgata is not past, is not future, and is not present,”

“Therefore, [he]… ‘takes after the Tathāgata.’”

48.20
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Gods, here you should know the suchness of the Tathāgata that is the same, through the suchness of the past that is the same.”

48.23
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Gods, thanks to this perfect suchness the Tathāgata… gets to be called Tathāgata.”

48.24
2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Shook in six ways”—

“quaked… shook… stirred… resounded… roared… and was disturbed.”

48.26 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Does not take after form, does not take after anything other than form”—

“the suchness of form,”

“other than the suchness of form,”

48.27 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, suchness, unmistaken suchness, unaltered suchness are deep,”

“true nature of dharmas, dharma-constituent, and establishment of dharmas”—

“the certification of dharmas, the very limit of reality, and the inconceivable element”—

“In them you cannot apprehend form, you cannot apprehend the suchness of form.”
Sixty bodhisattvas lacking in what is necessary stopped taking hold of anything and their minds were freed from contamination.

“did not enter into secure state,”

“emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness... separated from skillful means... become śrāvakas,”

“Lord,” said the elder Śāriputra, “the way I understand the meaning of what you, Lord, have said,”

“Starting from the production of the first thought”
“Gods! Even though I have fully awakened to all dharmas in all their aspects, still I did not apprehend any dharma that might fully awaken, or through which I might fully awaken, or any dharma I might awaken to.”

“And why? Gods, it is because all dharmas are absolutely pure.”

“Lord… full awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is not hard.”

“must be hard”

“If bodhisattva great beings do not believe that dharmas are like space, but still,”

“it would not be hard.”
“Venerable Śāriputra, what do you think, does form turn back from unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“according to the way things are in the elder Subhūti’s teaching,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Venerable Śāriputra, do you accept in suchness there are three bodhisattvas?”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“one… or two… or three”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Lord, how should bodhisattva great beings who want to go forth to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening stand?”

“I must produce a balanced thought toward all beings,”

“I must focus on all beings with the thought they are kinsmen, and blood relatives.”

“I must also stop killing,”

“I should not actualize the very limit of reality,’”

“the good doctrine lasts, welcoming it.”
Form will be without obscuration

Even in the past… did not seize form.

and why?

Because even that form that has not been seized, Subhūti, is not form.

in regard to those suchnesses, they have no doubt at all that they are not each separate and both.

All dharmas are without attributes, without tokens, and without signs

All dharmas are without attributes, without tokens, and without signs.
“Lord, if all dharmas are without attributes,”

49.6 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. 
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818623#UT22084-029-001-4152/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4152%22%5D)

“Subhūti… bodhisattva great beings who have turned away from form,”

49.7 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. 
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818624#UT22084-029-001-4153/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4153%22%5D)

“Know what needs to be known”—

“see what needs to be seen”—

“They do not hold that a spectacle or an auspicious sign makes for cleanliness.”

51.7 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. 
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?

commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818904#UT22084-029-001-4249/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4249%22%5D)

“Subhūti, form is deep,”

“why is form deep?”

“Subhūti… just as the suchness of form is deep, so too is form deep,”

51.8 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Lord, what is the suchness of form like?”

51.9

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, there is no form in the suchness of form, and there is no suchness of form other than form. The suchness of form is like that.”

51.10

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Made to turn back from form, and nirvāṇa has been pointed out”—

51.17

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“fill up as many world systems as there are sand particles in the Gaṅgā River with the wholesome roots appropriated in a single day … it still would not approach what remains of those wholesome roots even by one hundredth part”

51.22

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“If… separated from the perfection of wisdom [that bodhisattva] were to… cultivate wisdom”

51.23 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“this perfection of wisdom is the mother of the bodhisattvas”

51.32 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Lord, the Lord has said, ‘Whatever merit has been accumulated, it is all imaginary,’ so how will a son of a good family or daughter of a good family make a lot of merit?”

“What has been accumulated does not exist,”

“They will not be able to enter into the right view and the secure state of a bodhisattva,”

51.33 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“What [they]… have accumulated appears as just empty, appears as just in vain,”
“just ringing hollow?”
“are inseparable from the perfection of wisdom... to that extent they make infinite, incalculable merit.”

51.34
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818919#UT22084-029-001-4285/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4285%22%5D)

“What are the specific features...?”

51.35
4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818920#UT22084-029-001-4286/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4286%22%5D)

“Subhūti, the incalculable is that which has no enumeration.”

“the infinite”

“the immeasurable”

“A calculable element or an incalculable element”

51.39
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818925#UT22084-029-001-4290/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4290%22%5D)

“Form is also empty so it is infinite, incalculable, and immeasurable.”

51.43
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
an exposition in harmony with what causes a tathāgata’s teaching.

51.44 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Lord, all phenomena are simply inexpressible?”

51.46 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Lord, does an inexpressible reality know increase or decrease?”

51.47 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“the knowledge of all aspects come with the good fortune of fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”

51.48 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“the knowledge of all aspects come with the good fortune of fully awakening to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?”
they will make a dedication just like unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Lord, what is unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening?

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

[They] should practice the perfection of wisdom like that, by way of no increase or decrease

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Lord, do bodhisattva great beings fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening because of the first production of the thought, or do they fully awaken to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening because of a later production of the thought?”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“the illustration of an oil lamp”

10 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
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“The Śuklavipaśyanā level

“the Gotra level”

“the Aṣṭamaka level”

“the Darśana level”

“the Tanū level”

“the Vītarāga level”

“the Kṛtāvin level”

“the Pratyekabuddha level”

“the Bodhisattva level”

“the Buddha level”

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
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“Will that thought which has stopped be produced again?”

“What has stopped will not be produced. What has been produced is subject to stopping. What is subject to stopping will not stop. It will remain just as suchness does. It will not be unmoved.”
“Subhūti, what do you think, is that thought also suchness?”

“It is not, Lord,”

“Is that thought other than suchness?”

“It is not, Lord,”

“Is thought in suchness?”

“They are not, Lord,”
“Does suchness see suchness?”

“It does not, Lord,”

“Lord, someone practicing like that is not practicing anything at all”

“They practice in the ultimate where there are no habitual dualistic ideas.”

“When does the perception of a causal sign disintegrated because of them?”

“They do not, Lord,”
“[They] bring beings to maturity with those... meditative stabilizations,“

“When [they]... have become absorbed in the three meditative stabilizations on emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness in a dream, do they improve on account of the perfection of wisdom?”

“Venerable Śāriputra, if they improve on account of having meditated during the day, they improve in a dream like that as well?”

“Venerable Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings have made some karma in a dream is there an accumulation or diminution in their karma?”
“The Lord has said that all phenomena are like a dream, so there is no accumulation or diminution there,"

“you cannot apprehend any phenomenon in a dream that is accumulated or diminished.”

“If it is thought about in a certain way, on waking there is an accumulation or reduction in one’s karma.”

“Venerable Śāriputra, what would you say about the karma of someone who committed a murder during the day, and someone who dreamed about committing the murder and on waking thought, ‘I killed him. It is excellent that I killed him?’”
“Venerable Subhūti, karma does not happen without an objective support; intention does not happen without an objective support.”

52.8 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818969#UT22084-029-001-4365/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4365%22%5D)

“exactly so!”

“The intellect engages with the seen, the heard, the thought—something one has been aware of; the intellect does not engage with the unseen, the unheard, the unthought—a thing of which one has not been conscious. There, one intellectual act gets hold of defilement. Another intellectual act gets hold of purification.”

52.9 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818971#UT22084-029-001-4366/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4366%22%5D)

“Venerable Subhūti, the Lord has said ‘all karma is isolated and all intention is isolated.’ ”

52.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42818972#UT22084-029-001-4368/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4368%22%5D)

“Venerable Śāriputra, ordinary beings, having made a causal sign, pile up karmas.”

52.11 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Venerable Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings in a dream give gifts,”

“cultivate wisdom,”

52.12 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Venerable Śāriputra, you should ask this of Maitreya the bodhisattva, the great being,”

52.14 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Venerable monk Śāriputra, what do you think, will this—the designation ‘Maitreya the bodhisattva great being’—respond with the answer; or will form respond with the answer,”

“all dharmas are not two and cannot be divided into two,”

52.15 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Son of a good family, have you had direct witness of those dharmas in the way you have explained them to be?”
52.16 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“I do not directly witness those dharmas in the way I have explained them to be.”

52.18 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Do you see that dharma on account of which you come to be known as a worthy one?”

“Lord, I do not.”

52.21 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings complete the perfection of wisdom?”

542 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“should understand analytically ‘...empty.’”
“one way or the other, when they understand this analytically, such an analytical understanding should be without mental distraction.”

“without mental distraction they do not see the phenomenon that is the phenomenon to be actualized, and,”

“not seeing that phenomenon they do not actualize it,”

“they see [they]… are not joined and are not disjoined.”

54.3 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“How do bodhisattva great beings stand in emptiness but not actualize emptiness?”

54.4 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“They remain with the dharmas on the side of awakening, understanding that it is thus the time for mastery, and it is not the time for actualization.”

“Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings contemplate emptiness furnished with the best of all aspects, they do not contemplate that they should actualize it; rather, they contemplate that they should master it. They contemplate that it is not the time it should be actualized, but rather it is the time it should be mastered. When not in actual meditative equipoise, bodhisattva great beings attach their minds to an objective support and without letting the dharmas on the side of awakening lessen, in the meantime do not actualize the extinction of outflows,”
“Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings contemplate emptiness furnished with the best of all aspects, they do not contemplate that they should actualize it.”

“They contemplate that it is not the time it should be actualized, but rather it is the time it should be mastered.”

“When not in actual meditative equipoise... [they] attach their minds to an objective support”

54.5 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
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“it is the time for the perfection of giving.”

54.12 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
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“Lord, it is amazing! Sugata, it is amazing!”

54.13 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
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“Subhūti, it is because the bodhisattva great beings do not forsake all beings,”

“I will not forsake these ignorant beings, these beings who are deceived because they perceive doctrines that are not good as good.”
“Śatakratu, Brahmā, a world protector,”

emptiness… signlessness… wishlessness… not occasioning anything, nonproduction, and the absence of an existent thing,”

“are not like irreversible bodhisattvas who… have stepped onto the irreversible level.”

“having achieved mastery”

“passing beyond the Tanū level,”

“Would there then, Lord, be ways in which [they] would be irreversible from awakening?”
“Levels that they have cleansed or levels that they are cleansing do not appear.”

“bodhisattvas who practice for awakening are many,”

“Whether they are levels that have been cleansed or whether they are levels that have not been cleansed”

54.26 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819003#UT22084-029-001-4466/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4466%22%5D)

“Those bodhisattva great beings… are few”

55.21 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817492#UT22084-029-001-4497/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4497%22%5D)

“Subhūti … these bodhisattva great beings who are dwelling isolated from attention connected with śrāvakas … and pratyekabuddhas … Subhūti, I have endorsed that as the bodhisattva great beings’ isolation … If bodhisattva great beings live day and night in this isolation they truly live in isolation.”

55.22 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42817493#UT22084-029-001-4498/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4498%22%5D)

“If they live in jungle, upland forest, and frontier retreats, they live…”
55.34 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

"Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is like space, unimpeded."

"Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is without a mark. The perfection of wisdom’s mark does not exist at all"

55.36 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

"Subhūti... all phenomena are isolated from an intrinsic nature, all phenomena are empty of an intrinsic nature."

55.37 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

"Lord, if all phenomena are isolated from all phenomena, and if all phenomena are empty of all phenomena, Lord, how could there be the defilement and purification of beings?"

55.38 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

"Lord, if all phenomena are isolated from all phenomena, and if all phenomena are empty of all phenomena, Lord, how could there be the defilement and purification of beings?"
“What do you think, Subhūti, do beings go on grasping at ‘I’ and grasping at ‘mine’ for a long time?”

55.44 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819011%20%23%20UT22084-029-001-4527%20%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4527%22%5D) "do not practice"

“in form”

55.52 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819013%20%23%20UT22084-029-001-4538%20%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4538%22%5D) “a precious jewel”

55.53 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819014%20%23%20UT22084-029-001-4539%20%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4539%22%5D) “Lord, given that all attention is separated from an intrinsic nature, that all attention is empty of an intrinsic nature”

“never separated from attention to the knowledge of all aspects,”

“knowledge of all aspects, or attention, or bodhisattva.”

55.54 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Subhūti, if bodhisattva great beings know this,”

“The perfection of wisdom is empty of an intrinsic nature”—

“It has no increase and it has no decline.”

55.55 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, given that the perfection of wisdom is separated from an intrinsic nature and empty of an intrinsic nature”

55.56 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom is not one and it is not two either.”

55.57 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, is it the emptiness of the perfection of wisdom, its state of ringing hollow, being in vain, being a fraud, and being pointless, that practices the perfection of wisdom?”
“production or stopping”

“Lord, is the bodhisattvas’ unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening prophesied because there will be a production of all the dharmas?”

“the nonproduction of all the dharmas?”

“What do you think, Subhūti, do you see that dharma, the dharma of which unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening is being prophesied?”
56.1 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819027#UT22084-029-001-4581/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4581%22%5D)

“Lord, this perfection of wisdom is deep,”

58.5 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819028#UT22084-029-001-4656/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4656%22%5D)

“One way or the other they should turn it over... in such a way that there is no notion of duality and no notion of nonduality.”

58.8 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819029#UT22084-029-001-4659/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4659%22%5D)

“And one way or the other they should turn it over in such a way that awakening will not be in that thought, nor in another thought either.”

58.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819030#UT22084-029-001-4662/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4662%22%5D)

“Subhūti, what do you think, do you see that thought that is like an illusion?”
58.14 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“The dharma that is extremely isolated will not be existent or nonexistent.”

“Lord, it is because all those dharmas that are defiled or purified do not exist and are not apprehended.”

“And a dharma that is extremely isolated is not something you cultivate and not something you analyze.”

“There is not any dharma that is bringing anything about.”

“Given that it is extremely isolated, how will there be a realization of the isolated by the isolated?”

58.15 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!”

58.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“The way I understand the meaning of what you, Lord, have said, is that bodhisattva great beings are not those who do what is difficult”
“Lord this course of action where nothing is apprehended is the course of action of bodhisattvas.”

“How has this division of cyclic existence into the five forms of life... come about, and how do the categorizations of stream enterer,”

“the desire-to-do”

“in the hells, animal world, and world of Yama, and as a human and god”

“Ah! Those bodhisattva great beings who are practicing this perfection of wisdom make a practice of something really worthwhile.”
“make a practice of something that is not worthwhile!”

“do not apprehend even something not worthwhile, so however could they apprehend something really worthwhile?”

“It is right to bow down to those bodhisattva great beings… who do not actualize these dharmas as being the same”—

“Because space is isolated”—

“Lord, given that no phenomenon is apprehended when they have stood in suchness and practiced for suchness, how will they stand in the knowledge of all aspects?”
“Lord, given that no phenomenon called ‘a tathāgata’s magical creation’ is apprehended at all,”

“Given that even suchness is not apprehended, what need is there to say more about someone who will stand in suchness.”

“exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!”

“And why? Subhūti, it is because whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise,”

“Ānanda, this deep perfection of wisdom is the entrance into all letters, and the entrance into all for which there are no letters. Ānanda, this deep perfection of wisdom is the gateway to all the dhāraṇīs—the dhāraṇī gateways in which bodhisattva great beings should train.”

“Ānanda, this deep perfection of wisdom is the entrance into all letters, and the entrance into all for which there are no letters. Ānanda, this deep perfection of wisdom is the gateway to all the dhāraṇīs—the dhāraṇī gateways in which bodhisattva great beings should train.”
“Subhūti, because form is inexhaustible they will accomplish the perfection of wisdom,”

615

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Through form and space being inexhaustible, Subhūti”—

6240

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Whether the tathāgatas arise or whether they do not arise this true nature of dharmas simply remains.”

6243

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“[They] do not apprehend inner emptiness as ‘inner emptiness’”

“[They] do not apprehend ‘form is empty’ or ‘is not empty,’”

6326

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)
“Lord, if the perfections are not different why is the perfection of wisdom said to be the highest... when it comes to the five perfections?”

63.27
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819059#UT22084-029-001-4910/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4910%22%5D)

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!”

63.28
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819060#UT22084-029-001-4911/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4911%22%5D)

“Sumeru”

63.29
2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819061#UT22084-029-001-4912/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4912%22%5D)

“Lord, given that there is no specific feature or variation in any phenomenon for someone who has entered into reality”

“the most excellent.”

63.30
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819063#UT22084-029-001-4913/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4913%22%5D)

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!”
“best.”

“precious lady”

“The perfection of wisdom does not take hold of or release any dharma.”

“Subhūti, those who do not pay attention to form… do not take hold of form.”
“Subhūti, when bodhisattva great beings do not pay attention to form, up to do not pay attention to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening, then those bodhisattva great beings’ wholesome roots flourish.”

63.46 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Those bodhisattva great beings fall back from the perfection of wisdom.”

63.51 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“All phenomena… have not been taken hold of.”

63.52 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the perfection of wisdom is not separated from the perfection of wisdom”

“how, then, is the perfection of wisdom to be accomplished?”
“[They] do not settle down on form, nor do they settle down on ‘this is form, this is its form,’ ”

“wheel-turning emperor”

“driver”

“Lord, if the perfection of wisdom does not produce and does not stop any phenomenon,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Subhūti, having turned the knowledge of all aspects into an objective
support,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Form is not conjoined and not disjoined.”

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

 “[They] should not work with the idea ‘I will stand in form,’”

“Form is not situated anywhere.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the door of all,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred
Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“the master archer”

63.75
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819083#UT22084-029-001-4974/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4974%22%5D)

“the buddhas… watch over… but they do not apprehend giving, do not apprehend morality, patience… at all.”

63.82
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819084#UT22084-029-001-4981/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4981%22%5D)

“When they know the suchness… they will come to know all dharmas in brief and in detail.”

63.85
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819085#UT22084-029-001-4985/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4985%22%5D)

“Subhūti, the very limit of reality is the limitless.”

63.88
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819086#UT22084-029-001-4990/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-4990%22%5D)
“Subhūti, all dharmas should be known as not conjoined and not disjoined.”

63.97 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819087#UT22084-029-001-5003/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5003%22%5D)

“Skilled in singular words”

“skilled in feminine words”

“skilled in the path that has been cut”

“skilled in the path that has not been cut”

63.101 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819091#UT22084-029-001-5017/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5017%22%5D)

“Subhūti… they should practice the perfection of wisdom through the calmness of form.”

63.102 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819092#UT22084-029-001-5018/5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5018%22%5D)

“They should accomplish the perfection of wisdom by accomplishing a space-like emptiness.”

63.103 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
"They should meditate on the perfection of wisdom by meditating on a space-like emptiness."

63.106 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

"With an unbroken, unseparated stream of connected thoughts one after the other"

63.107 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

"should meditate… in such a way that mind and mental factor dharmas are not set in motion at all"

63.108 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

"who have meditated reach the knowledge of all aspects?"

"no."

63.109 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“Will they without having meditated?”

“no.”

63.110

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Will they, having meditated when they meditated, and without having meditated when they did not meditate?”

63.111

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Will they without having meditated and without having not meditated?”

63.112

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Just as suchness will, Subhūti”—

63.115

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“just as the self element,”

63.119 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Subhūti, the perfection of wisdom cannot be labeled”

63.121 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Subhūti, what do you think, can a being that is a label be apprehended?”

63.124 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Without taking anything away and without adding anything”—

63.125 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“Subhūtī, they should train in those as not produced and not stopping.”

“Without meditating on and without investigating”

“Form as empty of form”—

“If not practicing is the practice of the perfection of wisdom, how then will bodhisattva great beings who are beginning the work practice the perfection of wisdom?”
“bodhisattva great beings beginning the work,”

“starting from the first production of the thought… train in all phenomena as providing no basis for apprehension”

“Lord… does the findable provide a basis for not apprehending?”

“neither does the findable provide a basis for not apprehending.”

“The sameness of the findable and the unfindable is the unfindable.”

“How… will… [they] complete level after level, and how… will they reach the knowledge of all aspects?”
Subhūti… a perfection of wisdom cannot be apprehended,”

“How will [they]… make an investigation into… all these dharmas that are without an intrinsic nature?”

“‘this is form, this is feeling,’”

Subhūti… bodhisattvas… who do it in such a way that they apprehend form… do not make an investigation into dharmas,”

“Lord, if [they]… do not apprehend form,”
“Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings do not practice the perfection of wisdom for the sake of form,”

“unmade, unchanging”

“How is there an arrangement of three vehicles?”

“Subhūti, no arrangement at all can be apprehended in dhammas that are unmade and unchanging”
“As an ordinary convention, but not ultimately, I keep these beings... away from seizing on the unreal.”

63.151 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“But Lord, the tathāgatas stood in the ultimate and fully awakened to unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

“no, Subhūti,”

63.152 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Well then, the tathāgatas stood in a succession of miraculous powers and fully awakened”

63.154 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“but do not stand in the compounded element or the uncompounded element,”

63.158 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Subhūti, there is no distinction… between a tathāgata and a tathāgata’s magical creation,”

“the magical creation does the work,”

63.163  1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“the true nature of dharmas on account of which the magical creation…”

63.167  1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“But has the Lord not complicated the true dharmic nature of all dharmas”

63.168  1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, I have taught… dharmas with words and signs.”

63.170  5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“There is no settling down to do with names and signs.”

“Subhūti, were a name to settle down on a name, or were a sign to settle down on a sign”—

“emptiness would settle down on emptiness,”

“signlessness”

“Subhūti, all dharmas are thus simply mere names.”

63.175 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, all-knowledge belongs to śrāvakas and pratyekabuddhas, the knowledge of path aspects… to bodhisattva great beings, and the knowledge of all aspects… to tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas.”

63.180 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Do bodhisattvas actualize the very limit of reality having stood on a path… or having stood on what is not a bad path?”

63.190 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Subhūti, that one aspect on account of which… [it] is called ‘knowledge of all aspects’ is thus the calm aspect.”

63.192 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819145#UT22084-029-001-5148/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5148%22%5D)

“An abandonment of all residual impression connections”—

63.193 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819146#UT22084-029-001-5149/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5149%22%5D)

“Before reaching the knowledge of all aspects is there an uncompounded abandonment of afflictions?”

63.196 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819147#UT22084-029-001-5154/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5154%22%5D)

“they still do odd things with their bodies and voices. These are not even bad in ordinary persons,”

63.197 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819149#UT22084-029-001-5155/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5155%22%5D)
“Lord, if the path is not an existent thing and nirvāṇa is not an existent thing, why is it taught that ‘this is a stream enterer; this is a once-returner,’”

63.198 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819150#UT22084-029-001-5156/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5156%22%5D)

“Subhūti… all of these are categories of the uncompounded.”

63.199 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819151#UT22084-029-001-5157/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5157%22%5D)

“Lord, does something uncompounded make the categories ‘this is a stream enterer’,”

63.200 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819152#UT22084-029-001-5158/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5158%22%5D)

“Subhūti, the uncompounded does not make categories,”

“Having taken ordinary convention as the authority, they are simply spoken about, even though ultimately there cannot be categories.”

63.201 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42822344#UT22084-029-001-5159/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5159%22%5D)
“Lord, how will there be a later limit of samsāra?”

“those for whom an end is demarcated.”

63.202 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819156#UT22084-029-001-5161/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5161%22%5D)

“Lord, if in all dharma empty of their own marks a prior limit is not apprehended, what need is there to say more about a later limit?”

63.203 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819157#UT22084-029-001-5162/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5162%22%5D)

“Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!”

63.205 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819158#UT22084-029-001-5166/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5166%22%5D)

“Subhūti… this perfection of wisdom is, of all dharma, perfect; therefore, it is called perfection of wisdom.”

63.206 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819159#UT22084-029-001-5168/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5168%22%5D)
“with this... all śrāvakas, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattva great beings, and tathāgatas, worthy ones, perfectly complete buddhas have reached the other side.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819160#UT22084-029-001-5169%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5169%22%5D)

“Also, Subhūti, with this perfection of wisdom the tathāgata has fully awakened to the fact that all dharmas are not ultimately different; therefore, it is called perfection of wisdom.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819161%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5170%22%5D)

“gone into this perfection of wisdom is suchness, and gone into it also is unmistaken suchness.”

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819162%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5171%22%5D)

“Neither conjoined with nor disjoined from,”

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819163%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5172%22%5D)
“This perfection of wisdom causes the practice of all dharmas, this perfection of wisdom bestows all confidences.”

“Because all those who do the stopping, those who will stop, and the way the stopping happens cannot be apprehended in the perfection of wisdom.”

Furthermore, Subhūti, bodhisattva great beings should practice the reality of the perfection of wisdom—namely, they should practice the reality of impermanence, the reality of suffering, and the reality of selfless.

“the good of the knowledge of suffering, the good of the knowledge of origination,”

“the good of the knowledge of mastery, and the good of the knowledge in accord with sound,”

“According to the reality and the mode”—

“When… practicing this deep perfection of wisdom’s reality… they should not practice with the idea ‘greed is good for me’ or ‘is bad for me,’ ”
“They should not practice with the idea ‘form is good for me’ or ‘form is bad for me.’”

"Whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise"”

“the establishment of dharmas,”

“remains”

“the perfection of wisdom does not do anything good or bad to anything,”

“The perfection of wisdom does not cause any compounded or uncompounded dharma at all”

“But Lord, the uncompounded is good for all noble… is it not?”
“is not there to be good or bad for anything”

“the suchness of space.”

“Lord, having trained in the uncompounded perfection of wisdom, do bodhisattva great beings not reach the knowledge of all aspects?”

“but not in a dualistic way.”
“Lord, does a nondual dharma reach a nondual dharma?”

63.227 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Because neither a dual dharma nor a nondual dharma can be apprehended, the knowledge of all aspects is thus reached by way of not apprehending anything at all.”

64.1 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Deep, Lord, is the perfection of wisdom,”

64.8 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, it is because that suchness, on account of which tathāgatas are labeled, is just the suchness… on account of which the suchness of all beings and the suchness of the tathāgatas is labeled.”

64.9 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“standing in this suchness, bodhisattva great beings,”

“are called tathāgatas.”

“the perfection of wisdom.”

64.19

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Candidates for bodhisattva”

64.23

7 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti… the knowledge of all aspects is a nonexistent thing that is without a defining mark,”

“without a causal sign”

“without effort”

“unproduced”

“and not appearing”

“Subhūti, the objective support of the knowledge of all aspects is a nonexistent thing”

“The dominant factor is mindfulness.”
“Subhūti, something that has arisen from a union has no intrinsic nature...”

“And anything arisen from a union with no intrinsic nature is a nonexistent thing.”

“Are the intrinsic nature of a nonexistent thing—

“Lord, are phenomena separated from the phenomena themselves?”

“It is not appropriate that an existent thing knows an existent thing.”

“It is not appropriate that a nonexistent thing knows a nonexistent thing,”

“it is not appropriate that an existent thing knows a nonexistent thing,”

“it is not appropriate that a nonexistent thing knows an existent thing,”
“Lord, is ordinary convention one thing and the ultimate another?”

“Just that suchness of ordinary convention is the suchness of the ultimate.”

“Subhūti, true reality is called buddha”

“Also, they are those who have fully awakened to the true Dharma, therefore they are called buddha,”

“there are those who have fully awakened to the true Dharma… have a penetrating realization of true reality, … [and] have fully awakened to all dharmas as they really are, therefore they are called buddha.”

“Lord, what is the word awakening for?”

“Subhūti, awakening is a word for emptiness.”

“Also, Subhūti, awakening is a word for mere designation.”

“true reality means awakening.”
“that awakening is a realization that all dharmas are a mere designation and causal sign,“

“that... is the awakening of the lord buddhas, therefore it is called awakening.“

“the lord buddhas have fully awakened to it, therefore it is called awakening.”

“is not to accumulate or to diminish... any dharma.”

“it is not available in the manner of an objective support that has to be accumulated,”

“or that has to be diminished,”

“or that has to be decreased,”

“or that has to be increased,”

“or that has to be produced,”

“or that has to be stopped,”

“or that has to be defiled,”

“or that has to be purified,”
“How will... [they] fully grasp the perfection of giving?”

65.11 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819228#UT22084-029-001-5262/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5262%22%5D)

“[They] do not practice the perfection of giving in a dualistic way”

65.12 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819225#UT22084-029-001-5263/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5263%22%5D)

“Practice the perfection of giving in a dualistic way”

“Lord, if they do not practice the perfection of giving in a dualistic way”

65.13 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819230#UT22084-029-001-5264/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5264%22%5D)

“Subhūti, those who practice dualistically do not grow and flourish on wholesome roots”

66.2 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819226#UT22084-029-001-5272/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5272%22%5D)
“even bodhisattva great beings who have attended on the lord buddhas, have planted wholesome roots, and have been looked after by spiritual friends will not be able to gain the knowledge of all aspects,”

69.6 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“do not move from their intrinsic nature”

69.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“can a nonexistent thing fully awaken to a nonexistent thing,”

69.14 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Seeing sameness like this, not like an existent thing and not like a nonexistent thing either, is clear realization.”

69.18 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“the perfection of wisdom without thought construction.”
"To illustrate, Subhūti, worthy ones… having trained on all the paths”—

“do indeed enter into the flawlessness that is a perfect state;”

“will not reach the result of worthy one in a single instant of the path”

“Through the wisdom of the unique single instant”—

“the vajropama meditative stabilization.”

“Having beheld all eight levels, pass beyond them with knowledge and seeing,”

“On that bodhisattva great beings should accomplish vocalizations, conventional terms, and sounds,”
“Do not bring about and do not take away any dharma at all”—

69.31 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!”

69.32 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Noble Dharma and Vinaya”

69.34 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“noble Dharma and Vinaya”

“perfection of wisdom.”

69.42 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“perfection of wisdom.”
“The disintegration of meditation on all dharmas is meditation”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819248#UT22084-029-001-5346/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5346%22%5D)

“[They] do not meditate on ‘form is an existent thing’ ”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819249#UT22084-029-001-5347/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5347%22%5D)

“Someone attached to the two extremes, thinking ‘this is me,’ in reference to an existent thing”—

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819250#UT22084-029-001-5350/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5350%22%5D)

“Subhūti, the perception of form is a duality.”

“To the extent there is an existent thing, to that extent there are volitional factors.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819253#UT22084-029-001-5363/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5363%22%5D)

“[they] gain control over the range of all phenomena,”
Here, earlier when I was practicing the bodhisattva’s practice of the six perfections,”

“Lord, how has a tathāgata, worthy one, perfectly complete buddha,”

“Subhūti, were an intrinsic nature of sense objects or of wrong unwholesome dharmas,”

“are not existent things, or nonexistent things, or intrinsically existent things, or dependently existent things”

“How… will there be serial action, serial training, and serial practice?”
“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings from the very outset have heard from the lord buddhas... that an intrinsic nature... is nonexistent,”

“Having [transcended the śrāvaka level and pratyekabuddha level], they enter,”

“Starting from the first production of the thought,”

“Do you think you can apprehend a ‘there-is’ or a ‘there-is-not’ in all the phenomena that are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature?”
“Just the absence of an apprehended object is attainment, just the attainment of the absence of an apprehended object is clear realization.”

“unsurpassed, perfect, complete awakening.”

“How will there be the clairvoyances arisen from maturation?”

“Lord, when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom, how do they complete the six perfections in a single thought?”

“when they give gifts it is informed by the perfection of wisdom,”

“Nothing other than”
71.14 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“not having a dualistic notion”

71.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“When they give gifts with a thought free from causal signs, without outflows, the perfection of maturation is completed.”

71.21 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“This gift you have given is worthless”

73.1 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Lord, how, when all dharmas are like a dream, have nonexistence for their intrinsic nature, and are empty of their own marks,”

73.61 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“What is conflict-free meditative stabilization?”

73.62

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“There, what is knowledge from prayer?”

73.64

5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“There, what are the four total purities?”

“thoroughly purified basis.”

“thoroughly purified objective support.”

“thoroughly purified mind.”

“thoroughly purified knowledge.”

73.65

10 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Control over lifespan”

“control over mind”
“control over necessities”

“control over action”

“control over birth”

“control over belief”

“control over prayer”

“control over magical powers”

“control over knowledge”

“control over the doctrine”

73.80 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819290#UT22084-029-001-5630/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5630%22%5D)

“What are the three things the tathāgatas do not have to guard against?”

73.81 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819291#UT22084-029-001-5631/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5631%22%5D)

 “[The] three applications of mindfulness”

73.84 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819292#UT22084-029-001-5634/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5634%22%5D)
“A natural state not robbed of mindfulness” —

34 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“What are the thirty-two major marks of a great person?”

“They have wheel marks on the surfaces of their hands and feet.”

“Feet that are well placed” —

“Hands and feet with connecting webbing” —

“Delicate and soft feet and hands” —

“Stands out prominently in seven ways,”

“They have long toes and fingers.”

“stretched-out heels”

“a big… body”

“and a straight body,”

“Lower legs from the feet up that are not knobby” —

“Body hair that points upward” —

“Calves like the aiṇeya antelope” —

“Tubular and long arms” —

“[Their] private parts are hidden in a sheath.”

“A color like gold” —

“Extremely fine skin” —
“Each strand of body hair grows curling to the right”—

“An ārṇā marks their face.”

“[Their] upper body is like a lion’s.”

“[Their] shoulders are well rounded without an indentation at the throat.”

“The part between the collarbones is filled in”—

“They know tastes as tasty.”

“A build like an Indian fig tree”—

“[They] have an uṣṇīṣa on the top of their head”—

“A long thin tongue”:

“The voice of Brahmā”—

“They have lion-like jaws”

“Very white teeth,”

“Even teeth,”

“Teeth without gaps”—

“Forty teeth,”

“Dark blue eyes”—

“[Their] eyelashes are like those of a cow,”

13 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Wheels with a thousand spokes, with rims and hubs”—
“complete in every respect.”

“the backs of their hands and upper parts of their feet, shoulders, neck, and head”—

“[It] is not crooked”

“At seven hasta they are elevated in height.”

“dirt particles”

“stick to it.”

“The call of the kalaviṅka bird”—

“extremely white,”

“are not too long or too short,“

“no spaces between their teeth,”

“the upper and lower eyelashes”

“not entangled, so... [their] eyelashes are like those of a cow.”

26 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819296#UT22084-029-001-5653/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5653%22%5D)

“welcomed and accompanied gurus.”

“listened to the doctrine, strung garlands, visited temples and caityas, and given the gift of servants.”

“It is a sign presaging an extremely large circle of servants.”

“their commitment is firm.”

“It is a sign presaging that they cannot be swayed.”
“their assiduous practice of the four ways of gathering a retinue.”

“by giving”

“consistency between words and deeds,”

“The speedy gathering of a retinue”—

“perfectly prepared hard and soft food and drink.”

“because they have freed convicts condemned to death, have sustained life by giving food and drink and so on, and assiduously practiced abstaining from killing”—

“abstaining from killing”

“the wholesome dharmas they have undertaken,”

“having shown respect, they have made vocations and branches of knowledge available”

“It is a sign presaging a speedy grasp of things.”

“[they] reconciled friends and relatives and did not separate”

“They have avoided society, and accorded an appropriate status to parents and so on, served them, given them gifts, not displeased them,”

“[they] did not speak unkindly,”

“did not belittle others,”

“eloquent and not jarring, and their speech is the same as the roar of a lion,”

“first”—

“at doing”

“parks, assembly halls,”

“They have a build like a fig tree,”

“an uṣṇīṣa on the top of their head,”
“these are signs that presage holding the highest office.”

73.92

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819294#UT22084-029-001-5660/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5660%22%5D)

“great person”

73.93

3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819367#UT22084-029-001-5663/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5663%22%5D)

“Eighty minor signs”—

“Lord buddhas have nails with a color like copper”

“are isolated from all conditioned things”

73.95

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819370#UT22084-029-001-5715/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5715%22%5D)

“Bodhisattva great beings gather beings with those six perfections, by kind words.”

73.96

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819371#UT22084-029-001-5716/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5716%22%5D)
“They have gathered beings... with those same six perfections by... beneficial actions.”

73.97 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (.commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819372#UT22084-029-001-5718/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5718%22%5D)

“Become skilled at one syllable accomplishment.”

“Know through one syllable that all have a decline.”

“Meditate on forty-five syllables being included in one syllable.”

“Meditate on one syllable being included in forty-five syllables.”

“All dharmas, Subhūti, being the appearance of that for which there are no letters, are magical creations.”

73.98 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819377#UT22084-029-001-5722/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5722%22%5D)

“how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom arisen from maturation,”

“a being... and a dharma... cannot be apprehended,”

73.99 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819379#UT22084-029-001-5723/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5723%22%5D)

“be connecting them with error?”
the Lord said, “Exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!”

“Having thus seen that all those dharmas are empty, teach the doctrine to beings,”

“They see that all dharmas are without obscurations”

“By way of their not being bound and not being freed”—

“Form’s state of not being bound and not being freed is not form.”

“Are absolutely pure”—

“Something nonexistent is not located in something nonexistent,”

“Something’s own existence is not located in something nonexistent,”

“And something else’s existence is not located in something nonexistent or in something’s own existence,”
“The lord buddhas, the bodhisattvas, pratyekabuddhas, worthy ones, and all the noble beings understand just that true dharmic nature of dharmas”

“Without going beyond that true dharmic nature of dharmas”—

“Subhūti, the dharma-constituent does not go beyond anything, and suchness and the very limit of reality do not go beyond anything either.”

“Because they have no intrinsic nature that goes beyond anything”

73.105 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819393%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5733%22%5D)

“Lord, if, in the dharma-constituent, there is no going beyond, and in suchness and at the very limit of reality there is no going beyond,”

73.106 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819394%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5734%22%5D)

“No, Subhūti,” the Lord replied,

73.107 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819395%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5735%22%5D)

“Lord, if form is not one thing and the dharma-constituent is not another,”
“a detailed presentation of the results”

Subhūti, … based on conventional truth,”

“an exposition of a detailed presentation of”

“are undifferentiated”—

“not something that can be talked about,”

“name and form are not produced and do not stop, are not defiled and not purified.”

“They are an emptiness of what transcends limits and an emptiness of no beginning and no end.”

Subhūti said, “Lord, if the detailed presentation of results is based on conventional truth,”

“simple, ordinary folk,”

“in the result of stream enterer,”
“simple... folk,”

Then the Lord said, “Subhūti, were simple, ordinary folk to know the conventional truth or the ultimate truth,”

73.111 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, when they have become habituated to the path”

“does the result appear and do they attain the result?”

73.112 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“No, Subhūti. The result does not appear, and they do not attain the result from having become habituated to the path.”

“Nor, Subhūti, do they attain the result from having not become habituated to the path.”

“A result to be attained with the path does not exist, it will not be attained with what is not the path, and it does not exist on the path either”

“In the dharma-constituent they do not make a presentation of the results by way of apportioning them.”

73.113 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Lord, if the compounded element and uncompounded element have not been apportioned,”

73.114 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Subhūti, … is the result of stream enterer… compounded or… uncompounded?”

74.1 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Lord, how have… they realized well what marks dhammas as dharmas”

74.3 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

“Lord, how do they meditate on the path of a magical creation?”

“Subhūti, it is based on meditating on a path,”

74.4 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
“Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings realize all dharmas that are nonexistent things”

“Is there any existent thing apprehended in a tathāgata’s magical creation, thanks to which it is defiled and is purified?”

74.9 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, ... if the five forms of life in saṃsāra from which beings will be liberated do not exist, how is there going to be a bodhisattva’s personal heroic power?”

74.10 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Then the Lord said, “What do you think, Subhūti,”

74.13 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, if, just on their own, beings knew that all dharmas are like a dream, up to are like a magical creation,”
“The basic nature of all dharmas is name because they point somewhere.”

“is signlessness one thing and śrāvaka dharmas another?”

“Does that not complicate the dharma-constituent?”

“Subhūti, the dharma-constituent would be complicated if there were to be any other dharma not included in the dharma-constituent,”
“Are aware of all dharmas as they really are, the dharma-constituent.”

74.55 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, if the dharma-constituent were not exactly the same later as it was before, and if it were not like that in between as well,”

75.2 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, having taken the very limit of reality as the measure”

“establish beings at the very limit of reality”

75.3 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, if just the very limit of reality is also the limit of beings”

75.4 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“With skillful means they establish the limit of beings at the very limit of reality without complicating the very limit of reality.”

“are not two.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“What are the skillful means?”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Subhūti, here, starting from the first production of the thought, bodhisattva great beings,”

3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Lord, if all phenomena are empty of a basic nature, and if in the emptiness of a basic nature a being is not apprehended, nor are a dharma and a path apprehended,”

“how will bodhisattva great beings,”

“stand in the knowledge of all aspects?”
75.19 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819442#UT22084-029-001-5850/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5850%22%5D)

“Subhūti, were all phenomena not empty of a basic nature,”

75.20 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819443#UT22084-029-001-5851/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5851%22%5D)

“Subhūti, if inner emptiness were not empty of a basic nature,”

“The emptiness of a basic nature would have been destroyed.”

“that ‘all dharmas are empty of a basic nature’”

75.21 10 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819446#UT22084-029-001-5852/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5852%22%5D)

“the emptiness of a basic nature does not perish, is not immovable, and is not nonrecurring”

“it does occupy a location,”

“does not stand in a place,”

“does not come from anywhere and does not go anywhere,”

“All dharmas are not established”

“They do not see any dharma at all as obstructing”
“They see all dharmas as not obstructing”

do not apprehend… a self,”

“the emptiness of a basic nature.”

“In that”—

75.22 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819457#UT22084-029-001-5854/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5854%22%5D)

“a tathāgata’s… magically created monk or nun”

75.23 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819458#UT22084-029-001-5856/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5856%22%5D)

“Just that error is itself not error.”

“Because of having thought construction as cause”—

“They, furthermore, are not exactly like the ultimate there”

“the applications of mindfulness,”

75.24 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819462#UT22084-029-001-5858/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5858%22%5D)

“That emptiness of a basic nature, furthermore, is the emptiness of a basic nature at the prior limit,”
“Thus, it is amazing how they practice all dharmas that are the
emptiness of a basic nature without complicating the emptiness of a
basic nature.”

“form is not one thing and the emptiness of a basic nature another.”

“Fully awaken to form itself as the knower of all aspects”—

“On the contrary, the world together with the gods, together with
Māra, together with Brahmā”—

“do not know”

“on account of not knowing,”

“settle down on”

“appropriate form,”

“are not liberated from”
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819472#UT22084-029-001-5862/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5862%22%5D)

“…the emptiness of a basic nature … [they] do not complicate form with ‘it is empty, or it is not empty.’”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819473#UT22084-029-001-5865/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5865%22%5D)

“It is because the ‘this is form,’ and ‘this is emptiness’… that might make that sort of complication have no intrinsic existence”—

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819474#UT22084-029-001-5867/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5867%22%5D)

“Bodhisattva great beings do not practice awakening and form within having made a division.”

“They do not practice form having made a division in awakening.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819477#UT22084-029-001-5868/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5868%22%5D)

“A practice of taking anything up”—
“Stand in the basic nature of form”—

Moreover, … simply based on… labeled by way of ordinary convention”

“without apprehending giving, … a benefactor,”

“Lord, how, when bodhisattva great beings are practicing the perfection of wisdom, do they make an effort at the awakening path?”
“[They] do not disengage from form,”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“How will the perfection of wisdom… be accomplished”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Has there been or will there be a real basis of form in the way a foolish ordinary person has settled down on it?”

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“If something that really existed was there before”—

“there would be the fault.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Lord, what is the bodhisattva great beings’ path?”

77.13 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819488#UT22084-029-001-5961/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5961%22%5D)

“Lord, if all dharmas are unproduced, well then, Lord, how will bodhisattva great beings produce a path to awakening?”

77.14 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819489#UT22084-029-001-5962/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5962%22%5D)

“All dharmas have not been produced. How so? All dharmas have not been produced for those who do not occasion anything,“

77.15 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819490#UT22084-029-001-5963/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5963%22%5D)

“Lord, whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise,”

77.16 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines. Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (? commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819491#UT22084-029-001-5964/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-5964%22%5D)
Having said that, the Lord said, “Exactly so, Subhūti,”

77.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Lord, do they reach awakening on that path that has been produced?”

77.21 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Just awakening is the path, and just the path is awakening.”

77.22 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Lord, if just awakening is the path, and just the path is awakening,”

77.23 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

Having asked that, the Lord, 

asked him in return, “Subhūti, what do you think, does a buddha reach awakening?”
“Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings, having completed the six perfections,”

“purify a buddhafielld”

“Lord, are bodhisattva great beings ‘destined’ or rather ‘not necessarily destined’?”

“the śrāvaka group or the pratyekabuddha group”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“He intentionally, with skillful means, appropriated whatever sort of body would be of benefit to beings.”

78.16 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Through a noble action without outflows, do they… take birth in terrible forms of life or…”—

78.27 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“But they have no contact with them at all”—

78.29 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“How could all dharmas be included in the perfection of wisdom?”

78.30 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Subhūti, … all dharmas are empty of all dharmas, are they not?”

78.33 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819506#UT22084-029-001-6045/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6045%22%5D)

“Lord, how do [they]… standing in the emptiness of all dharmas find and produce within themselves the perfection of clairvoyance”

78.34 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819507#UT22084-029-001-6046/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6046%22%5D)

the Lord said, “Subhūti, here bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom see all those world systems,”

78.51 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819508#UT22084-029-001-6063/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6063%22%5D)

“branches of… awakening,”

79.14 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819509#UT22084-029-001-6085/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6085%22%5D)

“Lord, will beings pass into complete nirvāṇa on account of knowing suffering or will they pass into complete nirvāṇa on account of suffering?”
79.15 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819510#UT22084-029-001-6086/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6086%22%5D)

“the sameness”

79.20 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819511#UT22084-029-001-6092/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6092%22%5D)

“Those dharmas included in the truths or not included in the truths” —

“Subhūti, such a dharma as that, which bodhisattva great beings see, does not exist.”

“Those bodhisattvas standing at the Gotra level do not fall onto a peak”

79.21 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819514#UT22084-029-001-6096/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6096%22%5D)

“Even though they comprehend suffering, they do not produce any thought with suffering as its objective support”

79.24 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819515#UT22084-029-001-6102/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6102%22%5D)

“Awakening is a nonexistent thing.”
“unlettered, foolish, ordinary people,”

“That which is not real is just not real”

“The path is a nonexistent thing, the result of stream enterer is a nonexistent thing,”

“Lord, is there some real basis called suchness and unmistaken suchness, that was or is,”

“like a dream”
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819522#UT22084-029-001-6154/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6154%22%5D)

"Brahmā’s melodious voice"

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819521#UT22084-029-001-6155/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6155%22%5D)

"Subhūti, … what do you think, those dharmas… are like an illusion, like a dream, … are they not?"

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819523#UT22084-029-001-6159/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6159%22%5D)

"Subhūti, it is because all these dharmas have been brought into being and are the outcome of intentions"

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary *Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819524#UT22084-029-001-6161/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6161%22%5D)

"But still, Subhūti, all those dharmas establish the path and bring about the path, even though they do not cause a result to be obtained"
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Subhūti, there is no clear realization dualistically and there is no clear realization nondualistically either.”

“clear realization.”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Is the dharma a tathāgata has fully awakened to…”

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Lord, given that dharmas are the nonexistence of an intrinsic nature, what is this ‘sameness of dharmas’?”

81.14

81.10

81.17

81.18
“Is inexpressible”

“Subhūti, here just that is the sameness of dharmas.”

“Subhūti, that sameness of dharmas is not within the range of… even tathāgatas.”

“Makes a presentation of dharmas without moving from the sameness of dharmas”—

“Lord, is that true nature of dharmas a compounded phenomenon or is it an uncompounded phenomenon?”
The Lord said, “Subhūti, it is not a compounded phenomenon and it is not an uncompounded phenomenon either.”

“An uncompounded phenomenon other than a compounded phenomenon cannot be apprehended, and a compounded phenomenon other than an uncompounded phenomenon cannot be apprehended either.”

“are not conjoined”;

“are not disjoined”;

“are formless”;

“cannot be pointed out”;

“do not obstruct”;

“have only one mark—that is, no mark.”

“A tathāgata employs this language according to ordinary convention.”

“in the ultimate there is no physical volitional factor, no verbal volitional factor, and no mental volitional factor,”

“Subhūti, emptiness is not anything at all, there is nothing at all.”
“Lord, why is it empty?”

“Whatever the perception of it, it is empty of that.”

“magically creates other magical creations”

“is there any real thing there that is not empty?”

“Subhūti, what do you think, is it concealed…”

“‘this is a magical creation; this is an emptiness’ ”

“some are magically created by śrāvakas,”

“some are magically created by afflictive emotions”

“and some are magically created by actions”
“Be it a production or cessation”

82.12
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“It is nirvāṇa—that which has the quality of not coaxing you into believing it is true.”

82.13
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“According to what you have said, Lord, that ‘not moving from emptiness and not stained by duality either…’ ”

82.14
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“exactly so, Subhūti, exactly so!”

82.15
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Lord, … a person who is beginning the work… how should they be advised?”

82.16 7 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819562#UT22084-029-001-6224/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6224%22%5D)

“a thing that really existed before”

“becomes a thing that does not exist later”

“there is no existent thing”

“nor a nonexistent thing”

“there is not something’s own existence”—

“nor any existence from something else”—

“so how will there ever be”

83.1 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819569#UT22084-029-001-6227/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6227%22%5D)

Maitreya asked… “Lord, how do bodhisattva great beings practicing the perfection of wisdom who want to train in a bodhisattva’s training train in form?”

“the buddhadharma.”

83.2 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819571#UT22084-029-001-6229/%5Bdata-
“[they] should train in ‘form is a mere name,’… up to ‘buddhadharmas are a mere name’ ”—

83.3 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819572#UT22084-029-001-6230/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6230%22%5D)

“Lord, when this—namely, the designation form—is apprehended together with a basis,”

83.4 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819573#UT22084-029-001-6231/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6231%22%5D)

“This—namely, form—is a name plucked out of thin air… for this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon.”

83.5 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819574#UT22084-029-001-6233/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6233%22%5D)

“Lord, is it not the case that in the absence of the name form, there is no being aware of, realizing, or knowing the name form through a basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon?”

83.6 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.*

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819575#UT22084-029-001-6234/%5Bdata-
“So then, Maitreya, I will ask you a question,”

“Maitreya, what do you think—without resorting to, without standing on, without having to stand on the designation form for this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon, do you think this—namely, ‘this is form’—about this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon?”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Maitreya, what do you think, do a variety of kinds of words, conventional terms, conventional labels, and designations designate, or conventionally refer to, or label, or apply to this basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon?”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Maitreya, what do you think—here, does someone designate… to just that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon a name for a basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon different from it?”

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Having said that, the noble Maitreya asked him, “In that case, Lord, would it not then be just that basis that is the causal sign of a compounded phenomenon that is apprehended as the form entity?”

83.15 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819580/UT22084-029-001-6251/5D)

“Maitreya, what do you think, … the form entity, or is it simply merely designated?”

83.17 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819581/UT22084-029-001-6254/5D)

Having said that, the noble Maitreya asked him, “Lord, … if form is simply just a designation, name, conventional term, label, and conventional designation,”

83.18 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819582/UT22084-029-001-6255/5D)

Having asked that, the Lord asked him in return, “Maitreya, what do you think, is that form that is simply just a designation, name, conventional term, label, and conventional designation produced or stopped, or defiled or purified?”

83.22 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Lord, does form just not exist at all? Is it without any mark at all?”

83.23 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Maitreya, I do not say ‘form just does not exist at all without any mark at all.’ ”

83.24 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“How then, Lord, does form exist?”

83.25 1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Maitreya, form exists as an ordinary term and convention,”

83.26 4 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
“Lord, the way I understand what you have said,”

“inexpressible,”

“Lord, if that inexpressible element ultimately exists, then how can it be a basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon designated by the name form plucked out of thin air?”

“And if ultimately it does not exist, then how could it be an inexpressible element?”

83.27
3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819591#UT22084-029-001-6268/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6268%22%5D)

“So then, Maitreya, I will ask you a question,”

“Maitreya, what do you think—when abiding in the correct practice of wisdom connected with the inexpressible element,”

“Lord, I do not apprehend it.”

83.28
6 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819594#UT22084-029-001-6270/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6270%22%5D)

Then the Lord said, “From this one of many explanations, Maitreya”—

“You should know that this basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon is not the inexpressible element, and the inexpressible element is not other than this basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon.”

“Maitreya, this basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon… if they are taken to be the inexpressible element, well then, all foolish ordinary people would be in nirvāṇa.”
“Maitreya, if the inexpressible element is taken to be other than this basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon, well then, given that even the causal sign would not be apprehended,”

“A realization of the inexpressible,”

“element,”

83.30 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?) commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819600#UT22084-029-001-6272/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6272%22%5D

“Lord, if, when bodhisattvas are abiding in the correct practice of wisdom connected with the inexpressible element,”

“not apprehended”

“not apprehended”

83.31 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?) commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819603#UT22084-029-001-6273/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6273%22%5D

Then the Lord said, “Maitreya, that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon has no independence or existence at all.”

“Maitreya, when you conceive of that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon,”

“it is, Lord,”

83.32 3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808,
The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.
Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?) commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819606#UT22084-029-001-6276/%5Bdata-
“If that is so, Maitreya, … [it] is simply just conceptualization,”

“When they are thus abiding in the nonconceptual element free from conceptualizations, what existence does it… have?”

“What existence can be apprehended?”

83.33

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Lord, how many designations for the separate aspects of form should a bodhisattva practicing the perfection of wisdom, involved in skillfully making a differentiation of a dharma, know?”

83.34

3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“Maitreya, … should know three… modes of form,”

“imaginary form, … conceptualized form, and … the true dharmic nature of form,”

“imaginary buddhadharmas, … conceptualized buddhadharmas, and… the true dharmic nature of buddhadharmas,”

83.35

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)
“What is imaginary form?”

83.36 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

the Lord said, “Maitreya, based on the designation, name, label, and conventional designation form for this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon, this imagining that it is the intrinsic nature of form is imaginary form,”

“based on the designation, name, label, and conventional designation form for this or that basis that is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon,”

83.37 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“that basis which is a causal sign of a compounded phenomenon, an expression dependent on conceptualization established in the true dharmic nature of mere conceptualization,”

“feeling”

83.38 7 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, *The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines*.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?)

“whether the tathāgatas arise or whether the tathāgatas do not arise,”
“this eternally eternal, constantly constant absence of imaginary form as the intrinsic nature of conceptualized form,”

“The nonexistence of an intrinsic nature,”

“the nonexistence of a self in dharmas”—

“suchness”—

“the very limit of reality”—

“feeling”

83.40 5 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“Maitreya, view the form that is imaginary as not a material reality,”

“View conceptualized form as a material reality based on the material reality of a conceptualization.”

“But not because it is there under its own power”—

“The true dharmic nature of form... as neither a nonmaterial reality nor a material reality and in the category of the ultimate”—

“buddhadharmas”

83.41 2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

“this that the Lord has said”

“namely, ‘anything called form is counted as not two,’”
Maitreya, what do you think, is the absence of material reality in imaginary form, or is it not?

Is then form just the mere designation, name, label, and conventional designation form for it?

Maitreya, what do you think, is conceptualized form, the material reality… not form?

is that imaginary form of just that conceptualized form—that which is not its intrinsic nature, not its defining mark—form?
“Is that true dharmic nature of form, form in the category of selflessness, form?”

“Is that true dharmic nature of form that is just that true dharmic nature of form, not form?”

“counted as nondual”

“are nondual.”

“[they] neither comprehend nor do not comprehend form, and just that is their comprehension.”
“abandon… actualize…and cultivate.”

83.54

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819644#UT22084-029-001-6309/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6309%22%5D)

“Maitreya, the nirvāṇa of bodhisattvas is deep, extremely deep.”

83.55

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819645#UT22084-029-001-6310/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6310%22%5D)

“why is [it]… deep?”

“It is because the nirvāṇa of bodhisattvas is neither nirvāṇa nor not nirvāṇa; that is why it is called ‘deep, extremely deep.’ ”

83.57

1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819648#UT22084-029-001-6313/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6313%22%5D)

The Lord said, “Maitreya, taking the welfare of others as the point of departure, it is not nirvāṇa because they do not totally reject samsāra; taking their own welfare as the point of departure, it is not not nirvāṇa because they do not totally reject nirvāṇa.”

83.58

2 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819647#UT22084-029-001-6314/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6314%22%5D)
“Lord, if, taking the welfare of others as the point of departure, bodhisattvas do not totally reject saṃsāra… how do they not totally reject nirvāṇa?”

“Lord, if, taking the welfare of others as the point of departure, bodhisattvas do not totally reject saṃsāra, by not totally rejecting saṃsāra how do they not totally reject nirvāṇa?”

83.59
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819650#UT22084-029-001-6315/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6315%22%5D)

“[they] do not even conceive of saṃsāra as actually saṃsāra,“

83.60
1 reference to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
commentary=UT23703-093-001-42819651#UT22084-029-001-6317/%5Bdata-quote-location%3D%22UT22084-029-001-6317%22%5D)

“Well then, Lord, will it not be the case that just as bodhisattvas standing in the realm without thought construction… have not totally rejected a life in saṃsāra they will similarly not have appropriated it, and just as they have not totally rejected nirvāṇa they will similarly not have appropriated that, either? And Lord, if there is no appropriation, how can there be no rejection?”

83.61
3 references to this passage can be found in the commentary Toh 3808, The Long Explanation of the Noble Perfection of Wisdom in One Hundred Thousand, Twenty-Five Thousand, and Eighteen Thousand Lines.

Reload this text to be read alongside this commentary (?
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“or ‘do not appropriate’ a life in saṃsāra,“
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“or ‘do not appropriate’ a life in saṃsāra,“
“Maitreya, I do not say they ‘appropriate’ or ‘do not appropriate’ a life in saṃsāra.”

“emptiness, the realm that gives no basis for apprehending anything”
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“Lord, how in the absence of conceptualization should the collection of marks be viewed?”
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“The nonduality… of an existent thing and a nonexistent thing”

“Nonelaboration”
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“Lord, are all śrāvakas absolutely with certainty located in nirvāṇa?”
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“Many families and dispositions of beings can be found.”

“Strive for a superior qualification, who gain just the superior qualification”—

“Inferior”—

“Understand that it is lacking, are not satisfied just by that”
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“…does not take rebirth, so how do they reach it?”

“The Lord has not said… is their rebirth.”
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“Maitreya, I do not say that their rebirth is dictated by karma and afflictive emotion; I say that theirs is an inconceivable rebirth, magically created and dedicated.”